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savagely red

warmly moist
tenderly soft
When lips are a

.

.

Savage red, the

jungle adventure prevails

.

. .

.

spirit

of

and hearts

too easily are caused to skip a beat! For,

the five Savage reds were purposely
created to be exciting.
But,

it's

And

folly for lips to

their caress proves

tender. So
softens lips

.

.

.

tempt unless

warm, moist and

Savage Lipstick also

.

.

they are!

makes them

.

softer

even

than Nature does; assurance that Savage
lips will

always

fulfill

the promise their

Savage color makes.

And Savage
It

really permanent, too.

is

clings savagely ... as long as lips are

wished to lure
other

is

.

.

.

and longer. None

from these

like Savage! Select

five truly

adventurous shades of red.
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"How

about a week from Thursday?

Her phone was always

ringing
would
would she like
she like to see this?
could she plan for the
to go there?
weekend ? She was easily the most popular girl in town. And the funny part of
it is that Jess than a year before she
would have been hard put to it to get a
man to take her anywhere. More fortunate than many girls who go blindly on
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the surest means at her
It's the

o

^

command.

Whispers That Hurt

be whispered about a girl that she has
(had breath) and, socially speaking,
her goose is cooked. And people, being what they
are, do whisper.

Let

Be Sure — Be Safe

.

wondering why they are seldom invited
out, she had found the source of her
trouble and quickly corrected it with

^^

of modern methods of eating and drinking. Consequently, you must ever be on guard against
offending.

it

There has always been one product especially
fitted to correct halitosis promptly and safely.
Its name is Listerine, and it is the pleasantest
tasting, most delightful mouth wash you can
use. Many imitations of it have failed either
because they could not do what Listerine does;
because they failed to meet the standard requirements of an antiseptic; or because they
were too strong, too harsh, too bitter to be
tolerated. Of the imitations that remain, a very
large number lack Listerine's speedy action and

For more than 50 years, Listerine has been
used in hospital work because of its marked deodorant and antiseptic properties. When you
rinse your mouth with Listerine, here is what

is

bad

—

Millions of bacteria capable of
causing odors are destroyed outright.
(4).

tire

The breath itself— indeed, the enmouth — is freshened and sweetened.

Don't Offend Others
When you want such freshening

Listerine's

Four

Listerine. Use it every morning and
every night, and between times before
business and social engagements, so
that you do not offend.

Lambert Pharmacal Co.
St.

Louis, A4o.

Lis t e

Benefits

Fermentation of tiny food particles (the
major cause of breath odors) is instantly halted.
(2). Decaying matter is swept from large areas

and

deodorizing effect without danger, use

happens

(1).

yourself never know when your breath
and bad it occasionally must be because

mouth, gum, and tooth surfaces.

(3).

efficiency.

halitosis

You
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THE

how Goodwill Court went from

story of

to coast network

man and
I

want

audience

to

because

tell it

who

cussion of

dreams against

his

local station

WMCA

NBC's

to

coast

the significant story of the brief but bitter struggle of one

is

it

a corporation's policies.

seems to

me

to

answer the

ask: "Will commercial broadcasting ever

many liberals in the listening
down the bars against dis-

let

most urgent problems?"

life's

When Chase and Sanborn

signed Goodwill Court to take the place of the Major
Bowes amateur program, it created an immediate and perplexing problem for NBC.
The problem was to make Goodwill Court as emotional and dramatic a program as
ever went on the air, and make it over to conform with NBC needs.

As

a broadcast over a local station,

know,

if

phone,

you have heard

how

them a

it,

how

it

it

these people state their case

Many

legal answer.

illegitimacy, unfaithfulness

these sources.

It

had included

a

brings people from

number
all

and hear an acting

You

of sex problems.

walks of

to the micro-

life

New York

magistrate give

of these cases were based on such sex problems as adultery,

—necessarily

was NBC's job

since so

so,

to bar such cases

many human woes

and yet

spring from

retain the show's

immense

listener appeal.

The day
Company,

I

1

lunched with Lenox Riley Lohr, president of the National Broadcasting
asked him what they would do about Goodwill Court.

"Allow nothing on

that wouldn't be proper for every

it

member

of the family to

by which broadcasters have always

hear,"<he replied, referring to the yardstick

deter-

mined a program's morals.
I

asked him

if

he thought this would cut

down

the program's popularity.

"No," he answered, "there are other aspects of life which are just as interesting as
we must keep off this program. Our restriction will only lead to greater

the ones

diversification."

who directs every phase of it,
Court he saw a boyhood dream grow to reality. He
has the fire and ideals of the born crusader, and in his heart burns a hot resentment,
fanned by the pitiful letters he receives from listeners, against the present marriage
A. L. Alexander

opposed

this view.

who

created Goodwill Court and

In Goodwill

laws.

from his program was the chance to
weary and poverty stricken who found themselves hopelessly caught
up. in the choking web of marriage law. He knew that if he gave NBC its way and
swept his program clean of the taboo subjects illegitimacy, adultery, unfaithfulness
he would have to refuse help to a large number of people who cried to him for guidance.

One

of the greatest satisfactions he derived

get advice to the

—

So he argued, but NBC had its ruling, the sponsor had no boyhood dream to
Alexander inevitably bowed down to circumstance. NBC is sure its ruling is
correct.
I

It

would

really feel.

says that you would not tolerate such subjects on
like to

know

—and

Do you want

would you prefer

to hear

laws of the country?

I

am

sure

its

Mr. Alexander would

stations.
like to

radio to taboo discussions of these urgent

them discussedby

authorities

fair

and
and

,

know

life

lose,

—how you

problems? Or

whose viewpoints represent the

WHERE TO TUNE THEM

IN

have changed time, net
BECAUSE so many programs
for the new season and so many
work, and even stars
stars have come back either for different sponsors
or on different broadcasts, we've made up the following
By a
list of the shows on which changes have been made.
little study, you'll be able to find out where to tune in favorites who took a summer vacation or who found them-

FRED ALLEN

selves

new

be— are

hours.

listed

The

here

stars or

—as

programs

the case

The times given
effort was made to

alphabetically.

Eastern Standard. Every possible
sent accurate, up-to-the-minute information.

on Town Hall Tonight—Wednesday night from 9:00 to 10:00—NBC Red network.

FRED ASTAIRE

on Variety

Show—Tuesday

10:30—NBC Red network.

night from 9:30 to

ATLANTIC FAMILY PROGRAM—Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday at 7:15 P.M.—CBS network.
BACKSTAGE WIFE—Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. from 11:15 to 11:30 AJM.—NBC Red network.
PHIL BAKER & Hal Kemp's Orchestra—Sunday night from 7:30 to 8:00—CBS network.
JACK BENNY 8t Mary Livingstone—Sunday night from
MAJOR BOWES' AMATEUR HOUR—Thursday night
EDDIE CANTOR'S VARIETY

SHOW—Sunday

7:00 to

7:30—NBC Red network.

from 9:00

10:00—CBS network.

to

night from 8:30 to

THE CARBORUNDUM BAND PROGRAM—Saturday

9:00—CBS

night from 7:30 to

network.

8:00—CBS network.

DAFOE—Monday, Wednesday, and Friday from 11:45 to 12:00 noon—CBS network.
DEATH VALLEY DAYS PROGRAM—Friday night from 8:30 to 9:00—NBC Blue network.
NELSON EDDY 8C Pasternack Orchestra—Sunday night from 8:00 to 8:30—CBS network.
VOICE OF FIRESTONE PROGRAM—Monday night from 8:30 to 9:00—NBC Red network.
THE FIRST NIGHTER PROGRAM—Friday night from 10:00 to 10:30—NBC Red network,
FLOYD GIBBONS & Vincent Lopez—Saturday night from 9:00 to 9:30—CBS network.
FORD HOUR with Victor Kolar—Sunday night from 9:00 to 10:00—CBS network.
GENERAL MOTORS SYMPHONIC HOUR—Sunday night from 10:00 to 11:00—NBC Red network.
THE GOODWILL COURT PROGRAM—Sunday night from 8:00 to 9:00—NBC Red network.
GRAND HOTEL DRAMATIC SKETCHES—Sunday from 3:30 to 4:00 P.M.—NBC Red network.
DR.

HELEN HAYES, Dramatic Program—Monday night from 8:00 to 8:30—NBC Blue network.
HOW TO BE CHARMING—Mon. Wed. Fri. from 11:30 to 11:45 A.M.—NBC Red network.
THE WARDEN LAWES PROGRAM—Monday night from 9:30 to 10:00—NBC Blue network.
TED MALONE—Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. from 12:15 to 12:30 P.M.—CBS network.
MARY MARLIN—Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. from 12:15 to 12:30 P.M.—NBC Red network.
NATIONAL FARM & HOME HOUR—Mon. through Sat. from 12:30 to 1:30—NBC Blue network.
JOE PENNER'S New Comedy Program—Sunday

night from 6:00 to

PITTSBURGH SYMPHONY PROGRAM—Sunday
REAL SILK HOSIERY PROGRAM—Sunday night
RIPLEY'S

Believe It

RUBINOFF,

Or Not—Sunday

—Sunday

network.

afternoon from 2:00 to 2:45—CBS network.

from 10:00

night from 7:30 to

Jan Peerce, Virginia Rea

6:30—CBS

to

10:30—NBC Blue network.

8:00—NBC Blue

network.

—CBS

night from 6:30 to 7:00

network.

SCHOOL OF THE AIR—Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. from 2:15 to 2:45—CBS network.
KATE SMITH'S A. 8C P. Variety Hour—Thursday night from 8:00 to 9:00—CBS network.
MARION TALLEY, Joseph Koestner—Sunday from 5:00 to 5:30 P.M.—NBC Blue network.
WALTER WINCHELL'S JERGENS JOURNAL—Sunday night from 9:00 to 9:15—NBC Blue

network.
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We build, strengthen the vocal organ—not
with singing lessons—but by fundamentally
sound and scientifically correct silent exercises
absolutely guarantee to im. , and
prove any singing or speaking voice at least
100% . . Write for wonderful voice book
—sent free. No literature sent to anyone
under 17 years unless signed by parent.
.

.

100% Improvement
Guaranteed!
WE

give you a written guarantee that

we

can

improve your singing or speaking voice 100%
or our complete course in physical voice culture
doesn't cost you a penny. You are
the sole judge of the results. This
is the most drastic guarantee ever
given by any voice instructor. We
will prove to your satisfaction that

years previous study with others." J.

—

make

guarantee because
of our remarkable success for the last
20 years with this method.
have
received testimonials of appreciation from students from all parts
of the world. These testimonials
reproduced here are only a few of
thousands of students who have
reported remarkable improvement.
this

Method of Voice Training ...

my voice

it

methods failed. The first lessons brought
amazing results." S. E. Martin of
Rusk, Texas, writes, "I could not
speak above a whisper, but now
my voice is normal and is developing into a good singing voice."

restored

after other

"People who used to laugh at me
because I stammered are the ones
thanks to
I can laugh at now . .
you and your course," says Samuel
Bryson of Chadron, Texas

We

"I have studied voice for 15 years.
Have received more from you in 9
lessons than I did in the whole 15

Malone,

a famous
Italian tenor writes, "I heartily endorse your Silent

we can bring out a new quality
a new power and force to your voice.

We

W.

North Adams, Mass. Pompeo Tomasini,

.

In the shaded area is shown the
tone passage. Lining the -waits of
this passage are the muscles of
the tongue, palate and throat
which control the volume and
strength of the voice.

Free Book
without cost or obligation
No matter how hopeless your case may seem

— send

at once for Free 96-page voice book.
be mailed without cost or obligation
to any serious-minded adult. Get the complete facts of what we can do to assist you by
this world famous Perfect Voice method. In
this book we give you the same priceless
facts that we have given operatic stars and
noted public speakers. Get this book NOW.
It will

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE
Studio 7918, 44 E.L*ke St., Chicago, 111.

O. M. Rennie says, "I had a very
poor voice, always nervous and
that is gone
short of breath
now. I am only a student, yet
I could stop right now and still be
repaid 100%".

.

.

This famous Method
of physical voice culture is based on the
elementary principle
of strengthening the
throat and tongue

muscles by silent
physical exercises. In
the big free 96-page

book which we send
you without cost, we
explain what these

—

how
muscles are
they function in the
singing and speaking voice and how
you can strengthen
and control them to
improve YOUR voice.

By

WITH

a yoicks, a tally-ho, and
a bubbabubboo, Bing Crosby
has at last gone in for horse
For
raising (and racing) seriously.
more than a year it has been his favorite hobby, but now it's a business,
and a big-scale one. He's president and
organizer of a new race track at Del
Mar, on the ocean front near Hollywood. Not only that but he owns a
stable of twelve fine mares,

whom

eight of

expecting blessed events
within the next year. Associated with
him in the Del Mar project are Gary
Pat O'Brien, William Le
Cooper,
Baron, the producer, and some other

•"radio
fOfu
JAY PETERS

TALES TOLD OUT OF

SCHOOL BY

RADIO'S

A

REPORTER WITH

AN

EAR TO THE GROUND

to the site of the

'
'

.

new

Remember Bing's first
He ran Zombie as

bie?

horse,

Zom-

a lark, until

his friends began kidding him because
"zombie" means "a resurrected corpse."

Well,

Zombie

at last

won

hasn't done a thing since.

a race, but

When

Del

Mar

opens, though, he'll lead the string
of ponies on dedication day, with Bing

are

movie names.
Bing went out

when his vacation started late in
August, and watched California's Governor Merriam lay the cornerstone of
the grandstand of what will be the
third track in Southern California.
track

Left below,

publisher Bernarr

fadden, who

Mac-

broadcasting every
Tuesday night at 10:00 p.m. on the
Mutual network, in connection with
his

editorials

up.

*

*

*

is

in

Liberty

Magazine.

;;

Rubinoff
ing a

conduct-

symphony

orchestra in Chicago. He'll broadcast on CBS soon.

'W'HE

Fred Astaire program which
made its bow on September 8 probably has the distinction of being the
first and only program on which its
star didn't do any work on the opening
broadcast. The sponsors, Packard Motors, knew all along that Fred wouldn't
be back from Europe in time to be on
a September 8 show, but they'd scheduled a sales (Continued on page 86)

—

—

FUN to be outdoors,
but no kindness to your
IT'S

Face and

skin.

hands

lose their niceness

coarse, dry,

—get

and rough.

Smooth them

sooner

—with Hinds. precious softeners soak into
skin — stay there too.
Its

Your skin wins back
lasting smoothness
not just a half hour's
slickness.

Try Hinds

in

the 50c size with the

new,

free one-piece dis-

penser.
it

{left)

Read

all

about

below.

SOFT HANDS are

sweet music to his
eager touch. Keep
yours in the very-

much-wanted

class

—by using Hinds.

It

isn't

watery. Every

rich,

creamy drop

works

better

—

soft-

ening and whitening
dry, red skin.

BRIDE CRIES over burnt
bacon, kitchen hands! So
much to do only two
hands to do it with and

—

—

both those hands getting
"sick and tired.*' Skin so
dry, it's cracking. Natural
softness dried out by ovenheat and soapy work! Put
softness back again with
Hinds. It's quicker-acting
not watery Every creamy
drop does good!

—

IN

HOT WATER and out—all day long. Hands

pucker up, chap and crack. Put softness back
into your hands with Hinds. Its precious lubricants soak into dry abused skin, restoring natural smoothness
not just a surface slickness.

.

—

Hands freshen up with a sweet
soft look. Use Hinds regularly.

smell, a cool
It's

creamy

—

not watery. Every drop works!

FREE

The first One-Piece DISPENSER

IN THE STORES

NOW)

The new

perfect 1-piece lotion dispenser! Free on
the Hinds 50c-size bottle! Ready to use. Nothing

to take apart or put together.

Works

—

—

instantly.

Simply turn bottle upside down press out comes
Hinds quicker-acting lotion! Every drop creamy
not watery. Keeps your hands feeling good, looking grand! Hinds comes in $1, 50c, 25c, and 10c sizes.
Copyright, 1936. Lehn

HIND S
HONEY AND ALMOND CREAM

&

—

Fink Products Corporation

^Qu^LcWAcfe... Hst Wfcu
\UAjC
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HIGHLIGHTS

DETROIT:

Six years ago Jerry Buckley,
vice-crusading commentator, was
murdered, apparently by gangsters. The

WMBC

have never been apprehended, but as
being written, the crime at last seems to
be nearing solution.
Police believe that with the surrender here of Leonard
(Black Leo) Cellura, who has been sought all those years,
the truth of the case will be brought out. Though admitting
no connection with the killing and, in fact, claiming to have
been a good friend of Buckley, Cellura promises to clear
up the mystery during the trial which may already be under
way as you read this.
Cellura has also been wanted for questioning in connection with a Chicago murder.
*
*
*

Sunday night (Pacific Coast)
the cast emerged from the studio, the
youngster was about ten minutes old.
The first baby to be born into the Barbour family circle is Berwin Brooks Berlin, now nearly two years old. He
is the son of Bernice Berwin, who plays Hazel.
*
*
*

San Francisco: The second child to be born into the
cast of One Man's Family came into the world not long
ago under circumstances which should mark him as a real
radio trouper. He is Garrick Holmes, first-born son of
Kathleen Wilson who plays Claudia Barbour, and was

great to be popular, but not too popular.
Chicago:
Popularity provides John Harrington of
with
plenty of trouble. When he conducts his Tenth Inning in-

assassins
this

is

BY JEAN
PELLETIER

born

during

broadcasts.

one of the

When

WCAU

vocalist, is schedPhiladelphia: Helen Barrett,
uled to marry Pete Woolery, radio and night club tenor,

sometime

in

September.
*

*

*

It's

WBBM

terviews beneath the stands of Wrigley Field and Comiskey Park, three ushers are needed to hold back the admiring crowd
Baseball fans, in their mad battle to get to
the microphone and say "Hello, mom," or whatever it is
they want to say, have already ruined two of Harrington's

READ ALL THE NEWS ABOUT YOUR LOCAL STARS

WHETHER THEY'RE FROM MAINE OR CALIFORNIA
Left, Josef Koestner, conductor
on Marion Talley's show, is one
of NBC's veteran music masters.
Eleanor Harriott, at left below,
always plays Ruby Taylor in Amos
'n' Andy's Christmas broadcasts.

Nancy Clancy,

left

below,

is

WMCA's Radio Colleen, in New
York

City.

Below

is

Sidney

WLW

young
actor, heard
as the Old Timer on the Life

Slon,

of

Mary Sothern drama

series.

One of the more astute and lightmade off with his wallet con-

suits.

fingered

taining a twenty-dollar
*
*

bill.

*

the

Los Angeles: Word of two deaths in
the radio world reached New York too
month.
George Damerel, former husband of
Myrt, of Myrt and Marge, died here of
stroke. With him were his daughter,
Donna Damerel Kretzinger, and his son,
George Damerel, Jr. Donna plays
Marge in the series. Myrt's romance
with Damerel began when they were
late for recording last

"The Merry
in
together
as the leading man and she
as a chorus girl. For a long time afterward, they headlined together in musitrouping

Widow," he

comedy and

cal

'

d eman doi al axative ?
\

vaudeville.
*

*

*

8 'MUSTS" doctors

San Francisco: The radio and musiworld here strongly feels the loss of
Emil Polak, orchestra conductor and

cal

NBC

studios
vocal supervisor of the
here. At seventeen, Polak, a New York
born boy, was conducting the orchestra
of the Prague Opera. It was the begin-

ning of a brilliant career which finally
led to his connection with NBC, a position which he held until his death.
*
*
*

Chicago:

Sunday

stay

-

homes
day
and hit-

at -

who've been kicking themselves

all

for not getting into their cars
ting the open road, can now warm the
cockles of their hearts by listening to

Of chief importance,
be the quarter hour
broadcast beginning at 7:00 P. M.,
EST, which will be of assistance to
motorists owning auto radios. Many of
them, under his direction, will be able
terial

highways.

course,

of

will

to find swifter

and surer ways home.

After his first test flight, Laird said
he had little difficulty in observing
progress of individual cars from a safe
altitude of 3,500 feet.
*
*

*

Tennessee Ramblers, hill billy band of Charlotte, N.
C.'s WBT, and Milton Charles, organBoth have
ist of Chicago's WBBM.
been engaged to make a series of shorts.

Dick Hartman and

*

THIS

his

*

*

CHANGING WORLD OF
RADIO

Nashville: Station

WSM

is

Read these 8 points
They are very important.

their approval.
fully.

WHAT DOCTORS REQUIRE OF A
should
should
It should
Its merit
It
It

care-

LAXATIVE:

be dependable.
be mild and gentle.
be thorough.
should be proven by the test of

time.

should not form a habit.
should not over-act.
It should not cause stomach pains.
It should not nauseate, or upset digestion.
It

made
Communica-

beginning to raise

EX-LAX MEETS THE DOCTOR'S

REQUIREMENTS
Ex-Lax checks on every point the doctor
looks for in a laxative. Not merely on one
or two. But on all the points that the medical profession includes in its code. You
can have no better proof of the confidence

Ex-Lax enjoys than the
it

its

grace-

By (Continued on page

74)

For over 30 years mothers and grandmothers have given Ex-Lax to their children. Why?
Because the very qualities that make Ex-Lax an ideal laxative
for you are doubly important to a child's
welfare. Ex-Lax has proved so satisfactory in milbons of cases that it has become
.

Try Ex-Lax the next time you need a
and you will see how right the
doctor is. For Ex-Lax is mild and gentle.
It works thoroughly, but without the
laxative,

discomfort.

slightest

You'll

experience

no stomach pains, no nausea, no weak
"dragged down" feeling. And Ex-Lax will
not form a habit— you don't have to keep
on increasing the dose to get results.
A REAL PLEASURE TO TAKE

Ex-Lax

tastes just like pure, delicious

chocolate

...

so different

from harslv

nasty-tasting cathartics. It's the perfect
laxative for all— children

and grown-ups
drug stores have Ex-Lax in
10c and 25c sizes. Or if you prefer to try
Ex-Lax at our expense, mail the coupon.
alike. All

many
own homes.

forgets —

.

CHECK THE DOCTOR'S FINDINGS YOURSELF

TRY EX-LAX AT OUR EXPENSE!
(Paste this on a penny postcard)

Ex-Lax.

When Nature

.

the largest-selling laxative in the world.

fact that

in their

has

its power
from fifty to 500,000 watts.
Baltimore: Out on the north side of
town, a new transmitter tower for

form.

that

will discover, for instance,

physicians use

application to the Federal
tions Commission to boost

WCBM,

You

physicians have a definite standard of requirements for a laxative before giving it

It

Hollywood: Latest instrumental recruits for radio from the films include

ful

deepest concern is your
any medicinal product
even remotely connected with your health
assumes great importance in his mind.

doctor's
TWA Your
health. And

weekly broadcasts from a
skyliner by Chief Lester J. Laird of the
sheriff's county highway police. From
his aerial perch Chief Laird is attempting to unsnarl Sunday night traffic jams
on Cook County's 1,500 miles of arthe

Inc.. P. O.

Box

*" 116

170

Times-Plaza" Station. Brooklyn, K. T.
I want to try Ex-Lax. Please send free sample.

remember

EX-LAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

Age

City
(If

you

live in

Canada, write Ex-Lax. Ltd.. Montreal)

THANKSGIVING

is

holi-

day time, with parties and
refreshments planned and
prepared, in many cases, by a
harassed hostess who hasn't had
time to catch her breath since
serving the turkey and fixins',
and too tired to enjoy the festivities

when her

DO YOU
HAVE

TIME

PARTIES BUT NEVER

TO PREPARE THE FOOD?

THESE

guests arrive.

MADCAPS CAN MAKE YOUR PROBLEM

This year, why not make your
party a different one, with refreshments that can be prepared
in advance with a minimum of
last minute preparations? In other words,

why

not take a

from Tim Ryan and Irene Noblette, those crazy comics
who have been pinch-hitting all summer for Jack Benny?
are crazy about parties with lots of guests
"Tim and
and lots of food," Irene told me, "but busy as we are on
the air and with movies, and with only a small apartment
hotel kitchen, we have .to use a stagger system in our preparations get the bulk of the food ready in advance so
that we'll have free space and time for serving.
"The easiest menus I know of for this kind of entertaining are the Mexican and Italian dishes we used to serve in
California.
Out there parties were usually community
affairs; two or three girls would plan a party together,
each one preparing at home some special dish which could
usually
be reheated before serving, but here in New York
do the whole thing alone and concentrate on one or two
tip

I

—

recipes.

"Of course when you mention Mexican food everyone
Everybody likes it and you can

thinks of chili con came.

your party with a chili dinner, or serve it late at
We usually have a buffet supper, with large bowls
of chili and green salad my favorite food at any and all
times perhaps a tamale loaf, French bread which must
be piping hot and of course pickles, olives and loads of

night.

—

—

—

—

coffee.

tired of

Chili

Con Carne

2 lbs lean beef, chopped small but not ground
1
lb. chili (red) beans
large can tomatoes
large onions

large clove garlic
large bottle chili

powder

tablespoon cumin seed
Soak the beans over night. The following morning drain
them and run fresh cold water through the colander. Chop
the onions and garlic fine and sautee until tender in olive
oil, then add the chopped beef
and sautee all together for about
an hour. Brown the cumin seed
I

from
IREI1E

the oven

in

powder.
chili

the
boil

and

Add

roll

it

tomatoes,

into

a

beans,

powder and cumin seed
cooking

to

meat,

bring to a
and simmer for about ten

hours, adding
if

Photo made exclusively for Radio Mirror by William Haussler

and we never get

"I've used this recipe for years
it."

e x i c n nWlam/

Tim MID

SIMPLE

start

I

m

TO GIVE

LIKE

more tomato

the mixture gets too dry.

juice

When

the mixture has simmered for
about an hour, add salt and pep-

per to taste. (Serves twenty).
Irene suggests tamale loaf because it is easier to prepare than
the individual corn husk
tamales so popular in
and the Southwest.

"Though

wrapped
Mexico

some people prefer

Irene
said,
tamales,"
"Tim and I prefer beef, so I usually plan to have a roast of beef

chicken

{Continued on page 106)

By MRS.

MARGARET
SIMPSON
Tim Ryan and Irene Noblette
admit a green salad is just
about tops in the food line
as far
It

also

as they're

goes

concerned.

perfectly

with

Mexican dishes described
See page 52
in the article.
for their Jell-O show time.*
the

10

—

—

ON

THE CRITIC

THE

HEARTH
New

Reviews of the

Brief

WONDER SHOW.

THESE FIGURE FAULTS

Programs

Mutual's

CORRECT

"Quickly

By Weldon Melick

first

full-

named—you

ONLY CONFINES.

PERFOLASTIC NOT

sponsored show is appropriately
keep wondering why you
don't like it better. It's a swell idea old-

hour

.

.

IT

REMOVES

UGLY BULGES!

—

fashioned melodramas like "Nellie, the
Beautiful Cloak Model," played to the
hilt by a good cast and sandwiched in between community singing directed by Ken
Christie.
But it's a hiss-and-miss show.
At least 1 can't see it. Maybe that's the
trouble perhaps it should be seen and
not heard. But a good comedy writer

—

might do wonders with

MBS,

it.

Sun., 9:00 P. M., 60 min.

COLUMBIA CONCERT HALL

PRE-

SENTS

outstanding pianists, a different
one each week. Autumn seems to be the
classical season as far as radio is conPersonally, I sometimes crave a
cerned.
little lighter early Fall musical refreshment, but try and find some among all
the fugues and suites. However, 1 can
take piano performances of this calibre
any time of year.
CBS, Mon., 3:30 P. M., 30 min.

JOSEPH COLEMAN,

the youthful viovirtuoso, and his accompanist, Bela
Roza, are one of Mutual's contributions to the serious summer cycle, and a
very attractive one. No windy biographies of composers the announcer takes
for granted that you know who Grieg and
Brahms were, and that you're more interested in hearing the sonatas than knowing whether they were written because the
rent was due.
MBS, Sun., 2:30 P. M., 30 min.
lin

—

LARRY VINCENT. A
that

with the Perfolastic Girdle
...

program

plays
makes the

sings,

his own accompaniment and
announcements. He may also do his own
listening, which would make it a self- suf-

one-man show.

will cost

it

you nothing!

r

HOUSANDS of women owe
^7
V^slim, youthful
to
figures

safe
filler

Vincent

unusual.

isn't

You Do Not REDUCE Your Waist
and Hips 3 INCHES in 10 DAYS

If

method of reducing.

No

their

this sure,

strenuous

exercises to wear you out ... no dangerous
drugs to take . . . and no diet to reduce face
and neck to wrinkled flabbiness!

APPEAR SMALLER AT ONCE!

Noon,

| You not only appear inches slimmer the

JIMMY FARRELL AND THE RHYTHMAIRES. Kate Smith's protege and

and Brassiere, but every second you wear
them, you are actually reducing without any
and at just those spots
effort on your part
where surplus fat first accumulates.

ficient

CBS, Thurs., 9:30 A. M.
15

Sat., 12

min.

the Rhythmaires have each had their own
programs and the combination is probably just an autumn bargain, but is appetizing enough to keep on the menu.
CBS, Tues., 5 P. M. Thurs., 10:45 P. M.
Fri.,

1

:30 P. M.,

15

min.

POPE YE THE SAILOR.

Amazingly

America's Hero No. 1 has retained his unique brand of insanity in the
transition from cartoons to radio the
voices practically duplicate those weird
noises which the animated cartoons emit,
and the one-eyed sailor's individual vocabulary hasn't been tampered with. But
of course, his breakfast food sponsors have
enough,

—

own

world's supreme
"Muskle-Builder" and it's no longer the
spinach that Popeye reaches for when he
has a super-human feat to perform.
CBS, Mon., Wed., Fri. 7:15 P. M. 15
min.
their

idea

of

the

MARGARET SPEAKS'
mounted

soprano voice,

moment you put on your Perfolastic Girdle

—

Past results prove that

we

are justified in

making you this remarkable offer. We do
not want you to risk one penny simply

—

try the Perfolastic

Girdle and Brassiere for

10 days at our expense and prove to
yourself what they will do for YOU!

"REDUCED MY HIPS 12INCHES/^,effi
"Lost 60 pounds," says Mrs. Derr.
"Used to wear size 42 now take size 18,"
writes Mrs. Faust. These are just a few

—

examples of the astounding reductions
experienced by Perfolastic wearers.

TEST
MASSAGE.

.

.

LIKE

.

The

Perfolastic Girdle

expense!

PERFOLASTIC, Inc.
41 East 42nd St., New York City
Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing
and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle and
Uplift Brassiere, also sample of perforated
material and particulars of your

Dept.2811,

SEND FOR FREE TRIAL OFFER

AND SAMPLE OF MATERIAL

Symphony

Read the astonishing

Orchestra and Choral Group,
you really have something to keep in
the safe. Don't forget the combination
turn the dial to
NBC, Mon., 8:30 P. M., 30 min.

at our

ACTION REDUCES QUICKLY!

With every move you. make the massage-like
action takes off unwanted inches. You do nothing
except watch the fat disappear. All the while you
are so comfortable you can hardly believe you are
actually reducing. Because of the perforations and
soft, silky lining. Perfolastic is delightful to wear.

a microphone, is a gem of
first quality.
And when the setting is also
lavishly
studded with William Daly's
in

and Brassiere

ful

10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!

I

See for yourself the wonderquality of the material!
experi-

Name
Address

ences of prominent women told

in this FREE BOOKLET. You
risk nothing . . . we want you
to make this test at
expense. Mail the coupon

OUR
NOW!

City

State

Use Coupon or Send

Name and Address

on Penny Postcard.
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UIHHT DO SOU
UJflllT TO SHU?
A

WRITE
•

Feel dizzy, headachy? Skin sallow and
These may be signs
that the system needs clearing out. Mil
lions now enjoy freedom from the mis
ery of constipation. For an ideal laxative

ON YOUR RADIO GROUCH

LETTER

OR GRIN AND WIN

MONEY WITH

PRIZE

IT

inclined to break out?

has been found— a dainty white mint-flavored tablet. Its name is FEEN-A-MINT.

been
YOU'VE
work radio programs
years.

ten
1926,

NBC

net-

to

listening

for nearly

On November

sent out

its

first

15,

program

listen

in

next

month

to the

NBC

• Just c/iezc FEENA-MINT, the laxacomes

tive that

Three minutes
of chewing

make

.

the

in

utes

—

makes the

and send Radio Mirror your views.

The

best letter receives |20.00,

the

second best 1 10.00 and there are f 1.00
prizes for the next five selected. Ad-

Radio
Mirror, 122 East 42nd Street, New
York, N. Y. not later than October 26.

FEEN-A-MINT

difference!

brings blessed r-e-1-i-e-f.
15,000,000 people of

series of anniversary programs
has planned to show the growth of radio you'll be able to understand better some of the wonders radio can
work. Here's your chance to sit down

dress your letter to the editor,

chewing gum. Chew it for 3 minlonger if you like. The chewing

delicious

all

ages.

Used by
Non -habit-

forming. Convenient. Economical.

a program.

Mrs. Frank Isaacs,

over a chain of stations. Since then
you've watched radio grow into a
mighty institution. What do you think
of it now, how does it compare with
radio as you remember it a few years

back?
If you

MINUTE WAY!

the program some other way. I would
favor an understudy taking the part,
if for any reason someone has to leave

$20.00 PRIZE

Akron, Ohio.
$1.00 PRIZE

WANTED— LIGHT OPERAS
No matter where you turn on your
radio you hear jazz in every way, shape
and form. About the middle of this
year not long after the Palmolive players went over to the Columbia network,
they changed their whole type of program from the fine music of the light
operas with such fine voices as James
Melton,
toin

is it

Helen Jepson, Josephine Anothers, to another form of

jazz.

Many people regret the loss of this
type of program and long to see either
that or something very similar take its
place.

Lena Barbera,

GIVE US THE "HORROR" ELEMENT

Why

and

Port Chester,

New

York.

that parents object to the

"horror" element in children's programs

when most of

^H

• Again

*4

1

able to enjoy

life!

All accom-

plished without griping, nausea, or dis-

turbance of sleep. No upset stomach due
to faulty elimination.

pation headache.

No

No

—

FEEN-A-MINT yourself the cool,
mint-flavored chewing-gum laxative that
is

winning thousands

and

girls like the

James Greenwood,
Boswell, Oklahoma.

splitting consti-

medicine taste. So

try

us boys

"horror" programs?
I
am a boy twelve years of age. I
have been sitting by for two long years
listening to the parents object about
the horror element in children's programs. I think the children should be
allowed to settle the question. We, not
the parents, listen to these programs.
The children's programs that have had
the horror element taken out of them
are silly, sickening and uninteresting.
Oh, well, we can s^ill hear the horror
element in the programs for the parents.

$10.00 PRIZE

WHY
Why is

KILL

THE AIR CHARACTERS?

it that characters on continued programs sometimes get killed or
die? Real life is filled with enough
sorrow without it entering our favorite
radio programs. Sometimes the character is one we have grown to love
very much, and it would make one feel
so much happier if he could only leave

Back from war-torn Spain, world travFloyd Gibbons, will tell about
it over CBS every Saturday at nine.
eler,

Wide World

$1.00 PRIZE
IN

APPRECIATION

The Voice

of Experience

vorite program.

helped us

like

is our faone on the air has
he has nor meant so

No

much to us.
You see, we had reached
ways

of our
ried

We

life.

the parting

mar-

after twelve years of

could see no solution for

our troubles and the more we tried to
solve them, it seemed the more bitter
we became towards each other. Finally, we decided to lay our problem
before the Voice of Experience and ask
him what we should do.
His solution of our problem was so

and so helpful that it
has worked marvelously and we have

simple, so wise

saved our marriage and our home, and
today, three years after, we are happy

and prosperous.

Mr. & Mrs. C. W.

R.,

Parkersburg, West, Va.

$1.00 PRIZE

RADIO TALENT

VS.

MOVIE TALENT

I'm not a person that is forever finding fault with the various radio programs, because from such a variety of

entertainment

I

find

it

very easy to

twist the dial to something that interests

me

or suits

my mood

at the time.

However, I'm sure there must be

lots

of folks, like myself, who would be
glad to hear once again some of yesteryear's performers, instead of a parade
of

new

movie
thrill

talent all

the time, especially

Not

talent.

hearing

my

that

I

don't get a

favorite star in an

ether presentation, but after all that's
what I go to the theater for to see

—

and hear them.
Then, too, they have attained their
glory, and are keeping many a

fame and

radio personality from getting the
breaks that perhaps might make him or
her tops, too.

Mrs. Grace Logan,
Elmer, N.

J.

$1.00 PRIZE
PEACE OF MIND AT LAST

VOX POP HAS A "KICK"
Kindly allow

me

to give

my

judg-

ment of a program which is most
unique and interesting. It is Vox Pop.
We listeners-in must accept statements

I

Experience the wonderful relief of knowwith Modess! Different from ordinary-

—

ing you're safe!

You

reversible pads,

Modess has

can

a specially treated material on sides

and back to prevent striking through. Wear blue line on moistureproof side away from body and perfect protection and comfort are
yours! Modess stays soft
stays safe.
.

.

.

made over the radio as being true, for
we have no means of proving otherprograms are sponand not pre-arranged, these
young fellows are putting over something very different from the average.
That they give one a good half-hour of
relaxation, goes without saying. While
some of the questions are commonplace, we get a "good kick" out of some
of the answers. One good example is
what happened recently. A young miss
did not know from what animal lamb
chops came, (Continued on page 93)
wise.

If

then, these

End

taneous

Modess

•

-*>

"accident panic

ask for Certain-Safe

Modess!
The Improved Sanitary Pad
Try N-O-V-0

—

the safe, easy-to-use, douche tablet.

—

a contraceptive.) In a dainty Blue and Silver Box

Cleanses 1 Deodorizes! {Not

at your drug or department store.
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Phil Lord, shown above with Anne Seymour, stars on his own
program now, as Timothy Makepeace, over the NBC Network
every Saturday. Anne returns in Grand Hotel, October 4.

Leaf, petite organist, is being co-starred on
a new program with tenor Frank Parker. Time: Wednesday at 7:30 over NBC stations WEAF and WMAQ.

Ann

Massey and her Westerners make their debut
Z Ranch, the new Log Cabin syrup show, September 29 Tuesdays at 8:00 on NBC's Blue network.
Louise

on Bar

14

—

Comedian Milton Berle gets his first big network assignment
as master of ceremonies on the Gillette Community Sing,
Sunday on CBS. He's guest-starred on Rudy Vallee's show.

BAKER,
PHIL
Hal Kemp's

once more with

orchestra, the Seven

G's, Beetle and Bottle, returns to
the air September 27 on his old CBS
spot. His first two shows will be in the

nature of a build-up for the

framework

which

will

new

replace

story
the

mythical "tour" of America he went on

Seems that Phil

last year.

will inherit

newspaper, and after the second
broadcast we'll listen to him playing
editor. Beetle, we'd surmise, will be the
a

printer's devil.

When Fred Allen comes back to his
old post as chairman of Town Hall Tonight on October 7 the amateur show
which makes up the latter half of the
program will positively not be discontinued, rumors that it would be to the
contrary.
.

.

.

Anthony Abbott,

beloved of mys-

tery-story addicts, is writing the new
continued detective serial which at this
writing was scheduled to move into the
NBC-Red network's 2:30 afternoon
spot on September 25. It's to be an ultra-smart sort of mystery story, alternating laughs and thrills, a la the modern style in such matters.
Phillips Lord carries the idea of

Company for
tenth anniversary
will lead to exciting fare for you listen-

having the public participate in radio
broadcasts to its logical conclusion in
a new show which had Phil himself and
at least one advertising agency all excited as we went to press. It's to be
called The People's Program, has been
auditioned by a big sponsor, and looks

New

like a certain bet for this fall.

gest

the big idea, as outlined: People

Here's

from

over the country who have something interesting to say will be invited
to step to the microphone and say it.
Phil himself, though he'll introduce the
various people, won't pick the ones who
are to go on the air. A jury of representative citizens from all walks of life
will do that. As one person who saw
the audition expressed it, the show will
be the feature page of a newspaper,
put on the air a hodge-podge of the
all

—

make America
Captain Tim Healy

things that

out this
ing

field.

tick.
is

Broadcasting

the celebration of

during October and November.
Here are a few of the highlights: October 3 a full hour program from
ers-in

—

York, featuring

branching

into the

NBC's

big-

bands, and orchestras from all
country.
October 19 announcement of the six winners in the
Total
Children's
Program contest.
Some
prizes awarded will be $2500.
time in November the grand finale of
a series of international broadcasts.
Two hours long, it will include four
minutes from every country on the

—

the

—

globe.

Rubinoff who'll resume
,

his

Chevro-

broadcasts in October, has invented
a collapsible violin which he uses for
finger exercises to save wear and tear

on

his Stradivarius.

addition, his sponsor, Ivory Soap, has

useful as a

morning news broad-

casts every week.

Na-

into a

muted

camera

fiddle

It

case,

folds

up

sounds

when played, and

gag on

parties.

so

is

also

He's think-

to manufacturers of musical instru-

ments on a commercial

slum up
I hate to
Uryht

basis.

all

powdery in strong

lignt

And showing

too

powdered look.
"not giving that
favorite.
of the third

make

it

it

like a

ing of patenting the idea and offering
it

Great plans being laid by the

of

—

clubs,

over

fits

listed for five

all

October 10 another full
hour program, picking up college glee
stars.

on a three-a-week basis over a coast-tocoast network in the evening, and in

him

its

let

news commentatHis spy stories are to resume

fall

tional

looking
stay fresh

are

^^a^oriNever looks

powdery-

Clings

15

—

FROM HIS RICH STOREHOUSE OF

THE

Quintuplets," Dr. Allan Roy Dafoe told
me, "are the most unfortunate children in the
world."
He was not smiling as he spoke. The wise, gentle
old eyes behind their twinkling lenses were grave
and more than a little sad. No one, I realized suddenly, knows better than he the handicap their fame
will put upon those five little girls for the rest of
their lives. For he himself has had a taste of the
disadvantages
and discomforts sudden renown
brings with it.
It was on the morning before one of Dr. Dafoe's
monthly broadcasts for the Carnation Milk company, and we were sitting together in his suite in
Toronto's Royal York Hotel. He leaned back in an
overstuffed chair, one plump leg crossed over the
other, puffing

away

sturdily at the

pipe with a curved stem, a pipe which
is surely as much a part of him as
his title of "the Quints' doctor."
Within five minutes after I had
met him, I was glad I had made the
trip to

New York

Toronto from

was hearing
from his own lips his forecast of
what the future holds for the Quinglad not only because

I

but personally as well. It's
something of a privilege to meet Dr.
Dafoe, and to feel yourself sloughing off all the doubts you may have
had that an obscure general practitioner could be so abruptly catapulted into fame, and still retain his
tuplets,

integrity, his

modesty and

his

men-

tal balance.

Beginning Oct. 5, Dr. Dafoe will be
heard on Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Fridays over Columbia for Lysol.

PHoto by

WHe

World

by

DAN WHEELER

KNOWLEDGE THE SAVIOR OF THE FAMOUS
If

he had been unable to retain these qualities, he would

also be unable to appreciate the tragic situation which will

confront those five famous little girls, Emilie, Annette,
Cecile, Marie, and Yvonne Dionne, as soon as they are old
enough to understand the meaning of the shadows which
daily parade past their playground. Those are the shadows
of people curious, gaping, exclaiming people. And if Dr.
Dafoe did not appreciate the danger to the Quints' lives
which is embodied in the curiosity of all those thousands of

—

people, he would be a very dangerous man to be put in
charge of the children's welfare.
"All their lives," he continued, "the children are going to
have to buy privacy. There will be no other way they can
get it. They are buying it, even now."
Go to Callander, Ontario, as I did the next day, to the
farm where the babies were born, two and a half miles

and you will see for yourself the truth of
There are the hospital and the playground,
surrounded by a formidable tall wire fence, a dormitory
for the three nurses and three guards employed to care
for the children, a large building containing rest rooms for
For the construction of all these buildings, and
visitors.
for their maintenance, the Quints have paid, from the trust
fund set up for them by the Canadian Government. Tbey
pay Dr. Dafoe's salary, as their medical adviser, of $200 a
month, and they pay the salaries of the nurses and the
guards. They pay the flOO a month which goes to their
parents, Oliva and Elzire Dionne. They pay for the entire
machine which has been established for their protection.
from the

village,

that statement.

It

has

all

been necessary, this expense, to control the

crowds which come to Callander to see the most famous
babies in the world. During the summer, when tourist
traffic is at its height, an average of 5,000 people see the
children every day, Dr. Dafoe told me. They see them in
an orderly manner, passing single-file through a covered

ft

BABIES BRINGS

A WARNING

gallery which runs around a courtyard where the babies

The

spectators are hidden by glass and by wire
painted white, so that they are invisible to the
Quints except as vague shadows. They're so engrossed in
their play now that they are unconscious, Dr. Dafoe assured me, of anyone but the nurse who sits with them in
the court. But some day one of them will look up and see
play.

screens

those shadows

—and

then,

I

wonder, what

will

happen?

not real privacy that the Quints have bought with
this elaborate system of buildings, but it is at least control.
No one can touch them, and except for two hours a day,
from nine-thirty to ten-thirty in the morning, and from
two-thirty to three-thirty in the afternoon, no one except
the nurses and Dr. Dafoe can see them.
Not only will their fame invade their privacy, as it has
already done, but it will bar them from the ordinary human contacts other children the world over enjoy. This
too it has done already. 7'he Quints don't play with other
It's

children.

"We
give

are trying to work out a plan," Dr. Dafoe said, "to
them some playmates of their own age, but it will be

necessary first to make sure that whatever children are
chosen are free from any contagious disease. You see,
people, from the outside world hardly ever come in contact
with the babies, and never unless every precaution is taken
against germs. I don't see them, myself, until the day after
I

return from Toronto and civilization."

To you who have
own, and

let

successfully

reared children of your

them romp pretty much where and when and

whom

they pleased, such elaborate precautions may
But consider Dr. Dafoe's position. He is
responsible, in the public mind, (Continued on page 90)

with

seem ridiculous.

GOODELLE'S TAKEN ALL THE BITTERNESS FROM

BEAUTIFUL NIELA
VALLEE
RUDYWhen

has fallen in love.

radio's

mantic figure

Number

1

ro-

falls a willing vic-

—

tim to Cupid's dart that's news. But
when he not merely falls a willing victim,
but falls head over heels, topsy turvy in
love with a lovely lady he met but a few
weeks before that's a headline thi-i-is

—

big!

Mr. Winchell, make

"If that's news,

most of

the

it!"

Thus did the Fleischmann hour starmaker defy the Broadway historian to
broadcast to the world that his elusive
heart had been captured. A million envious females speculate wonderingly as

what manner of glamorous beauty

to

can be to enthrall so precipitately

this

Beau

Ideal of the airwaves.
Niela Goodelle is afraid of love!

the

"I want to restore Rudy's faith in women," she whispered tremulously. "But
don't ask me any more. I wouldn't want
to say anything Rudy might not like to
have said. Don't you understand how
difficult all this is
for both of us?"

—

When

talked to Niela hurriedly in
the dressing room at the Stanley Theater
in Pittsburgh, long queues of curious
I

waited to buy

mark was

tickets.

A

new attendance

that week. The patrons
consisted for the most part of women
set

and girls anxious to see the Lorelei who
could lure a man who, by now, ought to
be a confirmed cynic as far as love and

women

go.

they sought a slinky, sloe-eyed sirjen,
they found they were far wide of the
mark.
Niela is a typical, beautiful
If

American girl. She is sweet, wholesome,
talented and the one person who can restore Rudy's shattered ideals, if indeed
they are ever to be restored. Niela has
upon the task with the same
thorough purposefulness she has brought
to every other difficult job she ever
tackled, and those who know her best
will tell you that the firm little chin beneath her laughing lips is a true indication of her character.
"I wouldn't give a continental if Rudy
lost every cent he has in the world
if
he were no longer at the top of his pro-

entered

—

fession."

course,

I

Her dark eyes flashed. "Of
know
must prove that in

some way.

I

I

know if Rudy
know no one else would.

URLLEES

don't even

feels that is true.

I

them. 'Oh, that's what they

all

I

say!' they'd scoff!

can hear

But

it's

I
tell you!"
would all be so simple if Rudy had been, say, an obscure saxophone player in somebody else's band. But Rudy
being Rudy complicates things so! Niela knows that.
"I'm in such a difficult position," she murmured. "I
know shouldn't even be talking to you now. Every word
I say is bound to be misunderstood and I can't even blame
those who will misunderstand. But I'll tell you what I'm

true,
It

I

going to do.
"I'm going straight to the top of my profession. I'm going to be a great star in my own right. It isn't selfishness
18

that makes
the world.

me want
It's

that more than anything else in all
because then no one will ever be able to

—

say or think, that I that any feeling I may have for Rudy
is based on the fact that he can help me professionally."
As for Rudy, he doesn't feel that Niela needs any help
professionally.

"She's terrific," he exclaimed speaking of Niela's work.
"She has everything it takes to go straight to the top."
And you can depend upon it that Rudy— acknowledged
a peerless judge of talent is sincere in his admiration. He
does not see Niela through rose-colored glasses because she
and
is Niela Goodelle. He sang a duet with her on the air
he hasn't sung a duet with a girl singer since he sang one

—

—

!

HIS

LIFE

AND

IS

HIM

HELPING

HIS

IN

SEARCH FOR HAPPINESS

DOROTHY BROOKS

By

When Rudy

introduced Niela in a guest
his radio show, twenty
million listeners heard him admit he
was, and is, "pretty fond of her."
glance at this picture, and you can't
blame him for throwing into the discard all his former ideas about love.

appearance on

A

Rudy's sponsor is Fleischmann's Yeast.
Turn to page 53, Thursday column, for
the time of his NBC-Red network show.

after he'd

—

met Niela I talked with him
Never did views change so

once more.
quickly

"All I'll ever ask of a woman is
beauty. I'll supply the brains. She must
be a companion," he insisted in Philadelphia. But that was before he had met
Niela.
Later, when he returned from
Texas and we talked again, he sang a
different tune.

"Now what
Niela,"

he

character.
telligent.

admire so much about

I

insisted

forcefully,

She's so sincere.

And

with

ability to concentrate
she's

"is

her

She's so in-

despite

her

on her work,

still

it

all,

domestic at heart."

Rudy paused and
pleasant

eyes

his

lit

with

memory.

"Say, let me tell you what she did,"
he said enthusiastically. "She and I were
at a party together last Sunday afternoon.
We sang duets all afternoon.
When we were leaving, Niela said she'd
brought something for me. She handed
me a package, and what do you think
was in it? A cake! And she'd baked it

Maurice Seymour

herself!"
"Is she a good cook?"
mentally.

I

asked experi-

"Yum-m-m!" was Rudy's

expressive

reply.

in

LDUE

with Alice Faye, another lovely for whom he predicted
stardom while she was still struggling obscurely, and who
subsequently made good, fully justifying his faith.
Rudy was making a quick trip to the Texas Centennial
several weeks ago when one night in the Baker Hotel he
first set eyes upon Niela. His secretary, faithful man-Friday,
Harry Paul, had never seen the boss look at a girl that way.
He knew, even before Rudy asked to be introduced, that
there was more than professional interest in the meeting.
Just two weeks before the Texas trip Rudy and I sat in
the Arcadia cafe in Philadelphia, and I listened to the explosive views he advanced then on love and women. Then,
less than a week after he returned from Texas
a week

—

Another fetish of Rudy's that has
gone by the boards is his violent aversion to mixing love and business.
"I wouldn't care to have the woman I
married a professional," he confided to
me in the pre-Niela days. Yet his interm\W
est in Niela has impelled him to try and
arrange his affairs so it would be possible for him to appear in the forthcoming Lawrence Schwab production
"Swing It, Susan!" in which Niela will appear on Broad-

way

this season.

One

cynical columnist, learning of that, ascribed the talk
of a romance between Rudy and Niela to a facile press
agent for Schwab. That was not true. That much I can
state positively, for I know that when Rudy first met
Niela in Texas he had not even considered appearing in
any Broadway show in the immediate future.
The only apparent objection Rudy has to a professional
woman, as far as Niela is concerned, would appear to be
the fact that her profession takes (Continued on page 94)
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yESTERDHUS
CAN you

possibly imagine forgetting Stoopnagle and
Budd, Jack Benny, Rudy Vallee, Kate Smith, or
Bing Crosby?
You think that's ridiculous. You've spent so many pleasant hours listening to their programs, how could you forget

them?
But how about the Stoopnagles and Budds, the Jack
Bennys, the Rudy Vallees, the Kate Smiths and Bing Crosbys
of yesteryear? Do you remember the Happiness Boys?
Phil Carlin? The Silver Masked Tenor? Harriet Lee?
Ten to one if you do remember, you don't know what's
become of them. Radio memories are short, and almost as
soon as they leave the air, stars are forgotten.
Billy Jones and Ernie Hare, the Happiness Boys. What
memories do they conjure up? They were the Stoopnagle
and Budd of their day, two plump comedians who first
went on the air from the old WJZ studio in a Newark factory, back in 1921. For ninety minutes at a stretch they
entertained you, while you sat chuckling, your ears glued
to the earphones of your crystal set.
They were the first radio artists to hit upon the idea
of a theme song— remember, "How Do You Do. Folks, How
Do You Do?" and that riot of the airwaves, Jump Fritz,

Give You Liver?" Their comedy was the old vaudeville
1
type of humor.
It wasn't long before they got one of the first commercial sponsors, the Happiness Candy Stores, and became
known as the Happiness Boys. For five years they panicked
listeners under that name. Then they shifted sponsors, and
became known as the Interwoven Pair.
Gradually, styles in humor changed. Believing the electrical transcription business a good one, they went into
that field, and sold records to small stations. But they
weren't very successful and recently they dissolved their
business. Now, with a newer and snappier type of comedy,
they are once again back on the air. Perhaps you heard
their debut on Gillette's Community Sing.
The grand
thing about them is that through all their hardships they
have stuck together.
Announcing the Happiness Boys and other stars was
Philips Carlin, one of WEAF's four pioneer announcers.
The others were Graham McNamee, Jimmie Haupt (today an NBC production man) and Alfred Llufrio (today

STHRS
WHERE RRE THIH7
Below: once you listened to the voices of these
two men more than any others in radio. You knew
them as the Happiness Boys and later on as the
Interwoven Pair, Billy Jones and Ernie Hare.
Their disappearance from the networks has been
the cause of much speculation. Left below, do
you recognize this one-time sensation in radio?
She's Welcome Lewis, who had a reason for quitting and going back home.
Right below, another
you never hear now is Alice Joy, the dream girl.
.

.

ONCE YOU ALWAYS TUNED

.

THEM IN BUT

NOW YOU NEVER

I til
HEAR

THEM.

TEARS ARE

BY

SMILES

AND

THEIR STORIES

IN

MARY JACOBS

WEAF was
American Telephone and
Telegraph Company. There were two
studios, and a joint panel board was used
for announcing programs from both.
The announcer would just flip the key,
say, "Wait a minute please," to one set
In those days

a pianist.)

owned by

the

of listeners, while he

ment

made

the announce-

to the other.

Carlin was responsible for one of the
most memorable bits of ballyhoo ever
put across in radio, the creation of the
Silver Masked Tenor, that romantic man
of mystery, the
years ago, who
listened to

him

Rudy
made

Vallee of fifteen

every

girl

who

sigh.

One day Carlin was kidding the lisabout the Silvertown Cord Or-

teners

chestra program.

In those

days announc-

—the announcer

ing wasn't cut and dried

ad libbed at will. "All the musicians' instruments," Carlin said, "are of solid
silver, and the tenor wears a silver mask.
We call him the Silver Masked Tenor.

No

one knows who he is or where he
comes from."
Fifteen thousand letters arrived after
this program, all clamoring for information about the man of mystery. That
settled it. The sponsor, Goodrich, had a

mask made for Joe White,
the tenor, and after that, Joe practically
sterling silver

slept in

it!

(Continued on page 77)
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IUHHT HHPPEHS TO SOUR

By BILL

STUART

Hundreds of girls work in this
huge mailing room to sort your
entries and pick the 200,000-

odd winners of cigarettes. At
the right in the picture, note
how the hit songs are listed.

Lucky Strike's Hit Parade programs broadcast Wednesdays and
Saturdays. For time, see page 52.

judges are, surprisingly enough,
also.
I'll
explain
that. So each week, five million
of you five million and one,
with me make your choices

yourselves

—
—

THE

FASCINATING

OF THE

HIT

5,000,000

STORY

BEHIND-THE-SCENES

PARADE SONG CONTEST

IN

WHICH

OF YOU TAKE PART EVERY WEEK

and sit back and wait.
While you wait, you wonder
what is happening. What has
become of your entry? How
does it keep its identity among
all the millions that will accompany it? How "do they select
the fifteen most popular songs?
How are they so sure the fifteen
they name as most popular
really are that?

Well, this

YOU

can generalize about radio contests.
You can say that, by and large, they are too tough.
That the odds are too great. That the cost of entering them
the box tops, the reasonably exact facsimilies
makes the entry too expensive or too arduous a proposition.
You will be right too.
But, when you come to the "Sweepstakes" contest being
run in conjunction with Your Hit Parade, it's a different
tune.
It's fifteen different tunes each week, in fact
the
most popular fifteen in America.
Those fifteen hit tunes are determined by Your Hit
Parade through an exhaustive survey and Your Hit Parade
orchestras play them on Wednesday evenings at 10 EST
over NBC and on Saturday evenings at 10 EST over

—

—

CBS.

To enter the contest, you print on a card the names of
those songs you think will be one-two-three on the list: the
winner and the two runners-up; and mail it in. That's all.
You save no labels, you buy no products; you don't even
pay the postage. You just think and act and, if you've
thought correctly and acted promptly/win!
It's
a great game.
The players are yourselves; the

—

22

is

the story, right

from the time you make up your mind to enter the contest.
On Saturday night, let us say, you listen to Your Hit
Parade program over CBS. You think, "By gosh, the way
is number 5 now has been climbing, it should
be number 2 next week." Then you think, "Hmmm. Number 1 is good for another week at the top." Then you
think, "Number 4 is still growing. It's due for the number

the song that

3 spot."
selections. You print them out with your
address on a postcard Your Hit Parade will
supply to you and, because it must be postmarked before
midnight that Sunday to be eligible for the next week's
contest, mail it right away to the American Tobacco Company at 1 1 1 Fifth Avenue in New York City. You'll get
your penny stamp back.
On Monday morning, your card is brought with about a
million others to what is virtually a post office sub-station
in the American Tobacco Company building. Once, several
months ago, those cards were counted by Jhe weight and
measurements of the stacks they made. Now, there are too
many. Five machines capable of counting 500 cards a
minute have been installed to do (Continued on page 69)

There are your

name and

Romaine

At

the

age

of eight,

both radio and

films.

Bobby

Breen's a star in
Eddie Cantor, of whose

Texaco broadcasts Bobby is an important part,
first gave him his radio chance, and now is a
foster father to him and his older sister Sally.
Bobby's next picture, with May Robson as
his co-star, is to be "Rainbow on the River."
23
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1

Paramount

No one

as lovely to look at as Dorothy could
Radio's
out of pictures for very long.
Dreamer of Songs went to Hollywood not long
ago, and now she is Paramount's newest leadHer first assignment will be the
ing lady.
title
role in "Girl of the Jungle," now being filmed, and that's a part which ought to
beauty to perfection.
suit her dark, exotic
stay

20th Century-Fox

Also from radio to the movies went the star
which has reof the First Nighter program
sumed, by the way, after a summer vacation,
and is on the NBC Red network Friday nights
at ten.
Don's first film job r in "Sins of
Man" with Jean Hersholt, established him as
an important new juvenile, and next you'll
see him opposite Loretta Young in "Ramona."

—
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TRUE STORY'S INGENUE—Florence

Baker
to fake the little girl parts in True Story Magazine's weekly Court of Human Relations dramas;
now she is their leading lady. Born in Worcester, Mass., she moved with her family to Alabama
when she was a baby; then to New York at the age
of eight. She's nineteen, slender, and brunette.

UE STORY'S SOPHISTICATE—Alice Reinheart usually plays heavier, more dramatic roles
native of San Francisco,
in the weekly plays.
she was a favorite actress there before she left
high school. Later she toured here and abroad,
and has been in radio six years. She's known as
"the girl with the heart-throb voice" on the air.

A

J
AND TRUE STQRT * ;T^ fte
many people wme _

ingW

waYborn

land.'.
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TOK YOUR

NBC'S

CONDUCTOR BLAUFUSS — As

Breakfast
K'lot of the

ome Hour, Walter

musical

Club and National Farm and
is one of the Chicago

Blaufuss

NBC studios' busiest maestros. Born in Milwaukee,
he was a boy prodigy pianist and composer, has
never studied music outside of America, and has
written such hit songs as "Isle of Golden Dreams."

JtaL*

N^ftiSfcvl be«» *1NI *•«*

until last May did
but now she
microphone,
a
before
step
Kerr
Doris
sings on her own sustaining CBS program. Doris is
nine
just old enough to vote, studied piano for
years but voice for only two months, was born in
Brooklyn and lives now with her parents in Great

CBS*

BABY STAR KERR—Not

Neck. Long Wand.

She's tiny, with haiel eyes.

vZlnmi WW*"6 n?'";£X olaver for

jevetal

"RADIO SCRAFBOOK

1

WW

\

GOOSE

PARSON—

CREEK
You know the star of
the new CBS thrice-weekly show as Josiah Hopkins
but his real name is William B. Hogg. He really
was born in the Goose Creek section on the Mississippi-Tennessee

line,

and

his

program

is

built

on boyhood reminiscences. For several years he's
been pastor of the "Country Church of Hollywood

and on the

r

air she

—

real

In

life

O'NEILLS'
musical

is

SIR

comedy

debut when as

DONALD—John
star,

made

his

Moore,
American

Sir Donald Rogers he "crashed"
plane into the NBC serial The O'Neills. He
is 29, has taught drama and played on the stage
abroad, is married to Shirley Dale, also a star
in musical comedy, and his hobby is gardening.

air
his

28

-

the Goose Creek Parson's
helpmeet. To make the show even more a family
affair, their daughter Mary plays Gerina Mason,
the school teacher, while Marys husband is the
control room engineer. Tune in Sundays (Mondays
after Oct. 1), Wednesdays and Fridays at 7:15.

British

JAY—

'

THE PARSON'S WIFE SARAH

THE

ACTOR LESTER
Right in the footsteps
of another talented radio youngster, Lester has
stepped into Billy Halop's part in the Broadway
smash, "Dead End," playing the part in Chicago,
after a month in New York. He's fifteen and has
been in radio and movies for eleven years, owns
a 30-foot cruiser, and is an excellent horseman.

SB

Sto.-^.

BOWNE—

Jerry Bowne—
nickname's "Muscle"—does both vocal and instrumental duty for the Brigadiers. He was born

SINGING TRUMPETER

his

in

HORACE

SAX LEADER—Walter

BradHeidt's Brigadiers, over CBS Mondays at eight. Unlike most
of the Brigadiers, he's an easterner, his native
town being Hartford, Conn. He is 25, married to
ley

is

first

HEIDT'S

saxophonist in Horace

New

Rochelle,

N.

Y., in 1907,

but

is

a graduate

of the University of California, where he studied
law. Short of stature, he weighs 146 pounds, is
a descendant of the Brewsters of Mayflower fame.

a former violinist and singer, likes tennis and
picnics, and got his start in the Merry Madcaps.

GOODMAN—

CARTOON CROONER THORSEN—Here,

in one
of his characteristic poses, is Art Thorsen, specialist in bull fiddle playing and boop-a-dooping in
the Brigadiers band. He's a native Cafifornian, 33
years old, and worked his way through the University at Berkeley by singing ana playing for dances,
graduating in 1926. Eyes and hair—both brown.

The fourth member of
BARITONE
our quartet from Horace Heidt's Brigadiers,
Charles Goodman, resembles Bing Crosby and has
a voice somewhat like the late Russ Columbo's.
Also an alumnus of the University of California, he
got his first break with Heidt. He was born in Oakland 21 years ago, has blond hair and gray eyes.

SCRAP

HnuiUIRyilEKinG

founo RomHncE
By

MARY WATKINS REEVES

ILLUSTRATED
In

a crowded railway station
King found the answer

Wayne

the longing he'd kept in
heart since boyhood; for
though she'd known him only
one day, Dorothy said "Yes."
to

his

For Wayne King, sponsored by
tody Esther, fmrm to page 52,

BY

FRANCOIS

THEY

could have been any boy and

girl

standing

there at the train gate clinging to each other's hands
and eyes. In five minutes the Chief would snort out
of Chicago's winter twilight to rip across half a continent
to California. The giant station was jammed with clots
and streamers of hurrying people who wore holly on their

and holiday anticipation on their faces. Outside the
snow fell thick and white for Christmas Eve; inside a choir
of carolers wove among the station crowds bearing lighted
tapers and singing "Silent Night."
For all the world they could have been just any young
couple instead of a famous orchestra leader and a movie
star. The girl, darkly beautiful and slender beneath her
little mink turban, dabbed her eyes unashamedly on the
cuff of her glove. The boy looked away for a moment and
cleared his throat, twisted the brim of his hat with nervous
coats

fingers.

"All Aboard!" With a great surge of last minute rush
the signal of departure echoed down the long ribbon of
cars, and the moments for goodbyes were clipped by the

slam of a train gate. Quickly, thrusting,

boy pressed the small
beautiful girl in his cupped hands.
"The farm?" he asked eagerly, and

his

arms through

wrists of the darkly

the bars, the

flushed to the roots of

blond hair.
'The farm," she answered him, quietly, smiling then
turned and ran on her thin high heels.
The last straggler had left before Wayne King walked
away from the train gate through the white-lit station to
his car. A sort of dizzy beauty about the disappearing
lights of the Chief had held him to the spot where the
miracle had happened. Where he had proposed to Dorothy

his

Janis and she had said "the farm" and smiled. It meant
she was going to marry him. It meant an end to hunger.

Twenty-five years of hunger for love and a
home.
It had been nothing short of a miracle the
way all this happiness had suddenly come to
him. Like a Christmas present that Fate had
hoarded for a quarter of a century to give him.
For ever since he was a little lad of seven,

own way alone
he had wanted above all

motherless, homeless, beating his
in the world, the things
else

were someone to love and a home in the
Just those. Simple things that every

country.

man

life had let him
and fame and a brilliant
musical success that kept him tied to the chaos
of cities and lonely. Until twenty-four hours

entitled

is

to.

Instead

possess, finally, riches

—

ago.

Twenty-four hours ago at band rehearsal one
of his saxophone players had murmured a casual
introduction,

"My

niece,

niece

was—lovely Dorothy

talk.

On

Mr. King." And the

Janis of the movies,
stopping over in Chicago for a few hours en
route from New York to Hollywood. Perhaps
you remember her as Tito opposite Ramon Novarro in "The Pagan," or from two of her
earlier successes, "Fleetwing" and "Kit Carson."
She's a tiny little thing with big black eyes and
olive skin and long curved lashes that settle in
wide sweeps across her cheeks.
Somehow, with the casual introduction, it
happened. Wayne and Dorothy. Driving in
the windy cold along the lake that night they
had talked as two who had known each other
for years, talked of their lives, their careers,
their innermost hopes and plans.
The next
morning over breakfast a young man had taken
a dream out of his heart and showed it proudly
to the girl across the table, with figures on paper
and a rough drawing and much enthusiastic

menu Wayne King drew
farm he wanted to buy and live

the back of a

a picture of the

AN ORPHAN,

HE KNEW THAT

HOME

green

wooded

his

hills

—

—

AND

FIRESIDE

WERE THE GREATEST

GIFTS IN LIFE,

AND

HE MARRIED

—

own their own in the
of Wisconsin.
"Don't decide now," he had said quietly, staring in his embarrassment at the sugar bowl instead of her eyes. "Think about it today will
you? and tell me at the train this afternoon."
And because it was love, Dorothy Janis had
had no trouble making a choice between Hollywood and Wisconsin. That was what she had
meant when she said "the farm."
From the moment those two words were
spoken the Wayne King you and I know came
on and have for

into being.

The Wayne King who

lived before,

a gentleman Mr. Wayne King himself would
For a number of reasons. He
like to forget.
told me about them {Continued on page 81)
is

THE GIRL

WHO

SHARED

HIS

DREAMS
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RADIO'S
Johnny

Green,

above,

ever.

Their

together for the

ard

program brought them

into

even closer association.

CHARM—AND JOHNNY
TOR FOR

newest star of the networks can dance, he can
an accomplished comedian, he can play the
piano, the accordion, the trumpet, and the piccolo
but he's incapable of being the master of ceremonies on his
sing, he is

own program!
Not that Fred Astaire wants to be master of ceremonies.
The point is that his sponsors wouldn't let him, even if

Somehow or other, when heard that Fred was to start
his own radio programs this fall,
took it for granted that
like Rudy Vallee, Bing Crosby, Paul Whiteman, and others,
I

I

he would be head man, introducing the variety acts as well

own far from unimportant talents as
dancer, singer, and comedian. And when they told me that
both he and his sponsors had agreed that it wouldn't be a
as contributing his

idea,

The

I

this

star

campaign to
might be.

me

first

started a

new

search led

of

all

find out just

to the

RKO

what

lot,

sort

to talk

Fred himself. Frankly, the visit didn't do me much good,
for reasons which will be apparent later on. Next it took me
to
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HIS

NEW SHOW,

TELLS

YOU WHY

to Fred's friends and business associates; and finally to one
of his best friends and closest associates, Johnny Green,

who is conducting
By the time I'd

the orchestra on the

new program.

finished talking to all these people,

—

I

had

discovered the real Fred Astaire the Fred Astaire who
deliberately hides himself from the casual observer the exasperating, lovable, idealistic

human

—

being.

I think, the best spokesman for all those
For one thing, the friendship between
them isn't a thing that has grown up in a hurry. It's the
product of a dozen years; it has matured gradually and
surely. For another, Johnny idolizes Fred, as a man and an
artist, and his admiration has led him to study Fred, make
a conscious effort to understand him. And finally, he is the
person in the world of radio who has had the most opportunities to work in association with Fred.
They first met when Johnny was a very youthful undergraduate in Harvard University. He was just fifteen when
he entered Harvard, a precocious youngster who loved to

Johnny Green

he did.

guy

GREEN, THE CONDUC-

Pack-

THE

good

FRED'S

prepara-

tion

of a

DOWN TO

first

met Fred twelve years ago
and likes him today better
than

BOUND TO BOW

who know

is,

Fred.

play the piano but was studying, of

all

things, economics.

For Fred Astalre's program, sponored by Packard
Motors, over the NBC Red network, turn to page 52.

Left, Johnny and Fred confer on arrangements for
the records they made of the music from the newest Astaire movie, "Swing Time." Johnny's story
of this work will show you Fred in a new light.

BY

mil.

HSinig

His friends, when he went to
New York for weekends,
weren't the sort of people
you'd expect a Harvard boy to
pal

around with.

They were

of the stage,
glamorous, sophistiwriters
cated people who respected this
boy, hardly past the adolescent
musicians,

—

stars

coax exharmonies from the piano

stage, for his ability to

citing

keys.

George Gershwin, the composer,
was one of these people who admired Johnny's talent, and one
night after a performance of the
Gershwin musical comedy, "Lady
Be Good," he took Johnny back
stage to meet its stars, Fred and
Adele Astaire. Along with some
thousands of other New Yorkers
Johnny had just fallen under the
spell of dancing which seemed to
have something supernatural about it,
it was so good.
Although he knew
many famous people, he was still too

young to be immune from hero-worship, and I'm sure he'll never forget
the pang of delight he felt at being
able to meet Fred Astaire that evening.
I'm sure of that, because even today,
is still a lot
of that same hero-worshipful spirit in
his voice when he speaks of Fred.
after all those years, there

Johnny has never worked with Fred on
a -picture,

but he has collaborated with
sets {Continued on page 102)

him on three
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FOUR BEAUTIFUL STARS TEACH YOU THE

LET

LES-

Love fled when Rosemary
Lane (far right) discovered that her man could
not stand failure; and

SONS

IF

IN

LOVE THEY LEARNED BY BROKEN HEARTS

we're to believe the evidence of these four famous and

good lovers are often bad husbands.
And the worst of it is that the men who will make you
lovely radio stars,

most miserable are apt

A

to be the very ones

who

attract you.

clever girl should soon be able to ferret out the facts

about a chronic drunk or flagrant

who cramp
ness

is

for girls

at

a woman's style
first

liar.

But the romantics

—the weak fellows whose Weak-

appealing—are sometimes dangerous even

who know

their

way

about.

Irene Rich and Honeychile Johnson, Cornelia Otis Skinner and Rosemary Lane all admit they have been drawn to
men who would have been horrible examples as husbands.
Luckily, they found out the real characters of their suitors
before it was too late.
These four stars represent four widely divergent types of
femininity. The stories of their disillusionments, of how
each learned the sort of man who was dangerous to her
particular kind of woman may save you from bitter experience and heartbreak.
"Business women are so often starved for affection.
They're so hungry for just a little warmth and color to
bring respite from the daily grind," began Irene Rich.
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right,

Honeychile

fell

for a chivalrous line.

Because the man she once nearly married was a Russian
nobleman and she herself a celebrity, you'd expect the details of her romance to be unusual. "But fundamentally,"
says Irene, "the same thing happens every day in this
modern world of ours."
If you are a girl who is successful at making money
woman with a career, a stenographer, an executive, any
Irene warns you to take her story
sort of capable woman
to heart, for she is an example of the colorful, go-getting,
independent woman and the typical villain of her tale a

—

—

charming, socially gifted moocher.
The adventure started at a formal ball, one of the brilliant events of the New York winter season. Irene had gone
into radio for a nine weeks' engagement and had been
signed to a year's contract. Her triumph represented the
mastering of a new medium, the hardest kind of creative
effort.

in her safety deposit box, she found hersimply spoiling for a grand time. As she slipped into
a brand-new evening gown of sunflower yellow that brought
out her flashing dark beauty, she hoped something wonderful would happen that night. The something wonderful

Her contract

self

of a romantic woman who's been working long and hard.
As she entered her hostess' mammoth drawing room,
bright with flowers and gowns,

its chandeliers winking out a
thousand colored lights, she had a sneaking feeling her wish
was going to be granted. For standing across the room
smiling, almost as if he had been waiting for her, was a
strapping he-man in an artillery red uniform. His broad
chest was practically covered with medals. Irene was sure
he was quite the handsomest man she'd ever seen.
Thus began a period of comradeship that was chock full
of charm. He was a nobleman exiled from Russia during
the revolution, "But," he hastened to explain the first night
they met, "I was lucky enough to save my fortune though I

lost

my

ancestral

home!"

There was a royalty about him that gave him a strange
glamor.

The

friend of princes, sophisticated yet virile, he
had power to thrill even a woman who had known abundant adulation and rich experiences.
And he was so proud of her! He took her to meet all his

So

at first this show-off quality

subtle flattery.

a brilliant mind
almost fooled Cornelia
left,

Otis

Skinner

.

into

;

dinner.

But he was so witty and distinguished and at ease. Such
supreme master at making a woman feel beautiful and
glamorous. It was hard to suspect such a man of ulterior
a

motives.

of his held an insidious,

?" She
"By the way, how well do you know
mentioned the name of the Russian nobleman. "We got
slightly tight together last night
had a swell time and he
borrowed a hundred dollars. I knew it was all right because he's such a good friend of yours."
Suddenly it was clear as daylight to Irene. He had been
using her, her home, her fame, even her charge accounts to
bolster up his credit. Why, it was a regular system
He
met. smart, wealthy people, charmed them with his royal,
old-world manners, and introduced them to each other!
"Since I last saw him," Irene (Continued on page 71)

if

Irene

man who wanted

She began to realize that he knew none of the people he
introduced very well all were new acquaintances.
Also he started to be almost too casual about her apartment. It was a balconied duplex in the east Sixties, furnished with Irene's special brand of taste and luxury. He
would drop in with people at all hours, entering with a
little air of proprietorship.
Use her telephone to order
cigarettes and vintage champagne with the bland instruction, "Charge it to Miss Rich!"
Once he 'phoned to find if he might bring ten guests to

One day an old friend of hers, a screen star visiting New
York, came to tea. After some pleasantries, she asked

But after awhile she began to wonder

Rich loved a
her to
support him; at the far
Left,

illusions."

"I love

and brought people to her house every day.
show you off!" he told her in his mellow voice.

friends,

to

he would never want an evening alone with her.
Irene has plenty of shrewdness and perception. "Sometimes I wish I hadn't!" she confesses. "It smashes so many

B

•Irene,

—

—

!

OAKS

'

/VKCLTLAAJ*

ME HERDRAMA
UNDER ihe GASLIGHTS

Gay Nineties have returned, in a brand new radio hour every Sunday night on Mutual. Called the Wonder Show, it's a gay mixture of
boos for the villain and cheers for the hero, as a mammoth cast reLeft, Effie Palmer takes
enacts the favorite dramas of yesteryear.
the part of Old Judas in the beloved "Under the Gaslight." Lee Patrick (above center) of stage and film fame is another leading light,
while little Florence Halop (above right) portrays children's roles.

The

Taken exclusively for Radio Mirror by

A

MBS

touching moment in the mellerdrama as Ned Weaver,
the hero, pleads with Rita Johnson, the heroine, to
understand his position.
Don't miss such intriguing
scenes as these. Tune in on Sunday evenings at 9:00.
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Now we come to the villainous master
Jack Smart who is the real star of the
two of his cronies: Nestor Thazer and
The damsel with Lee Patrick is popular

of ceremonies,

program, and

George

Baine.

Adele Ronson.

IN

THE FIBBER McGEE

LIMERICK CONTEST
HERE'S

THE RULES

contest

a

than

easier

that's

THE PRIZES:

rolling off the pro-

and more fun,
too. So get busy and win.
Every member of the
family can join. Write as
many last lines as you

Each week for four weeks, the following

awarded winning

prizes

will

be

entries:

total of $50.00 to the twenty-

First Prize

And

not only that. There

FOUR

one each week for four
weeks. In addition, there

are twenty-five other
prizes each week for the

each week

$ 25.00

Twenty-Five $ .00 prizes each week

TOTAL— 104

25.00

PRIZES

$200.00

The judges will be the
of RADIO MIRROR,
Fibber McGee and Ulmer
Turner, Radio Editor of the
Chicago Herald and Examiner. Their decisions will be final.
5. Send entries on \4 government post cards, or on the
coupon provided for your convenience or on a sheet of or-

—

money.
If you win first prize,
you'll hear your name announced over the air, so
tune in next Monday's
the prize

dinary writing paper. It is not
necessary to copy the first
four lines. The last line will

be

another

tip.

on the
ling

air.

humor

SUPPLY A LAST LINE FOR THIS LIMERICK

and Molly

will

of this page, study
them, and you'll be all
set to go ahead. Remember; send in each week's
entry by midnight, Wedside

nesday of that week.

entries

turned nor

many

will

will

be

re-

we acknowledge

receipt of entries.
first week of this concloses at midnight September 30th, the second Oc-

8.

Be sure and tune

in

N

B C

For Fibber and Molly McGee

The

7th, the third October
and the fourth October
Each week's entries must
be postmarked not later than

tober
;

14th
21st.

midnight

.

of

closing

these

dates.

inspire

you to greater efforts.
So get busy. Read the
rules at the right hand

as

test

Listen care-

Their spark-

No

7.

suitability,

fully to Fibber

in

as you wish but not
more than one prize will be
paid to any individual in any
one week.

NBC

here's

You may send

last lines

red network from
coast to coast. See Pro-

And

sufficient.

6.

Broadcast of Fibber McGee and Molly, on the

cleverness,

basis

this

4.

All you have to
write a last line,

and humor.

on

editor

send it in to Fibber McGee, and if it's as good
as you think it is
collect

of

Judging

twenty-five next best.

limerick.

gram Guide on page 52.
Remember, prizes will
be awarded on the basis

mitted.
3.

At the bottom of the
page, in coupon form, are
the first four lines of the

—

this

$25.00 will be paid for the
best last line received each
week and $1 each for the

tries.

is

page.
Judging will be based on
the cleverness, suitability and
humor of the last lines sub-

on

2.

next best twenty-five en-

do

best last lines to
complete the limerick, the first
four lines of which are printed
twenty-six

1

prizes,

first

submitting the

persons

six

want.
are

Each week for four weeks
S. C.
Johnson and Son, Inc., makers
of Johnson's Wax, will pay a
1.

RADIO MIRROR and

verbial log

9. In

They make every Monday

A

case of

ties

testant.
10. This contest

national fun-day

the

is

open to

everyone except employees of
RADIO MIRROR, S. C. Johnson and Son, Inc., and
bers of their families.
11.

Address

Fibber
(Fill

in

your

last line here)

full

amount of the prize tied for
will be paid each tying con-

all

to
Studios,

entries

McGee, NBC

Chicago,

mem-

III.
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GWEN

HOLMES

sat glaring

at the pile of fan mail

on

tiny desk before her.
Within arm's reach an old victrola
the

was grinding out Frank Rossman's
newest record. A microphone hung
She
close over the sound box.
picked up the top letter and
glanced at the first sentence.
"Will you please play Frank
Rossman's recording of 'La Bomba' again?"
With a sigh, she tossed the scrap

They were all the
Rossman Rossman, Rossthe dream singer of every

of paper aside.

same.

man

—

k

whose radio could tune in the
small station in Fergus Center that
had hired Gwen to answer mail
and announce the hour program of
girl

But to Gwen,
Rossman was a pain in the neck.
So was Fergus Center, for that
matter. She didn't mind so much
records every day.

being born there, but to reach the
age of twenty-one and still be
there, with New York and its glittering new studios so tantalizingly
close, was getting to be more than
she could bear.

She'd taken this job at Fergus
100-watt station in the
hope that some big network official
would hear her and send for her.
It had been six months now since
she'd begun and not even the listeners had asked who she was. It
was always just another request for
Center's

THE BIG

BRDHDCHST

m 1937
COMPLETE
A NOVELETTE
,N THIS

ISSUE-ADAPTED

PARAMOUNT
ON THE
P.CTURE -BASED

HOM

THE

GELSEY
STORY BY ERW.N
KOVER BARRY

ARTHUR

TR.VERS-nCT.ONIZED

Frank Rossman.

The record whirled

to

and she stood up to turn

As she

an end
it

over.

FREDERICK
By

RUTLEDGE

flipped the disc to the other

side,

she

phone

:

spoke

into

the

"In case you didn't get

microit,

folks,

was Frank Rossman singing.
And now, who do you think is going to groan the next number? The
young man with the leaping larynx
Frank Rossman."
She jabbed the needle down on
the spinning record, and added:
"Frank just whispered in my ear,

Copyright Par amount Pictures, Inc.

that

—

folks. He insists. that I can sing a
duet with him. All right, Frank, if

you insist."
For two weeks she'd been doing
this,

poking fun at Rossman by

re-

ferring slightingly to his crooning

by singing duets with the
record and by every other means
she could devise. In time it would
probably cost her the job. But it
was the only way she could stand
the monotony of announcing phonograph records every day.
Automatically, she announced
the name of the song. Half way
through the number, she glanced at
voice,

the clock, saw that the hour was
nearly over, and broke in with:
"Sorry, folks, that's all for today.
I'll be with you again tomorrow at

38

was the happy ending for

Gwen and Bob

(Shirley Ross,

Roy MiMand).

same

this

—

Gwen

time.

Holmes,

BXZ."
Another show done, another day

speaking

this

is

station

wasted, she thought, walking out
into the main room of the studio. A
phone was ringing, and she stopped
a minute. The studio manager had

answered.

"Miss Holmes?

Why

"New York

yes,

I

think

He looked

Just a minute."

so.

up.

calling."

Not believing her ears, Gwen
moved over and picked up the receiver.

Someone she didn't know said,
is Bob Miller.
just heard
your show here in the Commercial
Broadcasting Studios.
Will you
come to New York tomorrow and
"This

I

have a talk with me? 1 think
have a job for you."
Gwen dropped the receiver on its
hook. New York! A job with
Commercial, the biggest network
in the country! It must be someone's idea of a joke. She turned to
I

her boss.

"Ever hear of a Bob Miller?"
The manager scratched his head
and thumbed through a tattered
book.

"I

"Here

it

thought

so,"

Bob

is.

he

Miller,

said.

press

agent for Frank Rossman. Why'd
you ask?"
But Gwen had already turned
and was running for the door that
opened onto the dusty main street
of Fergus Center.
Press agent to Frank Rossman!

Then

man had

this

tening

thoughts

want her

really been

lis-

Funny,

in.

raced,

though, her
that he should

New York

after the
of Rossman's singing. But if he said New York, it
was New York she was heading for.
Back home she made the drama-

fun she'd

tic

in

made

announcement of her decision

to

her parents.

— New
ly,

"I'm leaving tonight
York," she said breathless-

and refused

to listen to the pro-

tests that followed.

She didn't even stop to eat dinner before hurrying back to Main
Street and the bus depot. At seven
o'clock,
the transcontinental express thundered

Gwen was

THE CAST
Jack Carson

Jack Benny
Mrley Ross

Gvjen Holmes

Ray MiUa^

*>b MlUer

Mr &
.

Frank

Bob

Mrs. Piatt

S

^

©<° cU) **"
C^rae Burns &
eeorqe
forre*

Rossman

Bob

Burns

Mattna Roye

Black.

Patsy

.

Benny

.
c
F» eWs

bus stopped.
Any other

in.

there waiting as the

time

the

all-night

would have fascinated her.
But with Miller's words ringing in

trip

her ears, she sat straight up, stared
ahead over the driver's

straight

shoulders.

Then, just as the sun

was coming up, a smoky
deep red behind the

line

ball

of

of sky-

scrapers

that formed Manhattan,
the bus entered the Holland tunnel, the last mile that separated

Gwen from New York and the
Commercial Studios.
(Continued on page 58)
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THE LIFE STDRH OF

The Story Thus Far:

Bob Burns, the homespun comedian on
Bing Crosby's program, was born on the
wrong side of the tracks in Van Buren,
Arkansas, forty-odd years ago. His father
was a resident engineer for the Arkansas
Central railroad, and his mother eked out
the family income by doing dressmaking
on the side. Bob always wanted to see the
world, even when he was a boy, and once
or twice his education was interrupted so
he could take a job on a river boat. It came
to an end just before he was to graduate
school, when he and his brother
Farrar organised themselves into a twoman vaudeville team and set out to tour the

from high

South.

From then on, Bob's life was the one prolonged adventure every kid dreams of
seldom easy, but always exciting. First he
and Farrar went to New Orleans, where
they played in front of a cheap movie house
and in cafes from there to Mobile, Birmingham, Montgomery, Norfolk, Boston,
Washington, St. Louis, Salt Lake City
They weren't always together; sometimes
Farrar went back home, and sometimes
they had jobs in different cities.
Bob
worked as porter in a hotel, as a surveyor,
a waiter, a field hand, a construction manager, a ditch cleaner
always with interludes
on the stage, where he always wanted to be.

—

—

.

.

.

—

At last the trail had led him all the way
across the continent, and he returned to Arkansas, where he became a successful Little
Rock advertising man. But once more he
grew restless, and went to Chicago and
just as he thought he had finally settled
down, with a good job in a mail order

—

BOB THOUGHT THE

WAR WAS A

house, the United States entered the war.
enlisted at once.

TOUGH ASSIGNMENT— UNTIL HE

Part Three

MARRIED AND FOUND HIMSELF

He

BOB

BURNS'

enlistment in the Marine Corps, in 1917, was a gala occa-

sion. His friends and associates in
the advertising business didn't wait for his
triumphal return, but escorted him away
to the Union Station in a crazy parade.

WITH

A BABY SON

BUT

NO

JOB

Cartoonists devised banners reading, "Bazooka Will Win the War" and "What Will
the Girls Do Without You, Bobby?" The
car in which he left Chicago, Illinois, for

40

By

DOROTHY ANN BLANK

Paris (South Carolina)

was decorated flamboyantly

if

not

delicately.

Bob had chosen

the Marines because he prided himself
wanted to be a sniper in the War," he
told us apologetically. "I s'pose that sounds kind of bloodthirsty now. But it was right stylish then."
He shot wisely, but too well to satisfy his ambition im-

on

his shooting.

"I

week they got papers to sail from Quantico, joined the 11th
Regiment there and left on the DeKalb. They landed at
Brest and went on regular duty, despite their musical proclivities.

good

snipers.

It's hard to get Bob to say much about what regular
duty included, but he didn't spend all his time playing the
bazooka. He won rifle tournaments left and right, was
decorated at Le Mans by General Pershing and dubbed
champion marksman of the A. E. F. All he admits is that
he slept in a miidhole. Finally his company moved up to
Tours to wait for a call to the Front. But there's reason
to believe Bob went in for no small amount of action which
he won't talk about. He is distinctly not the kind of guy

after

company

to use his

mediately.

His average on the rifle range was better than
expert when he finished his bootship. So, instead, of sailing with his company to France, he was kept on Paris Island as an instructor. Becoming a sergeant automatically,
he spent seventeen months teaching other recruits to be

Itching to go overseas, he watched company
arrive and leave, while he stayed impatiently
on this side of the Atlantic.

He amused himself evenings with the bazooka. One
night from across the lagoon, in a Y. M. C. A. hut, he heard
music. It gave him an idea. He started choosing himself
a small hand-picked orchestra from the Marine ranks. It
was the nucleus of the first Marine Jazz Band.
He and his men played at all social and military

One evening

Commandant gave

a party.

Many

from Washington were present, and one
particular was fascinated by the Marine Band's snappy

important
in

the Post

affairs.

officers

harmonies.

"How would you

fellows like to go to France with me,

away?" he asked.
Bob accepted on the spot

right

for the whole band.

The next

war experiences

for publicity purposes.

Tours that General Pershing met the bazooka
in person. Here, as on Paris Island, the Marine Jazz Band
furnished music for all affairs. One night at a ball, in the
chateau of a famous aviation official, the place fairly
It

was

in

swarmed with generals.
Now when a general approached

the band, Bob, as leader,
always rose and stood at attention as a mark of courtesy.

Seeing Pershing, the greatest of them all, he was stumped
Then as Pershing approached the stand, he
ordered the entire band to stand at attention. Quite a conversation followed.
"This er bazooka, Sergeant," the General questioned
"wouldn't it be easier to play if it had a mouthpiece?"
for a second.

— —

"Undoubtedly,

sir,"

Burns

{Continued

on

page

%)

When Bob

lunches at the Paramount lot, his
bazooka, like Mary's little lamb, is never
Left, a far cry from his presfar behind.
ent professional success: the Marine Jazz
Band he organized and with which he went to
France and War. General Pershing tried to
master the bazooka and went down to bitter
Left, below, in front of the fourdefeat.
family house in which he now lives.
Below,
what the folks back home think of him now.

For the Kraft Music Hall with
Bob Burns, see page fifty-three.

-BOURNS
4
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SECRET inSPIRHTIDn
RYAN
ANNIE
white head

was mad. From the top of her snow

to the tip of her square-toed shoes she
genuinely angry! Annie had a right to be.

was
Someone had told a lie about her relationship with Carmela Ponselle. Annie Ryan, according to the story surpassed around, was being supported by
reptitiously
Carmela!
That story is not true. In order to keep a promise, that
sentence must be repeated. It is not true! Since early
childhood Annie has been taking care of herself. Herself
and others. If there were more people in the world like
Annie Ryan, you would be listening to a great many voices
as fine as that of Carmela Ponselle's. Annie Ryan is the
fighting little lady who discovered, developed, and as she
with the help of God gave you the voice of Carstates

—

—

—

mela Ponselle.
During those early years there
It wasn't an easy job.
were always a couple of stray black clouds hovering over-

head

—but

the past,

let's

and

fade into
live

it

all

BY JACK SHER

with Annie
Let's go back to Carmela's choir days.
and Carmela.

over

again

We'll skip the dates.

They

aren't really necessary,

and

opera stars are sometimes forgetful when it comes to remembering the day or year something happened.
Quite a few years ago, in the little town of Meriden,
Connecticut, in the church of the Sacred Heart, Annie Ryan
was putting the girls' choir through its weekly paces. It was
a hot, sultry day. Twenty noses tilted towards the rafters;
twenty voices sang wholeheartedly, "Praise God From
Whom All Blessings Flow." Annie pumped away at the
church organ, pausing now and then to wipe the perspiration from her brow with a large, silk handkerchief.
Suddenly she stopped and, sliding from the stool of the
organ, called out:
"Where is that voice coming from?"
The singing broke off sharply. None of the girls said
anything. Annie walked back and forth peering intently
at each face.

Carmela sings on

Broadway Varieties,
the BIsodof show,
turn to page 53.

"Well," she demanded again, but more gently, "whose
is that carrying above the others?"
Still no answer. Annie resumed her position at the organ.
"When I raise my hand," she instructed, "I want you all

voice

to stop singing."

'6* «J

The girls began again from the point where they
been interrupted and Annie started banging away
more. A few minutes later, she held up her hand.
{Continued on page
voices halted abruptly. Annie

HOW A

FIGHTING

WOMAN'S

SWEPT

The
84)

IRISH-

BELIEF IN

AND CARMELA'S

had
once

GOD

FUTURE

AWAY EVERY OB-

STACLE TO HER SUCCESS

the circle, Annie Ryan, who found Carmela when she sang as a girl in her early
teens in a little Connecticut church. It was
Annie who brought Carmela to New York,
got her lessons, and wrote her the letters
which gave the singer courage to continue.
In

Joe Emerson's program is part of the
Gold Medal Hour heard five mornings
a week. For the time, see page 52

Right, the leader of the Hymns-ofAll-Churches program at home with
his daughter, Carolyn, their ScotBelow, he's
tie and Mrs. Emerson.
checking an unpublished hymn sent
by a fan. He was heard over
before going on the CBS network.

WLW

ONCE WEALTHY, HE LOST

MONEY

%

BEFORE

FINDING

WORTHWHILE THINGS OF

HIS

THE

LIFE

FOLLOW uour HIRUT
shus joe EmiRson
THERE

no such thing as real financial
foolish and wrong to spend
your life doing work you don't want to
do because at the end you may find yourself with wasted
years behind you, and nothing in your bank account to
show for them. Therefore it is wiser and better to do the
work that satisfies you, even if financial rewards appear
security.

BY

is

It is

precarious or slight."
It was a turning point in Joe Emerson's life when he
reached that decision. The man you know as the leader of
the Hymns of all Churches program on the Gold Medal
Hour has twice scrapped all he had accomplished through
years of hard work and effort, and started all over again.
The first time it was a-mistake. The second time.
The story really begins years ago, I think, when Joe
was a little boy in a small Michigan town. The key to
what he always wanted to do is in the picture of himself
he gave me once a small figure in a sailor suit (a sailor
suit that was a little shiny at the seams, but clean) listen.

—

.

.

JOHN EDWARDS

while his mother played the
sang hymns.
Joe's parents were both deeply devout people, though
they belonged to no specific church. His father was a
foundry worker by trade, but his real joy lay in his hobby
of traveling about through the nearby towns, delivering
sermons on street corners. He was not an ordained minister, and perhaps some of his sermons would have surprised students of theology, but in his simplicity and goodness of character he brought comfort to many a man and
woman who couldn't be reached by orthodox religion.
He taught Joe to love music, and as the boy grew older
both of his parents encouraged him to make music his
career. Their small savings went to send him to Albion
College and to pay for voice lessons.
wasn't long after his
(Continued on page 91)
It
ing

with

rapt

melodeon and

attention

his father
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the very word
SOMEHOW
to connote sums

Hollywood has
money in no
less than six figures, imported gowns
and motor cars and, above all, homes that
rival in their splendor and costliness the very
In
settings of the motion pictures themselves.
sharp contrast, then, are the lives and the
homes of radio stars, because radio is essenFor
tially the entertainment of the home.
example there is the charming, simple Provengal house of Dick Powell who shares his talents
unselfishly with radio and movies alike. His
only concessions to Hollywood are his magnificent swimming pool and the landscaping of
his wide grounds.
Yet in all major details, the Dick Powell
home is within the reach of Mr. and Mrs.
Averageman in quest of guidance toward comNaturally, you may have
fort and coziness.
to wait until your ship comes in for a swim-'
ming pool, but even if it does founder on
troubled waters your cottage or house can be
just as lovely as you choose to make it.
For example, you may not be able to afford
the imported Gallic screen of hunting scenes
in Provence which adorns Dick's library, but
make it yourself.
if a screen you must have
Persuade friend husband that he is a carpenter
at heart after all, or if you fail to convince
him, buy any ordinary screen of the proportions you desire. The charm of the screen lies

come

of

—

A

\l printed chintz or
modernistic wall-paper
in floral, nautical, even old French and English
hunting scene design can be bought reasonably
and applied with decorators' glue. Cover with
a coat of lacquer to withstand dust and fading.
Best of all if you have any latent artistic abilRemember, your grandity paint it yourself.
mothers did it—why not you?
The pine paneling in Mr. Powell's home is
an authentic reproduction of a Provencal inn.
Today, all outstanding lumber companies can
furnish reproductions of any European design
you fancy. So if you saw the house of your
dreams in an English meadow, or in Normandy or Brittany, or in sunny Spain or
Italy, you can have your house paneled according to the best traditions of the country

in its covering.

the

pictc

better grades of

LERRI1

HOmEIMIKinG
FROmtheSTRRS

you fancy.
Naturally with a pleasant setting, you will
want your furniture upholstered in appropriate fabrics.
Mr. Powell uses gay, colorful

BUT

A HOLLYWOOD MANSION,
MANY OF THE FURNISHINGS OF

DICK

POWELL'S HOUSE ARE WITHIN

IT'S

peasant cloth.
Against the coarse natural
background, primitive reds, blues, oranges,
greens run riot, creating a warm yet harmonious effect. In Hollywood, many of the feminine stars have revived the art of weaving
on hand looms as a successor to the popular
knitting fad.
Most large department stores
carry a complete line of equipment, including
the looms, and you will have fun and an interesting way of spending long, house-bound winter days

REA CH OF THE AVERAGE PURSE

making home-spun

fabrics for upholstering.

Home-spun

peasant designs would of course be perfect against the
background of a French peasant home.
If the art of
weaving seems too ambitious for you, certainly you can
buy a variety of attractive cloths such as Dick Powell
has used, to make covers for day-beds and ordinary
upholstered chairs and to glorify an uninteresting piece
of furniture into one with definite style and dash.
Undoubtedly you will notice the unusual framing of
the movie star friends and associates on the walls of
Dick's den. Ordinarily one would hesitate to hang photoin

44

graphs of one's favorite radio stars anywhere but in the
privacy of one's boudoir but with this unusual framing
treatment they graduate with honors to library or living
room.
Get pictures of your favorite radio stars. Perhaps you
already have a collection culled from the pages of Radio
Mirror. Certainly you can supplement your collection
from future issues of this magazine. Then over a board
of suitable size, one which would leave about a three or
four inch margin around the picture, paste flowered cretonne or chintz. Mount the picture in the middle, cover
with glass, and frame with a (Continued on page 105)
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For example, the Imported Gallic
screen (opposite page), adorning
the Hollywood Hotel star's library
can be inexpensively copied. Then
there's the unique bar
just a bit
different

high

—

—

with

chairs.

glasses!

electric

And

that

Don't

a

tell

grill

and

array of
soul
they

—

the five and ten.
On tire left, the star's den, showing the overstuffed double settee.
Note the unusual framing of those
pictures on the pine-panelled wall.
Read how you, too, can have them.

can be found

*

its

^^.1

in

BY RUTH GERI
Hollywood

sponsored

by

Campbell's Soups, see page

53.

For

Hotel,

Overstuffed furniture upholstered
with coarse peasant cloth gives an
authentic "provincial" atmosphere
to this masculine lounge room in
Dick's new Toluca Lake residence.
Top right, Dick is mighty proud
of his fireplace with its decoration of mugs and old cooking utensils, which looks as if it might have
been transplanted from some old

farmhouse kitchen.
what you can do
shaving

Now

you know

with

those

mugs you've been

old
saving.
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WHEREVER THESE PRETTY
MISTRESSES GO, THEIR

MASCOTS ALWAYS FOLLOW
Whenever you see

Lily

Pons,

you're

pedigreed Scottie.
low, Marion Talley's South American bird
can mimic her high notes and sound taps.

to

find

Pons,

her

EHUTIES
MID THEIR

BERSTS

Right, Rosaline Greene used to
fear mice but now Petey is her
pet. Left, these cuddly Guinea
pigs were given to Gale Page
as a gift. She fell in love with

away. Above, Maxher bunny is the
cutest thing and who can blame
him for looking so contented?

them
ine
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right

thinks

UIHHT

SmiTH Bhlleuu
EnDURED FOR Ldue
BY

was spring and we couldn't
wait any longer."
Smith Ballew never graduated from the University of Texas.
Nor did Justine Vera. Both felt that
a marriage certificate was more important than a diploma. So they

IT

went and did
carefree

kids.

There were lots of times when it
seemed to Justine that she had made
a

ire

to

pickin'

who

there

was

she and Smith

in her man. A feeling that in the
end he would come through with fly-

topped by an amazing success beyond their wildest dreams. All summer Smith has been master of ceremonies on the hour long Shell Chateau program over NBC.
Perhaps that's why they still seem
so much in love The wealth and
fame which have come at last have
been richly earned. They were won
by faith and sacrifice.
girl

When

tramped New York's ice and snow
with worn out soles, rather than
spend carfare.
Yet, always there burned within
her a white hot flame of confidence

just

years ago. April 3, 1926, to be exact.
Ten years of struggle, hard knocks,
lucky breaks, poverty and despair,

The

Days when

mistake.

nothing to eat.

two happy,
That was over ten
it,

HARRY BLAIR

ing colors.

With

me

frankness,

typical

and "Sykes"

(his

Justine
told

nick-name)

the entire story.

"Her folks made me promise to
give up music before they'd let me
marry her.
had a cheap old banjo
I

which

I

played in a small dance

band I had organized. Rhythm
came natural to me. My dad played

risked her family's

marry a handsome, banjo
youth with no prospects, has

the violin and mother

is

still

a

first

rate piano player.

proven the wisdom of her choice.
Yet few couples have had so many

"But even they did not approve
as a career for a man.
Things were different then." Smith
paused to shift his six feet five inches
of bulk as he sprawled on a comof music

set-backs or bitter disappointments.

"Musicians were

fortable sofa.

considered
continued.

.

.

.

well, ,no-account,"

he

"That's before so many
college boys started to take up
instruments.
"So I got (Continued on page 107)
Paramount

AS TENDER
IS

THIS

A

STORy AS

WAS

EVER TOLD

ONE OF A ROMANCE THAT GREW

STRONGER WHEN HARDSHIPS MENACED
Hollywood luxury hasn't changed the love
between Smith and Justine Ballew, shown
at

the

Above,

left

one

with their little daughter.
of Smith's recent portraits.

IT

Smith is master
of ceremonies on

—

Shell Chateau
turn to page 53.
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MIRROR has
RADIO
popularity
own

just

facing
the

music

completed

first

tabulations on

its

contest, which was concerned solely
private
with dance orchestras and masculine vocalists. The judges
in the contest were you, the subscribers of Radio Mirror, to whom
we sent postal card ballots. You chose Wayne King's Lady Esther
orchestra as the one you liked best of all, with Guy Lombardo's,
Fred Waring's, Rudy Vallee's, and Benny Goodman's as runners-up.
The most popular male vocalist was Bing Crosby, followed by
Lanny Ross, Dick Powell, Frank Parker, and Nelson Eddy.
In the midst of all the talk about swing music, it was interesting
and, incidentally, perhaps not so terribly surprising, either to
find that the four most popular bands are those which are better
known for rich, lovely harmonies than for the modern successor to

—

—

what used to be called jazz. Wayne King and Guy Lombardo never
indulge in Swing; Fred Waring and Rudy Vallee only occasionally;
while the fifth in popularity, Benny Goodman, is the only one known
for that type of music exclusively.

The Paramount Theater in New York has been conducting a
popularity poll too, asking its patrons which of the many famous
bands which play that theater are the best liked. More than 500,000 ballots have been cast, and to date the leading ten are Guy
Lombardo, Glen Gray, Fred Waring, Benny Goodman, Louis Armstrong, Ray Noble, Hal Kemp, Phil Spitalny, Ozzie Nelson, and
Eddie Duchin. Remember, though, this result represents Broadway's opinion, not the radio audience's.
*

fiO
^

you think

it

*

would be pretty

*
nice to sit

around and get paid

a weekly salary check for doing nothing at all?

Most people

employees of the Warner Brothers
music publishing groups. Not any more.
From the first of the year until August 5, you know, music on
which Warner Brothers and their
(Continued on page 99)

would think

By

that, but not the

KEN ALDEN

Al Donahue, youthful maeswhose popularity is growing every day.
He's heard over
NBC. Below is Leonard Stokes,
the baritone who does much of
Left,

tro,

the

Above, Ted

Fio

Rito's

colorful

girl

on the Frigidaire Frolics each
Friday night over NBC. Top to bottom: Marjorie Briggs, Betty Noyes,
and Dottie Compton: The Debutantes.

trio

EXTRA!

FIRST

RESULTS OF THE

DANCE BAND POPULARITY POLL

IN
48

WHICH YOU CAST THE VOTES

vocalizing

for

Hit

Parade.

J2sr-

.

..and her

famous
Little

Dinners'
Miss Anne C. Rockefeller, of the distinguished

New York

family, enjoys entertaining in

unpretentious
friends

who

way — intimate

share her interest

conversation, unhurried pleasure

a casual,

dinners with a few

little

in the arts.
.

.

.

the

menu

Good
itself

kept very simple. Just soup and entree ... a pause
for a

and

Camel

coffee

.

.

.

.

.

.

followed by a green salad, dessert,

with Camels between courses and after

to accent subtle flavors.

"Smoking Camels," Miss

Rockefeller says, "makes the choicest delicacy taste
that

much

better.

They help

digestion, too,

and bring

a delightful sense of well-being, an at-peace-with-the-

world mood.

When

entertaining, I always see to

personally, as a compliment to

my

it

guests, that there

are plenty of Camels within their reach."

'
Sert
Sert

CameVs

costlier tobaccos:

Room, The Waldorf-Astoria, New York. " Whether I'm in tlie
Room of The "Waldorf- Astoria — at home — or at the homes of my

friends

— I notice that Camels are the favorite.* — Anne
1

C.

Rockefeller

jto.

Add

Po«eU

_

Cabot, Boston

^

^

Jr_

waminfim

joy of good digestion

to the

by Smoking Camels

Morgan,
Mrs. Jasper

»-W

^^ ^

yorh

REMEMBER the friendly touches that make
Anne

A

Rockefeller's dinners so charming.

simple menu, plenty of Camels. Smoking

Camels, scientists agree, stimulates the flow of
digestive fluids

— alkaline

digestive fluids that

play such a welcome part in good digestion.

Smoke

many Camels

as you wish, during
As Frank, head waiter of The
Waldorf's Sert Room, says: "Excellent food
calls for costlier tobaccos. In the Sert Room,
where discriminating people gather, Camels are
as

meals and

after.

the favorite." Their delicate flavor gives each

succeeding Camel a never-tiring

taste.

And,

being mild, Camels never get on your nerves.

Smoke them

for digestion's sake!

Copyright, 1936. R. J. Remolds Tob. Co.. Winston-Salem. N. C.

FOR

DIGESTION

S

SAKE

SMOKE CAMELS

What

a grand start a modern youngster gets! Everything specially
for

Mother
baby
care? After

.

.

.

Isn't

it

logical that a

will thrive best

his

all,

system

on special

is

a delicate

thing. Tender. Still growing.

That's
special

why you probably have

baby tub

special soap

.

.

.

for

your baby

special

powder

.

.

.

.

.

.

a

use

and

a special food formula, of course.

him... even a special laxative!

Fletcher's Castoria

is

mild

.

.

.

gentle

and above all, SAFE. It will never
upset your baby's stomach because it
works chiefly in the lower bowel. It
won't cause cramping pains because it
contains no harsh drugs.
.

.

.

It

contains no purging irritants

narcotics

—no

love the taste of Fletcher's Castoria.

They take

it

willingly

least complaint.

And

fight a child puts

the

most imyou know, the

Because, as

portant.

— without

that

is

up against

a laxative

he hates can upset his entire nervous
and digestive system!

— nothing that could harm the

tiniest infant

system. In fact, a famous

child specialist said he couldn't write
a better prescription than Fletcher's

So, mother,

Castoria.

Doctors say the same logic should follow in the laxative field.They say a baby
should have a special laxative, too. For
it stands to reason that if his system is
too delicate for adult food,
delicate

why

it is

also too

for "adult" laxatives! That's

doctors recommend Fletcher's
Castoria
the laxative made especially

and

—

only for children.

You'll be glad to

know that

children

twice

think

when your
Give him

child next needs a laxative.

the laxative millions of mothers have
the laxative made espein

faith

.

.

.

FLETCHER'S
CASTORIA. Thousands of doctors
cially for

CASTORIA
The

laxative

made

especially

for babies and growing children

prescribe

Why

children

it.

.

.

.

Every drug

store sells

it.

not get the economical Familyit saves you money.
Size bottle tonight

—

The signature Chas. H. Fletcher
appears on every carton.

or later almost
every film star comes to
a Lux Radio Theater program. Left, behind the
water pitcher, Fred MacMurray reads to Barbara
Stanwyck, who has taken
off both
of her shoes.

Sooner

Below, a fine example of
idling during rehearsal. It is Jack Oaki

a star

Below, an army of autograph hunters stand beside

Bill

Powell's

car,

waiting for him to finish
the day's broadcasting.

a view of
where the
Lux program plays to a

Right below,
the building

capacity audience.
is

a

true

fan

It

paradise.

RADIO MIRROR RAPID
MONDAY

SUNDAY
All time

is

All time

Standard

Eastern

NBC:

Press-rzdio News.

10:45

:00

CBS: Day Dreams.

NBC:
1

Press-radio News.

NBC-Blue: Alice Remsen. contralto.
NBC-Red: Ward and Muzzy, piano.

CBS: Major Bowes' Family.

CBS:Heinz Magazine.
NBC-Blue: Herman and Banta.

NBC-Blue: Pageant

of

Youth.

CBS transatlantic

11:45

CBS: Dr. Allan R. Dafoe (Oct.
NBC-Blue: Edward McHugh.
NBC-Red: Voice of Experience.

5).

CBS: Church

RCA.

of

2:30

NBC-Red:

School of the Air (Oct.

13).

Guild.
Favorites.

NBC-Blue: Lucille Manners.
NBC-Eed: Grand Hotel. (Oct.

NBC-Red: Ma

Perkins.

CBS: Heifetz Singers.
NBC-Blue: Fishface and
bottle.

.

NBC-Red: Noble Cain

„.

Figgs.

Choir.

CBS: Dept. of Education.
NBC-Blue: Foxes of Flatbush.
NBC-Red: Woman's Radio Review.
CBS: Chicago Variety Hour.
NBC-Red: Gene Arnold, Ranch

CBS: Your Unseen Friend.
NBC-Blue: Tom Terriss.
NBC-Red: Marion Talley.

5:30

CBS:Guy Lombardo.
NBC-Blue: Benno Rabinoff.
NBC-Red: Smilin' Ed McConnell.

6:00

CBS: Joe
NBC-Red:

_
,„ ,
Penner (Oct.

Boys.

NBC-Blue:

Let's Talk

It

Over.

5:30

Ayer.

NBC-Blue:

4).

6:30

CBS- Rubinoff. Jan Peerce (Oct.
NBC-Red: A Tale of Today.

18).

Jack Benny (Oct. 17).

7:30

ley

(Oct.

4).

NBC-Red:

Nelson,

Bob Rip-

NBC- Red:
6:15

CBS: Bobby Benson.
6:30
Press
6:45

NBC-Blue: Manhatters

Orchestra.

NBC-Blue: Singing Lady.
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong.

4:30

NBC-Red: Gene

Arnold, Ranch Boys.

4:45

5:00

CBS: Margaret McCrae.
5:30

NBC-Red:

5 :45

Little

CBS: Curtis Institute.
NBC-Blue: Foxes of Flatbush.
NBC-Red: Woman's Radio Review.

CBS: Adventures of Donald
NBC-Blue: Singing Lady.

5:30

Ayer.

Jack Armstrong.

5 '45

Orphan Annie.

NBC-Blue:

Six P.M. to Eleven P.M.

Six

Orphan Annie.

Little

P.M.

NBC -Red:

Amos

Eleven

to

P.M.

'n'

Andy.

NBC- Blue:

NBC -Red:

the Sailor.

Liberty Digest
Uncle Ezra.

Poll.

CBS: Goose Creek Parson.
NBC--Blue: Lum and Abner.

CBS: Eddie Cantor.

7:45

9:00

CBS: Ford Sunday Hour.
NBC-Blue: Walter Winchell.
NBC-Red: Manhattan Merry-GoRound.

9:15

NBC- Red:
8:00

Education in the News.
Half Hour.
Helen Hayes.
McGee and Molly.

CBS: Alemite

NBC
NBC

Blue:

Red:

CBS: Pick and

9*30

of

Familiar Music.

Pat.

NBC -Blue: Melodiana.
NBC Red: Voice of Firestone.
9:00

CBS: Lux Radio

10:00

CBS: Gillette Community Sing.
NBC-Blue: Real Silk Program
(Oct. 4).

General Motors Sym-

Theater.
Blue: Sinclair Minstrels.
-Red: A. & P. Gypsies.

NBC
NBC
9:30
NBC -Blue:
NBC -Red:

Warden Lawes
Studebaker

(Oct. 5).

Champions.

10:00

phony.

CBS Wayne
.

10:30

Long Ago.

USE THIS

NBC -Blue:
NBC -Red:

Sam.

Contented

Program.

CBS: Lee Wiley.
NBC-Blue: Easy

Andy.

CBS: Atlantic Family (Sept. 29).
NBC-Blue: News for Voters.
NBC-Red: Voice of Experience.
NBC-Blue: Lum and Abner.

7:45

NBC-Red: Amos

Aces.
'n'

Andy.

7"I5

CBS: Popeye the Sailor.
NBC-Blue: Literary Digest Poll.
NBC-Red: Uncle Ezra.
7:30
„
„
CBS: Goose Creek Parson.
NBC-Blue: Lum and Abner.
NBC-Red: Frank Parker, Ann Leaf.
,

CBS: Boake

Carter.

CBS: Hammerstein s Music Hall.
NBC-Blue: Log Cabin Bar-Z Ranch.

NBC-Red: Leo Reisman's

Orchestra.

8:30

7 :45

CBS: Boake

„
,
Carter.

8:00

CBS: Ken Murray.
NBC-Blue: Edgar A. Guest.
NBC-Red: Wayne King.

,

.

CBS: Cavalcade of America.
NBC-Blue: Revue de Paree.
NBC-Red: One Man's Family.

9:00

8:30

CBS: Fred Waring.
NBC-Blue: Ben Bernie.
NBC-Red: Vox Pop.

CBS: Burns and Allen.
NBC-Blue: Lavender and Old

NBC-Red: Wayne

9:30

Lace.

King.

9:00

CBS: Camel Caravan.
NBC-Red: Fred Astaire.

CBS: Andre Kostelanetz Orch.
NBC-Red: Town Hall Tonight.
9:30

10:30

NBC-Blue: General Shoe Dance

pro.

CBS: Palmolive Community

Sing.

10:00

CBS: Happy

NBC-Red

Mounted.

of the

7:00

10:45

King.

Singin'

.

NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas.

Aces.

8:00

Carter.

8:30

NBC-Blue: Paul Whiteman.

NBC-Red: American Album

CBS: Boake

,.

CBS: Renfrew

7:30

7:30

8:30

CBS:Bobby Benson.
NBC-Blue: Midge Williams.
Press-Radio News.

NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas.
'n'

NBC-Blue: Animal News Club.

6 "45

7:00

NBC-Blue: Easy
NBC-Red: Amos

Flying Time.

6:15

6:30

7:15

CBS: Popeye
Revue.

NBC-Red:

Press-Radio News.
6:45
CBS: Renfrew of the Mounted.

7:15

CBS: Nelson Eddy.
NBC-Blue. Musical Comedy
NBC-Red: Good Will Court.

6:00

CBS: Patti Chapin.
NBC-Red: Flying Time.

6:30

Radio News.

7:00

NBC-Red: Sunset Dreams.

of

Lys.
O'Neills.

CBS: Clyde Barrie.
NBC-Blue: Marguerite Padula.
NBC-Red: Grandpa Burton.

CBS: News of Youth.
NBC-Blue: Animal Close-Ups.
NBC-Red: Mid-Week Hymn Sing.

Flying Time.

Mounted.
CBS: Renfrew
NBC- Blue: Lowell Thomas.

Fireside Recitals.

NBC-Blue: Dreams

CBS: Gogo De
NBC-Red: The
4:00

6:15

6:00

of the

.

7:45

NBC-Red:

3 :45

O'Neills.

6:00

Six P.M. to Eleven P.M.

CBS- Phil Baker.
NBC-Blue: Ozzie

CBS: Jimmy Brierly.
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade.

CBS: CBS Chamber Orchestra.
NBC-Blue: Alma Kitchell.
NBC-Red: Gene Arnold, Ranch Boys.

Orphan Annie.

Little

Perkins.

3:30

4:30

5:45

.,

NBC-Red: Ma

Varieties.

Vic and Sade.

NBC-Blue:

Catholic Hour.

NBC-Red:

NBC-Blue: Continental
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins.

CBS: Jimmy Farrell.
NBC-Blue: Ernie Stemm's Orch.
NBC-Red: While the City Sleeps.

5:00

CBS: Ann Leaf.
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family.
3:15

5:00

NBC-Blue: Alice Joy.
NBC-Red: Grandpa Burton.

CBS. Adventures of Donald
NBC-Blue: Singing Lady.
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong.

Six P.M. to Eleven P.M.

Family.

3:15

4:45

4:45

NBC-Blue: Jean Dickenson.
3:00

NBC-Blue: Foxes of Flatbush.
NBC-Red: Woman's Radio Review.

O'Neills.

4:00

School of the Air.

2:30
Braggiotti and Shefter.

4:00

4:30

5:00

2:30

NBC-Red: The

NBC-Red: The

4:30

CBS:

NBC-Blue: Have You Heard.

Jesters.

Guild.

2:15

3:45

Sade.

3:45

NBC-Blue: King's

NBC-Red: NBC Music

Guild.

School of the Air.

NBC-Red:

CBS: Concert Hall.
NBC-Red: Vic and

CBS: Sunday Serenade.
NBC-Blue: National Vespers.
NBC-Red: The Widow's Sons.

NBC-Blue: National Farm Hour.
NBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wife.

3:30

3:30

4:00

Girl Alone.

CBS: Ted Malone.
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin.

2:00

NBC-Red: Pepper Young's

3:15
4).

NBC-Red:
12:15

12:30

NBC-Blue: National Farm Hour.
NBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wife.

NBC-Blue: Bailey Axton.

CBS: Mabelle Jennings.
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family.

Be Charming.

to

:45

12:00 Noon

3:00

3:00

3:30

Alone.

1:45

NBC-Red:

NBC-Blue: NBC Music

NBC-Red: Waltz

Girl

1

CBS: Dr. Allan R. Dafoe.
NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh.
NBC-Red: Voice of Experience.

2:15

2:30

CBS: Everybody's Music.
NBC-Blue: Julia Hoyt.

1

P.M.

CBS:

CBS:

Drummond.

Bulldog

3:00

NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh.
NBC-Red: Allen Prescott.

NBC-Red: NBC Music

CBS: Matinee Memories.
2:15

:30

NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade.

NBC-Ked: How

:45

12:30

1:00

CBS:Pittsburgh Symphony
NBC-Blue: The Magic Key

NBC-Red: Backstage Wife.

CBS: Ted Malone.
NBC-Blue: Doc Schneider's Texans.
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin.

NBC-Blue: National Farm Hour.
NBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wife.

2:00

1

NBC-Red:

12:30

NBC-Blue: Sunday Forum.

NBC-Blue: Home Sweet Home.
II

NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade.

12:15

CBS: Ted Malone.
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin.

Air.

of the

1:30

11:15

12:00 Noon

Noon

12:15

1:00

CBS: Heinz Magazine.
NBC-Blue: Trail Finder.
NBC-Red: David Harum.

11:30
1

NBC-Blue: U. S. Navy Band.
NBC-Red: Girl Alone.

Broadcast.

:00

II

CBS: East and Dumke.
NBC-Blue: Home Sweet Home.
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife.

NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade.
NBC-Red: How to Be Charming.

12:00

12:45

CBS: Hymns of All Churches.
NBC-Blue: Aristocratic Rhythms.
NBC-Red: Today's Children.

11:15

Wife.

11:30

12:30 P.M.
CBS: Salt Lake City Tabernacle.
NBC-Blue: Radio City Music Hall.
Chicago
University
of
N"BC-Red:
Round Table Discussions.

CBS: John K. Watkins.
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family.
NBC-Red: The Mystery Chef.
10:45

CBS: Bob and Rennie.
NBC-Blue: Herman and Banta.
NBC-Red: David Harum.

NBC-Blue: Home Sweet Home.

NBC-Red: Backstage

10:30

11:00

11:15

Noon

12:00
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CBS: John K. Watkins.
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family.

CBS: Hymns of All Churches.
NBC-Blue: Aristocratic Rhythms.
NBC-Red: Today's Children.

11:00

Betty and Bob.
Press Radio News.

CBS: Modern Cinderella.
NBC-Blue: Five Star Jones.
NBC-Red: Viennese Sextet.

10:30

NBC-Red: David Harum.

11:30

NBC:

Eastern Standard

is

M.

10:15

10:45

CBS: Hymns of All Churches.
NBC-Blue: Aristocratic Rhythms.
NBC-Red: Today's Children.

:05

1

CBS:

News.

CBS: Modern Cinderella.
NBC-Blue: Five Star Jones.
NBC-Red: Viennese Sextet.

CBS: John K. Watkins.
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family.

CBS: Alexander Semmler.

Press- Radio

10:00 A.

10:15

10:30

10:35

II

NBC:

Press-Radio News.

CBS: Modern Cinderella.
NBC-Blue: Five Star Jones.
NBC-Red: Viennese Sextet.

time

All

10:00

10:15

10:30

Eastern Standard

is

A.M.
CBS: Betty and Bob.

10:00

CBS: Church of the Air.
NBC-Blue: Southcrnaires.
NBC-Red: Sabbath Reveries.
CBS:

All time

A.M.
CBS: Betty and Bob.

A.M.

10:00

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

Standard

Eastern

is

CBS: Gang

Days.

Roy Campbell

Royalists.

NBC-Red &

Busters. Phillips Lord.

Blue: Your Hit Parade.

HANDY GUIDE TO LOCATE THE PROGRAMS ON

PROGRAM DIRECTORY
THURSDAY
time

All

All time

Eastern Standard

is

10:00

A.M.
CBS: Betty and Bob.

10:00

NBC:

NBC:

Press-Radio News.

10:00

A.M.

CBS:

Betty and Bob.
Press-Radio News.

CBS: John K. Watkins.
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family.
NBC-Red: Walter Cassel.
10:45

CBS: Hymns of All Churches.
NBC-Blue: Aristocratic Rhythms.
NBC-Red: Today's Children.

NBC-Blue: Vaughn

NBC-Red:

\"BC-Blue: Home Sweet Home.
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife.

NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade.
NBC-Red: How to Be Charming.

NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade.

11:45

CBS: Dr. Allan R. Dafoe.
NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh.
NBC-Red: Voice of Experience.

'45

NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh.
NBC-Red: Allen Prescott.

12:00 Noon

12:00 Noon

NBC-Red:
12:15

Girl

NBC-Red:

Alone.

1:00
:30

CBS: Academy

CBS:

School

of the

Air.

NBC-Red: Ma

NBC-Red:

CBS:

School of the Air.

NBC-Red: The

NBC-Blue: NBC Music

NBC -Blue:

Guild.

CBS: Mabelle Jennings.
NBC-Red: Pepper Young

Family.

CBS:

U. S.

E. S. T.
10:00

NBC-Blue: Old Skipper and Gang.

5:00

Harl Smith Orch.
Barrie.

CBS: Down by Herman's.
NBC-Blue: Hollywood High Hatters.
NBC-Red: Three Continentals.

3:30

CBS: Margaret McCrae.
NBC-Blue: Airbreaks.

CBS: Do You Remember.
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade.

CBS:

All

Hands on Deck.
Foxes

of

NBC-Red: Tea Time

Flatbush.
at Morrell

NBC-Blue:

CBS: Greetings from Old Kentucky.
NBC-Blue: NBC Light Opera.

Arnold, Ranch Boys.

5:00
the City Sleeps.

Orphan Annie.

Little

NBC-Red: Blue Room

Barrie.

P.M.

to

Eleven

P.M.

6:00

CBS: Buddy Clark.
NBC-Red: Flying Time.

CBS: Melody Weavers.
NBC-Blue: Singing Lady.

NBC-Red:

Jack Armstrong.

5:45

NBC-Blue:

Little

Orphan Annie.

Six P.M. to Eleven P.M.

CBS: Loretta Lee.
NBC-Red: Flying Time.
6:15

CBS: News

of Youth.

6:30

Press-Radio News.
6:45

CBS: Renfrew of the Mounted.
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas.
7:00

NBC-Blue: Easy Aces.
NBC-Red: Amos 'n' Andy.
7:15

CBS: Atlantic Family.
NBC-Red: Voice of Experience.
7:30

CBS: Wildroot Sports Program.
NBC-Blue: Lum and Abner.
7:45

CBS: Boake Carter.
NBC-Blue: Music is My Hobby.
6:00

CBS: Kate Smith.
NBC-Bed: Rudy Vallee.
9:00

CBS: Major Bowes Amateurs.
NBC-Red: Show Boat.
10:00

CBS: Sears Roebuck Program.
NBC-Red: Kraft Music Hall.

WAAB
WABC
WACO
WADC
WALA
WBBM
WBNS
WBRC
WBT
WCAO
WCAU
WCCO
WCOA
WDAE
WDBJ
WDBO
WDNC
WDOD
WDRC
WDSU
WEAN
WESG
WFBL
WFBM
WFEA

WICC
WISN
WJAS
WJR
WJSV

WGSI

WSJS

WKBN
WKBW
WKRC
WLAC
WLBZ

WMAS
WMBD
WMBG
WMBR
WNAC
WNAX
WNOX
woe
WOKO
WORC
WOWO
WPG
WQAM
WREC
WSBT

NBC-Blue: Timothy Makepeace.

CBS: Charlie Barnet's Orch.
NBC-Blue: Musical Adventures.
NBC-Red: Kaltenmeyer's Kinder-

WSFA

WSMK

WHAS
WHEC
WHK
WHP
WIBW

WSPD

WTOC

WWL
WWVA

KERN
KFAR
KFBK
KFH
KFPY
KFRC
KGB

KGKO
KHJ
KLRA
KLZ

KMBC
KMJ
KMOX
KOH
KOIN

KOL
KOMA
KRLD
KRNT

KSC
KSL

KTRH
KTSA
KTUL
KVI

KVOR

KWG
KWKH

CFRB
CKAC

KDB

WIBX

6:05

NBC-Blue: Animal News

Club.

Six

CBS: Bobby Benson.

NBC-Blue:

Press-Radio News.
6:45

CBS: Renfrew of the Mounted.
XBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas.

on the National
Broadcasting Company

P.M.

Networks

Jesse Crawford.

CBS: News

of

Youth.

WBEN
WCAE
WCSH
WDAF
WEAF
WEEI
WFBR

6:30
6:45

NBC-Red: Art

CBS: Popeye the Sailor.
NBC-Blue: Literary Digest
NBC-Red: Uncle Ezra.

of

Living.

7:00
Poll.

7:30

CBS: Goose Creek Parson.
NBC-Blue: Lum and Abner.
7:45
Carter.

B:00

CBS: Patti Chapin.
NBC-Blue: King's Jesters.
NBC-Red: Red Grange.
7:15

CBS: Atlantic Family.
NBC-Blue: Home Town.
NBC-Red: Heinie and Grenadiers.
CBS: Carborundum Band

Concert.

8:15
Singin'

17).

7:45

NBC-Red: Thornton

NBC -Blue:

8:30

El

9:00

CBS: Hollywood Hotel.
NBC-Blue: Fred Waring.
NBC-Red: Waltz Time.
9:30

CBS: Elgin Football Revue (Oct.
NBC-Blue: Meredith Willson.
NBC-Red: Jamboree.

3).

Floyd Gibbons, Vincent Lopez

(Oct. 3).

Lu, 'n' Em.
Story Court.

Clara,

NBC-Red: True
10:00

CBS: Andre Kostelanetz Orch.
NBC-Red: First Nighter.
NBC-Blue: Vivian

9:30

CBS: Pet Milk Program (Oct. 3).
NBC-Blue: National Barn Dance.
NBC-Red: Shell Chateau.
10:00

10:30
della Chiesa.

NBC-Red: Red Grange.

WBAL
WBZ
WBZA
WCKY
WENG
WFIL
WGAR

WAPI

9:00

CBS:

WTAG

WRC

KYW

WMAQ
WOW

WTAIY1

WTIC
WWJ
KSD

NETWORK
WHAM
WXYZ
WJZ
WLS

WMAL

WMT

WREN
WSYR

KDKA
KOIL

KSO

KWK

(These stations carry both Red and
Blue network programs.)

Chico.

8:30

Days.

WHIO
WHO
WJAR

SUPPLEMENTARY STATIONS

Fisher.

8:00

Sam.

CBS: Broadway Varieties.
NBC-Blue: Death Valley

(Oct.

RED NETWORK
WGY
WSAI

BLUE

7:30

CBS: Red Horse Tavern.
NBC-Blue: Irene Rich.
NBC-Red: Cities Service

NBC-Blue:

Eleven

Press-Radio News.

CBS: Virginia Verrill.
NBC-Red: Amos 'n' Andy.

NBC-Blue:

to

6:15

7:00

CBS: Boake

P.M.

Stations

6:05

7:15

6:00

7:00

on the Columbia
Broadcasting System

WGR

garten.

6:30

5:30

Echoes.

5:30

6:15

5:15

CBS: Clyde

Leaf.

5:00
5:15

5:45

Six

NBC-Red: While

CBS: Ann
Ayer.

s.

4*30

NBC-Red: Gene

4:00

CBS: Adventures of Donald
NBC-Blue: Singing Lady.
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong.

O'Neills.

4:00

NBC -Blue:

Review.

5:30

3:45

NBC-Red: The

3:30

CBS: Tours in Tone.
NBC-Red: Week End

P. S. T.

T.

Network

Buffalo Presents.

NBC-Blue: Gale Page.

NBC-Blue: Strolling Songsters.
NBC-Red: Grandpa Burton.

CBS: Howells and Wright.
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins.

S.

8:00

Stations

Battle Orchestra.

3:15

Army Band.

M.

C. S. T.
9:00

1:00

CBS:

three.

Thus:

4:45

3:15

printed below.

lists

Time subtract

CBS: Larry Vincent.
NBC-Blue: Genia Fonanova.
NBC-Red: Concert Miniatures.

3:00

4:30
s

12:00 Noon

CBS: Clyde

Flatbush.
Radio Review.

of

NBC-Red: Woman's

3:00

CBS: CBS Concert Hall.
NBC-Red: Jerry Sears.

NBC-Red:

O'Neills.

Foxes

with,

the

All time given is Eastern Standard Time. For Central Standard
Time subtract one hour; for
Mountain Standard Time subtract two: and for Pacific Standard

II :30

2:45

4:00

2 '30

affiliated

of

that time.

NBC-Blue: Cadets Quartet.
NBC-Red: Breen and De Rose.

NBC-Blue: Whitney Ensemble.

Perkins.

Vic and Sade.

3:45

2:15

11:15

2:30

3:30

Matinee.

CBS: Ozark Melodies.
NBC-Blue: Herman and Banta.
NBC-Red: Our American Schools.

NBC-Red: Rex

NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family.

Doris Kerr.

NBC-Red: Thursday

Originalities.

11:00

1:30

3:15

2:00

10:45

1:05

Clubs.

3:00

:45

CBS:

2:15

NBC-Blue: Woman's

Medicine.

of

NBC-Blue: National Farm Hour.
NBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wife.
2:45

CBS: Matinee Memories.

CBS: Let's Pretend.
NBC-Blue: Josh Higgins.
NBC-Blue:

local
find it

is

scheduled proregularly
All
grams, broadcast from 10 A.M. to
11 P.M., Eastern Standard Time,
If
are included in the listing.
no program for a network appears
either
ia
division,
it
in a time
because the program listed in the
preceding time division is still
being broadcast, or because no
regular program is scheduled for

10:30

CBS: George Hall Orch.
NBC-Blue: National Farm Hour.
NBC-Red: Merry Madcaps.

12:30

station
in one

what network your

CBS: The Bluebirds.
NBC-Red: The Vass Family.

12:30

CBS: Ted Malone.
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin.

NBC-Blue: National Farm Hour.
NBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wife.

1

Alone.

Girl

12:15

P.M.

CBS: Ted Malone.
NBC-Red: Mary Marlln.

1

11:00

11:30

11:30

1

CBS: Betty Crocker.
NBC-Blue: Aristocratic Rhythms.
NBC-Red: Today's Children.

NBC-Blue: Home Sweet Home.
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife.

East and Dumke.

CBS:

1

10:45

11:15

11:15

de Leath.
Charioteers.

10:15

CBS: John K. Watkins.
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family.
NBC-Red: The Mystery Chef.

CBS: Heinz Magazine.
NBC-Blue: Herman and Banta.
NBC-Red: David Harum.

NBC-Blue: Herman and Banta.
NBC-Red: David Harum.

—

CBS: Waltz Time.

10:30

10:30

Programs of the three major
networks are listed on these two
Columbia Broadcasting
pages
System (abbreviated to CBS), and
the two National Broadcasting
Company chains NBC-Blue and
NBC-Red.
In order to learn

A.M.

10:05

CBS: Modern Cinderella.
NBC-Blue: Five Star Jones.
NBC-Red: Viennese Sextet.

CBS: Modern Cinderella.
NBC-Blue: Five Star Jones.
NBC-Red: Viennese Sextet.

Eastern Standard

is
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Press-Radio News.

10:15

10:15

All time

Eastern Standard

is

HOW

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

WAVE
WBAP
WDAY
WEBC
WFAA
WFLA
WIBA
WIOD
WIS

WJAX
WJDX

WKY

WMC

WOAI

WPTF
WRVA
WSB

WSM
WSMB
WSOC
WTAR
WTMJ
WWNC
KDYL
KFI
KFYR
KGO

CBS: Your Hit Parade and Sweep-

For

stakes.
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Mutual

KGW

KHQ
KLO
KOA
HOMO
KPO
KPRC
KSTP

KTBS
KTHS
KVOO
CFCF
CRCT

Broadcasting
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CLEMlLlilESS
TO

IS I1IXT

Joan Marsh, the
feminine star of
Flying

Red Horse

Tavern, has that

longed for fresh-

LDUELIHESS
JOYCE ANDERSON

By

OF

my dear, she's always
admit I was frankly astounded
when Aunt Martha made this remark about Elaine. I'd
always thought of Elaine as not only the most truly cbtc woman I
know, but also as the most beautiful. Yet, when I stopped to think
realized Aunt Martha was right, as usual. Elaine doesn't
it over,
have one really beautiful feature in her whole face. Her figure is
course, she isn't really beautiful but,

so perfectly

groomed!"

I'll

1

ordinary

— trim,

neither

plump nor

lanky, but she'd certainly never

qualify for the Follies.
Then I remember the night I'd introduced her to her husband.
only a very nice young
Naturally, he wasn't her husband then!
bachelor extraordinarily interested in the girl he had just met. He
turned to me, as Elaine went into the guest room to take off her hat
and powder her nose, and the first thing he said was, "There goes

—

my

life."
the loveliest girl I ever saw in
That's the point of the whole thing. Elaine
fresh skin, her gleaming hair, her clear eyes

lovely. Her clean,
and proud carriage

is

There's a thought for the
Elaine can be lovely without, as I said, either a beautiful
face or figure, then there's hope for all us gals, for we can all have
fresh skin, gleaming hair, clear eyes and a proud carriage, if we
attract attention wherever Elaine goes.

day!

If

make up our minds
Good grooming is the
right down to it, means

just

to

do something about

it.

when you get
You might even para-

answer, and good grooming,
perfect cleanliness.

phrase the old proverb to read: "Cleanliness is next to loveliness."
For that matter, you might just as well accept the fact that cleanliness is loveliness. Nobody's going to admire a straight, well-shaped
nose if it's covered with blackheads. Nobody cares for naturally
rosy cheeks that are full of enlarged pores. Nobody wants to
run his fingers through hair that looks dull and not quite clean,
no matter how beautiful the color is.
Boy, what a break that is for us gals who know we're not beautiful
We can all do something about this particular beauty problem, because the easiest thing in the world to achieve is cleanliness.
All we need to start with is a bar of really good soap and some
warm water. Simple, isn't it? But something so important that no
expensive beauty treatment is going to do us a darn bit of good
without this first simple step.
Isn't it just too awful? It's our faces that we particularly want
to have fresh-looking and clear, and that's just where we always
have to fight blackheads and pimples and skin troubles! It's easy
to figure out why, when we stop to think that our faces are exposed to every bit of soot and grime and, yes, bacteria, too—
!

—

there

in the

atmosphere about

while the rest of us is pretty
well protected. And that daily grime, mixed with the natural secretions of the skin, clogs the pores and (Continued on page 95)
is

us,

LEARN THE SECRET OF

GOOD GROOM-

ING FOR YOUR KEY TO BEAUTY
54

ness.
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Faults that start inyour

says:

"Pond's Cold Cream certainly keeps

my

pores

fine.'

How wonderful it feels.
Skin glowing
and so

briskly patted in.

Blood

tingling.

much

softer

!

.

.

You

.

waking up that

are

underskin.

UNDER SKIN

start here

The

A

SINGLE

blemish can dim the
make
freshness of your skin
you look older than you are.
.

.

.

A few coarse pores say, " She's get-

—

on in years" just as loudly as
lines and wrinkles say it. Stubborn
things
that keep on getting worse
till you learn their real cause and the
real way to treat them.
ting

—

Deep-skin rousing needed

The

truth

is,

almost

get their start, not

all

But — you can rouse that underskin
— by the regular use
of Pond's invigorating

skin faults

on the

surface,

to healthy vigor

away.

Every

keeps

my

and clear
out

little

skin

soft

— smooths

lines."

Pond's Cold Cream goes deep
into the pores. Its specially

keep

skin,

ing

Pat

in

working properly, so annoyage your skin.

—

for

your powder.

SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE
and 3

other Pond's Beauty Aids

POND'S, Dept.Li3r,CIinton, Conn. Rush

special tube
Cream, enough for 9 treatments, with
generous samples of 2 other Pond's Creams and 5 different shades of Pond's Face Powder. I enclose 10$ to cover
postage and packing.

of Pond's Cold

Street_

Pond's Cold Cream

off.

Every morning, and during the day, repeat this treatment with Pond's Cold
Cream. Your skin becomes softer every
time looks younger. And it's all smooth

Name

— more

it

Wipe

— to rouse your under-

little faults can't

it all off.

rousing treatment

pat in Pond's Cold Cream to

more cream briskly

processed oils loosen every
particle of dirt. Easy to wipe

Now the

night,

loosen dirt, make-up.

Twice daily— for a
fault-free skin

cells,

ish

deep-skin treatment.
Miss Jane Mellon
"Pond's Cold Cream

glands,

blood vessels which nouryour outer skin are all
under that dark layer on
top. Keep them active
and you keep skin faults

but in your underskin.
In your underskin are little hidden
glands and cells and blood vessels.
These are the foundation of your
outer skin's health. The minute they
function poorly, pores begin to clog.
And then blemishes come. Even lines
are really nothing but creasings in
your outer skin, caused by failing
tissues underneath.

tiny

City

_State_
Copyright. 1936, Pond's Extract

Company
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(9

a variety of radio enter-

were

tainers

^^^

during

born

the

Some of
them are: Kay Thompson who first
saw the light of day on November 9;
month

of

November.

then there's Conrad Thibault, born on
the 13th, with Morton Downey, Wilbur
(Budd) Hulick and Dick Powell, born

—

day with just a
the year. Tiny Virginia

the very next

ence in

blossomed

on

forth

the

differ-

Verrill

while

20th,

The Singing Lady, made

Ireene Wicker,

Dick Powell

fans, attention! Get
touch with Frances Feather, 1362
Mineral Spring Road, Reading, Pa., if
you want to join the Dick Powell club
with Dick as the honorary president.
To the lady who inquired about
a James Melton Fan Club in the June
issue of Radio Mirror: Get in touch
with Louise Mitchell, Box 1418 Hollyin

wood, California.
Bernice E., Kapaa, Hawaii
ter

addressed to Phil Spitalny

—A
in

let-

care

her initial appearance on November 24;
Igor Gorin, the 26th; Jack Smart and

of the Columbia Broadcasting System,
485 Madison Avenue, New York, New

Ted

York, will reach him.

and the 28th
brought lovely Helen Jepson. As an
after thought,
might add that your
Husing,

the

27th;

I

old

The

friend,

world

Oracle,

the

startled

part of November.
Now for those questions you've all
been patiently waiting for:
in the early

—

Al Bowlly
Brooklyn, N. Y.
was born 38 years ago and, of all
places, in a box car. It happened while
his family were fleeing from a plagueF. G.,

ridden city en route to Johannesburg,

South

Park,

has

pounds, has black

—

Billy Idelson
Calif.
who plays the part of
Rush of Vic & Sade,
August 21, 1919, in Forest

where

111.,

five feet tall

He

175

and hair and is
married
to
a
very
blonde English lady.
P. L. H., Berkeley,

parents.

hair

lives with
healthy lad,
and weighing 100 pounds.

Billy

he

is

still

a

medium complexion and brown

and hopes

some

to be a film actor

day.

Charles E. M., Chicago,
Louise Wilcher's theme song is

111.

York.

—

Miss Janice L., New York City
Fred Uttal shares honors with Ken
Murray on the Rinso show. Fred is a
New Yorker, born July, 1906; has

brown eyes and
is

football;

hair; his favorite sport

(Continued on page 104)

—

Miss D. D. of Cleveland, Ohio
promise is a promise, D. D., and so
here's
your information on Frank
Parker. Frank was born in Manhattan's lower East Side, where he was

George Rand, who

known

Ranger

Ciccio,

of

parents.

Italian

His father wanted him to become an
engineer but Frank won him over into
sending him to his ancestral Italy for
a course of singing in the famous Milan
Conservatory. Returning to America,

made

he

appearance
"Greenwich Vil-

his first theatrical

boy

as a chorus

lage Follies."

in the

Eight years

in

vaudeville

and musical comedy brought him
in "Little Nellie Kelly,"

and
the

No

Nanette."

first

association

"No,

radio,

his

"My

Revelers.

Frank

is

roles

Princess"

Then came
being with
fair-complex-

ioned, black haired, tall

and handsome.
cook and putter about the
house when he isn't swimming, dancing,

He

likes to

golfing or playing polo.

William

—I'm

sorry

S.,

Tuckahoe,

New

you couldn't make

York

the Oc-

tober issue, Bill. Annette Hanshaw has
been off the air for some time now and
we do not know when she will return.
However, I'm sure if you address a letter to her in care of the National

Broadcasting
Plaza,

Company,

New York

Rockefeller
City, they will for-

ward it to her.
Barbara W., Baintree, Mass.
a picture of

—

For
Joan Blaine, write to her in

care of the Columbia Broadcasting System, Wrigley Building, Chicago, 111.

Harvey Hays doesn't play the part of
Joe Marlin in the Story of Mary Marlin.
Robert E. Griffin takes the part.
By the way did you see Mr. Griffin's
picture in the September Radio Mirror-

— For
56

Your Radio Scrapbook section?

—

"The

Little Rose You Gave To Me." The
words are by Gerald Griffin, music by
Lon Healy and it is published by
Bob Miller, Inc., 1619 Broadway, New

A

as

is

weighs

feet-seven,

eyes

was born
his

Al

Africa.

five

In

plays the Old
Death Valley Days on

the West Coast, names his wirehaired terrier Boraxo, after the
sponsors of his radio program.
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COUNTERACTS DRYING

—

AT LAST a cuticle remover that
_l\. benefits your nails and cuticle
The new Cutex formula removes
cuticle with the same famous efficiency as ever and in addition, it

—

contains a special emollient oil that
keeps your nails and cuticle from
drying out!
Cuticle has a natural tendency to
grow dry and scaly. Cutting it is the
worst possible thing you can do it
makes it grow out rough, ragged and

lumpy. So you need a cuticle
mover. But ordinary cuticle

re-

re-

^V
Vsl

HELPS KEEP CUTICLE SOFT
NAILS FLEXIBLE
• •

from a long

only prevents drying

movers actually aggravate the
dry, scaly condition by dissolving
your skin!

oils in

Now

comes Cutex Oily Cuticle

Remover

containing a special
soothing oil which helps overcome
the tendency for the cuticle to dry
.

.

.

list

after

careful research, this special oil not

•

^-A^ REMOVES CUTICLE SAFELY
WITHOUT HARMFUL CUTTING
i-Nl

the

out. Selected

—

it

your nails and cuticle
helps to

lubricates

— actually

make them

and more

pliable

softer, smoother
than ever!

It's a regular beauty treatment for
your nails created by the World's
Manicure Authority! Still at the
same economical price of 35^ at
your favorite toilet-goods counter.

—

—

Try

it

today!

NORTHAM WARREN
New

York, Montreal, London, Paris
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The Big Broadcast of 1937
(Continued from page 39)

AT

exactly nine-one, Gwen was standing in front of the reception desk on
the twenty-second floor of the Commercial

Broadcasting building.

"Mr.

Bob

please,"

Miller,

she

said

firmly.

The receptionist smiled. "He couldn't
possibly be in this early," she replied.
"Can't you find something to do until
eleven? Mr. Miller sometimes comes in
around that time."
Gwen walked across the room and sank
down in the deep upholstery. The room
was just as lavish as she'd thought it was
from the pictures she'd seen in radio
magazines. Behind her, a long row of windows looked out across the city. Under

Carson, Commercial's program director."
Gwen followed him down a long hall
into another, smaller reception room. The
girl guarding the entrance to the office
which had Program Director in glittering
letters spread across the frosty glass door
glanced up at Miller and waved a hand in
Miller kept right on, past
idle greeting.
the girl, past the imposing door. Gwen
followed him, her hopes rising with every
If Miller was important
step she took.
enough to stalk into Mr. Carson's office
this way, he certainly could get her the
job he had mentioned over the telephone.
Before the man behind the biggest desk
Gwen had ever seen could get up, Miller
had rushed over to him, slapped his right

have upset
bombshell dropped

Gwen more

than a
quiet office.
Rossman responsible? The great singing
star? And after the way she'd made such
fun of him on her broadcasts!
"Oh,"
she
involuntarily,
exclaimed
"that makes me feel terribly uncomfortable." She waited, but no one spoke, so
she continued, "Do thank Mr. Rossman
and tell him I'll do my best to repay his
confidence."
Miller half turned to face the door.
couldn't

in

the

He put

out his hand. "Don't worry, I'll
Goodbye. You're in Mr. Carsons' hands now."
As he reached the door, Carson called:
"Bob, did you explain to Miss Holmes
just what her job will be?"
But Miller had gone.
Gwen frowned. There was something
wrong, terribly wrong. The way Miller
and Carson had talked to each other.
Miller had been so anxious to leave, and
Carson had been just as anxious not to
be alone with her.
She started to speak, to ask what it was
him.

tell

— —

all

about.

There was a knock at the door,
and a handsome wo-

a high pitched giggle,

man was in the office. A second later a
meek, blushing man slipped in to stand
a few feet in back of the woman.
"Hello," the

woman

"are you Mr.

said,

Carson?"

walked over and pumped his hand.
SHE
"Not the Mr. Carson," the woman persisted. "The Mr. Carson who is the radio
director?"
"Yes," he answered, in scathing tones.
"Whatever became of you?" the woman
asked, smiling coyly now.
Gwen stepped back, felt a chair at her
knees and sank down. She noticed that
Carson was beginning to smile, the same
smile she had seen doctors give patients

who were

delirious.

was elected vice president," he said.
"I'm sorry, but you'll have to go now.
Good day. It's been nice knowing you."
Taking her by the hand, he led her
gently to the door. With a shove that
had a vicious force, he pushed. The woman sailed out the door, Carson slammed
it shut with a sigh, turned and bumped
into the man who had stayed behind.
"Who are you?" Carson exclaimed.
The man shuffled his feet, mumbled,
cleared his throat, and finally said, "Her
"I

Mrs.

The

Piatt (Gracie Allen) walked over and said, "Not the Mr. Carson?
Mr. Carson who's the famous radio director for Commercial studios?"

her feet was thick carpeting. Up a short
was the door to a studio.
She could see a light flash red. A row of
letters spelled out: "Studio in use."
Those two hours she waited, mixed with
uncertainty and the thrill of recognizing
famous radio stars who hurried in to rehearse, seemed the climax of all her years
of hoping for just such a chance.
Then there was a tall, smiling man
standing in front of her. Unaccountably,
her heart beat just a little faster than it
had since she'd left home the night before.
He could never have come from Fergus
Center. The way he stood, the clothes he
wore, even the way he was smiling at her
all of it was obviously New York.
"I'm Bob Miller, that man who called
you," he was saying.
Under his steady appraisal of her, from
the tip of her sport oxfords, to the brim
of her pert felt hat, Gwen blushed.
could catch a bus,"
"I came as soon as
she said.
He grinned. Instinctively she liked him.
"Come on, I'll take you in to meet Jack

flight of stairs

—

I
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palm down on the shiny table

top,

and

exclaimed:

"Here she

is,

delivered

—

Jack, the girl you've been

—

meet all signed, sealed and
Miss Gwen Holmes.
Gwen,

so anxious to

Mr. Jack Carson."
"This is an unexpected pleasure," Carson said. Gwen couldn't understand the
tone of his remark or the look which
passed between him and Miller.
Miller said
quickly,
"Miss Holmes,
congratulated. Of all the
thousands of voices crying in the wilder-

you're
ness,

to

be

you were

associate with

selected by Mr. Carson to
the brightest stars of the

air."

But it seemed to Gwen that this speech
had been directed more to Carson than to
herself.
Men who were hiring new help,
she thought, didn't use such lavish introductions. Yet she had to say something.
"There's there's no way to to thank
you, Mr. Carson," she hesitated.
"As a matter of fact," he replied, "You
really have Frank Rossman to thank."
He had said it simply enough, but it

—

—

husband."
Carson advanced threateningly, but before he could repeat his performance, his
secretary rushed in.

"Mr. Carson," she called, "I think you
should know you just pushed out the new
sponsor of that big golf ball program,
Mrs. Piatt!"
The door opened a third time. Mrs.
"Yes,
Piatt's head appeared cautiously.
here we come. Come on, George, they're
calling us."

Carson rushed over, jerked her inside,
and said, "Well, well, what a pleasure. Do

come

in.

Patsy,"

to

his

secretary,

"get

Mrs. Piatt a chair."
The secretary rushed over, half lifted a
huge arm chair and began dragging it
across the room. Before she could reach
Mrs. Piatt, both husband and wife turned,
waved to Carson and disappeared.
"Quick, stop them," Carson yelled. The
secretary ran out into the hall, looked up
and down, and ran back in. "Too late,
they've escaped."

—

Gwen stood up. "Are are they dangerous Mr. Carson?" she asked.
"What? Oh, are you still here?" Car-
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exclaimed. "Let's see. That's right.
He stared
You're
Gwen
Holmes."
thoughtfully at Gwen a minute. "Let's
walk around and I'll show you the offices.
But first," he added. "You must promise

son

me

to call

Jack."

K*VH ******

—
—

"But those two people " Gwen began.
Jack smiled. "That was Mrs. Piatt.
or was until she
She's a wealthy widow
married Mr. Piatt and she bought a golf
ball factory. So she decided she wanted a
radio program to advertise the golf balls.
have to do
That's how it happens that

—

I

business with her."
Gwen began to see the light.
"Are many sponsors that way?"
Jack shook his head. "Do you think
could keep my job this long if they were?"
He led her out into the hall. When he
spoke again, his voice was more serious.
\

"About you," he

said.

wouldn't be going on the Rossman
program, would ?" Gwen asked, more as
a stab in the dark than anything else.
"What? You don't expect to drop into
the top spot on the air in one fell swoop?
"I

I

Why

Rossman's the star of the new Piatt
golf ball program."
"N no," Gwen replied.
"Besides," he went on, "we can't decide your whole future with one snap of

—

the fingers."
"Well, then," Gwen went on, determined to run the matter to the ground,
"will you use me as an announcer or as a
singer?"
And, strangely, Jack Carson. Commercial's Program Director, blushed.
"Well, you see, it's complicated. Here
we have a lovely girl ambitious talented we have to take time to decide
what's best."

—

—

—

She has plenty of
My daughter, Joan, loves parties.
friends too. But she never used to invite them into her
home.
One day I asked her if she was ashamed of it.

"But surely, you're not going to let
around doing nothing to earn

sit

me

my

salary?"

Jack didn't speak for a moment, but
walked straight ahead until they were at
the elevators.
"Listen, kid,"

Jack said, "promise me
one thing?"
He took Gwen's hand.
"No matter what happens, always keep
your chin up, will you?"

And

before Gwen, in her astonishment,
could answer, he said, in his former business like way.

"Give

know

as

me your

address.

We'll

let

you

soon as we decide what to do

with you.
In the meantime, if a week
goes by, we'll send your check for your
first week to you in the mail."
He turned and walked away. The elevator operator said impatiently, "Down?

After I coaxed her, she broke
down and told me that the girls
at school joked a lot about
"tattle-tale gray." And Joan
was afraid her friends would
notice that my linens and
things had it bad.

I was plenty mad because I
work hard. But Joan showed
me one of your ads about how
the wrong kind of soap gives
clothes "tattle-tale gray" by
leaving dirt stuck in the
clothes.

Going down?"

Gwen stumbled in, the door slid shut,
and the express elevator dropped beneath
her feet.

A WEEK

went by without another word
from either Jack or Bob Miller. But
Gwen had enough to see so that she didn't
mind the wait too much. And just as
Jack had promised, on Saturday a check
came to her.
It was the second week that dragged.
By that time she had seen all of New
York that she wanted to, alone. The other
places she had always dreamed of seeing
with someone someone preferably tall,

—

dark, with a boyish smile; someone, she
had to admit, like Bob Miller.
If she could only figure out to her own
satisfaction why she had been brought
here and then left to her own devices!
Big companies, she thought she knew,
didn't work that way. Or maybe they did.
Maybe they had just forgotten her.
So Gwen set a time limit for herself.
She'd stay exactly two full weeks. Then
she'd leave just as quietly as she'd come.
Friday was the longest day she'd ever

So just to please her I changed and tried Fels-Naptha Soap.
And my, the difference it's made! All that gentle naptha
along with that wonderful golden soap wash so clean.
I've
never had my things look so white
© 936i FELS a c<3
!

,

.

Banish "Tattle-Tale Gray"

with

FELS-NAPTHA SOAP!
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At

lived.

our...

way

to
avoid offend inq!
a lovelier

least

was

it

until

six

o'clock.

She'd returned from a walk up to Fortysecond Street and had come into the
lobby of her hotel, hot and dispirited.
The clerk behind the desk smiled as she
walked over to get her key.
"Some calls for you, Miss Holmes," he
said. "Man named Miller been trying to
reach you for the last hour."
"Miller?"
Gwen repeated the name as though
she were pronouncing a word in some foreign tongue. "Did he did he leave any

—

number?"
see,"

"I'll

the

clerk

to answer
shoulder.

began

when a hand fell on Gwen's
"Gwen Miss Holmes!"

—

Gwen turned. It was Bob! He'd come.
Never would anyone look as good to her
again.
He was smiling that same smile
she had dreamed about practically_ every
night for two weeks, and under his arm
was a long box, an unmistakable box. He
had brought flowers!
"Hello," she managed to say.
"I've got great news," Bob said. "Come
over here where
can tell you." Linking
his arm in hers, he hurried to a deserted
I

corner of the lobby.
"What are you doing tonight? Got a
date?"
As though he didn't know! She said,
"Nothing. Why?"
He answered, "Why I thought perhaps
we could go out tonight see some of the
hot spots you've read about."
"I'll have to consult my date book,"
Gwen said, laughing for the sheer joy of

—

having someone to talk with.
"Swell.
BOB grinned.
We'll
seven-thirty.

I'll

at

—

pick you up
have dinner

Oh here. These are for you." He
the long box under her arm.
"But the news you had?" Gwen said.
"Tell you later."

first.

slid

Gwen watched him

go, a

warm glow

in-

side her.

KEEP5*^to^
...BATHE WITH THIS LOVELY

DA| N TY

PERFUMED SOAP!

are so much more than just sweet
YOU
and clean, when you bathe with

And now Cashmere Bouquet Soap costs
only 10^ a cake! The same long-lasting

Cashmere Bouquet!

soap which has always been 25^. Exactly
the same size cake, scented with the same
delicate blend of 17 exquisite perfumes.

For while its rich, deep-cleansing lather
guards you completely from any chance
of body odor ... its exquisite, flower-like
perfume keeps you alluringly fragrant.

Hours after you step from your bath
Cashmere Bouquet's flower-like scent
still clings glamorously about you
because it has the lingering quality found
only in rare and costly perfumes!
No wonder fastidious women all over
America now bathe only with Cashmere
Bouquet
the perfumed soap that brings
you a lovelier way to avoid offending!
.

.

Use

.

.

creamy-white soap for
too. Its generous lather

and

caressing.
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They had dinner

—

—

It was
restaurant in the West Fifties.
nearly eleven when they left, stepped into
a cab and set out for the Stork Club. Bob
kept pointing out people of Hollywood
and stage fame. Big names. Names Gwen
only read in the Sunday edition of the
local paper.
Next it was the Hollywood Cafe, and
Benny Fields, the singing master of ceremonies, with Benny Goodman's band. Instinctively Gwen swayed to the insistent
throbbing of the music. She danced with
Bob, danced again and again. Fields was
singing the newest song sensation, "Here's
Love in Your Eye," and Bob was holding
She felt his lips brush her
her close.
cheek.
She closed her eyes. Now she knew why
heroines in stories wished certain moments could go on forever. Back at the

Bob suddenly

"Very nice

—

said,

in fact,

very lovely."

"What?" Gwen asked.
"Your eyes," Bob said.

"And your
mouth," he went on, as though making a
brand new discovery. "And your nose is
say, do you
in the right place. Your hair
realize you're a darn beautiful girl?" He

—

Yet it removes

every bit of dirt and cosmetics; makes
your skin alluringly clear and smooth.

NOW ONLY ICK-THE FORMER 2£4

he could have been twice as late.
the best dinner Gwen
had ever had in a quiet, richly subdued
tails,

table,

.

this pure,

so gentle

cent stores. Why not get three cakes today ?

.

your complexion,
is

You will find this lovely Cashmere
Bouquet at all drug, department and ten-

Bob was only fifteen minutes late. And
way he was looking, in his top hat and

the

SIZE

held her hand. He was saying more. "I
think now's the time to spring the big
news."
"What news?" Gwen said dreamily.
"You don't seem very anxious to hear,"
he said a little petulantly. "I've got a job
for you."
At that, Gwen did sit up. "Work, real
work?" she asked doubtfully.
"And what
Bob nodded his head.
work!" he exclaimed. "I've signed you to

RADIO MIRROR
be a guest star on the Frank Rossman
radio program. Think of it. The chance
to make good on the biggest show on the
air."

Gwen didn't try to reply. The tears
that welled up in her eyes were answer
enough. Nor did Bob speak again until
the next piece was announced. Silently,
they stood and walked to the dance floor.
Gwen went into his arms.
It was nearly four before Bob suggested
they might go home. She thought again
of his news and a warm surge of excitement spread over her. A chance to guest
star on the Frank Rossman radio program. A week from this same night she
would be standing before a microphone,
singing a duet with the most popular
tenor in the country.
Bob said good night as simply as "Good
night, Gwen," but when he kissed her
nothing was simple any more. Nor would
ever be again. He was in Gwen's life
now, for good or bad, and he would stay
it

there.

IV
noise seemed a
the
EVEN
happier bedlam the next day

gayer,
she
building.

city's

as

took a bus for the Commercial
She hummed softly to herself going up

in

the elevator and crossing to the reception
desk. There was no one there. While she
waited for the girl to return. Gwen idly
picked up a morning paper lying there
and scanned the headlines. Suddenly she
felt as if someone had struck her over the
heart. A paragraph, part of the paper's
Broadway gossip column, had been ringed
in blue pencil:
"The lovely voice of the femme M. C.,
who used to amuse listeners with her
songs and chatter over a hick station, has
been missing for two weeks. Your correspondent has discovered the reason. A certain male singing star with a network contract couldn't take the ribbing she used
to give him via the airwaves. So his agent
signed up the small-town nightingale and
is keeping her in cold storage. Scallions to
the ham!
His name will be furnished
upon request."
As clearly as if she had seen her name
there in type, Gwen knew whom the item
Slowly the explanation of her
meant.
sudden summons to New York, her idleness, and even the offer of a job which
Miller had given her last night, became
clear. She looked at the date of the paper.
Yes. it was today's issue, but an earlier
edition appeared late in the afternoon of
the preceding day, and Miller. Carson and
Rossman must have seen this paragraph
then. Her hands, holding the paper, began to shake with anger.
"Good morning, newest star of the net-

works!"
whirled. Bob Miller was just behind her. His eyes widened as he saw her
pale face, dropped to the paper in her
hands, and grew wary in understanding.
"Is this true?" Gwen demanded.
"Why " For an instant Bob was at a
loss. "It
it certainly calls for an explanation, doesn't it?" he stammered in a voice
he tried to make casual.

—
—

"Everything's fairly clear,"

Gwen

—

packed
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be hurt. Then this columnist

circulation

wouldn't
found out about
could quiet him
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down by putting me on
a guest star for one broadit,

program as
That big party

cast.

last

night

— making

a

country girl so
she'll feel good and agree to anything!"
She would have gone on but her voice
broke and she turned away to hide her
tears. For what really hurt was that Bob
Miller had done something of which she
fuss

over the

building proteins
carbohydrates
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— energy-giving

— valuable

vitamins in
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No

and
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15$- Price Now
of Famous

Cold Remedy

hadn't thought him capable.

and trickery, just
boy!
"I'm sorry you feel

ceit

Busy at deany Broadway

like

like that," he was
saying quietly.
"I do! And you can cancel all arrangements you've made for me."
"Wait a minute!" he exclaimed. "Don't
let your personal feelings interfere with
business. You can go as far as you want
in radio, and as long as your eyes are on
the top, I'll work my head off to help
you."

"Why?"
"Because

I

like

to

be

associated with.

And the more money you make,
the more money
make too."
"Strictly business," Gwen said contempsuccess.

I

1. Take 2 BAYER ASPIRIN tablets and drink
full glass of water. Repeat treatment in 2 hours.

tuously.

"That's all. Why not?"
Before Gwen could answer the door to
Jack Carson's office opened and Carson
came out. He looked at Bob sourly.
"Good
morning,
Gwen,"
he
said.
"What's all the trouble out here?"
"Gwen has changed her mind about the
Piatt show. She doesn't want to be on
it," Bob explained.
"She well " he gestured toward the paper.

—

—

"Oh!" Jack sighed.
"Well?" Gwen demanded.
"Two hundred and fifty dollars for a
broadcast is a lot of money," Jack said
timidly.

"Two hundred and

fifty!"

Gwen

glared

"Did you agree to that figure?"
Bob blushed under her disdain. "How
much do you want?" he asked.
"A thousand dollars!"
"A thousand !" Bob and Jack cried in
unison. "Why not two thousand?" Bob

at Miller.

—

added.

Gwen said curtly. "Two
You can send the contract to
Good morning, gentlemen!"

"Thanks,"
thousand.

my

—
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—

States.
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tablets when you feel a
cold coming on. Take with a full
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necessary,
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itself.

And

it will

save you from taking strong medicines for a cold. Medicines that
often upset the whole system. Relief
comes rapidly.
Get the genuine BAYER ASPIRIN by asking for it by its full
name: not by the name "aspirin"

ness.

Gwen

didn't even

have time to open up

her suitcase back at the hotel before a

messenger from Commercial was knocking
her door. When she opened it he

o.n

RUSH

thrust a large red envelope, marked
It was a contract and the sum
at her.
called for was $2000.00 for a single guest
performance. She sat down weakly on the
They had called her bluff. She'd
bed.

have to go through with

it.

V
Gwen had thought a week was a
ONCE
long time to rehearse for one program

alone.

15

hotel.

She left the room with her head high,
but in the taxicab which she called blindly
as soon as she reached the street she huddled back in one corner, ashamed to let
the driver see she was crying. A twothousand-dollar contract is nothing much
when you've just found out that the man
you were beginning to love is strictly busi-

c

2 FULL

minutes long. But preparing for
her guest appearance on the Piatt golf ball
program was the most strenuous ordeal of
her life. And it didn't help any to have to
see Bob every day, even though all their
conversations were "strictly business."
The first day she met Rossman. He was
almost nice, not half as bad as she'd

just sixty

FOR A DOZEN

DOZEN FOR

25c

Virtually lc a tablet

thought from his records. And whenever
she began to feel sorry for herself about
Bob, she wandered about the studios
watching the applicants for jobs stream in
and out. Here she was, once as unknown
as any of them, now guest-starring on
radio's biggest new program! There was
the lovable hillbilly from Arkansas, Bob
Black, for instance, who simply haunted
the studio, with a strange instrument
he called the bazooka under his arm.
Wanted to audition for Leopold StokowEach day the receptionski, he insisted.
Every day
ist gently turned him down.
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he was back. It helped, thinking of people
like him, to forget her shattered dreams
of romance.
Finally, it was actually the night of the
broadcast. Bob was still uppermost in her
thoughts, but she had the satisfaction, at
least, of knowing that Rossman was beginning to like her. And Jack was obviously friendly. She knew, too, that unless she was a sensational success, singing
tonight, she would be sent back to Fergus
Center, and that made her more determined than ever to make good.
The program started at nine. At eight
the orchestra began to drift into the
dressing rooms in back of the studio. At
eight-thirty the vast studio began to fill
with spectators. Then it was one minute
to nine and Gwen was standing in the
wings listening to the announcer bidding
Just before she
the audience welcome.
walked on with Rossman, he leaned over
and whispered. "How about supper after
the show?" She nodded and together they
made their entrance.
Applause roared in her ears. The orchestra swung into the theme song. Rossman was singing. The seconds ticked by.
At the quarter hour, the announcer began his build up of Gwen. He told who
she was. where she had come from, and
predicted a brilliant future for her. At
the end of his speech, he waved Gwen to
the mike. The music started and automatically Gwen began to sing her duet
with Rossman.
She knew, even while she was still singing, that she was a hit. The way the audience sat forward, the way Rossman
smiled encouragement. When she finished,
she ran off the stage. Bob was there. She
tried to brush past him, but he held her

arm

a

moment. "You were

proud of you."

And

she

swell, kid.

couldn't

"The Hand that holds
some girl away from the
altar... is

her Own

!"

wincUAL
(Your

New York Correspondent)

I'm
help

smiling at him.
Soon the program was over. Everyone
was milling around in the corridor outside Gwen's dressing room. Jack opened
the door.
"Gwen, come here. The sponsor, Mrs.
Gee, you were
Piatt, wants to see you.
good." He took her hand and led her
outside. The sponsor, the orchestra leader,

Rossman, Bob were

Bob
have a

said,
little

things and
Furious,

all

there.

thought we'd
"Jack and
party to celebrate. Get your
I

let's

Keep your hands adorably

go."

resentment
flared up in Gwen. It was all obvious to
her. Before the broadcast, he'd said nothing.
Now that she was a success, he

soft

wanted to take her out.
If
she had
flopped? Her lips curved in a faint smile
of derision.
"Thank's," she replied, putting her arm
through Rossman's, "but Frank asked me
first.
We're going out to supper alone."
She looked up at Rossman. "Can we go
now?" she asked. "I'm starved." Her
head high, she started down the corridor,
past Bob, past Jack. Outside, reaction set
in.
Her teeth chattered, her hands were
wet with cold perspiration.
"1 know just the place to go," Rossman
said, leading the way.

—
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had been
GWENwas
on
she

a

hit

right in her guess that
the broadcast.
In

the next three days, thousands upon thousands of letters and telegrams poured into
Commercial, all of them asking that she
be kept on the show.
Jack called her to his office, told her
that Mrs. Piatt wanted her to continue
another six weeks, named a huge salary,
and beamed at Gwen while she signed the
contract.
Then began for her a kaleidoscopic series of broadcasts, rehearsals, interviews,
pictures, signing contracts with advertis-

Jergens
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1

ers,

answering fan mail, dates with Ross-

man. All of

UnCerfa nfee/,V
'

tot^

none

superficially perfect,

it

of it based on any real satisfaction, because try as she would, her life was lacking a vital element. She didn't admit even
to herself the gap Bob had left.
She
tried, by eating lunch, dinner and supper
with Rossman, to convince herself that
she was living as full a life as was possible.
And when she had tired of Rossman's company, the door to Jack's office
was always, open. More and more, Jack
was seeking her out, giving her advice.
And when, after two weeks of this, she
showed the strain of sleepless nights and
hectic days, he urged her to slow down.

>,

Afterwards,

Gwen

back and
whole im-

looked

realized that the climax of this
possible rush towards stardom

came the

morning that she and Rossman went to
New York's biggest department store to
pose in wedding costume. It was a natural
publicity stunt forthe store. As Jack told,
in

her,

all

the

history

broadcasting,

of

never had there been such a furor over a
couple as there'd been over Gwen and
Rossman. People followed them on the
street, besieged them in restaurants for
autographs.
Newspapers hounded them
for interviews and pictures.
So they stood there in the hot studio,
blinking before the glare of the lights,
smiling artificially at the photographer's
command. As time dragged on it .seemed
more and more to Gwen that this scene
represented her whole present life of artificiality. Girls, should put on white satin
wedding gowns for real marriages, not for
advertisements.

Do sudden swerves

^B

Upset your nerves?
traffic get your goat?

when
was
Rossman
ANDfolded
the check that had been handed

Does

Do stomach

Disrupt your

On board

a

train or

'

boat?

rs

!

—

—

so,

ravelle

over,

him, saying, "Every little bit counts."
Gwen smiled, but there was bitterness
She had thought stardom
in her heart.
would be fun, would in fact be all she'd
ever ask for. That was before she'd become a star. That day she turned down

thrills

be readyKeep calm and steadyGive Beech-Nut Gum your vote!
If

all

it

ills

Rossman's invitation to lunch.
The phone woke her in the morning.
Jack was calling, asking her to come over
and see him. He was waiting at the door
when she came down the hall. She followed him into his office. On his desk was
the page advertisement of the department
store.
He motioned to Gwen to look.
There she was, with Rossman, smiling
blandly at the world. Gwen shuddered a

keep calm

wm BEECH-Ntn
>

little.

"What's happened to you?" Jack asked.
"You're not the same girl I met the day
you came here from Fergus Center. And
don't like you half as well. The girl
knew would never brush her teeth in pubI

I

lic,

m
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unhappy?"

it
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when
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making you

cried.

turning

to
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window.

And Gwen
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he only knew the words he was speakGwen smiled up at him through a
haze of tears. Perhaps if he knew, Bob
did too. Knew where her heart really lay.
and Jack
But then he was saying, ".
will play the gentleman."
For a moment Gwen didn t realize the
meaning of his words. When it
full
dawned on her she stepped back and
He
stared at him. Jack had proposed!
hadn't understood about Bob.
She smiled wistfully. "Thanks, Jack,
If

Gum

ing.
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.
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Jack had suspected all the time, .then! He
walked over and put his arm about her.
"How about moving out of the tabloids into House and Garden, with a

who like a distinc-
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couldn't."
but I'm afraid
"Somebody
Jack nodded his head.
else?" he asked.
Gwen nodded.
"He's not much good, but there'll never
be anyone else," she said.
They were silent a moment. "I m
sorry," she whispered.
The door swung open.
It was Bob. His face flushed as he realized who was in the office. "Oh, hello," he
said, "I was just going to talk to Jack
about you."
"It's no use," Jack said. "I already did.
chided her for all this cheap publicity.
I
even made love to her. Asked her to
marry me. But she's in love with someI

yihy

Dome rsomen

are i\atural \Seauties /

I

body else.
Bob whirled to face Gwen.
drained from his cheeks.

The

They intensify natural coloring

color

"made-up". The Color Change

Who?"

your

own

.

yet never look

Principle available
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in

"Can't you guess?" Jack said. "Rossman!"
"Rossman!" Bob hurled the word out

.

.

Lipstick brings

out

natural coloring.

in violent disbelief.

Gwen

recoiled

wait a minute.

amazement.

in

"Jack,

Jack interrupted, "we'll
We're still your friends."
stick by you.
"But Jack, please." Gwen pleaded in a
frenzy of terror. She had to stop this
burlesque, this nightmare of misunderstanding. She turned to Bob. Certainly
he could see what was happening to her,
to them.
Bob glared at her. "Don't be an ingenue," he snapped, "Why don't you admit it? Why keep it a secret? Why not
tell
the world about it? Think of the
thrill it would give all the yokels. Broadright."

"It's all

lou

."
.

.

see

many more

a different kind of cosmetic principle

"natu-

women

than you used
to. For make-up styles have changed.
Gaudy make-up has vanished. The
vogue today is for naturalness It took
rally" beautiful

to

make it possible... the Tangee Color

own

Change

Principle.

Your

color

lovelier

but you never risk

is

. . .

natural

that "painted" look.

!

to the four corners of the earth.
don't you?"
"Hey!" Jack shouted. "Bob, you've got
think of this
something. Why didn't
before!"
Bob stopped his bitter denunciation.
cast

it

Why

1

speechless, found herself listening
fascination as Jack went on, "There
have been great lovers in history, great
lovers on stage and screen; but there have
never been any great lovers of the air!"
"Are you stark raving mad?" Bob de-

Gwen,
in

manded.
"Shut up," Jack shouted. "Listen: 'Laand gentlemen, the Piatt Radio Hour,

dies

you those great lovers, Gwen
Holmes and Frank Rossman, who will reenact for you the proposal scene that
made their two hearts beat as one!'"
bringing

Jack,

"Jack,

stop

it,"

"Bob, make him stop

"Now
Bob

don't

said,

tell

sarcasm

Gwen

sobbed.

it."

me you

don't like

hardening

his

it,"

voice,

those nice wedding pictures
"after
you've been posing for?"
"Listen," Jack began again, "five will
get you ten that it becomes the greatest
program on the air."
Bob said, "Isn't that great?"
Gwen, in blind desperation, nodded.
"That's what we're all working for, isn't
all

_ry

"Sure," Bob
I'm through."

said again, "but count

me

out.

tonight to be lovelier in your
Insist

Gwen watched him go, powerless to
move, to object. She saw the door close,
heard it slam, and still she couldn't move.

up
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VII

WHEN

Jack Carson stepped to the
dictograph and began to call for reporters, press agents, photographers to
build up publicity for the radio romance
between Gwen and Frank Rossman, he set
in motion a powerful machine which picked
Gwen up and carried her helplessly along.
She seemed to have lost all will of her
own. Like an automaton she posed for
pictures, gave interviews, saying what she
was told to say, smiling when she was
told

to

smile.

In

the whirl of
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there was no time to think.

At night she

went to bed with her mind and body
drugged with fatigue.
All the time the build-up went on. The
publicity machine told the world about
the great love affair between her and
Rossman.
Abruptly, it was the night of the broadcast once more. Before a studio full of

Gwen

to Rossman read
him by someone else:
"Gwen darling,
offer you my heart—

people,

listened

lines written for

I

and a

life-long devotion that will not

cannot be denied.

Will you

— can

and

you

my wife?"
Automatically, she nodded, "Yes."
The "re-enactment" of Frank Rossman's proposal was the greatest publicity
stunt radio had ever known.
America
took these newest lovers of the air to its
heart.
Telegrams and mail poured in
from everywhere/ three times as much response as the program had ever "received
before. Offers of free homes, cars, clothes
poured in from manufacturers eager to
seize their share of the publicity.
Through it all, Gwen tried to shake off
the impression that everything was happening to some other person— not to her.
Or perhaps she did not really try to
shake off that belief. Perhaps, deep inside,
she was afraid of the moment when she
become

must face reality.
That moment came at last, on the afternoon before the next broadcast. Gwen
had remained in her apartment all day,
resting, refusing to answer telephone calls.
until five o'clock did she pick up the

Not

insistent telephone.

was
ITlobby

Jack Carson, downstairs in the
and clamoring to see her.
"I've got a new contract for you to look
at," he said when she opened the door to
him.

New Deodorant

.

.

.

Wearily Gwen accepted the contract,
turned over the pages without understanding what was written on them.
"By the way," Jack asked, "where are
you and your crooner going on your

QUEST

honeymoon?"
Honeymoon!

100%

Effective on Sanitary Napkins!

Gwen dropped the conand turned to Jack, her eyes wide in
disbelief. The word had crystallized the
whole fantastic farce into sudden reality.
tract

_

"Maybe this will interest you," Jack
went on, reading from a telegram: "'Of-
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Play-acting and reality sharply divided
themselves in her mind. This was a real

fer

you

ness

for

lovely perfume. Quest costs no more
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large two-ounce can at your favorite
drug counter. Buy it today!

wedding, performed by a real minister,
which was to take place over the air in a
few more hours. No more pretending.
She would be Mrs. Frank Rossman.
The telephone rang again, and J ack^ answered it. "Your fiance is downstairs," he
said, "with a lot of reporters. He wants

you to

let

them come up and

tell

them

how

the bride feels."
Gwen's eyes filled with tears. "What
kind of girl do they think I am? I'm sick
of reporters sick of cameras sick of
publicity! And do you know what I'm
sick of most of all? Me!"
She whirled and ran into her bedroom,
slamming the door behind her. For an inshe
then
stood trembling,
she
stant
crammed a hat on her head, ran to another door which led into the hallway,

—

—

.

and ran for the' stairs.
Only one thought was in her mind. She
must get out of this city. She knew she
could never marry Frank Rossman, and
the only way to escape the situation into
which she had allowed herself to be drawn
was to drop out of sight, completely.
A taxicab drew up to the curb at her
"Pennsylvania Station," she gasped.
hail
She would go back home,' back to Fergus
•

Center.
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The Perm

Station was

filled

with scur-

rying, homewardbound commuters, all intent on their own affairs. Gwen took her
place in the line before one of the ticket

windows

— but

just

the

as

man

t&fidZd

behind

{Ume

window looked at her inquirsudden panic seized her. Wouldn't
they look for her first of all in Fergus
Center? And even if they didn't, how
could she ever face the smiles and whispered comments of the people she knew
the ticket
ingly,

—

there?

—

"A a ticket to " she stammered, and
stopped. Frantically she tried to think of
somewhere to go and the memory of an
old school friend came to her aid. Donna
Richards would understand, would help
her hide. "To Buffalo," she told the ticket

—

agent.

"Can't take a train to Buffalo from
he said, looking at her curiously.
"Got to go to Grand Central for that."

here."

AT

Grand Central, Gwen found that
there was no train to Buffalo until

She bought her ticket and
eight-fifteen.
sank down on an unoccupied bench. For a
while she sat there, resting, before going
into the station lunch room for a sandwich.
quiet and Gwen
the first real peace she had known for
weeks. The decision was made. Soon all
this grotesque interlude in her life would
be past. Then she stiffened. A small radio
stood on a back counter, and from its

The lunch room was

felt

loudspeaker

was

coming

.a

"Distinctive,"
says the illustra-

voice— Bob

tor

and gentlemen, the star
program. Miss Gwen Holmes, has

"Ladies
this

and

artist,

Miller's voice:

portrait

Ski Weld.

of
dis-

We

are trying desperately to
possible she may have met
with an accident, and is in some hospital,

appeared.

find her.

It is

unrecognized.

Here

is

her description—"

fascinated, while Bob
described her and went on, "This station
offers one thousand dollars in cash to anyone giving us definite information of her

Gwen

"Artistically

listened,

sound," s ay s
Lurelle Guild,
well-known de*
signerand artist.

whereabouts."

As she listened, Gwen's conscience told
her she couldn't possibly run away like
this, without letting everyone on the program know she was

all

right.

Leaving

her sandwich half finished, she went into

work with
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a
at

telephone

booth

To

the studio.

and called
her

relief,

Gwen Holmes,"
wanted you to know

she

I'm

"1

said._

right,

all

but I'm going away. I'm at Grand CenStation and I'm
"Well, am
glad to hear your voice!"
Mrs. Piatt began. "Well, now, you—
all
"I just couldn't go through with it
that awful publicity. I'm terribly sorry,"
Gwen interrupted her.
"Honey lamb," Mrs. Piatt said reassur-

—

tral

I

—

ingly,

"you forget

same

actly the

as

about

all

you do.

it

—

I

Have

feel ex-

a nice

Even now, Gwen couldn't help smiling
mentally pictured
Mrs. Piatt
hanging up the receiver while
everybody else in the studio was bending
every effort to locate the missing star.
as
she
blithely

returned to the lunch counter,
SHE
her bag down, and began to
The
laid

eat.

waitress came up, paused a few seconds,
and asked, "Anything else, Miss Holmes?"

"Some

tea,

please,"

and realized too
self

Gwen answered—

had allowed her"But my name isn't

late she

to be trapped.
she added hurriedly.

Holmes,

'

You're Gwen Holmes!" the
pointing an excited finger
"Listen, Miss Holmes,
at Gwen s purse.
why don't you go back to that fellow?
He seems awful nice and he's crazy about
"It

is!

waitress

said,

you."

Gwen looked about wildly. The other
customers were turning interested faces;
out of nowhere, a crowd was beginning to
gather.

"Go

the studio," somebody told the
"We'll get a thousand dollars if

call

waitress.

until

they

come

after her."

body

lunged for her. She twisted her
aside, letting the man sprawl on the

and under cover of the confusion
managed to run out of the room and out
floor,

to the street.

She leaped into the first taxi she saw
and called breathlessly to the driver, "Is
there anywhere else
can catch a train
I

to Buffalo?"

A red face and bushy white mustache
peered around at her. "Sure. Hunnerd 'n
Twenty-fifth Street station."
"Take me

there, please."

The

'Bye!"

trip.

we can keep her here

A man

answered.
"This is
just

backstage
Mrs. Piatt

after-dinner traffic was at its peak,
and her cab, a decrepit and worn affair at
best, crawled along, starting and stopping
with jerks. Gwen had the sensations of a
hunted animal. To her frantic pleas to go
faster, the driver only shook his head.
At last she reached One Hundred and
Twenty-fifth Street. She thrust a bill into
the driver's hand and started to get out
when a news-boy rushed up to her, waving his paper almost under her nose.
"Get your paper here! All about Gwen
Holmes!" he yelled. "All " She tried to
brush past him, but his voice took on a
shriller note. "Hey! Here she is now!"
Gwen dodged back into the cab, out
again at the other side, through roaring
and screaming traffic, almost under the
wheels of grinding trucks. She was breathless by the time she had found another

—

cab.

can cause more trouble than six armies
Do you know you're coming right back to
the studio with me, for that radio wedding?"
"I am not!" Gwen declared, struggling
to break the grip he had on her wrist.

"You are, just as soon as Bob Millet
fights his way out of that nest of trucks
he's in now." He glanced out of the back
window. "We've chased you all over town
and we aren't going to let you get awav
now."
"I won't marry Frank Rossman!"
don't
YOU
"Sap that

have
am,

Jack snapped
thought when you
turned me down you were in love with
that groaner. It took Patsy, my secretan
to tell me you were really in love with
Bob and he's in 'love with you, too, only
managed to gum that up too."
"But the wedding " Gwen gasped.
"We'll have it, if we can get down there
before the program is over but Miller'll
be the groom, not Rossman! Here he is
now."
Bob scrambled into the cab, almost into
I

to!"

1

—

I

—

—

—

His tie was askew, his hair
Jack's lap.
tousled, his face white
but somehow, as
his eyes lit on Gwen, he looked like a

—

very happy man.
"Hello,

radio bride,"

he said.

"Or

— or

am taking too much for_ granted?"
Gwen leaned toward him. "You can
take me for granted, the rest of your
I

"Go

anywhere!" she shouted to the
"But get out of here quick!"
He gestured boredly with his hand at

driver.

jam

front of him. "Can't
do anything about it, lady," he said.
Gwen crouched back in a corner, trying
But it
to hide herself from the street.
the traffic

was no use. The door of the taxi was
flung open and— Jack Carson stepped in.
"For a little girl," he said grimly, "you

in

life,"

she answered.

Jack looked out of the window as the
cab moved forward. "Ah-hum," he murmured. "So this is love."

The End

GOOD GRIEF, PEC
TO ANYTHING?.

RADIO MIRROR

What Happens

to Your Sweepstakes Entry?

(Continued from page 22)

announcement that he has
receive his carton of cigarettes; each winner also receives a folder
bearing his stamp and a card that gives
him a chance to enter the following week.
That's done right there in the building,
and there have been as many as 300,000

your card has been
counted and the postmark checked to
make sure which week's contest it is enthe

job.

ner

After

in one week.
Seven addressing
agencies take care of the losers. They
send to each one a folder which bears the
invested stamp and a card upon which the
contestant can list his choices for the following week. That costs a flock of money
returning those stamps.
right there in
Just $50,000 a week. And $50,000 a week
more just for postage to get the stamp
back to you.

—

fSAID

you are the contestants and the
too.
You are. America is
playing the game and, at the same time,
America spins the wheel by which the
judges,

men
into
city

-

the three floors in

Company

You

standings are decided.

try to forecast

America likes; at the same time,
America by buying records and sheet
music and asking to hear numbers played
is making up its mind.
Your Hit Parade takes no chances as it
wh.at

—

—

your predictions, you must get your reward: a carton of 200 cigarettes; if you
have not, it must be made simple for you
In any event, Your Hit
to try again.
Parade wants to return to you the penny
stamp you bought when you sent in your

Tobacco

will

winners

—

American

sent an

won and

tered in, it is stacked carefully with the
other millions of cards that have come in
during the past six days.
By noon on Monday, your Hit Parade
statisticians have completed compilations
of data which tell them the names of the
fifteen most popular songs for the preceding week.
Large cards bearing the
names of the three top songs are rushed
to the hundreds of girls and men who
check the cards for winners. These people
they sit at long rows of tables that fill
two of the three floors used for "Sweepstakes" business begin immediately the
task of checking the entries.
One comes to your card after a while.
If you have been right in your selections,
it is placed on the growing stack of winners; if you have missed, it is placed
among the losers. Then, to make sure no
one has been cheated, both stacks are
gone over again. All fair and square.
The work isn't over with that. Not by
a long shot. If you have been right in

original entry.
So, on one of

is

tabulates America's

favorites,

allows for

no guess work. If you send in your selections on Saturday night, the compilers
have already been working four days to
find out how close you'll come.
They
don't know any better than you do.
Probably not as well, until the last re-

the

turns are in.
Their investigations begin, as far as the
standings for each Wednesday and Saturday are concerned, on the preceding

building,

sort the cards that have been checked
compartments denoting the state and
from which they came. To each win-

Wednesday. They work with four sources
of information. The sale of sheet music is
the first. They receive a report covering
the flow of sheet music from the wholesalers to the retailers for the week ending
on Wednesday and another report telling
of the sales of twenty representative retail shops for the same period. Those, together with the Billboard magazine survey of sheet music, indicate the standings
in that respect.
The second source of information is
the sale of recordings. Reports are supplied to Your Hit Parade by all the big
recording companies.
Then there is another indication of the
popularity of a song. On Friday morning,
the Music Corporation of America phones
in an interesting survey.
From forty to
sixty bandleaders playing in hotels and
night clubs all over the country have
sent in lists of the numbers most often
requested of them. Sometimes those lists
will shift the standings a little; sometimes
they will serve to entrench more firmly
numbers that have been slipping.
The fourth factor in this search for fifteen songs is a survey conducted by Your
Hit Parade itself. It is constantly being
carried on in every important city in
America. Special listeners tabulate the
number of times a song is played on network and big independent stations. This
report comes in on Friday, too.

There you are, and it's right as rain
from the beginning. All you must do is
be clever enough to name the three most
popular tunes and the 200 cigarettes are
yours.

CANT YOU SAY NO
BUX JOE - SAID WE'P 60 BE CAUSE THOUGHT YOU'D LIKE
IT-VOU A/EVER USEP TO JU5T
SIT AROUND AND PO
NOTHING EVERY MGUT,
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'

I

I

OLD MAN
hV LISTEN.
BET WHAT

I'LL

YOU NEED

\

J

PILL- WI5HI HAPWUR\ 1$ FLEKCHMANN'S
DRIVE. CANT GET
YEAST IT -5ET ME UP
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1

I
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OVERWOCKEP/
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n

I

KNOW, PEG -/ BUT, GO$H-\ NEVER
I

BUT-^/

W/USEDTOFEEL

A

fefe

5URE-WEALL 5AY THAT-BUT

My POCTOR EXPLA/NEP

/

FELT

ALL WA5MEP OUT BECAUSE MY
BLOOP WA5 POOR. HE SAIP
YEAST WOULP PEP ME UP.
BETTER TRY IT, JOE

now/

1*0P06G0NEP
i

TIRED ALU
.THE TIME...,

VACATION NOTHING /
/ TOOK BILL EVANS'.
TIP ABOUT EATING

YEAST- ANP HEBE

AM FEELING LIKE A
REGULAR FELLOW
AGAIN/

/

DON'T LET

POOR BLOOD

KEEP

AFTER

the hot

summer

XjL months are over, many
people find they feel tired

and let-down. Usually, doctors say when you feel like
this, it's because your blood
is "underfed." It no longer
carries enough nourishment
to the muscles and nerves.

w

Fleischmann's Yeast supyour blood with vitamins and other food eleplies

ments. Then more and
better nourishment is carried to your tissues. Eat 3
cakes daily, }4 hour before
meals

— plain,

or in a

water! Start today!

YOUR BLOOP THAT
FEEPS"VOURBOpy.~

IT'S

YOU FEELING BELOW PAR

little

One of the important
functions of your blood
stream is to carry nourishment from your food
to the muscle and nerve
tissues of your entire
body.

When you
get

you

at

the

usually a sign that your
blood is not supplied
with enough food for

your

FuEISCMMANN'S FRESH YEAST CONTAINS 4- VITAMINS IN APPITION TO
HOBMONE-UKE SUB5TANCES, WMkTH MELP TME 0OPV 6ET GREATER
VAIUE raOM. THE FOOP you EAT, ANP 6BT XT FASTER

find

overtired

least extra effort, it is

tissues.

What you need is
something to help your
blood get more nourish-

ment from your

food.
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telephone booth and
l» her
at the studio
answered.
a

"

Ibis

is

Gwen Holmes,

wanted you

just

called
relief,

to

„

backstage
Mrs. Piatt
.,

,

she
I'm

know

„,

said.
all right.
I

Cen-

I'm going away. I'm at Grand
.,.
tral Station and I'm
glad to hear your voice!
"Well, am
Mrs. Piatt began. "Well, now. you—
with it all
"I just couldn't go through
sorry,
that awful publicity. I'm terribly
Gwen interrupted her.
but

—

.

I

—

"Honey lamb." Mrs.

Piatt said reassurex-

"you forget all about it—
same as you do. Have a nice

ingly,

I

feel

actly the

'Bye!"

trip.

Even now, Gwen couldn

,

t

...

,

help smi ing

Mrs. Piatt
mentally pictured
hanging up the receiver while
bending
was
studio
everybody else in the
every effort to locate the missing star.
as
she
blithely

to the
SI her returned
bag down, and
II-;

lunch counter, laid

began to eat. The
waitress came up. paused a few seconds,
and asked, "Anything else, Miss Holmes?

"Some

tea,

please," Gwen answered—
l.ile she had allowed her-

and realized loo

trapped. "But my
Holmes,' she added hurriedly.

self

be

to

name

isnt

You're Gwen Holmes!" the
waitress said, pointing an excited finger
"Listen, Miss Holmes,
at Gwcns purse.
why don't you go back to that fellow?
He seems awful nice and he's crazy about
"It

is!

looked about wildly. The
customers were turning interested faces;
a crowd was beginning to
nowhere,
of
out
othei

Gwen

gather.

the studio," somebody told the
"We'll get a thousand dollars if

call

waitress.

until

they

come

...

after her."

.

her
A man lunged for her. She twisted trie
on
body aside, letting the man sprawl
confusion
floor, and under cover of the
out
managed to run out of the room and
to the street.

.

,

saw
She leaped into the first taxi she
is
driver,
and called breathlessly to the
train
a
catch
can
there anywhere else
I

to Buffalo?"
red face

A

,

and bushy white mustache

peered around at her. "Sure.
Twenty-fifth Street station."

"Take me

Hunnerd

n

there, please."

after-dinner traffic was at its peak,
affair at
and her cab. a decrepit and worn
stopping
best crawled along, starting and
of a
with jerks. Gwen had the sensations
go
hunted animal. To her frantic pleas to
his head.
faster, the driver only shook
At last she reached One Hundred and
Twenty-fifth Street. She thrust a bill into
out
the driver's hand and started to get
when a news-boy rushed up to her, wavnose.
her
ing his paper almost under
"Get your paper here! All about Gwen
Holmes!" he yelled. "All—" She tried to

The

brush past him, but his voice took on a
shriller note. "Hey! Here she is now!'
Gwen dodged back into the cab, out
again at the other side, through roaring
and screaming traffic, almost under the
wheels of grinding trucks. She was breathless by the time she had found another
cab.

"Go

you."

"Go

we can keep her here

driver.

anywhere!" she shouted to
"But get out of here quick!"

the

He gestured boredly with his hand at
the traffic jam in front of him. "Can't
do anything about it, lady," he said.
Gwen crouched back in a corner, trying
But it
to hide herself from the street.

was no use. The door of the taxi was
flung open and— Jack Carson stepped in

What Happens

he said grimly, " you
can cause more trouble than six armies
Do you know you're coming right back to
the studio with me, for that radio wedding?"

"For a

{Continued from page 22)

your card has been
counted and the postmark checked to
which
week's
contest it is ensure
make
the

not!" Gwen declared, struggling
to break the grip he had on her wrist.
"You are, just as soon as Bob Millei
fights his way out of that nest of trucks
he's in now." He glanced out of the back
window. "We've chased you all over town
and we aren't going to let you get awa\
"I

am

don't
YOU
"Sap that

that groaner.

It

I

took Patsy,

my

me you were really in
Bob— and he's in 'love with you,

to tell

managed

"But— the

gum

—
wedding

to

that

up

"

secretan
love with
too, onl\

too."

Gwen

gasped.

"We'll have it, if we can get down there
before the program is over— but Miller'll
be the groom, not Rossman! Here he is

now."

Bob scrambled into the cab, almost into
Jack's lap. His tie was askew, his haii
tousled, his face white— but somehow, as
his eyes lit on Gwen, he looked like a

this

is

announcement that he has
receive his carton of cigareach winner also receives a folder
bearing his stamp and a card that gives
him a chance to enter the following week.
That's done right there in the building,
and there have been as many as 300.0110

it

in one week.
Seven addressing
agencies take care of the losers. They
send to each one a folder which bears the
invested stamp and a card upon which the
contestant can list his choices for the following week. That costs a flock of money
right there in returning those stamps.
Just §50,000 a week. And $50,000 a week
more just for postage to get the stamp
back to you.

—

love."

city

The second

making up its mind.
Your Hit Parade takes no chances

is

how close you'll come. They
know any better than you do.

out

Probably not as well, until the last returns are in.
Their investigations begin, as far as the
standings for each Wednesday and Saturday are concerned, on the preceding

from which they came. To each win-

information

is

I

tabulates America's favorites,
no guess work. If you send in your selections on Saturday night, the compilers
have already been working four days to

Company

of

recording companies.
Then there is another indication of the
popularity of a song. On Friday morning.
the Music Corporation of America phones
From forty to
in an interesting survey.
sixty bandleaders playing in hotels and
night clubs all over the country have
sent in lists ol the numbers most often
requested of them. Sometimes those lists
will shift the standings a little; sometimes
they will serve to entrench more firmly
numbers that have been slipping.
lie fourth factor in this search for fifteen songs is a survey conducted by Your
Hit Parade itself. It is constantly being
carried on in every important city in
America. Special listeners tabulate the
number of times a song is played on network and big independent stations. This
report comes in on Friday, too.

as it
allows for

the

source

the sale ol recordings,
Reports are supplied to Your Hit Parade by all the big

SAID you

find

that respect.

in

—

three floors in the
building,
men sort the cards that have been checked
into compartments denoting the state and

The End

I

with the Billboard magazine survey of sheet music, indicate the standings

gether

are the contestants and the
judges, too.
You are. America is
playing the game and. at the same time.
America spins the wheel by which the
standings are decided. You try to forecast
what America likes; at the same time.
America by buying records and sheet
music and asking to hear numbers played

I

.

Tobacco

I

winners

don't

original entry.
So, on one ot

Wednesday, lluv work with four sources
of information.
he sale of sheet music is
the first. They receive a report covering
the How of sheet music from the wholesalers to the retailers for the week ending
on Wednesday and another report telling
of the sales oi twenty representative rehose, totail shops for the same period.

will

ettes;

is

American

sent an

is

won and

your predictions, you must get your reward: a carton of 200 cigarettes; if you
have not. it must be made simple for you
In any event. Your Hit
to try again.
Parade wants to return to you the penny
stamp you bought when you sent in your

very happy man.
"Hello, radio bride," he said. "Or— or
am 1 taking too much for granted?"
Gwen leaned toward him. "You can
take me for granted, the rest of your
life," she answered.
Jack looked out of the window as the
cab moved forward. "Ah-hum," he mur-

mured. "So

ner

stacked carefully with the
tered
other millions of cards that have come in
during the past six days.
By noon on Monday, your Hit Parade
statisticians have completed compilations
of data which tell them the names of the
fifteen most popular songs for the preLarge cards bearing the
ceding week.
names of the three top songs are rushed
of girls and men who
hundreds
to the
check the cards for winners. These people
—they sit at long rows of tables that fill
two of the three floors used for "Sweepstakes" business— begin immediately the
task of checking the entries.
One comes to your card after a while.
right in your selections,
If you have been
on the growing stack of winit is placed
ners; if you have missed, it is placed
among the losers. Then, to make sure no
one has been cheated, both stacks are
gone over again. All fair and square.
The work isn't over with that. Not by
in
a long shot. If you have been right

have to!" Jack snapped
thought when you
am,
turned me down you were in love with
I

After

job.

in,

now."
"I won't marry Frank Rossman!

1

to Your Sweepstakes Entry?

little girl,"

There you are, and it's right as rain
from the beginning. All you must do is
be clever enough to name the three most
popular tunes and the 200 cigarettes are
yours.
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TO ANYTHING?.

'
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DON'T LET

AM FEELING LIKE A
REGULAR FELLOW

POOR BLOOD

KEEP
i

summer
AFTER the hot
over, many
L

months are

people find they feel tired
and let-down. Usually, doctors say when you feel like
this, it's because your blood
longer
is "underfed." It no
carries enough nourishment
to the muscles and nerves.

IT'S

YOUR BLOOD THAT

"FEEDS" YOUR BODY...

YOU FEELING BELOW PAR

yEA$r-AWPHEB£l

ACAIN!

BLOOP WAS POOR. HE SAIP
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BUT,
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LISTEN, OLP MAN, I'LL

NEXT EVENING
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Fleischmann's Yeast supplies your blood with vitamins and other food ele-

ments. Then more and
better nourishment is carried to your tissues. Eat 3
cakes daily, 'A hour before
meals
water

— plain,
I
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Start today 1

little

of the important
functions of your blood

One

I

I

ishment from your food
to thl muscle and nerve
tissues of your entire
body.
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net
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overtired
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1
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i
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blood get more nourishment from your food.
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Strangely enough,
too,

it's

a sucker contest

anyone wants to do a

if

work.

shady

little

can be beaten, easily. Songs so
rarely come into the first three that
haven't been among the first five the week
before that a guy can win by just making
every combination of three possible out
of the first five songs of the preceding
week. There will be twenty-five combinations. The person can print those twentyfive combinations on twenty-five different
blanks, sign them with twenty-five different names all at his own address and
just wait until the cigarettes come. He'd
even get his twenty-five stamps back.
Of course, the simple rules of Your Hit
Parade's contest ask you not to do that.
But how will they know if a guy changes
the names?
As a matter of fact, Your Hit Parade
does know pretty well. But it's tolerant
It

—
•

about

—

It figures that if anyone wants
cigarettes that badly, all right.
However, the contest is not being run for
those people and they aren't the ones who
are getting the fun out of it. It's being
run for you people who are essentially
fair
who get a kick out of trying your
wits on a game that offers a darn pleasant reward for success.
Your Hit Parade gets so much of a
bang out of seeing you get that reward,
by the way, that it has added an extraspecial little surprise. It's playing fair, it
believes you are, and it wants to show
it.

200

the

—

you how much everyone appreciates
Because

for

many who know

there aren't
I

intended

it's

wouldn't were

mine who sent
of weeks ago.

it

not

for

it.

surprise,
about it yet.
a

a

friend

in his selections

a

of

couple

HE

thought he'd gotten them right
those three songs. We sat around the
radio that Wednesday evening, listening
to the
Hit Parade. Well, my friend
was close. He had the first one. He had
the second and third one, too, but he had

NBC

them turned around!
He was disappointed,

all right. He flung
across the room and groused
about it for a minute. Then he said, "I'll
get it this time," and began puzzling out
the probable results for the following

a

pillow

week.

The surprise came then. After a couple
of days, of course; but it came. He got
a notice saying he would receive a carton
of 200 cigarettes.
"Some mistake here," he objected. "I
didn't win." Then he looked more closely
at the notice. It read:
Congratulations

®

Y CLOPAYS LOOK COSTLY

..WEAR AMAZINGLY ALREADY KNOW
SoEve Clean

Window Shade Problem . . •
Easiest

Way on Record

actual tests, 3 out of 4 people seeing a
INnew
Lintone processed 15c Clopay beside a $1.50 shade

only four feet away

thought the Clopay was the cloth shade.
That's remarkable evidence that Clopay
Lintone has a beauty usually found only in

more expensive shades.
Yes, all Clopay window shades have a
_

rich appearance

which belies their small
price. And they wear wonderfully, as
millions of women have already proved.
So why pay big prices for shades, when

15*
70

15c

Clopays

Made
terial,

"fill the bill" completely?
of a tough, yet pliable fibre ma-

by a

special process,

Clopays

just

don't crack, ravel or pinhole. They hang
straight, roll evenly, wear longer than ordinary shades. And Clopay' s price is so small
that you actually get 10 shades for the price
of one. You can afford to replace soiled
shades frequently and have windows always attractive. So see the new Clopays
now in leading 5c and 10c

and neighborhood stores.
Smart patterns and solid
Write for free color
samples to:
colors.

The CLOPAY Corp.,
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Although

you

are

not

winner

a

YOUR LUCKY STRIKE

on

"SWEEPSTAKES"

of this week because you failed to list the three winning songs in their correct order, you
were successful in naming these songs.
As a token of our appreciation of
your skill and interest, we are sending
you, with our compliments, one carSTRIKE Cigarton of 200

LUCKY

ettes.

Good

luck

to

you

on

next

the

"SWEEPSTAKES."
The American Tobacco Company.
INCORPORATED
N. Y. O. 171

He's even
contest.

And

more convinced
so

is

everyone

it's

a

swell

else.

Good Housekeeping!

York St., Cincinnati, Ohio

CLOPAY *PI TOS

When radio saved her life, it created the most unique character
in

broadcasting. Read her story
in the December issue.

RADIO MIRROR
Man

Nearly Married

I

{Continued from page 35)
told me. "he has succeeded in marrying a
wealthy business woman. He lives on her
and borrows magnificently from her
friends. And she, brave and loyal, supports him with a thousand pitiful make-

and sacrifices."
She paused a moment.

shifts

"The masculine

parasite takes a good many forms in present day society. Sometimes he is a simple
scoundrel. More often a misfit. Frequently the son of a family which has lost its
fortune. Brought up in luxury, he has no
stock in trade but his charm and breeding,
and becomes an exploiter of women. If
you find yourself falling for a man like
If you're
that, run as fast as you can.
married to one, divorce him! No moocher
is worth the unhappiness of a capable wo-

CHERAMY

April SKowers
THE

PERFUME

OF

YOUTH

man!"

ONEYCHILE JOHNSON,

that

blonde comedienne from Texas, says
it took a Yankee to teach her that a man
who talked a lot about chivalry usually
despised women.
As Irene Rich warns against
their

like

women

to

men who

work and support

them, Honeychile points out the perils of
who puts women on a pedestal." and wants to keep them in the home

the fellow

and under the thumb.
Honeychile is one of those

Southern

captivate the opposite sex by
being good listeners and yes-women'. Underneath this soft exterior she has a keen
If
you
brain and great determination.
have a will of your own, you can take it
from Honeychile that a man with a chivalry line is a man to avoid.
was before Honeychile's Southern
It
twang was familiar to the networks, when
she was still at Baylor University in
Waco, that she learned this primary lesson in love.

who

belles

Beau Brummel. He was
a crisp young Yankee from Connecticut.
Among the easy-going Southern swains,
the co-eds found his quick movements and
vital way of talking a delight.
He was
popular with the men, too. He was on the
Baylor had

its

football team.
And in a vicinity where the spoken worship of women and the art of flirtation

was a part of good breeding, he could
outdo the Southern boys going and
coming.
"I began to revere women with
my
Mother," he'd say when he and a pretty
girl moved into a patch of moonlight. "I
think a man who isn't considerate and
protective of women in every way is a
cad!"
Honeychile's father, minister of a Dallas
church, was a man of larger standing than
fortune.
She didn't have a car or quite

many

as some of the
was nice when the
popular Yankee began to single her out
so

other

pretty clothes

students.

It

FLOWERS/
April Showers clothes you in
the seductive fragrance of

Spring— the one perfume that
is always as fresh and young
and eternally right as flowers are!

Quality? Superb April Show-

APRIL SHOWERS
PRICE LIST

!

ers toiletries are the greatest

of Cheramy, Paris,
one of the world's fine perfumers. Expensive? Not a bit
The whole matched service
perfume, talc, dusting powder,
eau de cologne, brilliantine
will impress you with its geticreation

.

.

.

.

ferfumeX

$1 to $5.50
28c and 50c
Talc »\\
28c and 55c
^au dYVMogne 28c to $1.75
listing Powder
85c, $1.25
'Brillimkne
55c
Roummjjtipstick, Skin Lotion,
Bath Stilts, etc. from 28c up.
ffa&t stores everywhere.
piir^e ^izes
.

.

.

'

'
•

• •

.

.

erous value at low cost.

Cxjtjaic&ote

.

jLut.

/

(v

as his girl.

He would

take her whizzing over the

rolling Southern roads in his Packard, or
for long, lazy walks under the water oaks

and Chinaberry

trees.

"Southern

he'd say, "are the flower of

girls,"

American wo-

And you, Margaret," (he
scorned her favorite nickname as vulgar)
manhood.
"are

my

favorite flower."

Honeychile had, and still has, a passion
for hamburgers with a large slice of Bermuda onion, hot and peppery. But the

Yankee demanded that she give up

this

other love. "It isn't appropriate. Hamburgers and onions and that exquisite

mouth

—

fell for it when he said it, but there
was a smoldering resentment at her sacrifice. Why on earth shouldn't she eat ham-

She
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ps,.

burgers because she was a girl?
Honeychile was helping pay her way
through Baylor by singing in a choir. She
also sang jazz and did comic imitations
at the college theatricals.
One day the
owner of a Waco Hotel offered her $20

American colony in Venice is small, she
found herself pairing off frequently with
a brilliant young newspaper man.

for a weekly performance.

conversation ran to books, politics or history, he was invariably the most brilliant
man in the room.
She said to him one afternoon, "Tomorrow night
want you to dine with a
couple of friends of mine."
They were Jim and Lottie Shanks, a

It

Rambler

was June.

roses

ran

riot

over the barbed wire fences around Waco.
Honeychile was telling the Yankee of her
good fortune. Her first chance to perform as a professional! As she broke off
a cluster of scarlet buds, she scratched her

hand

slightly.

The Yankee kissed it with a great show
of emotion. "The owner of that pretty
little hand isn't going to do anything so
crude as singing jazz and telling jokes in
a hotel!" he told her. "I just couldn't see
my girl doing anything like that!"

"But

1

want

a career as a

comedienne

more than anything in the world. And
want so to help Dad."
"A home and children is the career for
I

a sweet thing like you," he began.
They were still discussing pros and cons
when they came on a hot dog and ham-

burger wagon. A terrible desire gripped
Honeychile. The smell of onions and frying meat was a heavenly fragrance. It became for her a sort of symbol a test. If
he'd just give her her way in one small

—

thing! "Just this once," she pleaded.
"Ice cream!" he grinned implacably.
The plates with their pink and white

'T'HE

glamorous beauty of the screen
stars can now be yours.
For the very same
methods which the famous stars of the screen
and stage use to acquire and maintain their
beauty are now revealed by Sylvia of Hollywood
in her new book, No More Alibis.
radiant,

Madame

the personal beauty adviser
to Hollywood's most brilliant stars.
It is she
who guards and preserves the exquisite charms
of the screen's awe-inspiring beauties.
It is she
who transforms ordinary looking women into

dreams

Sylvia

is

of loveliness.

In this book Sylvia reveals for the first time
of her carefully guarded health and beauty
secrets
the treatments and methods which
have made her a power in Hollywood.
She
gives special attention to reducing and building
up the body and covers the subject thoroughly
with suggested exercises, illustrated by photographs and excellent diets.
all

.

.

.

Some of the subjects covered in this book are:
Too Much Hips, Reducing Abdomen, Reducing
the Breasts, Slenderizing the Legs and Ankles,
Squeezing Off Fat, Gain Fifteen or More Pounds
a Month Develop Your Legs, Drooping Shoulders,

Clothes

Tips for Structural

A

Defects.

Firm Lovely Face, Double Chins, Refining Your
Nose, Skin Beauty, Beautiful Hands and Feet.

Overcome Nervousness,
During and After Pregnancy, The

Woman

Past

Yankee's vest.
hopeless little fool !" he
snapped, his voice hard and cruel as a
whip. "I'm going to report you for that,
and see that you get fired!"
"A man like that makes an unbearable
husband," finished Honeychile. With the
poor little waitress he'd nothing to gain
by his chivalry and his true, ugly self

you

"Why,

came popping

out.

What

he really wanted

under the pose of putting
pedestal was to own them

women on

Only 1.00
No More

Alibis

gives

you the very same information for which the
screen stars have paid
fabulous sums.
Yet the
price of this book is only
If

unobtainable at

a

like property.
completely.
Sure he
doesn't like his women to work, to become
free and fulfilled so they don't need his
kind!"

Dominate

them

AFTER

Honeychile

socially

vorite of the
Skinner.
In life, as oh stage and
radio, she is a woman of understanding,
Highly intellisensibility and tolerance.
gent, she still puts heart above head, fineness of feeling above brilliant thinking.
And the man she feels is most dangerous
to girls like herself girls who love culture and cleverness but who hate inhumanity and arrogance is the intellectual
snob.
A couple of years before she conceived
the idea for solo dramas, when she was
still acting usual parts in usual plays, she
went for a between-season jaunt to Venice.
This was prior to her marriage, and as the

Otis

—

and

artistically

great.

Whether

I

darling, funny old pair she had met and
grown fond of on the boat coming over.
They had been very poor before oil was
struck on their Oklahoma farm. Now,
with more than a million dollars, they
were determined to make up for all the

fun they'd missed in their hard-working
youth. Hearty farmer folk, their toil-worn
faces simple and innocent, they had answered many an appeal for charity on the
boat, but they hadn't been stupid about
it.
They stood out among the smart
throng on deck not, she thought, to their
disadvantage.
following evening gondolieri
THE
swanky, crested uniforms appeared

Miss Skinner's

hotel.

The Shanks had

rented a great palazzo, furniture, servants

and

•

all.

Two

uniformed footmen were waiting

for them with torches when they reached
the palazzo landing. A butler opened the
door and extended a piece of planking.
Before they had time to ascend, the
Shanks, themselves, came running out to
meet them. "Gosh, it's nice to see you!"
called Jim Shanks, a bit clumsy and uncomfortable in his evening clothes.
"We're awfully lonely," confided Lottie.
The dinner was laid in a huge Renaissance dining hall with painted ceiling,

stucco

and floors of tile mosaic.
to the long refectory table were

walls

Drawn up

priceless old carved choir stalls.

But one

of these had been replaced by a shabby

Morris

chair.
can't seem to get comfortable in
those stiff things," apologized Jim Shanks,
sitting down in it.
Up to this time Miss Skinner's escort
had maintained a shocked silence.
"But it's so original," he now remarked.
"I

Grand Rapmixed with Early Renaissance before!"
The dinner was too lavish and elabodon't think I've ever seen

ids

All through its many courses he wisecracked over the heads of their hosts. He
was scrupulously over polite. He imitated
Mr. Shanks' mispronunciation of Palazzo.
He called everything elegant and handsome, two favorite adjectives of Mrs.
rate.

Shanks'.
Cornelia sat in agony, glossing over his
sarcasm as best she could. She knew Mr.
and Mrs. Shanks were no fools, that they
were simple and easily hurt. How could a
man of so much intelligence be so stupid
as to think periods of furniture more im-

portant than kindness?
cessive

desire

to

please

The Shanks'

ex-

her was by

no

your local department or
book store, mail the
coupon below now.

—

[

j

Macfadden Book Company, Inc.
Dept. RM-1 1,1926 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
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Is

the Story Behind the Goodwill Court?

Address.

did this program become so popular it took the place of the Major
Bowes Amateur Hour Sunday nights? The December issue of RADIO
MIRROR brings you the inspiring story of A. L Alexander, the man who
made these the most talked about broadcasts in the country. Don't miss

City

it

Send

me.

More
I

What

postage prepaid, the book. "No
by Sylvia of Hollywood.

Alibis!'
enclose $1.00.

Name.

State.

.

Why

in

the

December

issue.

in

at

been thoughtful enough to send their private boats for their guests.
They had

"I

sought that faintellectuals, Cornelia
I

—

Forty.

$1.00.

and brown Neapolitan slices were handed
out by a scrawny little girl with limp
brown hair. Big blue circles were under
her eyes, her face pinched with long, hard
hours of labor. As she placed the plates
on the counter, her hand slipped and a
wedge of ice cream landed square on the

Well-informed, with a grand gift of gab.
he was able to dominate the salons of the

RADIO MIRROR
means unlovable, and not nearly

so crude

as his behavior.
"I never had any use for him after that
night." said Miss Skinner.
"Among my
friends are all sort of people ditch diggers, wardrobe mistresses, even millionaires.
should find it very dreary to
know only one sort of people. And I
couldn't bear a husband who'd be cruel to
my friends!'

—

1

MY

last interview was with Rosemary
Lane, Fred Waring's lovely soprano,
Rosemary has a flowerlike exquisiteness
which seems to flow directly from her
character.
She likes to think things out
and knows how to come to honest, wise
conclusions better than many an older,
more experienced woman.
"If you value harmony in living," she
advises, "never allow yourself to become
emotionally interested in a man who's so
insecure he can't take a big success or a
Let me tell you how
little failure.
I

know."
She was standing
foyer

in

the free

in

NBC

the big
studio
of a rehearsal.

moment

Everybody meets everybody with informality in that luxurious velvet lobby, so
she wasn't surprised when a loose-limbed,
tall angular youth she'd once met casually came loping up. He had a homely,
likable face, an ingratiating male awkwardness, and red hair.
"Hello. Rosemary," he said in a voice
that matched his smile, "After watching
certainly know
you closely for a week,
I

you

well
better!"

enough to want to know you

He was one of radio's phenomena. With
no training to speak of, he'd come to New
York bent on being an actor. A famous
orchestra leader had given him a chance
and his novel comedy had brought him a

moody, difficult. His charm evaporated.
He was touchy, and snapped at Rosemary
when she tried to help him.
Her loyal little spirit was up in arms.

sudden flush of popularity. In a small way
he was a fad.
His banter and his clever, original way
of

kidding

made Rosemary

find

him

a

He did have something. He just needed
one more break. Surely after this sad
time he'd realize he lacked training, and
go to a dramatic school if he got another
job. People were at their worst, she told
herself, when they were discouraged. She
couldn't let him go to pieces. She must

good companion. Under her own swift
uptake lies a world of serious purpose and
she thought this boy was like herself. He
called her Rosy and she called him Redhead.

As ambitious young people will, they
talked a lot of shop. Rosemary was taking music lessons, practicing several hours
a day.
"Why don't you go to a good dramatic
school?" she asked him. "You know we're
really both in radio by lucky flukes. This
is our chance to get a good, solid training so we'll have something to offer when

—

help him someway.
She talked him up wherever she went,
used all her persuasive personality to land
that second chance for him. And at last
she succeeded. She got him an audition
with one of the biggest comedy teams in
radio.

She went with him to lend her moral
support, but he didn't wait for her introduction. He went right up to the great
man of the act. "I'm here!" he an-

our novelty wears off."
"That's O. K. for singers," he retorted.
"But comedians are born, not made."
Rosemary felt that a true artist grabbed
the opportunity to serve an apprentice-

nounced.

The star observed him quizzically. "0
K.", he said. "Run through some of your

But she didn't want to be critical.
Redhead was so warm and gay, she was
beginning to feel there'd be a gap in her
life without him.
And he was so thrilled
by every tiny bit of success, so sure he
was rapidly becoming the comic-man of
the hour, it was hard to step on that bubship.

bling

How

kind.

Rosemary was

thinking,

his own gait before they
their line.

him go

let

to
try

him on
But Redhead evidently didn't think so.
"Why waste time?" he demanded, "You
know who am. You know my stuff!"
"Well, that was practically the end of
the story so far as
was concerned," confided Rosemary. "How would a guy like
that bear up under the wear and tear of
marriage?
tried to help him even after
that,
but of course it was hopeless.
Finally he went back to his home town in
New. England, where he'll probably end
up as a two-by-four salesman who boasts
as he canvasses from door to door how
he once was the big shot of the networks!"

young enthusiasm.

It was a shock to both of them that his
contract wasn't renewed.
"I'll
tell
you
frankly," his boss had said, "you do one
sort of comedy marvelously
a natural.
But you need to become less limited if
you want to stay on the air or the stage

I

—

I

either."

I

"Imagine that for ingratitude," Redhead
said to Rosemary, "when I've made his
broadcast the talk of the networks!"
As experience after experience proved
that the big shots of radio didn't rate him
as high as his

me. Let yourself go in your own

stuff for

way."

own

estimation, he

became

MAKE UP

ONCE ro

«

ALL

DAY

SENSATIONAL news for all you ladies —even in these
days of sensational doings. Pompeian's recent
covery will enable you to keep your make-up on

dis-

day

evening. You'll look as fresh and alluring at five

or

all

as

you do

It all

all

at eight.

sounds dreadfully expensive

the story.

You require only

.

these five

.

.

until

you know

NEW POMPEIAN

Preparations to treat yourself to this lasting

charm

cleansing cream, face powder, lipstick, rouge and astringent.

Each

is

sold at the amazingly

And we promise you

low

price of 55c.

that you will like these

NEW

POMPEIAN Preparations better than any you have ever
used, regardless of price, or we'll gladly refund the

FULL PURCHASE PRICE— PLUS POSTAGE.

Could

anything be fairer?
Send now. for complete instructions on

how

to keep

charm permanent. With the instructions you will also
receive a most generous "Get Acquainted" kit of the

NEW

POMPEIAN POWDER in 4 shades
and 3 new remarkable creams Cleansing, Tissue and
Massage. Better write TODAY.'
sensational

—

10 DAYS'

BEAUTY FOR ONLY

The Pompeian Company, Box
Bloomfield,

NEW
POMPEIAN
BEAUTY
PREPARATIONS

9c

47-1

New Jersey

Send complete instructions on keeping charm permanent.
Also 10 days' supply of face powder and 3 creams
Cleansing, Tissue and Massage. I enclose 9c for postage
and packing.

street

.
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SKINNY, WEAK
RUNDOWN. NERVOUS
Feed Strenqth-Buildinq Natural
Iodine to Glands for

RICH,RED,NOURISHING

BLOOD!
How Amazing New

Sea

Plant

Ocean Feeds IODINE-STARVED
GLANDS, Quickly Renews ENERGY, Builds

Add

3.

.

4.

!bs.

of

Iodine

and

Glands.
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Manufacturer's Note:— Inferior products,
#
preparations— in imitation of the genuine

sold as kelp and malt
Seedol Kelpamalt. are being
as substitutes.
The Kelpamalt Company will reward for
information covering any case where an imitation product has been
represented as the original Seedol Kelpamalt.
Don't be fooled.
Demand genuine Seedol Kelpamalt Tablets. They are easily assimilated,
do not upset stomach nor injure teeth. Results guaranteed or money
back.

6.

Make You Sleep Sounder.
Give You New Strength, En-

7.

ergy and Endurance.
Clear Up Skin.

5.
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Kelpamalt^s:

Good

tress.

.

.

Newport

vocalist, has

It

WLW,

.

.

is

*

*

WBBM

who

ing.

—

5

.

WGH

He was monitoring a test program
by the Detroit Symphony Orchestra
which was playing from its home city.
The program was not being broadcast.
Over the wire came the strains of the
"Blue Danube," which was quite all right,
for that was what the orchestra was play-

week

Strengthen Nerves.
Banish Ordinary Stomach Dis-

.

Fisk,
Chicago, enrecently began hearing things
which seemed rather out of the saner current of a radio man's life.

gineer,

appetite.

at least
Solid Flesh.

.

THE RADIO ROAMER TELLS—

Your Money Back If
Kelpamalt Does Not
2.

here to sing on

—of Larry

offered

Improve

*

MacCormack, WBBM poetry
just can't get away from friends

*

NATURAL

1.

*

swim.

of lettuce.

RISK OFFER!

19th.
*

Cincinnati.
asserted here that for rehearsals, the entire Barn Dance Troupe of
ABS repairs to the beach, where they get
to work around a fire after a preliminary

—

NO

December

left

which

ACCEPT THIS STARTLING

WMBO,

Chicago:

—

—

Other stations

into being.

old pal of silent film days.

often prove toxic.
Only when the system
gets an adequate supply of iodine can you
regulate metabolism the body's process of
converting digested food into firm flesh, new
strength and energy.
To get this vital mineral in convenient,
concentrated and
assimilable
form,
take
Seedol Kelpamalt now recognized as the
world's richest source of this precious substance.
It contains 1,300 times more iodine
than oysters, once considered the best source.
6 tablets alone contain more
IODINE than 486 lbs. of spinach or 1,387

and notice the
See flattering
extra pounds appear in place of scrawny hollows. Notice how much better you feel, and
if you don't gain at least 5 lbs. in one week
the trial is free.
Your own doctor will approve this way.
100 Jumbo size Seedol
Kelpamalt Tablets four to five times the
size of ordinary tablets
cost but a few cents
a day to use. Get Seedol Kelpamalt today.
It's sold at all good drug stores.
If your
dealer has not yet received his supply, send
$1.00 for special introductory size bottle of
65 tablets to the address at the right

WINS, comes

of the New York State Broadcasting System include WABY, Albany; WIBX,
Utica;
Auburn; WSAY, Rochester, and WBNY, Buffalo.
Los Angeles: Having assumed control
of KNX, the Columbia Broadcasting System is planning to build new studios for
the station at a reported cost of a million
dollars.
However, no CBS network programs will be cleared over the station un-

News: Honey Beaton,

glands

single

WSBC

WBBM

—NATURAL ASSIMILABLE IODINE—not

a

Chicago: In addition to moving its
transmitter from the near-south side to
the west side,
has just erected a
189-foot vertical radiator antenna.
New York: A new network, headed by

on vacation. On a recent trip
through Southern California, MacCormack encountered Vin Haworth, the Jack
of Myrt and Marge; Howard Neumiller,
pianist; Ulderico Marcelli, Chicago conductor, and Warner Baxter, an

—

for
difference.

mitter.

reader,

you stay skinny, rundown, nervous, weak
and ailing."
The most important gland the one which
actually controls body weight and strength,
and assures the utilization of nourishment
needs a definite ration of iodine all the time

Try Seedol Kelpamalt

Providence: Construction is starting in
East Providence for WEAN's new trans-

while

don't work properly, all the food in the world
can't help you. It just isn't turned into solid
flesh, husky, tireless strength, vibrant energy and the red blood supply that keeps you
strong and well.
The inevitable result is,

lbs.

its full

height of 217 feet.

.

Here's new hope and encouragement for
thousands of tired, weak, worn out, haggardlooking women whose energy and strength
have been sapped by housework and worry,
who are nervous, irritable, always half-sick
and ailing.
Science has at last placed its
ringer on one of the principal causes of this
dangerous rundown condition, and provides
the way for building up and renewing a rich
supply of red, nourishing, strength-building
blood.
"In most cases," agree many leading scientists and health authorities, "the
cause of weakness, nervousness, skinniness
and poor blood may be traced directly and
indirectly
to
MINERAL and IODINE-

to be confused with chemical iodides

9)

have reached

will

Franklyn

Cost!

these

it

dienne, has emerged from bandages, to reveal herself as the possessor of a completely remodelled nose.
Chicago:

NEW

When

17th,

COMPASS MERRY-GO-ROUND
Hollywood: Elvia Alman, KNX come-

STRENGTH, and ADDS
5 Lbs. in 1 Week or No

STARVED GLANDS.

{Continued from, page
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til

from

Pacific

Glorious

Coast-to-Coast Highlights

SPECIAL FREE OFFER

I

Write today for fascinating instructive 50-page booklet on How
.^ mUi strength, energy, cool, calm nerves and Add lbs.
Quickly. Mineral contents of Food and their effects on the human
body. New facts about NATURAL IODINE. Standard weight and
measurement charts. Daily menus for weight building.
AbsoI"tely free.
No obligation. Kelpamait Co., Dept. 991. 27-33
West 20th St., New York City.
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He switched to the New York wire and
what should he hear but the same music.
That was not at all all right, for the N. Y.
wire was supposed to be carrying the concert from Robin Hood Dell in Philadelphia, which was being broadcast over the
entire Columbia network. What made it
worse was that the music over that N. Y.
wire was lagging a bar behind that on the
Detroit wire.
Fisk felt like uttering a shriek and getting right out of there, when he suddenly
realized that the Dell orchestra was playing the same selection as the Detroit
group in a very similar manner.

Meredith Willson, NBC Western
Musical Director, who can truthfully assert that he and Mrs. Willson took a brass
band along with them on their honeymoon. Shortly after they were married,
Willson joined Sousa's band and went on
tour with it as flute soloist.
"When Mr. Sousa learned about our
marriage," Willson recalls, "he invited my
wife to travel with us. He couldn't have
been more solicitous of us both had we
been his own children and the three sea-

—of
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sons that we toured with him are among
our happiest memories."
*

*

*

Negro male quartet,
which sings from Chicago over the Affiliated network. All of them are post office

—of

the

Toilers.

employees who began- harmonizing informally at odd moments and then, on observing how well they sang together,
started practicing after their hard days of
work. It was thus that they adopted their

name.
But now that they've gotten their start,
the boys practice only four days a week,
resting on Saturdays and Mondays, the
davs before and after their programs.
Their arrangements are all made by Hermoine Goines, wife of Alphonso Gomes
baritone and manager. Other members of
the group are William Hudson, first tenor;
William Knox, second tenor, and William
O'Neil, bass.

the very busy Henry Hoople, Chiradio comedian, better known to
audiences as Elmer the Swede. On
a recent day he was interviewed on the
Radio Gossip Club from 12:30 to 12:45 P.
M. He snatched a fast cab and got to the
Wrigley Building studios in time for his
part in Sentimental Selma from 12:45 to
:00. Shortly afterward he stumbled into
the Man on the Street broadcast and answered a couple of questions in dialect.
And by 1:15 he was backstage at the
State-Lake Theater getting ready for his

—of

cago

WBBM

S

Cold
Weather
doesn't

1

put a stop to

vaudeville appearance.
*

*

*

ABOUT ANNOUNCERS
Seattle: A most amazing escape from
serious injury or death was made by Don
announcer here, when in
Austin,

KOMO

crashing his car. he was thrown through
his windshield, but came out unscathed.
Pete Barden. tenor, who was riding with
him at the time, was badly bruised
Des Moines: Harold Parkes. formerly of
here and KOIL. Council Bluffs,
has left to join the announcers of the
Affiliated Broadcasting Company in Chicago. His voice is familiar to Chicagoans,
since at one time he was sports commenParkes' place is being
tator for
taken by Gene Shumate, formerly with
Detroit:
KFRY, Columbia, Mo. . .
CincinLeonard Sterling, lately of
nati, is the latest addition to the
announcer roster. He is succeeding Lloyd
ChiGriffin, who has gone to
from
cago. Griffin also came to
.

.

.

You can offend with

WHO

WBBM.

The only sure way

even though you don't perspire

.

WLW,

WXYZ

WBBM,

WXYZ
Jr., of WCKY

WLW.

Cincinnati: Louis Aiken,
San Jose: The new
is now a father
here is that of
announcing voice at
James Doyle, lately of KORE. Eugene,
Fargo, N. D.: Sixth and latest
Ore.
member of the announcing group here is
Gene Devitt, graduate of KFjM, Grand
Philadelphia: Charles Seebeck
.
.
Forks
has left the announcing staff here to assume similar duties at WCBA-WSAN.
San Francisco: Two new
Allentown .
additions have been made to the
announcing group. They are Burton Bennett, formerly of KGW, Portland, and
.

.

.

KQW

.

.

.

something that your daily bath
cannot prevent. The best a bath can
do is just to cleanse for the moment.

It's

often heard women say,
"No, I don't use an underarm deodorant in winter. I don't need to, be-

YOU'VE
cause

I

don't perspire in cold weather."

They're perfectly sincere. Because
they do not feel moisture under the
arms or see it on their clothing, they
conclude they have nothing to fear from
perspiration. How horrified they would
be if they knew the facts!

to

avoid this dan-

your underarms special
daily care. And why not do it the
quickest, easiest way? With Mum!
ger

is

to give

A

Just half a minute to use Mum.
fingertipful smoothed under each

.

.

NBC

Lawrence Keating

.

.

.

Chicago: Another

new man has been engaged by ABC. He
Albert Avery, until recently free lance
announcer with other stations in this city.

worse. Tighter sleeves, and heavier materials keep air away from the underarms. And indoor life, with too little
exercise and too much nervous tension
is apt to result in ugly underarm odor.

—

that's all there is to
you're safe for the whole strenuous day.

Mum

soothes and cools skin. Prove this
right after shaving the
underarms. Even a sensitive skin won't

by using

Mum

mind!
Harmless to clothing.

Use

Mum

any

time, even after you're dressed, for
does not injure fabrics.

.

For, far from putting a stop to perspiration odor, winter often makes it

quick

arm
using Mum! Then

Does not prevent perspiration.
just

what you want

it

to do

it

Mum does

— prevents

the odor of perspiration and not the perspiration

Make

itself.

Mum

a daily habit, winter as
well as summer, and you'll never need to
fear perspiration odor! Bristol-Myers
Co., 630 Fifth Ave., New York.

is

ALL

AROUND THE TOWNS

Chicago: Janis Porter, lyric soprano of
WBBM, has been offered a place with the
Chicago Opera Company. Miss Porter,
who landed her
job but a few
months ago through her singing of the
"Star Spangled Banner" on a Texas Cen-

WBBM

tennial broadcast, is the third artist from
this station to receive such a bid
San
Francisco: Ned Tollinger, master-of-cere.

.

.

MUM

USE MUM ON SANITARY
NAPKINS and enjoy the
comfort of knowing you
can never offend!

takes the odor out of perspiration
75
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10*5 LBS GAINED
WITH NEW 3-WAY

TREATMENT

monies for the Carefree Carnival, has a
wife who's beginning to get as much publicity as he is.
lone Tollinger is winning
poetry prizes all over the place and her
work is being printed in several national
publications.
Hollywood: Oh, these
radio pranksters! A sign was recently displayed in the
studios announcing
that "Don Forbes (announcer) will pay
$75.00 for 1934 dimes." Don had a terrible
time explaining to one literal-minded lady
that the jokers purposely omitted the
comma after the "1" in 1934.
.

.

.

KNX

*

Hollywood:

*

*

KNX

The

entire staff of
held a farewell party at the San Fernando
home of Perry Wood for "Pop" Naylor
Rogers when he retired from the post of
station manager and vice president.
Immediately after the transfer of KNX's
ownership to the Columbia system, Rogers
planned to take an extended vacation trip
with his family through the East and

Canada.
Charlotte,

N. C:

Station

WBT

started

second season of a unique type of
broadcast in August by putting an actual
tobacco auction on the air from Dillon,
S. C.
Sponsors of the broadcast were the
proprietors of Dillon warehouses, the local
merchants who count on much of the
tobacco farmer's dollar, and the city administration itself.
its

S>

New Orleans: Al Bernard, the Gentleman from the South, is on New Orleans'

<:
:

station

WWL

with

a

twice-weekly

pro-

gram

which includes besides himself a
jazz band and a straight man.
One of
his most popular stunts is a series of
sketches called, "How Every City, Town
and Village Got Its Name."
*

J

#

*

Nashville, Tenn.: It didn't take long
for Nashville's
to locate a stolen
Michigan car a few weeks ago. The station broadcast the description and license
number of a missing Michigan automobile,
and shortly afterwards received a
telegram from E. E. DeGroseillers, chief
of police of far-off Rouyn, Quebec, saying
that the car had been located there. And
within an hour after
had broadcast
DeGroseiller's
message,
the
car
was

WSM

,'

Posed by
professional

model

WSM

claimed by Michigan police.
*

*

*

— you're an entirely new person.
Money-back guarantee

That Postal Oddities
Mass.:
program, originated by a post office clerk
in Kansas, J. B. Trapp, has passed its
sixth month on station
and with
the help of national celebrities is growpopularity.
ing every week in
Joe O'Gorman presents this unique show Monday
in
snaring
nights and has succeeded
many
of the East's big wigs to go on the air for
Rudy Vallee was the first. Joe
him.
remembered that Rudy had been made
an honorable member of the National
Years
Federation of Post Office Clerks.
ago, Rudy helped his father in the village
Westbrooke,
Maine,
which
post office of
practically makes him a blood brother of
Federation.
Others
every clerk in the

No matter how skinny and rundown you
may be from lack of enough Vitamin B and

who have appeared
James M. Curley of

SKINNY? NewQuickWay Gives

Boston,

WHDH,

Thousands Solid Pounds Fast!
TXTHEN

thousands of formerly skinny,
'
' .rundown, friendless people have
gained pounds of solid, normally goodlooking flesh with this new triple-acting
treatment, it's a crime for thousands of
others to remain thin and unattractive.
Actually, with this sensationally quick

new body-builder, you may not only
gain normal, nattering pounds, but also
naturally clear skin, freedom from indigestion and constipation, new pep and
popularity.
Doctors now know that the real reason

why many

find it hard to gain weight
they do not get enough digestionstrengthening Vitamin B and bloodbuilding iron in their food. Now with
this new discovery which combines these
two vital elements in little concentrated
tablets, hosts of people have put on
pounds of firm flesh, normal curves
in a very short time.
This amazing new product, Ironized
Yeast, is made from special imported
cultured ale yeast, the richest known
source of Vitamin B. By a new process
this special yeast is concentrated 7 times
made 7 times more powerful. Then it
is

—

76

is combined with 3 kinds of iron, pasteurized whole yeast and other valuable
ingredients in pleasant little tablets.
If you, too, need Vitamin B and iron to
build you up, get these new Ironized Yeast
tablets from your druggist at once. Day
after day, as you take them, watch skinny
limbs and flat chest round out to normal
attractiveness, skin clear to natural beauty

these marvelous new Ironized Teast
you up in a few weeks as
they have thousands. If not delighted with
results of first package, money back instantly.

iron,

tablets should build

Special
To

start

FREE

offer
you building up your health right

away, we make this absolutely FREE offer.
Purchase a package of Ironized Yeast tablets at once, cut out the seal on the box
and mail it to us with a clipping of this
paragraph. We will send you a fascinating
new book on health, ''New Facts About
Your Body." Remember, results with the
very first package— or money refunded. At
all
druggists. Ironized Yeast Co., Inc.,
'

Dept. 22H, Atlanta, Ga.

.

.

.

Governor

are

lately

—

—

Massachusetts, Con-

gressman William Connery,
of the other high state

and most
Joe has
Georgia" as

Jr.,

officials.

.

.

.

picked "Marching Through
the program's theme song, since the deluge
of mail praising it after he'd ordered it
Even the
played for a few weeks.
American Legion Band has been on the
broadcast playing its favorite tunes.
Joe and Trapp, the originator of the program, are hoping that before winter sets
in, a sponsor will take over the broadBut sponsor or not, Postal Oddities
casts.
will keep right on growing, much like
.

.

.

.

Topsy.

...

.

.

RADIO M
Yesterday's Stars

DO YOU HAVE TO
TURN AWAY FROM
YOUR OWN SKIN?

{Continued from page 21)
years the Silver Masked Tenor
networks, playing to capacity
houses on vaudeville tours. People spent
their days speculating about his identity.
The wildest rumors spread: that his face
had been shot away in the war; that he
was blind; that he was an ex-convict.
"I got proposals of marriage wherever
went." Joe White told me with a laugh.
"1
had to slip out with the band, un-

For

R O'Rt

—Where

Are They?

ruled

Rr

J

five

the

I

masked, to get away from the women who
stood in line waiting for me."
Today, he appears only on sustaining
programs. When the mystery about his
identity died down, much of the interest
in his singing went with it. though he remained the same plump, good natured
Irish lad with the pleasing tenor voice.
As for Phil Carlin, he tired of announcing and shifted to an executive berth.
Now he is sustaining program manager
at NBC. where he has a chance to use his
imagination daily.
Why have so many radio stars vanished? Some, being pioneers, lived their
day and were outmoded in their style of
entertainment. Some were spoiled by the
boom years and wouldn't accept less
money when the bottom fell out of the
radio market.

THERE

was Welcome Lewis,

Absolutely
Burt McMurty, an NBC

for

unknown

stance.

official,

in-

when

heard her

was welcomed to NBC at $200 a
song, on an oil program. Soon she pocksing, she

BLAME YOUR CARE, NOT YOUR SKIN!

eted S250 a song.
On commercials, of
course. Sustainings, she felt, weren't good
policy for a star of her magnitude.
After the collapse of big salaries she refused to accept a cut. Occasionally she
got a guest shot; for some time she toured
vaudeville. Finally she accepted three sustaining spots a week for her Musical

Blackheads, Enlarged Pores, other Blemishes are not
"Natural" to your Skin, but Penalties of Improper Care!
^^£aCWj CtlAeA.

When no

sponsor rushed to sign her,
she went to her home out West.

Remember Tony Wons,

the

Homespun

Philosopher? Tony sprang up five years
ago, with his scrapbooks, a miscellany of
poetry and philosophy based on his musings while he lay ill in an Arizona sanitarium.
His daily talks over
in Cincinnati
brought over 100.000 appreciative fan letters in one winter.
His life story was
printed everywhere as an inspiration to
those who were sick and in despair. His
scrapbooks became best sellers. CBS soon

WLW

had him on contract. When it ran out,
NBC starred him in a series of sketches
called The House by the Side of the
Road.

Somehow,

it

failed to click as his other

shows had. Today

Tony Wons

is

on a

lo-

station, WLS in Chicago.
And he
seems utterly content to spend the rest of
his time on his farm in Wisconsin.
And then there's the last of Barnum's
circus clowns. Uncle Bob Sherwood, who
brought to radio some of the glamor of
life under a tent.
How the kids chortled
with glee over his Old Dixie Circus, with
his dramatic sketches of circus advencal

tures!

And some

of us older kids loved

them, too.
Retiring from radio in
opened Bob Sherwood's
lower Manhattan, which
This fall, he's traveling
town with a circus, as a
for the Republican Party.
Only four short years

Have you

a skin you "can't do a thing with?"
Does it hurt you to have to look in the mirror?
Many a woman who dreads the mirror is not
born with a bad skin, as she thinks, but is
rather the innocent victim of improper methods of skin care.
One thing you must grasp is this The care of
the skin is not a complex problem at all. It's
really very simple. So simple, almost, as to
:

appear ridiculous.

Simple, the

Book Shop
he

still

in

owns.

from town

to

publicity stunt

ago Alice Joy
was the toast of the NBC networks. As

Needs of Your Skin!

Also Lubricates the Skin
But Lady Esther Face Cream does not stop
at this thorough cleansing. It also lubricates
the skin, a great need in this day of dry skins.
It resupplies the skin with a fine oil which overcomes dryness and keeps the skin soft, smooth
and supple.
Three days' use of Lady Esther Face Cream
will make a difference in your skin, an amazing
difference. Your skin will be noticeably

your skin needs, commonplace as it may
sound, is thorough cleansing daily and, with it,

clearer, noticeably softer, noticeably smoother.
It will have life and color.

All

a little lubrication. Given these two things, it's
amazing what the skin will do for itself.
The trouble is that all methods do
give
the skin the cleansing it needs, let alone lubrication. Many methods are too complicated and
only tax the skin. Many methods are merely
"surface" methods. They take off only the top
dirt and leave the imbedded dirt untouched.
What you want is deep - reaching action
cleaning out of the stubborn, buried dirt

NOT

But

for me
why I say: Don't spend a
me supply you with 7

let

days' cream so that you can see for yourself,
at my expense, just what this cream will do

your skin.
Just put your name and address on the
coupon below (or on a penny postcard) and
by return mail you'll receive 7 days' supply
of Lady Esther Face Cream. With the cream
for

penetrating face
in its action, it

yet penetrative.
It does not stay on the surface of the
skin. It gets into the pores There it gets
busy. It goes right to work on the accumulated waxy grime. It loosens it

For Your Eyes to See!
is not for you to believe, but

penny. Rather,

The Deep Cleansing Necessary
Lady Esther Face Cream is a
cream. Gentle and soothing

this

to prove. That's

—

I

shall also include all five shades of

my Lady

Esther Face Powder.

is

(You can paste

this

on a penny postcard.)

(27)

!

dissolves

Bob

1934 Uncle

heads. It permits the relieved pores to go
back to their normal small size. It permits
the skin to function freely
to refine itself
to take on life, color, radiance.

—

Scrap Book.

it

— makes

it

entirely

remov-

able.

With the dirt, comes out the cream
all of it None is left in your skin to reappear later in the form of a greasy
!

film

and cause

FREE

Lady Esther, 2034 Ridge Ave., Evanston, III.
Please send me by return mail your seven-days' supply of
Lady Esther Four-Purpose Face Cream; also all 6ve shades
of your Face Powder.

Name

shine.

This thorough cleansing does several
things for the skin. It loosens black-

City

(If you live in Canada, write

State

Lady Esther,

Ltd., Toronto, Ont.)
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the Dream Girl, for Prince Albert Tobacco, she enchanted us with her lovely
sentimental songs. Men sent her beautiful
bracelets and flowers; she was wined and
dined. Babies were named for her. Streets
were named for her.
When Prince Albert went off the air,
her reign ended.
Hers is one of the most unusual stories
in radio history. At the same time that
she was singing for Prince Albert over
NBC, Morton Downey was singing for

Hard Your LoveJin esS

Road

Travel the High
to Romance

Camel

cigarettes, over CBS. Both tobacco
accounts were owned by the same cor-

poration.

What have shoes
Look

at

any

Imagine

do with romance?
who's been "on her feet"' all

woman

to

when

chagrin

poured

in

of

the

from

all

sponsor
over the

country, commenting on the similarity between the voices of Downey and Alice
Joy. Some people even confused them.
Since sales of Camels were more important to the sponsor, the Prince Albert
program was withdrawn. And without the
romance connected with the Dream Girl
idea, Alice Joy lost most of her fans. For
a year she was off the air. When she came
back for Real Silk, two years ago, she
couldn't win back her former popularity.
Today, she's heard on a sustaining program over NBC.
wonder if the radio audience today
cares so intensely about its favorites as it
did a decade ago. Would you petition the
governor to release a criminal, if you
liked his piano playing?

day in ordinary shoes... then you'll know. Her
loveliness is marred by telltale lines of fatigue.

She

is tired. Uninterested and uninteresting.
Don't let this happen to you. Wear Perfect Eze,
the shoes whose charming styles flatter your feet
and whose special patented feature absorbs all
shocks and jars of walking. If energy and youthful enthusiasm are important to you, begin now
to guard your loveliness with every step you take.
Wear Perfect Eze for every occasion.
Patented cellular

the

letters

filler

between outerand inner
eole contains thousands
of air "pockets" which
absorb all jars and jolts,

I

bumps and shocks.

THAT'S

just what loyal fans did for
Harry Snodgrass.
Harrv. sojourning

penitentiary in Jefferson City,
broadcast frequently from the
prison. So enjoyable were his programs
that thousands of fans pitied him and set
about obtaining a pardon for him. And
strange as it may seem, they actually suc-

in the state

TSIOW— Perfect Eze

Missouri,

Shoes for Men $/Z5<>

CENTRAL SHOE COMPANY

•

LOUIS, MO., U.S.

ST.

•

ceeded.

he made personal appearbroadcasts throughout the
middle West. But soon the fans lost interest in the ex-convict, and he disappeared from the network. Today he's said
to be running a little furniture store down
South.
Perhaps you don't recall the singing of
Billy Hillpot and Scrappy Lambert, but I

For

Ida Bailey Allen's

Famous Cook Book

ances

1500 RECIPES
This 196-page volume by one of the world's most famed food and cooking experts contains just the
information you are looking for: How to Measure, Correct Temperatures for all types of cooking, Diet

Correct Serving, Meal Planning, etc.
Over one and a half million copies have already been sold in stores throughout the country.
Board covers, with new type convenient index, and flexible wire binding.

Hints,

Send 25c

in

stamps or coin (wrap carefully)

City

FOREST FIRE

RADIO LAMP
Forest

in

fire

Smoke and
flect

on the

colors seems to

full

flames

lake.

rise

really burn.
the trees recreated by an auto-

—

through

This striking effect

is

matic revolving cylinder inside. Amazes and delights everyA novel and beautiful lamp. Picture is a handsome
Artistic metal
reproduction of oil painting on parchment.
top and base. Full size. Complete, ready to plug in.
one.

Now Only

1

bill
ment, postage paid.

No

or

money

PRINT

GIFT SPECIAL
Special

discount

order several.
Six, $5.50.

you or to

those

Dozen

lots,

who
$10.

Shipped postpaid to
separate

IGNITION
fO Tompselte Ave.

78

to

addresses.

COMPANY
Omaha, Nebr.

black whiskers?
Straight out of Rutgers College they
landed on the air as the original Smith
After awhile
Brothers, ten years ago.
someone whispered in Billy Hillpot's ear
that he was wasting his time in radio.
With his looks, John Gilbert wouldn't
stand a chance. So the team separated.
Scrappy remaining on the air, Billy going
to Hollywood.

Under the the name of Billy Hughes.
Billy tried pictures; but in spite of his
friends' predictions, he didn't make good.

The Smith Brothers company welcomed
him back
on

again,

a series, he
original roles.

and whenever they put
and Scrappy took their

Today Scrappy's with various
among them the Lucky Strike
And so strange are the quirks

quartets,
Singers.

of Fate
that Billy Hillpot, his old partner, is production man on the Lucky Strike show.
What's become of Firestone's favorite
tenor, Franklyn Bauer? The story goes

00

order for prompt shipyour name and address plainly.
lamps shipped C. O. D. or on approval.

Send $1.00

time,

and

bet you remember their pictures, those
two Smith Brothers with their trailing

to:

New York

Margaret Simpson, RADIO MIRROR Magazine, 1926 Broadway,
Your book will arrive promptly, postage prepaid

a

NIAGARA
FALLS LAMP
Beautiful
Falls
flow.

above.

new

really

Price

picture

seems to

same as

that it was a quarrel with Harvey Firstone himself, over his appearance at a
gigantic celebration in honor of Thomas
Edison, that ended this phase of his caFirestone had asked to contribute
reer.
his services. Franklyn thought he should

be paid.

When Bauer's contract expired his sponsor did not renew it. After that it w.s
He
difficult for Bauer to get big jobs.
tried the movies, grand opera in Europe,

RADIO MIRROR
concerts in New York, but without much
announced he was
success. Last year
open for radio engagements, but no one
seemed interested. Today he picks up
whatever concert engagements he can get.
It's a long while since we've thrilled to
the romantic songs of the Poet Prince,
Anthony Frame, who reigned for two
years, bringing his message of romance to
dreamy housewives and impressionable
stenographers.
Then, suddenly, he left the air one of
the few to give up fame on his own initiative.
He went back to his first profession, being a rabbi. Today you'll find
him as spiritual guide at the Mt. Neboh
Congregation in New York City, under
his real name, Abraham L. Feinberg.
could
singing
felt that through
"I
bring happiness to thousands of people.
think a love song appeals to the finest
emotions of people. To me, it is a form
of preaching," he once said. "But now I
feel
can aid my fellow men more through

NBC

—

LOOK OUT FOR
THE "COMMON

COLD"!

I

I

The "Common Cold ' is the Common
Forerunner of Pneumonia and
1

1

religion."

The Bonnie Laddies were another trio
who deserted radio of their own accord.
They did it for financial reasons, because

Other Serious Diseases!

they just couldn't afford to stay on the
air.

These lads, Charles Kenny, Lou Noll
and Jimmy Whelan, were prosperous business men before they went into radio.
One was selling radios, one insurance, and
the other stoves.

AS

an avocation they made records.
Those records won for them their

radio account— the Bonnie Laddie
Shoes. Later, when Lou and Jim went on
for Raybestos, they became the Raybestos
twins, doing a combination humor and
song program. On the same program with
them was a young tenor who seemed to
have promise Lanny Ross.
When their sponsors went off the air,
they were offered sustaining programs,
but they refused them, realizing that they
could make more money by going back
into business. Look them up some time
if you're in South Orange, New Jersey.
They all have houses on the same street.
You old time radio fans, think back.

first

—

Do you remember Whispering

Jack Smith
heyday, when he was in such great
demand that he sang on four programs a

preparation

The Sensible Thing
in Treatment

How often have you

seen

it

good

treatment of colds.

— a cold today

Secondly,

it is

There's an amusing story explaining
got his name. Pressed to fill in for
another artist one day when he had a
cold, he sang in a husky, whispering tone.
It proved so popular that thereafter he
always used it.
Whispering Jack Smith made a fortune
out of records. Then, looking for new
fields to conquer, he went to Europe on a
It was a triumphant sucsinging tour.
cess, but when he came back to the United
States, he found that he was almost forgotten. He tried to make a comeback on
the air. New singers were springing up all
the time. On one of his programs was a
trio, the Humming Bird Trio, with an

how he

singer named Margaret Speaks. She was to rise to fame; he
to drift into obscurity.
Once in a blue moon you hear him
guesting on a radio show. His most recent
appearance was with the Hammerstein
Music Hall in July.

unknown young blonde

Radio fans are the most severe critics
in the world when it comes to the private
lives of the artists who perform for them,
as Arthur Tracy, the Street Singer, discovered. Not all the king's horses and all
the king's men can put a star together
again

when he has offended

the public.
the Street Singer stood for
all their dreams of romance.
Here was a
shining knight, a Sir Galahad of the air
waves. His own love story with Beatrice

To women,

internal in effect

and does

and something worse tomorrow.
Almost every case of bronchitis, bronchial
pneumonia and influenza has its start in the

four definite things of vital importance in

"common cold."

visable step in the treatment of a cold.

According to recently published
is a death every four
minutes from pneumonia

figures,

the relief of a cold:
(i) It

(2) It

opens the bowels, an admittedly adchecks the fever in the system.

there

traceable to the

"common

A menace

also a severe tax

is

and

to life

"common

the head-

(4) It tones the system and
helps fortify against further

cold."
health, the

It relieves

(3)

ache and fever.

attack.

A

cold"

fourfold treatment, in
other words, Grove's Laxa-

on the

Bromo Quinine accom-

public pocketbook. Statistics prove that the average

tive

person loses ten days' work
a year on account of colds.

results.

plishes definite

and speedy

Grove's Laxative

Bromo

Quinine imposes no penalty

in his

day?

number of other

for a

things as well. It has only one purpose, the

Something to Watch

its use. It contains nothing harmful and is perfectly

for

anything you
want to watch, it's the"common cold." Health authorities on every side urge it.
Don't take any cold lightly. Don't try to laugh it off.
If there's

The cold

that

safe to take.

Grove's
tablets

Bromo Quinine

now come

sugar-

coated as well as plain. The
sugar-coated are exactly the

same

may be only

as the regular, except

a sneeze or a sniffle today

that the tablets are coated

may be a bed case tomorrow. Regard a cold seriously. Treat it for what it is
an internal infection.
As an internal infection, it

with sugar for palatability.

Don't Procrastinate

—

When you feel a cold compatent that a

is

Mere surface
treatments — may tem-

cold requires internal treatment.

measures

— mere local

symptoms, but to get
the real trouble, you must get at a cold

porarily alleviate the
at

from

ing on, do something about

it

right away.

Don't dally, don't compromise. Go right to
your druggist and get a package of Grove's
Laxative

Bromo

Quinine.

Start taking the tablets immediately,

two

promptly, Grove's
Quinine will check a cold in 24 hours

at a time. Usually, if taken

within.

An excellent thing to take for a cold
Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine.

is

Fourfold Effect
First of all, Grove's Laxative Bromo
Quinine is expressly a cold tablet and not a

Bromo

— and

that's

the action you want for safety!

All drug stores sell Grove's Laxative
Bromo Quinine. When you ask for it, insist
upon getting what you ask for. The few
pennies' cost may save you a lot of anxiety.

RADIO NOTE:
System, every

on some

Listen to Qabriel Heatter review the news. Mutual Broadcasting
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday evening. 7:45 to 8:00 EST

stations.

9:00

to

9:15

EST

on others. Consult your newspaper for time

listing.
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Margel,

his

wife,

was

publicized

as

a

modern romance of two people who had
supreme

faith in each other.
Beatrice suddenly took the Street
Singer to court for divorce that was too
much for the fans. They revolted against
Tracy, and he was dropped from the
major networks.
For a short time he was featured at
WOR. Then hoping that the public had
forgotten, he appeared as a guest artist on
the Paul Whiteman Varieties program.
But they hadn't forgotten. Today he is
touring Europe.
Sometimes, when one partner steps out
of a team, you just can't seem to replace
him.
That's what happened with the
Radio Franks. They were one of the first
duets on the air Frank Wright and
Frank Bessinger were the original Franks.
All went well for four years, till Frank

When

44eJLfx CjXtUJL siJvdlff

to4&GLutU'

—

Wright married
South to live.

JDEAUTIFY

the closets in your

home

—

hangs
without curling, for months and months

Texas

woman and went

Bessinger got other men to substitute
for his partner, but it wasn't the same.
They've been off the air for five years.
Today, Bessinger is singing in the
Stork Club, a night club in New York,
and the last of his partners, Jerry White,
is an
entertainer at another night spot,
the Gay Nineties.
Once they begin the toboggan slide,
some stars are so completely forgotten,
that they die destitute and forlorn.
Remember
McLaughlin, the
sweet voiced Irish lad, in the days when
he was a member of the Capitol Family?
Remember how beloved he was as the Romantic Bachelor of the Air? Radio,
think, broke Tommy's heart. In spite of
his devil-may-care manner, he was heartbroken when his fans deserted him.
One thing after another went wrong.
He lost the girl he loved. He contracted
tuberculosis. It wasn't till he lay dying in
a New York hospital, destitute, that his
former fans and friends learned what was
happening.
Then they sent gifts and

with Royledge the modern miracleshelving that wears better, looks better.
Gay, colorful, its decorator-patterns are really
lovely. This patented strong shelving

a

flat,

!

Tommy

You can put up Royledge in a jiffy, without tacking. No
need to take it down even forlaundering for its dust-resisting fin- \
ish stays clean. And it is so inexpensive that you can use it in every
one of your closets, cupboards, kitchen and pantry shelves. Get
Royledge today . . . and help your shelves to beauty

—

I

I

-

• A nickel for 9 full feet at any 5c & 10c, neighborhood, or dept. store
(10c sizes too). Askfor the big Royledge package. It has a round sticker

that says "Feel the Edge!" ROYLACE, 842 Lorimer St., Brooklyn,
N. Y., makers of "Roylies" lace-like, beautiful table doylies.

—
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"FEEL THE

flowers,

and

letters telling

him how much

they used to enjoy his singing.
But it was too late. He died a short
time ago.
Has reading about these old favorites
stirred memories in your heart? Are you
thinking of the many others who brought
you happy hours and wondering what has
happened to stars like Ben Alley, Jack
Pearl, Harriet Lee, Gene and Glenn, Muriel Wilson, Helen Nugent?
Don't miss
the December issue of Radio Mirror in
which the other stars of yesterday are
brought to light. Watch for Yesterday's

'

EDGE"

No Matter What Your Age
No Need Now to Let

Gray Hair

Stars

— Where

—

Are They?

Cheat You

Now Comb Away Gray This Easy Way
hair
GRAY
are getting

Pinaud'S

SIX-TWELVE

CREAMY MASCARA
gives your eyes the naturallooking beauty that stirs

men!

Here's the way to frame your eyes with long,
heavy, lustrous eyelashes to give them
naturaZ-looking beauty without a hint of an
artificial made-up look! Use Pinaud's SixTwelve Creamy mascara the mascara in a
convenient tube! Its creaminess does away
with brittleness and matting, too
It won't run or smudge. Colors:
Black, brown, blue and green.

—

—

It screams: "You
is risky.
old!" To end gray hair
handicaps all you now have to do is
comb it once a day for several days with
a few drops of Kolor-Bak sprinkled on
your comb, and afterwards regularly only
once or twice a week to keep your hair
looking nice. Kolor-Bak is a solution for
artificially coloring gray hair that imparts color and charm and abolishes gray
hair worries. Grayness disappears within
a week or two and users report the change
is so gradual and so perfect that their
friends forget they ever had a gray hair
and no one knew they did a thing to it.

Make

This Trial Test

Will you test Kolor-Bak without risking a single cent? Then, go to your drug
or department store today and get a
bottle of Kolor-Bak.
Test it under our
guarantee that it must make you look
10 years younger and far more attractive or we will pay back your money.
Buy a bottle oi KOLOR-BAK >
today and send top flap of car- /
ton to United Remedies, Dept. 4411, I
544 So. Wells St., Chicago and re- J
ceive FREE
POSTPAID a 50c S

!FREE
THE

HOUSE OF

PINAUD

box of

AND
KUBAK Shampoo.

—

>

Phil Baker and company return to the
Columbia networks September 27.
Phil's

to

play

an

editor

this

time.
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How Wayne

Told at Last!
King Found

Romance

SAVE at Faddy PkicU

(Continued from page 31)
one night not long ago when
sat talking
with him and his wife.
"Sometimes," he said, "I_ look at my
son asleep in his crib and hope with all
my heart that he'll never have to undergo
I

any of the bitterness and struggle
as a child.

with

And

knew

I

then sometimes, almost

my

next breath,
think, 'Fellow, I
does kick you around. You'll
learn something no happiness or love or
money can buy you. You'll learn what
the really good things in life are.'
At seven Wayne King was partially supporting himself.
At seven, when he
should have been playing outdoors after
school to strengthen his slight-framed
body, he was spending his afternoons in
the drudgery of sweeping and mopping a
suite of doctors' offices, a daily job that
took him until well after dark. He worked
because he had to. His mother had died
four years after his birth in Savannah,
Illinois, in 1901.
His father, an itinerant
boomer railroad switchman, found it impossible to keep his family together so he
sent the two older boys to live with relatives and took little Wayne along with

hope

1

life

him on his trips from town
seek temporary employment.
was a
ITchanging

half-a-loaf

to

for

life

town to

a

Oven that "Floats in Flame"
Prize Winnersat Expositions
and Fairs the country over
praise Kalamazoo Quality,
and "the oven that floats in
flame."
Read about this
amazing oven in NEW

Mail

tor

Coupon Today

NEW, FREE CATALOG
Write your name in the coupon below for
the bigger, more colorful Kalamazoo

FREE

Catalog just out.
Nearly 200 Styles and Sizes

catalog.

Get FACTORY PRICES for New Coal
and Wood Heaters, Oil Ranges, New
Porcelain Enamel Coal and Wood Ranges,
New Combination Gas, Coal and Wood
Ranges, New Gas Stoves, Furnaces. New

child,

schools and boarding houses
and jobs and acquaintances every few
months and being alone most of the time.

Wayne

learned early

—

how

to look out for

combinations, new features such
as Copper Reservoirs, Non-Scorch Lids,
Enameled Ovens. Read about the "Oven
That Floats In Flame."
color

was a good thing. For at nine
nine, mind you, when most kids

himself.

Wood Ranges

It

years
that age are entering the fourth grade he
was left entirely on his own in El Paso,
Texas. The youngster quit school to earn
his bread and butter and shelter.
He sold
newspapers, worked in a laundry, washed
dishes in a Chinese restaurant until daybreak every morning, did a host of odd
jobs to pay for his food and the two dollars weekly that entitled him to a pallet
in the stuffy low-ceilinged attic of an El
Paso rooming house.
"The bitterest recollection
have," he
said to me, "is the period between the
time I was twelve and fifteen. For three
years
never had enough to eat. I was
slinging a pickaxe all day trying to be a
big fellow and do a big fellow's work, and
in the evening I'd come home so ravenously hungry, so famished
could have
eaten half a dozen dinners. I needed food
those years not only because
was doing
hard physical labor but because I was
growing, shooting up like a weed from a

—

Terms: 18c a Day— Year to Pay
More Bargains than in 20 big stores

— As
as 18c a day
— A whole year to pay.

Cash or easy terms
for stoves

little

30 Days

Trial

30 Days Trial in your home to prove
Kalamazoo Quality 24-hour shipmentsSatisfaction guaranteed or money back.

—

I

Over 1,000,000 Satisfied Users
Kalamazoo has been in business more than
3 of a century. Over 1,000,000 satisfied
Kalamazoo customers. Don't select a new
stove anywhere until you see the Kalamazoo charts that tell you how to judge

y

I

I

stove quality.

boy into a man.
"Sometimes I'd be so
walk all the way home;

FREE with

Catalog. Mail

coupon now.

I

KALAMAZOO STOVE COMPANY,

Manufacturers

469 Rochester Avenue, Kalamazoo, Michigan
tired

couldn't
in a
park or vacant lot to sleep a while. And
of all the things that can make you feel
unwanted in this world
think having a
cop bang you across the soles of your
shoes with a night-stick and say 'Get up,
kid, go on!' is the worst.
I
was used to
rough treatment but to be regarded as a
common bum was something that cut me
to the quick. It happened several times
and it would strangely depress me for
days afterward. That's a horrible thing
for a youngster to experience."
I'd lie

Warehouses: Utica, N. Y.; Youngstown.
Ohio; Reading, Pa.; Springfield, Mass.

I

down

FREE Q*"* *

I

20-in.door

KALAMAZOO STOVE CO., Mfrs.
469 Rochester Ave., Kalamazoo, Mich.
Dear Sirs: Please send me your FREE CATALOG. Check articles in which you are interested.
Coal and Wood Ranges

Ek

Coal and

Wood Heaters Q Combination

O-Sfjic!

•3!33b"

•^i.

'

Coal,

Wood & Gas Ranges D Furnaces D
Oil Ranges D Gas Ranges Q

After four years away from books and

Wayne went back to grammar
school at fifteen, worked his way through
high school. His chief diversion when he
had time for diversion was practicing on
an old clarinet his father had once given
him. He'd never studied music but he
had a knack for picking out tunes that
seemed to grow by leaps and bounds on
lessons

plainly

Circulating Heaters

"A Kalamazoo,

i*& Direct to You"

City

Slate
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The clarinet served a tremendous purpose later on. It practically

slight practice.

When

Swab

Doctors

SORE THROAT...
destroyed,
surface germs are

healing
soreness relieved,

paid for his two years at Valparaiso (Indiana) University by enabling him to
play with orchestras at night.
Out of Valparaiso, and broke, Wayne
headed for Chicago. After trying his fitness at everything from insurance clerk to
bank accountant he decided to become a
musician. He bought a saxophone in a
pawn shop and a book of instructions at

second-hand store on Clarke Street and
taught himself to play his sax as well as
he played his clarinet. Then he went into
the music business with every ounce of
capability he had.
It was his niche, all
right. He had to work night and day and
starve a little to accomplish it but within
three years he had launched his own ora

quickened.

the Aragon, a Chicago dance
which his music has now made famous and popular. That was ten years
ago; today all of his original musicians
but two are still in his organization.
Which certainly tells you something about
the kind of boss and friend the Waltz
King is to his men.

chestra at
hall

waltzes and dance to them and like them
again. It wasn't as blind a gamble as it
seemed to most of the people in the music

Wayne

For

business.

enough

King

had

lived

poverty and
wealth and high society and low society to
in

degrees

all

of

learn these things:
"The majority of people, when they're
out on a party at a night club or dance
hall, will request a tune that's new and
hot if their friends are listening when they
make the request. But if they can write
their request on a piece of paper, or speak
it into
ear, nine times out of ten it's
for a simple beautiful old tune.
they

my

Why

any
companions

should

embarrassment

before
asking for 'Missouri
Waltz'
don't know unless they're trying
to make an up-to-the-minute impression;
but since they do feel embarrassment
give them anyway the soft beautiful tunes
that deep in their hearts they really want
to hear most of all.
"Everything in our world revolves
around the home, doesn't it? That's why
when
broadcast
play music for people who are at home, music that will help
them enjoy their homes.
figure that the
people who tune me in are at home because they want to be there, otherwise
they'd be out. So
don't try to create the
illusion of a night club in every listener's
parlor;
simply play the sort of music
that
hope fits into every living-room as
perfectly as the old sofa dad and mother
bought when they were first married."
Wayne King's early years of struggle
for the worthy things in life have left an
indelible mark on the play side of his
life as well as in his work.
One of his
their

feel

in

I

I

I

I

I

he explained
me,
YOU
periences
went through
to

see,"

When you Gargle with

PEPSODENT

"the ex-

I
as a youngster gave me a chance to learn what the
really good things of this life are, to learn

and right sense of values. For
years and. years
had absolutely nothing
and
found out the things a man wants
most when he has nothing somebody to
love and somebody to love him, and the
roots a home provides as well as its comforts. Those are what he dreams of most
intensely, not fancy careers and sumptuous palaces and power and money.
"Then, after my orchestra became a
success and before I was married,
had a
chance to look at life from the other end.
had plenty of money.
I
could satisfy
every single material whim I had but my
loneliness and dreams didn't change.
could have had a home, but a home is not
a home when only one person lives in it.
realized that rich or poor the
Then
really good things in life are love and a
place to house that love and that nothing
else is really important. That is a thing
know to be true. For that reason
I
place my family and my home above
everything else.
"Live without those things long enough
and you'll learn how to value them.
save and invest my money
That's why
wisely to provide security for my family
and that's why I'd rather spend my leisure at home with my family than doing
anything else any other place in the world.
'And that," he added, "is also why
play the sort of music I do."
Odd, how hungering for a home and
love so long can spread an influence into
every phase of a man's work. At the very
turn of the jazz era ten years ago, when
the waltz seemed relegated to historic oblivion by all the bandmasters, Wayne
King staked his whole future on the
would listen to
gamble that you and
a balance

I

I

ANTISEPTIC...
doctors
you continue your
destroying
treatment by
the
surface germs, relieving

—

I

cold.

I

-%.

—

I

I

I

USE PEPSODENT ANTISEPTIC
FOR COLDS -TO RELIEVE

THROAT SORENESS
• The reason

doctors have you gargle is
to relieve soreness, kill germs. So remember, Pepsodent Antiseptic is three
times as powerful in killing germs as
other

mouth

antiseptics.

You

can

mix

Pepsodent with two parts of water and

germs in less than 10 seconds!
Thus Pepsodent goes 3 times as far— saves
you % of your money.
it still kills

So active is Pepsodent that, in recent
on 500 people in Illinois, Pepsodent
users got rid of colds twice as fast as
others! Get either the 25c, 50c, or $1.00
Pepsodent Antiseptic at any drug counter,
and see for yourself how
tests

pleasantly effective

SAVES
OF
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I

I

I

I

I

men friends said to me in complete
admiration of the Waltz King, "He's the
most all-around temperate fellow I've
ever known.
He doesn't gamble, he
smokes a pipe instead of cigarettes, he
close

doesn't swear. When several of us play
golf together and come into the clubhouse
afterward for a highball King always
takes milk with ice cream in it. And he
never goes night-clubbing unless one of
_

Guy Lombardo or Paul Whiteor someone, is opening somewhere;
then he escorts his wife and stays until

his friends,

man

midnight and they go home.

WITH
not

it

all

he's

such a fine fellow,

a prig. All the men who know
him intimately love him like a brother."
And still another indication: "I'll never
cheapen my music," Wayne King told me.
"If the times comes when folks no longer
want to hear my kind of band I can quit
this business cold and be perfectly content. You can't miss something that you've
never let go to your head, that you've
never regarded as one of the really permanently important things in your life.
At any time I have to I can lay down my
life with perfect
saxophone and fill
fullness on our farm."
The farm that had been drawn on the
back of a menu, you see, did become a
beautiful actuality. One day Wayne King
.

my

'

it is.

%

YOUR DOLLAR

COMING

IN

THE DECEMBER ISSUE

OF RADIO MIRROR
Another installment of that memory-invoking feature,
Read about such
Yesterday's Stars Where Are They?
favorites as Ben Alley, Goldy and Dusty, Gene and Glenn
and Harriet Lee, and many others who gave you hours of
pleasure when your first radio set was new.

—
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and Dorothy Janis slipped quietly to a
parsonage at Highland Park, Illinois, and
were married. After the ceremony they
sped to a nearby airport, hopped into a
plane and the groom piloted his bride to
their northwoods estate. To their home,
the

first

home Wayne

King, at thirty-one,

had ever had.

you can imagine.
rambling white house set deep
in the green hills and long blue lakes of
Wisconsin. A cozy house with multi-colored
rag rugs and polished pewter and firelight
reflections from the yellowed keys of an
old melodeon in the corner. Outside in
the sun a doll in her carriage has been

IT'S the
A low,

loveliest place

deserted for the lure of tame squirrels
calling for hickory nuts at the back porch
door, where woodbine curls like flame
around a trellis. To the east is a welltended private landing field, a hangar to
keep the Wisconsin weather off Wayne's
own plane. And for six hundred and forty
acres the rich land stretches and rolls
away across the pointed tips of evergreen
forests.

keen for the partridge and bear and wild
deer that roam the acres you'd have to
confine your shooting to a camera instead
of a gun. For you see, the place is not
only home for its human residents; it's

times, even if only for a few hours, the
Waltz King climbs into his plane, leaves
the crash and tumult of Chicago behind
him, flies out to the place he loves more
than any place in the world. To rest a

home for its wild life as well. And that's
a very strict rule.
For purposes of convenience the Kings
have another home, a luxurious and beau-

while.

penthouse at Edgewater Beach Hotel
Chicago. It's a gay bright penthouse
whose windows look out on the wrinkled
blue face of Lake Michigan, its floors are
thick with the soft pile of white rugs, its
furniture low and modern and deep-cush-

few months away from

tiful

walking to the fencepost mailbox on which "H. W. King" is
painted in not too even black letters and
unlatching the gate and going right up
the cedared road to the front door.
You'd be welcome to use the phone, you'd
be proffered a bucket of water for your
radiator or a toasted apple or a cup of
steaming coffee and sent on your way
with a friendly goodbye.
And if you were a guest in the white
house the place would be yours. With one
reservation. Should your hunter's eye be
bit of trepidation at

Seeing

in

around

a

"My

romp around

Dorothy

—

I

was

just going

by

so

I

eyes,

all this."

written

too

plainly

knowing that he could

men," he answered.

"You

see,

I

debt of loyalty that prevents
my stopping now. They've been with me
since
started, since we were all of us
young single fellows. Now they have
children and homes of their own; they
need their salaries every week.
couldn't
go back on them.
"I know too well what security means
couldn't take my happiness
to a man.
at the expense of a dozen homes and
a

I

I

thought

I

in for a

families."

Listening to him talking that night it
seemed to fit in. That the man sitting
opposite in the flawless tuxedo had once
been a ragged hungry youngster slinging
a pickaxe. That a Waltz King should have
kindly blue eyes and blond hair that's
thinning a little and a gentle soft-spoken
voice. That his desk and the walls around
it are fittingly covered with pictures he
himself had taken of his doll-like children
and his wife and his farm. Those are the
fabrics, it seemed, that waltzes are made
of. And that after all the good things in
life are love and a place to house that
love and nothing else is really important.
all

interruption.
Every spare

moment that Wayne King
spent at his Wisconsin estate. In
the summers when his work keeps him
city-bound the farm is an ideal place for
Penny, aged three, who has
the children
her father's blue eyes and a fan of yellow
curls tousled around them; Wayne, five
months, still a mere pink butterball. Somehas

his

owe them

minute." You have to be
invited beforehand, for the people who
live in the penthouse are very real people
who love their home and want privacy
and undisturbed quiet to enjoy their lives
together. The place they live in represents something very dear to them that
must not be subjected to constant casual

drop

fatigue

well afford time off since he is one of the
wealthiest orchestra leaders in radio, I
asked him, "Why can't you put the band
in storage for a while?"

score of Mickey Mouses
the walls of a peach and
white nursery. Out on the terrace begonias bloom pink in long lines of flowerboxes, a sandpile gives evidence of a recent session at mud pies.
It's a beautiful home and a hospitable
one. But if you were a friend of those
who live there you couldn't buzz the bell
any old hour with a "Hello, Wayne, hello,

and

ioned,

I'd

It's a homey sort of farm, not elaborate.
Were you a stranger whose car broke
down on the highway you wouldn't feel a

"I'm tired," he said to me. "I've worked
continuously for nine years without a
single vacation.
I'd give anything for a

is

—

—

DO YOU TAKE HEARTS BY STORM
—because your make-up's natural?
WHAT
—
—
if

IS

BEAUTY FOR

not to set masculine hearts athrob
if not to bring the thrill of conquests
not to sing little songs of happiness in
if

—

your heart when he admires? Make-up's
so important — especially your rouge!

There's nothing beautiful about rouge that
looks painted, that outlines itself as a splotch. But
Princess Pat rouge
duo-tone Ah, there is beauty!

—

All over the world smartly-groomed women say
Princess Pat rouge is their favorite. Let's discover

—

it is

MAKE-

- SPECIAL

The popular Princess Pal" rouge,
powder and tip rouge, easily
two weeks' supply, in a novel,
attractive Collegian

this

coupon and

—

utterly natural color. Your rouge
unless
Princess Pat most likely is one flat tone. But
Princess Pat rouge is duo-tone.

its secret of

Kit

—

for

!0c coin.

There's an undertone

that blends with an
change magically on your skin. It becomes
richly beautiful, vital, real
no outline. The almost
incredible, astounding effect is that of color coming
from within the skin, just like a natural blush. You'll
be a glamorous person with Priucess Pat rouge
overtone, to

irresistible.

—

Try

it

—and

see.

PRINCESS PAT ROUGE
PRINCESS PAT, Dep*.

61 -A,

Enclosed find 10c for which send

2709

me

S.

Wells

St.,

Chicago.

the Princess Pot Collegian Make-up Set.

NAME
CITY.
In

Canada, address Gordon Gordon

Ltd.,

STATE
489 King

St.,

W-, Toronto.
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Carmela

Ponselle's Secret Inspiration
{Continued from page 42)

repeated her question, and several heads
turned toward a small dark-haired girl
on the end of the line, but nobody spoke.
Annie Ryan almost lost her temper.
"Is
it
you, Carmela Ponsellio?" she
asked firmly.
"I'll say it is," the lanky lass next to

Carmela

said.
"She's singing so loud, I
can't even hear myself!"
Annie smiled. Carmela burst into tears,
and leaving her place in the choir, ran to

the door of the little church. Before Annie could catch up with her, she had fled
down the street, around the corner, and
out of sight.
The following Sunday, an hour before
the church services were to take place, a
little girl edged slowly through the door
and up to the organ where Annie was
playing. It was Carmela. Annie stopped
playing.

YOU'VE
want

come to tell me that you don't
to sing in the choir any more?"

Mrs. Ryan asked softly. Carmela nodded.
"Before you say it," Annie said, putting
her arm around the child, "I want to tell
you that
am very disappointed in the
way you acted the other day." Tears
slowly began to creep into the corners of
Carmela's eyes. "Why," Annie went on,
"do you think
wanted to find out whose
voice was carrying above the others?"
Carmela shook her head. "Because," AnI

I

nie explained, "it was quite the clearest
and nicest child's voice
have ever heard.
wanted to help you, Carmela.
believe
you can some day become a very great
I

ARE YOU ONE OF
THE MANY VICTIMS?
Do you suffer from Piles? If so, you know what
they can take out of you. They wear you down
physically and mentally. They make you look
drawn and haggard, no matter how you try to
conceal the suffering. They handicap your every
activity in life.

But the suffering, bad as it is, is not the only
thing about Piles. They can turn into something
very serious. This is always a possibility because

Many people hesiseek medical treatment for Piles, when,
as a matter of fact, no trouble is more in need of
of the delicacy of the trouble.

tate to

attention.

Three Effects

in

One

Today, you have medication for Piles that is of
extraordinary merit. It consists of Pazo Ointment. Pazo does more than merely "kid" Piles.
It actually placates them. Pazo is unusually effective because it is threefold in effect.
First, it is soothing, which tends to relieve inflammation, soreness and itching. Second, it is
lubricating, which tends to soften hard parts and
make passage easy. Third, it is astringent, which
tends to reduce swollen parts and check bleeding.
Pazo comes in tubes fitted with a special Pile
Pipe which permits application high up in the
rectum. It also now comes in suppository form.
Those who prefer suppositories will find Pazo
Suppositories the most satisfactory. All drug
stores sell Pazo, but a trial tube (with Pile Pipe)
will be sent on request. Mail coupon and enclose
Oc (coin or stamps) to help cover cost of packng and postage.

GROVE LABORATORIES,
Dept. 73-MC, St. Louis,

MAIL!

INC.

Mo.

Gentlemen: Please send trial tube Pazo.
to help cover packing and mailing.

I

enclose

10c

Name^

A ddressCity-

Tkie offer is good only in U. S. and Canada. Canadian residents may write H. R. Madill & Co., 6fy
Wellington Street, West, Toronto, Ont.

I

I

singer!"

Carmela couldn't hold the tears back
any longer. The little eleven-year-old
Italian girl wept freely and wholeheartedly
on Annie's shoulder. Annie, perhaps out
of pity, but
would like to believe for a
deeper reason, promised Carmela many
things in the following fifteen minutes
promises she knew would involve years of
work and trouble for herself. She said
she would give Carmela piano lessons,
something the child had always wanted
but which her parents, poor people,
couldn't afford. She promised to teach her

couldn't be sure you had something (vocally speaking) until Savage or one of his
colleagues nodded a head.
These men
loved fine, promising voices, and heartily
enjoyed, taking an undeveloped larynx
and ultimately depositing it, body and
soul, on the stage of the Metropolitan.
I'll
say they loved it— at fifty dollars
an hour and up it was a pleasure!
All Carmela had to do, with the help of
Annie Ryan, was to get to New York regardless of her parents' objections, and
without any money; then talk one of
these voice teachers into cutting the rates
so that she could have an hour's lesson
for the same price that most students paid
for a minute. Of course, there was the
small matter of supporting herself after
she got there all just a snap.
Carmela, not to forget Annie, did it! It
took a good many years, and a tremendous amount of almost manual labor.
When either of them would falter, Annie
Ryan remembered a promise made years
before in the interior of the little church
in Meriden. And Annie stuck it out until
that promise was fulfilled!
Carmela's first step? It wasn't really a
step, it was a run
she ran away from

—

—

—

home.
called

—

my name

isn't

Carmela

Annie Ryan!"

her piano lessons— two
hours each and every week and not one
cent was ever paid for them until the
little Irishwoman's hair was beginning to
turn gray! What Annie then knew about
voice training was also given gratis to the
little
Ponsellio.
Carmela
caught
on
rapidly. At fourteen she was singing solos
in the same church where she had been an
ordinary choir girl.
When Carmela reached the age of sixteen, Annie Ryan decided that as far as
personal help and supervision were needed,
her work was done. If Carmela was ever
to gain a foothold in the world of the
great, there was but one place and but few
people to help her.

The

got

place was

—

New York

City, and the

men like Paul Savage, Romano Romani, and Edmond Stanley
men who taught only the best.
people were

Voices that average mortals were prone
to rave ecstatically about were but raw
You just
material to these maestros.

Ponsellios,

mela disappeared.
Mama, the appointed
spokesman, asked, perhaps a bit heatedly,
as to the whereabouts of her daughter.
Annie wouldn't tell. She suggested looking under the' bed, or in a stray closet,
but as the meeting threatened to end in
a small riot, with the Italian forces decidedly outnumbering the Irish, she spoke
her piece.
to New York. She
to last until she finds

"Carmela has gone
has enough

money

a job."

"Carmela,"

I

voice to give her not only the opportunity to study with an unknown like herself, but some day to help Carmela to have
the finest voice instructors in the world!
Carmela has never forgotten the words
Annie Ryan said to her that shining Sunday morning in the little Italian church.
"If God has given you a fine 'voice, my
child, the rest of the world shall hear it."
She probably said under her breath, "or

Mama and Papa,
on Mrs. Ryan the day after CarThe

"must come
a

Mrs.
right

announced,

Ponsellio

home!"

"Carmela," Mrs. Ryan corrected, "has
chance to become a great singer. She

will stay in

New

York!"

Mrs. Ponsellio broke into tears. Papa
Italian.
"SacraPonsellio
broke into
mente!" (Here my Italian fails me.) But
in spite of tears, protests

nie

and

threats,

An-

Ryan remained undaunted.

the Goldbergs,
THE
Carmela was
couldn't be separated.
just

Ponsellios, like

If

New York, the only answer was a change
of address and climate for the whole famA year later, close on the heels of
ily.
Annie Ryan, the Ponsellios moved into
the big city all of them, including little

in

—

unnoticed Rosa!
Carmela, in the meantime, was progressing rapidly. She was a full-fledged cashier in the old Lorber Restaurant across
the street from the Metropolitan Opera
House. She had heard Caruso sing twice.
That, and other things, were expensive,
yet Carmela had found time to start a
bank account. Her weekly salary was

twelve dollars and fifty cents.
When Annie arrived in New York she
immediately opened up a small music
studio. Carmela obtained an "after hours"
job as a soloist in an Italian church. Annie, not liking to be very far away from
God. and Carmela, spent her spare time
developing a choir in the same church.
Their goal, which was, of course, the

Metropolitan for Carmela, seemed a little
far away. It would take years, but
then those black clouds were beginning to
move rapidly out of the picture. Annie
was ready to go to work.
less

.

the years held many surprises tor
both of them. If one were to list all the
jobs that Carmela worked at in order to

And
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pay for her voice lessons it would read
like a help wanted column. After cashiering,
she went into dressmaking, then
worked as a sales girl in a department
store and even as an usherette. But she
did get those lessons, and from Savage,
Romani, and Stanley!

The impresarios really liked Carmela.
They cut the hourly rates on her lessons
way down, and often after the appointed
hour had elapsed they
slip

away

charging

into

the

anything

let

next

the

hour

minutes
without

additional
time. Annie was always present at the
give
whatever
lessons to
help she could,
and to thank these important men with a
gentle touch of blarney for their kindness
to her youthful protegee.
Then came the momentous day that
Carmela was to go on the road in a travelPapa and
ing opera company.
Ponselle and Annie waved half tearful
good-byes as the train pulled from the
station and headed westward.
for

their

Mama

THOSE

were tough years that lay
stretched ahead of Carmela years of
dirty dressing rooms, inadequate pay, and
wearing
constant,
travel.
If
anyone
needed Annie Ryan's faith and fighting
pep talks, Carmela needed them then.
Not being quite able to shout across a
continent, Annie's only recourse was the
written word.
Her letters must have

—

—

meant a great deal to Carmela she still
has every one of them!
Annie's letters were not great works of
art; they were just letters of simple faith,
inspiring clean
courage, and giving a
lonely girl o'n the road the heart to keep
plugging. Letters about God, and about
how work and practice do not go unrewarded. They were filled with hope, and
quiet advice; homey, simple and straight-

Without them, she has often
Carmela would have been unable to

forward.
said,

go on.

There is much of Annie Ryan's spirit,
and these letters, still in Carmela. If Annie had failed to make her a great Metropolitan star, she would at least have had
the consolation of knowing that she had
given Carmela a strength of purpose, a
higher plane of thinking.
Today, in a world torn with doubt and
cynicism, Carmela still clings steadfastly
to the religious beliefs that Annie has
taught her. Annie always maintained that
without God there is no genius. Upon
this, Carmela built her career.
Up until now, little has been said about
Rosa. Annie had given Rosa what little
time she could spare from the hours she
spent with Carmela. Carmela was the person that the Ponsellios and Annie Ryan
expected to come through first.
She didn't. Like the proverbial dark
horse in a race, Rosa shot out of the
background to fame. Nothing could stop

and certainly nobody wanted to. Annie jumped behind Rosa, dug in with both
feet, and pushed. If God had meant that
Rosa should be the first to succeed, Annie was right there to fight until the last
her,

obstacle had been overcome!
The night that Annie had so often
dreamed about for Carmela arrived instead for Rosa. In 1918, the little East
Side Irish-trained bambina stepped out
on to the stage of the Metropolitan in the
role of Carmen, and knocked the white
shirt fronts and bejeweled damsels for a
loopalo.

Annie

was

there.

Very

much

there.

Quieting Rosa, pouring instructions into
her ear, proud as a peacock but I daresay her heart was with the girl on the
road, half way up the ladder, climbing

—

slowly but surely toward the same goal.

CARMELA'S
come but

chance

was

bound

to

wasn't until eight years
later, in 1926, that the goal Annie had
fought for was reached. On a night in that
year, Carmela made her debut in Aida, and
Annie Ryan's work was done. Her heart
was as full as a splendid Irish heart can
be.
It
may sound sentimental, but as
Carmela sang, Annie and Rosa stood in
the wings back stage and the tears kept
coming and going as often as the property

men changed

it

scenery.

That was ten years ago. Since then,
Carmela Ponselle has been very much in
evidence.
The radio has brought her
voice to thousands. There have been concert tours, benefits, and recordings. Nobody hears much about Annie Ryan any
more. As a matter of fact, nobody did in
the old days except those who tried to
put one over on Carmela. Some of the
old hands around the Metropolitan have
probably forgotten all about her Carmela hasn't. She repays her in the only
way she possibly, can first, with her undying gratitude and friendship; second, by
giving to the world, through her voice, all
that God and Annie Ryan have given her.
Carmela has just signed for another six
weeks as guest artist on the Broadway
At the present
Varieties air program.
writing, Rosa is on the West Coast comtour.
Annie Ryan,
pleting a concert
white-haired and vital, still teaches the
scales to those unwilling youngsters who

—

—

—

have

talent,

tions.

Annie

—

but

who

will teach

also

them!

own

disposi-'

Who

knows

perhaps she has three or four Carmela
Ponselles up her sleeve?
"Sure, and I'll be havin' ye know, the
Italians are mighty fine people
but with
the Irish behind them they're perfect."

—
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What's New on Radio Row

UOU DISCOVERED
THE GLORIOUS NEW
HAVE

(Continued from page 6)

campaign to start that week and they
wanted a radio show to go with it, so they
collected an hour of stellar material and

BRINGING NEW ROMANTIC
LOVELINESS

"for

THOUSANDS

decided to begin the series that night anyway. This is being written before the debut of the series, and Fred is expected to
be back September 7, so the plan is to let
him say just a few words to the listeners
and save his singing and dancing for the
following weeks. Whether or not that's
the way it will work out you'll know by
Incidentally,
the time you read this
Johnny Green, one of Fred's old friends
and conductor of the program, gives you
a new slant on this newest of radio stars
in "That Irresistible Mr. Astaire" on page
.

.

.

32.
¥

#

perimental dramas, which Irving Reiser
produces on a sustaining basis, will also
continue well into the fall.

RADIO ROWS
Alice

sympathy went out

Reinheart,

one

of

its

to
best-

known dramatic actresses, when her father
died on July 22. A few days later a further tragedy threatened, when her mother
was taken to the hospital suffering from
pneumonia. Fortunately, however, Mrs.
Reinheart recovered and was able to return home about the middle of August.
day, everybody connected with
SOME
convinced, there
the Lux Theater

£

is

is

REED
tone

KENNEDY,

young barion CBS' new Heinz Magazine

of the Air,

the

the former

is

business

man

who gave up

a promising career to seek
success in singing. Hasn't done so badly,
either
besides his Heinz stunt he's to do

—

seven guest appearances during the winter with the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra for its glass-company sponsor, and as
this is written he's being considered for

The drashow
Trouble House, which forms
part of the Heinz Magazine, is by Elaine
Pepper
author of
Sterne Carrington,
Young's Family.
the coming Coca-Cola

No wonder women all over America are switching
to this glorious new Hollywood Mask. New ingredients, new shades, new blending and harmonizing secrets. See for yourself how much more
Hollywood Mask can do for you
to create an
exciting, alluring, charming YOU!

—

matic

.

.

.

serial,

Cjoodhje WRINKLES, BLACKHEADS
Rupert
from
Hughes' collection of more than thirty
thousand volumes, and you can tell at
once whether or not he has read it. The
Camel Caravan master of ceremonies is a
margin-marker-upper. As he reads he jots
down in pencil his opinions and comments. All of which ought to make the

— —
—

and rancid oils try Hollywood
Mask! Spread it on! Rinse it off—
and presto! what an agreeable
change
skin once more looks

—

fresh, clear, youthful, glowing!

jjpsikk KEEPS YOUR UPS SOFT..
SHADES TO BECOME YOUR TYPE
Canlipstick do more than trans- Jumbo Size, 55c
Trial Size, I
lips into tantalizing, beautiful red ? Yes it can Hollywood
Mask Lipstick is not parching
soothes lips. Lasts out many
more kisses. Non-transparent.

form

—

Indelible.

Matches Hollywood

Mask powder and

accentuates

beauty of your complexion type.
Lipstick Colors:

any

book

contents of his library a valuable collector's item some day.

Light,

Medium, Dark, Orange, Raspberry

— powder that stays and
and STAYS on hours
— because moistureproof. End that "Plaster-ofParis" made-up look-— with
Hollywood
Now!

stays

longer

Mask Powder.

skin type. Micro-fine textured.

Applies smoothly with all
Large Size, 75c
Purse Size 10c
powder bases.
Powder Shades:
Try all three exciting new Holly- Rachelle Creole
wood Mask Cosmetics. On sale Brunette Peach
at leading drug and department Natural Blanche
Suntan
stores, five and ten cent stores,
or send coupon below — NOW — See how marvelously the right makeup can add to your charm.

HAIL HOW.. FOR tfoGbfwtmd
OR LIPSTICK OR POWDER
HOLLYWOOD MASK INC.
Powder
105 W. Monroe St.
Dept. 286, Chicago
OCreole D Natural
size cosmetics I have
checked. I enclose 10c for each
as checked to cover packaging

Send purse

and mailing.

Peach
Rachelle
Blanche Suntan

Q

Q

Name

Brunette
Lipstick

Light

D Dark
Street
.

.

.

.Slate.

D Medium

Orange
Raspberry
Hollywood Mask

.

—

DeMille was engaged
master of ceremonies.
Incidentally, it's amusing to note that
C. B. shows most interest of all in sound
effects
not the methods of producing the
effects, but the right sounds for the right

who claimed
merely as a

that

glorified

—

spot in the play.

ANEW
was

high

commuting

in

to

work

Emperor, from Nathaniel Shilkret."
record was sent off to Japan, but
rolling right back again, with a
definite request that Nat change the autograph since only the Emperor himself is
permitted to write the Imperial name!

HOPES AND PLANS
KATE SMITH is seriously considering

BERN1CE

T%TAT SH1LKRET, CBS

orchestra conductor, got into difficulties recently
over, of all things, an autographed phonograph record. He made the record, a gold
one, specially for the Emperor of Japan,
and when he was asked to autograph it,
wrote across the label: "To His Highness,

i^l

The
came

a trip to Hollywood this fall. Purpose: to take a featured role in a forthcoming Shirley Temple picture. The idea
has sounded like a good one to Shirley's
bosses for several months, but things only
recently got past the discussion stage
Mrs. Gertrude Berg, creator of The Goldbergs and The House of Glass, is working
on an entirely new script program for the
Ted Malone's many fans
new season
will be glad to hear that he has secured a'
.

.

.

.

.

.

—

and
Honey
Almond
sponsor Hind's
Cream, Monday through Friday at 12:15
The Chesterfield dance proon CBS
gram, with Andre Kostelanetz' orchestra
and Kay Thompson, will probably con.

.

.

—

tinue through the winter or at least a
similar program with slightly different perThe Columbia Workshop exsonnel
.
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Lux people

it's

Won't show because it complements your individual color

City.

the

throughout the summer by
the young soprano ot
Willie Morris,
NBC's Fireside Recitals. She used the air
to travel back and forth each week between New York and her home in Mexico,
Missouri, where her parents live and
where she'd rather be than anywhere else.
In winter, of course, she'll remain in New
York. Willie is presenting a very svelt
figure to the eyes of the world now, too—
what little spare time she had in Manhattan she spent in a gymnasium, and lost
ten pounds in a month. The American
Radiator Company, the Fireside Recital
sponsors, has hired Willie to be its star
for another year.

the

Iwld-a-DcU/ MOISTURE PROOF POWDER
IN SHADES MOST FLATTERING TO YOU

Hollywood spies
will do
Cecil B. DeMille, the famous director, is
growing more interested in radio by the
week. He's invariably on hand at Lux rehearsals and not just the final rehearsals
either; he has virtually given up the weekend cruises on his yacht which he used to
love so; and he's always trying to think
up new methods of radio presentation.
our

even

happens not

know what

set

,

!

stances when picture stars, lacking radio's
training in punctuality, have very nearly
been late to broadcast. Eventually, one
of them is going to be late, and when that

All of which should convince the skeptics

SELECT

Discouraged because nothing
conquers large pores and blemishes? You must stimulate underlying skin tissues, tone up
circulation
purge pores of dirt

going to be no famous guest star waiting
for you when you tune in of a Monday
night. Already there have been several in-

.

.

PRESS-TIME FLASHES
to

offers
this

summer.

CLAIRE

had to refuse two
pictures in London
She's the star of two weekly

make

programs, Melodiana and Waltz Time,
and you never can tell sometimes it's out
of sight out of mind, and she didn't know
but what she might return to find her
The Chevrolet hour
radio spots filled

—

.

.

.

starring Rubinoff, his violin, Jan Peerce,
Virginia Rea and Graham McNamee, will
be back early in October, occupying the
Sunday 6:30 position on Columbia's
schedule. Rubinoff has been busy during
the summer conducting symphony orchestras here and there throughout the
Rudy Vallee, as of the latest
country
report, still wasn't sure whether he'd appear this winter in a Broadway musical,
a Hollywood movie, or both.
If you've
read the story about him on page 18,
.

.

.

RADIO M IRROR
understand why he'd sorta enjoy
being in the Broadway exhibit. As reported last month, he changes sponsors in
October, but his program's time and network will definitely remain the same,
Thursday at eight on the NBC-Red, right
opposite Kate Smith's similar show on
CBS. For some reason we can't quite
fathom, that hour is considered the second
most valuable in radio. The first? Sunday at eight. One of our private operatises, dropping in on a Vallee rehearsal
the other day, caught the boys rehearsing
fervently on a number you may have
heard "My Time Is Your Time," it's
called. It has been Rudy's theme song for
years, but evidently he thought there was

oblige

you'll

seem

how

JOAN

don't

SHORT SHORTS
MARSH appeared at a

.

.

.

NBC's popular morning serial, Home
Sweet Home
Tex Ritter, known to
Bobby Benson fans as Diogenes Dodwaddle, and also heard frequently in cowboy
in

.

improvement.

for

audiences

hymns, or understand

couple of
Flying Red Horse Tavern broadcasts
this summer swathed in bandages about
the arms and face. She'd been at Sands
Point, vacationing, and had come in contact, not wisely but too thoroughly, with
some poison ivy
Alice Frost has taken
over the part of the mother, Lucy Kent,

—

room

New York

to know any
to sing them

hand for the marriage ceremonies of the
Mutual and Don Lee networks, out on the
Coast. The event is due to happen around
Christmas time.

—

still

— but

.

.

WHEN
Penny

Helen Hayes began her New
series last year she was worried over whether or not she'd be a success in a new medium
but her mind
ought to be at ease when she starts her

—

new

series September 28. During her extremely successful stage run of "Victoria
Regina" last winter, most of the autograph seekers who besieged the stage door
didn't want her to write "Victoria" after
her name. They wanted "Penelope Edwards," the character she played on the
air
Mark Warnow is once more providing the incidental music for Miss
Hayes' radio work.
.

ALEXANDER,
AL.
• and

the

characterizations on such dramatic shows
as The Magic Voice, True Story Court,
and Death Valley Days, has gone to
Hollywood on a six-months' contract with
the Grand National picture company.
Grand National is the new company
which recently signed James Cagney
For the record: A Reno divorce was
granted early in August to Mrs. Ted Hus-

originator

"attorney for the plaintiff" of
Goodwill Court, which Chase and Sanborn chose to succeed Major Bowes, has
received letters from many public officials
commending the program and expressing
deep interest in it. One, from Governor
Herbert H. Lehman of New York, asked
Alexander how he happened to conceive
the idea of the program and get it under
way which is interesting because Radio
Mirror has scheduled the answer to that
very question in a story for a forthcoming

ing.
Ted and
known in films

two Community
put Columbia in
an embarrassing position. As you probably know, the studio audience does the
singing on these shows. Many people outside of New York have written requesting
that their favorite hymns be sung, and
the program
directors would
like
to
its

thirty minutes, then automatically turn

!

+&coL
...

ANOTHER

PRETTY FACE.

NOT

NO GLAMOUR

LET

CUT!

YET DEAR,
ME TELL YOU
A SECRET

AND NOW TO BLEND
MASCARA WITH,

1

EYE

SHADOW..

WINX
WON'T
SMART

SO...

IT'S
T

f

A

WENDY,

I'M

ALMOST AFRAID

TO BELIEVE IT ... SUCH AN
IMPROVEMENT!

and

in the

Bobby Benson
.

.

.

Little

are honeymooning
Heller will make his
York this winter, play-

series,

Jackie

stage debut in New
ing the part of a

jockey in a Damon
Doris Wester, the
pretty little singer who got her start on
Major Bowes' amateur show, is in Hollywood on a Warner Brothers contract.
She'll probably resume her NBC series
from there as soon as her picture career
is well under way
Bryan Field, who
handles
the
Mutual network's racing
broadcasts, never bets
Wedding bells
for Paul Gregory,
announcer, and
Louella Rudd, half of the Rogers and
Rudd team on NBC
Also for AI
Kavelin, dance band maestro heard on the
Mutual network, and Virginia Gilchrist of

Runyon comedy

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WMCA
.

.

.

Pittsburgh.

.

.

WINX Balanced Colors: Colors either blend or clash.

In

make-up,

.

this

means "naturalness"

WINX
with

or that harsh,

colors blend 3 ways. 1.

With each

/&

it

DAHL, young radio actress,
JEAN
Neill O'Malley, who plays Tex

&j& Xcvu^ll
.

.

THE

.

.

THERE'S no denying the fact that glamourous, alluring eyes have much to
do with a girl's success in romance ... or in business. If your eyes are dull
and uninteresting, just try WINX, the favorite mascara of movie stars and
lovely women everywhere. One application makes your eyes appear
large, bright and starry
the lashes long, silky, shadowy. Truly, WINX
gives you the full glory and beauty of your eyes. WINX is tear-proof,
streak-proof and harmless, and actually keeps lashes soft. Try it next time.
On sale at all drug, department and 5 and 1 cent stores.

I'M

MISERABLE. I'VE FAILED.
JUST

.

on again. Not precisely a boon to the industry, and it's our guess it will never be
offered for sale ...
It's rumored that
Clark Gable will add another to the list
of new radio programs and enterprises he
has helped make their debut by being on

EYES
OH WENDY

.

A

popularity of
THE
Sing programs has

^

his former wife, who is
as Celia P.yland, were mar-

New

issue.

SCREEN TEST

.

ried in Harrison,
York, last April
new gadget to complicate radio listening has been patented at Washington. It's
known facetiously as a "radio shutteroffer" and consists of a panel of five buttons to be attached to an easy chair. Push
the required button and it will shut off
your radio for one, three, five, fifteen or

—

7^e

.

.

.

WINX

other. For

example,

Brown Eye Shadow

or

Eyebrow Pencil. Likewise, its
make it complementary to all

WINX colors. Thus, WINX gives you
YOUR EYES CINCHED IT, MISS
BROOKS ... SIGN HERE AND NOW
LET ME WISH YOU EVERY SUCCESS
.

QjCfJZ-

.

.

look. All

With complexion. 2. With eyes.
WINX Brown Mascara blends

tonal values are so balanced as to
other

"made-up"

natural

eye make-up.

OH WENDY
A CONTRACT!
YOU WERE RIGHT
AND SO WAS WINX
.

.
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A FUNNY

"

and I was

.

.

thing happened on the opening night of Mutual's Wonder Show.
Crowds besieged New York's massive Carnegie Hall, shouldering energetically to
get in.
Ushers admitted people who held
red cardboard tickets, which had been
distributed to the general public, but
through some oversight in their instructions, refused admittance to radio editors
and other representatives of the press who
had letters of invitation instead of tickets.

the guilty one!"

Not

Must Frank Rupert

until five minutes before program
time did the editors get in, and then
only when Mutual officials came to the
door and personally okayed them.
But
there was a hilarious press party after-

sacrifice

happiness, his home, his wife,
children
everything for

—

his

which he had struggled

— or

wards

to help the editors
bruised elbows and egos.

so long

be guilty of denying his
in her hour of
greatest need? It was a choice
he could not evade. He was
at life's crossroads
and the
bridges were burned behind
him.
You will find his true

Joe Emerson of the
FROM
All Churches program,

own mother

story of

how he met

on

John N. Garner, "Rock of Ages"; John
Charles Thomas, baritone, "O Come All
Ye Faithful"; Lloyd Douglas, author of
"The Magnificent Obsession" and other
bestsellers, "O God Our Help in Ages
Past"; Lowell Thomas, "Recessional"; and
Helen Keller. "Lead Kindly Light."

this heart-

Radio Mirror Rapid Pro-

"Then I was crushing her close, and there
was nothing in the world but her body in

my

gram Directory

arms."

{Continued from page 53)

IN

NOW ON

THIS BIG ISSUE—

TWO WOMEN CLAIMED HIM— MY FIGHT
FOR MY CHILDREN—MY FATHER'S WIFE
—THE HELL WE WENT THROUGH— WAS
IT A MIRACLE?— I MARRIED FOR MONEY
—STRANGE TRIANGLE—I WAS AN UNMARRIED MOTHER — BEHOLD THIS

MUTUAL'S BEST BETS

THE SCREEN

(All

If you would like to see re-enacted before
your eyes the stories that have pleased you and
touched you and moved you so deeply when you
read them in True Story Magazine or heard
them in the Friday night broadcasts of the True
Story Court of Human Relations, be sure to
urge the manager of your local theatre to show
every one of the forthcoming True Story Court
Human Relations series sponsored by
of
Columbia Pictures Corporation and based on

WOMAN—I'LL NEVER FORGET— TWICE
BORN MEN— STRANGER THAN FICTION—
A NEW ADVENTURE OF BILLY AND

Already
from True Story Magazine.
thousands of theatres throughout the country
have arranged to feature these vivid ten
Watch for them!
minute dramatizations.
stories

BETTY— THE TRUE STORY HOMEMAKER
WITH EIGHT HELPFUL CONTRIBUTIONS
FROM PRACTICAL AUTHORITIES— PORTRAITS OF FAVORITE SCREEN STARS.

TUNE IN THE TRUE STORY COURT OF HUMAN RELATIONS EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT. COAST TO COAST
NBC RED NETWORK. SEE YOUR LOCAL PAPER FOR NEAREST STATION AND EXACT TIME. PRIZES!

times

Eastern Standard)

SUNDAY
Ted Weems' Musical Frolic. (1:30 P.M.)
Original Amateur Night, with Benny Rubin and Arnold
Johnson's orchestra. (6:00 P.M.)
The Art of Song, conducted by Alfred Wallenstein. (8:00
P.M.)
The Wonder Show, featuring the Great McCoy, Scrappy
Lambert, Ken Christie's orchestra, the Wonder Quartet, Rita Johnson, Lee Patrick. Ned Wever, Florence
Halop, and a monster community sing. (9:00 P.M.)
Music for Dancing, with Nat Brusiloff's orchestra. Marilyn Duke, the Key Men, Larry Taylor. (10:00 P.M.)
Horace Heidt's orchestra. (11:15 P.M.)
Ozzie Nelson's orchestra (12:30 A.M.)

MONDAY
Mollie

of

the

Movies.

(3:00

True Story

ISSUE

Send
/none

NOW

BRADLEY'S FAMOUS

ACCURACY

guaranteed by 100-year-old million dollar factory.
Solid Gold effect case, guaranteed 25 years. It has a handsome
Compare
locomotive crown, timekeeper dial, railroad back.
When your watch
SEND NO
with a $20 watch.
Examine watch
arrives pay postman $2.97 (plus postage).
If you
carefully. Your money back if not amazed at the value.
order at once, you can get a second watch for only $1 more. Sell
it to a friend for $3.97 regular price and your own will cost
this
offer,
no
catch
in
it!
But
you
strings
to
No
you nothing!
must act AT ONCE during this special Expansion Sale. Send
coupon or postal today! FREE knife and chain to match with
every watch

MONEY —

j

I

CHAINS
and

KNIFE

free;

Cj! D

Nothing more to pay.
will pay on arrival.
I
RISK NOTHING.
I
not delighted.

j

Name
Address

MASS.

at $2.97.
for total $3.97.

.

— Mon.

through

Fri.)

—

Gabriel Heatter, news commentator. (9:00 P.M.
Mon.
through Fri.)
Symphonic Strings, conducted by Cesare Sodero. (10:00

P.M.)
Shep Fields' orchestra. (10:30 P.M.)
Crosley
Follies,
with
Edith
O'Brien, tenor; and Bill

Karen,

soprano;

Adrien

Stoess'

orchestra.

(11:30

(1:00 A.M.)

TUESDAY

OUT

CDrriAl SUPER-QUAUTY
OrCVI/IL
ENGINEER'S WATCH
C A I C I NOW
jALt!
ONLY $2.97

rB7^rEY^LDG."8n7NEw7oM.
urri p Ship two
one R. R. model watch
R. R. watches
Ship

P.M.

The Lone Ranger. (7:30 P.M.)

P.M.)
Louis Prima's orchestra.

NOV.

Hymns of
the CBS

ing them.
Mary Pickford, "Shepherd,
Show Me How to Go"; Vice President

it!

ALSO

their

Gold Medal Hour, comes this list of the
favorite hymns of famous people, all of
whom have written to Emerson request-

rending crisis one of the most
gripping human documents
you have ever read.
It's in
November True Story and you
can get your copy at the nearest news stand right now. Don't
miss

forget

Money back

Crusaders; Fred G. Clark, national commander.
(7:45 P.M.)
Alfred Wallenstein's Sinfonietta. (8:30 P.M.)
True Detective Mysteries; dramatization of True Detective Stories. (9:30 P.M.)
Bernarr Macfadden; talk, sponsored by Liberty Magazine.
(10:00 P.M.)
Shep Fields' orchestra. (12:00 Midnight.)

The

WEDNESDAY
The Music Box, with Virginio Marucci's orchestra, Nina
Paisley, Ellis Frakes, A Capella choir. (8:30 P.M.)
Ted Weems' orchestra. (11:30 P.M.)

THURSDAY
Morning Matinee, with Ben Bernie's, Shep Fields', Hal
Kemp's, Richard Himber's and other orchestras. (9:00
A.M.)
Racing from Belmont Park, with Bryan Field. (4:(5 P.M.)
Pleasant Valley Frolics; variety program with Charles
Seele,
DeVcre Sisters, Chrrles Wayne, and Joe
Lugar's orchestra. (7:45 P.M.)
Ozzie Nelson's orchestra. (8:30 P.M.)
Recital Hall with Charles M. Courboin, organist. (10:09
P.M.)

FRIDAY

Flying with Frank Hawks. (8:00 P.M.)
Cesare Sodero Directs Opera, with Willard Amlson. Stuart
Gracey, Aimee Deloro, and Chorus. (9:30 P.M.)
Bryan Field Racing Commentary, interviewing jockeys,
trainers, owners, and turf experts. (10:15 P.M.)
Ted Weem's orchestra. (11:45 P.M.)

SATURDAY
if

Racing from Belmont Park, with Bryan Field. (4:30 P.M.)
Sherlock Holmes, with Richard Gordon. (8:30 P.M.)
Mutual's Parade of Dance Bands, with Ted Black, Joe
Reichman, Shep Fields, Barney Rapp, Ted Weems,
Ozzie Nelson, Louis Prima, Al Ravelin, Horace Heidt.
(11:30 P.M. to 2:00 A.M.)
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Your Announcer

Is:

Pain
Instantly
Relieved!

NO FUSS— NO BOTHER— NO

RISK OF INFECTION

No

other method gives you the triple action of Dr. Scholl's
Zino-pads. They instantly relieve painful corns, callouses,
bunions and sore toes. Use these thin, soothing, healing,
cushioning pads with the separate Medicated Disks, included
in every box, to quickly, safely loosen and remove your
corns or callouses. Apply Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads alone on irritated
toes caused by shoe pressure and friction, and you'll stop a corn

KEN ELLINGTON

can

before it

1VEWS

start!

com-

Beware of Old -Time Ways That Ignore Cause!

must be delivered
piping hot, or nobody wants it. For
that reason, ever since some broadcasting station first put a news item
on the air, daily newspapers haven't
liked the ease and speed with which
radio can beat them to the public,
and many have been the words spilled
in an effort to reach a compromise

Don't use caustic liquids or harsh plasters and invite acid burn.
Never cut your corns or callouses and risk blood-poisoning. De
Luxe Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads are medically safe and sure. Flesh color,

is

such

modify that

a

perishable

it

whereby radio and newsprint wouldn't
tread on each other's toes.
It remained for Ken
Ellington, star
reporter of WFBM, Columbia affiliate
in Indianapolis, to show that a radio
station and newspapers can work together in harmony.
He co-operates

waterproof; can't slip, stick to stocking or come off in the bath.
Easy to apply— no taping, no messy medicine. Sizes for Corns, Callouses,
Bunions and Soft Corns. Get a 35^ box today at your drug, shoe or
department store. Standard White ~Dz. Scholl's Zino-pads, 25f£ box.

D* Scholl's Zino-pads
tfA<*4*tfft

jEft***
*

fSSBL

Speaking.

works with

them on

and manages to lend

his

individual

—

thousand programs, at the rate of
four a day, six days a week, and one
on Sunday evening.
If you're
interested in statistics, the words he has
spouted over the WFBM kilocycles
during those two thousand quarterhours add up to over four million.

No

was needed of his
newspapers and their
affiliated agencies than the group of
notables who gathered in the studio
further proof

friendship with

attend his anniversary broadcast.
Barry Faris, editor-in-chief of the International News Service, hopped a
plane from New York to be present.
Local newspaper officials who came to
to

offer

congratulations were Ben
S. Lawrence, general manager of the
Indianapolis Morning Star-, Steven
C. Noland, editor of the News; and

John
of

glossy Velox

deckle-edged

prints,

25c

professional enlargement coupons Free!

PHOTO FINISHING SHOP
412-B

Genesee

Valley

Trust

(Est. 22 yrs.)
Bldg.,
Rochester, N.

Y.

"The Kodak City"

their

W.

Thompson, theatrical editor
the Times. Myron C. Green, com-

missioner of the Indianapolis Chamber
of Commerce, completed the list.

WAY

QUICK, EASY

Ken celebrated his
two-thousandth news broadcast two
15,

Two

coin.

stories,

slant to everything he broadcasts.

On August

MAIL YOUR ROLLS TO THE KODAK CITY
Eight guaranteed

HOW A

with the reporters of the Indianapolis

papers,

—

in spare time. Many overcome
"stage-tright," gain self-confidence and increase earning power, this easy way. Write
.
. lor free booklet, How to Work Won1 ders With Words and requirements.
North American Institute Dept. 1388
Chicago, Illinois
> 3601 Michigan Ave.

At home

J/*
I**

TO LEARN

MUSIC
changed my name from "Miss" to "Mrs."

LESS than a year ago I was friendless, lonely,
unhappy. Then came the amazing event that
changed my whole life.
It was at Jane Smith's party.
I found myself sitI had nothing to offer
no
musical ability at all. Mary Nelson came over to
talk to me.
She was a wonderful pianist and the
life of every party.
"I wish I could play like you,
Mary," I said. Imagine my surprise when Mary
told me she had never had a teacher in her life.

—

ting alone as usual.

Then Mary

told me about the wonderful method
perfected by the U. S. School of Music.
No
teacher, no weary scales, no tiresome hours of
practice. You learn real music right from the start.
That very night I sent for the Free Book and

Demonstration Lesson.
I

never dreamed

that

playing

LEARN TO PLAY
BY NOTE
Piano
Violin

Guitar
Mandolin

Organ

Saxophone
Tenor Banjo

Hawa

ian Guitar

Piano Accordion

Or Any Other
ment

Instru-

and it wasn't long before I met Tom, who shortly afterwards asked me to be his wife.

Free Book and Demonstration Lesson
is typical.
Thousands of men and women, boys
and girls have learned to play this amazingly easy way
and what they have done, you can do.
Prove this yourself without cost.
Send today for amazing Free Demonstration Lesson and Explanatory Booklet.
See the simple
principles around which this remarkable method is built.
If you really want to learn music
to enjoy good times
mail the coupon below.
Don't delay act NOW.
Instruments supplied when needed, cash or credit. U. S. School
of Music. 30611 Brunswick Bldg., New York City.

This story

—

-

school" of "music
New

the

u. s.

Although

30611 Brunswick Bldg.,

piano was so simple.
I never had any
"talent" I was playing
my favorite pieces almost

before I knew it.
Then
came the night that proved
the turning point in my
whole life.
I went to a

—

York City

Send me your amazing free book, "How Tou Can Master
Music in Your Own Home," with inspiring message by
Dr. Frank Crane, and particulars of your easy payment
plan.
I enclose 3c stamp to help pay cost of handling.

party and this time

I had
something to offer.
My
friends
were amazed
I sat down at the
piano
and played song

Have you
Instrument

when
after

song.

evening
invited

Before the
over I was
three parties.

Instr?

Name

was
to

Address
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The Threat to the

Quints'

{Continued from page
for the Quintuplets' welfare, and if harm
of any sort should come to one of them,
a hue and cry of criticism would immediately be raised against him. People could
so easily forget that it was his prompt
action which saved the lives of the babies
during the first few weeks after their
birth.
It

tion

was the knowledge of how every acof his would be watched and criti-

that for a long time kept
to
appear to be capitalizing on his position,
for one thing; for another, he absolutely
refused to leave his post in Callander very
often or for very long periods of time.
Early this summer, however, he agreed to
broadcast from Toronto once a month for
the Carnation Milk people. Toronto is a
little more than two hundred miles from
Callander, and only one day's absence
would be necessary. When that contract
runs out, he will go on the air under the
sponsorship of Lysol three times a week,
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 11:45
cized,

in

fact,

him away from radio work. He hated

HBkM-^mt
EM NINE

F
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1
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E

over CBS, broadcasting direct from
Callander so that he will never have to
a.m.,

leave there.

-4—CU4—M^

"Frankly," he told me,

money my sponsors

do want the

"I

are paying me.

I'm

not as young as
might be, and
have a
nineteen-year-old son of my own, William,
to provide for. But even so,
wouldn't
broadcast if
didn't believe
have something to tell mothers, out of my own exI

I

I

NOTHING COULD

BE EASIER

Norforms
ient,

are small, convenantiseptic suppositories

completely ready for use. They
require no awkward apparatus
for application. They leave no

lingering antiseptic smell
around the room or about your
person. They are dainty and
feminine, soothing and deodorizing. Many women use them
for this deodorizing effect alone.

.EVERY DAY, more and more women

are adopting

Norforms

modern, convenient and

as the

satisfactory

most
form

of feminine hygiene.

Norforms

are easy-to-use antiseptic

suppositories that melt at internal body
temperature, and spread a protective, soothing film over delicate internal membranes

— an

antiseptic film that remains in effec-

tive contact for

many

hours.

I

I

perience since the babies were born. With
conditions as they will be, I can't see how
my broadcasting will harm the babies."

AND

that,

born of Dr. Dafoe's realiza-

tion of the

tremendous responsibility

placed upon him,

the signpost to the
one unbreakable rule he has set up for
himself and his charges. It is the rule
which will guide the Quints' lives until
thev are eighteen, or as long as Dr. Dafoe
and his two associates, Judge Valin and
the Hon. David Croll, minister of public
welfare in Ontario, remain their guardians
under the Canadian Government.
This is the rule: Never to do anything,
or permit anything to be done, which
children,
could conceivably harm
the
physically or mentally.
"In all the contracts we have signed for
them," the doctor said, "we have held to
that rule. It was part of their movie contract, for instance, that they were to work
under the conditions and at the times
was to be the boss, the contract
set.
I
said, and I was.
It's the same way with
news pictures. A large part of the babies'
income is from advertising tie-ups with
firms who want to use their pictures and
names in connection with their products.
That's all right; it can't hurt the children,
since
must always be assured that the
product concerned is good for them before
let them use it.
I
"We could make more money for them,
suppose, by charging admission to see
I
them, but then we'd be put into the position of having to show them whether we
wanted to or not. As it is now, people
come from all over the world to be their
guests but if one of them should happen
not to be feeling well, or if the weather
was bad, we'd be under no obligation to
is

I

A

distinctive

forms

is their

bydrecin
tic

and exclusive feature of Norconcentrated content of Para-

— a powerful yet harmless antisep-

developed by Norwich, makers of Un-

guentine. Parahydrecin kills germs, yet Norforms are positively non-injurious. There is

no danger of an "over-dose" or "burn."

I

MILLIONS SOLD EVERY YEAR
Send for the Norforms booklet "The New Way." It
gives further facts about modernized feminine hygiene. Or, buy a box of Norforms atyour druggist's
today. 12 in a package, with leaflet of instructions.
The Norwich Pharmacal Co., Norwich, New York.

—

NORFORMS

show them."
So much for the

present. What of the
future?
asked Dr. Dafoe what steps he
was taking now to fit the babies for the
time when they must surely realize that
they are objects of great interest to the
entire world. That time can't be far off,
incidentally, with such precocious and intelligent children. Only a day or so beI

©

N. P. CO.
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1936

Known

to Physicians as '"Vasiforms"

Happiness

17)

fore I talked to the doctor I had seen some
recent movies of the Quints, and already,
it seemed to me, one of them was showing
a very human and amusing disposition to
watch the camera and keep herself in
front of it all the time!
Dr. Dafoe smiled ruefully and ran his
hand once more through the shock of
close-cropped gray hair which is, I'm convinced, perpetually rumpled.
"What can you do?" he asked. "What
I
hope for is this: to fit the babies so that
when they are grown they will be able to
make their livings at some useful work,
some work they like to perform. They
will

probably never have to, but they
have the ability, for their own
If one of them should want

should

happiness.
to be an

actress, or a musician, or a
dancer why, very good, but it should
be something through which she can take
her place in the world, aside from the

—

one of the quintuplets.
we are doing all we can to
secure, not only from some
accident which might take their money
away from them, but also from fortunehunters who might victimize them after
they come of age. Their estate is in trust,
and by the time they are eighteen it will
be arranged so that it will be impossible
for anyone else to gain possession of it.
"They won't leave Canada until they are
eighteen. Then they will be of age, able
to leave if they wish. But until then
why should they? Up there in the north
country we have the most healthful climate in the world, dry and clean. The
children play out of doors in zero weather,
and it doesn't do them a bit of harm. I've

fact that she's

"Financially,

make them

them playing in the snow with their
cheeks as red as roses, having a wonderful time. Why, even
" he paused and
chuckled "I never have a day's sickness
up there, but lots of times I've come down
here to Toronto or some other city, and
in a day or so I'm likely to start sniffling.
"I can't tell you what the children's individual characteristics are. They change
so, from one month to the next. I'm keepseen

—

—

I

ing careful records, all the time, and maybe in a few more years we'll know what
special talents each of them has
but even
then, I'm not so sure. Until recently, I
thought my own boy was going to be a
doctor, but now it seems he's interested
in the technical side of radio. You can't
tell how children will turn out.
All the
babies are bright, intelligent for their age,
they all love music, and they like to dance.
They're getting so they can carry tunes
in their heads now, too.

—

rearing them
WE'RE
and language of

to the religion
their
parents.
Nothing but French is spoken in their
think it will be easier
hearing, because
for them to learn English as a second language than it would be for them to learn
French.
Maybe that's because
own
French isn't the best in the world. And
as soon as they are old enough to understand, they will study the Roman Catholic
religion."
As I listened to him, I understood that
Dr. Dafoe is rearing those children sensibly and well with love but without sentiI

my

He looks upon his work in
connection with the Quints rather as he
looks upon his broadcasting: "It's a job,
mentality.

me to do
He doesn't

for

as well as

I

can."

hold out any promises that
he will be able to defeat entirely all the
disadvantages the Quints' fame will bring
to them. But
by doing what he can, always he is certainly going to do much
to minimize them.

—

—
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Follow Your Heart Says

Joe Emerson
{Continued from page 43)
graduation that Joe became a successful
young concert baritone. Under his family
name of Joe Emerson Rose, he toured the
country, singing with some of the greatest
symphony orchestras.
The war interrupted Joe's career, as it
interrupted so many. Soon after the United States entered the conflict, he enlisted
in the Navy, and was stationed in the
naval training school at Cambridge, Mass.
The war years are memorable to him for
only one thing it was during them that

—

and married.
ended, and Joe found himself
with a wife and baby daughter. Before
his marriage, he had never worried very
much over his personal financial situation.
His concert work had always brought him
an adequate living, and he had been satisfied to live alternately in his suitcase and
he

THEIOURT

Humnn

of

RELHTIOnS
To theatre audiences
everywhere has come a
new
the

heart-sensation
first

dramatization

of

Magazine or heard

first

in the

Relations. See

of this

series today.

each

revela-

True Story Court

Human

the

.

broadcasts

Friday night

of

.

True Story

tions read in

of the

.

dynamic screen

.

.

amazing
watch

new throbbing

for

ten-

minute adventure of hu-

"

in

fell

love,

The war

HOME
GROWN

some hotel room.

Now

things were different, as Wilsie, his
her practical way, pointed out.
"It's been two years since you had a concert date." she said. "Won't it be hard to
get started again? And even if you do,
you'll be traveling all over the country.

wife,

/

/

More Vitamins
More Mineral Salts

in

Can you make enough to pay expenses
and still maintain a home for the baby
and me?"

FOR YOU and YOUR
BABY

Joe had to admit, he probably
NO,couldn't.
Characteristically, he faced

However painstakingly you may selectmarket

Since he
the situation and analyzed it.
couldn't make a living at the work he preferred, he must go into some other profession where the rewards would be much
greater; in fact, if money, not personal satisfaction, was to be the primary object of
his work, it must be big money, riches. He
canvassed the field of possible "big money"
occupations thoroughly, and finally decided on finance. Fortunes could be made
overnight in the stock market, he knew.
And they could also be lost in the same
space of time. They could be made more
slowly, but more safely, in the bond

market.

Once having settled his goal in his mind,
Joe set about achieving it in a methodical
manner. He secured a position in a Wall
Street bond house, selling bonds on comLike other young "customers'
mission.
men," he was given a handful of prospect cards names and addresses of people who might, under sufficient persuasion,
invest some money.
"All these have been interviewed before," Joe said to himself. "Probably they
represent the toughest sales resistance in
New York. I'll dig up
own prospects."
He walked out into the street and looked
around. Looming up into the sky, a few
blocks away, was the Woolworth Building, in those days the tallest skyscraper on
Manhattan Island. That building. Joe decided, was going to be his territory.
He started on the top floor and worked
downwards. It took him two years to
finish covering his "territory" completely,
but at the end of that time he had several
clients in the Woolworth Building who
were buying from him to the tune of about
85000 in commissions apiece per year. He
never solicited business in any other spot
but the Woolworth Building in all that
time.

—

my

Joe had proved

maker

in

his ability as a

the business world;

now

moneyit was

time to branch out and find larger op
portunities. Accordingly, he became one
of the pioneers in the Florida real estate
boom. Quick to take advantage of his
opportunities, resourceful, persuasive, he

vegetables— if they are not cooked promptly
after sura-ripening, time will steal some of
those special food elements which your baby
requires to grow normally
painstakingly you cook and
you can scarcely exclude air, and
vacuumize natural moisture— as you must to

And however

sieve them,

keep those special food values!
Gerber's are Home Grown, within one
hour's trucking from our kitchens, in selected
soils, from pedigreed seeds, under our control. Then cooked in systems closed against
marauding air that would lessen precious
vitamins — and guarded from such moisture
loss as would rob them of mineral values.
And because we get them fresh, we can pack
them unseasoned; you simply follo w d octor's orders if he advises you to add
salt or sugar for your baby.

Shaker-Cooked Strained Foods
STRAINED TOMATOES, GREEN BEANS, BEETS,
CARROTS, PEAS, SPINACH, VEGETABLE SOUP.

ALSO, STRAINED

PRUNES AND CEREAL.

RADIO MI RROR
Recognized as America's
Smartest Styles

soon had a half-dozen profitable business
ventures on hand. He helped to build
Biscayne Boulevard in Miami, by persuading many of the most important stores in

town to move into that section.
Standing one day on a street corner,
talking to Tex Rickard, who had then just
turned his attention from prize fights to
real

estate,

Joe said

idly,

"That's a nice

car that just passed us, isn't it?
who has the agency?"

Tex thought
he

Clamorously lovely!

Paris-inspired!
soaring, high
lines... and the choice of style-minded
women everywhere! See these beautiful styles today. Write for name of
dealer in your^ity.

Designed

new

in the

Wonder

moment.

"It's for sale,"

"Let's get it."
As casually as all that, Joe and Tex
went into the automobile business together.
And when, not many months
later, Tex died, Joe bought his share of the
business from the estate and became sole
said.

owner.
His interests' began to be complex and
interlocked—part of the vast pattern of
paper finance which was the Florida boom.
He became director in two banks; he made

commitments for hundreds

of

new and

it all, the crash came.
of which he was director
and according to the Federal law
he was liable to the depositors to twice
the extent of his interest in the banks. All
his negotiable cash was tied up in real
estate and automobiles.

The two banks

closed,

—

There were two things he could do go
through bankruptcy, thereby evading his
financial responsibilities. Or undertake the
Herculean task of shouldering his debts
and paying off every one of them.

HE

chose the latter. He had to. The
son of that unordained minister who
preached for a hobby could have made
no other choice. And somehow, he suc-

ceeded, by frantically selling all his real
estate and automobiles at prices so low
that even the depressed Florida market
couldn't resist them.
Finally, all his debts, including his liabilities to the bank depositors, were paid.
He had left exactly one hundred dollars
and a second-hand car, eminently unsalable.

Once more Joe Emerson Rose took stock
of his position even more seriously, this
time, than he had done before, just after
the Armistice.
"There is no security," he told Wilsie.
"Business is as unstable as singing. Isn't
it much better for me to do whatever lies
nearest to my heart?"
Wilsie, too, had learned a new kind of
wisdom in those years of frenzied finance.
She agreed with him, now, that it was
better to work first of all for the pleasure
of achievement the work could give you.

—

ck or brown suede
side

tie.

iigh-in-front
,-j

\

of Ink blue or
"sbadoif" kid.

Back to New York came Joe and Wilsie
and Carolyn, their daughter, using most
of that hundred dollars to buy gasoline
for the one second-hand car Joe hadn't

FREE!

ft

YEAR'S SUPPLY OF PARIS

FASHION SHOES TO 100

WOMEN

Nothing to buy! Just finish this sentence: "l
.'
like Paris Fashion Shoes because
(in
25 words or less). Winners will receive 8
pairs of Paris Fashion Shoes, Write today
and name of your
for style booklet
dealer from whom you can get entry blank.
Contest closes December 15th. Dept. F-2,
.

.

.

Wohl Shoe Company,

.

Saint Louis, Missouri.

GUARANTEED BY GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
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he would

to do.

with
a ten-dollar job here, a fifteen-dollar one
there.
Today, he remembers those anxious weeks with but one happy thought—
Wilsie and Carolyn, the latter used to
luxury all her short life, proved the
stuff they were made of by meeting all the
hardships without a murmur.
At last he heard of an opening at station
in Cincinnati. A singer there
had quarreled with his sponsor, and a new
one was needed in a hurry. Joe wired, got
the job, gathered together all his available cash, just enough to purchase transportation, and left in a hurry— but he
wasn't there quite soon enough. He arrived to find that the quarrel had been
living,

WLW,

patched up.

He didn't have enough money to go
back to New York. There was nothing to
do but haunt the
studios in hope
of a job. He got the work, finally, but it
wasn't real radio work. For a year he was
general handy-man around the
studios—guide, attendant, janitor, anything.
His patience and willingness were rewarded with a fifteen-minute sustaining
program. Even it wasn't much, but it
was a living— and it was also, though he
didn't know it then, the important first
step in the climb that was to bring him to

WLW

WLW

his present success.

He had been singing on the sustaining
program for a few weeks when he began

hymn on each program.
first— perhaps the listeners
would object— he sang the hymns he had
learned so long ago.
The response, brought by every mail deincluding

one

Timidly,

at

livery, was
his listeners

tremendous. Overwhelmingly,
approved of the hymns.
One day J. Ralph Corbett, merchandising consultant of WLW, asked Joe casually,

"Why

don't you sing the

hymns

of

churches on your program?"
The phrase clicked. "Hymns of All
Churches! That's what we'll call it!" said
Joe Emerson.
Before the Hymns of all Churches proall

gram came to you on
work it underwent a

a coast-to-coast netgruelling period of

testing and experimentation over WLW.
Sponsored by General Mills, the program
and the public's reaction to it were studied
exhaustively. Questionnaires were sent to
ministers and laymen, asking for their
opinion of the program, asking also
whether or not they objected to having it
sponsored commercially. The reaction to
both questions was practically one hun-

dred per cent favorable.

Emersons
today within
THE
ing distance of the CBS studios
live

walk-

in Chi-

cago, and Joe gets up every morning at
6:30 to be in time for a 7:30 rehearsal.
Each program is rigidly balanced to include representative hymns from the different churches. The Emerson library includes five hundred standard hymnals,
bound volumes of Bach chorales, Gregorian chants, and old circuit-riders' hymns,
as well as scores of songs which have
never been published and are still in
manuscript.

Two

things

make

him

particularly

which would have identified him

happy. One is that the program is used
as an opening exercise in two hundred
country.
The
schools throughout the
other is that he offers new hymns an opkinds
of
portunity to be heard for of all

with the once-successful singer.
It seemed as if nothing were wanted in
radio except crooners and boop-a-doop
Time and time again Joe audiboys.
tioned, to watch some youth without half
his musicianship carry off the coveted
job. But true to the decision he had made
in Florida, he refused to change his own

songs, a hymn is the hardest to establish
in the hearts of the public.
So at last Joe Emerson has proved the
truth of the decision he reached with the
collapse of his business in Florida. He is
doing work that he loves, and at the
same time he is providing the security
every man strives to give his family.

from Joe Emerson Rose to something
shorter and easier to remember, so he dis-

.

.

at advertised therein

sold. Some friends offered them the use
of their apartment in swanky Beekman
Place, and they lived in luxurious surroundings, even if they did have scarcely
enough money to buy food.
Joe's one-time contacts in the concert
field were long since gone, and he turned
to radio. There were long days of sitting
rooms, agonizing moments
in reception
when he took auditions. A high radio
official advised him to change his name

From now on
wanted

For a year he made a bare

_

a

used cars.
At the height of

tid chevrons on

style of singing.
stick to what he

carded

the

last link

"Rose,"

thereby

cutting

the

—
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NEW CREAM MASCARA
Ends the artificial look of
old-fashioned mascara!

What Do You Want

to Say?

{Continued from page

13)

and she thought mutton chops might be
from a cow. It gave me a laugh.
William Martin,
Atlantic City, N.

J.

$1.00 PRIZE
THE CREAM OF CHILDREN'S PROGRAMS
While orchids are being tossed so
abundantly at adult programs it would
not be inopportune to toss a bouquet or
two in the direction of the Scoop Ward
News of Youth program, which it seems

me

to

hits the right spot as far as child-

entertainment is concerned.
Presented in a newsy manner, enacted
with dialogue that can be understood by
ren's

the child of six as well as sixteen, and
varied in its stories, the Scoop Ward
News of Youth Program gets my vote as
the cream of children's programs on the
air.

George

J.

Abrams,

Orange, N.

Waterproof

.

.

far easier to use!
True charm now replaces
the bold, theatrical look
that has discouraged so

women from

many

using old-fash-

ioned forms of mascara.

The effectyou have always wished
to achieve with mascara is now
actually possible! Your lashes
seeming to sweep your cheeks with
their length
their luxuriance rich
with the enticing charm of naturalness !
Quite obviously, such exciting loveliness requires an entirely new kind of mascara; one that
darkens lashes without shouting "mascara";
one that does not brand its user as artificial,
"theatrical" or "bold."
Tattoo Cream Mascara is just that. It goes
on so evenly and smoothly its presence on the
lashes is not detected. Nor will tears, rain or a
plunge betray the secret
forTHIS mascara,
not being mixed with water when applied, is really
waterproof! Much easier to use than cake mascara too, and perfectly harmless. Can't smart.
Complete with brush in smart rubber-lined
satin vanity
Black
Brown
Blue ... 50c
at the better stores. Tattoo your eyelashes
.

. .

.

. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

J.

.

.

TATTOO
Cream MASCARA

HONORABLE MENTION
think it would be wise for some progressive sponsor to put on the same show,
without one iota difference, each week for
about a month without changing. Why
"I

must a good program come on just once
at a certain time, and then be forgotten?
Stage plays run on Broadway for months.
Every one-horse movie theater gives at
least four shows daily, and runs the same
picture for several days. Why not radio?"
Allan King, Weyers Cave, Va.

—

"When

a play makes a hit on Broadway
runs for weeks and weeks. Folks who
miss the first performance have plenty of
opportunity to see it later, and those who
enjoy their first visit may see it again and
again. Yet when a fine play or program
is given over the air it comes but once.
Those who fail to turn their dial to the
right spot at precisely the right time will
never hear the performance. What a pity
there aren't any long runs or repeat perradio
proformances of outstanding
grams." Mrs. Samuel Saddington, Philadelphia, Pa.
"If more opera stars 'cluttered' up the
airwaves there would be many more peo-

ple listening to their radios. Nino Martini and Lily Pons are among the few
that have given their voices to radio.
They are to be heartily congratulated.
Of course, being still in
teens, I do enjoy swing music but there is a limit to

my

That letter in August Radio
Mirror about 'cluttering' up radio with
opera stars certainly had me sitting on
hot bricks." Miss Marion Nutter, Niag-

everything.
Beautiful, (marl, up-to-the-minute dewpu.
'iru in 2 color* with any 3 or 4 letten and ye
Handiome sterling lilver ring*. Oldest, Ur_
makerK foroout for quality for 42 yean. Lowed
prices, too?
Weld firmly the bond ot fellowship.

BASTIAN BROS. CO.

MM

If

AWAY
O Quickly and safely you can tint those streaks of
gray to lustrous shades of blonde, brown or black.
BROWNATONE and a small brush does Used and
it.

over twenty-four years. Guaranteed
harmless. Active coloring agent is purely vegetable.
for

waving of hair. Economical and lasting
will not wash out. Simply retouch as new gray appears. Imparts rich, beautiful color with amazing
speed. Easy to prove by tinting a lock of your own
hair. BROWNATONE is only 50c— at all drug and
toilet counters
always on a money-back guarantee.

—

affect

—

rid of blemishes, spots and pimples.
GET
Give your arms, your throat, your

—

shoulders as well as your face— the radiant,
youthful beauty that men admire so much.
Disfiguring eruptions vanish magically if you
remove their real cause. And the cause in thousands of cases perhaps in yours is poisons
that have accumulated within your body and
tainted your blood.
To win the beauty you want you must rid
your system of these poisons at once. So do as
thousands have done and try pleasant-tasting
Yeast Foam Tablets today.
Yeast Foam Tablets are pure, wholesome
yeast one of the richest known natural sources
of Vitamin B Complex. And this precious natural food substance works in nature's own way.
It tends to strengthen and tone intestinal organs helps rid the body easily and naturally
of poisonous wastes. Then— your skin has the
chance to become truly lovely.
Get Yeast Foam Tablets today. End the frequent cause of ugly blemishes and strive to
make all your skin enchantingly lovely.

—

—

—

—

.

Ask your druggist forYeast Foam
Tablets today and refuse

—

substitutes.

—
—

QjUSf

sham, Toronto, Canada.

gong for

all

amateur
I

I

—

Mail Coupon
for Trial

Sample

NORTHWESTERN YEAST

hours permanently.
am thoroughly fed
up on hearing what a break it is for the
amateurs to get a start this way. I am absolutely
nauseated at the benevolent
ballyhoo about their money grabbing promoters." Mrs.
H. S. Boteler, Chevy
Chase,

—

—

'n' Andy are losing favor
too much
Ruby and her papa, etc., etc." H. R. Led-

"I'd like to ring a

.

—

York.

Amos

GRAY HAIR
Cannot

New

"I have found out that female singers
have to be extraordinarily good before
they are listened to, especially by women;
that Judy of Paul Whiteman's program is
by far the most popular female broadcaster; that Dick Powell wastes too much
time getting his program swinging; that

BRUSH

approved

—

ara Falls,

IfoWrUjUl

lobef(oW

it

CO.

1750 N. Ashland Av., Chicago, 111.
Please send FREE TRIAL sample of Yeast Foam
Tablets. (Only 1 sample per family )
RC 11-36

I

Name.
j

Address

\

City

.

State.

Md.
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Rudy

COMEDY NOWTRACEDY LATER

Neglected gums invite serious
trouble, dentists will tell you.
Why take that chance ? Forhan's
gives double protection. Cleans
and whitens teeth, and at the

same time safeguards gums.

SAVES GUMS

Women

clear to join

childhood

,

make hooked rugs for our
experience necessary. Steady
do the selling. Write at once.

to

No

FEMININE HYGIENE

the nuisance of greasy suppositories, with the
greaseless Zonitors for modern feminine hygiene. Easy to apply, easy to remove, yet maintain
the long, effective antiseptic contact physicians recommend. Zonitors make use of the world famous
Zonite antiseptic principle doctors favor. Full instructions in package. All TJ. S. and Canadian drug-

Address Zonitors, 3440 Chrysler Bldg., N. Y. C,

INFORMATIVE FREE BOOKLET!

I

rific!"

she cried joyfully.

home

in

Worcester,

New

the

lure

of

the

kitchen

and Niela took the fateful trip to Texas.
Perhaps it is because of the beneficent
Rudy has had upon Niela that
effect
Niela's mother, who always accompanies
her on tour, welcomes him so cordially.

Where

the

average mother, wise in the

ways of the professional world,

is

inclined

to discourage her talented daughter from
romance because of its unsettling effects,
Niela's mother is very fond of Rudy.
It is fortunate, perhaps, for Rudy and
Niela, that his divorce will not become
final for ten months. It will prevent them
from taking a hasty step which their
hearts rather than their minds might dictate. Niela wants to restore Rudy's faith.

—

before they
is a necessary prelude
permit themselves to think about
marriage. Too, she wants to achieve defthat is, stardom comparinite stardom
able to Rudy's before considering matrimony.

That

even

—
—

Those who know Rudy

best,

all

testify

It is his custom to act
and think afterward. In the business
and professional world that is an admir-

to his impetuosity.
first

(mUctd
FOR

FEMININE HYGIENE
Snowy White • Greaseless

A
94

ZONITE PRODUCT

BEAUTY

and

*

DAILY

sun baths are quite the thing for
the stars of the screen, radio and stage,
and all who would have a glowing skin and
sturdy physique. The one sure way of obtaining this beneficial sun bath daily throughout the year, in the privacy of your home, is
to get under the ultraviolet rays of the

HANOYIA ALPINE
SUN LAMP.

able trait, but in affairs of the heart, it is
not always conducive to happiness.
To those tens of thousands of feminine
souls whose hearts flutter at the mere
mention of Rudy Vallee's name, here are
the answers, briefly, to the questions that

Remember,

Sun

the

does not shine every day.

The New Model

Home

the

for

brings you

this wonderful ultraviolet light in a
efficient form at very little cost. It takes

most
only

few minutes, day or night, winter or summer. Its ultraviolet rays prevent rickets and
tooth decay in children, build sound bones
and sturdy bodies (that is why the Dionne
Quintuplets use the Hanovia Sun Lamp every
day), give energy to expectant and nursing
mothers, increase vitality and resistance to
disease, improve appetites and induce restful
a

sleep.

Every home needs an Hanovia Alpine Sun
Lamp because the entire family can benefit
from its use.
The

York,

and rusticated. She wanted to be back
home. She was fed up. So at Worcester
she cooked and washed dishes and marketed and did pleasantly domestic tasks.
She was considering quitting for good.
Then her manager called her on the telephone and told her he had an offer from
the Texas Centennial for her appearance
there. The lure of the footlights proved
stronger than

HEALTH

the

Susan!"
"I
can't imagine anything more wonderful than to work in a show with him!
It would make me do
better than my
very best!"
Naturally, Niela after her one guest appearance on Rudy's variety hour, immediately longed for the opportunity to join
him permanently on the air, but that
would be impossible because, although it
had not as this was written been made
public, she is already committed to a sponsor of her own this winter.
Rudy has altered Niela's entire outlook
on life. She was suffering, before she met
him, with a mild inferiority complex. She
took a radio audition, for instance, just
before they met. After it was over, she
bewailed the possible outcome. "I was
terrible!"
Shortly after she had met
Rudy, she had another audition. That
time she emerged from the studio jubiterlantly effervescent. "Oh, boy! Was

Also in Canada.

End
new

for

way

for

.

It,

— yetendsordinary half- way care.

7^5 dainty GREASELESS

gists.

find his

career in show business, launched
she was only a girl, has been a
steady upward climb, yet even success left
her with a feeling that something was lacking. Last winter, after concluding a highly
successful radio series, she returned to her

5657 Hollywood Blvd., Dept. 5
Hollywood, California

wc^to.

will

of "Swing

HER
when

We
HOLLYWOOD STUDIO STORES

work.

^HOLLYWOOD STARS
LOOK TO THE SUN
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Forhan's is different from other
tooth pastes. It was created by
an eminent dental surgeon to do
both jobs. With it you clean and
brighten teeth; and at the same
time you massage gums, just as
so many dentists advise. Get
Forhan's, today. It costs no more
than most ordinary tooth pastes

rWANTEDn
stores.

Love!

her many, too many, miles from New
York. After Rudy's return from Texas,
he made long distance calls nightly, and
then Niela, after only a few days in the
city upon her return, embarked upon another theatrical tour.
Rudy's telephone
bills would have bankrupted the average
telephone subscriber. Of course, he didn't
mind the staggering bills but a telephone
is
at best an unsatisfactory method of
transmitting sweet nothings.
Niela, of course, is hoping and praying

Rudy

CLEANS TEETH

in

{Continued from page

cast

Half-way care of the teeth is no
joke. Clean your teeth regularly
but don't neglect your gums.

Vallee's

New Model

$115.

for the

F.O.B.

Home

is

Newark

Deferred Payment Plan can be arranged
can see it demonstrated in most department
and electrical and medical supply houses; also
in our New York Show Rooms at 155 W. 57th St.
For illustrated descriptive folder, address Dept. RM, 1

you

stores

HANOVIA
CHEMICAL

& MANUFACTURING
Newark, N. J.

CO.

Skin Itch Kills Romance
Many shattered romances may be traced directly to ugly skin blemishes. Why tolerate
itchy pimples, eczema, angry red blotches
or other irritations resulting from external

causes when you can get quick relief from
soothing Peterson's Ointment. 35c at all

Money refunded if one application does not delight you. Wonderful, too,
for tired itchy feet and cracks between toes
Write for
to Peterson
Ointment Co., Dept. JF-5 , Buffalo, N.Y.
druggists.

FREE SAMPLE

"no more"

"DISAGREEABLE"
iPER
For

CARE FOR MOTHER^
3'r

a day she uses

BABYPADS
DIAPER-THROWS
THEM AWAY WHEN SOILED!

INSIDE THE CLOTH

FOR

FREE

GENEROUS SUPPLY

DENNISON'S OSPT BY-146
FRAMINOHAM, MASSACHUSETTS

wnire

250 hr *l oo
50/0,25**
)<iAVrAM>&vtfi

BABYPADS
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are in the minds of every one.
Is the romance of Rudy and Niela genuine? Very definitely yes!
Will they marry?
They don't know that themselves. Only

time will

NEW

THRILLING

LIPSTICK DISCOVERY!

tell.

Cleanliness

Is

Next to

To the world's most permanent transparent
lipstick has been added an amazing new
ingredient that gives lips a more exciting

glamour than they have ever had before!

Loveliness
(Continued from page 54)
lays the foundation for blackheads and
other blemishes. Of course, our hands are
even more exposed because of the dozens
of things we handle every day, but I'll
wager that every one of us washes our
hands ten times as often as we wash our
faces.

There's a right and a wrong way to do
everything, even a simple thing like facewashing.
First,
your face should be
washed at least once a day. This needn't
interfere with any fine cream treatment
you may be using, either. As a matter of
fact, if you use much make-up, it's a very
good idea to remove that with a good
cleansing cream and paper tissues before
washing your face. Mascara, for instance,
should always be removed carefully with
cream and so should lipstick and all paste
preparations, such as rouges and foundaIf you've always
tions and eyeshadows.
thought your skin was too dry and sensitive to use soap, then use creams or oils
both before and after washing your face.
But, whatever you do, be sure to wash

your face with soap and water, unless you
are actually under the care of a skin specialist

who

has prescribed a treatment for

some individual problem.

warm

stick to

be permanent
.

—

follow the same routine in
bath, even to the cold rinse. I
don't want to boast, but personally finish
every bath (tub or shower) with a cold
shower not all at once, mind you, but
gradually turning off the hot water tap
until there's nothing in my shower but absolutely cold water. This is particularly
if
fine
you're planning to dress hurriedly and go right out, as the cold water
closes your pores and keeps you from
catching cold.
I

—

Young Looking Skin
at 35!
SMART, modern women no longer submit

to the tragedy of "old
skin" just because they
are 30, 35, 40! A wonderful new creme, applied at night like cold
cream, acts a scientific
way to free the skin of that veil of semi-visible
darkening particles which ordinary creams cannot remove after a certain age. So gentle and
quick often only 5 days is time enough to
bring out a glorious rose petal softness and
fineness and white, clear look of youth. And,
the way it eliminates common surface blemishes
ugly pimples, blackheads, freckles is a

How
With

the

—

—

—

—

Ask for this creme Golden Peacock
Bleach Creme at all drug and department stores.

revelation

!

hard to find the right soap these
yourself will know, after experimenting a bit, which one of the several well-advertised and reputable soaps
feels best for your skin.
In this connection,
think you'll be interested in a new
brand now on the market.
Everyone
knows how important vitamins are in
building and keeping healthy tissues. At
last, science believes it has found a way to
It isn't

You

I

THE NEW TATTOO

the

New TATTOO

Corrects All This

New Tattoo you
.

.

.

have all the permanence
and the marvelous moistening

agent it contains ends all desire to lick the lips
thus keeping them moist
softer and smoother than
ever before... thrillingly, youthfully irresistible.. .without a wrinkle. ..without aline! Instead of being rough
and dry, they'll be tattooed with thrilling transparent color... and instead of being dull they'll have a
kind of lustrous, inviting, shimmering gloss and
sparkle that is never denied
anything!
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Send Coupon
for Trial Lipstick

So that you can instantly see
and feel the astonishing difference, a generous size of the
New Tattoo will be sent for

Aside from the question of beauty,
baths have a definite influence on health.
Gymnastic instructors and expert masseurs will tell you that there's nothing
better, after strenuous exercise or an exhausting day, than a good warm bath
with plenty of soap. That combination,
you see, opens the pores, not only cleansing away surface impurities, but also giving the body a chance to clear out waste
matters from the inside in a normal way.
days.

your

.

.

thrill

you could wish for

can
YOU
your

Way To Have

.

.

learned that lipstick does not
always make lips soft and
smooth! Ordinary indelible Lustrous, moist,
smooth, soft, y outhlipstick often makes them feel
ful, irresistible !
dry and parched, causing an unconscious and frequent licking
of the lips in an effort to restore moistness and softness.
This constant licking removes the lips' natural oils
as well as the protective oils supplied by the lipstick,
resulting in lips readily becoming dull, dry, cracked,
rough, old looking . . . unattractive!

—

Finds

.

and smooth
their
caress a never-to-be-forgotten

lips soft

But you have probably

water, but not too hot, your
favorite soap and your hands.
It's
a
great help if you wet your face first, as
that makes it so much easier to work up
a good lather. Froth the soap into nice
suds in your hands and then work it into
your face gently but thoroughly. Rinse
the lather off with clear warm water and
follow with a rinse just as cold as you
can get it. If you have the time (and the
ice)
it's a good idea to finish off with a
dash of ice-water.

Use

Dull, dry, rough,
wrinkled, old-looking, unattractive!

Why Some Lipsticks
Make Lips Unattractive
Of course, you want your lip-

the coupon below and 10c.
Five exciting shades! You'll

want more than one. Send
for several.

You'll get an

entirely new beauty thrill
when you Tattoo your lips
with the New Tattoo
.

TATTOO,

.

.

Dept.

Chicago. Send

1ATTOO,

D

!

Austin Ave.,
trial size A7eiu
10c enclosed for

58, 11 E.

me

postpaid.

each shade desired, as checked.
Coral (Orangish)
Exotic (Fiery)
Natural (Blood Color)
Pastel (Changeable)

D

Hawaiian

(Brilliant)

Name
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Address
City-

State
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Vitamin

ficial

(which is especially beneto skin tissues) into soap, and hun-

dreds of tests have shown what grand
sults can be achieved with it,

through this department by Ruth
Etting some months ago?
I'll
be
glad to tell you more about the new
Vitamin D soap, too. Speaking of
vitamins, there's a marvelous new

BALANCE

ROYAL — "America's

Largest Mall Order Credit
these specially selected super-

offers

make 50,000 new

friends rleht away!
10 DAYS FREE TRIAL and Royal's famous liberal
terms. Send name and address with only SI. 00 deposit:
state age, occupation, etc., (if possible give 1 or 2
business references) All dealings strictly confiden.

No red tape

tial.

or

interest

— no

preparation in this line, small capsules containing large amounts of
minerals and vitamins to supply the
deficiencies in our modem diet {and
those of us who are trying to lose
weight are apt to have an unusual de-

—

direct inquiries
no
absolutely
Satisfaction

extras.

guaranteed or money refunded.

F85

Only

$2.69 a

LD-3

.

.

.

month

ficiency in this important
These capsules, which have

Exquisitely

matched engagement and
wedding ring ensemble of
hand engraved 14K Solid
White Gold, The engagement ring lsset with
a

treatment recommended

simple

TENmontM
TO PAY
—

BALD?

you are already troubled with
blackheads, have you tried the very
//

s&tlf for oulil^

Jewelers"
values to

He

Is

re-

matter').

met with

the approval of medical men everywhere, have been scientifically tested
on large groups of college students
and found to have an amazingly bene-

specially selected,
azzling genuine blue-

white center diamond

on nervous energy and
For full information about Ruth Etting's blackhead
treatment, the Vitamin D soap and
these marvelous vitamin and mineral
capsules, send a large, stamped, selfaddressed envelope with your query
to Joyce Anderson, Radio Mirror,
122 East 42nd Street, New York City,
N. Y.

ficial

nd 2 fiery diamonds
m each side: tire
wedding ring is richly
engraved to match.

Here is the •£n,swer—
Guy McCoy whose photo is here
reproduced is considered bald because the surface hairs
on the i'ront part of his head have ceased to grow normally.
"Is it because those roots are dead?" you ask.
Roots
do not die so easily. Even if they are dormant, lacking
proper energy and in need of reconditioning, still they
often retain subaotive life.
Mr. McCoy never used

KOTALKO
Many

other healthy

men and women

report that

after normalizing the scalp dermatologicaily, dandruff
decreases, excessive hair loss stops, and hair often grows

more abundantly.

Such

worth striving

results are

So

for.

if

your

hair roots are merely dormant, why let them stay that
way? Encourage them to absorb more essential sustenance through external scalp manipulation. That
is what helps hair to

KOTALKO
results.
auxiliate
KOTALKO
sold
grow. Use
to

is

at

drug stores every-

where.

effect

physical vitality.

Only $2.69 a month
for both oomplete.

Keep your hair
lovely with

KOTALKO
"—FREE BOX,
me

Please send

coupon."""""

Kotalko, on request Use

Kotalko Sales Co.
Dept. B37, General P.O., Box
Proof Box of

173,

New York, N.Y.

KOTALKO.

Name
Full Address
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Bob Burns
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(Continued from page 41)
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Elegantly styled, modern, genuine Baguette
The stream-

.

wrist watch at an amazingly low price.
lined white, lifetime case is set with

2

brilliant,

genuine diamonds and fitted with a fully guaranteed
movement Smart, link bracelet to match. 329.75
value specially offered at $19.75. Only $1.88 a mo.

answered. "But then it wouldn't be a bazooka!"
Pershing continued to examine the instrument like an interested small boy.
Finally Burns asked, "Would the General

"Thank you, Sergeant,"

replied

Persh-

would indeed."

"1

Be an ARTIST
MAKE $50 TO $100 A WEEl

of our successful students are now ma
Our simple methods make
ing big money.
fun to learn Commercial Art, Cartooning and
Designing at home, in spare time. New low
tuition rate.
Write for big free book "ART
State age.
for Pleasure and Profit," today.
STUDIO 8611, WASHINGTON SCHOOL
1115— I5TH
N.W.,
WASHINGTON,
ST.,

Many

care to try it?"
ing.

or shed. Exclusive new process. Bigger, better.
Quicker crops. More money for you! Enormous
new demand. Write for Free Book. American
Mushroom Industries, Dept. 703, Toronto. Ont. i

—

He tried and like many another good
man and true, failed to get a sound out of
it.
There was a big laugh, which Pershing
took with great good nature.
.

BOB'S

!?E--^

sr.n

$
fi r

24

75

Handsome Genuine leather strap included free!
LD-2
Factory guaranteed Famous 17 Jewel
.

.

.

WALTHAM

"Diplomat"

—

offered at a sensationRichly engraved, permanent white
case: Fitted with link bracelet to match and smart
new extra leather strap. $37.50 value, complete for only $24.75. Only $2.38
ally

low

price.

a

I

month.

REE! "BOOK OF GEMS'

32 pages of special values in
genuine diamonds, fine watches,
Jewelry, silverware, cameras.
radios, etc.; fully described and
pictured Adults send for your

copy to-day
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BACKACHESwamth
Thousands who suffered from backaches, muscle
pains and chest congestion, now find genuine relief
It's

in

an

ALLCOCK'S POROUS PLASTER.

simply wonderful for muscle pains of rheumatism, neuritis, arthritis, sciatica, lumbago. It
draws the blood to the painful spot and gives a
glow of warmth that makes you feel good right
away. Make sure you get ALLCOCK'S, the
original. No other porous plaster goes on and
comes off as easily or does as much good.

—

25£ at druggists.
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still

signed

at

Tours when the Armi-

— an

which
But servMarine Jazz

anticlimax,
sad.

was not over for the
Band. With them Bob traveled all over
France, playing in Y.M.C.A. huts, mess
hospitals.
In
Paris,
they were
halls,
adopted in a big way by society. A
famous princess booked dates for them;
ice

pirant

ROYAL

was

made them both happy and

1

Dinmono luirtch

lA&far-DEPT.

They were
stice

Sylvia of Hollywood
Now

How You Can

Reveals

Acquire

the Beauty of the Screen Stars
You have always wanted to be beautiful

.

.

who

tried

the

bazooka

and

.

.

.

Alibis.

This book gives you the very same information for which the screen stars of Hollywood
have paid fabulous sums. Yet the price for this
marvelous book is only $1-00 a copy. If you
are unable to. get this book at your local department or book store, send $1.00 to
MACFADDEN BOOK COMPANY, INC.
Dept. RM-11, 1926 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

ad-

mitted defeat.

Bob was

offered a long term contract
lead the Jazz Band and entertain at
international
famous Zelli's.
But
the
Marines could not be paid off in foreign
soil. "We'll come back and take that job,
though," Bob told Joe Zelli. They intended to; they had just enough of a taste
of Paris night life to hunger for more.
to

Train

NOW

for

hotel
club and Institutional field. Salaries up to
SSI, 500
to $5,000 a year, living

often included. Previous experience
Qualify at
proved unnecessary.
National
home, in leisure time.
of extra
Placement Service
charge. Write name and address in
margin and mail this ad today
Check
positions
Book.
for FREE
in which you're interested.

GOOD PAY
1

FREE

FASCINATING

WORK

Landing in Hoboken, Bob and his
comrades were picked up in an Army
truck and taken to the New York Recruiting Headquarters. The Marine Jazz Band
had become too famous, too valuable to
be relinquished so soon. In a couple of
bullet-riddled Cadillacs brought back from

.

glamorous. Now you can be!
attractive
For the very same methods which the famous
stars of the screen and stage use to acquire and
maintain their beauty are now revealed by
Sylvia of Hollywood in her new book, No More

they played before miscellaneous royalty.
King Alfonso of Spain was another as-

.

1

.

rank was now gunnery sergeant.
could go no higher unless he
would stop playing the bazooka. He refused a lieutenancy, preferring to remain
a non-commissioned officer, on a par with
the other men in the band.

He

M

.

LUXURIOUS
SURROUNDINGS

(

)

Manager

(

{

)

)

)

Assistant Manager
Chief or Floor CTerK

(

(
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)

Steward
Hostess
Housekeeper

)

Auditor

(

)

Cashier

(
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,

OPPORTUNITIES

-

)

LEWIS HOTEL TRAINING SCHOOLS
Washington, D. C.
Room MT-8913
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New England, stimubusiness in every recruiting office
they hit. But the War was over, and they
were impatient to get home really home.
Asked to stay in service and make a tour
across the country, the members of the
band refused. They were finally paid off
in the Brooklyn Navy Yard.
They might have returned to Paris
then. But the ties of home were calling,
so they disbanded for good. Bob headed
for Van Buren, where he found his father
and mother both aging. He couldn't go
far away again. He forgot Paris, and returned to his old magazine job in Chicago.
But it was no go. He was now one of
the Restless Generation, left over from
the War. He couldn't stay put. He returned to New York, entertaining at the
Bal Tabarin on 50th Street and in various
Greenwich Village cafes. Still he was unsettled, dissatisfied. Since the War, money
seemed important: he wanted to make a
fortune. Perhaps the bazooka? ... It was
Why
his own invention, and patented.
couldn't it be sold to become a popular
orchestra instrument and make him rich?
France they toured

NtW

mis

WW"

lating

—

—

A

musical
was interested.
concern
Much experimentation was necessary; you
couldn't expect to sell a bazooka which
couldn't be played. Bob, assured of adequate backing on the venture, went to
work devising a workable model. He felt
sure his struggles were almost over. Soon
he would be on Easy Street.

Cut your lingerie bills in half, yet wear
underthings that look beautiful, fit

no matter how many

perfectly

to the laundry.

makes

SPUN-LO rayon

possible.

it

Especially

trips

fabric

tested

against weak spots that break into runs.

WAS

I
I

at

so broke that
anything
could

worked

worked daytimes
Every night

I

I

get.

at the factory.

I

told everyone

about selling the bazooka; it even came
out in the papers. Boy,
was excited.
And then the whole thing fell flat. The
company refused to put up the actual
was in debt myself, so
cash.
had to
forget all about it and begin at the botI

tom

WHY LOOK OLD?

Look 10 to 15 Years Younger
3£
Tells How ! No Cosmetics
Minutes a Day Keeps Wrinkles Away
and erases age lines. Men, Women, all
ages. This new sensational home method
fully explained by photographs in a thrilling book sent FREE upon request. Also
Facia! Analysis Chart FREE. Write before
supply is exhausted. PAULINE PALMER,
i

is?

FREE BOOK

Armour

Blvd.,

Kansas City, Mo.
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METHOD OF HOME TREATMENT."

It tells about Varicose Veins, Varicose
Ulcers, Open Leg Sores, MlUt or Fever Leg,
Eczema. Liepe Method worts while you
walk. More than 40 years of success.

by thousands.
N. Green Bay Ave.,

3284

|

Dept.

60-IY1,

Milwaukee, Wis.

SEs^m
Many Debutantes

Now
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Say

NAC

Pronounced

)

KNACK

Volatized Sulphur and
Clearing

Skin-

Prescription

Cream and Powder
Treatment,

Use During Day

Quickly Clears
the Skin
of Pimples by destroying the
Kenns that enter the skin from
the outside, and by promoting
rapid healing.

I
I

NAC
NAC

Use

NAC

at Night

too.

request.
a police escort in
"

—on

every town,"

the way out."
a little business on the AtlanBoardwalk, but were asked to

Bob says,
They did
City

Now

you can enjoy

delicious onions you
of worry. Rinse the

when the season opened. But Bob
was now flaming with carnival fever. He
got a job with a "Yacht Race" game; in
his spare time he rigged up a "State
Game" of his own. He rented a concession and cleaned up, so decided he was finally in his element. He would follow the
carnivals from now on.
Another reason for this decision was a
clever, dark-eyed young woman who had
not one, but five concessions on the Boardwalk all of them going great guns. Her
name was Elizabeth Fisher; she was from
Lancaster, Pennsylvania, and she was all
business.
Bob thought she was a great
girl and that, being in the same line, she
would make a fine wife for him. Together they would go places, in the carnival game.
Also, although it took him all season,
Bob had discovered that Betty Fisher
wasn't all business. She was an excellent
cook, like her Pennsylvania Dutch ancestors and she liked his stories. Why, that
girl even liked to listen to him play the
bazooka!
And so, as the books say, they were
leave

all

the healthful,

want without a bit
mouth and gargle

thoroughly with a teaspoonful of Zonite
in a half tumbler of water to kill onion
breath and other strong mouth odors

FOR GOOD!
Zonite doesn't just mask bad breath like
ordinary mouth-washes. Zonite actually

destroys scientifically (oxidizes) the odorcausing materials, whether from odorous
oils or from putrefying food particles.
Zonite TASTES like the real antiseptic

But its taste and odor vanish in a
few minutes, leaving the mouth delightfully refreshed. Harmless to tissues. Get
a bottle today and prove these remarkable results yourself. At all U. S. and
Canadian druggists.
it is.

The TASTE

tells

you Zonite gets

real results

*The only well-known antiseptic actually destroying odor causes

ZONITE

"We had
tic

ZONITE KILLS
FOR GOOD!

IS 5

TIMES MORE GERMICIDAL, BY TEST,

THAN ANY OTHER NON-POISONOUS ANTISEPTIC!
Faster Healing for Cuts -Bruises -Burns

NO PAIN 'NO BURN* NO STAIN
ZONITE PRODUCTS CORP..

NEW YORK

CITY

AT home:

Learn to color photos and miniatures
in oil. Noprevioos experience needed. Good
demand. Send for free booklet, "Make
Money at Home" and requirements.

NATIONAL ART SCHOOL
3601 Michigan Ave. Dept. 1388 Chicago
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The Sensational New

Vitamin "F"

preparation for windshields
But they were inventors,
not salesmen. So Bob rigged up an apparatus to demonstrate the stuff and they
set up on a street corner with Bob as
barker. They would have sold a lot of
"Clear-glass" if they had been given a
chance to stay there. They moved on, by
"Clear-glass"

continue to suffer?
thing to secure quick relief. Write
today for New Booklet
"THE LIEPE

LIEPE METHODS.

again."

— and good,

LEG SUFFERERS
Do someWhy
Praised and endorsed

.

He walked the streets, feeling really low.
He met two men who had invented a

—5

1224

.

I

I

INDUSTRIAL RAYON CORPORATION, CLEVELAND, OHIO

.

'Another strong
mouth odor only

^Vj^7
Knack

"

Cream S5c-$1.00
Prescription Powder
Sac -Si. 00
Purse Sizes 20c atlOc Stores

of Quickly Clearing the
Has the
today. SatisSkin." Don't delay. Get your
faction is Guaranteed or Money Back.

NAC

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE
For a free sample of NAC Prescription
Powder (DRachelle DNatural) write
NAC, Inc., Dept. 111, Winnetka, 111.
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married, in 1921. They lived pretty happily sharing misfortunes, striving for some
unseen, distant goal they felt would be

Your *-* *
ab^.

E*3

Murine relieves and
relaxes tired, burning eyes. Cleanses
§§£|nd soothes red-

dened,

irritated

eyes. Easy to
use. For adults
or infants. Use

Murine daily.
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theirs.

LIPS THAT ATTRACT

HAVE THE FRESHNESS
OF YOUTH

It

was lucky Bob couldn't look

into the future and see what success was
going to bring with it or he would never
have fought so hard for the comforts and
luxuries for Betty that he finally gained
when he became the Kraft Music Hall

comedian. If he had known, he would
have stuck to the carnivals. But he didn't
know, not being clairvoyant, and now he
has lost Betty.
Life then, though, was all for what the
future might hold. They had their ups

and downs,

all

right,

mostly downs, be-

cause they were too ambitious. The year
after their marriage they opened a dance
The year before they
hall on the pier.
had cleared over ?8,000. Now they lost
their shirts to the tune of over $ 15,000 in
their

A

new

enterprise.
dozen really tough

months followed.
the newlyweds tried turned
out to be a glorious fizzle. They followed
the carnivals in a rattle-trap flivver, lived
in
tents and cooked meager meals by
candle-light. When Bob tried vaudeville,
theaters burned down; when they took
concessions, blue laws drove carnivals out
of town.
On top of all his other bad luck, Bob
lost both his father and mother within a
short period. Then Betty was taken ill,
and he sent her back home to Lancaster.
He went desperately on looking for something that would bring in regular money.
There was a real need for it now.
Everything

MEN

GROW ROMANTIC about

young lips. So it's
important to use a lipstick that
won't dry and age your mouth.
soft,

A

special nourishing oil in

Cutex Lipstick helps make
your lips look smoother, more
velvety— 5 years younger!

YOU

In Natural, Coral, CarRust, Ruby. Try
Cutex Lipstick today!

dinal,

CUTEX Uy?s£"£
KEEPS

YOUR

—

YOUR HAIR!

KEEP

losing its
1
you need not despair.
Follow the simple methods taught by Beinarr Macfacklen
in a new book, "Hair Culture," price $2.00.
MACFAODEN BOOK COMPANY, INC.
1926 Broadway, New York City
Desk RM-11
I~F

voui' hair is graying prematurely,
luxuriant cjualitv and glossy sheen,

or

if

it

is

This Beautiful Lifelike

PHOTO RING
NEWEST
SEND
Send any NO MONEY!
SENSA-

TION!

snapshot or photo
and we'll reproduce it in this
beautiful onyxring.
Indestructible!

like

75c

(Hand-tinted
25c extra)
Waterproof!
Pay postEnd.
strip of paper for ring size.
man pi
few cents postage. If you send 7 5c
PHOTO MOVETTE RING CO.,
we pay posta
"
Dept. 5, 626 Vine Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
"

Sondes! and
Browns too

Give Your Hair That

Natural

Lighter

"Spun

Cold"

-

Look With This

New

Shampoo
and Rinse

—

Shades Lighter
n 15 Minutes

^Without Harsh
^Bleaches

or

Dyes.

bring out the full radiant
loveliness of blonde or brown
hair a shampoo and special
rinse that washes it 2 to 4 shades lighter and brings out
the natural lustrous golden sheen, the alluring highlights
Called New Blondex,
that can make hair so attractive.
the Shampoo and
this amazing 2 package combination
Special Golden Rinse costs but a few pennies to use and
bleaches or dyes.
harsh
safe.
Contains
no
is absolutely
Used regularly, it keeps your scalp and hair healthy and
Get the new
lovely, gleaming with lustrous highlights.
Blondex today. There is a new 10c size at all stores.
to

—

—

—

—

THE BLONDE

'BLONDEX
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suffers

teeth-

pains, just

Dr. Hand'sTeething Lotion on the sore,
tender, little gums and the pain will
be relieved within one minute.

Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is the
prescription of a famous baby specialist, contains no narcotics and has
been used by mothers for almost fifty
years. It is strongly recommended by
doctors and nurses instead of the un*
sanitary teething ring.

JUST RUB IT ON THE GUMS

DR.HANDS
Teething lotion
BuyDr.Hand's from your druggist today

We

YOUNG

LIPS

WOMEN!

w

know it's always darkest just before the baby's born," he says. "Luckily just then 1 joined up with the Lew DuFour Exposition, in Johnson City, Ten1
had my own concession; my
nessee.
business partner was named Chauncey W.
Longenecker.
did all right, too. 1 sent
my first check home to my wife, just in
time. It got there the day Robert was
born when she had exactly sixty-two
cents in her pocketbook."
Bob's act with the DuFour Show was
very successful. Teamed with a Professor
Zanger, Hindu crystal gazer, both worked
in turbans, white satin bloomers and all
"See the only blue-eyed
the trappings.
Hindu in existence," Bob would drone,
pointing at himself. He played the bazooka in this weird costume, to lure folks
in to gaze at the crystal ball. Occasion-

your baby
from
WHEN
ing
rub a few drops of

HAIR SHAMPOO

AND RINSE-

he gave impromptu lectures, when
even the other folks who worked in the
carnival would gather around to listen.
"Longenecker and Burns" with the DuFour Show worked up the East Coast,
playing fairs for several years. In the summer Mrs. Burns joined the carnival with
little Bobby; they always wintered in Lancaster.
But Bob was no longer pleased
with carnival life. It didn't seem right for
the little chap, who slept many a time
under the counter while his mother operated a "Hoop-la" game.
Bob wanted

MICKEY

MOUSE

GIVEN!

WRIST WATCH!
or Choice

off

Cash Commission— Send No Money— Send

Name and Address!

Boys! Girls! Mickeys on the dial and band
finish case and bracelet — Unbreakable

in colors! Chrome
A WATCH! SIMPLY GIVE
crystal. American make.
FREE pictures with famous White Cloverine Salve
which you sell at 25c a box (giving picture FREE I) and remit
as per premium plan book. Other watches. 39th year. Be
First. Write for trial order dozen salve and pictures

WHAT

AWAY

WILSON CHEMICAL CO.

—

named Claude West, whom he had known
years ago in New Orleans. They worked
up an act, went back to the agency. They
told him he was terrible in blackface, and
turned down the new act.
"They'll handle me some day," Bob
vowed to his wife. "You mark my words.
But
won't ask them again till I'm ready.
They'll be glad to have me, later on."
(Today Bob is a top client on the list
I

Tyrone, Pa.

Hair

ally

better things for his family.
Again he went to New York, back to
the theatrical agency whose gates he had
tried to crash years before.
Once more
they refused to handle him but they did
buy a half interest in the bazooka. Bob
still believed in his invention and so, apparently, did they.
Bob went back into vaudeville, but he
was unhappy working alone; it gave him
stage fright to appear without a partner.
One day he met an odd little fellow

NOW!

INC., Dept. 65-F.

OFF BE

once had ugly hair on my face and
' chin a s . was unloved ... discourHstnWtV
J m aged. Tried depilatories, waxes, liquids
» i s even razors. Nothing waasatisfactory. Then I discovered a simple, painless, inexpensive method. It
worked I Thousands have won beauty, love, happiness
FREE Book, "How to Overcome
with the secret.
Superfluous Hair," explains the method and proves
actual success. Mailed in plain envelope. Also trial offer.
No obligation. Write Mile. Annette Lanzette, P. O.
Box 4040, Merchandise Mart, Dept. 287 Chicago,

n Off

My

.....LIGHTENS
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of this same agency, which also stands a
chance of making a pretty penny soon,
with Bob, on the sale of a toy bazooka.
Over half a million orders have come in
already, before manufacture is started on
the article.)

CAN YOU

PICK

OUT OUR

NATIONAL FLOWER?

Burns and West had good runs, good
made fairly good money for
Then suddenly the bottom
dropped out of vaudeville. Even big headnotices, and
eight years.

Bob's waits in Lancaster,
out.
lengthened
engagements,
Finally there were four months in 1929
with no dates and no prospects in view.
The future looked black indeed.
liners suffered.

Put a dollar bill in an envelope with name, address, number of article
desired and brief note
stating age (must be over
20),

between

occupation, employ-

and other facts. We
open a 10 -month
charge account and send
selection for approval
and trial.^f satisfied, pay
balance in 10 equal

er

How Bob

the bitter irony of the
is told in the next
and concluding instalment of this dramatic real-life serial. Read it in the De-

monthly payments. Otherwise return and dollar
will be refunded. Everything confidential
direct inquiries.

Burns reached fame and suc-

cess at last and
fate he found in

them

cember Radio Mirror.
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Facing the Music
{Continued from page 48)
controlled the copyrights was not
allowed on the networks, for reasons having to do with money and not particularly
interesting to the average listener.
On
August 5, however, the ban was lifted and
the Warner music employees, who had
been doing nothing but draw their salaries
since the trouble started, could go back to
work. Judging from the celebration when
they heard the news, they were pretty glad
affiliates

to

do

doned themselves to whatever amusement
could devise. Some played bridge
and pinochle; a ping pong table was going
full blast every day; the girls brought
down their sewing, they read books, they
gossiped. Toward the last, they started a
guessing game as to when they would go
back on the air. Some couldn't stand it,
and left for other jobs.
Song pluggers for tunes from Warner
pictures started out on their rounds of
radio studios as soon as the news was announced and they do say that in the picture situation lies the key to Warners'
final agreement to allow their songs to be
played on the air. The company has
many new pictures to be released this fall,
and without air hearings for their tunes
the pictures would suffer at the boxoffice.

they
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Play PIANO
ByEAR/ft/Ir
//ewfasyWay

7

—

by ear, including many prominent
motion picture stars, guarantees to
YOU to play the latest song hits by ear without
scales or exercises, in 15 easy lessons, or your money
Send only a $1.00 bill for his complete $3.00
home-piano course
illustrated
15-lesson,
you $2.00) or sent C. O. D. plus postage,
sposing chart included FREE.
HOLLYWOOD SCHOOL of Modern Piano,
'•School of the Film Stars" (18th year),
Dept. 131 -L,6842Sunset Blvd. .Hollywood.Cal.

SHORT SHORT STORIES

POPULARITY

]

,

MIDGET

POCKET RADIO
CARRY IT LIKE A WATCH!
/Get your favorite stations anywhere yoa go. Weighs only 4 ounces

,

«

—

fits

pocket easily.

No

batteries,

tubes, or electrical connections re^quired. Costs nothing to operate and
Should last indefinitely. Nothing to wear
out. Very selective. Receives stations
with beautiful, clear, loud tone.

iSl
'

PERFECT RECEPTION GUARANTEED

Works immediately. Amazing- reception and distance. No crystals to adjust— only one moving
part. "Little Giant" Pocket Radio comes complete

ONLY
99

r>nuoiCTCt
V^.7ft7/«
_SEND
NO

iZ
I

MONEY

—

—

Italian
Balm
THE ORIGINAL
SOFTENER

^
I

SKIN

CAMPANA SALES

CO.

1301 Lincoln Highway, Batavia, 111.
I
have never tried
Gentlemen:

Please send me
Italian Balm.
Vanity bottle FREE and postpaid.

Name.
Address.
Slate

City

I

In Canada,

Campan

,

MG-1301 Caledonia Road, Toronto

PHOTO 6*waafi

Clear enlargement, bast, fall
length or part group, peta or

made from any phosnapshotor tintype atlowprice
of 49c each; 3 for $1.00. Send as
many photos as you deBire. Re-...
torn of original photos guaranteed.
other anbjects

to,

SEND NO MONEYad-

Just mail photo with name and
dress. In a few days postman wilt
h/l $10"v
•
deliver beautiful enlargement that
never fade. Pay only 49c plus postage or Bene
50c— 8 for $1.00, and we willpay postage ourselves

?

*"

will

WIN
teach
notes

The answer is you can't. Because there is no
national flower!* But there is a famous
Skin Protector that you can "try before you buy"
Italian Balm! Four women out of five who once
try it, continue using it in preference to anything
else. Approved by Good Housekeeping. Economical to use. Send for FREE bottle today.
Geo. W. Stimp(*Authority: "Nuggets of Knowledge"
son. Pub., A. L. Burt Co )

so.

Instead of being a L'topia, the Warner
forces found idleness to be a nightmare.
At first they made a pretense of being
busy, then they gave this up and aban-

£AU.SuKdr9ac.<W

—

9

official

with midget phone and easy instructions, ready
for use in camps, auto, boats. office, home, hotel.
Sicnics/.bed, bicycles, or anywhere. No difficult
ooknps— takes only a second to connect and tune
in. Anyone can use it— any place.

SEND NO MONEY!

.

satisfied customers.

Chicago,

III.

CARVED FRAMErlf £t«with?heHIGH

*
", ,
.
work we will frame, until further notice, all pastel colored enlargements FREE. Illustrations of beautifully carved frames
for your choice will be sent with your enlargement. Dpp't delay. Act
now. Mailyour Photos today. Write NEW ERA PORTRAIT COMPANY
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS
DEPT. 709
11 E. HURON STREET
quality of our

.

.

.

.

brunette, now that she is retiring from
regular orchestra work.
Will Osborne,
once Rudy Vallee's most formidable rival
in the crooning division, is contemplating
a comeback, of which the opening gun is
.

.

.

an engagement in New York's Paramount
theater
Vincent Lopez, it's claimed is
.

Write for yours today Satisfaction guaranteed.
State color wanted (Black, Tan. White. Silver,
or Blue). Pay postman only S2.99. We pay postage. Order now. Amaze your friends. Join our

LITTLE GIANT RADIO CO., 3959 Lincoln Ave., Dept 1 01

Louis Prima, he of the hot lips and
New Orleans accent, and his jam band
have started a Chicago engagement, with
a Mutual wire. Time, one a. m. Tuesdays
Don Bestor has adopted blue and gold
.
as the official colors for his band. He'll be
playing in a New York spot this winter,
incidentally, but none is definitely set so
far.
Don's yen for New York will prevent him from playing on the Jack Benny
program if, as seems likely, the latter
emanates from Hollywood
Harriet
Hilliard's hair, which she dyed blonde for
her work with Ozzie Nelson's band, has
returned to its original and very becoming

.

responsible

.

for

starting

Knock" game by playing the

the

"Knock,

original song
for the first time on the air. and offering
prizes for the best "knock, knock" gags.

beauty . . no allure . . . when eyes are
or prominently veined! Use new,
scientific EYE-GENE before "dates" always!
eyes in seconds ... or monbloodshot
even
Clears
ey refunded. Soothes and refreshes tired, smarting, strained, itching eyes almost instantly.
Makes them white, sparkling, lovely! Safe.
Stainless. At drug and dept. stores.

IOST

.

j muddy

EYE-GENE
99

RADIO M IRROR
SWING
The musical
time making

SWEET

VS.

who spend their
have made one of the

^

experts

lists

swingsters and anti-swingsters. Both lists
are composed of bona-fide, accredited experts in their particular camps of the
swing-sweet fray. Arrayed definitely on
the side of hot licks are First (and with-

REDUCED

kave

MY WAIST 8
.

.

.writes George Bailey

—

Wear

out much argument) Benny Goodman;
followed by Bob Crosby, Tommy and
Jimmy Dorsey, Ben Pollack, Glen Gray
and his Casa Loma group, and Ozzie Nelson. Opposing them and the heat wave
are Wayne King, Guy Lombardo, Henry
King, Ray Noble, Jan Garber, Ted Fio
Rito, Al Ravelin, and Emil Coleman
Whereas Horace Heidt is making a brave
attempt to please everyone by training
his thirty-eight good men and true to be
three bands in one a sweet band, a novelty band, and a swing band.
.

.

There

Is

a Simple, Easy

Way

VOU
*

Because Boro-Pheno-Form is compounded to accomplish the same special function
of powerful solutions, but without their muss or
bother, it is the method of marriage hygiene preferred by innumerable modern wives. No water,
mixing or measuring are needed. Each dainty suppository is complete in itself. No danger of "overdose" or "under-dose." Soothing and odorless.

At

drug

all

^^^=1

stores.

OROPHENOFORM
Dr. Pierre Chemical Co., Dept. 12-M
162 North Franklin! St., Chicago, III.
Please send me a trial package of Boro-Pheno-Form and
enlightening booklet. I enclose 10c which will be refunded
when I purchase my first regular-size package.

Name
City--- - - ~- - - - - r

State-

~ZZZ

"BEAUTIFUL BUT DUMB"

what men say about women who rely on beauty
In reality, a woman's appeal depends
to attract.
far more upon other things. Accept this opportunity
to learn the It-secrets of the world's most adored
and successful women. Write for booklet, Making
Men Like You and Personality Test Chart. Both
mailed FREE in plain wrapper INTERNATIONAL
is

CHARM
Plaza,

Fields,

who

—

INSTITUTE,

New

Incorporated,
York, N. Y.

5

Rockefeller

GET THIS BEAUTIFUL

PHOTO — RING

of your loved one

Regular $2 Value

.

Your sweetheart, husband, wife, mother or father, child
or other loved one— keep him or her with you always
with beautiful portrait ring. Constant and life-time
priceless remembrance of your dearest one. Regular S2
value.
But during this special introductory offer only
G9c — a price made possible only by the world's largest
photographers and their new patented process.
Any size snapshot, photo or picture of your loved one
permanently and clearly reproduced on ring in
is
natural, life-like colors.
Portrait is made an inseparaCannot wear off. Ring is a
ble part of ring itself.
beautiful onyx-like black in appearance. Individually
Suitable for men, women and
made to measure.
children.

SEND FOR FREE CIRCULAR
and

Fully illustrates
describes this beautiful ring; tells
Gives
all about the popular sentiment of wearing it.
accurate measurement card for ordering, including
order blank.
Full details.
Also send for
Special booklet of other photographic service offered by the World's Largest Phojfo
tographers, including special enlarging
service.
Special
tinting and
retouching service.
Special framing service and special photo Christmas
Card service and many others.
Send today.

C^iETr
f tt

MAIL THIS COUPON
GRANT PHOTO

St., New York, N. Y.
Please send me, postpaid and without obligation
Free circular illustrating and describing Photo Ring.
Free booklet of other Photographic Services.

18 West 22nd

Q

NOW

CORP., Dept. M,

Name
Street

City

100

Address

_

State

.

.

of similar letters.

you do not REDUCE
your WAtST 3
INCHES in 10 days

If

X

it will cost you nothing!
will be completely
comfortable as its massage-like actiongently but

.

-X

,

.

.

You

\

*

i

* persistently

eliminates

with every move!
Gives an erect, athletic

fat

popularity by leaps and bounds lately
with his "rippling rhythm" style of music,
produces that gurgling-brook effect in the
simplest way imaginable so simple, in
fact, you probably wouldn't ever think of
it.
He just has one of his men blow into
a glass of water through a straw. Shep's
real surname is Feldman, but he changed
it to
Fields at the suggestion of Roger
Wolfe Kahn a few years ago. Right now
Shep is looking for a girl vocalist, one
with a "rippling rhythm" style
The
late Orville Knapp's orchestra is being
heard now over MBS as The Band of
Tomorrow, under the direction of Leighton Noble, formerly its vocalist. It was

Rheumatism

purchased from the Knapp estate recently

To relieve the torturing pain of Rheumatism, Neuritis,

present work
is in the nature of a tryout before Olsen
takes it over formally. For a long time,
said in musical circles, Olsen has
it's
wanted a distinctive style of his own, and
by taking over the entire Knapp aggregation he expects to find in it a unique

Lumbago in 9 minutes, get the Doctor's
NURITO. Absolutely safe. No opiates,
narcotics. Does the work quickly and must relieve
your pain in nine minutes or money back at Drug-

;

'^

dance

style,

.

its

ready-made.

return of

network

fold,

Warner Brothers

.

.
supports
walls
.

"''

.

.

place
greatly increases endurance.
Simply write name and
address on postcard and we
will send you Illustrated
folder and full details of our
10 DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER
.

WW
J
.,ij
/

;

'

.

.

!

THE WEIL COMPANY
4011. Hill St.,

New

Haven. Conn.

SEND FOR FREE lO DAY TRIAL OFFER
Relieve

Neuralgia or
Prescription

Minutes

—

no

gist's.

9

Pain In

Don't

NURITO

Use guaranteed

suffer.

today.

WORTH A M "-LION
APAf^F
rAv^L clear, pure, attractive
section must be cleared i
and
complain of dry tender akin, bl>
k heads, etcFACT.- PTJRO-LIDO Liquid Skin Protector, Freshen
Astringent, and
Powder base is nil you need t
tee.
PURO-LIDO contains no alcohol
or poison.
Approved by docl
as absolutely safe to we.
TRY IT.
Price $1.00 per bottle.
>ney order or postcard for C. O. D. to
Send
i

Many

noted above, should have

MASCOL MFG.

CO., INC

1047 No. Genesee, Hollywood.

Write

Representati

e

for details.

Wanted.

—

CBS

have gone back to using
plus one at CBS
which rushed in and snapped up another
program's former song. Paul Whiteman
lost no time in brushing up on George
three
their

.

The Conum

to the

meant the return of many a theme
song to its former program but so far
it hasn't.
Only three shows at NBC and
also

carriage

.

THEME SONG SECTION
The

-

keeps digestive organs in

—

.

-.

abdominal

at

old

BRING YOUR RADIO UP TO DATE

signatures,

Gershwin's "Rhapsody in Blue"; Little
Jackie Heller made application for the
rights once more to "The Touch of Your
Hand," from Jerome Kern's "Roberta";
and Major Bowes' Capitol Family comes
to you once more with the strains of
"With a Song in My Heart," from "Spring
is Here."
At CBS, the changes were: Hollywood
Hotel, back to "Happiness Ahead"; Chesterfield, back to "Carefree," which though
written by two of the boys in the Kostelanetz band, had been under the ban;
and As You Like it, a program on a
limited network, back to "I Like the
Likes of You." Columbia's Wednesday
night Palmolive Community Sing, after
ascertaining that Fred Allen's Town Hall
Tonight wasn't going to want its old
"Smiles" back, grabbed the song's signa-

a
W*

ture rights for

Get Rid

ol Static, Distortion,

Tune out strong
tions

.

.

.

Angeles, Canada, Mexico!

—cut

lectivity-

out

local sta-

tune in Los
Increase se-

Send No Money!

in-

distortion,

static,

Pay nothing
now. Just Bend

with amazing new ADD-AUses no extra current, fits any
radio, electric or battery, works on inside
terference,

TUBE.

name
dress

GUARAN-

card.

or outside aerial, all waves.
Use 5 days. If not delighted,

TEED!

"I
A "New

Only

For

Radio"

man

and adon post-

Pay

post-

only 51.00
plus few cents
postage on de<
livery.Send your

within
10
days
from
date
shipped and your money will be refunded
return

order today!

instantly!

R-E Engineers, Dept. H-510, Marburg

Ave.,

& B.&0.

R.R., Cincinnati. 0-

-HD5E

:

CUARANTEED TO
lUeaf Without Holes

or New-Hose FREE!
AGENTS!
Amazing

itself.

PDA TUBE

Strong Local Interference,
Be,

'

during this Introductory offer

I

many

appear

will

.

.

has been gaining in

by George Olsen, and

Address--

—

Shep

for

inches slimmer at once and
in ten days if your waist line
is not 3 inches smaller it will
cost you nothing. "I reduced
8 inches" . .
writes Geo.
Bailey. "Lost 50 lbs." writes
W. T. Anderson.
Hundreds

ORCHESTRAL ANATOMY

MARRIAGE HYGIENE can be difficult— or
easy.

*

WEIL BELT

Ihe

days at our expense

1

—

*

INCHES

WITH THE WEIL BELT!"

free

°io

$32

in a

WEEK

Replacement Guarantee on

fir

sirk hosiery, chiffons, service weights. Reduces
hosiery costs up to 60°,
A sensation. If holes,
snags, runs appear in from li/2 to 8 months
hosiery replaced free.
100 styles, colors for
men, women, children. R. Poirer reports $127 earned in five days.
Agents send postal quick for selling outfit, giving hose size.
.

WE'RE TELLING YOU
Frank

Perillo,

Newark

— Guy

Lom-

sponsor for this season is Bond
Bread every Sunday at 5:30, Eastern
time.
Your questions about the most
popular bands are answered earlier in this
department.
Johnny Pallas, Dennison, Ohio Here
bardo's

—

—

A

WILKNIT HOSIERY COMPANY
8-L Midway, Greenfield

A
.

„

r

*»f. ALICE WHI1E

'S'Ttrwi

•'•
••

"0VIEAOBESS

WEARING
&*-*>/? WILKNIT
H0S|ERY
S»i<i'-i
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RADIO M IRROR
are those theme songs you asked for:
Ozzie Nelson: "Loyal Sons of Rutgers;"
Ben Pollack: "Song of the Islands;'' Johnny Johnson: "Is This the Music of Love?"
Noble Sissle: "Hello Sweetheart, Hello;"

Corns Come Back
Bigger Than Ever
Unless removed Root and All

FOLLOWING THE LEADERS

ger of infection.
But the new safe Blue-Jay doubleaction method stops the pain instantly—then the entire corn lifts
out Root* and All in 3 short days.
Blue-Jay is easy to use, invisible.
Held snugly in _ place by special

Here's the monthly directory to where
the maestros are playing as accurate as
we can make it.
Bernie, Ben
On Tour.
^ Casa Loma Neatherland Plaza Hotel,
Cincinnati, O.

—

—
—
Denny, Jack — On tour.
Donahue, Al — Rainbow

Wet-Pruf adhesive. Get Blue-Jay
today. 25c for a package of 6 at all
druggists.

BLUE-JAY
&

may

Fio

PHOTO

Amazing

Offer! Mail ua 3 negatives (films) with
ad and 25c (coin); receive postpaid 3 beau-

5x7 inch enlargements: 6 for 45c; 15 for SI,
postpaid. 1 for 10c, pIub postage. Canada, add
10%. Negatives returned. Dept. M-ll. Unique
Art Service, 18 E. 58th St.. N. Y. C.

i

S9

all

10'

geles.

YD UR FACE cHAnceD
Straight

Oept. 8-R,

Plaza, N. Y.
Hotel,

— Morrison

Chi-

Magazines, newspapers, publishers

—Cocoanut Grove, Los AnBenny— Pennsylvania Hotel,

and advertisers spend millions yearly
for illustrations. Design and color
influence the sale of most things we
buy. Artists have become important
to industry. Machines can not displace them. If you have talent,
train it. Drawing may be your surest

Goodman,
N. Y.

George— Hotel

Hall,

King.

Henry— Cocoanut

|

|

Ballroom,

Los

road

Schools, affiliated with
a large art, engraving and printing
institution, has trained many young
women and men now serving industry as designers or illustrators,

Grove, Los An-

—
— Palmer House, Chicago.
Lombardo, Guy— Roosevelt Hotel, N. Y.
Lyman, Abe— On tour.
Martin, Freddy— Aragon Ballroom, Chi-

capable of earning from $1,000 to

Jack

Home

Study
$5,000 yearly. Its
courses in Commercial Art, Illustrating and Cartooning, contain
exclusive illustrated lessons by many

cago.

famous artists. Practical instruction
by experienced men is the reason for

Morgan. Russ— Biltmore Hotel, N. Y.

New York

—
—
—

Ray On tour.
Yallee, Rudy
On tour.
Weems, Ted On tour.
Noble,

SIHANGEgSSPDNGE

Whiteman, Paul
Worth, Texas.

— Casa

to success.

The Federal

geles (following Duchin).
King, Wayne On tour.
Little,

I

Taft, N. Y.

— Palomar
— On tour.
— On tour.
Hal — Theaters.

Harris, Phil
Angeles.
Heidt, Horace
Jones, Isham

Kemp.

Ckari
regular features!
ing new beauty! They can be youi
Dr. Stotter (grad. of University of
Vienna) reconstructs faces by famous Vienna Polyclinic methods
Unshapely Noses, Protruding Ears,
Large Lips, Wrinkles, Signs of Age,
Low
etc.. are all quickly corrected.
cost. Write or call for Frea Booklet
"Facial Reconstruction," (mailed ir.
plain wrapper.)
Dr. Stotter, 50 East 42nd St.,

Radio

Garber, Jan

ENLARGEMENTS

tiful

Ted

Rito,

cago.

cells root-like in form and position.
serve as focal point for renewed development-

this

Eddy— Hotel

Duchin,

Black Scientific

plug of dead

If left

Room,

you like to draw, test your sense
of design, color, proportion, etc.,
with our simple Art Ability Test.
An opportunity to get a frank opinion, free, as to whether your talent
is worth developing.
If

City, N. Y.

RN PIASTER
*A

twenty-five cents for the cost of the picture, they will send you an eight-by-ten
photograph of any leader under their

management.

• Old-fashioned paring methods
make corns come back bigger
uglier than ever— with serious dan-

Bauer

and Irving Aaronson: "Commanderisque."
Tom Bozeman, John Hunter, and many
more readers of Facing the Music
You've been writing in to ask how you
can get pictures of the band leaders.
Here's one way you can get a lot of them.
The Music Corporation of America, at
745 Fifth Avenue, New York City, is the
manager of about 170 big-name bands,
and if you write to them, enclosing

many years' outstanding success.
Courses sold on easy payments.

its

Send today for Art Test and Free

Bemanana, Fort

Book explaining
in art.

ities

(leans Cars

Let us
answered,

NEW

know what

questions you want

the

coupon below for
and ours and
we'll do our best to tell you what you
want to know.

your

Agents! GofdMinef

using

own

the

convenience

—

^

pntworkl Anto owners, hoaBewiveB wlldaboot
it. Agents making phenomenal profits!
SAMPLE OFFER— Samples sent at our risk to

who writes. No obligation.

RELIEF

first

person In each lo-

Be first— send your name
441 Bar Street, Akron, Ohio.

Getdetails.

KRISTEE MFG. CO.,

FEDER ArSCHOOLS' Tnc.
11606 Federal Schools Bldg.

DERMOIL is being used by
thousands of men and women
throughout the country to secure relief from the effects of this
ugly, stubborn, embarrassing

scaly skin disease,

taken for eczema.

it

ex-

TODAY

LAKE LABORATORIES
Northwestern Station

Name

RADIO MIRROR,

Address

me your Art Test and Free Book.

122 East 42nd Street,

1

want

City.

to

Orchestral

Occupation.

know more about:

Anatomy

Theme Song

Dept. M-15, Detroit, Michigan

Section

MYSTERY^

LAMP^

Following the Leaders

LIGHTS THE WHOLE HOUSE 7frtt\\\^

MEW
kind of lamp now combines best features of gas
A
and
Burns cheapest fuel-air

#

7

often mis-

Apply

ternally. Non-staining. Watch
the scales go, the red patches gradually disappear and
enjoy the thrill of a clear skin again.
DERMOIL is
backed by a positive guarantee to give chronic sufferers
defLnite benefit in two weeks time or money is refunded.
Send
Your word is final.
25c for your trial
or write for our large and beautifully illustrated FREE
book. Prove it yourself no matter how long troubled
or what you have tried. Don't delay. Write NOW.

I,

Facing the Music,

with

€RmOIL
SPOT
TEST

Box

Please send

Age

PSORIASIS
Generous trial size
25c stamps or coin

Ken Aldcn,

New York

FROM

Make
THE ONE

out and mail

Minneapolis, Minn.

epongre cleans cars like magic! Banishes auto-washing drudgery. Also
cleans linoleum, woodwork, windows with-

TODAY I

fill

coupon below.

REVOLUTIONARY chemical

cality

present opportun-

Just

Or

Name
Address

electric

oil. lighting.

mixture. The amazing discovery of a famous Akron,
Ohio inventor. Lights every room in the house, at less
than one-tenth _ the cost of cheapest old-style lamps.
No piping, wiring or installation whatever. Nothing
under the sun equals it. 300 candle power of brilliant,
soft light like sunlight, prevents eye
strain. Simple, safe, easy to operate.
Ideal for farms, small-town or sub-

AGENTS!

burban homes. Charming, beautiful, .imazIngly ugeful. TRY IT IN YOUR HOME
FOR! 30 DAYS. Send no money now. Juat
yonr name and address for liberal introductory offer. Learn how you can get your
lamp FREE of one penny coat. Write quick

AKRON LAMP COMPANY,
121

Lamp

Bldg.

E

AKRON, OHIO,

Something really
newl New product.

New

plana.

New chance for $3
an hour even in

spare time. Lamp
free to workers.
Write
I

NOW

101
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That

What
Do You Do

with

You know from
—when you pick up a glass or cup? .
•watching others that charm and poise can be destroyed
instantly by the misuse of hands. And by the same
token, the correct use of your hands can become a tremendous social and business asset. Great actresses
.

accomplish much of their poise by proper hand action.
The makers of Frostilla— the famous skin lotion that
keeps hands, face and body smooth and lovely— asked
Margery Wilson, the international authority on chatm
and poise, to tell

•
•
•

•

how to hold a cigarette
how to pick up cards
how to shake hands
and how to make hands behave to the

best advantage on all occasions
Margery Wilson gives the authoritative answers

to
these and other questions in an illustrated booklet on
to Use Your Hands Correctly. Although this
booklet is priced at 50c, we have arranged to present
it without charge to Frostilla users in the United States
and Canada until May 30th, 1937.
Just mail coupon with the front of a 35O0c or $1.00
Frostilla Fragrant Lotion box (or
two fronts from 10c sizes) and your
copy will be sent FREE.

How

"FROSTILLA"
409 Gray Street, Elmira, N.Y.
Here is the box front— send me my copy
of Margery Wilson's book on hands.
Name.

City..

LIGHTEN YOUR HAIR
WITHOUT PEROXIDE
ANY Shade

SAFELY

in 5

you desire
to 15 minutes

Careful, fastidious women avoid the use of
peroxide because peroxide makes hair brittle.

Lechler's Instantaneous Hair Lightener

NO

requires
peroxide.
Used as a paste it
Eliminates "straw" look. Beneficial to permaLightens blonde hair
grown dark. This is the only preparation that also lightene
the scalp. No more dark roots. Used over 20 yearB by famous
beauties, atase and screen stars and children. Harmless. Guar
anteed.
Mailed complete with brush for application

not streak.

nent waves and bleached hair.

1

FREE

36 page booklet "The Art of Lightening Hair
Without Peroxide" Free with your first order
Inc.
560 Broadway
(Dept. A)
New York, N. Y.

LECHLER LABORATORIES,

YOU, TOO, CAN EARN $30

WEEK

Nancy

E

.

.

.

depend upon .
.
unable to leave the

to

.

children to work in
shop or office
even
if she could have been
sure of getting a job
Yet, today Mrs. E

—

I

is

the last picture was finished, he was commuting between New York and Hollywood, arranging the scores for the recordings and trying to take some of the routine work in connection with the coming
Packard program off Fred's shoulders. It
was just after the recordings and the picture had both been completed that I
talked to him at his office in New York.
Fred had just sailed for a brief European
vacation, and Johnny was supposed to be

vacationing too.
"It's enough vacation just not to have
to think about a piano or a piece of music
that has to be arranged," he grinned when
apologized for keeping him in his office
I
on a broiling hot day. Moreover, as I
very soon realized, it's fun for him to talk
about Fred.

I

CAN

show you
is by

son Fred

making $30

a

week

as a C. S. N. graduate and plans to establish a rest home for convalescents I
Those magic
letters "C. S. N." are responsible for her suctess.

They stand

what sort of pertelling you about the
finished," he began. "We've
best

for:

This school for 3 7 years has been training men and
women, 18 to 60, at home and in their spare time, for
the dignified, well-paid profession of nursing. The
course is endorsed by physicians. Complete nurse's
equipment is included. Lessons clear and concise. Easy
Tuition Payments. Be one of the hundreds of men and
women earning $25 to $35 a week as trained practical
nurses. High school education not required. Best of all,
you can earn while learning!
Mrs. A. B. R. earned
three times the cost of the course while studying.
Doctors say C. S. N. graduates make their best practical nurses.
Send coupon today and learn how you can
become self-supporting as a nurse.

of records before, but we
never had the hectic time we did last
week. On the RKO lot they were rushing
to finish 'Swing Time' by the end of the
week, so Fred could get away, and we had
to fit in the time at the recording studio
could.

We

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
III.

Please send free booklet and 32 sample lesson pages.

City
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HUMANITARIAN— PUBLICIST
PHILANTHROPIST
Until further notice, Bernarr Macfadden, humanitarian, publicist and philanthropist, will discuss a topic of national
interest every Tuesday evening at 10
o'clock E.D.T. in a fifteen minute broadcast over the stations of the Mutual

Broadcasting Company.

Arranged by and conducted under the
auspices of Liberty Weekly, this series
of discussions will have a strong appeal
to every person who is interested in
national affairs.

You

Every Tuesday at 10

had

done
so the master
time for Fred
to be

dug right in and started to rehearse. We
got the easiest records out of the way, and
came to the last and toughest, the 'Waltz
in Swing Time.' There was one tricky section Fred couldn't get right. He tried and
tried, getting madder at himself all the
can fix
time.
kept telling him, 'Fred,
that in five minutes, just by changing the
arrangement!' but he wouldn't let me.
He was just mad enough at himself to be
it.

"Well, finally he thought he had it right,
and we got the waltz down on wax and
dragged ourselves home. The master records were ready Saturday, the last day of
shooting on the set, and after I'd okayed

took them

I

around for Fred to
wanted

M. E.D.T.

WLW WOR WGN CKLW
LEARN SAXOPHONE
Save months of hard work and
costly lessons! Learn to play with

A

[AN EASY

"professional style".
new
of self instruction brings you the
"secrets" of a celebrated radio soloist.
Every lesson shows you "tricks" your
For further information
teacher would use.
a

method

WAY
write

to:

MICKEY GILLETTE SAXOPHONE SCHOOL

I

I

P.

Stations

recording could be ready in
to okay it before he left.
"Fred couldn't get away from the lot
until eight, and he was dead tired, but he

stubborn about

are cordially invited to tune in on
and informative feature.

this interesting

got half the records

26 O'FarreN

»;,»

San Francisco,

St.

Calif.

FREE CIGARETTE
WEEKLY
SMOKE. We
Ask any man to
him LIGHTED

EARN UP TO

$95
introducing
furnish you Free Cigarettes.
have a Free Smoke.
Hand

NEW WAY TO

Cigarette from beautiful pocket-size "Magic
Case". Just touch button. Presto! Out comes
LIGHTED Cigarette automatically. No batteries
or electricity. Get Magic Case for 15 days' trial
at our risk. State favorite brand cigarettes.

MAGIC CASE MFRS..
4234 Cozens Ave.

Dept. S-4661
St. Louis, Mo.

studio,

where everybody could hear them, but
there wasn't much time, so that's what we
did— stopped shooting and put on the records, with the whole studio crew standing
by to listen.
"The first ones were swell— perfectbetter even than we'd hoped for. Everybody broke into spontaneous applause after the 'Bojangles of Harlem' number,
and Fred was awfully pleased. Then we

START EARNING IN b DAYS
"Made S16.50 and have finished only 3
lessons" says Mrs. Ellen V. Bailey of Pennsylvania. Decorate giftwares.
supply
.

We

everything and teach you how. Easy, fascinating work full or spare time. A big income
possible every month. No selling experience
needed. 50,000 members of Fireside Craft Guild
make money right at home.
Write todav for new membership plan. It ib FREE. Send no money
Dept. 34-S, Adrian, Mich.
FIRESIDE INDUSTRIES,

—

Nobody
swing waltz.
the
to
clapped when it was finished. Fred picked
up the record and looked at my initials

don't

on

Why put up with years

ABOUT

of needless discom-

RUPTURE]

it.

'Did you okay this?' he asked me, as
he thought there must be some mistake.
"

if

ashamed of
knew the record wasn't good for
myself.
Astaire, but I'd okayed it because well,
after all, we'd turned out four swell Astaire records, and even if this wasn't quite
"I

began to

feel a little bit

—

I

good as the rest, it would have been a
good piece of work if anybody else had
done it. Fred didn't have time to have
was
another try at it. And I'll admit
willing to compromise with my conscience
in order to give the phonograph company

as

JVame_

BERNARR MACFADDEN

came

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING

Dept. 1811, 100 E. Ohio Street, Chicago,

National Questions by

we just
made two sets

job

them

could have been yours!
Left with two little
support
children
to
not much money

Radio Discussions of

music from

hear. Ordinarily he wouldn't have
to play the records there in the

story

's

— the

finished, but the other half
all at once, in one night,

..State..

to

Announcing a Series of

"Top Hat," "Follow the Fleet," and the
new "Swing Time." This summer, before

when we

Address..

A

phonograph records

of

Your Little Finger?
.

Mr. Astaire

Irresistible

{Continued from page 33)

I

another record to sell.
"Not Fred, though.

It

wasn't good, and

WORRY

and worry? Try a
Brooks Automatic Air
Cushion. This marvelous appliance permits
the opening to close,
yet holds reducible
fort

—

day and
rupture securely, comfortably
night. Thousands report amazing results.
Light, neat-fitting. No hard pads, metal girdle or
parts to chafe or gouge. Patented in U. S. and 13 foreign countries. Try one 10
PENNY'S RISK. You'll be delighted. Free Book on
Rupture and convincing facts mailed postpaid in
plain envelope. Address

DAYS WITHOUT A

Brooks Company, 182H State St., Marshall, Mich.
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SM HEATING
FOR
ONLY

COMFORT
it!

Amazing, new

Radiant heater gives
many hours of sunlike,
healthy heat from few
pints of cheap liquid

fuel.

Finger-touch

heat regulation.

Instant operation. Heats every
corner of a big

room even

solo.'

So

what we

that's

did,

and

that's

MIDWEST gum Ho*
PUSH BUTTOn TUniHG
0*4

the record of 'Waltz in Swing Time'
hasn't any Astaire taps in it."
Johnny leaned back in his chair and
clasped his hands behind his head. "That's
the way he is, though," he went on. "He's
so conscientious that he won't be satisfied with anything less than the best he
can do. You'd expect camera crews and
other people on the job to get exasperated at him when he rehearses for hours
to get a step just right, but they don't
because at the right minute he always
wise-cracks or clowns in a way that proves
he knows how he's holding thingsup, and
is laughing at himself for doing it.

IN HOUSE... CLEAN, QUICK
HEAT AT A FINGER TOUCH!
like

1

why

USE NEW RADIANT ANYWHERE

Nothing

he wouldn't let it go out.
think you'd
better record it again,' he said, 'and leave
me out. Just the orchestra and a piano

in

//xELECTR IK SAVER

TUBES
5 UlflVE BARDS..

1,9^2200 mETERS

zero weather

REPLACES
LESS TO USE!

Why

fuss with

dirty stoves, coal

or wood, tangling cord or tube

beaters when this
beautiful Radiant
gives you more heats
for less money,!
needs no bulky fuel, %
leaves no dirt or
ashes, is portable,
and can be used
anywhere.

30-DAY

HOME

TRIAL

IF

BURNS 96% AIR
ONLY 4% FUEL!
YOU ACT NOW!

On

our special introductory offer, you can get the new Radiant for
30 days, to know why thousands of owners praise its remarkable
heatin? efficiency and economy. The special low price amazes all
Write.
for foil details!
A great money-maker, fall or spare time, with
everything supplied. But you must write at once
I

TODAY

AfiFNTQI
"^"^
^

I

AKRON LAMP & MFG. CO.,

771

HIGH

ST.,

AKRON, 0.

Also BARGAIN
:'<s'°.

extra5™G1VEN
"Ginghams, Percales, Prints, Voiles,
Chambrays, Shirtings, Crepes, etc.
|

clean goods direct from us at a big
Latest assorted Colors. Newest
g.
^patterns for dresses. Our finest quality.

(SEND NO MONEY
2

BUNDLES
+
.PST6

5 YARDS EXTRA

30

^Tre™"!

^delivery charge, 20 yard bundle $1.29
'
postage paid, money with order. Satisfac-

tion guaranteed

money

or

back.

/EASTERN TEXTILE COMPANY
Greenfield, Mass.

LDept. V-40,

Me* GRAYHAIR
REMEDY iSi
MADEATHOME
VOU
can now
*

make at home a

better gray hair

you can buy, by
simple recipe
I

remedy than

following: this
:

To half pint of

water add one ounce bay rum,
a small box of Barbo Compound and one-fourth ounce

Any druggist
can put this up or you can
it yourself at very little
cost. Apply to the hair twice
a week until the desired
Barbo imparts color to streaked,
of glycerine.

mix

shade is obtained.
faded, or gray hair, makes it soft and glossy and
takes years off your looks.
It will not color the
scalp, is not sticky or greasy and does not rub off.

whole-hearted about everything he does. A lot has been written
about how seriously he takes himself, and
it's true, he does; but he isn't solemn about
it. When he's workjng, he works hard, and
when he plays, he plays hard. He doesn't
go out much, to premieres and night
clubs, because he hates crowds, but at a
party there isn't anybody who can clown
more, or have a better time than Fred.
"He's the friend of everybody on the set
or in the studio. You'll find him talking
to a script

because he

boy

as often as to a celebrity,

almost

likes

everybody who

knows how to
any patience

talk intelligently. He hasn't
at all with inability, but
he'll listen with interest to anyone who
knows what he's talking about.
"Fred's own standards of work are high,
as that business of the records proved, but
his method of getting high standards from
others never hurts. For instance, I'm sure
work, but he knows that
he respects
for practical reasons I'm apt to try to 'get
by' sometimes with something that isn't
quite as good as it could be, but which
no one but a musician would notice.
So he mimics me. He'll sit down at a
piano and play for a minute, then hit a
sour note not a very obvious or important one and then squint his eyes around
to see if anybody noticed, ready to try to
laugh it off, just as I do when 1 make a

FREE

TRIAL!
EVERYWHERE,

slight mistake. Then he'll cover his mouth
with his hand and laugh as if he'd put me
in a very embarrassing spot. But he's such

comedian that the criticism
a natural
doesn't hurt.
"He's consistent in everything he does,
in his work and in his private life. Every
dance step has to follow naturally on the
one before it he won't do a flashy routine
just to show off, but if the little story
each of his dances tells needs a flashy
routine, he'll work his head off
and his
feet too
to supply one. He's
" and once
again there was no mistaking the deepness
of the admiration in Johnny's voice
"he's one if the finest gentlemen
know."
And that would be a good place to end
this story, except that so far
haven't

radio enthu-

siasts are praising this

amazingly

beautiful, bigger, better, more
powerful, super selective 16-tube
5-band radio. Outperforms $200
sets on point - for - point comparison. Before you decide, write for
40-page
1937 catalog. Learn how you can save 50% by
buying direct from the factory.
pay more?

FREE
Why

74 ADVANCED

FEATURES

Scores of marvelous features explain Midwest super performance and assure thrilling world-wide all-wave performance.
You can switch instantly from American programs ... to
Canadian, police, amateur, commercial, airplane and ship
broadcasts ... to world's finest foreign programs. Powerful
Triple-Twin tubes (two tubes in one!) give 20-tube results.
Exclusive Electri/c-Saver cuts radio wattage consumption 50%. ..
results in Midwest radios using no more current than ordinary
7-tube sets.. .enables them to operate on volume as low as 80
volts. Push Button Finger Tip Tuning is made possible with
the Midwest automatic push button tuning
system . . . doubling your radio enjoyment.

—

UP CQG7 DIRECT FROM
SAVE
TO %J\J70 FACTO R Y
No
pay—
buy
middlemen's profits to

you

—

at wholesale price direct from factory
saving 30% to 50%. As little as 10c a day
pays for your Midwest . .
and you can
try it out in your own home on 30 days Feeb
trial. You are triply protected withrff?
Foreign
Reception
Guarantee, /

my

—
—

A

\

DAYS

FRED'S

STOVES...COST

.

One -Year Warranty and
Money > Back Guarantee.

|\}MAiL COUPON

TODAYS

'

1/iee 30 DAY TRIAL OFFER *
it 40-PAGE F0UR-C0L0R7^ CATALOG
MIDWEST RADIO CORPORATION
Dept. E-Sl. Cincinnati, Ohio
obligation on my part, send me you - new

Without

FREE

catalog

FREE

30-day

and complete details of your liberal
offer
This is
an order

NOT

trial
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AddressVQ

Town

_

.State

_..
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HAPPY RELIEF
FROM PAINFUL
BACKACHE
Caused by Tired Kidneys
Many

of those gnawing, nagging, painful backaches people blame on colds or strains are often
caused by tired kidneys
and may be relieved

—

when

treated in the right way.
The kidneys are one of Nature's chief ways of
taking acids and wastes out of the blood.
healthy
person should pass about 3 pints a day and so
get rid of more than 3 pounds of waste matter.
If the 15 miles of kidney tubes and niters don't
work well, this waste stays in the body and may
become poisonous. It may start nagging backaches, leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting
up nights, swelling, puffiness under the eyes,
headaches and dizziness. Don't let it lay you up.
Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills
used
successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help to flush out the
15 miles of kidney tubes. Get Doan's Pills.

A

—

1FREE

1

explained why with all his talents, Fred
can't be master of ceremonies on his own
program. Johnny wouldn't have dreamed
of telling me this; it's a backstage radio
inside-story.
Fred can't ballyhoo. If he admires someone's work, he can praise it enthusiastically

— but

should happen that the show
scheduled a guest star Fred personally
didn't think was so colossal, his introduction of that star might not be as enthusiastic as it should.
Not through any
malice on Fred's part, but just because he
if

it

couldn't conscientiously praise the star
He'd try but
to the listening audience.
you, listening in, would know something

lhe RIGHT

\v

^ ^^^w

N;

;

^^j^>wl
~r

And

of-ceremonying
Fred will do it.

Sounds

any formal masterdone, someone besides

so, if

is

it

—and

is

to

is

TRY them

gives this

lure.

NEW
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be sent FREE,
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full trial

Lipsticks will

your very own

any

all;

FREE TRIAL

Here's your chance to discover

to

find

better

cover mailing

TODAY!

EJUVIA
upsttck

REJUVIA BEAUTY LABS..Dpt. B2.39S BWAY. N.Y.
Send me 3 trial size REJUVIA Lipsticks;
enclosed find 10c iStamps or Coin) for mailing cost
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it's

As

a mattrue besides.

idealistic, doesn't it?

ter of fact,

you're missing

why REJUVIA

the

—

was wrong.

shadi

lipstick

makes SUCH a diUerence in any woman':
uty! The only way lor you to tell what
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What Do You Want

$x*nnyBabyf
HIS OLIVE OIL

POWDER

to

POSSESSES APPEARANCE OF A

Know?

KEEPS HIM HAPPY!

(Continued from page 56)
hobby, amateur dramatics.
ried.

YOUR

baby will delight in the extra comfort you can give him, Mother, with
Z. B.T. Baby Powder. For his delicate skin
will respond to the olive oil in Z. B. T. which
makes it cling longer and resist moisture
better. Its superior smoothness (what the
doctors call "slip") prevents chafing in the
creases. Free from zinc in any form, Z.B.T.

approved by Good Housekeeping and your

is

baby. Large

25<f

and

50tf sizes.

He's unmar-

—

Ross W., Dallas, Texas
For a picture
of Dolly Dawn, you'll have to write and
ask her. Address Dolly in care of the Columbia Broadcasting System, 485 Madison
Avenue, New York. Dolly is nineteen
years old and comes from New Jersey.
She has black hair and black eyes.
M. E. B., Middletown, New York
George Burns' original name was George
Birnbaum. It isn't likely that Glen Gray
will play for the Camel Caravan this fall.
Right now we do not know of his definite
if you'll watch Radio Mirror's
Facing the Music department, you'll learn
of his whereabouts.

plans, but

—

Betty F., Fairpot, N. Y.
Major Bowes
a widower and has no children. Write
and ask him for his picture in care of
the
Major Bowes Amateur Theater,
Broadway and 53rd Street, New York
City.
H. M. Z., Kerrmoor, Pa. Sorry, but
you'll have to write to your local station
for information on Charles W. Hamp. He's
not listed on any of the networks.
Constance Q., New York, N. Y. Right
now, Loretta Lee is not married, but she
may be by the time you read this. Loretta
is

—

—

FREE oT»>C RINGS 4.a
TR E A
ao

s

was born in
Her father

New
is

Orleans on June

1914.

14,

She's five feet-two
110 pounds, has red

a judge.

inches tall, weighs
hair and blue eyes.
Becky W., Philadelphia, Pa.—Only a
short time ago we spoke about Walter

SAFE,..be?ausei^
easiest to clean.

Ask

However, since you have only reRadio Mirror's ranks, the
Oracle will once again do the honors.
Walter has been heard on the Show Boat
cently joined

^

broadcasts over the NBC network.
He
has his own sustaining spot on WJZ and
understand that he's now negotiating
for a commercial to start in the near fuI

—

Walter
is
Westerner from
a
Omaha, Nebraska, to be exact.
He's
married and has two lovely children.
Rose P., Sharon, Pa. You can address
Fred Waring's Pennsylvanians at 1697
Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Ann B., West Norwood, N. J. Yes,
Lanny Ross is married just about a year.
His wife is Olive White who still manages
his professional life.
Lanny has only one
brother. Address him in care of the Nature.

—

at

Home

Using my secret formula, you can
make finest all-purpose complexion
cream at home for a fraction of its
cost in stores. Send coupon for
details
no obligation.
SALON, Suite M,
1203 Connecticut Ave., Washington, D. C.

JB
Name.

—

CAROL

RANDOLPH

.

tional Broadcasting Company, Rockefeller
Plaza, New York, N. Y.

and Jimmy Farrell
you want to become
members of the clubs of these two radio
Heatherton

fans, attention!
.State.

—

—

Ray

Address
City

If

get in touch with Bessie Shreiar,
Barclay Street, Worcester, Mass.
Miss Lillian B., Rochester, New York
We do not disclose the personal addresses
of the radio stars but if you address
Jackie Heller in care of the National
Broadcasting Company, 222 North Bank
Drive, Chicago, 111., he will be sure to
stars,

45

NO DRUGS -NO EXERCISES
An

amazing- patented device and method
ROLLETTE developed in Rochester,
Minnesota now makes it possible for you
to rid yourself of unsightly pounds of fat

and improve your figure. With it you can
take off fat quickly without dangerous
drugs or exercise. No strenuous dieting
needed You eat plentifully of tasty foods
as outlined in method. Leaves the flesh
firm and gives a natural healthy glow to
the skin. It makes you feel vigorous.

it's

opportunities.
Prepare in
Bpare time.
Eaay plan. No previous
experience
needed,
common Bchool
education sufficient.
Send for free
booklet
'Opportunities in Photography", particulars and requirements.
'

American School

of

Photography

Dept. 1388
3601 Michigan Ave. Chicago,

CATARRH

III.

and

SINUS
CHART—
FREE
Guaranteed
No

Relief or
Pay. Stop hawking
stuffed-up nose bad breath—Sinus irritation
phlegm-filled throat.
Send Post Card or tetter
for New Treatment Chart and Money-Back
Offer. 40,000 Druggists sell Hall's Catarrh Medicine.
63rd year in business. Write today!
F. J.
CO., Dept. 2311, TOLEDO, O.

—

CHENEY &

STOPPED

tell

them

IN

just

—

ONE MINUTE

Are you tormented with the itching tortures of eczema
rashes, athlete's foot, eruptions, or other skin afflictions? For quick and happy relief, use cooling, antiseptic, liquid D. D. D. Prescription. 40 years
world-wide success. Its gentle oils soothe the irritated skin. Clear, greaseless and stainless dries fast.
Stops the most intense itching instantly.
35c trial
bottle, at any drug store, proves it— or money back.

—

A

P.D.D.

PAsAcJuL&ZZj&vt,

Kidneys Must
Clean Out Acids
Tour body cleans out Acids and poisonous
9 million tiny, delicate Kidney tubes or niters, but beware of
cheap, drastic, irritating drugs. If functional
Kidney or Bladder disorders make you suffer
from Getting Up Nights, Nervousness, Leg
Pains, Backache, Circles Under Eyes, Dizziness,
Rheumatic Pains, Acidity, Burning, Smarting
or Itching, don't take chances.
Get the Doctor's guaranteed prescription called Cystex.
510,000.00 deposited with Bank of America,
Los Angeles, Calif., guarantees Cystex must
bring new vitality in 48 hours and make you
feel years younger in one "week or money back
on returr of empty package. Telephone your
druggist for guaranteed Cystex (Siss-tex) today.
wastes in your blood thru

SheGotWa Half Dollar
WiviU pay CAS H for

for

tOU) COINS .BIHS and STAMPS

_ POST YOURSELF! Itpays!

:

:

«%1 1 paid
Jl

Van Dyke, Michigan
Write to the National Broadcasting Company, Rockefeller Plaza, New York, and

ROLLETTE
COMPANY
11 E.Huron St.,
Chicago
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$400.00 to Mrs. Dowtyfi
ofTexas,foroneHalf Dollar;

22 J.D.Martinof Virginia$200.00 (
"^or a single Copper Cent. Mr.
Manningof New York, $2,600.00 for/

D.,

they will take care of you.
Genia M., Chester, Pa. See Becky W's
answer on Walter Cassel.

Dept. 701,

Splendid

plenty.

Mary Ann

in five

absolutely guarantee that if withdays the Rollette method does
not convince you it will take off your
ugly fat the trial will cost you nothing.
Send name, address for free trial offer.

—

MOMPV
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what stars' photographs of
Show Boat you want. I'm almost sure

We

Merelyslip myFormettes in position under your regular brassiere and look into
your mirror. You'll be thrilled to see the
lovely, womanly curves and smart lines
your dresses acquire. FORMETTES are
scientifically designed to give perfect naturalness and comfort. Made of a special
substance that feels and looks just like realjlesh. So natural
your closest girl friends will not detect them. If you want to
Try Formettes for ONE WEEK without obligation, note
the transformation see what a wonderful difference youthful, alluring chest curves make in your whole appearance.
Just your name and address and
CFlin I1U
wewill mail you a set of FORMETTES C. O. D. for only $1.87, plus a few cents postage. Try
them for one full week, then if not satisfied your money will
be cheerfully refunded. Send today to Dorothy Page,
FORMETTES CO., HE. Huron St., Dept. 200, Chicago

—

.

FREE TRIAL OFFER!

No Drugs,Creams or Exercises
>

your letter.
P. Joan C, Phila., Pa.
If you've re%d
the beginning of this column, you then
know all about Al Bowlly. Grace Moore
is in her thirties and we're sorry we can't
reveal her radio and opera salaries but
receive

called

,

feminine, full curvesome lines! EVERY
GIRL, can now do it . . . easily, instantly t

Cassel.

^

4ol

Make Beauty Cream

ADDS 3 INCHES TO CHEST
MEASUREMENT-OR COSTS NOTHING!
No matter how flat your chest may be you
can now transform, its appearance into

„_

oneSilverDollar. Mrs.G.F.Adams,Ohio,V
received $740.00forafew oldcoins. Iwill pay big prices
for all kinds of old coins, medals, bills and stamps.
I

WILL PAY

$100.00

FOR A DIME!

r
1894 S. Mint ; $50.00 for 1913 Liberty Head Nickel (not Buffalo)
end hundreds of other amazing prices for coins. Send 4c for \
Large Illustrated Coin Folder and further particulars. It may
mean much profit to you. Write today to
<i-i

B.

MAX MEHL,

356 Meh! Bldg.,

FORT WORTH, TEXAS

(Largest Rare Coin Establishment in U. S.)

RADIO MIRROR

m*\ Honeymoon

Learn

TMQS

Homemaking from

i

the Stars
(Continued from page 44)

ALL-VEGETABLE
CORRECTIVE

'

Makes Them
Feel So Alive

FOLKS just can't

believe what an
amazing difference there is in the way they feel
after using a natural, all-vegetabie laxative
that really cleanses their system the way nature intended. But all around you people, millions of them, know how Nature's Remedy (NR
Tablets) rids them of draggy headaches, colds,

upset stomach, when caused by sluggish bowels.
See for yourself. Know what it means to use a
purely vegetable laxative. See how gently and
naturally it works, leaving you feeling refreshed

and alive.
of

Get a box

NRs— 25 tablets

TO-NIGHT
KD
^XTOMORROW ALRIGHT

only 25 cents at any
drugstore.

FREE

i

Beautiful Six-color 1937 Calendar -Thermometer. Also
samples of NR and Turns. Send stamp for packing and
postage to A. H. Lewis Co., Desk 83S-16 St. Louis, Mo.

!
34 pC. COLORED GLASS DINNER SET
nil/PN"»«orLADIES
big cash commission. Send name and address. Beau-

tiful Cherry Blossom design. CHOICE of green or pink glass: 6
plates, 6 tumblers, 6 caps, 6 eaocers, 6 nappies, 1 each, sugar,
cream, vegetable and platter. This is only one of nearly a hundred
articles featured in our catalog, which we GIVE for selling our famous WHITE CLOVSRINE SALVE for cuts, bums, sores, chaps,
etc. to friends at 25c a bos with a beautifully colored Art Picture
FREE and rernittingas per new premium plan book. 39th year.
SQUARE. Start now by sending for one
PAIR
trust you. BE FIRST.
dozen boxes.

AND

WE ARE

SEND NO MONEY — We

WILSON CHEM. CO.,

Dept. 6S-A

Inc.

Tyrone, Pa.

PHOTO ENLARGED
ANY
8x10 inches
Size

or smaller

desired.

if

Same price for full length
or bust form, groups, land*
scapes, pet animals, etc..
or enlargements of any
part of group picture. Safe
return of original photo
guaranteed.

SEND

STANDARD ART STUDIOS

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

Dept. 1546-P

Operates without
tubes or
batteries
Amazing: pocket
radio fits in pocket
or purse.
Smaller
than a cigarette packSeparates and
.receives stations with
I

.

••"..,

ms

wrinkle.

in
particular the novel
and
charming treatment of the fireplace.
Nothing could be more appropriate for
fireplace decoration than mugs and old

Notice

$20by Sending

OLD

—

and

you

get
an idea
to

have
one by

FACTORy

you, too, can have finer
rugs and save Half. Mail Coupon or

^

lc Postal for big color book of America's Finest Low Priced Rugs. Describes how we shred, sterilize and
reclaim the good materials, merge,
bleach, respin, redye and reweave
into luxurious New two-sided rugs.

ANY SPECIAL SIZE YOU WANT
Just phone the Railway Express to
call at your door for your material,

^ or ship Freight our expense. Satis"^^^pt^faction guaranteed, 62nd year. Praise
*% from editors, women

^^T* \ J •%

You

risk nothing.

everywhere.

Beware agents.

OLSON RUG CO.
\*£2&
"^^^
NEW YORK

CHICAGO

!

SAN FRANCISCO

Name..
Address

©

_

1936

Town

orc

Stale

„

m gg

Simulated Diamond

a

bar

hook

importedISt
^*
To

or

is
from the Powell refresherie that will appeal to you
and most
assuredly to your friends. You've noticed,
of course, how grilled sandwiches or even

introduce our Beau-

—

lowly hamburgers make a hit with brass
rail patrons?
Dick has had installed at the
rear of his bar an electric grill on which
those delicacies may be quickly and tastefully prepared and served red hot. Without going to anywhere near the expense
of installing such a costly affair, you can
buy for a proverbial song one of those

apartment

kitchenette
electric
stoves,
cover the base attractively according to
your taste, attach it to a baseboard plug
and, as the French say voila!

.

Mail to 2800 N. Crawford Ave., Chicago, Dept. K-50
Yes, mail FREE, your 66 page, money-saving
Book in colors, "Beautiful New Rugs from Old."

ten.
if

My

Rugs, Clothing

the OLSON
P^to
Learn how

in the original or in faithful

reproduction,
can be obtained at antique shops and auction sales right here in America, although
Dick's came all the way from France.
Do you remember the old shaving mug
and wonder what has happened to it?
Well, you will probably find it proudly
displayed on a shelf over Dick Powell's
bar. If you can't round up enough shaving mugs for the bar, certainly you can
still find some of the quaint old coffee
cups huge affairs they were with "Father"
prominently displayed in gilt. Remember
them? They're grand and much prized
by decorators for home-made bars. And
as for the grand array of glassware so
necessary for use as well as decorative
purposes— sh! don't tell a soul, but out
of the ten different styles of glass used in
Dick Powell's bar, at least six can be
found in lovely reproduction at the old

SAVED

I

cooking utensils. Remember that originally fireplaces were kitchens as well as
heating sources. Pewter and copper, either

crook— here

(any size) and within a week you will receive
your beautiful enlargement, guaranteed fade
less. Pay postman 47c plus postage — or send 49c
with order and we pay postage. Big 16x20Inch enlargement sent C. O. D. 7ou plus poetage or send 80c and we pay postage. Take advantage of this amazing
offer now. Send your photos today. Specify size wanted.
St,

wood

Incidentally,
or are going

3 for $1.00

"'

-

your mother called "Passe Partout" when
she was a girl, only with a 1936 Holly-

reliable five

47
NOMONEY^'rS

\04 S. Jefferson

thin, narrow, black frame.
Or, reversing
the process, paste your picture in the middle of your board and then cover the remaining area with suitable material and
bind the sides with ordinary black strip
frame binding, the same sort of thing

'

'

Blue-White Rainbow Flash
we will send a 1 Kt. Imported Simulated
Diamond,
Mounted in Lovely RING as
tiful

Stones,

Illustrated, for this ad. and 15c
expense.
Address:

National Jewelry Co., Dept. 3-E
Wheeling, W. Va.
(2 for 25c
Mention your

FREE

Birth

FREE a
— Imported

include

phant

Date,

White
from

and we will
"Luck" Ele-

ORIENT.

the

Price

jyptfWE*
Now Only

age!

beautifuly clear tone.
NO CRYSTALS to adjust
r bother with only one
'ing part no upkeep.
Can
"'""
-»-- -"be used by ANYONE ANYWHERE.
Directions given for use in hotels, offices, autos, at home
while cycling, boating or on trains. Thousands of satisfied
owners— many report amazing reception and distance. Takes
only a second to connect and tune in. THESE
ARE FACTS. Choice of colors: Brown, Black,
White, Green, Blue. ABSOLUTELY complete
with midget phone, ready to listen.
Send
only $ 1 .00— pay postman balance or send
S2.99 (Cash, M.O., Check) and we will send
postpaid. Ideal Gift. GUARANTEED. Order
now! State color wanted.
Tinytone Radio Co.. Dept. G-1X, Kearney, Neb.
'

—

10k
AFTER

—

10

Day

FREE Trial

Fully

GUARANTEED

No Money Down

NEW KIND OF

A genuine full sized
$100 office model Underwood No. 5 for only §44.90 (cash) or
on easy terms. Has up to date improvements including standard 4 row keyboard, backspacer, automatic ribbon reverse,
shiftlock key, 2 color ribbon, etc.
The perfect all purpose
typewriter. Completely rebuilt and FULLY GUARANTEED.
Positively the greatest bargain ever offered.

IRON

Lowest
Touch Typewriting
gompleto (Home Study)
Learn

Super -Speed Amazes
Housewives— Pays Agents
up
astounded by th
epeed,

efficiency

economy
the new Diam

and

I

Self-Heatin?lron.
Better than gaa

—

ourae of the

Famous Van

Speed Typewriting
System fully illustrated
Sant

—

given dur-

easily learned,
ing this offer.

to

$15 to $25

Terms

— 10c

a

Day

Money-Back Guarantee
Send coupon for 10 day Trial
you decide to keep it pay

—

if.

only S3. 00 a month until S49.90
Limited
(term price) is paid.
offer
act at once.

—

INTERNATIONAL TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE
231 West Monroe St., Chicago, III., Dept. 1103
Send Underwood No. 5
.

the cost. No wires, no hose, no attachments
at
or electricity
uniform heat. Cuts ironine
egnila
to bother with. Quick, reKulated,
ashing for only lc. BornB 96% air-only
time in half. Irons bier washing:
Handsome, rustproof, OriKUoil]. *..-:.;
[coal Oilj.
kerosene ICUal
MIUM finish insures lifelong: service. No. wonder agents like
Morris and Wynne have made op to $15 and $25 in one day.
Write today for full particulars, 30-day trial
HftMP TDIfll
nuiflu
I nlHL offer, and proof of big- money opportunity.
AKRON
MFG. CO., 371 Iron St., Akron, Ohio

M

LAMP &

trial.
lect.

If I
If I

am

keep

(term price) in

Ray Heatherton's heard over
CBS on Chesterfield's dance program.
Baritone

Name...

(F. O. B. Chicago) at once for 10-days'
not perfectly satisfied I can return it express colpay $3.00 a month until I have paid $49.90

it I will
full.

.Age.

Address.

105

RADIO MIRROR
Menus from Tim

Mexican

Sensational

and

3331

(Continued from page

nTui PortaUg
VERY LATEST

WAKE UP YOUR

Irene
10)

the day before and use the left over
for my loaf."

meat

LIVER BILEWITHOUT CALOMEL
And

Tamale Loaf
can corn
can tomatoes
1
large onion
2 cups soup stock
2 cups chopped cold meat
1

Jump

You'll

out of Bed in

the Morning Rarin' to

Go

1

FEATHERWEIGHT
MODEL
Now Only

lOe

a day

ON EASY TERMS

1

Money— Free

Send No

1

Trial

Here at last— is the perfect family portable—the most revolutionary achievement in typewriters. Think of it— a fully
complete, FEATHERWEIGHT, streamline model with
standard 4-row keyboard, standard paper roller and every
essential feature, weighing less than six (6) lbs. Priced at
a great saving. Positively a mechanical jewel. Not a toy or
incomplete model. The only Real Portable -mechanically
perfect and complete in every respect, yet so light a child
can carry it with ease. Fits into small brief case or table
drawer— only 2 3/8 in. high. Guaranteed to last years.
Only by actually seeing and trying this amazing portable can yoa
appreciate !ts superiority. Use Special Coupon below without risk.

SPECIAL OFFER—ACT AT ONCE!

FREE

trial — without obligation to buy —
while special introductory low price holds good.
See and try for yourself. If you decide to keep it
pay only $37.50 cash or 10c a day on easy term plan
of $3.00 a month until $39.75 (term price! is paid.

Send for 10-day

Typing
Course

INTERNATIONAL TYPEWRITER CO.
Franklin and Monroe Sts.. Chicago

I
'

Please send the

I

.
1

I

DeLuxc

Dept.P1103,|

FEATHERWEIGHT Portable

F. O. B.
Chicago on 10 days Free Trial. If I decide to keep it I will pay
$37.50 cash or $3.00 a month until $39.75 [term price] is paid. Or,
if I am not perfectly satisfied I can return it within the 10-day
trial period.

1

Name—

I

.

Age—

.

I
i

I
I

I

Town-

1

I

For quick shipment give references and occupation

I

•

INVENTORS

•

Small ideas may have large commercial possibilities. Write
us for FREE book, "Patent Guide for the Inventor" and
Delays are dangerous in
"Record of Invention" form.
patent matters.
Free information on how to proceed.

CLARENCE
l-R

A.

Adams

O'BRIEN & HYMAN BERMAN
Building, Washington, D. C.

Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick af tec
being deaf for twenty-6ve years, with his Arti-

Ear Drums. He wore them day and night.
They stopped his head
noises. They are invisible
ficial

and comfortable, no wires

'

Satisfaction

batteries.

guaranteed or money back.
Write for TRUE STORY.
Also booklet on Deafness.

Hofmann

Detroit, Michigan

tablespoon

chili

powder

in four
tablespoons olive oil. Add the soup stock,
bring to a boil, then add the other ingredients and simmer for fifteen minutes,

stirring constantly. Remove from fire and
stir in four well beaten eggs. Transfer to
well-greased loaf pan and bake in a moderate oven for forty-five to fifty minutes.
Serve with tomato sauce. (Serves twenty.)
"You see, with this menu," Irene ex-

plained, "practically all of my preparations can be made in the morning. After
the chili has been set to simmer and the
tamale loaf poured into the pan ready for
baking, 1 wash the salad greens and put
them into the refrigerator to crisp and
make my French dressing. Then in the
evening, while the tamale loaf is baking
and the French bread warming in the
oven with it, I make the salad and coffee.
If I have to go out during the day, I first
make sure that the chili isn't getting dry,
let it

l^OT

simmer while I'm gone."

-

-^sz=a. -_

jgr ^-

"

"

Send No

Money!

SEND NAME AND ADDRESS!

I AniBC'O />IDIC'
LAUIH9
OttelKLS Latest Shape

HIGH GRADE

7 Jewel Movement WRIST WATCH with metal bracelet and

beautifully designed chrome plated case. Or big cash comFREE big
mission. YOURS for SIMPLY GIVING
colored pictures with well knownWHITECLOVERINESALVE
used for burns, chaps, sores, etc., easily sold to friends at 25c
a box (with picture FREE) and remitting per catalog. SPECIAL- Choice of 40 other gifts for returning only $3. Our 40th
year. Be First, Write today for 12 boxes of White Cloverine
Salve, Wilson Chem. Co., Inc., Dept. 6S-H, Tyrone, Pa.

AWAY

OLD BOOKS

WAN*
w
MAGAZINES

•

LETTERS

*

NEWSPAPER

il«,000.00l^t!
books (as late as 1927) now
gathering dust in your attic, trunks,
or basement, may be worth a fortune
to you. A single book in your home
may bring $IO-$50-$IOO or more in
cash!
We will pay hundreds and
thousands of dollars for certain school

Old

books, travel books, story books, poetOne book may bring you as
ry, etc.
much as $5,000.00 cash. We want
thousands of old books to sell to collectors

and

libraries. Investigate!

book you now have

may

Any

be valuable 1

SEND FOR PRICE LIST NOW

Send 10c stamps or coin at once for
new list describing many old books
that bring high cash

prices.

have what we want!

Act now.
Dept. 680
Chicago, III.

AMERICAN BOOK MART,
140 S. Dearborn St.,

You may

mere bowel movement doesn't get

at the

Liver Pills to get these two pounds of bile

make you

flowing freely and

"up and up".

feel

Harmless, gentle, yet amazing in making bile

Ask

flow freely.

name.

by

25c at

all

for Carter's Little Liver Pills

Stubbornly

drug

anything

refuse

©

stores.

LEARN

else.

m. co.

1935. c.

TO

PLAY

PIANO
BY EAR*
NOTE READING-NO SCALE PLAYING

—

H you can

whistle, iing, or hum a luno
You have TALENT.
Let a popular Radio Pianist train your hands to play Piano
Ear. TEN LESSON METHOD sent postpaid for $1.00.
or pay U. S. Postman $1.00 plus postage. Nothing more
to buy.
Satisfaction assured
or your money refunded.
Piano Accordion bass charts inctudod Free. Order nowl

by

—

,

Dept.

D^L

M-15

RIO,

TEXAS

i-^l

being the winner.
The sauce is
the morning, reheated at night
while the spaghetti is being cooked.
sauce

made

1

in

Meat Sauce for Spaghetti
small bunch celery, or outer leaves

from large bunch
large green pepper
2 large onions
large clove garlic
2 lbs. lean beef ground with Y\
1
large can tomatoes
can tomato paste
Yz lb. fresh mushrooms

lb.

bacon

1

Chop

GREEN MOUNTAIN

ASTHMATIC
COMPOUND

celery,

has brought

quick relief to thousands who
had suffered for years
Asthmatic paroxysms are quickly soothed and
relieved by the pleasant smoke vapor of
Dr. Guild's Green Mountain Asthmatic Compound. Standard remedy at all druggists.
Powder, 25f< and $1. Cigarettes, 50( for 24. Write
for FREE package of cigarettes and powder.
The J. H. Guild Co., Dept. EE21. Rupert, Vt.

pepper and onion
Sautee celery
in four tablespoons olive oil for about
five minutes; add the green pepper and
sautee for five minutes more, then add the
onion and garlic and sautee all together
until tender. Add the ground beef and
bacon and cook together for half an hour.
Dice the mushrooms (they do not need to
be peeled) and brown in butter, then add
to the cooking mixture with the tomatoes,
tomato paste and salt and pepper to taste,
and simmer for an hour and a half.
The spaghetti should be cooked until
tender, but not soft and mushy. For an
fine,

green

and mince the

garlic.

$1194.00 of insurance at age 21; $813.00 at 35. Other
ages in proportion in this Old Line Legal ReserveCompany that sells without agents and gives the saving
to its policy holders. Postal has paid out$43, 000,000.
in 31 successful years. It has millions in assets and
reserves. Just write a card today with your name,
address and exact date of birth and you will get full
details and rates for your age by return mail. Insuris vital! Act promptly while rates are low.

Iance

Postal Life Insurance Company
Dept.RD-153, 511 Fifth Ave.,NewYork

accompanying

salad, serve chicory or the
finocchio
with
French
licorice-tasting
dressing, and instead of French bread use
the round Italian loaves.

has some other grand recipes
which we haven't space to give here, but
which I'll be glad to send you if you will
write me Spanish rice, noodle ring and
delicious ice box cookies which can be
mixed in advance and baked as required.
Just send a stamped, self-addressed envel-

Irene

—

ope to Mrs. Margaret Simpson,
Mirror, 122 East 42nd St., New
N. Y with your request.
.,

106

A

cause. It takes those good, old Carter's Little

the

1

-^.

Gas bloats
up your stomach. You get constipated. Your
whole system is poisoned and you feel sour,
sunk and the world looks punk.

Ryans' parties are built
around Mexican food. Italian dishes
are equally popular, spaghetti with meat
all

1

CJIVen ^^SgSss^^*

not flowing freely, your food doesn't

is

digest. It just decays in the bowels.

Mince the onion and sautee

Artificial Ear Drum

Bids.

liquid bile into your bowels daily. If this
bile

cup cornmeal
cup ripe olives
can button mushrooms
Salt to taste

THE WAY COMPANY

I

719

1

and

To Be Deaf
No Joke
—Every deaf person knows that—
or

1

THE

should pour out two pounds of

liver

Radio
York,

SALARY
TO START

$90

(
,

(
(

to

$175
MONTHLY

MEN..

WOMEN
A?e Ratine

(
(

)

Railway Mail Clerk

)P. O. Laborer
)R. F.D. Carrier
) Special Agent
j Customs Inspector
) City Mail Carrier

(

)

(

)

P.O. Clerk

<

)

POSTMASTER

(

Elevator Conductor
Auditor
Stenographer
)U. S. Border Patrol
Telephone Opr.

<

)

(

)

(

)

<

)

(

)

Watchman

Meat Inspector
(
Stock Clerk
Secret Service Opr.
{
) Spec. Investigator
) File Clerk
) Typist
(
INSTRUCTION SERUICE, Dept. 31 5-A, St. Louis, Mo.
)

(

(

(

Send

particulars "How to Qualify for
m.nke.l "X", S'il ,11.". o
.,(
i'<. -in, ,n.V
ALL
* K,h.&,
opportunities,
etc.

me FREE

<_-..

<,.,',-f,-nm (:

tiona.

,

SENT

!

RAD 10 M IRROR

COUGHS

Relieve

quicker by "MoistThroat" Method

THE
of

When

this

year," she said.

got flOO a month drawing ac"But
count," he boasted.
The company started checking up one
I

day and Smith was fired.
His next job was with a
in Fort Worth. Here the
husband did much better.
they wanted him to go on

{

hap-

heavy phlegm

Then you cough. The
quick and safe way to relief is by letting
Pertussin stimulate those glands to pour out
their natural moisture. Sticky phlegm looscollects, irritates.

You have

ens, is easily raised.

relief!

after that cough today— with Pertussin. Over 1,000,000 prescriptions for Pertussin
were filled in one year. This estimate is based

Get

on a Prescription Ingredient Survey issued
by American Pharmaceutical Assn.

PERTUSSIN

\

"MOIST-THROAT" METHOD OF

COUGH RELIEF
FREE TRIAL BOTTLE

Seeck& Kade,
I want a Free

Inc.. 440

Washington

trial bottle of

St.,

Pertussin

N. Y. C.

— quick!
S-l

RINGS GIVEN

for selling' 12 Boxes Mentho Nova
Salve at 25c each and returning
$3.00. Used for 36 years, for
coughs, colds, cuts, burns, sores,
catarrh, etc. Order today. We trust
you. A hundred other premiums
lor boys-girls. A Postcard will do.

MENTHO NOVA CO.

Dept. 86

..Greenville, Pa.

TUNE

IN

TRUE STORY COURT
OF

HUMAN RELATIONS
Unless you are already a listener-in on the True
Story Court of Human Relations, sponsored by
True Story Magazine, you are missing one of che
most absorbingly interesting broadcasts on the air.
Each Friday night the True Story Court of
Human Relations brings to its listeners a radio
drama filled with thrills; drama, suspense. Broadcast over the NBC Red Network, a turn of the
dial will bring into your home this wealth of
wholesome, highly enjoyable entertainment. Tune
in on Friday night without fail.
Station

City

WEAF

New York

WEEI
WTIC

Boston
Hartford

WJAR

Providence
Worcester
Portland, Me.
Philadelphia
Baltimore

WTAG
WC5H
KYW
WFBR
WRC
IA/GY
WBEN
WCAE

Washington
Schenectady
Buffalo
Pittsburgh

WTAM
WWJ
WMAQ
KSD
WHO

Cleveland
Detroit

Chicago
St. Louis
Des Moines

WOW

Omaha

WDAF

Kansas City
Denver
Salt Lake City
San Francisco
Los Angeles

KOA
KDYL
KPO
KFI

KGW

Portland, Ore.
Seattle

KOMO
KHQ
SUNDAY

Spokane

WLW

Cincinnati

Local Time
PM EST
PM EST
PM EST
PM EST
PM EST
PM EST
PM EST
PM EST
PM EST
PM EST
PM EST
PM EST
PM EST
PM EST
PM CST
PM CST
PM CST
PM CST
PM EST

9:30
9:30
9:30
9:30
9:30
9:30
9:30
9:30
9:30
9:30
9:30
9:30
8:30
8:30
8:30
8:30
8:30
8:30
8:30
9:30
9:30
8:30
8:30
8:30
8:30
8:30

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

MST
MST

PST
PST
PST
PST
PST

6:30 PM EST

Take Your Choice of These
Stations

.

.

.

Every Friday Night

pyint

Make this clever colorful decorative plant at home
of buttons and "V. B." Dennison Crepe. Also make bags,
belts, baskets, trays; do the
new picture craft. Instructions
for 77 novelties are in the handsome 24-page book, "New Dennison-craft Ideas." Send only
10c (coin or stamps) to Dennison,
Dept. Y145, Framingham, Mass.

company

V.B."

devoted young
However, when

'AAWVl&OrV

the read he refused to leave Justine.
Then came the worst of all. "1 sold
auto polish to garages," he confessed.
Smith should have worn old clothes but
his natural desire to put on a good appearance proved his undoing. After two
of his best suits were ruined by car
grease, he decided that auto polish was
not his line.
Things were starting to boom just then
and a group of Texas cattle and oil
barons decided to build a magnificent
club in Fort Worth. Some relatives of
Smith's from the prominent Texas branch
of that family were interested in the
project.

They prevailed on him to organize an
orchestra as a feature of the club. It took
little
persuasion.
By that time Justine
was so sick of being broke that she didn't
care any more, either.
band was
success from the
THE
Smith depended on
banjo and
a

start.

his

4

directions

Smith glanced
over at Justine and the memory of this
started them both laughing.
"He sold exactly one lot in a whole

drying or clogging of

pipe.

Love

for

a job selling real estate."

moisture glands in
your throat and windpens,

Smith Ballew Endured

(Continued from page 47)

Get your throat's
moisture glands back
to work and "soothe'your cough away
usual cause
a cough is the

What

MEN WHO WANT TO GET MARRIED!

his

personality to put him over. That was before he knew he could sing. In fact, that
discovery didn't come until some years
later and then quite by accident.
It was only at Justine's insistence that
he tried singing at all. "I always knew
Sykes could sing," she remarked. "Of
course, up to that time, none of the bands
had singers. Ted Weems was the first.
Even then, his vocal work was all of a
comedy nature. No one dared sing a
'sweet' song.
"I
kept after Sykes and he finally
agreed.
The number was 'Hard Boiled
Hannah' and when he got up to sing, he
forgot the words! It took months after
that to get him to try again."
Smith Ballew had to fight not only
family prejudice and hardship in carving
a career. His greatest battle was to overcome his own timidity. It was only his
wife's confidence that carried him through.
Her faith in him was so great that he
caught the spirit and shook off his false
fears.

Once launched as a full-fledged orchestra leader, he went on a tour that lasted
ten months. Yet the contract which had
seemed so generous yielded him little by
the time expenses were paid. When it was
over he was just as broke as when he

Yon and
of facing

The

Then he got

a

hunch to try Chicago.

Leaving Justine with a sorority sister in
Springfield, he and his drummer set out
for the Windy City. There the drummer
promptly went on a spree with their joint

sandwiches.

was

in this spot that

Smith made his
radio debut, over station WGN. Although
he never had a lesson, his natural
It
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D
D
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Telephone Work D Radio
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Air Conditioning
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D
D
D

D
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stake, consisting of $20.

Lady luck had not deserted the lank
Texan, however, for he landed with Ben
Pollock's band at the Black Hawk cafe
with a salary of $125 per week. His five
dollar advance was spent on ham and egg

is

Listen:
Thousands of
problem that now troubles
They're making themselves
jobs, preparing themselves for
ahead!
They're doing it by devoting
time to study
by mastering
dence Schools courses that are

Business

started.

dreams have the precious hope
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Professional Dressmaking
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Name
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Address
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// you reside in Canada, send this coupon to the
International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited,
Montreal, Canada.
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BORN TO BE A

tenor voice pleased

Pollock.

Ted

Fio Rito heard one of the broadcasts and called him long distance with an
offer of $185 per week.

"They really wanted Sykes for his singing," Justine interrupted. "But he didn't
know that."
Three months with Fio Rito at the Sinin Cincinnati and the Ballew bank
account began to climb. The kid was doing all right. He had proven to the skeptics that he could make enough to support a wife. But all the time the dark

BUT-

ton

clouds were gathering.

.

Hp

MOST BAD BREATH COMES FROM
DECAYING FOOD PARTICLES IN HIDDEN
CREVICES BETWEEN IMPROPERLY CLEANED
I TEETH. ADVISE COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
BECAUSE ITS SPECIAL PENETRATING FOAM
[
E& REMOVES THESE ODOR-BREEDING DEPOSITS.

JV

M

I

By this time, Smith was managing the
Fio Rito band. They had gone over so
well in the midwest that Ted was determined to storm New York. So to Manhattan they traveled, confident that they
would land a good spot on Broadway. Instead, the only engagement that came
along was one week of vaudeville in
Brooklyn. After several more weeks of
waiting around, the band broke up and
Smith was again out of a job.
It seemed funny then.
Justine and he
made the Broadway rounds having a great
time. Then, one night when they were too
tired to go out they started figuring up.
The bankroll was exactly $30.
Nothing to do but move to a cheaper
room, up on Riverside Drive. Justine
still shivers when she thinks how cold it
was that winter. "For weeks we lived on
bread and canned beans," she admitted.
"You don't need butter that way because
you can dip your bread in the bean juice.

WE

had a nice landlady who let us
use her kitchen when we had something to cook, and who let the rent run.
remember so well that Christmas eve," Justine continued. "Candy has always been
my weakness so Sykes, determined that I
should have some sort of gift, presented
me with a five cent chocolate bar!"
Christmas came and went. Still there
was no sign of work. Smith had but recently recovered from an attack of pneumonia and was still far from strong. His
condition was made worse by the fact
that he had only a light topcoat to protect his tall frame from the cruel, biting
winds which swept the city. This, plus the
lack of nourishment, started to tell on
him and he developed neuralgia.
Justine was going about in worn-out
slippers which exposed the soles of her
feet to the icy pavements. As a result,
sinus developed which in turn caused an
ear abscess. She became delirious. Smith,
in desperation, consulted an acquaintance
who arranged to have the sick girl sent
to the charity ward of a big hospital.
They could have written home for
money but that would have meant admitting defeat. With sublime confidence, they
I

MONTHS

3

LATER-

NOBAD
BREATH
BEHIND SUE'S
SPARKLING
SMILE!

Most Bad Breath Begins with the Teeth!
VVTHY
far the

when you realize that by
most common cause cf bad breath

is

improperly cleaned teeth!

easy to be safe

.

.

.

felt it

would

—

Authorities say decaying food and acid
deposits, in hidden crevices between the
teeth, are the source of most unpleasant
mouth odors— of dull, dingy teeth— and
of much tooth decay.

Use Colgate Dental Cream.

Its

penetrating foam removes these odorbreeding deposits that ordinary cleaning
methods fail to reach. And at the same
time, Colgate's soft, safe polishing agent
cleans and brightens the enamel makes
your teeth sparkle.

special

—

Be safe be sure! Brush your teeth
with
your gums
your tongue
Colgate Dental Cream at least twice daily
and have cleaner, brighter teeth and a
sweeter, purer breath. Get a tube today!
.

.

.

.

COLGATE

.

.

.

.

.

all

work

out,

somehow.

desperation, went out and
literally demanded a club job which netted him $22. On top of this, Justine's
mother sent her five dollars as a birthday
When Smith went to get his wife
gift.
out of the hospital, he was presented with
a bill for $26, which left him with one
lone dollar.
"So we took a cab heme," he said. "Felt
we might as well be all the way broke."
Next day came an offer to go to Boston

Smith,

bad breath interfere with
** romance — with happiness? It's so
let

in

with George Olsen in "Good News." Smith
accepted but after three weeks the company wanted to cut salaries, so he quit.
Besides, he was worried about Justine,
back in New York, who was still far from
well.

When
ceries
left

the rent was paid up and grobought, he still had a few dollars

plus a one hundred dollar

bill

which

he planned to hold as a nest egg. Friends
arrived from Texas and they decided to.
celebrate

108

down

in

Greenwich

Village.
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Smith doesn't know how it happened, but
during the course of the evening his
pocket was picked of the hundred dollar
bill!

left they took
Texas pals to dinner next night in
would
It
a swank Park Avenue joint.
never do to let the folks back home think
they were broke!
Broke was hardly the word for it. They
were flat busted.
Again Fate gave them a gentle steer.
This time it was in the direction of a
House on East 56th Street which three
boys from down home were just about
managing to keep going. Misery loves
company, so the Ballews were invited to

With the $12 that was

their

share the sparsely furnished quarters.
These lads, then unknown, were Stookie
who later won fame with his
Allen,
Above the Crowd" cartoon; Roger Eden,
then an humble piano thumper who was
to write "Eadie was a Lady" and other
Kirksey, now a
hit songs, and George
United Press syndicate writer. The only
one then regularly employed was Stookie
who acted as life guard in the Park Central Hotel pool and who later married
Gladys Parker of "Flapper Fanny" fame.
A wealth of talent under one roof, but

ready cash. Bohemia in Manhattan.
One afternoon Smith rushed home highly
elated. He had landed with the Freddie
Rich band on the Astor roof. An agent
from Okeh heard him sing and had him
make a few records, which resulted in a

BAD10 EXEBff
Learn

Make

to

£0*50*75
a Week

little

contract.

ROM
F much
demand

then on. Smith must have
wished he were quintuplets, there was

services.
The
next two years he averaged at least fifteen
records a week besides playing and singing at the Harry Richman Club.

so

for

Home

will Train You at
for Good Spare lime
I

else,

they were caught

in

the whirlpool. Still, they were better off
than most for their stock had been bought
outright. However, those nicely engraved
sheets of paper which once would have
brought three hundred thousand were now
not worth one tenth that sum.
They didn't mind. A much more important event was transpiring.
Smith
wanted his baby born in Texas so Justine
traveled to Fort
Worth a few weeks before the arrival of her little girl.
Smith had planned to follow but his
eniployers wouldn't let him. Then a terrible thing happened. He was induced to
invest in more stocks in order to recoup
his losses.
Shortly after, the stocks that
couldn't go any lower dropped to just
above zero and the Ballew bankroll was
cleaned out.
A^ a consequence, Smith didn't see little
Justine until she was three months old.
By then he had saved a little money.
Things got slack in New York so he
went to New Orleans where he was a great
success for two seasons. Something was to
happen there which changed the whole
course of his career.
One night while Smith was singing, a
tiny little woman with fine features and a
radiant smile, entered the dining room.
Later she arranged to have the tall, handsome singer brought to her table. She
was Marguerite Clark, once Mary Pickford's leading rival for screen leadership.
"You must try out for the movies," she
insisted.'
"I
can always spot a winner.
You would be a great picture bet."
Miss Clark did more than this. She
wrote a letter to one of Paramount's execu-

to

Expert.

$80 Monthly
Spare Time

in

"I work on Radio
still
part time,
holding:

my

regular

Since enrolling five years ago,

job.

around

JOHN
Silver

every

$8

B.
St.,

averaged

have

I

month."

MORISSETTE,

773

Manchester,

H.

N.

Makes $50 to
$60 a Week
"I am making between $50 and $60
a week after all expenses are paid, and
I am
getting all
the Radio work I can take care

h W

thanks to N. R. I "
308 Walnut
Knoxville, Tenn.
of,

SPANGLER,

Operates
Address

St.,'

Public

System

"I have a position
with the Los Angeles Civil Service,

operating the Public

Address System

City Hall Council.
My
$153 a month."
R. H.
ROOD, R. 136, City Hall, Los
Angeles, Calif.
in the
salary
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NOW

The

Radio offers
well-paying spare time and full time
jobs.
And you don't have to give up
your present job or leave home and
spend a lot of money to become a Radio

Heres Proof

He and

Like everyone

make more money?
you many opportunities for

Do you want

his

Justine were now riding high.
Their suite at the Warwick Hotel cost
§400 a month. Clothes galore. The best
of everything. Why not? He was making
a grand a week. They were set. Or so
they thought.
Then came the stock market crash.
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Time RADIO

Full

and
Radio Industry

than,

any

man

other

Money Job Sheets. They show you how

Experts Make
$30, $50, $75 a Week

Many Radio

Radio broadcasting stations employ engineers,

J. E. SMITH, President,
National Radio Institute
man who has directed the home
training of more men for the

study

operators,

station

managers

and pay up to $5,000 a year.
Spare
time Radio set servicing pays as much
as $200 to $500 a year— full time jobs
with Radio jobbers, manufacturers and
dealers as much as $30, $50, $75 a
Many Radio Experts operate
week.
their own full time or part time Radio
sales and service businesses.
Radio
manufacturers and jobbers employ testers,
inspectors,
foremen, engineers,
servicemen, paying up to $G,000 a
year.
Radio operators on ships get
good pay and see the world besides.
Automobile, police, aviation, commercial Radio, and loud speaker systems
are newer fields offering good opportunities now and for the future. Television promises to open many good
jobs soon.
Men I have trained are
holding good jobs in these branches of
Radio.
Read their statements.
Mail
the coupon.

There's a Real Future
for Well Trained

in

Radio

Men

Radio already gives jobs to more than
In 1935 over $300,sets, tubes and parts
were sold — an increase of 20% over
1934!
Over 1,100,000 auto Radios
were sold in 1935, 250© more than in
1934!
22,000,000 homes are today
equipped with Radios, and every year
millions of these sets go out of date
and are replaced with newer models.
Millions
more need servicing, new
tubes, repairs, etc.
Broadcasting stations pay their employees (exclusive of
artists) more than $23,000,000 a year!
And Radio is a new industry, still
growing fast! A few hundred $30, $50,
$7 5-a-week jobs have grown to thousands in less than 20 years!

300,000 people.
000,000 worth of

Many Make
Extra
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$5, $10, $15 a Week
Spare Time While

to do Radio repair jobs that vou can
cash in on quickly!
Throughout your
training I send you plans that made
good spare time money— $200 to $500
a year for hundreds of fellows.
My
training is famous as "the Course that
pays for itself."

—
I

Experience
Course is not all book training. I
send you special Radio equipment and
show you how to conduct experiments
and build circuits which illustrate imprinciples
used in modern
portant
Radio receivers, broadcast stations and
loud speaker installations. I show you
how to build testing apparatus for use
in spare time work from this equipment. This 50-50 method of training
at home
fascinating, practical.

makes

Practically every neighborhood needs
good spare time serviceman. Tho day
you enroll I start sending vou Extra

learning

interesting,

You Get a Money Back

Agreement
am so sure that I can train you successfully that I agree in writing to reI

fund every penny you pay

me

if

you

are not satisfied with my Lessons and
Instruction Service when you finish.

send you a copy of this agreement
with my Free Book.

I'll
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Out What Radio
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Mail the coupon now for
Act Today.
"Rich Rewards in Radio." It's free to
It deany fellow over 16 years old.
scribes Radio's spare time and full
time opportunities and those coming in

tells about my training in
Radio and Television; shows you actual
letters from men I have trained telling what they are doing and earning.
Find out what Radio offers YOU! MAIL
THE COUPON in an envelope, or paste
on a postcard NOW!

Television;

—

J.

Learning
a

Give You Practical

My

E.

SMITH, President

National Radio Institute

Dept.

6MT, Washington,

D.

C.

This FREE BOOK Has Helped Hundreds
of Men Make More Money
E. SMITH, President, Dept. 6MT
National Radio Institute, Washington, D. C.
J.

Dear Mr. Smith: Without obligating me, send "Rich Rewards in Radio,"
which roints out the spare time and full time opportunities in Radio and
explains jour 50-50 method of training men at home in spare time to become
Radio Experts. (Please Write Plainly.)

NAME

AGE.

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE
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raving

tives

about

Smith's

possibilities

and urging that he be given a test.
When Smith returned to New York a
test was made.
Still nothing happened.
"I didn't have anyone to follow it up," he
explains.
The third time Smith went to New Orleans he failed to click. Yet Miss Clark
was still one of his greatest boosters. She
urged him to go to Hollywood where he
had many friends.
Smith hesitated but Justine was all for

the idea. Her "What have you got to.
lose?" argument finally won out. In a few
days the Ballew family set out in a rickety car. Justine and the baby dropped off
at Fort Worth while Smith continued on
to the Coast. His total stake consisted of

ft

was with him from the
LUCK
of
he landed

start.

First

downtown Los Angeles. This tided him over
until he was able to renew his Hollywood
a cabaret job in

all

SUNDAY

contacts.

The J, Walter Thompson advertising
agency happened to be looking for someone to follow Al Jolson on the Shell Chateau program. They knew about Smith's
New York reputation and invited him to
audition for them without revealing the
spot for which he was being considered.
Lady Luck continued to smile. Around
this time Walter Wanger, the movie producer, was looking for a western type to
play an important role in his picture
"Palm Springs." He asked the studio to
run off some tests among which was the
one made by Smith in New York.
As soon as Wanger got one look at the
Ballew guy and heard him sing he yelled:
"That's the man ... get him!" Which explains how Smith happened to be signed
for the movies that very same week.
The first thing he did was to wire for
Justine and the baby to come on at once.
Again they are sitting on top of the
world, but there is a difference now the
Ballews are determined to invest their
money in sound securities. "We've passed
the stage where going hungry seems funny," Justine admits.
"Besides, we have

T*XACO
BOBBY BR
£EN

—

-"•KB?

the

little girl

to consider."

Secure in their lovely hillside home
they can look back on their hardships
with a smile. "It's hard to figure out,"
Smith drawled. "A year ago we were flat
broke
and now look!" He took in
the luxurious furnishings with a wide
.

.

.

sweep of his arm which ended as his hand
rested on his wife's shoulder.
In this union it has been the hardships
popularly blamed for lost romance that
have served to draw these two into a comradeship that even the easy luxury of
Hollywood will find it hard to shake.
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October

23.

Are you

one of the 35 lucky winners?
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romantic charm of beautiful eyes can be yours instantly-with a few
simple brush strokes of Maybelline. Darken your lashes into long, luxuriant
fringe with harmless, tear-proof, non-smarting Maybelline. Not beady,
waxy or gummy. Applies smoothly, gives a soft, silky, natural appearance,
and tends to make the Igshes curl.
Use the smooth Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil and the creamy Eye Shadowin shades to harmonize with your Maybelline Mascara.
Maybelline Solid or Cream Mascara, 75* everywhere. Generous introductory sizes of all Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids, obtainable at all 10* stores.
10,000,000 discriminating women now use Maybelline. Discover for yourself— TODAY— this simple way to more enchanting beautyl

THE

Solid

Mascara,

Brown or
liant

Black,
Blue, in bril-

metal vanity. 75t

Cream Mascara, Blue,
Black or Brown,
with brush

in

dainty

zipper bag. 7 5i

Eyebrow

Eye Shadow.

Pencil. Black,
Brown, Blue.

Brown, Green,

Blue, Blue-Gray,
Violet.

YOU ...and
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smoke

a

that

rich, clean Lightness in the taste.

throat. Puff

by

LIGHT SMOKE
makes people choose Luckies. A

A smooth Lightness of "feel" in the

puff, a delightful sense of ease.

From the

choosing

of the finest center-leaf tobaccos— to the "Toasting" which removes
certain harsh irritants naturally present in all tobacco, every carei,

The American Tobacco Company

measure of Lucky Strike's manufacture is designed to please
you more ... to offer A Light Smoke of rich, ripe-bodied tobacco.
ful
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WAR
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"PULL

YOURSELF

TOGETHER BABY

!"

MADAME

SYLVIA, author of the best seller, "No
Alibis!" has just written another stimulating and
inspiring book.
This book, "Pull Yourself Together,
Baby!" is destined to become the most talked about book
of the year.
More

READ THIS INTRODUCTION.

Darlings:

This

book is about personality. That magic touch which
makes an ugly person charming a pretty woman fascinat-

—

—

ing a beautiful girl simply irresistible.
Personality is a combination of brains, character, charm,
physical attractiveness, manner and manners.
It's the
answer to the question, "How can I be popular?" It gets
it wins friends, it draws beaux like a magnet, it
keeps husbands in love with you. You can develop it.
You were born with brains, use them. Exert the character.
Work for what you want. You must have will
power, courage and determination. In this book I am
going to show you how to go about it, give you hints and
help you get around the biggest obstacles that are now
in your way. Read it all. Let it sink in. Then read it
again. Take whatever you need into your own life.
I have already written a book called "No More Alibis."
It shows you how to make yourself over physically. Now
you have another job ahead of you. You can take off
fifteen pounds of fat with comparative ease. Can you get

jobs,

pounds of over-sensitiveness, or a bump of
self-consciousness?
Can you build up charm as you'd
build up a thin body? Sure you can, if you'll remember;
rid of fifteen

IT&iBILlE (Dl?

(g®M^H^1Ti

no more

alibis,

read what

mama

is

going to

tell

you and

get busy.

THE PERSONALITY DIET
THE PERSONALITY
FIGURE

HOW ARE YOUR COMPANY
MANNERS?
POISE UNDER PRESSURE

FORGET THY NEIGHBOR!
GLAMOR IS GLANDULAR
FROM THE NECK UP
THE PERSONALITY
WARDROBE
THE STEP-CHILDREN OF
PERSONALITY

©ME

THE ART OF BEING A
GOOD SPORT
THIS THING CALLED LOVE
CURE-FOR-THE-BLUES-

DEPARTMENT
TAKE A CHANCE!

Don't sit back and accept yourself the way you are, if
you're dissatisfied with your looks, your sex appeal, your
Don't shrivel up into a knot of
social pulling power.
self-consciousness when you meet new people. I'm going
to tell you some things which will give you poise and
assurance.
Mme. Sylvia.

ONLY

l.OO. The price of this book is only 1.00. Get
your copy at once and be among the first to read this
amazing book. At all book dealers or send $1.00 to
address below.
you haven't read "No More Alibis.'" by Madame Sylvia,
phone for a copy of this national best'Seller.
In this book you will find all the beauty treatments which
have made Sylvia a power in Hollywood. You will find out
how to reduce your weight or gain it. How to mold your
body into beautiful proportions how to acquire a firm,
lovely face
how to keep your skin clear and attractive. The
price of this book is but $1.00. Send for your copy NOW.
If

write, wire or

—

©(DILILHIE

AT ALL BOOKSELLERS OR DIRECT FROM PUBLISHERS

Dept.

— —

Macfadden Book Company, Inc.
1926 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
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gj& MODERN
SAYS

MATRON

A MODERN MATRON
RND A DENTIST
BATTLE OVER A CARRO

(But the civilized

way

"T"fr IDICTJLOUS," said a prominent
•^>. matron. "No girl with a spark of
intelligence or breeding would behave so
badly. She'd be outlawed — every door

to build firm

tender,
lot less

"Pink Tooth Brush" is serious
When you see "pink tooth brush"— see
your

But usually

.

"Ridiculous?—not a bit of it. That's a
very sensible picture. I'd be delighted to
post it in my office as an object lesson for
my patients. If more people chewed as
vigorously,

if

modern teeth and gums

were on better terms with coarse, rough,
natural foods we'd hear a lot less about

IPANA and MASSAGE)

about 'pink tooth brush,' too."

modern

.

is

rundown gums— we'd hear a whole

"losed to her!" That's the social side of the
°*jate. But just for a moment listen to a
dentist

gums

can mean serious trouble.
simply means that modern

dentist. It
it

your gums
enough work— that they need the healthful stimulation of Ipana Tooth Paste and
soft foods haven't given

massage.

Ipana plus massage is a part of modern dental practice because Ipana is especially

designed to benefit the

gums as well

as clean the teeth. Get a tube of Ipana
today and begin this modern health rou-

Massage your gums every time you
brush your teeth. Circulation quickens.
Ifour gums feel healthier. And your teeth

tine.

grow whiter, show more

sparkle.

Help your dentist to keep you from
being a "dental cripple." Don't let your
tooth brush show "pink." Don't let yourself in for

the really serious

gum troubles.

Firm gums and shining white teeth are
vitally important to you. Switch to Ipana
Tooth Paste and massage — and switch
today!
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^f EN

years ago this

month

the National Broadcasting

Company was

born.

in-

Its

augural program was carried to the comparatively few radio-equipped homes over

a

network of nineteen

homes through the

nation's

I

see

tinual

Today, our two networks serve three-fourths of the

stations.

facilities of

one hundred

two major objectives for the company
improvement of programs.

comes out of the loudspeaker.

give to the

in the

stations.

In the final analysis,

Our future

our

success will be

American public the programs that

it

The

years ahead.

wants.

real

first is

product

is

the con-

that which

measured by the ability to
There

will continue to be a

search for. better program ideas and better talent.

The second

objective

is

the

improvement of our technical

facilities.

Higher

fidelity

of reception and greater coverage are necessary components of listener enjoyment and

a

more universal use of

Engineering advances to provide increased circulation

radio.

are undoubtedly before us, with the possibilities of television not far behind.

Still

other developments of our parent company, the Radio Corporation of America, are

being tested in the laboratory.

Radio

is

Company

a

young

faces

enjoyment and

may

its

art,

with

its

future largely before

second decade with confidence and

benefit that the readers of

it.

it is

and greatest concern.

its

with assurance of

Radio Mirror and

look forward to another ten years of broadcasting.

hold in store, maintaining

The National Broadcasting

integrity with

its

listeners

all

still

greater

other radio listeners

For, whatever the future

must always be

radio's

may
first

roo";

Nino Martini is back
on Chesterfield once
more, every Wednesday evening, on CBS.

LEGS
ness

—

CHAP TOO Smooth away roughwith quicker-acting Hinds. Its

special creamy lubricants

skin soft again.

To

soak chapped

prevent further

chapping, apply Hinds before putting
on stockings. It softens and soothes
those hard, dry "skin cracks" that
sting and burn.

—

and
(left) MEN LOVE to look at
hold hands kept smooth and
white with Hinds. Skin looks

—

different

—so much

softer! That's

because Hinds goes into roughness

—doesn't just float on top. Every
creamy drop does
soothing

its

water-puffed

part

in

hands

in relieving chapping.

RED SANDPAPER HANDS... how they sting and burn,
on the palms, rough on the backs....
That's what hard work outdoors does to tender skin!
Put softness back again with Hinds Honey and Alfeel calloused

—

mond Cream.

—

Quicker-acting
not watery
every
creamy drop does good. Hands recover a soft feminine look right away with Hinds. It really works!

rich,

FREE

The first One-Piece DISPENSER

NOW!

JN THE STORES

The new perfect one-piece lotion dispenser Free on
the Hinds 50c-size bottle! Ready to use. Nothing
to take apart or put together. Works instantly.
!

—

—

Simply turn bottle upside down press out comes
Hinds quicker-acting lotion! Every drop creamy
not watery. Every drop works better! Use Hinds
Honey and Almond Cream all during the day. It
puts back the softness that drying housework
takes away. Keeps your hands feeling good, looking grand Hinds comes in $1 50c, 25c, and 10c sizes
!

—

,

NEW RADIO TREAT- "Between the Bookends" brought
pm E. S. T. over WABC-CBS

to you by Hinds at 12:15
Copyright, 1936. Lehn

HIND S
HONEY AND ALMOND CREAM
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JAY
PETERS

By

end of the guest-star idea
THEforeseen
by the wiseacres of
is

i

Radio Row.

Like most things
such as the amateurs and
the community sings, the novelty
is being killed by too much repetition. At the moment no less than fourteen outstanding programs are specializing in guest stars and listeners are
wearying of them. The same guest stars appear on the different bills, going from one to another, and there has developed a group of professional guesters. "What are you
doing now?" one radio artist asks another. "Oh, just guesting," is the nonchalant reply and that tells the story. The
original purpose of the guesters
to produce a personality
new to listeners and thus add novelty to the program has
become lost in the shuffle. A notable exception is the
Fleischmann Variety Hour, the promoters of which rarely
present an established radio personality but seek talent
new to dialists. Kate Smith's new Bandwagon program
is operating upon the same lines.
in radio,

—

*

THE

*

—

*

may

be father of the thought but the rumor
persists on Radio Row that Merlin H. Aylesworth will
soon return as President of the National Broadcasting Company. The incumbent, Major Lenox Lohr, the electrical
engineer who made such a success of the Chicago Century
of Progress, "they say," will be given an important position
in NBC's parent organization, the Radio Corporation of
America. Major Lohr assumed command of NBC about a
year ago, immediately inaugurating a policy of retrenchment. His reputed purpose was to cut down operating expenses a $1,000,000 a year.
wish

W!'H1LE
tion

the claims of the

picture

exhibitors

mothat

the air appearances of film stars are

Ralph Dumlce and Ed
East return as the
Quality Twins on a
CBS sponsored show.

reducing box-office receipts throughout the country receives the serious
attention of the Hays organization,
sponsors go serenely on their way
signing up for broadcasts all the
flicker

deemed

talent

desirable.

However, the threat of some of the
theater owners to boycott the films of stars regularly ap-

pearing on the kilocycles is having its effect. For instance,
this was written Dick Powell was in a huddle with his
advisers to determine the advisability of his withdrawing
from the Hollywood Hotel program. Bing Crosby, in the
same boat with Powell so far as regular weekly broadcasts
are concerned, and certain other stars who share in the gross
receipts of their pictures, are reported apprehensive over
the attitude of the exhibitors and are considering this angle
of the situation very seriously.

when

PRESS-TIME FLASHES
Major Edward Bowes, highest paid radio personality, is
reported investing some of his rapidly accumulating surplus coin in a Long Island realty development ... A new
song writing team flashes into being before the jaundiced
eyes of Tin Pan Alley. It is composed of none other than
Ginger Rogers and Richard Himber. The later's work as a
composer is well known but the film-maiden as a lyric-writer
is

in a

brand new

Norman (How

role.

—

DO

You Do) Brokenshire is tired he
says of his role as the playboy of the studios and is trying another comeback, this time on Hearst's New York station, WINS.
One of the big motor companies using guest stars on
Morton Downey and
its programs starts paying off such
his family have retalent with gasoline go-carts instead
turned after a sumof gold. The arrangement is satis-

—

.

rii

mer spent abroad.
Wide World

.

.

factory to the artists but some are
apprehensive lest the idea spread

//

y skin was never lovelier

VACATIONS ENDED,

•<*V>

THE STARS RETURN

WITH PLANS

FILLED

SAYS THIS

CHARMING ALABAMA

BRIDE

FOR A BUSY SEASON

to other sponsors.

Who,

for instance,

wants to be paid off in soap?
Kate Smith, finding the cost of living mounting, increases her personal
allowance from $70 weekly to $100.
Kate is by no means parsimonious, nor
she a spendthrift; which explains
is
why she has amassed $1,000,000 in
five

years

.

.

.

Paul

Whiteman is signamed the only

nally honored by being

conductor this season with the
Philadelphia Orchestra. He will lead in
two concerts of modern music November 27 and 28.
The Voice of Experience buys the
country home formerly owned by the
guest

Myers of the Liggett & Myers Tobacco
for the sum of $35,000
Mr. Myers spent $250,000 rock-gardening and landscaping the estate, so you
can imagine how elaborate it is and
what a bargain the Voice got.
Doris Wester, one of the few amateurs ever to get any place in radio,

Company

.

.

.

—

Baker was another radio star to

Phil

summer. Here
and baby Margot.

cross the Atlantic this

he

is

with his wife

Wide World

down to every pore. In no time

right

Hilda wade

even lovelier than

is

her picture. This gracious bride
has a perfect complexion smooth,

—

clear, fresh.

"A

tribute to Camay's

excellent care," she says.

Your

skin, too,

Camay's perfect

should have

care.

For Camay

has a mild, gentle way of bringing
out the true loveliness of your complexion. Camay's creamy,rich lather
soothes the skin. Camay's tiny bubbles

work

energetically

your skin will have a lovelithe world can admire.
The magic of Camay ? Its mildness. Camay is definitely, provably
milder than other leading beauty
soaps. Try Camay today. Order half
a dozen cakes. Its price is very low.
at

all,

ness

Let

all

Camay

bring your loveliness to

— cleansing

CAMAY
rne

Sotzfi

o£Becutttfu£ Mnnen,

light.

IT1DRE

MJS...

changes her name to Doris Walton upon reporting for work
on the Warner lot in Hollywood. Doris, launched by Major
Bowes, made her professional debut at Jack Rockefeller's
swanky resort, the Rainbow Room, skyhigh in Radio City.
*
*
*
won't be long now before the coast-to-coast
ITthe
Mutual Broadcasting System

network of
becomes a fact, the

country-wide expansion going into effect not later than
December 29. Recently annexed were two midwestern regional networks, the Central States Broadcasting System
and the Iowa Broadcasting System. These companies will
provide links in the chain in Des Moines, Cedar Rapids,
Omaha and Lincoln. On the West Coast the Mutual's ally
is the Don Lee network.
WOR, Mutual's New York outlet, is busy signing talent
for the new coast-to-coast programs.
Benay Venuta is
among the artists engaged. She will be the star and mistress of ceremonies of a Sunday matinee period. Welcome
Lewis, Joey Nash, Danny Lee and the Mullin Sisters are
other entertainers secured, and The Grummits, serial
family life, one of the many features already arranged.
*

*

THE
Broadcasting

*

hundred odd stations serviced by

Company

of

the

National

together by 21,635
miles of special telephone wires. The Columbia Broadcasting System uses almost as many more miles of cables for
the transmission of its programs throughout the country.
Problem: if the national networks between them require
over 40,000 miles of wires to project their broadcasts, how
can radio be properly referred to as "wireless?"
are linked

ADVERTISING

agencies specializing in radio programs
trying to figure out why four big stage and
screen stars failed to make the grade on the air last season.
The four so listed are Mary Pickford, Fannie Brice, Jimmy
Durante and Frank Fay. In the cases of the first three,
i

are

still

bad vehicles are generally assigned as the reason; in the
case of Frank Fay, the failure is ascribed to too much Fay.
The Elf of the Ether was a hit in his few minutes on
Fleischmann Varieties but flopped when expanded into a

one-man half-hour show.

THE SOCIAL WHIRL

IN

now before the leap year of 1936 will
be just a memory. And unless Cupid cuts some fancy capers
pretty quick it will end with radio's most desirable bachelors still bachelors, there being practically no casualties in
the list during the year. The gals, it would seem, have been
sadly neglecting their opportunities or perhaps the sexresistance of the eligibles has been strangely strengthened.
Whatever the reason such admirable prospects as Frank
Parker, Nelson Eddy, Bob Crosby, Robert Simmons, Nino
Martini, Robert L. Ripley, Dave Rubinoff, Andre Kostelanetz, Harry (Parkyakarkus) Einstein, Richard Himber
and Abe Lyman are still unyoked. Heaven knows the gossips have connected each of these celibates with maids more
or less on the matrimonial make but that doesn't alter the
It

won't be long

fact they were

Ethel Barrymore,
top of page with
Ben Bernie, is to
star for

NBC. Lum

and Abner, above,
as they signed a
new contract. Left,
Aliie

Lowe

Miles,

whose Husbands
and Wives show
changed time and
sponsors

recently

still

spouseless

when

this

was

written.

(Personal note to reader: Of course, if Andre Kostelanetz makes the plunge with Lily Pons before this reaches
you or Nino Martini does ditto with Elissa Landi or there
are any other defections just skip their names and remember your Cholly Knickerbocker isn't infallible in affairs of
the heart.— J. P.)
The revelations of

percussions in radio.

Mary Astor's diary had many reSome sponsors anxiously sought infor-

mation as to whether songbirds on their programs kept records of their daily thoughts and doings. And one large
advertising agency, employing considerable talent in renewing contracts, inserted what is laughingly described as
a "morality clause." It is designed to cancel instanter all
obligation on the part of the employer if the artist becomes

involved in any public scandal.
Add to births: A boy to the Ford
Bonds, christened Reynolds Ford Bond.
They also have a daughter, Alice Marylyn Bond ... To Vet Boswell, in private life Mrs. John Paul Jones, wife of
a South
.

.

.

American

Add

to marriages: Vivian Fridell,

star of Backstage Wife, to Gerrit

James

Add
de Gelleke, Jr., of Milwaukee
to Reno divorces: Queena Mario, opera
.

star,

octors

man, a daughter

oil

from Wilfred

.

Pelletier, the

.

maes-

judgment guide you

in

ro.

The Benny Goodmans are reported
Johnny Green and Ginger

adrift

.

.

.

Ditto Sheila
Rogers are romancing
Brent and Frank Cody, NBC sports
Dorothy Russell, not
announcer
the daughter of the famous Lillian but
Horace Heidt's vocalist, is altar-bound
Ella Logan's "niece," a 4-year old
miss who sang on Paul Whiteman's
children's program under the name
Annabelle Short, is really her daughter.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

your choice or a laxative

.

.

*

SONGBIRD

*

*

Virginia

musician-husband,

Rea and her
Edgar Sittig,

handsome home for themselves
wilds of the Pocono Mountains.
The house is of stone, found on their
own premises. But for the bath room,
completed at a cost of $5000, they imported black marble and installed goldbuilt a
in the

plated plumbing fixtures, making it the
smallest room in the building, and the
most expensive. And Mr. Sittig when
he married the gorgeous Virginia said
do" to the preacher man in a
"I

ready-made

suit

which cost him $19!

*

*

MAN

SAYS

NBC

While
celebrates its tenth birthday, Billy Jones and Ernie Hare, the
Happiness Boys, back in the picture
again as songleaders on the Gillette
Community Sing program, are observing their fifteenth anniversary as broadon the

They were
and the

the

first

team

to go

radio artists to
be paid for their work. Of course it
wasn't much (in those days the boys
collected $50 a week) but it was something and a grand distinction.
air

first

Lowell Thomas's life is a continuous
round of luncheons and banquets and
gosh, how he dreads 'em! It is all because Sonoco's News Voice of the Air
is such a splendid after-dinner speaker
and his sponsor requires his presence at
such affairs for their advertising and

—

good-will values.

A

* He

is

a guardian of health.
that

knows that many things
seem unimportant to you may be

vital

to

your well-being.

to

For instance, doctors expect a laxative
measure up to certain definite stand-

*

THE MONITOR

casters.

*V7"OUR doctor

ards before giving

it

their approval. If

your doctor would write down his requirements for a laxative, these are the points
he would consider important

WHAT DOCTORS LOOK FOR

IN A LAXATIVE

should be dependable.
should be mild and gentle.
It should be thorough.
Its merit'should be proven by the test of

he seeks solace in his library stocked
with over five thousand volumes of adventure stories and gets a lot of satisfaction writing books about personalities who do things in the world
but
not in the cities.
It is hard to believe now, but twenty
years ago in {Continued on page 79)

—

the largest-selling laxative in the whole,

wide world.

ONE TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU
Try Ex-Lax. Prove to yourself how fine
a laxative it is. Ex-Lax is not disturbing
or upsetting. Ex-Lax does not over-act. It
does not "force" or cause, stomach pains.
Ex-Lax is mild and gentle. Ex-Lax is thoroughly effective. Ex-Lax is particularly
kind to the delicate systems of children.
this type of laxative as much
as you do— or even more.

They need

It

It

It
It
It

should
should
should
should

not form a habit.
not over-act.
not cause stomach pains.
not nauseate, or upset digestion.

EX-LAX CHECKS

ON EVERY POINT

Ex-Lax meets the doctor's demands.
Meets them so completely that many doctors use Ex-Lax for themselves and for
their

own

THE TASTE IS DELIGHTFUL
Try Ex-Lax for a pleasant change from
nasty, bitter medicines. Ex-Lax tastes just
like delicious chocolate. Children like

time.
It

families.

lover of the wide,

open spaces, Mr. Thomas loathes cities
and crowds. But forced by circumstances to remain in congested centers,

it

For over 30 years mothers have been
giving Ex-Lax to their children with perfect confidence. Today, Ex-Lax numbers
its users in the millions. They have made

When Nature forgets —
remember

.

.

GUARD AGAINST COLDSt ...Remember
these common-sense rules for fighting
colds: get lots of sleep, eat sensibly,
dress warmly, keep out of drafts, keep
your feet dry, and keep regular

—

with Ex-Lax, the Chocolated Laxative.
-TRY EX-LAX AT

OUR EXPENSE!

(Paste this on a penny postcard)
"1-126
Ex-Lax, Inc.. P. O. Box 170
Times-Plaza Station, Brooklyn. N. T.
X want to try Ex-Lax. Please send free sample.

Name

EX- LAX

THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

it,

and take it without resistance.
All drug stores have Ex-Lax in 10c
.
and 25c sizes. If you prefer to try Ex-Lax
at our expense, mail the coupon below.
of course,

Address-

Age

City
(If

you

live in

Canada, write Ex-Lax, Ltd.. Montreal)

TUNE

IN

YOUR LOCAL STARS

MORNING, NOON. OR NIGHT—
BUT READ ABOUT THEM HERE

HOLLYWOOD:

Credit broadcasting with another
Recently the son of Mrs. Mary
Dole, of the Hawaiian importing family, was
stricken seriously ill in his San Francisco home. Somewhere in the far north off the coast of Alaska, his
mother was cruising, unaware of her son's condition.
Wireless messages were unanswered.
In desperation,
the Coast Guard appealed to KNX, whose broadcasts
are regularly heard in the upper reaches of this con-

humane

The

tinent.

about, and

KNX

it

act.

was received, the vessel swung
was a very grateful mother who thanked

bulletin

some days

later.

*

*

*

San Francisco: These One Man's Family
actresses

are certainly good

actors and
American homebodies in

on the air. When Kathleen Wilson
(Claudia) returned to the cast, she learned that her
serial husband, Nicky, had gotten married while she
was away. The bride is Helen Clifford, a trained nurse,
real life as well as

and

as a

wedding

from the

gift

cast, received

an Italian

Of course Kathleen was not jealous of
her radio spouse's new partnership.
She herself is a
wife and mother. You recall that last month's Coastto-Coast column told you of the birth of her new son.
lace tablecloth.

*

Chicago:

From Chicago comes
trio: Harold

this

Ralph

Rick,

Priscilla

*

another

Here's

Snyder,

Hoi brook.

*

wedding.

leading

man

mother

and

Jim

Ameche,

of the Affiliated
Broadcasting Company's
Little
Theat-Aire
dramas, is marrying Betty
Harris,
Chicagoan, in
a
Rochester, N. Y. The wedding is being held in the
church in which the bride's

grandmother

took their vows. Jim, you
may know, is the younger brother of Don Ameche,
handsome gallant of the airwaves who for so long has
played leading parts in the First Nighter series.
Chicago: Owen Newell, ABC assistant program director, decided that he got about a good bit in the
course of a day's work of dashing from studio to
studio. The other day he appeared at broadcasting
headquarters with a pedometer. Clocked a total of
eight and three-quarter miles by the end of the day.
Wonder what he'd think if he read the recent newspaper
report that housewives are estimated to walk each year
a distance equal to that between Boston and San Francisco
over 3,000 miles.

—

*

*

*

WLW

follower, and it's
Cincinnati: If you are a
pretty hard not to be one in a good part of this
country, you are probably listening to the lilting
rhythms of Babs and her Brothers. And doubtless you
are wondering if it is the same trio which made such a
hit as a part of the Fred Waring's Pennsylvanians
not
troupe. Well it isn't

—

entirely.

is

Mary

Alkus,

known to listeners
as Helen Webster
a California star.
10

two

boys,

and Little Ryan,
are the same boys. They are
real brothers. There never
was a sister Babs. She was
married to Charlie while
Charles

This

The

team was with Waring. Then the
had that disagreement about
which you may have read in Radio
Mirror, and they parted, leaving the
two Ryans without a girl singer. But
the

couple

now

the original Babs,

York

living in

New

temporary retirement, graciously gave permission for them to select another girl. So now the Babs you
hear

in

is

Lillian

Perron,

known

to inti-

mates as "Buddy."
*

*

*

Chicago: One little-bitty business
about "Knock, Knock" and a promise
not to mention it again. A correspond-

WBBM

studios reports that
ent at the
the constant hammering going on during the studio reconstruction has jarred
these knock-knocks out of artists and

announcers
John Harrington

Patsy dog and you

get ze bite.

Eddie House Ida rather take you
out than my wife.
Elizabeth Reller Lucille-s keep the
shoemakers busy.
Billy

Mills

teeming

Frances,

with

gigolos.

Pat Flanagan Agnes I need a drink.
Antipathy
Franklyn MacCormack

—

waiter please, I'm broke.

Or maybe you've heard them. We're
sorry for you either way.
*
*
*

Hollywood:

KNX

listeners

have

heard Lai Chand Mehra for several
years, but never as an announcer. In
M-G-M's new picture, "Libeled Lady,"
however, he is heard announcing over a
Singapore station both in English and
in Hindustani. {Continued on page 82)

—

hrough the keyhole with the Old
Eiavesdropper, Clinton Twiss, who
does announcing for the Woman's
Magazine of the Air on the Coast.

NO UNCERTAINTY NOW! You can go wherever you want to
wear whatever you want to
with Certain-Safe Modess! Unlike many ordinary reversible pads, Modess has a specially treated
material on sides and back which prevents striking through!
Modess stays safe
stays soft. Wear the blue line on moistureproof side away from body and perfect protection is yours.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

End
Modess

"accident panic"—

ask for Certain-Safe

Modess!
The Improved Sanitary Pad
•

—

the safe, easy-to-use, douche powder. Cleanses! Deodorizes! Refreshes!
Try N-O-V-0
{Not a contraceptive.) In a dainty Blue and Silver Box at your drug or department store.

—
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B

EAUTY

which your hands can hold, beauty which you

—

share with the world what greater Christmas
present can there be than this? There's a great tradition behind it, too, for we read of the first Christmas celebration of all: "When they had opened their treasures, they
presented unto Him gifts; gold, frankincense and myrrh."
The most precious of material things then, as now, were
fine metals, elusive fragrances, and soothing balms.

can

The

something very noble
and tender, a feeling so strong that it must find an outlet
in the exchange of lovely remembrances, no matter how
small the amount we can afford to spend on them. Today,
as at no other time in history, the finest in designs, the best
spirit of

Christmas

itself

of materials, the most exquisite
to those of

modest income

is

workmanship are available

as well as to the wealthy.

Gifts of precious or semi-precious jewelry are not within
the reach of most of us (in

many

anyway, would

cases

it

wouldn't be

in

However, there are
crystal bottles cut with flashing facets like a diamond,
opaque flasks carved like cameos, compacts and fitted cases
that can compete with the craftsmanship of the most famous
jewelers.
A few of these many lovely possibilities for
gift-giving are shown on these pages. Not one of them costs
the best of taste,

it?).

m
JOYCE ANDERSON

more than ten dollars, and some of them not half that.
I'll wager that if the feminine sex were put to a vote on
the question, we would find perfumes, compacts, matched
sets, fitted cases and evening accessories at the very top of
their

Christmas preferences.

And

don't

tell

me

that

men

don't appreciate shaving ensembles, fine lotions and soaps
(in mannish designs and wholesome scents, of course).

At the top of the page, left, is one of the newest perfumes
and most attractive packages to greet the holiday season.
It's a new and very subtle Oriental scent; the carved bottle
of generous size perches on a teakwood stand and boasts a
lacquer cover like the lovely cinnabar boxes from the Far
East.

Next to the perfume is a fitted evening case, unbelievably
trim and small to contain a full-sized "pin dot" compact
(single or double, as you choose) and lipstick, in five of
the most entrancing enamel finishes you ever saw. I think

QUICKLY CORRECT THESE

*T FIGURE FAULTS
Perfolastic not only

you'll be particularly fascinated

by

CONFINES

.

it

.

REMOVES

ugly bulges

I

the

nasturtium shade, which blends so well
with the Persian brocade of the case
There's a satin pocket the full
itself.
size of the case behind the fittings, with
plenty of room for handkerchief, key
and small change, and the side flaps
and mirror cover fasten securely over
it

The

all.

case

available

also

is

in

white and gold brocade, black and silver brocade, or all gold kid, and the
price is very reasonable, though the
interof
products
themselves
are
national repute.
The third picture

under our title
shows another type of fitted evening
bag which the French makers call a
"boursette." This is an envelope design, satin-lined, in gold and white or
silver and black brocade, with a brilliant

clasp.

The

include

fittings

a

streamline double compact, streamline
lipstick

(one of the most amusing and

practical of

all lipstick

cases), flagon of

perfume, comb and mirror; they may
be had in various color harmonies of
black, red, copper and platinum finishes.

these

Compacts and lipsticks from
two evening cases can also be pur-

chased separately to

make

a nice pres-

you

if

Do Not

INCHES

3

in

10

pcni
irF
iXLUUvX
DAyS

with the

w
w,
Your Waist

and Hips

PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE

ent.

At

the

{Continued

on

...

page 89)

ft

will cost

S housands of women owe
A
^Ls
way

fj

'.

v

-

their
slim, youthful figures to Perfoto relastic— the sure, safe
duce! Since so many Perfolastic wearers
reduce more than 3 inches in 10 days, we

know that we are justified in making YOU
amazing offer. You risk nothing

this

.

.

simply try

it

.

for 10 days at our expense.

YOU APPEAR SMALLER AT ONCE!
Look at yourself before you put on
your Perfolastic Girdle and Brassiere

—

and afterwards! The difference is amazing.
Bulges are smoothed out and you appear
inches smaller at once. You are so comfortable, yet every minute you wear these
Perfolastic garments you are actually
thighs, waist
reducing
. and at hips,
and diaphragm— the spots where surplus
.

.

you nothing
my hips 9 inches", writes Miss
Healy; "Hips 12 inches smaller", says Miss
Richardson; "Lost 60 pounds with Perfolastic", writes Mrs. Derr; "Formerly wore
a size 42, now I take an 18. I eat everything", writes Mrs. Faust, etc., etc. Why
don't you, too, test Perfolastic?
"Reduced

SEND TODAY FOR 10-DAY FREE TRIAL
OFFER AND SAMPLE OF MATERIAL!
RSee for yourself the wonder1

of

quality

the

material!

Read the astonishing experiences of prominent women
who have reduced many inches
in a

few weeks! You risk
we want you to

nothing

.

make this
expense

NOW!

.

.

.

our
Mail the coupon

test yourself at
. .

fat first settles.

NO

DRUGS ... OR EXERCISES!
DIET .
strenuous exercises to wear you out
and no
... no dangerous drugs to take
diet to reduce face and neck to wrinkled
.

.

No

. . .

flabbiness. You do nothing whatever
except watch the inches disappear!

MASSAGE. LIKE ACTION DOES
Every

move you make

IT!

puts your

Perfolastic to work taking off unwanted
inches. The perforations and soft, silky
lining make these Perfolastic garments
delightful to wear.

PERFOLASTIC,
Inc.
NEW YORK.

Dept 2812, 41
Please send

E.

42nd

N. Y.

ST..

me FREE BOOKLET

describing

and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle and
Diaphragm Reducing Brassiere, also sample of
perforated material and particulars of your

10

DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!

Name.
Address.
City.
Use Coupon

..Stateor Send

Name and Address on Penny Post Card
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Another
Dizzy Spell!

• I had one of those dizzy spells that made
me feel

My

sick all over. Felt bilious, nervous.

complexion was a sight. The trouble?

Constipation! Then

A-MINT.
as

my

I

I

remembered FEEN-

didn't think

friends

all

said

it

it

could be as good

was but I decided

to try it. I chewed one tablet. Now I
wouldn't think of using any other laxative.

MINUTE WAY
Three minutes
of chewing

• When you feel "all
clogged up" chew a

make

the

dainty tablet of FEEN-

A-MINT

for 3

gradually returning
one by one Jack
Benny and Mary Livingstone; Eddie Cantor with talented
Bobby Breen and Parkyakarkus;
Fred Allen and Portland; then
there's Helen Hayes in the serial

—

to the fold,

Bambi which is fictionized for
Radio Mirror readers in this issue; and brilliant guest stars on
other big shows. Tell the world
what you think of the new fall
shows whether vacations have
improved the stars' talents, or
lessened them. Get to work and
give Radio Mirror your opinions.

—

The

prizes are as always, $20.00

for the best letter, 1 10.00 for the
second best and $1.00 each for

minutes-

or longer if you wish. It's this 3 minutes
of chewing, medical science has proved,
that helps make FEEN-A-MINT different, so thoroughly dependable, such a
blessing to constipation sufferers. You'll
like the cool mintflavor of FEEN-A-M INT.
It's

THEY'RE

the

next

five

your criticism
Radio Mirror,
Street,

New

November

Address

selected.

to

the

122

Editor,

East

Elizabeth

42nd

Reller

25.

SUNDAY MORNING'S IDEAL PROGRAM

am

Radio Mirror for
the recent article on NBC's White
Rabbit Line program. I look upon it
as one of the very few ideal programs.
You know, there is something strikingly appropriate about the happy
sound of children's voices in the morning of the Lord's Day. Perhaps it is
because He loved them so.. Many a
Sunday morning have
sat by the
1

Non-habit-forming. Don't tolerate constipation another day. Use FEEN-A-MINT

— the delicious chewing gum
laxative.

More than

16

radio listening to the youthful talent

and thinking how perfectly it harmonthe
ized with the usual Sabbath scene

—

ringing of the church bells, the people
passing by on their way to worship
and the glorious sunshine. And how incomplete the picture would be without them! The children may consider

themselves

million people do.

leged to

fortunate,

come within

who

are

privi-

I

want

to thank Edison for inventing

Bernard A. Roth,
Athol, Mass.

Ted Malone

to

the ears of man.

Pretty dramatic, you say?

But then
dramatic when a person's life is
unaccountably changed through just
the hearing of his oddly beautiful voice.
He is a man among men, and shan't
believe you if you say that in real life
he is a hypocrite and a "no-good," for
it

is

I

that voice was given to

him by Some-

one who cared inevitably for the fate
of mankind and who believed in the
sweetness of daily living and human
emotions.

Dreams and music and the philosophies of Ted Malone. Of such things
is the beauty of my life composed.

the radiation of

teachers of his mold.

Slightly

TRIBUTE TO EDISON

the radio that brought

Jeanne McElroy,

Mr. Cross' wholesome philosophy of
life.
I
have often expressed the wish
that there were more public school

higher in Canada

the

$10.00 PRIZE

A

grateful to

I

blessed relief. It's so gentle. There's no
griping, nausea, nor disturbance of sleep.

in

$20.00 PRIZE

convenient and so economical too!

• Next day— happy, full of vim and pep!
Bowels regular. FEEN-A-MINT brings

Betty

plays

Gold Medal Hour's serial, Betty and
Bob, on CBS every week-day at 10:00.

York, not later than

Waxahachie, Texas.
$1.00 PRIZE

WHY
An

THE EXCESSIVE POLITENESS?

irritating

custom

is

the excessive

RADIO MIRROR
He has
with him

politeness exhibited between associates

tionary for the proper solution.

radio programs.
Two or more
broadcasters, covering some sporting
event or public spectacle and frequently
exchanging use of the microphone,

formed a habit that

on

thank each other constantly. The same
thing occurs when two or three persons
are cooperating on a studio program.
"Thank yous" are sprinkled all through
the supposed entertainment.

Workers

and profes-

in other trades

sions are not so silly.

The

rivet catcher

does not thank his fellow ironworker
each time the latter tosses him a rivet
on a high building. The plumber does
not thank his assistant each time the
latter hands him a tool.
Routine in
one's work does not call for such "putting on of the dog."
The whole procedure, as handled on
the radio, is a time-waster, a disturber
and an affectation. Courtesy and politeness are desirable, but they should
not be foppishly displayed.

Fred

B.

Mann,

Danville, Illinois.

$1.00 PRIZE

A GRATEFUL MOTHER
Our dictionary

is no longer shelved
our twelve-year-old son has made
radio his hobby. If an announcer uses
a pronunciation different from the one
he has been accustomed to, or uses himself, he immediately turns to the dic-

since

will live

through the years, and he is able to
converse with the best of them.
Radio has also helped him with his
piano and -voice lessons. He spends a
great deal of time every day playing
radio station; has his own theme song,
announces, and sings. He has made all
the boys around here radio-minded and
they put on some very interesting
"broadcasts."

He

always well informed on the

is

events

March

of
of

day.

the

Time and

Their subsequent afternoon program
just when the children were returning from school and other interruptions were likely to occur, so that a

came

daily listening in was impossible.

Now

their weekly broadcasts come at
Something is lacking. There is

night.

—

sustained continuity only a broken
thread of clever chatter.
The old Clara, Lu 'n' Em were essen-

rio

Listens to The
other programs of.

It

been

has

an

until

Olive A. Clinton,

West

around
teacher for him the past year and I
consider the investment of buying him
merit.

woman's program, and

a

tially

they again became a woman's program,
their old appeal is lost.
Allis,

Wise.

all

$1.00 PRIZE

WHEN MUSIC

own well repaid.
Dorothy F. Bartlett.

SPEAKS!

a radio of his

St. Louis,

Mo.

No

longer do country dwellers regret

that they can not go to the free open-

Radio has brought their
them, to be enjoyed in the
open air under their own vine and fig
tree.
As has been said, "Music is a
universal language," and it does draw
us into closer relation with one another. Again some one said that "Music
is love seeking a word." And is that not
true of good music? The very spirit of
love seems brooding over us, resenting
our jealous, suspicious dislike of our
air concerts.

rhusic

$1.00 PRIZE

REGISTERING A COMPLAINT

Ever since Glara Lu 'n' Em left their
morning broadcasts a year ago there
has been a deep loss of enjoyment to
thousands of housewives.
While we could tune in on Clara, Lu
'n'
Em every morning after the children had left for school and before the
routine got under way, we usually had
a chuckle for company while performing our daily tasks.
Their program
then had an ideal setting and appeal.

to

For the moment we forget
thoughts, and become
as we were intended to be, a great
Christian
(Continued on page 69)
neighbors.

to harbor such

"My pet hate_powJer that shows up
chalky in strong light
"M 7E

asked 1,067 girls
powder, they voted,

//

— One of their pet hates in a
is

showing too much!

And Pond's Powder led all others in "not giving that
powdered look." Twice the number of votes of the
second favorite. Three times the vote of the third

—

"Glare-proof" colors The reason is in Pond's colors.
"Glare-proof," they catch only the softer rays of light

— won't show up chalky in strongest light.

\*i

gredients give Pond's

its soft,

Special in-

clinging texture

— keep it

fresh looking for hours.

m

Low prices.

Decorative screw-top jars, 350, 700-

New

big boxes, 100, 200.

I'oml's never
IfltlliS
!s

;

lt

m

pouch' Ti-

*>,

rlinijs

— voted

the 2 most important
point* in a ponder

ic
I

5 "Glare-Proof" Shades
,

Copyright. 1936. Pond's Extract

Company

Address^

(This offer expires Feb.

1.

1937)

POND'S, Dept. M-132, Clinton, Conn.
lea
™> h free 5 **£""! sh " de9 °. f

£ ?fb
Pond

'

'

Powder, enough
Ulare-prooi
of each for a thorough 5-day test.

nw^

By

KEN ALDEN

ENROLL HERE FOR A LESSON
IN

ALL THE LATEST DOINGS

^
OF DANCELANDS MAESTROS

Henry

Busse,

with

his

trumpet (below) is the
star of a program sponsored by the J. W- Marrow Co., Wednesday
afternoons at4on NBC.

Patricia Gilmore (above)
Enric Madriguera;

is

soloist for

Vincent Lopez, bandleader for Floyd Gibbons,
trades places with his stenographer.

%r
OURyear

money

this

on
Benny Goodis

man as having the season's Number One
band. After subjugating Chicago last year
with the abandon and
spontaneity of his
swing
Benny
music,
moved into New YQrk
this fall
ters

16

at

with headquarthe Pennsyl-

left,

vania Hotel, that band citadel where
Vincent Lopez first came to fame.
Few thought a season or two ago
that he had what it takes to make a
maestro, claiming he was too good
a musician, too sincere and no showman. The dopesters told him he
would have to change himself all
over and put on an act to succeed.
Noted for saying just what he
thinks, he frequently rubs the boys
in the band the wrong way. At such
times his brother Harry, who plays
in the band, follows up and smooths
things over. Benny will continue on
the Camel hour, alternating with Nat Shilkret and providing swing and sweet music side by side, Benny's band
being picked up at New York and Nat's at Hollywood.
*

A

new

*

*

combination this season is
Red Norvo's band. Red is the husband of Mildred Bailey,
one of the few feminine authorities on swing music. Red's
Ozzie Nelband features a soft, subtle brand of swing
son takes two and three malted milks and two chicken salad
sandwiches before turning in every night. Harriet keeps
razzing him that he will put on more weight but he says,
"Not a chance. You don't realize how much energy 1 expend swinging a stick on the (Continued on page 85)
swell

orchestral

.

.

.

THEY STARRED AT SOCIETY FASHION SHOWS
//

-th ese

o

new umoKy
AT Society's

most exclusive Fashion Benefits this Fall, the new "Smoky" Cutex
shades made a tremendous fashion hit.

^\
nail

season's newest crop of debutante

The

models doted on these

subtler, softer nail

"They make ordinary one-tone polishes seem harsh by comparison," they said.
"They're divinely flattering, as well as
smart," and "go with many more costume colshades.

ors."

"Smoky"

nail shades are definitely in!

old ROSE

is

utterly

rose, but

in

the

Irresistible with

feminine

— true

new smart smoky

soft

key.

evening pastels and just

new wine shades!
robin red is a new softer red that goes with
anything and is wonderful with the new

made

for the

autumn browns and

greens.

CUTEX RUST is a fascinating smoky pink,
with a soft, brown undertone. It's equally
flattering to still sun-tanned hands or the
dark elegance of velvets and sable.

You're sure of brilliant lustre and long wear
with any Cutex color. And the wonderful
new formula positively refuses to fade—
it's usable right down
and never thickens

—

to the last drop!

Even

if

your income doesn't run

to Paris

"Smoky" nail shades will make
you glamorous! You can afford them all—
frocks, these

mere 35^

a bottle, at your favorite shop.

Northam Warren, New York, Montreal, London,

Paris

Costumes by
Germaine Monteil

Cutex Introductory Set containing your 2 favorite shades of
Cutex Liquid Polish, Cutex Oily Polish Remover and the new
Cutex Oily Cuticle Remover for ]6t

Mauve

Light Rust
Perfect with blue,
pale colors.

A misty lavender pink.
gray,

and

all

Rust

Pink with an undertone of brown — madeto-order to wear with autumn-leaf colors.

A

paler Rust with a golden undertone. Very delicate and glamorous.

Old Rose
A pale, dusky rose.
nine.

Intriguingly femiEspecially lovely with pastels.

Northam Warren Sales Co., Inc., Dept. 6B12
191 Hudson Street, New York, N. Y.
(In Canada, P. 0. Box 2320, Montreal)
I enclose 16^ for the Cutex Introductory Set with 2
shades of Cutex Liquid Polish, as cheeked. Mauve
Rust
Light Eust
Robin Red
.Old Rose

Nan

Robin Red

Address-

A new, softer red that everyone can wear.
Goes with practically all costume colors!

City

State

JVl^CaJOU

*i^rxJJ{^ <^X$XSU=^<,

Lazy days

at

uaJ6

»

Del Monte. .casual house parties
.

her husband's Shasta County ranch

new evening

ing

. .

.

at

the amus-

jackets... charity work... up-

country hunting and fishing, dashing East on

Mrs. Alexander Black, descendant of a California family prominent since
the early Spanish settlements. This is her latest portrait, a study by Hurrell.

holidays

. . .

attending the film premieres.

. .

gather-

ing a gay crowd for a midnight snack from the
chafing dish: perhaps sweetbreads in cream with

chopped almonds... Melba

And

Toast.. .cheese.. .coffee.

always within reach

. .

.Camels. Camels are

important in the success of this clever hostess.

me and

"For

for

most of

my friends,

a natural, necessary part of social

add a special

zest to

Camels

smoking," says Mrs. Black,

"and they have a beneficial

They

Camels are

life.

upon

effect

give one a comforting

'lift'

digestion.

that is easy to

enjoy but hard to describe."

A few of the distinguished women who prefer
Camel's costlier tobaccos:
MRS. NICHOLAS BIDDLE, Philadelphia
MISS MARY BYRD, Richmond
MRS. POWELL CABOT, Boston
MRS. THOMAS M. CARNEGIE, JR., New York
MRS. J. GARDNER COOLIDGE, II, Boston
MRS. ERNEST du PONT, JR., Wilmington
MRS. CHISWELL DABNEY LANGHORNE, Virginia
MRS. JASPER MORGAN, New York
MRS. NICHOLAS G. PENNIMAN, III, Baltimore
MRS. LANGDON POST, New York
MISS ANNE C. ROCKEFELLER, New York
MRS. BROOKFIELD VAN RENSSELAER, New York

Copyright, 1936, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N.

The Trianon Room, Ambassador

Hotel,

New York, where you

see Los Angeles, San Francisco,

York too! John Gayet, maitre <T hotel, says: " The Ambassador's discriminating
food and finer tobaccos. Camels are an outstanding favorite at our tables."

C

New

clientele prefer

finer

Both a pleasure and an aid

to digestion:

Smoking Camels!
One

of the happiest experiences of

smoking Camels. Their
grateful "lift" eases you out of a tired
daily living is

mood... their delicate flavor always
intrigues

more

the

taste.

delightful with

courses and after.
flavors

...

Meals become
Camels between

They accent

elusive

and lend their subtle aid

Iv.

good

to

digestion.

late the flow

For Camels stimu-

of digestive

fluids, bring-

ing about a favorable alkalizing

effect.

Camel's costlier tobaccos do not
get

on your nerves or tire your taste.
set you right Make it Camels

They

from now on — for pleasure
digestion's sake!

/«^» La_*v-w^»

. . .

and for

COSTLIER TOBACCOS: camels are, made from
FINER, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS ... TURKISH AND
DOMESTIC. ..THAN ANY OTHER POPULAR BRAND.

Q-o^J^jl.

.

.

»

Sy-^-o-ICje--

^^--^^"JlJc*

BREATH TAKING ACCOUNT OF BROADCASTING
HW«

A BLOODY LAND

W°

A
the

SMALL,

from the

off

house,

the

furtive,

afraid

to

to a

words

its

straining

of

loud-

down

three or four men.
their

—shut

rest

A

airless.

pouring

whisper,
into

room

inner

perhaps a closet

speaker, throttled

of

ears

The men,
give

all

what the
bringing them lest

attention

radio is
they miss

to

a warning

By

.

.

.

.

.

.

shoot

.

.

.

kill!"

.

.

—

That is radio in Spain under the revolution a force unleashed by both sides in the struggle, a powerful weapon for

—

both sides and at the same time, a menace. Something to
be used something to be feared.
In the opinion of the Columbia Broadcasting Company's
most experienced news commentator, a man who spent
weeks on friendly terms with both factions in the Spanish

—

JOHN EDWARDS

knock

from outside the door.
Another scene. A crowded
cafe, its patrons intent upon the voice which blares from
another loudspeaker on a counter. "Our glorious armies are
advancing upon their objective! Within another day they
will take it. They will burn the city! They must be ruthless! They must drive out the menace with whips
hang
.

IN

war, radio

daily adding fuel to

fires of hatred in an
being used to misrepresent facts,
distort truth, inspire hysterical courage in the fighters and
fear in non-combatants.
And by doing all this, it is doing its bit toward prolonging a fratricidal war which otherwise might lose momentum
and be brought to an end. Every day, the blame for some
of the lives lost in Spain may be laid to radio or rather, to
be quite fair, to the use being made of radio.
It is radio in a totally new role, one it is hard for us to
conceive of as we listen to our amusing commercial broadcasts, our Kate Smiths and Bing Crosbys. The picture is
not a pleasant one, but it is one we must see and study,

civil

is

unhappy country.

It

is

•

—

19

MAN TO

THE FIRST
for

some day some of

its

PUT

aspects

AN ACTUAL BATTLE ON THE

may

face us

in

this

country.

A year ago, Radio Mirror published a series of articles
under the title, "Will War Guns Silence Radio?" Those
articles, although they were based upon interviews with
military and government experts, were frankly speculative.
They were intended to show what changes radio might bring
to modern warfare, and what other changes war might bring
to radio.

Questions raised

Some

by

those articles can be answered now.

of the results forecast in

have not. But for the

first

them have happened. Others

time,

it is

now

possible to see the

upon the people of a country at war.
In Spain, under the bloodiest and fiercest civil war the
world has seen in this century, radio is at work tearing a
In other parts of Europe
Germany and
nation apart.
Russia particularly that same radio is drawing nations
together, unifying them, preparing them for war.
It is
equally effective and dangerous in either work.
I
talked to H. V. Kaltenborn, Columbia's dean of news
commentators, after he had returned from six weeks in
Spain, and he told me many things which revealed radio's
new importance in Europe's game of life and death. We
were sitting, on the day of his return to the United States,
in his quiet Brooklyn study, so peaceful, so remote from the
scenes of horror and bloodshed I had heard him describe on
the air from Spain, that it was hard to realize they had
really occurred. Yet, between us, on the table, lay three
bullets, scarred and disfigured. Two of them had buried
themselves three feet deep in a haystack behind which Kaltenborn had taken shelter during the battle of Irun. The
actual effects of radio

—

—

—

—

other had struck a wall, a few feet above his head, and
dropped to the ground beside him.
If you heard Kaltenborn's broadcasts during the battle
of Irun, you know that he was the first man to put an actual
war on the air. Microphone in hand, he was no more than
a few hundred yards from the fighting between Spanish
Rebels and Loyalists. Perhaps you listened to other transAtlantic broadcasts he made while he was in the war area.
Yet there were things he didn't tell you on the air, things
the significance of which was perhaps not fully apparent
at the time.

One

incident stands out as particularly important.

,.

World
yy

In

Pamplona, one of the northern Spanish towns, he passed a
building which was surrounded by cordons of armed guards.
It was about twice as heavily guarded as any other building
in the city. It was the Pamplona radio station. Kaltenborn
was accredited by both factions in the war; most official
doors were open to him; Rebel and Loyalist commanders
both trusted in his good faith as a reporter. But here was
one place their trust stopped short. He was not allowed to
enter or go near that radio station, or any radio station in
Spain.

"The radio is worth too much to us," was the answer
they always gave him. "And one bomb could destroy a
station."

To understand why the continued operation of their
broadcasting facilities means so much to both sides, you
must remember that Spain today is a country torn interby two opposing political and social ideals.
The war is between two classes, each of which believes in
its own Tightness with a belief that has passed beyond reanally
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Each class hates the other with a hatred born of past
oppressions and injustices and fed by the emotional, hysterical nature of the Spanish people.
"The fighting men on both sides are careless of danger
and death," Kaltenborn says. "It isn't courage that they
show. All of them, Rebels and Loyalists, are whipped up
son.

RADIO

IS

HELPING TO WASTE LIVES

over the radio, and make them sound plausible, than it is
to print those some untruths in a newspaper.
The Spanish revolution has been a field day for radio
liars.
Fantastic news reports, flatly contradicting each
other, are the. day-long fare of the Spanish listener. Cities
are reported captured, or about (Continued on page 72)

into a white heat of fury at their 'enemies,' the opposing

There is simply no room in their minds, filled as
they are with this hatred and bloodlust, for fear. That's
why 1 say they don't show courage, because to be brave

faction.

you must

fear.

feel

They

don't.

They

are calloused, in-

—

of hysteria for it is a form
of hysteria taking hold of me, too, after I had been in the
battle lines once or twice. It was an amazing demonstration
of the power of mob emotion, to feel myself losing my
natural fear and inclination to run from danger, gaining
the same fatalistic and fearless attitude the Spaniards have."
It is largely radio which is keeping alive this fierce hatred
between the people of Spain, by feeding it with an unending
stream of propaganda, oratory, and downright lies. It
supplements the addresses of the generals to the men in
the battlefields; and in the cities, it keeps the war and its
bitterness always in the minds of the civilians, preparing
them for the time when they must take up arms to replace
those who have been killed.
The spoken word is something alive, impossible to confine. A printed news story must pass through several hands
before it reaches its reader, and it can then be read, and
more carefully re-read. A radio report comes straight from
mouth to ear, and it can be heard only once. For some
strange psychological reason, it is easier to shriek untruths
different ...

—

I

felt this spirit
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YOU'VE

been

told

so

—

many

things

that

aren't

true

about Nelson Eddy the endless romances, the countless girls that have stirred him
that it's a little hard
to offer you his attitudes toward love and marriage and life
and his work, as they really exist.
We talked about it yesterday on the huge set where, with
Jeanette MacDonald and under the direction of Edmund
Goulding, he is making "Maytime." When it's released, his
fan mail will probably go up another million, though
Heaven knows what he'll do with it; he already gets more
than any other human being in the United States.
said,

—

1

"You're in

love

again,

I

see.

So-and-So says so

in

his

gossip column."

He didn't even
how much glamor

"I wonder just
someone wrote my actual views
someone gave the public a little truth,

bother to look annoyed.
I'd lose if

on the subject? If
for a change?"
"They'd like it,"
told him.
So this is the truth. It's the story of a solemn, hardworking, hard-studying sincere boy who left school at
fourteen to get a job and help support his mother and
himself; of an older-than-his-years youth who had no time
for any of the happy irresponsible nonsense of
most young men.
It's the story of great determination and of steady unremitting labor and
of a beautiful understanding between a charming
woman and her son. It's Nelson's real story.
I'm not implying that he has had none of the
fleeting little infatuations, the mild short-lived
romances that are a part of every normal man's
existence.
But he chooses to make them his personal business and that's a decision to be respected. He has never married and he has never
been enough in love to want marriage. The
I

chances are
will

it

fifty-fifty that

he never

will.

know how
can explain it to you
make sense," he said, stretching back

"I don't

his chair.

I

so
in

"Attitudes are hard to put into words.
profession— music and all it stands for

But my
and myself

—

in relation to it
represents about
ninety per cent of my life. I hate the word, but
my career as a singer means almost everything
to me.
It always has.
"When you've got so tremendous, so overpowering a force filling you your personality and
your life it takes a pretty big thing to match
that force, to stand up against it.

—

—

"And, you see, I'm an idealist about marriage.
have to find a love that will at least be as
great an influence within me as my ambition and
my love of work, before I'll get married. And
that's hard to find."
said, "Haven't you ever thought that if you
married someone for a smaller love, and it didn't
I'll

I

For

his

turn to

Vicks program,

page

fifty-two.

Nelson's romantic baritone and handsomeness
draw millions of letters.
They're part of
the reason he's never
let

himself fall head
in romance.

over heels

Clarence Sinclair Bull

work out, there's such a thing as divorce? Every other star
in Hollywood has."
Nelson's face was suddenly murderous. "My feelings about
rhe subject of divorce," he said tensely, "amounts to a sort
of madness.
During my entire life I've watched the misery
and agony that's come from the separation of man and
I've watched it happen in my family, with my uncles
wife
and several cousins, and I've seen it among my friends."
He paused a moment. "I know from private experience,

—

my

because of

'When

I

parents.

finally find a love great

enough to match the

thing in me that takes up so much of my energy and
emotion, and decide to marry, then it will be for good.
There won't be any divorce.
"That's the point, you see. That's why I've not married
yet and why, it may be, I never will. Entirely aside from
the fact that

I

want

so

much from

love,

always

there's

the thought, and there always has been in the past, that

it

mightn't work out. That it might end in divorce. Do you
understand my fear, why I can't honestly feel
am cut
out to be a married man?"
His father was a machinist-inventor and the work carried
with it the necessity for travel,
I

town-to-town treks that meant endless
packing and nervous movement. Nelson, during the first few
years of his life, knew no established
home and thus had no
chance to make friends or find
playmates for himself. He had no
sooner begun to adjust himself in
a school than the word came that

must move again; so
a newcomer, a
strange little boy who had just
come to town and whom the local
kids must inspect and test before
they could admit him to their cirhis

father

he was

eternally

606OR

cles.

You can imagine

his

loneli-

ness.

He learned, then, the knack of
introspection
and
of
self-sufficiency.

flElSOU EDDil

1WM

REFUSED

games
during

By

11/

YOUNG, HANDSOME AND

WEALTHY,

with

WHY HAS

HE

TO MAKE ANY

PLANS TO FIND LOVE?

There was no one

him,

so

he

to play

invented

little

play by himself. And
{Continued on page 75)

to

HOWARD SHARPE

M.G-M—Ted Allan

Jackie Cooper, long a favorite Hollywood child star,
of ceremonies.

24

Listen

for

his

electrically

has grown up and

Recorded shows,

Lessons

in

is

radio's

first

juvenile

master

Hollywood, on your local station.

Maurice Seymour

Patricia Dunlap, recently the beautiful leading lady in

Dexter

in

the dramatic

serial,

Og, Son of

Bachelor's Children, hea rd every

Fire,

has won the coveted role of Janet

weekday morning at 9:45 over a CBS network.

15
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DIGEST POLL COMMENTATOR—John 8. Kennedy, below, who broadcasts the Literary Digest Presidential
poll results twice a week on NBC, is a former magazine
editor,

Ocnjjup

and has interviewed everybody from the Pope to
Born in Canada, he's been here since 1909.

Al Capone.

KATE'S MAESTRO— Ever
Kate Smith went on

since

the air, Jack Miller, left,
has led her band. He tried
various professions before
turning to music
boxing,
auto racing, plumbing, and
wireless
operating.
He's
a fine baritone as well
as an instrumentalist, has
blond hair and blue eyes.

—

COMMUNITY SINGER—
Right,

Homer Rodeheaver,

who gained fame as

musi-

director for the late
Evangelist
Billy
Sunday,
is
conductor of the Palmolive
mass singing show
Wednesday night on CBS.
He was with the evangelist
from 1909 until 1931
and also assisted him in
his work during the war.
cal

HOLLYWOOD HOTEL'S PAIGE— Raymond

Paige, above,

Hollywood Hotel's musical director, was born in Wisconsin.
All his life he intended to be a musician, and
he formed his first orchestra in Sunday school. You
often hear snatches of his original music on the show.

From the Infancy of broadcasting come these

derrick-like microphone and
an old-fashioned cabinet phonograph.
Left below, Mme. Johanna Gadski, who sang
Above, authoress Fannie Hurst (wearing
frequently.
the dark dress) and a friend inspecting the new toy.

fasci-

for

children.

nating pictures, taken in the early 1920's in the old
New Jersey
studios. They show the growth of network radio which NBC is celebrating. All are from
the scrapbook of Miss Bertha Brainard, Commercial
Program Director of NBC. Above is Howard Garis who
was "Uncle Wiggily," one of the first story-tellers

the

transmitter,

WJZ

Note the
like

Below, famed pianist-composer, Percy Grainger, did his
broadcasting surrounded by flowers and potted palms.
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Cherie Lawes

now. She has the poise both
and of a young woman who is
used to meeting many people. You think, on first
is

fifteen

of a trained athlete

being introduced to her, that she is at least three
years older than her actual age. She isn't really
pretty, but her small face, lightly dusted with
freckles, is

charming

in its

enthusiasm and

Her blue eyes sparkle and snap

vitality.

as she talks.

She

has her mother's auburn hair, falling against her
cheeks in loose waves.
She was born when her father had been warden
of Sing Sing for two years. The family at that time
was living in the old Warden's Residence inside the
prison, and Cherie was the first
and so far the only
child ever to be born and raised in Sing Sing.

—

—

There were several courses Warden and Mrs.
Lawes could have followed. As Cherie grew older,
they could have sent her away from the penitentiary,
to live with relatives for a while, later to go to some
private boarding school.

Or they could even have raised her there, in the
Warden's Residence, and still sheltered her from the
prison.
It would have meant engaging a special
servant from outside. It would have meant laying
down strict boundary lines past which she must be
forbidden to go. But it could have been done.

Warden Lawes chose
He had been in

to follow neither of these
the penal service, at various
institutions, for seventeen years at the time of
Cherie's birth, and the philosophy upon which he
has built his advanced and liberal system of prison
government was already formed. His two older
daughters, Kathleen and Crystal, had come into a
courses.

tf al

Phyfe

you
WOULD
up

have the courage to bring your daughter

Would you entrust her to
men who had committed offenses against

inside prison walls?

the care of

and encourage deep friendships between her and

the state,

such

men?

In ninety-nine cases out of a hundred, 1 am sure your
answer would be the same: "No, certainly not!"
Yet Lewis E. Lawes, Warden of Sing Sing prison, at Ossining, New York, has done just that. His youngest daughter not only was born within prison walls, but she spent the
first eleven years of her life in intimate daily contact with
convicted men. Today, at the age of fifteen, she still counts

many

convicts

among

her best friends.

More, Warden Lawes, whose prison stories you hear every
week on NBC, is convinced that his daughter's early contacts with the men in his charge constituted the finest possible training for her. And, after meeting her and talking
to her,

30

I

amount of contact with the inmates of the
reformatory from which he had come to Sing Sing,
and he believed that instead of harming them it had
done them good.
He determined to do something that most parents would
have fought bitterly to keep from doing. He would raise
Cherie in the prison grounds. Her attendants and nurses
would be the regular house servants, all of them trusties
who had been assigned to the Warden as his personal employees. As Cherie grew older she would be given the run
certain

am

sure he

is

right.

of the penitentiary.

Until she was six, Cherie never wore girl's dresses. Perhaps the Warden and Mrs. Lawes had hoped their third
child would be a boy; at any rate, boys' clothes were much
more practical than girls' for such an active young person
as Cherie proved to be.
When she was two, she used to sit atop a heap of clothes
in a basket in the prison laundry, solemnly chewing on a
strip of bacon and watching the two colored men who ran
the ironing machine feed linen into its slow-moving rollers
and pull it out again. Another colored man, whom she
never knew by any other name {Continued on page 73)

BORN

IN

SING SING, SHE HAS

KNOWN NO OTHER HOME. READ

la

PuAcm
By

Above, Cherie, now fifteen,
ample proof of the wisdom

is

of her father's
ing her up.
It

way

of bring-

was a gamble,
but it worked.
Right, she was
chosen as a child to be mascot
of Sing Sing's baseball team.

For the Warden Lawes broadcasts,
on NBC network, see page 52

DAN WHEELER

WHY HER FATHER HAD COURAGE
ENOUGH TO TAKE

THIS COURSE

DOES

Mother know

best?

That

the perplexing question which Jerry

AT THIS CRUCIAL MOMENT

derstanding that go back
years years of trouble and heartache and re-

is

Cooper, the CBS Krueger's
Musical Toast baritone, must
answer as he stands today
at the cross-roads of his life

IN HIS LIFE

MUST HE

sponsibility.

BE

was only twelve
Jerry
when he came home one day,
face flushed and eager
with play and excitement, to
his

RESPONSIBLE FOR BREAK-

torn between conflicting loyalties.

On

find

one hand stands

mother,
sweet,
softspoken a woman with all
his

—

ING SOMEONE'S HEART?

her slow mellow
the other, the one
great love of his life, Joan Mitchell, exotic model and
dancer, whose dazzling beauty represents all the glamor
of Broadway.
in

voice.

On

Perhaps if Jerry Cooper were an ordinary young man,
or his mother an ordinary woman, or Joan just a simple,
pretty girl, Jerry's problem would be a lot simpler. Young
men today are not often tied to their mother's apron strings
not if they have granite characters like Jerry's. Nor does
a young man often stop to give heed to his mother's advice
in this day of emancipated youth.
But Jerry's relationship
with his mother has deeper roots and ties than the normal
love between son and mother, ties of sympathy and un-

—

his

mother

sitting

in

dry-eyed frozen calm, her
busy hands folded listlessly
her merry blue
blank with despair.
younger brother
Jerry's
and sister rushed in, clam-

in

her lap,

eyes

the gracious tradition of the

south

—

many

orous and indifferent

in

manding attention and

their childish self-absorption,

de-

Perhaps they were perplexed
at the indifference of a mother who always anticipated
their wants and met them with laughter.
Perhaps on the
other hand they didn't notice that it was Jerry who
soberly sliced bread and butter and sprinkled it with sugar
and sent them packing out to play.
However, there is no doubt that Jerry knew that something was terribly wrong.
Quietly he walked about the
house, performing odd chores, washing up the lunch dishes
which had been left unwashed in his mother's usually immaculate kitchen, silent but watching and waiting
waiting for that awful silence to break.
At last it came.
Mrs. Cooper noticed her little son
hovering anxiously about. "Your father's gone," she said
food.

—

tonelessly.

Jerry looked at her in perplexity. "Gone!" People who
died were gone.
But his father obviously wasn't dead.
Slowly the realization of what had happened dawned in

young mind. He remembered and pieced together fragments of impressions of harsh words exchanged while he
lay wondering in the dark. Dimly in some boyish way he
understood the anguish of his mother and in that moment
he became a man.
He flung his arms about his mother. "Don't worry,
his

—

mom!"

he sobbed, "I'll take care of you forever!"
That was no idle, childish promise. Jerry quit- school
and went to work, continuing his education at night. His
mother, who was a trained nurse, also went back to work.
Side by side they worked and planned for the younger
children, shared each other's hardships, trials and joys. For
they did find happiness at last. Time had healed the painful memory of that unhappy day.
Jerry was proud of his
tall, beautiful, gallant mother and she adored her lovable,
loyal son who looked so like her with his soft, wavy brown
hair, his Irish blue eyes, his winsome smile.
Evenings, after they had returned from their respective
jobs, they would compare notes of the day, budget their
meager
incomes
and
decide

whether the children could have
Jerry's

mother

ts

afraid

her

son

is

making

a

which

will

decision

bring

him unhappiness.

a new suit or dress.
Always
Jerry and his mother went without things so that the younger
ones might have everything.
And then when the kids were
safely asleep, Jerry would sing

Photos by courtesy of Murray

the songs his

Korman

mother loved

so well, while she sat at the

old yellowed piano keys and
played for him. Jerry finally

graduated from
jobs he

the

Jerry,

whom you

also hear as Jack Randolph,

Joan

the
love of his life. Should he listen to the plea of
an older, sadder person, and wait for a while?
is

sure

that

beautiful

Mitchell

is

menial

had worked at to

a

solid position with a railroad

company. The increased income enabled them to move
into a better quarter of New
Orleans.
Life was a good
deal easier now. His mother

Jerry Cooper sings on NBC's Kreuger's Musical
Toast program.
Turn to page 52 for the time.

By

DOROTHY DANER

accepted fewer cases that demanded her absence from
home for long intervals. The future looked brighter,
Jerry indeed had become a man. He took the responsibility of a provider and an adviser to his whole family.
And then one day, quite by accident, Roger Wolfe Kahn,
playing in a New Orleans dance hall, heard Jerry sing. He
was impressed with Jerry's natural voice and advised him
to consider seriously a singing career.
From that day on,
Jerry had a new interest in life.
He had discovered that
someone besides his mother thought he could sing really
sing well enough to be, for example, on the radio!
So he
sang!
Everywhere and anywhere the opportunity presented itself, with visiting orchestras and on the local radio

—

stations

in

New

Orleans.

Opportunities in New Orleans were of necessity limited.
In order to get any
place with a singing career
one had to be in New York.
Jerry looked longingly towards that mecca of opportunity, not daring to voice
his desires for fear he would
hurt his mother.

But Mother Cooper knew
And just as he had
understood her problem one
day long ago, so now she understood his. Bravely she
faced the truth. She must not stand between Jerry and his
her son.

happiness.

One day

she said quite casually,

ought to go to

New

Jerry's blue eyes

York.

You

"Jerry,

I

think you

can't get very far here."

glowed with gratitude.

left New Orleans to try his fortune in
York. The story of the hardships he endured and
sacrifices he made before finally Emil Coleman gave him
his chance in a show he was casting for the Palais Royal,
has been told too often to repeat. The day Jerry signed
his first contract with the Columbia (Continued on page 87)

In

two weeks he

New
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FORM— TAKEN FROM

THE NOVEL BY MARJORIE BENTON COOKE

PREPOSTEROUS!"
street

fumed Professor James Parkdown the tree-shaded New England
way to his nine o'clock class at Ban-

stalking

hurst,

on

School

his

For the

customary
from
interference by the cool certainties of trigonometry and calculus had just been shattered by a breakfast-table conversation with his daughter Bambi.
Bambi. She had started out as Francesca Witherspoon
Parkhurst; that had somehow become Bambina; and Bambina had been shortened to Bambi before she was out of
bury's

academic calm

for

—he

Boys.

lived a life

professor's

made almost

secure

—

rompers. And now here she was, before he'd even realized
she was grown up, talking nonsense about marriage and
money and supporting some man.
It had started out
innocently enough, that morning.
Bambi, looking amazingly pretty even to a parental and
professorial eye over a bunch of sun-drenched marigolds,
had said something about wishing she knew how to earn a
living. When he pointed out that she didn't have to, she
said that sometime, maybe, she might for instance, she
might have a husband who couldn't support her.
"I'm twenty-four, going on twenty-five," she said calmly.
"Practically an old maid. Anyway, it's high time I found
myself a husband."

—

—

—

—

For Professor Parkwas only

hurst there

one comfort in this
haphazard marriage
Bambi's radi-

—

antly

happy face.

For Helen Hayes' Santa program see p. 52.

—

"Look
picious.

come

here,

Bambi," said the professor, growing sus-

"That's the second time the word husband has

Have you someone in mind?"
I've had him in mind for years.
decided on
was sixteen and he first came here to teach."

into this discussion.

"I have.

him when

I

I

my

soul, one of my teachers, eh?" the proinnocent of the utterly absurd idea his
only child was about to produce. "And now I suppose he's
proposed."

"Well, bless

fessor said,

still

"No," Bambi admitted, "he doesn't even know I exist
time.
In fact, he's nearly as absent-minded as

half the

you are."
As ab"sent-minded
The horrible truth began to dawn
on Professor Parkhurst. There was only one man that description could fit. "Bambi," he said, "you don't mean

—

it isn't

—

34

that he

said firmly.

—

had any other work

make enough money

at all to do; that he'd never

to support himself, let alone a wife

none of these had shaken Bambi's calm assertion that he
was the man she meant to marry.
"Of all the young men who've cluttered up my front
porch," the professor sputtered, "I do believe you've chosen
the most ineligible."
"Geniuses are always ineligible, Professor. They need
someone to take care of them as you do." At which, as
if to prove her point, Bambi hustled her father out of the
house on his way to the class he had completely forgotten.
"Preposterous!" mumbled the professor once more as he
turned at the gate to the school. But he was less vehement
than he'd been at first. After all, even Bambi was going

—

to

Bambi

"Jarvis Trent."
And all his logical arguments that Jarvis Trent was
only a tutor, not a full-fledged teacher; that he often
started to write one of those fool plays of his, and forgot
"It is,"

YOU HAVE MISSED ANY OF

IF

find

it

realize she

difficult

was

to

marry

a

man who

often

didn't

alive.

he could have seen what was going on at home, the
mind wouldn't have had that crumb of comfort.
Ardelia, the Parkhursts' cook, acknowledged no superiors
If

professor's

ILLUSTRATOR: FRANZ FELIX

THE BROADCASTS OF THIS EMOTIONAL SERIAL. READ THEM HERE
when it came to turning out a supernaturally delicious
strawberry shortcake, but her memory was, if possible, a
little worse than the professor's.
Bambi wasn't surprised, therefore, when a few minutes
after the professor had left Ardelia came into the room
worrying about something he had warned her the night
before not to let him forget. What it was, she couldn't
remember.
"All ah kin remember is he says to me, 'Ardelia, don'
you go Iettin' me forget, on account of it's mos' impor." she broke off, her black face worried and downtant'

FICTIONIZED BY

NORTON RUSSELL
FROM

—

.

.

-

EDITH MEISERS RADIO ADAPTATION OF THE NOVEL

CAST OF CHARACTERS
Bambi

Helen Hayes

cast.

"Serves him right for not telling me," Bambi said. A
sound at the door made her turn around. "Why, what in
!"
the world
"Dat's him!" Ardelia said excitedly. "Dat's what de

—

me to remine him 'bout!"
was Jarvis Trent clothes rumpled, leaves in his hair,
mild brown eyes blinking drowsily. (Continued on page 91)
professor said for
It

—

Jarvis Trent

James Meighan

Professor Parlchurst

Wilmer Walter

Ardelia

Laura Bowman
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These starlets are on the Pageant of
youth program.
Turn to page fifty-two.

By

WELDON MELICK

mmmm
HERE
from

is

coming
That prob-

radio talent

in the future?

lem is putting circles under the
eyes of network executives. And unless it
answered satisfactorily in the next few
it will put circles under their bank
balances as well. The best talent now on

is

years,

was recruited from vaudeville.
But all the cream has been skimmed
from that source, and vaudeville is so
the air

WHAT

IS

a thing of the past it's developing no new names.
There was hope for a time that the amateur hours would
disgorge Jolsons and Brices by the dozen. But the winners
were offered no contracts, except to tour with Unit No. 7,
earning enough to get bed and board, after which they returned to their old jobs, if others hadn't already grabbed
them in the meantime. Round and round they went, and
no one gained.
This season has seen feverish raids on picture talent, but
exhibitors are already complaining that people don't go to

much

RADIO DOING TO CREATE NEW STARS FOR THE

theatres

when they can have movie

so that source
In its

one

stars in their parlors

to be curtailed.
ravenous talent hunt, radio has overlooked only
is likely

fertile field

and that

is

—

What is more logical
Yet
its own workshop?

radio.

than for radio to develop stars in
apparently no one has had the foresight and patience to
attempt such a program except Alice Clements, wife of a
Philadelphia advertising man. If she succeeds, she will be
the Lincoln of radio, in pointing the way for the industry
to free itself from slavish dependence on other branches

—

of

show

business.

Mrs. Clements has a notion that radio comedians, singers
and dramatic artists can and should be trained from the
cradle for their particular niche in the entertainment world.
And if you've marvelled at the self-assurance and mikesense of the 'teen-aged youngsters on the American Pageant
of Youth, you'll have to agree that the Clements experiment
has been successful so far. These adolescent performers
have had up to eight years' actual broadcasting experience
under Mrs. Clements' tutelage, and some of them are almost
ready to step into their own programs as full-fledged stars.
The Pageant of Youth youngsters are graduates cum
laude of the Horn and Hardart Children's Hours, which in
turn date back to an infant-parking lot in a. Philadelphia
store, where mothers checked their children while they
shopped. Among the toys provided in the nursery was a
tin mike, and the two- and three-year old tikes went for it
like their mothers went for the bargain counter. They boopboop-a-dooped all over the place. They regusted. They
were so cute playing at being radio celebrities that the store
switched the phoney microphone for a real one and actually
broadcast the performances. Alice Clements happened to
tune in and persuaded her husband to listen to the next
broadcast. He brought it to the attention of his clients, the

FUTURE? HERE'S

Automat

people,

and the kiddies were soon moved to a
Horn and Hardart.

larger station under the sponsorship of

Mr. and Mrs. Clements inaugurated another Chilin New' York City for the same sponsors.
Oodles of child wonders discovered through these two
programs have gone on to other dramatic fields (the Nicolas
Brothers, pickaninny dancers of "The Big Broadcast of
1936" and Ziegfeld Follies, Jeanne Dante of stage and movies,
Eileen Barton whom you've heard on Cantor's program).
But many of the clever youngsters outgrew the Children's
Hours without being snapped up as potential movie or
Later,

dren's

Hour

stage stars.

Then Alice Clements realized it was time to organize the
upper grades of her radio training school. She wrote some
scripts for an "Opportunity Matinee" and her husband convinced another of his clients that the chance to get talent
a previous sponsor had spent seven years developing was
an Opportunity he couldn't pass up. To give other gifted
youths a chance, the auditions were open to anyone within
the age limits of sixteen to twenty. But nine of the thirteen
regular performers chosen by the listeners to make up the
present Pageant of Youth are former Horn and Hardart
kiddies, which speaks well fOr Alice Clements' training and
faith in them.

She has given special attention to the training of comehumor is so limited and
the demand so great. She encourages mimicry in her proteges. She experiments with various teams until she hits on
a combination of talents that supplement each other
smoothly and click with the audience. She writes their
dians, since the supply of radio

comedy

bits

and coaches comedy

Mrs. Clements believes

songs.

in letting the kids learn

comedy

technique by imitation when they are on the Children's
Hour. Then by the time they are (Continued on page 11)

A UNIQUE PROGRAM WHICH ANSWERS THAT QUESTION
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Conclusion

ONE

day Bob Burns met a
director who was
testing for a blackface team
Fox Films. (Moran and Mack
casting

for

made the successful pic"Two Black Crows"). Bob
quickly summoned Claude West
had

just

ture

and they did their act for the camBob was chosen, but his little

era.

partner did not make
The competition was

the grade.

over
teams had been
tested. Bob was to play comedy,
and John Swor, who was the partstiff;

blackface

100

Mack when it was
"Swor and Mack," played straight.
The team was to be called "Black
and Blue."
A miracle at last! Bob was on
his way to golden Hollywood with
In
his wife, his boy and his dog.
ner of Charlie

pocket rested a fat five year
contract, at $300 a week. There
wasn't that much money in the
his

•

IN

THE CONCLUDING INSTALMENT THIS SOL-

DIER

world

OF FORTUNE FINDS HIS RAINBOW'S END

"We

could live for a year on that
much money, if we had to," he
said. There followed periods when
it
looked as though they- might

have

to.

that, then.

the

BUT HIS HAPPINESS

Promised Land.

In Hollywood, he

.

.
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MIXED WITH TRAGEDY

.

was

told to speak negro dialect mornnoon and midnight, to keep in practice. He did. Three
months later he got a call, went to the costumer's and was
put into a uniform of the Northwest Mounted. He had just
one line to speak. At his cue, he slewfooted out and drawled
lazily, "Hya, whut's dat you'all been a-tellin' about muh?"
That finished him on that picture. He waited some more,
got occasional bit parts. He played miles of golf, then began uneasily to realize that contracts carried options. Just
before Fox released him, he went over to Universal to ask
about a picture they were to make, called "Heaven on
ing,

IS

Bob didn't know
He was on his way to

But

Earth." He had heard it was a river picture.
Sure enough, the setting was a shanty-boat town. This
was Robin Burns' own stuff! He talked himself into a job
as dialect coach and technical director, wrote several musical
numbers for the film, and a theme song which was never
used. It was here that he met Lew Ayres, who starred in
the picture. They have been close friends ever since.
But when "Heaven on Earth" was finished, Bob quickly
.

.

.

'

found himself in the ranks, of those waiting to get somewhere in the film industry. It had been a brief spurt of
success, quickly forgotten.
{Continued on page 56)

One

broadcasts

her favorite

of

Broadway Varieties, with Oscar Shaw and Carmela Ponselle.
Mrs. Harriett has the same front

is

CBS program.

row seat for every

ever heard of her three years ago.
But she is an important person
in this superstitious sentimental raImportant enough to
dio world.

have fifty full-fledged radio stars
play directly to her. Important
enough to have a CBS board meeting called in her honor. Important
enough to be the mascot of the

Columbia Broadcasting System.
Her clothes are dated but neat.
She walks
night

studios

the

to

alone.

It

every

was Ted Husing

tried to offer her his car any-

who

But she po-

time, to go anywhere.
litely refused.

don't need anything from
"I
anybody," she said proudly. Ted
Photographed exclusively for Radio Mirror by Bert Laivson

wasn't hurt by this remark. He
seemed to understand.
Every night as the rest of the
audience files out, little Mrs. Peggy
Harriett remains to chat with her

— Leo

Reisman, Carmela
Benny Fields, Freddy
Rich, Lucy Monroe, Joan Marsh,
Oscar Shaw, Kay Thompson, Berfriends

Ponselle,

Lennox,

Elizabeth

Claire,

nice

Lanny

Ross, Tiny Ruffner, Victor
Arden, David Ross, Everett Mar-

PEGGY HARRIETT

AI Goodman, Stoopnagle and
Budd, Louise Massey, Helen Jep-

shall,

son, to list a few.

WANTED TO DIE-

"How was
.

"Fine,

THE STARS GAVE
LESTER GOTTLIEB

HER THEIR LOVE

Mrs. Harriett, who
never was a critic or a star. "But
you better go home and brush up
on your high notes."
"It's raining, Mrs. Harriett, can
drive you
David Ross.
I

tonight.

cab

if

I

The

EVERY

night in the year, a small white-haired old
lady pushes her way through the crowds atrending
one or another of the various broadcasts in Radio
City and at the three CBS radio playhouses. The door man
bows, the usher smiles, and the manager heaves a sigh of
relief. A snap of his fingers and the old lady is escorted to
her seat row A, off the center aisle.
Once this mysterious guest is safely ensconced in her
privileged chair, the broadcast can unofficially begin. Even
behind the microphones, the stars feel better once they know
she is present. The "minute-to-go" nervousness disappears.
The maestro wipes his brow. The tension fades. A laugh
echoes from backstage. There will be a good show tonight.
The small lady she can't weigh more than ninety pounds
is not the sponsor.
She's not even remotely related to the
sponsor's forty-second cousin.
She's not an important
friend of anybody's. I don't think anyone -along radio row

—

—

—

reports the us-

girl, fine,"

"No, David,

By

tonight, dear?" asks

candid

ually

BUT NOT AFTER

I

Joan Marsh.

home?"
I

Besides,

think
I

want one."
stars crowd

interrupts

subway

I'll

can

afford

around

a

her,

eager to be near their "mascot and
good luck charm."
Shortly afterward, the house lights dim and the cleaning
women take possession of the stage. The mikes are now
cold and dead. The theater has a vacant look. Mrs. Harriett sighs heavily and limps slowly out into the street.
Radio has saved another day in her long life.
She wasn't always like that a pampered darling in the
hearts of your favorites and mine. Don't envy her. Despite
all the kindliness the radio stars shower upon her, you
wouldn't trade places with 76-year-old Peggy Harriett.
Six years ago she was lying helplessly alone in the ward
room of a great hospital given up to die. An icy street,
a wandering mind, and tear-blurred eyes were responsible
Her pelvis was broken. In the dreary
for the accident.
room, desolate except for other helpless humans, only her
brain worked.
Behind her were the fading years of her life years of
laughs, tears, wealth and worry. (Continued on page 60)

—

—

—
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It's

five

Lowell Thomas'

hundred acre

estate, built very
near at hand to the
Berkshire hills in
Pawling,

New

York.

The fine Colonial
house is partially
hidden by the very
dense foliage. Here
NBC's ace commentator lives with his
wife and Lowell, Jr.

LEHRn
ALTHOUGH

HDHfflG
name

Thomas

FRQIT1

licious-sounding but unpronounceable names, his
traveling these days is almost wholly confined to commuting between his lovely country home in Pawling, New York

confining Mr.
However, after
seeing the Thomas estate, it is not difficult to understand
why he fervidly insists his bondage is most pleasant.
Set in 500 acres of unbelievably lovely country near the

and the radio and Fox Movietone Studios. As a matter of

Berkshire Hills, the

jures

up

the very

of Lowell

con-

visions of strange, remote places with de-

fact

radio

has

been

Thomas' wanderings

a

stern

taskmaster

to the United States.

Thomas

colonial house rises in classical

Photographed especially for Radio Mirror by Wide World

This

just

is

a

cor-

ner of the immense
studio where Lowell

Thomas

writes.

On

the large globe, the
very first round-the-

world

fliers

their

route.

traced
That

odd-looking contrapis
an African
war-drum which Mr.

tion

Thomas picked
during
40

up

his travels.

The Thomases'

room

is

living

luxuriously

The beauBokhara carpet

furnished.
tiful

of rich red with white
motifs,

harmonizes

with the room's color-

scheme. The windows
are simply treated,
with gold gauze curtains,

red-trimmed

by landscaped lawns and lush foliage.
Mr. Thomas confesses that
he thinks the Berkshires the third most beautiful spot in
the world; he gives precedence only to the Vale of Kashmir
and a spot high in the Himalayas overlooking Tibet. That
from a hardened world traveler is (Continued on page 58)
dignity surrounded

With

a twinkle in his blue eyes,

On

the other hand,
the dining room,
the carpet is of a
solid color, deep
in

Burgundy red, while
the

flowered

drapes

chintz

lend color

to this almost austere room, containing four types of
furniture.

Note

the

elephants
on the fireplace.
assorted
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Ted Husing, above, is happiest in the fall
because then he brings you all the thrills
of his beloved game, football.
Besides announcing major games for CBS, Ted forecasts
results

42

on

his

thrice-a-week

Atlantic

show.

NBC's Hal Totten, below, has
charge of many of its pigskin
broadcasts for the Big Ten in
and near Chicago. In summer
he's busy announcing baseball.

Mutual's
ball

Eastern

announcer

Oriscoll,

is

above.

foot-

Dave
He's

MBS since
February of this year.
been with

SL

Below, Frank Cody, who
the youngest of the
NBC Eastern experts. In
1932, he was a star of
Wisconsin's grid eleven.
is

*** °
Slater, whom you heard
oversummer, describing the Olympic
Games, is one of NBC's busiest men when
the grandstands fill up.
Bill
has been
on the network's sports roster two years.
Left,

seas

Bill

this
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HE

IS

A.

L.

ALEXANDER

By

WHO

MARLY TALMADGE

BEGAN GOODWILL COURT TO
HELP THE NEEDY.

READ HIS

INSPIRATIONAL LIFE STORY

omaruiu

where she taught. Often she took her
son with her to her classes, pointed
out the helplessness of the ignorant
and underprivileged children. "A few
dollars," she would explain, "make
the difference between happiness and
misery."

Watching these children grow up,

WHEN

men feel their hearts break at the tragedy of
they try to silence the inner voice of truth by
asking, "Am 1 my brother's keeper?" Haven't you
yourself, sick with pity, turned away from some glaring
example of social injustice, wanting to help, yet admitting
your inability to, even feeling relieved when your back
was turned?
There are many ways of escape from our social consciences
movies, novels, friends. But sometimes there are
men who cannot escape as we do who feel all the suffering, the misery around them, and are driven to find some
life,

—

way

—

Such a man

A. L. Alexander, the originator of Goodhear introducing each case to the
judges on the broadcasts which last month became a
coast-to-coast network series under the sponsorship of
Chase and Sanborn. Goodwill Court is his childhood dream
come true the result of an inner need which has driven
is

man you

—

him

all his life.

Alexander's mother was a Boston school teacher. In her
was this same driving, irresistible urge to help, implanted perhaps by the sights she saw in the slum district
there

44

stitutions.

He was
the

of helping.

will Court, the

Alexander saw the way the cards had
been stacked against them before the
game began. Serious and studious, he
had little gaiety in his nature.
Even then, immature as he was, he
realized how often lives could have
been saved, misery changed into happiness, by the money necessary for medical or legal advice.
Some day, he promised his mother, holding her hand, some
day he would bring this help to those who needed it. Today, years later, that boyhood promise has actually
changed the courses of many lives!
He didn't find his goal easily. He didn't, in fact, even
know what it was at first. For years he groped, as a police
reporter, then withdrawn from the world in a theological
school, still later in New York's organized charitable in-

police

when he got a job as a cub reporter on
The experience might have turned his
cynicism. Again and again he saw legal pro-

sixteen
beat.

idealism into

who heeded it most, because of their ignorance of the law, which judges always
said was no defense. Instead of weakening his idealism,
this only increased the flame of his desire to help and it
gave him a bulwark of practical knowledge.
He heard the stories of helpless women who had to endure
mistreatment because they could not afford divorces. He
knew intimately one young couple whose lives were ruined
because of rigid divorce laws. (Continued on page 70)
tection denied to the very people
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For the Goodwill Court, sponsored
by Chase & Sanborn, see page 52.
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where she taught. Often she took her
son with her to her classes, pointed
out the helplessness of the ignoranr
and underprivileged children. "A few
dollars,"

she

:

1

."*"'

would explain, "make

the difference between happiness and
misery."
Watching these children grow up.
Alexander saw the way the cards had

been stacked against them before the
game began. Serious and studious, he

Finos i

had little gaiety in his nature.
Even then, immature as he was.

WHEN

men feel their hearts break at the tragedy of
they try to silence the inner voice of truth by
my brother's keeper?" Haven't you
asking, "Am
life,

I

away from some glaring
example of social injustice, wanting to help, yet admitting
your inability to, even feeling relieved when your back
nned?
There are many ways of escape from our social consciences
movies, novels, friends. But sometimes there are
men who cannot escape as we do who feel all the suffering, the misery around them, and are driven to find some
sick

with pity, turned

'

—

way

—

of helping.

Such a man
will Court, the

judges

on

the

coast-to-coast

is

A. L. Alexander, the originator of

— the

Good-

man you

hear introducing each case to the
broadcasts which last month became a

network

under

sponsorship of
childhood dream
of an inner need which has driven
series

Chase and Sanborn. Goodwill Court

come true
him all his

result

is

the

his

life.

Alexander's mother was a Boston school teacher. In her
was this same driving, irresistible urge to help, implanted perhaps by the sights she saw in the slum district
there
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how

often lives could have
been saved, misery changed into haprealized

yourself,
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by the money necessary for medical or legal advici
day, he promised his mother, holding her hand, some
day he would bring this help to those who needed it. Today, years later, that boyhood promise has actually
changed the courses of many lives!
He didn't find his goal easily. He didn't, in fact, even
piness,

Some

know what

it

reporter, then
school,

still

was at first. For years he groped,
withdrawn from the world in a

later in

New

as a police
theological

York's organized charitable

in-

when he got a job as a cub reporter on
the police beat. The experience might have turned his
idealism into cynicism. Again and again he saw legal prosixteen

who deeded it most, because of their ignorance of the law, which judges always
said was no defense. Instead of weakening his idealism,
this only increased the flame of his desire to help and it
gave him a bulwark of practical knowledge.
He heard the stories of helpless women who had to endure
mistreatment because they could not afford divorces. He
knew intimately one young couple whose lives were ruined
because of rigid divorce laws. (Continued on page 70)
tection denied to the very people
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For fne Goodwill Court, sponsored
Sanborn, see page 52.

by Chase

was midnight when they came laughing, skipping
across the campus, and burst into the crowded
living room of the Chi Phi house.
"Barney! Bill! Dave! Listen, everybody—"
Reed Kennedy, blond and square-shouldered and handsome in his tuxedo, shouted excitedly for the attention of
his partying fraternity brothers and their girls. Lois Smith
hugged her long gold evening cape about her shoulders, flung
back the cloud of dark hair that grew deep in a point on
her pretty forehead and stood silhouetted, smiling and
flushed, in the black frame of the doorway.
"Brothers and ladies," he announced gaily, "look! Ga%e!"

ITcrazily

—

He made

a sweeping gesture in Lois' direction, then paused.

<n

"You're invited," he finally said quietly, "to a wedding."
There was dead, silence then the loud explosion of congratulations and back-slapping and good wishes. The silence had been only the quick moment it took every Chi
Phi in the room to overcome sharp sensations of surprise
and envy; this thing, it occurred to them all in that moment, was so exactly like Reed Kennedy.
For, for just about the millionth time in his life, he had
got what he wanted even another fellow's girl.
It had always been that way with Reed.
Everything a
man could desire had come to him. He had a romantic
baritone voice that made him as popular with the girls as
his football prowess did with the boys. He had a lavish al-

—

—

his nounif
Photographed exclusively for Radio Mtfror by Wide World
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lowance and a car. and
impeccable social connec-

He had come

tions.

By

and

MARY WATKINS REEVES
—

way as it always had in
And their prophecy came

LAST

in

busi-

Everything,
the
boys at the Chi Phi house
predicted, would break his

to

from expensive
prep schools and one of Pittsburgh's first families; and now
he was leaving with a degree, a secure future and a wealthy
and beautiful fiancee.
Of course Reed would be married right away. He could
afford it. The rest of the grads who were engaged that
June might have to wait for their weddings until they'd
found steady jobs in the post-war employment slump but
Kennedy would have society-page nuptials and a honeymoon abroad and his dad would build him a swank home

Cornell

him up

set

ness.

the past.
true.

little farmhouse near Mt. Kisco,
York, a man sat at a battered typewriter laboriously turning out dozens of letters. No longer could he
push a button that beckoned a fleet of secretaries into a
sumptuous office; his unaccustomed fingers picked and
pounded and erased the sheets that all began the same

winter, in a tiny

New

way: "Dear

Sir:

I

would greatly

appreciate the favor of an audi-

REED KENNEDY,
IN

NEW CBS

STAR,

WAS REARED

LUXURY—THEN SUDDENLY HE WAS

PENNI-

tion.

I

am

WITHOUT FUTURE, UNTIL

HIS

WIFE—

.

.

the days when he wasn't
writing letters he was walking the
six miles from his house to the
railroad station,

New York

LESS,

."

a baritone.

On

windy

And
who

City

streets

commuting into
to tramp the

looking for work.

the pretty girl he married,

could no longer ring for a
was staying at
home doing the washing and
cooking and cleaning and sewing
for Tommy, Bunny, Skippy, Bobby and her husband.
In a bookcase in the farmhouse
staff of servants,

these lines

were freshly marked

a copy of "Tristram:"

in

There are no modem houses
So providently barred that
change
not come in
Lois had found them one night
and read them aloud. "We never
thought of that back home, did

May

we,

.

Reed?" she had

.

.

said,

and

then, seeing the defeat in his eyes,

had added quickly, "But
ling,

there's as

see,

dar-

much promise

in

those lines as there is truth."
That was her doctrine. Prom-

And the next time you hear
Reed Kennedy's rich baritone on
the Magazine of the Air or Pittsburgh Symphony programs it
will be the richer because you
ise.

the story behind it. The
story of a woman's love and the

know

courage it gave to a man who
had never really needed courage
before.

was oddly prophetic that
two should have met at a
wedding. It was a church wedding and it was very grand and
lavish.
(Continued on page 65)
It

these

For Reed's broadcasts, the Heinz
Magazine of the Air, see page 52

Reed and Mrs. Kennedy (opposite
page) with their four children.
Life means more to Reed now as
a singer than it did two years
ago when he was sole head of a
business that earned
millions.
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WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO THE

FAVORITE PERFORMERS OF ANOTHER DA

WHERE RRE THEU?
By

Editor's Note: During the next jew weeks, you will hear
many special programs on both the Red and Blue chains of
the National Broadcasting Company celebrating NBC's tenth
anniversary as a network. These broadcasts, dedicated to

the many stars of yesteryear who were once your favorite
performers, make this fascinating series of articles doubly
significant.

SO

you've forgotten

all

about the stars of yesteryear.

Ben Alley. Helen Nugent. Mildred
Hunt. The Gold Dust Twins. What do those names
mean to you today?
Or to make the list more recent, Jack Pearl, Charles CarHarriet

Lee.

Remember
lisle, Jeanie Lang.
What has become of them?
What made them lose importance

these big-time radio stars?

they

in radio?

Where

are

now? Are they coming back?

blonde Harriet Lee was Radio Queen
For three years prior to that date she was tops
at CBS. Today she's a song plugger at Famous Music Co.
for |40 a week. And she was delighted to appear on the
Return Engagement program at WOR, where old-time
stars are given a one-shot on the air.
Why did Harriet lose out in radio? The answer in her
case is mismanagement. That's the consensus of opinion
along Radio Row, anyway. Instead of getting a professional manager, she took a member of her family who was
Tall, statuesque,

of 1931.

not familiar with radio's inside rules.
Harriet, a numerologist, felt her downfall was due in
part to her name, which she considered unlucky. Accordingly, she changed it to Katha Lee. But misfortune kept
right after her.

CBS,

heard
Today
her singing in night clubs. And once I heard her in a 52nd
St. night club, the great Harriet who never sang without
magnificent orchestra accompaniment on the air! She was
as lovely as ever: her blonde hair fell in loose waves about
her flushed face, and her voice was as clear and sweet as it
had been in her heydey.
But I doubt if any of the patrons, busy with their liquor,
knew of her former glory.
Associated in memory with Harriet Lee are Helen Nugent and Ben Alley. They were whirling on the radio
merry-go-round at the same time.
Remember back in 1929 when Alley and Helen Nugent
were billed as the "Five O'clock Sweethearts?" Recall how
she's Harriet again.
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Since she left

I've

MARY JACOBS

his romantic tenor and her sweet soprano
blended in their Grace Notes program?
So popular was Ben Alley that the radio moguls overreached themselves. They put him on too many programs.
Every time you tuned in you heard Ben Alley singing. He
was on for a corset concern. For a department store. For
a cigar concern. He had his own group of sustainings.
And people tired of hearing him.
Today, he's an entertainer at a Baltimore night club.
As for Helen Nugent, no one seems to know exactly what
in
she's doing. When last heard from she was at
Cincinnati, and engaged to be married.

beautifully

WLW

anyone deserves happiness, it's Helen.
heyday at CBS, Helen and Paul Green, one of
CBS' engineers, were devoted to each other and everyone
If

In her

thought they'd middle-aisle it.
Then the broadcasting company hired Adele Vasa, the
opera star, for a series. She met Paul Green. They fell in
love, and married. Helen Nugent was so broken up by this
twist of Fate that she left CBS and New York.
As for Adele Vasa, she gave up her career when she
married.

B ESIDES

Adele Vasa there's been one other big time
radio star who has given up fame for marriage Virginia Gardiner, the dramatic star, who married Roy Durstine, of the huge advertising concern, Batten, Barton, Durstine and Osborne. They met through one of her radio
programs which he handled.
Unhappy home life has broken up several careers, just
when they seemed to shine the brightest.

—

Perhaps you no longer remember Mildred Hunt, the
was very important six years ago. Solothere's hardly a big
ist for Paul Whiteman, with Roxy

crooner, but she

radio

name

—

hers wasn't associated with.

Until she and her husband were divorced.
collapse of her

home very much

to

heart

She took the
and went to

Europe, where she appeared for awhile.
When she returned to the United States, she tried to make
a comeback on the air, but she failed. Then she took to
song writing and recently three of her songs were accepted
for the movies.

And then there were Gene and Glenn, Gene Carroll and
Glenn Rowell, whose Jake and Lena comedy skits were so
successful in the midwest. Gene Carroll was a clever mimic,
and in addition to playing Jake (Continued on page 62)

J

WHY

DID

THEY STOP BROADCASTING?

WHAT ARE THEY DOING NOW?
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ing and inspiring one to say the least.

Elizabeth P.

S.,

—The story on A.

Providence, R.

I.

L. Alexander in this

issue,

on

page' 00, will

want

to

know about

tell

this

you

all

you

benevolent

and then some. As for Jean
Paul King, he is now on the announcer's
staff
Columbia's
station
of
WBBM, Chicago. Jean was born in
North Bend, Nebraska. He received his
education at high school there, at
Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, and
at the University of Washington; entered the radio field as a singer in
person,

Seattle,

Washington,

in

1924,

after

singing in motion picture theaters since

know that:
so shy, she
hasn't enough courage to combat
autograph hunters and admirers, and

by Anna Walsh of Brooklyn, New York.
The Oracle, perfectly hidden from view
by a huge crystal ball, heard all about
the Muriel Wilson Fan Club convention

from the Hollywood Hotel broad-

which was held during the week of September 14, in New York City, to pay

Oracle wants you
THEFrances
Lahgford

flees

to

is

cast as fast as her feet will carry her.
Paul Whiteman's favorite dish is

con carne, served good and hot.
Fred Astaire's lesser known accomplishment is composing. He's working
on a couple of new tunes now and
you'll be hearing them on his Packard
chili

broadcasts.

Helen Hayes, dramatic star of Bamwears a slave bracelet instead of a
wedding band, and her husband's pet
name for her is "Mousie."
Jessica Dragonette never uses a sheet
of music at her broadcasts. She has
memorized more than five hundred
songs and approximately seventy-five
operettas in her ten years of broadcastbi,

ing.

Now

what you want to know

here's

Henry W., Wickliffe, Ohio
The Story of Mary Marlin returned
to the NBC-Red network early in Sep-

—

Mrs.

tember. For the time, I suggest that
you turn to the Radio Mirror Rapid
Program Directory, on Page 52, in the

Monday column.
Weldon J., Neelyville, Mo.
nie Boswell

—Con-

not broadcasting at the

is

moment. Of course, you must
have heard of her recent marriage. A
letter will be forwarded to her if you
present

address it in care of
Broadcasting System,

Avenue,

New

the
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Columbia
Madison

York.-

—

Mrs. P. C. F., Lafayette, La.
Thanks for your suggestions. Just keep
scanning Radio Mirror's pages each
month. I'm sure you'll find what you
are looking for.

Mrs. C.

S.

W., Watertown,

—Warden

York

New

Lawes' sponsors are
the Sloan's Liniment people. The Ziegfeld Follies was sponsored by the
makers of Palmolive soap.
Muriel Wilson fans Who do you
think invaded the sanctum of The
Oracle one day last week? None other
than your good friend and founder of
the Muriel Wilson fan clubs, Mrs.
Crissie Conor of Buffalo, accompanied

—

50

tribute
stress.

to

their

favorite

Mrs. Conors'

visit

radio songwas a touch-

Arthur Fields and Fred Hall are NBC's
busy comics. Tune in their Streamliner's show every morning at nine.

he was fourteen years old. He is five
feet, seven inches tall and weighs 145
pounds.
Has brown eyes and brown
hair.

Mrs. A. G. M., South Boston, Mass.
first part of the above answer
will take care of your first question,
Mrs. M. Alan Bunce, of the New York

—The

stage, plays the part of the doctor in

David Harum.
Mrs. Betty

—

McC, Phila., Pa. I'm
sorry that I could not find out anything for you on Mr. Lawrence Goulds.
He wasn't on the networks. I suggest
that you write to your local stations in
Philadelphia. They may be able to
help you.
(Continued on page 80)

HOLIDRU FEHST
stars
RADIO
forehanded

certainly are the

most

people in the world.
Here it is only the last of October
and Dick Himber has already ordered

Christmas dinner.

his

There's a good reason, though, for
He's giving a
Dick's early planning.
"family" dinner party the family consisting of the members of his band with
their wives and sweethearts, some fifty
people in all and a party of such size

—

—

and

importance

plenty

requires

of

thought.
The celebration is to be at Reuben's
Restaurant, for more than thirty years
the favorite eating place of stage stars,
and adopted by screen and radio personalities ever since there have been any.
At the top of the page you'll see Dick
and Arnold Reuben in consultation
about the menu, decorations, favors and
all the other details of successful
entertaining. That's no prop turkey on the
table either
but a duplicate of that
which will be served on Christmas day.
thought you would be interested in
I
the menu to use as a guide for your own
Christmas dinner, so here it is, together
with recipes for some of the more unusual dishes.

—

THE POPULAR ORCHESTRA LEADER HAS

A CHRISTMAS MENU FOR YOU THAT CAN

Christmas Dinner
Celery

GIVE EVEN THE TURKEY

Olives

A NEW FLAVOR

Choice of:
Fruit Cocktail

Shrimp Cocktail
Crab Meat Cocktail
Herring Canape
Chicken Liver Canape
Choice of:
Turtle Soup

For the Studebaker Champions show, see page 52.

Chicken Giblet Soup

Choice of:
Roast Young Maryland Turkey with chestnut
dressing, cranberry jelly, candied sweet potatoes,

Waldorf

salad.

Roast Watertown Gosling with
apple sauce, Rissolee
Chiffonade dressing.

raisin

potatoes,

dressing,

lettuce

with

Choice of:

Mashed

buttered onions, carrots and
cabbage, Brussels sprouts, string
beans, broccoli, asparagus, creamed spinach.

peas,

turnips,

red

Choice of:

Plum pudding mince, pumpkin and lemon meringue

pie,

cheese cake, ice cream, fresh fruit

compote.
Coffee

Tea
Salted

Nuts

Milk

BY MRS.

MARGARET

SIMPSON

Your own menu, of course, will be less elaborate, but
having made your selections from among the items listed
here, you will be surprised how easily the chosen dishes
may be prepared. First, it will be simpler to decide which
items, such as crabmeat, shrimp, herring, turtle soup, mince
meat and plum pudding can be found in cans at your local
grocery store, requiring only a minimum of preparation
before serving. Next, plan to prepare certain dishes a day
ahead of time, and this list would include Chiffonade dressing, chicken livers for canapes, giblet soup, pies (and the
pie crust should be made a day ahead of the pies themselves) cranberry jelly and apple sauce, and fruit compote. Also the onions may be boiled the day before (select
small white ones, peel them and boil in salted water) then
place in a casserole, cover with butter and bake in the
oven during the last hour the Christmas bird is roasting.
As to the recipes themselves, you probably have your
favorite combination of fruits for fruit cocktail, and your
favorite sauce for crabmeat or shrimp cocktail, but this
year try adding a few green grapes and some pomegranate
to the fruit mixture; their green and scarlet will dress up
any fruit combination you select.
Now for the chicken liver canapes and the giblet soup.
(Continued on page 83)
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RADIO MIRROR RAPID
MONDAY

SUNDAY
AM

time

is

Eastern Standard

All time

is

TUESDAY

Eastern Standard

A.M.
CBS: Betty and Bob.
NBC-Blue: Press-Radio News.
NBC-Red: Mrs. Wiggs of the Cab-

A.M.
CBS: Church of the Air.
NBC-Blue: Southernaires.

10:00

10:00

NBC-Red: Sabbath

.

Reveries.

bage Patch.

1

1

:00

.

NBC:

NBC-Blue:

CBS: John K. Watkins.
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family.
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill.

Remsen, contralto.
NBC-Red: Ward and Muzzy, piano.
Alice

10:45

CBS: Hymns of All Churches.
KBC-Blue: Aristocratic Rhythms.

11:30

NBC-Red: Today's

CBS: Major Bowes Family.
NBC-Red: Musical Comedy

Revue.

NBC-Blue: Pageant
12:30

NBC-Red: Backstage

P.M.

CBS: Salt Lake City Tabernacle.
NBC-Blue: Radio City Music Hall.
NBC-Red: University of Chicago

CBS: Big Sister.
NBC-Blue: Vic and

NBC-Red: How
1

1

1

:00

CBS: Church

Wife.

11:30

Round Table Discussion.
of the Air.

:45

CBS: Ted Malone.
NBC-Blue: Jack, Loretta Clemens.

NBC-Red: Mary

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent.
NBC-Blue: National Farm Hour.

NBC-Red: Gene Arnold and

Thatcher Colt mysteries.

Cadets.

CBS: Rich Man's
I

CBS:

NBC-Blue: Helen Traubel.
NBC-Red: Grand Hotel.

School of the Air.

3:00

3:15

NBC-Red: Ma

Perkins.

NBC-Blue:

Fishface

Figgs^

and

bottle.

NBC-Red:

Musical Camera.

CBS: Guy Lombardo.
NBC-Blue: Stoopnagle and Budd.
NBC-Red: Smilin' Ed McConnell.
Six P.M. to

Review.

Eleven P.M.

Let's Talk

Over.

It

CBS: Wilderness Road.
NBC-Blue: Little Orphan Annie.

6:30

CBS: Rubinoff, Jan Peerce.
NBC-Red: A Tale of Today.

Six

NBC-Blue: Pittsburgh String Sym-

P.M.

Eleven

to

NBC-Red:

Jack

Benny.

7:30

CBS:
NBC-Blue: Ozzie

Phil Baker.
Nelson,

Bob Rip-

ley.

NBC-Red:

Fireside

Recitals.

'n'

Andy.

CBS: Popeye

CBS: Nelson Eddy.
NBC-Blue: Symphonigue Moderne.
NBC-Red: Good Will Court.

the Sailor.
Literary Digest Poll.

Red: Uncle Ezra.

CBS: Goose Creek

Parson.

NBC- Blue: Lum and
NBC- Red: Edwin C.
NBC- Red:

'76.

of

NBC-Blue: Paul Whiteman.
of

Familiar Music.
10:00

CBS: Gillette Community Sing.
NBC-Blue: Edwin C. Hill.
NBC-Red: General Motors Symphony.

NBC-Blue: Dreams

of

,

Long Ago.

USE THIS
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8:30
Pat.

P.M.

to

Studebaker Champions.

CBS: Wayne King.

NBC- Blue:

'CBS: Wilderness Road.
NBC-Blue: Little Orphan Annie.
Six

P.M.

to

Eleven

P.M.

6:00

NBC-Red:

NBC-Red:

Flying Time.

1

Singin Sam.
Contented Program.

CBS: News of Youth.
NBC-Blue: Animal Close-Ups.
NBC-Red: Mid-Week Hymn Sing.
6:30
Press- Radio News.
6:45
CBS: Renfrew of the Mounted.
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas.
7:00
NBC-Blue: Easy Aces.
'n'

Andy.

Musical

Toast.

NBC-Blue: Animal News

CBS: Bobby

Benson.

6:30
Press- Radio News.
6:45
CBS: Renfrew of the Mounted.
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas.
7:00
NBC-Blue: Easy Aces.

NBC-Red: Amos

'n'

Andy.

CBS: Popeye the Sailor.
NBC-Blue: Literary Digest
NBC-Red: Uncle Ezra.

CBS: Goose Creek Parson.
NBC-Blue: Lum and Abner.
NBC-Red: Frank Parker, Ann

Carter.

7:45

NBC-Red:

8:00

Leo Reisman's Orchestra.

CBS: Boake

Leaf.

Carter.

CBS: Cavalcade of America.
NBC-Blue: Revue de Paree.

NBC-Red: One Man's

Family.

8:30

CBS: Burns and Allen.
NBC-Blue: Ethel Barrymore.
NBC-Red: Wayne King.

9:00

CBS: Fred Waring.
NBC-Blue: Ben Bernie.
NBC-Red: Vox Pop.

9:00

9:30

CBS: Camel Caravan.
NBC-Blue: Husbands and Wives.
NBC-Red: Fred Astaire.
10:30
Portraits of

Poll.

7:30

CBS: Hammerstein's Music Hall.
NBC-Blue: Log Cabin Bar-2 Ranch.

NBC-Blue:

Club.

6:15

7:15
Sportcast.
Experience.

Harmony.

10:45

Krueger

Flying Time.

6:05

6:15

CBS: Ken Murray.
NBC-Blue: Edgar A. Guest.
NBC-Red: Wayne King.

10:00

NBC- Blue:
NBC- Red:

CBS: Adventures of Jack Masters.
NBC-Blue: Singing Lady.
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong.

P.M.

Eleven

8:30

Melodiana.
Voice of Firestone.

Theater.
NBC- Blue: Sinclair Minstrels.
NBC- Red: Warden Lawes.
9:30
NBC- Blue: Carefree Carnival.

NBC- Red:

5:15

5 "45

5:45

CBS: Boake

10:30

10:30

NBC-Blue: Singing Lady.
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong.

8:00

CBS: Lux Radio

NBC-Red: American Album

Burton.

NBC-Red: Tom Mix.

7:45

9:00

9:30

NBC-Red: Grandpa

5:30

NBC-Blue: Lum and Abner.

CBS: Alemite Half Hour.
NBC- Blue: Helen Hayes.
NBC- Red: McGee and Molly.

NBC- Blue:
NBC- Red:

9:15

City Sleeps.

NBC-Red: Tom Mix.
5:30

7:30
Carter.
Charles Sears.

CBS: Pick and

Round.

Orch.

Twisters.

CBS: Margaret McCrae.

5:15

CBS: Ted Husing's
NBC-Red: Voice of

Hill.

8:00

CBS: Ford Sunday Hour.
NBC-Blue: Walter Winchell.
NBC-Red: Manhattan Merry-Go-

Clubs.

7:15

Abner.

CBS: Boake

9:00

NBC-Blue: Tune
5:00

NBC-Red: Amos

7:30

7:45

8:30

CBS: Eddie Cantor.
NBC-Blue: Romance

CBS: Bobby Benson.
6:30
Press Radio News.
5:45
CBS: Renfrew of the Mounted.
NBC- Blue: Lowell Thomas.
7:00

NBC

CBS: Curtis Institute.
NBC-Red: Henry Busse
4:30

6:00

NBC- Blue:

8:00

Review.

Education in the News.

7:15

NBC-Red: Sunset Dreams.

Lys.
O'Neills.

4:45

NBC-Blue: Women's

Six

NBC- Red:

NBC- Red: Amos

7:45

CBS: Gogo De
NBC-Red: The
4:00

NBC-Red: Woman's Radio

6:00)

NBC-Red: Vic and Sade.
3:45

CBS: Wilderness Road.
NBC-Blue: Little Orphan Annie.

P.M.

8:15

phony.

O'Neills.

Cheerio.

CBS: Jimmy Farrell.
NBC-Red: While the

5:45

Perkins.

3:30

5:00

NBC-Red: Tom Mix.
CBS: Adventures of Jack Masters.
NBC-Blue: Singing Lady.
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong.

CBS: Joe Penner.
NBC-Red: Catholic Hour.

NBC-Red: Ma

Vic and Sade.

4:45

NBC-Blue:
5:15

NBC-Blue: U. S. Marine Band.
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family.
3:15

CBS: Pop Concert.
NBC-Blue: Dog Heroes.

5:30

6:00

Varieties.

4:30

5:00

NBC-Blue: Jean Dickenson.
3:00

NBC-Blue: Continental
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins.

NBC-Red:

CBS: Chicago Variety Hour.
NBC-Red: Grandpa Burton.

School of the Air.

2:30

NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family.

4:15

4:45

5:30

CBS:

School of the Air.

4:00

O'Neills.

CBS: Dept. of Education.
NBC-Red: Woman's Radio

Wife.

Guild.

2:15

CBS:
3:00

NBC-Red: The

NBC-Red: The

Darling.

NBC-Red: Dan Harding's
NBC-Red: NBC Music

NBC-Blue: Have You Heard.

4:00

CBS: Your Unseen Friend.
NBC-Blue: We, the People.
NBC-Red: Marion Talley.

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent.
NBC-Blue: National Farm Hour.

2:00
Guild.

3:45

3:45

5:00

12:30

1:30

NBC-Red:

CBS: Concert Hall.
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade.

CBS: Ted Malone.
NBC-Blue: Jack, Loretta Clemens.
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin.

CBS: Rich Man's

Man's Darling.

3:30

3:30

4:30

sh

2:00

3:15

NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family.

NBC-Blue: Sunday Vespers.
NBC-Red: The Widow's Sons.

Sassafras.

12:45

2:15

NBC-Blue: NBC Music Guild.
NBC-Red: Waltz Favorites.

4:00

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent.
NBC-Blue: National Farm Hour.
NBC-ReJ: Gene Arnold and Cadets.
12:45

NBC-Bed: Music

2:30

CBS: The Gumps.
NBC-Blue: Honeyboy and
NBC-Red: Girl Alone.
12:15

NBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wife.

2:15

CBS: Dr. Allan R. Dafoe.
NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh.
NBC-Red: Voice of Experience.
12:00 Noon

Sassafras.

Alone.

1:30

Darling.

:30

NBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wife.

3:30

Girl

NBC-Blue: Home Sweet Home.
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife.
11:30

11:45

CBS: Ted Malone.
NBC-Blue: Women of '36.
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin.

CBS: R

12:45

(Nov. 8)

CBS: N. Y. Philharmonic
NBC-Blue: Julia Hoyt.

NBC-Red:

11:15

CBS: Big Sister.
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade.
NBC-Red: How to Be Charming.

CBS: Big Sister.
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade.
NBC-Red: Mystery Chef.

12:30

12:30

2:30

NBC-Red:

Marlin.

CBS: Hymns of All Churches.
NBC-Red: Today's Children.

NBC-Red: David Harum.

12:15 P.M.

Alone.

Family.

Just Plain Bill.

CBS: Heinz Magazine.
NBC-Blue: Trail Finder.

CBS: The Gumps.
NBC-Blue: Honeyboy and

12:15

CBS: Pittsburgh Symphony.
NBC-Blue: The Magic Key of RCA.
NBC-Red: Beneath the Surface.

Churches.
Children.

CBS: East and Dumke.
NBC-Blue: Home Sweet Home.
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife.

12:00 Noon

Girl

CBS: John K. Watkins.
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's

NBC-Red:
10:45

NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh.

Sassafras.

CBS: Modern Cinderella.
NBC-Blue: Five Star Jones.
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife.

11:00

11:45

NBC-Red:

2:00

CBS: Hymns of All
NBC-Red: Today's

NBC-Red:

CBS: The Gumps.
NBC-Blue: Honeyboy and

CBS: Transatlantic Broadcast.
NBC-Blue: Sunday Forum.
NBC-Red: While the City Sleeps.

10:45

CBS: Dr. Allan R. Dafoe.
NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh.
Voice of Experience.

CBS: Betty and Bob.
NBC-Blue: Press Radio News.
NBC-Red: Mrs. Wiggs of the Cab-

10:30

CBS: John K. Watkins.
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family.
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill.

11:30

Sade.

Be Charming.

to

12:00 Noon

1:30

10:30

II :I5

NBC-Blue: Home Sweet Home.

Eastern Standard

is

A.M.

bage Patch.

CBS: Mary Lee Taylor.
NBC-Blue: Nellie Revell.
NBC-Red: David Harum.

11:15

All time

10:00

10:15

11:00

CBS: Heinz Magazine.
NBC-Red: David Haium.

Youth.

of

Children.

11:00

12:00 Noon

A.M.
CBS: Betty and Bob.
NBC-Blue: Press- Radio News.
NBC-Red: Mrs. Wiggs of the Cab-

10:00

CBS: Modern Cinderella.
NBC-Blue: Five Star Jones.
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife.

10:30

Press-radio News.

11:05

WEDNESDAY

Eastern Standard

10:15

CBS: Modern Cinderella.
NBC-Blue: Five Star Jones.
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife.

CBS: Alexander Semmler.

is

bage Patch.

10:15

10:3

All time

NBC-Red: Roy Campbell

Royalists.

CBS: Nino Martini.
NBC-Red: Town Hall

Tonight.

9:30

CBS: Come On. Let's Sing.
NBC-Blue: Vivian Delia Chiesa.
10:00

CBS: Gang Busters,
NBC-Red: Your Hit

Phillips Lord.

Parade.

HANDY GUIDE TO LOCATE THE PROGRAMS ON

PROGRAM DIRECTORY
THURSDAY
All time

is

Eastern Standard

10:00 A'.M.

bage Patch.

Eastern Standard

is

A.M.

CBS: Betty and Bob.
NBC-Blue: Press- Radio News.
NBC-Red: Mrs. Wiggs of the Cab10:15

CBS: Modern Cinderella.
NBC-Blue: Five Star Jones.
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife.
10:30

CBS: Modern Cinderella.
NBC-Blue: Five Star Jones.
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife.
10:30

CBS: John K. Watkins.
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family.
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill.
10:45

CBS: John K. Watkins.
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family.
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill.
10:45

CBS: Hymns of All Churches.
NBC-Blue: Aristocratic Rhythms.
NBC-Red: Today's Children.
CBS: Mary Lee Taylor.
NBC-Red: David Harum.
CBS: East and Dumke.
NBC-Blue: Home Sweet Home.
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife.
11:30

CBS: Big Sister.
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade.
NBC-Red: Ralph Kirbery.

NBC-Red:

Sassafras.

P.M.

CBS: Ted Malone.
NBC-Blue: Women of '36.
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin.

12:45

12:45

Darling.

1:30

NBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wife.
NBC-Blue and Red: Music Appre-

Man's Darling.

Rich

NBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wife.
CBS: Doris Kerr.
NBC-Blue: Dot and Will.
NBC-Bed: Happy Jack.
Braggiotti

and

School of the Air.

CBS: Concert Hall.
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family.

NBC-Blue: Words and Music.

NBC-Red:

2:15
3:00

2:00
Shefter.

School

the Air.

of

NBC-Red: Ma
3:30

Clubs.

NBC-Blue: NBC Music

Guild.

3:00

NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family.

NBC-Red: Ma

Perkins.

4:45

NBC-Red: Grandpa

Burton.

CBS: Do You Remember.
NBC-Blue: NBC Light Opera.
NBC-Red: Vie and Sade.
3:45

NBC-Red: The

O'Neills.

CBS: All Hands on Deck.
NBC-Red: Tea Time at Morrell's.

CBS: Adventures of Jack Masters.
NBC-Blue: Singing Lady.
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong.

NBC-Red: Answer Me

CBS: Wilderness Road.
NBC-Blue: Little Orphan Annie.

NBC-Red: While

P.M.

Eleven

City Sleeps.

CBS: Clyde Barrie.
NBC-Red: Tom Mix.

5:45

CBS: Wilderness Road.
NBC-Blue: Little Orphan Annie.
P.M.

Eleven

CBS: Bobby Benson.
NBC-Blue: Midge Williams.

6:30

CBS: Eddie

Dooley.
Press- Radio News.

6:45

CBS: Renfrew of the Mounted.
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas.
Aces.

7:15
Sportcast.
Experience.

7:30

CBS: Judy Starr.
NBC-Blue: Lum and Abner.
NBC-Red: Edwin C. Hill.
7:45

CBS: Boake Carter.
NBC-Blue: Music Is My Hobby.
6:00

6:45

CBS: Renfrew of the Mounted.
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas.

CBS: Major Bowes Amateurs.
NBC-Red: Show Boat.
10:00

CBS: Then and Now.
NBC-Red: Kraft Music
10:30

CBS: March

of

7:15

CBS: Popeye the Sailor.
NBC-Blue: Literary Digest
NBC-Red: Uncle Ezra.

Time.

Poll.

NBC-Blue: Hessberger Orchestra.
NBC-Red: Week End Review.
4:30

NBC-Red: Hugo

Mariani's Orch.

NBC-Bed: Blue Room
5:30

Musical Adventures.
Kaltenmeyer's Kinder-

Six P.M. to Eleven P.M.

CBS: Broadway Varieties.
NBC-Blue: Irene Rich.
NBC-Red: Cities Service

of

CBS: Eddie Dooley.
Press- Radio News.
6:45
NBC-Red: Art of Living.
7:00
CBS: Patti Chapin.

NBC-Blue: Singin' Sam.
8:30

CBS: Andre Kostelanetz Orch.
NBC-Blue: Death Valley Days.
9:00

CBS: Hollywood Hotel.
NBC-Blue: Fred Waring.

Husing's Sportcast.
Heinie and Grenadiers.

Question

NBC-Blue: National Biscuit
NBC-Red: True Story Court.

Fisher.

8:00

CBS: Columbia Workshop.
NBC-Blue: El Chico.
NBC-Red: National Dairy Program.
8:30

CBS: Elgin Football
NBC-Blue: Meredith

Revue.
Willson.

CBS: Floyd Gibbons, Vincent Louez.
NBC-Blue: National Barn Dance.
NBC-Red: Snow Villaae Sketches.
Co.

CBS: Philadelphia Orchestra.
NBC-Blue: Shep Fields' Orchestra.
Nighter.

10:30

9:30

CBS: Pet Milk Program.
NBC-Blue: Twin Stars.
NBC-Red: Shell Chateau.
10:00

CBS: Your Hit Parade and Sweepstakes.

Royalists.

S.

T.

8:00

P. S. T.

7:00

10:30

NBC-Red:

Irvin

S.

Network
WIBW
WWVA

WABC
WACO
WADC
WALA

WIBX
WICC
WISN
WJAS
WJR
WJSV

WBBM
WBIG
WBNS

WBRC
WBT
WCAO
WCAU
wcco
WCOA
WDAE
WDBJ
WDBO
WDNC
WOOD
WDRC
WEAN

WKBN
WKBW
WKRC
WLAC
WLBZ

WMAS
WMBD

WMBG
WMBR
WMMN

WESG
WFBL
WFBM
WFEA

.

WGL

WGR

Cobb.

WNAX
WNBF
WNOX
WOC
WOKO
WORC
WOWO
WPG
WQA1YI
WREC
WSBT
WSFA
WSJS
WSPD

WHAS
WHEC
WHIO

WHK
WHP

WTOC

WWL

KFAB
KFBK
KFH
KFPY
KFRC
KGB
KFBB

KGKO
KGVO
KHJ
KLRA
KLZ

KMBC
KMOX
KNOW
KOH
KOIN

KOL
KOMA
KRLD
KRNT
KSCJ

KSL
KTRH
KTSA

KTUL
KVI
KVOR
KWKH
CFRB
CKAC

on the National
Broadcasting Company

Stations

WABY
WBAL
WBZ
WBZA
WEBR
WENR

Networks
NETWORK
WHO
WSAI
WIRE
WTAG
WJAR
WTAM
WMAQ
WTIC

RED

WNAC
WOW
WRC

WWJ
KSD
KYW

NETWORK
WSYR
WXYZ
WJZ
KOKA
WLS
KOIL

BLUE

WGAR
WHAM

WMAL
KSO
WMT
KWK
WFIL
WREN
SUPLEMENTARY STATIONS
(These stations carry both Red and
Blue network programs.)

WAPI

9:00

10:00

one

on the Columbia
Broadcasting System

WGY

NBC-Blue: Message of Israel.
NBC-Red: Red Grange.

NBC-Red: Thornton
Concert.

it

S. T.
10:00

M.

C. S. T.
9:00

WBEN
WCAE
WCSH
WDAF
WEAF
WFBR

Youth.

Box.
7:45

6:15

First

Crawford.

CBS: Carborundum Band.
NBC-Blue: Uncle Jim's

Carter.

NBC-Blue: Campbell's
NBC-Red: Red Grange.

Jesse

7:30

7:45

find

scheduled programs, broadcast from 10 A.M. to
11 P.M., Eastern Standard Time,
If
are included in the listing.
no program for a network appears
in a time division, it is either
because the program listed in the
preceding time division is still
being broadcast, or because no
regular program is scheduled for
that time.
All time given is Eastern Standard Time. For Central Standard
Time subtract one hour; for
Mountain Standard Time subtract two: and for Pacific Standard
Time subtract three.

WGSI
Echoes.

5:15

CBS: Ted
NBC-R«d:

CBS: Goose Creek Parson.
NBC-Blue: Lum and Abner.
NBC-Red: Edwin C. Hill.

NBC -Red:
Hall.

printed below.

lists

regularly

WEEI

7:15

7:30

9:30

9:00

Hatters.

6:30

NBC-Bed: Waltz Time.

CBS: Kate Smith.
NBC-Red: Rudy Vallee.

Barrie.

CBS: Football Souvenirs.
NBC-Blue: Hollywood High
NBC-Red: Varieties.

CBS: News

Press-Radio News.

8:00

Andy.

'n'

CBS: Ted Husing's
NBC-Red: Voice of

NBC-Blue: Words and Music.

6:15

6:30

CBS: Boake

7:00

NBC-Blue: Easy
NBC-Red: Amos

2:00

NBC-Blue:

V

CBS: News of Youth.
NBC-Blue: Animal Close-Ups.

with,

the
All

6:05

6:15

NBC-Blue: Mary Small.
NBC-Red: Amos
Andy.

Flying Time.

6:15

Orchestra.

garten.

7:00
6:00

Battle

I:3C

NBC-Blue: Animal News Club.

NBC-Blue: Singing Lady.
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong.

NBC:

NBC-Red: Rex

6:05

5:30

NBC-Red:

1:05

NBC-Red:

CBS: Buddy Clark.
NBC-Red: Flying Time.

in

affiliated

of

Stations

NBC-Blue:

6:00
the

5:15

Six P.M. to

to

is

CBS: George Hall Orch.
NBC-Blue: National Farm Hour.
NBC-Red: Merry Madcaps.

NBC-Blue: Timothy Makepeace.
P.M.

This.

5:00

12:30

5:00

Six

chains NBC-Blue and
In order to learn
local station

E.

3:30

NBC-Red: Tom Mix.
5:30

4:45

NBC-Red.

Thus:

NBC-Red: Home Town.

CBS: Football.
NBC-Blue: Gale Page.

5:45

4:00

CBS: CBS Concert Hall.
NBC-Blue: Magic of Speech.
NBC-Red: Mystery Chef.

3:15

5:00
5:15

3:30

NBC-Blue: Cadets Quartet.
NBC-Red: Breen and De Rose.
11:30

3:00

O'Neills.

4:00

NBC-Blue: Airbreaks.

3:15

11:15

CBS: Clyde

NBC-Red: Woman's Radio Review.

2:45

Originalities.

CBS: Ozark Melodies.
NBC-Blue: Herman and Banta.
NBC-Red: Our American Schools.

2:45

Vic and Sade.

NBC-Bed: The

NBC-Blue: Women's

CBS: Let's Pretend.
NBC-Blue: Josh Higgins.
NBC-Red: Manhatters.

NBC-Blue: Whitney Ensemble.

Perkins.

3:45

2:30

10:30

2:30

3:15

NBC-Red:

2:15

CBS: The Bluebirds.
NBC-Blue: Walter Blaufuss.

NBC-Red: The Vass Family.

CBS: Buffalo Presents.
NBC-Blue: Old Skipper and Gang.
NBC-Red: Concert Miniature.

ciation Hour.

CBS:

1:45

10:15

CBS: Larry Vincent.
NBC-Blue: Genia Fonariova.
NBC-Red: Abram Chasins.

2:00

1:30

CBS:

12:15

CBS: Rich Man's

Company

12:00 Noon

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent.
NBC-Blue: National Farm Hour.

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent.
NBC-Blue: National Farm Hour.
NBC-Red: Gene Arnold and Cadets.

Programs of the three major
networks are listed on these two
pages
Columbia Broadcasting
System (abbreviated to CBS), and
the
two National Broadcasting

what network your

11:45
Sassafras.

12:30

12:30

CBS:

12:00 Noon

CBS: Ted Malone.
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin.

Alone.

Girl

NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade.
NBC-Red: How to Be Charming.

CBS: The Gumps.
NBC-Blue: Honeyboy and
NBC-Red: Girl Alone.

Allen Prescott.

12:00 Noon

NBC-Red:

NBC-Blue: Home Sweet Home.
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife.

CBS: Dr. Allan R. Dafoe.
NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh.
NBC-Red: Voice of Experience.

NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh.

CBS: Waltz Time.
NBC-Blue: Vaughn de Leath.
NBC-Red: Charioteers.

NBC-Blue:

11:45

11:45

Prass-Radio News.
10:05

II :00

11:30

TO USE THIS

PROGRAM GUIDE

—

A.M.

10:45

II :00

II :I5

11:15

CBS: The Gumps.
NBC-Blue: Honeyboy and

CBS: Betty Crocker.
NBC-Red: Today's Children.
CBS: Heinz Magazine.
NBC-Red: David Harum.

11:00

All time is Eastern Standard

I0:"1

bage Patch.

10:15

12:15

All time
10:00

CBS: Betty and Bob.
NBC-Blue: Press-Radio News.
NBC-Red: Mrs. Wiggs of the Cab-

HOW

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

WAVE
WBAP
WCFL
WCOL
WCSC
WDAY
WEBC
WFAA
WFBC
WFLA
WGBX
WIBA
WIOD
WIS

WJAX
WJDX

WKY

WLVV

WMC

WOAI

WOOD

WPTF
WRVA
WSB

WSM

WSIY1B

WSOC
WSUIY1
WTAR
WTMJ
WWNC
KDYL
KECA
KEX
KFI

KFSD

KFYR
KGA

KGHL
KGO
KGU
KGW
KHQ
KGIR

KJR
KLO

KOA
KPO
KPRC
KSTP
KTAR
KTBS
KTHS
KVOO
CFCF
CRCT

KOIYIO

For Mutual Broadcasting System
Program Listings Turn to Page8i.

ALL THREE NETWORKS FROM TEN A.M. TO ELEVEN

P.M.
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ONCE THE IDOL OF A MILLION HEARTS, HOLLY
WOOD'S HANDSOMEST LEADING MAN HAD LOST
ALL HIS HOPE AND COURAGE UNTIL HE FOUND RADIO

sun
THE
again on

shines
an

Hollywood

appearances in small
theaters throughout the

ex-

he was suconly so long as

country,

hero.

Radio has shown James
Hall the way back.
From a despair he

cessful

film

fans

the

many

remembered
pictures

he

But memoare short. Soon he

thought he could never
escape, it has led him

had made.

into the bright light of

was out of work again.
It was while he was

ries

new hopes and another
for success as
great as he once knew.
His new job is not a

stranded in a Southwest state, that a local

big one for the James
Hall who scored such a

approached him with
an offer. First in Okla-

chance

radio

homa

with Jean Harlow
Angels," but
for the James Hall who
a year ago was thankful
to be broadcasting a fifteen-minute program over a
hit

Tulsa,

"Hell's

in

local

Chicago station,

it

in

Chi-

taining
programs,
they
never paid enough for him to
live on and he had to draw on

means

his meager savings.
More than
once he was ready to call it quits.
Only his wife's unerring devotion
and love pulled him through the many
moments of black discouragement.

such a
short time ago had turned its back
on the man it once idolized, is waiting
with contracts to see if he makes good.
Every Thursday morning, over fifteen stations of the Mutual Broadcasting network, Jimmy is the master of
ceremonies on the lavish forty-five
minute program, Morning Matinee,
which presents each week another of
the country's biggest orchestras. It is
an important job and he is doing it

Remember Jimmy when
featured

as

Until

he was

lieutenant

the

Jean Harlow in "Hell's
Angels?" He is broadcasting
now every Thursday on Morning

Matinee,

By

for an indefinite period of

LOUIS

time.

N

WO

bright,

crisp

morning

in

—

Mutual.

over

the

September, this year, when Jimmy
found a telegram under his door offering him the chance to audition for
Morning Matinee. He tried out that
day and was accepted for one broadcast. Somehow he made good, strengthened in the knowledge that his wife was
listening in, praying for him.
Now he swings into the studio of
Thursday mornings with his
shoulders squared and a smile on his
lips, all the burning, aching memories
of the past blotted out in his plans for
the future. Each morning, before he

with

enough for the program directors

him

then

later, in

cago, he broadcast movie
club programs.
Sus-

And Hollywood, which

to sign

City,

and

manager

fan

everything.

well

station

WOR

O

But more important than how long
D E R
D
this job lasts is the knowledge deep
within him that his faith in life and his
future has been restored. He has regained all the courage and Irish willingness to battle it out
starts out, his wife gives him his day's allowance.
The
that he lost when he saw friends, fortune, and home fade
rest is being put safely away in the bank.
away like desert mirages back in the gloomy days of 1932.
There's another reason, now, for Jimmy's regeneration.
For four years he was fighting the inevitable fate he inJust before this was written, he had another offer, an offer
stinctively knew was in store for him
in store for any
that brought tears to his eyes. Warner Brothers have asked

—

handsome young leading man when age begins to rob him
of his juvenile appeal. It was a blind fight, for he could
find no other avenue of escape. When he tried personal
54

him

to

work

in

their

feature

New

York, studios.
Radio has saved another

Island,

life.

shorts

out

in

their

Long
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LINES

Skin faults start below
Cells, glands,
surface
blood vessels under your
skin. When they fail, under tissues grow thin
the outer skin folds into
linesl Skin faults startl

—

Mi$5 Esther Brooks, much admired

in New York this past
winter, says: "Pond's Cold Cream takes every speck of dirt out
of my pores, keeps my akin clear of blackheads."

—

ASigntfiatUWfX r/SSl/fSaKS/iMng./
THOSE mean

that creep in

little lines

around your eyes, your mouth
are only 25. But people see them
"She's every bit of thirty!"
.

.

.

You

Or, you are over thirty
but not a
sign of a line. And everybody takes you
for years younger than you are
"Not a
.

.

.

—

anced cream briskly into your skin

.

.

.

Start the circulation pulsing, oil glands

working

Do
fore
finer.

freely.

—

Here's the simple Pond's way to win
the clear, glowing skin that never tells
of birthdays. Follow this treatment day

and night.

— day

after day. Becloggings cease. Pores grow

this regularly

long,

those myriads of little fibres strengthen!
Your skin grows firm underneath smooth,
line-free outside, where it shows.

Blackheads, blemishes go

.

.

.

And

day over 20!"

Two things to remember
cleanse with Pond's Cold
Cream. Watch it bring out all the dirt,
make-up, secretions. Wipe it all off!
.
Now pat in more cream briskly. Rouse
that failing underskin. Set it to work again
for that smooth, line-free skin you want.

Every

night,

.

Do you know what

those same little
lines say to a dermatologist ? He sees right
through them to the under layers of your
skin, and says: "It's the under tissues at

—

Every morning, and during the day, repeat this treatment with Pond's Cold
Cream. Your skin becomes softer, finer
every time. Powder goes on beautifully.

fault!"

Keep away Blackheads, Blemishes
—with Under Skin treatment

Start in at once. The coupon below
brings you a special 9-treatment tube of

Skin faults are not always a matter of
years. Look at the skin diagram above.

Pond's Cold Cream.

Those hundreds of tiny cells, glands, fibres
under your skin are what really make it
clear and satiny— or full of faults! Once
they fail, skin faults begin. But keep them
active
you can, with Pond's rousing
"deep-skin" treatment and your skin
blooms fresh, line-free, as in your teens.
Pond's Cold Cream contains specially
processed oils which reach deep into the
pores. It floats out all the dirt, make-up,

—

More

SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE
and 3

—

skin secretions that are starting to clog.
Already, your skin looks fresher!
.

.

.

You

pat this perfectly bal-

.

other Pond's Beauty Aids

POND'S, Dept.Ml3I,Clinton, Conn. Rush

special

tube of Pond's Cold Cream, enough for 9 treatments, with generous samples of 2 other Pond's
Creams and 5 different shades of Pond's Face Powder. I enclose io£ to cover postage and packing.

Mrs. Eugene du Pont in
whose

fresh, glowing skin just 'radiates youth and
beauty, says: "Pond's Cold Cream freshens me up
right away ... It takes away that tired look and makes
* late-hour' lines fade
completely."

Namp
Street

City

Si-ate

Copyright, 1936, Pond's Extract

Company
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The

Life

Story of Bob

Burns,

Arkansas Traveler

{Continued from page 38)

A

year went by; still the movies ignored
Bob Burns. He and his family were almost as poor now as they had ever been
in carnival times. Friends advised him to
turn to radio. But the door was not wide

open for him

there, either.

audition was at KNX, in Los
Angeles.
The joker is that Bob's idea
for them was a I5-minute program called
"Gawkin' Around," in which he played a
guitar and talked about " 'most anything."
They heard him do exactly what he does
now for ?1000 a week, and said, "We'll let
you know if anything turns up." Just re-

His

first

cently, a

file

audition
souvenirs.
first

But

KNX

clerk at
card, to

no job.

still

Finally

—

Bob
among

sent

keep

Bob

his
his

got his

chance at KFI but sans salary. He was
"Colonel Blaine" on one of the many
semi-Show Boat broadcasts which appear
from time to time. But "Colonel Blaine"
never roused a sponsor. Another gratis
job was on a program also familiar to
West Coast listeners: the Sunday night

Fun Factory.
Next he became a member of the Gilmore Circus, at the princely stipend of
$20 a week.

After trying several charache became well known as
"Soda Pop," in blackface. In addition to
broadcasting, he played benefits as Gilmore's good will ambassador. These he
played au naturel, with much better results than in charcoal. He was getting $60
terizations

week

a

finally

from the Gilmore

outfit.

also made records for Jimmy
ray's Varieties, in which he was

He

— again

Mur"Bill

doing the same type of
running comment he does today. He participated in the KHJ Hi-Jinks till it went

Ozark"

off

the

air.

Once more— and

this, mind you, less
than a year and a half ago Bob Burns
was out of work. This time it was club
engagements that saved his life. Kiwanis
and Rotarians, Lions and Breakfast Club-

bers

liked

bazooka.

was a

his

Still,

—

brand of humor and his
week when he made $75

a

rarity.

One day he took time off to think.
What was the matter with him, anyway?
He got laughs; his material was original.
Yet he couldn't click on anything worth
Flash!
What was the answer?
He wasn't a big name. If he could just get
on an important program, once Rudy
while.

.

.

.

—

Vallee's hour, for instance.

next day,
THE
New York. He

he started driving to
took with him all the
money the Burns family could lay their
hands on which wasn't much. He went
with the sole purpose of getting on Rudy
Vallee's broadcast. You think you know
thought
did, too.
the rest.
When Bob got to New York, he kept
putting off calling the advertising agency
which handled Vallee's program. He sat
He
in his hotel; he walked in the park.

—
I

I

kept devising excuses. He wasn't exactly
scared, but he was next door to scared.
One day he decided to phone a friend to
ask him for lunch. Thumbing through his
little black book, he dialed a number.
Walter Thompson!" a feminine
"J.
voice parroted. He had called the fateful
number by mistake!
He couldn't hang up. No use wasting a
nickel. He asked for the man in charge of
He had no speech prethe program.
pared; simply told the man what he
wanted, cited his radio experience on the
West Coast.
"How long will you be in town?" the
executive asked curiously.
get on the Rudy Vallee pro"Till
I

56

gram," Bob answered.
He got an audition and a tough audition it was, with cold-eyed gentlemen sitting critically behind glass.
Bob told a
few yarns, even ribbed radio a little. "My
folks down in Arkansas will shore be disappointed," he opined. "You see,
came
to New York to get on one of these here
amateur shows. But it's so darn' hard to
get on one of them amateur programs
."
unless you're known.
So
thought
You know what happened. He knocked
'em for a row of microphones. He also
got the job.
Then he got stage fright,
after he was scheduled to appear on the
Vallee hour.
He thought of 20,000,000
listeners, and his feet froze under him.
Believe it or not, he got out a map
map of the United States. He looked for
New York, and found it was a small, black
dot on the map.
He looked for Radio
City, for chromium-trimmed NBC but
they weren't to be found.
figured," he chuckled, "that it
"So

—

_

I

I

.

.

—

—

I

couldn't

make

much

difference

to

the

world in general whether
made good or
not, and
just got up and talked."
And when he did, Vallee and a good
portion of his millions of listeners all over
the world sat up and took notice.
The
next day Bob turned up at the agency
again, laid something on the executive's
I

I

desk.

"What's that?" he was asked.
"That's my script for next week's Vallee
show," Bob answered.
When the agency took an option on his
services, Bob Burns suddenly became a
big name. Between broadcasts with Vallee
and Paul Whiteman, personal appearances
were sandwiched in at big theaters in important cities.
Bob made as much as
$1000 a week. And he walked through it
He still pinches
almost as in a dream.
himself often, to make sure he's not just
dreaming, down on the Arkansas Levee.
Next came the wire summoning him
West, to open the first Kraft show in
Hollywood in January, with Bing Crosby.
He couldn't have been more pleased, because he describes Bing in one word, said
over and over: "Tops!"
He thought he couldn't be more pleased.
But there was still another telegram to
bring tears to his eyes, wonder to his
heart: the one from Mayor Tom English
of Van Buren, asking Bob to the great
Homecoming to be held in his honor.
Could he take the time to stop off on his
way to California?
Of course he could and did.
But nobody at least of all Bob Burns
could have been prepared for the welcome he received last December 7, when
he stepped off Arkansas' crack train. All
of Van Buren's 5,122 inhabitants were at
the depot to meet him, not to mention a
number just as great from the surroundPolice escort on bicycles.
ing country.
fire department, half a dozen bands (including Frank MacCIain's Silvertone Cornet Band and a 50-piece aggregation from
Ft. Smith), Veterans of Foreign Wars, a
float called "The Bazooka Factory," yokes
of oxen with log wagons, carrying Bob's
fictitious kinfolk in costume.
There was a special program at the high

—

—

,

school, a reception at the home of his
dear childhood friend, Caroline Scott, in
A sign "Welcome Home,
his honor,
Bubber" in the window of the State Bank.
Folks clustering to shake his hand.
He might have been terribly changed,
But not Bob
that boy who went home.
Why should he be? He had
Burns.
simply made good in the same career he
followed in his youth making people

—

Fine clothes, sure.

laugh.

Doesn't any

country

boy get himself a fine suit of
clothes as soon as he's able?
If he had
appeared in a ten gallon hat and hightop boots, Bob Burns would have been
out of character. He didn't have to dress
like a hillbilly, he was really from Arkansas.

IT

was the same sense of balance, a balance few of us ever attain, that saved

Bob Burns from losing his mind early this
summer. Only a man who had found his
philosophy could have withstood the
shock Bob had to stand when his wife,
died suddenly following an

Betty,

oper-

ation.

Fate seldom enjoys a more bitterly
ironic jest than this
robbing Bob of the
woman who had sacrificed the greater part
of her life to his ultimate success just at
the moment he was beginning to gather
the fruits of her devotion.
The same
week that she died, Paramount made up
a new contract for Bob by which he was
to be paid over $50,000 a picture.
The joy that was to have been theirs
turned to ashes in his mouth. His only
consolation, if indeed there was any consolation, was the knowledge that all this

—

money would more than provide for the
future of his son, Robert, who is going to
Hollywood high school. A year ago, it
looked as though he would have to stop
his schooling and go to work.
Now, he
can graduate, and go on to college to
study whatever interests him.
As Bob said, before he had lost Betty,
"There's no telling what he'll turn out to
be any more than anybody could have
known about me at the same age. He's
just a regular boy, fourteen years old. As
apt to be a trombone player as anything

—

—

wouldn't know."
was two weeks after Betty's death
before Bob could return to his job on the
Kraft Music Hall as the star comedian.
And when he did, he had to keep his hands
else

I

It

pockets to hide their trembling as
he stood at the microphone. But listening
in his

to him in your own home, you couldn't
guess that personal tragedy had left him
speechless and grief stricken.
Since then he has turned more than
ever to his hobby, studying microscopic
life.
He claims it has helped him greatly
in working out and sticking to his own
peculiar brand of philosophy.
Certainly
it works.
How else surmount the loss of

Betty?

"You take a quart jar of pond water,"
he told me, "and scoop out a little and
See
look at it through a microscope.
how wonderfully everything is worked out,
It's alaccording to the plan of nature.
most like a small town. Then take out
some more water and look again. You'll
find another tribe of creatures, getting
along all right too, in an entirely different way!

It

makes you

see

how unim-

portant all your petty worries are, how
little they can matter in the scheme of
things."
He believes

that

this

is

true of every

and that farther up the
scale there are probably superior beings,
to whom men and their activities appear
phase of

life,

_

as little insects.

"I've come to the conclusion," he says,
"that the main difference between onecell critters and human beings is in the
number of cells."
If that's the brand of philosophy that
helped Bob Burns, it's well worth thinking
Pardon us while we write finish.
about.
We're going out now and price microscopes.
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Lady

Special... for a Little
SPECIAL TREATMENT
.. .SPECIAL CARE
EVEN A SPECIAL LAXATIVEI

t
HERE WE SEE a
cial care

was a

lady getting her
examination... spe-

little

regular dental

her mother seldom got

when she

girl.

we recommend it for anyone else.

]

Fletcher's

Castoria is exceedingly mild in action.
Yet it is thorough. It works chiefly on the
lower bowel— not in the stomach.
Quickly and completely it clears away
the waste in a baby's system .without
.

.

the painful griping and digestive upsets

some harsh

One reason why

children thrive better

today than 20 years ago is because of
special care like this. Their food... their
clothes
even their playthings are specialized for them.
.

.

.

laxatives cause. Fletcher's

Castoria contains no harsh, purging
drugs, no narcotics— nothing that could
upset a baby's delicate system. A famous
baby

specialist said

he couldn't write a better

prescription himself!

take a laxative he hates completely upnervous system.
So, mother, reflect a bit before you next
buy a laxative for your child. Always
make sure of these two important things:
sets his entire

(1)
(2)

That it's made especially for children.
That your child will like its taste.

More than

5,000,000 mothers keep a

bottle of Fletcher's Castoria on hand,

Why not play safe and get the
economical Family-Size Bottle today?
The signature Chas. H. Fletcher appears
on every carton.
always.

Your doctor will tell you that this new
thinking applies to laxatives, too.
They say a child should get only a laxa-

made

children—a laxaharm the tiniest
and most delicate infant system.
That's why so many physicians recommend Fletcher's Castoria. For here is a
child's laxative pure and simple. Never do
tive

especially for

tive that can't possibly

know that Fletcher's
Castoria tastes good, too.. Children take
it willingly— without forcing. And docYou'll be glad to

tors will tell
is.

you

just

how important

that

CASTORIA
The

laxative

for babies

made

especially

and growing children

For often the act of forcing a child to
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Learn Homemaking from

THC BOSS

the Stars

M€ A

{Continued jrom page 41)

PLAY€T>
DIRTY TWCfc

praise indeed
beauties.

MR.TRASK PROMISED ME THE JOB.
HE'S INTERVIEWING OTHER GIRLS!
THAT

ISN'T

A DIRTY TRICK..

country

gentleman's

,

office

Manager

*«*

home

its

1716.

in
changed .V

natural

long before
independence. The
house is a revelation for those who think
that America was solely populated by logcabins prior to the 19th century. Little
has been changed of the original building.
There are 30 rooms, spacious and lofty
with their high ceilings and rambling corridors. Of course the house is now completely modernized with electricity, modern bathrooms and kitchen, but basically
it is the same house it was when kneebreeched squires sipped their sherry back

America declared

,

own

Strangely enough, though three generations of Thomases migrated westward
steadily until Lowell's own father finally
settled in Colorado, Mr. Thomas reverted
to type and chose the East for his permanent home. On his estate he maintains
a fur farm, wide orchards and his stables.
He still retains a fondness for western
horses, relic of his hard-riding scout days.
The house itself is 220 years old and
built from timber cut down on the estate
itself.
Originally, it was the site of an
old mill, but gradually evolved into a

NOW
IF

for America's

Lowell Thomas and his charming wife
have preserved the full flavor of their
remarkable
home by choosing early

ab ° Ul

American antiques, many of them heirlooms of the Thomas family. Although
curios brought from the far corners of
the world remind one of the ten-year
honeymoon the Thomases spent travelling around the world, the furnishings,
like their owners, are definitely American

1S
I'rankW- »
dentist.
se e her

character.

in

JOWEVER,

saving these curios, there is
nothing in the Thomas house which is
not within reach of the American family.
Taste and understanding have made it

**

the charming place it is. The living room
grew up around the beautiful Bokhara
carpet that the Thomases brought back
Its
rich red and white
from Arabia.
motifs decided the color scheme of the
room. The walls and ceiling were left
white to harmonize with the Adams fireplace, so popular during the Colonial
period. Thin gold gauze curtains banded
The
in red admit the gold of the sun.
sofa is modern, but it is of a design
termed Lawson, which decorators agree
harmonizes best with antique decoration.

The

Most Bad Breath Begins with the Teeth!
VJ^HY

let bad breath interfere with
** success
with happiness? It's so
easy to be safe when you realize that by
far the most common cause of bad breath
is

.

.

.

—

improperly cleaned teeth

Authorities say decaying food and acid
deposits, in hidden crevices between the
teeth, are the source of most unpleasant
mouth odors of dull, dingy teeth— and
of much tooth decay.

—

Use Colgate Dental Cream.

Its special

penetrating foam removes these odorbreeding deposits that ordinary cleaning
methods fail to reach. And at the same
time, Colgate's soft, safe polishing agent
cleans and brightens the enamel— makes
your teeth sparkle.

—

Be safe be sure! Brush your teeth
your gums
your tongue
with
Colgate Dental Cream at least twice daily
and have cleaner, brighter teeth and a
sweeter, purer breath. Get a tube today:
.

.

.

.

.

COLGATE
CREAM

RIBBON DENTAL
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.

.

.

incidental tables are

Duncan Phyfe,

and drum,
traditional American manner.
pie-crust,

The

tilt-top

in

the

best

are

antique

American design and upholstered

in gaily-

over-stuffed

chairs

flowered chintz, against pale cream-yellow
backgrounds. This brings to mind an important point in decoration for the conscientious homemaker to bear in mind.
is so important to an attractive
as a careful balance between uphol-

Nothing

room

window-treatment and carpet figUsing an oriental rug is at once an
inspiration and a pit-fall for the American
housewife. Not only must other colors
harmonize, but the size and arrangement
of figured materials must be handled with
stery,
ures.

great care otherwise the effect is likely to
Note
be garish yes, even night-marish.
in the pictures of the Thomas living room
that the rug pattern is large and bold and
the flowered chintz chair covers also have
a large, widely distributed flower pattern.
If the chairs had been covered with a
small print, the rug would have completely dominated the room, whereas floors

—

RADIO M IRROR
must always remain backgrounds. If on
the other hand, the carpet had been of
complicated

small,

a

design,

the

chairs

would have appeared out of proportion
to the room, and ungainly. Now an important rule to remember is that when
you use highly figured carpets and upholstery, the walls and windows should be of
light,

simple colors.

Flowered drapes at

windows would have been just too
much of a good thing.
In the dining room, on the other hand,
the

is
of solid color, deep Burand the flowered chintz drapes
with their bold colors and patterns are
not only proper but lend definite character to an austere room. Since the dining
room is visible from the living room, the
Thomases wisely have carried out the

the

carpet

gundy

red,

basic color scheme. The walls are
pale yellow with an unobtrusive little
flower pattern.
The chairs are upholstered in a creamy yellow leather.
The
dull gleam of reddish mahogany blends
perfectly with the red and contrasts harmoniously with the yellow. Notice that
four distinct types of furniture design are
used in the same room.
The table is
Duncan Phyfe, the chairs at the head
and foot of the table, Chippendale, and
the remaining chairs and sideboard are
Sheraton. The corner cupboard is Hepplewhite. If you can assemble really good
examples of the cabinet-maker's art or
even reproductions, do not hesitate to
mix them in one room. The practice is
not only permissible, but highly desirable.
Nothing speaks more plainly of unimaginative home-planning, than conventional
store-made parlor or dining room suites.

same

INCIDENTALLY, when

room

dining

and living room are adjoining

wise
to follow the Lowell Thomas practice of
decorating the two rooms in similar colors.
Remember then, that the two rooms
ought to be considered together rather
than as separate entities.
The two rooms of the large Thomas
home which are most used and most lived
in are the huge studio and the gym.
The studio is 65 feet long and it is there
that Mr. Thomas does most of his work.
He confessed to me that his long years
of travel have given him a mild case of
claustrophobia. He is depressed by small,
box-like rooms and can work best in a
sense of space. A handsome photographic

enlargement done in oils over the fireplace reminds Lowell of happy hours spent
with one of the sheiks who made his stay
in
Arabia so thrilling and exciting.
Spears from Africa, a war-drum covered
with python skin, elephants from India,
a globe of the world marked by the intrepid

army

fliers

who

first

encircled the

world by air whom Thomas accompanied
when on their epoch making flight— the
room is almost a museum of fascinating
lore.

It

is

the

room most

that's how homes are
rors of their occupants.

But

like

—they
Try

TO INTRODUCE OUR

it is

Thomas.
are mirto make

yours speak well for you.

At any rate, even if friend husband has
not been a world traveler and explorer
he will appreciate a room, no matter how
small, set aside in the house to call his
very own— a room which will reflect his
personal tastes and hobbies. For interesting and novel suggestions for men's dens
write to Ruth Geri, c/o Radio Mirror,
722 East 42nd St., New York, listing your
husband's favorite sport or hobby.

MARVELOUS

NEW
*C^

LOTION
Never have you used a

lotion that

hands and face so satin-smooth,
will
YOU
Lotion,

prefer

Cashmere Bouquet

because it is so much
more soothing! Its healing ingredients
smooth your skin at once. Chapped, redfirst

looking hands grow soft and whiter,
as if by magic
even with one application of Cashmere Bouquet Lotion.
Then, you'll prefer it too, because it
vanishes quickly and completely .
.
.

.

.

.

never leaves the slightest feeling of stickiness! You can pull on your gloves without any difficulty, immediately after using
Cashmere Bouquet Lotion.

And

last

.

.

.

but certainly not least

.

•

.

you'll adore the fragrance of this lovely

keeps your
alluring!

creamy lotion. It is lightly scented with
the famous Cashmere Bouquet perfume
the same costly, lingering perfume
used in Cashmere Bouquet Soap!
So use Cashmere Bouquet Lotion regularly. Every time you wash your hands,
and always before exposure to cold,
wintry winds. Use it on your face, too
... at night before you go to bed,
and as a powder base during the day.
.

.

.

Why not put one of
these attractive bottles
of Cashmere Bouquet
Lotion on your dressing table right away?

fCa^m
L£^3p^feJ97

fl=l?^^r

GET THIS INTRODUCTORY OFFER AT
Look

for

the

Bobby

Breen

cover on

the

January

issue

YOUR DRUG OR DEPARTMENT STORE!
Remember,

for limited time only

!

T£*>'
L£*-39.
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Radio

Is

Her

Life

(Continued from page 39)
"There's

nothing

left,

moaned over and over

nothing,"

she

Doctors didn't pay too much attention
to her case, it was, to be frank, a pitiful
one. She could never walk again, they
said.
But she didn't die. Perhaps Fate
knew that life still held something for her.
A few days later a little radio was inOut of it came
stalled in the ward.
America, brimming over with life, optimism, and song. To Peggy Harriett it
was more effective than all the artificial
respirators, surgeon's knives and hypodermics in the world. It made her want
to

live.

"If it wasn't for that four-tube set that
wouldn't be alive
crackled and blared,
now," she says thoughtfully, today. "But
radio to me was so cosmic, so alive that I
wanted to know its people and love them.
wanted to go on the air."
I
I

When

the

friendless

woman

left

the

some months later, she had aged
twenty years. Gone were her rosy cheeks
and the soft brown of her hair. She was
hospital

bent, haggard, and white. She needed a
cane in her hand. But her eyes glistened
and her spirit was fresh.

—

enough, she
a little money
to live modestly in a small
hotel, and to eat two not-so-square meals
in the neighborhood cafeteria. She knew

She had

estimated,

there weren't too many years left. She
decided to see if there was work for her
on the air. Radio had saved her life. Perhaps it could save her money, too.

The
storm.

WPCH, a small New York
defunct. She bristled by the
receptionist and ran smack into Louis
Reid.
Reid is remembered by veteran
radio fans as a smooth announcer. Today he is an executive of a radio advertising agency.
"1 want to go on the air," she said
bluntly.
There was something
Reid smiled.
about her that pleased him.
aged to get to
station,

again.

next day brought a heavy snowBut somehow the old woman man-

"You

now

do you? Well, what can you

do,

do?"
"I can talk about conditions in South
America. I can talk about how radio
saved my life."
"Well, write a little script about how
radio saved your life," he said smiling.
He had never met anyone quite like Mrs.

Harriett.

other crackpot, they thought. No bigtime network executive "fell for her." So,
watching her pennies, and sticking close
to her beloved receiving set, Peggy Harriett drowned her pain and loneliness in
the thrills of radio.

She began haunting the studios and rehearsal halls. Her fast talk broke down
the most pompous of ticket-takers. She
fooled six-foot-three ushers into believing
she was an important personage. In her
quiet, direct way she managed to see all
the broadcasts possible. But it was Arthur
LaTour, night manager of the CBS Radio
Playhouse, who singled her out one night
as she tried to see her "favorite boy," Ted
Husing.
"Let her
lieve she's

in, boys," he ordered.
our good luck charm."

"I

be-

LaTour personally

"Never write
ways ad lib,"

scripts," she snapped, "Al-

escorted the little
row. She has
anywhere else in a broadcast

woman down
never sat

to the front

studio since.

REID

laughed again and told her to
come back the following week.
"I could tell that he fell for me," she
recalls with a twinkle in her eye.
Believe it or not, she did go on the air,
rambling on about life, and love and hope.
What Mrs. Harriett didn't know was that
in another studio was a stand-by pianist,
ready to substitute immediately if the old
lady faltered. But instead she kept on
going and finished "on the nose," like a

The stars got to know her and love her.
The younger ones, like Joan Marsh, Lanny Ross, Sally Singer and Virginia Verbegan to tell her their troubles.
But it was Ted Husing who quipped

rill

right

across

the

footlights

with

her.

It

was the last performance of Ted's CBS
program last season. After the broadcast,
which was sponsored by Lysol, Ted
hushed the applause and started to make
a long curtain speech.

real trouper.

Suddenly Mrs. Harriett hobbled out
from her seat and said:
"Give the other fellow a chance to talk,
Mr. Husing.
just want to say that all of

She kept writing to other stations for
auditions but found this a more difficult
job.
Her letters were unanswered. An-

I

/ D PONTSEE WHAT

TMSS/UYWAY
SO TOUCHY SHE MADE
HOME LIFE MISERABLE
know dear, felt
wretchep myself last
Winter. the doctor saip
\

i

i

v\«\s

bun-pown. he saip

blood was poor anp
that's why fagoep so

my

i

;

OH - IREKAEMBER -HE HAD
yOU EAT FLEISCHMANN'S
YEAST, PIPN'T HE ?
ALICE -MAYBE IT WOULP
HELP ME ? I'LL GET SOME
THIS MOONING...

.easily -and

"SJ

4A'

VITAMINS A.B.GcmdD
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work and wish you
Godspeed on your journey to California.
We'll all miss you and your pep."
us have enjoyed your

The

audience,

surprised

at

first,

ap-

plauded loudly.
Intimate as she is with these big moneymakers, she still maintains a mysterious
aloofness.
Jack Arthur once saw her
leave the studio and make tracks for an
Automat. He sneaked up behind her and
whispered:
"What do you say to a real meal as my
guest tonight?"
Peggy Harriett turned slowly. She tried
Then she
to hide her embarrassment.
never eat so
said: "No, thanks, Jack;
1

This, by the way, is her favorite program. "It gives me a kick to help weed
out the good ones from the bad. If it
had only been like that when I was
young," she says frequently.
But in the 1880's there were no radios,
no opportunities for embryos. If there
had been, perhaps, tiny Peggy Harriett
would be one of our great veteran stars.

When she was a little girl in Louisville
she used to sneak out the back door to
see the showboats on the Ohio River, then
return to her room to pose and act before a great mirror.
Her stern Quaker
father
objected
strenuously
to
these
"painted play actors" and refused to see

late at night."

them.

star sent her a sizable check as a
reward for the good luck her presence at

she was sixteen, Peggy was marshe didn't love. He took
her
York and here he went
through every nickel Peggy's father gave
them, with one unsuccessful enterprise
after another. She left him seven years
later and tried to find work in the music
halls and beer gardens.

fOne

broadcasts had brought. Mrs. Harriett returned the check by next mail.
"I'm afraid to accept their little gifts,
much as could use them, because know
that's the first way to dissolve a friendneed their
"And
ship." she explains.
have in the world."
friendship. It's all
I nlike rabid radio fans, Mrs. Harriett
never writes a fan letter or seeks an autograph. Perhaps that's the secret of her
I

I

I

I

was Walter Woolf King who
"Remember, mother, if there's
anything you ever want just ask your
;uccess.

It

old her:

"alter."

LTON

1

usually tries out his
gags on Mrs. Harriett. "If she laughs
know its good material and original." he
Berle

lays.

Arnold Johnson, director of the NationAmateur Night program, clears the control room on audition nights of even his
own family, to find a place of honor for
al

this first fan.

"Couldn't do without her," he

insists.

When

ried

to a man
to New

But the theater was heartless and impatient. She had two children to support
so she turned to selling jewelry.
"If
had been unmarried
could have
studied show business and taken chances.
But my babies needed food and
dropped
any ideas of trying to become an actress."
I

I

I

Peggy Harriett will never be an actress.
But her dreams of footlights, applause,
and achievements are reflected in her radio friends. She can remember all the
fine things they have done for her.
She can remember proudly the night a
rude gentleman knocked her cane off her
arm and sent it hurtling down the aisle
during a broadcast. Oscar Shaw saw the
incident, jumped over the orchestra pit,
returned the cane to his friend, and raced

back to the stage just in time for his next
number.
She can remember pleasantly the night
genial Morton Downey noticed her absence at one of his rehearsals.
A superstitious Irishman if there ever
was one, Morton knew that since Mrs.
Harriett had been attending his rehearsals
and broadcasts, his contract had been renewed three times in a row.

%A#HERE'S
™ " manager. Grandma?"

he

asked

his

^Seems to be missing tonight, Mort."'
"Well, find her and bring her here for
the broadcast."
Mort's manager and chauffeur worked

and furiously in the half hour before
broadcast time. They finally reached Mrs.
Harriett's unpretentious hotel to find her
asleep in her tiny bedroom.
fast

"My word," she apologized, "I
have overslept."
"Well hurry up. Mort wants you

must
at the

studio," yelled the chauffeur.

So she was whisked past traffic lights,
escorted up the private elevator and practically carried down to the front row.
Downey sighted her and whistled.
"Hey, Grandma," he shouted, "Are you
that tired of my voice?"
She can recall the night Nino Martini
sent her two tickets to his debut at the
Metropolitan Opera with the simple card
attached which read: '"You are the top."
Radio makes this lonely old lady carry
on. She's an important person behind the
scenes of your favorite radio program.
Next time you tune in, picture in your
mind a ?!3,000-a-week radio star, singing
for all he's worth, for fear the little old
mascot in Row A will give him the devil
if he misses a high note.

MAKESME CCRY

A FEW WEEKS UATER
J
:

GOSH, JEAN-IT'S

GRANP TO HAVE
MDU SO CHEERPUL ANP

EKTAlNL.y

»EPPy AGAIN

DON'T let*UNDERFEIJ'BLOOD
KEEP YOU WORN OUT
needed vitamins and other
MANY
people feel
SO

tired out and depressed
at this time of year.

Usually, your blood is "underfed" and does not carry
enough food to your muscles

n

One of the important
functions of your blood

important food elements.

stream

Then, your blood can carry
more and better nourishment to your tissues.

and nerves.

Eat 3 cakes of
mann's Yeast daily

Fleischmann's fresh Yeast
supplies your blood with

about Vi. hour before each
meal plain, or in water.

—

yOUR BLOOP THAT
PEEPS"YOUR BOPY—

IT'S

is

to carry

nourishment from your
food to muscle and
nerve tissues of your
body.

When you find that
you get overtired at the

Fleischa cake

—

least extra effort,
'

it

is

usually a sign that your
is not being supplied with enough food

blood
for

your

tissues.

What you need

ia

something to help your

FLEISCMMANN'5 FRESH YBfi6>T CONTAJN* 4 VITAMINS IN APPITION TO
HOQMONE -LIKE SUB5TANCE5, WHKH MELPTME POPV 6ET GREATER
VALUE TO>M THE TOOO YOU EAT, ANP 6GT XX FASTER

blood get more nourishment from your food.
Copyright. 1936.
Standard Brands Incorporated
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Yesterday's Stars—Where Are They?
{Continued from page 48)
air, he also imitated
the voice of Lena, who was supposed to
be in love with Jake. Glenn played the
piano and sang, and was straight man.

and himself on the

So popular were they in their home
town, Cleveland, that during one Christmas week they raised $55,000 at charity
benefits.

Two years ago they came to New York
for the Gillette Safety Razor Company. It
took them a few months to win their way
into the hearts of the more cosmopolitan
fans. And just when they succeeded, the
newspapers featured the story of their
marital difficulties.
Mrs. Carroll claimed that her husband,
after fourteen years of married life, left
Both she and
her for another woman.
Mrs. Rowell said their mates, in private
life, weren't the good-natured, jovial persons they were on the air. Both got their
divorces.
Many radio fans lost faith in Gene and
Glenn.
Today they are appearing in
vaudeville.
Public fancy is a difficult thing to
fathom. If any radio star could puzzle
out exactly what you and I like, he'd last
forever. Some stars are clever enough to
realize we want change in our radio entertainment, just as we do in everything
else.
Rudy Vallee is one of them. Had
Rudy remained the crooner we admired
six years ago he might be almost forgotten today. But he shifted the burden of
entertainment from himself to his variety
shows. Today, he's still on top.
Sometimes a star changes his characterization, but unsuccessfully. Two years ago
Jack Pearl was among the most popular
comedians

in

his

role

as

Baron

Mun-

chausen, that tall-story spinner, to whom
lies were as necessary as food.
His "Vas
you dere, Sharlie?" to his straight man,
Cliff Hall, became a national byword.
Believing this role to be outmoded, last
year Pearl tried another, that of Peter
Pfeiffer, a lovable old proprietor, handyman and philosopher, who operated the
Family Hotel in Main Street. That characterization didn't click so well.
So Jack withdrew from the air, and
took a well deserved vacation. Now he's
all set to star in a forthcoming Broad-

way production.
Sometimes,

even

powerful
publicity
can't force the public to keep liking radio

Do

entertainers.

Three Keys, that

remember

you

The

of

colored Skiddadle-de-deep harmonizers, Bob, Slim and
Bon Bon, who hit the networks with such
a splash four years ago? Within a few
months NBC had spent $10,000 publicizing
them. But no sponsor wanted them. They
went to Europe, where they were better
appreciated.
trio

THE
1

same fate befell the Mills Brothers,
that human orchestra of four young
colored brothers, who could imitate any
instrument

by manipulating their hands
and vocal chords. For a while they were
a fad on the air— as late as last winter.
But the novelty wore off at last. So they
went to Europe, where they have been
scoring a grand hit.
Just a few years ago, Kathryn Parsons
was very important as The Girl of Yesterday, singing sweet songs of days gone
by.

With her

as

much

as with any other
stars, favorable publicity was a great help

Her husband

is George Clark,
managing
the New York Daily Mirror.
But in spite of such publicity, the public
tired of the old fashioned songs.

editor

of

"Good
62

night,

Goldy.

Good

night,

How

Dusty."

familiar these phrases were

He

their

Though

Goldy?"

"Doncha know,
Ribber."
Swanee
"Swanee River."

How
story.

boy,

Then

down

by

they'd

de
sing

they lost out makes an interesting

The

president of the

sponsored them never had

Advertising.
be promoting a new

business.

has been over four years
Palmolive Hour, featuring
Olive Palmer and Paul Oliver, was the
toast of the networks, many fans are still
curious about what happened to this
charming duet that thrilled us for over
two hundred consecutive weeks with
lovely ballads and semi classical songs.
For the entire life of the program, the
identity of the stars was kept secret, for
the sponsor believed that the mystery
would create more interest. Olive Palmer
was Virginia Rea, whom you hear today
on Rubinoff's program. Paul Oliver was
Frank Munn, whom you hear on the
American Album of Familiar Music.
A change in policy of the ColgatePalmolive-Peet Company resulted in the
withdrawing of the old Palmolive Hour.
since

—

hymns and

is

network.

old plantation songs, their
old jokes which they themselves kidded.
At the beginning they appeared on one
of the first sponsored programs, where
they limited themselves entirely to songs.
Continuity served only as a transition between melodies.
For example:
"Where last you seen yoh mammy,

with

The movie
now said to

flopped.

when Harvey Hindermyer
and Earle Tuckerman ruled the airwaves
as Goldy and Dusty, respectively, those
twin negro minstrels. They delighted us
ten years ago,

company that
much faith in

radio. It was the vice-president in his ca-.
pacity as general manager, who kept re-

it

the old

newing their contracts.
After they had been on as the Gold
Dust Twins for two and a half years, their
contract came up for renewal while this
vice-president
The
was on vacation.

doesn't pay to antagonize anyone in
radio. That's what Charles Carlisle, the
tenor, has learned. One of the Atwater

president didn't renew.
And when the
vice-president learned what had happened,
there was a terrific battle. It ended in his

hand

IT

Kent
has

everything

of fortune,

who

from circus stageSouth Seas treasure

member of a
hunt, shot to radio fame.
Charles, about two years ago, antagonized members of the CBS program department by insisting upon singing only songs
he wanted to sing. He wouldn't listen to
any advice from them.
For awhile, he was on the
Hit
Parade. Recently, he was at Loew's State
Theater in New York City, in a vaudeville review, where the audience
appreciated his singing so much he was held
over for several weeks.
In case you radio fans ever doubt your
power, let me tell you the story of Muriel
Wilson, who was the singing Mary Lou
on the Showboat for so many years.
When she was yanked off and replaced
by other singers, her Buffalo fan club
threatened to boycott her former sponsors product unless she was brought back
to the air. She was taken back at double

resigning.

Today, the two men still feel they will
another big chance sometime. You
can hear them on their own WJZ sustaining program, still singing the same

get

to

NBC

type of songs.

CERTAINLY

a great number of us rethe Slumber Hour, that lovely
program of peaceful, soothing bedtime
melodies. It was under the direction of
Ludwig Laurier. This gray and kindly conductor became one of the most beloved of
radio figures. Over a thousand letters were
sent every month praising his work.
After three years,
felt it was time
to change the program. "One night they
put on an elocutionist. Protests poured in
by the thousands. She was withdrawn.
Then they substituted a male quartet.
"Hands off the Slumber Hour," the public
clamored again. The quartet was withcall

NBC

her previous salary.
A year ago her role was cut out of the
program. Again the fans complained. But
this time the sponsor asserted his
independence and brought back only the talking Mary Lou, Rosaline Greene.
Today Muriel is doing concert work
And the close association of herself with
the character of Mary Lou, has proved a
boomerang. Sponsors are afraid to hire
her for they feel her name is synonymous
with Mary Lou, and that you and I will
still think of her former sponsor's
product
when we hear her sing.
Don't think that every star who has disappeared from the air has been forced out.
Some retire because they want to.
There's Harry Brown, Hank on Simmon's Showboat, five years ago. Remember when this was one of CBS' big shows?

drawn.
In May, 1932, one of NBC's program
chiefs withdrew the program entirely. An
avalanche of protests: telegrams, letters,
phone calls that tied up the switchboard,
bombarded the studio. One radio editor
told me that 20,000 letters poured in within

a month. But for some unknown reason,
the program was never reinstated.
As for Ludwig Laurier, I think the loss
of this program broke his heart. You still
see him hanging around the studios, a
bent, broken old gray-headed man.
At
present, he is looking for a job.
In the good old pioneering days of radio,
back in 1921, the name Major P. Andrew
White was on everyone's lips. The Major
was a famous sports announcer, master
of ceremonies, and organizer. It was he
who broadcast the first boxing match ever
to go over the air. He was the daddy of
the variety show. And he was one of the
founders of the CBS chain, which he left
about seven years ago.
It was while he was master of ceremonies on his old variety show, that
Eddie Cantor began to kid with him. At
the time Eddie had little faith in the fad,
radio, and doubted whether people actually listened in. This was before the era
of the networks.
Since his interest in CBS was bought
out, the Major has tried several businesses. Financing a -Broadway show that

finalists, this soldier

been

Harry quit radio to become a Christian
Science
minister.
And then there's
Charles B. Tramont, star announcer of
half a dozen years ago. You rarely hear
of him, though he occasionally announces
a program. Charles has used radio as a
stepping stone to his real love, medicine
Very shortly, he plans to hang out his
shingle.

:

And then there's little Annette Hanshaw, the blues singer, last heard on the
Camel Caravan. Annette, at the height of
her popularity, left radio.
Always delicate, the strain of several years singing on
the air proved too much for her and she
had to rest. While resting, she worked
{.Continued on page 64)

isrmty wrr

parade

place among the
tures ever produced.

ten finest picstory was
adapted by Robert Riskin from James
Hilton's world-famous novel, with Ronald
Colman in the star role... a combination that
is nothing short of inspired. Obviously Columbia has expended a fortune on this film, but to
my mind it's money well spent. The picture
is spell-binding, with its strange story of five
people kidnapped and whisked far beyond
its

The

TO GREATER
ENTERTAINMENT
By RUSSELL

OR months Hollywood has
been predicting that this would
'be the greatest movie season
in history. Well, I've just been
looking over some of the
screen capital's coming product, and all I can say is —
Hollywood wasn't fooling!
an't misunderstand me. I'm not a movie
pert — but I know what I like. And I want

PATTERSON
grand new songs. And how Bing sings them,:
with plenty of inspiration from Madge Evans,
who grows lovelier with every film. Their love
affair literally starts on a dime — and almost
ends in jail, when Bing takes under his wing
an irrepressible little gamin (Edith Fellows,
the 10-year-old who scored so heavily in "She
Married Her Boss").
And don't miss Irene Dunne in "Theodora
Goes Wild"! This mad, merry Columbia film
is one of the biggest comedy surprises the
screen has sprung in years. This story of a
girl who starts half-a-dozen near-divorces trying to get her man, wilK have you howling
from the very first foot. Melvyn Douglas is
splendid as a New York artist who brings out
the worst in small-town Theodora— more, in
fact, than he bargains for!
But the greatest treat that screendom has
in store for you is Frank Capra's magnificent production of "Lost Horizon",
I
v a film that, without question, will take

Bing swings
into bis biggest

laugh show,
with 5 new
song
j

\Jl

bits,

"Pennies

in

From

Heaven"

you,
few well-chosen words —
and pictures — about the three approaching
attractions that I like best.
The first one you'll see. will be
the new Bing Crosby show— "Pennies From Heaven". Here's the

funniest picture Bing's ever niade.
It's his first for Columbia— an engagingly human romance with five

Advertisement

civilization, imprisoned in a paradise where
people never age. Capra has definitely topped

his

"It

Deeds"

Happened One Night" and "Mr.
in this one.

"Lost Horizon" won't actually reach the
screen for some time yet. But when it does,
you'll agree that this grand picture alone
would have made good Hollywood's boast
about its "greatest movie season".
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A BODY BEAUTIFUL
the

with

LINIT BEAUTY BATH

out a script show idea, in which a sponsor is interested. To date, she hasn't been
able to get the person she wants to write
it.
But she certainly expects to be back
on the air.
Annette cares about her radio work, her
public. She always took great pains with
her fan mail.
But tiny Jeanie Lang doesn't seem to
care.
Remember when Jeanie's piping
childish voice, her girlish giggle, made her
radio sweetheart number one?
College
boys proposed to her in droves, and showered her with flowers and gifts.
Afraid it would lessen her popularity if
married,
the public realized she was
Jeanie insisted Arthur Lang, her husband,
was her brother. And he said so too, to
further her career. When the truth came
out,
think it did Jeanie much more
harm than if she had been straightforI

Just dissolve

some Link

in a tub of

warm water

and bathe as usual. After drying, feel your skin
it

will be delightfully

smooth and

soft

—

— And the

ward from the start.
Her last spot on the air was with Buddy
Rogers for Ward's Bread, a little over a
year ago.

Then

she toured in vaudeville, averaga week
more than she had
made on the air.
spoke to her husband. "Jeanie's just
left to visit her folks in Phoenix, Arizona.
You never can tell
She's a funny kid.
what she's going to do. She's had some
radio offers, but she hasn't accepted any
of them."
ing

away with the damp or semi-dry

Linit bath does

—

$1000

I

feeling of the skin that usually follows an ordinary

bath

.

.

.

Make

a Linit Beauty

it

a habit to take

Bath and join the

then
AND
No story

many thousands of women who

there's

daily enjoy its refreshing luxury.

Linit

is

also

Norman

Brokenshire.

of old timers is complete
who
without
mentioning
Brokenshire,
made history as an announcer. Practically
every big program was one of his accounts. There was something so infectious

unequalled

and informal about his
erally fought for him.

for all fine laundering.

sponsors

style,

lit-

Too much hail-fellow-well-met living
Recently,
blotted out his radio career.
dead broke, he applied to the
for
a job.
All the newspapers carried the story,
and the Nut Club, a Greenwich Village
night spot, employed him as their master
Now he has a new job
of ceremonies.
as an announcer at station WINS.
They reign
On top. Sliding, sliding
for a brief hour, then disappear. When
they're successful, their names and praises
are on everyone's lips. Once off the air,
some are forgotten immediately. Some
we remember for a few fleeting moments.
That's radio fame.
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—with

his

dope on

he's the football fan's

Hear him on

NBC

pigskin

meat.

Fridays, Saturdays.
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Reed was the

little

fellow in a velvet Lord

Fauntleroy suit who carried the ring on a
white satin pillow, his blue eyes wide and
grave and his cheeks scarlet with embarLois, more contained, walked
rassment.
up the aisle beside him with her tiny trim
nose a fraction in the air.
That was the way they met. And if
they'd known then that they weren't to
meet again for years it wouldn't have
given either of them the slightest twinge
of regret.
Reed's father was a wealthy coal operator in Pittsburgh.
There were several
boys in the family before Reed came
along in 1903 and all of them grew up
together in a very comfortable and cultural lap of luxury.
After his entrance at Pennsylvania Military College, Reed dropped everything
else in favor of football. He made the
varsity team at Cornell, got a fractured
shoulder that prevented~him from ever
playing again, so he turned his interest
toward music.
It
was on a spring afternoon during
Easter dances that he met Lois Smith
again.
Neither of them recognized the
other.
To Reed, Lois was just that gorgeous brunette from the Castle School
who had come up for the prom on the bid
of one of his fraternity brothers. Tall and
willowy, black eyes as wide as black-eyed
susans, a swell girl and a swell dancer.
They talked together several times before
something the gorgeous brunette said

thrive

and grow ever

lovelier

with the care of these

GERM-FREE BEAUTY CREAMS

made Reed suddenly

realize where he'd
met her long before.
It was a pleasant shock, far too pleasant
to be trivial about when the lady involved
was practically knocking the Cornell men

for kingpins with her loveliness.
All the
fellows had been trying to date her up—
with no success and that included Kennedy. So he thought of a plan that simply
had to work.

—

THE

next morning a messenger delivered to Lois a long heavy sheaf of roses,
five impressive dozens of them imported
by special delivery overnight from New
York. The card said, "Remember?"— and
Lois did.
All the next year, which was his last at
Cornell, he courted her in competition
with one of his closest fraternity brothers.
At last graduation time rolled around.
Lois drove up with Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy. And one night she and Reed slipped
away from the carnival of lights and
music at the dance to a lonely spot far
down the gravel path that so many lovers
have walked so many Junes. A sliced gold
moon swung in a white explosion of stars
and the sky was deep blue and clear.
Reed Kennedy had found the flawless
time and place to ask the girl on his arm
to be his wife.
For her answer she made a kiss of her

mouth and

laid

it

softly on

his

lips.

So they were married.

moon
down

After a honeyRiviera they, settled

trip to the
in the sumptuous

growth, helps to safeguard your com-

Germ-free element helps
protect skin from Blemish...
Vitamin D quickens skin's

plexion against this beauty hazard.

youthful breathing process

is

One ingredient of this famous cream
now irradiated with kindly rays which

create Sunshine Vitamin

Clear,

lovely skin! That's the com-

plexion Woodbury's Germ-free Cold

Cream

will bring you! It helps

guard

new element

cells to

when

D in the cream.

helps stimulate skin

breathe more quickly.

And

only

the skin breathes rapidly, takes

up oxygen

your skin, however sensitive, against the
blemishes that germs can cause.

at a rapid rate, does it retain
youthful vigor. Vitamin D in Woodbury's does this for your skin
its

There's always the chance that germs
get under the skin through some

may

This

crack or scratch and cause a blemish-

For finishing, use Woodbury's Facial
Cream. It blends powder and rouge with

But Woodbury's Cold Cream,
which stays permanently free of germ-

jars; 25c, 10c in tubes.

infection.

even smoothness. Each, 50c, 25c, 10c in

home Mr. Kennedy had built for them in the suburbs
of Pittsburgh and Reed went to work at
his

father's coal

mines.

As the years went by lots of things
happened. Tommy, Bunny, Skippy and
Bobby were born, four little boys three
years apart.
Reed inherited the mining
business and did well with it. He made a
lot of money, provided his family with
the country-club social life of the wealthy
set
himself up in a highly profitable
building supply business— his good fortune seemed to be limitless.
Then gradually, as time wore on, Reed

dVAi-xf

Street,

Perth,

Cincinnati

•

Ontario.

WOODBURY'S
Germ-free Creams
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began to take an interest in his music
again. Sundays he sang in the choir of
the Third Presbyterian Church. Nights he
studied with his vocal teacher or practiced at home.

WONDERING WHAT TO GIVE AUNT
MILLIE FOR CHRISTMAS WHEN DELIVERY

MAN ENTERS,

TRACKINCr UP RUG

STARTS TO GET VACUUM CLEAWER.
BUT OPENS PACKAGE FIRST. ITS A
BISSELL- HAPPY BIRTHDAY, FROM JIM*

Before long he became one of a male
quartet singing on the Pittsburgh radio
stations; he didn't get any salary for it,
he did it because he enjoyed it more than
he'd ever enjoyed any work before. Frequently he'd stay at his office from five
in the morning until eight at night, then
go to choir rehearsal or the radio station
or his teacher's studio. To his business
associates a hard-working musical evening
represented a peculiar kind of relaxation
after an exhausting day; often they joked
with him about it.
But for the uncontrollable turn of
events and a woman's love and courage
Reed Kennedy might be today a Pittsburgh business man with singing for his
hobby. Three years ago he sold his mines,
invested every cent he owned and much
that he'd borrowed in a factory that was
to manufacture gasoline pumps.
It had
seemed a sound idea, this new business
venture, and for a while it boomed beyond the company's greatest hopes; Reed's
pumps were stationed outside every filling
station. He made a fortune almost overnight, he had his home remodelled and
his factory enlarged.
Things were going
wonderfully. Until the big oil companies
found that the world had too many
pumps, that many of them were not selling enough gas to pay for themselves. So
they took them down and stored them
away, enough pumps to last for the next
And nobody in the world
ten years.
wanted to buy any gasoline-dispensing

—

—

TRIES OUT BISSELL CASUALLY-AMAZ.ED
AS IT WHISKS OP DIRT LIKE MAGIC
FROM BOTH HIGH AND LOW NAP RUGS

READS ABOUT BI5SELLS EXCLUSIVE DOUBLE
ACTION HI-LO BRUSH CONTROL, AUTOMATICALLY ADJUSTING SWEEPER TO AMY ROG

5.

NAP

Solves gift problem/
phones friend:
"I'm giving Aunt Millie a
Bissell, Ann
she can use it

equipment

and

save her vacuum cleaner
for periodic cleaning. It has
the Hi-Lo brush control that automatically and
fully adjusts brush to any rug nap. And cleans
so easily!"

Models from $3.95 to $7.50

he had sold his home, his cars,
his stocks, his factory and patents

—

everything Reed had not only lost ailthat he owned but he was badly in debt.
At thirty-one, with a wife and four sons
to support, he was faced with a circumstance he had never tasted before. He
had to start life over again with absolutely
nothing to start on.
Standing on the brink of beginning a

new
1

.

from

scratch,

Reed Kennedy

subject the welfare of his wife and children to the lean struggle and vicissitudes
of a newly started musical career.
It
might be years before he could make a

BISSELL
really better

career

suddenly realized he hated business with
He wanted,
a deadly, sweltering hatred.
and he had always wanted, to be a singer.
But it was too late to begin now, to

GETS IDEA EVERY WOMAN SHOULD HAVE
BISSELL FOR QUICK CLEAN-UPS AND SAVE
VACUUM FOR GENERAL CLEANING. SO...

The

all.

AFTER

—

for quick clean-ups

at

sweeper

decent living with his voice. He was about
to accept a travelling position with a manufacturing concern when Lois persuaded

Grand Rapids, Mich.

him

otherwise.
"Listen, Reed,"

she pleaded with him,
always had everything and now
it's gone and we've got to begin again.
Let's begin this time in something you

"we've

,
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With it you can

take off fat quickly without dangerous
drugs or exercise. No strenuous dieting
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as outlined in method. Leaves the flesh
firm and gives a natural healthy glow to
the skin. It makes you feel vigorous.

FREE TRIAL OFFER!
We absolutely guarantee that if withdays the Rollette method does
not convince you it will take off your
ugly fat the trial will cost you nothing.
Send name, address for free trial offer.
in five
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ROLLETTE
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I'm not afraid."
give myself a year," he finally
"I'll
haven't accomplished
agreed, "and if
something by the end of that time I'll
won't make it hard for you any
quit.
I
longer than a year."
So they sold everything they could bear
to part with, put a minimum of furniture
on a van, and took the bus for New York.
Reed had only a small amount of cash.
I

,ou.5» St«

k

now makes it possible for you
to rid yourself of unsightly pounds of fat
Minnesota

b^'^

It'll
take longer and we'll
love.
have to work and do without things
but it'll be good for us, even the boys.

really

all

He had

EIU

r

3
--!?
na x°"
closed «""

J NAME-

| aDDBESS

,
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ps or

-

-

tried to

borrow money from sev-

of his wealthy friends but they
couldn't see security for their loans in
the delicate prospect of a successful singThey refused, all of them.
ing career.
That was the reason the Kennedys took
the tiny farmhouse at Mt. Kisco, planted
a kitchen garden, and rented a cow.
At first they had an old Ford that careral

RADIO MIRROR
ried the children to school
to the station. But the

11

and their daddy
monthly garage

became depressing evidence that Fords
run by magic, so they sold it to

bill

don't

buy

coal.

life,

did

all

Lois, for the first time in her
the housework for a family

The

losing

Hand

the game of Love
is a Chapped one"

in

of six, heavy washing included. The two
older boys, aged eleven and eight, were
assigned to a routine of chores, to looking
out for their four and one year old
brothers.
For months Reed made the rounds of
radio and show business and got nowhere;
Manhattan, he found, was jammed with
excellent, experienced baritones doing the
same thing he was and meeting the same
Finally, worst of all, he had to
rebuffs.
forego the expense of his vocal lessons.
Luckily, a singer named Julius Huehn

heard about him and came to his rescue.
Years before, when Huehn had been strugfor

gling

recognition

himself,

his

friend

Kennedy had generously given him finanIn return he was instrucial assistance.
mental in securing for Reed the very
coveted job of soloist at St. Bartholomew's
church. For the first time in ten months
he began to earn some money.
It was a grim and hopeless year— a little
more than a year that he waited for his
break. Lois was critically ill once for four
weeks, two of the children were hospi-

—

talized for a while. His almost daily rides
on overheated commuting trains, followed
by a six-mile walk out of doors, managed

to lock

Reed's vocal chords with colds a

good half of the time.
"1 was the perfect counterpart," he told
me, "of Calamity Jane!"
But no matter how discouraged he became and seeing his family living as they
were he wanted to give up and go to work
so many times there was always 'Lo'
smoothing out things, refusing to let him
quit persuading him to keep trying two
more weeks, six more weeks. So they

—

—

—

out

stuck it
together.

AND
come.

month

after

lean

month

breaks did begin to
job was to have been
a solo on one of the last broadcasts Will
Rogers performed before he was killed.
That Will Rogers talked overtime and
Reed's number was consequently omitted
was not nearly the tragedy it might have
been for another singer. At least, Reed
figured, he had been inside a studio. Too,
he entered radio's amateur Metropolitan
Opera auditions of last season under the
name of Dale Jones; he didn't win but
he got as far as the semi-finals. And that
distinction brought him several guest appearances with Ray Noble and with the
Pittsburgh Symphony broadcasts.
Entrenched a-s Reed has become in radio
now, the matter of living is at last a less
pressing affair.
He has established his
family in a modest but comfortable Central
Park apartment, the boys are in
private school, Lois has a servant, and
her husband is studying under the best
dramatic and vocal teachers, with a
Metropolitan Opera audition scheduled
finally

the

His

first

for the early spring.

Over the desk in Reed's den at home
three lines from "Tristram" are printed
in green ink on a white card and thumbtacked to the wall "because it's well to
remember a thing like that, especially
when you're sitting on top of your world."
Which goes to show how there isn't a
starrish idea in the head of this popular
new idol of the air. He answers his own
fan mail, telephone and door, is frank

enough to envy Lanny Ross and Lawrence Tibbett in glowing phrases, and he's
an all-around thoroughly likeable person.
The real star of the family, he would
insist if you asked him, is not himself at
all

find

but the lovely lady who helped him
his greatest happiness.
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ON THE HEARTH

THE CRITIC

COMMUNITY

FRED ASTAIRE. The star of this
show, so far as I'm concerned, is the fellow who is writing Charles Butterworths
lines. Charlie has never been as funny as
this on the screen, and that is saying

of

SING.

The introduc

Milton

Berle as the program's
comedian brings to the mike machinegun comedy. Of course it's well rehearsed,
tion

even when he's presumably clowning with
the audience, but preparation is no fault
and neither is his pace, if he can keep it
up. Wendell Hall as a leader and Jones

something! Packard would do well to
have said scribe also write the car plugs
they need to be funnier, but not louder.
You wouldn't think such a dignified firm
would go in for medicine-show ballyhoo,
particularly with one of the smartest,
most sophisticated shows on the air, but
grit your teeth and sit through it
you'll
be rewarded with a fast-stepping melange.
Incidentally,
thought I didn't like tap
dancing on the air, but I'll make this one
exception anyway, it will have to do until

and Hare
up any.

CBS

as misleaders don't dull

things

Sun., 10:00 P. M., 45 min.

—
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HINTS for the
EYES OF WIVES!
by $(wui Tledth
• Unless yon have one of the rare husbands who is amused to watch mysterious
beauty rites, it's up to you to join the secret
association of Kurlash enthusiasts. These
wise ladies keep a little private cache of
Kurlash products and slip away for a few
minutes' beauty conference with them daily.
Husbands are entranced with the
and never know why wives look

—

results
prettier.

lashes into Kurlash
($1 at good stores) in a split second. When
they emerge, they'll be curled back soullooking longer and darker, making
fully
your eyes larger. No heat; no cosmetics
nothing to arouse husbandly suspicions. Do
not hesitate to use these other absolutely un-

You can whisk your

—

detectable

Kurlash products

in private

.

.

.

also.

Try them

and give your husband a

BEAUTIFUL surprise today.
•

A

Lashtint Compact.

patented mascara case with a
little sponge, ensuring just the right consistency to darken
the lashes naturally
without stiffening or

caking them. Water-

television comes along. Fred's songs don't
seem as catchy as they do in pictures;
somebody should look into that. Understand the guest stars get a car for a souvenir.
If Fred and Charlie are likewise

paid off in Packards, they'll soon have a
garage bill that'll make them wish they

—

famous people, is awarded $500. The act
of bravery is dramatized. Besides, there is
Jack Miller's Orchestra, Kate's liquid
voice and her competent bossing of the
program.

get

TRIALS. People who

enough courtroom drama

—

season

with

the

is

RED GRANGE.

Thurs., 8:00 P. M., 60 min.

FAMOUS JURY

last

Symphony. Trouble House

KATE SMITH will be the first person
ever to give Vallee serious competition.
On the air at the same hour, she presents celebrated personalities, news names,
and the best showmanship stunt of the
season to date public heroes. A hero of
the week, nominated by the listeners and
selected by a judging committee of five

can't

Strange

Pittsburgh
the magazine serial, a dramatic sketch with interesting characters. The other air columns
of this radio periodical present "articles"
with a feminine slant, by guest name authors.
The magazine has an attractive
make-up, with only one typographical
error.
An editor should edit and not
editorialize. Delmar Edmundson does the
latter as master of ceremonies, and destroys the magazine illusion.
CBS Mon., Wed., Fri. 11:00 A. M., 30
min.
classics

were on a cigarette program.
NBC Tuesday, 9:30 P. M., 60 min.

CBS

AIR.

no

one tried this idea before it
makes a good excuse for a potpourri of
entertainment and instruction for the
housewife. You can't blame milady if she
turns to the music page first, what with
Leith Stevens' morning melodies and Reed
Kennedy singing popular songs in the
same rich baritone that tossed around the
that

will

do nip-ups over this collection of legal
disinterred
thrillers,
from judicial archives by Don Becker, producer and auwho
does
neat
thor,
a
job of renovating
them. Such novel devices as a radio announcer's eye-witness description of Abe
Lincoln preparing to defend a case lend a
touch of reality or something. You almost expected him to ask Mr. Lincoln to
"say a few words for the benefit of the
radio audience."
Recent cases are disguised a bit but not enough to fool you.,
10:00
Mon.,
P. M., 45 min.

MBS

'

If you enjoy the spectacle of the Gallopin' Ghost of 1923 making fumbles, listen to him read a radio
script.
But football fans won't mind his
aerial stumbles as long as he spills the
dope on college lineups and pigskin prospects, and keeps on interviewing coaches.
Fri., 10:30 P. M., 15 min.
Sat..
7:00 P. M., 15 min.

NBC

MAJOR BOWES.

There have been so

many

imitations of his "all right" that the
Major is beginning to sound like a burlesque of himself. There's more Major

than amateurs this year, and more Chrysler than both put together.
CBS Thurs., 9:00 P. M., 60 min.

proof. In black,

brown or

•

blue. $1.

Kurlene. Dresses the lashes,

keeps them soft and silky,
darkens them, tends to

make

them grow longer and thicker
and, either alone or mixed
'

—

with a little Shadette (not illustrated, $1) in a shade to match
your eyes, gives the youthful
look that is
50c and $1 sizes.

shiny-lidded
flattering.

so

• Twissors. The little miracle
tweezer with curved scissor-handles
brows accu-

lets you see to trim
rately. Only 25c.

Write Jane Heath Jor advice about eye beauty. Give
your coloring Jor personal beauty plan. Address Dept.
MG-12. The Kurlash Company, Rochester, N. Y. The
Kurlash Company of Canada, at Toronto, 3.
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—

Major Bowes there's more of him and
less of the amateurs on his new show
every Thursday night at nine on CBS.

—

Kate Smith the first person ever to
give Rudy Vallee serious competition,
with her opposing Thursday program.

RADIO MIRR'M
What Do You Want

to Say?

(Continued from page
brotherhood.

For

this

15)

moment we thank

radio.

Belle M. Drake,
Newfoundland. New Jersey.

$1.00 PRIZE

ONE

CRITIC REPLIES TO

ANOTHER

One Radio Mirror critic disapproves of
new characters being introduced in Today's Children.
have followed this interesting program for many months and
think it is one of the best on the air. The
name, itself, explains the reason for new
characters. Aren't the children of today
constantly forming new friendships?
think the new characters are necessary to
make this story so interesting.
When am compelled to miss a broadcast, it is not difficult to "pick up the
threads," as Mr. Rohan often relates any
important event of the preceeding day.
Long may we greet Today's Children.
1

I

I

I

Mrs.

E. L.

Elmira,

Wilcox,

New York

HONORABLE MENTION
"In the name of good sportsmanship,
stop complaining about advertising.
If
the sponsors can't advertise, why should
they spend the money for radio time?"
Mrs. F. C. O'Neil, San Francisco. Calif.
"Why must some advertiser spoil an
otherwise good program by continual
repetition, day after day, of the same advertising continuity?
When a listener
hears the same words so often, they lose
their punch and instead of arousing interest in the product, they produce exactly
the opposite effect."
Norah Couch .man.

Vancouver Island, Canada.
"Whatever changes may occur in programs from time to time,
hope we may

See if the Shade of Face Powder You Have
Been Using is the Right One for You!

I

be able to tune in the Community Sings
at the usual time."
Mary E. Ralston,

Washington, Pa.

"We

Long
Show Boat is heading for
disaster.
Sopranos have come and gone
from Show Boat, but Muriel Wilson is
the only one who has been missed enough
agree with Marie C. Basile of

By

Island City that

to have letters sent to the sponsor requesting her return."
Muriel Wilson Fans.

Brooklyn, New York.
"I beg to differ with Marie C. Basile's
views about Show Boat.
'Tis very true
that the cast suffered

great loss

a

when

Muriel Wilson and Conrad Thibault left
the crew. However, I don't think anyone
can accuse me of being unfair to Muriel
Wilson when I say that
think Winifred
Cecil stepped very gracefully into her
place; nor do I think Conrad Thibault
will think me unjust because
would like
to see Ross Graham make good."
Miss
M. L. Van Toor, Lansdale, Pa.
I

1

—

You

think you can describe your complexion
it "fair," "dark," "pink and white"
You think you know just what shade
face
powder
of
goes with your particular skin.
want
But I
to give you the surprise of your
life I want to show you
that
at my expense
you probably belong to the vast army of women
who habitually use the wrong shade of face
powder a shade that never permits them to
look their loveliest or their youngest!
The reason women make this mistake is that
they choose face powder shades according to
old-fashioned notions of "type." But you aren't
a type. You're you an individual! No two skins
are alike. Even the same skin alters with the
years, the seasons, the state of health. Doesn't
this check with your own experience ?

by

calling
or "olive."

chorus and leaves us like a kid that's had
one lick off an ice cream cone." Mrs.

Thos. Whalen, Mahanoy City. Pa.
"Let's have the return of Myrt and
Marge in the fall. Not only should they
return to the airwaves, but also be given
some time between 6:30 and 9:30 p. m."
Lillianne M. Dolphin, Sag Harbor,
New York.
"The very nature of Edward MacHugh's work seems to me to permit the
use of but very little advertising, commercially speaking. If they must have a
long spiel, then I say put on another program in addition to the Gospel Singer."
R. Kuprian, Brooklyn, New York.

—

—

—

!

—

—

"Why

can't we have Henry Burr on a
program where we can enjoy him? On the
Barn Dance he sings one skimpy little

^C^CyOZ^L

There's Just

ONE WAY

—

Prepare for a Surprise!
Do you know what is quite apt to happen? A
complete reversal of everything you thought
you knew about yourself and your face powder
shade. Why, thousands of women have told me
that the shade they guessed in advance as the
winner
didn't win at all! Often the winner
has turned out to be the very shade they
thought couldn't possibly suit them! This
shade added life and vivacity not only to the
skin but to their whole personality and made
them look years younger! Write today for all

—

—

to Tell!

The only way to

mind. Then try on every one of the five shades.
Give yourself plenty of time. Be sure to
remove each shade completely before you try
the next. But the important thing is to try all
five, before you make up your mind which is
most becoming. Then compare the one you
select by actual test, with the one you guessed
at
you'll get the surprise of your life to find
your guess was undoubtedly wrong.

find the most becoming, flattering shade of face powder for your skin no w is to
try on all five basic shades. Any other way doesn't
give your complexion the ghost of a chance
to show which shade it demands. I don't
expect you to buy 5 big boxes of powder

—

5 shades of Lady Esther Face Powder. Then
make the test I suggest and see for yourself how
right or wrong you have been in your selection
of face powder shade. Mail coupon now!

(You can paste

on a penny postcard.)

for this test, when one box will be all
you'll need afterward. Just send me your
name and address, and by return mail

Lady Esther, 2034 Ridge Avenue, Evanston,

dispatch all 5 shades of my Lady
Esther Face Powder, free of charge.
When the five shades arrive, do this:
First, look at them all and, just for fun,
guess which shade you think is most
flattering to you. Keep that shade in

Name

I'll

this

FREE

(28)
Illinois.

Please send me by return mail a liberal supply of all 6ve
shades of Lady Esther Face Powder; also a 7- days* supply
of your Lady Esther Four-Purpose Face Cream.

City_
(If you live in Canada, write

State-

Lady Esther, Ltd.,

Toronto, Ont.)
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Humanity Finds a Defender
{Continued from page 44)

—

—

It was a common story
too common of
two young people in love since childhood

who

married. An ideal couple, to all appearances. Then came economic reverses
and the wife started to work while the
husband tramped the streets looking for

day growing more crushed and
They began to nag at each
Their marriage, that had seemed

a job, every

despondent.

other.
so perfect, revealed

its essential weakness.
stand up under adversity.
became intolerable but the
law would not grant them a divorce unless adultery were proved. The rich could
get divorces through collusion; the poor
could not.
Alexander watched the gradual dissolution of the marriage, watched unhappiness
come to two people who were very dear
to him, felt his heart go out to them, held
together by a law they did not have the
money to break. "I could not understand
why happiness should be a matter of dollars and cents," he told me. "Human beings should have an equal right to live

It

could not

—

Life together

under the law."

Avoid

Lips must be smooth and soft to tempt ro-

mance. Rough

look old. Unattractive.
dry or parch!
Coty has ended all danger of Lipstick
Parching with a NEW kind of lipstick. It
gives your lips exciting, indelible color...
but without any parching penalties.
Coty "Sub-Deb" Lipstick smooths and softens your lips, because it contains a special
softening ingredient, "Essence of Theobrom"

So— avoid

Make

lips

lipsticks that

the "Over-night" Experiment!

Put on a tiny

bit of

Coty Lipstick before you

go to bed. In the morning notice

your

lips feel,

how

how

soft

soft they look.

Coty "Sub-Deb" comes in five indelible
Coty "Sub-Deb" Rouge, also 50c.

colors, 50c.

SUB- DEB

—

—

lips lovable

can
WHAT
prevent such

one individual, do to
suffering?"
He turned to organized charity and social work,
joining several philanthropic
organizations to be faced with further
proof of the immensity of the problem.
No sooner was one life helped than another was in need. One individual, even
one organization, could only do so much.
I,

One morning on his way to work he
saw a man knocked down by a truck. An
ambulance came along and whisked him
away to a public hospital. Everything
would be done there to save the man's
Alexander knew. But what of the
life,
poor souls who were alone, afraid, ignorant and hungry, hidden away from the
knowledge of a forgetful world? Suddenly, Alexander saw what he could do.
He could he must publicize cases of injustice
and suffering.
They must be
brought to the attention of society!
There it was, in a flash ... his purpose
and his work. He no longer thought of
man's inhumanity to man. It was not inhumanity, so much as it was forgetfulness
and lack of knowledge. He began to make
plans and to search for a medium through
which he could tell the world of its neg-

—

lect.

"I was fascinated by radio," he told me.
"Here was a powerful instrument being

used

only

Through
70

as

—

—

it,

pulpit for his ideas.
Slowly, his talks
gained a larger audience. People liked his
philosophy and
his
courage.
Letters
poured in, revealing the tragedies of torn
lives, asking advice.
"I
believe that people are drawn together by identical interests, understandings, and tragedies," he says.
"Floods,
wars, and droughts all reduce human beings to a common level, bring them to a
community spirit.
only ask people not
to wait for tragedy to strike to help each
other first!"
I

LECTURES

for entertainment purposes.
I
could get my message to a

on the

—

air,

however, no mat-

how important or significant, were
soon forgotten. He realized at last that he
'

Perhaps, he thought, the solution lay in
religion,
and he entered a theological
school.
But not for long. Prayer and
study could not satisfy him. They were
no more than another method of escape
to him
and he could not escape. His
need was action, not philosophical repose.
He left the school and came to New
York to find his vocation— some sort of
pattern for his life which would satisfy his
sense of justice.
He wanted to mingle
with others who felt as he did, gain their
aid, actually do something.
In the city the contrast between happiness and degradation struck him with
stunning force. At night, the gay theatrical district pumped out streams of
well-dressed people while in dark doorways, anemic, down-at-heel beggars held
out their hands for small coins. Food was
wasted in hotels and night clubs while
outside a withered old woman was digging
into a refuse can, smiling wanly when she
found a dirty crust of bread.
Scenes like this angered him; kept one
question uppermost in his mind:

—

..•and keep

number of people. I could talk to
them, in their homes."
Thus, eight years ago, Alexander visualized a new future for the networks. But
at first he could find time only on a local
station for what he wanted to do. On the
Tom Noonan Chinatown Mission program, which originated in the slums, he
gave three-minute introductions. Every
Sunday for seven years he made it the
great

ter

must bring actual cases to the microphone,
bring

to

WMCA

home

to the

realities

listeners.

had conceived an idea for a
program which was exactly suited to his
He put the first broadcast on the
needs.
air April 5, 1935, making of it a legal and
house to help unfortunates

social clearing

who were unable

to help themselves.
he had difficulty getting a legal
adviser. He did not want a columnist, a
but
psychologist, nor
a
propagandist,
someone who could give specific, practical
advice tell the helpless what rights they
had and did not have. While still an announcer on a local station, he secured the
support of public spirited magistrates who
agreed to quote the law in human terms,
stripped of technicalities. Too, many of
the people were afraid to po before the
mike and tell the things they had told
him. For these reasons, the program was
slow to start. Once on the air, however, it
grew in popularity by leaps and bounds!
The court itself is dramatic and full of

At

first

—

'

human

interest.

It

starkest

is

reality.

Here you do not get a play, a bit of fiction, but actual people fighting real problems that you and your friends might be
called upon to face. These people are not
actors. They speak from the heart with
sincerity that actors cannot imitate!
Before the broadcast, Alexander interviews the people he has picked from some
1500 letters. In a few minutes he must
determine an applicant's character, study
his case, and decide whether or not he
should go on the air. He must weed out
the hysterical and the grudge bearers.
Forty high strung, jittery people then
file into the silent room and the air is
tense with expectation.
No one knows
what will happen next and some look as
though they expected to go through the
third degree.
You sit in your parlor and
hear the broadcast but you cannot see the
frightened faces staring
ander, the rigid bodies,
You
edges of chairs.
breath-taking emotion
trembling people as they
and bare their hearts

fixedly

at

Alex-

perched on the
cannot feel the
that

bow
in

fills
these
their heads

heart-rending

confessionals.

A

small nervous woman, case 16432,
cautiously up to the mike.
She
coughs. She starts to speak, but her voice
is broken and the words trail off into a
scarcely audible whisper. Alexander puts
his arm about her reassuringly. She gulps,
steps

_

tries again.

"He

stole

every cent

I

had.

He

threat-

RADIO MIRRAR
tell.
can't give him
kill me if
can't stand any
any more money and
can't stand it!"
more of his beatings.
she moans.
Next a bashful, tormented youth comes

ens to

I

1

I

I

He

forward.
stutters.

was

twirls

his

fingers

"They made me marry
She

tricked.

is

a

as
her.

he
I

bad character and

me

get. Isn't
fired from every job
some way can get a divorce?"
"Not unless you have the money to hire

gets

I

there

_

I

The youth
detectives," says the judge.
into a -rage. He shouts at the judge,
Alexander interrails bitterly at society.
cedes and gets him off the air as quickly
as possible.
thin young girl in dark glasses tells
her unusual story in quick staccato senflies

A

"He faked a marriage ceremony.
have a
family kicked me out. Now
police record. What can I do with my
child?" Tears run down her cheeks as she
begs for its adoption.
In spite of his experience with all types
tences.

My

I

of human nature, Alexander believes the
universe is essentially friendly. He is convinced of this because of the letters he receives. Many insist that justice be done
and an unfortunate story brings many
offers of help. Welfare societies cooperate
and often the complainant gets an apology
or redress after broadcasting a story.
Thus Alexander has seen his boyhood

dream come

true.

He combined

his

NEW

re-

FREE
CATALOG

ligious and court experience and brought
the radio audience a new conception of
life as he knows it. When one has heard
real cases with all their implications, one
has seen beneath the surface, past the
story books and into reality.
Though Goodwill Court originated in a
small boy's mind and started on a small
scale on sustaining programs, it is now
hailed by radio critics and welfare societies as the most important development in radio for the past sixteen years.

In a comparatively few years, Alexander has brought his ideas and experiences
to the attention of many national figures.
Governor Lehman of New York, the Attorney General of the United States,
Homer S. Cummings, as well as other
Governors and other law enforcement
have written to express their
officers,
thanks and appreciation of its progress.
It is so vast and important an undertaking that, it is difficult to believe it
started with a boyhood dream. While still
a young man, Alexander has seen down
into the hearts of individuals and is on his
way to further fulfilment of his purpose
to help lessen crime and suffering by
bringing them dramatically to the ears of
the world.

FACTORY
PRICES
u
Merry Christmas to Mother
from the Whole Family!"

Combination
Gas, Coal and

Wood Ranges

Mail coupon now for the bigger, more colorful Kalamazoo FREE
Catalog. Nearly 200 Styles and Sizes. Get FACTORY PRICES for
New Coal and Wood Heaters, Oil Ranges, New Porcelain Enamel
Coal and Wood Ranges, New Combination Gas, Coal and Wood
Ranges, New Gas Stoves, Furnaces. New color
combinations, new features such as Copper
Reservoirs, Non-Scorch Lids, Enameled Ovens.

Cash or Easy Terms— 18c a Day— Year to Pay
More bargains than in 20 big stores— Cash or
easy terms — Terms as little as 18c a day for
stoves— Year to pay.
30 Days Trial— Satisfaction Guaranteed
30 Days Trial in your home to prove Kalamazoo Quality 24-hour shipments— Satisfaction

—
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Radio's Cruel Part

Spain's

in

War

Civil

{Continued from page 21)

•WhenDoctorsswab

to be captured, while the armies

marching

places, such as cafes, by keeping their
sets tuned to a station controlled by the

them are many miles away. One
American who lived in Granada during
against

SOMTHROJff..
are destroyed,
surface germs
healing
soreness relieved,

quickened

part of the revolution heard a radio report
from Seville one night that the Alhambra
had been destroyed when all the time it
slumbered peacefully in the moonlight,
not a hundred feet away from where the
American and his family were sitting!
Not that Spanish radio is alone in its
crimes against truth. Spanish newspapers
—those that have survived sudden changes
in government
are guilty of distorting
the news too, although not to as great
an extent as the radio. In fact, through
the radio it has sometimes been possible
to check the truth of newspaper reports.
For instance, suppose that a Rebel-controlled paper claims the city of X has
surrendered to the Rebel forces. By tuning in the X station on the radio, and
listening to its announcer shouting loyal-

party in power, avoid trouble and even
gain the approval of the officials, as well
as good trade from the news-hungry public.
But the private citizen, unless he has

—

—

propaganda, listeners know X is still
in the hands of the Government.
Each side in the war is well aware that
radio's reports of what is happening cannot be depended on. The civilian population,
although it clusters about the
radios installed in cafes and listens avidly,
must depend upon private information, or

,

tucked away
room, does not dare

his set

Those who are caught doing so
are shortly afterwards transferred to jails.
station.

Many

PEPSODENT

upon

ANTISEPTIC,
doctors
you continue your
surtreatment by destroying
the
face germs, relieving

cold.

to learn the truth.
dissemination of false news rethe worst. Stations controlled by

instinct,

Nor

is

ports
the rival political factions all have their
own orators who go on the air with fanatical exhortations to kill, kill, kill.
The

through Union Radio Maand Union Radio Barcelona,
EAJ 1, puts President Manual Azana, the
Prime Minister, Socialist leaders, and
Communist deputies on the air to plead

government,
drid,

for

EAJ

its

2,

cause.

Radio is even used to fight radio. The
Government, in taking over the Madrid
station, EAJ 2, changed its wave length
to that of Radio Seville, a Rebel-controlled station, and then went on the air
with an endless program of jazz and
rhumbas endless, that is, except for
periodic interruptions of news and oratory.
The purpose was to interfere with Radio
Seville and produce a noisy jumble of
music, humming, and crackling, at least
so far as Madrid listeners were affected.

—

USE PEPSODENT ANTISEPTIC
FOR COLDS— TO RELIEVE
THROAT SORENESS
• The reason doctors have you gargle is
to relieve soreness, kill germs. So remember, Peps odent Antiseptic is three
times as powerful in killing germs as
other

mouth

antiseptics.

You

can mix

Pepsodent with two parts of water and
kills germs in less than 10 seconds
Thus Pepsodent goes 3 times as far
saves you % of your money.
So active is Pepsodent that, in recent
tests on 500 people in Illinois, Pepsoit still

dent users got rid of colds twice as fast
as others! Get either the 25c, 50c, or $1.00
Pepsodent Antiseptic at any drug counter,
and see for yourself how
pleasantly effective

it is.

%

SAVES
OF YOUR DOLLAR
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THE
the

radio mainstay of the Rebels and
most widely heard personality on
the air, is General Queipo de Llano, com-

mander of the Seville garrison. Fiery,
eloquent, and ruthless, he is an expert at
inspiring hatred. "The word pity must be
eliminated from our vocabulary," is one
of his favorite statements. In attacking
Loyalist
cause he
regularly
uses
the
vitriolic and abusive words and phrases
whose English equivalents would get him
thrown off the air immediately in this
Nominally a military comcountry.
mander, his radio duties keep him so busy
that he seldom has time to do any commanding. "But he accomplishes more for
his cause on the air than he could ever
accomplish leading an army," Kaltenborn
remarked in telling me of de Llano.
Even possession of a radio can be dangerous to the citizen of a city held by one
Public
or the other opposing faction.

people have dismantled their sets

to escape complications

— since

after

all

it

would not be difficult for the party in
whose
power to accuse Senor A
loyalty was in question anyway, of listening to the wrong news reports.
,

"What

effect

can this fantastic situation

have on the revolution, and the people?"
I

asked

Kaltenborn.

"Can radio

really

help either side to win?"

KALTENBORN

ist

.WhenyouGarglewith

some soundproof
an "enemy"

in

listen to

"I

did not answer at once,
and when he did, his voice was grave.
no longer believe," he said, "that me-

chanical inventions are necessarily a benefit to mankind. After seeing the uses to
which they can be put by men, it's a question in my mind whether the world would
not be better off without them. Rebels and
Loyalists both are exploiting every potentiality of the radio for spreading propaganda. But in the end, radio can't help
It can do no more
either side to win.
than add to the confusion.
"No amount of radio propaganda can
change a man's beliefs. He believes what
But the radio can
he wants to believe.

Speakers like de
his allegiance.
Llano, by threatening their enemies with
horrible physical tortures, can plav upon
the fear of the non-combatant public in
such a way as to gain converts to their
cause. The average Spaniard, even before
the Revolution, did not have a radio of
his own. Without one, he must listen to
the broadcasts that are heard in the
streets. When he hears the description of
the burning-alive of Government sympathizers, he is apt to give lip-service to the
Rebel cause, even though in his heart he
simply
is still loyal to the Government
because he is afraid of what might happen
to him if he didn't.
"By heaping hatred upon hatred, the
radio may be prolonging the revolution.
With their oratory, the professional
rabble-rousers may be keeping the war
spirit alive when it would begin to die out
don't know about that.
I
if left to itself.
do know this that the war in Spain
But
shows what a powerful and destructive
force radio can be when it is used indiscriminately."
By the time this article is published, the
Spanish civil war may have been ended,
settled in one way or the other. Whatever
the outcome, it will not change this fact:
the world has had a glimpse of radio at
And it is a glimpse that is worth
war.
pondering.

change

—

—

I

—

Next month another exciting story of
a broadcaster in war-torn Spain. Watch
for the thrilling account of how Floyd
Gibbons, the world's best known reporter,
has met hair raising adventures in trying to get front-line news.

Radio has a new and exciting personality. Ethel Barrymore,
long the Empress of the Footlights, is on the air. Watch for
her amazing story, a saga of the famous Barrymores, in the
January issue of RADIO MIRROR.
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Why Warden

Lawes Raised His Daughter

in

Prison

(Continued from page 30)
but Old Black Joe. was her nurse and personal bodyguard. He was a lifer, and he
has been dead for several years. In all her
life, Cherie has never had a woman nurse,
nor one who was not a prisoner.
One of her earliest memories is about
Old Black Joe. Somehow or other, he and
another of the house servants quarreled
and engaged in a rough-and-tumble fist

Warden Lawes punished them by

fight.

putting them both into the "cooler," or
solitary confinement. Cherie can still remember her rage and disappointment at
being deprived of her beloved nurse. In
all her four-year-old dignity, she marched
to the Warden's office and demanded that
her father release Joe from the cooler immediately. He didn't do it, but he did the
next best thing explained to Cherie why
he couldn't, and sent her away satisfied
that he knew best.
Never once, throughout her childhood,
did Warden Lawes give any of the convicts who came into daily contact with his
daughter a hint that he considered the
care of her a greater trust than for instance the cleaning of the rooms in the
house. To see that all went well with
Cherie was simply part of their job. He
never cautioned any of them particularly
as to what should or should not be done,

—

—

—

but

details to

left

good will.
important

and
was most

their intelligence

He

believed that it
not to give the impression
among the men that any fear as to
Cherie's welfare had so much as crossed

mind.
asked him whether anything had ever
happened, during Cherie's childhood, to
make him regret, even momentarily, the
his

1

decision he had made. I was prompted, I
suppose, by the thought of how simple it
would have been for unscrupulous prisoners, desperate to escape, to use this trusting child as a means of doing so.
"No, never," he said. "If anything had,
I
should probably have sent her away to
school.
But on the contrary, as time
passed I grew more certain that Cherie
was benefiting."
By the time she was six, and ready to
start attending a private day-school in
Ossining, Cherie was running through prison gates as she pleased. They were all open
to her. Between meals she liked to drop
into the commissary and talk to the men
there. In the afternoons she'd attend the
prison baseball team's practice, and the
members of the team showed her how to
pitch a ball and steal a base. They made
her their mascot, and the military drill
corps made her its honorary colonel.

Four years ago the old Residence inside
the prison, which had stood for more than
a hundred years, was torn down, and the
Lawes family moved into a new home,
just behind and a little to the south of
the cell-blocks. Arrived at high school
age, Cherie began attending a private
school in Scarborough, a few miles from
Ossining. Today she is in her second year
there, but she still finds time to go into
the prison almost every day, to toss a
baseball now and then with the team, to
play the piano once in a while in the
prison orchestra.
One of her particular friends is Alabama Pitts of baseball fame, who used to
raise silver foxes when he was in prison.
When Alabama returns to Sing Sing this
fall, to play on the ball team, he will be a
guest in the Warden's house, for he is one
of Lawes' best friends, too.
Many more of the friendships she
formed with the men who served their

a prison as large as Sing Sing, she
couldn't know everyone, but she knew
an astounding number of the men by their
first names or nicknames. To her, as they
are to Warden Lawes, they were all "the
don't believe the word "convict"
boys."
has ever passed her lips.
On afternoons when some particular
friend of hers was scheduled to leave (another word not in her vocabulary is the
verb, "to release"), there might be a farewell party for him at the Residence, with
Cherie on hand to say good-by. That, incidentally, is a custom Cherie continues
even today, although she is much busier
now with her school work and doesn't
have as much spare time as she used to.

terms and left have endured.
Every
Christmas, and on her birthday, she receives scores of cards from these men,
from every part of the country. Many
write to her regularly, just to tell her how
they are getting along. Some even return
to Sing Sing, drawn there by some odd de-

IN

I

may have

sire to revisit the scenes which
marked turning-points in their lives,
they never fail to call on her, just as

and
they

on the Warden himself.
Young as she is, she has developed her
own philosophy of the social problem
call

represented by Sing Sing and other penal
It is based on the Warden's
own beliefs, naturally, yet as she gave it
to me, sitting on the terrace of her home
institutions.
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and looking out across the Hudson to the
misty Palisades, it seemed to me to have
a fresh humanity that only youth could
give

it.

"People are always taking

it for granted
that living here and knowing the boys was
either terribly interesting or terribly depressing," she said. "But
never thought
of it that way. It was just natural for me
to be there and talk to the boys. I mean
Daddy thinks of them all as his family,
and I'm part of his family too. Every
family has its nice people, and its people
who aren't so nice. They're all just people,
interested in the same things other people
are. But they've got to have a chance!"
Her blue eyes flared momentarily in ir1

—

_

ritation.

"Daddy's

criticized

them play baseball and
radio and read books and
But they work, too and if

lets

because
listen

he

to the

movies.
they're going
to have a chance to learn how to lead normal, balanced lives, they've got to have
their entertainment as well as their work.
Other people have their radios and books
and movies
and
think good movies
have an awful lot to do with influencing
people's characters," she added firmly.
I
think that perhaps one sentence in
that philosophy of Cherie's represents the
greatest benefit her strange childhood bestowed on her. "They're all just people,
interested in the same things other people
are." It hits at the root of the grave mental error most law-abiding citizens make
when they think of what must be called,
for lack of a better phrase, "the criminal

—

.

.

.

see

I

class."

they
WHEN
den Lawes

think of a prison," Warsaid to me, "the majority
one of two things they sen-

—

of people do
timentalize the men, and feel too sorry for
them; or they jump to the conclusion that
every last one of them is a depraved
character."
In other words, they forget that convicts are also people, with the same instincts, desires, even thoughts, as themselves. Cherie, because she has grown up
among them, will never make that mistake.
"I firmly believe that a childhood such
as Cherie's has been is the best possible
training for life," the Warden told me
firmly. "She has learned tolerance and a
broader understanding, for one thing. She
has learned to accept the less pleasant
things in life without being shocked. And
she has, for a girl of her age, a wonderfully fine ability to judge character. When

If

prtL

Showers
Talc

—
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quality
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forever right— the
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low — 284 for the standard size

she tells me, 'Daddy, I don't think I like
that fellow very much,' I've found that
her judgment is practically always sound.
"She has absorbed some of the prisoner's code of ethics, of course— and it's not
such a bad code, either. For instance, she
hates a squealer. Talking to so many of
the boys, she has often learned about
things in the prison of which I knew nothShe has
ing but she's never told me.
never even started to tell me. If she had,
I'd have stopped her, and told her never
to do it again."
As the warden talked, I sensed underneath the matter-of-fact words, a deep
pride in what his unorthodox system of
child training has accomplished for his
own daughter. In a way, it has been another justification of the beliefs according
to which he has done his job for the past
seventeen years; one more answer to
critics who charge that he runs his prison
with too loose a rein. Those critics are far
less numerous now than they were a dozen
years ago, but some of them still exist.
"If you want to make a dangerous man
your friend," he said once, "ask him to do
you a favor." By entrusting Cherie to the
care of "the boys," he was asking them to
do him a favor. And Cherie today is
proof that his trust was not misplaced.
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The Reason Nelson Eddy

Step. You

Fears Marriage
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(Continued from page 23)
those years a friendship,
standing,
grew between

mother.

She

a
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him
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and
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She has done that all his life. And today, in the lovely Beverly Hills house he
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university and Nelson got a job in his
uncle's iron works. Then began the years
of struggle, of worry, of persistent, dogged
work during the day and study during the
evenings; there was no time and certainly no money for the usual adolescent
running around, for dancing and parties
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girls.

He was

a newspaper reporter for a while
and then found that he had a voice; David Bispham, a famous baritone and
teacher, heard him one day and offered to
give him lessons.

CENTRAL SHOE COMPANY

while he was singing for the Philadelphia Civic Opera Company that
he discovered radio and radio discovered
him. In those first days of crystal sets
and earphones and experimentation there
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advantage to him in pouring
his rich powerful voice into an unperfected microphone. He knew there were
probably only about fifty people listening to him and that the reception must be
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Movie
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WCAU,

distorted. And station
Philadelphia, offered him no money for the work.
Nevertheless night after night he would
go to the tiny studio and pour his heart
into the arias and folk-songs that made

up

his

Do you look wistfully
some other girl,

at

and

program.

He grew up with radio.
From WCAU he went

to

WFI

and

I

home

to live in after so

many

years."

realize

can't

eventually to every station in Philadelphia.
The Newton Coal Hour, released every
other week, offered him a top spot, finally,
with a contract that called for S25 an appearance. It wasn't much but he accepted,
and stayed with the job for two years.

His listeners liked him and wrote in to
say so. Sponsors of other programs liked
him, almost as much as they liked the
reports on his fan mail, and besieged him
with offers. Contracts called for bigger
salaries, less work, more publicity.
Until finally he was signed on the Firestone Hour.
"From then on it's been
merely a question of finding time for
broadcasts between concert tours and motion pictures," he told me.
"The other
things followed radio. I spent a year in
Europe studying under a teacher named
Vilonat, and toured America afterward.
A scout from Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
liked my voice while I was doing a concert in Los Angeles, and the studio signed
me.
It
meant
needn't think about
money any longer, that I could have a
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"And it meant time,"
interrupted.
"Time for fun that you'd never had, for
I

and love and even marriage,

parties

wanted

if

BE MINE?
DARLING, WILL YOU PLEASE
YOU FINE
^ GUARANTEE TO TREAT
FOR INSTANCE, LOVE, IF

you

I

it."

He

laughed.
"I've given two parties
since I took that house in Beverly Hills.
Listen to my schedule for a year, and
you'll understand how
for running around."

much time

I
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"Then I'll have time to think about the
things you talk about."
made no comment. The choice, the
philosophy, the convictions are his, bound
by his private idealism and founded on a
life that has left him no other conclusion.
If marriage comes, if some love beats
down his fears he will be the happiest
then,

I
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cepting keys to cities, giving interviews,
speaking before women's clubs, attending
dinners given by people who could hurt
him professionally if he refused; and during the day he must answer, in his own
hand, from fifty to sixty letters.
"It's going to be even worse on the tour
this fall," he told me, "because
for the
first time, as I understand it
the radio
is going to follow me around the country
wherever I go, broadcasting between appearances. Which means an entire troupe
will have to come along; the program
manager, the soprano, an announcer, the
conductor, and of course my own personal representative, who'll travel ahead
and arrange the bookings and see about
facilities.
We'll go up North and then
to the middle-West and Chicago, and
through the East to New York."
He hesitated, and smiled. "What was it
you said 'time for fun, and love and
marriage?'
"Well, it can't go on like that forev.er,
anyway," I protested.
"You're right. I don't intend it shall.
I'm not going to stay in pictures the rest
of my life, or clutter all my days with a
program like the one I've just given you.
But you understand. I've got to get together enough money so that
can afford
to do as I like. When I've done that I'll
quit and go to Europe sing the music of
the masters in the places where they were
written and eventually I'll come back to
America and interpret American music to
the American people. I can live as I like
I
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Doctors now Know that the real
reason why many find it hard
to gain weight is they do not
get enough digestion-strengthening Vitamin B and blood-building iron in their daily food. Now
with this new discovery which
combines these two vital elements
in little concentrated tablets, hosts
of people have put on pounds of
firm flesh the women, normal
curves
in a very short time.
Not only are thousands quickly
gaining normal, good - lookinig
pounds, but also naturally clear
skin,

When

singing, he's receiving

there's no need
NOW
for thousands of men

and friendless, even

own.

ing with orchestra conductors and actually

QUICK WAY
and women to be

the concert tours his time

less his

YOU'LL LOVE THIS

an hour with
departments, a

after seven;

half-hour for interviews and official business, and he works on the set until the
lunch call. If he's lucky he finds time, between more interviews and more official
business, to eat something and then he
goes back to the sound stage again. If
it's a broadcast night, he stops work at
three, dashes home without changing, rehearses for an hour with his accompanist,
speeds to the NBC studios, and sings for
the hour that is released in the East.
He gets an hour for dinner before the
western broadcast is due, and after that
he goes home, studies script for the next
day, and falls into bed fairly exhausted
and perfectly aware that the next day will
be a repetition of this one.

Thousands gain

•

.

£?.

take up half of his time (a
little more, now that he is preparing to
sign a new contract) and concert tours
the rest, with radio broadcasts sandwiched
into the general madhouse of appointPictures

at

.

ROLL OF TUMS1

:

waking hours.

little

MY

have

His voice clipped,
unemotional, matter of fact, he recited
dates and contracts and hours that comprise,
collectively, the pursuits of his

breakfast
studio a

OFFER YOU

Poisonous Waste
Doctors say your kidneys contain 15 Miles of tiny
filters which help to purify the blood and
keep you healthy. Most people pass about 3 pints a
day or about 3 pounds of waste.
Frequent or scanty passages with smarting and
burning shows there may be something wrong with
your kidneys or bladder.
An excess of acids or poisons in your blood, when
due to functional kidney disorders, may be the beginning of nagging backache, rheumatic pains, lumtubes or

bago, leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up
nights, swelling, puffiness under the eyes, headaches

and

dizziness.

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,
used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 Miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood.
Get Doan's Pills.
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RADIO MIRROR
Broadcasting's Fountain of

Youth
(Continued from page 37)
ready for the Pageant of Youth, they
have mastered timing and can begin to
develop an individual style of their own.
None of her proteges is yet old enough to
graduate from the Pageant, but Mrs. Clements hopes that by the time they are,
her husband can find a client smart
enough to pick up the talent that two
other sponsors have trained in radio
"When my
technique from babyhood.
youngsters graduate from that program,
which
hope will be a big evening show,
they will be the Jack Bennys and Grade
Aliens of tomorrow," says the lady im1

presario.

..„*#.

4&

Sixteen-year-old

w

From coast to coast
moviegoers are acclaiming a new thrill in
entertainment.. .the
vivid real -life screen-

plays adapted from True
Story Magazine. Be sure
to see.. .and enjoy.. .all

Ginger

Snap,

from

the Children's Hour
from the start, is an example of the training by imitation. Although she can take
off Penner. Garbo, Brice, Wynn, Sophie
Tucker, Ethel Shutta, Mae West and
Schlepperman to a fare-you-well, and do
about 25 other characterizations, she also
has her own style of delivery for novelty
songs, and so much do Mr. and Mrs.
Clements think of her ability that they
are putting her through dramatic school
and giving her their name, since her father

Brooklyn,

who was on

HOW TO AVOID
mT "
^LOOR
Be colorful

. .

.

but not painted. The Color

Change Principle available in Tangee lipstick, powder and rouge intensifies your
own natural coloring.
J.oday it is quite simple to make the most
of your own natural skin tones. The Tangee
cosmetic principle brings out a liveliness and
sparkle in your lips, cheeks and skin that is
yours alone, because it is your coloring.
Exactly how the Tangee Color Change Principle accomplishes this is explained in the
pictures below. It will take you 22 seconds to
read how to be lovelier ... in your own way.

Tangeeyour
lips

.

.

.

don't

paint them.
On your lips

Tangee
changes to the

blush rose

Nature has
hidden
there

isn't living.

Sixteen-year-old Pinky Mitchell is another comedian you'll be hearing from in
He
a few years, Mrs. Clements vows.
started in vaudeville when he was seven,
and was master of ceremonies for 26
program, impersonatweeks on a
ing the label on a beer bottle.

WCAU

the dramas of

ETHEL SHEPPARD,

THE COURT
of

Humnn

Reunions
WHEN THEY ARE SHOWN
AT YOUR LOCAL THEATRE

nineteen,

doesn't

her success to radio, as she has
been in vaudeville since she was three
weeks old. She has more than one kind of
talent, being such an accomplished singer
and dancer that she had her own company
of five on Loew's Circuit for three years.
She got into radio without mentioning
that she is the niece of Lazy Dan.

owe

all

Mrs. Clements is certain that Broadway
someday acclaim Ezra Stone as if he
had just sprung from nowhere overnight.
A mild-mannered lad of eighteen, he
started studying dramatics when he was
will

ten years old to overcome a speech deA year ago, he graduated from the
American Academy of Dramatic Arts. He
has been in radio six years, starting on

Your cheeks when

fect.

the Philadelphia Children's Hour, has appeared on Broadway in "0 Evening
Star," "Room Service," "Ah, Wilderness,"
and "Three Men on a Horse." For two
summers he has managed his own stock
company at Lake George, New York.
Walter (Froggy) Froes works simultaneously on the Children's Hour and the
Pageant of Youth. His age, eleven, dis-

him from entertaining on the
program, but he is allowed to appear in the commercials as Butch Brown,
the neighborhood bully, an overgrown
braggart who is always threatening and
beating up the smaller children until they
run in the house and eat some Tastyeast
and then come out and practically slay
him.
It sounds great on the air, but in the
studio, it's Froggy who slays the audience.
He's a strikingly handsome French mite
who has to stand on a box to reach the
microphone, and the "little" boy he beats
up verbally is really about twice his size.
Froggy's ordinary voice is a natural childish treble, but a diminutive replica of
Poley McClintock's famous duplex larynx

rouged withTangee are radiant with
a delicate ruddiness that is natural
only to you. In Creme or Compact.

upon Tangee for all your make-up
Only in Tangee can you obtain the
Color Change Principle. Powder is 55<^ and
$1.10. Rouge, compact or creme, each 83^'.
Lipstick is 39^ and $1.10.
• BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES! There is only one
Insist

essentials.

Tangee

—

don't let anyone switch you. Always ask for
// you prefer more color for evening

tangee natural.

wear, ask for Tangee Theatrical.

World's

qualifies

latter

Produced by

Sen

K. Slake for

Pictures Corp. ami based

on

Colombia

stories from

TRUE STORY

MAGAZINE
"Truth

h Stranger Than

Fiction"

Most Famous

Lipstick

TB
ENDS THAT PAINTED LOOK

THE GEORGE W. LUFT COMPANY MA-126

New York City
Rush Miracle Make-Up Set of Miniature Tangee
Lipstick, Rouge Compact, Creme Rouge, Face
417 Fifth Avenue,

Powder. I enclose
Shade

Flesh

I0e!(stamp3 or coin). 15 ^ in

Rachel

Canada.

Light Rachel

Name
AddressCity

-State-
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him

STOP USING

TOOTHPASTES

-USE
[FORHAN'S

low gear at

young

to

Do Ljoul Want a. _
WATCHotDIAMOND?

throw

his vocal chords into
He's been playing old
men in school plays since he was five years
old, and his booming bass voice was startling his elders out of a year's growth when
he was three. It has started him on a
career as a radio comedian, and opened
other doors that would have stopped a
professional gate-crasher. Once Columbia
Pictures asked Mrs. Clements for some

,enables

will.

singers to

work

in

a

movie

short.

She obliged.
Someone at the studio
phoned her later and said, "You know
those singers you sent us?

Thousands have found It easy to own
America's finest diamond rings,
watches, silverware or jewelry by the
Santa Fe Plan,. Bulova, Hamilton, or
Elgin watches brilliant blue-white
diamonds
silverware from worldfamous companies, and the great
Santa Fe Specials offered to you at startling
cash prices on confidential liberal credit terms.

—

—
—
A FEW CENTS A DAY IS THE
SANTA FE WAY
diamond you've always wanted,
That watch
you needn't wait any longer
longed
—
The Santa Fe will
you —
you wear
or

for

One

of them
sure there

can't sing." Mrs. Clements was
was some mistake. All four were very
good singers.
"Did you say four? There are five

here!"

man

the

said,

"Say,

who

is

for it.

trust

let

thewatch or diamond you wantwhile
you pay only a few cents a day.

this

Froggy Froes?"
that

CLEANS TEETH
Simply cleaning your teeth may
keep them white for a while!

But when neglected gums become soft and spongy all the
half-way measures in the world
won't preserve your teeth.
Don't take that chance, start
using Forhan's. It gives you

—

whitens
double protection
teeth and safeguards gums at
the same time.

SAVES GUMS
Forhan's was created by an eminent dental surgeon to provide
double protection; with it you
clean teeth and massage gums
just as dentists advise. It costs

no more than most ordinary
toothpastes, but ends ordinary
half-way care! Begin using
Forhan's today.
Also in Canada.

l£* ORIGINAL,

\MtieGUMsl
<""/ TEETH

she

now," the executive laughed, "He's already in the picture!"
Also on the Pageant of Youth you'll
hear Billy Pape, a seventeen-year old hill
billy born on Staten Island, who didn't
know he could yodel or play a guitar until
some people from Montana moved
next door five years ago; Margaret MacLaren and Cy Bofird, probably the
youngest romantic team on the air,
Dotty Matthews, who is Pinky Mitchell's
foil;

and that rarity of radio

LASTING
PERFUME
Opens the door
to romance
-

Your opportunity to enjoy a
perfume of exquisite aroma
lasting
exceptional
of
and
expensive French importations.
.

quality, equalling more
As a special introductory offer, we will send you a large
cellophane wrapped bottle of this perfume in lovely gift
It solves your Xmas Gift problems.
box, for only $1.

GENE SPECIALTIES

A

Springfield, Mass.

440 Chestnut St.

NEW

CO., Dept.

WICKLESS

LAMP

TURNS NIGHT
AIR INTO BRIGHT

HOME LIGHT

A wonderful scientific light development
Revolutionizes home
lighting Gives you 20 times light of
old wick lamp at fraction of cost. Actually 300 candlepower of brilliant,
soft, white light— yet burns 96% FREE AIR, only
4% cheap kerosene (coal oil)!

—a

mixed

mike hogs from the
knew
children's director, Horace Feyhl.
about camera hogs, but had never heard
I

Turn
Pin
Into

learned

about

I

such a thing as hogging the microphone. The director hadn't either until
engineers began getting violent headaches
in the control room. The broadcasts were
repeatedly running a minute and a half
longer than rehearsal time and crowding
of

orchestra's last number off the air.
They couldn't figure it out until someone
in the control room accidentally opened
up a live mike and heard, "They get away
with it why can't we?"

the

should pay extra
someone trust him. The
Santa Fe trusts you the way you
want to be trusted straight from
the shoulder without any extra

No honest person
to have

—

I

charges, extra fees, or taxes. Tou
pay only the low advertised cash
price in small monthly payments.
Send for 1937 Catalog Nowl

—

rnrr

Send for this beautiful book
to Adults
to
today. Sent
Send your name and address, and the
beautiful catalog will come to you by return mail.
Do it now while you think of it.

ABSOLUTELY FREE

adults.

SANTA FE WATCH COMPANY
Dept. C-97. Thomas Bldg.. Topeko, Kansas

ushrooms in your cellar
Exclusive new process. Bigger, better,
quicker crops. More money for you Enormous
newdemand. Write for Free Book. American
Mushroom ndustries.Dept .740Toronto,Ont.
I

or shed.

!

I

—

individual numbers had been timed
THE
only in rehearsal, before. But the next

Sunday, someone slyly clocked the acts
on the air and discovered that every last
one of the kids had been stretching his
seconds without
any of the adults getting wise to their undercover rivalry and jealousies. Even the
orchestra had unconsciously slowed down
with them.
Some pretty fireworks broke loose, and
numbers were slashed mercilessly until the
kids learned to behave. Now when they
see that "overtime" glint in Feyhl's eyes,
they start cackling guiltily: "Cut-cut-cut
a chorus!"
Children are easy to work with, Feyhl
says. They strive hard to please, they get
a kick out of being accepted in an adult
world, winning approval from adult auYou hear them fretting over
diences.
whether the grown-ups will "get" this or
at

least

fifteen

""i-f FREE
EARN UP TO

NEW WAY

LIGHTS

WHOLE HOUSE FOR FEW PENNIES!

Your home all brightly lighted for hours f or only a few cents!

No chimneys to smoke, clean or break. No wicks tobuyortrim!
30-DAY TRIAL In Your Home!
Built in beantifal modern art lamp models.
Get descriptive folder— have yoor choice sent
on 30-day no-risk trial. Enjoy this wonderful, new lierht right In your home for a
whole month. Send at once for details 1

AKRON LAMP & MFG. COMPANY
122
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Lamp

Bldg.

AKRON, OHIO

AGENTS!

Fast, steady

money-

maker. Be first to
have it in your territory. Write today.

WEEKLY

introducing
TO SMOKE,
furnish you Free Cigarettes. Ask any n
have a Free Smoke. Hand him LIGHTED
Cigarette from beautiful pocket-size "Magic
Case". Just touch button. Prestol Out comes

LIGHTED Cigarette automatically. No batteries
or electricity. Get Magic Case for 15 days' trial
at our risk. State favorite brand cigarettes.
MAGIC CASE MFBS-, Dept. W-4661
4234 Cozens Ave.
St. Louis, Mo.

BauaA

Ujuku/

-wGRAY
HAIR

that bit of juvenile humor in their scripts.
They can always be relied on to pick up
their cues about 50 per cent better than
adults. They don't blow up in their lines,
and some of them are remarkable at ad
Most of the Children's Hour
Jibbing.
stars are too young to read, and memorize all their lines and songs.
It's harder to train the mothers than
the children on this type of program, say
those who know. A kid may think he's
good, but his mother shouts it from the
rooftops. One mother who was trying to
run the whole works had to be disciplined
by having her exceptionally clever child
temporarily given the air without a microphone. But that mother is as good as
gold now (silence is golden). She has
never needed another "spanking."

CIGARETTE

$95

AND LOOK 10
YEARS YOUNGER
'without any risk,
NOW,
you can tint those
streaks or patches of gray
or faded hair to lustrous
shades of blonde, brown or
black. A small brush and

!

!

Money

Diamonds

DON'T PAY EXTRA
FOR CREDIT

rilLX

quartet.

number

AN ALLURING

Mrs. Clements admitted
"Too late
hadn't sent him.

BROWNATONE does

it.

Proveit, by applying thetint
to a lock of your own hair.

Used

and

approved

—

for over twenty-five years
by thousands of women.
is safe.
Guaranteed harmless for
tinting gray hair. Active coloring agent is purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Is economical and
will not wash out. Simply retouch as the new
lasting
imparts rich, beautiful
gray appears.
color with amazing speed. Just brush or comb it in.
Shades: "Blonde to Medium Brown" and "Dark Brown

BROWNATONE

—

BROWNATONE

to Black" cover every need.

BROWNATONE

50c— at

drug and

only
guarantee.
—always on a money-back

counters

Is

all

toilet

RADIO M IRROR
What's New on Radio Row

TATTOO
YOUR WPS

(Continued from page 9)
a Coney Island resort, known as the
College Inn, these present-day celebrities
functioned as follows: Eddie Cantor was
Al Shayne was one
one of the comics
of the singers
Jimmy Durante was
Ted Lewis was
the piano player
Henry Busse
leader of the orchestra
and Paul Whiteman
was a cornetist
was a waiter!
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The term "Nemo programs," used to
identify broadcasts that originate outside
the studios, has a curious story. In the
early days of radio, when announcers and
engineers first went to nightclubs to project their music programs on the air, the
proprietors of those resorts were very appreciative of the resultant publicity. So
appreciative, indeed, that they lavished
entertainment upon the mikemen, wining and dining them until all hours. The
result was that the broadcasters used to
report to their studios the next morning
with

bleary-eyed

hangovers.

Somebody

dubbed them "Little Nemos" after the
comic strip character and the expression

TAKE THE SYRUP THAT

CLINGS TO THE

COUGH ZONE
Your child's cough should be treated right
where the cough is lodged ... in the cough
zone. Smith Brothers Cough Syrup is a thick,
heavy syrup. It clings to the cough zone.
There it does three things: (1) soothes, (2)
throws a protective film over the danger
Smith
area, (3) helps to loosen phlegm
Brothers Cough Syrup is safe. 35^ and 60tf.

has persisted to this day.
Babe Ruth, once terrorized by the mike,
has developed into a broadcaster almost
as nonchalant as Ted Husing himself. It

was a revelation to see him
Kate Smith's new program.

in action

on

He

did his
stuff in his shirt sleeves, contentedly pufNot so
fing a pipe between speeches.
long ago the Big Bambino was stricken
dumb by the microphone and on one occasion a studio attachee had to read his
inarticulate
became
when
he
lines

through

fear.

VITAMIN A"
This vitamin raises the re-

real salary.

sistance of the mucous
membranes of the nose and
throat to cold and cough

then again, it may not be
some consolation to listeners annoyed by
audiences at broadcasts to know that
they hear a comedian's gag before the
It is
all
because
studio spectators do.
sound propelled by electrical impulses
moves faster than sound travels in the
air.
Thus a dialist in Los Angeles hears
what is said in a Radio City studio 3,000
miles away before the audience assembled
there does. Reduced to figures, he hears
just six one-hundredths of a second sooner,
sound in the studio traveling at the rate
of 1,000 feet per second while sound on
the wires which carry the broadcast from
station to station speeds at the rate of
75,000 miles per second.

"IT

.

.

—

CONTAINS

It

infections.

SMITH BROS.
COUGH
SYRUP
CANADAMH
^NOW
ON

SALE IN

^/Pocket RaJio

may

Tattoo

gives you the moist,

shimmering, smooth,
soft, eternally youthful lips

of the glam-

orous South Seas maiden!
Stolen from the bewitching little South Seas
maiden was the idea of permanent, pasteless,
transparent lip color; lasting, \oya\ stain for lips
instead of temporary, "pasty," fickle coating!

The radio stations of the country spent
159,000,000 for talent last year. Advertising sponsors contributed $50,000,000 of this
huge amount and the stations the balance.
These contrasting figures reveal the wide
gulf separating commercial and sustaining artists. The moral is, if you want to
reap a reward in radio, hitch your wagon
to a sponsor. For sustaining artists are
they carry on for a mere susjust that
tenance, hoping and praying an advertiser will some day hear them on the air
and sign them to a contract providing a

.

New

The

Now

this same enchantress has revealed her
way of keeping lips soft, smooth, luscious and
moistly shimmering too.
We offer it to you as the New Tattoo ... an

entirely

new kind of "permanent"

the only lipstick that can

—

less,

South Sea color

.

.

.

Batteries or Elec-

Connections

Amazing midget radio

lips sparkle like the

fita

in pocket or purse.

NEW MODEL

weighs

only 2 ozs. as shown in
photo! Smaller
package!
cigarette
i
Separates and receives all staclear
tone. Range
beautiful
tions with

ACTUAL

GREATER under
to
good condition;,— no static or noise! Nothing to wear out j~ on ]y °"^ moving part— will last for years. NO CRYSTALS to adjust Has NEW TYPE
NEW! Not to
ENTIRELY
hi-emciency
sensitive rectifier and
design—
be ccnfueed with cheap imitations. Tunes broadcast band and FOLIC fc
and AIRPLANE calls! NOT A TOY. but an unusual practical radio—
Comes
in several
anyone
everyway.
sensation everywhere — a delight to
beautiful colors (state yours) ABSOLUTELY COMPLETE ready to
50 mileB— MUCH

listen with midget phone and instructions to use in hotels, offices, autos,
trains, camps, at home, in bed, on bicycles, on sea or wherever you may be.

TAKES ONLY A SECOND TO CONNECT— no messy hookups. THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED OWNERS— manv report wonderful service in
ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD! THESE ARE FACTS! Carry one with
you always and be assured of many hours of entertoinro'
AT NO COST! Can be used by ANYONE— even a child!

—WE

Send only $1.00 pay postman balance or send $2.99 (M.
O. Cash, Check)
PAY POSTAGE. GUARANTEED,
A most unusual value. Foreign orders 75c extra. Ideal

Xmas

gift.

TINYTONE RADIO CO.

Dept. G-12

Kearney, Nebr.

they relish the attention,
times when radio artists
find autograph-hunters pests. On such occasions they resort to devices and disguises to evade their studio tormentors.
A favorite strategem is to have a page
standing by to summon them to the telephone the minute the broadcast ends.
Jack Benny some times hastily dons a
disreputable slouch hat and loses himself
in the crowd. Rudy Vallee favors colored

.

...

make your

moon-path o'er an iridesat the same time making

your lips youthfully smooth, wrinkle-free
^-w sy^^K
caressingly soft. Tattoo your
.

.

*

(

lips... with the

1JSBSSS£

New Tattoo!

Send Coupon
for Trial Lipstick

So that you can instantly see
and feel the astonishing difference, send coupon and 10c
for a generous size of the New

Tattoo. Five exciting shades
the most stunning colors
.

.

.

ever put into lipstick! Send
for several to

match

moods

MUCH
there

.

with

the only lipstick contain-

ing the magic ingredient that will

Operates Without Tubes,
tric

lips

the irresistible witchery of transparent, paste-

cent tropical sea

—and

lipstick

imbue your

different

or costumes.

as

are

do Walter O'Keefe and Virginia
Verrill. Fred Waring grabs an autograph
album and pencil or pen and makes be-

TATTOO
Tattoo, 11
Send

E. Austin Ave., Dept. 59,

Chicago.

New Tattoo,

postpaid.

me

trial

size

10c enclosed for each shade desired, as checked.
Coral (Orangish)
Exotic (Fiery)
Natural (Blood Color) D Pastel (Changeable)

D Hawaiian

(Brilliant)

glasses as

lieve

he

is

a

handwriting-seeker himself.

Alexander Gray slaps on a chauffeur's cap
and Rosa Ponselle covers her head and

Name_
Streets
City

State-
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Fred Allen's
a shawl.
the simplest and Al Jolson's
the most complicated. Fred, famous for
his "dead-pan" expression, merely affects
a broad grin and nobody recognizes him;
Jolson applies a false beard, hunches his
shoulders and shuffles his way through the
throng.
with

shoulders

camouflage

is

*

*

*

POSTSCRIPTS
Experimental

television
stations conprogress but the best authorities insist television in the parlor is
still two or three years away
New
York City is waging war on radios in barrooms. Realty interests are making the
fight, claiming loudspeakers in saloons annoy the neighborhood.
Frank Munn can't read a note of music
but boy how he can sing!
Don Bestor
wears glasses just for a gag. He doesn't
need them any more than he does spats
for his vision is perfect
Fred Allen
has
a
word of encouragement for
crooners. "Don't be discouraged because

make

tinue to

.

—

.

.

*AnotKer strong
mouth odor only

ZONITE KILLS
FOR GOOD!

.

.

.

.

.

there's a similarity between your art and
hog-calling," he says.
"Remember they

Now

you can enjoy all the healthful,
you want without a bit
of worry. Rinse the mouth and gargle
thoroughly with a teaspoonful of Zonite
in a half tumbler of water to kill onion
breath and other strong mouth odors

FOR GOOD!
Zonite doesn't just mask bad breath like
ordinary mouth-washes. Zonite actually
destroys scientifically (oxidizes) the odorcausing materials, whether from odorous
oils or from putrefying food particles.
Zonite TASTES like the real antiseptic
it is. But its taste and odor vanish in a
few minutes, leaving the mouth delightfully refreshed. Harmless to tissues. Get
a bottle today and prove these remarkable results yourself. At all U. S. and

.

tells

.

NO PAIN -NO BURN-NO STAIN
r

NEW YORK

CITY

Your Kodak Picture

ENLARGED
8x10 Inch

FREE

ENLARGEMENT
any SNAPSHOT

Helen

K.,

Hanshaw

and 48th

when enlarged to 8x10
inch size suitable for
framing. These beautiful,
permanent enlargements bring out
the details and features you love

a

John

remember them when

the snapshots were taken. Just to
get acquainted, we will enlarge any kodak
picture, print or negative to 8x10 inches
FREE if you enclose 25c to help cover our
cost of packing, postage and clerical work.

—

The enlargement itself is free. It will also
be beautifully hand tinted in natural colors
We will acknowledge reif you want it.
ceiving your snapshot immediately. Your
will be returned with your free
enlargement. Pick out your snapshot and
send it today.

original

GEPPERT STUDIOS

ds

B„,

Root and AIL
Blue-Jay is easy to use. Held snugly in place by
Can't stick to stockings. 25(
for a package of 6. Get Blue-Jay today.

Wet -Pruf adhesive.

*A
left

plug of dead cells root-like in form and position. It
may serve as focal point for renewed development.

—

home
In spare time. Many overcome
Yjk^'fffe At"stage-fright,"
gain self-confidence and infcC*^"^.
51 _*»l3rf* crease earning power, this easy way. Write
or
free
booklet. How to Work Woni
VflJ}J*v
im_ ..^jaTrSMjC ders Willi Words and requirements.
1389

North American Institute Dept.
Chicago, Illinois

'3601 Michigan Ave.

PLAY A SAW!
Produce wonderful music in 5 days
quickly play popular and classical
numbers. No notes to read, no dreary
.

is

to

picture of Jeannine
1440 Broadway,

WOR,

DAY

BATHTUB FALLS!
Use FOOTSURE IN tub or under
^K^""^^
Prevents slipping—
mmmmi* £.._ ..... shower!
Safeguards
MAT double-lock

NON-SKID!
ber

—

family

1

Patented

vacuum cups make it
Highest quality rub-

—

UTILITY,

years.

for

—

$1.00
$1.50
$2.50. Leading department and other stores, or write
Refuse inferior imitations.
us.
Illustrated circular

Footsure Co., T-2,

1220 Maple Ave.,

FREE.
Los Angeles, Calif.

mm.
Also BARGAIN
,EXTRA5'«.GIVEN
'
J

Ginghams, Percales, Prints, Voiles,
Chambrays, Shirtings, Crepes, etc

New clean goods direct from us at a big
X saving.
Latest assorted Colors. Newest
| patterns for dresses. Our finest quality.

SEND NO MONEY

IZTLT^t

20 yard bundle $1.29
j delivery charge,
/ postage paid, money with order. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back.

/EASTERN TEXTILE COMPANY

Broadway

I Dept. X-40,

Greenfield. Mass.

23ES

for
to station
York City.

York.
Jean Harlow, Baltimore, Md. Several
years ago Frances Langford entertained
at Southern College campus parties by
singing song favorites in a clear high soprano.
But during one semester an inflamed throat sent her to the hospital,
where her ailing tonsils were removed. For
several weeks she did not use her voice,
but when she finally did, lo and behold!

lasts

falling.

whole

STANDARD & DELUXE models—

—Annette

—

Atkinson, Wis.

£00T5Ufefc IN

Jhe BestRemedy

For Jerry Cooper, Judy Starr and Loretta
them in care of the Columbia
Broadcasting System, 485 Madison Ave-

New

W. Water St., Fort

DON'T RISK BROKEN BONES
to

is Made atHome

Lee, address
nue,

friends,

MUSSEHL & WESTPHAL

106

—Write

Macy
New

— Buccess

guaranteed. Sinca
my students have
starred in shows and
broadcasting orchestras. Without obligaTRIAL OFFER now.
tion, write for 5
practice

1924 thousands of

in

Street.
J. R., Minersville, Pa.

.,.

mazed

HATH TUB

York, N. Y.

she was a contralto.

80

.

retirement at present, but
there's no telling, it may not be permanent. You might try and get a letter to
her in care of the National Broadcasting
Company, Rockefeller Plaza, New York.
Gertrude Niesen fans, attention! Just to
let you know that Mildred Kruger, 566
Prospect Place, Brooklyn, New York, recently celebrated her first year as president of the Gertrude Niesen fan club.
Miss Meriam C. W., Centerdale, R. I.
Cab Calloway is scheduled to appear at
the new Cotton Club this fall, which has

Tour favorite snapshots of
children, parents and loved
ones are more enjoyable

just as you

New

moved down from Harlem

of

—

{Continued from page 50)
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Faster Healing for Cuts- Bruises 'Burns

praising this new, scientific
Blue-Jay method that ends a corn forever. Blue-Jay,
the tiny medicated plaster, stops the pain instantly
then in 3 short days the entire corn lifts out

.

What Do You Want

fS 5

ZONITE PRODUCTS CORP..

.

.

real results

TIMES MORE GERMICIDAL, BY TEST,
THAN ANY OTHER NON-POISONOUS ANTISEPTIC!

unless removed Root* and All
• Thousands are

.

Know?

you Zonite gets

*The only well-known antiseptic actually destroying odor

ZONITE

.

Janice Gilbert, of The O'Neills cast, is the
thirteen-year old daughter of Ed Wolf,
producer of radio acts. There is another
Ed Wolfe on the radio roster; he is in
the NBC production department
Mr.
Openshaw has been elected Vice President
of the Halson Radio Manufacturing Corp.
of New York.
Today in the United States alone there
are about 23,000,000 "radio families" and
they are increasing at the rate of over
1,500,000 a year. In 1895 there was only
one family in the entire world interested
in the wireless. It was the Marconi family
of Bologna, Italy. Guglielmo Marconi, his
brother, and the gardener for the estate,
were the only three fans of that time.

Canadian druggists.
The TASTE

CORNS COME BACK
BIGGER, MORE PAINFUL

both bring home the bacon."
Barbara Luddy, chosen for the coveted
post as Don Ameche's leading lady in
The First Nighter, is the little miss you
used to admire so in Fox comedies

.

delicious onions

BIGGER

.

OU can now make at home
a better gray hair remedy
than you can buy, by following
r

this simple recipe To half pint
of water add one ounce bay
rum, a small box of Barbo
Compound and one - fourth
'I
''
ounce of glycerine. Any druggist can put this up or you can mix it yourself at
very little cost. Apply to the hair twice a week
until the desired shade is obtained. Barbo imparts
color to streaked, faded or gray hair, makes it soft
and glossy and takes years off your looks. It will
not color the scalp, is not sticky or greasy and does
not rub off. Do not be handicapped by gray hair
when it is so easy to get rid of it in your own home.
:

\

.
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Mutual's Best Bets
Standard)

(All times Eastern

SUNDAY
Benay Venuta's Matinee, with Sid Gary, the
Key Men, and Nat Brusiloff's Orchestra.
(3:00 P. M.)
Original National Amateur Night, with Benny
Rubin and Arnold Johnson's Orchestra.
(6:00 P.M.)
The Art of Song directed by Alfred Wallenstein.
(8:00 P.M.)
The Wonder Show, with the Great McCoy
(Orson Welles), Scrappy Lambert, and
Ken Christie's Orchestra. Old-fashioned

melodramas and community

(9:00

sing.

P.M.)

Horace Heidt's Orchestra, (10:30 P.M.)
Freddy Martin's Orchestra. (11:15 P.M.)
Louis Prima's Jam Band.
(1:00 A.M.)

MONDAY
The Lone Ranger. (7:30 P.M.)
Jazz Nocturne, with Connie Miles,
Daniels,

Nat

and

Brusiloff's

Helene

Orchestra.

(8:30 P.M.)
Heatter, commentator. (9:00 P.M.)
Symphonic Strings, under direction of Alfred
Wallenstein. (9:30 P.M.)
Famous Jury Trials. (10:00 P.M.)
Crossley Follies, (11:30 P.M.)
Shep Fields' Orchestra. (12:00 Midnight.)

Gabriel

TUESDAY
Music for Today, directed by Morton Gould.
(8:30 P.M.)
Gabriel Heatter, commentator. (9:00 P.M.)
True Detective Mysteries. (9:30 P.M.)
Bernarr Macfadden. (10:00 P.M.)
Shep Fields' Orchestra. (12:00 Midnight.)
Clyde McCoy's Orchestra. (12:30 A.M.)

WEDNESDAY
The Lone Ranger. (7:30 P.M.)
The Music Box, with Nina Paisley, Ellis Fraltes,
A Capeila Choir, and Virginio Marucci's
Orchestra. (8:30 P.M.)
Gabriel Heatter. (9:00 P.M.)
The Grummits, with Senator Ford.
(10:00
P.M.)
Cab Calloway's Orchestra. (12:00 Midnight.)
The Band of Tomorrow. (12:30 A.M.)
Ted Fio Rito's Orchestra. (1:00 A.M.)

THURSDAY

—

You Can

Regain

Perfect

Speech,

if

you

STAMMER
Send today

for beautifully illustrated

book entitled

"DON'T STAMMER." which describes the Bogue
Unit Method for the scientific correction of stammering and stuttering. Method successfully used at
Bogue Institute for 35 years since 1901. Endorsed
by physicians. Full information concerning correction of stammering sent free. No obligation. Benjamin
N. Bogue, Dept. 912, Circle Tower, Indianapolis, Ind.

—

lowTo Secure A
^

Government Position
Tells About These and Other Positions
the Classified Service

STOREKEEPER (LIQUOR) GAUGER
$2,000-S2.500 A YEAR
FILE CLERK
$1,260-$1,440 A YEAR
CUSTOMS POSITIONS
$l,260-$3,300

was

Civil Service

pass examinations through

coaching.

to 50, you may qualify.
Send for free
instruction.
Write or mail coupon

If citizen 18

book about

TODAY.

my

A.R.PATTERSON, Civil Service Expert, Patterson School
8612 Case Bldg., Rochester, N. Y.
Please send me your free book, "How to Secure a Government Position."
Name
Address

Frank

Hawks,

Mariani's Orchestra.

Foam

this yeast in a ten-day supply.
Tablets keep fresh for months.

Keep the handy bottle in your desk. Take it
with you when traveling. Then you will never
to take your yeast regularly.
Thousands of men and women are taking

fail

Foam Tablets for indigestion, constipaheadaches, nervousness, loss of energy.
such disorders are caused by lack of
Vitamins B or G, you should get gratifying
results through a short course of Yeast Foam
Tablets. Try a bottle today.
druggist sells Yeast Foam Tablets
cents for the 10-day bottle. Get
acquainted with this easy-to-eal, nonfermenting Yeast Tablet today!

—Your
50

(8:30 P.M.)

Sodero directs Grand Opera,
Stuart Gracey. (9:30 P.M.)

Hugo

You buy
Yeast

When

(7:30 P.M.)

Commander

Orchestra.

—

tion,

Allyn Joslyn, Milton Rettenberg's Orchestra.
(8:00 P.M.)
The Show Window, with stars of the newspaper world. Welcome Lewis, and Nat
Brusiloff's

tells how I can help you get a
Government Job. For 8 years I
Examiner have helped thousands to

—
my

The Lone Ranger.
Time Flies, with

You will really enjoy taking Yeast Foam
They have a delicious, nut-like flavor
everybody likes. They are pasteurized, hence
cannot cause gas or fermentation. Anyone,
young or old, can take them safely.
Yeast Foam Tablets contain no drugs. They
that's why they
are nothing but pure yeast
are so effective. This is the yeast that is used in
vitamin research conducted by certain laboratories in many leading American universities.
Tablets.

Yeast

FRIDAY

Cesare

A YEAR

FREE BOOK

Hill Billy music with
Pleasant Valley Frolics
Uncle Charlie
a large cast of singers.
Seel, and Joe Lugar's Orchestra.
(7:45
P.M.)
Melody Treasure Hunt for amateur composers.
(8:00 P.M.)
Gabriel Heatter. (9:00 P.M.)
Ozzie Nelson's Orchestra. (9:15 P.M.)
Leon Barzin conducting the Hamberger Symphony Orchestra. (9:30 P.M.)
Guy Lombardo's Orchestra. (10:30 P.M.)
Benny Goodman's Orchestra. (12:30 A.M.)

lERE'S a yeast that
rL
in convenient tablet form! Yeast that stays fresh!
makes yeast eating a pleasure! Yeast

with

(12:00 Midnight.)

SATURDAY
Father Charles Coughlin. (8:00 P.M.)
Sweet Music, with Barbara LaMarr, Embassy
(8:30
Trio, Louise Wilcher, and organ.
P.M.)
Cab Calloway's Orchestra. (12 Midnight.)
Benny Goodman's Orchestra. (12:30 A.M.)

Mail Coupon for Trial Sample
"

^T

NORTHWESTERN YEAST

CO.

1750 N. Ashland Av., Chicago, 111.
Please send FREE TRIAL sample of Yeast Foam
Tablets. (Only 1 sample per family.)
RG 12-36

Name
Address
City

State
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Coast-to-Coast Highlights
{Continued from page

1 1

Mehra, incidentally, is official interpreter
of Punjabi and Hindustani for the Los
Angeles Courts and the U. S. Immigration
Office of that city.

New

COMPASS MERRY-GO-ROUND
If

you

are,

another

WSPD

GREASELESS
BUT

TRUE •

IT IS

Zonitors, snowy-

white antiseptic, greaseless, are not only easier
to use than ordinary preparations but are
completely removable with water. For that reason alone thousands of women now prefer
them to messy, greasy suppositories. Soothing harmless to tissue. Entirely ready for
use, requiring no mixing or clumsy apparatus.
Odorless and ideal for deodorizing. You'll
find them superior for this purpose, too!

—

—

#

More and more women are ending the nuisance
of greasy suppositories, thanks to the exclusive new
greaseless Zonitors for modern feminine hygiene.
There is positively nothing else like Zonitors for
daintiness, easy application and easy removal, yet
they maintain the long, effective antiseptic contact
physicians recommend.
Zonitors make use of the world famous Zonite
antiseptic principle favored in medical circles
because of its antiseptic power and freedom from
"burn" danger to delicate

tissues.

Full instructions in package. All U.S.

and Canadian

druggists. Mail
coupon for in-

formative
booklet.
Each

department, a

the

year

full

or

WOR

.

.

of
as-

for

WXYZ, WGN,

over

Cincinnati: Perhaps

.

you don't realize it, but the Joe Dunlevy
you hear three times a week on WLW's
Top 'o the Morning and in songs and
chatter
on
weekday afternoons over
WSAI, was for years the vaudeville partner of Harry Frankel, better known as
Singin' Sam
Chicago: Art Topp,
WBBM sound man, asserts that he experimented for some time before discover.

.

.

ing the proper way to produce the effect
of a golf club swishing through the air
and hitting a ball
Turns out the best
was a golf club swishing through the air
.

and hitting a

.

.

Potato

Chips

Factory
Kind

—

—Salted Nuts
Stop looking

just
perfected outStart anywhere.
Very little
cash needed.
Exclusive location.
Profits pour in.
No experience
needed. I furnish the plans. Begin
fit.

|

—
or suburb.

anywhere
city
is

small
town,
A big opportunity
Business permanent.

village,

waiting.

MININE HYGIENE
Snowy White • Greaseless
Zonitors, 3429 Chrysler Bldg., N.Y.C. Send, inplain
envelope, free booklet,

A New Technique in Feminine

Hygiene.

Raw

Address

ZONITE PRODUCT

INVENTORS

•

Small ideas may have large commercial possibilities. Write
us for FREE book, "Patent Guide for the Inventor" and
•'Record of Invention" form.
Delays are dangerous in
patent matters.
Free information on how to proceed.
CLARENCE A. O'BRIEN &
BERMAN
1-S Adams Building, Washington, D. C.

HYMAN

Direct - to fat high speed

WE HELP FINANCE YOU

tractor, Ther-

cen-

Slicer,

trif u-gal
Grease

Ex-

mometer —

Positively

and locate you. Send no money,
name, for book of facts and

everythi n g

just

necessary

—

free opportunity.

start

all

to
at

COMPANY

Chicago: Reports have

that Samuel
Insull is losing control of the Affiliated
Broadcasting Company chain
Other
reports state that he is now completely
out of the organization
Hollywood:
In the chorus of Paul Taylor heard during the Reunion of States programs on
KNX, is the daughter of one of the
country's greatest operetta composers
She is Lucille Friml, child of Rudloph
Friml.

Springfield. Ohio

A MAZING INVENTI ON

it

.

.

.

.

EEEJEHIEE

.NEWEST FAD!

.

IJust
f

sn

'

transfer

If

it

onto

(Hand -tinted
25c extra)

beautiful

a lifetime. Send strip
size. Pay postman plus few
you send 75c we pay post-

Lasts

•ing

postage.

75c

pshot, we

this
g.

Send No Money

your

favorite photo or

.

.

mail

I

nds were sold for $3. Agents
make big money simply showing ring.
Photo Ring Shop, 1416 Eastern Ave. Cin'ti, 0.

.

Oept.18.

Be

a.

Hotel Hostess
in

harmony. But styles in songs haven't
changed and Harold Rick and Ralph Snyder, whose picture graces the first page of
this department, with Priscilla Holbrook
in the "knock 'em dead" habiliments of
father's "hey-hey" day, r.re proving it in
a new program entitled "Songs That Will

ing familiar old songs that will strike a
responsive chord in every listener's heart.
The program is said to be the first use of
radio on a national scale for the promoIt is a special
tion of electric cookery.
recording for radio produced by the Edison General Electric Appliance Company,
of Chicago.

hotels

women

for

positions
as Hostess,

Housekeeper, Manager,

etc. Train
home in leisure time. One Lewis
Student writes: "Hostess-Manager

at
of

Country Club, open all year.
full maintenance for my
Write for Free Book.

Salary $135 monthly and

two children and

self."

LEWIS HOTEL TRAINING SCHOOLS, Sla. MW-8901, Washington, D.C

• • •

• •

• • •

Beauty Secrets Revealed
Sylvia of Hollywood has put all her beauty secrets
between the covers of a book. In No More Alibis
you will find all of the treatments and methods
which have made her a power in Hollywood. You
will find out how to reduce fat from the hips,
abdomen, breasts, arms, legs and ankles. You will
learn

how

to

acquire a firm lovely face, beautiful

hands and feet and myriads of other Hollywood
beauty secrets.
Only $1.00 postpaid.

Macfadden Book
Dept. 12

1926 Broadway

Co., Inc.
New York, N.

Y.

FROM

PSORIASIS
Mcke
THE ONE

with

|D€RmOIL

TEST
^^^^^^
trial size

Dermoil is being used by thousands of men and women throughout the country to secure relief
from the effects of this ugly,
stubborn,
embarrassing scaly
skin disease often mistaken for

zema
Apply « , externally.
25c stamps or coin Nonstaimng.
Grateful users report the scales have gone, the red patches gradually disappeared and their skin became clear again after years
of suffering with scaly patches.
Dermoil is backed by a
positive agreement to give chronic sufferers definite benefit
in two weeks time or money is refunded.
Beautifully
illustrated book on psoriasis and Dermoil FREE.
Trial
bottle and amazing PROOF OF RESULTS 25c.
Prove it
yourself no matter ho* long you have suffered or what you

^

Don't delay

.

-.

Write

TODAY

for

your

trial.

LAKE LABORATORIES
82

ROUND

Cooking Vat,

are plentiful and
cheap. Highly perfected outfit and
confidential plans make operation
simple, with startling profits certain.

materials

LONG-EAKINS

Never Grow Old." To Miss Holbrook's
accompaniment on the piano, they're sing-

Name

Boit

white enamel

Enjoy Your Work! Good

FOR

have tried.

unit Outfit includes
new
type vitreous

ON RAW MATERIALS

Chicago: Styles in apparel have changed
the gay nineties, when father and
the boys used to gather at the fire house
or the barber shop for a little bit of close

Generous

Complete 16-

MAKE UP TO 300% PROFIT

1285-S High St.

individual glass

RELIEF

Turn
show you

I

how with my newly

since

•

some-

for

thing difficult.
potatoes into cash.

new low price.

in

A

of

Donufs

ball.

.

free

New

fol-

Lone Ranger program
Western song and campfire talk, be
sured that you will be able to hear it
lower of

FEMININE HYGIENE

this

like

New York:

Toledo and

Detroit, Chicago,

Home

Makes

6 Northwestern Station

Depl. M-16, Detroit. Michigan

Hollywood: A seven and a half pound
boy was presented to the Arthur McDonalds September 21. The father, Art McDonald, is sales manager for station
KEHE, at Los Angeles.
Cigars and candy were freely passed
out to all who visited the station by the
happy father.

SKIN BLEMISHES
CONCEALED.'
Make skin blemishes invisNOW!
ible in a few seconds time Amaz!

"HIDE- IT" perfectly conceals
Pimples, Birthmarks, Liver Spots,
ing

Freckles. Bruises. Scars, Dark Circles
Under Eyes, Discolorations, etc.
Won't rub off. Lasts until removed

WBT

Charlotte, N. C: Reginald Allen,
announcer, is still limping and using a
cane the result of the infected foot that
he acquired back in the summer from a

—

Martha Dulin,
golf blister on the heel
hostess and member of the program staff,
has started work on the dramatic series
she will handle during the fall and winter.
She is a widely-known Little Theatre star.
.

.

with cream. Waterproof. Harmless.
Gives skin marvelously smooth, clear
look! §1 at Dept. and Drug Stores. /
Or, send 10c for generous trial.
/

Hid.

mim

ii

iHi

i

.

</?//* ''CLARK-MILLNER CO., 666 St.Ciair,Dept.l4N, Chicago
/
I encloselOc for trial-size"Hide-It"in shade checked:

"

Light

Name
Address

p Medium

Brunette

Town
State

D Sun Tan
.

RADIO MIRROR
YOU'RE THERE
WITH A

RADIO

Richard Himber's Holiday

Only eyes with natural-looking

Feast

beauty win men's admiration

{Continued from page 51)

,

COMPARE THESE PRICES
TUBE FOR TUBE, FEATURE
FOR FEATURE, WITH ANY
RADIO ON THE MARKET

Chicken Liver Canapes
6 Chicken
2 hard

(A. F. C.) Automatically tunes set
sharply without use of meter tuning or other gadget.

DIAL

tVIBRACOUSTIC

SOUNDING BOARD
©METAL TUBES
and 8 other

TUBES $167.50
TUBES $137.50
TUBES $99.95
TUBES $89.95
TUBES $59.95
TUBESPri™ $49.95
44" Console

**jt©13
43
#*Jt©ll
41

* jt©

9

3

" Console
"

;

juice, salt

and pepper to

taste

Chicken Giblet Soup

CROSLEY FEATURES

**jt©15

Lemon

Boil the chicken livers in salted water
until tender. Mince the onions first, and
in the same bowl with the onion mince
the livers and the hard cooked egg. Add
sufficient creamed butter to give the desired consistency for spreading, put in the
seasonings and spread on crackers, canape
wafers or small rounds of thin toast.

•MYSTIC HAND

JMAGNA CERAMIC

cooked eggs

Creamed butter

AUT0-EXPRESS10NAT0R
Brings back the expression necessarily taken out in the studio in
transmitting the program.

livers

medium onion

1

Console

41 ." Console

2 sets chicken giblets
4 tbl. butter
4 tbl. flour
1
qt. cold water
tbl. minced parsley

beautifies eyes naturally!

Win

admiration, when your eyes look as if
Nature herself had given them a luxuriant,
dark fringe of lashes! Do it with Pinaud's SixTwelve Creamy Mascara. It never makes you
look "made-up"! Black, brown, blue, green.

1

1

tbl.

1

tbl.

1

bay

Pinauds SIX-TWELVE
CREAMY MASCARA

minced onion
minced celery
leaf

;

Jt ©

7

jt©

6

40" Console

aM!=_-„

39" Console

«!!.*«» Mo*.!-

Rocky

in

Mountain

States and weat

CROSLEY stands,

always, as a warranty
of the highest value in radio. It is only
natural that the 1937 models are Crosley's
greatest achievements. Beautiful ... as
near perfection as science can attain .
.
and priced for you who demand the best
at prices you're pleased to pay. See your
Crosley dealer today
you will hear
.

.

.

.

radio you've never heard before.

THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION
Powel Crosley,

Cincinnati, Ohio

Jr., Pres.

/j^C RINGS

Brown

the giblets in the butter, rub_ in
the flour and add water gradually, stirring
Add parsley, onion,
to avoid lumping.
celery and bay leaf and simmer until giblets are tender. Remove bay leaf and gibmince giblets and return to soup,
lets;
adding warm water to replace that lost
by evaporation, and salt and pepper to
Serve with a garnish of hard
taste.

cooked egg

and the

Chestnut Stuffing

s* METAL ARTS C0..l»c.FoA»

«>

_.

Denisons

piays
W60Y

ofH/fS
SO Years-«'"'-*-

We

supply

all

raisin stuffing equally delicious.

*|g
chestnuts
2 cups bread crumbs
2 tbl. butter
1
lemon (juice and grated rind)
Salt and pepper to taste
Slit the chestnut shells, sprinkle chestnut with olive oil and place in hot oven
for five minutes, when shells may be removed easily. Boil peeled chestnuts in
salted water until tender, drain and mash,
and combine with other ingredients.
lb.

1

.•—

slices.

Whether you serve turkey or goose, I
am sure you will find the chestnut stuffing

schools, lodges, etc.,
every occasion.

m

T.S, Deni»on& Co.,623 S.Wabash, D.pl. 28

ESCAPE
NEEDLESS

PHOTO ENLARGED
ANY
8 xlO inches
Size

or smaller

EXHAUSTION

HOT STARCH
IN 30 SECONDS

1

—

t

104

S. Jefferson St,

Pour boiling water on

dressing,

raisins

and

FREE OFFER
This

makes

way

to starch

irons fairly glide!

new way

to hot starch does away with
boiling, mixing, straining and bother. It's a
powdered starch . practically self-cooking. It
contains gliding ingredients. Makes hot starching easy. Makes ironing easy. Write us, The
.

since

the

—

—

Fruit Compote

Hubinger Company, number 267, Keokuk,

Iowa, for small proof packet ... ask for " That
Wonderful Way to Hot Starch". See how easv it
becomes to press things to gleaming perfection.

6 plums
6 peaches
6 small pears
10 apricots

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

CONFIDENCE
W

!

raisins

will

FROM grandmother ... to mother ... to daughter

— Boro-Pheno-Form has been handed down

as

an

method of marriage

hygiene. Today,
this forty-six year old preparation is widely preferred by modern wives because it requires no
water, mixing or measuring
yet it has the same
special function as powerful liquid germicides.
dainty suppository is complete in itself.
danger
of "over-dose" or "underdose." Soothing and odor],. \J\
less... At all drug stores.
easier, safer

—

A

No

^ _
g^vwef*
J/r.flCrreS

BORO-PHENO-FORM
Dr. Pierre Chemical Co., Dept. 12-N
162

.

1546-W

let

Skipping from the entrees to the despausing just long enough to remind
you that Chiffonade dressing is simply
French dressing to which minced pimiento,
minced parsley (a tablespoon of each to
one cup of dressing) and a chopped hardcooked egg have been added we come to
serts

Oept.

OF USE

swell.

Makes Ironing Easy
f

STANDARD ART STUDIOS

juice

stand for five minutes. Drain, combine
with rice and dry seasonings, add lemon
juice to taste, then stir in the well beaten
Fill the goose only three-fourths
egg.
of

TOT $ 1.00

(any size) and within a week you will receive
your beautiful enlargement, guaranteed fad.
Pay postman 47c plus postage or send 49c
Mth orde
inch enlargement
poetage or send 80c and 'e pay postage. Take advantage of this amazing
photos today. Specify size wanted.
offer now. Send yi

cinnamon

Few drops lemon

full

«.

3

SEND NO MONEY Jy*S!5£Kt

egg

1

47

guaranteed.

GENERATIONS

y% tsp. salt
tsp.

desired.

UPON THREE

J4 tsp. sugar

y2

if

Same price for fall length
or bast form, groups, landscapes, pet animals, etc.,
or enlargements of any
part of groap picture. Safe
return of on final photo

FOUNDEO

cup seedless raisins
cup cooked rice

1

paris
;.

Raisin Stuffing

and for

PI NAUD

nly eye crutchAnd today
thousands are throwing them away. Try Bemarr Macf adden's eye course at our risk. Send $3.00 or we will send
it C.O.D. $3.00 plus postage. If you are not satisfied after
5 days return the course and we will refund your money.
MACFADDEN BOOK COMPANY, INC.
1926 Broadway, New York City
Desk RM-12

entertainment

needs tor dramatic clubs,

This

THE
HOUSE OF

N. Franklin

St.,

Chicago, HI.

U
&,A?

Please send me a trial package of
Boro-Pheno-Form and enlightening booklet.
to be refunded

Grapes

Address

Cherries

Citv

when

I enclose ioc
I purchase a regular-size package.

-State..

S3

RADIO MIRROR
Peel pears, peaches and apricots and arrange with plums attractively in a compote dish, using the cherries and grapes to
complete the design. Now make a syrup
by boiling together two cups of sugar and
one cup of water. Pour, while hot, over
the fruit, coating it thoroughly and being
careful not to disarrange it.
The dish
should then be covered, and not used
until the following day, and should be
chilled

the

in

refrigerator

the vegetables which are mentioned here.
Just send a stamped self-addressed envelope with your request to Mrs. Margaret
Simpson, Radio Mirror, 122 East 42nd
St., New York City.

PRIZE WINNERS
HE

rays of this wonlamp are equivalent to the
rays of the Mountain Sun in midSo all through the year
summer.
you
in the privacy of your home
ultraviolet

enjoy

can

ultraviolet

the

—rays

beneficial

Radio Mirror-Jessica

which prevent and

trical

51th

Street,

write

Street,

to

°'™™J*™T.

BURT

30 DAYS' TRIAL
We

will

prove

Philo Burt
weight and

its

in your
light in

value

Appliance

is

own

case.

The

comfortable to wear
entirely different from the old, torand
leather
plaster-casts,
turing,
braces.
steel
or
jackets
celluloid
weaka
with
person
afflicted
Every
or
diseased
injured,
ened,
deformed spine owes it to
Dochimself to investigate.
and the
tors recommend it.
price within reach of all.

Send for Information
you will describe your case
giving
in
us
aid
will
you definite information at
If

PHILO BURT COMPANY
136-12 Odd Fellows Temple
Jamestown, New York

arrange piano copy, record your song in Radio manner.
Thrill your friends with your song professionally recorded.
Piano copy and record at special combination price. Poems
also set to music.
Write for information. MUS-O-MATIC
Recordings, 4 East 53rd

New

St.,

PHOTO RING
SEND

Miss Pearl V. Dartt,

TION!

Washington

New York and 1718

Kathryne

EACH

Stovall,
City, Okla.

Oklahoma

HANOVIA

59i

tions, quickly yields to

Dr. Dennis* cooling, antisepliquid D. D. D. PRESCRIPTION. Its gentle, oils
soothe the irritated skin. Clear, greaseless and stainless
dries fast. Stops the most intense itching instantly. A 35c trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it
or money back. Ask for P. P. D. PRESCRIPTION.
tic,

New York

—

Frances Marian Browne,
Holyoke, Mass.

CHEMICAL & MANUFACTURING CO.
NEWARK, N. J

ring.

// RELIEVE ITCHING In Ons Minute
Even the most stubborn itching of eczema, blotches,
pimples, athlete's foot, rashes and other skin erup-

Dorothy Leighton,
Portland, Maine
G. L. Wind,
Staten Island,

NO MONEYI
MONI

^Scratching

FOURTH PRIZES OF
$5.00 EACH

SIX

Send any

Indestructible!
(Hand-tinted
Waterproofl
25c extra)
Enclose strip of paper for ring size. Pay postman plus a few cents postage. If you send 59c
we pay postage. PHOTO MOVETTE RING CO.,
Dept. M., 626 Vine Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

THIRD PRIZES OF

Georgia Marshall Cragin,
Joplin, Missouri

Philadelphia,
For descriptive
Dept. RM-2.

York, N. Y.

This Beautiful Lifelike

snapshot or photo
and we'll reproduce it in this
beautiful onyx-

$10.00

—

booklet

helpless,

chair for 8 years, was walking
Thousands
In 3 months' time.
benefit
of sufferers have found relief,
METHOD. Over fifty-nine thou
the PHILO
sand cases in the past 30 years.

NEWEST SENSA-

TWO

in department stores, medical and elecsupply houses, also our showrooms

155 West

A Man

SECOND PRIZE— $50.00

J.

Sansom

straightened.

unable to stand or walk, was
riding horseback and playing
tennis within a year. A Little Child, paralyzed, was playing about the house in 3 weeks.
A Doctor, confined to a wheel

like

New Hanovia Alpine Sun Lamp for
Home is priced at $115.00 F.O.B.
it

Elderly Lady, all bent
was straightened wonderA Grateful Father
daughter had a bad
curvature, yet was completely
over,

fully.
tvrites his

We

FIRST PRIZE— $100.00
Miss Margery Armitage,
New York City, New York

Seattle,

See

An

Song Composers!

$250 IN PRIZES

Alpine Lamp.

Newark, N.

GREATLY BENEFITED
OB ENTIRELY CUBED

Contest

of

assure sound teeth,
cure
sturdy bodies; build body resistance,
induce restful
stimulate appetite,
sleep, give you a glowing skin, and
altogether keep you feeling and
looking well. These are some of the
reasons why the Dionne Quintuplets
get their sun baths under an Hanovia

The

^

once.

Dragonette Theme Song

rickets,

the

-

it

derful

—
rays

Spines
Straight

Made

several

for

hours before serving.
There isn't room to give other recipes
here, but if you want those for herring
canape, rissolee potatoes and cheese cake,
or for lemon or pumpkin pie, I will be
glad to send them to you.
There is also
a vegetable leaflet which will give you
ideas for new ways to prepare and serve

I

Crooked

Ruth M. Wendel,
Williamsport, Pa.

MEN

you can look 10 to 15

5 Minutes a
Day Keeps Wrinkle* Away
years younger.

and erases age lines. This new
sensational home methodScM*

on Trial— You Risk Nothing.
Lifts sagging muscles, nils up
hollows.

No

Cosmetics,

Men, Women,

all

ages write

for thrilling book and Facial
Analysis Chart -both sent

—

FREE

PAULINE PALMER, 1246 Armour

plain wrapper.
Blvd., Kansas City,
in

LIGHTEN YOUR HAIR
WITHOUT PEROXIDE

Marie Brennan,
St. Louis, Mo.
Marie V. Carpenter,
Brooklyn,

New York

to

Careful, fastidious

$2.00 EACH
Roscoe Gilmore Stott, Cincinnati, Ohio
William J. Stepien, Chicago, 111. Edna
Mae G.
Brown, Falls City, Nebraska
Merrell, Denver, Colorado; Thelma M.
Saimi Fassett,
Parker, Bethel, Ohio
Berkeley, Calif. Fleta Bruer Gonsa, FinLaura M. Gradick, Jacksonlay, Ohio
Helen R. Sneidman, Espy, Pa.
ville, Fla.
Mrs. J. M. Dunsworth, Emporia, Kansas
Dorothy Serck, Rock Rapids, Iowa
Harriet
James H. Speer, Lima, Ohio
;

;

;

Mo.

;

STOP Your Rupture

ANY

SAFELY

TWENTY-FIVE FIFTH PRIZES OF

;

Shade you desire
in 5 to 15 minutes
women avoid the use of

peroxide because peroxide makes hair brittle.
Lechler's Instantaneous Hair Lightener

requires NO peroxide.
Used as a paste it canEliminates "Btraw" look. Beneficial to perma- *
Lightens blonde hair 1
nent waves and bleached hair.
J
dark. This is the only preparation that also lighte
the scalp. No more dark roots. Used over 20 years by famo
beauties, Btace and screen stars and children. Harmless. Gui
anteed. Mailed complete with brush for application
^6 P a & e booklet "The Art of Lightening Hair
r*r>
streak.

1

JTJT
r i\ CLC.

1

Free with your first order.
LECHLER LABORATORIES. Inc.
(Dept. A)
New York, N. Y.
560 Broadway

Without Peroxide

'

;

;

Worries!
Why worry and suffer

C. E. Brooks, Inventor

any longer?

Learn about our perfected invention for all forms of reducible rupture in men, women and children.
Support fitted with automatic air
cushion assists Nature in a natural
strengthening of the weakened
muscles. Thousands made happy.
Weighs but a few ounces, is inconspicuous and sanitary. No stiff
springs or hard pads. No salves or
plasters. Durable, cheap.

Sent on

trial to prove it. Beware of imitations. Never sold in
stores or byagents. Write today for full information and
Free Book on Rupture. All correspondence confidential.

BROOKS COMPANY,
84

;

MIDGET

POCKET RADIO

;

182-J State St., Marshall, Mich.

Gale Cull, Jacksonville, Florida; Virginia
Follin, South Euclid, Ohio; H. Andrea
Sather, Duluth, Minnesota; Mabel Davis,
Gansevoort, New York Grace C. Wynne,
Sybil M. Gregory, VanDallas, Texas
couver Island, Canada Nell Haas, DenGeorge Simpson, Kansas
ver, Colorado
City, Mo. Adelaide Barr Doolittle, Ocean
Miss B. Ross, ChiGrove, New Jersey
Mrs. Arlen Luvano, Springcago, 111.
ville, Calif.
June Hersey, Culver City,
Calif.
Mrs. Muriel Bishop, Atlanta, Ga.

DIRECT FROM POCKET RADIO!
No dangling earphones to bother with.
All one unit— just like the big sets, but weighs
Carry like a watch, fits pocket
Take it anywhere you go— listen to
your favorite stations, music, sports, and

only 4 ozs.

;

easily.

;

all radio

/or

;

No batteries,

tubes,

Very selective— amazing volume, beautiful reIception and distance. Costs nothing to operate
Nothing to
"and should last indefinitely.
"wear out— tuning control is only moving part.
No crystals to adjust. Comes complete with easy
i

;

;

;

;

;

entertainment.

electrical connections required.

ANYONE CAN USE IT-ANYWHERE

;

I

:lv

nstructions for use in camps, auto, office, boats,
.loine, bicycles, hotel, picnics, bed, oranywhere.
difficult hookups— cornea complete and all
in. Guaranteed.

No

connect and tune

NO MONEY! Order now. State color wanted (Silver, Brown,
Black, White, Blue). Pay postman only $2.99 plus few cents postage.
i

Little

Giant Radio Co.*

3959

Lincoln Ave., Dept. 102, Chicago

RADIO MIRROR
Facing the Music
(Continued from page

16)

Try it just once." But Harriet
never has. Ray Noble on the other hand,
stand.

favors the relaxed school of conducting
by using a minimum of motion. He leads
with a pencil held in his left hand.
bill In an en
velope with name, ad-

Put a dollar
dress,

number

you play a kazoo, uke,
CAN
or guitar and sing with

of article

will

open a

10

If

Jfar

-month

selection for approval

KENT

and trial.
balance

Kurvo
Watch for
Men, $14.95

pay
equal

satisfied,
in

10

monthly payments. Otherwise return and dollar
will be refunded. Everything confidential
direct inquiries.

you may

so,

singing

hill

into a fortune as a
Last year radio coffers
than $15,000,000 in sal-

fall

billy.

disgorged no less
to seven thousand hill billy acts
numbering twenty individuals each in an
orgy of 220,000 hours of mountain music.
Nor do you have to come from the mountains to qualify. The imitators, it seems,
are more successful than the genuine articles, although there are plenty of the
aries

charge account and send
If

harmonica
twang?

a nasal

desired and brief note
stating age (must be over
20), occupation, employer and other facts. We

K -10

— Thin

cuivea

walch, tits snug to wrist
7 jewels. Latest type
dial with sweep secondhand. Leather strap
$1.40 a month

— no

latter.

#

*

*

JUST one
' Crosby's

of those things. It was Bob
last night at the Lexington
Hotel in New York. As he came off the
stand after leading a group of numbers,
an important looking stranger accosted
him, claimed he knew Bing well and
otherwise acted the big shot. While Bob
was still talking a bell hop gave him a
message from the house detective which
read, "Don't let on, but hold that man."

Thinking he might have

kidnapper in

a

tow, Bob invited his impromptu guest to
a table and bought him a drink. He kept
talking to his friend until time to go on
for his next group.
And while playing
the first number, "I Can't Escape From
You," he saw the fellow being led out
handcuffed to a detective. Bob found out
later that he had helped apprehend a notorious check forger wanted from coast to
coast.

Kay Weber, formerly
Jimmy Dorsey, is now with Bob
Incidentally,

with
Crosby.

£.UI.Su«d:
9ac.
MAIL ORDER DIVISION* FINLAY STRAUS

tA
i=as£

^

Two

412-C

prints,

professional enlargement coupons Free!

PHOTO FINISHING SHOP
Genesee

Valley

Trust

25c

(Est. 22 yrs.)

Bldg.,

Rochester,

*

N.

"The Kodak City"

Y.

Loma

the Casa

crew

100% Improvement Guaranteed
We build, strengthen the vocal organs

toith singing lessons— bat by fundamentally
sound and scientifically correct silent exercises . ,
and absolutely guarantee to improve any singing
Wri te for
or speaking voice at least 100% . .
wonderful voice book — sent free. Learn WHY you
can now nave tbe voice yon want. No literature
sent to anyone under 17 unless signed by parent.
PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE, Studio 7919
.

64

E.

CATARRH

Lake

St.,

»">

Chicago

SINUS

chart—rare
Guaranteed Relief or No Pay.

—

Stop hawking

stuffed-up
nose bad breath—Sinus irritation
phlegm-filled throat.
Send Post Card or Letter
for New Treatment Chart and Money-Back
Offer. 40,000 Druggists sell Hall's Catarrh Medicine.
63rd year in business. Write today!
F. J.
CO.- Dept. 2312, TOLEDO, O.

.

.

.

CHENEY &

.

.

.

is

Wayne King

9.

.

Postal Life Insurance Company
Dept.RD-179, 511 Fifth Ave., NewYork

.

.

Eddy Duchin would make
.

.

.

who used

sing with

to

thousands of cities coast to coast.
Approved by Good
Housekeeping. Try this famous Skin Softener at Campana's expense then you be the judge!
Send for a
FREE Vanity bottle.
.

.

.

—

.

.

.

Italian
Balm
ORIGINAL
SOFTENER
THE

SKIN

€^

CAMPANA SALES

CO.

Highway, Batavia, 111.
Gentlemen: I have never tried
Italian Balm. Please send me Vanity
bottle FREE and postpaid.
1302 Lincoln

Name
A ddress
City

Stale
In Canada, Campana, Ltd. .MG1302 Caledonia Road. Toronto

.

.

.

.

.

.

*

Vz Price

Now Only

10
AFTER
10

No Money Down

WOR

.

A

Positively the greatest bargain ever offered.
genuine full sized
$100 office model Underwood No. 5 for only $39.90 (cash) or
on easy terms. Has up to date improvements including standard 4 row keyboard, backspacer, automatic ribbon reverse,
shiftlock key, 2 color ribbon, etc.
The perfect all purpose
typewriter. Completely rebuilt and FULLY
Lowest Terms 10c a Day

GUARANTEED.

—

Learn Touch Typewriting
Complete (Home Study)
Course of the Famous Van
Sanfc
Speed Typewriting

.

.

.

System— fully

illustrated,

easily learned,
ing this offer.

given dur-

Money-Back Guarantee
Send coupon for 10 days Trial
if you decide to keep it pay

—
only $3.00

a month until 944.90
(term price) is paid.
Limited
act at once.

offer

—

INTERNATIONAL TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE
231 West Monroe St., Chicago, III., Dept. 1203

*

Send Underwood No. 5 (F. O. B. Chicago) at once for 10-da.
trial. _ If J am not perfectly satisfied I can return it express colnth until I have paid $44.90
pay $3.00* a

SHORT SHORT STORIES
EDITH DICK, vocalist on the Lucky

Strike Hit Parade and Sweepstakes, used
to be a dancer, but found it much more

Day

FREE Trial ^^^aram'tIto

the

band, is still ill at a sanitarium
has opened a coast to coast chain with a
Al Goodman
number of bands on tap
has taken business offices on the twentyMadison
sixth floor of a building on
Avenue. He claims that height is necesMark Warnow
sary for inspiration.
has written several "Swing Fugues"
symphonizing
a lot of
Raymond Paige is
children's tunes like "Over the Fence,"
"Elephant's March," etc., claiming that
everybody knows and loves them.
*

it

is

him by a Scotchman friend
a swell model
dentifrice ad
Enoch Light's wife,

pressly for

.

I

that

.

.

.

$1194.00 of insurance at a^e 21; $813.00 at 36. Other
ages in proportion in this Old Line Legal ReserveCompany that sells without agents and gives the saving
to its policy holders. Postal has paid ont $43,000,000.
in 31 successful years. It has millions in assets and
reserves. Just write a card today with your name,
address and exact date of birth and you will get full
details and rates for your age by return mail. Insurance is vital Act promptly while rates are low.

Balm is quick-drying, greaseless and non-sticky.
genuinely good and so outstandingly inexpensive
has become the fastest-selling Skin Protector in

Italian
It's so

.

also crazy about astrology. At least ninety
per cent of the band leaders have their
Clyde Lucas, for inlittle superstitions.
stance, would not think of playing a game
of golf unless he used clubs made ex-

Janis,

Italian Balm regularly each day and
what magic speed all dryness, coarseness and

redness disappear!

.

own lucky number

Mary

"catch" on the material?

Then use some

.

.

for a

fingers

see with

two months number

last

.

not

Does your rough skin "snag" on your stockings and
cause runs? When you are doing needle work, do your

The

three boys will of course graduate to the band and the girl will become
the vocalist.
Ray Noble is back from
Europe with five new tunes
Al Donahue writes his first song and calls it, "I
Leon Belasco, whose
Write a Song"
band was the first around New York to
play tangos and rumbas, has now discarded these and goes in for swing
Ben Bernie now owns a couple of race
horses but none of them have come in
first so far
Vincent Lopez orders his
life by astrology and numerology.
His
four.

.

MAIL YOUR ROLLS TO THE KODAK CITY
coin.

*

babies with
NEW
during the

.

Q2TS3I670 BROADWAY-NEW YORK
Bight guaranteed glossy Velox deckle-edged

*

(SEND FOR TRIAL BOTTLE FREE)
•

l

Name

Age

•

Address
I
I

Town

S*ate

F or quick shi pment give references and

I

occupatio n

|
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RADIO M IRROR
fun to sing
large

.

.

.

Vincent Lopez will use a

thirty-passenger

biplane

for

the

many hops between dance engagements

New York broadcasts this winter.
He's booked solid into various ballroom
and hotel spots for the fall and winter
Al Kavelin slipped away quietly not long
ago and married the Chicago prize-winning beauty, Virginia Gilcrest
Muzzy
Marcellino, singing guitarist with Ted
Fio-Rito's orchestra on
the Frigidaire
Frolic, has a collection of nearly fifty
pipes, but keeps only fifteen of them in
active service, smoking them in rotation
Dick Messner's band, heard over the
Mutual network from the Park Central
Hotel in New York, has resumed the
series of broadcasts dedicated to leading
Eastern universities which was such a success when he tried the idea last winter.
and

%m &f

ei ?

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

MOSTLY ABOUT NAMES

WITHOUT

any

references

at

all

to

Shakespeare or roses, here are a few of
the names by which your favorites were
Benay Venuta Benevenuta
christened:
Crooke; Jacques Renard Jacob StavinEdith
Dick Edith Haran; Ted
sky;
Wymes;
Theodore
William
Weems
Jimmy Farrell James Phatager; Glen
Gray Glen Knoblauch; Dolly DawnAnd Igor
Teresa Anna Maria Stabile
Gorin is really Igor Gorin, but in all his
moving pictures appearances you'll see
It's all
him billed as Charles Goring.
legal, too, with a court order.

—

—

—

—

—

—

.

.

.

THEME SONG SECTION
COLORLESS— Pale,
scanty lashes

—

expressionless.
for proper eye

scraggly,
eyes seem small,

CONSPICUOUS-Ordinary

A

in heavy,

CHARMING— Dark,

luxuriant
lashes, yet perfectly natural in

mascara overloading the lashes
gummy blobs. Hardlooking and unattractive.

definite need

make-up.

appearance

— with MaybelHne.

Eye make-up

in

good

taste.

FOR

Walter Case— Tut-tut

!

Mean

to say

you don't know that Guy Lombardo's
theme song is 'Auld Lang Syne," which
At that, a
he's used for y'ars and y'ars?
lot of

people do confuse

it

Through the Rye," which
similar.
For Felicia Patrick

with "Comin'

somewhat

is

—

Ted Weems' theme
"Out of the Night," written by another
Ted's on tour
Maestro, Harry Sosnik.
right now, and his further plans, after

is

'%

fjmchji ^>M£t

touring, are indefinite.

For

—

Your eyes

are your most important beauty feature
or
they should be! Are you making the most of their possibilities by framing them properly with long, dark, lustrous
lashes? You can do this best by applying just a few, simple
brush strokes of harmless Maybelline, the eye make-up in
good taste. No longer need you worry about having pale,
unattractive lashes, nor fear that hard "made-up" look
if

you darken them

M. Renn— Rudy

S.

Vallee's orches-

two pianos, four violins,
four saxophones, two trumpets, two tromtra

consists of

bones, one guitar, one bass viol, one tuba,

and drums.
For Bill Ingwersen

—

The theme song for
Band of Tomorrow, which Leighton
Noble directs on Mutual, is a musical
phrase from the "On the Trail" movement
of Ferde Grofe's "Grand Canyon Suite."
the

—with Maybelline!

-^ Maybelline is non-smarting, tear proof, and
absolutely harmless. Cream-smoothness of texture- utter
simplicity of application tendency to curl the lashes into
these are some of the wonderful
lovely, sweeping fringe
qualities which make this the eyelash darkener supreme.
jf You will adore the other delightful Maybelline
Eye Beauty Aids, too! See with what ease you can form
graceful, expressive eyebrows with the smooth-marking

—

—
—

Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil. Try blending a soft, colorful
shadow on your eyelids with the pure, creamy Maybelline
Eye Shadow it deepens and accentuates the color and
sparkle of your eyes.
jf Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids are preferred
by more than 10,000,000 discriminating women as the
finest that money can buy
yet they are nominally priced
at leading toilet goods counters everywhere. Generous
introductory sizes of all Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids may
be had at all 10c stores. Try them today you'll be delighted!

—

—

—

FOLLOWING THE LEADERS

THE
new
will

Maybelline

Eyebrow
Pencil,
IT

Black,

Brown
\\
\\ Blue.

ov

bands are busy getting settled in
Here's where they
winter spots.

be playing:
Arcadia

Bernie, Ben
delphia.

—

Ballroom,

Phila-

Casa Loma—Congress Hotel, Chicago.
Coleman, Emil— St. Regis Hotel, N. Y.
Denny, Jack—Savoy Plaza Hotel, N. Y.

Jimmy— Sebastian

Dorsey,

Restaurant,

Los Angeles.
Duchin,

Eddy— Plaza Hotel, N. Y.
Ted— Morrison Hotel, Chicago.

Fio-Rito,

Garber,

Jan

—Cocoanut

Grove,

Los An-

geles.

Goodman,

New

Benny— Pennsylvania

Hotel,

York.

Hall, George— Hotel Taft, N. Y.
Harris, Phil— Palomar, Los Angeles.

Henry— Del Mar, Los
Jack— Palmer House,

Angeles.
Chicago.
Lombardo, Guy— Roosevelt Hotel, N. Y.
Martin, Freddy— Aragon Ballroom, Chi-

King,

Little,

THE WORLD'S LARGEST SELLING EYE BEAUTY AIDS
86

cago.

Morgan, Russ— Biltmore Hotel, N. Y.

RADIO M RROR
Nelson, Ozzie — Lexington Hotel, N. Y.
Noble, Ray — Rainbow Room, Rockefeller
I

Did Gray

H air

Center, N. Y.
Osborne, Will— New Yorker Hotel, N. Y.

Rob Them of $95 aWeek?

know what

Let us
answered,

own

your

the

'

do our best
want to know.
we'll

City.

want to know more about:

I

your comb, and afterwards regularly once
or twice a week to keep your hair look-

Theme Song

Section

Name

PROVE

Address

Prepare in
No previous

common school
needed,
experienci
Send for free
education sufficient.
'Opportunities in Photograoklet
'

phy",

partic

American School of Photography
Dept. 1389
3601 Michigan Ave. Chicago,

III.

Jerry Cooper's Mother Love

Ear Drams. He wore them, day and night.
-sThey stopped his head
noises. They are invisible
Satisfaction
guaranteed or money back.
Write for TRUE STORY.

Also booklet on Deafness.

Artificial

THE WAY COMPANY

719 Hofmann Bldg.

Ear Drum
Michigan

Detroit,

Simulated Diamond

^m mbb

IMP0RTEDl5t
^^
introduce our Beau-

Blue-White Rainbow Flash
we will send a 1 Kt. ImSimulated
Diamond,
Mounted in Lovely RING as

tiful

Stones,

ported

Illustrated, for this ad. and 15c
expense.
Address
National Jewelry Co., Dept. 5-E
Wheeling, W. Va.
(2 for 25c)
Mention your Birth Date, and we will
include FREE a White "Luck" Elephant
Imported
from
the
Orient.

—

CLEANS C10THES
NewWay...Sells OnSight

NEW DRY-CLEANING CLOTHES BRUSH.

Saves cleaning bills.

Low

name

priced

Hustlers making

Be
i,^ tA. fetoHe.
TOD
Yl

first.

Send in your

KRISTEE MFG. CO. 442 Bar

St.,

Railway Mail Clerk
P.O. Laborer
)R. F.D. Carrier
)

)

TO START
to

$90

)

)
)

$175

)
)

MONTHLY

)

)

City Mail Carrier
P.O. Clerk
Stock Clerk
Spec. Investigator
Typist

INSTRUCTION SERVICE,

MEN
WOMEN

Special Agent
Customs Inspector

(

(

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)

)

POSTMASTER
Elevator Conductor
Auditor

tions,

opportunities,

etc.

He

mother wept

contract.
"I couldn't help it," she confessed, halfashamed of her confession when I saw her
in Jerry's dressing-room backstage of the

—

SI. Louis,

Mo.

ALL SEND FREE.

NAME
ADDRESS..
STATE

CITY.

This offer is good only in U. S. and Canada. Canadian residents may write H. R. Madill & Co., 64
Wellington Street, West, Toronto, Ont.

I

I

to Jerry.

love

is

He

in

nomenon

for

fall
is

fell

itself

a

in love.

Now

to fall in

a perfectly natural phe-

young, handsome man.
with a face on a billanother story. And yet

in love

quite

what happened to Jerry.

Girls

had never played the part in his youth
that they do in the average boy's. He'd
been too busy, had too many responsiWalking along Broadway he saw
bilities.
a picture of a girl on a theatrical billboard. She was tall, black-haired, blueeyed everything that was lovely and deFor weeks he
sirable in Jerry's eyes.
thought of nothing but the girl on the
billboard. One day, almost magically, she
came to life. He saw her for a fleeting
moment step out of the doors of the hotel

gone.
Jerry wondered for a long time whether
he had really seen her at all, or whether
he had been dreaming. And then at last
he met her. He was playing an engagement at the Hollywood restaurant in
New York. Almost as if by Divine providence she was engaged to dance there.

Depl.315-A,

enclose

he would never come back home now. Of
course,
was glad because it made him
happy, but still I couldn't help feeling
lost. Jerry had meant so much to me."
In the meantime something happened

Meat Inspector

Watchman

I

against the dressing table. "I knew that I
had lost my boy to New York.
knew

where he lived. Before he could recover
from his wide-eyed astonishment, she was

Secret Service Opr.
File Clerk

Gentlemen: Please send trial tube Pazo.
10c to help cover packing and mailing.

Paramount Theater in New York. It was
between shows and Jerry stood, leaning

Stenographer
U. S. Border Patrol
Telephone Opr.

Send me FREE particulars "How to Qualify for
Government Positions" marked "X". Salaries, loca1

fate.

way

—

Akron, O.

LlARC)
SALARY

in

Laboratories, Inc.
St. Louis, Mo.

Dept. 71-MC,

at last to success. Back
the secrecy of her bedroom, his
bitterly when he signed that

his

that's just

phenomenal profits.
Samples Bent at oar
SAMPLE OFFER
ofuiirLc
urrcrt risk
to Bnt JMZBOn
m each locality who writes.
No obligstion

home

But to
board

Revolutionary Invention. Banishes old-style
clothes brushes forever. Never anything like itl
Secret chemical plus unique vacuum action.
Keeps clothing spic-and-span. Also cleans hats,
crapes, window shades, upholstered furniture,

AGENTS WANTED.

Broadcasting System sealed his

was on

batteries.

Grove

{Continued from page 33)
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| and comfortable, no wires

IT!

Pazo comes in tubes fitted with special Pile Pipe,
which makes it possible to apply high up in the rectum.
It also now comes in suppository form. Those who
prefer suppositories will find Pazo Suppositories the
most satisfactory. All drug stores sell both Pazo-inTubes and Pazo Suppositories, but a free trial tube
will be sent on request. Just mail coupon and enclose
10c (coin or stamps) to help cover cost of packing

and postage.

Drama

Mr. Way made himself bear hie watch tick after
being deaf for twenty-five years, with hiB Artificial

* suffering is.

It actually placates them. It gives almost instant relief
from the pain and itching.
Pazo is unusually effective because it is threefold in
effect. First, it is soothing, which relieves pain and soreness. Second, it is lubricating, which softens hard parts
and makes passage easy. Third, it is astringent, which
tends to reduce swollen parts and check bleeding.

Or

Joke
To Be Deaf
—Every deaf person knows that—

etc.

YOU a victim of Piles? Then you know what
Piles will do more to make you miserand pull you down physically and mentally than
almost any other ailment.
Real relief for the pain of Piles is to be had today
in Pazo Ointment. Pazo does more than "kid" Piles.
A RE

able

Following the Leaders

"Will you test Kolor-Bak without risking a single cent? Then, go to your drug
or department store today and get a
bottle of Kolor-Bak.
Test it under our
guarantee that it must make you look
10 years younger and far more attractive or we will pay back your money.
Buy
bottle of KOLOR-BAK I
J PDCr
•*• todayaand
send top flap of car- I
I ton to United Remedies, Dept. 4412, I
I 544
So. Wells Street, Chicago— and |
I receive FREE AND POSTPAID a 60c I
box of KUBAK Shampoo.
I

FREE

TO KEEP TO
YOURSELF!
1

Make This Trial Test

To

YOU'VE GOT

Anatomy

Orchestral

ing nice. Kolor-Bak is a solution for artificially coloring gray hair that imparts
color and charm and abolishes gray hair
worries. Grayness disappears within a
week or two and users report the change
is so gradual and so perfect that their
friends forget they ever had a gray hair
and no one knew they did a thing to it..

or

you what you

122 East 42nd Street,

New York

handicaps all you now have to do is
comb it once a day for several days with
a few drops of Kolor-Bak sprinkled on

MS

tell

RADIO MIRROR,

hair is risky. It screams :"Yon
GRAY
are getting old!" To end gray hair

opportunities.
3.
Easy plan.

to

Ken Alden,
Facing the Music,

Now Comb Away Gray ThisEasy Way

Splendid

questions you want

coupon" below for
convenience and " ours— and

using

MOTHER OF THREE
EARNS $32-$35 A WEEK
• "Thanks

to

Chicago School of Nurs-

ing, I have been able to support my three children and keep my home together," writes Mrs.
A. E., Waterbury, Conn. And Mrs. E. is only
one of thousands of men and women who have
found that C.S.N, training opens the way to a
well-paid dignified profession!
C.S.N.-trained practical nurses all over the
country are earning as much as $25 to $35 a
week in private practice, in hospitals and
sanitariums. Others, like Miss C. H., own nursing-homes. This easy-to-understand course, successful for 37 years and endorsed by physicians
enables men and women 18 to 60 to prepare
themselves at home and in their spare time, for
any type of practical nursing. Best of all, it is
possible to earn while learning
Mrs. F. McE.
took her first case before completing the 7 th
lesson and earned $400 in three months!
High school not necessary. Complete nurse's
equipment included. Easy tuition payments.
Decide now to send for "Splendid Opportunities in Nursing," which shows you how
you can win success as a nurse!

—

—

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 1912, 100 East Ohio Street, Chicago, III.
Please send booklet and 32 sample lesson pages.

Name
City

Stats

4ge
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RADIO M RROR
she was
and blood— only
I

GRAY HAIR

every

If

ACHED

tooth no
one would delay using
like a

There
in flesh
a
thousand times more breathtakingly beautiful than he had ever dreamed she would
really be.

They

fell in love.
It was as simple as
Jerry wrote home and told his
mother. He wanted to be married.
For the first time in their lives Jerry
and his mother find themselves on opposite sides of an emotional conflict that
holds tragic possibilities.

that.

that

"It isn't

I

boy married and
me,

don't want to see

settled in his

told

LIVER BILEWITHOUT CALOMEL
And

her

THE

Jump out

Bed

of

liver

in

Go

should pour out two pounds of

liquid bile into your bowels daily. If this

would

I

You'll

the Morning Rarin' to

my

own home,"

blue eyes dark with
be a very unnatural
mother if
didn't want that. Today he
thinks his happiness lies with Joan. If I
could only be sure he would always think
so
would give him my blessing without
hesitation. But you know marriage is so
deadly serious— lots more so than Jerry
realizes." Her eyes clouded again with remembered pain. "It can bring you so
much happiness or so much unhappiness.
own life has taught me that. It isn't
enough to be attracted by beauty and
charm."
"What's the matter with Joan?" Jerry
broke in heatedly as he daubed make-up
she

worry.

WAKE UP YOUR

food doesn't

bile is not flowing freely, your

I

I

My

FARR'S

on his handsome
enough for me?"

FOR GRAY HAIR
If neglected hair doesn't distress you, it

pains your friends.
FARR'S, used with
perfect confidence, leaves your hair soft,
in
lustrous,
youthful
natural
and
appearance. Easy as a manicure in hygienic
privacy of home; odorless, greaseless;
will not rub off nor interfere with curling.
$1.35.
Sold everywhere.

FREE SAMPLE

.

M.F.

I

BROOKLINE CHEMICAL CO.

|

79 Sudbury Street, Boston, Mass.
Send in plain wrapping.

a

6

,
|
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Street

State

City
!
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GIVE ORIGINAL HAIR COLOR

DARKENS LASHES 4 TO
IN

ONE APPLICATION.
—

or Break Lashes. Indelible

5

WEEKS

Does Not Harden

never runs or fades. $1 at

Drug, Department Stores. Send 25c for Trial

Size.

«'DARKVEYES"VDept.Vl-NV4iy6rfeVnVstrrCh]cagoriVl.

Send No Money

GIVEN

"Isn't

she good

"

you, Jerry. Seriously," she said turning
again to me, "Joan is a lovely girl. Too
lovely, in fact," she sighed. "It isn't Joan
personally.
It's the wide difference be-

tween Jerry's background and hers. Joan
has been born and bred in New York.
She is beautiful. She is used to luxury, the
best things of life. She could never be
happy staying home, keeping house, stepping out of the limelight and adulation of
everybody to have children. And one
never knows what life is going to bring
later

What

on.

troubles the future

Supposing Jerry shouldn't

holds in store.

if he works there.
ask is that Jerry wait a
always believed that if you
while.
I
trusted in Providence, somehow things
always come out all right."
And Jerry answered slowly, measuring
his words, "I love Joan. Joan loves me.
We want to marry. I don't want to wait
until I'm older. I want a home and children now."
And yet, it is hard for Jerry to disregard his mother's urging. They always
have been so close, their devotion so unNow, for the first time, Jerry's
selfish.
own happiness and that of his mother
seem to lie in opposite directions.
Jerry is at one of life's most important
Which way must he turn?
cross-roads.
Must someone's heart be broken or is
there some happy solution? Must Jerry's
mother, who for so many years lavished
upon him a mother's love, suffer a broken
heart when she sees his love turn toward
another? Must it be Joan? Or must the
sufferer be Jerry himself?
There is an old saying that Love will
For Jerry's sake and his
find a way.
mother's and Joan's, let us hope that it

a

MICKEY MOUSE WRIST WATCH orChoiceof

.

GUARANTEED TO

IVearTUifhout Holes

or New -Hose FREE/
AGENTS!

°$o

$32 in a week

Amazing

free Replacement Guarantee on fine
silk hosiery, chiffons, service weights. Reduces
hosiery costs up to 600/c A sensation. If holes,
snags, runs appear in from ll/2 to 8 months
hosiery replaced free.
100 styles,
men, women, children. R. Poirier re- colors for
ports $127 earned in five days.
Agents send postal quick for sell,
ing outfit, giving hose size.

WILKNIT HOSIERY COMPANY
8-P Midway, Greenfield.
Ohio

make you

feel

"up and up".

Harmless, gentle, yet amazing in making bile
flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills

by

name.
all

Stubbornly

drug

anything

refuse

©

stores.

"3 c
5.

else.

m. co.

CURLS

straightest hair can be made naturally curly with CURI^O-WAVE.

The

FD
*^

¥7 17 Booklet and sample; send

*-' *-f

10c to cover mailing.
like magic. Pint Package including French wave net, send 25c.
Beauty shop 1 gallon package send $1.
CURL-O- WA VE CO., Room 6Z3, 201 N. Wells

Waves hair

KILL THE

St.,

Chicago

HAIRROOT

Remove the hair permanently, safely, privately at home, following simple directions.
u0li5 The Mahler Method positively prevents the
hair from growing again. The delightful
erfl
relief will bring happiness, freedom of
mind and gTeater success.
Backed by 35 years of successful use all
over the world. Send 6c tn stamps TODAY
jj for Illustrated Booklet, "How to Remove
Superfluous Hair Forever".
J
~*
D.J. Mahler Co., Dept. S8P, Providence. R. I,
>S^

%

y^

,

I

TO

LEARN

PLAY

PIANO

I

grimly.
"I sincerely hope so," Mrs. Cooper replied fervently. "But one never knows,"
turning to me, "I want Jerry to choose a
wife who will be content to stay at home,
who will find her happiness in caring for
think that essenhim and his children.
tially Jerry belongs to the south. He isn't

at the

Liver Pills to get these two pounds of bile

flowing freely and

always make a great deal
"But I shall," Jerry broke in. "I've just
started. I'm going places and I'm not going to stop until I get to the very top and
mean to stay there," he added
then

BY

EAR

NOTE READING-NO SCALE PLAYING

—

you can whistle, sing, or hum a tune You have TALENT.
Let a popular Radio Pianist train your hands to play Piano
Ear. TEN LESSON
sent postpaid for $1.00,
pay U. S. Postman 51. 00 plus postage. Nothing more
to buy.
Satisfaction assured
or your money refunded.
Piano Accordion bass charts included Free. Order now!
If

by
or

METHOD

—

MAJOR KORD gff ^Was

Broadway boy even

Just

Boys! Girls! Mickey'sonthedialand
band in colors! Chrome finish case and bracelet— Unbreakable
crystal. American make. WHAT A WATCH! SIMPLY GIVE
AWAY FREE beautiful art pictures with our famous WHITE
CLOVERINE SALVE which you sell at 25c a box (giving picture FREE) and remit per premium catalog. Other premiums
given. 42nd season. Write for order of Salve and pictures!
WILSON CHEM. CO., INC., Dept. 65-J. TYRONE, PA.

mere bowel movement doesn't get

of money?"

I

CASH COMMISSION!

A

cause. It takes those good, old Carter's Little

25c at

Jul RS. COOPER'S eyes wrinkled with the
Irish humor which can bubble up
even through trouble and heartache. "Of
course, no one could be good enough for

you

DARK -EYES

face.

Gas bloats
up your stomach. You get constipated. Your
whole system is poisoned and you feel sour,
sunk and the world looks punk.
digest. It just decays in the bowels.

now

all

I

—

will.

Skin Itch Kills Romance
Many shattered romances may be traced directly to ugly skin blemishes. Why tolerate
itchy pimples, eczema, angry red blotches
or other irritations resulting from external

causes when you can get quick relief from
soothing Peterson's Ointment. 35c at all

Money refunded if one application does not delight you. Wonderful^ too,
for tired itchy feet and cracks between toes.
druggists.

Write for FREE
Ointment Co., Dept. JF-5

SAMPLE to Peterson
,

Hollywood

Buffalo,

N.Y.

Hints

on How to be Beautiful
radiant, glamorous beauty
THE
stars can now be yours.
For

of

the screen

the very same
methods which the famous stars of the screen and
stage use to acquire and maintain their beauty are
now revealed by Sylvia of Hollywood in her new
Send for your copy of this
book, No More Albis.

book today.

$1.00 postpaid.

Macfadden Book Co., Inc.
Dept. 12, 1926 Broadway, New York, N.

Y.

RAD 10 MIRROR
Give Beauty for Christmas
{Continued from page
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MOIST-THROAT

METHOD

13)

Mugh

bottom of our opening page,

left, is the
club kit of perhaps the most
famous of all lines of manicure preparations.
Made of genuine leather, in a
choice of black, brown or royal blue, this
presentation looks at least twice the purchase price. The same is true of the even
less expensive (but still genuine leather)
traveling kit without zipper fastenings
presented by the same company. The set
illustrated contains nail polish, cuticle remover, polish remover, cuticle oil, a cunning composition finger-rest and cottonfeeder to speed your manicure, nail-white
pencil, emery boards, orange stick and file.
Next to this set is another excellent example of a fine leather case for a miniof money. The sturdy frame, bound
in alligator finish leather, black or brown,
holds generous jars of some of the finest
creams on the market, a full size box of
face powder and a bottle of skin tonic.

zipper

mum

There ore

many

ways tot

flattering

arrange your hair with Hollywood
Rapid Dry Curlers. Will you have
fight

little

head

.

.

Will

a halo?
you

fit

close to your

you have many

a few? Whatever

...or just
curl

curls that

The

or soft loose ones to form

select

style of

can be yours

quickly, right at

home,

curls

easily,

.with the

patents'

"Curler used by the Stars."
3 for 10c

AT 5c AND 10c STORES

-

NOTION COUNTERS

WILL YOU WEAR THIS SUIT
and Make up to $12 in a Day!
Let me send you this
all-wool tailored suit
fine

Just follow my easy plan and
suit to your friends. Make up to S12
day easily. No experience no canvassing

FREE OF COST.
show the

—
necessary.
Send for Samples— FREE

in a

COST

of

Write today for FREE details. ACTUAL SAMPLES
and "sure-fire" money getting plans. Send no
money. H. J. Collin, Progress Tailoring Co.,
Dept. M-349, 500 S. Throop St., Chicago, 111.

NEURITIS
To relieve the torturing pain of

Neuritis, Rheumatism,
Neuralgia or Lumbago in 9 minutes, get the Doctor's
Prescription NURITO. Absolutely safe. No opiates,
no narcotics. Does the work quickly must relieve
your pain in nine minutes or money back at Drug-

—

gist's.

Don't

suffer.

Use guaranteed

NURITO

today.

kit can be had in special combinations for either oily (and normal) or dry
skin. It's handsome enough to carry as a
piece of fine luggage and small enough to
be tucked without difficulty into the corner of a suitcase. Its really fascinating
feature, though, is the handsome mirror in
the lid, which can be raised or lowered
easel-fashion.

THE

medallions.
An interesting point is that
the compact and lipstick can be purchased
in
a separate ensemble, for the nonsmoker, or the cigarette case in a gift box,
for the girl who already has many compacts and very reasonably, too. In fact,
the variations are endless, for you can
even get the compact in a presentation
case by itself.
At the top of the single column is an
ensemble made up by one of the most
successful and popular of the make-up
studios. Containing regular sizes of their
standard face powder, rouge, lipstick, mascara, eyebrow pencil and eyeshadow, in
harmonies for all complexions, the set actually costs less than five dollars! And
there are smaller gift ensembles (powder,
rouge and lipstick) at half the price.
And, finally, that all-important problem
what to give the men-folks. The set
illustrated at the bottom of the column
contains full sizes of after-shave cologne,
wooden shaving bowl and neutral-tinted

Here's

a Queer Way
Music/
to Leant
—

.

NO

teacher no monotonous exercises or confusing details.
Just a simple, easy, homeTakes only a few minutes
study method.
averages only a few cents a day.
No "grind"

—

Every step is clear as crystal
or hard work.
simple as A-B-C throughout.
You'll be surprised
at your own rapid progress. From
the start you are learning real
tunes by note.
Quickly learn to
Pick Your Course
play "jazz" or classical selections
Piano
Guitar
—right at home in your spare time.
Free Book and
Demonstration Lesson
Don't be a wallflower.
Send for
Free Booklet and Free Demonstration Lesson.
These explain our
wonderful home study method fully
and show you how easily and
quickly you can learn to play at
little expense.
Mention your favorite instruments.
Instruments
supplied when needed,
cash or
credit.

Write

NOW.

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
30612 Brunswick Bldg.. New York City

Saxophone
Mandolin

Violin

Organ
Cornet

Trombone
Piccolo
Flute

Ukulele

Harp

Clarinet
'Cello

Hawaiian Steel
Guitar

Trumpet

Piano Accordion

talcum powder, all products which have
enjoyed the favor of men everywhere for
years, and all packaged in the conservative but attractive style which masculine
taste prefers. Best of all, it's well within
the price range which any girl can afford.
This is only a quick cross-section of the

of holiday specialties. There
many variations which can
be played upon this theme. You could
easily give gifts of beauty to every member of your family, every friend, and
never duplicate an article or an idea. Perhaps mother has a secret desire for a per-

cosmetic
are,

field

of course,

manent wave and everyone knows

Your throat

a series of relaxing

sages at a reputable beauty shop.

bronchial
tubes are

WHEN YOU

lined with

home

facials,

beauty

co

CATCH COLD'

mMCWGMtSTAm!

tiny moisture
glands. When
you catch cold, these glands clog— their
secretion dries. Sticky mucus collects. You
feel a tickling . . you cough!
.

stimulate those glands to pour out
their natural moisture, use PERTUSSIN.
A spoonful or two increases the flow of your
throat's moisture. Germ-laden phlegm

To

is easily expelled. Soon— relief!
Safe even for babies. Tastes good. Get a

loosens,

bottle

now!

PERTUSSIN
Prescription Seeck

&

Kade, Inc., Dept. TS-E

440 Washington Street, N. Y. C.
Please send at once— generous
free I
trial bottle of Pertussin

COiyir
fKEjfc

—

Name.

PHOTO

ENLARGEMENTS

Offer! Mail us 3 negatives (filme) with
ad and 25c (coin); receive postpaid 3 beau-

Amazing
this

tiful S it 7 inch enlargements; 6 for 45c; 15 for SI,
all postpaid. 1 for 10c, plus postage. Canada add
12. Unique
10%. Negatives returned. Dept.

M

Art Service

18 E.

58th

St..

10'

N. Y. C.

Wbat
Do You Do
Your Little

with
Finger?

—when you pick up a glass or cup?
. You know from
watching others that charm and poise can be destroyed
instantly by the misuse of hands. And by the same
token, the correct use of your hands can become a tremendous social and business asset. Great actresses
accomplish much of their poise by proper hand action.
The makers of Frostilla— the famous skin lotion that
keeps hands, face and,body smooth and lovely— asked
Margery Wilson, the international authority on charm
and poise, to tell
.

.

• how to hold a cigarette
• how to pick up cards
• how to shake hands
• and how to make hands behave to the
best advantage on all occasions
Margery Wilson gives the authoritative answers to
these and other questions in an illustrated booklet on
How to Use Your Hands Correctly. Although this
booklet is priced at 50c, we have arranged to present
it without charge to Frostilla users in the United States
and Canada until May 30th, 1937.
Just mail coupon with the front of a 35c, 50c or $1.00
Frostilla Fragrant Lotion box (or
two fronts from 10c sizes) and your
copy will be sent FREE.
§f p OlS£N

1«wvd ur

A

"FROSTILLA"
433 Gray Street, Elmira, N.Y.
Here is the box front — sendmemycopy
of Margery Wilson's book on hands.

mas-

Salon
treatments
and, naturally, the many fascinating bath
(Continued on page 91)
facials,

Ue Pertus
„gh

GLANDS HERE CLOGTHROAT DRIES-

and your

she'll

never spend the money on herself. Perhaps married sister, with the clamor of
constantly around her,
children
little

would appreciate

i

He said to"

wasgo"e!

—

—

DAY

1

Brooklyn,

truly elegant set in the lower right

hand corner of that page is one of those
which I've compared with the finest art
of the expensive jewelers. Here, in one
dignified satin-lined case, are grouped a
full-sized cigarette case, double compact
and lipstick in matching red, black or
white enamel with contrasting edgings and

relieved

in

tor.

it

Name.
Address.
City..

_

State
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$25,000.00
MANUSCRIPT
CONTEST

GRAND

25

real opportunity.
HERE
take part
what
is

we

in

You

believe

is

OF $1,000 EACH

PRIZES

are cordially invited to
the most spectacularly

The following letter from Mr. Aron M. Mathieu. business manager of Writer's Digest, was extremely pleasing to receive and we hope will encourage you to take
part in this contest.

attractive true story contest that has ever been conducted. Macfadden Publications, Inc. will pay $1,000
each for the twenty-five best true stories submitted on or
before Monday, November 30th, 1936, i.e. $25,000 for
twenty-five stories.

By

dividing this

great

appropriation

into

—

Macfadden Publications, Inc. An editorial discussion
of contests appears in the April issue of Writer's Digest.
The following sentence appears in this discussion: "All
Macfadden contests are always fair and square." I know
that it must be pleasant for your staff who worked so
hard on this contest to know that the literary trade believes in you and has complete faith in the fairness of

twenty-five

grand prizes of $1,000 each we hold out to every person
taking part an unprecedented opportunity to get a really
magnificent sum in cash for a simple account of a dramatic,

your work.

— Signed,

Aron M. Mathieu, Writer's

Dicest.

tragic or soul-stirring episode that he or she has lived or

observed.

The

chances are you

they

may

you

in line for

be.

Judging upon

this basis, to

moment.

MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS. INC. PAY ON ACCEPTANCE
OF MATERIAL BEFORE PUBLICATION. SEE RULES.
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All stories

must be written

in the

As soon as

possible after receipt of

an

person based on facts that happened either in the lives of the

each

writers of these stories, or to people

correction can

acquaintance, reasonable
evidence of truth to be furnished by

reach us.
No
correspondence can be entered into
concerning manuscripts once they

first

of

their

writers

upon request.

Type manuscripts or write legibly
with pen.
Do not send us printed material or
poetry.

Do
Do
Do

not send us carbon copies.
not write in pencil.
not submit stories of less than
2,500 or more than 50,000 words.
Do not send us unfinished stories.
Stories must be written in English.
Write on one side of paper only.

FIRST CLASS POSTAGE

Put on

IN FULL, otherwise manuscripts
Enclose return first
same container with
manuscript.
Send material flat. Do not roll.
Do not use thin tissue or onion

will be refused.
class postage in

skin paper.
At the top of
total

number

Number

of

first page record the
words in your story.

the pages.

PRINT YOUR FULL NAME
AND ADDRESS ON UPPER
RIGHT - HAND CORNER OF
FIRST PAGE

VELOPE

AND UPON

and sign your

full

ENname

legal address in your own handwriting at foot of the last page of
your manuscript.

and

You may submit more than one
manuscript but not more than one
prize will be awarded to an individual
in this contest.

each of the twenty-five persons submitting the twenty-five best true stories will be
awarded a grand prize of $1,000.
And in addition, every story entered in this contest is
eligible for purchase at our liberal regular rates, so, even
if your manuscript should fall slightly short of prize winning quality, we will gladly consider it for purchase provided we can use it.
As soon as you have finished your manuscript send it in.
By mailing it as soon as possible you help to avoid a last
minute landslide, assure your manuscript of an early reading and enable us to determine the winners at the earliest
possible

HERE ARE THE RULES
READ THEM CAREFULLY

know

a true story of quality and
one of these prizes. If you
know such a story it would be a pity indeed not to set it
down and send it in. If you win, you win $1,000. And to
win $1,000 you do not have to submit the best story, nor
the tenth best, nor the twentieth. If yours should be the
twenty-fifth best it would still be worth $1,000 to you.
The rules on this page are complete and if you observe
them carefully your story will be eligible to win one of the
magnificent cash prizes. In your own best interests, however, we recommend that you immediately sign the coupon
and send it in for a copy of a booklet which explains in
detail the simple technique which, in former contests, has
proved to be most effective in writing true stories.
Look back over your life and select the episode that is
most thrilling, exciting or deeply moving, no matter
whether it be a story filled with shadow or sunshine, sucThen, after you have
cess, failure, tragedy or happiness.
thoroughly familiarized yourself with the contest rules,
write it simply and honestly and send it in.
In setting down your story, do not be afraid to speak
plainly. Our magazines are devoted to the portrayal of
life as it is actually lived, so most certainly you are justified
in describing fully and frankly any situation that has really
happened.
If your story contains the interest and human quality
we seek it will receive preference over tales of less merit,
no matter how clearly, beautifully, or skillfully written
calibre to put

Every possible

effort will be made
unavailable manuscripts,
postage or expressage is
same container with
manuscript, but we do not hold ourselves responsible for such return and
we advise contestants to retain a
copy of stories submitted. Do not
send to us stories which we have returned.

return

to

first-class
enclosed in
if

ment

manuscript,

will be mailed.

scripts

after

be
they

acknowledg-

No change

made

in

have been submitted or after they
have been rejected.
Always disguise the names of
persons and places appearing in
your stories.
Unavailable stories will be returned
as soon as rejected irrespective of
closing date of contest.
This contest is open to everyone
everywhere in the world, except employees and former employees of
Macfadden Publications, Inc., and

members

of their families.

a story is selected by the editors
immediate purchase, it will be
paid for at our regular rate and this
will in no way affect the judges in
If

for

their decision.
If
your story is
prize, a check for whatever balance is due will be mailed.
The decisions of the judges will be
final, there being no appeal from their

awarded a

decision.

Names of prize winners will be
published, but not in a manner to
identify the writers with the stories
they submit.

Under no condition submit any
story that has ever before been published in any form.
Submit your manuscript to us direct.
Due to the intimate nature of
the stories we prefer to have our contributors send in their material to us
direct and not through an intermediary.
With the exception of an explanatory letter, which we always welcome,
do not enclose photographs or other
extraneous matter except return
postage.
This contest ends at midnight,

Monday, November

30,

1936.

Address your manuscripts to Maciadden Publications Manuscript Contest, Dept. 27C, P. O. Box 490, Grand
Central Station, New York N. Y.

Publications, Inc., Dept. 27C
RM
O. Box 490, Grand Central Station, New York, N. Y.
Please send me my free copy of your booklet entitled "Facts You
Should Know Before Writing True Stories".

Macfadden
P.

Name.
Street.

Town

State
(Print

name

or

manu-

of state in full.)
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(Continued from page 89)
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preparations why, there's no limit to the
beauty you can give for Christmas!
Don't choose your Christmas gifts this
year without consulting my December
leaflet.
The items illustrated here are only
a small part of this condensed shopping
guide. There are scores of suggestions to
fit every purse (ranging from one to fif-

and you'll find these recommendations invaluable in selecting presteen dollars)

ents for the hard-to-please, the girl who
has everything, the girl who has almost
nothing they'll help stimulate the imagYou will
ination and avoid duplication.
long for some of these beautiful things
yourself, so why not turn a carefullychecked copy of this leaflet over to your
family or your best beau, as a gentle hint?
It's entirely free of charge, but please
send a LARGE, stamped, self-addressed
envelope with your query, to Joyce Anderson,
Radio Mirror, 722 East 42nd
Street, New York City.
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THIS BEAUTY SAYS:

Most people would

rarely have to resort to harsh purges if they kept tabs

Bambi
(Continued from page 35)
"I've

been

said.

"Been there

Learn to color photos and miniatures

in oil. Noprevioos experienceneeded. Good
demand. Send for free booklet, "Make
at Home" and requirements.

iOH£^«.. —

Money

NATIONAL ART SCHOOL
3601 Michigan Ave. Dept. l3Sa Chica go

Old Leg Trouble
May

Heal While Working
Viscose Method heals many old leg sores
caused by leg congestion, varicose veins,
swollen legs and injuries or no cost for
TRIAL. Describe trouble and get FREE
BOOK.
Dr. R. G. Clason Viscose Co.,
140 N. Dearborn St.. Chicago, 111.

in
all

your garden," he
At
guess.

night,

I

"

least,

Ardelia

"Yes'm,"

Will you still be struggling along in the
same old job at the same old salary

•

BRAND-NEW
SHORT-CUT

him,

corroborated

good order toward the
kitchen. "Dat's what de professor said, to
be sure an' remine him dey was a young
Roun'
gen'leman waiting in de garden.
about ten o'clock las' night, it was."
"But why?" Bambi asked. "And why
did you sleep there?"
"It was all my landlady's fault," Jarvis
explained angrily.
"We had a fight. She
wanted the rent."
"Well, why didn't you give it to her?
mailed you your salary check last week."
or put it somebut
lost it
"I know
didn't
where or anyway, it's gone, and
was
have time to look for it because
right in the middle of the second-act
withdrawing

—

—

Choose the work you
below, mark an

—
—

—

I

I

—
Bambi "

—
—

climax Oh,
Jarvis' eyes lit
up; he'd forgotten all about the perfidious
It's differlandlady "Bambi, it's good.
ent!
It's got something the modern theater needs something alive!"
"I'm sure of it, darling," Bambi said.

—

"But what happened?"
Once more Jarvis remembered his grievances. "The old harpy locked me out of
my room, away from my notes my pencouldn't work.
and
cils and paper even
came here, but your father was in
So
conference with that new teacher, and no
one seemed to know where you'd gone.
must say, Bambi, you have a bad
habit of being somewhere else when it's
important that you ought to be where
waited in the
you ought to be. ... So
garden, and I walked and walked, and

—

©cooky rtJiiCiP Eo!

.

.

—

I

the climax of my play kept
then my feet began to hurt,
well, I guess I fell
sat down and
for

coming

—but

He
Jarvis wasn't looking at Bambi.
should have been, for then he would have
seen her give the small, decided nod which
was the signal that Bambi had made up
that determined, practical mind of hers.
work in your father's study?"
"Can
he asked. "She won't let me back into my
room until I've paid the rent, and if I
don't get that second act down on paper
I
right away, it's going to leave me.
haven't time to wait. This is vital!"
I

•
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can make them!
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"Jarvis," said Bambi,

looking at
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INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 2292-C, Scranton, Penna.
Without cost, please send me full particulars
the subject before which I have marked X:

about

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
D Architect
G Sanitary Engineer
D Architectural Draftsman
D Steam Engineer
D Building Estimating
D Marine Engineer
D Contractor and Builder
D Bridge Engineer
Structural Draftsman
D Bridge Foreman
Structural Engineer
D Building Foreman
D Electrical Engineer
D Diesel Engines f
Electric Lighting
D Aviation Engines
D Telegraph Engineer
D Automobile Work
Radio D Plumbing Q Steam Fitting
D Telephone Work
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Ventilation
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Refrigeration
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me?"

"Uh—what?"
"Look

at

me. ...

Jarvis?"
"Of course
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International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited,
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worried about the future
never able to
make both ends meet?
One year from today will you still be
putting off your start toward success
thrilled with ambition one moment and
then cold the next
delaying, waiting, fiddling away the precious hours that will
never come again?
Don't do it, man
don't do it.
There is no greater tragedy in the world
than that of a man who stays in the rut all
his life, when with just a little effort he
could advance.

I

Free!
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days from

cost or obligation, at least get the full story
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on Nature.
Usually a mild laxative like Olive
Tablets is all one needs to assist Nature on the second day.
Once the exclusive prescription of a
practicing physician, Olive Tablets
are now an established proprietary,
welcomed by millions because they
are so easy to take and so mild.
It is simple to keep tabs on yourself.
Always have Olive Tablets on your
bathroom shelf as a reminder on the
second day. Three sizes, 15^, 30^, 60^.
All druggists.
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"How

Kidneys

"Then," asked Bambi, "would you mind
marrying me?"
Jarvis blinked, turned pink, and eyed
the door as if contemplating immediate
flight.
"Bambi, are you crazy?" he de-

manded.
"Not a bit. I'm in deadly earnest.
want you to marry me. Will you?"
"But but why?"

and a

When

vides this method of removing acids, poisons,
and toxins from your blood.

Causes Many

Ills
Walter R. George, many years Health
Commissioner of Indianapolis, recently stated:
"Most people do not realize this, but the kidneys probably are the most remarkable organs
in the entire human anatomy. Their work is
just as important and just as vital to good
health as the work of the heart. As Health
Commissioner of the City of Indianapolis for
many years and as medical director for a large
insurance company, I have had opportunity
to observe that a surprisingly high percentage
of people are devitalized, rundown, nervous,
tired, and worn-out because of poorly funcDr.

tioning kidneys."
If your kidneys slow down and do not function properly and fail to remove approximately
3 pints of Acids, Poisons, and liquids from your
blood every 24 hours, then there is a gradual
accumulation of these Acids and Wastes, and
slowly, but surely, your system becomes poisoned, making you feel old before your time,
rundown and worn out.

Many other troublesome and painful sympmay be caused by poorly functioning
Kidneys, such as Getting Up Nights, Nervoustoms

ness,

aches

Leg Pains, Dizziness, Frequent Headand Colds, Rheumatic Pains, Swollen

Joints, Circles Under Byes, Backaches, Loss of
Burning,
Itching,
Vitality,
Smarting, and
Acidity.

Help Kidneys Doctor's

Way

Druggists and doctors in over thirty-five
countries throughout the world think that the
proper way to help kidney functions is with the
modern, up-to-date Doctor's prescription. Cystex, because it is scientifically prepared in
strict accordance with the United States and
British Pharmacopoeia to act directly on the

DR.

W.

R.

GEORGE

sibly, "for one
me, or anyway
need somebody
keep landladies

Former Health Commissioner of Indianapolis

Even in the first week I will prove I
can give you a powerful body o! might
and muscle with my quick Dynamic
Tension method!
Mail coupon below and I'll send

—

If you suffer from any of the conditions mentioned in this article or feel rundown, worn
and old before your time, poorly functioning kidneys may be the real cause of your
trouble.
And because Cystex has given successful results in thousands of cases throughout the world after other things had failed,
you should put this doctor's prescription to
the test immediately, with the understanding
that it must prove satisfactory in every way
within 8 days, or you merely return the empty
package and the full purchase price is refunded.
Because Cystex is specially and scientifically
prepared to act directly on the kidneys as a
diuretic, it is quick and positive in action.
Within 48 hours most people report a remarkable improvement and complete satisfaction
in 8 days. Cystex costs only three cents a dose
at druggists. Put it to the test today. Under
the guarantee you must feel younger, stronger,
and better than you have in a long time you
must feel that Cystex has done the work thoroughly and completely, or you merely return
the empty package and it costs nothing. Tou
are the sole judge of your own satisfaction.
You can't afford to take chances with cheap,
inferior or irritating drugs or any medicine
that is not good enough to be guaranteed. Telephone your druggist for guaranteed Cystex
(pronounced Siss-tex) today.

—

you

absolutely

free

—
my

new book

"Everlasting Health and Strength."
Reveals secrets that changed me from
a 97-pound weakling to twice-winner.
Df title,

" World's

men

make you

the husky, big-muscled

NEW MAN

be! Mail couponTO DAY. CHARLES
ATLAS, Dept. 58M, 115 E. 23 St.. N. Y. City.

you can

FREE
BOOK
MAIL

COUPON
AT ONCE

Most Perfectly Developed Man."

CHARLES ATLAS,

Dept. 58M, 115 E. 23 St., N. Y.

showing how Dynan
Holder of Title
'•World'aMosl
Perfectly

Address
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I

veloped

De-

Man"

to darn

your

You

socks,

—

'

I

out,

MAW

need

not for audiences. You don't even
know what the common people think
do. You need
about, or how they talk.

GUARANTEED 8-DAY TEST

I've taken thousands of flabby, no-muscle

because you
like me.

self,

harmless.'
And Dr. T, A. Ellis, of Toronto, Canada, has
stated: "Cystex' influence in aiding the treatment of sluggish kidney and bladder functions
can not be over-estimated." And Dr. C. Z.
Rendelle, of San Francisco, said: "I can truthfully recommend the use of Cystex," while Dr.
N. G. Giannini, widely known Italian physician,
stated: "I have found men and women of middle age particularly grateful for the benefits
received from such medication. A feeling of
many years lifted off one's age often follows
the fine effects of Cystex."

and given them big, powerful muscles, increased
measurements, amazing strength, vitality, pep!
My natural Dynamic Tension method develops
real men, inside and out! Banishes constipation,
bad breath, pimples.
Send NOW for free copy of my book filled with
Find out how I can
pictures and body facts.

thing

somebody

most of all,
mal point of view. You're a clever writer,
a genius, maybe. But you write for your-

kidneys as a diuretic. For instance, Dr. T. J'
Rastelli, famous surgeon and scientist of London, says: "Cystex is one of the finest remedies
I have
ever known in my medical practice.
Any doctor will recommend it for its definite
benefit in the treatment of many functional
kidney and bladder disorders. It is safe and

PROVE in 7 Day* I Can
makeYOU a NEW

said with the air of one
discuss a question sen-

and
from heckling you but
somebody to give you a nor-

Up Nighf-s, NervousRun-Down Condition

Ill

Bambi
down to

settling

Kidneys Function Poorly

Tour health, vitality and energy are extremely dependent upon the proper functioning of your kidneys. This is easy to understand
when you learn that each kidney, although
only the size of your clenched fist, contains 4V4
million tiny, delicate tubes or niters.
Your
blood circulates through these tiny niters 200
times an hour, night and day. Nature pro-

1

—

"Well,"

Your System is Poisoned
ness. Leg Pains,

Have you

disposition?

'

acids from
yo M\ bloody
Gerfi ng

my

siderate.

must clean)

And May Cause

about

ever noticed that?"
Jarvis admitted that she had a wonderful disposition, and, upon further questioning, that she was healthy and con-

me, to help you go places!"
Jarvis was looking at her now, at her
shining eyes, her gay face. He said slowly,
It's terribly sweet of you to want
"I see.
to do this for me but just where do
you come in? After all well, just don't

—

love you,

YOU
are

—

I

Bambi."

aren't in love with anyone else,
you?" Bambi asked, brought up

sharply in mid-flight.
"Lord, no!"

"Maybe,

after you've got a lot of those

you
of your
system,
paused, and carefully
picked a dry leaf from the marigolds
"you might get just a little bit fond of

—
might

big

out

ideas
"

Bambi

me."
"I
"Well, I don't know," Jarvis said.
don't want to be rude, but—"
"It would just be what you dramatists
call a marriage of convenience."
He nodded and said, "I can see where
it would
be a convenience for me, but
not what you'd get out of it."
don't want to stay here
"Don't you?
You'll be rich and famous
all my life.
some day, and we'll go to New York and
Jarvis, help
meet lots of great people!
me get out of here! Just at first, we
I'll have the old
could stay with father.
I

.

.

.

nursery fixed over into a study-bedroom
for you, where you could work and be
undisturbed."
A gleam, as if at the sight of a promised
."
land, lit Jarvis' eye. "Undisturbed
he murmured. "1 could finish my play."
.

"Say
"It's

.

mad —
yes,

Jarvis!"

"We'll be married today!" said Bambi,
on the first sign of weakening.
"You run along into the study now and
get some work done on your second act,
and I'll attend to everything and call you
when the minister comes." She was pushing him toward the door, and with his
mind already on that second act, Jarvis
went.
Professor Parkhurst returned home, that
noon, to find a scene of bustling activity
instead of the peaceful lunch he had expected. Bambi, in a fresh linen dress, and
looking extraordinarily happy, was calling
orders to Ardelia, Jarvis Trent was occupying the professor's own study, and there
was no sign of a lunch anywhere.
"What is that man doing in my study?"
he demanded sternly.
seizing

"I'm sorry, darling," Bambi called, "I'll
send him upstairs right after the ceremony. Jarvis just said he'd marry me,
but he's awfully busy, and we have to
have the wedding right away, so I've sent
There he is now!"
for the minister.
"Bambi!" he called, but she was already

RADIO MIRROR

Why Recommend
I

MOUNTAIN MIST tSL
For

My

him who the groom was to
as if his mind was
less than half on what Dr. Peebles was
saying; Ardelia, beaming in the back-

Bambi

Best Customers

be;

Professional

QuiIter

at the door, ushering in a confused and
puzzled Reverend Dr. Peebles.
The next half-hour was the most distressful
Professor Parkhurst had ever
spent. His distracted gaze, traveling about
the room, picked up a series of little pictures: Dr. Peebles' doubtful look when

Tells

Secret!

told

Jarvis,

looking

ground; and Bambi.
In the sight of
Bambi, radiant at Jarvis' side, there was
some comfort. There couldn't, the professor decided, be anything wrong about
a marriage at which the bride looked so
happy.
Afterwards, with Jarvis back in the
study and still deep in the toils of his
second act he could hardly be said to
have emerged from them the professor
took Bambi on his lap.

—

—

"I don't know what to say.
do want
you to be happy, but
don't know about
I

I

this."

"Neither do I," Bambi admitted. "Perknow wouldn't
haps it won't work. But
ever be happy away from him."
The professor glanced at her furtively.
All the sparkle, all the gaiety were gone
now. Bambi looked like a little girl who
wasn't sure she hadn't done something
wrong.
"Do you love him so very much?" he
I

AMAZING UNIFORM
QUILTING
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™

Mrs. Ray Ponder
shows quilting by herself and

ABOVE:

mother, two leading St. Louis
professional

Quilters.

Says

Mrs. Ponder, "Years of experience has taught mother
and me not to handicap skill
with inferior quilt cotton. Only
MOUNTAIN MIST, in our
opinion, has every quality
necessary for perfect results."

35c QUILT

PATTERN
IN EVERY ROLL

\?4£&

MOUNTAIN

All good department stores carry
MIST in the famous wrapper with a full size
35c working pattern printed inside with color

block illustrations of 19 other patterns and a
coupon which entitles you to order any one of
Foster
them for 20c from The Stearns

&

asked.

Something happens to me
him coming down the street.
Just to have him touch my hand ...
can't explain it.
Haven't you felt that
way about someone?"
"Yes," the professor said! "Your mother.
"Oh,

when

do!

I

I

see

That's
.

.

why

But

.

I

it's

didn't stop the
such a gamble.

—

"

t

FIRESIDE INDUSTRIES.

Dept. 34-W. Adrian, Mich.

I

hope

Bambi

said tensely.

"It's

WEEK

passed, with Jarvis locked up
tightly in his room, working on the
play. Once he'd told Bambi that when he
had a work fit he was like a demon, forgetful of everything around him and, she
found, he'd told the truth. He didn't even
recognize her when she took his food to

him, sharpened his pencils, did everything
she could to make him comfortable.
At the end of the week he turned up
for lunch, looking and acting like a human
being once more except that he'd forgotten he was a married man. Bambi had
to tell him everything that had happened,
run over once more her glib little list of
reasons for marrying him.
"None of those is the real, fundamental
reason," he observed and though Bambi
admitted he was right, she wouldn't tell
him what it was. Love
"I have everything all worked out," she
said, instead.
"You need someone to take
the worry of making a living off your
shoulders, so you can write.
can make
my own living, so the professor won't
have to support me, and he can support
you instead.
It's
just an exchange of
dependents, for him."
Jarvis laughed.
"You might have difficulty convincing the professor that's a
.

Childhood

Makes Hair 2 to 4
Shades Lighter in
1

Shampoo

to

make more money?

Broadcasting stations employ engi-

operators, station managers
and pay up to $5,000 a year.
Spare time Radio set servicing
neers,

pays as much as S200 to §500 a
year full time servicing jobs pay
as much as $30, $50, $75 a week.
Many Radio Experts own their own
full or part time Radio businesses.
Radio manufacturers and jobbers
employ testers, inspectors, foremen, engineers, servicemen, paying up to $6,000 a year.
Radio
operators on ships get good pay
and see the world.
Automobile,
police, aviation, commercial Radio,
and loud speaker systems offer
good opportunities now and for the
future.
Television promises many
good jobs soon. Men I trained have
good jobs in these branches of
Radio.

—

20

my

I

completed

lessons, I obtained

Broadcast
Operator's license and
immediately joined
Station WMPC, where
I am now Chief Operator. "-HOLLIS
P.

Radio

HAYES,
St.,

85

Madison

Lapeer, Mich.
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in Spare

Time

While Learning
Practically
every neighborhood
needs a good spare time serviceman. The day you enroll I start

sending

"I now have my own
Radio business, which

shows three hundred
month profit
—thanks again to Na-

dollars a

tional Radio." FRANK
T. REESE, 39 N. Fel-

Philadelphia,

ton St.,

Penna.

you

Extra

Money

Job

Sheets.
They show you how to do
Radio repair jobs that you can cash
on quickly.
Throughout your
training I send plans and ideas
that have made good spare time
money for hundreds of fellows. I
send special equipment which gives
you practical experience shows
you how to conduct experi ments
and build circuits which illustrate
important Radio principles.
In

—

Find Out What Radio
Offers
Earned

S50
First

Month
in

Spare

Time

.

"I knew nothing
about Radio.
After
four lessons I began

servicing Radios,
earning $50 the first
month. Last winter I
made as high as $100
month in spare
a
time."—G. F. WALTON, 808 West Olney
Road, Norfolk, Va.

You — Mail Coupon

Mail the coupon now for "Rich Rewards in Radio." It's free to any
fellow over 16 years old.
It describes Radio's spare time and full
time opportunities, also those coming in Television; tells about my
Training in Radio and Television:
shows you actual letters from men
have trained, telling what they
I
are doing and earning; tells about

my Money-Back Agreement. MAIL
COUPON in an envelope, or paste
on a postcard — NOW!
J. E.

SMITH, President
Dept. 6NT

National Radio Institute

Washington, D.

C.

sound idea."

Try this fascinating new
Swedish Shampoo-Rinse
which, in a few minutes and at the cost of but a few cents,
washes your hair 2 to 4 shades lighter. Safely, too. You
will be delighted with the new, shimmering highlights and
lustre of your hair, the glorious, natural
that usually comes only in childhood.

—called the New
blondes — followed with

Shampoo

.

I

Lightness of

Do you want

it

—

Get Back The
Lovely Golden

m

"When

got to!"
just got to!"
"It's

£k

$16.50 and have finished only 3
lessons," says Mrs. Ellen V. Bailey of
Pennsylvania. Decorate giftwares. We
supply everything and teach you how.
Easy, fascinating work full or spare time. A
big income possible every month. No selling
experience needed. 50,000 members of Fireside
Uraft Guild make money right at home.
W ri ?jL°i ay for new membership plan. It is FREE. Send no money.

/Mincim i/ou cdt
jpaw imub
harm

wedding.

works out."

•»

"Made

$3(M50,*75aWEEK

I

Company, Lockland, Cincinnati, Ohio.

START EARNING IN 3 DAYS

Learn to Make

I

golden radiance

the

amazing

— hitherto This
used only
New Blondes Special Kinse

Blondes

for

(supplied free along with Blondes Shampoo), is now just
effective with browns, chestnuts and "near blondes,"
whose hair has grown darkened and dull.
Start the New
Blondes today. Contains no bleach or dye. The new 2 in
1 combination package now also in 10?? size.
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THE BLONDE

BL0NDEX AND

HAIRSHAMP00

RINSE-

"I've

—he

already convinced him.

That

is

couldn't think of any argument
against it. He tried to crawl out by saying
it was just a favor to me, but
told him
that was nonsense, it was a golden opportunity to discover a new great dramatist."
"It looks to me," Jarvis said with awe
in his voice, "as if you get practically
I

everything you set your mind on, Bambi."

"Well— eventually."
under

her

breath,

But

shrill

"Including

tones

E.

SMITH,

Dept. 6NT,
National Radii

Washington, D. C.
Smith: Without ob<lv.
ligating me, send "Rich Rewhich
wards in Radio,"
points out the spare time
and full time opportunities
in Radio and explains your
50-50 method of training men at
home in spare time to become Radio
(Please Write Plainly.)
experts.

NAME

AGE..

Bambi added
you

—

hope."
Ardelia's

J.

came

from

CITY

STATE..

the
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TUNE INTRUE STORY COURT OF
HUMAN RELATIONS
Unless you are already a listener-in on the
True Story Court of Human Relations, sponsored by True Story Magazine, you are missing
one of the most absorbingly interesting broadcasts on the air.

Each Friday night the True Story Court

of

Human Relations brings to its listeners a radio
drama filled with thrills; drama, suspense.
Broadcast over the NBC Red Network, a turn
of the dial will bring into your home this
wealth of wholesome, highly enjoyable entertainment. Tune in on Friday night without fail.
City

Boston
Hartford
Providence
Worcester
Portland, Me.
Philadelphia

Baltimore

Washington
Schenectady
Buffalo
Pittsburgh

Cleveland
Detroit

PM EST
9:30 PMEST
9 :30 PM EST
9:30 PMEST
9 :30 PM EST
9:30 PMEST
9 :30 PM EST
9 :30 PM EST
9:30 PMEST
9:30 PMEST
9:30 PM EST
9:30 PM EST
9 :30 PM EST
9 :30 PM EST
8:30 PM CST
8:30PMCST
8 :30 PM CST
8:30 PMCST
8 :30 PM CST
9:30 PM MST
9:30 PM MST
8 :30 PM PST
8:30 PM PST
8:30 PM PST
8:30 PM PST
8:30 PM PST
6 :30 PM EST
9 :30

WMAQ
KSD
WHO
WOW

Chicago
St. Louis

Des Moines

Omaha

WDAF

Kansas City

KOA
KDYL

Denver
Salt Lake City

KPO

San Francisco
Los Angeles
Portland, Ore.

KFI

KGW
KOMO

Seattle

KHQ

Spokane

WLW

*Cincinnati
*

Local Time

Station

WEAF
WNAC
WTIC
WJAR
WTAG
WCSH
KYW
WFBR
WRC
WGY
WBEN
WCAE
WTAM
WWJ

New York

Sunday.

TAKE YOUR CHOICE OF THESE
STATIONS

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

DEAF?
Rma2ihg news.'
You may hear like normal again!
Amazing new instrument releases
deaf from misery and embarrassment.

BONE

or

AIR CONDUCTION,

TWO

both for less

Music and words
than the usual price of only ONE.
heard distinctly from all directions, at close range or
No distortion no head noises. Instrufrom distances.
ment is lightweight, easily concealed in clothing, no more
Write quick for FREE
noticeable than pair of glasses.

—

DETAILS,
Oept.

hall.
It's
happened.
knowed it would when
broke
that looking glass!"
She burst into the
room waving a yellow envelope in a
shaking black hand.
Bambi took the envelope. "Why, it's
a telegram.
For you, Jarvis."
Bambi tore it open and read aloud:
"Regarding poems submitted may be able
to use them with certain changes.
Suggest we discuss matter next time you
visit New York.
Richard Strong."
I

Godsend Company,
sent in plain envelope.
M-401. 3785 Beechmont, Cincinnati, Ohio.

I

—

That old sheet?"
"Just the same, it has more subscribers
than any other magazine and if he takes
your poems he'll pay you a lot of money

You Want

—

"My

—

more beautiful women are presHow to fascinate them?
ent?
to

make

"serious"?

them?
show you
.

.

.

their

intentions

What your powers

—

of attraction really are and
how you can vastly increase
Send 10c for Personality Test Chart, to

confidentially how you rate, and booklet,
Making Men Like You. Both mailed in plain wrapINTERNATIONAL CHARM INSTITUTE,
per.

Incorporated, 6 Rockefeller Plaza,

New York,

poems?"

found them in your desk.
They were very good poems. So
sent
them to Mr. Strong. And now he wants
to print them."
Jarvis blew up. "Those those were just
exercises.
never meant to submit them
anywhere. They're too trivial. And and
I'm too busy to go running off to New
York to discuss any fourth-rate twiddledashed off in an odd moment."
twaddle
"Of course you are," Bambi soothed
"Certainly.

I

I

—

I

—

I

"That's what you've got me for.
go to see Strong, and I'll sell him."

him.
I'll

DAMBI

was in Richard Strong's office
morning at eleven o'clock an
hour which was, apparently, too early.
"Mr. Strong never gets down before
noon," the office boy told her.
"I have a telegram, asking me to see

™

—

next

him," Bambi said.
The boy smiled and shook his head in
"Old R. G. tosses off
a superior way.
telegrams in his sleep."
He was a nice office boy, Bambi decided, even if he did try to be hardboiled.

Standing at the railing which bisected the
she asked, "Is that large arm-chair

office,

in there rented for the day, St.

Peter?"
grinned and swung the gate open.

He
"You

win,

my name

Only

sister.

ain't

Agrippa."
"So you think I'm licked with old R. G.
before I even come to bat," she said.
Say, where'd you pick up
"Sure.
It's

.

.

.

and not just girls'
Why, are you a fan?"
baseball, either!
Agrippa's washed-out blue eyes lit up
used to play

with enthusiasm.

it,

"Am

I

?

Say,

I

breathe

baseball!"

The

the conquest of Agrippa
and when Richard Strong
came charging through the reception room
like an infuriated boar and entered his
of

rest

simple,

private office the infatuated lad let her
in without bothering to announce her.
"Good morning, Mr. Strong," Bambi
said sweetly.
He looked up at her. "Where the devil
did you come from?" he demanded.
came to talk about
"Your outer office.
The ones about a trip
those poems.
through the slums. You know you sent
Jarvis Trent a telegram about them."

go

N. Y.

—

The Strong eyebrows lowered over

sus-

picious eyes.

"Hmph.

command

They had

possibilities.

Good

of language. Free rugged sweep
rhythm. But bad subject matter."
Strong shot his comments at her like bul"Too raw for
lets from a machine gun.
our readers. Too unhappy. Not for our
magazine. Our readers are good, conservative middle-aged citizens."
Bambi took a deep breath. "But don't

and

that's

see,

"What?
back

just

—

the trouble."'

Young lady

" Strong reared
his chair like a sorely vexed sea

in

lion. "I don't suppose you know our circulation has been growing by thousands!"
"Maybe so, but just the same the magazine's
dying.
You said yourself your
readers were middle-aged and conservative. Well, some time they're going to be
old and old people die and then what's
going to happen to Howard's Weekly?"
"Whoa! Hold on!" Strong waved a
hand at her. "I didn't say wouldn't take
your husband's poems if he'd tone them
down a bit."

—

—

I

"Tone them down?" Bambi

said.

Noth-

ing could stop her now. "Would you want
a sunset toned down because it was too
vivid or thunder because it was too loud?
Of course you wouldn't. Nature doesn't

—

pull

punches.

it's

That's what makes

life

—

and

exciting

exhilarating
and real!
People don't want to be coddled; they
want to be jolted into feeling things,
like
" She paused for breath, heard a fire
siren shrieking in the street below. "Like
that siren. That's what
mean! Try to
tone that down, mister!"
The siren sounded as if it were right in
the room. Strong looked out of the winI

dow.
"Oh," sighed

Bambi. at his elbow, "I
love fires!
Let's go!" she said.
"Fine," he agreed. "Come on!"
Like master, like man, thought Bambi
a few hours later. Richard Strong

was

just

Agrippa, trying desperately hard to
be hard-boiled, but underneath it all, a
dear.
From the fire they had gone to
Coney Island, from there to a night club,
like

and

from there back to Banbury in
Strong's big yellow sport roadster.
At
Coney Island Bambi secured a check for
one hundred dollars in payment for Jarvis' poems as they stood, without changes.
In the night club she received a second
check, also for a hundred dollars, as advance payment for three more.
And at home, after Strong had deposited her at her gate, she found a Jarvis
who had been pacing the floor nervously
because he didn't know what had happened to her.
"We're going to New York," she carolled, dancing around Jarvis and flapping
the two checks in his face.
"It'll only
take you a few days to sell the play and
then, darling, you'll be famous!"

—

had never been in New York,
and Bambi gloried in her knowledge

JARVIS

when they arrived.
carrying a bag, and completely
confused by the noise all about him,
nevertheless stubbornly refused to take a
taxi, and they walked to Fifth Avenue.
"Shut your eyes," Bambi ordered as
they neared the corner of Fifth Avenue
and Forty-Second Street. "I'll lead you."
Obediently Jarvis closed his eyes, and
stumbled along, clutching her hand tightly.
"One two three!" she counted. "Open
of the city

that baseball talk?"
"I

you

—

for them."

I

T~\0 you know how to make men
you even when
"notice"

How

Weekly?

'Howard's

was

Win The Man

I

"Richard Strong?
Who's Richard
Strong? And what poems is he talking
about? I never submitted any."
"No, darling, but
did," said Bambi.
"And even you ought to know who Richard Strong is the editor of Howard's
Weekly."

Peter.

The Godsend, new Scientific, Electrical Hearing Aid, is
guaranteed to give you same strain -free power to hear as
instruments selling for $50, $75, $100, and more. PRICED
AT ONLY $19.75, complete! Now you may enjoy sermons
from back of church, lectures, conversations, radios, movies.
ApComplete with Microphone, Batteries, and
pliances for

RADIO MIRROR
"Lawdy — mercy!
done

Jarvis,

—
"It —

them!

.

.

it

—

.

is

Isn't

it

wonderful?"

sort of exhilarating,"

he ad-

mitted.

"New York's the most exciting city in
the whole wide world!" Bambi was looking up the street in delight at the long
Suddenly
string of green traffic lights.
they turned to red. "Come
cross now." She stepped off
taxi whizzed past, narrowly
but she called back, "Come
it's all

on,

we can

the curb.

A

missing her,
on,

darling,

She

turned.

right."

There
"Jarvis!
Jarvis

was

no

Where

answer.

you?"
was gone! She had
are

lost

him!

The romantic story of Bambi and her
absent-minded playwright husband conevery Monday night at eight
tinues
o'clock on the NBC Blue network.
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Your radio enjoyment is
Matic Tuning/ the amazing new Midwest
feature that makes this radio practically tune
Now, even a child can bring in ten perfectly
tuned programs in ten seconds! It's a big thrill to
and then hear the station you
whirl the dial
itself.
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come in instantly, automatically, perfectly.
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Midv
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for
radio
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perform
will
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scores of thousands of radio
saved up to 50% by ordering the Midwest
way since 1920. Learn why Midwest radios are preferred by
famous movie stars, orchestra leaders, musicians, sound

yourself

technicians, and

discriminating

radio purchasers everywhere.

Once again, Midwest demonstrates its leadership by offering this amazingly beautiful,
bigger, better, more powerful, 16-tube,
5-band world-wide radio
a startling
achievement that makes the whole world
your radio playground. Out-performs $150
radios on point - for - point comparison.
Powerful Triple - Twin Tubes (two tubes
in one) give 20-tube results.

over

marvelous super-performance

its

"concert
worldwide foreign reception. Scores of marvelous
Midwest features, many of them exclusive,
make it easy to parade the nations of the
world before you. You can switch instantly
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orious

realism"

—
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and ship broadcasts
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Romance

ONE BROADCAST HOLLYWOOD FEARS

Now

I'll

Give You a Magnetic

PERSONALITY
Says Sylvia

Hollywood
Her New Book

of
In

MADAME

SYLVIA,

the beauty adHollywood's famous stars
and New York's elite, now reveals to you
the secrets of a magnetic personality. You
can be a most captivating and intriguing
person if you will but follow the simple
secrets of charm and personality as described in Sylvia's new book, Pull Yourviser

to

self Together,

talked about book of the year
has been on sale less than one
.

.

and

.

it

month

Critics, book reviewers
and women in
every section of the country acclaim Pull
Yourself Together, Baby!
It's
a book
that you will want to read and re-read.

A

book that you will want to
day after day, year after year.

with,

live

Baby!

Get Out
This

stimulating and inspiring book by
the author of that national best seller No
More Alibis has already become the most

of the Rut

Personality, as Sylvia of Hollywood defines it, is that magic touch which makes
an ugly person charming ... a pretty
woman fascinating ... a beautiful girl
simply irresistible. It is a combination of
brains, character, physical attractiveness,
manner and manners. It's the answer to
the question, "How can I be popular?"
It gets
jobs, it wins friends, it draws
beaux like a magnet. It keeps husbands
And make no misin love with you.
you can acquire
take about personality
it
you can develop it. Not by "acting
up" or by any foolish frills or mannerisms, but by carrying out a few simple
secrets of charm.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Magnify Your Personality
So many of us are blundering, stammering self-conscious folks that we really
never give ourselves a chance to express
shrivel up into
our true personalities.
knots when in company of strangers and
act as awkward as elephants in rubbers
just at a time when we wish to radiate
with loveliness. This need not be. For it
is
but an easy matter to acquire selfassurance and poise if you will but heed

We

Sylvia's advice.

Table of Contents
The Personality Diet; The Personality Figure; Forget Thy
Neighbor; Clamour is Glandular; From the Neek Up;
The Personality Wardrobe; The Step-Children of Personality; How Are Your Company Manners?; Poise Under
Pressure: The Art of Being a Good Sport; This' Thing
Called Love; Cure-For-The-Blues Department; Take a

You

are familiar with those persons who
are bursting with personality. It's fun to
be in their company
they have a host
of friends and are always the center of
attraction wherever they go. You've always admired them
wished you could
You can
be like them. Well you can
magnify your own personality. You can
acquire and develop all those traits which
you admire so much in others. Sylvia of
Hollywood wrote Pull Yourself Together,
Baby! to tell you these very things. This
book is packed solid with valuable hints
secrets on charm and personality that
Madame Sylvia has gleaned from studying the most dynamic personalities of the
stage and screen.
.

.

.

.

.

.

!

.

.

.

Don't

back and

accept yourself the
you're dissatisfied with
your looks, your sex appeal, your popularDon't hide at a time when you should
ity.
radiate with beauty and personality. Read
Madame Sylvia's new book
apply her
secrets and you will experience a marvelous change in yourself. You will enter
upon a new world ... a world in which
you are the master of your fate.
sit

way you

are,

if

.

.

.

Only $1.00
Pull Yourself Together, Baby!
in

Madame

is

written

Sylvia's typical rapid-fire style.

It fairly bristles with enthusiasm and is
brimful of amusing incidents. The clever
cartoons which help to illustrate this book
will give you many a chuckle. The price
is only $1.00.
If unobtainable at your department or book store, use the coupon
below.

Macfadden Book Company,
WG-1. 1926 Broadway,

Dept.

New

York, N. Y.

me. postage prepaid, Sylvia of Hollywood's
Yourself Together, Baby!
I enclose $1.00.

Send

new book.

Name

Chancel

Madame

Sylvia's

Other Book

Address

If you haven't read No More Alibis by Madame Sylvia, get
a copy of this national best-seller at once.
This book

City

contains all the beauty treatments which have made Sylvia
Price $1.00, postpaid.
a power in Hollywood.

No More

State

Check here
Alibis.

if

you

are

enclosing

$1.00

for

Madame

Sylvia's

book

BUSINESS
.

.

.

.

... the stage

teaching
each is a

.

fierce competition in

quarter

is

.

.

.

other professions
field sizzling with
.

which no

asked and none given.

Who has the better chance of
getting ahead
a girl whose
breath is sweet and fresh or one
whose breath is a continual of-

—

fense to others?
*
*

*

Be Ever On Guard
Common sense gives you the answer.
Today only the

dull

and stupid

fail

to

recognize the threat of halitosis (bad
breath) and the harm it can do. The fastidious, the intelligent appraise it for
what it is a constant menace that may
be present one day and absent the next.
They are continually on guard against it.

—

There has always been one safe product
especially fitted to correct halitosis pleasantly and promptly. Its name is Listerine,
and it is the pleasantest tasting, most delightful mouth wash you can use.

When you

your mouth with
what happens.

rinse

Listerine here is

Four

Benefits

Fermentation of tiny food particles
(the major cause of breath odors) is in(1)

stantly halted.
(2)

Decaying matter is swept from
on mouth, gum, and tooth

large areas
surfaces.

(3) Millions of bacteria capable of causing odors are destroyed outright.
(4)
tire

The breath itself— indeed, the enmouth — is freshened and sweetened.

Imitations Fail

Many

I

imitations of it have failed either
because they could not do what Listerine
does; because they did not meet standard
requirements for an antiseptic; or because
they were too strong, too harsh, or too
bitter to be tolerated.

Of

the imitations that remain, a very
large number lack Listerine's speedy action

and

efficiency.

Don't Offend Others
When you want such freshening and

deo-

dorizing effect without danger, use Listerine. Use it every morning and every night,
and between times before business and
social

engagements, so that you do not

offend. LatnbertPharmacalCo.tSt.LouiSyMo.

use

LISTERINE

n
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DAGGETT & RAMSDELL PRESENTS
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Bringing yon the radiant beauty
of

GOLDEN

CLEANSING CREAM

different
It

is

from other creams and lotions.

contains Colloidal Gold, a remarkable in-

gredient well

new

known

to the medical profes-

world of beauty.
This colloidal gold has an amazing power
to rid the skin pores of clogging dirt, makeup, dead tissue and other impurities that
sion but

in the

destroy complexion beauty.
colloidal gold

a truly elean f ace

entirely

is

The

so effective that

it

action of

continues

A

to cleanse your skin even after the cream has

been wiped away. What's more it tones
and invigorates skin cells while it cleanses.

Golden Cleansing Cream

is

You

Cleansing Cream because

a non-liquefy-

It is

In

rose-pink in color

and has a pleasing, delicate perfume.
suitable for every type of skin.

gold in Golden
it

not a metal

is

any more than the iron in spinach

ing type of cream, delightfully smooth and
pleasant to the touch.

Special Kind of Gold

can't see or feel the

many of

fact,

is

a metal.

the health-giving minerals

in fruits and vegetables exist in colloidal
form similar to that of the gold in Golden
Cleansing Cream.

It is

Backed by a Famous Reputation
Behind this unusual new skin cleanser lies
the famous reputation of one of America's
oldest cosmetic houses. The name Daggett &
Ramsdell has been a symbol of purity and
quality since the time (46 years ago)

when

amazed mid-Victorian America with
an entirely new type of Cold Cream which
did not spoil or turn rancid. Now, in Golden
Cleansing Cream, Daggett & Ramsdell brings
to you the greatest advance in skin cleansing
they

first

own

of our

time.

Costa

No More

Daggett&Ramsdell's new Golden Cleansing
Cream is within the reach of every one of
you. You'll soon say you never made a more
economical investment than the $1.00 which
the cream costs. It is obtainable at leading
drug and department stores ask for it today!

—

Make

This Simple Test!

• Apply

your usual

cleanser.

Wipe

tissue.
Your
clean— but is
dirt remain

it

off

face
it?

to

skin

with

seems

Does any
clog and

blemish your skin?

• Now, cleanse with Dag& Ramsdell Golden
Cleansing Cream. On your
tissue you will find more
dirt— brought from pore
depths by this more effec-

gett

tive cleansing.

Send for a Trial Jar
& Ramsdeu, Room 1980
Avenue, New York City

Daggett
2

_.
Dept.

Park
Enclosed find 10^

in stamps for which please send
trial sire jar of Golden Cleansing Cream. (Offer
in the United States only.)

me my
good

Name
Street

Address

City

Dealer's
Copr. 1936. Daurettt

*

Ramsdell

MF-1

.State.
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TO
You

Fred Waring,

Tom

Waring, Rosemary Lane, Phillips Lord, Ethel Barrymore,

Jerry Sears and Kelvin Keech in

New

Kenny Baker and Trudy Wood

Hollywood, Radio Mirror and

York; to Don Wilson, Johnny Green,
give thanks.

I

appeared on a special Radio Mirror broadcast over NBC's Blue network

stars

Sunday

the last

in

standing of

all

October and

in

—

would

I

think

like to

—made

one of the most out-

it

NBC's Tenth Anni-

the special programs that were held in honor of

versary.

Of course broadcasting, even
program

the first

1

as guest stars,

no novelty to any of you, but

is

had ever actually produced.

I

hope

my

duce another. Those thirty minutes were the longest half hour of

None

of you

knew

it,

but just

five

was

still

at

it,

was told to

I

out

con-

in the

room, at ten seconds to eight. Just ten seconds before the opening strains of music.

trol

And

you, Kelvin Keech, couldn't wait for

go to the microphone without

to

I

pro-

I

life.

minutes before the program started,

two minutes from the Ethel Barrymore interview.

cut

was

it

a long time before

it's

when

thing to say

And you

the

me

to give

me

and leave

you the corrected

Don

Wilson.

Was

if

really necessary to let

past before beginning your part of the broadcast?

slip

to switch

over and clear the wires.

father waiting for a

Seriously though

and rehearse
be on his
that he

for

way

was

word from

—you,

But those extra

the doctor.

1

even

Fred Waring, taught

me

I

five.

know
I

was making

its

had to bring-all

takes fifteen seconds

felt like

a prospective

mother.

that a radio star

willing to

is

just as soon as

to Detroit for a conference with his sponsors.

so pressed for time he

it

twenty seconds

felt a little like the

two hours, then stay and broadcast, then

Or you, Kelvin Keech,
that

but had

script,

not knowing whether you had any-

program began.

Hollywood,

in

it

And

first

come

hes through

without telling

his luggage to the studio

me

with him.

that a star would rehearse nearly five hours on a

program

debut at four-thirty and then, without pausing for breath, come

up to our studio for more work.

Or you, Ethel Barrymore,
director of her

Wednesday

that a star would cancel an important discussion with the

night dramas because she'd promised to appear for

us.

Or

you, Phillips Lord, that a star would go without his dinner and come right up after
his

program

at five in order to

No wonder
mary Lane,
York; to

work with us

Radio Mirror and

Phillips Lord, Ethel

Don

I

right through until broadcast time.

give thanks to Fred Waring,

Tom

Waring, Rose-

Barrymore, Jerry Sears and Kelvin Keech

Wilson, Johnny Green,

Kenny Baker and Trudy Wood

by

in

in

Hollywood.

New

THE CRITIC

ON

THE

HEARTH

I

"COLD WEATHER
my skin. Wa-

chaps

Reviews of the

Brief

New Programs

tery lotions don't

human

smooth it, either!"
Hinds isn't watery.

THE PEOPLE. A

tWE

sort of

leshow, with Phillips Lord pointing out
the interesting freaks. Anything goes on
this program, so long as it's unusual.
Opinions and experiences are aired by
them what has 'em, selections being made
from letters. Most of the guest stars are
you never heard of. This is Phil
isople
ord's best idea and opportunity to date.
Sun., 5:00 P. M., 30 min.

Every creamy drop
does chapped skin
good. It's a vitamin

lotion, too
tains

— con-

Vitamin D!

has Vit«»»

nV

NBC

OPEN HOUSE.

Nelson

and

Eddy

rancia White in solos and a duet, with
Josef Pasternack's Orchestra, a practically

unbeatable combination which will

any

fit

radio.

CBS

Sun., 8:00 P. M., 30 min.

SATURDAY EVENING PARTY.

The

O'Keefe guy grows on you. From past
know Walter isn't consistperformance
ently funny a comedian is only as good
as his gag-writers. But he's got a catchy
idea in the game stunt which is good for
plenty of laughs, even if no one plays his
games. The comedian-audience banter is
too good not to have been rehearsed. (Q.
Where do you live? A. I'm moving.) but
So are
that's perfectly okay with me.
Stuart
Walter Cassel,
Pickens,
Jane
Churchill, the Tune Twisters and Ferde
1

—

Grofe's Orchestra.
Sat., 8:00 P. M., 60 min.

NBC

BAMBI. When

better radio shows are
will act in
them, because she can make a sappy script
worth listening to, if only to hear her
voice and even Ethel Barrymore can't
do that. Hearing Helen Hayes in a gooey
adaptation of an old novel, supported by
a swell cast, with Mark Warnow's Orchestra, is better than not hearing her at
written,

hope Helen Hayes

1

OUTDOOR WORK

—

all,

looks!

NBC

can ruin your

cold bites into your

it red, almost raw.
But Hinds puts softness back
again. Its creamy lubricants soak

skin, chaps

into

if you live in New York, go and
on the stage.
Mon., 8:00 P. M., 30 min.

but

see her

The

the roughness.

skin softens

ETHEL BARRYMORE. I didn't think
could be right about this until I confirmed my suspicions by asking several
others who listened to it or tried to. I
didn't find anyone who stuck with it for

up

Chapped

faster.

I

FREE

—

the full half-hour. The really big fault is
the plays the opener, Captain Jinks of
the Horse Marines, was written in 1901

and creaked like 1843. Should have been
modernized or else not disinterred.
NBC Wed., 8:30 P. M., 30 min.

At last The new
!

Joe

take apart or put together.
instantly. Turn bottle
upside down
press
out
comes Hinds quicker-acting
lotion! Every drop creamy
not watery. Hinds comes in
$1, 50c, 25c, and 10c sizes.

—

—

PLANTATION.

Irvin

such a successful writer that he
doesn't have to write. He can henceforth
earn his living as a movie and radio actor.
plot of this epic was cooked up from
an old Southern cookbook. Personally, I
don't find food entertaining when it has
to be devoured through the ears, but between mentions of hams, yams, jams,
lambs, and Oldsmobiles, you do get a
tantalizing whiff of southern music, a
Cobb story, and a guest star.
NBC Sat., 10:30 P. M., 30 min.

The

free

Works

but no duck and no gags. Or
were those gags? Here's a sample: "Is your
car a Hispano-Suiza?" "No, an orange
squeeza hyuh, hyuh, hyuh!" Shame on
you, Harry Conn, you did better than
that by Jack Benny.
CBS Sun., 6:00 P. M., 30 min.
chestra,

is

—

on the Hinds 50c-size bottle.
Ready to use. Nothing to

back, equipped with a butler, father,
mother, brother, and Jimmie Grier's Or-

PADUCAH

perfect one-

piece lotion dispenser

is

Cobb

first

DISPENSER

—

THE PARK AVENUE PENNERS.

The

One-Piece

—

—

Copyright, 1936, Lehn

&

Fink Products Corporation

HINDS
HONEY AND ALMOND CREAM

DAILY RADIO TREAT: Ted Malone
inviting you to help yourself to
Happiness and to Beauty. Monday
to Friday, 12:15 pm E. S.T. over
the WABC- Columbia Network.
. . .

IMPORTANT

developments impend

as radio broadcasting concludes its
first
$100,000,000 year, becoming
one of the country's major industries.

Principal among these is the creation of
a kilocycle czar a la Will Hays of the
movies, or an advisory council, to dis-

pose of problems plaguing the fastgrowing business. Twenty-five national
programs originating in Hollywood
have resulted in a scramble for stars
with salaries skyrocketing. Advertising
agencies, which frame the big commer-

jjjrW»n

shows, are raiding each other for
and it is such abuses as this that
a czar or a council will be called upon
cial

talent

Martha Raye is featured in
new Al Jolson program.
Above, with Michael Bartlett, Johnny Weissmuller,
and Lupe Velez. Martha is

to remedy.

*

*

*

the

An immediate consequence of the
frequent "raiding" tactics has been the
issuance of long term contracts to radio
headliners.
Where once the agencies
were content to sign agreements for a
series of thirteen broadcasts with renewal options for similar periods they
are now binding artists to two-year
terms and longer.
*
*
*

Now

$2,000,000
the

for

new

studios

there.

girl

S.

Irvin

in

white.

Cobb,

and

tor

Right,

writer,

humorist,

ac-

who

is

the old Southern cunnel of

Paducah
over

NBC

Plantation,

heard

Saturdays, 10:30.

By JAY PETERS

that Hollywood has surpassed

Chicago in importance as a radio
producing center, being second only to
New York now, the Columbia Broadcasting System starts spending upwards
of

the

adequate under the circumstances.
*

*

Broadcasting

Another item of news involving
those amateurs concerns Major Edward

has outgrown its quarters in
cinema capital and is preparing
plans for expansion. Six studios and
an auditorium seating twelve hundred
will be provided by Columbia's new
plant and it will cover a whole block.

Bowes.
Experiencing a shortage of
neophytes suitable to his program, it
seems the Major accepts the aid of professional talent agencies in New York.
Whereupon one Ray Halper of New
York City files complaint with the Fed-

Already

National

Company
the

*

The

waning

*

*

amateur

hours can't
keep out of the newspapers. The Traveler's Aid Society of New York, burdened
with the responsibility of returning to
their homes broke and disillusioned air
aspirants

attracted to the metropolis,

squawk long and loud that the sponsors
of these programs are not paying their
share of the expense. One of the biggest
of the amateur promoters, solicited for
funds, contributed $100, whereas the
Society deems that amount wholly in-

Communications Commission that
Bowes perpetrates a fraud upon the
public by presenting talent supplied by

eral

On behalf of the
explained that any acts

professional bookers.

Major

it

is

thus obtained are still amateurs as the
books of the vaudeville agencies contain

the

who have

names of many performers
never received pay for their

services.

In other words, the performers

would

be professionals, but actually
they're still amateurs.
like

to

ON

THE

HOLLYWOOD FRONT

*

GOD,

if

it's all

and

radio

money
Bob

anything happens to her,
over! You can take your

your

—everything

pictures

and

your

!"

Burns, tense, pale, whispered his
despair to Hal Bock in NBC's Holly-

wood
ately

Bob's wife was desperTwenty-four hours later she

palace.
ill.

died.

Two

days after that Kraft Music
renewed
contract
and
Bob's
boosted him from $550 weekly to
$1,500; the same day his movie option
was taken up at a juicy premium, and
his agent closed a deal with a men's
magazine for syndication of a column.
Bob's lean days, which his wife had
shared so gallantly, were behind him
for ever but now she wouldn't be
here to share the fruits of the sudden
Hall

—

success.

MORE ABOUT IDA— Eddie
tor often tells

you about

chances are he won't

tell

Can-

Ida, but the

you

this one.

Seems the Cantors differed the other
evening about where they would go af-

jLlaj/ safe.

Ida voted for the new RobTaylor picture; Eddie preferred the
fights. No, they didn't compromise on
the Robert Taylor picture. That's not
ter dinner.

ert

the answer.

Indeed, they discussed the
matter for a half hour and got precisely nowhere. Finally Ida settled it.
(Continued on page 65)

. .

take

the doctors judgment

about laxatives

Don Ameche, below, has a movie contwo broadcasts
a week; Edward Everett Horton, bottom of page, whose parents objected
tract permitting him

to having an actor for a son, is the
new host for the Shell Chateau hour.

choose your family doctor because
YOU
him. He
you have confidence
will

in

never take chances where your welfare is
concerned. Even with a little thing like a
laxative, doctors have a definite set of
standards which guide them in their
choice. They know the dangers of using
the wrong kind. Before they will give a
laxative their approval, it must meet their
requirements on these specific points:

WHAT DOCTORS DEMAND OF A LAXATIVE
should
should
It should
Its merit
It

It

be dependable.
be mild and gentle.
be thorough.
should be proven by the

It

It
It

should
should
should
should

properly assimilated. And these very qualities that make Ex-Lax so ideal for adults
are doubly important in their relation to

A REAL PLEASURE TO TAKE
test of

not form a habit.
not over-act.
not cause stomach pains.
not nauseate, or upset digestion.

EX-LAX MEETS EVERY

CONVINCE YOURSELF OF THE FACTS
Your first trial of Ex-Lax will be a new
and pleasant experience. For Ex-Lax is
mild and gentle. It is thoroughly effective. It does not over-act. Does not disturb
the digestion. It allows your food to be

children.

time.
It

Today it is used by more people
than any other laxative in the world.

trust.

Everyone likes Ex-Lax— particularly the
youngsters. It tastes just like delicious
chocolate. If you have been taking nasty,
nauseating cathartics, you'll be grateful
for the pleasant flavor of Ex-Lax. At all
drug stores in 10c and 25c sizes. If you'd
like to try a sample, mail the coupon below.

DEMAND

Now, here's a fact that's significant—
Ex-Lax checks on each of these specifications. Not merely on two or three. But on

GUARD AGAINST COLDS! ...Remember

these points that doctors look for in a

dress warmly, keep out of drafts, keep
your feet dry, and keep regular

all

laxative.

No wonder

many physicians use
own families. No wonder

so

Ex-Lax in their
millions of careful mothers give it to their
children with perfect confidence. For over
30 years the dependable, satisfying performance of Ex-Lax has created universal

When

these

common-sense

rules for fighting

colds: get lots of sleep, eat. sensibly,

—

with Ex-Lax, the Chocolated Laxative.

TRY EX-LAX AT OUR EXPENSE!
(Paste this on a penny postcard)

Ex-Lax. Inc., P. O. Bon 170
F-17
Times-PJaza Station. Brooklyn, N. Y.
1 want to try Ex-Lax. Please send free sample.

Nature forgets— remember

EX-LAX

THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

City
(If

you

_
live in

Age

„..

Canada, write Ex-Lax, Ltd., Montreal)

—

St. Louis News Don Ownbey,
news writer, formerly with WBBM,

(left)

Chicago,

haired

KM OX
been

in

has

joined

the

of

staff

news editor. Ownbey has
the newspaper work for the

as

past five years,

reporter,

as

and city desk man

rewrite

Have you been
listening to General Safety's two 15minute programs a week? It's a show
for youngsters,

.

.

with

the

stressing

tance of caution in
rect tie-up

.

traffic.

impora di-

It is

Mayor Bernard Dick-

mann's campaign for safety which
proving a high success in St. Louis.
*
*
*

Out Ohio Way— Phil
235-pound
ducts the
likes

WLW

maestro

is

Davis, the
who con-

For Men Only orchestra,
on roller coasters

to ride

.

.

.

Edith Karen, soprano, refuses to sign
contracts now without the advice of
an attorney. When she was 16 she
signed several contracts with different
show companies only to learn that
none was binding, due to her age
Although Don Morrison,
dialectician, was too young to be in the
World War, he spent most of his
childhood "dodging shells." He was
born in Russia and was within earshot of many battles
Paul Sullivan, news commentator, likes to write
letters.
So, folks if there's anything
you'd like to know about, just drop
Paul a little note
Art Gillham,
the whispering pianist, is a new addition to WLW. He was formerly with
.

.

.

WLW

.

.

.

.

.

.

CBS.
Tips for men. What the clothiers
are featuring, all about the new gadgets, what the well-dressed man will
wear in the line of eyeglasses, etc., are
given during the For Men Only pro-

gram over

WLW

Cincinnati,

1 1

:30

m. to midnight, EST, Tuesdays, by
H. Gilbert Martyn, the "Gentlemen's
Gentleman." A native of England but
educated in both that country and
America, Martyn has been in radio
p.

the past ten years.
*
*

*

—

Along the

Pacific Coast You
can now look forward to hearing the
Paulist Fathers of Old St. Mary's
Church way into spring. They have
just renewed their Sunday morning
program over KYA, San Francisco,
to May 30, 1937
We're glad to see
you back, Gordon Brown. Gordon is
the Night Owl of station KJBS, San
.

.

.

Francisco. He suffered injuries in an
auto crash, pneumonia set in and he
actually came back to life via the

Pretty

her

Blanche
is

announcer.

first
Below,
tiny

helps

Haring

WHN's
radio

Ann
Daddy John

fairIt's

job.
Teel,

Teel

put it over on the Woman's Magazine of the
Air show from the Coast.

My Hips 9 Inches" says

"Reduced

READ ALL THE
GOSSIP ABOUT
YOUR OWN HOMETOWN FAVORITES

—

.it

New

York.

costyou no

wi II

Thousands of attractive women owe
lovely, slender figures to Perfolastic!
letters

oxygen tank ... A former Al Pearce
canary is now warbling over station
She's

»

Park Avenue,

BECAUSE
KFRC.

Miss Healy

"I am so enthusiastic about the wonderful results from my Perfolastic Girdle.
It seems almost impossible that my hips
have been reduced 9 inches without the
slightest diet."
Miss Jean Healy, 299

do »oi

Lane Truesdell.

we

from

receive

enthusiastic

women all over the coun-

try in every mail . . . because we find that
most Perfolastic wearers reduce more than

3 inches in ten days

.

making

justified in

.

we

.

YOU

believe
this

we

are

amazing

We are upheld by the experience
of not one but thousands of women. The
statements reproduced here are but a few
representative examples chosen at random
from their astonishing letters.
offer.

A SHORT SHORT
NBC

baritone and member of the Woman's Magazine of the
Air quartet coming from San Francisco, can't remember a time when he

John Teel,

wasn't singing. He was born in Sulphur
Springs, Ohio, but grew up in Spokane,
Washington. He began singing in public as a boy soprano while still a tiny
lad, and he sang his way through high
school, choir

work and engagements

in

picture theaters, right into the heart of

His marriage is
one of the happiest in radio. He has
two youngsters, a boy named Markley
the girl he married.

and a tiny girl named Ann who sings
with him on the program. Swimming,
hunting and fishing are his favorite
sports.

You need not

diet or

deny yourself the

good things of life. You need take no
dangerous drugs or tiring exercises. You
are absolutely SAFE when you wear the
Perfolastic

Girdle.

You appear

inches smaller the minute

your Perfolastic, and then
quickly, comfortably
.
without effort on your part .
you actually
.
reduce at hips, waist and diaphragm

you

step into

.

.

.

.

.

.

where

fat

first

ac-

cumulates.
SIZE 48
SIZE 18"

wore

size

near an 18!

I

42 and

now

I

eat everything."
Airs. Essie Faust,

Minneapolis, Minn.

"Lost 20 pounds, reduced hips
6 Vi inches and waist 5 inches."

*

*

THE STORY OF SARIE AND
SALLIE
Those two popular gals from the
hilly-country of Tennessee, Sarie and

I

I

liked

Valleio, Calif.

"6 INCHES FROM HIPS"
"I lost 6 inches from my hips,
4 inches from my waist and

20

Mrs. J.

lbs."

Thomas,

J.

New Castle, Pa.

"SMALLER AT ONCE"
"I immediately became
inches

when

smaller

in

"HIPS 12 INCHES SMALLER'
"I just can't praise your girdle enough.
axe 12 inches smaller."

Ieen

devoted sisters and constant comn:
panions through their early girlhood
days, until Edna married and left
Margaret also married and
home.
moved away. Years passed and the two
sisters saw each other only during brief

Each became the mother of two
and family responsibilities

children

these visits even farther apart.

—

was on one of these visits Edna
was visiting Margaret in Nashville
that the radio team of Sarie and Sallie
It

was born.

Edna who

hips

the hips

first fitted."

Miss Ouida Browne,
Manor, N. Y.

"LOST
wearing my

"Since

49 POUNDS"
Perfolastic I have lost 49

now wear

40 dress and

pounds. I wore a

size

36."

Miss Mildred DuBois, Newark, N. J.

size

Bri.ircltff

"REDUCED FROM

43

TO

34

INCHES!"

2

''My hips measured 4} inches. I was advised to
wear Perfolastic after a serious operation and now
my hips are only 34 'A inches!"
Miss Billie Brian,

La

Grange, Kv.

Surely you would like to test the

PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE and BRASSIERE
... for 10 days without cost I
cannot afford to miss this chance to prove to
yourself the quick reducing qualities of Perfolastic !
Because we are so sure you will be thrilled with the
results, we want you to test it for 10 days at our

You

expense. Note how delightful
the soft, silky lining feels next
to the body ;
hear the admiring comments of friends.
Let us send you a sample of
material and FREE illustrated
booklet, giving description of
garments, details of our 10.

.

The excerpts from
unsolicited letters

herewith are genu

n e

and are

writers

and many amazing letters from Perfolastic
wearers. Mail coupon today
day

i

quoted with full
permission of the

trial offer

Notary Public

!

had been
years with
monologues, and they told her many
times she should "go on the air."
Learning that WSM's Air Castle of the
South was located in Nashville, she
made a bee-line for the studios and an
audition.
They were impressed, but
suggested that Edna find a partner and
form a team, and so good-natured and
unsuspecting (Continued an page 56)

entertaining

My

Miss Zella Richardson, Scottdale, Pa.
3

are once again delighting their

radio fans over Nashville's WSM.
Sarie and Sallie are real-life sisters.
s Edna and Margaret Earle they had

made

"A GIRDLE LIKE"
"I never owned a girdle

TO

Mrs. I.C. Thompson, Denver, Colo.

visits.

Mrs. W. P. Derr, Omaha, Neb.

"REDUCED 6% INCHES"
*

Sallie,

60 pounds!"

so much. I reduced 26 lbs."
Miss Esther Marshall,

"REDUCED FROM
"I

'LOST 60 POUNDS"
"I reduced ray waist 9 inches,
my hips 8 inches and have lost

lived in Florida,

friends

for

PERFOLASTIC, INC.

41 E. 42nd St.. New York City
me FREE BOOKLET describing
and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle

Dept. 281,

Please send

and Uplift Brassiere, also sample of perforated material and particulars of your
10
FREE TRIAL OFFER !
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Name

,

.

,

AddressCity
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LILY

PONS AND ANDRE KOSTE-

LANETZ WON'T ADMIT THEY'RE
IN LOVE,

BUT

A SLEUTH WITH

PROOF SWEARS THAT THEY ARE

*^.-

md

fe

Above,
of the

a

shot

prize

Chesterfield

maestro
Lily

posing with
during work on

her newest
ture.

RKO

pic-

Andre direct-

ed all the music in
the movie and had to
fly 6,000 miles each
week-end in order to
do it. Yet they say

that

<s
V.

10

it

isn't

love.

LOUIS UN

By

DERWOOD

they are both having a swell time keeping their
all these prying newspaper boys."
Which is all very well, but there are some things
that even two people as careful as Lily and Andre
cannot keep from you, readers. Some very restory from

markable things that even a reporter, interviewing Mr. Kostelanetz on the psychology of rehearsal, couldn't help but notice.

approach this romance much as we
Let's
would a mystery. You, reader, are given a series
of facts concerning the romance of Lily and
Andre. We'll call them observations. These observations build almost a complete picture.

you can read between lines, if you are a
if you are onto the games that

If

clever detective,

people in love play, then, before this story is
ended, you should have a very good idea as I
have of the Lily Pons-Andre Kostelanetz ro-

—

—

mance!
go back to the beginning, and
upon which
their romance was built.
A little about their
pasts, the reasons Lily and Andre took to each
Let's first of

see

if

we can

all

discover the foundation

other so naturally, and, of course, so quietly.
Clue number one. Before Andre Kostelanetz
ever met Lily Pons he knew all about her and
knew further that he was going to like her!

has always been Andre's working formula
about the temperament of
the stars he works with before he meets them.
This way he can build his programs around the stars to
bring out the best in them.
So, a little over a year ago, Andre Kostelanetz was finding out all he could about Lily Pons. She was scheduled
for his program and he had to know her reaction, her attitude toward popular music, her personal likes and disIt

to find out all he can

WHAT

is going on here? There isn't any use beating
around the bush; we mean that romance which has
kept Radio Row on its cocked ear for the past
twelve months. That amusing, but exasperating tete-a-tete
which has been going on between Lily Pons and Andre

Kostelanetz!
It is because of romances like this one that reporters have
that worried look. There is not a radio or newspaper reporter in town that hasn't taken a fling at getting the real

lowdown

men

—and not one of them has succeeded!

The

gentle-

on the West Coast are equally annoyed.
no interviews, no nothing. The diminutive
and we all know they are romancing just

of the press

No

pictures,

—

romancers
won't talk!

That

—

likes.

First of
is

known

all,

larize operatic

known love that Lily
from even their closest
friends? It is the nearest thing to a real mystery in this
1936 radio world. It has everybody guessing and nobody
is

shield

there about their
so

carefully

really knowing.
*'I think their romance is so cute," a publicity girl at the
Columbia Broadcasting studio remarked to me. "Andre is
so dignified and sincere and serious, and Lily is so small
and witty and gav. Personally," she went on, "I believe

That

—

the temperamental ceiling.

Why? What

of what

I

ophy.

and Andre

little

pleased Andre. She would be easy to work with. She had
a sense of humor. "Swell," undoubtedly thought Andre,
have, too." He found out that whenever she
"I believe
got in a tight spot her amazing presence of mind pulled
her out. That would be wonderful radio is full of these

they won't talk about each other.
Mr. Kostelanetz is very happy to talk about the psychology of rehearsing, about his affiliation with Greta Stueckgold, Nino
Martini, Rosa Ponselle and a host of others, but just one
word about Lily Pons and the famous little maestro hits
is,

he found out that she had very

to the operatic world as "temperament."

"tight spots."

So

good. But what was her objective in entering
did she want to do? She must have a phiEverybody that Andre likes must have a philos-

far, so

radio?
losophy.

What

She had one. It was, to quote Andre: "To popumusic for those who think it is too high
brow and to win over the musical intellectuals to the merits
of so-called jazz tunes."

Splendid. That, in so many words, or rather in Lily's
words, is exactly what Andre was striving for. Andre was
certain he was going to like Lily Pons. It was going to be
fun working with her. He knew he was going to like her
better than anyone he had ever worked with before.
Love had started the game with the bases loaded and
nobody out because the ideas, {Continued on page 74)
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WHEN
at

Joan Blaine had finished

the

telling

me

her story,

luncheon table in Chicago's Merchandise
looked across at her and wondered at the

Mart, I
hidden forces which mould the smiling masks we turn to
the world. Poised, cultured, cool, smiling, the very essence
of feminine grace and self-assurance there was nothing in

what

I

saw

—
Yet — there

to serve as a clue to the story she'd kept so long

locked in the depths of her heart.
things had happened to the girl

who

plays

it

was. These

Mary Marlin

on the

air.

They had

all

gone to form her as

I

saw her

before me.
Joan Blaine

is the product of a destiny she could not
destiny which was written before she was old
enough to choose what her life would be. A destiny, in fact,
that even thwarted her one desperate attempt to turn it
from its appointed end.
Its first hint came in the words her grandfather spoke to
her, one night when she was a black-haired little girl on his

escape

—a

knee. "Joan," he said with a
smile which didn't hide the

seriousness in his voice, "you

You

are going to be famous.

are a Blaine, and each generation of

Blaines has pro-

duced one who has been famous. Tomorrow it will be
you. But you must work for
it.
You must give your
whole life to it. Nothing else
can matter, no sacrifice can
be too great."
Only half comprehending
those words when she heard
them, Joan has never forgotten them. She has never
been able to forget.
In her childhood, the truth

of

her

grandfather's

ment that no

state-

could
be too great was apparent.

Even

sacrifice

as a little girl, she

denied

normal

the

was

excite-

ments of children's games
and parties.
She was .too
delicate, for one thing; for
another, there was so much
for her to learn and so little
time to learn

it in.

Few

re-

were made on the
activities of her brothers and
sisters, but Joan, under the

strictions

For Mary Martin's Kleenex
programs, turn to page 50.

By JUD

ASHLEY

was usually to be found

diligent training of her mother,

not quite satisfy her to have done

so.
She still felt that
vague desire to do something more than sing. Until one
night, at a friend's home, she learned what it was she
wanted to be. Somehow, the usually reticent and silent
Joan cast off reserve that evening and gave a wicked, clever
impersonation of a mutual friend. Laughing, she went on
to imitate movie stars and other famous people. Something
clicked, and at last she knew why she had worked and

in

her room, struggling to understand the intricate beauties of
English and classic literature. To most adults the names of

Bacon, Plato, Aristotle, Browning are no more than that
names; to Joan they are the men who had written what
was literally her first reader, the foundation of her edujust

cation.
It was her grandfather's, and her parents', dream that
some day she would become a famous singer. The studies
were part of that plan, but only part. Her physical condition must be carefully guarded; she must be shielded from
everything which might con-

harm

her.

Because

abnormally

sensitive

ceivably
of

an

membrane

her

in

studied while others played,
she had even given up love.

She wanted to become an

SHE

Joan was never allowed to

IS

or anything else which might
prove injurious.
It was a strange childhood,
unnatural, tedious,
Joan's

REAL

JOAN BLAINE

—

sicians,

tutors,

and parents.

LIFE,

A

GIRL

WAS FORCED TO

her exercise followed a definite plan, a routine of deep
breathing, calisthenics, onetwo, one- two.
But she had never known
It
any other way of life.

IN

all

the frivolous,
things which

dressing

As she had done

GIVE UP

rooms

in her first

her second, progressing from
supporting parts,
bits
to

from the road to Broadway
and a lead in the comedy,
"And So to Bed." It was a
hit, and Joan became New

With success, there also
came something new, some-

FAVOR OF FORTUNE

IN

thing unexpected; an irresistible

lived.

Joan was an

accomplished harpist, a cultured singer, a brilliant student.

Yet something was lacking. Her life was laid out before
her: she must study, she must become a great singer. Yes.
That was the way it would be but in her heart Joan knew
She loved music, but there was
it would not be that way.
something,
in her a desire for something beyond music

—

.

she didn't

in

York's newest discovery.

so

to

In her teens,

dis-

career, at last she arrived in

HER WOMAN'S HERITAGE

most children. That
was how she, Joan Blaine,

much

meant more

waiting for her cue to go on
in a part which carried only
a line or two of dialogue.

pointless

mean

It

tiently

WHO

seemed natural to do without
little

why

appointments and new training.
Joan learned to know
the smell of stuffy daycoaches, learned to sit pa-

phy-

Even

sacrificed,

Her new goal meant a
turn-about-face in all her
plans.

throat,

had

she

actress.

eat spices, sweets, rough food,

hedged about by

why

know what.

.

.

—

She was a student at Northwestern University and that
"something" was still ambiguous when she fell in love. He
was the captain of the football team, and she was his girl,
Beta pin and all. Her heart thrilled when she heard thouThere were fraternity
sands cheering him in a game.
dances, moonlight walks, the enchantment of youth.
Finally, he asked her to be his wife.
"I remember.
It was Christmas time at home."
Joan's
eyes grew tender as she told me of it. "Happiness, lights,
the big tree. I loved him.
I thought of the time when we
could be in our own home at Christmas, with our own
children around us.
... I wanted to say yes. Instead,
I
I said no.
I knew too well what marriage would mean, the
end of my hopes and dreams, forgetting my career, giving
up everything I had studied all my life. I found I couldn't
lose the habit of striving for that one goal
success."
Graduation. Then hard work, harder knocks, disappointments. More than once she placed some personal treasure
on a pawnbroker's counter. Finally, a chance, concert work,
success, applause, the glamor of bright lights.
Joan had arrived. She had arrived, even though it did

—

—

PI

power,

demanding

everything
but
promising
nothing love so strong that this time there could be no
question of a choice between it and the life she had mapped
out for herself.
He was a very prominent New York attorney. After he
had seen "And So to Bed" once, he came again and again,
until he found a mutual friend who could introduce him to

—

They met

He'd call at the theater,
and they'd go out to supper. Afternoons when there was no matinee they were always together.
To him, marriage meant giving up. He was unable to
conceive of a wife whose life held anything more than him,
his home and his children.
Joan knew this, and accepted
it.
More, knowing him and loving him, she felt that he was
right.
She wanted her life to be as he wished it.
Yes, she knew she was being disloyal to everything she
had always worked for. She heard again her grandfather's
words, and rejected them.
It was a small disloyalty, she
said to herself, compared to the greater disloyalty to her
sex and her warm woman's heart if she once more chose
Joan.

often after that.

after the performance,

to let love go.

They were
anticipation,

to be married in a week.

had cast

Joan,

happy with
Her

off forever all professional ties.

agent couldn't believe it, and called her every day, offering
her new parts, hinting of a possible future Hollywood
contract.

No.
all

Joan had made her

decision.

She was giving

it

up.

But there are things you cannot (Continued on page 76)
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you invest your money in hopes of an air career.
Perhaps the racketeer first inserts an advertisement in a
local newspaper: "Talent wanted for sponsored radio program. Experience unnecessary." You go to the station, take
an audition, and are then told that you have talent but
need more training. The man in charge of auditions hands
you a card to such and such a school in some cases it's
fore

RACKETEERS

in
radio?
Scores of them, elusive,
scheming racketeers, constantly on the alert to snare
the unsuspecting penny or dime or five-dollar bill.
They lurk in the obscure local station, among the clients
of established broadcasting studios; in "radio dramatic and
music schools." They are here today and gone tomorrow,
to reappear in some new place and under a new guise. They
know all the dodges, and they use them all.
They defraud you, the listener, of your time and your
money. They victimize inexperienced youngsters who are
trying to get a start on the air. They cheat merchants who
are taking their first experimental flier in air advertising.
But if the job is to
It's time for radio to clean house.
be done right, and done now, you, the listening audience,
must help. The Federal Communications Commission at

Washington has the power to license stations or remove
them from the air, and it also has trained investigators who
do what they can to smoke out cases of fraud, but these investigators cannot be everywhere and hear every program
sent out on the air. Even the station officials themselves,
no matter how well-intentioned they may be, often cannot
keep their kilocycles entirely free of fraud, because they
do not realize that fraud is being practiced.
When you've read this article you'll know about the slick
rackets that are carried on over the air.
You'll recognize them on your own loudspeaker.

If

you

are trying to carve a radio

career for yourself, you'll be forewarned
against some of the ways unscrupulous pro-

moters have of getting your money from
you. And if you are a business man who
has never advertised on the air, but would
like to, you'll be more apt to spot the kind
of radio salesman to keep away from.
Whether you are a listener, an aspiring
performer, or a prospective advertiser, you
can render a great service to the future of
radio by reporting instances of fraud either
to the editor of this magazine or to the Federal

Communications Commission

in

Wash-

ington, D. C.

Suppose, first of all, you want to be a
radio star, and are willing to work desperately hard for your big chance.
tion of yours

makes you

This ambi-

a prize target for

smooth-talking gentlemen who are
adept at getting other people's money.
Their most common trick is to send you to
Now, not all
a "broadcasting school."
schools for teaching you microphone technique are fakes but enough of them are to
make it worth your while to investigate bethe

—

14

—

—

from the studio and practically promises you employment after you've taken a few months'
course. At the school itself the same line of polite palaver
is handed out to you, you enroll and pay your tuition fee,
and the school and thq man at the studio split the proceeds.

just across the hall

The prize racket in connection with schools, however, is
that which came to light out on the West Coast. Schools
were calling themselves the "Chautauqua Broadcasting
Studios," or the "Natural Broadcasting Class," and using
microphones with the letters CBS and NBC on them.
A pupil of one of these schools, for a few dollars, was
given a couple of voice tests, a sample recording of his
voice, and a glossy picture showing him at a "CBS" or
an "NBC" mike. Then, if he was that kind of person,

he could take his picture to the program manager
of some station and pretend he really had worked
on network programs. Not that anyone ever
benefitted from such a procedure except the
fake schools it didn't take program mana-

—
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you're a housewife or
fledgling star trying
to start a career, be on
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you invest your money in hopes of an air career
Perhaps the racketeer first inserts an advertisement in a
local newspaper: "Talent wanted for sponsored radio program. Experience unnecessary." You go to the station, take
an audition, and are then told that you have talent but
need more training. The man in charge of auditions hands
you a card to Mich and such a school in sonic cases it's
and practically promjust across the hall from the studio
fore
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worth youi while

to investigate be-

LISTENER
PERFORMER OR A

spot phoney network stars after one song.
who charge money for audiFrequently the managers of small stations charge

gers long

to

Watch out
tions.

for station officials

anywhere from a dollar to

five dollars

an audition.

national advertisers. Of course, the advertisers in whose
name the programs are put on the air know nothing of
what's happening, never hear the programs, never receive
bills for them. But the station which has broadcast the fake

program

T*£ WARE

of giving your talent free, even if you are a beginner, unless you are sure of your station's good faith.
It's a common practice to give a beginner a weekly pro-

the supposition that some sponsor will listen in.
Sometimes the studio even charges you for the privilege of
broadcasting. In one case two or three radio stations hired
a man as "vocal and dramatic coach." He didn't get a

gram on

He

salary.

didn't need one, because he got free talent for

and made money for himself besides.
auditioned that they were fine, but
that they needed a little more experience and microphone
technique. Then he'd send them to a "school" with which
he was connected and assign them programs on the station.
Every week when they came to do their free broadcasts he'd
tell them how great an improvement the school had made
It could go
in their work.
on for months, the school
on

his list

those

who

the stations

He'd

tell

getting the pupil's money,
and
the station his talent

himself
exactly nowhere.
pupil

paying

Not

clients by saying, or even printing,
famous firms are among its customers.

simple, but fearfully complicated,

IF

getting

know a girl with a fine
I
voice and considerable talent. She had been singing

carded tin cans. These labels they took

Maybe

they couldn't get

program they'd

the

$100—okay,

offer a small prize

in return for the label

At

from a can of the goods being ad-

A

WHO

SCHEMES, REPORT THEM

the day the check carries on its dateline. When that day
comes the bank sends the check back marked "N. S. F."
but meanwhile the station has secured thirty days of the
gullible the station

is

And

the artist is sufficiently
sometimes able to string him along
if

another thirty days.
If you're the father or mother of a child who performs
on the air, watch out for the type of program which popularizes a group of children by means of a sustaining program, then puts them all into a valuable act and exploits
them for nice profits of which the children and their parents
It's been done.
see little or nothing.
Perhaps you're a beginner not in the performing end of
radio, but in the advertising end. Perhaps you've often
wanted to tell the world—or your own neighborhood what
you have to sell, and have only been deterred by the high
cost. Well, if so, check up on the radio salesman who offers
you a program for lower prices than that quoted on the
rate-cards of established stations, because the chances are
there's something wrong.
A simple, but very effective, trick is employed by some
stations
to broadcast free, unsolicited programs for famous
for

still

—

—
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the

after

rying

IN

10,000 or

so

neatly

packaged labels and a list
of names
and addresses
culled from the telephone
book. Obligingly, they'd offer to mail out the toy bal-

USE

loons, and the distributor
would give them the balloons
and the necessary
postage.
Thereupon
the
couple would sell the balloons
and
the
postage
stamps, too, and wouldn't
be heard of around that dis-

tributor's office again.

last she

time for nothing.

few weeks

broadcast they'd be back in

YOU'VE BEEN TAKEN

plucked up courage and
asked him for the money.
He pretended not to know
what she was talking about at first, but when she insisted
he grew ugly and let her know plainly that she'd better
forget about the seven dollars if she expected to continue
singing over that station.
Even if you get a salaried job on a small station your
troubles aren't necessarily over. Announcers and other staff
artists have been known to be paid off in checks post-dated
thirty days, on the plea that the station is short of funds
at the moment but will surely have enough to cover on

artist's

On

they'd take $50.

—say a toy balloon

vertised, as evidence of purchase.

went by and the program
manager, who had been supposed to pay her, made no
so.

carefully

Then they'd go to see the local distributor of a well
known brand of canned goods and talk him into paying
1 100 or so for a test radio program over a small station.

RADIO TO PROMOTE THEIR

for which she was to receive
seven dollars. But the days

do

home and

sorted.

station,

to

another petty

leave their home at four in the morning. Busily they delved
into ash cans and refuse barrels, peeling the labels off dis-

BY THE LEECHES

nothing over a local
hoping to get a
sponsored program. At last,
the chance came. She sang
once on a commercial show,
for

move

is

racket which one married couple thought up and put into
practice. Twice a week they would dress up in overalls and

the distributor's office, car-

—

the

solicits

that such and such

NOW

.

.

.

sounds like a lot of work
which might more profitably have been turned into
honest channels, but that's
It

the

way

it

was done.

Don't put too much faith, either, in the small station
which claims to cover a lot of territory. Find out how
many watts it is supposed to be broadcasting on, and then
find out how much territory, on an average, a station with
that amount of power should cover. If the station in, question has a listening area larger than it should have with
its published amount of power, you'd better steer clear of
it.
Permission to increase power must be obtained from
the F. C. C, but many small stations go right ahead and
increase their power anyway, without permission. Then
they point out to prospective advertisers what a lot of territory their programs reach and at no extra cost to the
client, either. That their illegal power increase has caused
them to interfere with a distant station on the same wavelength doesn't worry these gentlemen in the least.

—

AGAIN,

look before you leap

if

you are offered

a

test

program, half the prfce to be paid when the contract
is signed, the other half to be paid only when
and if—
the program has increased your business. The proposition
may be strictly on the level, and again it may not.
This is how it has sometimes been worked: A promoter
approaches a merchant or distributor and offers him a
one-broadcast program composed of well-known and popular vaudeville personalities who are appearing at a local
theater.
The half payment down, half if business improves, offer sounds pretty swell to the prospective advertiser. All these famous people whose names the promoter
is rattling off so glibly, on his program!
If they boost
business, he figures, he won't mind paying the second half
of the money; if it doesn't get (Continued on page 77)
i

—
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a lady
voted by many critics
as the stage's
It
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is
becoming a radio
legend that there's
no greater pleasure
than working on her
ful

study
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Monday-night serial
NBC's network.
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Bert Lawson

A

black sheep on his

new

half hour

Sunday

evenings, Joe is one
of the swellest performers in the world
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GIBBONS has
looked upon more war,
death,
and bloodshed
than any other man alive
Into the space of
today.
twenty-five years he has
packed just about every
kind of hazardous adven-

FLOYD

possible for one

ture

it

man

to have.

is

BEGIN

ACTION

THE

FILLED

-

was excitement he had

WHO

STORY OF A MAN

during

surface

earth's

the last quarter-century he
hasn't

visited while

making news

— that

vided always
possible for

it

it
is,

ASKS

JUST ONE THING OF LIFE-

DANGER AND MORE DANGER!

was
pro-

was exciting news, and

him

to get there before

all

it

was humanly
was

North

and
Madrid was

the shooting

over.

newspaper

stories,

saw

broadcasts,

You can

and magawhat

get a taste of

Spain from his current Saturdaynight series of broadcasts for Nash motors.
But there is one class of adventure he has
left untold. He has told you the adventures
of others; he has told you of adventures he
participated in; but he has never told you
the personal history of Floyd Gibbons, adventurer. It is a story so colorful, so packed
with action, that it is difficult to compress
into the limits of a few articles in a magazine. Nevertheless, I'm going to try.
Floyd sailed for Spain shortly after the
mutiny of the Madrid garrison which
he

in

east
in the

the RCA Magic Key of the
Air program. Ten days, he
thought, would allow him
plenty of time to get from
Gibraltar to Madrid.
North and west of Gibraltar was Rebel territory.

were" those loyal to the Government.
hands of the Government; so in the few

—

Right, Floyd Gibbons of
Washington, D. C, at the

age of

He landed at Gibraltar
on August 13, ten days before he was scheduled to
broadcast from Madrid on

days at his disposal he went first into Rebel territory,
through Algeciras, Cadiz, Jerez (the birthplace of sherry
wine), to Seville, then back to Gibraltar. At Cadiz he saw
his first pirate ship
a destroyer which had mutinied against
and in
the Government, and so was technically a pirate
Seville he met General Queipo de Llano, the man who
captured that city for the Rebels with only a handful of
soldiers, and who now is Spain's most widely listened-to
radio personality because of his news bulletins.
Added to the Rebel forces in these southern towns were
troops of savage Moors from Africa, mercenary soldiers
(Continued on page 58)
born into the tradition of

Yet until he went to Spain last summer, he had never
stepped into absolute chaos. Not even in that other revolution-ridden country, Russia, during and fust after the
World War, had he seen such complete disorganization. In
Russia there had been famine and misery, but not heedless,
rapacious waste. In Manchuria he had seen cruelty; in
France, during the World War. he had been so frightened
he had been unable to control the trembling of his body.
But even in Russia. Manchuria and France there had been
order and purpose back of the carnage.
The "Headline Hunter" has spent his life following adventure. Much of that adventure he has
passed along to you, in the form of books,
zine articles.

to

be.

There hasn't
been a news-making spot on
the

started
the
revolution.
Naturally. Wherever there

three;

right

—

By

NORTON RUSSELL

be-

Edward
Gibbons, who didn't want
his son to be a reporter.
low,

his

father,

Below, a hitherto unpublished family group.

row,

Emma

left

to

right,

Top
Mrs.

Gibbons, Floyd, Zel-

da, and Donald; in front
are Edward and Margaret.
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Radio

story of two
THE
shaped Ted Malone's

loves which have
entire existence,

photos

made him

a success beyond
the story of Ted
Malone's life. It is a story of tears and
laughter and hardships, of a mother's love
and a wife's love. It is the story the only
that have

his fondest

dreams,

—which

story

is

—

explains

why

his daily pro-

gram over CBS, Between

the Bookends, has
a loyal following of uncounted thousands.
Often you read about the son of a minister, of the life that is his, and how he reacts
through the years. Much less often you read
about the wife of a minister, though her lot
is usually the more dramatic, the more filled
with hardships to overcome and problems to
solve.

Ted Malone's mother, born Grace Aurora
Gunter, became Mrs. Frank Arthur Russell
when she married a struggling young minister,
a man whose life had already been consecrated
to the task of founding new churches throughout
the country, an unsung heroic job in the field of
missions very few know anything about or understand. She married for love, nor did she ever
regret her action.
He instilled in her the courage which upheld
him in work that would have discouraged a lesser man. Especially after her second son, Frank
Alden, was born. Ted Malone is Frank Alden
Russell to this day, a name he is proud of, but a
name he has never used in public, since the success
of his broadcast on which he started as Ted Malone.
Until Ted was ready for high school he knew his
father only as the loving, friendly man who never
missed Thanksgiving or Christmas with his wife and
two sons, the man who returned from his wanderings in time to make bright wooden toys to give Ted
as his

Christmas presents.

mother Ted had to

find both counselor and
he could go for consolation and
advice. It was his mother on whom most of the task
fell of feeding and clothing the family on practically
In his

playmate, to

whom

THEY'RE THE SECRET OF HIS
24

Wa ie
,

excuse

L<*»s<t

no money

at

all.

Pounding new churches was ample reward
someone must find a way to fill the

to their souls, but

empty

cereal

bowls

in

the

morning,

the

empty dinner

you have ever wondered, listening each noon to Ted
Between The Bookends program, how he is able, so
simply and easily, to reach out towards your own personal
problem, go straight to your heart with his words of advice
and touch you with the poems he reads, your answer is in
those years, when living as the son of a struggling minister,
he learned to find the true joys of existence from his
If

his

mother.
Christmas, with his father

By

day of the year for the little family. If today
you forget your burdens, your heartache, it's

partly because of those Christmas mornings, bright and
in the cold of Kansas City winters, which he still
remembers. Ted never knew presents as most of us understand them. There was no money to go downtown to the
brightly decorated stores with their Christmas trees and
smiling Santa Clauses. But his mother had taught him how
crisp

plates at dinner.

on

the brightest
he can help

JOSEPHINE

home once more, was always

LE

SUEUR

to make wonderful decorations for their small balsam tree
out of cranberries and popcorn they grew in the summer
and stored away in the fall. And in the morning, down
under the tree, there were always small paper bags of
hard candy and oranges.
Ted never expected anything
more. It was enough to have
the excitement of popping the
corn, of finding a new kind of
candy in the paper bag, of
playing with the homemade

toys his "father had built. Another mother wouldn't have
taught this simple truth that

—

popcorn and cranberries and
oranges made just as nice
Christmases as expensive toy
automobiles
and bicycles

and roller skates. And the
same spirit of love and joy
with which she invested the
she
Christmas
holidays
spread over all the seasons
{Continued on page 54)
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Ted reading
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and the

whose love

to
girl

finished the

lesson that his mother,
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below, began. For time
of Between the Bookends, see page 5
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the

buoyancy of the au-

dience.

could sense

I

it.

Although of all ages,
they were gay, laughing
and talking with a rising
hum, so different from
blase,
the
bored and
downright morbid audiences of the legitimate

theater upon rainy
nights. These people had
something, and
asked
was.
myself what
it
I

Were

they
or

cranks,

musical

had

Rode-

heaver imbued them
with

A UNIQUE NEW CHARACTER,

BILLY

the

magic which,

for twenty years,

made

him

mag-

Billy Sunday's

and

foremost
song leader of the times?
was soon to find out.
net

SUN

the

1

Rodeheaver

DAY'S FORMER LIEUTENANT,

rehearsed
audience for about
twenty-five minutes before the broadcast; and
think, at the end of
that time, fully ninety

COMES TO

his

1

RADIO WITH A CURE FOR OUR TROUBLES

By
T

was raining the proverbial

cause a near panic in

New

cats

York.

Transportation

was already glutted, and more thousands were stampeding homeward; for it seemed a downpour without end.
"Surely,"

I

told myself, hurrying across the gusty area

Times Square in cold water, which was ankle deep,
"few people will feel like singing tonight not if they
have to be drowned and attend a broadcast to sing."
Even as I sloshed along the sidewalks, a newspaper
over my head to keep from being completely drenched, I
was feeling half sorry for Homer Rodeheaver; wondering
how he could present his Community Sing on a night
like this. How could his show go on? What would his
sponsors do about it, if there was no appreciable audience? Then I found myself at Forty-fourth Street, and
putting purpose above caution, swung eastward toward
the CBS Playhouse. Just as suddenly I looked ahead
and had the silly inclination to pinch myself, to demand
physical proof my eyes were sane.
But once in many years had I seen such a throng in a
of

—

New York

side street.

That was when a murder had just
it had not been raining.
To-

occurred; but even then

it was a different sort of crowd.
People stood in
downpour, laughing and talking, none evidencing
discomfort. It was amazing, like the lines at Madison
Square Garden, the Polo Grounds, or Soldiers Field in
Chicago, just before a great athletic event. They pushed
forward, pressing against the jammed lobby of the CBS
Playhouse, as eagerly as if their tickets had cost a premium. And why? To see Homer Rodeheaver to sing
with him! A night which would have stayed Napoleon's
army had not fazed them.
Soon, I, too, had fallen in line. And although it was
nearly an hour before the Community Sing went on the
air, the doors were presently opened. Within less than
five minutes every seat in the theater was filled.
I
sat
in the first row of the balcony, ever more impressed with

night,

the

—

him for PresiComing out from

to vote for

FRANK LOVETTE

and dogSs one of
those freakish rainy nights of late autumn which

I

per cent of those present
would have been willing
dent.

;

the wings of the stage,
dressed in white to discount the weather, he
with a broad smile and

greeted the "community singers'
contagious laugh.
"I'm glad you're here," he told them.
little bit rainy.

.

.

.

And

after

all,

just

"Even

how

if

rainy

it

it

is

a

seems,

depends entirely upon where you come from and where
you were brought up." He illustrated with an example.
"Down in the East Tennessee mountains, where I grew
up, two of the old timers from the hills once got into an
argument as to whether it was raining hard or not. One
told a story of a rain so hard it washed the cattle and other
animals away. 'That

ain't nothin' at

when he was through.

'Up

in

all,'

the other one said

the cove,

where

I

live,

it

rained so hard last fall, it busted the bottom out o' the
rain barrel. We turned th' barrel up on its side, then, but
that didn't help none. It rained in the bung hole faster
than th' water could run out both ends.'
There was a roar from the audience. And while they were
still laughing, he said, "So you see, it depends entirely upon

where you grew up, how hard it's raining. For some of
you it may be raining- daffodils." He had picked up his
audience in a manner reminiscent of Will Rogers.

—

Quickly, he introduced his instrumental ensemble. Then,
with the flashing of the words of "Pack Up Your Troubles,"
upon the screen behind him, he exhorted all to sing. "Anybody with tonsilitis or a bad cold," he told them, "can
whistle." I had no idea of singing, so I reneged on the first
go-round. I held out on the crowd through part of the
second song, which was "Smiles," but the leader was too
contagious longer to resist. He got me, too. I found myself
singing and, what is more, liking it. I began to feel changed,

began to feel better.
I
can say WE. We rehearsed with him his entire
program, by which time I was a veteran "community
singer." He let us sing bass, tenor, or anything we pleased.
He told us to harmonize, to get it up and out as we saw
fit.
I
was surprised to discover that it sounded beautiful,
that some of the emotions within me, which I had long
thought were atrophied, had come (Continued on page 71)

and

I

Now

For

the

time

Community

of Palmolive's
Sing, see page 50.
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WHY

IS

MOVIEDOM AFRAID TO TUNE

PROGRAM? WHY HAS
HOLLYWOOD

did as

it

pleased for years.

TRIED

IT

Business

and private lives were conducted behind locked
doors and drawn blinds. The inside dope on all but
the most trivial subjects was taboo.
The sun shone in Hollywood for those who held the whip
deals

hand.
Lots of people knew plenty, but said nothing. Nobody
dared say anything. Jobs were held by radio commentators,

knew

and newspaper columnists, and magazine writers who
the ropes well enough to talk or write for hours with-

out saying anything.
And then came Jimmy

—

Fidler and how things
Hollywood! Out of almost nowhere, out
maze of Hollywood writers, came a young man with
lions of radio listeners and a line of talk that dealt
with truth and fact.

changed

Jimmy
28

in

Fidler has the one radio broadcast that

all

have
of a
mil-

only

Holly-

IN

JIMMY

FIDLER'S

TO PUT HIM OFF THE

wood

fears

ever been

—

AIR?

— and

respects! He is the only person who has
able to verbally spank Mr., Mrs., and Miss

and make them like it!
Hollywood big-wigs have tried to bribe him, reason with
him, and have even threatened him, but each and every
Tuesday evening at 10:30 P. M., his Hollywood on the Air
has the entire movie colony holding its breath. And when
the smoke from Mr. Fidler's attack clears away there is
many a headache in cinema land!
The phenomenal rise of this astounding young man to
national importance in one short year, is one of the miracles
of Hollywood. More people probably depend on him for
their Hollywood news, comments, and gossip than on any
celebrity

other person. Plus his large radio following, Jimmy has a
daily syndicated column which is read by 10,000,000 fans
and his Fox Movietone Newsreel which reaches an estimated
45,000,000 here and abroad.

By

FREDERICK

RUTLEDGE
A

year ago he was strug-

gling for recognition; today he

a power Hollywood must
reckon with. It is no wonder
filmdom fears him with his nearis

ly 80,000,000 followers.

Many powerful organizations
have tried to have Jimmy Fidler
taken off the air. One of his worst
enemies is the Screen Actors Guild.
The Hollywood Reporter has printed tirades against his broadcasts,
and a producers' association has
gone after him time and again. If it's
news that can be proved, if it happened today, Jimmy brings it to the
attention of the world.

At the many dinners I've attended in
company of movie stars there has

the

always been one sure topic of discussion
broadcasts of Jimmy Fidler. I've
never known a star who didn't have something to say.
When the conversation

—the

turns to

There

is

Jimmy, voices become lowered.
hate,

(Continued on page 80)
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think

it

came through my insistent questioning on the one
him which mystified me most his youth. How
man so actively young at the half-century mark,

thing about

GOOD

."
everybuddy.
Uncle Ezra broadcasting from his "powerful little five-watter down in Rosedale." You hear
him three nights a week at 7:15 on the NBC Red network,
as well as on Saturday night's National Barn Dance. And
to listen to his shrewd rural philosophy and friendly fireside gossip, one can hardly conceive the story behind those
broadcasts, of a twenty-year battle between the private and
professional sides of a man; of Uncle Ezra, a witty old
codger of national fame, and Pat Barrett, a vigorous young
man who wanted to be just himself
and couldn't!
Of course, Uncle Ezra and Pat Barrett are one and the

evenin',

Yep,

.

.

it's

.

.

.

same person, yet

this is really the story of two men within
each other grimly through the years, finally
to find, only in the last few months, a strange and unique
compromise which more appropriately might be limited to
the pages of fiction; a truce which has split Pat Barrett's
life into two worlds, like the eccentric duality of a mythical

one,

who fought

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.
I
don't know why Pat Barrett told

me

this story,

but

I

—

could a
looking like a kid of twenty-five, so unerringly portray the
bewhiskered Uncle Ezra? And since he writes his own
scripts, where do the ideas come from? What was behind
that broadcast? Pat's subsequent answers revealed how
the character of Uncle Ezra came into being long before
the advent of radio, how it developed almost to the point
of completely suppressing Pat's personal character, and
finally, how Pat Barrett became the master of the situation
with what he smilingly refers to as his "double life."
Pat Barrett, near the turn of the century, was a towheaded youngster in the small town of Holden, Missouri
just an ordinary American boy, with but one exception.
And that exception was the foundation of his later success,
of Uncle Ezra, and of this story.
You see, as a boy Pat idolized a group of old men. He
loved to sit around Brad Harmon's drug store, or in the
shade of Fred Tesche's livery stable, listening to the whitebearded patriarchs of the town: Uncle Johnny, Pleas Ferguson, Judge Bothwell, and a half a dozen more. He preferred sitting silently on his haunches, all ears, while his
bewhiskered friends swapped {Continued on page 61)
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STUART CHURCHILL'S
CHANCE, AND A CRACKED PHO-

NOGRAPH

RECORD,

BROUGHT

HIM TO STARDOM ON THE AIR

II

was written alhundred years ago, but one which Stuart

Stuart Churchill.

most a

It

is

a song that

first time a short ten years ago.
And since
hearing his life and his career have been inextric-

for the
it first

Iard
By

ably bound up in it. It has become his guide and inspiration.
Had Stuart Churchill not listened to a cracked Heifetz
recording of Schubert's "Ave Maria" he probably would
not be a star on NBC's new Saturday night program over
the Red network. In fact, he might not be singing at all.
That sounds strange and melodramatic, but
not as strange and melodramatic as it really

GLADYS

FIST

is.

Ten years ago Stuart Churchill was a boy
his teens hammering away at xylophone
and drums with a Chautauqua unit which was
playing small western towns. One night stands,
in

or two at the most. But
raised in a small town
romance and adventure
He had been with the

who had been
Kansas, there was

to Stu,
in

in this nomadic life.
Chautauqua show for
two summers two summers in which he had
grown used to the constant pulling up of tent
stakes and starting on again, two summers in
which part of the romance and adventure of
the life had become more or less prosaic. One
night, during that second summer, his show
was travelling over Marshall Pass in Colorado
by bus. Suddenly the road was obscured by

—

a terrific cloudburst. The driver proceeded
cautiously for a time, but soon it became impossibly dangerous to go on, and he pulled

over to the side of the road and stopped. The
top and sides of the bus were filled with holes,
and by this time all of its occupants were
soaked to the skin.
One of the men looking for better shelter
jumped out on the road. A few minutes later
he came back to say that he had found a deserted and unlocked shack a small distance
away. Stuart admits that he owes this fellow
a lasting debt of gratitude.
They followed the man to the shack, went
inside and waited for the cloudburst to pass.
They were there for over an hour ten wet,
shivering men sitting on the floor of a dingy

—

room lit by the feeble glow of a single candle.
The room was bare save for a broken chair, a
stool, a table from which all traces of paint
were worn, and of all things a Victrola. It
was a very old fashioned Victrola, even for
ten years ago. with a huge megaphone-like
horn; near the instrument there lay two broken
records and one that was cracked. It was that
one cracked record which changed the en-

—

tire

—

course of Churchill's life. That record
Heifetz
(Continued on page 52)
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A MODERN MIRACLE

By

MARY

WATKINS REEVES

ON

a frosty night in early October a very amazing thing happened in Studio 3-H at Radio
Gity. A tall and regal woman of fifty-seven
summers stood beside a microphone and calmly proceeded to turn back the clock.
She slipped her feet from their matronly suede

walking oxfords into a smaller frivolous pair of hightopped white satin dancing shoes with pink bows on
the toes and long rows of buttons running gaily up
the sides and fancifully curved French heels.
She
changed the coiffure of her gray-streaked reddish hair
for a cap of dark auburn waves that folded into a
smooth bun low on her neck. With a single effort she
pinched her waist into a size sixteen gown of mauve
and gold taffeta such as lovely ladies of high degree
wore at the turn of the century. And then with a
word, a pause, a sentence, the wrinkled fabrics of
her cheeks and throat and hands were suddenly transformed—with all the world to witness it into the
glowing fresh skin of a girl in her teens.
It was a calm and orderly procedure, all this. She
worked her magic without an ounce of obvious nervousness. She didn't clutch at the mike stand with
trembling fingers like Dietrich, or twist a half dozen
handkerchiefs to shreds like Crawford or reach for
the ammonia between scenes like Colbert. Instead
she sat engrossed in a copy of "Gone With the Wind"
until she heard her cue, then shut the book quietly,
laid it aside and started speaking as she walked toward the microphone.
And with her first line Ethel Barrymore was restored to America' as the Ethel Barrymore of thirtyfive years ago! As "that electric youngster, Lionel
Barrymore's little sister." As "the darling of American and European society." And later "the most en-

—

For Miss Barrymore's show
sponsored by Bayer, see p. 50.
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BRINGS BACK THE GIRL

WHOSE ESCAPADES

gaged girl in the United States," "the enfant terrible of
Broadway," "the best actress among American mothers and
the best mother among American actresses," "queen of the
First Actress of the
theaters' Royal Family." And finally
American Stage.
And it was radio that brought the miracle about.
For, three seasons ago, at fifty-four, Ethel Barrymore
sought to revive on the stage one of her former successes,
"Declassee." In it she played the role of Lady Helen Haden,
the young heroine. Critics were kind but the paying public
reneged; for the first time the paying public as much as

—

by its lack of support, that a woman in her fifties
however great an actress she might be could not create
a satisfactory illusion of a girl despite all the makeup and
wigs and clever corseting in the world. Theater-goers want
their heroines young. So after a short run the play closed
and Ethel Barrymore vowed she would never return to
the stage again in any semblance of youth.
The great tragedy of that, had not radio intervened, was
that her thrilling voice and personality which really make
her as an actress were still as young as ever.
"Why should a voice be old?" she said to me. "My
grandmother played on the stage until she was ninety-seven
and if you had shut your eyes and listened to her you would
have sworn hers was the speech of a sixteen-year-old girl.
There's no such thing as 'an old lady's voice.' It doesn't
have to be. If you've got artistry enough in the first place
and physical fitness enough in the second place your voice
can be exactly the same at a hundred as it was at twenty."
Such a short time ago, before radio came into being, her
great gift for acting would have been lost to the world with
said,

the closing of "Declassee".

—

The

shell

surrounding her ar-

Below, Ethel greeting her three children, John

Drew

Colt, Samuel Colt and Ethel Barrymore Colt, as they
'arrived in Hollywood while "Rasputin" was being made.

tistry,

SET

A NATION BUZZING

graying hair and arthritic knee and sagging

the

cheek, were no longer appealing to look upon.

But on the

only the voice and personality that matter. Each
listener in his own imagination builds his own picture of
the heroine of the play, makes her sixteen or twenty-two, a
blonde or a brunette, blue-eyed or brown, to suit his fancy.
Ethel Barrymore knew she wasn't finished because a
graceful old age had settled on her young beauty with the
air it's

passing of the years.
So last August the First Actress of the American Stage
announced her permanent retirement from the theater, her
forthcoming debut in radio in a series of her own. And
with her initial broadcast, a dramatization of "Captain
Jinks" which was her first starring vehicle 'way back in
1901
she performed the miracle of turning back the clock
and being Ethel Barrymore at twenty-one. Gay, imperious,
lovable, shocking, head-strong, temperamental Ethel Barry-

—
—

more whose romances and capers and scrapes were eternally
mama and grand-

getting in the newspapers to delight your

mama

(to say nothing of grandpop,

of scandal
younger generation does.

breezy

Now

tidbit

it

just

as

too)

much

!

as

who

liked

this

terrible

a

seems a part of the Barrymore tradition, which

and Lionel of course, is to make
her share and she started at it
young. In 1891, a high-spirited and grownup girl of twelve,
she defied about six kinds of child labor and truancy laws
by going on the stage. Her actress-mother had died and
left her the family home in Philadelphia and her little
brother John to look out for. Her actor-father was broke
and Ethel hated going to school anyway. She saw no reason why a young lady descended {Continued on page 67)
includes brothers John
headlines.
Ethel made

The three famous Barrymores

in a California garden
But Ethel has turned away
from pictures for good, as well as from the theater.

—John,

Ethel

and

Lionel.

MARRIED AT FIFTEEN, LOUISE MASSEY FOUND REAL LOVE LATER ON
death do us part.
TILL
They were very young

."
.

.

By

JOHN EDWARDS

to be

taking such vows. Too young.
Louise Massey was fifteen. Milt Mabie was twenty. And
back in Roswell were four parents who, when they found
out what was happening, were going to be more angry,
and more hurt, and more worried, than they had ever been
before in their lives.

Seeing Louise Massey
of herself

—you can't

girl

who

the

boy she

now

defied her parents

loved.

—poised

and graceful and sure

detect in her the high-spirited school-

and

Or thought

all

her friends to marry

she loved, for she didn't

She knows that now.
Louise Massey and Milt Mabie, who with Louise's two
brothers and Larry Wellington broadcast every Tuesday
really.

happy married

life

on the Log Cabin Dude
program over the NBCBlue network, have come to a
from the strangest and most unpromisnight

Ranch

ing beginning imaginable.
It all began when Louise's father told her to stop at
Mabie's Hardware Store in Roswell, after school, and pick
up some tools to bring back to the ranch with her. Massey,
a prosperous New Mexico rancher, did a lot of trading at
Mabie's, and Louise had often stopped there to pick up a
load of supplies in her car. But old Mr. Mabie, or one of
his clerks, had always waited on her, nobody like this big
six-foot-and-more youth in the military school uniform
who stood grinning at her across the counter.
"I'm Milt Mabie," he said.
,

Something about
sumption that she

his

as-

cared

who

THE9

smo

II

cin

he was made her desnub him. "Are
there some things here for
Mr. Massey?" she asked
coolly. And then, because
suddenly she realized she
hadn't really wanted to
snub him, she gave him
Louise Massey 's smile, as
dazzling then as it is today,
and said, "I'm Louise, his
daughter."
"Sure, I knew that," he
said.
"I asked Dad who
you were as soon as 1 saw
you stop out in front."
Well, Louise got her supplies,
and he helped her
load them into the car, and
she went on out to the
ranch. But that night Milt
came out that night, and
thereafter.
every
night
Within three months, they
wanted to get married more
than they wanted anything
else in the world.
liberately

—

made

They

their

first

mistake when they told the

and the elder
Mabies what they wanted

elder Masseys

they
with one voice.
Louise and Milt were both
far too young. Louise, in
fact, wasn't even out of
high school and when she
to

Ridiculous!

do.

shouted,

—

had finished there she had
to go to El Paso, to study
couldn't
singing.
There
even be a discussion of marriage for at least five years.

The immediate

result of

the family uproar

was

to

give Louise and Milt a feeling of guilt, as if this overwhelming desire of theirs to

be together always was
something to be ashamed
of. Yet Milt, the older and

had to
perhaps their

steadier of the two,

admit

that

were right. After
(Continued on page 64)

parents
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A

good

friend of Guy's

you

things about
him only a good friend
knows. See page 50 for

tells

the

time

of

his

show.

JACK SHER

YOU WILL

BE

GLAD YOU READ

THIS STORY, AS HEART

WARM

ING AS THE LOMBARDO MUSIC
comparatively easy to write something about celebyou meet for the first time. They tell you interesting facts about their lives, you get spur of the moment
impressions, most of them are very genial and pleasant.
You go home and write how enjoyable it was talking
to them, how they have shaped their careers, and about
their romances, if there are any.
But, when you know a person well
as I know Guy
Lombardo and you think a great deal of that person
as I do of Guy
and you sit down and try to tell someone else about him, what a grand person he really is that,
readers, is not easy.
Whenever I think of Guy, and what he actually is, it
comes in pictures, like
A small orchestra going broke in Cleveland, Ohio, and
sticking it out because they had faith in their leader, an
is

ITrities

—

unknown

—Guy

—

—

—

Lombardo.

Getting their first break by creating a style of music that
other musicians laughed at.
And, still later, Guy Lombardo, with the same bunch of

boys that stuck with him in Cleveland, playing at the
world's largest beach resort while thousands stand listening to them. Young, eager bodies pressed tightly against
the bandstand, hearing the music that Guy had faith in,
none of them dancing, barely moving. Just listening and
happy.

Guy Lombardo spreading music around, music that took
years to develop, music that makes people happy.
Leaning over the bandstand for an hour after the program has closed, signing autograph books; smiling, laughing, making the little kids with the green and red autograph
books beam, and push.
Guy Lombardo, human, warm, down to earth, a guy with
a big heart who likes to see others enjoying themselves.
Never too important to stop and chat with strangers
about music.
Or encourage a song plugger.
Or buy hot dogs for two little girls with blonde hair.
An ace band leader, perhaps the best in the country, who
says to the lady in sun goggles, (Continued on page 69)
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ADD TO THE PLEASURES
RADIO'S

DANCE BANDS

BRING YOU BY A TRIP

BEHIND THE SCENES

..'

NEW

York got

start

this

off to a

season

:..

good

with

a

record number of openings.
In case you don't know, openings
are the gala first nights for the
band boys when they move into
new spots, and their success is usually attendant upon the number of
celebrities

present.

Lombardo bowed

When

Guy

into the Roose-

for instance, among those
present were Franklin D. Roosevelt,

velt, Jr., Harry Richman, Abe Lyman, Russ Morgan, Belle Baker,
Benny Goodman, Helen Ward,
Frank Black, Patti Pickens, and

Jimmy

Farrell, just to

name

a few.

But a record was chalked up when
three openings occurred in one
night and had the song pluggers
running around in circles.
The
three bands bowing in were Mai
Hallett, Russ Morgan and Johnny
Hamp. Among others crowding in
more or less at once were Will Osborne, Shep Fields, Ozzie Nelson,

When

the King's Men returned to their old home town of Hollywood for a vacation they were greeted by Dick Powell. Above are Rad Robinson, Dick, Ken
Darby, and Bud Lyon. The fourth member, Jon Dodson, isn't in the picture.

Eddy Duchin, Benny Goodman, Ray Noble,

Artie

Shaw

and many more.
*

*

*

Paul Whiteman going high hat? He is to be guest conductor of the Philadelphia Orchestra for three concerts
this season, two in Philadelphia and one in New York.
Paul has probably helped more up and coming American
composers than any other maestro. He was the first to
play Gershwin's "Rhapsody in Blue" and has first-timed a
lot of works that have since made their composers famous.
Paul is doing his bit for our American Bachs and
Beethovens. Rudy Vallee is-working on an ambitious plan
to bring to light all worthy musical talent in America. He
wants to have every child measured musically so that those
who have what it takes will be discovered early and encouraged. Rudy claims it was just sheer persistence that
got him where he is. As a boy when he took to tooting a
sax all over the house his parents did not tumble to the
fact that he had any unusual talent. They thought it was
excess energy. In fact, his father was disappointed that he
did not become a chemist. Rudy believes a lot of talent is
just going to waste and he hopes his plan will discover it.

IS

40

A

DISTINCTIVE style, some means of identification
on the air that's worth a million to any band. Will
Osborne is getting a big build up with his "slide music"

—

using slippery horns.

Artie

Shaw

is

doing a

lot

with his

you recognize Guy Lombardo immediately on the air without benefit of announcement, and
Wayne King. Air trade-marks are the makings of bands
nowadays.
Radio listeners don't realize it, but the bands try to
develop "appearance trade-marks" too. Clyde Lucas has
one of the smartest looking bands, all in full dress suits.
Casa Loma is another all-tails band. Guy Lombardo wears
a red Eton jacket and makes a splash of color. Benny
Kreuger affects a yellow full dress coat while Al Donahue
and his boys appear in bright blue coats.
strings.

Of

course,

.

SUCCESS STORY

SHE'D

never been on the air before, in fact, had never
been in a broadcasting studio before she walked into
NBC just as though she were somebody and asked for an
audition. Waiting her turn in line, she finally got to the

desk where an audition blank, one of those things where
you put down your life history, was shoved at her. "I
don't want that," she said shoving it back impatiently. "I
want to sing for you right now. I've got something different." The attendant looked at her in amazement, and believe it or not, conducted her to a studio and gave her the
mike. Result, she signed a contract and was put on the
air the next day. Her name is Mildred Windell and you'll
be hearing her. Shows what a little spunk will do.
*

BERN IE

JEN
D

is

FOLLOWING THE LEADERS
Coleman, Emil

Casa Loma

.

.

.

Ben

for a

week

.

.

.

in

Mai

Hallett's

Pierre,

Hall,

George— Hotel

Harris, Phil

sit

boy and Harriet a girl, so the betting is even
has a band that plays nothing but rhumbas,
so the song pluggers called him "No No" Rodrigo.

Kemp, Al

.

.

it

.

.

.

.

Nano Rodrigo

*

*

— Blackstone Hotel, Chicago
—Arcadia, Philadelphia

King,

—

Wayne

Levaggis, Boston

Lombardo, Guy, Roosevelt Hotel, N. Y.

—Astor
N.
—
N.
Nelson, Ozzie— Hotel
N.
Noble, Ray— Rainbow Room, N.
Olsen, George—Edgewater Beach, Chicago
Osborne,
—New
N.
Rogers, Buddy—Drake
Chicago

*

Lopez, Vincent

NBC's

once every
four hours another headache for leaders and publishers
Vincent Travers finds it difficult to smile, but the
sight of spaghetti always does the trick. Ergo, a can of
spaghetti is placed on the stand right in front of him
The
boys lost a lot of money betting on the Giants ... If you
don't see Red Norvo with a black bag in which he carries his
xylophone mallets, he's on his way back home to get it
Benny Pollack is all set with a new band
Benny Goodman made some changes in his (Continued on page 73)
.

.

latest rule limits a song's rendition to

—

Morgan, Russ

.

.

Phil Harris makes his comeback as
Jack Benny's maestro and the fa-

—

mous Harris

smile

is

still

there.

.

.

Y.

Y.

Y.

Y.

.

.

Hotel,

Biltmore Hotel,

Lexington,

.

.

Y.

Kavelin, Al

.

to be a

Chicago

Taft, N. Y.

—Hotel Pennsylvania, N.
—Palomar, Los Angeles

Heidt, Horace, Texas

.

Y.

Goodman, Benny

together weigh nearly 300 apiece so Mai had to reinforce
that end of his stand
Cab Calloway has two valets
Ozzie wants
and they are uniformed like army generals
.

Detroit

Y.

Fio Rito,

them

band who

Hotel,

Jimmy

Fields,

.

Two men

Chicago

Hotel,

Hotel, Minneapolis

Plaza,

.

transatlantic shirts because he doesn't have to change

—Congress

—Book Cadillac
—On Coast
Duchin, Eddy— Hotel
N.
Shep— Hotel
N.
Ted — Hotel Morrison,

got tired of cigars that would puff out before the conclusion of the broadcast, so he got them made especially to last.
Mark Warnow turned the tables on the song pluggers by
wining and dining them recently
Joseph Honti is a
roller skating champ
Hugo Mariani wears those gaudy
.

Regis Hotel, N. Y.

Donahue, Al

Dorsey,

smoking longer cigars these days.

St.

Bob— Nicollet

Crosby,

*

*

—

Will

Yorker,

Y.

Hotel,

.

.

Virginia

Sims

is

the

regularly heard

beautiful so-

on the Elgin
Football Revue, Saturdays on CBS.
loist

And Kay

Kyser is the bandleader on
the Elgin program, which also stars
Ed Thorgersen as sports commentator.

DPEHE s
PORT RGHin

in

AND HE BRINGS A WHIFF
OF REAL SALT AIR WITH
HIM INTO YOUR PARLOR
he was out of his teens. Later, he joined an expedition
to the jungles of Yucatan, to
look for rosewood and ma-

hogany,

months

spent
in the,

twenty-eight

Klondike pan-

ning for gold, and worked in
Hollywood during the days
of spine-tingling serials.

The Hollywood work was
most thrilling, he'll
you today. He played
the

lains

in

pieces

tell

vil-

such early master"The Perils of

as

— remember Pearl
—and broken

Pauline"

White?

RADIO'S one and only salt
back

is

in

a

col-

larbone was just something
to be taken in his stride.
Once he narrowly escaped
falling off a steel girder eight
stories above the ground.

dry dock, safe-

into another season of broadcasting, a can of spinach in

He left serial work to form
an independent movie company with B. A. Rolfe, now
the noted band leader; appeared in films with Harry
Houdini; and entered radio
in 1930.
Since then he has
played all sorts of roles, including
Yiddish,
although

one

he's Irish.

ly

warped

to the pier
radio studios on
Madison avenue, after another summer of exciting adventure on the high seas.
That old tar of the bulging
muscles is well on his way

of the

CBS

pocket and a box of
Wheatena in the other to
keep him going.
Look at the picture above,
if you doubt that there's a
real Popeye loose in radioland. That flesh and blood
sailor
is
impersonated by

Floyd Buckley.

Above

And

look at the page of cartoons opposite, drawn especially for Radio Mirror by Seegar, Popeye's
creator.
The young man with the mustache is another of
the crew which entertains you three times a week. He's

Vic Erwin, who directs all that swell music.
Behind the Popeye make-up and the Popeye frog-voice is
a personality who's had as many adventures as the Sailor
Man himself. Floyd Buckley was born on a ranch in
Texas, and toured with an old-time medicine show before
42

Floyd lives with his wife
and three children on Long
Island
and practices
his

Floyd Buckley in his make-up for
Popeye looks as if he'd just stepped out of
a cartoon. Above, music director Vic Erwin.
left,

frog-voice

astride

a

polo

pony or on the deck of his
boat on Long Island Sound.
Vic Erwin, Popeye's musicmaster, and his Cartoonland Band supply the incidental
music on the radio show and do the same chore, incidentally, for the Popeye cartoons you see in the movies.
Olive La Moy, a diminutive blonde with six years of
stage experience and five of radio, is the owner of the voice

—

Charles Lawrence
Donnelly, also heard
Columbia's Wilderness Road, plays the part of Matey
And that's Popeye's crew!

you hear
in
.

as Olive Oyl, Popeye's best girl.

Wimpy, and

is

.

.

nine-year-old

Jimmy

PARDON THE INTERRUPTION,

FOLKS, BUT I'M NOW BROADCASTING AN APPEAL FOR AN
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ETC
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1936, King Feature Syndicate. Inc..

World righo

reserved.

—

radio studio turns into a madhouse when Popeye, Wimpy, and Olive Oyl invade it
at least, that's what Artist
beegar would have us believe. Popeye is sponsored by Wheatena, on CBS three times a week see p. 50 for time.

—
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THERE'S

fRSHIOIlS

One

cold, crisp morning, lovely Edith

Dick, Lucky Strike's Hit
ist,

came

Parade vocal-

swinging into Bonwit Teller's

fashionable

Fifth

Avenue

establish-

made these selections. The
was a warm wool coat in Bitter-

ment, and
first

sweet,

with

a

Four

collar.

brown persian lamb
inverted

pleats

give

a flared princess line. The tiny felt,
pill-box hat (in circle) is of the same
color with a feather

pom-pom. For

the next costume, Edith chose a black

crepe afternoon frock with coral and
gold beading appliqued around the
neck.

are
44

The new
on

both

tricky talon fastenings

shoulders

and

side.

A

smart office dress is this plaid wool.
The exquisite taffeta evening dress comes

from the Debutante Shop and
shade of fuschia. The bodice

is
is

shirred, with tiny crystal buttons

a warm
entirely

down

the

The shirred bands across the shoulders continue around the back. Note the

front.

latest

head-dress.

Miss Dick

fell

in

love

damask evening coat.
The hat is one of the new off-the-f ace
Medieval bonnets with gold cut beaded
with

this

white

-

flower

design

and

a

filmy

black

veil.

HOW

ID BE B

mODERn

CinDERELLH

DOES YOUR APPEARANCE ACT

AGAINST YOU?

THEN READ

THIS STORY OF

WHO MADE

ONE GIRL

HERSELF OVER

By

JOYCE ANDERSON

old) was appearing at the Starlight
Theater in Pawling, New York. She
was admittedly the outstanding actress in the company, yet Broadway
talent scouts passed her by she was
far too plump and, consequently,
slouchy to please any Manhattan au-

—

One night, however, she found
an unexpected friend among the spec-

dience.

woman who realized that
here was a girl who could go places,
if only her figure were modernized,
tators,, a

and Zelda Radow, who conducts the
"body sculpture" salon of one of New
York's finest stores, knew that she
could streamline

Lynn

Merrill for

a,

brilliant theatrical career.

Then

started

her

task

of

and

there one of today's
contracts
was arranged.
Within a few days, Lynn journeyed to

Above, after Lynn Merrill had won
new beauty. Right, before she'd

strangest

rebuilding.

New York

and placed herself unconRadow's hands to
be rebuilt. How well Miss Radow has
succeeded you can judge for yourself,
from the illustrations and the following chart of Lynn's
measurements before and after:
ditionally in Zelda

the story of a modern Cinderella, a little girl
a big talent who, like so many of the rest of us,
could not prove she was talented because her appearance was against her. It's a story of hope and promise, be-

THIS
with

is

cause what she has done, others can do, also.
Her pictures are on this page, one picture before she really
set to work to show how beautiful she could be, and one

Before After

Weight

136

Shoulders
Bust

after she

Diaphragm

Merrill;

Waistline

had literally been made over. Her name is Lynn
remember it, because you'll undoubtedly be hearing
of her in the days to come. And remember then that you
might never have heard of her at all if she had not had
the courage to be remodeled and to start all over again
with a new face and figure.
Not so long ago, Lynn came into my office, looking very
much like the earlier photograph— arms much too flabby,
shoulders sloping with unnecessary fat, hips much too broad
for beauty. Yet, only the other day, Lynn was the guest of
honor at a "coming-out" luncheon, looking even more at-

more recent portrait study!
This past summer, Lynn (who is only seventeen years

tractive than the
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Upper Hips

...

...

36% 32 %
38% 34
32% 29
29% 26%
38% 35%
Wrist

And

this

is

126

....

Upper Thighs
Knee
Calf

Ankle

Arm
Elbow

6%

.

Before After
.40% 37

16%
14%

14%
12%

9%

8%

12%
10%

10%

9%

6%

only part of what was done; even the shape

of her hands and the size of her fingers were changed!
Time required: One month and a half. Effort required: No
special exercises, strenuous diets or nerve-racking treat-

ments.

How was it done? By "body sculpture," which Miss
Radow, who created this revolutionary method, defines as
"moulding the client's body back {Continued on page 63)

By

MRS.

MARGARET

SIMPSON

Kelvin gives his
wife a kiss when
she prepares a

favorite

dinner.

KELVIN

HOW

KEECH TELLS YOU

IT

CAN

BRIGHTEN UP YOUR FAVORITE RECIPES

WITH

the coming of cold weather and the need for
huskier meals to combat the temperature, soup

plays an ever more important part in our daily
Nothing sets the stage for lunch or dinner as well
as the right soup, and with the many delicious canned varieties now on the market
and in your pantry, too, I hope
this stage setting becomes simplicity itself. And what a

menus.

—

—

it is to know, when friends drop in unexpectedly at
dinner time, that on the shelf is a can of soup which will
transform steak and French fried for two into a banquet

comfort

for guests.

But once you have decided on clear consomme to precede
cream of asparagus to be followed by cheese

the roast, or

don't think that ends the story of soup's usefulness.
There are countless recipes for main course dishes in which
souffle,

canned soup

is

an essential ingredient.

There's goloubzy, for instance, a recipe I persuaded Mrs.
Kelvin Keech, the charming wife of the
announcer, to
give me. Mrs. Keech is Russian, and delights in preparing
Russian dishes and does Kel delight in eating them!
Goloubzy, his favorite, is a skillful blending of an old world
recipe with a new world product.

NBC

Goloubzy
1

1

ground

egg
can tomato soup
Yi pint sweet cream
(with long leaves)
salt and pepper to taste
Wash, drain and boil the rice in the usual way, allow to

2 lbs. lean beef,

cup rice
head cabbage

cool,

then set

away

1

1

in

the refrigerator until

it

is

cold.

Brown

the

meat

in

sweet butter then

chill

it,

too.

Separate

the cabbage leaves, -being careful not to tear them, boil in
salted water seven to ten minutes (no longer) and drain.

When

the rice and beef are cold,

mix them

together,

add

together with a
beaten egg. Now place a tablespoon of the mixture near
the stem end of a cabbage leaf, molding it into a compact
mass. Fold the short portion of the leaf over the mixture,
and continue rolling as though wrapping a small bundle in

salt

and pepper

to taste,

and blend

all

paper, tucking the ends in, envelope fashion. If the center
vein of the leaf is too brittle to roll properly, cut part of
it away with a sharp knife, being careful not to cut clear
through the leaf. When the goloubzy are all wrapped if
they are bunchy and inclined to fall apart tie a thread
around each one place them open side down in a dripping
pan. Combine the tomato soup and cream, pour the mix-

—

—

ture over the goloubzy and set the pan under the broiler
flame for an hour, turning the goloubzy from time to time
so they will brown on all sides. There' probably won't be
any left, but if there are heat them next day in a shallow
pan over a low flame on top of the stove, and they will
be as delicious as they were at first.
If you have been resenting the necessity for using leftovers, now is the time to change that attitude. The remains
of a roast of beef or of a steak may not look so well in
the refrigerator, as Mrs. Keech pointed out, but a noodle
ring, the center filled with diced beef which has been heated
in thick mushroom soup, is something else.
Kel likes it
with string beans, and cucumbers with smetana dressing.
Cold diced chicken, heated in {Continued on page 80)
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the great changes in the preparation
and presentation of programs that television will make necessary? Will Eddie

Cantor and Jack Benny (to name two

many who

will be in the same
be expected to memorize a
complete script each week along with
their personal appearances and screen

out of

situation)

work? And what will Amos 'n' Andy,
Lum 'n' Abner and similar programs
do about characters like the Kingfish,
Lightnin' and Squire Skimp who exist
only

in the

change of a voice?

James Cramer, Oakland,

Calif.

$1.00 PRIZE

GOODWILL COURT'S

WYNN'S

back, every Saturday
night, and there's another new
program, a full hour, the same
evening. What do you think of them?
And is Jack Benny funnier than ever
this fall now that his former gag writer,

ED

Harry Conn, is working for Joe Penner? And do you think Joe is going to
be as popular as he used to be on his
present Sunday broadcasts?
There's
another

still

We

show,

The

People,

worthy of some comment. Directed by Phillips (Seth Parker) Lord,
it's heard Sunday afternoons.
But don't limit your bouquets and

that's

brickbats to these programs. They're
just a sample to show you all you have
to pick from in order to write that
prize winning letter. Get it in the mail
to us without delay in order to compete

following

the

for

prizes:

First

prize

second prize $10.00, and five
prizes of $1.00 each. Address your letter to the Editor, Radio Mirror, 122
East 42nd Street, New York, not later
than December 26.

|20,00,

$20,00 PRIZE
SING, BABY SING!

My

like that of a
radio stars, is of
very unusual quality.
I

was

the

in

six,

first

I

was

if

I

fourteen,

teacher thought
to

the other

grade said

they couldn't sing

When

it

did.

the

safer for

the back of the

sit in

room with

whose
For a
mine was

the boys
voices were changing.

time I believed
changing, too, but it never
has. Times have, though.
On Sunday evenings I turn
the dial

to

the

Community

Sing and sing the solo part
with 1000 voices as a background. We cover a great
many favorites of mine in a
half hour. To be sure, the
voices do not keep up with
me at all times, but I overlook that and roar away.
Neighbors? Oh, yes, we
have them, but they're all
kind-hearted.

They

smile

and say, "She's an old maid
48

she has."
dows, leaving

close their win-

and

me

to

my

has ruled that there be no discussions of illegitimacy, adultery and
unfaithfulness on the Goodwill Court
programs. Thank goodness, NBC is going to continue to keep radio clean and
to see that all programs are suitable
for every member of the family to hear.
The movies are full of such trash.
The papers are smeared with it from
cover to cover. Moreover, so often the
undesirable character is made to appear
a heroine. I am glad NBC is keeping
such things off the air. Like cheap
literature, it is not worth wasting time

enjoyment

1000 voices

bliss!

Alta M. Toepp,
Sloatsburg,

New

York.

$10.00 PRIZE

A PUZZLED

LISTENER

Here are three things that have been
puzzling me:
1. Many
top-notch radio programs
feature screen celebrities as guest stars.
These stars are paid well for their appearances. But aren't they losing in
the long run

by keeping

IN SESSION

NBC

and money

possible cinema

on.

I have never felt that the
people who really have troubles are the
ones telling the world about it.
Geraldine Cleaver, Anita, Iowa.

Personally,

patrons from the theater?
2. I recently read that in an effort to
increase the longevity of popular songs,
a head of one of the large broadcasting companies has ordered the smaller
sustaining musical programs to "lay
off" the smarter numbers. But isn't it
this constant repetition of a song all
day on the air that makes a song popular in the first place?
3. They say that television will be an
actuality in the near future. But will
the production heads be prepared for

$1.00 PRIZE
OH, THAT MAN ON THE STREETI
Chicago stations are actually overflowing with dull "man on the street"
programs. I wonder if radio fans in
other cities are bothered the same way.
When these programs first came on the
air they were fine, brimming over with
interesting
(Continued on page 55)

voice,

When

me

little

many

great

girls

and it's
Then they

school teacher

Rumors have been abroad that the Eddie Cantors are expecting another arrival,
We're betting that Eddie will look just ike this if he hears it's a girl again.
I

RADIO MI RROR
her

name

married

Edward

is

Ireene

G., Forestville,

Wicker.

Conn.

—

Eddie Duchin directs his band from the
piano and plays a solo at every
believe any record or
broadcast.
phonograph store carries plain records
I

to be used for personal recordings.
Ozzie Nelson is five feet nine-and-a-half

inches

tall.

Avondale,

Cincinnati,

Ohio

—

Everett Mitchell is the announcer of
the National Farm & Home hour.
haven't heard lately of Jack Owens and
Edna O'Dell. However, you can reach
them by writing them in care of the
I

HERE

are a few thoughts for the

day, chosen by our good friend,
should
Pat Barrett, or rather
say, Uncle Ezra.
You can't make footprints in the
I

sands of time sitting down.
It isn't

your position that makes you
it's your disposi-

happy or unhappy,
After

a

picks

girl

oughta stop

husband,

a

she

pickin'.

you want

to be

happy ever

after,

don't be ever after too much.

Few people with nothing
able to keep quiet about

By

the way, did

in this issue,

to say are

Loma

inter-

Loretta

Miss
J.

that pile of ques-

Let's go!

—We want

J.,

hundred fans

the one

Pleasantville,
to help

Radio Mirror
in

Pleasantville

here are the answers to your

so

questions on Paul Douglas.

Mr. Doug-

New York

City and is not
married. He weighs 166 pounds, is five
feet, eleven inches tall, has light brown
hair, blue eyes, a fair complexion and is
in his early thirties. They tell me he
answers his fan mail, so write him in
care of the Columbia Broadcasting
System, 485 Madison Avenue, New
York. His favorite hobby is speedlas lives in

boating.

Marge

Miss

B.,

Chicago,

111.

—

you write

to Mills Artists, Inc., 799
Seventh Avenue, New York, I'm sure
they will see that you get a picture of
Ina Ray Hutton, the attractive, feminine orchestra conductor.

— For

Irene D., Maricopa, Calif.
of Bing Crosby and

pictures

Burns, write to them in care of the
tional

South
Calif.

Bob
Na-

Broadcasting Company,
555
Flower Street, Los Angeles,
For pictures of Lanny Ross and

Walter O'Keefe, address them in care
cf the National Broadcasting Company,
Rockefeller Plaza, New York.
For
Frances Langford, the Columbia Broadcasting System, 7th & Bixel Streets, Los
Angeles, Calif. If you get photos direct
from the stars, I'm sure you won't have
to pay for them.
So try your luck,
Irene.

Chris

P.,

Granite City,

111.

—Glen

are

—

ConMrs. S. P. E., Atlanta, Ga
rad Thibault has been doing concert
work recently. Not so long ago listeners heard him guest-starring for Ben
Bernie.

Ind.

W. McB.,

E.

— Horace

Heidt,

Indianapolis,
the

brigadier-

National Broadcasting Company, Merchandise Mart, Chicago, 111.
M. H., Red Deer, Alberta, Canada
Robert Simmons was, and still is, top

—

tenor of the Revelers quartet. He was
born the son of a minister in Fairplay,
He's
Missouri, September 25, 1904.
five-foot-eight inches tall. You can hear
him on the Cities Service hour with the
quartet and very often in duets with
Jessica

Dragonette.

Miss H. M. H., Harrington, Delaware Lowell Patton is the NBC organist on the early Morning Devotions
programs. He has no other outside interests as his radio work keeps him
busy. He was never a missionary. And,

—

towers six-feet-six inches and
for the last bit of information, he
employs 190 pounds of brawn to wield
still a bachelor.
a two-ounce baton.
He was all-around
Culver
athlete
at
Military Academy
The Oxford-toned city editor of "The
and, in 1924 a star
Gasette." He's "Bottle" to Phil Baker
lineman of the Unibut his real name's Harry McNaughton.
general,

is

Califor-

of

versity

gridiron team
he suffered a

nia's

when

broken
vertebrae
during a game. He
organized
a
later

orchestra

campus

which soon became a
box-office attraction.

De

W.

P.

B.,

Gardner, Mass.
If

boys

—

Mrs.

you read the

on page 30?

Now, how about
tions?

and

Casa

playing at the Congress Hotel in Chicago at the present writing; Guy Lombardo at the Roosevelt Hotel in New
York and how about taking a peek at
the swell story about Guy in this issue
on page 39. Cab Calloway is hi-de-hoing at the Cotton Club in New
York

it.

esting story of Pat Barrett's double life

N.

his

City.

tion.

If

Gray and

I've really tried

trace

a

find

to

—

hard
of

Lee Bennett who
used

sing

to

with

Jan Garber's orchestra.
Jan just re-

newed

contract

his

Catalina

at

Island,

but
California,
there's no word
about Lee.

Mrs.

La

F.,

Mass.
Ameche

Frank H.
Holyoke,
-^is

Don

married

to his college sweetheart,

Honore Prenand they

dergast,

have a son. -There's
no record of the

Singing
maiden

Lady's
name but
49
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MONDAY

SUNDAY
All time is

10:00

Eastern Standard

10:00

A.M.

A.M.

10:00

CBS: Betty and Bob.
NBC-Blue: Press- Radio News.
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cab-

CBS: Church of the Air.
NBC-Blue: Southernaires.
NBC-Red: Sabhath Reveries.

baqe Patch.

CBS. Alexander Semmler.
NBC-Red: Music and American

10:30

NBC:
11:05

NBC-Blue: Alice Remsen, contralto.
NBC-Red: Ward and Muzzy, piano.
11:30

CBS: Major Bowes Family.
NBC-Red: The World Is Yours.
NBC-Blue:
NBC-Blue:

Pageant

12:00 Noon
MBS: Victor

Rehearsal.

Dress

lodent

of

Youth.

1

NBC-Blue: Home Sweet Home.

CBS: Big Sister.
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade.
NBC-Red: How to Be Charming.
11:45

CBS: Dr. Allan R. Dafoe.
NBC-Blue: Edward McHugh.
NBC-Red: Voice of Experience.
Sassafras.

2:00

CBS:

NBC
NBC

Pittsburgh Symphony.
Blue: The Magic Key of RCA.
Red: Landt Trio and White.

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent.
NBC-Blue: National Farm Hour.
12:45

CBS:

MBS

The Lamplighter.

NBC- Red:

Colt

Thatcher

mysteries.

NBC
NBC

Blue: Cape Diamond Light

3:00

NBC

Red: Grand Hotel.

3:15

CBS:

NBC

NBC
NBC

Movies
Pepper Young's Family.

Mollie

of

NBC

NBC-Red:

Blue:

Figgs-

and

Fishface

bottle

1847 Musical Camera.

the

Perkins.

CBS: Your Unseen Friend.
NBC- Blue: We, the People.
NBC- Red: Marion Talley.

4:00

Joe Penner.
MBS: National Amateur Night.
NBC-Red: Catholic Hour.

6:30

CBS: Rubinoff. Jan Peerce.
NBC-Red: A Tale of Today.
7:00

CBS: Professor Quiz.
NBC-Red: Jack Benny.
7:30

CBS: Phil Baker.
NBC-Blue: Ozzie

Nelson,

Fireside

Bob Rip-

Recitals.

Red: Jack Armstrong.

Six

P.M.

Eleven

to

NBC-Red:

CBS: Nelson Eddy.
NBC-Blue: Symphonique Moderne.
NBC-Red: Good Will Court.

Education in the News.

CBS: Eddie Cantor.
NBC-Blue: Romance

of '76.

Andy.

7:15

CBS: Popeye the
NBC-Red: Uncle

NBC-Red: Manhattan Merry-GoRound.

Lone

NBC-Red: American Album

CBS: Boake

of

10:00

CBS: Gillette Community Sing.
NBC-Blue: Edwin C. Hill.
NBC-Bed: General Motors Symphony.

8:00

NBC-Red:

of

Long Ago.

USE THIS

NBC-Red: Tom

Six

Lawes.

NBC-Red:

CBS: Wayne King.
Trials.

NBC-Blue: Singin' Sam
NBC-Red: Contented Program.

CBS: Wilderness Road.
NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie.
Six

News.

NBC-Red: Mid-Week Hymn

Andy.

NBC-Red: Amos
Sportcast.
Experience.

Musical

Toast.

Lone

Parson.
Ranger.

NBC-Blue: Lum and Abner.

NBC-Red: Ruth

Lyon.

7:45

CBS- Boake

Carter.

8:00

CBS: Cavalcade of America.
NBC-Blue: Revue de Piree.
NBC-Red: One Man's Family.
B:30

CBS: Burns and

Heatter.
Bernie.
Sidewalk Interviews.

9:30
Detective

MBS:

Tonic

NBC-Blue:

Allen

Time.
Barrymore.

Ethel

NBC-Red: Wayne

King.

9:00

Caravan.
Mystery.

10:00

Macfadden

10:30

Portraits of Harmony.
Jmimy Fidler.

HANDY GUIDE TO LOCATE

Andy.

Sailor.
Ezra.

7:30

MBS: The

Gabriel

NBC-Bed:

'n'

CBS: Popeye the
NBC-Red: Uncle

CBS: Goose Creek

Bernarr

Club.

7:15

Carter.

NBC-Blue: Ben

MBS:

NBC-Blue: Animal News

6:30
Press- Radio News.
6:45
CBS: Renfrew of the Mounted.
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas.
7:00
NBC-Blue: Easy Aces.

Aces.
'n'

CBS: Fred Waring.

True

Schools.

6:05

CBS: Bobby Benson.

CBS: Ken Murray.
NBC-Blue: Edgar A. Guest.
NBC-Red: Wayne King.

MBS:

P.M.

6:15

CBS: Renfrew of the Mounted.
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas.
NBC-Red: Flying Time.

CBS: Camel

Eleven

to

NBC-Red: Our American

Sing.

6:45

MBS:

P.M.

6:00

Press-Radio News.

NBC-Blue:
Krueger

Science in the

NBC-Blue: Husbands and Wives.
NBC-Red: Fred Astaire.

10:00

Jury

5:45

P.M.

CBS: News of Youth.
NBC-Blue: Animal Ciose-Ups.

NBC-Red:

NBC-Blue: Jack Pearl, Cliff Hall.
NBC-Red: Studebaker Champions.

NBC-Blue:

Eleven

to

9:00

9:30

MBS: Famous

P.M.

8:30

Theater.
Gabriel Heatter.
Sinclair Minstrels.

Mix.

CBS: Adventures of Jack Masters.
NBC-Blue: Singing Lady.
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong.

CBS: Hammerstein's Music Hall.
NBC-Blue: Log Cabin Dude Ranch.
NBC-Red: Leo Reisman's Orchestra.

9:00

Burton.
Corps.

5:15

8:00

Voice of Firestone.

Nurse

Junior

5:30

CBS: Boake

10:30

10:30

CBS:

7:45

Carter.

NBC-Red: Warden

Familiar Music.

4:45

NBC-Blue: Lum and Abner.

7:45

Music.
Teachers.
Orcn.

5:00

City Sleeps.

7:30

CBS: Lux Radio

9:30

Clubs.

NBC-Red: Grandpa

CBS: Ted Husing's
NBC-Red: Voice of

NBC-Blue:

NBC-Blue: Paul Whiteman.

CBS: Curtis Institute of
NBC-Blue: Parents and

NBC-Red: Henry Busse

7:15

Parson.
Ranger.

Sade.

O'Neills.

4:00

NBC-Blue: Easy
NBC-Red: Amos

Ezra.

NBC-Blue: Lum and Abner.
NBC-Red: Edwin C. Hill.

MBS:

9:15

'NBC-Red: The

7:00

Sailor.

CBS: Pick and Pat.
NBC-Blue: Melodiana.

CBS: Ford Sunday Hour.
NBC-Blue: Walter Winchell.

NBC-Blue: Dreams

'n'

8:30

9:00

NBC-Red: Vic and
3 *45

CBS: Wilderness Road.
NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie.

6:30

Perkins.

3:30

Cheerio.

NBC-Blue: Singing Lady.
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong.

CBS: Bobby Benson.
6:30
Press Radio News.
6:45
CBS: Renfrew of the Mounted.
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas.
7:00

CBS: Alemite Half Hour.
NBC-Blue: Helen Hayes.
NBC-Red: McGee and Molly.

8:30

3:15

NBC-Red: Ma

CBS: Jimmy Farrell.
NBC-Red: While the

6:15

MBS: The

8:00

Vic and Sade.

6:00

6:00

Movies.
Family.

Mollie of the

NBC-Red: Pepper Young's

3:30

8:15

CBS: Goose Creek

NBC-Red: Sunset Dreams.

MBS:

Perkins.

5:45

P.M.

2:30

3:00

NBC-Red: Tom Mix.

CBS: Wilderness Road.
NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie.

Dickenson.

Jean

School of the Air.

NBC-Blue: NBC Music Guild.

NBC-Red: Ma

Varieties.

5:30

CBS: Adventures of Jack Masters.
NBC-Blue: Singing Lady.

7:30

7:45

CBS:

Movies.

5:15

5:30

NBC-Red: Amos

ley.

NBC-Red:

NBC-Red:
5:15

Mollie of the

NBC-Blue: Women's

5:45

CBS:

CBS: Kathryn Cravens.
NBC-Blue: Modern Romances.

Wife.

School of the Air.

5:00

NBC

Six P.M. to Eleven P.M.
6:00

5:00

NBC-Red: Dan Harding's

CBS: Pop Concert.
NBC-Blue: Dog Heroes.

NBC-Red: Tom Mix.

Blue: Stoopnagle and Budd.
NBC- Red: Smilin' Ed McConnell.

Man's Darling.

NBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wife.

4:45

Burton.

Rich

1:30

Jennings.

4:30

CBS: Dept. of Education.
NBC-Red: Hour of Charm.
4:45

5:15

CBS: Guy Lombardo.

CBS:

Man's Darling.

Rich

NBC-Red:

CBS: Junior Nurse Corps.
NBC-Blue: Let's Talk It Over.

NBC

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent.
NBC-Blue: National Farm Hour.
12:45

'NBC-Blue: Have You Heard.
NBC-Red: The O'Neills.

5:00

5:30

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent.
NBC-Blue: National Farm Hour.

4:00
O'Neills.

Sassafras.

Girl Alone.

CBS: Ted Malone.
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin.

3 :45

Vic and Sade.

NBC-Red: Grandpa

5:00

12:30

NBC-Red:

'NBC-Red: The

NBC- Red:

12:30

NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family.

3 "45

4:30

12:15

NBC-Blue: Continental

MBS:

CBS: The Gumps.
NBC-Blue: Honeyboy and

NBC-Red:

3:15

Guild.

3:30

Sunday Vespers.
Red: The Widow's Sons.
Blue:

Sassafras.

12:15

MBS:

2:30

NBC-Red: Ma

4:00

12:00 Noon

CBS: The Gumps.
NBC-Blue: Honeyboy and
NBC-Red: Girl Alone.

CBS:

School of the Air.

NBC-Red:

3:30

CBS: Eleanor Howe.
NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh.

3:00

NBC-Red: NBC Music

3:15

CBS: Dr. Allan R. Dafoe.
NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh.
NBC-Red: Voice of Experience.

2:15
Cravens.

Sade.

Be Charming.

to

11:45

1:30

NBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wife.
2:15

NBC-Red: How

II :45

CBS: Mabelle

2:00

N. Y. Philharmonic
Blue: Your English
Red: Metropolitan Auditions.

CBS: Big Sister.
NBC-Blue: Vic and

CBS: Big Sister.
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade.
NBC-Red: Mystery Chef

1:15

Music from Texas.

CBS: Kathryn

CBS:

NBC-Blue: Home Sweet Home.
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife.
11:30

:30

CBS:

Rich Man's Darling.

1:00

1:30

3:00

CBS: Heinz Magazine.
NBC-Red: David Harum.
11:15

12:45

MBS:

2:30

11:00

P.M.
CBS: Ted Malone
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin.

12:30

Bill.

CBS: Hymns of All Churches.
NBC-Red: Today's Children.

CBS: East and Dumke.
NBC-Blue: Home Sweet Home.
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife.
II

Just Plain

10:45

Churches.
Children.

12:00 Noon

CBS: Ted Malone.
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin.

CBS: Russell Dorr.
NBC-Blue: Our Neighbors.
NBC-Red: Melody Matinee.

Bill.

11:15

12:15

1:30

Plain

CBS: Mary Lee Taylor.
NBC-Red: David Harum.

11:15

CBS: The Gumps.
NBC-Blue: Honeyboy and
NBC-Red: Girl Alone.

CBS: Church of the Air.
NBC-Red: Lucille Manners.

NBC-Red:

Just

11:00

:00

CBS: Heinz Magazine.
NBC-Red: David Harum.

12:00 Noon

1:00

CBS: John K. Watkins.
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family.

NBC-Red:

CBS: Hymns of All
NBC-Red: Today's

Churches.
Children.

11:30

Lindlahr.

10:30

CBS: John K. Watkins.
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family.
10:45

CBS: Hymns of All
NBC-Red: Today's

NBC-Red: Backstage Wife.
H.

12:30 P.M.
CBS: Salt Lake City Tabernacle.
MBS: Ted Weems Orchestra.
NBC -Blue: Radio City Music Hall.
NBC-Red: University of Chicago
Round Table Discussion.

50

10:45

1

CBS: Modern Cinderella.
NBC-Blue: Five Star Jones.
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife.

10:30

CBS: John K. Watkins.
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family.
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill.

Press-radio News.

CBS: Betty and Bob.
NBC-Blue: Press Radio News.
NBC-Red: Mrs. Wiggs of the Cab10:15

CBS: Modern Cinderella.
NBC-Blue: Five Star Jones.
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife.

John's Other Wife..

Eastern Standard

is

A.M.

bage Patch.

10:15

CBS: Modern Cinderella.
NBC-Blue: Five Star Jones.

NBC-Red:

11:00

10:00

bage Patch.

10:15

Youth.

All time

A.M.

CBS: Betty and Bob.
NBC-Blue: Press-Radio News.
NBC-Red: Mrs. Wiggs of the Cab-

NBC-Red:

10:30

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY
All time is Eastern Standard

Eastern Standard

All time is

THE

CBS: Nino

Martini.
MBS: Gabriel Heatter.
NBC-Blue: Vivian Delia Chiesa.
.NBC-Red: Town Hall Tonight.
9:30
CBS: Come On, Let's Sing.
10:00
OBS: Gang Busters. Phillips Lord.
NBC-Red: Your Hit Parade.

PROGRAMS ON

PROGRAM DIRECTORY
THURSDAY
All time

Eastern Standard

is

A.M.
CBS: Betty and Bob.
NBC-Blue: Press-Radio News.
NBC-Red: Mrs. Wiggs of the Cab-

10:00

All time

A.M.
CBS: Betty and Bob.
NBC-Blue: Press- Radio News.
NBC-Red: Mrs. Wiggs of the Cab-

10:00

bage Patch.

10:30

CBS: Modern Cinderella.
NBC-Blue: Five Star Jones.
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife.

CBS: John K. Watkins.
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family.
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill.

CBS: John K. Watkins.
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family.

NBC-Red:

11:00

10:30

CBS: Let's
NBC-Red:

11:15

II

CBS: East and Dumke.
NBC-Blue: Home Sweet Home.
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife.

NBC-Blue:

CBS: Big Sister.
NBC-Blue: Vic and

II

II

:45

CBS: Eleanor Howe.
NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh.
NBC-Red: Allen Prescott.

:I5

:30

CBS: Dr. Allan R. Dafoe.
NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh.
NBC-Red: Voice of Experience.

11:45

NBC-Red:

Sassafras.

CBS: Ted Malone.
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin.

Malone.
Martin.

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent.
NBC-Blue: National Farm Hour.

Mans

Wife.

CBS: Kathryn Cravens.
NBC-Blue and Red: Music Appre-

NBC-Blue: Vaughn de Leath.
NBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wife.
2:00

ciation Hour.

2:15

CBS:

School

CBS: Concert Hall.
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family.

the Air.

of

2:30

NBC-Blue: Women's Clubs.

3:15

NBC-Red: Ma

2:45

NBC

NBC-Blue:

Music

Guild.

JIBS: Mollie

Family.

Perkins.

NBC-Red: Tea Time

CBS: Do You Remember.
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade.

Morrell's.

at

4:45

NBC-Red: Grandpa

3:45

CBS:

O'Neills.

»:00

Junior

Nurse

Corps.

5:15

NBC-Red: La

NBC-Red: While

City

the

CBS: Adventures of Jack Masters.
NBC-Blue: Singing Lady.
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong.

Sleeps.

5:15

CBS: Clyde Barrie.
VBC-Bed: Tom Mix.

5

5:30

.\BC-Blue: Singing Lady.
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong.

:45

'CBS: Wilderness Rnad.
NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie.
Six P.M.

5:45

CBS: Wilderness Road.
NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie.

to

Eleven

NBC-Blue: Animal News
P.M.

P.M.

Eleven

to

Club.

NBC -Red:

CBS: Bobby

CBS: News

Youth.
NBC- Blue: Animal Close-Ups.
of

6:30

CBS: Eddie

Dooley.
Press- Radio News.

NBC:
6:45

CBS: Renfrew

Mounted.
NBC- Blue: Lowell Thomas.
the

of

NBC- Blue: Easy
NBC- Red: Amos

Andy.

CBS: Ted Husing's

NBC- Blue:

NBC

Music

Red: Voice

Snortcast-

my Hobby.

of

Experience.

7:30

CBS: Vee Lawnhurst.

NBC- Blue: Lum and Abner
NBC- Red: Campbell's Royalists.
7:45

CBS: Boake
JIBS

NBC

CBS: Kate Smith.

CBS: Popeye the
NBC-Red: Uncle

NBC -Blue: NBC

Jamboree.

NBC--Red: Rudy

Vallee.

CBS: Major Bowes Amateurs.

MBS Gabriel Heatter.
NBC Red: Show Boat.
9:30
NBC -Blue: Town Meeting.
:

10:00

CBS: Then and Now.
NBC Red: Kraft Music
10:30
of

Time.

Hall.

Youth.

Dooley.

The Lone

NBC-Blue: Lum and Abner.
Hill.

Carter.

NBC-Red: Thornton
Concert.

8:30

CBS:Andre Kostelanetz Orch.
NBC-Blue: Death Valley Days.

CBS: Hollywood Hotel.
NBC-Blue: Fred Waring.
NBC-Red: Waltz Time.

NBC -Blue: Twin Stars.
NBC-Red: True Story Court.
10:00
CBS: Philadelphia Orchestra.
NBC-Blue: Shep Fields' Orchestra.
NBC-Red: First Nighter.
10:30
NBC-Blue: Vivian Delia Chiesa.
NBC-Red: Red Grange.

Sportcast.
Institute.

Question

Box.
7:45

8:00

9:30

CBS: Ted Husing's
NBC-Red: Hampton
7:30

CBS: Carborundum Band.
NBC-Blue: Uncle Jim's

7:45

CBS: Boake

Symphony.

7:15

Parson.
Ranger.

CBS: Broadway Varieties.
MBS: Time Flies.
NBC-Blue: Irene Rich.
NBC-Red: Cities Service

NBC -Blue: NBC Home

NBC-Blue: Message of Israel.
NBC-Red: Red Grange.

Ezra.

C.

6:35

7:00

Sailor.

7:30

9:00

9:00

CBS: March

7:15

NBC-Blue: Singin' Sam.

6:00

of

CBS: Saturday Night Swing.
NBC-Red: Art of Living.

8:15
Carter.

Pleasant Valley Frolics.
-Blue: Music Is My Hobby.
:

NBC-Blue: Jesse Crawford.
NBC-Red: Otto Thurn.

6:45

NBC-Blue: Mary Small.
NBC-Red: Amos 'n' Andy.

NBC-Red: Edwin

is

Six P.M. to Eleven P.M.

Press-Radio News.

7:00

MBS:

Aces.
'n'

7:15

garten.

CBS: Eddie

CBS: Renfrew of the Mounted.
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas.

CBS: Goose Creek

7:00

NBC-Blue: Musical Adventures.
NBC-Red: Kaltenmeyer's Kinder-

6:30

6:45

10:00
M. S. T.
8:00

9:00

CBS: Columbia Workshop.
NBC-Blue: Ed Wynn.
NBC-Red: Saturday Night

Party.

8:3C

CBS: Elgin Football
NBC-Blue: Meredith

Revue.
Willson.

9:00

CBS: Floyd Gibbons, Vincent Lopez.
NBC-Blue: National Barn Dance.
NBC-Redff Snow Village Sketches.
9:30

CBS: Your Pet Program.
NBC-Red: Shell Chateau.
10:00

CBS: Your Hit Parade and Sweepstakes.

7:00

on the Columbia
Broadcasting System

WABC
WACO
WADC
WALA

Network
WIBW
WWVA

.

WBBM
WBIG

WBNS
WBRC
WBT
WCAO
WCAU
WCCO
WCOA
WDAE
WDBJ
WDBO
WDNC
WDOD
WDRC
WEAN
WEEI
WESG
WFBL
WFBM
WFEA
WGL

WIBX
WICC
WISN
WJAS
WJR
WJSV

WKBN
WKBW
WKRC
WLAC
WLBZ

WMAS
WMBD
WMBG
WMBR
WMMN
WNAX
WNBF
WNOX
WOC
WOKO
WORC
WOWO
WPG
WQAM
WREC

WHIO

WSBT
WSFA
WSJS
WSPD

WHP

WWL

WGSI

WHAS
WHEC

WHK

WTOC

KFAB
KFBK
KFH
KFPY
KFRC

KFBB

KGB
KGKO
KGVO
KHJ
KLRA
KLZ

KMBC
KMOX
KNOW
KOH
KOIN
KOL
KOMA
KRLD
KRNT
KSCJ
KSL
KTRH
KTSA

KTUL
KVI
KVOR
KWKH
CFRB
CKAC

on the National
Broadcasting Company

Stations

WBEN
WCAE
WCSH
WDAF
WEAF
WFBR

Networks
NETWORK
WHO
WSAI
WIRE
WTAG
WJAR
WTAM
WMAQ
WTIC

RED

WNAC
WWJ
WOW
KSD
WRC
KYW
BLUE NETWORK
WGAR
WABY
WSYR
WHAM
WXYZ
WBAL
WJZ
KDKA
WBZ
WBZA
WLS
KOIL
WMAL
KSO
WEBR
WAIT
KWK
WENR
WREN
WFIL

WGY

SUPLEMENTARY STATIONS
(These stations carry both Red and
Blue network programs.)

WAPI

Fisher.

8:00

P. S. T.

Stations

WGR

5:30

CBS: News

Benson.

Press-Radio News.

Cabin in the Cotton.

6:15

E. S. T.

6:15

6:15
6:30

6:00

Hatters.

NBC-Blue- Timothy Makepeace.

6:05

Tales.

6:05
Six

Mariani's Orch.

5:15

P.M.

6:00

NBC-Red: Moorish

NBC-Red: Hugo
NBC-Red: Top

5:30

5:00

Orchestra.
Review.

NBC-Red: Week End
4:30
5:00

NBC-Red: Tom Mix.

Salle Style Show.

3:30

NBC-Blue: Hessberger
Burton.

5:00

NBC-Red: The

Varieties.

CBS. Football.
NBC-Blue: Gale Page.

O'Neills.

4:00

3:30

Barrie.

3:15

NBC-Red- The

NBC-Red: Ma

NBC-Red:

3 '45

3:15

CBS: Clyde

CBS: Football Souvenirs.
NBC-Blue: Country Cousins.

NBC-Blue: Radio Guild.
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade.

Movies.

of the

NBC-Red: Pepper Young's

2:45
3:00

Perkins.

3:30

3:00

2:00

NBC-Blue: Whitney Ensemble.

3:00

CBS:

CBS: Buffalo Presents.
NBC-Blue: Old Skipper and Gang.
NBC-Red: Campus Capers.

2:30

School of the Air.

Standard Time suband for Pacific Stan-

:

Orchestra.

Battle

:3C

NBC-Blue: Words and Music.

2:15

NBC-Blue: Words and Music.

;

C. S. T.

NBC-Red- Rex
I

2:00

:30

Thus

CBS: George Hall Orch.
NBC-Blue: National Farm Hour.
NBC-Red: Charles Stenross Orch.

Darling.

NBC-Red: Dan Harding's
Jennings.

:

Mountain
tract two

1:05

Rich

1:30

1:15

11 P.M., Eastern Standard Time,
are included in the listing.
If
no program for a network appears
in a time division, it is either
because the program listed in the
preceding time division is still
being broadcast or because no
regular program is scheduled for
that time.
All time given is Eastern Standard Time. For Central Standard
Time subtract one hour
for

dard Time subtract three.

12:30

12:45

CBS:
Rich Man's Darling.

breviated to MBS.
In order to
learn what network your local
station is affiliated with find it in
one of the lists printed below.
regularly
All
scheduled
programs, broadcast from 10 A.M. to

NBC-Blue: Genia Fonariova.
NBC-Red: Abram Chasins.

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent.
NBC-Blue: National Farm Hour.

12:45

Programs of the four major
networks are listed on these two
pages
Columbia Broadcasting
System (abbreviated to CBS), the
two National Broadcasting Company chains NBC-Blue and NBCRed and the Mutual System, ab-

12:00 Noon

12:30

12:30

Krenz Orchestra.
Whipple.

NBC-Red: Home Town.
Sassafras.

Alone.

Girl

Bill

Doc

NBC-Blue: Magic of Speech.
NBC-Red: Mystery Chef.

12:15

NBC-Red: Mary

CBS: Mabelle

NBC-Blue:

NBC-Red:
11:30

CBS: The Gumps.
NBC-Blue: Honeyboy and

12:15

CBS:

11:15

:45

12:00 Noon

Noon

CBS: The Gumps.
NBC-Blue: Honeyboy and
NBC-Red: Girl Alone.
P.M.
CBS: Ted

CBS: Cincinnati Conservatory.
NBC-Blue: Julia Hoyt.
NBC-Red: Our American Schools.

NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade.
NBC-Red: How to Be Charming.
Sade.

Originalities.

11:00

NBC-Blue: Home Sweet Home.
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife.

11:30

Pretend.
Manhatters.

10:45

11:00

CBS: Heinz Magazine.
NBC-Red: David Harum.

Rose.

CBS: The Bluebirds.
NBC-Blue: Raising Your Parents.
NBC-Red: The Vass Family.

Bill.

CBS: Betty Crocker.
NBC-Red: Today's Children.

CBS: Mary Lee Taylor.
NBC-Red: David Harum.

1

Just Plain

TO USE THIS

PROGRAM GUIDE

—

10:15

10:45

CBS: Hymns of All Churches.
NBC-Red: Today's Children.

Eastern Standard

CBS: Waltz Time.
NBC-Blue: Breen and De
NBC-Red: Charioteers.

10:30

10:45

is

10:05

10:15

CBS: Modern Cinderella.
NBC-Blue: Five Star Jones.
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife.

12:00

All time

10:00 A.M.
Press- Radio News.

bage Patch.

10:15

II

Eastern Standard

is

HOW

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

WAVE
WBAP
WCFL
WCOL
WCSC
WDAY
WEBC
WFAA
WFBC
WFLA
WGBX
WIBA
WIOD
WIS

WJAX
WJDX

WKY

WLW
WMC

WOA)

WOOD

WPTF
WRVA
WSB
WSIW

WSMB
WSOC
WSUM
WTAR
WTMJ

WWNC
KDYL
KECA
KEX
KFI
KFSD
KFYR

KGA

KGHL
KGIR
KGO
KGU
KGW
KHQ
KJR
KLO
KOA
HOMO
KPO
KPRC
KSTP
KTAR
KTBS
KTHS
KVOO
CFCF
CRCT

\

10:30

NBC-Red:

Irvin

S.

Cobb.

ALL FOUR NETWORKS FROM TEN A.M. TO ELEVEN

P.M.
51

RADIO MIRROR
Stuart Churchill's Song of Fate
{Continued from page 31)
interpretation of Schubert's "Ave Marie."
He played it; the record was scratched
and warped; the tone of the Victrola was
not all that it should have been by any
means. But he heard the melody and

something in him responded to it. Again
and again he played it until the men angrily told him to stop. He did. But he
began to hum it.
Stu had always liked to sing, but he
had never considered singing as a profession.
In fact he had never sung save
for his own enjoyment. He hummed the
air now though, and then improvised some
words. With the wind and the rain beating against the cabin, with the guttering
pale light of the candle casting weird
shadows over the room, he sang. And as
he continued he became lost in the perfect
beauty and peace expressed in the "Ave

Maria."

When

he finished, one of the

"You have

good voice.
do something about it?"
a

Why

men

said,

don't you

And at that moment Stuart Churchill
made up his mind that he would. He was
through with

his xylophone and his drums.
finish the summer season with

He would
the

Chautauqua and then go East

to

a

conservatory of music.

He

didn't have much money, but he had
enough to cover his railroad ticket with
almost a hundred dollars left to tide him
over until he got a job of some sort.
On the train he met an old man to
whom he told his ambition. Stu never
learned the man's name, but he still thinks
him about the wisest man he has ever met.
For he told Stu that he would be a much
greater singer if he knew more than singing. He advised him to go to school and
study music yes, but study literature and
art as well.

—

That's the reason Stu changed his
plans and entered the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor.
He found a job washing windows and
firing furnaces. The furnaces paid for his
room; the windows for his meals. But
winter came on, and winters in Michigan
Window washing
are long and bitter.
reached a practical standstill.
He went to a combination restaurant
and confectionery store near the campus

as a waiter. But
there wasn't a vacancy. Stu argued with
the proprietor for a while, but he couldn't
argue enough to convince him he needed
another waiter. Then he had an inspiration. He asked if the restaurant couldn't
use a good entertainer. Before the proprietor had a chance to say "Yes" or
"No," Stu hurried on to tell him that he
was willing to sing for his meals.
The proprietor wasn't interested. But

and applied for a job

Stu wouldn't be put off. He was hungry.
He pleaded with the man to listen to him
sing just one song.
At last probably
thinking it would be easier to get rid of
the
this persistent youth if he listened

—

—

proprietor consented.
Stu sang. The "Ave Maria."
And when he finished, the

proprieter,

probably as much to his own amazement
as to Stu's, told him that if he came in
every afternoon after his last class and
sing, he'd pay him
two meals a day.
One spring afternoon a few months
later a group of coeds came into the restaurant while Stu was singing.
There
wasn't anything unusual about that, for
since he had started working there the
coeds had got into the habit of doing this.
But he noticed one of the girls was listening more intently than the others; she requested one number after another, among
them the "Ave Maria." When he finished
singing it she came over to him and said
she was coming in the next afternoon and
she wanted him to be sure and be there.
"I'm bringing someone with me," she said.
Stu took it for granted that she was
bringing her boy friend whom she thought
might grow more romantic if the proper
atmosphere were provided.
The next afternoon she did come back
and she was with a man. Stu sang

—

—

love ballads. If that would help her get
the man, he was glad enough to do it. But
that evidently was not what she wanted
for she came over to him and said, "Please
sing "Ave Maria'."
He did, and when he finished the girl
motioned to him to come over to the
table.

When
want you

When

he got there, she said, "Stu,
to meet Fred Waring."
Waring left Ann Arbor, Stuart
I
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Churchill went with him as featured soloist in

his orchestra.

The Waring Band was making

a tour
of the country and Stu was singing popu-

with it. Although Waring had
heard him sing the "Ave Maria" he did
not ask him to sing it with the orchestra.
One reason being, of course, that popular
bands do not play that type of number.
When they arrived in New York to play
at the Roxy Theater, Waring told his arranger to prepare a Schubert overture.
The arranger, in turn, asked Stu to help
him. While they were working on it, Stu
said that it would be a good joke if he
were to sing "Ave Maria" in Latin as a
part of it. The arranger didn't think it a
joke, but he did think it a pretty good
idea. And Waring thought so, too.
Stuart did sing it, and in Latin, at the
Roxy. The audience was so entranced
that it refused to let the show go on until he sang it again.
The band was held
over for a second week and one night
during that week Sigmund
Romberg
dropped in at the Roxy Theater, heard
Stu sing and immediately signed him
for a guest appearance on the Swift Hour.
He told him to sing "Ave Maria." The
lar songs

response from the listeners was so great
that Stu remained for the duration of the
program as a featured soloist.

HE

still was singing with Waring's Pennsylvanians, though.
And last year
during one of the Waring broadcasts a
manager of Radio Artists heard Stu singing; as it happened he was singing the
"Ave Maria." After the program, the
manager sought out Stuart and suggested
that he leave the orchestra and start out
on a career of his own. Stu was taken a
bit by surprise; at first he was skeptical,
for he knew that in order to start out for
himself he would have to give up a steady
salary and a cherished security and gamble with fate. He discussed it with Waring, and Waring perhaps struck with the
intervention again of the "Ave Maria"
and keenly appreciative of the strides
Stuart had made during the past six years,
unselfishly told him to go ahead.
During one of his last broadcasts with
the Pennsylvanians he sang as his feature
solo the "Ave Maria." He did not know
that his manager was there with a prospective client until after the program. He
met the client that night when he had
finished.
That same night the client
signed him for a new program, four times
a week over the Columbia network. This
broadcast led directly to his new contract
on the National Dairy program.

Stuart Churchill has sung the "Ave
Maria" more than three hundred times on;
the air. He has sung it in theaters and in
concerts; he has always sung it with love
and joy. But the time that he received
most satisfaction from rendering it was on
last Easter Sunday night when he sang
it with the Paulist Choir and the Whiteman Orchestra. The reason is that three
days after Easter he received a letter from
a woman in Texas and she told him
but let me tell it as Stu told it to me:
"She said she had intended killing herself
because she was ill and she was poor and
she was discouraged. Then she heard the
Paulist Choir and me singing 'Ave Maria.'
Somehow it made her realize that what
she had planned was all wrong. That
piece gave her faith." He waited a mo-'
ment and then went on quickly, "That
piece has given me faith, too faith in myself and my career. I feel that it has become a part of me."

'
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(fcfatlfat Faulty Under Skin

Miss Isabel Parker

And

:

"Pond's Cold Cream ends dryness

here's the rousing treatment

that keeps

it

vigorous

lovelier
little

. .

— end

tiny

Every

glands underneath are overworked,

give off a thick, clogging

treatment

night, cleanse with

—

oil.

Next thing you know, your pores

this

Pond's Cold Cream.
As it brings out the dirt, stale make-up, and
skin secretions
wipe it all off. Now pat in
more cream briskly. Rouse that failing under-

come when

skin faults. Blackheads
oil

that worrying about ugly

Remember

TTORRID skin faults are usually under**

all

skin faults.

are

skin!

Set

it

to

—

work again for that
you want.

clear,

looking larger.

smooth,

Lines around your eyes, mouth are just
your outer skin crinkling, because your
underskin is getting soft and flabby.

Every morning, and during the day, repeat this
treatment with Pond's Cold Cream. Your skin
comes softer every time. Feels better, looks better, and now your powder goes on beautifully.

But you can stop those
fresh

Twice a day invigorate your underskin
with a rousing Pond's deep-skin treatment.
Pond's Cold Cream contains specially
oils which go way down deep
into your pores. Right away it softens dirt
Floats it out
and with it the clogging matter from the skin itself. You wipe
it all off. Right away your skin feels
processed

.

.

.

.

fresher

.

looks brighter.

Now waken

Now

.

glands

Mary Augusta Biddle

of the distinguished Philadelphia family: "Every time
I use Pond's Cold Cream, I know my skin is going to
look lovelier. Since using it, I haven't had a single
blackhead, my pores seem smaller."

little

glands and

strengthened.

.

cells

You

awaken. Fibres are

cells

Your underskin

is

toned,

softened.

And

same

these Pond's patting treatments

As blackheads soften, take a clean
tissue and press them out. Now blemishes will
stop coming. Soon you will find that the very
places where pores showed largest will be finer
textured.

SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE

In a short time, your skin is better every
way! Color livelier. Pores smaller. Lines
those

mean little blackheads
to

show up

less

and

less.

pat it in
smartly. Feel the circulation stir. This way

Keep up
faithfully.

quickened.

and blemishes begin
. .

a second application of that

freshening cold cream!

Miss

cloggings! Bring

to that faulty underskin

life

line-free skin

Get ajar of Pond's Cold Cream today.
Begin the simple treatments described
below. In two weeks see your skin growing

and

3 other Pond's Beauty Aids

8RM-CA Clinton, Conn. Rush special tube
of Pond's Cold Cream, enough for 9 treatments, with
generous samples of 2 other Pond's Creams and 5 different shades of Pond':, Face Powder. I enclose io£ to cover
postage and packing.

POND'S,

Dept.

Na
Street-

City-

-StateCopyriffht, 1936. Pond's Extract

Company
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Two Loves That Guide Ted Malone
(Continued from page 25)
of Ted's early life.
It was her own understanding of small
boys that brought Ted through those
early years without any of the bitterness
or scars that so many boys from poor
families suffer.
Ted remembers most clearly the day
he made his great decision. He was only
six, already a solemn lad except when his
mother told him one of her funny stories,
and for weeks he had coveted the pony
the folks across the street owned. Ted had
and discovered that they
investigated
would sell him for five dollars.
He went to his mother with the problem
and explained that the only solution lay
in his leaving home to find work.
Gravely his mother nodded. It was a
good decision. They walked out to the
kitchen and Ted helped her put up a
lunch for him. With an extra pair of
stockings it made a neat bundle which
he slung over his shoulder. They kissed
goodbye and Ted started out down the
street,

happy

in

his

resolve.

He was gone nearly two hours before it
grew dark. He felt suddenly tired. His
lunch had gone an hour before. And he
was hungry; he sat down awhile to think.
wasn't long before he began to trudge
back home. The pony didn't seem so important just then as his own warm, soft
bed. He came in the back way, his head
down a little bit, his legs aching. There,
on the kitchen table where the others had
already finished their meal, was a place
all set for him.
A few years later, Ted actually did go
into business. Not away from home but
in his own neighborhood where he knew
everyone and where he could be home for
He and his mother had dehis meals.
cided that it was time he had some money
of his own, so she spent an hour every
day making cookies which Ted took
around to all the neighbors.
When Ted finished grade school he had
his first really serious discussion with his
mother. It was time, he told her, that he
was out making his way in the world.
"No, son," she replied with a firm shake
"You're going to have a
of her head.
schooling, four years of high school, perIt

haps even college."

You

weren't supposed to go
But I bribed my
teacher with some candy and got her to
go up and ask Verlia if
could take her
home, after meeting her at the front door
of the school. Somehow, the teacher succeeded and I did take Verlia home."
It was the natural, romantic beginning
of a school romance. The rest of that fall
and all winter they went out together as
often as both sets of parents would permit. Then Ted graduated and the problem of schooling versus work came up
downstairs.

from one

This

time

it

isn't really any way of telling
how this argument would have ended if
Ted and his mother had been left to figure
out themselves. But Ted's father came
home unexpectedly with the dramatic,

cheering news that he was back to stay.
That settled it. Not go to high school?
Nonsense! Of course Ted would go. And
go he did, with happy pride in the way his
parents always looked out for a fellow's

been

this occasion.

Ted could go

to college, not an expensive
one, but to William Jewell, ten miles from

home.
So he started that fall what he thought
would be four happy years on the campus
of William Jewell.
Even happier than
most of the students, because he had Verlia Mae, only ten miles away.

to me, "My mother was
great love and she remains one
of the two loves which, emotionally, are
my strongest guides today. If have any
understanding of mothers everyreal
where, and their sons too, it's because my
mother understood me so well."
It has been, of course, entirely different
with Verlia Mae, yet in the story of how
he fell in love with her and finally succeeded in marrying her, there is the same
strong emotional pull.
"Verlia Mae Short was a Sophomore in
high school," Ted said, "when
was a
senior.
She still had braids down her
back the day
fell in love with her and
she'd never had a date with a boy.
"It was just before Hallowe'en and on
that night we had a big school party, the
sophomores upstairs and the seniors

As he explained

my

first

I

I

I
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my

me months

fortune had been good to Ted so far,
turned with a vengeance as Ted began his third year. Verlia Mae had decided
that she too should attend William Jewell.
Ted was wildly elated at first.
It took him practically no time at all to
find out how wrong he was.
He hadn't
counted on Verlia Mae's good looks. He
had known all along, of course, that she
was the prettiest girl in high school. But
until she arrived on the campus, he hadn't
fully appreciated her real beauty.

events were to
cup of joy to brimming. Just a
year after he was married, Bubbles was
born.
Never has any parent loved a
child more. Ted had just one more dream
he wanted terribly to come true. It did,
his

fill

this

summer.

Ted won a sponsor for his
broadcasts a week. It means so many
things.
It means that life for two grand
elderly people back out in Kansas will be
easier.
It
means that the Westchester
home Ted had rented for Verlia Mae and
Bubbles can be permanently their own.
Two loves that guided Ted Malone,
guide him as surely as any man could ever
want, to complete happiness.
In August,

five

PROGRAM DOTS AND DASHES:

it

"She was crowned Beauty Queen that
Ted said, "and every handsome, rich
fraternity man in school was at her feet."
Ted was tasting the bitter potion -of
competition and he didn't like it. He was
suddenly ashamed to ask her to spend
the evening walking around the campus or
going down to the river bank to sit and
talk. Her other beaux all had cars, could
drive her into town, could do all the
fall,"

things for her Ted couldn't.
When I finally sat
"I grew desperate.
one day in the study hall, waiting for her
to come out from a class and when she

came at
by four

accompanied not by one but

last,

He

I

knew

in

Kansas City.

I

couldn't

Ted was

was, in fact, the staff of

tinuity

hired.

KMBC. He

actor, announcer, and coneditor.
Fortune
which
had

frowned such a short time ago, was smiling again.
Ted had stumbled into his
life's

Between

the Bookends has been on the
seven years
.
.
The program has had
seven different accompanists at the organ
in that period of time, starting with Howard
Ely and now heard with CBS staff organist,
Fred Feibel .
Ely, who is now Malone's
.
private secretary, plays the organ only for
recreation these days . . . Program airs over
CBS network from Paramount organ studios
in
Paramount theater overlooking Times
Square, New York . . .
Malone broadcasts
in
semi-dark studio . . . Only a spotlight
beams down on the organ
.
"Gives the
program proper atmosphere," explains poet
Malone
Between the Bookends, which
incidentally, Malone thinks is a poor title,
because too many listeners think it's a book
review broadcast, pulls about 400 letters
air

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Top

was 17,000 letters for one
Malone likes to call these "personal letters" rather than fan mail, and actudaily.

month

.

figure

.

.

answers every one
.
Plenty of packages
are mailed in from friendly fans, including
blue sweaters, pastries, towels, linens . . .
Most of the gifts are used in the office
.
.
Of the 55,000 poems, Malone has on file,
of which 20,000 were submitted by the poets
themselves, his favorite is "Benediction" by
Eleanor Powers ... He recites it twelve times
a year for sentimental reasons
.
However
ally

.

.

.

attentive boys,

That same day Ted made the most important decision of his life. It was a decision that took courage and a granite resolve, for it could have caused heartbreak
to the person Ted owed the most. He decided to quit school and go to work.
Love led him to Arthur Church, who
then managed and now owns station

KMBC

earlier."

Two more momentous

IF

was salesman,

best interests.

So we told our famto listen in to a certain one of my
broadcasts on Valentine's Day evening.
They didn't even believe me at first, when
they heard me say that
best valentine was the lovely girl who had married
ilies

decided by Ted's
them, he had

was

Unknown to any of
saving money for just

Maybe you know about
sort. Somehow we just

decided to confess.

again.

go on."

THERE

something of that

I

father.

of the year.

first

to the other.

work.

was easy after that," Ted went on,
courted her at every opportunity.
Every time
did another piece of work
well, I'd rush to tell her, explaining that
the day of our marriage was that much
nearer.
It never bothered me that she
always said she wouldn't think of marrying me before she was twenty, which
she'd be in November of her senior year.
did it, I guess I'd
"I don't know how
just worn down her resistance, but on her
twentieth birthday
persuaded her to run
off with me to a Kansas City judge
with
the agreement that we would keep our
marriage a deep secret.
"We did keep it quiet until about the
"It

"I

I

I

I

—

.

.

his
most famous poem is "A Recipe for
Cooking a Husband" anonymously written
There have been over 15,000 requests
for this and Malone's staff mail out mimeographed copies of the tome
Ted's in
1936 edition of "Who's Who," and
the
proudly tells you he received two more lines
than Presidents Coolidge and Harding. Most
of Malone's broadcasts are ad lib jobs, depending on the weather for their contents
.

.

.

.

...

raining,

it's

If

Malone

.

.

moody

recites

poems; if the sun is shining, he does a bright
doggerel
When six, he recited his first
poem, "Bears" at Sunday school
Forgot the middle part and ran home, crying,
to his mother ... At high school, Malone
recited
a passage from "Julius Caesar,"
forgot momentarily an important line
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

He

.

.

head, then continued sucHis English teacher later comcessfully
pause
mented that the
was
wonderful
dramatic suspense . . . Pond's are his first
sponsors
Got idea for title from
staring intently one day at his own desk
bookends, which contained a novel, an almanac, telephone directory, dictionary, the
"Everything was right between a
Bible
.
pair of bookends," he says thoughtfully.
scratched
.

.

.

.

.

his

.

.

.

RADIO M IRROR
What Do You Want

to Say?

(Continued from page 48)
but now my dials are
quickly spinned in the opposite direction
when
hear a giddy woman after the ball
game screeching that so-and-so is her favorite player because he's so cute! Then
there are adolescent youngsters who insist on breaking in on such programs to
get a sample of what's being advertised.
After yelling, "Hello ma," all they can
say is "uh, huh," "I guess so," and "1
don't know." Boring to say the least!
Vox Pop is splendid! Would that all
"man on the street" programs were as ensensible questions,
1

tertaining.

Come on fans! Let's throw these weird
programs off the air. We don't want them.
Think of all the valuable programs that
should be taking their place.

Miss Marion

Koerner.
Chicago, 111.

"IT AINT WHAT IT USED TO BE"
Something has gone wrong with Ma
Perkins' program.
Like the old gray
mare, "it ain't what it used to be." We
love Ma Perkins and enjoy her philosophy. We admire the neighborly way she
is ever ready to help anyone regardless of
race, creed or color. She is loyal to her
home, her family and her home town. Ma
Perkins is a real person and Rushville

sational to ring true. You feel that it is
fiction instead of real life and that someone is either trying to pull the wool over

hand you

I
operatic masterpiece from Austria.
heard the noisy audience, the tapping of
Toscanini, the greatest
the baton of
genius of the age, and then almost two
hours of inspired music.
Thanks to radio engineers, I have heard

Mrs. Anna Burnhans,
Tribes Hill, New York
$1.00 PRIZE

music from Milan, Rome, Paris, London,
Vienna and other musical centers throughhave to
out Europe and not once did
put up with the inconveniences of ocean
travel, customs inspections and strange

A FLAWLESS PRODUCTION
The other

Hollywood
Hotel broadcast, which made an hour just
fly by,
sat back and tried to figure out
just what makes this program one of the
best on the air. I found myself searchnight,

after

a

1

I

ing

my

foods. Truly, my radio dial is a passport
to the whole world of fine music!

vocabulary for laudatory adjec-

Mary Bennett,

tives.

Akron, Ohio

has flawless production, fine continuity, four splendid singers, a grand orchestra and an ace announcer.
If offers us variety with its dramatic in-

a

wooden

HONORABLE MENTION
read a letter in October Radio
Mirror which called Teddy, that swell,
young actress on One Man's Family, 'an
"I

terlude that features our movie favorites
and its commercials are of reasonable

just

youngster.'
don't see how
listen to that program and
say such a thing about Teddy or any of
the family. In my opinion, if more grownups and children would reason and act as
the characters in One Man's Family, the
world would be a better place for us all."

impossible

length.

But most of

all

it

Hackettstown, N.

J.

1

anyone can

enables us, through

the spell of illusion, to slip from our own
troubled world into one of gay informality, light laughter, sweet romance and
general good-fellowship.
Miss Anne Grace,

.

Viola Morris, Clarksburg, W. Va.
"This summer
have listened to almost
every one of Jackie Heller's delightful programs and he gets my vote for having the
most beautiful voice, the most pep, and
the grandest personality of anyone on the
air today."
Miss Jeanne Eckman, Detroit, Mich.
I

$1.00 PRIZE

Center a real place.
Lately the program has grown too sen-

else

.

It

$1.00 PRIZE

your eyes or

best music that our own country can offer with the best in other countries.
Today I listened to a rebroadcast of an

Zeppo, the ape, was horrible. Of
we want thrilis, but not chills.
Don't let them spoil our beloved program. Make each broadcast better but
don't get too far from the beaten track.
nickel.

course,

ONE OF
A

bouquet,

RADIO'S

WONDERS

the radio engineers who rebroadcast programs from
all parts of the world and thus make it
possible for music lovers to compare the
please,

for

—

MOST BAD BREATH BEGINS WITH THE
Tests prove that 76% of all people over the age of 1 7 have bad
breath And the same tests prove
that most bad breath comes
from improperly cleaned teeth.
Colgate Dental Cream, because
of its special penetrating foam,
removes the cause the decay!

—

TEETH!

ing food deposits in hidden
crevices between teeth which
are the source of most bad
breath, dull, dingy teeth, and
much tooth decay. At the same
time, Colgate's soft, safe polishing agent cleans and brightens
enamel makes teeth sparkle!

—

COLGATE

RIBBON DENTAL CREAM

LARG^SIZE
[

Giant Size, over
vice as

much,
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"You

surely are the happy bearer of
tidings when you tell us that the
Slumber Hour will be back on the air and
that Mr. Cross will sing the theme song.
We feel that it would not be the Slumber Hour without him and hope that he
will sing other songs during the program
as he did before."
Mary E. Thompson,
Wilmington, Delaware.
"After watching a group of folks 70 to

glad

94 years of age, listening to the radio.
am always impressed anew with the miracle of it."
Sarah C. Davis, Omaha, Nebraska.
"Why, oh why can't our popular song
writers find something else to write about,
and lay off this broken heart sob stuff?
We'll never get rid of the depression while
I

singing these 'blues' songs." George
Currey, Calgary, Alberta, Canada.
"I'd

like

to

suggest

a

renewal

E.

of the

Palmolive Beauty Box Hour with operettas one can never forget or tire of."
Christine Murray Glenn, Vancouver.
B. C, Canada.

"Of the new talent worthy of a sponsored program this winter,
would name
the girl born in Canada, lived in India
and went to school in Denver, and more
I

definitely mentioned as Jean Dickenson.
In addition to a voice of high quality and

she has an over-the-air personality
radiates from her golden, energetic
voice."
J. E. Sills, Winston-Salem. N. C.
"Charlie Butterworth, you are the sort
of inane rambler we can listen to all night
without a yawn." K. A. Gray, Manitoba.
finish,

that

—

—

Canada.
"If at any time you want to lose your
identity, for fifteen minutes, listen to the
Girl Alone program. It's a knockout! The
most original, human and cleverest concocted. The leads, Patricia Ryan (Betty
Winkler) and Scoop Curtis, are positively

exhilarating."
ington, Iowa.

Helen

S.

Coast-to-Coast

Phillips,

Burl-

Highlights

{Continued from page 9)

Margaret was brought into the scene. And
now, three days during the week, the husbands of these two sisters gather their
children 'around the radio just before dinner and together they listen in to their
mothers who have been reunited- by radio.

New York
Irish

—

Doings Joe Connelly, the
announcer on WFAB, is now wear-

all the time.
His friends
think he is making a gesture to the colors
of his native land, but he is really suffering from "kleig eyes." He had been making a series of shorts on Irish folk lore at
WHN's
the Astoria movie studios
latest attraction is pretty Blanche Haring
who suddenly discovered she had a radio
voice passed the announcers' audition
and landed a job as announcer. Her first
chore was emceeing from the French
Casino, with Eddie South's orchestra, and
It's no
they whisper that she's good '.
fun being the leading lady on The WonEvery Sunday night someder Show.
thing terrible happens to blonde Rita
Johnson who plays the feminine lead on

ing green glasses

.

.

.

—

.

.

9Jff

#

cm ivefllad 4eautu

WOR-Mutual's tear-jerker plays. She is
now quite accustomed to being abducted,

t&^dotf DOUBLE MINT am.
1

shot at, or tied to the railroad tracks. In
recent weeks. Rita has been thrust into an
elevator shaft with a car hurtling down
above; has been besieged by maddened
natives in darkest India; has suffered the
bitterest poverty and the snobbish taunts
of society all for the cause of old-time
Although a newcomer to
mellerdramer.
radio, Rita is well fortified for these parts.

—
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having acted in school plays and in stock
companies. She is only 22, five-foot-five,
weighs 113 pounds and was born in WorVictor H. Lindlahr. Edicester. Mass
tor of the Journal of Living, lecturer and
.

.

.

nationally known radio personality who
has been broadcasting for years over the
and
New York stations
is now giving his inspiring talks on health

WNEW

WMCA,

over Mutual's WOR. One may remember
that he is the son of Henry Lindlahr, the
man who at the age of 40 made his will
and went to Europe in a last desperate
attempt to find help for the diabetes
which he had been told would shortly end
But, within six months' time he
his life.
was a well man, having learned the importance of diet and the use of hydrotherapy. At the age of 41 he began the
founded^ the
study of medicine and
famous Lindlahr Sanitarium in Chicago.
As a boy, Victor absorbed his father's
teachings and he is devoting his life to
showing people the natural way to health.
Victor Lindlahr's broadcasts can be heard
daily except Saturday and Sunday, at 12
noon.
*

#

*

In the Social Whirl— Congratulations
to Arthur D. Gillette of station WCKY,
Cincinnati. Arthur was married on October 10 to Miss Alberta Mountain at the
Elberon Presbyterian Church. They spent
honeymoon in North Carolina and
will settle down in Ludlow. Kentucky
sound effects man.
Art Topp.
went to the altar on October 1/. Rose
Louise StarKuzma is the lucky girl
key Mead (Clara of Clara. Lu 'n' Em)
served as maid of honor at WBBM'S Paul
Dowry's wedding, with Edith Adams as
Mrs. Johnny
the bride, on October 16
McAllister, wife of WBT's popular Philco
their

.

.

.

WBBM

.

.

.

Phil,

.

.

.

and herself a member of the

secre-

of the station, has recovered
recent operation and is back at

tarial

staff

from

a

her desk.
*

HERE'S A DELICIOUS

*

*

NOURISHING LUNCH

—

Hollywood Joe Bishop and Mary Roalias Honey and the Jolly Tar. of
the early morning KNX program, claim a
setti,

—

medal or something so they say. Each
day for two weeks, these two set their
morning rehearsals one hour earlier, timing them so that by the date of their first
broadcast they would be accustomed to

They are now full-fledged
early rising.
early risers and are reporting at the mike
at 7:45 a. m. daily to sing for early
dialers.

*

*

ace sportscaster. has been going
as a teacher! Fifto night school lately
teen hundred service men of the SoconyVacuum Oil Company, sponsors of his
late football broadcasts, have been taking
a course in salesmanship under his direcmaestro. Billy
tion.
Since
Mills began featuring hits of the early
.

.

—

WBBM

.

twenties on the "Do You
portion of his Sunday noon

Music programs,

his

Remember"
News with

bandmen have been

rustling through old trunks to bring discarded instruments out of the moth balls.
They say the old orchestral arrangements
need the old instruments to properly feature the old songs.

Floyd

Gibbons,

whose

name

means romance, danger, death,
has never before told his own personal history. Don't miss the exciting

second

month.

WHEN
home from

the youngsters

installment

— next

come tearing

One

and ravenous, you want to have a good
hot lunch ready for them. Something

cooked

Something that will

"stick

to their ribs" these cold winter days,

build up their active little bodies, give
them new energy for work and play.

Here's the very thing!
Give them Franco-American Spaghetti.
It has other big advantages, too. It comes
ready prepared, you simply heat and
-

serve. It costs so little

—

less

than 3^a por-

tion. And it'safavorite wkheveryone.

will be as fond of

it

Dad

as the youngsters.

3/ a portion

Surprise

school, rosy-cheeked

they'll enjoy.

*

Chicago Breezes — Pat Flanagan,

WBBM's

that costs less than

him with
taste tells

some night soon.
you how different

it

Franco-American is from ordinary readyspaghetti. Its tangy, tempting
cheese-and-tomato sauce contains eleven
different ingredients, blended with
subtle skill, seasoned to savory perfection. Yet a can holding three to four
portions is usually no more than 10^.
It would cost you more to buy uncooked spaghetti and all the different
ingredients for the sauce and prepare
it yourself. And isn't the time you save
worth something, too? Order FrancoAmerican from your

grocer today.

Franco -American
SPAGHETTI
KIND WITH TH E
GOOD SAUCE
MADE BY THE MAKERS OF CAMPBELL'S SOUPS
TH

E
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The Personal History of Floyd Gibbons, Adventurer
(Continued from page 23)

The official shook his head and muttered, but he could think of no counter argument, so Floyd was admitted.
But

wilderness warfare, their swarthy earthiness contrasting strangely with the chilly
sharpness, like finely tempered steel, of
the White aristocrats.
Back in Gibraltar, after a four-day trip
through the southern Rebel area, Floyd
listened to British naval authorities tell
him that it was impossible to go eastward, into Government territory, because
a narrow strip of land between it and
Gibraltar was held by the Rebels.
He
could, however and did get transportation by water, and landed at Malaga.
In Malaga, his troubles began. In the
first place, he was presumably entering
Spain there for the first time. Government officials didn't know he had already
been with the Rebels.
They looked him over suspiciously at
the port, and when he proffered his passport they demanded a "Red permit."
" 'Red permit?' "
asked Floyd. "Isn't
this
Spain?
Don't you represent the

—

there
later,

he was carrying. He had between $4,500
and $5,000 in cash and letters of credit.
In Spanish money this amounted to nearly

it

—

your government that
Washington?" Floyd

tending to be confused.
other fellows who have

is

"Maybe
an

the

ambassador

there."

"Certainly not, Senor," the port official
sputtered, swelling with offended dignity."
"Well," Floyd said, pointing to the visa
put on his passport by the Spanish consul in the United States, "there you are.
If that's

got to

me

as a

—

your government's stamp, you've

let

money

possession of that money
member of the hated
capitalistic class; perhaps a spy.
Even before landing at Malaga he had
changed his clothes. To have dressed
respectably would have been even worse
than having all that money. All the time
Floyd was in government territory he
never wore a tie, a clean shirt, pressed
trousers, light socks, or a coat.
He hired a car and set out eastward,
along the coast as far as Cartagena, then
inland to Murcia, where he was able to
get a train for Madrid.
The whole country had a wild, nightmarish unreality under the glaring sun.
Across the doorway of a church someone
had scrawled in bright chalk: "King
Kong" symbolizing, in the name of an
American movie, what seemed to be superstition to this suddenly Godless land.
Shifty-eyed idiots, freed from their asylums, roamed the streets aimlessly, picking at the debris of ransacked homes.

stamped him

pre-

it's

great deal of

The

for him.

recognized

asked,

—a

any Spanish Loyalist, since for the
most part they are laborers and peasEvery cent had to be carefully
ants.
counted and listed on Floyd's passport, on
the same page as his Government visa.
Nothing could have been more dangerous

permit' to enter."

in

50,000 pesetas

to

Spanish government?"
"Si, Senor. But you must have a 'Red

IS

was more trouble a few minutes
when he had to declare the money

in."

But if the chaotic condition of the
country was a danger and a hindrance to
an ordinary traveler, it was in some ways
a help to an old hand at reporting like
Floyd. He had long ago learned how to
take advantage of official indecision and
muddle. All that was necessary, to get
what you wanted, was a high hand, a confident air, and an ability to think faster
than the sergeant-major.

CLOYD

rode into Madrid on the train at
August 23, just a dozen hours
before he was scheduled to go on the air.
Going past the campus of the university
he saw what had been left there the night
before bodies of Rebel sympathizers.
With this picture still bright in his
mind, he went to station EAQ and attempted to present his credentials for
that night's broadcast.
Yes, they knew
who he was, but they were doubtful about
admitting him. That very morning, the
station
had been formally transferred
from its private management to the
Government. Now the place was overrun by soldiers, with a flustered Government official named Segrario at their
head.

dawn

of

—

Floyd adopted his best self-confident air
and within a few hours had gained admission and Segrario's friendship.
He had
no script for the broadcast; there had
been no time to prepare one. Segrario was
much more upset over the coming broadcast than Floyd was.
Until the revolution, he had been a member of Spain's
small middle class. Caught between two
fires, he'd become a Loyalist for safety's

for pbtes sake,
itSvmetdwitSO RUN-DOWN HIS JOB
W^j0$

NEARLY

I

*

I

MAt>

=—\

/SUE- YOU KNOW
,

HIM LICKED

MY BROTHER'S A DOCTOR
AND HE SAVS THAT
TIRED FEELING GENERALLY
COMES WHEN VOUR BLOOD,
ae-ns iM>ERFE>.

HE SAYS

\-

1

ISTMAT

RK3HT— I'LL

SOME KDR
JACK ON THE
,VW HOME^-

(SET

FLE SOAMANN'S YEAST IS
FIWE TO HELP TONE VOU
I

UR

IT

FEEDS

THE BLOOD

VITAMINS A.B.GondD
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sake, but he knew little of Government
policy and nothing whatever about radio.
Floyd calmed his jangled nerves, promised to watch his words, and suggested
that Segrario stand beside him during the
broadcast and stop him if he started to
say something he shouldn't.

Broadcast time came, and with Segrario
his elbow, Floyd started out by describing a peaceful, happy Madrid. "But,"
he said, "though it's Sunday, there are
no church bells ringing in Madrid."
A warning shake of the head from the
little manager stopped him, and he returned to harmless details. Then, once
more, reportorial enthusiasm overcame
judgment, and he tried to tell of the
bodies he had seen on the campus only
to be stopped again, this time more peremptorily. The watching guards posted in
the studio knew something was wrong,
though they couldn't understand English.
Their hands crept toward the breeches of
their rifles. Another misstep, and Floyd
knew there would be no time to explain.
He finished the broadcast, not knowing
when he might say the fatally wrong
thing, even unintentionally. Days later, he
learned that he had been quietly cut off
the air in the midst of his talk.
at

—

THE

broadcast a week later was easier,
way. At least, he had a script ready
for submission to the officials. It was returned to him, ten minutes before broadcast time, butchered even of remarks he
had considered perfectly harmless to the
'

in a

Government.
Floyd left Madrid with the intention of
finding

General

Franco,

leader of the
Rebel forces in the north, and interviewing him. He had to take a roundabout
route to do so eastward from Madrid to
Valencia, then by cruiser to Barcelona,

—

Mallorca, and Marseilles; across France
to Hendaye, back of the Rebel lines at
the French border, and down to Burgos,
where, along with several other correspondents, he was effectively bottled up
for several days.
Franco was at Caceres, some distance to
the south, but no credentials were being
issued to correspondents to go there to
see him. Moreover, Floyd and the others
were in danger as long as they stayed in

Gibbons, who died two years ago, was an
advertising man and promoter, a person
of tremendous physical and mental energy, who always had more ideas than he
had time to carry out.
Gibbons was usually successful in his
enterprises, sometimes not. The family,
which consisted of Floyd, Edward, Donald, Zelda, and Margaret, was always comfortably well-off. Sometimes Gibbons was
very rich; sometimes it was necessary to

Burgos.

economize.

Floyd and three other correspondents H. R. Knickerbocker of the
New York Journal, John Whitaker of the
Herald Tribune, and a man from an Englost patience, hired a car, and
lish paper
set out for Caceres.

At

last

—

—

In sight of Caceres, they instructed the
driver to start blowing the horn and make
more noise than three Spaniards. With
the exhaust open and the horn bleating
they tore through the winding streets like
messenger
from
a
Mars.
The car
screeched to a stop before Franco's headquarters and the quartet of correspondents leaped out in high excitement, waving their papers.
Their impetuous attack was too much
for the guards surrounding their general.
For all they knew, these men had just
come from the front with news that Madrid had fallen. They fell back and let the
reporters rush past them, direct to the
room in which sat Franco.
Floyd's latest exploits, the Spanish ones,
are no more than minor items in a long
list.
All his life he has had one motive,
one desire to be where the excitement

—

and danger were

thickest.
find the clue to his character
in his childhood, and in his parents. He

You can

was born
16,

1887.

in

Washington, D. C. on July

His

father,

Edward Thomas

LJIS

mother,

was

Emma

who

before her marriage

Theresa

Phillips,

undoubt-

edly contributed her share to Floyd's love
of adventure and change of scene.
"She
was a regular gypsy, she enjoyed traveling
so much," Floyd says affectionately of her.
Far from complaining at the various uprootings which occurred during Floyd's
childhood because Edward Gibbons had
conceived a project in some distant city,
she liked them.
When he was eleven he made his entry into the newspaper business. You can

anyway. The Spanish-American War had broken out, and all Washington was in a ferment of excitement.
Newspapers couldn't be printed fast
enough to satisfy the public demand for
news from the front. Any boy with an
armload of papers was sure to be sold out
in a few minutes.
He went to his mother and asked to be
allowed to sell the papers. He said he
thought he ought to earn a little money,
himself. Mrs. Gibbons agreed with him
and gave her consent, but she wasn't
fooled in the least by all his high-sounding talk. She knew exactly how he felt.
That was Floyd's first newspaper job.
The second one came eight or nine years
later, in Minneapolis.
In between, there
call it that,

MCK-DONT YOU KNOW,

DON'T LET "UNDERFED" BLOOD

KEEP YOUR ENERGY LOW
Many of us slow down during this time of year. Usually when you have this rundown

feeling

your blood

is

"underfed." Itdoesn'tcarry

enough food to your

tissues.

Fleischmann's fresh
Yeast supplies your blood
with essential vitamins and

other food elements. As a
result, your blood carries
more and better food to
your muscles and nerves.

Eat 3 cakes of Fleischmann's Yeast daily one
cake about K hour before
meals. Eat it plain, or in

—

a

little

water.

FLEISCMMANN'S FRESH YEAST CONTAIN 4 V/TAMINS IN APPITION TO
HOQMONE -LIKE SUBSTANCES, WMkTM HELP TH£ POPV 6ET GREATER
VAUU6 H2QMTHE ¥000 YOU EAT, ANP^ertT FASTER

Start today.

ITS YOUR BLOOD THW
*FEEDS"YOUR BODY.,.
One of the important
functions of your
stream is to
carry nourishment
from your food to the
muscle and nerve tissues of your entire
blood

body.

When you find you
get overtired at the
least extra effort, it
is usually a sign that

your blood is not supplied with enough
food. What you need
is something to help
your blood get more

nourishment from
your food.

Copyright, 1936
Standard Brands Incorporated
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had been several changes of residence,
and many changes of school. Floyd never
did manage to graduate from any school.
In his own mind there was no question
of the sort of job he wanted. He was
supremely interested in just one thingpeople. All his life he had been eaten up
by an avid curiosity to know what was
going on around him.
In those days, reporters hadn't become
respectable.
At worst, they were
considered drunken and irresponsible; at
best, they kept irregular hours and didn't

quite

make much money. Like many parents
who are occasionally guilty of instability
themselves, Edward Gibbons wanted his
son to settle down to a good, safe,
profitable occupation, and he objected
strenuously to Floyd's newspaper ambitions.
Mrs. Gibbons, as always, understood, and it was with the knowledge of
her approval that Floyd got himself a
nine-dollar-a-week job on the Minneapolis

Daily News.

UNDER

the guidance of the News' ediWilliam G. Shepherd, he thought
he was on his way to becoming a good
newspaper man. Then, three weeks after he
got the job, Shepherd called him into his
office.
"Get your pay from the front
office." Shepherd said gruffly, "and don't
come back. You're fired!" He didn't offer
tor,

any explanation,

either.

Minneapolis couldn't hold Floyd after
that. He felt as if everybody in the town
must know he'd been fired from his first
newspaper job.
He packed up, said goodby to his parents, and went to Milwaukee, where he
got another job on another paper. They
didn't fire him there, and before long
there was a story on his paper's front
page "By Floyd Phillips Gibbons." He
cut it out and sent it home to his mother,
sure that she would be as proud of that
by-line as he was; hoping, maybe, that
William G. Shepherd would somehow get
to see it and realize what a good newspaperman he'd let slip through his fingers.
Years later, after the war. Floyd had
his chance to see Shepherd again. It was
in Rock Island, Illinois. Floyd had made
his fame, and he was on a lecture-tour.
The night he spoke in Rock Island, Shepherd was speaking there too.
After their lecture engagements Floyd
and Shepherd met and boarded the train
Yes, Shepherd reto Chicago together.
membered Floyd, all right, and there was

—

Try Your Luck

- and Be Lucky Ever After

The Right Shade of Face Powder Will
Add the Final Touch to Your Personality
free of charge and obligation. When
you get the five shades, try all five on. Don't
think that your choice must be confined to any
one or two shades. As I say, try on all five. Maybe
the very shade you think least suited to you is
really your most becoming, your most flattering.

Powder

women and girls make
them need to be made over!
All

up.

But plenty of

Yes, positively. They're hiding the loveliness
Nature gave them and quenching the vital
spark of personality with a drab, dull, dead
shade of face powder.
What they need is a shade that flatters, that
gives them the young, alive, vivid look that
never fails to attract.
How sure are you that you're using the
right shade of face powder? Even if you think
there may be another shade
you're satisfied
that would create a "you" no one has ever

—

seen before!

You're

An

Individual, Not

A

Type!

Don't be old-fashioned and choose your shade
by type or coloring. You aren't a type. You're

no fake

Stays

On

When you make the shade test of Lady Esther
Face Powder, I want you to notice, too, how
smooth this face powder is how evenly it
goes on and how long it holds. By actual test,
you will find this face powder adheres for four
hours or more without getting shiny.
Write today for all five shades of Lady
Esther Face Powder which I offer free. With
the five shades of Lady Esther Face Powder
I will also send you a 7-days' tube of Lady
Esther Face Cream. The coupon brings both
the powder and cream.

—

yourself and nobody else. Choose
your shade according to which is

most becoming to you, before your
mirror. And the only way to do
this intelligently is to try on all five
Basic Shades, one after the other.
So new— so true is this new way
of finding your true shade that I offer
to prove every word at my expense.
I will, therefore, send you all five
shades of my Lady Esther Face

own

They

For 4 Hours

(You can paste

this

on a penny postcard.)

Lady Jisther, -2034 Ridge Avenue, Evanston,

FREE

(29)
Illinois.

Pullman compartment,
a
smoking and talking. Floyd was itching
to ask why Shepherd had fired him, but
he didn't. He waited, and at last the
answer came.
"I suppose you've often wondered why
fired you, back there on the News?"
I
Shepherd asked, over the second highball.
was no good."
"I supposed because
knew
"No, that wasn't the reason.
you had it in you to be a reporter. There
was a man with a lot of advertising connections who came into the business office
and demanded that we fire you, so hard
and so fast you'd never bounce back. Because he was a pretty powerful fellow in
advertising, we thought we'd better do as
That man was your father.
he asked
He said he didn't want you to be a lousy,
in

I

I

.

.

.

Please send me by return mail a liberal supply of all five shades
of Lady Esther Face Powder; also a 7-days* supply of your Lady

half-starved reporter."
Floyd Gibbons' father

Esther Four -Purpose Face Cream.

had Floyd

from

Name

.

(If you

.

_ State _

live in

Canada, write Lady Esther, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.)

would never have

job if he'd
that by doing so he was starting
his son on the road which led to greater
and more dangerous adventures. Sleepless nights and burning days with Villa's
army in Mexico a torpedoed ship in the
dead of night horror and bloodshed in
the World War all are in the second infired

known

City_

—
—
—

—next

stalment

60

pleasure at Floyd's success.

in his

sat

month.

his first
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Uncle Ezra's Double Life
(Continued from page 30)
yarns about covered wagon days, or comwittily on the "modern" folks and
their "doin's;" preferred this to the games
and pastimes of his fellow playmates.

mented

was funny, others
were "show
people" who traveled. Even Pat couldn't
explain himself. But he liked the way Uncle Johnny's chin whiskers bobbed up and
down when he was chewing a bit of tobac-

Some

said

folks thought he

it

was because

his folks

he thrilled to Pleas Ferguson's yarns
early west, and he laughed at

co,

the

of

Judge Bothwell's comments.
Later, as a young man, Pat stepped out
to pursue the elusive fame and fortune of
the footlights. After three or four years
filled with hardships, hall bedrooms, and
It
irregular meals, his big break came.
in Chicago, about 1911, when Pat
landed the biggest part of his early career.
Strangely enough, it was the part of an
old man, the elderly, ex-judge Stott, in the
old play, "The Lion and the Mouse."
Realizing the importance of his role,
Pat went back in his mind to the scenes

was

of his boyhood.

He remembered how

old

Brad Harmon used to hobble out from
behind the counter, how Uncle Johnny
would scratch the side of his head when
From each he took
he was thinking.
something. He worked, he studied, and as
a result, he made a success of ex-judge
He
Stott beyond his wildest dreams.
found it was easy for him to walk like an
old man, natural for him to talk like one,
but more important, Pat Barrett found
he could think like one.

AFTER

several

edy and on

successful

seasons

men

in musical
the legitimate stage. Pat

portraying old

of

combegan

to realize he was creating a character of
his own; a composite picture drawnfrom
the rural friends of his boyhood, mingled
with all the characters he'd portrayed on
the stage but made original too by his
own ideas regarding the workings of an
old man's mind. With this character, Pat
was lured into the then big money of
vaudeville.

—

For twelve years this white-headed,
comical old codger was a headliner on the
Keith and Orpheum circuits, and each
year found the old fellow becoming more
and more a living personality, more and
more an individual. Pat prided himself
on his ability to live his characterization.
Then, without his realizing it, his characterization began to live his life!
No
could Pat Barrett leave his old
man behind at the theater each night by
the simple action of removing a daub of
greasepaint and a bunch of crepe hair. It
followed him home, it parked him over
in a corner each night with his slippers
and a book, it made him complain of
longer

_

RUBinOFF
nno his uiouii
uiRcimn RED
jnn peerce

aches and pains.
It

made him

feel like

an old man!

was wise Nora, Pat's wife, who first
realized what was happening. And as soon
It

Pat realized

he fought grimly
against this encroachment of his characterization into his private life.
Pat refused even to think of his old man except
when actually on the stage. Nora and he
went to more parties and dances than
ever before. He took up swimming, golf
and tennis.
Just when he'd apparently solved his
problem, just when he'd limited the chin
whiskers to the footlights only, along
came radio, along came the National
Barn Dance and Uncle Ezra.
"You know," he told me, "in vaudeville
was all right. The act was pretty well
set, and except for a few minor changes
now and then, it would be done autoas

it

EUERy simony

too,

@ocL±t-to-&oa±t
EASTERN
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without

matically,

thinking about
it.
got into radio, everything
had to write a script,
up something new three
times a week.
got so
was thinking of
the program most of the time, and finally,
all of the time. It wasn't like an ordinary
fellow who is worrying about something,
because
wasn't worrying, I was just
thinking, thinking about Uncle Ezra."
Once more the old fellow had come
back to dim the youth Pat values so
highly. Once more he found himself seeking a quiet corner, apart from the world
in which he lived.
Yet, the program had to be written and
produced. That couldn't be done automatically, it had to be done by "Uncle
Ezra," completely and without limitation.
To think that Pat Barrett could make
his program ring true without going back
to live in bygone days would be folly.
But much as he loved the warmth and
friendliness for which it stands, neither
was Pat going to completely become his
old man character.
So Pat Barrett found a compromise
which has split his life into two worlds.
In a very modern office building in
downtown Chicago there is a door which
reads, "Patrick Barrett."
Stepping through the door, which is always open, you walk magically into a
quaint setting of long ago.

"But when
was different.
had to think

I

1

1

I

I

I

The Best Corrective

ALL-VEGETABLE

Is

by Elizabeth

DO

McKenna

YOU

want to know what's the best and safest
help for a system that has gone sluggish, and needs
assistance in throwing off its food-wastes ?

Hundreds of thousands of women swear by NR Tablets
(Nature's Remedy). Because they have had proof again
and again not only themselves, but for every member

—

of their families

—

that this pure, all-vegetable corrective
just right for stimulating clogged, sluggish bowels to
an easy, normal movement that flushes away dangerous
waste poisons.

is

Nature's Remedy is so sensible. It is entirely different
other laxatives, being purely vegetable.
You'll
notice the amazing difference in its action the first time
you try it.
So gentle and easy yet so very thorough
and invigorating. This is because NR is made up of a
perfect blend of the most effective vegetable laxatives.
is a corrective, a conditioner that aids in training
the bowels to normal, regular functioning.

from

—

NR

stop. What
this you have stepped
YOU
into?
Why, there
an old horseis

is

hair sofa against the wall, a rag rug on the
floor, a huge old fashioned rocker in a
True, you came to see Uncle
corner.
Standing beneath the orEzra, but
nate brass chandelier hanging from the
ceiling you gaze around the room, see the
old chromos on the wall, the little hand
embroidered lace doilies on the chairs, the
conch shells on the table, the stereoscope,
the music box, the china cat, the lace curtains. A thought flashes across your mind.
.

Try this stand-by of millions tonight. See if you don't
wake up tomorrow morning feeling more refreshed more
"fit"
more alive arid vigorous, than you have felt in a

—

—

PROVED FOR EVERY
MEMBER OF THE
FAMILY
pi 9%
Um

U L la

Beautiful Six-color
1937
Calendar,

gj ^g ^j

Thermometer. Also
samples

You can

long while.
try

NR

small ex-

at

pense — 25

doses

the handy tin only
25 cents at all drugin

—

Can

gists.

and NR.
Send stamp for packing
and postage to A. H. Lewis Co.,
Desk 83A-21, St. Louis, Missouri.
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YOUR HAIR
WITHOUT PEROXIDE
ANY

Shade you desire

Careful, fastidious

in 5 to 15 minutes
women avoid the use of

SAFELY

peroxide because peroxide makes hair

Opens the door
to romance

brittle.

Lechler's Instantaneous Hair Lightener
NO peroxide. Used as a paste i'
Eliminates "straw" look. Beneficial to perma- a
requires

not streak.

You will enjoy this perfume
of exquisite aroma and ex
ceptional lasting quality,

nent waves and bleached hair. Lightens blonde hairj
This is the only prepm-aHon that also lightens
the scalp. No more dark roots. Used over 20 years by famous
bean) ii/s, shicie and screen stars and children. Harmless. Guaranteed. Mailed complete with brush for application
grown dark.
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Gifts,

More like l'un than work and you earn
as you learn. Hundreds making big money this
fascinating way
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So sure are you to succeed
Warranty backed by $1,000
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French importations.
As an introductory offer, we will
send you a large cellophane wrapped bottle of this perfume
in lovely gift box, for only $1, or sent C.O.D., plus mailing

36 P a & e booklet "The Art of Lightening Hair
Without Peroxide" Free with your first order.
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can this be "Rosedale?"

.

it's

NBC

LIGHTEN
to

be

a fictional vision come true.
It's a part of Rosedale, all right, and it's
Uncle Ezra's workshop. With the excepstudios, this is the only
tion of the
place where the old fellow is allowed full
dominance of Pat Barrett's life. Every
day, for a set number of hours, Pat drops
his modern cloak, leaves headlines' bustling humanity, and a feverish twentieth
century world far behind so that he may
become old "Uncle Ezra."
"I guess you'd call that a double life,
wouldn't you?" Pat smiled. "When I step
into that office, I'm one person; when I
step out of it, I'm another. For twelve
years in vaudeville, and eight years in
radio, I have been living two distinct
lives, that of a young man, and that of
an old man.
"It's keeping those two sides apart that
has led to my unique existence," he added
with a chuckle. "Some folks would call it
mental self control. I try to keep myself
out of the old fellow's radio program, as
well as striving to keep the old fellow
personal life."
from dictating
mind
As Pat finished his story
flashed back to the broadcast I'd witnessed
studios a few hours before.
in the
Like the parting of a hazy curtain before

Yes,

TUMS

of

this

.

Name
Address

I

me

in any way.

.

my

my

NBC

my

could see the transformation
quiet there in the studio
the producer's signal as the second hand
neared the hour.
And in the center of the studio, Pat
Barrett was Pat Barrett no more. The
strong shoulders drooped slightly with age,
his twinkling blue eyes dimmed a little,
the firm hand of youth became the unHe adjusted his
steady hand of age.
glasses in a grandfatherly way.
"Uncle Ezra" was on the air.
eyes,

then.

I

The

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

.

.

.
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How

to be a

Modern

Cinderella

It

Gold

wasn't the

that froze

^

s

him

'twas the sight of

(Continued from page 46)
her original figure requirements. In our
we work on the individual frameline, not trying to make her figure into a
standard, average pattern but endeavoring to bring out all the individual beauty
of her body.
We have reduced women
from a size 42 to a size 18, when they had
only hoped to become a size 20 because
we discovered, after we had removed those
camouflaging rolls of fat, that nature had
really intended her to be a size 18!
"The most frequent troubles which afflict the modern woman are a lazy, sluggish circulation and, subsequently, a poor
distribution of fat on the body, because
it has a tendency to settle on portions of
the anatomy easily and quickly reached by
the blood stream usually the abdomen

'I

her Rough Chapped Hands

to

salon,

NEARLY CRIED when

I

—

Dave

com-

hated them
plained about my hands.
myself-all harsh and red. They stayed
rough all winter, no matter what
put
I

I

on them

.

—

and hips. In body sculpture, we rely on
two factors: manipulation and our own
formulae of solutions. The manipulations
are designed to accomplish three results:
bringing up the circulation, breaking down
fatty cells, and relaxing the nervous system. It is not Swedish massage, which,
generally speaking, is prescribed by doctors to correct certain conditions. There
are no faddish diets, no sweltering steam
baths,
no violent exercise.
Ordinarily,
however, we do advise a balanced menu
for our clients, one which supplies the deficiencies in their diet, rather

than elimin-

ating certain types of food.

lYNN'S

story

inspiring, indeed, but it's
inspiring to go through
Miss Radow's salon, to see the hundreds of
charts of her clients, many of whom have
been reduced even more spectacularly.
Incidentally, Miss Radow is not particularly interested in bringing down the
weight (unless it's obviously excessive, of
course) but in perfecting the actual measurement by inches of the various parts of
the body. Some of the charts will show
you that a ciient has reduced from five to
seven inches around her bust, waist, hips
and thighs, and yet has only lost six
pounds. No menace to health there, but
oh! what a change in the figure!
It all goes to show that we don't need
to accept the dumpy or stringy figures we
seem to have been born with. Proper attention to the food we eat will help, proper
rest, proper posture, wholesome exercise
to stimulate that lagging circulation, even
the way we take our baths and clean our
faces will count.
But no one will really notice your new
figure, your better proportions, unless you
show them off in well-chosen clothes. Just
look at the difference in Lynn's early costume and the smart new ensemble which
came from the store where she was "re-

»

even

is

more

A

well-chosen wardrobe depends
on two things (no. not money, not original
built."

THEN- A

FRIEND TOLD ME

Jergens Lotion softens hands in
turned to Jergens—
no time.
I

and a few days

Dave

later

whispered ... "I love your
hands. They feel so soft."

but Jergens brought about

an early Thaw
HANDS

can be thrilling

when

they're soft and smooth.

cold,

But

wind and water take the
hand skin

natural moisture from

make

and roughen.
And most women wash their hands
eight times a day, they say — have
them in water eight times more.
it

likely to chap

But Jergens Lotion heals and
softens dry, harsh hands amazingly

Because Jergens
fast. Why ?
goes into the skin cells more effectively than other lotions tested, and
swiftly puts back lost moisture. Besides
Jergens contains two
.

.

.

—

special ingredients, used

by doctors.

Bed, rough, chapped skin is made
soft, white and fine in just a few
applications. Jergens is never

Use Jergens faithfully. At
drug, department, 10^ stores.

sticky.
all

—

creations)
a normal figure to dress and
good taste to dress it with.
Wouldn't you like to have Zelda
Radow's suggestions for a home beauty

regime, including simple exercises for
stimulating circulation, daily facials which
require only such creams and ingredients
as you already have
for making beauty

on hand, instructions
masques and pimple

—

treatments and chin straps at home as
well as the four weeks' balanced menu
which Lynn Merrill followed when she
was remodeled to scale? You can have
all of these free, fust address your query
(and a large self-addressed envelope,
please!) to Joyce Anderson, Radio Mirror, 122 East 42nd Street, New York City

Jergens LanoN
"pREE!

GENEROUS SAMPLE
Prove for yourself how

into the skin, conserves

The Andrew

and renews the

swiftly

and thoroughly Jergens goes

girlish softness of

your hands.

Jergens Co., 1725 Alfred Street, Cincinnati, O. (In Canada

—

Perth, Ontario).

Name

.

.

PLEASE PRINT
Address
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They Said

It

Couldn't Last

(Continued from page 38)
Louise was terribly young, he decided,
from the advanced wisdom of his twenty
all,

years.

do what everybody said was
He went away, to Oregon,
to visit relatives. He even got a job, and
he stayed away awhile from Roswell.
He was utterly miserable, all those eight
months, and so was Louise. At the end
of them he returned, and they ran away
to the next town, and were married.
The marriage ceremony was going on
at the exact moment during which two
worried parents were holding a council of
war and deciding that they didn't know
what to do. Mr. Massey had called on
Mr. Mabie and the two of them were
shaking their heads worriedly.
Mabie said.
"I've done everything,"
"I've talked to him and talked to him, but
it doesn't seem to do any good."
"It doesn't do any good to talk to
"She's
Louise, either," Massey admitted.
spoiled
always has been, being the only

He

tried to

the right thing.

ZONITE IS
5 TIMES MORE

—

girl

GERMICIDAL

with seven brothers."

No,

do

didn't

it

any

'

good

to

talk.

Louise and Milt returned to Roswell that
evening, scared but defiant and married.

—

than any other popular,
'non-poisonous antiseptic!

There were terrible scenes, of course,
even worse than Louise and Milt had expected. There was even talk of an annul-

Why waste

time with palate-pleasing antiseptics? Zonite, by actual laboratory tests
checked and rechecked by authorities, is 5
times more germicidal than any other popular non-poisonous antiseptic. Besides, Zonite
has great power of penetration. It searches
out many obscure hiding places of cold
germs. Zonite is not used full strength. For
economy's sake read package circular. A teaspoonful in a third of a tumbler of water
equals most mouth washes undiluted. Try
Zonite for mouth odors, too. The only popular antiseptic that permanently destroys
strong odors originating in the mouth. Get
Zonite today! U.S. and Canadian druggists.

weTASTBtellsvou
IQNin GETS REAL RESULTS

ment, an entirely possible procedure, since
both Louise and Milt were under age.
The Masseys, though they were bitterly
hurt and apprehensive for Louise's future
happiness, had really nothing against Milt
as a person.
It was just that they'd had
plans for her! All her life she

many

so

had sung,
and had practiced music with her two
younger brothers, Dott and Allen. Even in
Louise's childhood, Mr. and Mrs. Massey
had intended that some day she and her
have musical careers.
brothers would
Louise's
to
to
high school, and when that was finished to
study music in El Paso, which eventually
reconciled the Masseys to her marriage.
They still did not believe it would bring
her lasting happiness; they did not beelse, it

as

a marriage could survive the temperamental clashes of two
high-spirited youngsters; but if it did not
last, they said to themselves, she could
so

immature

pick up her life and go on from where
Milt had interrupted it.
All

risk
delay in
patenting your ideas. Write for new FREE
book, "Patent Guide for the Inventor"
and "Record of Invention" form.
No
charge for preliminary information.

l-T

I

the

'

most of

possibilities

its

The average time

'

atti-

allotted

for

gossip.

Louise

and

Milt to stay married was one year.
"They were right, of course," Louise adweren't really
mits today. "Milt and
in love. We were only crazily infatuated
with each other. Neither of us knew the
real meaning of love, as we've come to
know it since, through long association.
If it hadn't been for two things, the mar-

O'BRIEN & HYMAN BERMAN
Registered Patent Attorneys
Adams Bldg., Washington, D. C.

CLARENCE

around town their pessimistic

tude was reflected. Nothing as exciting as
this runaway marriage between the children of two leading citizens had happened
in Roswell for years, and Roswell made

TIME COUNTS— don't

A.

I
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Train
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FASCINATING
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kJILT'S

father gave them, as a wedding
present, a lovely home in Roswell,
and they settled down Louise to resume
school and Milt to working in the hardware store. There was a constant coming
and going between that home and the
Massey -ranch. Sometimes Louise and
Milt would move out to the ranch for a
few days, or Dott and Allen would come
in to stay with Louise for a week or so.
Gradually, the Masseys became fond of
Milt. They couldn't help liking him, for
his good-nature and kindness to Louise.
Louise, Dott, and Allen continued their
musical work together, but more and more
their trio was becoming a quartet. Milt
happened to be pretty good on a bass fiddle and a saxophone, and when they
played in the evening he'd join them.
At the end of a year Louise carried out
her promise to go to El Paso, alone, and
study music; and Milt carried out his
promise to permit her to do so. After her
return, he made no objection, either, to
her going with her father, Dott, and Allen
to Los Angeles for a trip which was partly
pleasure, partly to see if the three of them
couldn't get a job singing on the radio.
The Masseys didn't get the job in Los
Angeles, but only a few months after their
return to Roswell, Charles F. Horner, the
owner of a number of traveling vaudeville
units similar to the old-time Chautauquas,
offered them a job.
Those days, while she was considering
Horner's offer, are the only time in the
ten years since Louise's wedding when she
has really feared her marriage was in

—

danger.

was
anything
much
AS agreement
continue going

lieve

INVENTORS

"The other thing that saved our marriage was
music. Anybody as young
as I was can't settle down to being just
a housewife. I had to have another interest to help me work off surplus energy."

have lasted a year.

riage couldn't

"One was that

me

angry.

It's

all

true

this opposition

that

I

made

had always

always found a way to get
been spoiled.
wanted if not from Dad, then
what
from Mother, and if not from either of
them, from one of my brothers. I'd neyer
I

I

—

even considered the possibility of being
defeated in a desire. And after my mar-

made up my mind that what
riage
wanted was to prove they were all wrong,
and make my marriage last rather than
admit defeat.
I

I

Her desire to accept the job wasn't the
imperious demand for something new of
a spoiled child. It was something deeper,
surer than that. It was almost a necessity.
If she had to choose between going, and
remaining Milt's wife, she knew what her
choice would be to go.
But it was Milt who made the decision,
who once more showed a kindness that
was really wisdom. He chose to make the
trio into a quartet and go with her.
It
wasn't easy for him, either.
Old Mr.
Mabie was growing oid, looking forward
to the day when he could retire and turn
the hardware store over to his son. Going on the road with Louise meant disappointing his father, giving up the home
he had just had redecorated, changing all
his plans for the future. He might, if he
hadn't been Milt Mabie, have grown angry, stood on his rights, insisted that
Louise stay where she belonged in his

—

home.

He might have done

that

—and

he had, he would have lost her.
They said it couldn't last but

—

it

if

has,

and very successfully, for ten years. Neither Louise nor Milt has ever regretted
leaving Roswell. There have been hard
knocks, plenty of them, but the group
which went to work for Horner's vaudeville circuit is still intact, and has even
added a fifth member, Larry Wellington.
Dott and Allen have both married since
going into radio, and Larry married too.
shortly after joining the group. Now they
all live, four couples of them, in an apartment house in Great Neck, Long Island
"neither too far from each other, nor too
near," as Louise says. Every summer they
return to Roswell, and some day they
plan on going back there to stay.
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New On

What's

Radio Row

{Continued from page

7)

"Oh, let's compromise," she offered with
suspicious sweetness. "Let's drive around
to all the filling stations and look at your
picture on the posters."
So they went to the Taylor picture.

BACKSTAGE SNAPSHOT
Fred Astaire rehearses his Packard show
from early morning until late at night
sometimes rehearsals run to 3 or 4 a. m.
He drapes a turkish towel over the mike,
and mops his brow from time to time
Other members of the cast take time out
for lunch; not he
Johnny Green's as
indefatigable a worker as the dancing star
and doesn't mind skipping the noon interim
Astaire uses two dancing
boards, jumps from one to the other like
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

When

he takes a
breathing spell, he dashes over to where
the socially registered Mrs. Astaire sits...
She takes copious notes while Fred works
... He talks things over with her, then
holds a confab with Maestro Green
Charlie Butterworth breezes in about 3:30,
then everything goes hilarious
The
orchestra, particularly the wind section,
becomes breathless from laughter
Butterworth is jittery, one of those performers who is vastly more nervous at a
dress rehearsal than at a performance
His hands tremble as he holds his script
After rehearsal Astaire and his wife slip
out a rear door
The autograph
hounds are left holding the bag in front
Fred, although he broadcasts for one
of the better motor cars, drives off in a
.
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.
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New Stoves

Beautiful

:

startled gazelle

a

Coupon for
NEW, FREE Catalog
Mail

.

.

.

Mail coupon

more colorful KalaGet FACTORY

PRICES for New Coal and Wood Heaters, Oil
Ranges, New Porcelain Enamel Coal and Wood Ranges, New
Combination Gas, Coal and Wood Ranges, New Gas Stoves,
Furnaces. New color combinations, new features such as Copper
Reservoirs, Non-Scorch Lids,

Enameled Ovens.

Cash or Easy Terms— 18c a Day— Year to Pay

—

in 20 big stores — Cash or easy terms Terms
day for stoves — Year to pay.
30 Days Trial—Satisfaction Guaranteed
30 Days Trial in your home to prove Kalamazoo Quality

More Bargains than
as

little

as 18c a

24-hour shipments

p«™««»™™™™»i
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,

:

KALAMAZOO STOVE COMPANY,
Manufacturers
469 Rochester Ave. Kalamazoo, Mich.
Warehouses: Utica, N. Y.; Youngstown,
,

Ohio; Reading, Pa.; Springfield, Mass.

BA-BA BLACK SHEEP

Edward Everett Horton, one of filmdom's recent gifts to radio, comes from a
family that is veddy, veddy social, and
when he showed signs of becoming a Thespian, it was decided at solemn family conclaves that a terrible calamity had fallen.
So now Edward Everett supports practically all the other Hortons.
He has
built a house for his family next to his
own, and sends regular remittances to
other relatives throughout the land.

NEWS, BESORRA!

several sponsors now considering
will have signed on the dotted line.

|

Coal and

I

s$2$t

Print

Ballew worked in "All Scarhe had to grow a moustache which,
although becoming, was so distasteful to

young daughter, Janice, that she refused point-blank to kiss him. As soon as
he finished the picture he shaved it off,
and everything was hunky-dory for a few
days until he was notified to grow another one for his part in "Serenade on the

his

Seine."

Nelson

Eddy

PROMOTION

has been broadcasting
which, up to the time of joining the CBS chain, was a small local station. The singing star used to grab a bite
at a tiny lunch room next door, but fans
soon wised up. So many of them flocked
into the place, the proprietor rented the
over

KNX

CombiCoal and

D

Furnaces

plainly

and more trained Artists are
needed each year. Hundreds of mag-

azines, advertisers, newspapers, printing houses, etc., pay good money for
art work.
Our simple, proven, personalized method makes it fun to learn
Commercial Art, Cartooning and Designing
in spare time.

$76

a

Week

what our

student, H. J. A.
averof Penna.,
ages. Has made
in
over
spare time!
$3000forW. R. K.

$1200

—of Newark, N.J.

He

writes
that
just two contracts
brought him that

neat sum!

$125 a Week
J. R., of

Syracuse,

N.
Y.,
writes:
"Since completing your course
I have earned as
high as $125 a

Big Artist's

Outfit Given

Drawing board,

paints, brushes and
materials you need to learn and earn
come with very first lessons. Actual fun
learning to draw this new way. Be an
artist and make big money!
all

FREE

BOOK

ties in this fascinating field; gives full
details of this simple, practical method.
Tells all about our graduates
their
successes
what they say actual reproductions of their work
and how they
earned big money even while learning.
Mail coupon below or
postcard today. State age.
(No salesman will call.)

——

Mrs. F. McE. (Penna.
thought it was too good
to be true when she
read that Chicago
School of Nursing students were often able
to earn $25
a week
while learning pracnursing.
Howshe sent for the
booklet offered in the
tical
ever,

advertisement and after much careful thought decided to enroll. Before she had completed the sevin
enth lesson she was able to accept her first case
three months she had earned $4001
Think of the things you could do with $400

—

!

Our big Free Book describes latest
developments and wonderful opportuni-

—

'400

Way

More

—That's

.Slate.

BUSY HOUSEWIFE EARNS

Simple, Practical

week.

SALES

name

'City.

Make $30, $50, $75 a Week
Learn at Home This

it

When Smith

D

Address

BeAn
v

let"

Q

r

MS?
1 'v

A WISE CHILD

Gas Ranges

Name.

AT HOME

IT'S

Wood Ranges D

nation Coal, Wood and Gas Ranges
'•"--•i
u-»»— r oil Ranges
Wood Heaters

A Kalamazoo,
Direct to You

Rupert Hughes has worked out a serial
for Mary Pickford in Irish dialect, and by
the time you read this chances are one of
the

—

— Satisfaction guaranteed or money back.

Over 1,000,000 Satisfied Users
Kalamazoo has been in business more than }4 of a century. Over
1,000,000 satisfied Kalamazoo customers Don't select a new stove anywhere
KALA MAZOO STOVE CO, MFRS.
K ama5°° ,"469
e the
U
y
Rochester Ave., Kalamazw, ivl
"-"^!i. that tell
iT
_' Mich
you"T
_.
charts
how f
to judge I _^
_.
Dear Sirs Please send me your FREE CATALOG.
stove quality. FREE with Catalog.
Check
articles
in
which
you
are
interested.
|
Mail coupon now.

.

shabby station wagon.

for the bigger,

FREE Catalog—just out.

mazoo

—

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
can train you,

happiness
Ul/a«h

inntnn Crhnnl nf

Art-

Chnrflr,

OC1

Please send me, without obligation, your
Free Book, "Art for Pleasure and Profit".

as

it

has trained thousands of

men

and women, at home and in your spare time, for the
dignified, well-paid profession of Nursing. Course is
endorsed by physicians. 38th year. Lessons are simple
High school education not
and easy to understand.
necessary. Complete nurse's equipment included. Easy
tuition payments. Decide today that you will be one
of the many men and women, 18 to 60, earning $25
Send the
to $35 a week as trained practical nurses!
coupon for interesting booklet and sample lesson
pages. Learn how you can win success, new friends,

—

as a nurse.

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
100
East Ohio Street, Chicago, III.
Dept. 181,
Please send free booklet and 32 sample lesson pages.

Address.
City

State

City-

State-

-Age-
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RADIO MIRROR
two adjoining stores, installed ultra-modernistic fixtures, and is now worrying over
his income tax.

7Azyou
ccntJu&ea aouuf

«*>&

AIR

That

FEminiiiE

COOLER

the Cocoanut Grove the
wasn't the air conditioning

chill

in

other night
apparatus running wild. What happened
was that Joe Penner and his gag man,
Harry Conn, wandered in and met Jack
Benny, for whom Conn used to operate a
typewriter. Sonia Henie could have cut

on the

figures

stares.

slicked-back
among the

hair exciting
tourists
and

much

interest

others
who
chanced to glimpse her in the corridors.
This was necessary because only ten minutes leeway was given the actress to get
from Radio City to the Broadhurst Theater to make her appearance as the nineteenth
century
British
queen.
Fanny
Brice, star of the Ziegfeld Follies, is another who enlivened the studio scene this
fall.
She, too, had to broadcast in stage
apparel because of the close connections.

Cheerio's emergence as a sponsored arafter ten years as a sustaining feature
is one of the historic events of the new
season. It took the manufacturer of Sonotone, an aid to the deaf, to accomplish
this miracle,
Crneerio having remained
adamant all these years to efforts to commercialize his program.
But even now,
Cheerio chooses to continue his morning
program unsponsored, contributing to
commerce a separate musical setup at another hour.
Although Cheerio loves to preserve his
anonymity under that inspirational tag, it
is no secret his pay checks are made out
to Charles K. Fields. He is a San Franciscan, a classmate of Dr. J. Lyman Wilbur, President of Stanford University, and
ex-President
Herbert Hoover.
was
It
through the influence of Mr. Hoover, then
Secretary of Commerce in Coolidge's
cabinet, that Cheerio moved from Station
KGO, San Francisco, to the
nettist

HlJGiEllF
don't be-it

is

so easy, dainty

way

the moz&A/t

There should be no confusion about that intimate
and important subject — feminine hygiene.
Yet how can women avoid worrying about methods they realize are old-fashioned — open to serious
question? Do you ask yourself: Must I stick to my messy
and clumsy method? Is it efficient? Do you exclaim:
My method is embarrassing, hateful! How— where —
can I find the ideal method for feminine hygiene?
Why just hope for the answers? Thousands of
happy, enlightened women now enjoy a method
that is modern, safe, effective, and, equally impordainty!

tant

Zonitors, one of the latest developments of modern science for feminine hygiene, offer a new kind
of suppository that is small, snowy-white and
GREASELESS! While easy to apply and completely
removable with water, Zonitors maintain the long
effective antiseptic contact physicians recommend.
No mixing. No clumsy apparatus. Odorless and
an ideal deodorant.
Zonitors make use of the world famous Zonite
antiseptic principle favored in medical circles because of its antiseptic power yet freedom from
"burn" danger to delicate tissues.
Full instructions in package. All U. S. and Canadian
druggists. Mail coupon for informative free booklet.

—

SNOWY WHITE

PROSPERITY NOTE

The item you saw

in

the dailies that

Bing Crosby is getting rid of his racing
stable, and substituting a stable of fighters,
is only half true.
He isn't getting rid of
the oat burners. He's buying more, but
he'll manage a half dozen pugs, too.
A building permit has been granted for
the construction of the Bing Crosby Building on Wilshire Boulevard, and there all
Bing's extra-curricular business activities
be quartered, with the rest of the
premises being rented out as offices.

will

PRESS-TIME FLASHES
Harry Lauder hears the call of radio
and prepares to emerge from his Scotland
retreat long enough to acquire another
fortune.
He will come to America to
broadcast
Wayne King quits flying
Sir

.

.

at the earnest behest of his wife

who

forget the tragic fate of Will Rogers.
Bing Crosby, a man of many enterprises,
signs
up George Turner, the
twenty-year old Dallas heavyweight with
a record of twenty-nine victories in thirty
appearances in the prize ring. Turner, you
recall, played with Bing in his Columbia picture, "Pennies From Heaven"
And Al Jolson, like Bing, a racing and

in individual
glass vial

.

.

.

prize fight enthusiast, acquires a two-year
old eligible to run in the Kentucky Derby
in May. Al, too, not so long ago took a
pugilist

Henry
FOR

GREASELESS
Zonitors, 3455 Chrysler BIdg., N.Y. C. Send, in plain
envelope, free booklet, A New Technique in Feminine

Hygiene.

Name

Lily Pons, dismayed by the
plight of deer in last winter's severe
weather, converts part of her Connecticut
estate into a refuge for wild life.

BE P
TRAINED

PRODUCT

NURSE
PRACTICAL
—

Study at home train the "Pierce Way." Home Study
Course and 6-months Practical HOSPITAL Course
for resident students. Write for free book. PIERCE

o

.

SCHOOL ENDORSED BY AMERICAN TRAINED
PRACTICAL NURSES' ASSOCIATION.
PIERCE SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL NURSING
702 West 17th St Secretary C-6, Los Angeles, Calif.

He Got $1000 fa
z ONE OLD COIN
12. Max Meld paid Mr. <Brou/nlee of
Qeorttia
for ilih
coin iJiul he 'found udide tLiuqiniL-

$ lOOO.IP

\

DID

paid $400.00 to Mrs. Dowty of Texas,
for one Half Dollar ; 3 D Martin of Vir- /
ginia $200.00 for a single Copper Cent. >
I

.

L

.

Mr. ManningofNewYork, $2,500.00
'^ for one silver Dollar. Mrs. G.

"

^
F. Adams, Ohio, received $740 ..
for a few old coins. I will pay highest cash prices for \^ji£
all kinds of old coins, medals, bills and stamps.
I

WILL PAY $100.00 FOR A DIME!

1894 'S' Mint; $50.00 for 1913 Liberty Head Nickel (not Buffalo) and hundreds of other amazing prices for coins. Send 4c
for Largo Illustrated Coin Folder and further particulars. It
may mean much profit to you. Write today to

B.MAX MEHL, 357 Mehl BIdg., Fort Worth.Texas
iLaroest Rare Coin
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Company inU. S.A.)

\

,

Established 86 years

KNOW—

YOU

once exploited hair restorers on the air?
That Helen Gleason. the opera and
radio lark, was born with two teeth? It
happened on a thirteenth, too, the month
being September and the year 1906, in
case you are interested in such things.
That Mario Braggiotti taught Doris
Duke Cromwell, the world's wealthiest
wren, how to play the piano?
%

dfi

$l

long the chances are Helen
Hayes will be broadcasting Bambi from
Chicago, her stage play, "Victoria Regina," being scheduled to transfer from
Broadway to the Loop shortly after the
Miss Hayes will be
first
of the year.
missed at Radio City for she has been
one of the season's most picturesque personages in more ways than one. She appeared at the studio in her stage costume
of Queen Victoria with puffed sleeves and

Before

POST YOURSELF! ...IT PAYS!
I

.

That Ted Husing and the Voice of Experience, both famous for their bald pates,

DO YOU WANT BIG MONEY
hr 0U) 001NS-BIUS-STAMPS ?

.

*

*

*

POSTSCRIPTS
When Burns and Allen switch sponsors

jump

next April they will

their broadcast
to $10,000, and
move over to
after four years on
Columbia. The Bing Crosbys are expecting another little stranger with the advent of the new year.
John B. Kennedy is planning a roundRudolph Wiedoff, who
the world tour
taught Rudy Vallee how to toot a sax, is
fee

from $5,000

week

a

NBC

.

operating

.

.

mine

gold

a

in

Nevada

.

.

.

being wooed by a young
with plenty of dough, aptly enough

Dorothy Page

man

is

named Armand Rusk

Paul
Whiteman, switching sponsors
soon, renounces hotel engagements to concentrate on his radio programs. Amateurs and other extraneous interpolations
are out and the dean of American modern
compositions will confine his efforts to

music

Address

A ZONITE

under his wing when he annexed
Armstrong,
Louis
St.
Negro

featherweight.

FEMININE HYGIENE

1927.

in

can't

may

Each

NBC

works

.

Add

to handVirstudios,
ginia Verrill and Jimmy Farrell.
If honorary titles mean anything to you,
Paul Whiteman is a Kentucky colonel, a
colonel in the Texas Rangers and a ser-

holders

.

.

.

Columbia

the

in

in the Colorado State Militia
But for that matter Amos 'n' Andy are
admirals in the Nebraska Navy and that

geant

.

.

.

sovereign state doesn't even own a rowAdd marriages: Pat Murphy,
boat
the Scoop Curtis of the Girl Alone cast,
to Lucille Edwards, of Station KSTP, St.
.

Paul,

.

.

Minn.

.

.

.

Major Bowes always

a few leaves of rose
geranium in his coat lapel.
Almost incredible news reaches this department about the goings-on of Jack
Benny in Hollywood. A Coast scout reports that Jack, once a Broadway fashionplate, meanders about the cinema capital
rumpled clothes, tieless, hatless and
in
much of the time, shaveless!
"Red" Nichols uses a swinging boom
microphone to pick up solos from his musicians.
It obviates the necessity of the
instrumentalists leaving their chairs and
walking to the center mike.
"Radio," says John P. Medbury, the

broadcasts

with

newspaper

humorist

since he concocts

who should know
many radio scripts, "is

the gag man's heaven. It's the place where
all the old stage jokes go after they die."
Holmes) Gordon
(Sherlock
Richard
memoirs
is writing a book of theatrical
Irvin Cobb is collecting $3,000 a
broadcast for presiding over Paducah
Plantation.
.

.

.

l|

RADIO MIRROR

A

Barrymore Finds Youth

Middle

in

TATTOO
YOURblPS

Age

{Continued from page 37)

from ten generations of showfolk should
not don her greasepaint a few years early
in order to eat. With emphasis on eat. So
she did, skipping from town to town under the guidance of her actor-uncle John
Drew, and somehow managing to evade
the laws that would stop her.
At eighteen, a popular and coming
young actress, she began the assortment of
romances that were to keep her adoring
public titillating for eleven years and
give her the title of "the most engaged

Help KeepYour Husband
OUTOFTHE BALDHEADED ROW
Ladies— if your husband's hair is
getting thinner and thinner— buy him
a bottle of Lucky Tiger — for Hair
and Scalp — then see that he uses it. And here's

— he

would like the soothing touch of
fingers if you would give his head a
Lucky Tiger massage now and then.
a tip

your

A

Simple Treatment

Apply Lucky Tiger two or three
times weekly. Follow each time with
a vigorous "muscle-loosening" scalp
workout* Lucky Tiger eliminates

—

clinging dandruff stops itching
allays scalp irritations. The
massage brings better muscle action and tone to the scalp. Just

—

watch

results.

Professional applications at
any barber shop. Or get a bottle at

your druggist.

FOR HAIR

AND SCALP

Fifteen times
girl in the United States."
she announced her engagement to fifteen
different

men,

then

changed

her

The array included one duke, one
two

mind.
earl,

multimillionaire, a playwright, an author, three
actors, one editor, an Indian prince, a
poet and a cotillion leader of the Four

one

baronet,

millionaires,

a

Hundred.
She had not been born a blue blood but
she was so pretty, clever and delightful as
a young girl she quickly became the darling of society in New York and London.
The houses of the great welcomed her;
she was entertained by duchesses and
princesses in English castles, by Mrs. John
Jacob Astor and the Fifth Avenue social
registerites on America's finest yachts and
country estates. Then one day a typical
Barrymore episode she was to make a
statement that infuriated the society women of two continents who had befriended

—

—

New

The

Tattoo

gives you the moist,

shimmering, smooth,
soft, eternally youthful lips

of the glam-

orous South Seas maiden!
Stolen from the bewitching little South Seas
maiden was the idea of permanent, pasteless,
transparent lip color; lasting, loyal stain for lips

her.

instead of temporary, "pasty," fickle coating!

"Society," she stated to a Kansas City
newspaper, "bores me to death. Women
of wealth are merely selfish and piggish;
they are empty shells and perfectly meaningless and useless to the country.

Now

this same enchantress has revealed her
way of keeping lips soft, smooth, luscious and
moistly shimmering too.
We offer it to you as the New Tattoo ... an
entirely new kind of "permanent" lipstick
the only lipstick that can imbue your lips with
.

ALSO,"

^^ i*-uru# Mushrooms in your ceua
or shed. Exclusive new process. Bigger, better,
quicker crops. More money for you Enormous
new demand. Write for Free Book. American
Mushroom ndustries, Dept. 785. Toronto. Ont.
!

I

Lost Your Pep

and Energy?
Often the cause is

INTESTINAL

TORPOR

Headaches with that dull, under-the-weather
feeling are often due to Intestinal Torpor
and may often be simply and pleasantly reIntestinal Torpor— sluggish, torpid
muscular activity in the Intestinal Tract—
usually requires a gentle-acting treatment.
Don't risk harsh, irritating purges that nauseate. Use dependable Stuart's Compound.
Stuart's Compound is made especially to
relieve Intestinal Torpor. By helping to increase the muscular action in the intestinal
tract, Stuart's Laxative Compound affords a
normal, proper elimination of body wastes. It
contains no habit-forming drugs no narcotics.
If you are suffering from Intestinal Torpor
try
if lazy elimination has you below "par"
Stuart's Laxative Compound today! This
to
relief
Compound has given quick, effective
millions for more than 40 years. See for your-

lieved.

—

—

what it will do for you.
from your druggist today.

self

Get a package

STUART 5
LAXATIVE COMPOUND
formerly

known as

STUART'S CALCIUM WAFERS

she added, "I'll never marry
the son of a millionaire. The average young son of a millionaire hasn't the
brains of a kitten."
Although these statements were later
denied by Miss Barrymore such treason
was never quite smoothed out among her
Proof,
however,
hoddy-doddy friends.
that she didn't mean what she said about
millionaires' sons was evidenced when she

announced

her

definite

engagement

the irresistible witchery of transparent, paste-

South Sea color

less,

.

.

.

S.

the only lipstick contain-

ing the magic ingredient that will
lips

make your

sparkle like the moon-path o'er an irides-

cent tropical sea

your

the same time making
smooth, wrinkle-free
caressingly soft. Tattoo your
lips
with the New Tattoo
... at

lips youthfully

in

.

.

.

1909 to Russell Griswold Colt, son of Col.
Samuel Colt, millionaire president of the

U.

.

.

!

.

Send Coupon

Rubber Co.

for Trial Lipstick

Their glamorous courtship was the de-

So that you can instantly see
and feel the astonishing difference, send coupon and 10c
for a generous size of the New

of all the Barrymore adorers. For
three hundred dollars Colt bought a firstrow run-of-the-show seat for his fiancee's
current season at the Hudson Theater in
New York; and during the hundred and
four nights previous to their wedding that
Ethel played in "Lady Frederick" she
gazed either at the face of her huslight

band-to-be who had run down from Boston or his empty seat banked to overflowing with long-stemmed pink roses.
They were married, the bride in mink
and her groom in a racy raccoon coat, in
a brief ceremony at Hyde Park, Massachusetts, with John Barrymore and Colt's
brother for witnesses. Ethel's ring was an
enormous emerald set with diamonds.
Her new father-in-law gave her a tenthousand-dollar
automobile
built
in
France, a beautiful country estate at
Mamaroneck, New York. The night of
the wedding she performed as usual at the
theater while her groom sat in a box and
tossed upon the stage magnificent bouquets of violets.
For their honeymoon
Colt went on tour with her in their private car; he had given his promise not to
interfere with her career.

Tattoo. Five exciting shades
the most stunning colors
.

.

.

ever put into lipstick! Send
for several to

match

moods

different

or costumes.

TATTOO
Tattoo, 11
Send

E. Austin Ave., Dept. 51, Chicago.

me

trial

size

New Tattoo,

postpaid.

10c enclosed for each shade desired, as checked.
Exotic (Fiery)
Coral (Orangish)
D Natural (Blood Color) D Pastel (Changeable)

Hawaiian

(Brilliant)

Name.
Streets

Cily_

State-
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Her three children, Sam, Ethel and
Jackie, were born within four years after
her marriage.
Ethel Barrymore became
America's favorite young mother as well

DON'T

Ten days after
as its favorite actress.
Jackie's birth she was starring brightly in
"Tante" and in the full bloom of motherhood she was said to be more beautiful at
that time than she had ever been in her
career.

NEGLECT

A COLD
.Distressing chest colds and minor throat
irritations should never be neglected.
usually respond to the application of

They
good

old Musterole. Musterole brings relief
naturally because it's a "counter -irritant,"

NOT

just a salve. It penetrates and stimulates surface circulation, helps to draw out
local congestion and pain. Recommended

—

by many doctors and nurses used by
millions for 25 years. Three kinds: Regular
Strength, Children's (mild), and Extra
Strong,

40fi

each.

^-—

It
was Ethel Barrymore who first
brought class with a capital C to the
movies. Prior to her going to Hollywood
in 1914 few of the first rate stage folk had
deigned to give the lowly flickers a
tumble, but with the Barrymore sanction
on silents the Broadway-to-Hollywood
stream began to flow. Her pictures were
tremendously successful. For six years she
deserted the stage for movies and vaudeville
until
one
day another typical

—

Barrymore

—

episode she stated to the
world, "I hate Hollywood! It would take
several books to record its stupidities!"
With that she swished out of California.
She returned, it is true, to make one opus,
"Rasputin," with John and Lionel a few
years ago, but only under great persuasion from her brothers.

With the announcement of her retirement from the stage and there will be

—

—

no annual farewell tours, either on the
Ben Bernie program last August, Ethel
Barrymore caused another furor in the
theatrical world.
News reporters calling
at her Mamaroneck home the following

To Be Deaf
No. Joke
—Every deaf person Knows that—
Way made himself bear his watch tick after
being deaf for twenty-five years, with his Artlficial Ear Drums. He wore them day and night.
.They stopped his head
noises. They are invisible
and comfortable, do wires
Mr.

,

or batteries.
Satisfaction
f?aaranteed or money back.
Write for TRUE STORY.
Aleo booklet on Deafness.

Artificial Ear Drum

between

THE WAY COMPANY

719 Hofmann Bldg.

Detroit, Miclilgran

OLD FACES MADE YOUNG
Look 10
15 Years Younger
to

5

MINUTES a Day Keeps

Wrinkles Atvay and erases age
lines. This new sensational home
method Sent on Trial— YouRiak
Nothing. Lifts sagging muscles,
No Cosmetics.
fills up hollows.
Women, men, all ages, write
today for thrilling book free and

Facial Analysis Chart Free,
PAULINE PALMER, 1435- A Armour BIvd. KansasCity.Mo.

PORTABLES

JBk

&
10cADAYu
*
P

-

—
Guaranteed,

All brand new, up-to-date

row keyboard.

Fully

BRAND— NEW
SEND NO MONEY

fiend for special

10 Day

10 day trial offer.
office models on

Trial

Special

Low

trial

offer.

LIBERAL ALLOWANCE

-

on

your old typewriter during this sale.

International Typewriter Co., pip^Ai"!" chiefs

may Marry

young actors and actresses.
"The truth," she explained

AND,"

added, throwing her arms
wide in the Barrymore gesture of
exhilaration, "I'm thrilled to death and
crazy about it! On the air I can be oh,
my dear a youngster again!"
she

—

couldn't

get

a

better

picture

of

Barrymore than

— said

by going up to
on her. She's respected and loved by everybody in town

author

from the

Ethel

Whom She Likes!"

Mamaroneck

Thackeray. Thi9 great
knew the power of women — better than most women

to

call

taxi driver at the station to the
grocer, to the filling-station keeper at the
corner where her private lane turns off the

do. Men are helpless in the hands
of women who really know how
to handle them. You have such"

powers. You can develop and use them to win a
husband, a home and happiness. Read the secrets
of "Fascinating Womanhood" a daring book which
shows how women attract men by using the simple
Jaws of man's psychology.
Don't let romance and love pass you by. Send us
only 10c and we will send you the booklet entitled
"Secrets of Fascinating 'Womanhood" an Interesting synopsis of the revelations in "Fascinating
Womanhood." Sent in plain wrapper. Psychology
Press, Dept. 32S-A.B85 Kingsland Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
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for

young

thespians. She doesn't go to the
tunes in Gang Busters "as

movies but

regularly as attending church, because I
think it's the best acted dramatic show
on the air." The total result of all these
activities is that Ethel Barrymore is as
young and stimulating a personality as
you'll ever meet.

The only thing she has done thus far
to disappoint her radio fans is refuse to
allow an audience to watch her broadcast.

DO

hope," she said to me, "that broadcast-goers will understand that.
You
see, studio audiences can't hear dramatic
performances very well from where they
sit.
If they were there I'd have to divert
myself from the microphone to speak out
to them and that would hinder
performance and I'm playing, really, to the
people who tune in at home."
I

my

—

So when you listen to her
she's playing solely to you

you can know
and you. Not
the Ethel Barrymore of now, but glamorous Ethel Barrymore of eighteen and
twenty-two, and thirty will be coming
right into your own home to entertain
you.

Times do change. That's an honor and
a luxury three generations of Americans
would have given their eye-teeth for.

PROGRAM DOTS AND
cess

DASHES:

of Lux's theater of the

Suc-

and Helen

air,

Hayes' Bambi series; prompted Bayer Aspirin
do something similar. ... So they hired
First Lady of Stage, 57-year-old Ethel Barrymore.
Sister of Lionel, John, niece of
John Drew, daughter of Maurice
Ethel
was born in Philadelphia; made her stage
debut 17 years later.
"Regular gal,"
says
25-year-old
Albert
McCleery,
who
adapts but does not actually write the air
scripts. ...
All of Miss Barrymore's famous
plays are planned for ether adaptation, but
she will not allow any additional dialog
added.
There are forty such plays for
radio to draw upon.
McCleery's job is
to prune, cut out characters, delete, speed
Original plays
up these "dated" plays.
usually run 2 hours, contain 140 pages of
script.
For radio they must last no
.
more than 29 pages of script.
Her radio
premiere was "Captain Jinks," and was
panned by ether critics.
Miss Barry.
to

to me, "is
that I'm tired. Tired not of acting but of
traveling, and the stage means incessant
travel.
I
want some time to enjoy my
children and garden and books here in the
country. Radio will give me that time.
Anybody who says one dramatic radio
program a week is hard work is telling a
big one! I know what hard work really
is; I've rehearsed and played eight shows
a week for years and years and years.
radio program is merely a matter of rehearsal two afternoons a week and one
nightly performance. It's fun. It's play.

You

—

The things closest to Ethel Barrymore's heart are her family, her home and
work. She has a legion of interests. At
fifty-seven she's a very amazing woman.
She didn't miss a game of the World
Series last season, nor a single big New
York prizefight, symphony concert or furniture exhibit. She's writing her memoirs,
changing the scheme of her flower garden
and-' making preparations for her school

Ameri-

can Stage will devote herself herewith to
radio and the coaching of promising

—

"A Woman

herself
retired
settled

the evening.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Boston Post Road. Her spacious and
beautiful white house, part of which is
three hundred years old, is a week-end
mecca for some of the biggest personages
in the world of societv, the theater and
radio. There is no stiff formality, no social regimen in the big house.
President
and Mrs. Roosevelt, her frequent guests,
are referred to simply as Frank and
Eleanor.
Miss Barrymore lives alone with Sam,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

literature

FREE

and from moment to mo-

she wasn't exactly sure
whether she was on the active or
stage list. Now, however, it's a
matter. The First Actress of the

Prices

and money-savine, easy pay plan with
Also amazing bargains in standard size* rebuilt

new

calls

ment

My

Remington-Underwood,
Featherweight, etc^
end easy terms on limited supply
only.

morning came away with highly varied
statements. To some, it turned out, she
had stated that she was definitely not retiring and to others she had stated that
she definitely bad retired and it was all
very confusing. The explanation of it
seems to be that she was using her woman's prerogative of changing her mind

Ethel, Jack and the servants. In 1932 she
was granted a divorce from her husband
and given the custody of the children. On
Wednesday nights, however, Mr. Colt
comes regularly to have dinner and spend

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

more

picked it for sentiment's sake. . .
In 1900 it was her first starring vehicle. .
.
First radio rehearsal made everyone nervous
until the great actress appeared. . . . Then
they found her quite regular, anxious to
have many rehearsals, and willing to listen
Only time temperament
.
to commercials.
flares in the Barrymore breast is when another line must be deleted from one of her
The actress has played
.
favorite plays.
all these roles at least 200 times each; knows
from memory where the weaker lines are
Right now
what lines are show stoppers. . .
sponsors are awaiting public reaction on
Later they might switch
.
program idea.
The star hates radio actors
to a serial.
who "act" before the cold microphone, rustle
She stands serenely still,
their scripts. . .
holds her script firmly in her right hand.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

RADIO M IRROR

NEVER TOOK A
LESSON FROM
ATEACHER
—
yet Bob

the

is

envy of his musicloving friends

exercises or practicing. You
learn at home, in your spare
time. Tet almost before you
know it you are playing real
tunes! Then watch the insee how
vitations roll in
popular you become. Yet the
cost is only a few cents a day.

EASY METHOD
don't have to be "talYou can't be too
too old. No teacher
to make you nervous. Course
is thorough, rapid, simple as
First you are told
A-B-C.
what to do then a picture
shows you how to do it then
you do it yourself and hear
In a short time you beit.
come the envy of your friends,
the life of every party.

ented."

LEARN TO PLAY
BY NOTE

young or

Piano, Guitar,
Violin, Saxophone,

Drum, Mandolin,

—

Tenor Banjo,
Hawaiian Guitar,
Piano Accordion
Or Any Other
Instrument

DEMONSTRATION LESSON

FREE!

Send for Free Demonstration Lesson, together with big free
booklet which gives you details and proof that will astound
you.
No obligation. Instruments supplied when needed,
cash or credit.
U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
New York City, N. Y.
3061 Brunswick Bldg.,

SINUS
FREE
CHART—
No

CATARRH

and

Guaranteed Relief or

Stop hawking

Pay.

—

nose bad breath—Sinus irritation—
stuffed-up
Send Post Card or Letter
phlegm-filled throat.
for New Treatment Chart and Money-Back
Offer. 40.000 Druggists sell Hall's CatarrhMedicine.
Write today!
63rd year in business
CO., DEPT. 231, TOLEDO, O.
F. J.

CHENEY &

ITCH
ONE MINUTE...

IN

Are you tormented with the itching tortures of eczema,
rashes, athlete's foot, eruptions, or other ekin afflictions? For quick andhappyrelief, use cooling, antisep-

D.D.D. PRESCRIPTION. Its gentle oils soothe
the irritated skin. Clear, greaseless and stainless— dries
fast. Stops the most intense itching instantly. A 35c
trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it or money back.

tic.liquid

—

PHOTO

Enlargements

Clear enlargement, bast, fall
length or part group, peta or

made from any pho-

enapsbotor tintype atlow price
of 49c each; 3 for $1.00. Send ai
many photos as yon desire. Re- .
torn of original photos guaranteed.

to,

49

SEND NO MONEY!

Jost mail photo with name and address. In a few days postman will
fy) $100
"
deliver beautiful enlargement that ** '
will never fade. Pay only 49c plus postage or send
50c— 3 for SI. 00, and we will pay postage ourselves.

9

"

BEAUTIFULLY pprFJToacqoaintyoo

CARVED FRAMeT

ntt- with the HIGH

11 x 14 inches
.

work we will frame, until further notice, all pastel colored enlargements FREE. Illustrations of beautifully carved frames
for your choice will be sent with your enlargement. Don't delay. Act
now. Mail yoor Photos today. Write NEW ERA PORTRAIT COMPANY
11 E. HURON'STREET
DEPT. 711
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
quality of our

SALARY
TO START

$90

to

$175
MONTHLY

MEN
WOMEN
A?e

Ran?e

18+oSO

(

)

Railway Mail Clerk

(

)P. O. Laborer
JR.F.D. Carrier
) Special Agent

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

P.O. Clerk
Stock Clerk

(

)

(

)

(

{

(

>

(

)

(

)

POSTMASTER

Elevator Conductor
Auditor

Customs Inspector

(
I

City Mail Carrier

(

) Stenographer
Su. S. Border Patrol
) Telephone Opr.

(

1

<

)

Spec. Investigator

(

Typist

(

) Secret Service Opr.
) File Clerk

Watchman

Meat Inspector

INSTRUCTION SERVICE, Dept.315-ft, St. Louis, Mo.
Send me FREE particulars "How to Qualify for
Government Positions" marked "X". Salaries locaALL SENT FREE.
opportunities,
etc.
tions,
Name.

We

and saw, and heard the day he was playing for thousands at this great East coast
beach. And during the intermissions, as I
sat under the band-stand and talked with
Guy and the members of his band, 1
learned why Guy Lombardo is where he
is today.
and it should be printed
It is just this
in letters six feet high for every young,
ambitious band leader in the country to
read Guy Lombardo is where he is today because he is an inherent sentimentalist!

You

other sabjecta

really enjoy the music? Thanks.
liked playing it for you."
These are some of the things I thought,

"Did you

—

—

...STOPPED

(Continued from page 39)

—

You. too. can learn to play
any instrument this amazingly simple way. No expenNo tiresome
sive teacher.

—

A Sentimental Guy

He always does the sentimental thing,
he takes the hard, sentimental way out
and somehow he never loses!
For example, quite a few years ago,
when Guy was just coming into popularity
Fort Stanley Casino, on Lake
at the
Erie, he was asked by one of the women
in his home town to play an engagement
at their Mothers' Club. It meant journeying almost a hundred miles, and staying
up

all

night.

Would most orchestra leaders have
cepted? Guy put it up to the band.

be a grind, but most of the mothers
boys, they haven't seen you in
it will sort of be something
a long time
for the home town. Let's go."
The orchestra played the engagement.
They were thanked. That was all.
Five years later, Guy Lombardo closed
a run in Chicago and opened at one of
New York's largest hotels. It was the
break he had wanted all his life. The husband of the woman who had asked him to
play at the Mothers' Club was the person

will

know you

who

sold,

—

signed and delivered the

Address.

Lom-

bardo contract!
success of Guy's music has been
THE
built upon popular sentimentality.

SMOOTH,

might sound, now that everybody is listening to it, like music that would be
easy to sell, music that people would take
It is not.
The Lombardos,
to instantly.
through Guy, have had a tremendous
struggle to get people in the sentimental
mood. Had it not been for the faith and
financial gamble of one man the Lombardos might never have made the grade.
When Guy came to the Granada Cafe
in Chicago he was practically unknown.
It was in
1928, and the country was
hot jazz conscious. Anything went over
After the first
if it was loud and hot.
rehearsal, the manager came over.
"If this is the type of music you are going to play," he told Guy, "you won't last
two days."
"You don't like it?" Guy asked.
"Yes, I do," the manager admitted.
"It's sort of soft, and dreamy, but my
customers come here to be pepped up."
"Give me a week," Guy said, "if you
like it, I believe your customers will."
It took three weeks, and a good many
radio broadcasts to convince the crowds.
The manager never complained. He stuck

by his promise.
About a year and a half after Guy left
the Granada, word came to him in New
York that the manager of the Granada
was headed for ruin. It was shortly after
the depression had gotten under way, and
the manager just didn't have the money
to hire first class entertainment.
Lombardo, now in the four-figures-aweek class, went to the heads of the hotel
in

which he was playing and asked for
leave.

Guy then herded the band to Chicago.
He opened at the Granada the following

—

satiny shoulders loveiy
skin "all over"
a radiantly clear,

It

two weeks'
.

ac"It

—

—

men admire them and
demands them.
To be truly lovely, you must rid your skin ot
ugly pimples on face and body. And thousands
youthful complexion

modern

style

are doing

The

it,

with complete success.

real cause of disorders resulting in ugly

may be nothing in the world except a
lack of the yeast vitamins B and G. When
these elements are not present in the human
diet in sufficient quantities, the intestinal tract
becomes weak and sluggish. Its function is
badly impaired. Constipation is likely to ensue
and this, in turn, often shows up in pimply skin.
pimples

Countless men and women have found that
such cases, Yeast Foam Tablets work wonders. This pure dry yeast supplies vitamins
B and G in abundant quantities and thus
tends to restore the intestinal tract to normal
in those instances of vitamin deficiency. With
the intestinal tract again in healthy function,
pimples should quickly disappear.
in

—

Start now. Try Yeast Foam Tablets and
give them the chance to give you the same
welcome relief they have brought to so many
others.

Ask your druggist forY east Foam
Tablets today

— and refuse

substitutes.
Mail Coupon

Q-fttt!

for Trial

NORTHWESTERN YEAST

Sample

CO.

1750 N. Ashland Av., Chicago,

111.

FREE TRIAL

Please send
Foam Tablets. (Only

1

sample of Yeast
sample per family.)
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MIDWEST

I

week
pay packed them in, practically put the
Granada back on its feet.
Another conclusive piece of evidence in
night, played a

—

chain of Lombardo sentimentality
can be provided by Fred Luther who runs

the

small dance hall in the heart of the
Pennsylvania mountains, in the town of
Carrollton. He and Guy have been pals
a

18-TUBE RADIO

Ever since

1927, to be exact,
started out .to boost Guy's
popularity, and Guy vowed to boost
Fred's business.
Last October, Guy played his tenth engagement in Carrollton, Pennsylvania, at
the Fred Luther dance hall. From as far
as a hundred miles away the Pennsylvania
farmers will flock to see and hear the
Lombardo music, and most of them can

for years.

when Luther

6 WAVE BANDS
TfffS CffASS/S

OUT-PERFORMS
ORDINARY SETS COSTING
TWICE AS MUCH!

^|ACT0RY-T0-Y0U^br

say,
first

box

remember

can

"I

When? That

night

him

Guy opened

when

—

for the

time at Luther's, and the lady in the
office

sold

two

hundred

and

ten

Last year the number was well
over four thousand!
And all because Fred Luther and Guy
Lombardo took a liking to each other, because Fred, during the days Guy was gettickets.

MAIL COUPON 7£&H?-

FOR NEW fJl£E
40 -PAGE CATALOG
ee this amazingly
autiful,bigger,better,

powerful radio

e

:you decide. Out-performs $150 radios on point-for-point
comparison. Powerful Triple-Twin
tubes (2 tubes in one) give 22-tube
results. Scores of marvelous features,

many

them exlusive, give you
thrilling super performance and magnificent foreign
reception. With Dial-A-Matic Tuning (optional), for
example, stations come in instantly, automatically,
of

perfectly. .Zip !...Zip !...Zip!...as

buttons. Exclusive

fast

you

as

Midwest Electrik-Saver

push

cuts radio

wattage consumption 50%, enables Midwest radios
to use no more current than ordinary 7-tube sets.
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30 D
You have

FREE TRIAL!
—

S

—

a year to pay terms are as low as 10c a day and
you secure privilege of 30 days' FREE trial in your own home.
In addition, you are triply protected with Foreign Reception
Guarantee, One- Year Warranty and Money-Back Guarantee.
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Splendid opportunities.
Prepare in
Easy plan. No previous
spare time.
common school
experience
needed,
education sufficient.
Send for free
"Opportunities in Photograbooklet.
'

phy",

particulars

and

requirements.

American School of Photography
Dept. 1381

3601 Michigan Ave.

Chicago,

111.

mketSTOP DIAPER
DRUDGERY

consider

LAST

September, just before the family

True Story Magazine — from the
throbbing radio revelations of the

stead unless he could take his pet cow!
Guy explained that he could get several
cows that would be just as good right in
the United States.
Guy, Sr. stuck to his guns. It was a
question of the cow going, or nobody going. So the cow went along with the Lombardos. A special trailer was built, and
Guy, Sr. bought twenty tons of select
Canadian hay_ for the cow to munch.
The first night on the road the Lombardo family attempted to register at a
very exclusive hotel. Guy, Sr., asked the
manager, nicely enough, to find a place to
keep the cow for the night. The manager,
just as nicely, informed Guy, Sr., that he
was not interested in handling accommodations for a cow.
Guy, Sr., promptly struck his name
from the register, and the remainder of
the nights on the trip were spent in tour-

Court of

ist

Babypads end
unpleasant diaper

itary,

care for mother; protect baby's tender
skin from the risk of
painful diaper rash.
250 for $1 or 50 for 25c
at Department and
Drug- stores. For FREE
full day's supply, write

DENNISON'S
Dept. BA-145
Framingham, Mass.

SWmaoufc BABYPADS

Human

Relations— direct

to the screen of your favorite film

theatre.

Enacted by

brilliant

casts —pro-

duced and directed under the
supervision of the famous Columbia Pictures organization "The
Court of

Human Relations" prom-

be one of the screen's most
unusual entertainment features.

ises to

camps!

Before I left that afternoon, Guy told
me about a conversation he had in a Chicago hotel a few months ago with his

inside
cloth diaper, remove
and flush away when
soiled. Soft, safe, san-

Brought from the vivid pages of

was to move, Guy received a frantic
letter from his mother.
Guy, Sr., refused to leave the old home'

Use Babypads

day

THE COURT
OF HUMAN
RELATIONS

it.

Just as Guy's father has this fine sentimental feeling towards the animals he has
been around all his life, so has Guy that
same sentimental, musical obsession with
everything he comes in touch with. It is

for 3c a

70

ting a start, wrote letters of recommendation to other managers, shifted bookings
around so that Guy could make a little
more money here and there.
Just why Guy Lombardo has this senattitude
timental
towards music and
people is not hard to explain. He gets it
from his father, Guy, Sr.
It took Guy over three years to persuade Guy, Sr., to move from the old
farm in London, Ontario, to the United
States. And only when Guy had found a
farm that was so similar in appearance to
the London farm would Guy, Sr., even

human.

friend,

It is real.

Lou Gehrig.

said, "the day I am too old
to get up there at the plate, it will take
the entire National and American league
with baseball bats to drive me from
the park!"

"Guy," Lou

—

—

And Guy answered: "Lou, if the time
ever 'comes when I'm not leading an orchestra, it will be because I am too feeble
to climb up on the band-stand."
The two sentimental friends shook
hands on

that.

coi ats
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su
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RADIO

Faith!
(Continued from page 26)

was reminded of old thingsto life.
good old things out of a vanished and
happy adolescence. It seemed like the
times when my mother sat at the piano
and played "Ben Bolt," while my father
and the rest of us caroled behind her with
was redeep feeling; and, stranger still,
minded that
was an American^
His program was both a revelation and
a gala party
We sang "Pack Up Your
Troubles," "Smiles" with a dramatic interpretation by Lee Roberts, composer of
I

\C0U6HS

1

1

—

the song, who furnished a moving interlude "Dixie" and numerous others, ending with "Auld Lang Syne."
As "Auld Lang Syne" died away,
hurried back stage to keep my appointhad not
ment with Rodeheaver whom
seen for almost twenty years.
It was not difficult to realize why he
has been one of the great spiritual leaders
of his generation, as, little by little, he
sketched his background and unfolded his
wholesome philosophy.
Born in Ohio during the year 1880, his
parents took him to the hamlet of Jellico in the hills of East Tennessee when he
was a baby. He grew up there.
It was almost thirty years later, that
Homer Rodeheaver, whose rich baritone
had brought him local and some distant
fame, joined forces with Billy Sunday.
Together, they trekked up and down the
land for another twenty years. In his capacity as soloist and leader of the congregation's singing, it is certain that Rodeheaver has appeared personally before
more people than any other man who ever
lived. The Billy Sunday tabernacles held
an average of 10,000. In the whole course
of
Rodeheaver's amazing career, they
were filled to capacity and overflowing.

—

I

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE...
Without Calomel— And You'll Jump
Out of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The

liver should

pour out two pounds of liquid

bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just decays

Gas bloats up your stomach. You get
constipated. Your whole system is poisoned and
you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.
Laxatives are only makeshifts.
mere bowel
movement doesn't get at the cause. It takes those
good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get these
two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you
feel "up and up". Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little
Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly refuse anything
in the bowels.

A

else. 25c.
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ENLARGEMENTS

Amazing Introductory

Offer!
Mail ub 4 negatives (films) with this ad. and 35c (coins); receive

&

postpaid

»?

4

beautiful

5x7

inch

enlargements;

Size 4x6, 4 for 25c. postpaid; 1 for
15 for SI.
10c, plus 3c postage. Canada too. Neg. ret. M.l.
Unique Art Service.
18 E. 58 St. N. Y. City."
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100% Improvement

Guaranteed

—

build, strengthen the vocal organs
not with singing lessons but by fundamentally
sound and scientifically correct silent exercises . ,
and absolutely guarantee to improve any singing
or Bpeaking voice at least 100% .
Write for
wonderful voice book— sent free. Learn
yorj
can now have the voice yon want. No literature
sent to anyone under 17 unless signed by parent.

—

.
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WHY

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE. Studio 7911
64 E. Lake St., Chicago

biggest of the Sunday tabernacles
Philadelphia, but a peculiarity in

CIGARETTE

When

your child has a cough (due
remember this: a cough medicine
must do its work where the cough is lodged
...in the cough zone. Smith Brothers Cough
to a cold),

Syrup is a thick, heavy syrup. It clings to the
cough zone. There it does three things: (1)
soothes, (2) throws a protective film over
the irritated area, (3) helps to loosen phlegm.
Get Smith Brothers'— it's safe! 35^ and 60$.

the New York tabernacle was
afforded standing room for 4,000
above the 16,000 seating capacity.
"We filled it every night," he explained,
"away up there at 168th Street. That was
what started the buses running that far

will do,"

he

membrance

a song

said, as a distant look of restole into his eyes, "are amaz-

At Pittsburgh once,

"IT

CONTAINS

VITAMIN A"
This vitamin raises the resistance of the mucous
membranes of the nose and
throat to cold and cough
infections.

was singing a
group of hymns over KDKA. ... It was

LIGHTER

I

time ago, but the telephone operaall rules and risked her job to
summon me to the phone.
shall never
forget that call as long as
live.
heard
a long

tor broke

photo copied and tinted in life
Eke colors on a swanky cigarette lighter. Latest novelty. A
clever way to carry your Sweetie's,
picture, too. Send any photo, large
or small, and 50c. Give color of hair and eyes. We

mail Photo- Lighter with colored photo on it toyou within a week. Original photo returned unharmed. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. Be first to flash this
amazmgnew idea on friends. Send photo and 50c today.

ART STUDIOS
NEW YORK.

Mother!

built

ing.

Newest gift sensation! Your

Dept. G, METRO
51 East 21st Street

COUGH ZONE

way

the

"The things which happen, which

on

CLINGS TO THE

in

uptown."

YOUR PHOTO

TAKE THE SYRUP THAT
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I

I

the voice of a
"

I

woman.

wanted to talk to you,' she said. 'I
wanted to tell you—you saved me from
'I

SMITH BROS.
COUGH
SYRUP
ON
CANADAnm

msmmmUOY/

SALE IN

suicide.'
"I know, bless her heart wherever she is
today, that she was telling the truth. The
details she gave me proved it. The song
sang was 'Heartaches.'"
1

In

Beauty Secrets Revealed
Hollywood has put

her beauty
In No
secrets between the covers of a book.
More Alibis you will find all of the treatments
and methods which have made her a power in
Hollywood. You will find out how to reduce
fat from the hips, abdomen, breasts, arms, legs
and ankles. You will learn how to acquire a
Sylvia of

all

firm lovely face, beautiful hands and feet and
myriads of other Hollywood beauty secrets.
Only $1.00 postpaid.

Macfadden Book
Dept.

1

1926 Broadway

Co., Inc.
New York, N.

his

evangelistic

Rodeheaver

has broadcast over nearly every radio station in the country. He told me that his
favorite song
was "The Old Rugged
Cross," and admitted a preference for
hymns, "As I've suggested to my radio
colleagues," he went on, "the old American songs— not too jazzy, and not too
highbrow—are the ones the radio audience
likes best.
"A lot of

rhythm in its system," he said
what the country needs. When a man
hears a song his heart is moved, but when
is

he gets into
Y.

travels

and sings, himself, it's a
Sometimes I say what
we need is more music of the people for
the people, and by the people.
It brings
it

different reaction.

Blondes. Browns!
Wash

Sunlight

Into

Your Hair with New
Shampoo and Rinse!

.,

Bring out the

full radi-

#§

ant loveliness of blonde
or brown hair with New
.^fe
Blondex, the Shampoo
and Special Golden Rinse "*«»
that washes it 2 to 4
,_J
shades lighter and brings
out the natural lustrous golden sheen, the alluring highlights that can make hair so attractive.
New Blondex keeps hair and scalp healthy and
is
absolutely safe for it contains no harsh
bleaches or dyes. Try it today. The new combination package SHAMPOO WITH FREE
,'

.

RINSE — now

—

also in 10c size

msssME

,

at all stores

TH€ BLOND +1AIR
SHAMPOO &KINSE
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RADIO MIRROR
Going up

back the faith of our fathers.

and down the

how

land, I've seen first-hand
people are suffering from low morale.

Believe me it comes back
get together and sing.

when Americans

when we said goodnight. I
while he was fresh as a child,
vigorous and brimming with health.
went back into the rain, but I didn't mind
it so much now.
I
was but slightly interested in Broadway's storm scene; for
was absorbed in his last words, the words
was

It

was

late

tired,

1

I

which epitomized

get America to sing there
will be spiritual recovery. And that's my
ambition in radio."
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the very words breathe
White hands
romance! Their unfailing appeal can be
yours through the magic of this wholly new
Creme. With the first application, as it
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vanishes into the skin, leaving it velvetsoft and lily-white, you'll know that at last
you've found the secret!
SOFSKIN CREME works on a new prin-
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oil;

You

after-stickiness.

can wear gloves immediately! Don't be
discouraged over work-roughened hands;
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NOW
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STAMMER

book entitled
which describes the Bogue
Unit Method for the scientific correction of stammering and stuttering. Method successfully used at
Bogue Institute for 36 years since 1901. Endorsed
by physicians. Full information concerning correction of stammering sent free. No obligation. Benjamin
N.Boaue. Deot. 150. Circle Tower. Indianapolis, Ind.

Send today

two prominently sponsored
sing programs on the airwaves.

There

community

are

.

.

.

One

is

Both
other Palmolive's.
.
heard on CBS, they war between each other
for the title, "original." . . . Choral experts,
however, laugh up their sleeves at these
claims.
.
They know the first community
sing was heard in Chinese temples, 6,000
years ago.
And 100 years ago, Louis
.
Wilkem, a French schoolteacher, popularized
them in his school classes in Paris, starting
a movement that spread to working men's
groups and finally became a national institution of choral societies. ... At one time
in France alone, there were 3,243 choral orAnd
ganizations with 150,000 singers. .
.
not one sent in a box-top to become a
Community sings becharter member. . .
came popular a decade ago in the movie
palaces of America, thanks to organist Jesse
the

Gillette's,

.

for beautifully Illustrated

"DON'T STAMMER,"

—

1

.

.

.

Size

or smaller

if

desired.

Crawford, who sandwiched them in between
pictures and lavish stage presentations.
It's still being done in neighborOther experts give
hood movie theaters.
credit to Harry Barnhart, a vaudevillian,
Actor
for the revival of community sings.
Barnhart found he had a better act in
the four-a-day when he had his audience
chime in.
The Gillette community sing
was first tried out on the regional Yankee
network for ten weeks, before trying the big
time.
Here agency men discovered that
the 45 minute fiesta could stand a little
comedy.
They hired Milton Berle, WenBerle
dell Hall, and Jones and Hare.
works about 15 minutes on the program,
then leaves the show up to the nation's as-
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and mall TODAY
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by finding the
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shade for your lips! Three full trial
sizes of the famous Rejuvia Lipstick
each in a new seductive
color
sent upon receipt of 10^
in stamps to cover mailing cost.
For beauty's sake, ACT NOW!
. .

AT

your chance

allure

.

.

REJUVIA
LIPSTICK.

REJUVIA BEAUTY LABS.. DEPT.P3.39S B'WAY, N.Y.C.
Send me 3 trial size Rejuvia lipsticks; enclosed
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of waste.
If the 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters don't
work well, poisonous waste matter stays in the blood.
These poisons may start nagging backaches, rheumatic pains, lumbago, leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness under the
eyes, headaches and dizziness.

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,
used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from the blood.

Get Doan's

.

Pills.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

rights from
booking agent.

Freedman,

who

is

now a

Sophisticated tunes like
"Blase," "Blue Pajamas" and "Sophisticated
Lady" are taboo for community sings over
the air. ... So are naughty Gay Nineties
numbers.
The best liked are the very old
ones, or the very latest tunes, as surveyed
by Lucky Strike's Hit Parade Sweepstakes
program. . . . Red-haired Wendell Hall enjoys appearing on community sings because
he likes to hear his own creations lustily sung
One of them is "Mellow Moon;"
again.
another is "It Ain't Gonna Rain No More."
The best voice heard among visitors to
.
.
.
gentleman
to
a
belonged
studio
the
found singing in the fourth row. ... He was
Charles Hackett, tenor with the Metropolitan Opera Company. ... In movie house
community sings, the audience is familiarized
with the tune when the organ runs over the
On the radio, an electrical
number first.
guitar runs up a chromatic scale to reach
time
There
isn't
key.
proper
the
The only trouble
to play the number first.
experienced on Columbia's community sings,
that sometimes the slides come on the
is
This is annoying
screen upside down. . .
and amazing because the men who run the
machine are union Motion Picture Operators;
the same men who screen Hollywood's movies
.

.

.

.

.

LEARN SAXOPHONE
AN EASY
A
WAY

Save months of hard work
costly lessons! Learn to play with

"professional style".
new
of self instruction brings you the
of
a celebrated radio soloist.
Every lesson shows you "tricks" your
For further information
teacher would use.
a

method

"secrets"

.

bathroom baritones and kitchen conThe most popular community
sing tune is "Let Me Call You Sweetheart,"
written in 1910 by Leon Freedman and Beth
traltos.

the

SEND NO MONEY ^TaWS

S. Jefferson St.

—

.

.

.

Slater Withson. . . . "Sweetheart" has sold
But its royalties
over 1,000,000 copies.
are turned over to Paul Pioneer, who bought

(any size) and within a week you will receive
your beautiful enlargement, guaranteed fadeless. Pay postman 47c plus postage— or send 49c
with order and we pay postage. Big 16x20inch enlargement sent C. O. D. 78c plus postage or send 80c and we pay postage. Take advantage of this amazing
offer now. Send your photos today. Specify size wanted.
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Caused by Tired Kidneys

Many of those gnawing, nagging, painful 'backaches
people blame on colds or strains are often caused by
tired kidneys
and may be relieved when treated
in the right way.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking excess acids and poisonous waste out of the blood. Most
people pass about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds

feature
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PHOTO ENLARGED
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to close, yet holds reducible rupture securely,

—day and

comfortably

night. Thousands report amazing results. Light,
neat-fitting. No hard pads or stiff springs to chafe
or gouge. Made for men, women and children.
Durable, cheap. Sent on trial to prove it. Never
sold in stores. Beware of imitations. Write for
Free Book on Rupture, no-risk trial order plan,
and proof of results. Correspondence confidential.
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connections required.
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performance. Tunes entire
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and should last for
I nothing
to
operate
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band, and five new faces are to be seen

Ray Noble.

with
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ORCHESTRAL ANATOMY
Bob Burns needn't think he has
word in queer instruments in
bazooka.
Ted Weems, the maestro

OFFERS YOU 5 BIG
OPPORTUNITIES

McGee and Molly
and also heard with his dance band on the
Mutual system every Sunday, is pretty
fond of his goofus horn, which is a cross
between a bazooka and an Oriental water
pipe.
Figure that one out if you can.
Ted found the goofus horn in a pawn
shop in Kentucky, and bought it at once
the Fibber

PROFIT

and confections now sets up ambitious men and women in

Expert

In

foods

a sensational money-makbusiness.
Complete
ing
equipment furnished for
making delicious potato
chips, donuts, toasted nuts,
and the nationally known Carmelcrisp
and Crispette confections. Profits up to
300 ^o and over. Peak season just ahead.
Proved plans lead you. to success. We
show you how to manufacture and get
stores, restaurants, bars, hotels, barbecue stands and confectioneries selling
products as fast as you make them.

simply because he'd never seen anything
it.
He discovered that a firm in Paris
is the only goofus horn manufacturer in
like

WE HELP FINANCE YOU
Begin in home or store. Good locations ready for immediate occupation.

Complete 16-unit oatfit includes new type
vitreous white enamel

No previous experience required and
only little money needed. Pay balance out of profits. Earnings come in

ROUND

WE START YOU

IN

trifugal

free.

Rush name today.

Grease

Ex-

tractor Thermometer
—
positively
every-

BUSINESS

thingnccessarytostart

Get into this dignified, year 'round
business that offers unlimited profit
opportunities. We will give you lifetime advisory service and free success plans that have been compiled
by our staff of experts. All facts
sent

Cooking

Vat, Direct - to - fat
high speed Slicer, cen-

almost first hour. Unlimited nationwide demand. Very little competition.

all at

No

obligation.

the world.
The principle of the goofus horn is
the same as that of an accordion, except
that instead of the bellows used with the
latter,
air is blown through
a rubber
tube attached to a footlong circular brass
As on an accordion, the keys are
tube.
arranged like the black and white keys of
a piano; the range of tone is two octaves;
and the tonal quality is a mixture of accordion and harmonica.
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Now

ON APPROVAL...
We defy you to tell this ring
from one costing $300.00! To
prove it to you, we'll send it
on for 25c down. If you do not
think it the most exquisite
jewelry you
ever
of
piece
owned; if your friends do not
marvel at the glorious brilthe magnificent facsimile diamond, return it and
xe will refund your money.
continue payments
delighted,
If
Wear 10 days at our risk.
of $1.50 month till the total balance of $6.00 is paid. Ring
shipped by return mail. Rush 25c in stamps or coin to:

For Miss Robin Hannibal Isham Jones'
orchestra has about fifteen players and
when last heard from Isham was touring
in the West.
While we're on the subject
of your letter, Clyde McCoy was the
trumpet player (not trombone) who made
"Sugar Blues" famous.
He has his own
band now at the Roseland in New
York, and you can listen to him on the
Mutual network.

For Gladys

381,

Newton, Mass.

fashions,

All

have

'

9 7e
t
„ ..
delivery charge. 20 yard bundle $1.29
postage paid, money with order. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back.
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lately

Acidity

Makes

Women Look Older
Kidneys Often to Blame
Women, more than men, are the victims of excess Acid
due to poor Kidney functions, which may
undermine health and vitality, dry and coarsen the skin
or cause Getting Up Nights, Burning
and Itching, Leg
In the system,

this issue.

^
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—

practically
rate,

all

the

established bands.
getting the

we haven't been

we used

to.

Here's a theme song whose haunting
beauty struck me so much the first time
I
heard it that I got to work and tracked
it
down.
It's
"Blue Reverie," which
George Olsen has adopted as a signature
tune since taking over the late Orville
Knapp's band. An original composition,
it's by Chick Floyd, who plays the electric organ in the Olsen orchestra.

Greenfield, Mass.

fcDept. A-40,

and

you dance-band enthusiasts seem to
lost your interest in theme songs
perhaps you know the signatures

inquiries

clean goods direct from us at a big
ng.
Latest assorted Colors. Newest
^patterns for dresses. Our finest quality.

Dick
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At any
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Buddy Clark are the vocal soloists on
Your Hit Parade and Sweepstakes. You'll
find pictures of Edith, and the new winter

liance of

Bradley Bldg.

the

his
for
broadcasts,

last
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Use the coupon below for answers to
your questions. But remember, sometimes
we've answered those questions elsewhere
in Facing the Music.

,

1
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made-to-measure, all wool suit at my
expense? Pay no money. Just promise
r

Doctor's prescription Cystex.

$10,000 deposited with Bank
of America, Los Angeles, is

Hinsdale.

*J&> Wear aki Suit!

Pains,
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Swollen Ankles, Circles Under
Eyes, or Rheumatic Pains.

ELECTRIC INSTITUTE
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Ken Aiden,
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HOME
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Train for good full time and spare time jobs right in your
own home. Earn whilelearning. Life-time employment service
to graduates. WRITE TODAY for Free Book and full details.
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to snow it to friends, and follow
simple plan. Do this easy thing and earn
upt
:p to $12 in a day, without canvassing
Represent my big. old tailoring company.
Make biggest money of your life. I need
an ambitious man in every town.

EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARYACTUAL SAMPLES FREE

you absolutely free gorgeous, valuable big demonstration equipment containing actual samples and
dozens of valuable surprises. Demonstrate these samI send

me. Show World's Greatest Tailoring Values.
Save money for friends. Make money yourself.
Write! Send No Money! Do it now. Get valuable demonstration
equipment ™
FORD FOR YOU
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Pay no money
to get your own suits
I want you to
and overcoats FREE.
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This

Is

Romance

(Continued from page
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1

call them dreams, that
Kostelanetz built up about Lily
came out exactly as he expected.

one could almost

Andre
Pons

Lily proved to be, as a working artist,
all that Andre had hoped she would be.
And how did Lily feel about Andre?
Well, at first, her attachment was purely
professional.
She had a job to do, to
bring music to people and make them
like it. The man she worked with
Andre
Kostelanetz was the easiest, kindest individual in the radio world, and her attitude was more grateful than loving.
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Thousands testify to quick, soothing
relief from itching and burning of
eczema, angry red blotches and itchy pimples from
For quick, efficient help, get
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from your druggist
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COUGHS...
Get After That
Cough Today
with

PERTUSSIN
Pertussin

is

so good for coughs

that over

ONE MILLION

PRESCRIPTIONS

were
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filled
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based on a Prescription Ingredient Survey issued by the
in a single year.

American Pharmaceutical Association.
It relieves coughs quickly by stimulating the tiny moisture glands in your throat and bronchial tract to pour out
their natural moisture so that sticky, irritating phlegm is
easily raised. Coughing is relieved
your throat is soothed.
Save money by buying the big economical-size bottle
enough for your whole family. Or, try Pertussin first at
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ASAndre's regard
and
their

30*

PERTUSSIN
Seeck & Kadej Inc Dept s . 3i
440 Washington Street, N. Y. C.
Please send me 2-oz. prescription of
Pertussin FREE ... by return mail.
.

FREE

.

each

for
Lily's

other grew,

attitude

toward

each other became more guarded. Only the
most subtle caught the meaning in the
commonplace things they spoke of to each
other. Some people working on the Chesterfield program saw what was going on
and then went about minding their own
business.
Others, even now, do not know
anything about the actual feeling between
Lily and Andre.
Clue number three.
That supposedly
sad day when Lily Pons was to leave the

program,

Chesterfield

and

embark

you

bed and can't sleep on

toss in

ONE

right side, try

GAS

dose relieves stomach

press-

you sleep soundly.
Adlerika acts on BOTH upper and lower bowels and
brings out foul matter you would never believe was in your
system.
This old matter may have poisoned you for
months and caused GAS, sour stomach, headache or
nervousness.

Dr. H. L. Shoub, New York, reports: si In addition to intestinal cleansing, Adlerika greatly reduces bacteria and colon bacilli."
Mrs. Jas. Filler: "Gas on my stomach was so bad
I

could not eat or sleep. Even my heart seemed to
The first dose of Adlerika brought me relief. Now
as I wish, sleep fine and never felt better."

hurt.
I

eat

Give your bowels a REAL cleansing with Adlerika
end see how good you feel. Just ONE dose relieves
GAS and constipation. At all Leading Druggists.

TRIAL
_____

OFFER

For SPECIAL TRIAL SIZE send 10e, coin
or stamps, to Adlerika, Dept. 116, St. Paul,

Minn.

•

QUITZIT

romance?
If you had been playing this mystery
game when you saw Lily Pons' picture,
you would have found the answer to that
three thousand miles

kill

•

Does pet dog or cat cause annoyance and embarrassment
by misbehaving on rugs, in corners, etc. ?
QUITZIT
teaches them good manners, prevents insanitary sights and
odors.
Harmless Effective No Repeats.
Keeps own
and stray animals from ruining shrubs, trees, tramping,
digging and "parking" on lawns and in flower beds.
Order QUITZIT today, 50c (coin) postpaid; full instructions.
Double quantity and strength $1 (bill), add 20c
(coin or stamps) if C.O.D. Money-back guarantee. Agents
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A BEAUTY A/D FOR
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to

their
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question on the credit sheet of "I Dream
Under the title, "Musical
Direction," was the name Andre Kostelanetz.
Did Lily insist on Andre being
given the job?
And did he fly three
thousand miles every week to be with
Lily, or was his heart only in his work?
It is only a clue, but remember it. Later
on you will see all that it means.
Now we have this foundation, and these
observations, and we come to the present.
To the "today" clues. Upon what can
we hang our today's observations? What
is it that tells us that the Lily Pons-Andre
Kostelanetz romance is at its peak? Lily
Andre won't, either not
won't talk.

It

KEEP YOUR.
CHIN UP--

3u

DROOPING CONTOURS

W. SCOTT TAYLOR,

MAILt0
receip

&

SAGGING FACIAL MUSCLES

% t'

i"TJ.

mewo/v./v.'j.

Too Much."

—

much.

We

say much, because

we have talked

just enough to know how he
feels, to realize the terrific pressure he
is under trying to
keep his feeling for
Lily Pons from being noticed.
Let's have a look at the clues on the
inside of the Kostelanetz business office.

him

On the walls are pictures of the
who have worked with him. One

artists

picture
of every star with the exception of Lily
Pons. There are three of her and they're
in the most conspicuous places.

—
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If

Adlerika. Just
ing on heart so

for

make her first talking picture, "I Dream Too Much." What would
become of Andre? Would the distance of
Hollywood

with

Prescription

GAS PRESSURE MAY CAUSE DISCOMFORT.
RIGHT SIDE BEST.

1

choice of over 150 woolens. No experience needed.
Can start spare time. FREE! Write today for actual
generous-size samples and details of amazing FREE

Gn^

on Left Side,
Crowds Heart

made-to-measure

suits as demonstrators, and earn money showing' to friends and takingorders. Sample suits FREE of extra cost! Your

^^^ external causes.

observations do not fail us, we may
believe that it was the combined Kostelanetz-Pons sense of humor that put
their relationship on a more personal and
human basis. To quote Andre again:
"It was on April Fools' Day, last year,
shortly
after
Miss Pons' series had
started, and I decided to play a little
practical joke on her.
As she stepped
up to rehearse a song, I had the orchestra
play four notes higher than the score.
Her keen ears caught right on, and she
sang right along with us, her eyes
twinkling.
So the joke was on me."
All during the series of rehearsals and
broadcasts that followed there were many
little incidents like that one which made,
as the publicity girl remarked, the growing romance of Lily Pons and Andre
Kostelanetz "so cute." Lily was scheduled
to
stay on Andre's program thirteen
weeks she stayed thirty-nine.
Which
should conclude clue number two.

Don't Sleep

If

Positively the greatest bargain ever offered. A genuine
full sized $102.50 office refinisued

easily learned, given
ing this offer.
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chimneys to clean or break. Safe anywhere.
New device draws in 96!^
3fM rflNM
F rUWtlf
PflWFR free
-HNULfc
_UU
air and with only 4^
cheap kerosene (coal oil) magically turns it into 300
candle power of brilliant, white, soft light, penetrating every corner. Gives hours of bright light
for few cents. World's lowest cost scientific light.

30 DAYS' TRIAL f?n7h^f^_i___J_J___;
for 30 days at OUR RISK, before deAGENTS! Now
ciding. Device builtinto beautiful, new
making big
art lamps of latest design. Send at
weekly profits.
Write at once.
MFG. CO., 123 Lamp Bldg., Akron, 0.

once for illustrated folder, special low.
Introductory price offer. Act NOW!

AKRON LAMP
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We

go down to lunch together to have
a talk about the stars he has worked with,
and his method of handling them. All
harmless enough, but does Andre
bring up the name of Lily Pons? Not
once. He runs the gamut of emotion from
A to Z about every other star he has
worked with until every name has been
covered except that of Lily Pons!
When her name is finally brought up. he
actually blushes!
"Yes," he says in his
delightful accent, "Miss Pons is so easy
to work with, a beautiful artist." And
then, most amazing of all, he reaches in
his breast pocket and takes out a small
wallet.
From it he extracts a tiny strip
of film. He holds it up to the light. It is

WHAT AN AWFUL
HEADACHE!

very

—

like to draw, test your sense of decolor, proportion, etc., with our
Art Ability Test. Get a frank opinion,
worth
(free, as to whether your talent is

If

you

sign,

developing.
Publishers and advertisers spend millions
yearly for illustrations. Design and color
influence the sale of most things we buy.
Industry needs artists. Girls earn as much
artists earnas men. Many Federal trained
Many
ing from $1 ,000 to $5,000 yearly.
famous artists contributed exclusive illustrated lessons to our courses. If you
have talent train it at home. This
may be your surest way to success.

Courses sold on easy monthly payments.
Get free Art Test and Book describing
opportunities in art. State age and occupation. Write today.

FEDERAL SCHOOLS,

Inc.

Federal Schools Building
Minneapolis, Minnesota

1607

^B

Simulated Diamond

IMPORTED^*
^^

To Introduce our

Lily.

send a

1

Illustrated, for
pense in coin.

Kt. Imported Simulated
in Lovely RING as
this ad, and 15c ex-

Address:

National Jewelry Co. Dept. 10-E
Wheeling, W. Va. (2 for 25c)
Mention your Birth Date
FREE a
ncl
ck" Elephant—
theORIENT

FREE «&

"That is how she looks when she sings,"
he says quietly.
Where did he get the film? Was it a
gift from Lily? Does it mean something
to both of them? It is another clue, a
link in the chain of evidence.
We do
not have to wonder about the look on
Andre's face as he gazes at the little strip
of film. The look alone almost tells the

Hollywood Hints on
be Beautiful

to

glamorous beauty of the screen stars
yours.
For the very same methods
which the famous stars of the screen and stage use to
acouire and maintain their beauty are now revealed by
Sylvia of Hollywood in her new book, "No More
Alibis."
Send for your copy of this book today.
radiant,
be

now

$1.00 postpaid.

MACFADDEN BOOK

Dept.

1,

1926 Broadway,

LEARN

INC.
York, N. Y.

CO.,

New

TO

PLAY

PIANO
BY EAR*
H0TE MAD1NG-H0 SCALE PLAYING
If

you can

whittle, sing, or

hum

Let a popular Radio Pianist

a

train-

TEN LESSON METHOD

by

Ear.

or

pay U.

S.

Postman $1.00

tune—You have TALENT.
your hands to play Piano
sent postpaid for $1.00,
Nothing more

—

it's

Because

FEEN-A-MINT is different; it's the delicious
chewing gum laxative, and what a difference

that chewing makes! FEEN-A-MINT acts
gently, yet thoroughly, in the lower bowel
not in the stomach.

—

•

Your life can be so different when you're
from the chains of constipation! FEEN-

free

A-MINT,

the

modern

laxative brings relief so

and pleasantly. No griping or upset
stomach. No weakening after-effects. No disturbejice of sleep when taken at night. Forget
old-fashioned methods and join the 16 million
people who have changed to FEEN-A-MINT,
the modern laxative. Write for a free sample
FEEN-A-MINT, Newark, N.J.
to Dept. 0-1,
easily

Lily Pons has comher second picture in Holly-

FEEN-A-MINT

wood. Again it was Andre who flew to the
West Coast every week to do the musical
score on the picture. The day
talked to
him, he was getting ready for another
week-end trip to the coast. Clue?
should

THE CHEWING-GUM LAXATIVE

iV

•»

T

this

pleted

writing,

Just why is Andre flying to the
coast again? Simple deduction tells us that
it isn't to work on the picture. The picture
has been completed.
Listen to the conversation that took
place between Andre and a gentleman in
an elevator in the Columbia Broadcasting
building. Said the gentleman:
"How was the trip last week, Andre?"
"All right," Andre answered, "although
I
got quite a scare. Just out of Denver
something went wrong with one of the
wings, and I thought we were going to
have to make a forced landing in the
so.

mountains."
"1 wouldn't make that trip for anything
in the world," said the gentleman.
"Oh, it isn't so bad." Andre answered,
get a

"I

but

it

is

now and

little frightened
nothing."

"How do you
gentleman asked.
"Fine,"

I

kDept. M-17
r
DEL RIO, TEXAS

BACKACHES
BY
CAUSED

MOTHERHOOD

Those months before baby comes
put such a strain on mother's musshe frequently suffers for years.
Alleock's Porous Plasters do wonders for such backaches. They draw
the blood to the painful spot
whether it be on the back, sides,
legs, arms or shoulder. This has a warm, stimulating effect, and the pain soon vanishes. It takes
only 2 seconds to put on an Alleock's Porous
Plaster, and it feels as good as a $2 massage.
Over 5 million people have used Alleock's, the
original porous plaster. Don't take any plaster
but Alleock's. It brings quickest relief. Lasts
longer. Easy to apply and remove. 25$ at druggists.

THE3 MINUTES OF CHEW1NC MAKE THE DIFFERENCE

I

like

it

out

Andre answered.

then,

there?"

"last

went swimming, and we had

plus postage.

to buy.
Satisfaction assured—or your money refunded.
Piano Accordion bass charts included Free. Order now!

cles,

time to turn to

story.

I

How

bring relief

his wallet.

say

THE
can

fail to

FEEN-A-MINT.

Beautiful

Mounted

Diamond.

ex-

the details of the strip of film.
Which part of it is the sound track. How
it was made.
What is most interesting to
us is the look on Andre's face as he holds
the celluloid up to the light and looks at
the image of Lily Pons. When he has
finished explaining the technicalities, he
looks at the picture for an instant longer,
and then places it meticulously back in

Blue-White Rainbow Flash Stones, we
will

He

Three separate pictures of her!
plains

• When old-style laxatives

from the headaches constipation causes

the

week we

a lot of fun."

(Aside to detectives: note the we.)
"Going out again this week, Andre?"
asked as the elevator
the gentleman
reached the ground floor.
"Yes," Andre Kostelanetz answered, and
he smiled, "of course."
The conversation really tells a great
deal. It gives you real perspective on this
romance that both Lily and Andre have
kept in the background for almost a year.
Further, it throws a light on the type of
man Andre Kostelanetz really is.
Flying, all told, six thousand miles a
week. Flying through all kinds of weather
and conditions, to be with Lily Pons.
A little afraid of the air and yet traveling all that distance.
Even if Andre won't talk, we can't hold
it against him. There isn't anything snobbish, or high-handed, in his silence.
If

—

PHOTO ENLARGEMENTS
5" by 7"— 25c each. Five for SI. OO. 8" by 10"— 40c each.
Three for $1.00. From any negative or part of negative.
Negatives made from pictures 25c each. Roll films developed and printed 39c a roll.
16 mm. movie film developed $1.50 per 100 ft. Prompt, satisfactory service
guaranteed.
ROBERT SCOTT, Box 556, Saltsburg, Pa.

What
Do You Do
Your Little

with
Finger?

— when you pick up a

You know from
glass or cup?
watching others that charm and poise can be destroyed
instantly by the misuse of hands. And by the same
token, the correct use of your hands can become a tremendous social and business asset. Great actresses
accomplish much of their poise by proper hand action.
The makers of Frostilla— the famous skin lotion that
keeps hands, face and body smooth and lovely— asked
Margery Wilson, the international authority on charm
and poise, to tell
.

.

.

• how to hold a cigarette
• how to pick up cards
• how to shake hands
• and how to make hands behave to the
best advantage on all occasions
Margery Wilson gives the authoritative answers to
these and other questions in an illustrated booklet on
How to Use Your Hands Correctly. Although this
booklet is priced at 50c, we have arranged to present
it without charge to Frostilla users in the United States
and Canada until May 30th, 1937.
Just mail the front of a 35c, 50c or $1.00 Frostilla
Fragrant Lotion box (or two fronts from
10csizes)and your copy will be sentFREE.

"FROSTILLA"
457 Gray Street, Elmira, N. Y.
Enclosed is Frostilla box front therefore send me my copy of Margery
Wilson's book on hands.

—

Name.
Address .
City

State..
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The Love

I

Had

you have followed the

to

clues, you must
have seen the whole picture, and you must
feel as we do, that there is something deep
and fine, a feeling devoid of sensationalism, and filled with respect, in the manner

that Andre Kostelanetz hides his feelings
for Lily Pons.
Of course, all of us are a little bewildered and excited.
don't know what
will happen next. At any rate, we couldn't
be more surprised at Andre's numerous
week-end journeys than the colored porter who carries his bags at the Newark
Airport. A few weeks ago he scratched his
head when he saw Andre alight from
the plane, and said:
"Mistuh, you all got to inspect this air

Fight

—

line
If

We

every week?"
he only knew!

The Tragic Price Mary
Marlin Paid for Success
{Continued from page
"Get out and don't ever come back," he shouted.

my

every touch, I knew intuitively just how she
I did not wish to speak or stop dancing
I
just wanted to go on and on, endlessly, in rhythmic tide with Patty,
holding her close, drowning myself in the unfathomable depths of her
!"
shadowy eyes. Tonight was forever and it was ours

"As she responded

felt.

In

my new-found

to

delirium

—

13)

escape. Perhaps it is true that everything
is
written, somewhere, years before it
happens; that all our petty decisions are
nothing but dust thrown into the wind.
Two days before the wedding her telephone rang.
"Miss Blaine? There's been an accident!
You must come at once!"
An accident! He was hurt! Quick!
Taxi, Mercy Hospital.
Hurry! White
walls,
shiny floors, starched linen, the
smell of antiseptics. A long hallway
.
an open door.
He lay very still. A doctor wrote something on a chart. Tenderly she bent over
the bed, anxiously looked up at sober
faces. Her eyes asked a question. Some.

At last he had found the great love of his life. In an ecstasy of joy,
thoughts raced into the future a blissfully happy future with this
exquisite girl forever at his side, with their children growing up into proud

—

his

manhood and womanhood.

Oh,

it

was too good

to be true

one answered.
"Concussion."
.?"
"Will he.
They looked away.
.

And

—

what it proved to be too good to be true. For the
very next day he was to discover that, instead of embracing this love, he
would have to fight it fight it as if it were a plague. Could he do it? And
But read for yourself this powerful and fascinating human
if he didn't
document, "The Love I Had to Fight" a true story so poignant, so deeply
moving that the Editors of True Story awarded it a magnificent $1000
that's just

—

—

—

prize in a recent true story manuscript contest.
in

True Story Magazine

NOW ON

You

will

find

it

complete

for December.

THE SCREEN

If you would like to see re-enacted before
your eyes the stories that have pleased you and
touched you and moved you so deeply when you
read them in True Story Magazine or heard
them in the Friday night broadcasts of the True
Story Court of Human Relations, be sure to
urge the manager of your local theatre to show
every one of the forthcoming True Story Court
Human Relations series sponsored by
of
Columbia Pictures Corporation and based on
Already
stories from True Story Magazine.
thousands of theatres throughout the country
have arranged to feature these vivid ten
minute dramatizations.
Watch for them

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE
EDITORIAL BY BERNARR MACFADDEN
MY STRANGER HUSBAND

•

•

THEY

HANGED MY SON UNDER THE LINDBERGH ACT—IN WHICH MOTHER GOOCH
TELLS THE YEAR'S MOST HEART-RENDING STORY • THE MAN WHO PLAYED
SATAN • IN HIS DELIRIUM • WAS IT
JUST BIG BROTHER LOVE • AND I WAS
THE GUILTY ONE • EVEN THOUGH I
WAS A MOTHER I MARRIED FOR MONEY
• THE TRUE STORY HOMEMAKER AND
MANY OTHER INTERESTING AND HELPFUL FEATURES AND DEPARTMENTS.

TUNE IN THE TRUE STORY COURT OF HUMAN RELATIONS EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT. COAST TO COAST
NBC RED NETWORK. SEE YOUR LOCAL PAPER FOR NEAREST STATION AND EXACT TIME. PRIZES!

.

Then, seeming to sense her presence,
faintly he opened his eyes. He couldn't
speak, but he tried to smile. Vainly tried
to smile for the last time at the girl he
loved before his face slowly relaxed, his
eyes closed, he lay still.
They took her home. Somehow the
sleepless night dragged by, the endless
hours into days. Somehow the master,
Time, slowly began the process which partially heals even wounds of the heart.
Somehow she finally allowed her maid to
answer the phone.
"It's your agent, ma'am," she said. "He
wants to know about the part."
.

DECEMBER-OUT NOW!
76

.

.

"The part?"
"It's a new play. He

says it's something
you've always wanted to do."
"Oh, yes, I remember."
Absently she looked down at the furls
of satin she held in her hands. A wedding
gown, a wedding gown she would never
wear. Slowly it slipped from her fingers.
"Tell him," she said softly, "tell him
1

shall take the part."

DO YOU THINK YOU

KNOW JACK

True Story

.

Then
series

you're
of

have to do
about him
issue

BENNY?
due for a
all
you

shocks

—

is

read the story

in

the February

on sale December 23.
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Exposing Radio's Racketeers!

Did Gray H air

(Continued from page

Rob Them of $95 a Week?

16)

better he still has the prestige of a fine
radio show at little cost to himself. If
the racketeer knows his job, and he usually does, the advertiser is so bedazzled
by the time the deal is closed that he
doesn't notice the contract mentions no
just lumps them all tostars by name
gether under the general heading of
"vaudeville talent."
On the night of the broadcast an aggregation of third-rate, broken-down vaudevillians shows up at the studio; the show
is terrible; the advertiser doesn't pay the
balance of the money, but the program
has still cost him far more than it was
worth, and the promoter, after paying off
his talent, has still made a nice chunk of

—

Now Comb Away Gray ThisEasy Way

hair is risky. It screams :"Tou
GRAY
are getting: old!" To end gray hair

handicaps all you now have to do is
comb it once a day for several days with
a few drops of Kolor-Bak sprinkled on
your comb, and afterwards regularly once
or twice a week to keep your hair looking nice. Kolor-Bak is a solution for artificially coloring gray hair that imparts
color and charm and abolishes gray hair

Grayness

worries.

disappears

within

a

week or two and users report the change
is so gradual and so perfect that their
friends forget they ever had a gray hair
and no one knew they did a thing to it.

Make This Trial Test
Will you test Kolor-Bak without riska single cent? Then, go to your drug
or department store today and get a
bottle of Kolor-Bak.
Test it under our
guarantee that it must make you look
10 years younger and far more attractive or we will pay back your money.
ing

I
I
I
I
I

CDCC Buy a bottle of KOLOR-BAK
"*'"
today and send top flap of car-

I

ton to United Remedies, Dept.
541 So. Wells Street, 'Chicago

I

—and
receive FREE AND POSTPAID a 60c
box of

•

";

KUBAK

441,

Shampoo.

I

|
I

I

FREE CIGARETTE
tAKPi Ur

III
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NEW WAT

WttrVL

introducing
TO SMOKE. We
furnish you Free Cigarettes. Ask any man to

Hand him LIGHTED

have a Free Smoke.

Cigarette from beautiful pocket-size "Magic
Just touch button. Presto! Out comes
Cigarette automatically. No batteries
Or electricity. Get Magic Case for 15 days' trial
at our risk. 'State favorite brand cigarettes.
MAGIC CASE MFRS., Dept. A-4661
4234 Cozens Ave.
St. Louis, Mo.

Case"

.

LIGHTED

This Beautiful Lifelike

PHOTO RING
SEND

NEWEST SENSA,

TION!

Send any

snapshot or photo

NO MONEYI

and we'll reproduce it in this
beautiful onyxring.
Indestructible!

like

50c

(Hand-tinted
25c extra)
Waterproof!
Enclose strip of paper for ring size. Pay postn plus a few cents postage. If you send sue
pay postage. PHOTO MOVETTE RING CO.,
^
Dept. 4, 626 Vine Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

CLEANS CL0THE5
NewWay...SellsOnSight
NEW DRY-CLEANING CLOTHES BRUSH.

Revolutionary Invention. Banishes old-style
clothes brushes forever. Never anything like it!
Secret chemical plus unique vacuum action.

Keeps clothing spic-and-span. Also cleans hats
drapes, window shades, upholstered furniture,
etc. Saves cleaning bills. Low priced
AGENTS WANTED. Hustlers maldng
phenomenal profits.
Samples sent at oar
SAMPI
F flPFFR
OHinrLE
urrxn risk
to Bxst per,,,,,,
In
each locality, who writes. No obliKRISTEE MFG. CO. 431 Bar

RELIEF

St..

f

Akron, O.

FROM

PSORIASIS
McUe
THE ONE

with

CRmOIL
SPOT
TEST

Dermoil has been used by thousands of men and women throughout the country to secure relief
from the effects of this ugly,
•aua
stubborn,
embarrassing scaly
Generous trial size skin disease often mistiken for
Apply it externally.
25c stamps or coin eczema.
Nonstaining. Grateful users report the scales have gone, the red patches gradually disappeared and their skin became clear again after years
of suffering with scaly patches.
Dermoil is backed by a
positive agreement to give chronic sufferers definite benefit
in two weeks time or money is refunded.
Beautifully
illustrated book on psoriasis and Dermoil FREE.
Trial
bottle and amazing PROOF OF RESULTS 25c to those
who send in druggist's name and address. Prove it yourself no matter how long you have suffered or what you have
tried.

LAKE
Box

t,

Northwestern Station

LABORATORIES
Dept. M-17, Detroit, Michigan

profit.

Here's a practice which cheats both adand listener. Mostly it's carried
on by small foreign-language stations in
big cities. A promoter buys an hour of
time from the station. The station officials don't know what he's going to do
with the hour; they ought to, but they
don't bother to ask. Then the promoter
peddles this hour piece-meal to independent merchants, taking whatever he can
get for one or two minute "announcements"
on the station. The program, as it finally
emerges from the loudspeaker, consists of
forty-five minutes of commercial blurbs
and fifteen minutes of music, interspersed
in snatches of a few bars each between
selling talks.
Here is the list of adverfour
tisers on a typical actual program
restaurants,
two butchers, two watchvertiser

—

makers, two candy stores, one dance hall,
one travel agent, one bakery, two delicatessen stores, one women's dress shop,
and one lingerie shop. The whole practice
is a gross abuse of the commercial possiresulting in programs
bilities of radio,
which are dull and irritating to listeners
and of no possible value to advertisers.
while we're on the
AND
eign-language

•

does, do something about it! Get
a raise in salary— but first get the training that will entitle you to this raise.
Thousands of men in the same fix as
you have gotten this training by sparetime study of an I. C. S. Course.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 2293-0, Scranton, Penna.
Without cost, please send me full particulars
the subject before which I have marked X:

D Architect
D Architectural Draftsman
D Building Estimating
Q Contractor and Builder

tell

A

healthy slice of business for foreignlanguage stations comes from dentists

and doctors. As no doubt you know,

it

Bridge Engineer
Bridge Foreman
Building Foreman
Diesel Engines
Aviation Engines

Electrical Engineer
Electric Lighting

D

D

Telegraph Engineer
Radio
Telephone Work
Management of Inventions
Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Patternmaker D Machinist

D
D

Automobile Work
Plumbing D Steam Fitting
Heating
Q Ventilation

D
O
D

Air Conditioning
Refrigeration
Pharmacy
R- R. Locomotives
R. R. Section Foreman

D
D
D

R. R- Signalmen
Air Brakes
Coal Mining
Fruit Growing
Chemistry
Agriculture
Navigation
Manufacturing
Cotton
Woolen Manufacturing
Poultry Farming

D

Foundry Practice
Reading Shop Blueprints
Heat Treatment of Metals
Sheet Metal Worker
Welding, Electric and G:
Toolm; ker

Civil Engineer

D Highway Engineer
D Surveying and Mapping

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES

D Business
D
D
D
D

Management

Business Correspondence
Lettering Show Cards

Industrial Management
Traffic Management

Cost Accountant
C. P. Accountancy
Bookkeeping

Q
D

Q
Signs

Work

French
Spanish
Service Station Salesmanship
Advertising
English
Secretarial

Stenography and Typing
Civil Service
Mail Carrier
Railway Mail Clerk
Grade School Subjects

High School Subjects

Salesmanship

D

store into his radio talks!

Steam Engineer
Marine Engineer

Structural Draftsman
Structural Engineer

you

the one about the pastor of a foreign-language church who conducted a marriage
bureau over one of these stations in New
York. On his program he offered to introduce young people of his faith to each
other, object matrimony. The racket, of
course, was to perform the ceremonies
for his boys and girls if they fell in love.
And as a sideline racket he slipped numerous commercial blurbs for a furniture

Sanitary Engineer

D

D

D

me

about

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES

subject of for-

stations, let

If it

D

College Preparatory
First Year College Subjects

Illustrating
D
DOMESTIC SCIENCE COURSES
Dressmaking
Q Millinery

Cartooning

Professional

and Designing
Home Dressmaking
Advanced Dressmaking

Foods and Cookery
and Cafeteria

Q Tea Room

Management, Catering

Age

Name

is

contrary to the medical code to advertise,
but if a doctor advertises in a foreign
tongue, it isn't likely that anybody but the
people he wants to reach will know it.
Before you send money to a radio station, be reasonably sure in your own mind
that the offer you are answering has been
made in good faith. It's a pet gag for
small stations to broadcast their own advertisements, asking you to send in ten
cents for something or other a cookbook, package of seeds, or similar household article. If an established commercial
firm makes such an offer through a station, it is almost sure to be bona-fide, but
if a station itself makes it, be careful, because you may not get the promised ar-

Address,

,

City

..State..

Present Position
// you reside in Canada, send this coupon to the
International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited*
Montreal, Canada.
:

—

you write in often and
enough, you may at last receive

ticle.

If

bitterly

it,
but
about nine out of ten people either give
up after one try, forget about it, or decide that their letters or the merchandise

got lost in the mail.

(Continued on page 79)

IT'S double-acting

HONEY &

TAR. One

FOLEY'S
ingredient-

group coats irritated throat

A COUGH

linings,

thereby quickly relieving tickling,
hacking; and checking coughing. The
other group actually reaches the bronchialtubes, aids inloosening phlegm,
breakingupcold.andspeedingrecovery. No stomach-upsetting drugs.
Ideal for children, too. For speedy
7elieff speeded-up recovery, insist on—

WC

TOT
XvrJLJCiJl 9

RELIEF
SPEEDS

RECOVERY
HOMEY STAR

compound
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BEGINNING NEXT MONTH
GREAT flmjCOrdiAt SERIES

*5,OOOOo
pVtDWl+h for

YOUR TRUE STORIES
Beginning with January, each month until

Macfadden Publications, Inc.,
award $5,000 in handsome cash prizes for

further notice
will

true stories.

The

contest of this

first

great

new

series

opens on January 2nd and closes on January
29th, 1937. Ten prizes ranging from the magnificent first prize of
stantial

sum

of

best true stories

$250

$1500 down

to the sub-

be paid for the ten
received from January 2nd to
will

January 29th inclusive.

Announcements regarding subsequent contests and prize schedules will appear in successive issues of several Macfadden magazines.
In the meantime prepare now to take advantage of the splendid opportunity offered by
the January contest.

Surely, at

some period

your life you have lived or observed the
working out of one or more true stories so
vivid, so gripping, so emotionally compelling
that men and women everywhere would be
pleased and thrilled to read them.

These are the stories that we seek and will
pay handsomely to secure. Begin to plan your
first true story today.
Send it in as soon as
possible after January 1st and then prepare to
take part in the February and subsequent contests. While it is a popular saying that "opportunity knocks but once" during the period
of this contest series opportunity will knock
once each month. Can you afford to miss such
a chance to add substantially to your bank
account?
If you have not taken part in true story
manuscript contests in the past we urgently
suggest that before actually beginning to write
you send for a free copy of a booklet telling
"Facts You Should Know Before Writing True
Stories". A coupon is provided for your convenience. It will be to your advantage to read
this

booklet carefully.

in

MACFADDEN

Watch the February issues of this and simiMacfadden magazines (on sale during

lar

January) for contest rules, prize schedule and
other important details.

j

I

j

PUBLICATIONS,

|

Macfadden Publications, Inc., P. O. Box 490
Grand Central Station, New York, N. Y.
Please send me my free copy of your booklet entitled
Should Know Before Writing True Stories".

W.G.

"Facts

You

|

|

INC.
122

EAST 42ND

St.

NEW YORK
1
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(Print,
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RADIO MIRROR
(Continued from page /7)
receive two instead of one. And upon entering our store, mention this broadcast.
If you do that, and make a two-garment
unless you per-

You can't always be sure of such offers
even when they are made in the name of
some commercial

firm,

know the firm. Some stations
make up fake names for non-existent

sonally

and put on programs supposedly
by these firms. Let's take a

firms,

sponsored

special case, in order to make this racket
clearer.
You hear a program sponsored
by a firm calling itself the Eiffel Tower
Hosiery Co. The announcer says: "As a
special introductory offer, we will send
listeners to this program three pairs of
fine Eiffel Tower silk stockings, a flask of
Toujours Vous perfume, and a beautiful
hand-embroidered linen handkerchief all
for the introductory price of one dollar!"
When the money starts to roll in the
racketeering station manager hustles out
to the nearest wholesale district, buys the
cheapest and shoddiest hose, perfume, and
handkerchiefs available, and mails it out.
For her dollar the listener gets about

—

cents worth

forty
junk.

of pure and

assorted

The point rs. of course, that there is no
Tower Hosiery Co. It's just a fictitious name the station has thought up to
lend credibility to its own racketeering
Eiffel

scheme.

Do you

think that every time you hear
air you are hearing live
talent unless the announcer says, "This is
an electrical transcription," or otherwise
tags the program as a recording? Yes.
know that according to law that is what
he is supposed to do. but in practice this
law is frequently violated outright or
neatly evaded. This is how it is evaded

something on the

I

some stations: The announcer says.
"You all know Bing Crosby from his
in

radio broadcasts and his records. Here he
The word "records" is included in
is."
the announcement, you see, and presumably that makes everything all right, even
if the listener is left with the impression
that he's listening to Bing in person.

UAVE

you ever heard your

announcer. at the end of a network program, cut in and say that the program you
just listened to was sponsored by So-andso? And have you thereupon been pleased
because one of your favorite sustaining
local

had gained a commercial? You
shouldn't be. The network doesn't knowabout it. the star doesn't know about it.
What has happened is that your local
station has turned a non-commercial program into a commercial one by selling it
to a local advertiser and keeping the
artists

money.

You must always

be on your guard
against false and misleading advertising
claims on small stations. The penalty is
loss of a station's license to operate, but
the advertising claims are sometimes so
difficult to check on that it is hard to stop
the practice completely. One case is typical.
A clothing company was advertising

over

western station, something like
this: "Add one dollar to the price of any
garment from SI 5 to S50 in our stock, and
a

HOW

purchase, you will be given two seats to
next week's prize fight absolutely free!"
Sounds too good to be true, doesn't
Investigation revealed that
it?
It was.
the store in question not only failed to include some of its suits in the two-for-one
offer, but that the prices marked on the
clothes which were included, were exactly
one hundred percent higher than they
should have been in other words, twice
the proper amount for a single suit.
Moreover, if a customer mentioned the
broadcast upon entering the store he was
really tipping off the salesman to charge
him top prices because he was a sucker!

—

—

QUESTIONABLE

accounts carried by
small stations include advertising for

medicines and remedies which have been
condemned as worthless by government
Astrologers and fortuneinvestigators.
tellers are also heard, promising to reveal
your past and future life even though
the law clearly states that such people are
not to be allowed on the air.
Then there is the inevitable involved
and complicated dodge which appears to
an observer to mean so much hard work
that the racketeer would be better off
earning an honest living. Some performers go on the air for months absolutely
free, taking not a cent of money from the
small station they're heard over. Their
racket is to ask listeners for letters containing little incidents which may be incorporated into the program, or for letters
on some other subject, perhaps.

$30.$50.*75aWEEK

fMioam

the racketeers want are the letters.
time, they collect an immense list of
names and addresses. Then they quit the
get themselves a suitcase full of
air,
cheap books, and start out on a house-tohouse canvass of the people who have
written in. They have no difficulty getting to see their prospects, because the latter already know them by name, and are
more or less flattered to be receiving a
visit from a radio "star."
Rackets some of them petty, but all of
them big enough to gather in hundreds of
thousands of dollars in illegal money.
Radio is infested with them, and for its
own sake it must clean house. Probably
know
there are other rackets of which
nothing new and ingenious schemes for
trapping the unwary. That is why you
who read this, all over the country, must
be on your guard for new tricks as well
as those I've told you about here. Wiping
out the rackets is too big a job for radio
and the F. C. C. to handle without your
help in pointing out where to attack.
Have you too suffered either at the cost
of your money or your time at the
hands of the racketeers? If you have, or
if you should in the future, write to the
editor of Radio Mirror or to the Federal
In

Do you want

—

—

—

Communications Commission in Washington and help to prevent others from being
victimized in the same way.

you could qualify or make such a good imCheck up on yourself by
reading the fascinating revelations in the February Issue of
think

pression you'd be asked out again?

to

il/nub

make more money?

Broadcasting stations employ engi-

operators, station managers
pay up to $5,000 a year.
Spare time Radio set servicing
pays as much as $200 to $500 a
year—full time servicing jobs pay
as much as $30, $50, $75 a week.
Many Radio Experts own their own
full or part time Radio businesses.
Radio manufacturers and jobbers
employ testers, inspectors, foremen, engineers, servicemen, paying up to $6,000 a year.
Radio
operators on ships get good pay
Automobile,
and see the world.
police, aviation, commercial Radio,
and loud speaker systems offer
good opportunities now and for the
Television promises many
future.
good jobs soon. Men I trained have
good jobs in these branches of

neers,

and

"When

completed

I

I obtained
Radio Broadcast
Operator's license and
immediately joined
Station WMPC, where
I am now Chief OperHOLLIS F.
ator.

20 lessons,

my

"—

HAYES,
St.,

85

Madison

Lapeer, Mich.

Radio.

Many Make
Week Extra

a

$5,
in

$10, $15
Spare Time

While Learning

—

I

i/ouai

m Apa/m

harm

What

ABOUT A DATE WITH ONE OF RADIO'S RICH
AND HANDSOME BACHELORS?

Do you

Learn to Make

—

Practically

*'I now have n
Radio business, which
shows three hundred

dollars a

—thanks

month

profit

again to National Radio." FRANK
T. REESE, 39 N. Felton St., Philadelphia,

every neighborhood

needs a good spare time serviceThe day you enroll I start
man.
sending you Extra Money Job
Sheets. They show you how to do
Radio repair jobs that you can cash
Throughout your
in on quickly.
training I send plans and ideas
that have made good spare time
money for hundreds of fellows. I
send special equipment which gives
you practical experience — shows
you how to conduct experiments
and build circuits which illustrate
important Radio principles.

Penna.

Find
Earned

$50
First

Month
in

knew

"I

Spare

nothing

about

Radio.
four lessons I

After

began

Radios,

servicing

shows you actual letters from men
I have trained, telling what they
are doing and earning; tells about

my Money-Back Agreement. MAIL
COUPON in an envelope, or paste
on a postcard—NOW!
J.

E.

SMITH, President

Dept. 7ATB
National Radio Institute

time."— G. F. WALTON, 808 West Olney

Washington, D. C.

Road, Norfolk, Va.

E.

—

Mail the coupon now for "Rich Rewards in Radio." It's free to any
fellow over 16 years old. It describes Radio's spare time and full
time opportunities, also those coming in Television; tells about my
Training in Radio and Television;

earning $50 the first
month. Last winter I
made as high as $100
a month in spare

J.

Out What Radio Offers
You Mail Coupon

SMITH,

Dept. 7ATB,
National Radio Institute,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Smith: Without obligating me, send "Rich Re-

wards

in

Radio,"

which

points out the spare tii
and full time opportunities
in Radio and explains your
50-50 method of training men at
home in spare time to become Radio
experts. (Please Write Plainly.)

RADIO MIRROR
CITY

STATE..
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The

One Broadcast Hollywood

Fears

(Continued from page 29)
fear, envy,
talk.

and sometimes

Most of them admit

respect, in the
that they need

if they conduct themselves
and gentlemen. But they can't
help resenting it when Jimmy takes them

not be afraid
like ladies

to task.
Let's take a look into some of Fidler's
methods and see what sort of chap this
bogey man of Hollywood really is.
Always ready to fight for the underdog, he recently raised his voice until

Hollywood realized that more than one
old time star needed financial help. Because of his campaign, and because he was
not afraid to mention names, many of
your old-time favorites are now receiving
contracts to studios, or preferred extra
calls which they so sadly needed.
When a certain producer tried to force
his attentions on a young starlet, whom
he had just put under contract, she went
to Jimmy. He related the incident on the
Withholding names but telling the
air!
producer that unless he stopped annoying
the girl his name would be announced on
the next broadcast.
following morning two thugs called
and politely informed him that
unless he laid off, something very mussy
and unpleasant would happen to him. Before he went on the air again, Fidler sent
word to the producer to be sure and listen in. He announced the visit of the
producer's henchmen and informed the
producer that if anything unpleasant happened to him, the entire case, a record of
which now reposed in the safe-deposit box
of his attorney, would be given to the
newspapers. The girl was never molested
again!

The

on

Fidler,

SOMETIMES

Jimmy

pays

for

inside

and then, again, sometimes, not. It
depends entirely on the motivation of the
person who gives the information and
upon whether or not he actually needs
the money.
One of Fidler's most satisfactory and
hard hitting ways of bringing the stars up
on their toes is reading an open letter to
them over the air.
tips

—

Once, when he chided Carole Lombard
for taking two of Glenda Farrell's boy
friends away from her in quick succession
the trade papers, and his old enemy, the

Actors' Guild, went to his spontried to have him removed from
But the sponsors seemed to see

Screen
sors

and

the air.
things Jimmy's way!
"The greatest response

1

ever received

from an open letter," Jimmy told me,
wrote to Robert Taylor and
"was when
told him that unless he quit being a champion playboy he would lose Irene Hervey.
I

He did lose her to Allan Jones, but, in
that instance, the fans did not like my
letter!" Jimmy grinned.
"I suppose some people regard me as a
Public Enemy," said Jimmy, "but why
should anyone in Hollywood be afraid of
me unless he has a guilty conscience? If
see what looks to me like a wrong, I
have to right
try to use what influence
it.
If
see someone getting out of line, I
defy
try to push or help him back in.
anyone to point out a single instance
where
have broadcast or printed anything to hurt a reputation or defame a
character."
I

I

I

I

I

Now, you

are probably wondering what
A
chap this Jimmy Fidler is.
little
about the fellow whose shadow
hangs ever across Hollywood's sins and
misdeeds. If you were introduced to him
you would find him a rather slender,
blond man, a typical man-about-town,
well but never over-dressed, charming and
with a smile that you'd remember. He
never knows what it is to relax and his
reservoir of energy seems endless.
He
sort

of

paces the floor like a caged lion

when he

talks.

what Jimmy did when he decided
become a radio commentator!
"Before becoming a magazine editor,"
Jimmy explained, "I had been a personal
exactly
to

publicity

agent

to

stars.

1

such

helped

Gaynor, Wally Reid, Edmund Lowe, Marion Nixon, Rudolph Valentino, Betty Compson, and many more
to positions of wealth and fame by my
disefforts on their publicity campaigns.
covered how avidly fans listened to news
and gossip of Hollywood, and vowed if
ever found a medium that would satisas Janet

stars

I

1

factorily bring this information to people
I
would jump at the chance of doing the
job. Radio proved to be the answer, so 1
gave up everything and resolved to build
If
myself into a radio personality.
I

could make others rich and famous,
not Jimmy Fidler?"

why

was with this sort of faith that Jimmy
gave up his $10,000 a year income, and
for more than a year interviewed stars on
the Hollywood on the Air program. And
without one cent of compensation!
At last his efforts bore fruit in the way
of a national broadcast.
That was the
turning point. Sponsors, his daily news
column, and the Fox Movietone News job

BT

followed in rapid order.
Success hasn't changed Jimmy Fidler
very much.
He has some fundamental
rules which he never breaks.
He doesn't

mind
"I

telling

them:

take great pains never to obligate

myself to anyone in Hollywood. That
don't
is a hard and fast rule because
want my hands tied by some personal obligation if
am forced to take a swat
some time. never attend the many press
I

He was born in St. Louis but spent his
boyhood in Memphis which accounts for
the South in his radio voice. He has been
married three times, once at a tender age,
and that first marriage lasted only a year.
His next marital try was with an actress,
Dorothy Lee and such marriages rarely
work out in Hollywood. Today he has
found his true heart's desire, a girl who
loves to sit at home with him and who

—

does not

The
equally

demand

the night spots.

business

side
interesting.

of

Fidler's life is
a western
which paid him a

He was

editor for a magazine
salary of $500 a month. He earned another |300 by writing for other magazines.
He earned almost $10,000 a year, a sum
not to be lightly cast aside but that is

—

I

I

for I can't afford to accept the
hospitality of a star and then later rake
him or her over the coals. I'm duty
bound to
job.
It has been a long,
steep climb but I see sunshine ahead.
am on the air all the year
Now that
around, I'll give my listeners all the news
that is fit to talk," he smiled, "and get
away with it too!"
If the past is any indication of the future, Jimmy will do just that. Our celebrities will toe the mark
or pay the price.
It is the sort of price which money cannot
buy that is why Jimmy Fidler has the
parties,

my
I

—

—

broadcast which

all

Hollywood

fears!

Set the Stage With Soup
(Continued from page 47)
chicken soup with a bit of flour added for
thickening, may be used in a rice ring.
No doubt you have used canned tomato soup in preparing Swiss steak, but
have you tried it with veal chops? Brown
the chops in butter, pour a can of tomato soup over them and simmer, covered,
for fifteen minutes.
Turn, baste thoroughly with the soup, and continue simmering for fifteen minutes more. Sprinkle
with grated Parmesan cheese and set under the broiler flame until the cheese has

browned.

Macaroni and spaghetti are on the prelist in the Keech cuisine, and these
standbys, too, Mrs. Keech dresses up with
canned soup. She makes a sauce for spaghetti by browning in sweet butter thin
ferred

slices

of frankfurter (the skins are to be

removed first), then adding a can of tomato soup, half a glass of milk, plenty of
pepper, and simmering until it is of the
desired consistency. With this, Kel likes
80

lettuce,

with Mrs. Keech's special Roque-

fort cheese dressing.

Macaroni a la Keech is prepared as
follows: place a layer of cooked macaroni
in a buttered casserole, cover with a layer
of hard boiled egg slices, spread with
cream of spinach soup and dot with butter.
Repeat until the casserole is filled,
cover with buttered Crumbs and bake in a
moderate oven.
On those rush days when Kel has only
a few minutes between broadcasts for
lunch he is likely to order poached eggs
on toast but poached eggs with a difference. Sometimes they are poached in
chicken consomme, sometimes in tomato
soup, sometimes in beef bouillon, but
never in plain water.

—

When you

arrive

home

late in

the af-

because your bridge game has
lasted longer than usual, do you worry
about what can be prepared most easily
and quickly so that dinner won't be de-

ternoon

layed too long? Next time that happens,
try Mrs. Keech's suggestion of salmon
with pea soup, or cheese with tomato
soup. For the former, drain the oil from
a can of salmon, remove skin and bones
and place in the upper part of a double
boiler. Add a can of pea soup (undiluted)
and heat through. If the mixture is too
stiff
it
should be the same consistency
as any creamed dish
add milk gradually
until the desired consistency is reached.
Serve on buttered toast.
Cheese with tomato soup is prepared in
the same way, the proportions being one
half pound of cheese to one can of tomato
soup. Serve on buttered toast or crackers.
Mrs. Keech has other delightful suggestions for using canned soups which shall
be sent to you, together with recipes for
Kel's favorite salads and desserts. Just send
a stamped, self-addressed envelope to Mrs.
Margaret Simpson, Radio Mirror, 111
East 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

—

—
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sing of
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college
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it

people sing
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gather

it

Compound as a panacea or a cure-all.
We do know it has been tested and
approved by women of three generations. We do know that a million
women have written to tell us it has

at

the chorus.

in

been helpful during the three most

she saved, she saved, she

human

race

—"

remember

cence, motherhood and "middle age."

From laughing young

lips

that

More
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school
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LAWYERS DRIVE

GOODWILL
COURT
OFF THE AIR?

GINGER ROGERSTelevision's Ideal

COMPLETE

WORDS

AND MUSIC TO A

FAMOUS THEME
SONG IN THIS
ISSUE

Answering

All

Your Questions
About

TELEVISION

YES,

IF

YOUR MAKE-UP'S NATURAL

WHAT

IS BEAUTY FOR-if
not to set masculine hearts

athrob— if not to bring the thrill
of conquests— if not to sing
little songs of happiness in
your heart when he admires?

Make-up's

so_

important

—

especially your rouge!

All over the world smartly-groomed
women say Princess Pat rouge is their
utterly natural color.
it is

Princess Pat

tone.

of color

rouge that looks painted, that outlines
itself as a splotch. But Princess Pat
rouge— duo-tone Ah, there is beauty!

—

th^t
skin,

of

just like a natural blush. You'll be a

glamorous person with Princess Pat
rouge — irresistible. Try it — and see.

its

—most likely

secret

is

one

flat

But Princess Pat

rouge

is

duo-tone.

There's an under-

tone that blends

•+sr.

with an overtone, to

change magically
There's nothing beautiful about

is

coming from within the

Your rouge—unless

discover

Let's

favorite.

incredible, astounding effect

on your skin. It becomes richly beautiful, vital, real
no

—

outline.

Princess Pat cosmetics- (omah

are non

W9 Wm
|% %m

The almost
-

allergic

El

PRINCESS PAT,

Eli

2709 South Wells Street, Chicago

Dept. 792

Without cost or obligation please send me a
sample of Princess Pat rouge, as checked

free

/

Q
D

English Tint

Squaw

PRINCESS PAT ROUGE

Medium
One sample free;

Vivid

Theatre

IN

—

"A TALE OF TODAY"

with Joan Blaine,

NBC

Red Network— every Sunday

6:30 P.M., E.S.T.

Street

State

City
IN CANADA,

D
D

Tan
Nlte

additional samples 10c each.

Name

TUNE

Gold

Poppy

GORDON GORDON

LTD.,

TORONTO

Finger Wave, Manicure and Facial
yet she overlooks tender, ailing gums

How

Yet her smile

often such neglect leads

—with

to real dental tragedies...

liant.

keep your gums healthy
with Ipana and Massage.
help

still

But not

until

usually

and brilshe does something

those lazy, tender

about her tender, ailing
til

gums— not

she knows the meaning of that warn-

by the hour for the latest
spend dollar after dollar on beauty aids, and fret and worry
over the first sign of a skin blemish.
But her friends and even strangers selsit

finger wave,

dom

notice these things.

her smile

—a

smile that

is

They only

disappointing smile

dull,

dingy and unsightly—
of thrills!

a smile that shocks instead

a good tooth paste,
like a good dentist,
is

never a luxury.

see

—

Heed

that Tinge of "Pink"

When

you see that tinge of "pink" on
your tooth brush—go to your dentist.
You may not be in for serious trouble—

more work for
gums and the healthy

will suggest

stimulation of Ipana and massage.

un-

ing tinge of "pink" on her tooth brush.

She'll

he

could be attractive

teeth sparkling, white

If

he does,

start

sage today. Use

it

with Ipana and masfaithfully.

Massage

a

Ipana onto your gums every time
you brush your teeth. Gradually you'll
little

notice a

new

life

and firmness
gums.

as circu-

lation quickens in the

Then with whiter

teeth,

healthier

how appealing your smile will
how brilliant, sparkling. Start with

gums,

but let him decide. More than likely,
however, he will lay the blame to our

be

modern menus—to the soft foods that
rob our gums of necessary work. And

and help make your smile the
attractive thing it ought to be.

;

Ipana Tooth Paste and. massage today,
lovely,

IPANA
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NATURE

IS

J^f

.

WITH TOOTH ENAMEL

ENAMEL ONCE WORN AWAY.
NEVER. GROWS BACK- NEVER /

THIS BEAUTIFUL

. .

Protect precious enamel.
Once lost, it's gone for-

ever. Be safe
flashing

new

and win

luster with

absolute security!
Nature restores skin, hair, nails— but never
tooth enamel. Those precious surfaces,
once worn away, are gone forever. Beauty
decay attacks teeth
goes with them
the days of enchanting young teeth are over.
.

«"USEOF,ti"
W
s
hpiieit t»t«»

,

,

paste.

One

that cleans by an entirely new
That uses no chalk or grit or

harsh abrasive.

r

7

«<«»*• *
BECAUSE OE

&

. .

Guard those precious surfaces! Now
you the utterly safe tooth

OM«««*-

Un<?s

.

science brings

principle.

BECAUSE

.

PEPSODENT TOOTH PASTE
IT ALONE CONTAINS IRIUM

Pepsodent alone contains IRIUM
Pepsodent containing irium brings flashing
luster to teeth— cleans them immaculately—
freshens mouth— stimulates gums and free flowing saliva— yet does so with the safest action ever
known in tooth pastes.
Because irium— the thrilling new dental
ingredient— removes film without scouring or
scraping. It lifts the clinging plaque off teeth
and washes it gently away. It leaves the enamel
surfaces spotlessly clean— then polishes them to a
brilliant luster you never even saw before!
It's an amazing advance in tooth beauty and
safety. In just a few days your teeth sparkle with
alluring brilliance that everyone notices. Buy a
tube of Pepsodent containing irium. Begin now
to use this new method that brings flashing
luster to your teeth with absolute safety.

PRESS-TIME FLASHES:

A Y

J

B y

Wit-

ty and wisecracking James J.
Walker, New York's ex-playboy mayor, should make his debut

PETERS

as

news commentator

a

shortly.

Sponsors

regard his remarkable
gift of gab and ingratiating personality as potential star
material
Rudy Vallee is negotiating with producers
to star him in a legitimate play on Broadway
Major
Bowes turns down a quarter of a million dollars to work
in the movies because it wouldn't be fair to his sponsor.
Jean Harlow, offered plenty for a solo session with the
mike in New York, declines, claiming she hasn't the courage
to run the gauntlet of autograph fiends. A brand new reason for not broadcasting
520,000 visitors passed through
the portals of Radio City during 1936, 55,000 more than
At forty cents a head, it means the
last year's record.
tidy sum of |208,000 paid out for a peek behind the scenes
of broadcastland.
Two old timers in show business, Billy B. Van and Gus
Edwards, are on the verge of signing with sponsors for
network programs
the networks taboo any humorous
mention of Mrs. Wallie Simpson and King Edward,
though they are the most discussed topic in the world
Gossips see a romance budding between Kay Thompson
of the Chesterfield program and Jack Jenny, saxophonist
with Andre Kostelanetz' orchestra.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

So

many programs

ing such a

demand

originating in

Hollywood

.

.

are creat-

for film stars that salaries have gone

haywire, and this development

is

forcing

some of the shows

move back East. When this column was compiled, the
J. Walter Thompson Advertising Agency, producer of the
Lux Radio Theater and Shell Chateau sessions, was again
to

contemplating with favor Radio City, where plenty of talent of all kinds is constantly on tap. On the Pacific, stars
once content with |2,000 a broadcast are demanding and
getting f 5,000, and sponsors find

—

—

the cost of

Hitz and Nick
Dawson of Dangerous
Paradise fame will
return Jan. 4 in a

yond

new dramatic

follows a

Elsie

all

programs mounting be-

reason.

Columbia's
is

serial.

staff

of announcers

in the throes of a shake-up.

new

rule

imposed by

It

its

Bureau that announcers
must give up to the bureau twenty
per cent of their salaries in commissions for any extra
money earned spieling on commercial programs, for news
reels, transcriptions, etc. Carlyle Stevens and Del Sharbut
promptly turned in their resignations to become free-lance
mikemen and others are following in their footsteps. The
departure of Sharbut provided an opening at the New
York headquarters for Ralph Edwards, formerly of KFRC
on the West Coast.
Artists

*

*

*

in the
Jack Benny becomes Public Entertainer No.
Crosley Reports, the sponsors' Bible, replacing Major
Edward Bowes who occupied that exalted position for two
years. Critics assign much of the credit to Benny's new script
writer, Al Boasberg, for ten years a movie scenarist and
1

director.

Roebuck and Company, going strong for picture
Then and Now program, hands Francis
Lederer $3,500 for a single broadcast and considers Ronald
Coleman at $7,500! Is that the reason for its sudden departure from the air?
Sears,

celebrities for its

With applications for new broadcasting stations being filed with the
Jack Pearl grins

in

pleasure over being
back on the air as
the Baron. Here he
is
with Mrs. Pearl.

ComFederal
Communications
mission at the rate of twenty-five
weekly, the rush to the Ether Eldorado is on in earnest. Fifty new
transmitters

{Cant,

on page 71)

!

PRETTY GIRL, pretty dress. "'But with this
chapped skin, I'll look a sight!" Smooth your
skin with Hinds, the vitamin lotion. Its Vitamin D is actually absorbed by skin. Now, more

than ever, Hinds creamy softeners soak
chapped skin soft again. Face and
hands bloom out truly smooth not just slick.

scuffed,

—

SANDPAPER after
Hinds soaks
chapped skin smooth again. Its
Vitamin D is absorbed actually
seems to fill out skin. Creamy, not
watery Hinds works better!

(above) "SKIN LIKE
this

snowy

trip!"

—

—

SHE NEEDS HELP

!

Her skin

will, too

—so chapped! That's when Hinds,
with
It

its

Vitamin D,

feels so

comforts chapped

good.

skin faster.

SCRUB THE TUB... but save your hands with Hinds.
Skin stays smooth regardless of gritty cleansers,
drying soaps. Hinds is creamy... not watery. And

—

now contains Vitamin D

that skin actually absorbs!

Now... Hinds contains "Sunshine
Vitamin" that skin absorbs
Hinds Honey and Almond Cream now contains
Vitamin D. Vitamin D is absorbed by the skin and
it many of the benefits of si ishine. Actually
seems to fill out dry skin! Now, more than ever,
Hinds soothes and softens dryness, aids skin in its
fight against cracked knuckles, chapping, tenderness, heat, cold, wind, and housework. Promotes
supple, soft skin. Try Hinds, the "sunshine vitamin" lotion. Every creamy drop with its Vitamin
D does your skin more good $1, 50c, 25c, 10c sizes.

gives

—

—

!

DAILY RADIO TREAT: Ted Malone... inviting you
Copyright, 1937, Lehn

&

Kink Products Corporation

yourself to Happiness and to Beauty,
12:15 pmE.S.T. over the

WABC-CBS

H I N D S ^ QuLcW Asfa
-

HONEY AND ALMOND CREAM

Monday

j...

N<a-

to help
to Friday,

Network.

Vvkw^

C0H5T-TO-C0AST HIBHUGHTS
By

CINCINNATI:

Those sighs and reRU S
you hear in the background of the program over the Mutual Network from 10 to 10:45 P. M. EST, every Monday,
are real. Those sighs and cries come from some hundred
privileged spectators who are watching the Famous Jury
Trials program go on the air at WLW.
When the audience is seated for this drama written by
Don Becker from data based on actual outstanding cases
in the country's history and assembled by the prominent
New York trial attorney, Martin H. Young it faces a complete courtroom setting. The judge, Richard Kay Keith,
sits on his high bench. At his left is the witness chair. Im-

KING

S

pressed cries

—

—

mediately in front
ing director of

sits

WLW.

who is E. J. Rogers, castThe production man, Harold Carr,

the clerk,

gives his last minute instructions to the cast.

Final adjust-

ments are made on guns, chains, and other sound effects
by the chief technician, Don Winget, Jr.
The actors in their places, Announcer Peter Frant introduces the show and the ringing voice of the bailiff calls
the court to order. From here on the tenseness is comparable
only to a courtroom murder trial. As the prosecution addresses the jury, the witness
if the script is dramatic
enough breaks down
the defense attorney shouts
back
the bailiff jumps to his feet
a scream ... a
woman has fainted. It is all so real that the audience, no
longer in a studio but a real courtroom, comes to its feet.

—

.

.

.

—

.

.

Keith pounds for order and the
whispering away from the
calms some spectator, reminding

mike,

him that a program

is

on the

air.

As the

state rests

the defense addresses the jury in presenting

its

and

case, those

"ohs" and "ahs" you hear are the natural reactions of an
audience vitally concerned with the trial it is witnessing.
When Announcer Grant signs off at 10:45 P. M., the
audience, hesitant for a moment, rises and visibly reflects
the letdown after the forty-five minutes of tenseness. The
attorney who a few minutes before was shaking his fist in
the face of a witness, incurring the wrath of the court and
the spectators, is talking and laughing with that witness.

That realism of

— reveals

a

itself for

—

few minutes before, now and only now
what it was: just another script, but a

and acted. As the audience trails
evident that many have not yet fully assured themselves the courtroom scene just witnessed was not the real
script expertly written

out

it is

thing.

YESTERDAY'S STARS???
This department
a flood

as the

is

accustomed

to letters but hardly such

December Radio (Continued on page 73)

.

.

.

;

Below, left to right, William Green, Richard Keith, and
Sidney Slon, who help make those Famous Jury Trials over
every Monday night such realistic radio broadcasts.

WLW

Judge

actor-bailiff,

Below, a fascinating character study of Jimmie
Stevenson in action at a WJR microphone during
one of his programs as a star news broadcaster.

Forster Studio

//

LISTERINE SAYS Wufu/-ufi.
to Nature's
Feel chilly?
Uneasy?
With just a
hint of rawness and tickle in the throat?

Healing Process

fore there is actual pain in swallowing.

Additional precautions? Certainly. The
Common Cold calls for common sense
hygiene; plenty of fresh air, rest, and
sleep; and regular elimination.

Prompt action may prevent much
needless suffering. Or hasten the healing process. Thus ending the cold or

But gargle frequently with Listerine
Antiseptic, several times a day at least.
Many users report best results with

.

Do

.

.

.

something about

.

.

it,

quick! be-

sore throat sooner.

gargling every hour. If the inflammation still persists, it is advisable to

Don't Treat Symptoms
Get At the Cause
The irritated throat-surface is usually
the result of infection by germs. Help
the system in its fight to repel these
germs by gargling with Listerine Antiseptic.

Every one of these surface germs
which it reaches is almost instantly
killed by full-strength Listerine. It destroys not only one type of germ, or

two; but any and

all

•associated with the

kinds which are

Common Cold and

Simple Sore Throat. And there are
literally millions of such germs in the
mouth.

The

effect of Listerine is definitely

—

antiseptic NOT anesthetic. It
doesn't lull you into a feeling of false
security by merely dulling the irritation in the throat. Listerine acts to

check the infection, and so gives Nature a helping hand.

consult your doctor.

Fewer, Less Severe Colds
Proved in Clinical Tests
Four years of carefully supervised
medical tests established the clear-cut
finding that those who gargled regularly with Listerine Antiseptic had
fewer colds .
and got rid of them
faster
than non-garglers.
.

.

.

.

.

This winter, why not make a test of
your own case? Get a bottle of Listerine, the safe antiseptic with the

pleasant taste. Keep it handy in the
medicine cabinet. Use it regularly.

Then see if your experience doesn't
check with that of millions who never
accept anything but Listerine when
they buy an antiseptic mouth-wash.

Even in the throats of
healthy persons, disease-

producin g germs are
found at all times. X-ray
photographs of garglers
indicate how Listerine
Antiseptic, used as a gargle,

reaches the germs on

throat-surfaces.

MORE NEWS
IS

THE SECRET OF RADIANT

ON THE
HOLLYWOOD FRONT
By RUTH GERI
SLEDDING!
TOUGH
trast
to

the

In sharp connotable successes of

Don Ameche, Vin (Myrt & Marge)
Haworth and Lionel Stander, who came
from radio to Hollywood, other airwave actors and actresses find the path
to movie fame discouragingly rocky.
Art Jacobsen, Donald Briggs, Dorothy
Page, and Shaindel Kalish all were stars
in

Cnicago.

Yet Jacobsen is merely twiddling his
thumbs, tied up by contracts which prevent him from doing other work. Briggs
has spent most of his time in a hospital
repairing bones broken when he filmed
a Western without a double. Dorothy
Page, catapulted into the movies after
winning the title of radio queen, was
dropped at the expiration of her option.
Shaindel Kalish has been successively

renamed Anne Preston, for Universal,

who had

her chestnut hair tinted red,
then Judith Blake, at RKO, where she
was made a blonde.
Fourth Estaters are faring better. Bill
Cooper, who authored Lights Out and
other big Chicago script shows, is
profitably at work at 20th Century-Fox,
and the other night, at Jimmy Wellington's party for the cast of "Scandals"

Kenny Baker (below) finishes his
song on Jack Benny's program to
take part in RADIO MIRROR'S

•

special

Beauty authorities agree that thorough
is the most important step in
complexion care. A simple step, too,
cleansing

since Daggett

&

Ramsdell created the

new Golden Cleansing Cream
more

efficient

—

-for

a

skin cleanser could not

Golden Cleansing Cream contains a
remarkable

new

ingredient,

colloidal

power to rid
make-up and other

gold, with an amazing
skin pores of dirt,
impurities.

You

can't see or feel this

colloidal gold, any

more than you can

see the iron in spinach; but

special

its

Golden Cleansing Cream
more thorough than ordi-

action makes

many

be obtained.

times

nary cleansers, and tones and invigorates skin tissues

meanwhile.

how

See for yourself, tonight,

Golden

and clean

leaves your skin. You'll find

cream

your

at

fresh

Cream
this new

Cleansing

drug

or

department

store, for just $1.00.

Daggett & Ramsdell

GOLDEN CLEANSING CREAM
Copr. 1987. D&Kgett

MAKE

THIS SIMPLE TEST)

Daggett

~

• Now, cleanse with Daggett &
Ramsdell Golden Cleansing Cream.
Your tissue shows more dirt— brought
from pore depths by this more
effective cleansing.

Ramedell

^P MF 3
"

1

Ramsdell

-

Room

New
• Apply your usual skin
cleanser. Wipe it off
with tissue. Your face
seems clean— but is it?

&

&

1980, 2 Park Avenue
York City

Enclosed find

lOtf

in

stamps for

which please send me my trial size jar
Golden Cleansing Cream. (Oner
good in U. S. only.)
of

Name
Street

.State.

City
I

Dealer's

Name.

.

.

.

NBC

anniversary broadcast.

1

ran into

most

Bob Andrews, one of radio's
penmen. The originator

prolific

//

I'm most certainly grateful

of Skippy, Betty and Bob, Jack Armstrong and other shows still finds time
to keep Just Plain Bill and Mrs. Wiggs
of the Cabbage Patch running while he
also

bats

out picture

stuff

for

//

^TT>

aAf

C&"*

Sam

Goldwyn. In his spare time, if any,
Bob boasts, with justification, of his
new five-months-old daughter Deidre.
*

SAYS THIS

CHARMING WISCONSIN

BRIDE

*

*

TRUTH WILL OUT.

There have

been so many conflicting reports concerning the Fred Astai re-Packard show
its time the truth were told
so here

—

it

is,

from the feed-box. The
that Astaire wanted to be re-

straight

stories

leased because he felt Charlie Butter-

\

worth was stealing the show or because
he couldn't work out enough dance routines for radio are all wet.

Astaire told
he'd like to drop his radio work
during the more strenuous portion of

me

the shooting on his

new

picture because

the mental

and physical strain of the
dual assignment was too much. The
fact he didn't drop the radio show sets
him in a class by himself as a real
trouper, for the reason he didn't

is

that

Johnny Green, turned down a
lot of big offers to work on the Astaire
show and Fred didn't want to seem unhis pal,

'V.:

appreciative.

*

SCOOP!!!

*

*

Willie and

Eugene How-

ard will remain on the road with "Scandals" until late in March, when they
will return to New York, take a twoweeks' rest, (Continued on page 89)

BE LOlT,>W

lS -

Ca.ay^^l^n result,
Below, Robert Taylor, whose appearance in the Lux Theater precipitated
a near riot. Too many of his loyal
fans succeeded in crashing the gate.

cen*
I'm most

/

S inCerely,
„

,

cherman Clark

tMrs. Edu>arav.

satin- smooth

"rriHE bride carried

orchids, wore
with old lace"
a charming picture, but then what
a lovely bride! For Mrs. Edward
Clark, Junior, has joyous blue eyes,
hair like blond satin, a complexion
that's as fresh, as fair, as spring

* white

itself!

—

velvet

And

she keeps

it

so (just as

it makes your skin,
even in coldest skin-trying weather.
Camay's so soothing for Camay's
so mild provably milder than all
other beauty soaps, by actual tests
on women's skins.
Begin Camay care of your skin

—

today.
Let

The

Camay

price

you should yours) by daily care
with deep-cleansing Camay.
It's

exhilarating!

— the

mere

touch of Camay's deliciously
grant lather!

And how

clear,

fra-

how

CAMAY
c

is

very low!

bring your loveliness to

Me Soaf? of 2eautt£u£ tinmen,

light.

THE PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE
AND UPLIFT BRASSIERE

7^

.

NOT ONLY

PERFOLASTIC

.

atoruA £^2jz^z6j^/

.

CONFINES,

WHAT DO
YOU WANT
TO SAY?

REMOVES UGLY BULGESI

IT

MANY
was

thought the amateur craze
but little did
we think how far amateurs
could go. Now it's Major O'Keefe and
his Dramateurs!
In other words, it's
the Saturday Night Party heard over
the NBC red network at eight o'clock,
just a fad

for a full hour.

Listen in and

what you think of

many

other

—

it,

us

tell

as well as of the

new winter programs. The

prizes are as usual, $20.00 for the best

$10.00 for the second best, and
$1.00 each for the next five selected.
Address your letter to the Editor, 122
East 42nd Street, New York City, not
letter,

later than

January

25.

$20.00 PRIZE
AS ONE SALESMAN TO ANOTHER
About two years ago, as my knack
in getting orders was getting really sour
on me, I began to worry. The more I
worried

the

worse

things

got.

became impaired and

health

a doctor

who gave

this

I

My

went

to

wonderful ad-

vice: "Put a radio in your car and get
your mind off yourself."
Did it work? I'll tell the world it

The first prospect I breezed into
thought my jokes were extremely funny
he did not know that while on the
lonely road, fifty miles long, I took in

did.

—
AT LEAST

.

.

had the
those jokes from the air.
same experience with others. Everyone
seemed interested in radio.
I

3

INCHES

In

10

DAYS

.

.

it

will

COST YOU NOTHING!
accumulates.

You

Because many Perfolastic wearers
reduce more than 3 inches we

fat first
thrilled

believe we are justified in making
you the above unqualified agreement.
"Hips 12 inches smaller," says Miss

other Perfolastic wearers!
Perfolastic Reduces Safely . . . Quickly
Without Diet, Drugs or Exercise I
You do not have to risk your health
or change your comfortable mode of
living. No strenuous excercise to wear

so

Richardson. "Lost 60 pounds and
reduced 9 inches," writes Mrs. Derr.
Thousands of other women today

owe their slim youthful figures to this
don't
quick, safe way to reduce.
you, too. test the Perfolastic Reducing G irdle and Brassiere at our expense?

Why

Immediately Appear Inches Slimmer I
You appear inches smaller at once,
and yet are so comfortable you can
scarcely realize that every minute you
wear the Perfolastic garments you are
actually reducing at hips, waist, thighs,

diaphragm

.

.

.

the spots where ugly

will be

with the results ... as are

.

.

few weeks

.

.

.

safely

and quickly
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Patrick M. Frawley,
Elmsford,

describing

York.

$10.00 PRIZE

A MIGHTY GOOD

HABIT.

Every time I hear Bing Crosby on
the Kraft Show, I am reminded of the
time
had trying to hear him a few
I

years ago.

We'll say about the time

"The Blue of the Night First Met the
Gold of the Day."
My daughter and her very young

crooners.

5SE cm*
=STKr
DAY
State.

New

son were staying with me at the time,
and young son wasn't interested in

of y° ut

£OU(

was, take a

I

advice.

.

and neck to wrinkled flabbiness! The
perforations and soft, silky lining
make Perfolastic delightful to wear.
You Risk Nothing; Mail Coupon NOW!
See for yourself the wonderful quality of the material! Read the astonishing experiences of prominent women
who have reduced many inches in a

inc.

10

you're a brooder as

from me and follow that doctor's

you out ... no dangerous drugs to
take
and no diet to reduce face

PERFOLASXI^rk
J^fJ\cT

PER

If

tip

Zard

ITY

Fortunately for my daughter and me,
each evening about the time Bing was
due on the air, an ice-cream man passed
our door. This is what happened for
weeks when Bing was on: Dinner over,
one of us turned to dial for NBC and
Bing, spread a blanket on the floor for
young son while the other watched at
the door, money in hand to get a small

!

cup of ice-cream to keep young son
quiet so that we might enjoy our favorite program.
This young man who is eight years
old now, said only lately: "I sure like
But it
Mr. Crosby, Grandmother.
seems
'bout

I've
all

him

COLD

"A

just

been listening to
Mother says he's a
life.

•)•>

my

mighty good habit."
Edith Buse, Hynes,

Calif.

Be

douhly careful about the

$1.00 PRIZE
"JUST FED UP"
And now the gangster comes to radio
with a vengeance! If a program needs
a little pepping up, just throw in a
This
gangster, or several gangsters!
leaves the way open to threatening letters, warning telephone calls and mysdisappearances.
gangster element the other
terious

and you have a

real

laxative

you take

Add to the
woman angle,

knockout

—so

the

sponsors of the majority of daytime
But the public thinks
serials think.
otherwise. The serial quickly loses balance and humor and is dialed off by
hundreds of listeners. The long standing popularity of One Man's Family is
notable and should give sponsors an
idea of what the public wants. We don't
want gangsters and cheap melodrama!
Mrs. H. Raymond Lawton,
Saratoga Springs, N. Y
(Continued on page 60)

one of the most frequent
WHAT
questions the doctor asks when you
is

"Tally-ho!"

That's

when

Portland

Hoffa appears on the scene on Fred
Town Hall Tonight program.

Allen's

have a cold?
regular?"

It is

this— "Are your bowels

Doctors know how important a laxative
in the treatment of colds. They know,
also, the importance of choosing the right
laxative at this time. Before they will give
any laxative their approval, they make
doubly sure that it measures up to then-

tion, not

—but

where today it is used
by more people than any other laxative in
the whole wide world.
surely, to the point

i^

own strict specifications.
Read these specifications. They are
very important— not only during the "cold
season," but all year 'round.

THE DOCTOR'S TEST OF A LAXATIVE:
should be dependable.
should be mild and gentle.
It should be thorough.
Its merit should be proven by test of time.
It should not form a habit.
It should not over-act.
It should not cause stomach pains.
It should not nauseate or upset digestion.

It

merely to thousands of families

to millions. It has grown, slowly but

DISCOVER THE TRUTH FOR YOURSELF

Anyone who has ever used Ex-Lax can
explain in a moment why Ex-Lax is so universally popular. It is thorough. But it is
gentle.

...

...

It is effective.

you could ask
discomfort.

No

But

it is

mild.

gives you the most effective relief

It

for.

But

it

spares you

all

No nausea. No stomach pains.
why

weakness. That's

it

is

such a

favorite not only of the grown-ups, but of

the youngsters, as well.

It

EX-LAX MEETS EVERY

DEMAND

Ex-Lax checks on every single one of
these 8 specifications . . meets every demand so fairly that many doctors use
Ex-Lax in their own homes for their own
.

EVERYONE LIKES THE TASTE OF EX-LAX
Perhaps you have been taking bitter
"druggy" mixtures.
Then change to
Ex-Lax, and find out how really pleasant
a good laxative can be. For Ex-Lax tastes
.

When

Nature forgets

—remember

EX-LAX

.

just like delicious chocolate. It pleases
the children as well as the older folks.

All drug stores have Ex-Lax in 10c and
25c sizes. If you prefer, you may try it at
out expense by simply mailing the coupon below for a free sample.

families.

For more than 30 years, mothers have
recommended Ex-Lax to other mothers.
And Ex-Lax has given complete satisfac-

.

TRY EX-LAX AT OUR EXPENSE!- — "
(Paste this on a penny postcard)

Ex-Lax. Inc., P. O. Box 170
F-27
Times-Plaza Station, Brooklyn, N. Y.
I want to try Ex-Lax. Please send free sample.

Name
Address..

City
(If

you

,

live in

Age

Canada, write Ex-Lax. Ltd., Montreal)

THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE
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UUHRT HRUE THE

STHRS RESDLUED?
SIX

HEADLINERS MAKE SOME PLEDGES THEY'RE

CAN

DETERMINED TO KEEP SO THAT THEIR FANS

HAVE A HAPPY NEW YEAR OF HAPPY LISTENING

PHIL
I

though

resolve,

going to cost

it's

on time.

rehearsals

promise to keep

which

my

More important
program running

started this fall

it

me

a lot of real physical

new alarm clock and always

to turn over a

pain

BAKER

and not

to

at the

let

my

get to,

followers,

I

same speed with

myself or Bottle or

that
boring routine. Further, now
Beetle slip into a dull and
Gasette
pledge to keep the pages of
the election is over, 1
subjects,
those soon-to-be-forgotten
unsullied by any taint of

my

politicians.

and

politics

mmm?$&%&^4im%
<gmp
KATE SMITH
I

resolve to resist

big

make every
ing

my

broadcasting to
the present trend in

program a mixing-bowl of

program simple,

friendly,

but also

to

stances so
resolve

and to

1

acts

I

awards to people

them deserving of recognition,
with these people's circum-

have made

acquaint

by keep-

and-1 hope-unique.

giving public
resolve not only to continue

whose heroic

talent,

myself

can get help to them

if

they need

it.

1

further

songs
remember that people love the old
program.
sing at least one on every

best,

to

Vf^s^ia^^
(Continued on page 14)
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of surnames of

Here ?

some of the most distinguished American

Our

families.

research

over a period of years, has completed preparation of manuscripts dealing with the history
of each of these families. If your name is listed, you should have a copy of your manuscript. You
staff,

not only of keen interest, but a source of pride and satisfaction to yourself and your kin.

will find it

YOUR FAMILY HISTORY —
GENEALOGICAL

Each manuscript is a
and HISTORICAL sketch of the family
from earliest times, showing its origin and
growth, its place among the gentry in Great
Britain or on the Continent,

part

its

our

mail.
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Baxter
Beach

Ackley
Adair

Adam

I

s

i

Adkinr.

Heal(«i

Agnew

Bean
Bear

m

Aiken

B.

Coll) bun
Colby
Cole

Brough
Broughton

Beardsley

Alexander

A

I

ford

Alger

Allen— A list
Allison

Alston
Alvord

Ambler
Ambrose

Ames

Beaton
Beatty- Bei
Beck
Becker
Beckwith
Beebe
Beecher
Beerfs)
Belcher
Belden

Martin

i(e
Ketlh

Keller— Kelli

KelKeiy

Hand

Kellogg

Hantdltey

Kemp
Kendall

Bunn
Bu re hard

Kennard
Kennedy
Kenner
Kenn(e)y
Kent
Kern(s)
Kerr

Ketcham
Ketchum
Keyfe)e

Hart
Hartley

Kimble

King
Kingsbury
Kinney

Appleton
Arm it age
\rmatrong
Arndt
Arnold
Arthur
Ashby
Ash(e)

Bennett

Ashley

Bert ram
Betls

Connelly

Cookie!
Cooley

Co(o}mbs

Burns
Burr

Bernard

Bur

Berry-

BuBh

Alwater
At well
A twood

Biddle
Bldwell
Billings

Hcverl

Cordell

Bur

ill

ell

I

Butterfield

y

Bickford

Button
Butt(s)
Byerla)

Bishop
Rlack
Blackburn
Blackslone

Ayers—
Babbitt

l

Herri ngton
le)

Fritz— Fritta
Frost

Hicks
Higgins

Fuller

Hill

Hilton

Bailey

BHird

BianchRrd
(Hand

Baker

Eld ridge
Eld red ge

George
Gerard Gliri
Gerhard <t)
Gerhart

Elliot (t>
Ellis

Hair.

f<J

l>agg*'tt

Hank*
Bantu

Da!t»n

Dana
Castle
Cecil

H:<

Bard
Jtnr.lw.ll

Marker

Daniel (c)

Dan

(n)
l>arby

Chaffee
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Darling

Chambers
Champion

Daugherlv
Davenport

Chandler

David

<

(s)

Chapin

n>

Godfrey

Good

U-

Chase

Day

Cht-ster

Deal

Dennis
Dc-nlniis,

BstRhcller

Bragg

Bates
Batten

Mcintosh
Mclntyre
Mclntire

Parnell

McKlnley

Partridge
Pate
Patft)erson

—

U

Lewis

Li

Linton
Lippincolt
Little

Miles— My lea
Millard
Miller

locket (t)
I^ekhart
Lock wood

Lord
Love
Love joy

Hundley

Hunter

,

Thorn (p) son

Whitfield

Thorn (e)
Thornton
Thorp fe)

Whitlock

Thurman

Whitmer

Thurston

Whitney
Whit(t)aker
Whit(te)more

Tibbil lilt

Tiffany

Whittlesey

Tllley

Wickham
Wilbur— Wilber

T.ndall

Wilder
Wiley

lervill

Spafford
Spofford

Tomlinson

Spangler
Sparks
Spafutldlng
Spear
Speed
Spence
Spencer

Torrey

Spooner
Sprague
Springer

Rock wood

Sdulrefa)
Staatfa)

Rodman

SUfford

SUndiafa
Stanford
Stanley
Rollins
Rooka Rook(e) Stanton
Staples

Ro(d)gers
Roe

—

Tower (a)

Willett

Will(e)y
Williams
Williamson

Trac(e)y
Trask
Traver(e)
Travis
Tre (ft) dwell
Tripp
Trowjbridge

Turner

Round fa)
Rowan
Rowell

Withe:

Tuttle— Tuthill Witherspoon

Stan

Tyrrell

Stauffer

Tywn

Stearn(s)
Stebbins

Under hi IT
Underwood

Tyli

Rush

Stevens
Stephen
Stevenson
Stephen
Stewart
Stickney

Russelfl)

Rust
Rutherford
Rutter

Pike

Ryan
Ryder
Rycrson

man

Pitt(s)

Place
Plant

three) as

Stirling

Sargent

Wylic

Wyman
Wynn (e)

Wade
Wads worth

Stockton
Stoddard
Stokes
Stone
Storer
Storfe )y

Wakefield

Stouffer

Waldo
Waldron

Safu)nders

Vale

Yates

Yeoman fa)
York

Young
Youngman
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postpaid the manuscript (or manuscripts) in-

enclose $2.00 (or $3.75 for any two, $5.00 for

payment
will

Worthington

Wren(n)

Sanborn

Street,

I

Worden

Wray

Waddell
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satisfied

Woolsoy

Wright
Wyatt

Pomeroy

Lvk-C
Lyma.

l

WooKDey

Stild)wel
Slimfplse

San ford

I

Woodruff

Wood U
Woodward
Wood worth

Sackett

Poe

Pollard
Pollock

Woodman

Vail

Van Buren
Van D(e) user
Van Dyke
Van Dyck
Van Hornfe)
Van Meter

Stillman

Poindexter
Polan(d)
Polk

Plunkett

Woodbury
Woodcock

Sabin

Salisbury
Salter
Sam (p) son

Plummer

Witt
Witter
Wolcott

Wolffe)—Wolff

Stiles

Sage
St. John

Piatt

Ludlo.
Luthei

Wii He)
Winslow
Winston
Winter

Starfclk
Starkey

Pickens
Pickering

Please send

Wing

St a pie ton

Roealter

Upton
Usher

dicated below.

Wills

Wilson
Winchester

Windsor

Tufts
Turnbull

Upham

F

Willis
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Trumbull
Try on
Tubbs
Tucker
Tudor

Steen

Pit It)

Willard

Wild) cox
Townley

Town send
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Pinkerlon
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latest revised list

Satisfaction

alcGregor

M (a)cMurrav

by our unconditional
money-back guaranty. Any two manuscripts may be had for
$3.75; any three for $5.U0. Send for yours today. MEDIA
Research Bureau, Dept 572 II 10 F St., Washington, D.C.
return
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Sax ton
Scarbfojr ough

Poolfe)

(a) c Fn riant

MOOcMahon

The coupon, with
£2.00 (no other charge), will bring you your manuscript by
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Poor

MfnicKay
M<n)cl-can
M (a)cLeod

fascinating subject.

The following

M
M

Ingrafha).!

MfalcKeniie

founding and developmentof America, and
its achievements in this country. The derivation of the name itselt is traced; family traits and characteristic are brought out; and genealogical data a re set forth. Each
history is a separate and distinct work painstakinglv compiled
from the most authentic sources. Bound as it is in an attractive
covet, the manuscript may he Hied among your family records
or other important documents. It should serve as background
material for your immediate family historv and as a basis tor
the genealogy of future generations. Free, with each order,
will also be sent a copy of "The Romance of Coats of Arms"
an illustrated booklet of special value to those interested
in this

I»ond

liigvisol)

the

in

$2.00

Mfa)cFHrlaml

Hyde

Dent
Derby

Dewey
DeWitt

DcWolf(e
Dexter

A Coat of Arms for any family listed here can
be accurately and expertly hand-painted
in vivid colors by our heraldic artists for
only $9.50. The size is 11 x 14 inches, and
six days should be allowed for completion.

_

Family names of manuscripts

Check here

if

you are

desired..

ALSO

enclosing $9.S0 fo

a

hand-painted

Coat of Arms for the following family
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RADIO MIRROR

THE CRITIC ON THE HEARTH
Brief

Reviews of the

THE WORM TURNS.

Whenever a
gets a chance to do what he has
been telling others how to do, he is never
quite so critical again, for some reason or
other. Before you read this, your critic
will
be writing the comedy skits for
Pinky-Dinky Mitchell and his pals on
The American Pageant of Youth. It's all
about how to make a million dollars. (Are
you interested?) You will be the Critic
on the Hearth from now on let me know
what you think of the show.
Sun., 12:00 P. M., 30 min.
critic

—

NBC

ED WYNN.

This seems to be a month

for renovated comedy technique, and a
general S. O. S. to the public for pro-

gram

ideas.

The show mentioned above

the only one to order a new set of
blueprints for its humor. Ed Wynn, Jack
Pearl and Walter O'Keefe are also displaying laughs in new and improved 1937
screamline models. Wynn has Graham
McNamee again and Don Vorhees' orchestra, as well as a guest star each week
who does some specialty he is renowned
for, supported by Wynn. Teaming a serious celebrity with a comic stooge such
as Wynn has riotous possibilities. And
just so Ed won't run out of ideas for subjects to wisecrack about, tempting prizes
are offered for suggestions.
Blue, Sat., 8:00 P. M., 30 min.
isn't

NBC

JACK PEARL

has a characterization
only "new and different" from the
last thing he did on the air.
In other
words, he's the same old Baron Munchausen he was at the top of his fame,
with his whoppers, Cliff Hall and his
that

is

mush-mouthed "Vas you dere Sharlie?"
This familiar set-up is augmented by sev-

eral

New Programs by Weldon

Melick

HOMEMAKER'S EXCHANGE.

new stooges and tenor Morton Bowe.

Tommy

It
Dorsey swings the baton.
looks like a bona fide comeback for Pearl.
NBC Red, Mon., 9:30 P. M., 30 min.

prizes for suggestions

—have

More

the program producers thunk their brain cells
dry? This time the call is for hints on
time and temper saving schemes for housewives. Judging from the items offered,
Mrs. John Q. Public isn't so bad at writing radio programs. Eleanor Howe takes
charge.

LISTEN TO THIS.

Jack Pearl is going
have plenty of competition in the way
of tall stories from the classics of the
Burlington Liars' Club dramatized here.
With the smoothly matched voict of
Johnny and Dotty, Lew Diamond's Orchestra and a new "Deserver" each week
to

CBS

Thurs.,

Tues.,

all

A.

11:45

M.,

15

min.

(professionals unknown to the networks),
is a happy, snappy half hour.
Tues., 8:30 P. M., 30 min.

STYLE SHOW. Gowns

are really modbefore the microphone and Charles
LeMaire does a neat job of describing them, but not neat enough to compensate for the lack of television. It's
fine for the studio audience, but on the
other end of the radio set, milady will feel
left out on the back porch.
Even from
there, though, she can hear Eddie Duchin's music, and there are guest designers to
relay the latest fashion dope hot off the
cables from Paris. Altogether, a better
program of its type than has been pro-

this

eled

MBS

JOE RINES. A

nutty show but not a
Called Dress Rehearsal, it's
supposed to give you a picture of radio
behind the scenes, if you call a cartoon a
picture.
Highlight is Rines interviewing
the Countess Kleptomania, who has a
fetching Southern accent with a dash of
Northern, Western and Eastern Asia and
Europe. Rines leads the orchestra, acts as
master of ceremonies, and cuts up. In
fact it's nearly a one-man show except for
the other people, including Morton Bowe,
Mabel Albertson and Pinky Lee.
NBC Blue, Sun., 1 :30 A. M„ 30 min.

side-splitter.

duced before.
NBC Red, Thurs., 4:00

P. M., 30

min.

PERSONAL COLUMN OF THE AIR

1

—Already popular on

the idea of

discs,

1847 MUSICAL CAMERA- A wellproduced hodge-podge which doesn't go
anywhere except everywhere and leaves
you wondering what it's all about, since it
definitely isn't about 1847. Willie Morris,
the "1847 Girl" with the whatta voice, and

relatives and performing
other such parlor tricks with radio's magic
should prove a smash hit with full network facilities at its disposal unless it
gets monotonous to those who aren't
missing. Octavus Roy Cohen stole this

Josef Cherniavsky's plentygood orchestra,
keep the time from dragging and the pubic gets prizes for suggested themes.
NBC Red, Sun., 4:30 P. ML, 30 min.

min.

-

finding missing

—

march on the Voice of Experience.

NBC

Mon.-Fri. 11:15 A. M.,

Blue,

Red, Mon.-Fri. 2:45 P. M., 15 min.
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DIE

RIO fill

Acme

photo.

The Editor of RADIO MIRROR (right) presenting Arnold Johnson (left)
with a gold baton on his one hundredth performance on the Feenamint
Amateur Hour over MBS, while comedian Benny Rubin makes a face.

N

OTHING,

stolen

in

these

modern days of broadcasting,

average radio program.

away before you can

With

of tuning

habit

the

it

than the

fleeting

usual run of thirteen weeks,

its

into

get

more

is

in,

it

has

and without

pause for breath, a new sponsor, hungry for a chance to advertise on the

snapped up the vacant time and

It is

its

one

rare indeed that a

hundredth

moment and
Night,

first

filled it

and

salute that program.

is

air,

full

still

year without a break.

gaining

On November

speed,

22, the

network amateur program, celebrated

its

it

is

When

time

it

to

pause
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a

Feenamint National Amateur
one hundredth broadcast.

recognition of his faithful services as the musical conductor which have

by

has

reaches

honor of that occasion, Radio Mirror presented Arnold Johnson, with a gold baton

the program's continued success.

a

with new personalities.

program runs a

broadcast

silentlj

made

In

i

possible

—

~

WHEN

^.

SHE GOT RID OF "MIDDLE-AGE" SKIN
(Yes!

It

threatens even

BUT HE USED TO
TELEPHONE EVERY

AND
DAY ....
IT'S
BEEN THREE
WEEKS

NOW

!

IF

I'D

1

girls in their twenties!)

WERE YOU, LOIS

GOTO A GOOD

BEAUTY SPECIALIST
FIND OUT WHY
YOUR SKIN LOOKS
SO OLD LATELY

AND

!

P*

WHY

FAMOUS
NEW YORK BEAUTY EXPERT
LOIS SEES EMILE,
YES,

EVEN GIRLS

EARLY TWENTIES

IN THEIR

CAN HAVE "MIDDLE-AGE SKIN .SKIN THAT'S
TOO DRY, AND BEGINNING TO LOOK LIFELESS
AND COARSE-TEXTURED. SUGGEST THAT
YOU CHANGE TO PALMOLIVE SOAP ....
-

.

.

I

^^r

4 WEEKS LATER
SWEETHEARTS AGAIN
THANKS TO PALMOLIVE!

EMILE RECOM-

MENDS PALMOLIVE
SOAP TO OVERCOME
"MIDDLE-AGE" SKIN!
"Palmolive

is

made with Olive Oil,
And its Olive Oil

a real beauty aid.

makes Palmolive's lather gentler,
gives it a special
more soothing
quality all its own. Thus
Palmolive does more than just
.

.

.

protective

It protects your skin against
the loss of those precious natural
which feed and nourish it
.

cleanse.
oils

that's

.

.

why Palmolive keeps your

complexion soft, smooth and young!"

21

i^^

EAST 66TH STREET.

How

NEW YORK

Palmolive,

CITY

made

with Olive Oil, prevents

dry, lifeless, o Id-looking skin

DON'T

think you're safe from
"Middle- Age" Skin just because you are young For beauty

Use Palmolive regularly. For
made with Olive Oil,
does more than just cleanse! Its

soft, smooth and young
Does the soap you are using give
you this same protection? Do you
know what ingredients go into it?
Are you sure it is as pure, as gentle
and safe as Palmolive?
You know that Palmolive is made
only from real beauty aids ... a
secret and unique blend of soothing Olive and Palm Oils. That's
why Palmolive, more than any
other soap, promises to keep your

gentle protective lather prevents

complexion young and lovely

your skin from becoming dry, lifekeeps your
less, old-looking

through the years! Why not start
using Palmolive Soap today?

!

experts

warn

that this ugly condi-

tion threatens even girls in their

twenties. So be on your guard
against the first sign of dryness,
the symptons of
coarse-texture
.

.

.

"Middle-Age" Skin!
Palmolive,

.

.

.

complexion

—

FOR THE DIONNE QUINS!

What a beauty lesson

you in the fact that Dr. Dafoe
chose Palmolive exclusively for the Dionne Quins! If this fine
beauty soap, made with Olive Oil, is safest and gentlest for
there

their tender skin, isn't

is for

it safest for

your complexion, too?

MADE WITH
OLIVE OIL TO KEEP

COMPLEXIONS YOUNG

AND LOVELY

'"^hfc,-

/
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THE LHLUHERS DRIUE

COURT
OFF THE HIR ?
THE INSIDE STORY OF AN ATTEMPT TO CENSOR

RADIO WHICH MAY REVOLUTIONIZE BROADCASTING

By

FRANK H.
LOVETTE

ON

September

16th, a

completely new idea
in

was heard

radio

programs

for the first time

over a coast-to-coast network so that the whole nation could tune it in. Since
then, though thousands of
letters have been written,
equally
condemning and
approving, the program remains the fifth most popular broadcast in America.
In other words, you who
listen to radio broadcasts
want to hear Goodwill
Court every Sunday night
over NBC. If you didn't,
you wouldn't tune it in.
Goodwill Court stands approved by a large majority.
Yet, after eight weeks on
the air, a movement has
been started to deprive you
of Goodwill Court by driv-

Wide World

New

York County Lawyers' Association wants the law to stop Goodwill Court,
A. L Alexfifth most popular program in America, from broadcasting any more.
ander, above, the program's director, with mail saying the lawyers are wrong.

The

it off the air.
It is the first attempt in American
broadcasting history to censor radio. Until this time, the
government itself has deemed this neither necessary nor wise.
A Federal law was even passed which stated that radio
could not be censored unless it became indecent, profane,
or obscene.

ing

Goodwill Court

none of

But

stands charged
with being unworthy for you to listen to by a group of
men who may hold the power to put it off the air.
is

these.

it

November, the

New York County

Lawyers' Associawhich it stated that it was seeking
a court ruling which would prevent New York lawyers
and judges from appearing on the Goodwill Court program. Such a ruling could put an end to the broadcast, for
the
it would leave Goodwill Court without its foundation
In

tion issued a report in

—

expert opinions of the judges who give their advice to
people who cannot afford to go to lawyers' offices.
Let's see how good a chance the (Continued on page 99)
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you could have seen Gladys Swartand Frank Chapman together
during any of their frequent appear-

IFout

ances in public within the past few years
in arm at broadcasts and the
opera, window-shopping on Fifth Avenue, roller skating in Central Park, entertaining brilliantly at their East River

—arm

apartment or their Hollywood home
you would surely have said to yourself,
seeing

how much

like lovers

they were,

grand about the Chapmans.

"It's

there's

a couple

who

are really

Now
happy

together!"

Paramount

If you
had talked with them you
would have been convinced of it. Gladys
would have shyly told you how terribly
thankful she was that there wasn't a

single

cloud

in

their

marital

horizon.

Frank would have stated the same thing
with repeated glowing phrases.
And if you had read anything or
everything printed about them, stories
of their romance and home life, undoubtedly you would have concluded that
theirs was the ideal marriage.
Didn't
everything they say and do prove it?

Radio

Row was

right

in

calling

their

union the most gl amorously successful
one among the mike people.
Everyone else concluded those things
too,

from seeing and knowing and readChapmans. Yet the great

ing about the

untold story behind all conclusions is the
fact that for the past three years Gladys
Swarthout's marriage has been perilously near disaster! For three years it

Gladys' faith in
husband never
wavered a moment.
her

B«
MARY
WAT KINS

B Y

REEVES

has dangled by the single fragile
thread of a man's pride, a thread
that threatened to snap at any moment and hurl another celebrity
romance against the rocks of divorce.

Only very recently has the thing
occurred which has restored the
marriage of these two singing stars
to the secure basis on which it was
founded the summer day in 1931
when they were quietly wed at
Gladys
Tenafly,
Jersey
Swarthout and Frank Chapman
are to be back on the air right after January first singing together
on a new program for the same

New

:

of Parties at Pickfair.
the story of their past three

sponsors

Now

years can be told.

The

first time I heard Gladys
was four years ago in a large
southern city. She came to town
much heralded by publicity, she
wore a metal cloth gown that fitted

sing

*sb

her exquisite figure so perfectly she

might have been dipped in
she gave a performance that
local

critics

silver,

set the

dusting off

to

their

stock of adjectives. And yet
only three hundred people gathered
in the small salon of a hotel to hear

Prank dropped
singing for

his

Gladys

but stardom

is his.

finest

her sing.

A

year later she could have returned to that city and packed its
mammoth auditorium to the roof
for three nights running. For in a
few short months she had become
a radio star and an idol of the public.

Radio had

lifted her

from the

comparative obscurity of the recital stage and the Metropolitan

FRANK CHAPMAN SAW HER STAR

ABOVE HIS
RIAGE BUT

OWN TO

NOW

RISE

FAR

THREATEN THEIR MAR-

DEVOTION

IS

REWARDED

into the coast-to-coast limelight of
the microphone,

and almost over-

Like a skyrocket, the girl from Deep Water, Missouri,
had zoomed to greater heights of recognition than she had
ever dreamed would be hers. But instead of being totally
happy about it, deep in her heart Gladys Swarthout was
sick with regret and fear. This wonderful success, this sudden fame had come to her but it hadn't come to her husband! And the two of them had started out together on

as the only American member of the Italian
National Opera Company. They fell in love, returned to
this country to attend each other's debuts at the Metropolitan, gave a joint recital which brought them ovations of
praise, and a year afterward they were married.
Then they settled down to the business of being very
happy together and very busy. During the opera season
they appeared just about equally on the stage of the Met,
during the rest of the year they went on concert tours both

an equal footing.

singly

Frank Chapman was an established concert artist when
Gladys Swarthout was an obscure young singer playing
the Balaban and Katz theater circuits of the west. They
met in Florence, Italy, where Frank had spent two bril-

far the

night her

way

to

name had become

a household

word from Broad-

Hollywood.

—

liant years

and together. Of the two of them Frank was by
more outstanding professionally. He was the well
seasoned artist; he led, Gladys followed. Which status,
where two musical careers in the same marriage are concerned, is ideal.
(Continued on page 69)
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THE
tone of Nelson Eddy

bari-

thrilling

reaches out to you,

inun o

some

Tom Waring

your eyes

in

closes

secret
Parker

Frank
sings and you long to
know and speak to him.
dreams.

Abe Lyman

lifts his baton and sweeps you off
into a land of make believe with the magic of
his music.
But in that land of

make

believe,

you picture yourself? As
the girl you really are or
tion?

And how much

as the heroine in a

difference

is

book of ficyou as

there between

really are and as you picture yourself?
Probably the difference is so big, it doesn't occur to you
to try and make yourself over. That is your mistake. If
you want dates, if you seek popularity, if you want men
to call you, to come and see you, then you should learn
what they expect of you and what they don't like about

you.

That is why I have gone to ten of radio's most attractive bachelors, men wealthy in good looks and in actual
bank balances, and have asked them what they would seek
first in a girl and what faults would be most apt to turn
them away. Virtues and faults which are within your reach
and which can be eliminated, if you really want to make
yourself into the kind of a girl most men admire.
Their answers represent the desires, likes and dislikes of
the most attractive men, men who have found success and,
through experience, know what they want most. Here they
are speaking their minds for your benefit. Check up on
ror

22

It's

the chance of a lifetime really to hold a mir-

up to yourself and, having examined, go out and face

knowledge that
a darn good

how

to

attract

them.
"In ten easy lessons"

—

one really see how you
can double your popularity in your own circle,
wherever you may live,
and make your life happier since you can free
yourself of nagging fears
and doubts as to how to
act where men are concerned.

The young men
tioned,

you

yourself.

idea of

FOR/H DHTEP

how do

the

in

you have

CM

your heartRomantic, hand-

quickening
beat.

the world of men, secure

Nelson

I

ques-

Eddy,

Frank Parker, Abe Lyman, Vincent Lopez, Jerry Cooper,
Farrell, Henry King, Tom Waring, Richard Himber and Igor Gorin, agreed almost to a man on what they
would prize most in a girl and what they'd object to most.
The first thing they would expect of a girl is so small,
such a detail, that many of us are apt to overlook it. But
it should serve as a lesson in how observant most men actually are to points we think of as too minor to be worth
worrying over. These ten radio bachelors warn you, "Always keep the seams of your stockings straight."
Next, and this may surprise you it did me when you
are out on a date, don't disregard your father's and mother's
orders. The man you're with might try to talk you into
staying out later than you were told to, but he'll respect
you more if you refuse to listen to him. That's what Nelson and Tom and Frank and Abe and Igor and the rest
of them told me.
Here's something else very surprising, but it is a pleas-

Jimmy

—

ant surprise.
to

The next time

what these bachelors

a perfect right to

you're challenged, just refer
all agree that a girl has
that her escort be a good dancer.

say.

demand

—

They

Score that up as one for your side.

proves that their thoughts are distinctly modern in some

something you might have thought of as silly
last Saturday night at the dance. It isn't,
though, according to the unanimous verdict of our bachelors. When the man you're with asks you to sit out a dance,
say yes before you hesitate. His reasons for asking you
may not be very good, but he'll resent it if you refuse or

Only Vincent Lopez and Henry King didn't say a decided yes to the question: "Should a girl know how to
cook?" and both of these men are musicians, used to odd
hours and eating whenever they have a free half hour.

try to argue.

To

the others,

life

from

But here

when

it

is

came up

The next may be harder for you to agree with and it
may leave you open to criticism from some of your friends.
But our bachelors thought it important. So take a lesson
from them. They said, "Be willing to make a first date with
a man who doesn't have a car or the money to take you
to the places you want to go to."
suppose they really
meant, "Don't be snobbish," but I think it is good advice
to follow in any event.
I

disagreed with the other
TWO bachelors
Nelson Eddy and Henry King
point.

eight on the next

took

issue,

the others all said yes to the question: "Should a girl

a

but

marry

man if she has to continue working?" There are probmany men in your home town who would disagree vio-

ably

Perhaps you do yourself, but

lently.

for

There are
feel

many who

instinctively

imagine

still

it

would be

who more

expect a comfortable home
was an essenDon't think, however, that means they expect you to
tial.
get all the meals. It is the psychology of having cooking
knowledge which is important to them.
Have you often wondered how much knowledge of what
is going on in the world men expected you to have?
Here's
a clue. Make of it what you will. Our bachelors believe
that you should be able to name at least two members of
the United States Supreme Court. Which shouldn't be a"
hard test of knowledge, but try yourself out now. Your face
may be unexpectedly red. For that matter, try yourself
on naming the author of "Gone With the Wind." The
bachelors chose that because it is a national best seller and
will soon be made into a movie. Just the last name of the
author will do. if you can't think of the first.
One last point they
said yes to is something
or

less

their marriages, the ability to cook

on which

that a
in the

woman's place is
home. The more modern,
more successful point of

view says

I

reasons.

different

respects.

of

IF

YOU'D LIKE TO DOUBLE YOUR

something

you

I

imagine most
agree.
But

will

those of you who are independents, think twice.
Ten very eligible bache-

you

else.

lors

Here is something to
open your eyes. It did

willing to sacrifice

"Be
your

career for babies."

The

mine.

part
sport,

Take an active
in
some outdoor
if you would stand

high in the estimations
of our radio bachelors.
None of them thought a
girl lost any of her attractiveness
slightly

letics,

by

POPULARITY HERE ARE THE FAR

FROM GENTLE HINTS TEN RADIO

ath-

which further

By
TOM WARING

Your husband might not
want children, but if he
should, he would expect
you to agree with him.
That concludes the
first

BACHELORS WANT TO GIVE YOU

JUDY ASHLEY
JERRY COOPER

to

question might not arise.

part of our lesson.

The second

inclining

towards

tell

is on the
Here are
(Continued on page 88)

half

negative side.

you managed a

IFbiggest

star

whose income was

just about the
you'd be pretty
you were his friend, you'd

thing in the entertainment

happy, wouldn't you? And
back and smile and think

if

field,

was pretty swell.
That is, you would if you didn't manage Bing Crosby or
weren't his friend. But if you did or if you were, you'd
never know a moment's peace. Life then would be like

sit

it

sleeping on the edge of a grumbling volcano.

For

unspoiled, devil-may-care, lovable
Bing, is radio's unfettered rebel, a rebel whose generosity,
unswerving loyalty to old pals, and devotion to his prin-

and wrong, lands him into more tough spots
per week than a Hindu wrestler or a brigade of Marines
could get out of.
ciples of right

Hollywood is littered with examples of the iron willed
determination of Bing Crosby to be independent. Of times
when his whole career has hung in the balance while his
family got the jitters and had to go to bed. Because, as any
star will tell you, it's not achieving stardom that's tough,
it's staying there on top that's really hard to do, and to do
it you've got to mind your P's and Q's.
Or at least, everyone but Bing does.
There was, for instance, the recent tempest that broke
about the unperturbed head of Bing Crosby in regard to
the matter of the radio program known as the California
Hour.
The California Hour

was
stores

against

pro-

anti-chain

store

fight

posed

legislation.

a

was

A friend of Bing's not thinking of the
consequences, asked him to guest star
on The California Hour. "Sure! Glad
to,"

Bing

responded

member, he wasn't

cheerfully.

to receive a

Re-

penny

It was a case of friendpure and simple. But what a
storm broke about Bing's head when it
was announced! Five independent merchants who are tenants in Bing's office building threatened to cancel their
leases.
His radio sponsor, whose product is handled by
thousands of independent merchants as well as by chain
stores, protested bitterly. Literally thousands of letters and
Bing's brothers, Larry and Everett,
telegrams came in.
pleaded and cajoled in vain!

ship,

—

"I said I'd

do

it

and

Finally, the friend

the consequences that

Bing

forget

to

I

will!" the star insisted.

who had asked him

the

to

appear realized

would ensue, and he himself asked
promise, releasing him from his

obligation.

Jimmy Dorsey's band. In the
everyone admits Dorsey has about
it isn't the band for
the best swing band there is. But
Then

there

is

the matter of

profession and out of

it

—

a

sented
to

program preby the chain
of the West Coast

listener approving, there

to be one equally disapproving.

for his services.

Crosby,

Bing

For every

bound

partisan

It

was such

issue

that

BING CROSBY, THE UNFETTERED REBEL OF RADI O.

WOULD RATHER LOSE

HIS

STARDOM THAN GO BACK

amateur talent was
used, because naturally

no star wanted to be-

come

identified with

it.

ON

HIS

WORD—AND

IT'S

POISON TO HIS CAREER

I
Wide World

01

BEST

JOHN EDWARDS

By

Crosby. Even Jimmy Dorsey himself
admits that. Experienced showmen
have told Bing he needs an orchestra
with more men and a string section.
It would provide a better background
for his style of singing. His guest star
policy calls for a band of a more symphonic type. But Bing has a stock
reply to all suggestions and pleas
that he make a change.
"He's my friend and he stays!" he
says, and that ends the discussion
Jimmy, you know, was an old crony
of Bing's back in Bing's Paul White-

man

days.

SPEAKING
brings to

of

Paul

mind

Whiteman

hitherto unre-

a

vealed fact in connection with Bing's
present radio program. It used to be

Whiteman's program, you know, and
when it was offered to Bing he refused to accept it until Whiteman had
signed for another program.
All Hollywood knows of the case of
Arthur Johnston, who wrote the musical

score

"Pennies

for

from

Bing's

latest

Heaven."

picture,

Johnston

worked on Bing's movie

lot for a long
but although he was a hard
and conscientious worker, he didn't
seem to be getting anywhere. Finally
he was dropped, and the worry
brought on a nervous breakdown. He
was in a hospital for months, during
which time Bing visited him constantly, and encouraged him. When
he was well, Bing sent him to New
York where he teamed up with lyric
writer Johnny Burke.
Bing tried to sell the team to his
own studio, but there was nothing

while,

doing.

So Bing bought

a half interest

"Pennies from Heaven" and hired
Johnston and Burke to do the score!
The happy ending came when they
turned in a crackerjack job and wrote
a lot of best selling songs.
Each of these instances of Crosby's
twitting of (Continued on page 97)
in

Left, Dixie Lee laughs, but she knows
that not even the king's men can
persuade her husband to change his
mind once he's given his promise,
though it's usually bad for his work.
For the time of Bing's Music Hall,
sponsored by Krcft, turn to page 53.

Paramount

HOLLYWOOD?"

There was a gay, carefree note in
Honore Ameche's laugh. "I'm not afraid of Hollywood. Hollywood can't hurt us."
wondered how many wives had uttered those same
brave words and then had been forced to sit and watch
their homes, all that was fine and precious in their lives,
I

—

crumble slowly away under forces they could understand
but couldn't fight. So many so very many that it has
become almost a maxim that happy marriages can't exist

—

—

Hollywood.
Hollywood is only a
isn't Hollywood's fault, really.
symbol for what happens. Gossips say, "Oh, So-and-so has
gone Hollywood, and he and his wife have split." But
what they mean is that So-and-so has done what countless
other men in countless other professions have done since
the beginning of time. He's suddenly made a great deal
of money and achieved a great deal of success and received
a great deal of praise, while his wife stayed home and
minded the babies and kept his house in order and worst
in

It

—stood

—

Left behind.
Yes, many wives have said that, but none of them with
the calm assurance that shines in the gray eyes of Honore
Ameche. With her, the wish isn't father to the thought.
She knows. She knows that the talisman exists which will
make her and Don proof against Hollywood's adulation and
of

all

WH

still.

flattery

and

false

"It isn't that

It's her Hollywood insurance.
better or stronger than other men,"

values.

Don

is

"Or that I'm cleverer than other
even that he and I are more in love with
each other than others have been who have come here and
then separated. We're both human. But we have one protection
Don's radio work, his attitude toward it. His devotion to it is almost a religion."
That is hard to understand, unless you go back to Don's
very beginning, back to a day when, bewildered and defeated, he knelt in the enfolding gloom of a little church in
his native Madison, Wisconsin, and poured out his soul in
a prayer for Divine guidance. A long line of sturdy Italian
peasant forbears had instilled into him a deep religious
fervor.
His cares and troubles seemed to slip away in
she explained seriously.

women.

It isn't

—

prayer.

Don Ameche was

a failure. In deepest shame, he realized
Behind him were two heart-breaking years of frustration on Broadway. He had wanted to be an actor, but
it.

he had failed; had come home to a life of dull, sordid,
underpaid work, stretching ahead of him endlessly.
At home was a sick mother, crippled from a motor accident.

A

father

who faced

his old age bereft of the small

competence he had worked a lifetime to secure. Seven
brothers and sisters looked to Don for food and clothing.

YOUNG MAN BECOMES A MOVIE

IDOL HE USUALLY LOSES HIS

For more than a year after his return from NewYork he had done unskilled work first in a mattress
factory, then in an automobile plant, finally in a
road gang. Break his back as he might, he still
couldn't make enough money to supply his family's

—

needs.

Sick at heart, he went into the church to pray. Its
peace enfolded him, as it always did. If he could only
Well, he
stop fighting, and stay there, forever!
He loved the church. Why not
thought, why not?
embrace it for life, become a priest?
Filled with decision, he sought out Father Sheehy,
his priest, and confided in him. The kindly old cleric

shook his head.
"No, no, my son. You're tired now, and discouraged, too. You have carried a heavy burden. But
you cannot desert your family now, when they need
you so much. Wait. Wait and have faith. Trust in
Him who will find a way for you."
Two days later a long distance telephone call came
to the youth as he swung his pick in the road gang.
He laid down his tools and answered the summons.
He never returned. The call was from Bernardine
Flynn, with whom he had once played in a stock
company in New York. There was an opening on a
II

l/t

SAYS
MRS. DON
By

AMECHE

DOROTHY BROOKS

new radio program, Empire Builders, in Chicago.
Would Don come to the city and audition for a part
in it?

"So you

see," said Honore, after she had related
"what Don's feeling is for his radio work.
He feels it was sent to him. He has been in radio
ever since that time. He says he will always be, no
matter what else he does, as long as radio wants him."
Within two years after that fateful telephone call, Don
had become one of radio's most brilliant and beloved dramatic actors. His mother received medical care that mended
her health. His father saw new hope on his horizon. His
brothers and sisters were sent back to school. The lean
days were over. Radio had done that.
"Don will never forget," Honore declared. "He knows
he must repay the beneficence of that Providence. That is
why his attitudes toward his radio work and his movie
work are so different. He feels that in his radio work he
can, in a small way, bring comfort and cheer to the sick,
all

that,

the shut-ins,

the blind, the aged

WIFE BUT

—

people

who cannot go

The handsome star of the First Nighter program recently
has become a screen discovery, but there is an untold
reason why this golden fame cannot damage his marriage.
For

Don's

First

Nighter program

time,

see

page

53.

own homes to seek entertainment and pleasure.
"And you know, much of his radio fan mail comes from
just such people. He reads and answers every bit of his
out of their

radio mail himself, but his movie fan mail is altogether
Most of it comes from gushing girls.
"Of course, Don enjoys his movie work. But he enjoys
it because it's more a matter of personal gratification as an
And of course there is the financial angle. Anyone
actor.
different.

likes to feel

A
so

lot of

many

he can

—a

make money

money! That

is

lot of

money."

the treacherous shoal on which

of Hollywood's matrimonial barks founder.

when you

see

how

different the

Yet,

{Continued on page 95)

DON AMECHE HAS A SAFEGUARD THAT PROTECTS

HIS LOVE
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IT'S

YOURS FOR THE PLAY-

ING—OZZIE NELSON'S
TIFUL

BEAU-

THEME SONG FEATURED

ON THE BAKERS BROADCASTS

Adapted and Arranged by

OZZIE NELSON 27
From an original melody
b>

THE SONG'S STORY
Just ten years ago, on a
gridiron at Ithaca, New

York, Ozzie Nelson was
playing quarterback on
It
the Rutgers eleven.

wo; the fourth quarter
of a blazing game when
Ozzie

called

To a man, the

m

Guitar

F

f

j

I

Bb

14*

1.

Ley

2.

Hit

3.\Vhen

m

loyal fol-

seen and he decided in
that moment that "Loyal
Sons of Rutgers" would
henceforth be the theme
song of his orchestra.

^

ZZ2.

al

sons

of

Rut

the

line

and

run

the

the

ev

'ning

sha

dows

time out.

lowers in the stadium
rose and sang the colIt was the
lege song.
most moving thing Ozzie had ever heard or
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When

time runs short on

the Bakers

broadcasts,

you hear only the verse
of the theme song,

but

on Ozzie's sustaining
programs, the band almost always plays all
the music.
It's simple
music,
ful,

but

full

haunting

of wistmelodies.
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HOUU TO

TELL

LEARN IN ONE HILARIOUS

EDDIE

CANTOR
KEN MURRAY

YOUR
funny
that

gleam

his

in his eye,

apprehensive smile,

throat.

.

this one,

but

.

used

it

"Knock, knock

be

an

.

but
Irishman

knew

once

Comedy

.

technique

when it comes
few people you can go

is

something

to frank discus-

to for the truth.
There are so
went to Joe Penner. I went to George Burns, Gracie
laid my cards on the
Allen, Eddie Cantor, Ken Murray.
table. The time had come,
said, for a little missionary
work on their part. They had won their way to the top,
to big reputations and big incomes, by making people
laugh. That was fine, no one could grudge them that. But
how about the rest of us? Sure, we want to go on laughing
at their jokes. But we like now and then to tell them ourselves. And as often as not we don't seem to have much
luck. What about letting out a few trade secrets?
Now this may surprise you, but every one of these big
radio performers heaved a great big sigh of relief. Every
one of them said this was something he'd wanted to get
I

I

I

his chest for

a long while.

anything

FALL FLAT

Oh, don't they, now! Take their word
a gift, but the result of conscious application to a well defined problem. The remarks that cause
spontaneous laughter are concocted just as carefully as
grandma's recipe for spice cake. "A pinch of this, just a
sprinkling of that, and lots of raisins." In other words,
there's a method in a comedian's madness.
And there should be method in yours, too, if you crave
to be the life of the party. Not that you'll have to sit
even have to try.

for

like those old facts of life

they're in the

back

WHOSE JOKES

.

off

held

you've envied them
one time or another for
what seemed to be a natural
talent for evoking explosive,
hearty laughter from listeners.
Why, you said, they don't

."
"Say, you'll die laughing at this one
But you don't die laughing. In fact, you're pretty miserable. You shuffle your feet. You fumble with the buttons
on your vest. You cough nervously as the endless joke
goes on. Finally, you force a laugh. You wish that something could be done about it.
Something can be done about it. With a little effort in
the right direction, you and your annoying friends can
learn how to tell a funny story well. The problem is to

sion.

They proved as
word.
They

their

Maybe

.

find that right direction.

this

FOR YOU PARLOR COMICS

."
.

on

at

heard

in dialect,

as

haven't

.

to

in

they've picked up in the course
of their careers as comedians.

."
.

"I can't tell

there

you've

Count them

of bad jokes.

good

—

if

TECHNIQUE

REVEAL THEIR

Oops there it goes:
"Have you heard the onj
about the time Mae West

me

social sit-

uations that other people have

crusade to wipe out the scourge

your best friend, but at this
moment,
you're
positively
afraid of him. He's about to
tell a funny story.

"Stop

up against the same
to meet.

way of clearHe may be

that threatening
ing

ACE COMEDIANS

RADIO'S

pet bore has that

You

see,

they explained,

same boat with most of the people

in their

audiences. Off the radio, off the stage, off the screen, they're

it,

comedy

isn't

I

down and

start a filing case for jokes. Every professional
comedian has one. But that's only because he has to draw
on a bigger than average supply to meet a bigger than
average demand. For your purposes, memory will suffice
to store all the jokes you need. But you have to use your
memory. Like the professional, you should develop a series
of jokes which are applicable to a variety of situations and
moods. You'll have to develop a repertoire of stories if
you want to be the sort of person who can get a laugh out
of almost any crowd in almost any situation. That's Joe
Penner's hint to the amateur comedian, anyhow.
"How many times have I heard people say, 'I never can
remember a story!'" Joe said. "I've been guilty of the
same thing myself. But it's sure as shooting you can't
repeat a story properly unless you remember it all of it.
The thing I'd suggest is to jot down the ones you hear and
maybe give them a new twist. There aren't many new jokes
in the world, you know. Most of the things you laugh at
are old as the hills. The point is they have a new angle."
To illustrate the point, Joe gave me an example from his
personal life. One day he told his wife an old-as-the-hills

—

—

32
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h runny storh
LESSON FROM THESE EXPERTS

GEORGE BURNS

JOE PENNER

GRACIE ALLEN
darkie joke. It was the one
about the Southern plantation

owner who woke up

in

BY

JOHN LAGEM ANN

the

middle of the night to hear a commotion in his hen coop.
Getting out of bed, he hurried outside to see what was happening. Trembling at the door of the coop he shouted,
"Who's there?" From inside came the equally trembling
reply, "Just us chickens, boss."

Next day, Joe returned home alone to find a lot of femgewgaws scattered about the empty living room and
a great rumpus in the pantry off the dining room. "Hey,"
shouted Joe, 'Who's in there?" His wife opened the pantry
door, revealing a group of impromptu visitors raiding the
shelves for tea snacks on the maid's day off. She shouted
back, "Why, just us chickens, boss."
"Old joke; new angle, you see," Joe said. "But it had to
be well memorized. Otherwise it wouldn't have come
spontaneously. That's why I'd advise you, if you aren't
the remembering kind, to jot 'em down in a little book and
work 'em up to suit yourself. Even rehearse them. Then
all you've got to do is wait for something to happen as a
cue. Plenty will happen
does every day of the year."
So be sure to memorize your jokes perfectly. That's
point number one. Point number two is supplied by Milton
Berle. This famous Broadway comedian told me that, in
his opinion, suitability is the basis of all good comedy.
If you've ever winced at the spectacle of Aunt Bessie in
the throes of a wicked story, you know what he means.
"You might think a joke's a joke, no matter who tells
inine

—

A

quip by Gracie Allen wouldn't
My own cracks wouldn't go
over so well in the mouth of Alexander Woollcott. The reason there are so many types of professional comedians is
that there are so many styles of humor. And here's where
the amateur makes his big mistake^he's ready to tackle
anything which may come along. He can't put that certain something into some jokes because he just hasn't the
voice or the particular personality demanded. Jokes are
as specialized as doctors, but you can find plenty to fit your
type if you choose carefully."
Apart from typed jokes, Milt pointed out, there are
always the wisecracks. In making the wisecrack beautiful,
he admits, it's every man for himself. Look at Mr. Simpson of England. Well might he exclaim: "My only regret
is that I have but one wife to give to my King."
The old

it.

fit

But not so, alas, not so.
Bea Lillie's line at

into

all.

sayings and famous quotations
that can be slightly misquoted
to fit any situation are end-

Every public library has a dictionary of familiar quoLook it up sometime and see if you don't get some
ideas. Who was it said, "Give me Life, give me Liberty,
or give me the Saturday Evening Post?" Surely you can
do better than that.
You might think that the professional comedian gets a
break by having his quip right there before him on script
when he steps up to the microphone. But Eddie Cantor,
wagging his head vigorously, says it's the amateur who
has the break when it comes to a chance to be really funny.
less.

tations.

"A person who

doesn't

tell

jokes for a living should be

guy who does," Eddie said.
"In fact, all the amateur needs to steal the show is selfconfidence and presence of mind! Think of the mental
three times funnier than the

hazards which face the professional. He says to himself,
'Tonight at 9:45 P. M., E.S.T., or whatever the time might
be. I've got to be funny. It says so in the paper/ He knows
his audience expects him to be funny, and they know he
knows it. Consciously or unconsciously his audience is
saying, 'I dare you to make me laugh.'
"But the parlor comedian knows his audience personally.
He knows what they've been up to lately, what they're
thinking about and he can sneak up on them with a tailormade story or quip before they have time to stiffen. The
But half the time
best laughter is unexpected laughter!
the guy who doesn't make his living telling jokes won't
make use of this tremendous advantage."
The next time you think you are prepared to surprise
your friends with a joke, heed Mr. Cantor. Eddie pointed
out as horrible examples you people who clear your throats
self-consciously and cause a terrible pause in conversation
before you say, rather feebly, "That reminds me of the
joke about " Or you who smile apprehensively and have
that pouncing look that your best friends can tell a mile
off. All you people give your audiences time to consider
that they may have to laugh. You've ruined the joke, Eddie
says, before you've even begun to tell it.
Don't ever tell a joke apologetically. Or the laughter
that follows will be so polite you'll feel like crawling under

—

the carpet.
It's

fear of such laughter that

a joke aggressively, Eddie thinks.

makes a

lot

of people

tell

{Continued on page\Q\)
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CAN you imagine what

it

would be

like at the height of

a great operatic career suddenly to find your voice
completely gone? To be young, talented, ambitious,

with a brilliant future stretching away before you one moment; then nothing but a blank wall of silence.
Ed Jerome, whom you hear as leading man on Rich
Man's Darling, as well as in dozens of other dramatic shows
of the air, knows what it means to come face to face with
that haunting threat which hangs constantly over an actor's
or a singer's life.
Even though it happened long ago, that period of silence
haunts him still, a vivid reminder of the uncanny tricks that
fate can play, a force which shapes his career even today.

—

go back.
Ed Jerome was a simple Irish boy, a telegrapher's assistant in a New York hotel, tapping out messages
at eight dollars a week. He'd hum to himself at his work
in his deep voice, because life seemed very full and pleasBut

At

let

us

sixteen,

ant to him.

He was

helping to support his family in a little flat.
while he could save enough for the theater and
stretch his overgrown legs in a second balcony seat, craning
his neck at the remote wonders on the stage.
And then it happened that sudden onrush of fame. His
pal, another telegraph operator, persuaded him to take sing-

Once

in a

—

ing lessons, a vocal teacher marveled at the voice, got him
a scholarship at a New York school. But it wasn't enough.
One summer evening, with a little scraped-up spending
money in his pocket, his passage paid, and the promise of
a scholarship at the Conservatoire de Paris, Ed Jerome
sailed for France to

become an opera

star.

He

couldn't get over it as he walked the streets of bewildering Paris, and sat in little sidewalk cafes with strange
new friends. Everything had been so easy, so sudden.

Everything he did was wonderful.

The

greatest teacher in the Paris Conservatory adopted

Ed Jerome

as his protege.

Ed Jerome,

the wire-chief's son,

boy who hadn't been able to finish high school,
walked around with the vocal score of Gounod's "Faust"
under his arm, and drank tea at the afternoon parties of
the big Irish

countesses.

At seventeen, Ed Jerome

black velvet domino and
his operatic debut in
"Faust" on the stage of the Paris Opera House. He was
the youngest Mephistopheles of operatic history, but he
sang the role like a veteran perfect from the glorious mature bass voice to the last subtle little pantomime.
Even after the thunderous applause and the praise, he
couldn't believe it. Something was the matter. Things
in the

devil horns of Mephistopheles

made

—

didn't

happen

like

that in the

(Continued on page 76)
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THE STAR OF RICH MAN'S DARLING
LIVED

A WEIRD

LIFE

OF SILENCE
By

LUCILLE
FLETCHER

Ill

H FDE

By

WELDON MELICK

Paramount

JACK

BENNY

has been a quitter all
his life. At every turning point in
his career he has turned tail
but
each such occasion has somehow advanced

—

his

fame and fortune.

heard actors, writers and comedians
marvel that anyone could reach the top by
the seemingly careless, unambitious, unbusinesslike methods that are Jack's. His
Sunday half-hour recently forged ahead of
Major Bowes in a national radio popuI've

larity survey, returning to the first place

two years

ago. Yet Jack is easyphlegmatic, and always
takes the line of least resistance.
When
he gets into a violent argument he will
it

lost

almost

going,

suddenly give in to save himself the effort
of keeping his mind on it.
His friend, George Burns, found him

fuming one time over the incompetence of
his vaudeville agent. Jack had determined
to fire him. George didn't want to miss
the fireworks, and went along, with his
companion getting hotter under the collar
and thinking up new vilifying epithets all
the way.

As they entered the office, the agent
"Good morning, Jack!"
"Is there any mail today?" Benny

called a cheery,

seethed.

"No, there isn't. Jack."
"Well, goodbye," the infuriated actor
boiled, and on the way out mumbled, "I
guess I told him!"
Another demonstration of his onemouse-power temper occurred years ago
at the

Academy

of Music in

New York

BfcWW*

STO^f

which

boasted the most bloodaudience since the Roman Coliseum. The house welcome to each new act
was a prolonged raspberry when tomatoes were out of season.
Entertainers
dreaded to play the spot, but egotistically
gave everything they had for the applause
of the barbarians, as it was equivalent in
the theatrical world to a Congressional
Medal for Bravery.
Jack sauntered in from the wings in his usual preoccupied
manner at the first performance. His "Hello, everybody!"
was drowned in the raspberry-flavored accolade which crescendoed to a thunderous roar as he shuffled deliberately
across the stage, his eyes on the floor. When he reached the
other side of the stage without so much as a change of expression, the raspberry subsided into ominous defiance, prefacing the real baiting and torture of a human sacrifice.
Jack tossed them a genial "Goodbye, folks," sauntered
on out of the theater and never came back.
Benny has developed quitting to the perfection of a
science.
He quit high school in his sophomore year by
request. The principal said he wouldn't amount to any-

City,
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thing and was only wasting the taxpayers' money.
Jack next quit his home for the stage. His father threatened to lock up the welcome mat if the boy walked out on

him, but admitted he was only bluffing when he found out
his son was serious.
Young Jack Benny was a violinist when he quit the stage
to join the Navy. There were Seamen's Benefits, so he kept
right
all

When the world conflict was over,
of a second-rate violinist was a first-rate

on entertaining.

that

was

left

comedian.

Laughs are not only Jack's

career, they are also his exisHis closest friends are rival comedians those who
can make him laugh the most frequently and heartily and
tence.

—

—
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when Jack Benny laughs heartily, he falls down, rolls on the
floor, and clicks his heels.
He matches laugh for laugh,
reveling in a joke with the same abandon whether he's on
the giving or receiving end.

tf^NE morning

during a Winnipeg date, the Bennys' friend,
Al Burns, telephoned from the hotel lobby that he
was on his way up to their room. To give Al a laugh, Jack
stood on one bed with a pitcher of water on his head and
Mary stood on the other bed balancing a telephone book
on her brow. At the knock on the door, Jack called "Come
in!" and in walked the waiter with their breakfast.
Jack doesn't go in for practical jokes. His idea of fun
takes the milder form of telegrams and long distance phone

habitually rises before nine o'clock every morning, in aggravatingly jubilant spirits. So about the time the impromptu guests dispose of their wraps, their host is asleepP
on the couch.
He's never the life of the party. But whoever is the lifi
of the party never had a better one-man audience than

Jack Benny. He whoops at whatever strikes him funnyr.
Several comedians have risen from the minor ranks through
his enthusiasm. He has sat in on radio auditions and used his
compelling personality to persuade sponsors to contract
comedy programs which would compete with his own, just
because he wanted to help someone he used to

calls.

When

Boy" opened in San
Moore, who was playing in the same
gram from Jack Benny and
"Big

George Burns to this effect:
"Jolson opens tonight. As

we don't know
are sending you

Jolson,

we

a telegram.
Congratulations."
The night George Burns
and Gracie Allen got married
in
Cleveland,
Jack
called

—

cordial, "Come on up to the house
we'll have a
laughs."
Sometimes he comes home with thirty
people. But Jack will never make a good night owl. He

from a
lotta

Florence
city, received a teleFrancisco,

know

in

vaudeville.

He

is

probably the only actor on record without a spark
of

professional

When
Did you ever suspect that Jaclc was a quitter?
that Mary Livingstone left him the first
But read the story.
year they were married?

Or

Maurice Seymour

jealousy.

Block
first
teamed up with Eve Sully,
Jack loaned the pair his
best piece of gag material,
Jesse

a sure-fire bit that

ting

the

was

get-

biggest laughs on
road.
He figured it
his

might do them a lot of
good while bookers were

up from Vancouver

he announced. George said,
"Bring up two orders of
bacon and eggs!" and hung

catching their act in New
York, and wouldn't do him
any harm, since they would
drop it a$ soon as they
started on the road them-

up.

selves.

M. "Hello—this

at 4:00 A.

Jack

is

Benny!"

The

While George was play-

New

a

six-page

was
Sully

terrific.

turned to play the Palace.
After his first performance,
people said he was doing a
Block and Sully. He took
the bit out of his own act
and told his friends to keep
it when they went on the
road.

George

letter.

bit

and

became
sensations over night and
were being held over in
New York when Jack reBlock

York,
Jack sent him this wire
from San Diego, "I think
your act is sensational.
You've got the cleverest
routine, the funniest gags
Broadway has ever heard.
think you're a genius
I
better than Chaplin!" He
signed it "George Burns."
Jack once wrote George
ing the Palace in

was too busy to answer, so
he switched the names in
salutation
and signature,
and sent the letter back.
Jack redoubled, and for a
year and a half, that was

Jack often gives a fair
imitation of a lunatic on
the loose. When he is not
composing goofy telegrams,
he is usually lost in a fog
of concentration and petty

the only letter that passed

worries.

between them, but

will

it

passed

first

his

pro-

gram on the air, Jack wrote
him a fan letter: "I listened
to your program last night
and I think it was swell.
I

would

very
much if you would send me
a picture of Tom Mix's
appreciate

it

you asked.
Four years ago, Jack
committed a stupefying act

horse."

George dug up a picture
and inscribed
it "To my very dear friend,
Jack Benny." Jack acknowledged it with "Thank you
for your picture."
When Jack meets friends

which

of a jackass

after the theater or in a restaurant, he can't refrain
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sudden question
some words

concerning the subject on
mind, making the most
Somesurprising answer.
times he doesn't hear you
at all, and other times he
startles you with an answer fifteen minutes after
you have forgotten what

frequently.

After George's

A

jar loose

/

convinced all his
insanity.
his
of
Without a single other prospect in view, he quit cold a
job that was bringing him
$1400 a week. He asked for
friends

a release from his contract

(Continued

on

page 79)
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In three more min
episode of Raising
Junior would go on the air over a
national network and the boy who was

was 5:57

ITutes

to

P.

the

first

have taken the part of Bobby hadn't

shown

up.

Raymond

Knight, collabo-

and actor in the serial, was approaching madness with pantomime
and sound effects in the NBC corridors. Suddenly the elevator doors
opened and Knight caught a fleeting
rator

glimpse of a chunky, sandy-haired
nine-year-old boy.
"HOLD IT!" he yelled as the

He jumped
yanked him
out of the elevator, and rushed
him up a flight of stairs and into
the studio. There he thrust a
doors started to close.

at the surprised lad,

the

script

into

caught

his breath, said:

kid's

hands,
"You're

Bobby!" and pushed him

in

front of the microphone.
That was Walter Tetley's

is

commercial program, and
he remained on it two years.
Most children, probably
most adults, would have
gone to pieces under the
first

**"*£2*>e
series

—
—

or rehearsal
for coaching
It

was

his

By

moment. But
without audition
there wasn't a second even
as if he had been playing the

E L

ANNE
I

S

O N

if

52.

Babe Ruth, Irene Rich, Warden Lawes and
Lanny Ross. In one week alone he was in
the Show Boat, the Palmolive program,

Town

Hall and Helen Hayes'
important broadcasts.
Fred Allen is one of the stars who demands Tetley whenever he needs a boy's voice on his program. I asked him his
reasons, and in what he told me I found further proof that
to be a successful child star you have to act like a grown up.
"Tet is a better actor than nine out of ten adults in
radio," Fred told me, "and he was just as good three years
ago. That kid can do anything. The only reason he's not
an English professor in Harvard right now is that radio
pays better. When he plays my son in a skit, he mimics my
voice perfectly in whatever accent I'm using, Chinese, Oxford, hill billy, and he can do Scotch better than any of us.
"He bones on his lines until he's letter perfect. He's actually got us in the habit of expecting so much from him
that on a few occasions we've bawled him out for slight
mistakes that we'd probably overlook in an adult. He cries
like any sensitive kid does when you hurt his feelings, because of course he isn't the tough little brat he seems to be
in some scripts
he wouldn't last fifteen minutes in this
business if he was and it's rather a shocking revelation
after you've known him to discover he's just a child after

Fred Allen's

opportunity to prove that he was not a child.

therein lies the secret not only of Walter's success in

who

has

made

game. Therein, also, is perhaps the answer to the question that has been puzzling you, whether
your own child would have a chance.
There is no place in radio for children who are children
in anything but voice and years. They must all measure
up to adult standards in dependability and efficiency as well
as talent. The boy who misunderstood the time of the
Raising Junior broadcast or got too absorbed in a baseball
game may have had more dramatic ability than Walter,
but he proved he was a child mentally and his radio career
ended right there. Nobody even remembers his name.
Walter has been the busiest kid in radio ever since.
Barely sixteen, he's made 2300 ether appearances on 150
different programs, a record which few if any adults can
match, has shared a microphone with such a dazzling variety of stars as Cantor, Ripley, Waring, Whiteman, Penner,
Benny, Winchell, Lombardo, Burns and Allen, the Marx
Brothers, Easy Aces, Leslie Howard, Clarence Darrow,
Ethel and Lionel Barrymore, Grace Moore, Amelia Earhart,
in this adult

A STAR AT

P r °9rarn

Sfar of
fhe
t

serial, as well as less

radio, but the success of every other child

good

th

°—tu fr,

lines

role all his life.

And

«

Page

hysterical excitement of that

Walter read Bobby's

to

SIXTEEN,

—

—

all."

Tet has suggested several gags

(Continued on page 105)

WALTER TETLEY'S PROOF OF WHAT HE SAYS
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MURRAY'S MARLYN STUART— Her

Mama

that

Ken Murray s
man's here again" at the beginning of
at «ts end
line
another
and
show
Tuesday night CBS
but they ve made
are her only appearances on the air,
Tiny and
stars.
her better known than many other
to get ready tor
blonde, she is taking singing lessons
She s from Oh.o.
the time when she'll have more to do.

MAJOR—Jess Pugh plays Mapr Drucker,
CIVIL
Cbb
of Nurse Clara Barton, in
counselor
and
friend
a
times
three
Corps,
Nurse
dramatic serial, Junior
His birthplace is Indiana, where he
week at five.
Then he was
worked in a bank after leaving school.
years on a
twenty-one
for
monologist
and
humorist
a
sons.
grown
two
has
and
married
lyceum circuit. He's

WAR

18

aojjy

with
SHIRLEY LLOYD-The new vocalist
Baker
evening
Sunday
Ozzie Nelson's band on NBC's
Shirley s
to radio.
Broadcast is also a new arriva

OZZIE'S

professionallyor,
twenty, and has been singing
Colorado to
Pueblo,
in
home
two years. She left her
heard her
smg on Herbie Kay's orchestra. When
needed.
he
vocalist
the
was
she
in Chicago he decided
just

O-e

WAR

CIVIL
famous

P°^ a Ys *|\e
Corps.
Nurse
the Junior

NURSE-Lovely Sunda Love
Clara Barton,

in

nurse,
and was teaching
ShT comes from a musical family,
graduating from the
After
ten.
was
piano when she

«** «d «™

on the
University of Illinois she went
the boy who
is married to
Sunda
Brown-eyed
into radio.
in college.
were
they
while
gave her his fraternity pin

cttopboim

years ago he rode
car full of yearhngs;
Party
now he's one of the stars of the Saturday Night
his career by
started
He
26.
of
age
the
at
NBC,
over
a living;
studying dentistry; married; painted signs for
Tibbett. The
Lawrence
by
sing
to
encouraged
and was
October.
in
latest of his three children was born

SINGER WALTER CASSEL—Two
out of the Middle West in a cattle

DUDE RANCH'S JIM BABCOCK-The

on
John

story-telle

Ranch Tuesday nights is
Log
9 Cabin Dude
He made his de but in
actor.
old-time
al
Mlton a re
Helena Mod,eska, and
Mme
New York in 1892, with
H
today's famous stars
has appeared with most of
in
played
he
but
West,
spends his vacations in the
aga.n.
there
go
like to
London one summer, and would

the

NBC

the South to

PET" TENOR—A contribution of
on the CBS Your
radio is William Perry, tenor soloist
of an old
member
a
He's
nights.
Saturday
Pet program
teacher
music
a
was
and
Nashville, Tennessee family,
You
before entering rad.o.

"YOUR

the Nashville schools
Melodeers Quartet.
first as a member of the
football games.
watch
to
and
horseback
He likes to ride

in

heard him

McW.ll.ams
QUESTIONER UNCLE JIM-Jim
Bee,

is

master

on NBC
Jim's Question
of ceremonies on Uncle
as
,, vaudev, le
was
he
years
many
Saturday nights. For
home
his
to
retired
Crumit, then
the partner of Frank
.church elder
Virginia, where he's c
at Virginia Beach,
The rest of
board
school
and a member of the county
for his program.
questions
choosing
his time he spends
,

™
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ANOTHER ACTION PACKED CHAPTER
LIFE

IN

THE

OF THE WORLDS MOST FAMOUS

RE-

PORTER AS HE COVERS CHICAGO'S UNDER-

WORLD AND PANCHO

VILLA'S

REVOLUTION

Of

^.

By

The story

NORTON RUSSELL

so far: Ever since
was a child in Washington,
D. C, Floyd Gibbons has wanted
His first job, when he
to be where the excitement was.
was eleven, was selling newspapers in Washington, and he
took it not because he had to earn money but because the
Spanish-American war was on and it was thrilling to be
out on the streets, bringing the news to the waiting public.
Later, the family moved to other cities, and was in Minneapoiis when Floyd grew old enough to decide he'd had
enough formal education and wanted to begin earning his
own living. He had only one ambition to satisfy his insatiable curiosity by being a newspaper reporter. In spite

—

of

the opposition

of

his

father,

Edward Gibbons, who

wanted him to follow some more settled line of work, Floyd
got a job on the Minneapolis News. After a few weeks he
was fired he never knew why until years later, when he
learned that his father had had him discharged on purpose,
hoping to disgust him with a reporter's life. Instead, he
went to Milwaukee and got another newspaper job.
Part Two
was kind to the boy from Minneapolis
or perhaps it was just that Floyd was a good
reporter. After his first signed story, which he clipped and

—

MILWAUKEE

—

Opposite page, Floyd Gibbons in
midst of one of his rapidfire stories on the Nash Speed
Below, there's a story
show.
behind this picture taken during Pancho Villa's revolution.
Floyd and another man had just
the

home to his mother,
many more. He was no

sent proudly
there were

he

longer a cub, but a full-fledged renot yet in his twenties.
He stayed in Milwaukee only six months, however. His
father came to see him one day and asked him to come
home, back to Minneapolis. "You can get a job on a

—and

porter

newspaper there, if you want to," he said. "You know how
feel about that, but I guess you know what you want to
I
do.
Come home, anyway. Your mother misses you she
thinks you're too young to be out on your own."
The truth was, as Floyd realized later, that his mother
sympathized perfectly with him, "but his father couldn't

—

bear the thought of his eldest son being in another city.
He wanted to have him where he could keep an eye on him,
control him.
He hadn't learned that controlling Floyd
Gibbons was a little like controlling a boiler-full of live
steam without a safety valve.
Floyd returned, but with a stipulation: he was to be
completely on his own. He would neither accept money
from his father nor live in the Gibbons home. And, of
course, he was to be allowed to work for a newspaper.
He got a job with the Minneapolis Tribune, and in the
next year or so he had his first (Continued on page 84)

Below, Pancho Villa's men and their families beside one of the trains
Floyd had a private
which Villa used as his traveling headquarters.
At bottom, Floyd (second from the right) in front of
car to himself.
a dugout during the Mexican Revolution. Note the beard life in Mexico didn't offer the time nor the facilities for very frequent shaving.

—

Photos loaned to Radio Mirror by Floyd Gibbons from his personal scrapbook

given first aid to the old Mexican soldier at the right, who
had been wounded. When Floyd
and his companion attempted to
continue on their way, the Mexican, unable to speak English,
warned them not to go any farther by holding his hat up on
the point of his rifle.
bullet zoomed through the hat and
Floyd stayed right where he was.
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IS
own living room, you and
family lean forward, intent upon a mirror which
reflects the images of the Honeymooners, Grace and
Eddie Albert. Their lips move you see them and as they
do so the sound of their voices fills the room. You laugh
as they wink at each other
The scene changes; you
are watching King Edward's coronation or the Spanish
revolution; a whirl of lights, and President Roosevelt is
delivering his opening message to Congress.
The smile
you've had to imagine at his fireside talks is really there.
From an unimpeachable source, 1 know that television
on a commercial scale will be undertaken in New York
City during 1937.
Already, such stars as Grace and
Eddie Albert are broadcasting weekly programs which are
both heard and seen by television experts stationed at
various points within the radius reached by the television
waves. Those waves aren't powerful enough yet to span
the Atlantic, but by the time King Edward's coronation is
held, television service will be available to one-quarter of
the population of the British Isles. In Germany, people
will be able to watch Hitler's face as he talks to them on
a screen four times as large as any yet developed here.
Have you wondered, in the midst of all that has been said
the darkened quiet of your

INyour

—

—

.

.

.

and printed on the subject of television, what a television
Now, if you will look at the picture accom-

set looks like?

TELEUISIDn
panying this article, you can see for yourself. Have you
wondered what you would see if a set were installed in
your home and a program tuned in? Have you wondered
which of today's radio and movie stars would retain or increase their popularity in the

wood
when

star

is

new medium? Which HollyAnd have you wondered

television's ideal?

—meaning

the general public

—

electrical engineers

you, not reporters nor
newest mechani-

will get a look at this

and perhaps a chance to buy one?
Those questions, too, will be answered by the time you've
finished reading. I want to give you a report, today's report, on the progress of the most fascinating forward step
man has ever taken to abolish limitations of space and

cal marvel,

time.

Television on a non-commercial basis has been going on,
no doubt you know, since early last summer. That is,
programs under constantly changing conditions have been
as

broadcast, and have been watched, by a small group of
experts who had been supplied with receivers.
In November, on the 62nd floor of Radio City's tallest
building, I watched a forty-minute sight and sound pro-

gram

upon the screens of almost a
The program
of the Empire State building, six{Continued on page 93)

flashed simultaneously

dozen television

sets,

ranged along the wall.

came from

the top floor

teen blocks

downtown.

REHLLH HERE?
POST YOURSELF ON TODAY'S

ENTERTAINMENT

SENSATION WITH FACTS

AND PICTURES YOU'VE
NEVER READ OR SEEN

By LOUIS

UNDERWOOD

Photos by William Haussler of

NBC

Opposite

page, television
heavy makeup for
its
performers. Note how
Grace and Eddie Albert are
requires

accenting

their

features

with the grease paint. At
left,
an actual broadcast
scene, with its heavy cam-

microphone at the
end of a derrick, and the
battery of spotlights.
Above, a television set being tuned in to receive a
program. The gray oblong
at the top is the V/2 by 10
inch screen upon which you
see the performer's image.
era, the

Scientists

are working now

to perfect a larger screen.

IF

AL JOLSON HADN'T MET AL

THIS
great

is

GOODMAN TWENTY

YEARS

AGO TWO

the story of a
friendship.

A

tempestuous, demanding
friendship, but nevertheless
a great one, true and deep

and abiding.
the story of a famous
and of the man he first
started on the road to success,
then grew to depend upon for
It's

star

success

in

his

own

career.

It's

a story which grew to be a legend
along the Broadway of fifteen
years ago; and although the Broad-

way
still

of today has forgotten it, it is
and strong in the hearts

fresh

of Al Jolson and Al Goodman.
If these things had not happened
you might not today be listening to Al

new Rinso program and
you almost certainly would not hear Al
Goodman as maestro of the Show Boat
and Lucky Strike programs. These two
Jolson on his

;

men

as they are now, are products of the
relationship which began between them in
1917.

Without Al Jolson, Goodman might
an obscure orchestra

well have remained

leader instead of the important figure in
radio he is; and without Goodman, Jolson
could never have reached the high position

he occupies in the world of entertainment.
The story is significant for still another
reason. Through Al Goodman's eyes, I saw a
Jolson I hadn't met before, a more human and
understandable Jolson. In the ten years during
which they were closely associated, Goodman
learned things about Jolson no one else knew, or
could know. But their place is later in the story.
In 1916, Al Goodman was in San Francisco,
leading the orchestra for "What Next," a musical
comedy starring Blanche Ring and Charles Winninger yes, the same Charles Winninger who was
later to be" the beloved Cap'n Henry of Show Boat

—

a road company, hastily thrown toand although the stars were well known their
supporting cast and the orchestra were of considerably

was

It

gether,

less

than

Goodman

Broadway

calibre.

Nobody knew who Al

was, and certainly nobody cared.
Until one night when Al Jolson dropped in to listen
to the show.
He was on a vacation, but that couldn't
keep him out of the theater. After the performance, he
looked Goodman up, backstage, and said, "I'm going to
have you working for me some day. I'll send for you, and
you've got to come. You've got something no other musical
comedy orchestra director I've ever heard has, and I need
you."
Then he went away, and that was the last Goodman
heard from him for almost a year. "What Next" had closed
after its Coast run, and Al Goodman hadn't been able to
find another steady job. It was wartime, remember, and
he was in naval uniform, subject to call at any time. When

Warner Brothers

Al Jolson, above, was always fighting with his producers until he found Al Goodman who smoothed the way for his first
real success. Jolson's on the air again, on a big new show.

he applied for work in a show, the manager would look at
the uniform and shake his head, afraid to hire him lest he
be called away suddenly in the middle of a run.
Debts began to pile up. Al and Mrs. Goodman struggled
along, trying to feed their two little children and themAnd then just as
selves, but it was uphill, hopeless work.
if he'd known when Al Goodman needed his help most
then was when Al Jolson sent for him to come to New
York and direct the orchestra for his new show "Sinbad."

—

THEIR ffllDSHIP BROUGHT
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OF YOUR BEST LOVED STARS WOULDN'T
In order to understand what Goodman could and did
do for Jolson, you must understand what theater orchestras were like in those days. The musicians in them were
musical snobs. They considered themselves above the music
they were called upon to play, if that music held the merest
taint of what people in those days called ragtime. They
weren't at all in sympathy with Al Jolson and his vivid,
energetic way of performing. They remembered that he'd
come to the musical comedy stage straight out of minstrel

BE

BROADCASTING TODAY

shows, and they thought he was just a coon shouter. Their
They
music was stodgy, ordinary, and downright dull.
wanted to play for a Jolson extravaganza as if it were an
operetta.
Jolson's efforts to get the kind of accompaniment he
wanted from a long succession of musical directors had resulted in an unending battle which was almost a Broadway
tradition.

He

couldn't help fighting with them, because

all

how to play music were the exact opposite of
He liked to have a good time on the stage, ca-

their ideas of
his.

Al Goodman, below, was an obscure orchestra leader when Al
Jolson hired him to pep up his Broadway extravaganzas. Now
Goodman is musical director tor the Hit Parade and Show Boat.
Harold Stein

vort around and enjoy himself, sing a song when
and how he pleased at that particular moment;
and because he was a clever showman, when he

had a good time the audience did, too. But the
usual Broadway orchestra conductor, with' his
set ideas of how to do things, wouldn't let Jolson have a good time.
Al Goodman was different. He liked Jolson,
in the first place, and sympathized with what
he was trying to do. He was young, eager,
anxious to experiment with new ideas. He
came from the West Coast, where theater
orchestras were less formal.

When

Jolson

would suddenly decide to change songs

in

middle of a performance, Goodman
was always ready with the music at a mo-

the

ment's notice.

Jolson could follow his

whims, and know that Goodman would
follow them, too, and that there would
be no confusion in the orchestra, only
an added spontaneity and excitement.
Under Goodman's direction, "Sinbad"
took on a new sparkle and color.
Every performance was an adventure
instead of a routine. The critics,
when it opened out of town, were
enthusiastic;
and because they
didn't know the whole story, they
gave all the credit to Jolson. For
the first time he was able to show

them the

full

theatrical

power of

his great

personality,

with

which he seemed to take every

member of an audience into his confidence.

individual

Goodman was

satisfied and
happy. Jolson had given him

his

big chance,

and

in

his

gratitude he was well
pleased to be able to further Jolson's career. Yet

tragedy

until

his private

struck

life,

at

he never

knew how far Jolson's
friendship for him went
past a mere professional

relationship.

H

e

knew he had a good

—but

boss

Mm^i

THl STRRDDm

know he

he

didn't

also

had a

friend.

"Sinbad" was play(Cont. on page 67)

By

DAN

WHEELER
4"-

MID SO THEII GREW UP
When

the picture below was taken, Winto come to her summer radio programs looking sad because
soon she'd have to go back to school.
She needn't worry about homework any
more, she's too busy being featured on
the Tom Mix series over NBC. Sophisticated waves replace baby ringlets.
ifred

Toomey used

The same
effect!

for
girl

radio,

below.

but such

smile,

When

Betty

Wragge

she was the
But,

grown up, and

like

this

a

different

auditioned

Dutch bobbed
she has

radio,

winter she

ing a leading role in
Family, the popular

is

tak-

Pepper Young's

dramatic

serial

broadcast five times a week on NBC.
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A VERY SHORT TIME AGO THEY WERE RADIO'S STARLETS.
ARE FULL FLEDGED ACTRESSES TAKING PART

IN

NOW THEY

NETWORK PROGRAMS

Nancy Kelly's another drama debutante
who made her first microphone appearance as Dorothy in the Wizard of Oz.
She

liked

short

dresses,

didn't like

the boys and had already appeared in
fifty movies, way back in those days.
You hear her on the CBS March of Time,
and also on the Cavalcade of America.

Ethel Blume's first program was Madge
Tucker's The Lady Next Door. Graduation for her was just a year ago, when

she was
Doctor.
of David

Her

added

Now

to the cast of Peggy's
she is a regular member

Harum and Home Sweet Home.

to stardom has been as rapid
as the sudden flowering of her beauty.
rise

FHSHIOnS THRT FLATTER

Above, Hildegarde poses
evening gown. There are

in

her

slinky,

black cellophane

tiny threads of red

and green

running through the material, giving a rainbow cast. This
is a gown most women can wear because of its simplicity.

A

Hildegarde's own

coat of gray duveteen with lots of
Persian

—the

sveltness of pure Greek in a
of this season with its knee-length
tunic, trimmed with bands of gold leather upon which is
appliqued a scroll of multi-colored, scintillating beads.

Le Maire selection

typical evening

fur

trim-

The collar
criss-crosses in
front and down
ming.

along the sleeves.
Right, a Le Maire

—

selection
a romantic gold lame
robe with a full
skirt and pinched
wasp waist. The
puff-shouldered
jacket goes over
the backless back.

gown

BEGINNING

Des Moines, Iowa
Omaha, Neb
Kansas City, Mo

Charles Le Maire, star
Fashion Show, broadcast
each Thursday afternoon over NBC, will select for
Radio Mirror readers the most important costumes of the
month, modeled by beautiful radio personalities.
This month we've chosen Hildegarde, NBC's singer and
television girl, as our model.
The Le Maire creations shown on these pages can be purchased at any of the following stores:
designer of

with
the

this

La

issue,

Salle

Ida Claire
Mrs. Franklin, Inc.

Philadelphia, Pa
Baltimore, Md
Washington, D. C
Buffalo, N. Y
Pittsburgh, Pa
Cleveland, Ohio

House of Wenger

Bar Harbor, Me

St.

Paul

Minnesota

Va

Norfolk,

House
Diffo

Mantaldo Inc.
Weinberger
Weinberger
Kate Falnetta, Inc.
The Liluby Shop
Elles Shoppe
Nell Jackson Inc.
Kerr Dept. Store
Neiman Marcus
Harlowe. Inc.

New

Orleans,

La

Michigan
Ill

Mo

T.ee

Texas

Salt

Lake

City,

Utah

Sax-Kay

San Francisco, Calif.
Los Angeles, Calif
Portland, Oregon

Stanley-Korthack
Madaline et Cie

Spokane,

in

Jackson

Dallas,

Houston, Texas
San Antonio, Texas
Denver, Colorado

Mary-Louise, Inc.

a Bergdorf-Goodman sport dress
It's a very smart
street costume and good and warm under your winter
coat. Pockets and neckline are trimmed with Persian cloth.
Below, Hildegarde

Oklahoma
Oklahoma City
Tulsa,

Pasternanx
Mabel Danahy, Inc.
Win. Penn Hat Shop

Seattle,

A

of Morris

Winston Salem, N. C
Charlotte, N. C
Nashville, Tenn
Atlanta, Ga

Birmingham, Alabama

Gaither- Williams

of mustard-color imported wool fabric.

Vhntos bv R/iv

Minneapolis,

Bergdorf Goodman

City

Boston, Mass

Chicago.
St. Louis,

.•

Milwaukee, Wis

Baton Rouge, La

New York

Detroit,

Cincinnati, Ohio.
Indianapolis, Ind

I'ounkers Bros.

Brandeis
Jean Coventry, Inc.
Vanity Fair
L. S. Ayrer Co.
Lee-Koft
Young-Quinlan

Washington
Washington

Le Maire selection

—

Eda & Matilde Wolf
Gano-Downs
Classique Shop
Ransahoff
Bullock's- Wilshire

Meier & Frank
Helen Igoe

Haddad

Inc.

it's called "Eleven o'clock on."
small bolero you are ready for the day. You
are even ready for dinner by removing the jacket to
disclose the decolletage.
The tiny hat goes with it.

With

its

indicate

that that corner to
prosperity has been passed.
Mario Braggiotti (of Fray

and

Braggiotti,

piano team)

has polished off a band that
looks to be going places. Bert
Block, whose cohorts Tommy

Dorsey raided, is back with a
outfit.
Harry Reser has
taken unto himself a young,
new bunch of musikers and
discarded the Clicquot Club
Eskimos which brought him
fame. Jack Jenny (not Denny
or Benny) has assembled a
fine unit.
Jack is considered
one of the ace trombonists in

new

the business.

FIRST

WITH THE LATEST,

You'd be surprised how senmost of the maestros are
about their figures. Daily they

sitive

consult

WE
has picked
MUSIC
strong man. Joseph

GIVE

YOU DANCELAND

itself

a

V.

mayor

of

retained
lishers

by the Music Pub-

EVEN

Association

interest.

An epidemic

of

*

*

new bands

with ap-

who is
mat

six foot three, goes to the

almost daily with a professional wrestler to keep down his
poundage. As do most of the
men in the band. Of course
the classic examples in the reducing column are Paul Whiteman and Jacques Renard who
took off huge slices of bulk by
diet.
Golf is by far the favorite method. Harry Sosnick is one of the few trying to
put on weight. Eddy Duchin keeps lithe by his frequent
and sweeping bows to the debs who frequent the Plaza.
Hal Kemp by autographing photos, Frank Parker by playing polo, Benny Goodman by playing hot tunes, Dick
Stabile on the rowing machine, Bob Crosby by taking frequent hot and cold baths. It's really a grim business.
*
*
*

BECOME WHISPERS

music in the same capacity as Judge Landis in
baseball and Will Hays in the
movies. One of the first matters McKee took up was the
code of fair trade practices which seeks to correct abuses of
long standing in the industry, such as publishers paying
orchestra leaders for plugs, for making special arrangements
of their songs, etc. McKee is expected to crack down on
these practices as well as talk turkey to infringers who make
records of radio programs. Developments are awaited with
to serve

*

scales

SECRETS BEFORE THEY'VE

McKee, former
New York, has been

Protective

their

prehension. Glen Gray,

is

breaking out, seeming to

Although they all began by playing an instrument, the
who can keep it up and lead, too, are the exceptions. Did you know that Abe Lyman used to play drums,
Rudy Vallee the sax, Paul Whiteman the viola, George
Olsen the drums, Ozzie Nelson the sax, Guy Lombardo the
fiddle, ditto Ben Bernie, Will
(Continued an page 82)
maestros

M
\
t

te»^
>a

Mario
an

Braggiotti's

orchestra

now that
up

his

he's

piano

leader
given
duets.

Tom

COROORTIOn COIFFURES
jsk

i

10

te^».

Q

By

JOYCE ANDERSON

•

NEVER BEFORE HAS

HAIR STYLE BEEN

1

SO IMPORTANT.
gg

™

:

IS

H

NOW

THE TIME TO

MAKE THAT CHANGE
AIGRETTE

FAN

thousand miles away, on the other side of the
THREE
Atlantic Ocean, the greatest preparations for any pubevent in modern European history are taking place.
publicized, and certainly the most dramatic
coronation in the history of the British Empire will take
lic

The most

—

place next May. And so it's Coronation Year.
In the cut of your dresses, in the colors of your accessories, even in your shoes and hats and cosmetics, this is

question to be considered:

the important

"Is

it

Corona-

tion?"

But before you can be sure of your ensemble, no matter
dresses and coats and hats you are
buying, you won't be fashion-right until you've done something about your hair.
Stop and think. How many-

how many modish new

months, even years, has
since you've

it

—

while to go to Robert for specially designed coiffures and
pay him well for it, too it's certainly going to be worth
your while to stud}' the sketches he gave me and then try

—

them out for yourself.
Robert has given each of his creations delightfully appropriate names and each one typifies an essential feature of
Coronation trend. "Coronation" itself, for instance,
shows you the clusters of ringlets which are so important
today; notice the symbolic crown effect achieved without
artificial rigidity or coldness.
"Aigrette," with its distincthe

tive center part, illustrates the lifted hairline at the temples.

extremely smart simplicity, is the permovement. In both "Flighte"
and "Coronation." you see the (Continued on page 92)
"Flighte," with

its

sonification of the off-the-face

been

done your hair

a

CORONATION

FLIGHTE

new way? And you've gotten
away with it, 'too. so far, but
you can't any longer. Not this
season! Just look at the types
of hairdress illustrated on this
page. That ought to show you

you're going to have
experiment before you can
be satisfied. You won't be alone
in your experimenting, either,

how much
to

for half the lovely stars of radio
I've seen lately are in the

same

throes.

why went to Robert,
famous Parisian hairdresser

That's
the

I

and perfumer, who has a New
Vork salon on upper Fifth Avenue, and persuaded him to give
me these four examples of his
own Coronation creations. If
radio stars think it's worth their
51

RADIO MIRROR RAPID
MONDAY

SUNDAY
All time is

10:00

All time

Eastern Standard

TUESDAY

Eastern Standard

is

A.M.
CBS: Betty and Bob.
NBC-Blue: Press-Radio News.

10:00

A.M.

CBS: Church of the Air.
NBC-Blue: Southernaires.

NBC-Red: Sabbath

NBC-Red:

Reveries.

10:00

CBS: Alexander Semmler.
NBC-Red: Music and American
Youth.

NBC:

Just Plain Bill.

11:30

CBS: Major Bowes Family.
NBC-Red: The World Is Yours.
NBC-Blue: lodent Dress Rehearsal.
NBC-Blue:

NBC-Red:

Pageant of Youth.
Moscow Sleigh Bells.

12:30 P.M.
CBS: Salt Lake City Tabernacle.
MBS: Ted Weems Orchestra.
NBC-Blue: Radio City Music Hall.
NBC-Red: University of Chicago
Round Table Discussion.
1:00

CBS: Church

NBC

Red:

Air.

of the

Manners.

Lucille

CBS:

French

News Exchange

MBS
NBC

Red: Thatcher Colt mysteries.

CBS:

CBS: Dr. Allan R. Dafoe.
NBC-Blue: Edward McHugh.
NBC-Red: Voice of Experience.

CBS:

NBC
NBC

CBS: The Gumps.

CBS:

CBS:

Rich Man's Darling.

Point Lookout Light.

NBC-Blue:
3:30

NBC-Red: Grand

Star

Hotel.

NBC- Red:

MBS

School of the Air.

Blue:

NBC- Red: Pepper

2:45

NBC-Red:

Personal

Column.

3:15

MBS:

Mollie

of

the

Movies

3:30

NBC- Red: Ma

NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family.

NBC-Red:

NBC

Figgs-

and

Fishface

Blue:

NBC

NBC-Red: Hour

NBC-Red:

Camera.

Musical

Charm.

of

CBS: Junior Nurse Corps.
NBC-Blue: Let's Talk It Over.

CBS: Your Unseen

Friend.
NBC- Blue: We, the People.

NBC- Red:

NBC- Red: Tom

NBC-Red: Tom Mix.

Lombardo.

NBC

Blue: Stoopnagle and Budd.
NBC- Red: Smilin' Ed McConnell.

6:00
Joe Penner.

MBS:

NBC -Red:

National Amateur Night.
Catholic Hour.

NBC-Red:

CBS:
NBC-Red: A

Rubinoff, Jan

Eleven

to

CBS: Professor Quiz.
NBC-Red: Jack Benny.
7:30

CBS: Phil Baker.
NBC-Blue: Ozzie

Nelson,

Bob Rip-

Fireside

7:45

Sunset Dreams.

NBC- Red: Amos

Andy.

'n'

MBS

:

NBC

CBS: Ford Sunday Hour.
NBC-Blue: Walter Winchell.
NBC-Red: Manhattan Merry-GoNBC-Blue: Paul Whiteman.
9:30

NBC-Red: American Album

of

:

10:00

CBS: Gillette Community Sing.
NBC-Blue: Edwin C. Hill.
NBC-Red: General Motors Symphony.
10:30
of

Long Ago.

USE THIS

CBS: Wayne King.
Famous Jury
Singin'

Krueger

Poetic

Musical

Toast.

5:45

NBC- Blue:
NBC- Red:

V

P.M.

Eleven

to

P.M.

6:30
Press -Radio News.
6:45
CBS: Renfrew of the Mounted.
NBC- Blue: Lowell Thomas.

CBS:

Poetic

Melodies.
Aces.

NBC- Blue: Easy
NBC- Red: Amos

Andy.
Sportcast.

of Experience.

'n'

Andy.

7:15

CBS: Popeye

Braddock.

the Sailor.

NBC- Blue: Jim

NBC

Braddock.

Red: Uncle Ezra.

7:30

CBS: Goose Creek

Carter.

Blue: Vivian della Chiesa.
Hall.

Blue: Log Cabin Dude Ranch.
Red: Leo Reisman's Orchestra.

MBS

:

Parson.

The Lone Ranger.

NBC- Blue: Lum

and Abner.

7:45

CBS- Boake

Carter.

6:00

CBS: Cavalcade

of

America.

NBC- Blue: Revue de Paree.
NBC- Red: One Man's Family.

Al Jolson.

MBS
NBC
NBC

Time.
Orphan Annie.

Flying
Little

7:00

Melodies.
Aces.

Listen to This.

Edgar A. Guest.
Red: Wayne King.
Blue:

9:00

CBS: Fred Waring.

MBS Gabriel Heatter.
NBC -Blue: Ben Bernie.
NBC Red: Sidewalk Interviews.

6:30

CBS: Burns and

MBS

:

Tonic

Allen.

Time.
Barrymore.
King.

NBC- Blue: Ethel
NBC- Red: Wayne

:

9:30

CBS: Camel Caravan.

MBS
NBC
NBC
NBC

:

True Detective Mystery.
and Wives.
Red: Fred Astaire.

10:30

Red: Contented Program.
Red:

of the Mounted.
Lowell Thomas.
Billy and Betty.

NBC- Blue: Husbands

Trials.

Sam

10:30

NBC

CBS:

CBS:

10:00

MBS
NBC

CBS: Renfrew

NBC- Blue:
NBC- Red:
7:00

8:30

Melodiana.
Voice of Firestone.

NBC- Blue:
NBC- Red:

Six

CBS: Hammerstein's Music

Pat.

of Jack Masters.
Singing Lady.
Jack Armstrong.

CBS: Adventures

Sing.

6:30
Press
6:45

NBC
NBC

Theater.
Gabriel Heatter.
Blue: Sinclair Minstrels.
Red: Warden Lawes.

NBC- Blue:

P.M.

8:00

Helen Hayes.

Blue: Jack Pearl, Cliff Hall.
NBC- Bed: Studebaker Champions.

Familiar Music.

Eleven

NBC- Red: Mid-Week Hymn

CBS: Boake

CBS: Lux Radio

MBS
NBC
NBC
9:30
NBC

to

Corps.

Mix.

CBS: Wilderness Road.

NBC

9:00

Round.
9:15

P.M.

7:45

Red: McGee and Molly.

NBC- Blue:
NBC- Red:

x

of Youth.
Blue: Animal Close-Ups.

NBC

NBC- Blue: Lum and Abner.

Carter.

CBS: Pick and

6:30

7:30

and Abner.

8:30

6:00

S

Nurse

Junior

NBC-Red: Tom

Time.
Orphan Annie.

Flying
Little

CBS: Ted Husing's

CBS: Alemite Half Hour.

NBC- Blue:

Red:
Red:

NBC- Blue: Jim
NBC- Red: Voice

8:00

of '76.

NBC
NBC

NBC- Blue: Easy
NBC- Red: Amos

The Lone Ranger.

CBS: Boake

CBS:
5:15

7:15

7:45

8:30

NBC-Blue: Dreams

the News.

7:15

NBC- Blue: Lum

CBS: Nelson Eddy.
NBC-Blue: Armco Band.
NBC-Red: Good Will Court.

CBS: Eddie Cantor.
NBC-Blue: Romance

in

the Sailor.
NBC- Red: Uncle Ezra.
7:30
CBS: Goose Creek Parson.

Recitals.

5:00

CBS: News

CBS: Popeye

ley.

Mix.

Singing Lady.
Jack Armstrong.

6:15

P.M.

6:30
Press Radio News.
6:45
CBS: Renfrew of the Mounted.
NBC- Blue: Lowell Thomas.
7:00
CBS: Poetic Melodies.

Tale of Today.

7:00

NBC-Red:

P.M.

NBC-Red: Education
Peerce.

Clubs.

the City Sleeps.

CBS: Wilderness Road.

6:00

6:30

NBC-Red:

Six

NBC- Blue:

NBC- Red:

Column.

MBS Mollie of the Movies.
NBC Red: Pepper Young's Family.
3:15
NBC -Blue: Continental Varieties.
NBC -Red: Ma Perkins.
3:30
NBC -Red: Vic and Sade.
3:45
NBC Red: The O'Neills.
4:00
NBC Red: Henry Busse Orch.
4:30
NBC Red: Follow the Moon.
:

5:45

Jack Armstrong.

5:45

CBS: Wilderness Road.
NBC-Blue: Flying Time.
NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie.

Six P.M. to Eleven P.M.

CBS:

CBS: Adventures of Jack Masters.
NBC-Blue: Singing Lady.

Dickenson.

Jean

Personal

3:00

5:30

5:30

CBS Guy

NBC -Blue:

5:15

5:15

Marion Talley.

5:30

Women's

Red:

School of the Air.

NBC- Red:

5:00

NBC- Red: While

Cravens.

Kathryn

CBS:
2:45

Red: Cheerio.

NBC

5:00

5:00

Revue.

2:30

Perkins.

Vic and Sade.

4:45

Follow the Moon.

Darling.

Star

Five

CBS:

CBS: Billy Mills & Co.
NBC- Blue: Doq Heroes.
NBC- Red: Follow the Moon.

4:30

bottle

NBC- Red:

2:15

4:30

O'Neills.

4:00

4:30

2:00

Young's Family.

4:00

Vic and Sade.

NBC-Red: The

CBS:

Column.

NBC- Blue: Have You Heard.
NBC- Red: The O'Neills.

Perkins.

3:45

Sons.

NBC- Red:

Helen Trent.
Farm Hour.

1:00

Movies.

3:45

NBC-Red: Ma

Sunday Vespers.

NBC- Red: The Widow's

Personal

Mollie of the

:

NBC

of

Blue: National

1:30

3:00

CBS:

CBS: Romance

MBS Music From Texas.
NBC •Red: Dan Harding's Wife.

School of the Air.

2:45
Cravens.

2:15

3:30

NBC

CBS:

Marlin.

12:30

CBS: Rich Man's

Harding's Wife.

2:15

1:30

Red: Girl Alone.

12:45

Man's Darling.

Rich

NBC- Red: Dan

Revue.

3:15

4:00

52

Five

Dafoe.

N oon

NBC- Red: Mary

Helen Trent.
Farm Hour.

of

National

1:30

CBS:

12:00

R.

Dr. Allan

Edward MacHugh.
Red: Voice of Experience,

Blue:

CBS: Ted Malone.

Marlin.

12:45

12:45

CBS:

NBC
NBC

CBS: The Gumps.

12:30

CBS: Romance

and Sade.
Be Charming.

to

12:15

CBS: Ted Malone

NBC- Blue:

Sister.

11:45

NBC

Alone.

Girl

P M.

NBC- Red: Mary

3:00

3:15

Eleanor Howe.
NBC- Blue: Edward MacHugh.
NBC- Red: Allen Prescott.
12:00 N oon

NBC- Red:

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent.
NBC-Blue: National Farm Hour.

CBS: Kathryn
N. Y. Philharmonic
Blue: Your English
Red: Metropolitan Auditions.

CBS:

12:15

2:00

Cook's Tours.

3:00

CBS: Big

NBC Blue: Vic
NBC Red: How

Vic and Sade.
Red: Mystery Chef.

NBC

11:45

11:45

NBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wife.

2:45

11:30
Sister.

NBC- Blue:

Be Charming.

to

1:00

2:30

Personal Column.
Backstage Wife.

CBS: Big

12:30

The Lamplighter.
Blue: The Magic Key of RCA.
Red: Landt Trio and White.

CBS: Heinz Magazine.

NBC Blue: The O'Neills.
NBC Red: David Harum.
11:15
NBC Blue: Personal Column.
NBC Red: Backstage Wife.

CBS: East and Dumke.

CBS: Big Sister.
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade.

NBC-Red: How

Bill.

All Churches.

of

Neighbor Nell.
Today's Children.

11:00

11:30

CBS: Ted M alone.
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin.

:

Taylor.
O'Neills.

The

David Harum.

NBC- Blue:
NBC- Red:

NBC-Blue: Personal Column.
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife.
11:30

CBS: The Gumps.
NBC-Red: Girl Alone.

2:00

NBC
NBC

NBC -Blue:

NBC- Red:

Pepper Young's Family.
Just Plain

CBS: Hymns

NBC Blue:
NBC Red:

11:15

12:15

NBC- Blue: Our Neighbors.
NBC- Red: "Melody Matinee.

of All Churches.
Today's Children.

CBS: Mary Lee

CBS: Heinz Magazine.
NBC-Blue: The O'Neills.
NBC-Red: David Harum.

CBS: John K. Watkins.

NBC Blue:
NBC Red:
10:45

11:00

11:00

12:00 Noon

1:30

10:30

Pepper Young's Family.
Just Plain Bill.

NBC- Red:

Cinderella.
Five Star Jones.
John's Other Wife.

NBC -Blue:
NBC Red:

CBS: John K. Watkins.

NBC- Blue:
NBC- Red:

Bob.
Press Radio News.
Mrs. Wiggs.

NBC--Blue:
NBC-Red:

CBS: Modern

CBS: Hymns

11:15

12:00 Noon

Cinderella.

Blue: Five Star Jones.
Red: John's Other Wife.

10:45

CBS: Hymns of All Churches.
NBC-Blue:
Neighbor Nell.
NBC-Red: Today's Children.

Eastern Standard

is

A .M.
CBS: Betty and

10:15

CBS: Modern

10:45

NBC-Blue: Alice Remsen, contralto.
NBC-Red: Ward and Muzzy, piano.

Bob.
Press-Radio News.
Mrs. Wiggs.

10:30

NBC-Red:

11:05

Betty and

NBC
NBC

CBS: John K. Watkins.
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family.

Press-radio News.

All time

10:00

10:15

CBS: Modern Cinderella.
NBC-Blue: Five Star Jones.
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife.
10:30

11:00

A

CBS:

10:15

10:30

WEDNESDAY

Eastern Standard

is

NBC- Blue:
NBC- Red:

Wiggs.

Mrs.

All time

9:00

CBS: Nino

MBS

;

Martini.
Gabriel Heatter.

NBC- Blue: Professional Parade
NBC- Red: Town Hall Tonight.
9:30

CBS: Come On,

Let's Sing.

10:00

Blue: Portraits

Red:

Jimmy

of

Harmony.

Fidler.

CBS: Gang Busters,
NBC- Red: Your Hit

Phillips Lord.

Parade.

HANDY GUIDE TO LOCATE THE PROGRAMS ON

PROGRAM DIRECTORY
THURSDAY
All time

All time

A.M.
CBS: Betty and Bob.
NBC-Blue: Press-Radio News.
NBC-Red: Mrs. Wiggs

10:00

10:00

All time

A.M.

10:00

CBS: Betty and Bob.
NBC-Blue: Press-Radio News.
NBC-Red: Mrs. Wiggs.

10:15

CBS: John K. Watkins.
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family.
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill.
•

10:45

CBS: John K. Watkins.
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family.
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill.

10:30

CBS: Let's
NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue:

NBC-Blue: Personal Column.
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife.

CBS: Big Sister.
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade.
NBC-Red: How to Be Charming.

Sade.

11:45

CBS: Eleanor Howe.
NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh.
NBC-Red: Allen Prescott.

CBS: Dr. Allan R. Dafoe.
NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh.
NBC-Red: Voice of Experience.

CBS: The Gumps.
NBC-Red: Girl Alone.

12:00 Noon

NBC-Blue: Melody of Romance.
NBC-Red: Doc Whipple.

P.M.

12:45

NBC-Blue: Vaughn de Leath.
NBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wife.

Five Star

Wife.

1:45:
of the

MBS:

Air.

Beauty

2:45

NBC-Blue: NBC Music Guild.
NBC-Red: Personal Column.

ciation Hour.

CBS:

3:00

Mollie of the

School of the Air.

NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family.
3:15

NBC-Red: Ma

NBC-Red: Ma

Perkins.

NBC-Blue:
NBC-Red:

NBC Light Opera
Vic and Sade.

Co.

NBC-Red: The

3:30

NBC-Red:

Vic and Sade.

La Salle Fashion Show.

4:30

Follow the Moon.

5:00

NBC-Red:

4:30

NBC-Red

CBS:

5:00

NBC -Red:

O'Neills.

NBC-Red: Tea Time

4:00

NBC-Red:

NBC-Blue: Hessberger Orchestra.
NBC-Red: Week End Review.

3:45

4:30

4:00

O'Neills.

While the City Sleeps.

Morrell's.

at

Follow the Moon.

Junior

Nurse

NBC-Red: Tom Mix.
NBC-Blue Singing Lady.
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong.

Joan

and

Escorts.

5:00

NBC-Blue.

Musical

Adventures.

Hatters.

5:15

5:15

NBC-Blue- Timothy Makepeace.

5:30

5:30

NBC-Blue:

NBL'-Ked: Hugo Mariani's Orch.

NBC-Red: Top

Corps.

NBC-Red: Tom Mix.

5:15

Cousins.

NBC-Blue: Gale Page.

Perkins.

NBC-Red: The

3:45

NBC-Blue: Country
NBC-Red: Varieties.
3:15

3:30

3:30

Barrie.

3:00

3:00

Movies.

NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family.

NBC-Blue: Whitney Ensemble.

5:30

CBS: Adventures of Jack Masters.
NBC-Blue: Singing Lady.
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong.

NBC-Blue: Bill Kountz Orch.
NBC-Red: Kaltenmeyer's Kindergarten.

5 :45

5:45

CBS: Wilderness Road.
NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie.
3i*

P.M.

Six

P.M.

Eleven

to

CBS: Wilderness Road.
NBC-Blue: Flying Time.
NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie.
P.M.

to

Eleven

P.M.

NBC-Blue: Animal News

NBC

in

the Cotton.

6:15
of Youth.
Blue: Animal Close-Ups.

6:30

Dooley.
Press- Radio News.

NBC

6:45
of the Mounted.
Lowell Thomas.

CBS: Renfrew

NBC- Blue:

CBS: Mortimer
NBC-Red: Amos

CBS:

Melodies.
Easy Aces.

Poetic

NBCNBC- Red: Amos
Blue:

'n'

CBS: Ted Husing's

NBC
NBC

Andy.

CBS: Popeye the
NBC-Blue: The

CBS: Goose Creek

Sailor.

Stainless

Show.

Snortcast.

NBC-Blue: Lum and Abner.
NBC-Red: Edwin C. Hill.

Lone

7:45

CBS: Boake

Carter.

CBS: Vee Lawnhurst.

NBC- Blue: Lum

and Abner.

7:45

CBS: Boake

MBS

:

Valley

NBC- ISlue: Music

Is

Frolics.

My Hobby.

CBS: Kate Smith.
Vallee.

9:00

CBS: Major Bowes Amateurs.

MBS
NBC

:

Gabriel

Heatter.

Red: Show Boat.

9:30

NBC

Blue: Town Meeting.

10:00

NBC- Red:

Kraft Music Hall.

10:30

CBS: March

of

NBC- Blue:

NBC

NBC-Red:

Cities

Service

Time
Jamboree.

Concert.

NBC-Blue: Singin' Sam.

Symphony.

WESG
WFBL
WFBIW
WFEA

WGL

WGR

7:15
Sportcast.
Institute.

CBS: Carborundum Band.
NBC-Blue: Uncle Jim's

Question

Box.
7:45

Thornton

CBS: Floyd Gibbons, Vincent
Smilin'

Ed

Lopez.

McConnell.

9:30

NBC-Blue: Twin Stars.
NBC-Bed: True Story Court.

CBS: Your Pet Program.
NBC-Red: Shell Chateau.
10:00

CBS: Your

10:00

CBS: Philadelphia Orchestra.
NBC-Blue: Shep Fields' Orchestra.
NBC-Red: First Nighter.
10:30

Chiesa.

NBC-Blue:

Hit Parade and Sweep.
Nickelodeon.

10:30

NBC-Blue:
NBC-Ked:

Hildegarde.
Irvin S. Cobb.

WBEN
WCAE
WCSH
WDAF
WEAF
WFBR

WTOC

WWL

KOIN

KOL
KOMA
KRLD
KRNT
KSCJ

KSL
KTRH
KTSA

KTUL
KVI
KVOR

KWKH

CFRB

CKAC

Networks
NETWORK
WHO
WSAI
WIRE
WTAG
WJAR
WTAM
WMAQ
WTIC

RED

WNAC
WWJ
WOW
KSD
WRC
KYW
BLUE
NETWORK
WABY
WGAR
WSYR
WBAL
WHAM
WXYZ
WBZ
WJZ
KDKA
WBZA
WLS
KOIL
WIV1AL
WEBR
KSO
WENR
WMT
KWK
WFIL
WREN

WAPI

Party.

NBC-Blue: National Barn Dance.
NBC-Red: Snow Village Sketches.

9:30

WSJS

KMBC
KMOX
KNOW
KOH

(These stations carry both Red and
B ue network programs.)

9:00

MBS:

CBS: Hollywood Hotel.
NBC-Blue: Fred Waring.
NBC-Red: Waltz Time.

WSBT
WSFA
WSPO

WHAS
WHEC
WHIO
WHK
WHP

KHJ
KLRA
KLZ

SUPPLEMENTARY STATIONS

Fisher.

CBS: Columbia Workshop.
NBC-Blue: Ed Wynn.
NBC-Red: Saturday Night

NBC-Blue: Meredith Willson.

9:00

WREC

WGSI

KGB
KGKO
KGVO

WGY

8:30

8:30

NBC-Blue: Vivian Delia

NBC Home

8:00

CBS:Andre Kostelanetz Orch.
NBC-Blue: Death Valley Days.

8:00

NBC- Red: Rudy

CBS: Broadway Varieties.
NBC-Blue: Irene Rich.
8:15

Carter.

Pleasant

NBC-Blue:
6:45

NBC -Red:

8:00

7:30

WMBD
WMBG
WMBR
WMMN
WNAX
WNBF
WNOX
woe
WOKO
WORC
WOWO
WPG
WQAM

WEEI

Youth.

7:30

MBS: The

Jim Braddock.
Red: Voice of Experience.

of

CBS: Ted Husing's
NBC-Red: Hampton

Parson.
Ranger.

Andy.

Blue:

CBS: News

NBC-Blue: Message of Israel.
NBC-Red: Red Grange.

Uncle Ezra.

WKBN
WKBW
WKRC
WLAC
WLBZ
WMAS

on the National
Broadcasting Company

7:00

7:30

7:15

NBC-Red:

CBS: Saturday Night Swing.
NBC-Red: Religion in the News.

Gooch.
'n'

7:15

NBC-Red:

7:00

WBRC
WBT
WCAO
WCAU
WCCO
WCOA
WDAE
WDBJ
WDBO
WDNC
WDOD
WDRC
WEAN

KFAB
KFBK
KFH
KFPY
KFRC
KFBB

Stations

Jesse Crawford.
Otto Thurn.

6:35

7:00

CBS: Eddie

NBC-Blue:

Press-Radio News.

CBS: Renfrew of the Mounted.
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas.

WIBX
WICC
WISN
WJAS
WJR
WJSV

WALA
WBBM
WBIG
WBNS

6:30

Press-Radio News.
6:45

CBS- News

.NBC

Club.

6:30

Red: Cabin

Network
WIBW
WWVA

6:05

6:15

6:05

6:00

Six P.M. to Eleven P.M.

7:00

on the Columbia
Broadcasting System

WABC
WACO
WADC

2:45

P. S. T.

Stations

Orchestra.

2:00

CBS: Clyde

2:15

3:1c

Battle

2:30

CBS: Kathryn Cravens.
NBC-Blue and Red: Music Appre-

Clubs.

10:00
M. S. T.
8:00

9:00

:3C

NBC-Blue: Words and Music.

Forum.

2:00

2:30

MBS:

1:05

CBS: Buffalo Presents.
NBC-Blue: Our Barn.
NBC-Ked: Campus Capers.

Revue.

NBC-Red: Dan Harding's

NBC-Blue: Words and Music.
2:15
School

CBS: George Hall Orch.
NBC-Blue: National Farm Hour.
NBC-Red: Emerson Gill's Orch.

I

1:30

2:00

E. S. T.

Youth.
Chasins.

of

C. S. T.

NBC-Red- Rex
Darling.

1:00

CBS:

:

Call

12:30

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent.
NBC-Blue: National Farm Hour.
CBS: Rich Man's

NBC-Blue: Women's

NBC-Red: Home Town.

12:45

Rich Man's Darling.

1:30

:

Mountain Standard Time subtract two
and for Pacific Standard Time subtract three.
Thus

12:00 Noon

12:30

Programs of the four major
networks are listed on these two
pages
Columbia Broadcasting
System (abbreviated to CBS), the
two National Broadcasting Company chains NBC-Blue and NBCRed and the Mutual System, abbreviated to MBS.
In order to
learn what network your local
station is affiliated with find it in
one of the lists printed below.
All
regularly
scheduled programs, broadcast from 10 A.M. to
11 P.M., Eastern Standard Time,
are included in the listing.
If
no program for a network appears
in a time division, it is either
because the program listed in the
preceding time division is still
being broadcast or because no
regular program is scheduled for
that time.
All time given is Eastern Standard Time. For Central Standard
Time subtract one hour
for
;

NBC-Red: Abram

CBS: Ted Malone.
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin.

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent.
NBC-Blue: National Farm Hour.

CBS:

NBC-Blue: Magic of Speech.
NBC-Red: Mystery Chef.
11:45

NBC -Blue:

12:15

12:30

CBS:

11:30

CBS: The Gumps.
NBC-Red: Girl Alone.

CBS: Ted Malone.
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin.

:IS

II

11:45

12:00 Noon

Jack.

CBS: Cincinnati Conservatory.
NBC-Blue: Madge Marley.
NBC-Red: Our American Schools.

11:30

CBS: Big Sister.
NBC-Blue: Vic and

Happy

11:00

11:15

11:30

Pretend.
Manhatters.

10:45

CBS: Heinz Magazine.
NBC-Blue: The O'Neills.
NBC-Red: David Harum.

CBS: East and Oumke.
NBC-Blue: Personal Column.
NBC-Ked: Backstage Wife.

Parents.

NBC-Red: The Vass Family.

11:00

II :I5

Rose.

CBS: Richard Maxwell.
NBC-Blue: Raising Your

10:30

TO USE THIS

PROGRAM GUIDE

—

10:15

CBS: Betty Crocker.
NBC-Red: Today's Children.

CBS: Mary Lee Taylor.
NBC-Blue: The O'Neills.
NBC-Ked: David Harum.

A.M.

CBS: The Bluebirds.
NBC-Blue: Breen and De
NBC-Red: Charioteers.

10:45

CBS: Hymns of All Churches.
NBC-Red: Today's Children.
11:00

Eastern Standard

10:05

CBS: Modern Cinderella.
NBC-Blue: Five Star Jones.
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife.

10:30

is

Press-Radio News.

10:15

CBS: Modern Cinderella.
NBC-Blue: Five Star Jones.
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife.

12:15

Eastern Standard

is

HOW

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

Eastern Standard

is

WAVE
WBAP
WCFL
WCOL
WCSC
WDAY
WEBC

WFAA
WFBC
WFLA
WGBX
WIBA
WIOD
WIS

WJAX
WJOX

WKY

WLW
WMC

WOAI

WOOD

WPTF
WRVA
WSB

WSM
WSMB
wsoc
WSUM
WTAR
WTMJ

WWNC
KDYL
KECA
KEX
KFI

KFSD

KFYR
KGA

ALL FOUR NETWORKS FROM TEN A.M. TO ELEVEN

KGHL
KGIR
KGO
KGU
KGW
KHQ
KJR
KLO

KOA
KPO
KPRC
KSTP
KTAR
KTBS
KTHS
KVOO
CFCF
CRCT

KOMO

P.M.
53

put

mneic

in

you nmiiK
ARE YOU AN OLD-FASHIONED
KITCHEN MECHANIC? LET

MA

PERKINS TELL YOU ABOUT

SOME UP-TO-DATE
MRS.

By

2 tsp. baking
1

MARGARET SIMPSON
powder

1

butter

tbl.

RECIPES

1

cup milk
cup boiling water

Pour boiling water over cornmeal and mix toSift in sugar, salt and flour. Cook in double
Beat
Stir in rice and butter.
boiler until thick.
together egg yolks, baking powder and milk, and
Fold in stiffly
stir into rice and cornmeal mixture.
beaten egg whites. Pour into greased baking dish,
set in pan containing an inch of hot water and bake
in a moderate oven for forty minutes.
Everyone likes waffles, of course, but until you
have tried Ma Perkins' orange waffles you just
gether.

Ma Perkins, with her homely philosophy, as played by Virginia Payne, is heard five times a
week over the NBC network, and sponsored by Oxydol.
Friendly, lovable

Ma Perkins on the air would be enough
you that she has grand ideas about food. But
talk with her for only a few minutes and you'd be
really sure. She makes you see visions of spoon bread and
waffles, luscious, spicy desserts, and dumplings with gravy.
In the old housewives' calendars Friday was always baking day, the day when bread and cookies, cakes and pies,
were prepared for the coming week. What an exhausting
day it was! And how dull and unappetizing those foods,
so fresh and delicious on Friday, seemed when they appeared at table some days later. How much pleasanter
and more sensible is our modern baking magic which
brings freshly baked foods to every meal, glorifying even

JUST
to

hearing

tell

breakfast

Ma

into

a

Perkins belongs to the "hot breads for breakfast"
school, and no nonsense about their being hard to make
or difficult to digest. Rice spoon bread is one of the leaders
in her household, and if you wonder why, just try it on
your family some morning and wait for their verdict.

Rice Spoon Bread
white cornmeal
cup flour
cup cooked rice

3 tbl.

%
1

54

2 eggs, separated
1

tsp.

salt

1

tbl.

sugar

realize

serves

how

delicious they can be.

them

to

guests, she believes in

Since she

Sunday night supper
saving time and trouble by
her

using one of the prepared pancake flours. She mixes
the flour and liquid according to the directions
which come with the package, adding one beaten
egg and two tablespoons of grated orange rind for
every two cups of the prepared pancake mixture. The
waffles are served with orange slices, or orange marmalade, but they also may be served as a dessert with
whipped cream to which grated orange rind and a few
drops of orange juice have been added.
Nothing could be better on a cold winter night than
veal pot pie with dumplings, and if you have been neglecting this dish get to work today with this recipe given
to me by Ma Perkins.

Veal Pot Pie

—

the hurried, grumbling before-business
gracious start for the day.

can't

often

in inch

l
/2 tsp. Worcestershire sauce
2 cups diced potatoes

onion

%

lbs.

shoulder of veal,
cubes

tsp. salt
tsp.

pepper

cup tomato catsup

3 tbl. flour
Vz

cup cold water

Dumplings
Cover veal and onion, which has been cut in quarters,
with cold water, bring to a boil slowly and simmer for an
hour and a half. Remove from fire and cool until the fat
congeals on the surface. Return to fire and again bring
to a slow boil. Add salt, pepper and Worcestershire sauce.
Add potatoes and continue cooking until potatoes are
nearly done. Add catsup and thicken with flour blended
with cold water.
{Continued on page 104)
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Pores... St

Miss Kathleen Williams: "A Pond's Cold Cream treatment makes my skin
feel

wonderful

— just

so fresh and invigorated.

\0U'RE TWENTY.
five

.

.

.

It

smooths out

little lines."

.you're twentyyou're thirty or more!
.

The years slip by quietly enough.
The things that tell it to the world are

—

little lines

and

— a gradual coarsen-

ing of the skin's very texture.

Coarse pores and ugly, deepening
do more to add years to your face
than any other skin faults. What causes
them? How can you ward them off?

lines

A

Faulty

Both come from

Underskin—

a faulty underskin.

—

Day and night this thorough cleansing and rousing
with Pond's Cold Cream.
Soon cloggings cease. Pores
actually reduce. Under tissues are toned, and lines
smooth out. You look years younger!

Pores grow larger when tiny oil glands
underneath get clogged
Lines form
.

.

these

glands and fibres
you must invigorate

little

functioning properly,

send the coupon below. It brings you a special
9-treatment tube of Pond's Cold Cream.

.

when fibres underneath sag, lose their tone.

To keep

Day and night— this simple care

— with

Start in at once to give your skin this invigorating daily care. Get a jar today. Or,

Here's the simple treatment that hundreds of women follow, because it does
more than cleanse their skin:

SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE
and 3

other Pond's Beauty Aids

pat on Pond's Cold Cream to
soften and release deep-lodged dirt and makeup. Wipe it all off. At once your skin looks
clearer! Now rouse your underskin. Pat in

Rush special tube of Pond's Cold Cream, enough for 9
treatments, with generous samples of 2 other Pond's
Creams and 5 different shades of Pond's Face Powder.
I enclose iOff to cover postage and packing.

clears

more cream briskly. The circulation
Glands waken. Tissues are invigorated.

Name-

tingles

Every morning (and before make-up) repeat
Your skin is smooth for powder fresh, vital
looking. Your whole face is brighter, younger!

that underskin.

You

can

regular

Pond's deep-skin treatments.
Pond's Cold Cream contains specially
oils. It goes deep into the pores,

processed

them of make-up, dirt, clogging oils.
Then you pat more cold cream in briskly.
You feel the circulation waken. Your skin
with new vigor.

Every

.

.

.

night,

—

POND'S, Dept. 8TR-CB,

Clinton, Conn,

stirs.

Street-

City_

_State_
Copyright. 1936, Pond's Extract

Company
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al ways

never
FEBRUARY BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO

Tom Waring
vanians

Waring's

of

— February

Connie Gates,

NBC

each before deserting fisticuffs as a profession. Made his radio debut over sta-

Pennsyl-

vocalist

— February

19.

Frank Munn, of The American Album
February 27.
of Familiar Music

—

Jack Benny and Jessica Dragonette
Parker)

(Seth

Lord— the 22nd

Robert (Bazooka) Burns

— the

25th.

THE ORACLE SPEAKS
Beulah Delli C, Elwood, Ind.

We know

a lot about

Harry Von

—

Zell.

all,

Angeles, California.

He

first

Harry

is

mar-

wife "Mickey."
The Von Zells live on Long Island with
their
seven-year-old
Kenneth
son,
Harry. Address him in care of the Nacalls

his

Broadcasting Company, RockeNew York.

tional

feller Plaza,

Gar
name

New York—

K., Brooklyn,
as

we know, Judy

Starr's real

She was born in
Thomasville, Georgia, and brought up
in Clarksburg, W. Va.
Judy, who is
is

Judy

is

Starr.

surely the tiniest grown-up

songstress on the

air,

for she

is

four-

feet-nine in height, weighs eighty-three

pounds, and wears size one-and-a-half
shoes.

She attributes her success to her

evening gown and
She's not married.

first

Rudy

left college af-

year when a football injury caused a protracted period of inHe later took up boxing.
activity.
Yes, that's just what I mean. Harry
won three bouts and lost and tied one
ter his

as a singer.

and he

twenty,

he was born in IndianapoHe got his edulis, Ind., July 11, 1906.
cation there, Sioux City, Iowa and Los
First of

KMIC

So far

the 14th.
Phil

tion
ried,

12.

Irene B.,

New York

City

Vallee.

— Pappy,

Zeke, Ezra and Elton went off the air
last year and we haven't heard of them
since.

However, they might be on some
(Continued on page 58)

Hollywood Hotel's popular Frances Langford has her busy moments. Now
her latest picture, "Born to Dance," has been released, she's
busier than ever autographing pictures for her many ardent admirers.

that

Put sweet, ripe color on your
means.

— lips

It thrills!...

must be

soft,

not

— by

lips

But remember,

all

too, that

dry— smooth, not

rough. Only smooth lips tempt romance.

Avoid Lipstick Parching.
Get protection along with
using Coty "Sub-Deb."

It

warm

color by

contains a special

softening ingredient, "Theobroma." Because
of

its

soft

soothing presence, your lips are kept

and smooth. In

Neiv! "Air
air

blend

five indelible

Spun" Rouge— 50$.

its

shades.

Torrents of

colors to life-like subtlety.

COTY
SUB-DEB LIPSTICK 50*
Precious protection!.. Coty melts eight drops
of "Theobroma" into every "Sub-Deb" Lipstick. This guards against lipstick parching.
.
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SPECIAL CARE IN EVERYTHING ...

FROM SPECIAL TOYS THAT TEACH. ..TO A SPECIAL
THAT'S

See that toy?
a

. . .

LAXATIVE..

CHILDREN THRIVE BETTER TODAY...

away the waste without any harsh

special toy... made to

teach children how to think and use their hands.
Doctors tell us that practically everything children get today should be made
especially for them
even their laxative.
It's

WHY

tation, without

any

irri-

of pleasant taste in a laxative.

They

for-

get that forcing a child to take a bad-

violence.

Fletcher's Castoria can never upset a
baby's tender stomach. It doesn't rush
turbulently through his tiny system.
And it won't cause diarrhoea or cramping pains. You see, it contains no harsh
drugs, no narcotics. Only the purest of
pure ingredients. A famous baby specialist said he couldn't write a better prescription than Fletcher's Castoria.

common sense, isn't it? For a child's
system is tender... too delicate for the
harsh action of an "adult" laxative.

It's

tasting medicine can completely

and

se-

riously upset his entire nervous system.

So stay on the safe side, as millions of
mothers are doing, and keep a bottle of
Fletcher's Castoria on hand, always. You
can get it at every drug store in the country. Ask for the Family Size bottle. It
lasts longer. and gives you more for your
money. The signature, Chas. H.Fletcher,
appears on every carton.
.

.

So when mothers seek professional ad-

on this subject, doctors usually prescribe Fletcher's Castoria— the laxative
vice

made

especially

and only for children.
works chiefly on

Fletcher's Castoria

the lower bowel. It gently stimulates the
natural muscular movement. It clears

And important

as anything else

CASTO RIA
.

.

Fletcher's Castoria tastes good. Children

love it— think it's a treat. Some mothers
are inclined to overlook the importance

The laxative made especially
for babies

and growing children
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What Do You Want
(Continued from page
local station.
told us about

S

If

they

are,

haven't

J.

—

and Jean D.

Brooklyn, New York
Buddy Clark
was born in Boston. He studied law at
Northeastern Law School there, but his
singing as an amateur won such hearty response, that he decided in his third year
He
to abandon law for a radio career.
started about four years ago and now is
one of radio's popular singers. Golf and
ping pong are his favorite sports. Address
him in care of the Columbia Broadcasting
System, 485 Madison Avenue, New York.
of

N

DONTBEADROOP!

Charlotte Hall, Md.— By
you've purchased a copy of
January Radio Mirror, you must have
read all about Ted Malone in that swell

Ruth M.

this

time,

story

F.,

if

ing

"Two Loves That Guide

entitled,

Ted Malone."

Am

I

forgiven for not

tell-

you about him before?

—

Harold M., Springfield, Mo. For a
picture of Cab Calloway, write and ask
him for one in care of Mills Artists, Inc..
799 Seventh
York.

Do YOU know

the difference between a
"Droop" and a glamour girl? Nine times
out of ten it's her eyes'. And it's so easy
just slip your lashes into Kurlash, and
in 30 seconds they'll be curled back in an
entrancing sweep. Kurlash is that handy
little beauty necessity that curls your lashes
without heat, cosmetics, or practice. $1 at
•

.

.

all

good

Avenue,

New

York,

New

Mr. M. R. Hardin, Rutherford, N. J.
letter came back marked "not found."
This is just to let you know that we appreciate your suggestions and will try to
please you soon.

Our

.

Helen Hayes H., Los Angeles, Calif.
enjoyed reading your Carmen Lombardo
Club bulletin. Would you be interested

stores.

I

reading about brother
have already read
"Sentimental Guy," and
uary Radio Mirror.

in

you

•

The

worst kind of
"Droop" is the one
who is a "Beetling
Droop," with heavy, sinister eyebrows, or
a fringe of unwanted hair ruining her hairline. But you don't have to be one! Use
Tweezette, that clever little automatic
gadget for painlessly removing unwanted
eyebrow and face hairs. $1 everywhere.

Guy? Or maybe
It's

it.

it's

the Jan-

in

Eddie Duchin fans, attention! If you
want to know all about the Eddie Duchin
fan club, get in touch with Edna Rogers,
3730 N. 8th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

PAC

is

your purse-size mascara in a neat

lipstick shape, with a tiny brush, all ready
to use, popping out of the other end. Comes
in brown, blue, green and black. /^gcT

Only

Frank A., Lansford, Pa. Write to
Little Jack Little in care of the National
Broadcasting Company,
Merchandise
Mart, Chicago, 111. I'm sure your letter
will be forwarded to him and he will be
glad to send such an ardent admirer a
photo. Address Paul Whiteman in care of
National
Broadcasting Company's
the
New York City office Rockefeller Plaza;
Bob Burns, the National Broadcasting
Company's California office 555 South
Flower Street, Los Angeles.

—

$1.

—

—

I

MAIL THIS TODAY
Jane Heath, Dept. MG-2

1

To:
The Kurlash Company, Rochester, N. Y.
The Kurlash Company of Canada, at Toronto, 3

I

Eyes

I

Name

Hair

Complexion
.

Address^
City

_Staie_
(please print plainly)
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K. B. G., Phila., Pa. June Meredith
on the air, playing in the serial, The
Story of Mary Mariin, over the National
networks. Jean Paul King plays the leading part in Romance, Inc., over NBC's
is

_

WJZ. As

Please send me, free, your booklet on eye
beauty, and a personal coloring plan for my
complexion.

for

Frank Singheiser,

ture

at

write Tony Russell for his picStation WBZ, Boston, Mass.

—

Cecily D., Evanston, 111.
Sorry, but we
help you with addresses of movie
stars.
Please write to the movie publications for them.
Of course, George Burns
and Gracie Allen are radio stars as well
can't

movie stars and we know where they
can be reached.
Address them in care
of the Columbia Broadcasting System, 7th
and Bixel Streets, Los Angeles, California.
as

Betty H., Chicago, 111.— The Hoffingare off the air at this writing. Here's
the lineup of the Show Boat cast.
First,
of course, there's its leading tenor and
master of ceremonies, Lanny Ross; then
Helen Jepson, soprano; Molasses
January; Sam Hearn, comedian; Ross Graham, baritone; Al Goodman's orchestra
and the Modern Choir.

hams

V

—

Mr. Sully C, Somerville, Mass. Whata
First of all, Frank Parker's name is
Frank Parker. He'll take an oath that it
is. not Ciccio although
at one time some
publicity
notices
said
he was called
"Ciccio."
Frank was born in New York
list!

of

parentage.
And he lives in
today.
We don't know now

Italian

New York

when he will appear in vaudeville, but if
you want to write and ask him, address
him in care of the National Broadcasting
Company, Rockefeller Plaza, New York
City.

Mrs. A. J. K., St. Croix Falls, Wise—
You're right about Lady Esther on Wayne
King's program^ and Frances Moran of
Today's Children. George Hessberger is
not Walter Blaufuss. George conducts an
orchestra at some dance spot out West.

playing

—

Mildred W., Winnipeg, Canada Happv
Jack Turner sings on the Breakfast Club

New

Toronto, Canada

— Why

don't you write to Jerry Cooper direct?
Address him in care of the National
Broadcasting Company, Rockefeller Plaza.
New York City, N. Y. Did you read the
story about Jerry in the December Radio

Mirror?

—

Dolorys C, Klemme, Iowa Lanny Ross
married and is in his early thirties.
They used to have a double to do the
speaking parts for Lanny on the Show
is

Boat, but that

was long

ago.

Lanny has

proved that he can act as well as

sing.

—

Alias Kismet, Derby, Conn.
How am I
doing now? You see, I took some of your
good advice. Bob Ripley was born on
Christmas Day, 1893, in Santa Rosa, California.
You might be interested in knowing that Bob's mother was born in a
covered wagon when his grandparents were
enroute to the West Coast. Also, that his
father swam the Ohio River at the age of
fourteen when he ran away from home.
There was an item about Ed Thorgersen
in the January issue of Radio Mirror in
For Your Radio Scrapbook department.
hope you saw it, because it was accompanied by a swell picture of Ed.
I

M. M., Dunkirk, New York

Miss Z.

couldn't catch an
I'm sorry
to print your reply and hope
Bert Parks was born
late.
Georgia, on December 30,
I

he's a free

dramatic bits here and
The William Adams who played
in The New Penny, is the same person
who played in the Palmolive Beauty Box
programs, as Tom Gilbert.
lancer,
there.

.

You can

at

Jean M.,
Kitty B., Bay Head, N. J.— Wasn't that
list just a bit too long,
Kitty? Have a
heart! Here are a few you asked for. For
photographs of Cornelia Otis Skinner,
Kate Smith, Ed Wynn, Ireene Wicker,
address them in care of the National
Broadcasting Company, Rockefeller Plaza,
New York. For a photograph of Walter
Wolf King, write to him in care of the
Columbia Broadcasting System, 485 Madi-

—

But curling and grooming aren't enough.
You must color those sweeping lashes. Lash-

Address him in care of that
the National Broadcasting
Company, Merchandise Mart, Chicago, III.
program.

called

ron Avenue, New York, and address Benny
Rubin in care of the Mutual Broadcasting
System, 1440 Broadway, New York.

•
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program

Joan D. of Garfield, N.

^5 \ pJ^

they

it.

Know?

to

earlier issue

I'm not too
in Atlanta,
1914.
He's
Bert is
Columbia's youngest announcer.
five feet-eleven
inches tall, weighs 148
pounds, has black hair and brown eyes
and is not married.

(Continued on page 66)
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YOU NEED THE 3"WAY PROTECTION THAT ONLY KOTEX OFFERS!

CAN'T CHAFE
The sides of Kotex are cushioned
in

a special,

soft,

to prevent chafing

downy
and

cotton

irritation.

Thus Wondersoft Kotex provides
lasting comfort

and freedom. But

sides only are cushioned
center surface

is

— the

free to absorb.

CAN'T FAIL
The

of

filler

Kotex

is

actually

5 TIMES

more absorbent than

A

special "Equalizer" cen-

cotton.
ter

guides

moisture

evenly the

whole length of the pad. Gives
'body" but not
twisting

bulk

— prevents

and roping.

CAN'T

SHOW

The rounded ends of Kotex are
flattened

absolute

and tapered

to provide

invisibility.

Even the

sheerest dress, the closest-fitting

gown, reveals no

tell-tale lines

or wrinkles.

3 TYPES

OF KOTEX ALL AT THE SAME LOW PRICE-Regular,

VYUIlULltOUr

l\

U

I

Junior,

LA

and Super-for

different

women,

different days.

made from Cellucotton (not cotton)
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What Do You Want

to Say?

{Continued from page

11)

$1.00 PRIZE

$1.00 PRIZE

DO YOU AGREE?
Of

the

all

juvenile

movie and radio

who have appeared before a microphone, who is the greatest? Who has the

stars

sweetest,
most
singing voice?

speaking

appealing

and

not little Bobby Breen, Eddie Canprotege? No other boy singer ever
to stand before a microphone or movie
camera has the poise and charming personality so enriched by that golden voice
of his as little Bobby Breen!
Some of the child singers over the radio
may have a fairly good speaking voice,
but few child radio stars possess the
smooth,
enchanting
quality
voice
of
Is it

tor's

Bobby Breen

has.

Fortunate indeed was Eddie Cantor in
obtaining the services of this adorable
little nine-year-old lad whose golden voice
has brought joy and happiness to many
millions of lovers of good music and
children.

Roy Robert Smith,
Denver, Colo.

$1.00 PRIZE

FEIT1ININE

VS. NEW TALENT
Not long ago
read one of the "What
Do You Want To Say?" letters in Radio
Mirror, written by a lady who seemed to

YESTERDAYS' STARS
I

There's nothing

for

use.

mix, nothing to measure. You don't have
to worry about an "overdose"
or "burn."

needed

They

to

to

No

apparatus

apply

are the

is

Norforms.

modern way

to

Since I have the privilege of voicing my
own opinion, I would like to differ with
her upon this matter.
If it were possible, suppose we could
and were going to bring back yesteryear's
automobiles, trains and other environments in which our ancestors lived. Where
would we, including that lady, fit in, in
this modern age? Nowhere, that is certain!
1
say, yesteryear's performers

heyday,

feminine hygiene.

America
to them!

had their
the talented Youth of
have one of its own. More power

now

These antiseptic suppositories are
much more convenient and
satisfactory than the old methods of achieving inner cleanliness. They leave no embarrassing antiseptic odor around the room or
about your person.
. . .

Norforms melt

at internal

body tem-

perature, releasing a concentrated yet nonirritating antiseptic film that

remains in prolonged and effective contact. This antiseptic—
anbydro-para-hydroxy-mercuri-meta-cresol—
called Parahydrecin for short— is available in
no other product for feminine hygiene.

Norforms

are positively antiseptic

and non-

irritating.

MILLIONS USED EVERY YEAR
Send

for the

giene

Made

new Norforms

booklet, "Feminine

Hy-

Easy." Or, buy a box of Norforms at
your druggist's today. 12 in a package, complete with
leaflet of instructions. The Norwich Pharmacal Company, Norwich, New York, makers of Vnguentine.

NORFORMS
IN. P, C. 1937
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$1.00 PRIZE

easy.

very easy to use

Known

to Physicians as

"Vagiformj"

let

MlSS WlLLAVENE DeWITT,
Oakland, Maryland.

XNorforms have revolutionized feminine hygiene— made it simple, convenient
and

tainment.

RADIO'S PROGRESSING

The trend
believe,
radio.
I

to public participation marks,
the beginning of a new era in

—

The cut and dried radio trio music,
comedy and drama has grown weary
from overwork. A new idea is being born,

—

public participation, first dramatized and
brought to public attention by Major

Bowes' Amateur Hour.
Just think for a minute how public participation has flourished.
We have the
Good Will Court, Columbia's Community
Sings, the new Question Bee programs,
Vox Pop, Husbands and Wives, the Listener Speaks, and Phillips Lord's new
People's Program.
These are not a fad, but a trend. "Nothing is more interesting than people," is
an old truth, and radio is just finding it
This evolution holds promise of
out.
heightened listener interest in the future.

Mrs. Vera
Freeport,

I.

Mack,

New

York.

But radio has not grown alone

— I've grown

right along with it.
I
lived in another era
where I had to wind a phonograph or
pump a player piano when I yearned for
music.
political views were hand-me-

Ten years ago

My

downs gleaned from the audible opinions
of the men in the house.
was too busy
or too tired to give anything but a perfunctory glance at newspapers or magaI

fact
was a narrow minded,
housewife with an intellectual
boundary of four walls. But now
have
a brand new outlook on life. I form my
own opinions after giving all parties concerned a fair hearing.
I
know as many
popular tunes as my sixteen-year-old
uaughter.
am as familiar with the situation in Spain as
am with the one that
exists next door. Gossip, envy, ignorance
have done a fade-out. Music, laughter,
knowledge fill my day. I'm younger, hap-

In

zines.

I

apathetic

I

I

I

smarter.
bet radio has changed, and with a
twist of the dial
kept right up with it.

pier,

You

I

Mrs. Wes Saum,
Yankton, South Dakota.

HONORABLE MENTION

talent.

MODERN METHOD

Norforms are ready

irritating, protege of science to a universally acceptable form of diversified enter-

want the yesteryear performers back on
the air and screen instead of so much new

nn^cucUL* JL^cud^u/
THE

TEN YEARS OF RADIO
Radio has grown up from a squawking,
unreliable, sometimes amusing, more often

"Everyone's kicking at
stocked football forecasts,
terviews,

controversial

radio's overabstracts, indiscussion, and a

wealth of stadium filling pre-game comment which over advertise America's most
colorful

sport."

fall

San Francisco,

Staunton

Moran,

Calif.

"On Firestone there is the mixed chorus
with Margaret Speaks, the brilliant American soprano, more recently termed the
Distinguished
Firestone
Soloist,
well
known for her high sense of courtesy and
prompt acknowledgment of all fan mail."
J. E. Sills, Winston-Salem, N. C.

—

predict that the next ten years will
down on advertising, a few
more hours per week given to educational
programs, and in the good shows we will
hear more radio artists than screen stars,
and swing music will swing into oblivion,
while more music of the Wayne King
variety will serve to strengthen and quiet
nerves!" Mrs. Jack
De
our jangled
"I

see a toning

Merritt, San Antonio, Texas.
"It doesn't add to the interest of a proto hear the performers giggling at
not let the radio
one another's jokes.

gram

Why

audience do the laughing?" Mrs. M. N.
Wilcox, Lawrence, Kansas.
"I enjoy good music, dramas, news and
educational reviews, but if my hostess
likes

something

with me.

different,

it

is

satisfactory

A

constructive criticism is always acceptable, but a harsh, rude one, is
More cheers and
entirely uncalled for.
fewer boos!" L. D. Earle, Berkeley,

—

Calif.

can't we have more programs of
music during the day? Do they
think we housewives care for nothing but
popular music?" Mrs. Bernard Ellis,
Stamford, Nebraska.

"Why

good

DON'T MISS The Revealing Major Bowes Story
Next Month

!
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DO THIS FOR YOUTHFUL UPS
USE TANGEE EVERY DAY
ONE shade most becom
Watch new

loveliness

lips the instant

glow on your

you apply Tangee. The

delicate orange color in the stick
changes— right on your lips— to the
exact shade of blush-rose that perfectly

becomes you. Only Tangee has

this

magic Color Change Principle. Only

Tangee gives your

lips this fresh

appealing naturalness of youth. Tangee
isn't

paint and can't give you a

"painted look". Paris insists upon delicacy,

And

harmony! Use Tangee

use Tangee Rouge,

tains Color

too.

Lipstick.

Also con-

Change Principle. Gives

youthful natural color to cheeks.

use Tangee, feel it smooth
lips for the night
Do

not confuse Tangee Natural with

ordinary cosmetics— which should be

removed

Tangee Lipstick's

at night.

cream

special

base

night

lips.

Day and

prevents chapping, dryness.

it

Awake each morning,
at,

possibly

can't

harm, but soothes your

with

soft,

smooth

lovely to look

lips

.

.

.

No more

faded "morning look". Of course, no
trace of Tangee

You can

day and

stick

on bed linens!

safely

use

night.

Tangee

day, 39tf and $1.10, or tear out

and send

for Tangee's

Make-up

Set.

Lip-

Buy one

to-

coupon

24-Hour Miracle

BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES

1
There is only one
anyone switch you. Be sure to ask
If you prefer more color tor
evening wear, ask tor Tangee Theatrical.

Tangee— don't
for

let

TANGEE NATURAL.

"24-HOUR MIRACLE MAKE-UP SET"
The George W. Luft Company

MA-27

New York City
Rush "24-Hour Miracle Make-Up Set" of miniature Tangee
Lipstick, Rouge Compact, Creme Rouge, Face Powder. I enclose

417 Fifth Avenue,

(stamps or coin).
Ck

S

f

Pow d er DetL°d

D

(150 in Canada).

Flesh

Rachel

D

Light Rachel

NAME
(Please Print)
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BEHIND CLOSED DOORS
HENRY

FORD'S

to
not about to

about to make a low

Hollywood

bow

— Henry

Ford

is

low bow to HollyThe rumors are
flying thick and the denials fast as we go
to press, but the question ought to have
been settled one way or another by the
time you read this. And this is the story
behind all the excitement.
The story is that Ford is dickering with
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer for a weekly hour

He

wood!

program

is

make

— he

a

isn't!

originate in Hollywood and
use the M-G-M roster of stars for talent.
The reputed cost would be $30,000 a
to

week.

As far as star names go, this scheme
would threaten to put all other Hollywood
radio programs in the shade, but that's
not its only advantage, at least from the
viewpoint of the movie producers.
If

M-G-M
show,

it

supplied

the talent for a radio
also oversee the script ma-

would

number

terial used, control the
/Wfefc,

pearances made by their
promise with exhibitors

demanding that movie

stars,

of air ap-

and com-

who have been

stars be taken off

the air completely. If the contract goes
through, the Ford show won't be presented
on either Saturday or Sunday nights the
nights most people like to go to the
movies. That's just one of the little provisions which ought to please M-G-M's
exhibitors.
All in all, if the Ford-M-G-M contract
is signed and works out successfully, there
will probably be other sponsors who will
tie themselves up exclusively with one
studio, and the history of radio's relationship with Hollywood will enter upon a
new chapter.

—

turning up
Sinclair Oil Company
THE
at local stations with a sweepstakes idea
is

Keep tabs on yourself. Establish regular habits

of elimi-

Most doctors agree

nation.

this is for

your

own

well-

being.
If

more than one day goes

by, take an Olive Tablet just
as an aid to Nature.

You'll find Olive Tablets
excellent for this purpose.
Mild, gentle, the formula of

an eminent Ohio physician,
they are used in thousands of

homes

as a standard pro-

prietary;

Keep them always on your
bathroom shelf and caution
the whole family to use them
on the evening before the
second day. Three sizes— 1 50
-3<¥-60?.
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All druggists.

for a program, after both networks looked
dubiously upon the notion as being a little
too much like a gambling game. The
sold, howthem to anyone who asks for them, and the Federal
Communications Commission is said to

"lucky-number" tickets aren't

—the

ever

oil

company

gives

have decided this doesn't constitute a lottery. So if the plan turns out to be successful on local stations, the chances are
that it will sooner or later crop up on one
of the networks.

Henry Ford dickers with
plans

mulls

yet

in

for

the

broadcasts

M-G-M
biggest

from

as he
thing

Hollywood.
Wide World

NBC
a

employees

got their
contest during

prize

chance
the

at

NBC

Tenth Anniversary celebrations, and NBC
emerged with a new slogan. It was submitted by Miss June Hynd of the New
York Program Department and won for
Miss Hynd a first prize of $100. Here's

"By

the slogan:
Voice."

Choice

the

Nation's

^%NE of radio's bombshells exploded
^^ when Jessica Dragonette and Cities
Service announced that the star of the
Friday-night Cities Service concerts would
leave the show on February 5. For seven
years Jessica has been the bright particular star of this program; in fact, the program and Jessica had come in the minds
of most listeners to be one and the same
thing. Now Lucille Manners, who twice
substituted for Jessica during the latter's
summer vacation, is to take her place

permanently.
It's always painful for a star and
a
sponsor who have been associated for
many years to come to the parting of the
ways, and the Dragonette-Cities Service
split was no exception. Jessica couldn't be
reached for a statement for some time
after the official announcement had been
made, and the sponsor's explanation of the
change was vague and non-committal.
But for the readers of Radio Mirror,
here's a forecast of what Jessica will be
doing after February 5. Call it a well
authenticated rumor, which says that she'll
be starred on a new program to be sponsored by a famous soap manufacturer, on
a network yet to be chosen, but probably

CBS.

DECEMBER
"

29 and 30 are to be big
the Mutual Broadcasting
Company. The twenty-ninth, you know,
is the date set for extending the network
across the country, taking in the Don Lee
chain in the West as well as stations in
the Middle West. On the evening of that
day,
stations in New York, Chicago,
Cincinnati, Detroit, and Boston will salute
the Coast in a big program featuring virtually every star on the
list.
And
on the thirtieth, the Coast stations will
return the compliment, with a program
which will have Conrad Nagel introducing
a lot of movie stars.

days

for

MBS

MBS

Lucille

Manners

Dragonette's
night

Cities

will
take Jessica
place on the Friday
Service show in 1937.

'
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CmonBOYSGIRLS

MEN WOMEN
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Hawaiian Type Strumming Ukulele

FINE PRESENTS SURE TO BE YOURS!

For selling only 24 packets of "Garden-Spot" Seeds at lOets. apaeket
and returning the $2.40 collected. Positively nothing more to sell
No Extra Money to Pay, excepting on special value Wrist Watch.
Everybody plants Garden-Spot Seeds. Beautiful colored packets filled
with living seeds guaranteed to grow. Known with favor for more than
29 years from Maine to Mexico. Lots of people will take five to ten packets.
Your own family and a few friends will buy all of them. You can sell out
in no time. Here's What You Get for Selling only 24 packets: One Big
Premium, your selection, Extra ! We send along with your Premium as a
Colored Transfer Pictures,
FREE Reward for Promptness over Fifty Brightly
Parrots, Ostriches, Lions, Elephants, Monkeys, Ships, Airplanes, a perfectly
amazing collection ; catalogue of many presents which tells you about BIG CASH
the
coupon on a postcard.
coupon
or
copy
mail
the
Sign
and
Pick your Premium.

—

PRIZES. Read the

SEND NO MONEY

offers

5-Minute
Instruction

Book FREE
Anyone can play tbia
Jazzy Ukulele, and you
will be delighted with the
sweet, mellow tone. Made
substantially of strong material to last a lifetime.
Mahogany color, accurately fretted
finger board fitted withpatent strings.
Brings happiness and pleasure the year
'round. With our five-minute instruction book, containing
many songs with words and music, no lessons are necessary.
Complete outfit given for selling only 24 Packets of
"Garden Spot" Seeds at 10 cts. each. Sent postpaid.

NOW—WE TRUST YOU

•

Blue Bird Granite Cooking Set

Moving Picture Machine
is the
ir m ^Asb Here
Greatest

Will Make
You Proud

lUrPifiRi
l|IL* JH ^W Prize of All!
Boys, yon

Of

Your

KitchenI
IVIIC

can

now show movies
right at home.

tn

This

outfit

and works

day.

Blue-

bird

granite

most durafinished

to mirror
smoothness,

WE

acid-proof
and easy to keep clean. In color It is a beautiful mottled bluegray. The entire Set. given as one premium, consists of four
regular-sized pieces: one Mixing Bowl, one Pudding Pan, one
Preserving Kettle with handle, one Sauce Pan. Given for distributing only 24 Packets of "Garden Spot" Seeds at 10
Cts. each. We pay postage.

fin-

Uses oil and
comes complete

ish.

1

ose every

ble,

like the regular
machines. Made
of metal, snappy

black enamel

yoa

sils *****

is

uses

films

Convenient

and sanitary
kitchen uten-

PAY
ALL

aFOOTTELKCOPE-J?

with lamp, globe,

and colored
slide. Stormy
nights need not be
Have
lots of
dull.
fun giving shows.
Given for selling only 24 Packets of "Garden
Spot" Seeds at lO cts. each. Sent Postpaid.
film,

Genuine Easy Bearing

Send No Money

WE TRUST

VIOLIN.

BOW and
Book

Instruction
Imported from
Europe

YOU

GlEffi

POSTAGE
See moon and stars and people miles away.
Gives new pleasure. Always ready. Given for selling only 24 packets of seed at 10 cents and returning money collected. Send no money.

Crinkled Bed Spread

Send TODAY

in Attractive
Colors

Roller Skates

A glorious

sur-

prise. It surely

a beauty and
always popular
because it is so
is

This violin

is

imported

practical. The
crinkled stripes
are neatly woven
in contrasting
colors of rose,
gold, or blue, the

from Europe where they
so well how to make
is. Nicely made, highlypoliahed.
pleasing model of good shape. Well-finished finger
board and tailpiece. Has a full set of strings,
bow, and 5-minute Instruction Book with many
Popular Songs in words and music. With this
remarkable book you can quickly learn to play without a teacher. Send no
money. Just name and address. We trust you with 24 Pkts. of ''Garden
Spot" Seeds to sell at 10c a Pkt. When sold send the $2.40 Collected and Violin Outfit will be sent to you Postpaid. Send your order to Lancaster Co.
Seed Co., Sta. 431 F Paradise, Pa- We Pay Postage.

know

Built
for

Speedster

Hard

Type

Usage

Whizz You tarn the corner with a bang,
!

you beat your friends in every race when
you have genuine Sherwood Type Skates.
The smooth-running, easy bearing rollers
make fast skating easy— they go like the
wind. They will expand to fit any shoe.
Improved type 'Skate Key FREE with
every pair. For selling only 24 packets
"Garden Spot" Seeds at 10 cts. each.
Sent postpaid.

A

JUNIOR
GUITAR
Imported

sides, and stand

the wash

-

tub

well. No ironing
dry and
—
just
ready for use. Makes dresslet it

Bedroom

it is

ing the bed a real pleasure. Size 80 x
90 inches, big enough to cover over pillows and bolster, giving effect of a two-piece set. Given for sell-

24

Pkts. "Garden Spot" Seeds at 10c.

BASKETBALL
FULL «»•
rw«SIZE ^

Share the
of basket-ball— now

thrill

a major sport.
Grandf or both

Get

firlsandboys.
his genuine,
pebble grained

handsome instrument
NOW. Here's How.
send
Just
your name and ad-

New Beauty t
Secure this all-around
utility Clock and you will
be assured of having: ona
Clock you can use anywhere in the house. It's

this

dress

cowhide Basket ball will
withstand the
grind of many

(SEND NO MONEY). 1

agameandthe

WE TRUST YOU

with 24
packs of Garden Seeds to sell \
at 10 cents a packet. When
sold send $2.40 collected and

ornamented front richly
finished in two tone effect.
with beautifully colored

roughest practice. Latest
type bladder.
Complete with
lacing needle and rawhide lace. Given for selling
only 24 Pkts. of "Garden Spot" Seeds at 10c
a Pkt. Send for seeds today— we trust yon until sold.

WEWILLSEND this mahogany finished
guitar and Five-Minute Instruction Book
absolutely FREE. Write for seeds NOW.

harmonizing; dials , is neat-

a richly

gold plated sash. Given
for distributing only 24Pkts. ol "Garden Spot"
Seeds at 10 cts. each:
Clock delivered to your
door—we pay postage.

10-Piece Priscilla

same on both

Proud
of Your

Genuine Leather

from
Europe

IVew Colors!

set off with

Make'

You

ing only

Household Clock

ly

Will

Guaranteed Chromium WRIST WATCH
A

CURTAIN SET

big American Watch factory worked three years to make
Watch possible. See the graceful shape, the smartly designed case, the swanky metal dial with raised gold numerals.
this

ALL GIFTS SENT POSTPAID
No Charges to Pay on Delivery

10 PIECES IN ALL

PICK YOUR PRIZE THEN
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!

There's a charm of welcome when yoa fit your
home with these dainty
Curtains. This is a very
natty made marquisette
Curtain Set In refined
white pattern, finished
with 2% Inch ruffles Incolors . Each curtain in 20x90
inches, 2 pairs, 4Curtains,
4 Tie-backs, and 2 Ruffled
Valances, 10 pieces in all.
All

given to you as one

premium

ting only

for distribu-

postpaid to your door.

The WATCH for MEN
Read This Remarkable Offer!
I
f

paid.

24 Packets of

"Garden Spot" Seeds
at 10 cents each. Sent

A

Lancaster County Seed Co.,
Station 131, Paradise, Pa.
Please send me at once 24 packets of " Garden
Spot" Seeds. I agree to sell them within 30 days and
return the money for my GIFT according to your
offers. You agree to send my Gift promptly, post-

"regular" man's Watch. Completely new
standard 40-size thin model, with improved movement, a guaranteed accurate time - keeper. A dependable and faithful companion. Given for selling only 24 Packets of "Garden Spot" Seeds at
*Oc a Packet. Sent Postpaid. Send NOW.

Movement guaranteed. Case is all one-white metal. This beautiful Watch given for selling only 24 packets of 'Garden Spot'
Seeds and 98c extra or given with no extra money for Belling

Name

'

only 48 Pkts. Write for seeds today. We trust you.
Lancaster County Seed Co., Station 431, Paradise, Pa.

fTT TtnS POWERFUL. A

I

R RIFLE

Think of the fun in this
straight-shooting gun. Steel bar;
re! and walnut stock. Shoots B B shot with
force and accuracy. A iron any boy can be proud
of. Sell only 24 Packets of "Garden Spot" Seeds
at 10 cents a packet. Sent postpaid.

Post Office-

State—
Box.
Street or R. F. D.
Print your last name plainly below
I

I

I

Save 2 cents by
this

I

I

I

I

filling-in, pasting

Coupon on a 1c Post Card

I

I

and Mailing

TODAY
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NEVER TOO LATE

IT'S

By LESTER GOTTLIEB

THIS

is

a short short story

of a big
to

time of

man who

quit.
it

the

If

refused
reading

was comparable

to

the long hours Gabriel Heatspent alone, patiently
ter

awaiting the "breaks," this
could well be a competitor of
"Anthony Adverse." Today
Gabe is at the top of the
heap, after skyrocketing to

fame over the Mutual network, with his vivid radio reporting of the news of the
world.
But it was a long
road with plenty of detours.
Gabe was born of average
middle-class parents in New
York. His father was superintendent of a clothing factory, an industry noted for

seasonal unemployment.
When his father was out of
work, young Gabe would pester

hard-boiled

city

editors

He

got odd
jobs, but his ideals of journalism were temporarily
smashed. The sixteen-yearold lad dreamed of foreign
correspondents' adventures in
for night work.

war-inflamed

Europe,

like

those he read in the Times

by

Write
as I Please" fame. He hoped
to cover city politics and exWalter Duranty, of

"I

pose corrupt politicians. Instead he was assigned to
church socials and women's
bridge clubs.
But Gabe didn't give up,
though the years crept up
amazingly fast and he knew
he wasn't getting anywhere
in particular.
Somehow the
well-known breaks played hookey from the Heatter household, which now included a wife and two children. No
longer did he attend church socials, but he still got no
further in his journalistic career than Hoboken. The job
of editing a steel trade journal was the best he could do,
until he took pen in hand and wrote an open letter to Nor-

GABRIEL HEATTER HAS PROVED THAT
BEGIN AT

man Thomas,

LIFE

DOES

FORTY—AT LEAST FOR NEWSCASTERS
Frank Parker, but I've got just as much fight as they have."
At least someone heard the debate, for the next day a
prospective sponsor called the station and asked if the
man who waged Norman Thomas a brilliant battle of words
was available for radio work.

Nation

work on these programs prompted his sponsor to take
HISmore
air time on WOR. Then came the horrible Lind-

this letter was a smaller New York
radio station that it invited Thomas and his unknown assailant to talk it out over the air. To Thomas it was a routine

bergh tragedy and Gabe was assigned to broadcast from
Flemington three times a day. The blue-eyed, square-jawed
Heatter made many radio friends in the tiny New Jersey
town, but he also gained a flock of friendly enemies.
Gabe knew this assignment was his big chance perhaps
his last opportunity to rise to the top. He kept his type-

Socialist leader,

which appeared

in the

magazine.
So impressed with

invitation.

To Gabe

Heatter

it

the stuffy steel trade journal;
mediocrity.

was his first escape from
temporary release from

a

—

"I've still got plenty of time for fame, I'm only forty,"
he said to himself in front of the bedroom mirror. He
pulled up his belt vigorously and patted down his steel

writer clattering incessantly from six in the morning until
broadcast time, rewriting, cutting, editing and relighting
stale cigars. The newspaper reporters who had finished their

gray hair.
"I'm not

earned

64

stints early in the
as

young

as

Lanny Ross or

as

handsome

as

sleep.

morning, were hitting the hay for wellinterrupted by the bang-

They were rudely

—
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ing keyboard of the Heatter typewriter. At
the news-hawks asked him to stop in
calm tones. Then they got rough. One
morning a barrage of pillows, old shoes,
and broken bottles whistled through the
transom of Gabe's hotel door. For the remainder of the trial, Gabe typed his copy
in the little hotel lobby, a blanket around
his cold feet, a box of fresh cigars at his
elbow, and woolen gloves on his chapped
hands.
Fame hasn't changed Gabe a bit. He
and his tiny wife, a former school teacher,
and their two children live modestly at
Freeport. Long Island. They own a popular priced car and a basement full of good
books.
Basil, his son, is a poet. The daughter,
twenty-year-old Maida, is advertising manager of a Long Island department store.
The children seldom listen to their father's
broadcast.
This summer the boy roamed around
Europe, most of the time on a bicycle,
thanks to a strictly business deal he made
first

with his father.
"I promised to pay half his expenses
providing he would return with some inside information on the European situation." explained Gabe. "Believe it or not,
he brought me some interesting comments
from the working class, though he complained it made his poetry too cynical."

Gabe still reads all his fan mail, particularly the ones his worshipping brother
sends him daily. He changes his clothing
six times a day, maintains a small New
York apartment and a log cabin near
Sherman Lake

in Connecticut.
He does
because he never knows where the
.Mutual network will stick a mike under
his face next.
He'll try anything now,
after those harrowing
experiences last
year, when he broadcast under the Hudson
River, as sand hogs blasted away, or in
the Bronx Terminal Market at three
o'clock in below-zero weather.
He smokes fifteen expensive cigars a
day, and never finishes one of them.
A
tramp— if he were a smart tramp could
follow- in Gabe's wake and smoke like a
millionaire. He has a penchant for taxicabs that drive carefully. He eats chicken
salad almost exclusively, and his big blue
eyes dart poisonous glances at any table
companion who sprays his food with
catsup. His shirts are always too big for
him and his trousers too loose. Because
he is an unusually neat man. otherwise, I
asked Gabe why he wore this vaudevillecomic outfit. He always looks to me as if
he's going to pull a white rabbit out of

this

Ha! Ha!

My

proud beauty!

Now

I

have you in

my power

—

his

baggy

trousers.

"I like plenty of free wheeling when I'm
working," he explained.

No

matter who

may

his distinguished

—

guest

be at the studio the Governor, Mrs.
Roosevelt, or a new record-breaker in the
world of sport. Gabe loosens his tie. pulls
down his suspenders, and then starts the
interview.

Mr.

W.— Clap
ter

hands, Margie

— what's

W.— Oh,

Mr.

W.— Gosh!

sheets

is

look!
mine.
Is

The

curtains

— one of those

the gray one yours? It looks

sick beside that nice white one.

W.— Oh, Russ! Did you really hear all
the mothers who helped put up the curtain say those things about me?

Russ

said your clothes have
gray 'cause your soap doesn't
wash clean. And they wished you'd use
Fels-Naptha 'cause it's got heaps of naptha
in the golden soap and that chases out every
speck of dirt.

the mat-

with you?

Mrs.

Mrs.

W. — Yep! They

tattle-tale

An idealist at heart, Gabe's ambition is
to broadcast from a different city every
day so he could be where the news is being
made. Monday, New York; Tuesday, Chicago; Wednesdav, Kansas City: Thursday,
Los Angeles, and so on, war, peace, strikes,
drought, floods, death.
"That would be real radio reporting," he
savs enviously.
There's oniy one hitch to this idea
Gabriel Heatter, fearless forecaster of
world events, is afraid to fly!
His. first book, "Faith," has just been
published, with an advance order any oldtime author would be proud of. An important steel official, who knew and liked
Gabe when he was on the steel trade
journal, heard about the book and ordered 10,000 copies before publication, to
be given to his employees as Christmas
presents.

FEW
WEEKS
LATER

Mr.
Mrs.

W.— Great

Scott! Have you still got that moustache?
W. — Take it off — you're no villain! You saved my reputation with that tip about Fels-Naptha
Soap. It's made my washes look so gorgeous, I'm going to take you to town to a real show!

COPR. FELS

BANISH "TATTLE-TALE GRAY"
WITH FELS-NAPTHA SOAP!
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(Continued from page 58)
Annadell

$5,000.00

Beatrice N., St. Paul, Minn.
Kiger is no longer on the

—

Ma

Perkins

understand she's changed her name
and gone to the Coast. Marjorie Hannan

show.

I

Fay Perkins. Yes, Frank
Fay was Barbara Stanwyck's former husband.
No, Bobby Breen is not Eddie

plays the part of

For True Stories

Month

Submitted This

Cantor's real son. Kenneth Griffin plays
the part of Larry Noble in Backstage
Wife and Vivian Fridell plays the part of
his wife.

—

Pa. John S. Young
staff announcer boasting
the only
a doctor's' degree. He was born in Springfield, Mass., in August 3, 1903. Mr. Young
weighs 175 pounds, is five feet-eleven
inches tall, has brown hair and blue eyes.
He plays the violin, piano, guitar, banjo,
ukelele and vibraphone; speaks several
languages fluently, and has an extensive
wardrobe, and Russian pajamas are his

M. C, Harrisburg,

NBC

is

pay

Macfadden Publications,
$5,000 for the ten best true stories submitted during January, 1937, as per the
prize schedule, shown above. This is your
big opportunity to cash in handsomely
upon a happening in your life or the life
of a friend.
Study the rules carefully
send for the free booklet mentioned below and proceed to write the story that
may make you richer by $1500.
Inc.,

Look back over your

life

and

will

SCHEDULE OF PRIZES
$1 -500

First Prize

1.000

,

@ $500.. ..
Prize. 6 @ $250.

Third Prize. 2

Fourth

.

..

1.000
1.500

weakness.
,

$5,000
Billy S., Austin,

select the

episode that is most thrilling, exciting or deeply moving, no matter whether it
be a story filled with shadow or sunshine, success, failure, tragedy or happiness.
Then write it simply and honestly and send it in.

In setting down your story, do not be afraid to speak plainly. Our magazines
are devoted to the portrayal of life as it is actually lived, so most certainly you
are justified in describing fully and frankly any situation that has really happened.
If your story contains the interest and human quality we seek it will receive
preference over tales of less merit, no matter how clearly, beautifully, or skillfully
written they may be.

Judging upon this basis, the person submitting the best story will be
the $1500 first prize, the person submitting the second best story will be
the $1000 second prize, etc.

awarded
awarded

And

in addition, every story entered in this contest is eligible for purchase
at our liberal regular rates, so, even if your manuscript should fall slightly short
of prize winning quality, we will gladly consider it for purchase provided we can

use

it.

as you have finished your manuscript send it in. By mailing it as soon
as possible you can help to avoid a last minute landslide, assure your manuscript
of an early reading and enable us to determine the winners at the earliest possible
moment. Another big true story contest next month.

As soon

All stories must be written in the first person based
on facts that happened either in the lives of the writers
of these stories, or to people of their acquaintance,
reasonable evidence of truth to be furnished by writers

upon

request.

Type manuscripts

or write legibly with pen.
not send us printed material or poetry.
not send us carbon copies.
not write in pencil.
not submit stories of less than 2,500 or more
than 50,000 words.
Do not send us unfinished stones.
Stories must be written in English.
Write on one side of paper only.

Do
Do
Do
Do

Put on

FIRST CLASS POSTAGE IN FULL,

otherwise manuscripts will be refused. Enclose return first class postage in same container with manuscript.
flat.
Do not roll.
not use thin tissue or onion skin paper.

Send material

Do

At the top of first page record the total number
words in your story. Number the pages.

PRINT YOUR FULL

of

NAME AND ADDRESS

ON UPPER RIGHT-HAND CORNER OF FIRST
PAGE AND UPON ENVELOPE and sign your full
legal address in your own handwriting at
foot of the last page of your manuscript.

name and

You may submit more than one

manuscript

but not more than one prize will be awarded to an
individual in this contest.
Every possible effort will be made to return unavailable manuscripts, if first-class postage or expressage is enclosed in same container with manuscript, but we do not hold ourselves responsible for
such return and we advise contestants to retain a
copy of stories submitted. Do not send to us stories
which we have returned.

answer

you've been tuning

if

Hall Tonight,

Wednesday

manu-

receipt of each

be mailed.
No
change or correction can be made in manuscripts
after they reach us.
No correspondence can be entered into concerning manuscripts once they have
been submitted or after they have been rejected.
Always disguise the names of persons and places
appearing in your stories.
Unavailable stories will be returned as soon as rejected irrespective of closing date of contest.
This contest is open to everyone everywhere in the
world, except employees and former employees of
Publications, Inc.,

will

and members

of their

families.
If a story is selected by the editors for immediate
purchase, it will be paid for at our regular rate and
this will in no way affect the judges in their decision.
If your story is awarded a prize, a check for whatever balance is due will be mailed. The decisions of
the judges will be final, there being no appeal from

their decision.

Under no condition submit any story that has
ever before been published in any form.
Submit your manuscript to us direct. Due to the
intimate nature of the stories we prefer to have our
contributors send in their material to us direct and
not through an intermediary.
With the exception of an explanatory letter, which
we always welcome, do not enclose photographs or
other extraneous matter, except return postage.
This contest ends at midnight, Friday, January
29, 1937.

on

Town

James A. C, Jr., Sour Lake, Texas
Jimmy, we do not supply pictures
However, we can tell you
stars.
about them without charge. Ben Bernie
was born in Bayonne, New Jersey, one of
eleven children. Papa Bernie was a blacksmith, but young Benjamin was too frail
for a trade so he became a violinist and
Sorry,
of the

—

even gave a concert at Carnegie Hall at
the age of 14. Ben's five-feet-ten inches
tall, weighs 175 pounds, has brown hair,
is

married. He smokes
black cigars a day.

big,

Paul C, Detroit, Mich. Frances Langtwenty-three years old so that
is
makes the year of her birth, 1913 (at this
writing). The latest report on Myrt and
Marge is, that they have been auditioned
but nothing definite has been set. Please
be assured that Radio Mirror will print
the glad tidings when they are all set.

ford

Mr. Albert C, Phoenix, Arizona

Address your manuscripts to Macfadden
cations Manuscript Contest, Dept. 28C,
Box 490, Grand Central Station,

New

PubliP. O.

York, N. Y.

P.

O. Box 490,

N. Y.

— For

pictures of Ben Bernie, Paul Whiteman,
Rudy Vallee, Lanny Ross, write to them
in care of the National Broadcasting Company, Rockefeller Plaza, New York City.
Address Guy Lombardo in care of the
Columbia Broadcasting System, 485 Madison Avenue, New York City.

A regular reader, Wilder, Minn. —Station

WGN

is

the nearest station on the Mutual

Broadcasting System to your town, on
which you can hear the Guy Lombardo
program.
Jerry

Cooper and Frank Parker fans
Annette J. Shreiar, 45 Barclay

—

attention!
Street,

WRITE FOR BOOK OF INSTRUCTIONS, ADDRESS:

66

in

nights.

—

As soon as possible after
an acknowledgment

Macfadden Publications, Inc., Dept. R. M.,
Grand Central Station New York,

pictures of

guess it's
I
afternoons, at three o'clock.
too late to answer your second question
and besides, you must already know the

eyes, and
about twenty-five

script,

Macfadden

— For

Louise M. N., Hartford, Conn.—-Al
Pearce is broadcasting again. This time
it's over the Columbia Broadcasting System, on Monday, Tuesday and Thursday

brown

CONTEST RULES

Texas

Benny Goodman, and Eddy Duchin, write
to them in care of the National Broadcasting Company, Rockefeller Plaza, New
York City. Write to Hal Kemp in care
of the Columbia Broadcasting System,
485 Madison Avenue, New York City.

Worcester, Mass.,

club paper,

is

editor of the

The High and Low Tabloid,

and is also the president of the Jerry
Cooper-Frank Parker Harmony Club.

More members
Mary
you'll tell

T.,

are wanted.

East

me what

—

If
Hartford, Conn.
photographs you

stars'

want, I'll be able to
can write for them.

tell

you where you

—
RADIO M IRROR
Their Friendship Brought

Them Stardom
(Continued from page 45)

when Goodman's infant son
suddenly ill, back in New York. It
was not supposed to be a serious illness
that is, not at first. Two days passed, and
the child grew worse, so much worse that
after that evening performance Goodman
planned to take a late train back to New
York, returning in time for the next
night's show.
In the last act of "Sinbad" there was a
spot in which Jolson rubbed a lamp, like
Aladdin, and made a wish. Usually it was
a funny wish, one of the big laughs of the
show. But this night, when he came on
the stage, Jolson's eyes were sad, and as
he rubbed the lamp he said: "I'm going to
ing in Boston

fell

make

a silent wish."

Something communicated

itself to the
audience the tone of Jolson's voice, the
look on his comically blackened face. For
half a minute it sat silent, confused, not
knowing why it was aware of some deeper
meaning underlying his words.
Down in the pit, Al Goodman understood that meaning. He did not need the
telegram Jolson handed him a few minutes
later, after the performance, to tell him
his son had died.
Jolson proved the quality of his friendship in the next few difficult weeks. He
not only paid the expenses of the child's
illness and death, but he took care of the
remainder of Goodman's West Coast
debts—debts which he had been struggling
to pay off during the time since he had

—

• "Good grief, Mr. Giraffe, what a perfectly terrific rash you've
got! You're broken out all over, even on your tail. And your neck's a
sight!

When a person has so much neck, it must be awful!"

_

come

Most important of all, he
East.
his sympathy in a score of quiet,

showed

unobtrusive ways.

ME
ATI
would

was to come when Goodman
remember the staunchness of
friendship, and would hinder his

Jolson's
own career to repay

it.

Successful musical comedies ran longer
much
in those days than they do now
longer. Goodman and Jolson were associated for ten years, and in all that time
Jolson starred in only three shows "Sinbad," "Bombo," and "Big Boy" making
an average run of slightly more than three
years for each show. Since month after
month of doing the same thing gets boring for actors, long runs usually aren't the
unmixed pleasures you'd expect them to
be; but nobody ever got bored in a Jolson show'.
Jolson never gave them a
chance.

• "J can remember when I used to have rashes.. Boy, did I itch!
In those days before we had Johnson's Baby Powder, there were
times when I felt like jumping right out of my skin!
.

—
—
—

He was always changing, usually on the
spur of the moment. He had a repertoire
of a hundred or so songs, which his orchestra had to keep always on tap, so that
while the audience was laughing at one
of his jokes Jolson could lean down and
whisper to Goodman the title of the
piece he wanted to do next. Sometimes,
near the end of a performance, if he had
a particularly appreciative audience, Jolson would toss the silly musical-comedy
plot aside completely and just go on
singing and wise-cracking until eleven-

• "But take a look at me now! Not a rash or a chafe anywhere since
we've been using that soft, downy Johnson's. You try it—and see if
it

doesn't knock the spots off you, too!"

thirty.

He was always in blackface, of course,
and few people know what he looked like
without it. One trick he played on the
audience once or twice was to enter the
auditorium from the rear, after the performance had started but before his first
entrance. Without his make-up, nobody
recognized him, and he climbed up on the
stage and interrupted the show with a
barrage of irrelevant chatter. Wandering
into the wings, he returned to the stage
rubbing black on his face, still talking,
still enjoying himself hugely.

• "Feel a pinch of
slick?

Not a

my Johnson's— isn't it smooth and
some powders. It keeps my

bit gritty like

skin as fine as silk!". . That's the best protection
against skin infections, Mothers! And Johnson's Baby
.

-

Jitf

is made of the finest Italian talc
no orrisAlways keep Johnson's Baby Soap, Baby Cream
and Baby Oil in your

Powder

. . .

root.

baby's bath-basket, too!
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Audiences loved
ducers,

the

it,

Shuberts,

even

if

didn't.

Jolson's pro-

The

light-

hearted way in which Jolson could upset
the carefully worked-out schedule of a

show drove them

wild.

It

resulted

in

"Standing Room Only" signs which grew
dog-eared from too much use, but the
Shuberts couldn't ever be sure that Jolson wouldn't go too far. It wasn't showbusiness as they knew it, and it confused
and worried them.
Naturally, he was one of the hardest
men in the world to work with. Sometimes he and Goodman would argue bitterly over something one or the other of
them had done call each other fearful
names and end up by not speaking to
each other. Then Goodman would punish
Jolson by standing in the pit and listening
to the comedian's gags with an expressionNothing upset Jolson more.
less face.
He'd come to regard Goodman as his best
and most appreciative audience, and he
was convinced that if Goodman didn't
laugh the jokes were no good.
"Laugh, darn you, laugh," he'd mutter
in agony through clenched teeth so only
Goodman could hear. "So help me, if you
don't laugh I'll kick you right in the

—

face."

SIDE

by side with Jolson's frequent and
unpredictable flashes of temper ran his

and his generosity.
Goodman
things about him no one else
knew things Jolson would never allow to
be published. He knew that every year,
when Jolson organized a benefit show for
sufferers
from tuberculosis at Saranac
Lake, he not only paid all the expenses of
the show, including salaries for everyone
who took part, but added a personal gift of
three thousand dollars himself. He knew
that in spite of numerous tempting offers
loyalty
learned

—

rival producers, Jolson consistently
refused to leave the Shuberts. He knew of
almost daily furtive acts of charity and

to the theater, to stand back and murmur
"Childish!" But remember, to Al Jolson
it was serious.
Al Goodman was part of

kindness which Jolson performed impul-

his success.

from

sively

and without thought of return.

Long before

that ten years' association
Jolson was over,
the orchestra leader had become general
musical director for the Shuberts. Whenever a new show was to be produced it
was his duty to whip its music into shape
and to stick with it during its preliminary tour and until after it had opened on
Broadway.
All
this
took time time
which Goodman had to take off from the
current Jolson show. And to lose his favorite orchestra leader, even for a short
time, was something Al Jolson didn't like

between

Goodman and

—

at

all.

He used to invent means of getting
Goodman away from general Shubert duparticular Jolson duties. A smoothrunning Jolson show on tour would suddenly develop acute orchestra-trouble.
There would be a pitched battle between
Jolson and the unfortunate wretch who
happened to be waving the baton; and
then there would be a hurry call to New
ties to

Moreover, Goodman was his
was comfortable only when
Goodman was in the pit. Finally, and
perhaps most important, Jolson was all of
friend;

the theater, that topsy-turvy world of exaggerated loyalties, prejudices, superstitions.

BECAUSE

Jolson was his friend, because
he remembered the days after the death
of his child, Goodman never hesitated in
choosing between furthering his own career and giving his time to Jolson. Many
a time he was in Jolson's orchestra pit
when he should have been somewhere else.
Many a time he worked longer than was
good for his health, in order to be with
Jolson and at the same time do work he
had to do for the Shuberts. With all its

*

bad effects
his health,
his friend.
that's the
Jolson

tinent,
if

you don't belong

it

the

continued to be until
for the broader

stage

—

of Hollywood and radio for work
which he did not so greatly need the

duction.

easy enough,

way

fields

in

It's

upon his own career and upon
was little enough to do for
That's the way it was, and

it

left

York: "Send Goodman quick."
On one occasion, while Jolson was playing in New York, Goodman had been rehearsing a new show for the Shuberts daytimes and conducting for Jolson at night.
The new show was an important and expensive one, and Goodman expected to
conduct for it on the opening night, turning the Jolson performance over to an
assistant. But when Jolson heard of the
plan he blew up and insisted that Goodman must stay with him and there was
nothing to do but let the assistant conduct the opening night of the new pro-

—

he

Goodman

could give him.
old friends don't see each
other often nowadays.
Jolson spends
most of his time on the West Coast;
Goodman most of his in New York; and
there are only brief reunions when one of
them visits the other's territory.
It
doesn't really make much difference to
their friendship, though. Two people who
know each other as well as these two do,
help

The two

can't

You know

forget.

that,

when you

know

that every time either has a birthday the other always calls him by long
distance, from the other edge of the conjust

to

say,

"Many happy

re-

turns."

JUNIOR- IF YOO'OOMT
!'U

SCREAM

SO RUN-DOWN EVERY LITTLE
THINS GOT ON HER NERVES

VITAMINS
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The Love Gladys Swarthout's Fame Couldn't Tarnish
(Continued from page 21)

was not long, however, before that
was to be turned topsy-turvy and
it was through a generous act of Frank's
that the change was to come about.
He
had been signed to sing on the Firestone
broadcasts and was beginning to make a

do.

Perhaps he realized that his marriage
was endangered and was willing to go to
any end to save it. Perhaps he reasoned
that whatever success he might gain would
always be dimmed by the brilliant light of
a brighter star beside him. so he might as
well give up. Or perhaps his really great-

name

for himself
with the listeners.
Eager for his young wife to share in all
his triumphs and opportunities, he persuaded his sponsors to engage her for the
program too. When they consented, he

took hours and weeks from his own work
to teach her all he knew about radio
technique. And one night Gladys Swarthout debuted on the air singing a duet from
"Rigoletto" with her husband.
Of the two of them standing there at
the microphone on Sunday evenings perhaps Frank most deserved to be sought
out by fame for a pinnacle among the
have often thought, knowing
stars.
I
Gladys, that she yearned for him to
achieve great success much above her own
ambitions. But the tricky finger of fame
swung above both of them for a while,
then whirled her to the heights and left
Pretty soon when
her husband behind.
people asked people, "Who is Frank Chapman?" it was much easier to say, "He's
Gladys Swarthout's husband" instead of
"He's a well-known baritone."

what Frank Chapman would

see

It

status

est desire was to sacrifice his own interests
in helping to further the career of his

pretty

wife.

Anyway,

Frank

Chapman

retired.
I
talked to them shortly after he had
reached this decision. "No one," he said
to me, "is willing to do as much for
Gladys as I am. Agencies have too many
clients.
Despite a secretary, a maid, a
manager, a Hollywood agent and a New
York agent, Gladys still needs me as her
personal adviser. And I am so concerned
with her well being that nothing can afford me any greater pleasure than giving
up my own career to help her all 1 can."
"If I have achieved anything," Gladys
went on to say, "1 owe it all to Frank.

He

is

the most remarkably unselfish per-

son I have ever known. He has sacrificed
everything for my success and I couldn't
have gotten anywhere without his assistance."

Thus their protests that they were enhappy under the new arrangement.
But were they? Frank Chap'man, who
had been trained to be a singer, who had

tirely

THAT was where the

trouble began.

And

was radio that had caused the rift.
Many a celebrity marriage has ended in
it

divorce

when

prominence

sional jealousy

wife achieved more
the husband.
Profesa thing few couples can

the

than
is

weather successfully.
So. with Glady's
climb to stardom, the gossips sat back to

spent his whole
his

own

preparing himself for
career, had stepped aside to the
life

position of buffer between the world and
another singer who was greater than he.
The months and years that he had planned
to devote to his own future were now de-

wife's. And that is a posia position of subjection that since
the beginning of time has been destined
for the woman in a marriage, not the man.

voted to his

tion

—

IINDER
**

—

her husband's guidance Glady's

successes tripled and quadrupled them-

selves. Frank was always present in every
emergency to look out for her. At pro-

gram

rehearsals

room.

"I

he

sat

the

in

control

do not allow production men or

engineers to make suggestions direct to
Gladys," he explained to me, "she is too
high-strung, too easily upset. Suggestions
are made to me and
relay them to her."
When she went on concert tours Frank
travelled by her side to bear the brunt of
detail and interruption that might annoy
her. He arranged her programs, coached
her in her preparation of them, handled
all business matters. When she performed
at the Metropolitan he was constantly
backstage in attendance. Frequently he
received her interviewers, answered her
important mail, superintended the running of their lovely apartment.
When Gladys was called to Hollywood
Frank had planned a brief concert tour
of his own, his first professional work in
a long time, but he immediately cancelled
it to go to the coast with her. They took
over Grace Moore's house and servants
and stayed eight months while Gladys
I

made "Give Us This Night" and "Rose
of the Rancho."
"Frank was indispensable," she said to
.me afterward, "because I knew he would
bring out the best within me. You see, I
lived in dread of the yes-men of Holly-

wood.

I

had heard

so

much about them.
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DONT LET UNDERFED BLOOD
KEEPYDU FEELING TIRED OUT
tired, nervous
THAT
ing at this time of the year
feel-

means your blood is
underfed and does not carry

usually

enough of the right kind of
nourishment to your muscles
and nerves.
Fleischmann's fresh Yeast
supplies your blood with
health-building vitamins and

other vital food elements. It
helps your blood to carry
more and better nourishment
to your nerve and muscle
tissues.

Eat 3 cakes of Fleischmann's Yeast regularly each
day one cake about 3^ hour
before meals. Eat it plain, or

—

in a little water. Start today.

IT'S

W

YOUR BLOOP THAT

FEEPS" YOUR BODY...
One

of the important

functions of your
blood

stream

is

to

carry nourishment
from your food to the
muscle and nerve tissues of your entire
body.

When you

find

you

get overtired at the
least extra effort, it
is usually a sign that
your blood is not sup-

plied with enough
food What you need is
something to help
your blood get more
.
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RADIO MIRROR
While everyone was gracious and kind,
still
wanted the truth and I knew my
husband wouldn't deceive me. He is my

to

severest critic.

ter.

"Oh, but there was one thing I hated
The morning after
about Hollywood!
we arrived there the papers announced
that Frank and I were separating. It up-

cious

I

halfwmcare
steal

Ammmiocm

set me terribly and I was outraged. We
denied it, of course', and the next day the
papers printed the denial, then the following week they said we were separating

went on that way the whole
time we were there.
was inclined to take
it too much to heart, but Frank taught
again.

It

I

me how

to regard such stuff as utter silliI
can see how false rumor ultimately separates a great many people
who love each other."
ness.

CLEANS TEETH
handsome teeth depend
upon two things cleaning them
thoroughly and keeping gums
Firm,

o

—

healthy. Even if teeth look white
the tooth paste you are using may
provide only half the care you

need.Forhan's ends this half-way
care. It whitens teeth and

SAVES GUMS
Forhan's was developed by an
eminent dental surgeon especially
to give you double protection.
When you brush your teeth, massage your gums, too, with
Forhan's, rubbing it in gently
with the fingers. Note how it
stimulates your gums, how it
leaves in your mouth a clean,
fresh feeling! Forhan's costs no
more than most ordinary tooth
pastes. Try a tube today.

m
O

Also sold in Canada,

Still,

It seems too incredible to those who
gossip that the less important husband of
a famous woman can really give up his
own work just to be of service to her and
yet remain content in his position. Consequently the true facts are always twisted
he is either softly living on his wife's
support, or he retires because he knows he
can never become as important as she, or
he hasn't any pride. On the contrary,
Frank Chapman must have had the pride
of ten men to withstand the things that
he knew were being suggested about him

—

on all sides.
"Rose of the Rancho" was not the success Hollywood nor Gladys had hoped it
would be. "I'm not satisfied with what
I've done in 'pictures," she told me last
summer, "I'm going back to the coast to
make 'Champagne Waltz' and do the
shall have
finest job
ever did. Then
I

I

hurdled my last big obstacle. I can just
simply sit down and take a big long
breath and relax for the first time in
years!"

But what about her husband? When
Gladys' career should become securely established she wouldn't need him any more.
That would be the crucial point of his
three years of complete sacrifice; then
would come the biggest adjustment he

would have

to

make.

BACK

to the coast they went again.
Frank was present on the set every day
while his wife was working, smoothing out
a detail here, making a valuable sugges-

Paramount even appointed
there.
him musical supervisor. With the result
that "Champagne Waltz" was a tremendous success from its very first rushes.
tion

INVENTORS
—

TIME COUNTS
don't risk delay in
patenting your ideas. Write for new FREE
book, "Patent Guide for the Inventor"
and "Record of Invention" form. No
charge for preliminary information.
CLARENCE

O'BRIEN &
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Patent

Registered
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step of her career:

Attorneys

Washington,

Gladys has never looked lovelier nor sung
in more perfect voice nor acted more competently than in her newest picture. With
its preview she stepped to the topmost

D.

C.

her last big obstacle

finally been hurdled and she could
continue safely on her own, unaided by

had

her husband.

Keep Skin
WJSIL

So again the gossips sat back to see
what Frank Chapman would do. Hollywood, which had tried to separate them
before, now had greater reason than ever

Mercolize
%

Mercolized Wax gently melts off faded, discolored outer skin. Reveals the velvety-smooth,
soft, beautiful underskin. Blemishes disappear.

Wax

is

a complete beauty treatment

in a single cream. Contains everything your skin
needs. Cleanses. Softens. Beautifies. Protects.
Start using Mercolized Wax tonight. Win new
skin loveliness. Mercolized Wax brings out the
hidden beauty of any complexion.
Saxolite Astringent— a refreshing stimulating
skin tonic. Smooths out wrinkles and age lines.
Refines coarse pores, eliminates oillness. Dissolve
Saxolite in one-half pint witch hazel. Use daily.

USE

At drug and department stores everywhere.
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And

rumor needs

all

work

is

to start

an important

People said Frank realized his marriage
would need another support to stay inagainst

tact

this

new circumstance

really desired to follow his old career
again but simply because he had to do
it to save himself.
Anyway, he came out
of retirement. Radio offered him a job
at the moment when he needed one badly
and he took it.
Wisely, he had not entirely neglected
his talent during the past three years. He
hadn't let his rich baritone voice become
rusty through lack of use. What spare
moments he had which could not be put
to Gladys' advancement he had spent in
practice and study.

WHICH

proves, I think, a very admirable thing about this man. His long
retirement was not merely an act to insure
his marriage by doing away with the causes
of professional jealousy. Neither was it a
refuge, a comfortable spot to retreat to
where there would be no futile struggle
to match the achievements of another
brighter star. If either of these had been
his

motives he would have

let

his

own

Instead, he
wither, for a reason.
kept his voice in trim so that whenever
Gladys became established he could step
back into his career just as before to take
talent

left off.
He has proved by
returning to the air that he stopped singing three years ago purely to devote himself to his wife's getting ahead, and nothing more. And a sacrifice of that kind is
invariably rewarded.
For when he sought to step back into
professional life, radio, the thing that had
caused the rift between careers in the beFrank
ginning, gave him his chance.
Chapman and Gladys Swarthout, equally
starred on their new half hour broadcast,
are broadcasting together again just the
way they started out. On an equal footing. So far as the program is concerned
neither is the leader and neither is the

up where he

follower.
Mrs., for

They

aren't

billed

as

Mr. and

not one to want to
share reflected glory from his famous
Instead they are
wife's bright limelight.

Frank

is

two distinctly individual artists striving
for the approval of their listeners, each
solely on his own merits.

A

still, their marback on its old secure basis. There
need be no more rumors about the Chapmans, no more dangerous crises nor injured prides nor sacrifices for them to
Provided, of course, that Frank
face.
makes good on the air.
He will. Being the fine person and artist that he is, he deserves the rare luck
the same
it takes for fame to strike in
marriage twice.

riage

happier circumstance
is

BEEN

Don't write over 250 words.

that

would inevitably destroy it. People also
said he did what he did not because he
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What's New on Radio Row
(Continued from page
were licensed

1936 and the New Year
finds 700 stations in the nation.
Leading
:he stampede are newspaper owners bent
on acquiring their own stations as media
for the dissemination of news and adverin

tising.

llliam

newspaper publishers, such as
Randolph Hearst and the Scripps-

Howard

concern,

and seek

stations

already
own many
Individual news-

others.

papers

all over the country are effecting
tie-ups with existing stations where they
can't persuade the
to issue franchises
for new ones.
Thus Radio, the so-called
Fifth Estate, cements the bonds which
link it to the Fourth Estate
and it was
only a short while ago the two were engaged in a bitter fight over the right of
Radio to project mere news bulletins!

FCC

—

*

*

*

As radio and the newspapers are being drawn closer together, so are radio
and the movies. Both results are inevitable
because of the close kinship between the
three.
All have the same function to
perform serving the public with enlightenment and entertainment and this
they best perform working
in
close
and harmonious relationship with one another. That's why radio and film magnates
get together in joint commissions
to
achieve closer alliances, and not to curtail the activities of film stars as some
groups of movie exhibitors are demanding.
With television coming eventually, if not
now. films will play even a more important role in the radio scheme of things.

—

—

*

THESE
early

and newspaper owners and film moguls
t
be blamed for wanting to get a
piece of this juicy pie. Four coast-to-coast
networks (counting the National Broadcasting Company with its Red and
Blue
can

Chain
Y\

4)

they also find a motivating force
in the
tact that radio has become
one of the
leading industries of the country
It has
just concluded its first
8100,000,000 year

*

outstanding
1937 are not

outlets as separate chains) are now in
existence and a fifth is in the making.

War-

ner Brothers, who operate their own
station on the Pacific Coast, are
interested
in this development with the
Transamerican Broadcasting and Television Corporation, of which (ohn L. Clark, former
general manager of the Cincinnati 500000-watt station,
is the president.

WLW,

MEANWHILE
V

only

is

rolls.

An

illustration of

natural

but

how

are

so

really serious

the situation is furnished
perience of Coca Cola. For
is

by the exmonths the

refreshment manufacturer has had a program all set to go but no place to go on
either Columbia or NBC. He has a 45minute show, Gus Haenschen's "Song
Shop," but neither web can provide a
spot

satisfactory

to

the

sponsor.

The

hope is that with renewal time in January
some advertiser will drop out and open
up a place for Coca Cola.
*

of

airwaves

carload trying to cure the headaches
caused by inability to accommodate sponsors standing in line with bulging bank-

*

developments

the

up with advertisers that
consuming aspirin by the

ttered

o
n
Radio
Row

*

*

ANOTHER TREND OF THE

TIMES

Local stations forge to the front as try-

iri***

out spots for artists and attractions aspiring for network recognition. The
bia Broadcasting System through

Colum-

its ArBureau begins feeding talent to
WHN, independent New York City station operated by the Loew Circuit.
This
arrangement makes it possible for Columbia to get a definite line on entertainers
who have successfully passed its audition
board but whom it cannot accommodate
on its own kilocycles because of business

Jjsts

congestion.

The merit of Octavus Roy Cohen's new
program. The Personal Column of the Air
was similarly established at local stationbefore being launched on the combined
Red and Blue Networks of NBC. It was
tested for five weeks in fourteen cities via
transcriptions and the reaction was so favorable, the Procter and Gamble Company, largest users of air time in the
world, grabbed it for national circulation.
Speaking of the Procter and Gamble
us that that concern's
earnings for the third quarter of 1936
reached 86,629,564, its high-water mark.
In the same period the company spent

Company reminds

82,2/8,875 for time on the National Broadcasting Company's stations, which it uses
exclusively with the exception of Columbia's St. Louis outlet, KMOX, engaged
only for the new Personal Column of the
Air program.

And

case

in

you

are not familiar with
attractions, here
they are: Captain Tim Healy: Five Star

the Procter and

Gamble

Pepper Young's Family; Home,
Sweet Home; Vic and Sade; Edward MacHugh, the Gospel Singer; Ma Perkins;

Jones;

We/n»
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you get the Lux habit you
ONCE
need never worry about OF-

FENDING. Lux

takes

away

—

perspi-

without
ration odor completely
cake-soap rubbing or the harmful
alkali found in many
ordinary soaps. Safe
in water, safe in Lux.

Removes

\
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J/M. t'VE
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1 DATES TILL THEN!

perspiration odor — saves colors

RADIO MI RROR
The O'Neills and the late Frank
Ann Leaf combination.
*

*

borhood

Lately there has been so
duplication of topics and themes
kidded by radio comics that they con-

Parker-

*

final figures

This

Unless you know the ropes, about the
hardest thing to get is a ticket to a big
broadcast. And if they keep on enlarging
the shows provided for the studio spectators, ducats for same will be as difficult
to obtain as reserved seats in Heaven.
Sponsors are no longer satisfied to present just the artists on the programs.
Take the Chevrolet Sunday night session
projected from Columbia's Playhouse No.
1, for instance. The stars— RubinofT, Vir-

55,000 tourists in excess of last year's record. And at forty
cents per capita, it means the tidy little
sum of $208,000 was expended by a curious
public for a peek behind the scenes of
radioland.

never
YOU
happen

How

embarrassing for others

—

— how

cruelly disappointing to you when the
mouth wash you trust fails miserably!
Zonite isn't just a temporary "coverup" for mouth odors, like ordinary
mouth washes. Zonite actually destroys
scientifically (oxidizes) the odor-causing materials, whether from odorous oils
or from fermenting food particles.
Simply rinse the mouth and gargle
thoroughly with a teaspoonful of Zonite
in a half tumbler of water to kill onion

breath and other strong mouth odors

FORGOOD!
Zonite TASTES like the real antisep-

to please the palate
Yet you'll get to like
its refreshing after-effect (the taste and
odor vanish in a few minutes) Zonite is
harmless to tissues. Get a bottle today and
prove these remarkable results yourself.
At all U. S. and Canadian druggists.
.

The TASTE

tells

you Zonite gets

real results

BE SMAW ABOUT

SORE THROAT
FASTER RELIEF with Zonite because 5
times more germicidal than any other
popular, nan -poisonous antiseptic.
Zonite Products Corp., New York City.

tell

what

cockeyed

is

going to

of
broadcasting. Late last September Morton Bowe, tenor soloist of the summer
Jello program starring Tim Ryan and
Irene Noblette. found himself out of a
job when that combination was replaced
by the return of Jack Benny et al. It
seemed too late in the season to land a
new connection and Morton, pretty blue
about his prospects, went on a personal
appearance tour of movie theaters.
Then unsuspected jobs began to pop up
on every side. First he was engaged for
the CBS show with Ray Sinatra's orchestra.
Then Iodent toothpaste signed him
for the Joe Rines-Mabel Albertson set-up
on NBC. Hardly had his signature dried
on this contract when a third was placed
Smith
before him.
It was to sing on
Brothers' Melody Matinee with Muriel
Dickson, the Cavaliers' Quartet and Victor Arden's orchestra. And right on the
heels of that came his fourth engagement,
to sing with Jack Pearl on the revived
Baron Muenchausen proceedings.
So, Morton Bowe instead of being jobless is so busy with so many programs he
has had to hire an attendant-secretary to
make sure he doesn't miss a broadcast or
two every week!
this

*

*

business

ginia Rea and Jan Peerce— are seen in
the regular broadcast and then Chevrolet
entertains its guests with motion pictures.
Nine out of ten announcers can sing
most mikemen got their start as soloists—
but very few singers qualify as announcers. Two exceptions are Basil Ruysdale
and Walter Cassel, both baritones. Cassel
began his radio career as announcer at

WOW

Station
Clarence Muse, Negro
composer-singer-actor heard with Irvin S.
Cobb on the Paducah Plantation, carries
a Hebrew mazuzah for good luck.

Phil

TO MAKE THAT

SAYS

Nelson's mother named him
in the fond belief it couldn't
Her heir
be corrupted into a nickname.
was just two days old when his dad
started calling him little Ozzie and Ozzie
he has been ever since. So what happens?
A son is born to Ozzie and Harriet Hilliard and they promptly christen him David Ozzie Nelson, knowing the futility of

Oswald

labeling him Oswald.
Harriet, by the way, lost no time in getting back to Hollywood after the stork's
visit. She is engaged in filming "An Apple
a Day," in which she will be supported by

tor's

BIRTHDAY PARTY
A

THRILLING SUCCESS
,
j§

3*

Whose

birthday next in

your family? Let's give a
party that sparkles with
life and color Gay stream!

''<Sr

«

ers, table decorations, cosmade of
tumes, favors

—

"Very Best" Dennison
Crepe! Costs little. Easily
obtained at stationery, department, and most drug

Write for new 32page book brimful of clevstores.

er ideas
ties,

— 12different par-

one for each month.

Games, stunts, decorations — everything

for a
party packed with surprises! Send 10c (in coin
or stamps) for "Birthday
Parties" to

DENNISON'S
Dept. B-145,

Framingham, Mass.
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it

most successfully

a busy

.

.

Don Johnson, whom

as Professor Figgsbottle, is
radio script writer. He does the
serial, contributes comedy to

night

Community

Sing

ses-

and aids and abets Goodman Ace in
preparing those Easy Aces dialogues.
Radios are now being installed in baby
carriages. What next?
Leo Reisman

to ran-

.

.

.

(or his secretary) writes regularly to his
fans regardless of how regularly they
Add Lee Wiley to the
write to him
long list of radiorioles making pictures.
Irene Rich is losing a lot of money because her radio contract expressly forbids
her playing mother roles in the movies
Myrt and Marge should be back on the
air by the time you read this.
Vera Van will be a bride before you
Radio's own Dorothy
.,.
read this
Lamour scored such a success in the
"Jungle Princess" that she has been assigned the starring roles in two more mo.

They burglarized scores of
places before the police got wise to the

.

.

.

stratagem and nabbed them.
live
Jack Benny and Mary Livingstone
house in Hollyin a twenty-three- room
wood Until radio and then the movies

removed him from the vicissitudes of a
in
trouper's life, Jack had spent a lifetime
Reinald Werrenrath,
hotel bedrooms
City
Ir
son of the soloist, is a Radio
no aspirapage. Young Werrenrath has
tions to sing.

.

.

.

^

vies.

The Marx Brothers set a value of $10,Ona
000 on their services for radio.
Munson, of the cinema, is a member of
Anthe Cavalcade of America cast
other newcomer to radio is Lola Lane,
.

.

'P

Perlmuth.

Ian Peerce's right surname is
Street in
His parents still reside in Ludlow
Side, and
the heart of New York's East
son to restoutly resist -all. efforts of their
them to a more fashionable neigh-

move

.

know

sions,

were home.

vp.

.

the Sunday

Brooklyn, N. Y. apartments, introducing a novel technique in looting. Entering a flat while the owner was away
they would snap on the loudspeaker to
cover the sounds of their activities and
make the neighbors believe the occupants

.

.

Andy Gump

sack

.

*

is

program

dialers

Joe Penner, Parkyakarkus, Victor Moore,
Helen Broderick and Jimmy Gleason, a
most promising cast.
New uses of the radio are being discovered every day. A band of boy bur-

employed

*

all-femme
Hour of
co-operative, which arrangement raises the weekly wage of the
girl
instrumentalists considerably above
the musicians' union scale.
The United States Office of Education
is spending $113,000 to produce those educational programs on the air. The money
goes to the writers, research workers, musicians and actors involved; not a cent is
received by the stations which broadcast
the programs without cost to the government
George Burns and Gracie Allen,
going from (Campbell's) soup to (Grape)
nuts so far as sponsors are concerned,
make the switch April first— and that's no
April fool gag, either.
Gloria Grafton Knapp, widow of Maestro Orville Knapp, killed in an airplane
crack-up, who sang on the air as prima
donna of "Jumbo," is appearing in a New
York night club.
Lind Hayes, son of Grace Hayes, of
stage and air renown, has won a movie
contract as a result of his success as a
singer and an impersonator on Eddie Can-

OZZIE

glars

.

Spitalny's

Charm band

.

HOW

.

*

*

MAN

.

POSTSCRIPTS

.

THE MONITOR

made

tic it is. Not
but to get results.

is

can

in

.

cast date.

NBC

year 1936.

.

template establishing a clearing house
where ideas to be burlesqued will be registered two weeks in advance of the broad-

weren't available when
this was written but it is estimated that
over 520,000 persons will have visited the
studios in Radio City during the

The

.

much

.

.

.

.

.

elder sister of Fred Waring's Priscilla and
Rosemary Lane. Lola is well known to

moviegoers.

RADIO M IRROR
Coast-to-Coast Highlights
{Continued from page

6)

— Where

Mirror article "Yesterday's Stars
Are They?", brought down on us.

you

If

think some of "Yesterday's Stars" haven't
their fans, don't bet on it unless you're a

good

loser.

Gene and Glenn,

so listeners write, spent
the past summer sponsored on The Corn
Belt network. Helen Nugent is sopranoing over
as "The Old-fashioned

WLW

Girl."

OFF THE RECORD
Nashville: Among others in line for
Radio's yearly prizes should be Harry
Stone, General Manager of WSM.
Believe it or
not,
you want-to-beannouncers, but Mr. Stone has devised
what has proved to be an effective way of
discouraging you when you come to him
He doesn't even see
seeking an audition.
you either. And what's more you are
the sole judge of your efforts. Sounds like
But listen!
a cinch, doesn't it?

He works

it

this

way.

After your appli-

cation has been filed you are placed in
front of a microphone and given the

standard test.
No one listens to your audition.
But your voice has been recorded, imprisoned in wax, and before you get a
chance to ask: "How was I? Okay?" the
record of your test is put on a phonograph and played back while you listen.
Not so strangely, no one so far has
judged his own voice worthy of further
test.
In each instance the applicant has
headed for the nearest exit and rushed
back to his job thankful to find it still
there waiting for him.
Colonel Stoopnagle probably would like
to have this invention credited to his long
list, except for the fact that it works.

When

Pores Become Clogged They Become Little

"Dirt Pockets" and Produce Blackheads, Enlarged
Pores,

Des Moines: As those of you know who
a Saturday night rite of tuning in
Barn Dance Frolic, this big, threehour show is still going strong. Starting

Muddy Skin and Other Blemishes!

make

WHO
its

fourth

season

of

the

B.D.F.

road

show throughout middle western theaters,
many impressive newcomers have been
added to the long list of old favorites.
Among them, Berlin and Tull, sure-fire
producers with their elusive slipnoose mastery ... the Calico Maids
Roy Faulkner, the Lonesome Cowboy

thrill

.

now singing exclusively on WHO
Windy Brown, the one-man band
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

and

novelty orchestral unit of Sheriff
Quigley and his Deputies. Two of the old
favorites retained by popular demand are
the comedienne Tillie Boggs and the
rhythmic-footed
Slim
Davis,
colored
the

dancer.

Minneapolis: Although the football season is now folded away along with the
mole-skins, it is interesting to recall all
the sport page hooting that occurred when
a prominent eastern school offered the
broadcasting rights of its gridiron games
to the highest bidding sponsor. More interesting, it seems, when learning the battles of the Minnesota Gophers, one of the
truly great teams of our time, have been
a sponsored broadcast locally for several
years.

A

Minneapolis and St. Paul auto
dealer sponsored the 1936 U of Minnesota
games, and has already signed an option
for the 1937

Gopher
*

do not cleanse your skin properly,
every pore becomes a tiny "dirt pocket." The

keeps on accumulating and the pore becomes larger and larger and blackheads and
muddy skin and other blemishes follow.
dirt

"But," you say,

"it is

pockets' to form in

my

*

Chicago: Following his hobby 'round
and 'round. Urban Johnson,
sound effects chief, has hooked up his
phonograph recording instruments to his

WBBM

impossible for

'dirt

my

skin

skin. I clean

every morning and every night." But, are
you sure you really cleanse your skin, or do
you only go through the motions?

a/so lubricates it. It resupplies the skin with
a fine oil that overcomes dryness and scaly
patches and keeps the skin soft and smooth.
So smooth, in fact, does it make the skin, that
the skin takes powder perfectly without any
preliminary "greasing."
it

Definite Results!

Lady Esther Face Cream

be found to be
your skin. It
of the complexion problems
will

definitely efficient in the care of
will solve

Surface Cleansing Not Enough

many

you now have.
But let a free

Some methods, as much faith as you have in
them, only give your skin a "lick-and-a-promise." They don't "houseclean" your skin, which
is what is necessary.

send

trial

prove

this to you. Just

me your name and address and

by return

mail I'll send you a 7-days' tube. Then, see for
yourself the difference it makes in your skin.
With the tube of cream, I'll also send you
all five shades of my Lady Esther Face Powder.
Clip the coupon now.

What you want is deep cleansing! Many
methods only "clean off" the skin. They do
not clean it out 1 Any good housekeeper knows
the difference.

What you want is a cream that does
more than "grease" the surface of your

FREE

(You can paste this on a penny postcard.)

(30)

skin. You want a cream that penetrates the

Lady Esther, 2034 Ridge Ave., Evanston.

HI.

Such a cream, distinctly, is Lady
Esther Face Cream. It is a cream that
into the pores.
gets below the surface

Please send me by return mail your 7-days* supply of
Lady Esther Four -Purpose Face Cream; also all five shades
of your Face Powder.

pores!

—

Dissolves the

schedule.
*

When you

the accumulated waxy dirt. It breaks up this grimy
dirt— dissolves it— and makes it easily removable. All the dirt comes out, not just part of it!
As Lady Esther Face Cream cleanses the skin,

Waxy Dirt

Gently and soothingly,

it

tiny openings. There,

goes to work on

it

Name_

penetrates the
City

(If you

-

live in

State

Canada, write Lady Esther, Ltd., Toronto. Ont.)
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Now

radio.
when notables come over the
their voices are automatically etched
into waxed impressions that Urban saves
for his phonograph album.
This little
stunt also gives him top rating with the

air,

(

"ham" operators on short waves because
he picks up their messages, records their
words and sends their voices back to them
via his 50-watt transmitter.

Chicago: Unless sponsors or station
owners come to the rescue, radio fans of
the Chicago baseball clubs are facing a
quiet season. These clubs, after years of
free-of-charge and unrestricted broadcasting for sponsors and others, have decided
to slap a charge on stations for the privilege of broadcasting play-by-play next
year, either for sponsored or sustaining

pickups.

—

Detroit:
Prosperity
note WJR announces earnings up almost $100,000 over
corresponding nine months in 1936.

Kansas City, Mo.: Early morning tunerinners of
are getting such an earful of true-to-life gossip and chatter that
some are beginning to wonder if they
aren't living in glass houses after all. The
reason being Margaret and Gordon Munro, newlyweds, dishing out their Across
the Breakfast Table program chatter.

KMBC

The new Maybelline
Cream Mascara

—

darkens, beautifies, and
tends to curl lashes. Applies smoothly and
easily without water.
Black, Brown, or Blue.
Complete with brush in

dainty zipper bag.

^^J/^^&^that
—
—

Everyone notices your eyes first remember this! Eyes without proper eye make-up
bald and
often appear dull and lifeless
unattractive.

Many women

their appearance,

deplore this in

but are timid about using

eye make-up for fear of having a hard

First

Impression

intensifies

the color and sparkle

Free-lanceville: That old brotherly spirit
was the thing which enabled free lance announcer Jean Paul King to see his school,
the University of Washington, play football this year.
And this, even though he
was three thousand miles away from the
gridirons where his favorites were battling.
Each week he received from a fraternity brother, on the West Coast, a
complete motion picture reel of the game

played the previous Saturday.

FROM MIKE TO MIKE

of the eyes immensely.

The

new Maybelline Cream

Mascara and the ever-popular Solid
Mascara are preferred by over

women

10,000,000 discriminating

Cincinnati: The heavyweight title of
goes to Harold Carr, production
manager and master of ceremonies on the
"Tonic Time" program. He pulls the arChicago:
row down to the 286 mark
When windy sports announcers are menPat Flanagan
tioned statisticians find
blowing the most if not the hardest. It is
estimated Pat has thrown 20,000,000 words
to the four winds during his eight years
Schenecbefore WBBM's microphones
tady, N. Y.: Texans Max Raney and
Doye O'Dell, alias "The Hi-boys," are
They both stand way up in
just that.
the air over six feet as they warble their
... Charsongs of the plains over

WLW

.

"made-up"

look, as with so

many ordinary

mascaras.

Maybelline, the eye make-up in good
taste,

has changed

all this.

Now

you may

have the natural appearance of lovely,
instantly and easily
long, dark lashes
with a few simple brush strokes of harmless
Maybelline mascara. Non-smarting and

—

the world over. Either form

is

only

75c at leading toilet goods counters.
Generous introductory sizes of all

Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids
be purchased at
stores.

For the

all

may

leading ten cent

finest in

eye make-

up, insist on genuine Maybelline!

.

lotte,

be delighted with the other
exquisite Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids,
too! Try the smooth- marking Maybelline

N. C: After spending

WBT's
feet

graceful, expres-

—

Esso
again
.

by

viewed

Reporter, is back on both
Cincinnati: Announcer

.

.

Blue-Gray. Brown,
Green or Violet.

Tom

over

WLW

.

.

.

San

Francisco: If crawling out of bed early
in the morning is anything to be thankful for, Jack Dean has his radio audience
to thank. Out of six finalists the audience
voted Jack their favorite for the new emcee on the KJBS Alarm Klok Klub proChicago: Newcomers to the
gram
announcing stable are George
Watson, formerly of NBC and WCFL,
Chicago, and Paul Parker, radio actor
Seattle:
.
and free lance mikeman
.

— Blue,

Eye Shadow

.

.

WBBM

.
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months

several

Slater is now hobo number 814,785
on King of the Hoboes Jeff Davis' slate.
"The King" bestowed the honor, membership card and all, when recently inter-

—

THE WORLD'S LARGEST SELLING EYE BEAUTY AIDS

.

Tom

eyebrows it may be had in shades to
match the mascara. Use Maybelline Eye
Shadow for truly glamorous effects
a
touch gently blended on the eyelids
sive

.

half-shod, with the other foot in bandages
due to a serious infection, Reginald Allen,

will

Eyebrow Pencil to form

.

WGY

tear-proof.

You

.

.

"
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the Delia and Tim
recently smacked by a
hit-and-run driver, pulled himself together

Stanley
cast,

Harris

of

KOMO, when

enough to make his program, but seven
minutes before the end, he passed out and
the rest of the staff had to grab his script
and carry on for him
Detroit: Val
.

.

.

WWJ

Coffey,
musical director for the
past two years, has resigned to return to
his first love, the Detroit Symphony orchestra, with which he was associated for
17 years.
Chicago: Going professional
in a big way, Lucy Gillman and all the
youngsters who are members of the
Junior Nurse Corps of
have just
been granted permission to wear the official nurses' cap of Chicago Hospital.
San Francisco: Newly added to the staff
actresses at
is Lois Hampton, formerly of Pittsburgh. East Dubuque, 111.:
Bob Wilson has transferred his announcing voice from Muncie, Indiana's
in East Dubuque.
to
Bridgeport, Conn.: Carl Lawrence and
Jeanette Gwynne have added their piano
playing to WICC's talent parade.
Charlotte, N. C: Caldwell Cline and Lee
Kirby have joined WBT's announcing
stable, bringing the staff up to six regulars.
San Francisco: Violinist Betty
Marino and Charles Jacobs, the trumpeter,
donated more than their services at a
recent Community Chest broadcast. While
pouring their talent into the Community
Chest some one walked away with Charles'
overcoat
and
Betty's
sealskin.
Schenectady, N. Y.: After years of illness away from WGY'S mikes, Billy Rose
has resumed his announcing and singing
there.
Springfield, Mo.: Following
fourteen months association with
.

.

.

WBBM

.

.

KFRC

WKBB

WLBC

.

.

.

and

.

THIS LOVELIER

WAY TO AVOID

OFFENDING...

FRAGRANT BATHS WITH

CASHMERE BOUQUET SOAP

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

FOUND

UNTIL SHE

.

.

.

.

.

KWTO

KGBX

microphones, Russ Davis has
returned to XERA at Del Rio, Texas.

Below, a favorite
Bailey Allen, joins
for

a

daily

woman star, Ida
New York's WHN

hour program

mornings.
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COMPLEXIONS LOVELY, TOO!

Cashmere Bouquet's lather is so gentle
and caressing, yet it goes right down
into each pore and removes every bit
of dirt and cosmetics. This pure,
creamy -white soap keeps your skin

X &&•
»!)«,

NOW ONLY

radiantly clear, alluringly smooth!
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drug,

department, and ten-cent stores
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ALL
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SOAPS
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Ed Jerome's Strange Ordeal

SAVE */3

™rvgs

{Continued from page 34)

homespun world from which Ed Jerome
had come.
He became the sensation of Paris, singing in concerts

over the

all

city.

ONE
tained

beautiful June afternoon, he atthe height of his triumph,
when he was invited to be the only soloist at the wedding of King Alfonso XIII
to the English-German princess, Victoria
of Battenberg, first cousin to King George
of England.
Thousands and thousands of people
filled the church and overflowed the sunDiplomats
lit square outside the doors.
and aristocracy were there.
Ed Jerome, very erect and properly
dressed, stood up in the old Cathedral of
San Sebastian in Spain, and sang Gounod's "Ave Maria" just before the triumphal procession began.
At the reception that evening, Ed Jerome was invited to drink wine with the
debonair King Alfonso. The new Spanish

Queen asked him

his age.

my

a year older than

"But you're only

little

cousins!" she

cried.

Her

aend
hour

little

Edward

of

cousins were the present King
England and the Duke of

York.

Ed Jerome, modest good-natured

OLD

that he still was, thought
could be no more.
But the greatest teacher of the
fellow

RUGS,

by too much training.
should he not develop this young
bass into a baritone?
"There are few interesting roles for a
bass in opera," he told Ed Jerome. "He
Outside of
plays uninteresting people.
Mephistopheles, what can he sing? Old
the voice not fixed

Write for America's Greatest

Why

Money Saving Rug

Catalog;
66 pages of beautiful Olson
Rugs in model rooms, ail in

actual colors. Describes

Patented Olson Process
of reclaiming the valuable

i

materials in old carpets,

fathers, rich uncles.

rugs, wool clothing: how we
shred, sterilize, merge, picker, card, comb, bleach, spin,

you

make

baritone,

become an opera

star overnight.
In six months, the baritone, Ed Jerome,
donned the glittering bolero, the red sash

— that can be used on both
Twicethe wear, Dou-

and three-cornered hat of Escamillo, romantic toreador of Bizet's opera, "Carmen."
All the deep dark natural tones of his
lower register had been wiped away by

ble the luxury, at Vz the cost.

Choice of 66 Early American, Oriental and Modern
designs, Plaids, solid colors,
tweedy mixtures, ovals.

exercises.

"Toreador!

Want

Prenez Garde!"

.

.

.

"To-

reador! Take Care!" he sang at the top
of his new lusty high baritone. How terribly the words of that great aria were to

you

can't get elsewhere.

SO EASY— Just 'PHONE
the Railway Express to call at
your door for material, or ship
Freight at our expense.
IT'S

apply to Ed Jerome.
The capacity audience in the Paris
Opera House rocked and stamped and
shouted. This American, Ed Jerome, was

—

You

will

I

—a

Ed Jerome nodded. He did not underhow it could be done. But then,
neither did he understand how he had

REVERSIBLE RUGS

sizes

better

stand

bodied, seamless,

fit

Edouard,

into something
perhaps, a tenor?"

dye and reweave into deep
textured, firmly woven, full

ANY Size You
— to any room—

Paris

Conservatory thought differently.
Ed Jerome's deep bass voice had also a
These top tones
few baritone notes.
haunted the teacher. The boy was young,

CLOTHING

sides.

Irish

there

risk nothing. Satisfaction

guaranteed. Our 62nd year.
[Beware agents. Order direct.]

a miracle.
But jolting

BOOK

COLOR

IN

in the

hansom cab

to

Ed Jerome touched his aching
throat and wondered. After "Faust" he
had felt happy, normal, he had gone to a
party.
But now
Why should his
throat pain so?
He tossed all night long. By morning
he could not speak above a whisper. By
the time he and his frantic teacher arrived at the doctor's, even that faint
hoarse whisper was gone.
.

or lc Postal
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Ed Jerome was dumb.
"Perhaps the speaking voice will return," the doctor said skeptically. "But
the singing voice? ah, monsieur, I fear
it is perished forever."
Lost, dazed, crushed, Ed Jerome walked
out into the quiet Paris sunlight. In spite

—

Name.

He could not go back and tell them over
there that there was nothing any more.
He must stay here in Paris, stay, do anything but face the bitter shame that
seemed to his adolescent mind magnified
a thousand times and unendurable.
He hung around the Paris Conservatory,
watching the others vocalizing,
studying enthusiastically, until the sight of
his miserable face and his awful silence
made the greatest teacher of the Conservatoire
de
Paris
desperate.
What
would he not do to help this poor Ed
Jerome, whom he had ruined!
The teacher wrote to all his influential
friends. He even wrote to King Alfonso
of Spain.
"The boy has nothing now," he wrote.
"He can neither speak nor sing. If you
could think of anything. Even a small
thing would do. He is getting poorer. If
you could even appoint him to be a
clown, Your Majesty."
The kindly Alfonso replied by appointing Ed Jerome Tertiary or Third Clown
to the Grand Circus of Barcelona.
The Grand Circus of Barcelona was
sponsored by many crowned heads of
Europe, but it was King Alfonso's pet entertainment. With a performing troupe of
five hundred people, it made an enormous
circuit each year, as far north as Scotland, as far south as Africa, and as far
west as Russia.
There was no menagerie, no wild animals, no people shot from cannon. It was
a simple, picturesque European circus,
consisting of three main features trapeze
and tumbling work, equestrian work, and
clowning.
To the spread tents of this queer foreign circus, the kid, Ed Jerome, timid and
awkward by now, came one morning to
begin his long lonely exile.
He brought a paper pad with him and
a pencil. These had now become his substitute for a voice. Everything he needed
he wrote down food, instructions, the
simplest questions.

—

—

UE
" didn't

have to speak a word to be a
clown. His work consisted of gestures

and

facial

expressions.

He was

just

a

grimacing, silent grotesque figure dressed
in a tall hat and a polka-dotted domino.
Since Ed was the lowliest clown of all,
the management made him the Gossip in a
jealous-husband act, performed by several
clowns.
Ed, with his face painted dead

mouth and huge nose,
went around poking and listening to all
white, a wide red

the

secrets,

them

then

to the

pretending

wrong

people.
he always received a beating.
all

to

whisper

In the end

Ed Jerome became known among

home

his hotel,

Mail Coupon

of his teacher's promises, regrets, sympathy, he knew he was quite alone. The
beautiful dream was over.
But he could not go back to America.

—

his

fellow troupers as "El Silencioso" the
Silent One.
Even in real life he was a
clown, pointing with huge gestures and
expressing himself only with his eyes.
Overnight, he became a sort of slave,
a wandering European trouper, similar
to the strolling actors of the Middle Ages.

He had no property rights, no dignity,
no opportunity of making a lot of money.
Like a child he was given an "account"
for everything an account for his to-

—

bacco, for his wine, lodgings, board.
There were no great friends. For after
all he could not speak a word. There was
no home. There was no future, no hope.
But all this did not kill the soul of Ed

Jerome.

Condemned

to solitude, he

wandered the

—
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streets of strange cities at evening, thinking.
Gradually the hope of going back
to opera waned and died pitifully.
But
after all was there not a chance of being a great clown? Was not a great clown
almost as dignified as a great opera star?
His Irish humor asserted itself. He had
noticed that the First Clowns in the Grand
Circus of Barcelona flung off their Inverness capes and broad-brimmed hats with
as much elegance as the stars of the Paris

—

Opera House.
alone in his hotel room, he pracInside of two months he had
created an act of his own that made him
First Clown of the Grand Circus.

SO,

tised.

His act sounds

But

like a foolish little thing.

made

a great sensation.
Dressed in a tiny pink ballet skirt over
a long pair of pink tights, wearing long
yellow curls, a little hat with a big red
feather in it, and carrying a parasol, Ed
Jerome simpered out into the ring.
Over his own feet were a pair of enormous bare feet made of papier-mache.
Suddenly Ed would spy a piece of plain
it

white paper on the ground before him.
He would point it out to the audience,
then making up his mind, would lean forward to pick up the paper.
The slap down of the huge bare feet
would send the paper, which had been
stiffened with flour and water paste beforehand, shooting straight ahead.
Through this act he became known as
one of the best pantomimists of Europe.

One summer

season, when the Grand
of Barcelona closed down temporarily, Ed, the First Clown, was sent
around to entertain during the Corridas
the bull-fights, national sport of Spain.
Many an afternoon, he heard the dazzling strains of "Carmen" played by the
arena band, and saw the matadors and

Circus

BROWN, DO YOU KNOW THAT MOST
BAD BREATH COMES FROM DECAYING
FOOD DEPOSITS IN HIDDEN CREVICES
BETWEEN IMPROPERLY CLEANED

WHY ADVISE
COLGATE DENTAL CREAM. ITS
TEETH"? THAT'S

SPECIAL PENETRATING

I

FOAM REMOVES

THESE ODOR-BREEDING DEPOSITS

toreadors in the familiar costume he had
once worn as Escamillo. His silent throat
would ache to sing, but there would be
nothing, not even the faintest whisper.
Then the call would come, and out into
the sawdust arena, Ed would mince coyly
for the thousandth time, holding his pink
parasol.

might have all gone on forever. He
it to.
Like a sort of monk, he
had resigned himself to the life of silence.
His companions were books.
In every

twenty-two years

It

his conversations, his requests to strangers.

He had almost

forgotten that he was an

American boy.

And

then one winter morning after
years of complete loneliness, Ed
Jerome sat up trembling and whiter than
the sheets on the bed of his hotel room.
He had been able to clear his throat!
He was afraid to move, afraid to get
out of the bed, afraid to swallow for fear
it would disappear.
A delirium of ecstasy
swept oyer him.
He got up gingerly,
slowly, like a man who has been paralyzed,
a man who has been blind.
For three days he walked around, still
silent, still writing on his pad.
He told
no man of his new hope. He acted in the
circus.
And at night when he was alone,
he shut the door of his room, locked it.
As though he were committing a crime,
he practised clearing his throat.
three

The

circus

was

in

Germany.

He had

learned no German.
His friends in the
hotel were Spaniards.
He walked those
three days until he found an American
"I'll

went

and sat down.
have ham and eggs, a cup of

restaurant,

in

and a piece of apple

pie,"

coffee,

he said to the

waiter in a low trembling voice.
Ed Jerome's terrible exile was ended. He
rushed back to America still young only

—

his hair

was

And that magnificent singing voice?
Ed Jerome never tried to bring back

expected

cheap hotel he left his scribbled pads,
covered over with the record of his day,

But

old.

already streaked faintly with gray.
In the quiet of his home, he worked to
restore his
speaking voice again.
He
rested, read, practiced speaking just words,
sentences, then long speeches to himself.
After a year, he felt sure that his speaking
voice would never desert him again.

that fatal singing voice.
It had been a
great, a beautiful gift.
But life somehow

had torn
in

its

away, and

it

place.

left

only long agony

He wanted nothing

of

it.

He saved and clung

desperately to the
thing he himself had salvaged, wrested
from fate. To others a speaking voice
might be taken for granted, be considered
a possession scarcely worth mentioning.
But to Ed Jerome it was the most precious thing in the world. He worked on
his voice, polished it, he developed it into
a great instrument of expression.

1A#HEN

Ed Jerome

projects that magvoice over the radio, he is giving to millions his most priceless possession.
The voice he lost so many years ago has
become his entire fortune.

_" nificent

Ed Jerome

is

settling his accounts with

fate.

PROGRAM DOTS AND DASHES:

Rich

Man's Darling has been on

the

work since February

17,

sponsored by

Outdoor

Inexpensive to
because a serial
scripts like Rich Man's

produce,

1936,

cosmetics. .
easy to continue,

Girl

.

CBS

can go on and on,
Darling are popular because daytime
ers,

who are mostly women,

net-

.

like

human

listen-

inter-

about their next door neighbors
One agency that believes in this formula is
Blackett-Sample-Hummert, who present, besides
Rich Man's Darling, Just Plain Bill,

est stories

.

MOST BAD BREATH BEGINS WITH THE
Tests prove that 76% of all people over the age of 17 have bad
breath And the same tests prove
that most bad breath comes
from improperly cleaned teeth.
Colgate Dental Cream, because
of its special penetrating foam,
removes the cause the decay!

—

.

.

TEETH!

ing food deposits in hidden
crevices between teeth which
are the source of most bad
breath, dull, dingy teeth, and
much tooth decay. At the same
time, Colgate's soft, safe polish-

ing agent cleans and brightens

enamel— makes

teeth sparkle!

COLGATE

RIBBON DENTAL

CREAM

MAKES TEETH CLEANER AND BRIGHTER, TOO!
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I

which

6 WEEKS AGO HE SAID

has been on the air for five years;
and Bob, which is six years old, and
The Romance of Helen Trent, which just had
its
fourth birthday.
The scripts are
written two or three weeks in advance by a
Betty

.

staff of writers.
There is
writers of this sort of material.

a scarcity of
Last year
the sponsors of Grand Hotel sent out form
letters to many writers asking for contributions.
These daytime script shows offer
steady employment to radio's lesser actors ...
Pay for the smaller parts is usually $20 to
$35 a performance.
Most of the performers are out-of-towners who came to New
York for work on the legitimate stage, found
for one reason or another that steadier, if
less artistic, work could be had on radio row.
Script programs have sold everything
from toothpaste to rugs successfully. . . With
no studio audience or large band, these programs are lodged in the smallest of radio
studios.
Thanks to red-headed Martha
.

she's too

SKINNY:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Atwell, one of radio's few women production
chiefs, Rich Man's Darling actors are actually
swept away by their parts.
Recently Ed Je.

.

.

rome was supposed to go through a door.

When

he reached his part of the script he
suddenly walked right out of the studio. . . .
Peggy Allenby, who is Peggy Alden in the
script, ad libbed into the mike, until another
actor rushed out of the studio to bring Ed
back in again
While waiting their turn,
.
during rehearsal, the cast is as restive as a
neighborhood sewing circle .
.
Peggy Allenby knits, Ethel Remey, who portray's the
.

.

.

program's sinister siren, tells Ed Jerome about
her real estate adventures in Florida, and
Carl Swenson, who is the program's dashing
young
Packy O'Farrel,
reads
a mystery
story
After the broadcast, Miss Atwell
distributes the following
program's scripts
and the cast rush down to the restaurant in
the CBS building for luncheon . .
Most of
them are veteran and prolific radio actors,
with half a dozen jobs a week.
Peggy
Allenby started her theatrical career in stock
companies, toured with Clark Gable, Spencer
Tracy, Frank Morgan, and Sylvia Sidney
.
Her husband is John McGovern, another
radio actor
She likes to write poetry and
listen to the radio
Ethel Remey is a
.
native
New Yorker, who studied at the
Ethical
Culture
School
and
American
Academy of Dramatic Arts
.
When she
.
was fifteen, she made her stage bow and
after that appeared with Tallulah Bankhead,
Ethel Barrymore, and Billie Burke
Carl
.
.
Swenson is six feet tall, blond, blue-eyed,
Swenson was born in
and a radio hero
.

.

.

.

Posed by professional models

.

NEW DISCOVERY
10

to

GIVES THOUSANDS
25 POUNDS - in a few weeks!

you seem "born to be skinny"—if
IF you've
tried everything to gain
weight but with no success

new

scientific discovery that

—here's

a

has given

thousands of happy people just the
pounds and rounded curves they wanted
and so quickly they were amazed!
Not only has this new easy treatment

—

brought solid, naturally attractive flesh,
but also normally lovely color in their

New body-building

discovery

Scientists recently discovered that thou-

sands of people are thin and rundown
for the single reason that they do not
get enough Vitamin B and iron in their
daily food. Without these vital elements
you may lack appetite, and not get the
most body-building good out of the food

you

eat.

Now one

of the richest known sources
of wonder-working Vitamin B is cultured ale yeast. By a new process the
finest imported cultured ale yeast is
now concentrated 7 times, making it 7
times more powerful. Then it is combined with 3 kinds of iron, pasteurized
whole yeast and other valuable ingredients in pleasant little tablets known as
Ironized Yeast tablets.
If you, too, need these vital elements
to aid in building you up, get these new
Ironized Yeast tablets from your druggist today. Note how quickly they increase your appetite, and help you get

78

foods that are so essential. Then, day
after day, as you take them, watch flat
chest develop and skinny limbs round
out to natural attractiveness. See better
color and natural beauty come to your
cheeks. Soon you feel like an entirely
different person, with new charm and
new winning personality.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Brooklyn,
became interested in amateur
theatricals during his college days at Marietta
College in Ohio . .
His favorite sports are
swimming and playing with Ws six-months-old
son, Peter.
.

Money-back guarantee

new

pep, and all the friends
and popularity these bring.

cheeks,

more benefit from the body-building

.

No matter how skinny and rundown
you may be from lack of sufficient Vitamin B and iron, these new "7-power"
Ironized Yeast tablets should aid in
building you up in just a few weeks, as
they have helped thousands of others. If
not delighted with the benefits of the
first package, your money will be
instantly and gladly refunded.
Only be careful you get the genuine
Ironized Yeast. Don't accept any substitute. Look for "IY" stamped on each

very

tablet.

Special

To

FREE offer

start thousands building

health right away,

we make

up their
this abso-

FREE

offer. Purchase a package
lutely
of Ironized Yeast tablets at once, cut
out the seal on the box and mail it to
us with a clipping of this paragraph.
will send you a fascinating new

We

book on health, "New Facts About
Your Body." Remember, results with

—

the very first package or money refunded. At all druggists. Ironized Yeast
Co., Inc., Dept. 222, Atlanta, Ga.

Here

is

Bottle, Phil Baker's

stooge and

Harry
gentleman."
McNaughton's his name in real life.
"gentleman's

RADIO MIRROR
Genius

in

a Fog

{Continued from page 36)
with the Earl Carrol Vanities road Company, thus throwing away $20,000— and
then and there quit the stage. Of all times
that Jack has been a quitter, that remains
But as usual, his prohis masterpiece.
fessional ascent was only accelerated by
the halt!

He had completed

a

and come

cycle,

again to the choice between his career on
the stage and a home. But this time, he
chose a home— for his wife's sake. Mary
Livingstone had tried hard to forget the
solid, comfortable security she had given

up for a portable existence in hotels and
trains. She had tried to get used to uprooting her life every few days— packing,
unpacking, waiting alone in hotel rooms
for Jack, or worse, visiting him backstage,
and seeing chorus cuties swarming around
him. The first year she had been miserably unhappy and had left her spouse ten
times, but always her love for him outweighed her averson to the merry-goround of the theater, and drew her back.
By 1932, Mary was resigned to her fate,
and had even overcome her dislike for the
stage enough to appear in Jack's act with
him. But she was still a home girl at
heart— and Jack knew there was only one
way to make her supremely happy. He
saw radio as a solution to his domestic
problems.

THEY
three
audition

went back to New York and for
months Jack gave audition after
to

no

avail.

Then, one night,

invited him to
a guest star appearance on his own
program. For the record, these are the
first words that the bland comedian uttered over the air:

columnist

Ed

Sullivan

make

"Ladies

Benny

and

— this

gentlemen
There will

is

Jack

be

a slight
pause while you say 'Who cares?' 1 am
here tonight as a scenario writer. There is

talking.

quite a lot of money in writing scenarios
for the pictures. Well, there would be if
could sell one. That seems to be my
I
am going
only trouble right now, but
back to pictures in about ten weeks. I'm
going to be in a new picture with Greta
Garbo. They sent me the story last week.
When the picture first opens, I'm found
dead in the bathroom. It's sort of a
mystery picture. I'm found in the bathtub on Wednesday night."
He shortly had his first sponsor, Canada
Dry, and amid the flood of old-style gags
that deluged radio almost four years ago,
the Benny brand of timely character humor sparkled like a Will Rogers quip in
the Congressional Record.
It was by breaking from the tradition
that called for a star comedian to grab all
the laughs from his straight man that

but Jergens brought back

I

Jack Benny developed a smooth-running,
eight-cylinder laugh machine while other
comics were still wheezing along on one
cylinder.
Using the same fuel that is,
jokes no funnier and in many cases less
clever than those of his competitors he
streaked to record popularity before the
others could remodel their ancient ve-

—

—

Warmth and Romance!
WATER— —
cold

It

takes

is

away

wind and
hard on your hands.

Why

their special beauti-

hand skin needs
it. Tests prove Jergens goes in more
thoroughly than any other lotion
tested. It leaves no stickiness.

as well as

fying moisture. Yet

wash
days

women

the skin

say they

hands eight times most
have them in water eight

their

—

is

Jergens so effective? First,

this lotion restores

times more.

moisture inside

cells, where

Second, Jergens contains two
famous ingredients that doctors use.

No wonder hands

tend to crack
and chap in winter— look red, feel
harsh. But Jergens Lotion heals that
chapping and roughness in no time.

The

first application helps. Use
Jergens Lotion for soft hands a man

loves.Atdrug,department,10^stores.

hicles.

He even-dragged Mary with him,

^ERGEAfS lof70A/

put-

ting her into the scripts against her will.
But she has grown to love the work and
the audience loves her blithe assurance.
Although he worries and frets his radio
material into shape, making a minor
crisis of each broadcast, as soon as the
show goes on the air, Jack does his best
to befuddle the cast into garbling their

He thinks an unintentional slip of
the tongue is always good for a laugh,
whereas the original line may or may not
be.
Thus he kidded Don Bestor's spats

FREE! generous sample
for yourself how swiftly and thoroughly Jergens goes into
the skin, conserves and renews the youthful softness of your hands!
The Andrew Jergens Co., 1726 Alfred Street Cincinnati, O. (In
Canada Perth, Ontario.)

Prove
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into national prominence, and

THE RIGHT AND

WRONG ABOUT
It

Will

>~pHE "Common Cold"

is

Pay You

the scourge

*-

system must be got at from the inside.
Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine tab-

of our civilization.
Every year it takes more in lives and
health and expense than any other ailment to which we're subject.
The sad part of it is that much of the
misery caused by colds is due to care-

preparation only incidentally

lessness or ignorance in treating colds.

colds.

A cold, as your doctor will tell you, is
an internal infection caused by a virus or
germ. In other words, regardless of the
locality of the symptoms, a cold is something lodged within the system.

His diversions are those of a |35-a-week
clerk, though his pay check is in five
figures. His chief delight is leisurely crosscountry motoring. He gave his wife a
sixteen-cylinder sedan, but refused to give
up his own Pontiac roadster for a more
luxurious car. He thinks he's a very good
driver, but the temptation to tell a good
story frequently takes his eyes from the

bank

Know!

to

lets

supply reliable treatment.

of all, Bromo Quinine tablets are
cold tablets ! They are made for colds and
First

only colds. They are not a "cure -all" or a

Secondly,

Bromo Quinine

internal treatment.

good

for

tablets are

They work within

you and they do four important

things.

Four Important Effects

They open the bowels, an acknowlEverything but the Right Thing!

of many people to recognize the true nature of a cold results in
much mistreatment of colds. More often
than not, people do everything but the
right thing in the treatment of a cold
They employ externals of all kinds
when it's obvious that you've got to get
at a cold from the inside. They swallow
all kinds of preparations which, for seven
months of the year, are good for everything but colds and which suddenly be-

The

come

failure

"also

good

cold weather sets

for colds"

when

the

in.

Many of these methods are good as far
as they

go —but they don't go

They don't

far enough!

cold internally and

treat a

thereby get at the infection in the system.

The result often is

that a cold progresses

where "complications"
becomes a serious matter.

to the point
in

and

it

set

edgedly wise step in treating a cold.
They combat the infection in the
system.

They relieve the headache and fever.
They tone the system and help fortify
against further attack.

This

is

the fourfold effect you want

for the treatment

of a cold and in Bromo
it in the form of a

Quinine you get
single tablet.

Safe as Well as Effective

Their dependability
over 40 years of use.

Bromo Quinine

is

tablets

sugar-coated as well as plain.

proven by

now come
The

sugar-

coated tablets are exactly the same as the
regular except that they are coated with
sugar for palatability.

What a Cold Calls for
It's obvious

that a cold calls, first of all,

a cold treatment! A preparation that's
for all kinds of different ailments
can't be equally good for colds.
for

good

A

cold, furthermore, calls for inter-

nal treatment.

An

infection within the

RADIO NOTE:
System, every

on some
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Every drug store in America

sells

Grove's Bromo Quinine tablets. Let them
be your first thought in case of a cold.
Ask for, and demand, Grove's Bromo

Quinine

may

tablets

!

The few

pennies' cost

save you a lot in worry, suspense

and expense.

Listen to Gabriel Heatter review the news. Mutual Broadcasting
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday evening. 7:45 to 8:00 EST
9:00 to 9:15 EST on others. Consult your newspaper for time listing.

stations.

road.
He's a panic on the dance floor when
he pulls a Fred Astaire, but it's a bit
nerve-wracking to his unsuspecting partner.

LJE

sometimes plays casino, but the best
thing he does with a card table is to
set dinner on it and invite Burns and Allen
over. When he starts a meal, he always
asks "What's the dessert?" and you have
to keep it out of sight or he'll eat it between the appetizer and the soup. He has
to taste what everyone else is eating, if
different from his order. As soon as
the dessert is on (once a day it's one of
those "six delicious flavors") he' asks,
"What are we going to do tonight?" He
stops eating when he feels uncomfortable
and after dinner looks at himself in the
mirror, makes a double chin and remarks, "Gee, I'll have to start on a diet

it's

tomorrow!" He always means it, and even
bought a medicine ball and gym equipment once, using it all of twenty minutes
before he gave it away.
Jack has two habits he can't break.

He

smokes several thousand

cigars a year and
bites his nails. Mary frequently slaps his
hands out of his mouth, as it's a dreadful
example to set for Joan. Jack likes to

show you snapshots of his adopted baby
he always has some in his pocket and if
you suggest that she looks a little like
him, he is the proudest papa-by-proxy in
the world.

—

At
Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine tablets impose no penalty for their use.They
contain nothing harmful and are safe to
take.

his

election bet).

COLDS!
Facts

some of

ad lib remarks about Kenny Baker not
only confuse
the singer but have him
blushing for hours afterwards.
The strangest thing about this goodnatured fellow is that he doesn't react to
the white heat of success in any way. He's
still a small-town boy who can't hold his
liquor (one cocktail sends him higher than
a kite, so he practically never drinks) and
to whom a midnight movie is an orgy. He
has no business sense, and takes his wife's
advice on everything but the selection of
his clothes. Unlike most actors, he dresses
conservatively (and he dresses himself— he
wouldn't submit to a valet to pay off an

least ten

needy actors receive regu-

checks from Benny. If you see him
fasten onto some obscure actor at a party
and unobtrusively steer him toward the
kitchen, it's a safe bet that radio's ace
comedian is asking Joe Hoofer how things
are going, and is backing up his interest
with something to tide him over the tough
lar

breaks.

While he was making a personal appearance in Boston recently, the boy who was
kicked out of high school because he
wouldn't study had an invitation to lecture on humorous writing to the literature
classes of Harvard.
Jack declined the
honor. He explained to a friend, "I can't
talk to all those smart guys. I'm only an
wouldn't know what to say."
actor.
But if he doesn't stand in awe of his
own importance, neither does he of anyI

one else's. During the same engagement,
arrangements were made for him to meet
the Governor at the State House. The
Governor was late and Benny left not
from impatience after a long wait, but
simply because he was due at a rehearsal.
The others told him the rehearsal would
have to be delayed— that he couldn't walk
out on a governor.
Jack simply said, "He can be late. He's

—

:
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got a four year contract, but mine's only
for thirteen weeks."

DOTS AND DASHES ON JACK BENNY'S
proThis merrymaker's
PROGRAM.
.

gram
to

now

is

.

.

telephone

ihe

number one, according
which make surveys

radio's

polls,

of listening popularity, for advertising agencies and sponsors. ... It finally shoved Major
Bowes' amateurs into second place.
Jack's sponsors attribute this to their highBut
priced comic's flippant personality.
the veteran comedian likes to think his suc.

.

.

.

.

.

is due to his innovation of situation comedy on the air, rather than to gags.
Jack likes to kid the nation's latest crazes, its
However,
newest movies, its latest heroes.
this type of comedy has its limitations.

cess

.

.

.

.

.

.

affairs, international fig-

Lampooning national

taboo. ... To make
up his company of
funsters into definite personalities, so he could
ures, politics, religions,

up for

Jack

this,

them instead.

kid

is

built

.

.

.

When

Harry Conn,

$2,500-a-week gag writer, left Jack to write
for Joe Penner, the former fiddler hired another high-priced writer, Al Boasberg, and

The writers bring in the
three assistants.
rough draft to their boss early in the week.
Benny greets them in a silk dressing
.
.
.
gown, silkier pajamas, and the inevitable ci.
.
gar tucked in the side of his mouth.
.

.

.

.

Benny

Sunday

ing
.

.

Baker and
.

.

The follow-

.

first

reading.

biggest worriers on the program is Tom Harrington, crack production man, who has traveled over 75,000 miles, in connection with
this show, between the West Coast studios
and the New York advertising agency offices
of

company, Young and

his

Rubicam.

.

.

.

He

gets gray hairs every Sunday when Jack
It's Harringupsets the planned routine.
ton's job to keep the program timed prop.

.

erly.

.

.

.

Young and Rubicam

.

like

comedians

on their radio shows.
They present Jack
Benny, Phil Baker, Fred Allen, Charles Butterworth, Stoopnagle and Budd and Ed Wynn,
weekly, to a waiting world.
Jack's man
Friday is baldish Harry Baldwin, who cares
for Jack's minor business affairs, arranges his
appointments, handles Mary's charge accounts.
Phil Harris is Jack's sixth bandleader.
Most of the company dress informally for the broadcasts; Jack wears
sweater and slacks, Mary a sports dress, but
dimpled, thirty-year-old Harris dresses like a
Wall Street baron. .
The former West
Coast drummer made a prize-winning short,
"So This Is Harris;" his band has been one
of NBC's aces for many years.
Has only
one hobby; polo ponies.
He owns a
string of them. ... It was Rudy Vallee who
first recommended him as a coming maestro.
... A year ago Kenny Baker was unknown.
Today he starts his first starring talkie,
.
"The Great Crooner," Mervyn LeRoy's first
independently produced picture. ... Is the
proud father of a two-months old boy. .
Don Wilson's raucous laugh, usually heard
above the rest of the studio audience, is
not forced.
He still thinks Jack Benny is
the funniest man in the world.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

"Say, mother, we'd need

Harris, to suit their personaliOne of the hardest workers and

our own garden to get
Home Grown Vege-

Phil

.

.

.

made by Mary, Kenny

Suggestions are

.

ties.

own

ideas.
the cast gives it a

injects his

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

fresh,

tables like the

Gerber folks use in their,

vegetable soup!

"And even then, our vegetables
wouldn't be as good as Gerber's, for
theirs are

grown from

special pedi-

greed seed in extra-nourishing soil.
vegetables are ripe and just
right, they rush 'em to the big shining
Gerber kitchens nearby so they have
no time to lose the food values that
make them so good for me.
"You ought to see the way Gerber's
prepare those Home Grown Vege-

When the

tables! After scientific straining, the

vegetables are cooked in an exclusive

Gerber way that preserves, to a high
degree, the vitamins and minerals that
you are apt to lose when you cook at
home. Gerber's Shaker-Cooking means
faster and more even cooking, too. I
wish I had some Gerber's right now!"

ONLY GERBER'S OFFER
ALL THESE ADVANTAGES
Pedigreed Seeds— developed by expert
horticulturists for prize vegetables of

highest nutriment.

Farms— for proper soil, and
harvesting at the correct degree of full
Controlled
ripeness.

Groivn — within an hour from
our kitchens to prevent appreciable loss

Home

of quality.

Shaker-Cooked— after scientific straining, at right temperatures with air excluded, for mineral and vitamin protection in high degree, and even cooking
throughout every can.
(Gerber's Strained Cereal made from selected
whole grains; Gerber's Prunes are raised in
the Santa Clara Valley of California.)

^
4/

p

Gerber's Strained Vegetable Soup is a wellnutritive combination of strained

\ balanced

carrots, peas, spinach, rice, barley, beef,
tomatoes and celery. Other Gerber Strained Foods

TOMATOES, GREEN BEANS, BEETS, CARROTS,
PEAS, SPINACH, PRUNES AND CEREAL.

.

.

oAaKex-LooAzd Sputlne^

Jixx&i

Keep Up With Teh^vision's
Rapid Growth. Again Next

Month

in

the

March

!«

;sue

We

Give Your Baby This Fine Stuffed Doll
Made

of

good Quality stuffed sateen, boy doll in blue, girl doll in pink. Sent for 10c and

GERBER PRODUCTS COMPANY,

!

You

Bring

All

the

Latest

Fremont, Michigan
(In Canada, Gerber's are grown and packed by Fine Foods

Name

News

In

vision's

Interviews wi th TeleFirst

Real

of

3

Gerber labels.

112
Canada, Ltd., Tecumseh, Ontario.)

Address

State
Girl Doll. FJ Mealtime Psychology, a free booklet on infant
Check items desired: fj Boy Doll
feeding, fj Baby's Book, on general infant care, 10c additional.

City

Q

Stars.
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Facing the Music
{Continued from page 50)

on the

Osborne the drums, Frank Black the
piano and Andre Kostelanetz the violin?
Some of the boys who keep up their playing are Russ Morgan, Harry Reser, Benny
Kreuger, Hal Kemp, Dick Stabile, Glen

Jimmy

Gray,

FEimniiiE

*

*

his smile,

who
.

HlJGiEIIE
if

your method

is

moz&kn

the problems of life by worrying about
old-fashioned or embarrassing methods of feminine hygiene? If you doubt the effectiveness of your
method, or if you consider it messy, greasy, and
hateful, here is news that you will welcome.

.

Thousands of happy, enlightened women now
enjoy a method that is modern, safe, effective, and,
equally important dainty!

new kind of suppository that is
snowy-white and GREASELESS! While easy
to apply and completely removable with water,
Zonitors maintain the long effective antiseptic conclumsy
tact physicians recommend. No mixing. No
apparatus. Odorless— and an ideal deodorant.
Zonitors offer a

small,

Zonitors*

make

.

.

Why add to

use of the world famous Zonite

.

.

.

the

.

who used

to play proannounces his pieces on
the stand by numbers. If you happen to
be dancing by and hear him say, "3-16-

new

antiseptic principle favored in medical circles because of its antiseptic power yet freedom from
"burn" danger to delicate tissues.

engaged by a good looking maestro to sing
with his band. It was her first experience
and she fell for the leader hard. One eve-

Full instructions in package. All U. S. and Canadian druggists. Mail coupon for informative free
booklet.

ning, he started to introduce her

SNOWY WHITE

now

—

.

Each

in

individual

.

.

.

.

glass vial

.

wuott
FOB

FEMININE HYGIENE

GREASELESS

by say-

bring you that beautiful little
songstress, Miss " but he had to lean
over and ask her name; which completeAbe Lyman
ly wrecked her romance
The pubcleaned up on Roosevelt
lishers are coming forth with their usual
Since Warflock of Santa Claus songs
ners went back on the air Warren and
Dubin, their ace song writing team, have
been hitting close to a sixteen hour daily
schedule, writing "a thousand love songs."
Al Dubin explains their success by saying
they write music that photographs, meaning that each song fits into the plot and
carries along the action in the picture
Mai Hallett now has a farm of a thousand
chickens (with feathers) ... It's a show
in itself to see the faces Gene Kruppa
makes while drumming for Benny Gooding, "1

.

.

.

.

Zonitors, 3467 Chrysler Bldg.,N.Y.C. Send, in plain
envelope, free booklet,

A New Technique in Feminine

Hygiene.

Name
Address

man.

PRODUCT

A ZONITE

.

.

.

.

.

He also chews gum in any rhythm
Incidentally, as predicted in this col-

packing them in
Mrs. Lou Gehat the Pennsylvania
rig, wife of the Yankee first baseman, is
writing popular songs. Bunny Berrigan,
Cosey Cole and Red McKenzie appear in
that gigantic revue, "Red, White and
Harold Stern has opened his
Blue"
own Chez Stern Club in Brooklyn

umn, Benny Goodman

SNAPSHOTS*^

.

HUMANITIES
Sensational invention. Almost human in
pearance. Any snapshot can be "immortalized" by thia stranee new process that will not peel,
AGENTS.
BIG
tear, crack, or soil.
big seller. Hi K h
Low prices make
furnish list of
commissions and monthly bonus.
prospects. If you want to make money fast, send
name for free sample proposition. LIFETIME
PORTRAITS, Dept. 8-B, 1037 Evana St.,
Cincinuati, Ohio.

MONEY FOR
HUMANETTES
We

.

.

is

.

.

.

.

Will Osborne

made

a football

.

.

short for

Paramount.
*

*

^"yes, you

anybody can

—^make a lot o J money right at
—'home, and what's more, have
—'real fun doing it. We show

_Tyou
F^v^^r* nmg

how,

we furnish everyon an easy Dasls

necessar y

-

IVut^
Sg^COSTS NOTHING
Write
given you
plan, all details are

r ,»5n...Don't
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WHU Now—It

t REE!
Dept. 34-B, Adrian, Mich.

miss thia opportunity.

FIRESIDE INDUSTRIES,

free.

a

For M. E. Mendel— (And for all Lombardo fans)— Here in a nutshell is the
Lombardo orchestra. Carmen, saxophone
and flute; Liebert, trumpet and drums; Victor, baritone saxophone and clarinet; Fred
Kreitzer, piano; Francis Henry, guitar;
Fred Higman, second saxophone; Larry
Owen, third saxophone; George Gowans,
drums; Jim Dillon, trombonist; Bern
Davis, bass horn; Wayne Webb, trombone; Frank Vigneau, piano; and Dudley
Fosdick, mellophone.

—

For Mrs. Alice G. Mahoney Your favorite vocalist, whom you only know by
his first name, is Terry Shand, singer with
Freddy Martin's orchestra. Terry has been
with Freddy Martin for many years, and
besides being the vocalist he is the band's
first pianist, and a proficient arranger of
comedy songs. Just recently he recovered
from a serious automobile accident, and
is now back with Freddy at the Aragon
Ballroom in Chicago. Terry's a Southern
gentleman. And as for Freddy Martin,
he plays the saxophone as well as leading
orchestra, is married, was born in
Cleveland, and got his start with the Lombardos. Does that fill the big order you
his

mentioned

in

your

letter?

—

For M. D. Bergen Larry Taylor is the
Morton Gould's
with
soloist
"Music for Today" band on MBS SunHe just celebrated his
days at 8:30.
twenty-first birthday, has blue eyes and
blond hair, isn't married, and is mighty
fond of playing tennis.

baritone

*

funny how some of our best instrumentalists on the air got started. While
Harry Brewer was laid up in bed his dad
got him a toy xylophone. Harry amused
himself for hours and when he recovered,
It's

EXTRA
MONEY
—

home

ORCHESTRAL ANATOMY

know it's Ozzie's signal for a
... A cute young singer was

tune.

his

got so serious

was a boy.

fessional football,

24" you'll

Pa.,

He

traffic.

—

.

Ozzie Nelson,

Shamokin,

of

about it that his parents became alarmed
and began to look around for something
to distract his interest. Finally they hit
upon music, and persuaded Dick to take
piano lessons, on condition that he be allowed to wear his uniform while practicing.
But gradually he grew more interested in the piano and less in being a cop
and that's how he became a musician.
He grew up to form his own college band,
tour for several years as singer with a
road show, and finally enter radio through
the influence of the late, beloved Roxy.
But there's no telling what he might be
today if he hadn't wanted to be a cop so
much that he worried his parents when he

.

.

street

town, directing

.

.

*

He got his parents to give him a little
policeman's uniform, and in it he paraded

over the Orville Knapp band, is
transferring that smile to his music
George's wife, Ethel Shutta, has collected
handsomely in insurance for those stolen
jewels
Benny Goodman is the only
man who can play the clarinet and smile
at the same time
Wayne King is a
stockholder in Lady Esther and is in the
unique position of sitting on the board
and hiring himself.
Ozzie Nelson says
it's great to be a dad although he ran himself ragged between hospital and hotel for
two weeks. Harriet is now on the Coast
fulfilling her contract to make three pictures
Red Nichols made his first bid
to fame with his Five Pennies, but it's a
dollar ante now.
.

*

—

*

took

.

consecutively for fourteen

*

and Red Nichols, to name a few.
George Olsen, famous for

now

Dick Ballou, whose orchestra provides
nutty Ralph Dumke and Ed East with
musical background on their morning
gelatin program on CBS, was like all little
boys he wanted to be a policeman. But
unlike most youngsters, he practiced it.

Benny Goodman

Dorsey,

air

years.

got a larger instrument. He's still at it
and you hear his xylophone pyrotechnics
on many programs ... As a joke a
friend of May Singhi Breen's gave her a
ukulele for Christmas. Spurning it as too
simple to bother with, she tried to exchange it at the store for a bath robe.
The exchange was refused so she took the

thing home and started strumming it.
Fascinated, she kept on and has been playing it ever since. Incidentally she has been

Teddy Wil—No, Benny
Good-

For Clarence Bolton

on
man's trio, doesn't travel with the band;
he just makes phonograph recordings with
Benny.
son, the colored pianist

For Catharine Fleagle

—George

Olsen's

old orchestra disbanded when he took over
Orville Knapp's band; and George's lovely
wife, Ethel Shutta, is confining her accare
tivities to staying home and taking
of the family, except for a guest appearance now and then. An interesting rumor
concerning the personnel of the band is
no
that Knapp in his will specified that
changes could be made in the band s solo-

—

RADIO MIRROR
—wishing

make

sure that no matter
his friends wouldn't
find themselves out of a job. Maybe it's
no more than a rumor, but Edith Caldwell and Leighton Noble still sing the vocal refrains, just as they did when Knapp
ists

to

what happened

was

to

him

alive.

—

Agnes Gearhart
Rudy Vallee
hasn't any girls singing with him now, and
probably won't have for some time in the
future. Maybe you mean the Swing Kids,
two boys and two girls, who appear on
Rudy's program now and then but Rudy
For

Hal Kemp's staccato rhythms will be
heard from the Cocoanut Grove in Los
Angeles, starting the first of the year, over
the Mutual system. Unless memory's up
to

old tricks, this will be Hal's first
the West Coast. There's talk that
he may make a picture while he's out
there. There's more talk to the effect that
Skinny Ennis is thinking of leaving the
Kemp organization to start his own band.
Not talk, but a fact, is Maxine Gray's departure from the Kemp fold.
its

visit to

—

me

tells

names.

that even he doesn't know their
That's radio for you.

%

ifc

j£

THEME SONG SECTION
marrying Virginia Gilchrest, Al
has appropriately changed the
title of his theme song from "Love Has
Gone" to "Love Has Come."
Since

Kavelin

UP

AND DOWN THE MUSIC SCALE

Arnold Johnson, maestro for the National Amateur Hour on MBS, has organized a dance band for himself and will be
installed soon in a swanky New York
hotel, with a Mutual wire.
He promises
something new and different in dance
music no less than "sound effects." As

—

he explained it to me, if he plays a tune
about bells, he plans on having a lot of
bells handy to ring; if the song's about the
ocean, you'il hear the waves. But what if
the song is something like "Moon Over
Miami"? How do you get sound effects
for a moon?
Isham Jones has a CBS sustaining
broadcast from the dance floor of the Lincoln Hotel
Bernice Claire claims she'll
start a vegetable garden next spring.
If
so, it will be the highest vegetable garden
in Manhattan,' because Bernice lives in an
86th street penthouse . . . Enoch Light,
bandleader on the Mutual system, is still
studying medicine between bouts of waving the baton. He used to be a student at
Johns Hopkins University.
.

.

HAVEN'T
from the
your skin

all

.

you come

in

crisp, cold air

.

.

Gorin club.
Her address is 822 Eastern
Parkway, Brooklyn, New York.

Use the coupon below as a convenient
of asking us for answers to your
questions.
But
remember,
sometimes

way

we've answered those questions elsewhere
in Facing the Music.

Ken Alden,
Facing the Music,

RADIO MIRROR,
122 East 42nd Street,

New York

City.

.

politan Nights."

THANKS AND APOLOGIES
thanks to Vernon Hiester, for his

First,

suggested All-Maestro orchestra. It sounds
pretty swell, but alas, I'm afraid nobody
will ever hear it in action. Here it is: violins, Joe Venuti, Dave Rubinoff, Reggie
Childs; saxophones, Wayne King, Dick
clarinets,

Stabile;

Gray;
Busse,

I

want

to

Orchestral

Benny Goodman, Glen

trumpets, Clyde McCoy, Henry
Red Nichols; trombones, Russ

know more about:

Anatomy

Theme Song

Section

Following the Leaders

Or

Tommy

Morgan,
Dorsey; drums, Phil
Harris; guitar, Nick Lucas; pianos, Eddie
Duchin, Ted Fio Rito (why not find a
place for Johnny Green, Vernon?); vocalists,

Rudy

Vallee,

Name
Address

Bob Crosby.

felt

dry and flaky?

—

—

That's

how Pond's

Vanishing Cream
can smooth away
skin roughnesses so
quickly. Use it two

ways:

can this be?

A dermatologist explains
kind of cream that works this
quick transformation. A keratolytic cream
(Vanishing Cream). This is how a distinguished dermatologist explains it:
It's a special

"A
melt

—The

Adventures of
Sherlock Holmes program uses an unpublished original manuscript by Graham
Harris for its theme song. It hasn't a title
One Man's Family uses "Destiny
Waltz;" and the First Nighter uses "NeaShiflett

I

often

and

Impossible to put powder on.
Those little flaky bits catch your
powder in horrid little clumps.
You can change all that in no time at
all. Change that flaky "feel" of your skin
with
to a slipping touch under your fingers
just one application! See your skin so smooth
you can put make-up on with joy!

How

For L. T.

Apologies to Lillian Bloom, president of
the Igor Gorin Fan Clubs, for listing Igor
Gorin's screen name incorrectly.
In his
screen appearances for M-G-M, Igor will
be known as Charles Igor Gorin. To make
up for my mistake,
hope Miss Bloom
gets many new members for the Igor

keratolytic cream has the ability to
away dry, dead cells clinging to the sur-

face of the skin. It does this the instant

it

touches the skin. This brings the new, young
cells into view at once
smooth and soft."

—

For powder base
Right after cleansing, put on a film of Pond's Vanishing
Cream. It gives your skin a wonderful
smoothness. Powder and rouge go on softly.
Stay for hours.

—

For overnight To give your skin lasting
apply Pond's Vanishing Cream
after your nightly cleansing. Leave it on.
It won't smear. As you sleep, your skin
softness,

gets softer.

How

skin roughens. Dead, dried-

out particles on top scuff loose, catch
powder. You can melt them off!

g „pj@£@

Pond's, Dept

Rush

8RM-VB,

Clinton, Conn.

package containing
tube of Pond's Vanishing
POClCOCIG special generous
Bamples of 2 other
Cream,
Pond's Creams and 5 different shades of Pond's Face
Powder. I enclose 10^ for postage and packing.

Name

8-piece

.

.StateCopyright, 1936, Pond's Extract

Company
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TATTOO

Personal

History

of

Floyd Gibbons, Adventurer
{Continued from page 41)
taste of newspaper power. No cub's beat
for him this time; he was the Tribune's
police reporter, on the job twenty-four
hours a day. Nearly every cop on the city
force was his friend, and those few who
weren't his friends were his enemies, which
was even better. He nosed into every
disreputable hole in Minneapolis, and
emerged each time with a story. He spent
hours in station-houses swapping yarns
and philosophy with the men on duty.
He knew the inside dope on everything
that happened around town.
He was
present just after murders had been committed, and suicides. Once, on the fifth
floor of a Minneapolis tenement, he even
delivered a child.
He swaggered a bit, naturally. In his
youthful
enthusiasm,
as
soon as he
learned the power of the printed word, he
felt as if he were one of the overlords of
the town.
But he was not too sophisticated, too cynical, to revere one man.
His name was Jack Jensen. He was another reporter on the Tribune staff, a tall,
blond Viking, about twenty-five years
older than Floyd. He and Floyd roomed
together.

New TATTOO

The

gives lips lasting South

Sea color

them
ing,

.

yet keeps

.

shimmer-

moist,

smooth

.

.

actually

them too

softens

South Seas maiden was the idea of permanent, pasteless, transof temporary, "pasty," fickle coating! Now this
same enchantress has revealed her way of keeping lips soft, smooth, luscious and moistly shimmering too. • We offer it to you as the New Tattoo .an entirely new kind of indelible lipstick
Stolen from the bewitching

parent

little

.

...the only lipstick that

color

.

JENSEN was a fictional character come to
' life— the kind of reporter you read

lip color; lasting, loyal stain for lips instead

.

.

o'er an iridescent tropical sea. ..at the

same time keeping your

wrinkle-free... caressingly soft. Tattoo your lips... with the

youthfully smooth,

lips

PHOTO

ENLARGEMENTS

Mail ub 3 negaOffetl
with thie ad and 25c coin (no
stamps* receive postpaid 3 beautiful 4x6 inch
enlargements; 8 for 50c. postpaid; 1 for 10c.

New Tattoo! One dollar everywhere.

(films)
;

—6

plus postage.
Size 5x7;
Postpaid.
Canad:i too.
M2. Unique Art Service

for 50c;

15 for $1.00,

Nezatives returned.
N. Y. C.

18 E. 58 St,

HAWAIIAN

or
AMATEURS
w
op
• RADIO & VAUDEVILLE ACTS •
s

en d

ne

Amazinc Introductory

W

l

,| t

PLAY SHOP
P. O. BOX 2652

HOLLYWOOD

.

.

.

HOLLYWOOD, CAL.

CONFIDENCE
W

FOUNDED

WHY CORNS COME

GENERATIONS

unless removed R00T*andALL

OF USE

Amazing New
Method Removes
Corn for Good!

W

YV7 HEN you danger-

ously cut or pare a
corn at home, you merely trim the surface. The root
remains imbedded in the toe. Soon the corn comes
back bigger, more painful than ever. That's why
millions of people are discarding these old-fashioned methods and now use this new easy doubleaction Blue-Jay method. The pain stops instantly
by removing the pressure, then that entire corn lifts
out root and all in three short days (exceptionally
stubborn cases may require a second application).
Blue-Jay; is a modern medicated tiny plaster. Easy
to use, invisible.

FrOM grandmother ... to mother ... to daughter
as

an

hygiene. Today,
this forty-six year old preparation is widely preferred by modern wives because it requires no
yet it has the same
water, mixing or measuring
special function as powerful liquid germicides.
danger
dainty suppository is complete in itself.
of "over-dose" or "under'
dose." Soothing and odor-

method of marriage

—

A

No

^ —
|V

less ...

At

all

drug

stores,

y

L>i erre S

1

BORO-PHENO -FORM

offer expires. Write today.
* A plug of dead cells root-like in form and position. If
left may serve as focal point for renewed development.

Dr. Pierre Chemical Co., Dept. 12-B
162 N. Franklin St., Chicago, HI.
Please send me a trial package of

Boro-Pheno-Form and enlightening booklet.
to be refunded

Name

when

I

-

_

I enclose ioc

purchase a regular-size package.

Address
City.

left

They

many

spent

hours together, talking, with a bottle on
Floyd never
the table between them.
touched the bottle when he was with Jensen. "You're Irish," Jensen told him, "and
you can't drink. I'm a Swede, and can."
Jensen died a year ago, in Minneapolis.
Many a time, after he himself had left,
Floyd tried to persuade his old friend to
come to Chicago or New York and work
on bigger papers, but Jensen always refused. And one of the biggest humiliations
of Floyd's life came when he read Jensen's obituary. Of the man whom he considered a greater reporter than he'll ever
be, the obituary said, "His claim to fame
was that he once roomed with Floyd
Gibbons."
Even today, Floyd can't explain exactly
why he left Minneapolis for Chicago. He
didn't want to go. His friends were all in
Minneapolis, he was happy there, and
secure. Perhaps that was the trouble. He
was too secure. Life had become too easy.
He'd made good in his own home town,
and he'd been well on the way to making
good in Milwaukee but who knew how
well he could do in a big city like Chicago, where he had no friends and no acquaintances?
I

—Boro-Pheno-Form has been handed down
easier, safer

live there

Minand he never took a desk job.
He went out and got his stories and then
wrote them. His average consumption of
whiskey was two bottles a day, and he was
never drunk. Before he knew Floyd he
had acquired the habit of taking morphine, and cured himself of it. One of
Floyd Gibbons' bitterest hatreds today is
for the men who sell narcotics, and it all
stems back to the night that Jensen described the agonies he endured when he
was curing himself.
Floyd says Jensen taught him how to
read, and how to write by reading. Floyd
had never liked school, and had always
managed to do as little required reading
as was humanly possible, but Jensen introduced him to glories of English literature he hadn't dreamed existed, and
through them showed him how to be a
better writer himself.

Get Blue-Jay today.

FREE OFFER: We will be glad to send one BlueJay absolutely free to anyone who has a corn, to
prove that it ends pain instantly, removes the corn
completely. Just send your name and address to
Bauer & Black, Dept.B-75, 2500 South Dearborn
Street, Chicago, 111. Act quickly before this trial
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UPON THREE

BACK BIGGER, UGLIER

books. His ability to get a news

neapolis,

lips sparkle like the

NATURAL

FIVE SHADES

tives

make your

in

down on paper and make it
amounted to genius. He never

can give your lips the irresistible witchery of transparent, pasteless, South Sea

the only lipstick containing the magic ingredient that will

moon-path

about
story

.

-State-

—

RADIO MIRROR
He felt he had to justify himself, get
out of his comfortable rut; but he knew
he'd never go if he gave himself time to
think and plan. So one night he borrowed ten dollars from a police captain
and jumped on the train for Chicago.
It might have been an excellent idea if
he had stopped to inquire how things
were in Chicago because he landed there,
nearly broke, in the middle of a printers'

—

had

which

strike

down every paper

closed

successfully

town except one

in

And all the reporters in Chicago were trying vainly to
already overstaffed
the
get
jobs on
called the Socialist World.

DO YOU HAVE
PIMPLES? BAD SKIN?

World.

Most men would have wired for some
money and gone back to Minneapolis, or
Instead of
at least to some other city.
doing that, Floyd prowled around Chicago
streets until he had dug up a story no
other reporter had. He wrote it, walked
in to the

World

office,

and

laid

it

For Real Beauty—
You Must Have Soft

on the

editor's desk.

know

"I

"but

if

you

you're

me

a job?
get better ones."

give

overstaffed,"

like that story

Then

I

why

he

said,

don't

you

Alluring Skin

can go out and

He doesn't even remember what the
story was, now, except that it wasn't anything colossal. But the editor did like it,
and did give him a job, at slightly less
than enough money to live on.

. .

Free From Pimples
clear,

BY

the time the strike was over the
World had reached an unbelievable circulation, and was so broke it couldn't pay
its reporters.
It had no advertising, and
the big circulation ate up paper at such a
rate it was losing money hand over fist.

*

On

the night the big dailies resumed publication the editor took the entire staff of
the World to a neighboring saloon and

told them they could have all they wanted
to drink. It was the best he could do; he
owed them all three weeks' pay, and the
little bit of money he had left, while it
could provide a glorious brawl, wouldn't
have gone far if divided up among twenty

men.

The

funeral obsequies for the Chicago

World ended up toward dawn in
room on North Clark street an
hole with its one window covered

Socialist

Floyd's
airless

—

by a burlesque theater sign which burned
brightly all night. Floyd and his nineteen
fellow reporters went to sleep there, mostly on the floor and in the bathtub, although Floyd, as host, got the bed. To
add the final touch to a riotous evening,
the rent on the room hadn't been paid
for three weeks and the twenty men didn't
have one cent between them.
The big papers, now that they had resumed publication, were busy retrenching,
trying to save what the big strike had
They were hiring only the
cost them.
irreducible minimum of reporters necessary to get the news and those they did
hire were the men who had been with
them longest before the strike.

—

But, as Floyd says, the thing he has always liked best about reporting is that it
is the easiest profession in the world in
which to get a job. "Put me down in Albuquerque, New Mexico," he says, "without a dime or any more clothes than
those I have on my back and under a
different name, so nobody knows who
am and I'll bet that within a day I'll
have talked to somebody and got a story
no other reporter in town has. And on

youthful complexion

—men

admire them and modern style demands
them.

To be truly lovely, you must rid your
skin of ugly pimples on face and body.
And thousands are doing it, with com-
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I'll

The technique works
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vitamin, is absolutely necessary to sound,
steady nerves. Lack of enough vitamin
causes polyneuritis the inflammation
of many nerves. Yeast Foam Tablets, so
rich in the
factor, prevent and correct
nervous conditions caused by vitamin

plete success.

The real cause of disorders resulting
in ugly pimples may be nothing in the
world except a lack of the yeast vitamins

B

and G.

B

these elements are not
present in the human diet in sufficient
quantities, the intestinal tract becomes
weak and sluggish. Its function is badly
impaired. Constipation is likely to ensue
and this, in turn, often shows up in

pimply

B

—

When

B

deficiency.

Unlike ordinary yeast, Yeast Foam Tablets
are pasteurized and hence cannot cause gas or
fermentation. They are easy to swallow and
most people relish their

skin.

clean, nut-like taste. They
keep, too. Start now. Try

Countless men and women have found
that in such cases, Yeast Foam Tablets
work wonders. This pure dry yeast supplies vitamins B and G in abundant
quantities and thus tends to restore the
intestinal tract to normal
in those in-
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get a job."
if you're
good
at it. It has always worked for Floyd, and
In a few
it worked this time in Chicago.
days he had dug up a story that the editor of the Tribune liked well enough to
hire the man who wrote it.
For some time after he had a steady
and fairly profitable job, Floyd continued
the strength of
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RADIO M IRROR
to live on North Clark Street. It's typical
of him. He liked North Clark Street.
It
was the toughest section of Chicago—
thoroughfare of saloons, furtive gambling
games, noisy burlesque theaters, houses
of ill-fame. Life noisy, glaring, naked
boiled and swirled down that street. Back
of every window, in every knot of people
on the curb, there was a story for Floyd
to learn and write.
That most of the

MUSCULAR

—

RHEUMATIC

PAIN

stories

were none too pleasant or pretty
They were all stories.

didn't matter.

GRADUALLY

Xt takes more than "just a salve"

draw

It takes a "counter-irritant"! And
what good old Musterole is
soothwarming, penetrating and helpful in

it out.
that's

ing,

to

—

drawing out local congestion and pain when
rubbed on the sore, aching spots.
Muscular lumbago, soreness and stiffness
generally yield promptly to this treatment,
and with continued application, blessed
relief usually follows.

Even better

results than the old-fashioned
Used by millions for 25

mustard plaster.

years. Recommended by many doctors and
nurses. All druggists. In three strengths:
Regular Strength, Children's (mild), and
Extra Strong, 40l each.

he built up a reputation
on the Tribune as a dependable writer
of whatever was dramatic, unusual, colorful.

The editors of the Tribune soon discovered that Floyd did his best work
when he was suddenly shifted off the
home grounds to territory that was new
to him. Accordingly, whenever there was
a colorful out of town assignment, it was
Floyd's property. It was on one of these
that he went to Mexico, and in doing so
stumbled inadvertently upon his first great
news story.
Floyd didn't go to Mexico to see Pancho Villa. He went to watch Jack Johnson
train for a scheduled battle with Jess Willard; and later he was to cover the fight

But once

itself.

in

Mexico,

Floyd saw

plainly that there wasn't going to be any
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Johnson-Willard fight.
Right on the border, across the river
from Texas, was Jaurez. Jaurez was
Floyd's kind of town.
Rough and tough,
it teemed with life, and there was a story
wherever you turned.
A man named Hypolito Villa was Juarez' boss, a playboy boss if there ever was
In faultless evening clothes, around
one.
his waist a heavy cartridge belt to which

was attached a brace of revolvers, Hypolito lorded it over Juarez in grand style.
He drove around town in a glittering,
high-powered car, most of the time filled
with

girls.

He

tossed

away money

at the

gambling tables and the races.
Hypolito was Pancho Villa's brother.
It was his job to buy ammunition and
see that it was safely transported to Pancho, who was somewhere in the interior.

As the days passed, Floyd learned more
about Pancho Villa. Something was happening up in those Mexican hills something much more important than a series
of small-time bandit raids.
Scraps of
conversation dropped at bars, around faro
tables, hinted at the magnitude of Villa's
ambitions.
Floyd met Hypolito, talked
to him, and learned still more.
And always there was the news trickling in, of
yet another fierce raid made by Pancho.
Floyd wired the Tribune: "If the John-

—

son-Willard fight doesn't come off, there's
going to be a lot bigger fight down here
anyway. Can
go and cover it?"
Chicago knew a little about Pancho
Villa, but not too much. A few American newspaper correspondents had tried
to see him, without much success, and the
I

come in from inaccesMexican villages were sketchy and
inadequate.
America hadn't yet realized
reports which had

sible

fully that Villa's intermittent skirmishes
with the Mexican government armies under Carranza were the beginning of a

Mexican revolution.
The Tribune told
Floyd to go ahead and hardly had it
done so when the importance of the Villa
story began to grow by leaps and bounds.
Armed with credentials secured from
Hypolito and other Vallista officials in
Juarez, Floyd went to Monterey, the capital of the state of Nuevo Leon, which
Villa was then occupying.
General Paul
Madero, of Villa's army, arranged for
Floyd to have an interview with Villa,
and acted as interpreter during it.

—

THEY

had told Floyd that Villa's first
impression of a man was usually his
fixed opinion. It may have been so in
Floyd's case, since at the end of the interview Villa granted him permission to accompany a march against Matamoros
which was scheduled to take place shortly.
There is no doubt, though, that Villa grew
to like Floyd even better as time passed
and he was allowed to become virtually a
member of the General's entourage.
That first forced march, against Matamoros, may have had something to do
with Villa's opinion of Floyd. Indeed, he
probably smiled a private smile as he
_
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might cost

FOR

several

respect.

months during the spring

and summer of 1915 Floyd traveled with
Villa.
After that first mad ride, most of
Villa
the traveling was done by train.

simply commandeered strings of cars,
loaded his men, their families and their
possessions, on them, and used them as
movable headquarters.
Sometimes Floyd slept by the camp-

I

a battle."

With

his reputation as a foreign corre-

spondent greater by far than when he left,
Floyd returned to Chicago, where he remained for slightly more than a year.
Then the Tribune decided to send him to
London as its correspondent there. On
February 17, 1917, Floyd sailed from New
York. The German government had just
drawn a blockade zone around the waters
of the British Isles and the coast of

in a

It

and had announced to

France,

the

all

world that its submarines would sink
without warning any ship, of any nation,
that tried to penetrate those waters.
Floyd's ship was the ill-fated Cunard
liner Laconia.

even ordered his men to paint "Oficina
Particular del Corresponsal Especial, La
Tribuna, U. S. A." private office of the
special correspondent, the Tribune, U. S.
A. It was from here that Floyd sent many

—

the circle of Villa's Dorados his
"golden ones" whom he trusted most, or
Unable to
as much as he trusted anyone.
read or write, Villa realized that he was
at the mercy of any one of his lieutenants
who might feel disposed to write a false
message in his name, or mis-read an incoming message to him, and this made
him suspicious of everyone. And because
he was suspicious of everyone, Floyd himself was in constant danger.
If there had
been an unexplained treachery, whom
would Villa have suspected first?
The
American, the inquisitive Gringo whose
in

fire,

between Villa and Carranza, Villa would
Mexico would be
it and peace in
restored.
But by the time the truce had
been offered it was too late to help Villa.
The Carranzistas needed no truce. Villa's
men had been broken up into small groups
and driven into the mountains.
accept

brewery on the outskirts
was safe enough there, theoretically, because it was a Canadian-owned
brewery, and the British flag was one
thing both Villa and his enemies respected.
But its situation at the edge of town made
the space in back of it particularly handy
as an execution spot, and at dawn every
morning prisoners were lined up outside
Floyd's bedroom wall and shot.
In answer to Floyd's request, Villa allowed him to fit up a box-car as his private office and home. On its side Villa

Floyd lived

of town.

—

Villa's

me

peon, but a defeated bandit chief.
Floyd pushed his way past the retreating armies to Juarez and across the border
to General
Pershing's headquarters in
Texas. There he reported that if America would propose and negotiate a truce

Through the first weeks of early summer Villa's forces stationed themselves at
Aguascalientes. They seemed to be waiting, piling up reserves of strength and
ammunition for a major drive. At first,

darkness. Exhausted horses were discarded,
left to shift for themselves, or die, at the
trackside. Any man unable to keep going
would have been left to a similar fate.
Floyd came through it all, although for
the next few weeks he ate his meals standing up a small price, after all, to pay for

Pancho

no longer the possible defender of the

nose for news was into everyone's busiAnd as Floyd knew very well, the
ness.
penalty for even suspected treachery was
a few minutes' work for the firing-squad.
One day he watched Villa, in a fit of
temper, shoot down a beautiful horse for
no other reason than that it had refused
Yet there was a
to let him mount it.
kind of brutal logic in Villa's explanation.
"That horse was a traitor," he said. "He
never learned discipline.
Some day he

granted Floyd's request, thinking that the
Gringo could never stand the pace.
Floyd was routed out of his bunk unexpectedly one morning at three o'clock and
informed that the army was ready to
Then followed nearly twenty-four
start.
hours in which Villa's army covered ninety-four miles on horseback and ended up
with a successful surprise attack upon a
village called Ramones which had been
Ninety-four
held by Carranza forces.
miles at top speed through rocky, arid
country, under a blazing sun and in pitch

War guns rumbling

—

dangerously

all

over

the world, forecasting another bloody conflict, have brought back vivid memories
to Floyd Gibbons of the last fierce days
of the World War, his trips to the front,
and the loss of his eye. More memories
into Russia after the revolution in the
days of the great famine across scorching deserts into the strange, weird land of
Timbuctoo. All these, a thrill a sentence,
are yours in the next instalment of the
life story of the most famous reporter in
the world. Don't miss it. In the March

of his dispatches, returning to it after
short field trips with Villa.
The Villista
armies were consolidating.
At last everything was ready. Villa advanced, and met the Carranza army, under General Obregon, near Leon.
The
battle was disastrous for Villa, resulting in
Even before it
a complete rout for him.
had ended, Floyd realized that Villa's
brief reign of glory was over.
He was

—

—

on

issue,

sale,

January

22.
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RADIO MIRROR
Would They Ask You

for a

Date?

{Continued from page 23)
points radio's bachelors don't like to find
in girls.
Many of them wouldn't take a
girl out if she were guilty of them. Certainly, whether they would or not, the
girls would be getting off to a very bad

And what

start.

the start

is

more important than

you make?

—
—
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and sparkle imparted by Golden Glint.

charm

add

interest to
to a smart
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all

...
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BRIGHTENS EVERY

Don't and I know what you're going
to say about being comfortable in hot
weather roll your stockings below your
knees.
This seems to be some sort of
symbol with most men. My guess is that
they dislike more what rolling stands for
than the actual effect on their sense of
vision. And before you throw this objection clear out the window, stop and think

of

men

the

whom you

you're defying, men than
couldn't find more eligible

bachelors.

"

buy shoes that are too short for

How

our bachelors feel they could
don't know, but if they
their reaction would be very unfavorable. This is another point in the psychology of men being attracted to women,
and as such it can't be overlooked. They
you.

find
did,

this out,

I

don't like to think of a woman being so
vain she is willing to half cripple herself.
Don't let a man kiss you good night the

time you go out with him. At least,
advisable in the majority of cases.
Igor Gorin would expect you to, and Tom
Waring wouldn't care. But Nelson Eddy
certainly wouldn't like you for it, and
neither would Frank Parker and Jerry
Cooper. In fact, it is very important to
seven of the bachelors, and fairly important to another. Only Tom and Igor disfirst
it

isn't

agree.

—

\\
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choice.

had
When I put the next question,
hoped for a different answer, or at least
some sort of compromise. But not one of
I

the ten thought there should be a doubt.
In other words, "Don't expect to have
dates with other men after your engagement." I might be inclined to feel that this
could be a short sighted policy in some
cases, but there it is. If you'd be popular,
you had better conform.
There is the complete composite picture
of what ten radio bachelors would want
and would hate in the girl they were taking out. The yesses and nos in most cases
were impersonal, the rulings of the ma-

Perhaps you'd

like a

more

definite

description of the kind of a girl each one
of these bachelors is looking for.
Here they are and again, you should

—

j

"^

ad

"A

girl

who

State-

is

but her mental
equipment is more important and can
make up for physical faults. She should
be no taller than five feet, three inches,
with a wholesome rather than sophisticated or exotic appearance. She should be
able to talk about important world affairs,
but under no circumstances should she
take herself too seriously. Have a sense
of humor."

Nelson Eddy seeks: "A
dignified,

tellectual,

mestic, not

not

wrapped up

girl

who

in-

is

too young,

do-

a career,

who

in

music, appreciates art and

is

sensi-

Abe Lyman likes: "A girl who doesn't
drink; an old fashioned girl, a home girl,
not a show girl or a sophisticate."
Vincent Lopez, however, hopes for: "A
girl who knows her way about, knows how
to drink a cocktail (one) and hold a cigarette, who is tall, stately, dresses smartly,
and is a good dancer. And brunette."
Jerry Cooper wants: "A girl who isn't
startlingly beautiful so that every man
stops and looks at her; who can talk
without being a chatterbox, and can take
one drink without wanting two."
Jimmy Farrell looks for: "A girl who is
a college graduate (because Jimmy was
once a professor) who is about five feet
six inches, brunette, immaculate in dress,
broad minded about show business, well
read, a moderate smoker, and a teeto-

Henry King asks for: "A girl who is
make her mark in society, since
this is woman's real career; a girl that a
man could look up to and respect for her
ability to make her way in the social
able to

whirl."

TOM
most

WARING,

whose

sophisticated of

taste
all,

is

really the

wants: "A

has literary or artistic leanings;
whose morals are her own business; who is
who dislikes fashionable
spontaneous;
things, going to fashionable places, and being in the

swim

the time."

all

Richard Himber's the victim of a wish
fulfillment, for he desires a girl who:
"Has done things I have always wanted to
do and never have; a girl who's gone to
Europe, so I could learn things from her;
a girl who's a good auto driver, since I'm
so bad; a girl who is a tall blonde, tolerant, understanding, slightly maternal."
Last is Igor Gorin, a Viennese by birth
_

and a resident of America for only three
years. Igor insists on: "A typical Amerigirl who doesn't pretend to be sophisticated, who is honest and yet retains
just a touch of mystery; she cannot be,
under any circumstances, a professional

can

musician."

—

There, for you whether you're in the
throes of your first love affair, whether
you're engaged, or a career girl, or even
married are ten men's hopes and desires.
Take their words to heart and free your
life of some of its most puzzling complica-

—

tions.

Should
Think Of Movie Stars On The Air?
Read The Stirring Open
They Be Barred From Radio?
Next Month In The
Letter To Hollywood From The Editor

—

Issue of

girl

who

What Do You

March

Address
City

attractive,

Liver Oil Tablets after
each meal. 60c and
$1 size-all Druggists

FOR FREE

544

So watch yourself. It's an easy mistake
to make, if you aren't thinking.
Would you insist on a church wedding?
Well, if you would, you might get any
kind of a reaction from your fiance, according to our radio bachelors. Half of
them thought you should, five others
thought you shouldn't.
Frank Parker
says you shouldn't, but to Nelson Eddy it
doesn't matter in the least. So take your

jority.

Starting Today;

Parker wants:

taller."

next point seems to me to be more
matter of etiquette, but according to
these men, most escorts foam at the

The

mouth when you do it. Don't, if you're in
right mind, wave at another man
while you're dancing. You can smile and
get away with it, but any visible other
means of greeting won't go over at all.

x

Frank
physically

tive."

^ON'T

your

The NewestThinq!

popularity.

likes

a

SUCTION MOP

be able to draw helpful conclusions in
most of the cases, conclusions that should
smooth the way to your own personal

RADIO MIRROR.

—
—
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More News on

the Hollywood Front

(Continued from page 9)

and

return

to

the

Manhattan

via

air

when

a Crosby nag won a race at Tanforan, the first victory for one of Bing's
oat burners in a coon's age.

Merry-Go-Round.

TIE THIS, MR. RIPLEY!

many

So

POOR LITTLE RICH

stars go hay-wire because they don't get
the billing to which they feel they're en-

BOY. Igor
baritone of Hollywood
Hotel, makes plenty of money but he
never has any. The reason: a long while
ago he tied himself up to a contract with
a_ furniture dealer who undertook to be
his manager.
The furniture dealer died
seven months ago. and now all Gorin's
earnings go into his estate pending its
final settlement.
They came to take his
piano away the other day, and sympathetic friends had to straighten the matter out.
Incidentally, as soon as Gorin's
financial affairs have their kinks unwound,
he will have money enough to buy the
ring for one Mary Elizabeth Smith, veteran radio actress and formerly Leslie
Howard's leading lady.
Gorin,

titled, it is the height of something or
other to find one like Bing Crosby.
He
wants to sue somebody or other because,
he claims, a promise to him was broken
that he was
to be starred in "Pennies from Heaven."
And he's holding up
the shooting on his next picture until a
leading lady with a name as big or bigger
than his own is secured.

NOT

SMART ANIMAL— NO

BULL.

Bob

Burns and Bing Crosby went to the San
Diego Fair to judge a beauty contest. It
simply poured that day (they'll run me
out of California for that!) and the beauties, not wanting to get their bathing suits
wet. went home. So Bob and Bing, wandering about the fair, were delighted to
see their old pal "Cuddles" who starred
with them in "Rhythm on the Range" in

romantic

—

STAND BACK,

GIRLS.

Robert Tay-

radio debut on Lux precipitated a
near riot. Some enterprising females discovered a fire escape exit leading into the
balcony of the Lux Theater and more
than two hundred got in that way without
tickets. That left that many ticket holders
outside holding the bag. Then the fire
marshal threatened to call off the whole
show because more people had crowded
into the theater than could be seated.
lor's

a blue ribbon stall. "Cuddles," by the
way, is a male bovine. Bing called him,
but the bull didn't give him a tumble.
Bob gave Bing the laugh. "Watch this,"
he said and imitated the sound of his
bazooka. The bull burst into a roar that
could be heard all over the fair grounds.
"Yeah, he's a music critic, too," Bing

—

taunted.

AND MORE

POSTMAN'S HOLIDAY.

GRIEF.

It

was

Lux's

tough luck month. The week after the
Taylor affair, during a rehearsal of "The
Virginian," Charles Forsythe, the sound

Fred Astaire
plays hookey from the neighboring RKO
lot to slip in and watch a Crosby rehearsal. He was first to congratulate Bing

effects

man, shot

off

the top of his

thumb

when

a revolver backfired, causing Ynez
Seabury, who had just come from a session with the dentist, and was groggy
anyway, to keel over into the arms of
Gary Cooper.

HELPING

PAPA.
sat at breakfast
the other morning with Eddie Cantor in
his lovely Beverly Hills home. He was going over the script of his next show between gulps of coffee. Daughter Marjorie
sat across the table, and read the pages
as papa finished. She held a crimson pencil, and from time to time deleted vigorously. "Say, what's all that you're cutting out?" Eddie wanted to know.
"Too many

COLOR
^KEUP'S such

MfcT>

°*

v eye
lipstick, eve

a problem!"

raasC ara.

Idas,"

was the

unfilial

re-

sponse.

YOU GET GYPPED.

If
you think
Benny and Mary Livingstone are
funny on the air, you ought to hear the
show they put on backstage after the

Jack

Jack always gets buttonholed

broadcast.

by about umpteen people before he can
get away, consequently Mary is always
kept waiting and she doesn't like it. The
other Sunday night she cracked to Jack,
while he was deep in a confab with a

—

script man, "Aw, come on Jack.
We'll
write next week's program tomorrow."

SYMPATHY STUFF.

Kenny Baker had

been on the movie lot at 7 a. m., worked
all day with the exception of time out for
one rehearsal, two shows and a benefit
performance. At the latter, somewhere
about nine at night, a photographer posed
him for a picture. "Gee," he sympathized,

..
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RICHARD HUDNUT

Miriam Hopkins

—

star of

"Men Are Not

Gods "

—

an

Al exa n d e r
Korda pro-
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RICHARD HUDNUT

duction.
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wouldn't be a photographer for anyThey're working all the time!"

"I

**N*
s o»

thing.

HERE'S THE

FASHION

FAST WAY

wear

MID IHDIGESTIOH
HEARTBURN. ..GAS...
5DUR STOMACH

Johnny

Buddy

in

it

Rogers' band."

QUICKIES. Dorothy Page may
.

.

.

mom

5 to 30 Minutes
HERE'S

real scientific acid indigestion
10c, "vest-pocket"
roll of tasty little mints.
wonder millions
have adopted the sensible carry Turns idea,
to be sure of getting thorough, quick relief
relief

done up in a

No

.

—

ECONOMY PACK.

the 25c, three-roll
all

drug

stores.

At

Carry Turns.

Beautiful Six-color 193 ? Calendar-

J-tm s»SL
Tn/llrMr Thermometer.
**J •»*/*• Also samples of

Turns and NR. Send stamp for packing and postage to A. H. Lewis Co.,
Dept. 28B-71, St. Louis, Missouri.

TUMS
LEWIS COMPANY,

A. H.

FOR THE

TUMMY

St. Louis,

Mo.

HANDY TO CARRY

PLEASANT SMOKE VAPOR
gives quick relief to

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

shorts
Eddie Cantor is displeased
over the casting of his thirteen-year old
protege, Deanna Durbin, in "Three Smart
Girls"
Oh, yes. A note to press
agents: Stop sending me guff about that
band leader whose wife just had a baby,
and who is coming to Hollywood. The
last time I interviewed him he said all he
wanted was to be left alone. Okay
Rupert Hughes' adopted son, Rush, is
making the grade locally as a news comVictor Young is set to conmentator
tinue on Shell despite his Jolson tie-up
... A biography of Bing Crosby, written
by his brothers then re-written by himself
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ASTHMATIC
SUFFERERS

MAKE UP TO $32.00 IN A WEEK
TAKING ORDERS
startling

outfit

Work

full

expense

or Bpare

time.
Everybody a prospect. Get immediate cash earnings.
Be like Gruce Wilber, who reported $37.10
earned in 9 hours, or Chae. Mills who earned
$120.00 in one week. Both received new cars as
bonus. Act quick!
offer.

WILKNIT HOSIERY CO.
2A8 Midway

Greenfield,

What made
is

the

YOURTHROAT

"New Hair came

MILLIONS USE PERTUSSIN
FOR QUICK RELIEF

since."

It's the drying of tiny moisture glands in your
throat and bronchial tract that often causes
coughs. Sticky phlegm collects, irritates, and
you cough.

Pertussin stimulates these glands to again
pour out their natural moisture. Sticky mucus
is loosened and easily expelled. Irritation goes
a.way coughing is relieved. Try Pertussin at
our expense. Use coupon below.

Mary H.

F

&

Kade,

Inc., Dept.
.

S-*,

action.

Are your hair roots alive but
dormant? If so, why not use
Kotalko? Encourage new
growth of hair to live on

sustenance available in your

To
FREE BOX
women's and
men's,

is

sold at drug

everywhere.

prove the efficacy
children's hair.

Kotalko Co., A-53,
me

Kotalko

of

Use

Kotalko,
coupon.

New

York
General P. 0.,
Box of KOTALKO.

Proof

i

will hit the stands shortly after you read
this
Jimmy Newell is starring in hoss
.

.

.

operas for Warner Brothers
Jackson, NBC ork leader, does
.

.

Harry

.

a

local

kiddy show as Uncle Whoa Bill, telling
youngsters to eat up all their spinach or
else
Bela Lugosi presented a pup to
Joe Penner, and luckily it was cocoa
brown, so the comic named it "Cocoamalt" after his sponsor
Don Wilson
is right back where he started, with one
big difference.
The big announcer is
broadcasting for Associated Oil, first radio
sponsor he ever had, but he gets more
.

.

.

.

.

\

.

shows,

is

.

.

now

Warner Brothers

a

leading

Peggy Shannon, who was
brought to Hollywood to take Clara Bow's
place as the "It Girl," is playing bits on
Reason Leah Ray isn't
First Nighter
singing with Phil Harris' band at the
Palomar is that 20th Century-Fox con-;

man

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

i

_

tract won't permit
wife, Diane York,

.

Raymond Paige's
who was a star re.

.

porter on C. Vanderbilt, Jr.'s paper here
at the age of seventeen, is making her
The network press agent
radio debut
who said the local radio editors were "a
lot of schoolboys" is in very Hollandaise
The J. Bennys will play Portland
and Seattle, and foot the bills for the
broadcast from there to give Mary Liv.

.

.

.

.

.

ingstone's

work

Name

her

Full Address

missus,

home town
.

.

.

pals a chance to see

Vi Bradley,
play socialite club

.

Bob

Andrews'
goes to Boston to
Curtain!

Writer
.

90

.

dough now
Warren Hull, who used to
announce the Bea Lillie and Hit Parade

has luxafter using

scalp.
stores

.

.

.

after I be-

Kotalko. Tet for years her
head, as she describes it, "was
as bare as the back of my
hand."
Many other men and women attest that hair has
stopped falling excessively,
dandruff has been decreased,
new luxuriant hair growth
has been developed where
roots were alive, after using
Kotalko to stimulate scalp

for

.

.

now

Please send

Name-

Answer

Little also

uriant hair

PERTUSSIN

440 Washlngton StI eett N . Y . c.
$Y£*l!>
Please send me2-oz. prescription of
'/ Pertussin FREE... by return mall.

their

gan using Kotalko, and kept
on growing," writes Mr. H.
"In a short time
A. Wild.
I had a splendid head of hair,
which has been perfect ever

—

Seeck

gjjjTOjj

hair grow?
Here

30ff

—

GREEN MOUNTAIN

Ohio

COUGHING TEARS

ProcrriotJOfl
rrescnpuan

.

Senator FREE
package of cigarettes and powder prove at our
how Dr. Guild's Green Mountain
Asthmatic Compound soothes and relieves
Asthmatic paroxysms. Standard remedy at druggists. Cigarettes, 50e" for 24. Powder, 25(f and $1.
The J. H. Guild Co., Dept. MW-1, Rupert, Vt.

Ford Cars Given as Bonua. Send name with hose
size and favorite shade for offer of your own hosiery
FREE as extra bonus. Sensational profit details and

.

.

.

.

.

f~W
V

.

.

.

from today's unexpected attacks of heartburn, sour stomach or gas. Turns are pleasant-tasting
just like candy ... so handy
to carry in pocket or purse. And contain no
harsh alkalies. No chance for dangerous
owr-alkalization of your stomach. Just
enough of Turns' antacid compound is released to correct your stomach acidity . .
the remainder passing ww-released from your
system. Only 10c a roll even cheaper in

finally

say yes, and become Mrs. Armand Rust if
the rich Texas rancher keeps on asking
her
And speaking of matrimony,
Trudy Wood has been the secret bride of
Bill Bryon for six months
You're
wrong, Mr. Winchell.
Anne Jamison's
heart is not a Wall Streeter, but a millionaire
Hollywood garage man
Marion Talley and Aubrey Scotto, her
film director, go places together
Eddie
Cantor and company to New Orleans for
the opening of Bobby Breen's "Rainbow
on the River"
And Bobby's sister,
Sally, who gave up her own career to further her kid brother's, has taken up where
she left off, and has a part in his first
film
Burns' and Allen's plans for a
Broadway Show are off because of new
picture commitments
Ditto Henry
King, who cancels his Plaza Persian Room
date to stay with the show
When you
list Hollywood's better hostesses, put Gertrude Niesen's name 'way up near the top
While on the subject of parties, Jimmy Fidler's invitations were cute, containing a map of how to reach his house
Francia White's five-gaited saddle
nag copped two blue rosettes at the hoss
show
Bob Ripley is here for M-G-M
.

Carry TUMS-Ge* Relief

Green

in the studio wearing a bright
blue coat. "I wouldn't part with this coat
for anything," he explained. "1 used to

TO RELIEVE
\H

NOTE.

showed up

.

,

—

—

—

!
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HUGHES TO OAKIE TO CAMPUS.
the
Camel Caravan with
Just when
"Rupert Hughes as its master of ceremonies and a lot of movie stars coming
and going, was getting nicely settled for
the winter, a sudden cyclone swept over
the program and when it had passed, there

was Jack Oakie
several

guest

as its

new

appearances

ftRIIV
UilLY

OC^ SILVERY NON-TARNISHAE
£m^'
F0R TH,S STUNNING NEW

After

star.

last

THRILLING OFFER BY MAVIS!

summer,

Jack was announced generally as being
ready to start a program in the fall for a
razor blade company.
This fell through
and that was practically the last radio
audiences heard of Mister Oakie until
December when, out of a clear sky, it was
made known to one and all that he was
replacing Rupert Hughes as the star of
the Camel Caravan Tuesday nights over
the CBS network.
The story behind the scenes of this sudden move is the story of what the spon-

]8/iacelet

_

CLIP THESE DIRECTIONS

sors of the Caravan are trying to accomplish with its air advertising.
year ago

HOW TO GET ONE

A

Mavis Talcum Powder offers
you this lovely Sweetheart

when

the tobacco concern sponsored WalO'Keefe and Glen Gray's orchestra,
it was aiming primarily at the large group
of college listeners throughout the country. This summer when it changed the
show to a full hour with Hughes and
guest stars, it was broadening its appeal.
Now, with Jack Oakie, it has swung back

IT'S NEW! IT'S SMART! IT'S THE "RAGE!"
... to wear miniatures of those you adore on
a Sweetheart Charm Bracelet. Be the first
in your set to own one! Miniatures are reproduced from your favorite photos or snapshots hand-colored by fine artists set in a
frame which clasps onto the bracelet.

ter

to

its

campus

—

In order to present even a stronger colit kept its fresh and youthful
music and Oakie was instructed to play
to the undergraduates.
All in all, the
sixty

minutes with

its

pace and

ROOM FOR NINE-sweetheart,

a series of gleaming disks etched
with a flying dove. Non-tarnishable. Will
not discolor the skin.
let itself is

THIS WONDERFUL OFFER comes to you from

filled

Mavis

new vim which

—the velvety, delicately scented

tal-

cum Frenchwomen use to safeguard their
Make their charm secret your

should make for lots of enjoyable listening through the cold weeks ahead.
Mr.
Astaire, who is heard opposite on the
Packard Hour, over NBC, had better look
to his laurels if he is to keep ahead on
the popularity ratings.

sell

them

for

anywhere

near that low price. Just get
a 25j< size of delicately
scented, flower-fresh Mavis.
Mail in the coupon attached
to the can, with 25 £ in coin,
and any clear photo or snapshot (to be returned with
your bracelet). For each additional miniature, send 10£,
photo, and a coupon from a
25 i size Mavis. (Offer good
only in U. S. A.)

chum, sorority sisters, movie stars, mother
and dad. Easy to snap on or off. The brace-

lege front,

its

can't

—

THERE'S

attractions.

program has stepped up

—

Charm Bracelet with one
miniature to start your colfor only 26£ ! Stores

lection

daintiness.

DON'T DELAY! HURRY! Order your Sweetheart Charm
Bracelet today! Get your

own. After every bath, before you dress
clothe yourself in fragrant Mavis. Its alluring all-over fragrance keeps you flower-fresh
for hours. So soothing, too!

25 i size Mavis Talcum Powder now.

GzviuivU cy\\a\Ah <XcXc^Ml
IN THE RED CONTAINER

MAVIS

opportunities.
Splendid
Prepare in
Easy plan.
No previouB
spare time.
experience
needed,
common school
education sufficient.
Send for free
booklet "Opportunities in Photography", particulars and requirements.

Learn to color photos and miniatures
No previous experience needed Good
Send for free booklet, "Make
Money at Home" and requirements.
ART SCHOOL
***m Michigan
u. £ AT 'ONAL
3601
Ave. Dept. 1382 Chicago

III.

Many Happy Women Now Say

I
'

in oil

.

.

demand.

American School of Photography
Dept. 1382
3601 Michigan Ave. Chicago,

AT home:

*****

_

YOU, TOO, CAN EARN $30

WEEK

A

E
's story
could have been yours
Left with two little
children
to
support
.
.
. not much money
Nancy

(Pronounced PAR-IO-JEN)

•TABLETS*
MAKE

to

depend upon

.

.

.

unable

to leave the
children to work In
shop or office
even
if she could have been
sure of getting a job!
Yet, today Mrs. E

—

FEMININE HYGIENE
Simple
Quick
Easy
Dependable Pariogen requires no applicators or
other accessories. The easy-to-use tablet alone is
sufficient. Harmless, non-caustic, greaseless, odorless. Twelve tablets in glass container cost only
one dollar. Don't hesitate to ask your
druggist for Pariogen Tablets. If his
supply should be temporarily exhausted, write us for free sample.

Is making $3
a week
as a C. S. N. graduate and plans to establish a rest home for convalescents!
Those magic
letters "C. S. N." are responsible for her success.

They stand

for:

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
This school for 38 years has been training men and
women, 18 to 60, at home and in their spare timet for
the dignified, well-paid profession of nursing. The
course is endorsed by physicians. Complete nurse's
equipment is included. Lessons clear and concise. Easy
Tuition Payments. Be one of the hundreds of men and
women earning $25 to $35 a week as trained practical
nurses. High school education not required. Best of all,
you can earn while learning!
Mrs. A. B. R. earned
three times the cost of the course while studying.
Doctors say C. S. N. graduates make their best practical nurses. Send coupon today and learn how you can
become self-supporting as a nurse.

TariogsnWlets
Jack Oakie
making his
regular

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
radio stride,
December 29 as

finally hits his

host

bow
of

Camel

Caravan.

Warner Brothers

Dept. 182, 100 E. Ohio Street, Chicago,

420

S.

Sixth

St.,

Minneapolis,

III.

Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.

AMERICAN DRUG
AND CHEMICAL
CO.
Minn.

Dept. 272

Name
C«»_

State-

-Aae-
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Kidneys Must
Purify Blood

Coronation Coiffures
(Continued from page 51)
illusion

of height at the front which is
all
the newer coiffure designs,
while "Fan" reveals very distinctly the
corresponding Iowness at the neckline
which fashion demands.
Luckily,
these
essential
features
of
Coronation coiffures lend themselves to
many interesting adaptations to suit each
and every personality. By choosing wisely
basic

To Bring
Vitality,

in

and combining

Clear Skin

the

particular

well,

any woman can

hairdress which
own individuality

centuate her
hance her appearance.

and

sites are

will

find
ac-

and en-

The main

requi-

simple— a good permanent wave

and hair

that's in the best possible condition as to cleanliness, texture and color.
"Never before," says Robert, "has the
permanent wave been so important. It
is absolutely essential as a foundation for
the new, soft coiffures.
In the past, permanents were more or less a matter of
choice that is, if a woman was satisfied
with her naturally straight or slightly
curly hair. This winter, every woman will
need one, for today's coiffures require
hair that is easy to handle and that will
adapt itself quickly to any desired ring-

Youthful Looks

—

Women Need

ous wastes from your blood, is through 9 million tiny, delicate Xidney tubes or filters.
If, because of functional
troubles, your Kidneys get tired or slow down in their
work, these poisons remain in the system and mate your
eyes look dull and your skin coarse and dry, and at the
same time you find yourself all Tired-Out, Nervous, and
unable to keep up with the speed of modern life.
Functional Kidney troubles also may cause much more
serious and disagreeable symptoms, such as Getting Up
Nights, Leg Pains, Backache, Circles Under Eyes. Dizziness, Rheumatic Pains. Acidity, Burning, Smarting, and
Itching.
Any Doctor can tell you that the speed of modern life
and present-day foods throw an extra heavy load on the
Kidneys, and that most people need help from time to
time if they are to feel their best and preserve their youthful appearance.
Fortunately, for sufferers it is easy to
help functional Kidney Troubles with the doctor's guaranteed prescription Cystex. which now is available at all
drug stores under a positive guarantee to satisfy completely or cost nothing.

Doctors
Praise Cystex
Doctor

T. J. Rastelli, famous
Surgeon and Scientist, of
says: "Cystex is one of
the finest remedies I have ever
known in my medical practice. Any
Doctor will recommend it for its

Doctor,

London,

definite benefit in the treatment of

many
der

functional
disorders.

Kidney and BladIt

is

safe

and
Ren-

harmless."
And Dr. C. Z.
delle. another widely known Phy-

Spend 12 weeks inCoyneShops
" — Learn by doing— many earn
.

ffrvtricity
HI I0C •'

'while learning. Free employment
service after graduation. Yon don't need adedacatio
SENO FOR BIG NEW FREE BOOK.
vanced
vaneed education.

^^^^
randmy "PAY TUITION AFTER GRADUATION" PLAN.
^^andmV'PAYTUiTioi
ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
COY
^H.C.
H.C.Lewis.Pres.,
Lewis, Pres., COYNE

V
r

500 South Paulina

how

Stree
Street,
Sept. 27-64

Chicago,

III.

Remove

to

Leg or Arm Hair
IN 3

MINUTES

Without Danger of Coarser
or Stubbier New Growth
Everywhere you go, everyone is talking
about or using De Miracle. Its vogue
seems to have started when it became
known that this marvelous discovery made
it simple and easy to get rid of leg or arm
hair, without danger of faster, coarser

new growth.
just dampen hair with
Miracle and then rinse hair away
with water. It leaves the skin as smooth,
soft and hair-free as a baby's.
Leaves
no dark hair stubble and does not make
or stubbier

—

No Razor

pe

hair

grow

faster,

Try

coarser,
today.

or

stubbier.

it

Satisfaction Guaranteed or

Men

Help More Often Than

The only way your body can clean out Acids and poison-

Money Refunded

sician and Medical Examiner, of San Francisco, recently
said: "Since the Kidneys purify the blood, the poisons
must be promptly flushed from
the system, otherwise they re-enter the blood stream and
create a toxic condition.
I can truthfully recommend the
use of Cystex."
collect in these organs arid

World-Wide Success
Cystex

is not an experiment, but is a proven success
in 31 different countries throughout the world.
It is prepared with scientific accuracy in accordance with the strict
and rigid standards of the United States Dispensatory and

the United States Pharmacopoeia, and being designed
especially to act in the Kidneys and Bladder is swift and
safe in action.
Most users report a remarkable improvement in 48 hours and complete satisfaction in 8 days.

Guaranteed To Work
Because of its unusual success, Cystex is offered under
an unlimited guarantee to do the work to your complete
satisfaction in 8 days, cr money back on return of empty
package.
Under this unlimited guarantee you can put
Cystex to the test and see exactly what it can do in your
particular case.
You must feel younger, stronger, and
better than you have in a long time you must feel that
Cystex has done the work to your complete satisfaction or
you merely return the empty package and it costs you
nothing.
You are the sole judge of your own satisfaction.
Cystex costs only 3c a dose at druggists, and as the guarantee protects you fully, you should not take chances with
Ask your
cheap, inferior, or irritating drugs, or delay.
druggist for guaranteed Cystex (pronounced Siss-Tex)

—

today.

—

in spare time. Many overcome
"stage-fright," gain self-confidence and increase earning power, this easy way. Write
for free booklet. How to Work Wonj-ir\tr\-t%t% ders With Words and requirements.
Morth American Institute Dept. 1382
3601 Michigan Ave. Chicago, Illinois
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NEW IRONING

INVENTION
STREAMLINEDSELF-HEATING

Irons in

Vz

Time for 2 c

Newest ironing

dis-

covery in 20 years!
Beautiful, streamlined
all

96% free air and only 4%
kerosene. Does whole
ironing for a penny or less!

USE

IT

ANYWHERE

Can be used anywhere, indoors
or out. No more work over hot
stovel Insulated handle. Cannot
rust or tarnish, lasts a lifetime.

Special

Now

w V

£i"7<* $2.00 Size
M
Now $1.33

$1.00 Size
At All Drug and Department Stores

of ironing.

30-DAY
Try

HOME TRIAL

for 30 days at our risk.
Satisfaction is guaranteed. Write
at once for full particulars and
how to get yours FREE, by helping to introduce It.
It

AKRON LAMP & MFG.

92

or swirl.

AND

never before has the quality of
the permanent wave been so important. Softness is the keynote and kinkiness is definitely out. The patron who
comes into a beauty salon and requests a
permanent that 'will last six months,' is
really practicing false economy. To produce such a permanent it is necessary to
apply too much heat to the hair, burning
the tissues, and the money presumably
saved by getting permanents less frequently is usually spent twice over in purchasing reconditioners and having special
expensive shampoos to restore natural
health to the hair. Worst of all, a poor
permanent will be glaringly revealed by
the simple, sweeping lines of Coronation

*»

coiffures."

Since beauty of the hair itself is such
a necessary part of the new styles, it behooves us to pay particular attention to
the life and color and highlights which,
in turn, means plenty of good shampoos
and, probably, rinses to bring out the
sheen. In the case of hair which is dull
and streaked, or uninteresting in color,
the utmost care must be used in choosing
a dye which is both effective and harmshampoos, rinses and dyes
less. All these
are easy to obtain today in good quality and forms that are easy to use at home.
But whatever treatment you decide on. be
sure that you're willing to go through
with what you start! It's better to keep
the original drab shade of hair given by
nature than to apply the most becoming
hues in the world, if you're not going to
keep it up systematically and sensibly.
The same thing applies to shampoos; you
can't expect even the best of these to work
miracles if you don't use them regularly
and often and really give them a chance
to show what a marked improvement they

—

—

—

can make.

chromium-plated

iron has no cords
tubes, heats itself, burns

Finger-touch heat control gives
right temperature for any kind

Be3Hircief<

let

BURNS

96%
AGENTS

!

AIR

Selling

every-

where Wynne made $16 in
one day, Jamison $15. Write
at once for sensational
profit plan.
1

CO., 374 IRON Bldg., Akron, Ohio

Incidentally, here are two excellent but
little-known tricks in caring for your wave
that you might like to try. I'll bet you
didn't know that vaseline, used the night
before you go to the beauty parlor, will
make each wave last longer! Just rub it
into your scalp and hair with your finger
tips and comb it through, then wash it
out next morning. After each wave you

you can make your coiffure hold bet(and look neater and glossier) by rubbing your fingers and palms with brilThus,
liantine before combing it out.
when you comb the ringlets around your
get,
ter

!

RADIO M IRROR
fingers or brush away from the part, the
brilliantine on your hands will smooth
each strand into its proper place.

THOUSANDS OF

T

Be sure to send for my new illustrated leaflet this month, for it contains sketches of the "convertible"
coiffures created by Bernard az
Guro, one of Manhattan s favorite
hair stylists, for the coming season.
They're based on a very practical
idea, since the convertible coiffure
can be dressed elaborately for evening {practically compulsory this
year, by the way!) and simply but
distinctively for daytime.
Don't
forget to send a nice large envelope
(stamped and self-addressed, of
course) with your inquiry this time.
Just address Joyce Anderson, Radio
Mirror, 122 East 42nd Street, New
York City.
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NATURALLY
SKINNY*

M

/

m

\WEAK,RUNDOWN,NERVOUS]
FOLKS HAVE HADE THIS
AMAZING DISCOVERY/
How New Sea

J

Plant Concen-

Ocean by
Feeding IODINE-STARVED
GLANDS. Has Quickly Renewed Energy, Built Glori-

trate from Pacific
Television Really

Is

Here?

w

(Continued from page 42)

The room where I stood was pitch dark;
even the walls were hung with black
drapes to absorb stray beams of unwanted
light.
Each set looked somewhat like an
ordinary cabinet radio set, with a raised
top. Placed diagonally under the top was
a mirror, arranged in such a position as
to reflect the image on the "eye" beneath.
The

size

of

the

reflection

is

inches.

A

by

7j^

Here's new hope and encouragement for thousands of thin,
tired, weak, worn-out, haggard-looking men and women
whose energy and strength have been sapped by over-work
and worry, who are nervous, irritable, always half -sick
and ailing. Science has at last placed its finger on what
is often one of the principal causes of this dangerous, runIODINE-STARVED GLANDS. When
down condition
these glands don't work properly, all the food in the world
can't nelp you. It just isn't turned into flesh. The result
is you stay skinny, rundown, ailing.

10

—light

—

young woman,

NBC

press

de-

been

chosen to anThen forty minutes
of varied kinds of entertainment; Hildegarde and the Inkspots in musical numbers; a news reel; a Bob Benchley comedy

iodine

all

the

IODINE— not

—

get this vital mineral in convenient, concentrated and
assimilable form, take Seedol Kelpamalt now recognized
as one of the world's richest sources of this precious
substance.

To

—

Make
Make

This Test!

test with Seedol KelpaFirst weigh yourself and see
how long you can work or how far
you can walk without tiring. Then
take 3 Seedol Kelpamalt Tablets
with each meal for 1 week and again
weigh yourself and notice how much
longer you can work without tiring,
how much farther you can walk.
Notice how much better you feel,
sleep
and eat.
Watch flattering
extra pounds appear in place of

this

malt.

used to seeing.

scrawny hollows.

—

fooled.

malt
lated,
teeth.

Demand genuine

Seedol

of

Good Solid

Flesh,

Rich

Blood,

New

Strength.

Kelpa-

Tablets. They are easily assimido not upset stomach nor injure
Results guaranteed or money back.

1. Ordinary food enters stomach
ie partially digested.

and

2. Digestion completed in intestines and flesh and strength-building material absorbed in blood

SPECIAL FREE OFFER
Write today for fascinating instruc-

50-page book on How to Add
Weight Quickly, Build Strength, EnWeight, Strong Nerves and
Rich Red Blood. Mineral contents of
Food and their effects on the human
tive

ergy,

body.

New

facts

about

NATURAL

like

ring.

—

Lifelike

SEND

NO MONEY!

48c

Indestructible! OHand-tinted
25c extra)
Waterproof!
Enclose strip of paper for ring- size. Pay postman plus a few cents postage. If you send 48c

we

—

KelpamaltZ^

T his Beaut iful

NEWEST SENSA-

If you are not absolutely satisfied
with the results of even the first
week, the trial is free and your
money will be refunded.
Seedol
Kelpamalt costs but little to use.
Your own doctor will approve this
way. 100 Jumbo size Seedol Kelpamalt Tablets four to five times the
tablets
size of ordinary
cost but
a few cents a day to use. Get Seedol
Kelpamalt today. Seedol Kelpamalt
is sold at all good drug stores.
If
your dealer has not yet received his
supply, send $1.00 for special introductory size bottle of 65 tablets to
the address below.

SEEDOL

IODINE. Standard weight and measurement charts. Daily menus for
weight building.
Absolutely free.
No obligation, Kelpamalt Co., Dept.
1090, 27-33 West 20th St., New
York City.

Send ^ any
Z„?J?X^
snapshot or photo
and we'll reproduce it in this
beautiful onyx-

Money-Back
Guarantee

in
Steps
the Building

3

Manufacturer's Note:— Inferior products,
sold as kelp and malt preparations in
imitation of the genuine Seedol Kelpamalt are being offered as substitutes.
The Kelpamalt Company will reward for
information covering: any case where an
imitation product has been represented as
the original Seedol Kelpamalt. Don't be

saying "Perhaps," and mention-

ing 1938, 1939, and 1940. There are, however, several very good reasons for believing that television, on a basis which will
make it useful to you and me, will come
before then.
One is the statement that commercial
television will be a fact in New York in
1937.
This means that television receiv-

ASSIMILABLE

strength and energy.

When

clusions,

—

time—NATURAL

to be confused with chemical iodides which
often prove toxic. Only when the system gets an adequate
supply of iodine can you regulate metabolism the body's
process of converting digested food into firm flesh, new

Of the two types of television broadcast,
the broadcast of motion pictures and of
actual living people, the motion pictures
were the most satisfactory and the live
talent the most interesting. While Hildegarde and the Inkspots were singing you
were conscious that here was a new art,
but the moving pictures were just movies
reduced to a much smaller size than one
the program was over I knew
that in spite of crudities, in spite of difficulties_ which hadn't yet been overcome,
television was on its way down the home
stretch
There is still a lot of secrecy surrounding television's day-by-day development.
Partly it is due to the eagerness of the
world to believe in television.
There
haven't been any of the derisive sneers
which greeted the first announcement of
sound movies, nor any of the predictions
that it would be just a toy. All the marvels of a scientific age have taught us to
treat the dreams of scientists with respect
and belief. So, while the public is inclined
to be optimistic about the early prospects
of television, those who are actually at
work on it have leaned over backward to
be pessimistic, warning us not to expect
too much at first, not to jump at con-

—

the one which actually controls
body weight and strength building needs a definite ration

The most important gland
of

short.

is

Reported Regularly!

Lbs.

together and took on
of a
the

for

Thousands. Gains of 5 to 25

splash of light on the mirror

which gathered itself
shape as the image
Betty Goodwin, of
partment, who had
nounce the program.

NEW STRENGTH

ous

will pay postage. PHOTO MOVETTE RING
CO., Dept. 1, 626 Vine Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

EARN UP TO $95
introducing
TO SMOKE. We
furnish you Free Cigarettes.
Ask any man to
have a Free Smoke.
Hand him LIGHTED
Cigarette from beautiful pocket-size
"Magic
Case". Just touch button. Presto! Out comes
LIGHTED Cigarette automatically. No batteries
or electricity. Get Magic Case for 15 davs' trial
at our risk.
State favorite brand cigarettes.
MAGIC CASE MFRS., Dept. B-4661
4234 Cozens Ave.
St. Louis, Mo.

NEW WAT
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PAIN

HAD

I

TO KEEP TO

ing sets will be offered for your purchase,
and that entertaining or instructive programs will be regularly broadcast to make
those sets worth the money they cost.
Another reason for expecting television
soon is brought back to America by
travelers abroad. In Germany, scientists
have been quietly working, and they are
on the verge of perfecting a screen which

be three feet square without loss of
clarity or distinctness in the image. Solving this problem alone would give television a tremendous impetus, for all the
experts agree that the small 7^4 by 10

Relieves

TEETHING
PAINS
within.

will

inch screen is one of the greatest factors
holding the new industry back.
Finally, there is the fact that whether
broadcasting officials will admit it or not,
their actions prove that they look upon
television

as

fairly immediate probaBecause the NBC program

a

Why?

bility.

department

is being trained in a new techcontinuity writing, make-up, staging, and a multitude of other details connected with actual television broadcasting conditions.
All these are problems
which must be solved if television is to be
successful, but they are, after all, secondary problems. If the broadcasters didn't
believe they could put good home receiving sets on the market, and broadcast
programs which a good many people could
see, they would not now be spending time

nique

in

problems of make-up, writing, and
staging. Those are all things which could
wait until after the technical engineers
had completed their work. The only conclusion we can draw is that the laboratory
work is far enough advanced to give assurance of success. Nor would Hollywood
be so interested in testing such stars as
Ginger Rogers, who promises now to
have just about the perfect face for television
and perfect figure too if she stays
thin, for one of television's tricks is to
make its subject seem pounds heavier.

1

Got No Sympathy
Because I Couldn't Explain!"

WHAT an

affliction Piles are!

physically

and mentally.

What

a tax,

Piles not only

cause you untold torture, but they
look the suffering you feel.

make you

—

Piles can take various forms
internal or
external, itching or painful, bleeding or nonbleeding— but whatever form they take, they play
havoc with your health, strength and efficiency.

A

Scientific Formula
Real relief for the distress due to Piles is to be
had in Pazo Ointment. Pazo acts quickly and
definitely. Pazo stops pain and itching. It assures comfort, day and night.
Pazo is reliable because it is threefold in effect.
First, it is soothing,

which tends to

relieve sore-

ness and inflammation. Second, it is lubricating,
which tends to soften hard parts andalso to make
passage easy. Third, it is astringent, which tends
to reduce swollen parts and to stop bleeding.

Real Results
Pazo comes in Collapsible Tube with Detachable Pile
Pipe which permits application high up in rectum
where it reaches and thoroughly covers affected parts.
Pazo also now comes in suppository form. Pazo Suppositories are Pazo Ointment, simply in suppository
form. Those who prefer suppositories will find Pazo
the most satisfactory.

Send for

All drug stores sell Pazo-in-Tubes and Pazo Suppositories. But a liberal trial tube will be sent on request.
Just mail coupon below and enclose 10c (coin or
stamps) to help cover packing and postage.

Grove Laboratories,

MAIL!

Inc.

Dept. 75-MC,St. Louis, Mo.
Gentlemen: Please send
close

10c

me

trial

to help cover packing

tube Pazo.

ADDRESS.

STATE
This offer is good in U. S. and Canada. Canadian
residents may write H. R. Madill & Co., 64 Wellington St., West, Toronto, Ont.

MINUTE

WHEN your baby

suffers

Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is the
prescription of a famous baby specontains no narcotics and has
been used by mothers for over fifty

cialist,

years.

One

bottle is usually enough for
entire teething period.

one baby for the

JUST RUB IT ON THE GUMS

DR.HANDS
Teething
Lotion

Buy Dr. Hand'sfrom your druggist today
WOMEN! KEEP YOUR HAIR!
your hair is graying prematurely, or If it is losing Its
IP luxuriant
quality and glossy sheen, you need not despair.
Follow the simple methods taught by Bernarr Macfadden
new book, "Hair Culture," price $2.00.

in a

MACFADDEN BOOK COMPANY,
205

Desk RM-2

E.

42nd

St.,

INC.

New

York City

in the way of home teleoffered to you tomorrow?
is the expense.
Sets cannot
now be made for less than $300 apiece,
although mass production, it is estimated,
may lower the cost to $100. Forty-five
miles is the farthest distance a television
wave can travel now, and in order to provide coast-to-coast service an unprecedented outlay of money would be necessary. New York's television station, next
year, will serve New York alone, not the
rest of the country. Second, there is the
constantly changing television situation.
Changes in transmitting equipment are
being made all the time, and television is
changes in receivdifferent from radio
ing equipment have to be made at the
same time. A set which you bought today might therefore become obsolete next

vision
First, there

^gays
W

60Years*f Hits

We

supply

all

every occasion.
T. S. Denison & Co., 623

but even so, their significance
dwindles beside the fact that television is
progressing and that regular programs are
being sent out on the air. That fact says
one thing, and says it clearly Television
tions,

for your

home

is

on

its

S.

Wabash, Dept. 28, Chicago

IF

YOU HAVE

GRAY
HAIR
DON'T

—

month.
These are admittedly important objec-

entertainment

needs tor dramatic clubs,
schools, lodges, etc., and for

then write today for my

FREE TRIAL BOTTLE
As a Hair Color Specialist with forty years' European
American experience, I am proud of my Color Imparler
for Grayness. Use it like a hair tonic. Wonderfully
for the scalp and dandruff; it can't leave
stains. As you use it, the gray hair becomes a darker,
more youthful color. I want to convince you by sending

GOOD

my free trial bottleand book telling All About Gray Hair.
ARTHUR RHODES.

Hair Color Expert. Dept.

way!

SAFE
BECAUSE
It's

a broadcast

heard— yet

it

you've never

brings comfort

and happiness
lonely man.

to

Read

many
its

a

LIKE a

and

MESSY MIXTURE....

IT'S

EASIEST

TO CLEAN

unique

story in next month's

ASK

RADIO MIRROR

YOUR
DOCTOR
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from teeth-

ing pains, just rub a few drops of Dr.
Hand's Teething Lotion on the sore,
tender, little gums and the pain will
be relieved in one minute.

WHAT stands
being

I en-

and postage.

NAME_

CITV-

—

—

Tube

Trial

—

'

w

on

I

;-,,

24,

LOWELL. MASS.

—

I

—
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"Hollywood

Can't

Come

Between Us" says Mrs. Don

Ameche
attitude of

Don and Honore toward

their

is, you feel that perhaps, after all, the gray-eyed girl's prediction is based on something solid; that
Hollywood can't hurt her and her husband. They are entrenching themselves
against the insecurities of transient fame.

newfound prosperity

Papa Ameche has

Women
HERE'S SPECIAL WORK

(Continued from page 27)

OFFERING YOU*"

his truck garden, his

orange groves, his vineyard, on the place,
a half mile down the road from Don's,
that his son bought for him. Sunny California is a lot like his native Italy, and he
smiles happily.
Don's brothers splash
about the swimming pool on Don's place.
Don himself makes trays of sandwiches
for the multitude of guests always scattered informally about the house and
grounds.
As Don has not forgotten radio, neither has he forgotten his old friends.
There is. for example, Gabriel, the little
Belgian foundling whom Don first met
when he was a student at Columbia

Academy
ettes

in

were

Dubuque. Iowa. Some
discovered

in

Don's

and

TOwhen

a simple matter

certain bodily functions are re-

stored to normal.

Of foremost importance

is

the stimula-

own Dresses

your

|

penny cost

of a

No

Experience or
Investment Needed

This offer is open to all women
single or married who need money
and are ambitious enough to ac-

—

cept this easy way to get it. You
just represent the world's leading

plant Fashion
dressmaking
Frocks, and show the gorgeous new
1937 spring dresses to friends and

neighbors. It is interesting, pleasant work because all women love
to look at the smart new dress
styles and will be glad to give you
their orders especially when you
You can
save them real money.
earn up to S 2 3 and even more.
In a week for yourself, besides
you can get your own dresses

cigar-

room.

—

handsome boy who had befriended him,
took the blame for the contraband. He
is

all

FREE

Gabriel, in his admiration for the dashing,

regain lost weight

WEEK

N

A

,

without a penny of cost, to wear
and demonstrate. Send no money.
Just mail coupon for amazing free

was about to endure stoically the punishment meted out for such an offense when
Don learned of it in time to admit his
guilt.
But he had never forgotten Gabriel's devotion, and now Gabriel is a combination major-domo and secretary, and
one of the family.

offer.

126 LOVELIEST

tion of digestive juices in the stomach to

make

better use of the food you eat

.

.

.

and

restoration of lowered red-blood-cells to

turn the digested food into firm

Tonic does just
S.S.S.

flesh. S.S.S.

this.

Tonic whets the appetite.

taste better.

.

Foods

.natural digestive juices are

stimulated and finally the very food you
eat

is

of

more body

value.

A

very impor-

tant step back to health.

Forget about underweight worries

if

you

are deficient in stomach digestive juices and
red-blood-cells .. .just take S.S.S. Tonic

immediately before each meal. Shortly you
will be delighted with the way you will feel
.

.

.your friends will compliment you on the

way you

will look.

S.S.S. Tonic is especially designed to build

remarkable value is time
tried and scientifically proven. .that's why
sturdy health.

.

.its

.

it

makes you

feel like yourself again.

THERE

are no servants, in the accepted
of the word, in the Ameche establishment, a new record, probably, for
Hollywood, where new money usually
means butlers, chauffeurs, English maids,
and what not. Yet on the big estate the
Ameche's rent from W. C. Fields there is
only Gabriel and Anna, the young Wisconsin farm girl Honore brought from
Chicago to look after the children, little
Don, Jr., and three-year old Ronny. But
Anna, too, is like one of the family. She,
Honore, Don and Gabriel all try their
hand at cooking.
' sense

Picture Anna, blithely humming a Polish folk song while she hangs diapers incongruously against the green and gold
of orange trees on the expensively landscaped lawn of the estate, and you will
be able to picture to yourself the homey,
informal
atmosphere of the Ameche
household. That is the scene Honore surveyed contentedly as she gave voice to
that prophecy, "Hollywood can't hurt
us."

the house itself, the guests, largely
old friends of the Chicago radio days
seeking a foothold in the picture industry,
roam at will, foraging in the big ice-box,
or helpfully washing the dishes. Hospitality at the Ameches is dispensed in the
good old Italian tradition, bounteous but
simple. People come to do as they please,
dress as they please, eat when and as they
please, and help themselves.
In

At

drug stores in two convenient sizes.
The large size at a saving in price. There is
no substitute for this time tested remedy.

No

all

ethical druggist will suggest

"just as good."

something

© s.s.s. Co.

^DRESSES
many

Fashion Frocks styles this newSpring Season are more exThey are
quisite than ever.
last minute styles direct from
fashion headquarters in Paris
and Hollywood, and are worn and
approved by some of the best
Fashion
Movie Stars.
dressed
Frocks are nationally advertised
in all the big women's magazines
and are endorsed by leading Fashion Editors. They are never sold
in stores, but by authorized representatives only.

New Home
No

Plan Starts You

Work

House-to-House

Get details of our Special Plan that enables you to get started easily and
quickly, without canvassing house-towill help you build up a
house.
successful, permanent dress business
working full or spare time that pays
you a good regular income.

We

—

-1

Send Free Coupon

Sample

Mail coupon

at once for this
marvelous free opportunity. Get
the whole story how you can
make up to $23 or more in a
week and get your own
dresses free of any cost.
No obligation and no

money
coupon

Rush

necessary.
today.

FASHION FROCKS,
DepL PP-200,

YOU
CAN WEAR
DRESSES

FREE

$23.00

sample

I

Frocks
in
a
dresses

A y

o ST

end tier money

Cincinnati. Ohio

me how

Fashion

F
°c

INC.

Fashion Frocks, Inc.
Dept. PP-200, Cincinnati,
Tell

Honore, in slacks and jersey, her strawberry blonde hair hanging down her back
in long braids, goes calmly about her
manifold duties as wife, mother, and misHad she wished, she
tress of a home.
could have servants to do all the tasks
that fall to her lot, and she could haunt
beauty parlors and modistes. But she does
not feel she needs those expedients to hold
her man. She counts on his intense de-

as

low as

COUPON
^^^^

can represent
up to

— make

week
free

and
to

get
wear.

I
I

wear Size.

I
..

I
I

I
City..

StPte.

I

.1
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votion to radio to keep him from "go-

10 Years Off
Your Looks
FARR'S FOR

ing Hollywood."

was

"I

we

first

when

afraid, for a little while,

came here from Chicago," she conwas afraid then, but just one
house we have here made me

fessed. "I
thing, the

understand

"You

had nothing to fear.
in Chicago we had always

I

see,

lived in a little place. And when we came
out here, we took a little place, too, because the rentals were terrific!
Don
wanted a bigger place, but 1 said no, and
stuck to it. But it was damp there, and
finally we had to leave because of
sinus trouble.

GRAY HAIR

my

"A

—

long time before that away back
July we had seen this place we have
now, but I had refused absolutely to take

—

last

We

Now

we had no choice.
couldn't
find any other place. So we had to move
here. And it costs three times what we
it.

That was when

paid in Chicago!

I

was

afraid.

"But," she concluded, "it hasn't made
a particle of difference in the way we live
—or in Don. That's why I'm so sure that

no matter how much money Don makes
in the movies or how famous he becomes
he'll always
we'll always
be the same."
She paused thoughtfully.
"There's one more thing that will show
you," she said. "Don could give up his
radio work now, if he wanted. He could
get along very nicely without the money
because he is making more than enough
in pictures. And most men would give
up radio, too, because that work is a great
deal harder than picture work. It takes a
fearful nervous toll which Don doesn't
Yet he doesn't
feel in his picture work.

—
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You see, when you talk to Honore, the
subtle pattern of faith that underlies the
air of gay casualness in the Ameche household. You understand it best of all if you
are there on a Sunday morning when the
church bells peal over the sunlit quiet of
Don, with
the San Fernando Valley.
Ronny's little hand clutching his, Honarms locked in her husband's, stroll
down the road from mass.
ore's
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under-the-weather try Stuart's Laxative
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your druggist today. See for yourself what
results it brings.
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Don and Honore.
She squeezes his arm. She is thinking
of radio, her anchor to windward, her in-
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surance against the disaster that has befallen so

many Hollywood
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Best

Enemy

THIS
PRODUCT

DON'T BUY

{Continued from page 25)
fate seems to lead to another one. "Pennies from Heaven," although ready for
release months ago, has been accumulating
dust on the shelves because of another
typical bit of Crosbyan adherence to a
matter of principle.
Bing has been battling for a long time
over the actor's right to have some authority in the cutting of scenes and editing
of pictures. He deems it only fair that a
star should have some word in the final
selections of what
scenes or material
should or should not be released to the
public gaze. When "Pennies from Heaven"
was in production, Bing insisted that one
of the numbers, "And So Do I," be reshot. The producer differed. When the

completed picture was run off, it proved
Bing was correct. The number recorded
badly. Then the producer asked Bing to
re-take.

—

"Nothing doing now," he replied.
"But Bing, you can't let a scene like
that get out," Larry and Everett joined
in. "That might do you a lot of harm."
"All right. Let it.
But maybe they'll
listen to me next time when I try to tell
'em something for their own good."
The fact that thousands of dollars of

own money is tied up in the picture
means nothing whatever to Bing. "It's

his

the principle of the thing," he says flatly
that is that.

— and

only in his work, either, that
untractable where his principles
are concerned. It's a standing joke in the
film colony that when one of Bing's extensive string of race horses wins a race
Bing will trip over his whiskers. His
horses are very consistent nags. They almost always run last. And make no mistake about it, Bing is fond of those horses.
He paid fancy prices for them at the Saratoga sales. Of course he'd like them to

IT

isn't

Bing
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an ex-jockey that Bing
Spokane. As a jockey he
became too heavy to obtain mounts, and
he was pretty much up against it. So Bing
Bing's trainer

know

installed

him
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as trainer of his sixteen thor-

and every month foots the
that run to four and five thousand
for a lot of losing horses.
dollars
He
won't take the advice of horsemen, and
a regular trainer, because this
install
jockey is also an old friend.
Paradoxically, although Bing will go to
the utter limit for a friend, he refused recently to help out his brother Larry beBing,
cause a principle was involved.
Larry, Everett and a fourth man set up a
song publishing company.
The fourth
man wrote a tune. Bing liked it and Larry
wrote the lyrics. The friend, of course,
was anxious for Bing to give the new number a plug but he went about obtaining
the favor in the one way that went against
Bing's grain.
He didn't go to Bing and ask forthrightly that he plug the song. Instead, he
persuaded Bing's wife, Dixie Lee, to intercede in his behalf. Bing jumped all over

5C

—
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you try different training
methods," a noted horseman advised him.
"That's all that is wrong with your horses.
They're good horses. They ought to win."
used to

famous Skin
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win.
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wishes you to know,
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quality
and extremely low in cost Italian Balm
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United States. But don't take Campana's word for
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Campana

your snapshot

and
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poor Larry.
"After this, when you or anyone you
know wants me to do a favor, come and

—

ask me," he stormed and then he added,
"And as for that song, you can throw it
in the ash can as far as I'm concerned.
I'll never sing it!"
And he never did. It
was a good song but Larry made exactly
S22.19 out of what might have been a big
hit with rich returns.

—
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RADIO MIRROR
Nor did that end Bing's retribution. He
withdrew from the song publishing company, and today that company, owned by
Bing's own brothers, who are very close
to him and whom he loves dearly, gets
just the same consideration as any other
company from Bing. Not a whit more or

ME YOUR MEASURE

GIVE

AND

PROVE

111

IN THE FIRST

7 DAYS

TURPO

and he certainly
loves Dixie, yet the deepest and closest
family ties of affection do not prevail
against his strict sense of right and wrong.
Dixie wanted him recently to act as best
man at the wedding of a noted movie
star. She was asked to get him to do it,
and she couldn't very well refuse. But
Bing could and did.
"The woman's a publicity hound, and
won't do it," he insisted, and he stuck
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BODY

his brothers,
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Physical
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It isn't only since Bing has become a
big star that he's been this way. He was
the same on the way up, while he was still
struggling. He might have achieved stardom a lot sooner than he did had he been
willing to desert his two partners, Al Rinker and Harry Barris, in the team of The
Rhythm Boys. Even his pal Paul Whiteman urged him to quit the team and do
solo work, but Bing stuck by his friends.
When the trio did finally break up they
were playing an engagement in a Holly-
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Bing's love for comfortable clothes alwell known. With his rise
to picture stardom, he is the despair of
his brothers, who are practical enough
and wise enough in the ways of Hollywood to know that appearance means a

and battered cap.
"If I have to look
to be

like a clothing store
a star, I'll quit," Bing an-

swered.

Bing doesn't like publicity that seems to
glorify him. Several writers were pestering him with proposals to do a biography

on him in book form. He thought if it
was going to be done at all, it would be
better to have it done in the family, where
he could keep an eye on it. So he let his
brothers write the book, which will go on
sale the first of the year.

a look at this," said Larry, hand-

ing me a written memorandum he had
received from brother Bing after he had
read the manuscript for the book. Here
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great deal.
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manager

starve first," Bing insisted. But he
I'D
didn't have to starve. When he struck
out for himself, he began a quick skyrocket to his present fame.
When Bing accepted his Music Hall
contract, he stipulated that Bob Burns be
signed too. He'd known and liked Bob in
vaudeville days, when Bob was a blackface comedian. Years later when he met
Burns, broke and discouraged, he urged
him to try radio. Bing even arranged
for an audition for his friend, and he still
has the written report that was sent to
him on it. It reads "A fair comic."
Bing's brothers and even his sponsor
tried to persuade him to give Burns less
time on his own show when the bazooka
player joined the Hollywood broadcast.
"He'll steal the show from you," they

dummy
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is the memorandum which I copied down
verbatim:
"Here seven chapters on which I have
think it will
done a little re-editing.
need some more but I'll go ahead with the
remainder first. I note a tendency to
make me something of a Frank Merriwell
an impression which I'll try to overcome."
(Signed) Bing
Larry spread his hands in an eloquent
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Drums and Traps
Banjo (Plectrum, 5String or Tenor)
Italian

strument. No obligation. Instruments
supplied
when
needed, cash or credit.

U.S.SCHOOLOFMUSIC
3062 Brunswick Bldg.
York City, N. Y.

New

V O
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bat by fundamentally
not with einoing
sound and scientifically correct silent exercises . .
and absolutely guarantee to improve any aing-ine
or speaking voice at leant 100% . . . Write for
wonderf nl voice book— sent free. Learn
yon
- can now have the voice yon want. No literature
sent to anyone under 17 unless signed by parent!

WHY

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE. Studio 7912
64 E. Lake St., Chicago

BOOK SKHSB
•» "GRAY HAIR"
—
—

absolutely Free of charge
without
the slightest obligation
this scientific book on "Gray
Hair, Its Causes and How It Can Be Ended." Also complete information on "Dandruff and Falling Hair
Causes and Treatment." The work of hair specialists and
medical authorities are analyzed for you. Send for your

—
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MORE THAN

2,000 men and women are buildimr a
secure business for themselves by servicing customers monthly with our paper necessities
merchandise is reasonably priced; changes with Our
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seasons; and is quickly used up.
investment
n SSS? sa
A car wlU increase yourNoprofits.
Our
1937 NEW MERCHANDISE RELEASES will themselves make you a fine income. If you are serious
about wanting a permanent connection that has
promotion possibilities—it will pay you to write
f
ilS
HOUSEHOLD PAPER PRODUCTS Co"
,°^ de £
1304
E. Woodbridge St., Detroit, Michigan.
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NEIGHBORS ... £

FREE

of Cost?

show you how to turn your
Spare Time into BIG MONEY

I'll

No

Experience Necessary

Here's your opportunity to get a new all-wool tailored-to-measure suit FREE of cost.
No money or experience necessary.
No canvassing, either. If you would
like to wear and introduce our guaranteed made to measure
suits to a few friends and neighbors, write today. I'll phow
you how to get your Suit PKEE of Cost— also how to
make BIG
in spare time.
Send no money! Just
mail letter or postcard and receive beautiful woolen samples
and complete details FREE. FAIRBANKS TAILORING
CO., 2234 Wabansia. Chicago. Illinois.

MONEY

lawyers have of driving Goodwill Court
the air. Let's consider their charges
against the program and what they're going to say in court.
On the strength of these charges, the
court will be asked to make a decision
which will be momentous in broadcasting
history. Can radio be censored? Are you
who are the listeners to be deprived of
hearing a program you have approved
and want to continue hearing? Can Goodwill Court be driven off the air?
To find the answers to these all-imporwent to the officials in
tant questions,
charge of this program. They gave me
answers to each of the charges of the
lawyers, answers which
am handing on
to you so that you may decide for yourselves the merits of the case.
The first charge is directed against the

A WEEK

IN

off

I

man who began
its

FREE

sopy
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100% Improvement Guaranteed
the vocal organs'*
We buUd strengthen
lessons—

Now there is available,

(Continued from page

every

Cornet

Hawaiian Steel Guitar

Lawyers Drive

the

Goodwill Court Off the Air?

you do it yourself and hear
it.
In a few short months
you become an excellent mu-

PLAY BY NOTE
Piano

First you are told
to do it. Then

how

Can

the program and who is
conductor and guiding force, A. L.

Alexander, whose story you read in the
December issue of Radio Mirror. Each
charge is printed in italics.
Alexander is not a lawyer.
The program officials point out, however, that Alexander never gives advice to
the people who come to the studio. to ask
for help. His only job is to introduce
these people to the judges and to you and
to help them state their cases. Why, then,
is legal training necessary?
Judges are frequently interrupted and
even corrected by Alexander.
In answer, the broadcasters explain that
because of the informal nature of Goodwill Court, interruptions are often necessary to make the judge more familiar
with the case.
Sometimes they're also
necessary to explain the judge's meaning
to the petitioner. Why, it's asked, can this
be condemned when the judges are giving
their advice unofficially?
The so-called litigants may perhaps be
identified by listeners interested in the
other side of the controversy.
The radio officials told me frankly that
they didn't see what harm could possibly come of this condition. No names
or addresses are ever given, so identification is never certain, but granted that a
listener might be sure in his own mind,
there can still be no basis for libel or
slander. If this is the case, what other reason is there for barring judges from the

„,^
Ladies

!
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Read this exciting, thrillYou CAN earn big, easy
much as $24 in a week

ing news !
money as

—
You CAN

enjoy a

fine

from a fascinating,

steady income

dignified,

amaz-

occupation
simply
demonstrating actual FREE SAMPLES sensational SNAG-PROOFED
ingly-profitable

Fine Silk Hosiery
sending

us

their

to friends and
orders.
SNAG-

PROOFED is the world's most beautiful, wonderful chiffon hose.
Special PATENTED PROCESS makes
every
stocking
actually
SNAGPROOFED —wears twice as long
and reduces hosiery bills one-half.
You PROVE this by amazing, convincing demonstration
order eagerly on sight.

Actually

—

women

Wears

TWICE

AS

LONG!

In actual wear test by National Testing
Laboratory,
SNAG - PROOFED
Chiffon Silk Hosiery out-wore ordinary
silk stockings TWO-TO-ONE! Pictures
here tell why. Ordinary hosiery thread
(at top) is loose, filmy
ready to catch
and snag
breaks easily.
SNAGPROOFED thread (at bottom) is tight twisted
round, smooth, strong
and
SNAG-PROOFED by a patented process.
Full-fashioned, RINGLESS, luxuriously beautiful and
"perfect-fit".
Individual Length Service to fit exactly
each type customer.
SNAG-PROOF
costs only half as much as ordinary
hose per week of wear because it lasts
twice as long.

—

—

—

—

Do You Want to Make Money?
Every woman wants exquisitely lovely silk chiffon hosiery
that is actually SNAG-PROOFED and cuts hosiery cost in
You just show ACTUAL FREE SAMPLES— and
half.
earn

big",

steady money

all

year 'round.

NO EXPERIENCE OR MONEY NEEDED
It's

easy!

Just call on friends.

Amazing demonstration

FREE ACTUAL SAMPLES PROVE that SNAGPROOFED Chiffon Silk Hosiery wears twice as long. No
experience or no money is needed! We supply everything
and

FREE!

YOUR OWN SILK
HOSE FREE charge

Mail This
Coupon For

You
get

FREE

sides.

portunity.

Mail coupon

be-

today sure for FREE
EQUIPMENT. including
TWO ACTUAL FULL SIZE

low

SAMPLE
HOSE

program?

can make big money and
your own silk hosiery
of extra charge beDon't miss this op-

FREE

SILK STOCKINGS.

Please

state your hose size.

On

the program, you hear only one side
of the question.
The truth of this statement is obvious.
Its merit as a point against Goodwill
Court is more in doubt. If these same
people went to a lawyer's office for help,
wouldn't they tell him just one side of the
story? And, for a fee, wouldn't he give
them advice based on just this one side?
Besides, these people on Goodwill Court
are warned several times, both before and

I
I

I
,

American Silk Hosiery

»

Mills,

Dept. L-18, Indianapolis, Ind.

My hose size is
Please rush plan that gives
me TWO ACTUAL SAMPLES OF SNAG-PROOFED SILK
HOSE—ABSOLUTELY FREE. I am not obligated.
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10 DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!

THE WEIL COMPANY
402 Hill St.. New Haven, Conn.
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YOU DRAWING

BIG PROFITS

The judges have no opportunity to
check the correctness and soundness of
their snap judgment.
Forty-three judges have so far appeared on Goodwill Court and behind
each of them is a long knowledge of the
law and many years of actual practice in
broadAlso,
making quick decisions.
casters point out, when a judge is confronted with a problem which demands
more than a few minutes' consideration,
he is told about the case in advance and—
if
necessary continues his study of it
after the broadcast is over.
The judge's advice is accompanied by
the announcer' s solicitation to purchase

MANUFACTURING AND

SELLING AT WHOLESALE
Imagine fresh, crisp popcorn
coated with golden yellow liquid

That's CHEEZE-KIST
cheese.
the newest food sensation that
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sweeping the country.
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Old Leg Trouble
to use Viscose Home Method. Heals
many old leg sores caused by leg congestion, varicose veins, swollen legs and injuries or no cost for trial if it fails to
show results in 10 days. Describe the
cause of your trouble and get a

Easy

FBEE

BOOK.
Dr. R- G. Clason Viscose Co.
140 N. Dearborn St.,

Chicago,

III.

TRUST YOU

credit
to
shipped on
honest, deserving persons. All particuSimply send
lars furnished FREE.
name today and get all the facts.

Equipment

CHEEZE-KIST COMPANY.285 High St, Springfield, 0,

YOUR FACt GHATIG€D
Charmregular features/
ing new beautyl
They can be yours.
Dr. Stotter (grad. of UniverBity of
Vienna) reconstructs faces by famc-UB Vienna Polyclinic methods.
•Straight
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UnBhapely Nobob, Protruding Ears,
Large Lips, Wrinkles, SignB of Age,
are all quickly oorreoted. Low
cost. Write or call for Free Booklet
"Facial Reconstruction," (mailed in
plain wrapper.)
Dr. Stotter, 50 East 42nd St.,
etc.,

Dept. 8-S,

broadcasters' answer to this was to
me a large bundle of letters which
have been sent to Alexander by the nation's leaders in education and social wel-

Write today for Art Year Book

equipment

manufacturing

furnished at price so unbelievably
low that even the man of limited
Everything supmeans can start.
plied, including formula, manufacinstructions.
selling
and
turing
Operation made as simple as ABC
Raw material plentiful and cheap.

THE
give

Artists receive large salaries.

etc.

Cash

previous

PRICE OPENS FIELD
FOR ORDINARY MAN

Complete

poses to exploit a morbid curiosity in the
private woes and tribulations of the so-

built on commercial sponsorship and it
only the sponsorship of Goodwill Court
which makes this program possible on a
Sponsorship has
coast-to-coast network.
not meant that the judges are paid nor
has it interfered in any way with the advice they give or the manner in which the
program is conducted.
The program lacks any educational or
sociological values, and only furnishes

No

NEW LOW
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1427,

comes

in first day.

experience needed.

amusement.

in

your own home during your
Thirty-five years of
spare time.
successful teaching proves our ability,
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restaurants,

cigar

conducted primarily for commercial pur-

As any radio listener knows, the program officials say, American broadcasting

Make

it in your own home and sell
your entire output at wholesale
to stores, taverns, road houses,
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the

day
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MOSTLY ALL PROFIT.

.

trated folder and full details of
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Own a CHBEZE KIST
Popcorn Route

.

and greater endurance.
Send name and address for illus-
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the program, that there may be
the
considerations about which
don't know. In other words, the
merely serve to put them on the
That is the opposing viewright path.
point of this argument.

during
other
judges
judges

New York

LEARN

Among them were Governor Herof New York, Attorney GenJohn J. Bennett, Jr., of New York,

TO

PLAY

PIANO

Lehman

famous attorney, George Gordon Batmany New York Borough Presidents,
and Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt. Each
commended the program for the help it
was giving people who could get that help
nowhere else and expressed a hope that
the program could continue indefinitely.
Some people who come to the program
appear to think that they are before an
the

BY EAR*

tle,

NOTE READING-NO SCALE PLAYING

—

H you can

whistle, sing, or hum » tunc
You have TALENT.
Let a popular Radio Pianist train' your hands to play Piano
by Ear. TEN LESSON METHOD sent postpaid tor $1.00.
or pay U. S. Postman $1.00 plus postage. Nothing more
to buy.
Satisfaction assured
or your money refunded.
Piano Accordion bass charts included Free. Order now!
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\Dept. M-18
'DEL RIO, TEXAS

actual court.

Given

I AnirCfC.riDI C» send name and address
LAUIC.3 CKVIIKL9 Latest Shape High Grade

7- Jewel Movement WRIST WATCH with metal bracelet
and beautifully designed chrome plated case. Or big cash com-

AWAY

mission. Yours for SIMPLY GIVING
FREE big colored pictures with well known WHITE CLOVEEINE SALVE
used for burns, chaps, sores, etc., easily sold to friends at 25c
a box (with picture FREE) and remitting per premium plan
book. Choice of many other premiums. 42nd season.
are
fair and square. Write today for Salve and pictures sent postpaid. Wilson Chem. Co., Inc., Dept. 65-Z Tyrone, Pa.

We

Here is a quick, safe and
approved method. With a
small brush and BROWNATONE you just tint those
streaks or patches of gray to lustrous shades of blonde,
brown or black. Easy to prove by applying a little of
this famous tint to a lock of hair. Cannot affect waving of hair. Over twenty-three years success. Guaranteed harmless. Active coloring agent is purely vegetable.
If
does not give your gray,
streaked or faded hair alluring, rich, youthful-appearing color, your money back. Only 50c. At drug and
toilet counters everywhere.

BROWNATONE

100

I
was assured, and I knew from listening to the program itself, that every effort
made to avoid this. Each applicant
is
must write in advance to Alexander and
if accepted, is told then that any advice
given is unofficial and advice only. He is
told again at the broadcast. The fact that
he must go to a radio studio and talk with

a

microphone

in

front of

him

is

—Amateurs

Wanted

added

proof that he is under no delusions when
the judge speaks.
Listeners in other states, insofar as
their own state laws are concerned, are entirely misled by the broadcast.
That charge the program heads answer
with this counter statement: the judges
unfailingly ask the applicants where they
live and if not from New York State, the
possibility of different laws and resulting
complications is definitely pointed out in
terms no one could misunderstand.
The judges are violating the New York
Bar's code of ethics by using their profession and offices to
interests of others.

AMATEUR. CARTOONISTS

promote the business

In answer, here again the broadcasters
point out that the judges receive no pay.
They are given checks made out to whatever charity they choose. These judges
still feel that their appearance on the program is charitable work and so far not
one of the forty-three judges has given

i
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with humorous ideas.

The amateurs of today are the proability necessary.
fessional cartoonists of tomorrow.
Ideas judged and
prizes awarded by Applause-O-Meter test before movie
Everyone has an equal chance.
audiences.
26 cash
prizes in all.
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|
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any indication that

in the

future he will

feel differently.

Did Gray Hair

There's the case against the Goodwill
in defense of it.
If
the Lawyers' Association goes through with
its plans, these are the basic charges they
will bring up in court against Goodwill
Court.
What would be the result if the Association succeeds in getting a court order
barring New York judges and lawyers
from broadcasting on Goodwill Court?
As
have pointed out, it would be the
first censorship of radio.
For awhile it
could be only partially censorship. Nothing would prevent the program from moving over to New Jersey, for instance, and
having judges from that state give advice.
But precedent would have been established for the interference in broadcasting
by a minority group seeking to regulate
interstate commerce
namely, the transmission by radio of intelligence across
state lines. Broadcasting cannot be confined to the area of any one state.
In other words, broadcasting cannot

Court and the case

Rob Them of $95 a Week?

WORK
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SPECIAL

women:
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NowCombAwayGrayThisEasyWay
hair is risky. It screams :"Yon
GRAY
are getting old!" To end gray hair

handicaps all you now have to do is
comb it once a day for several days with
a few drops of Kolor-Bak sprinkled on
your comb, and afterwards regularly once
or twice a •week to keep your hair look-

ing nice. Kolor-Bak is a solution for arcoloring gray hair that imparts

tificially

color and charm and abolishes gray hair
worries. Grayness disappears within a
week or two and users report the change
is so gradual and so perfect that their
friends forget they ever had a gray hair
and no one knew they did a thing to it.

Make This Trial Test
"Will you test Kolor-Bak without riska single cent? Then, go to your drug
or department store today and get a
bottle of Kolor-Bak.
Test it under our

ing

guarantee that it must make you look
10 years younger and far more attractive or we will pay back your money.
a b °ttle of KOLOR-BAK I
FREE
nu. Buy
I
today and send top flap of car- I
I ton to United Remedies,
Dept.
442, I
I 544
So. Wella Street, Chicago—and |
I receive FREE AND POSTPAID a 50c I
I
box of KUBAK Shampoo.

catalogue FREE

.
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Merribee
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Embroidery Co., 22

W.

St.,

Dept. 191C,

COUPON NO

I

Send

How
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21st

EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY!

would come when broadcasting would no
longer be a vital force worth listening to,
but a weak carbon copy of the present
ideals which make listening so enjoyable.
Can the lawyers drive Goodwill Court
off the air?
hope not.

to Tell a Funny Story

New York, N.Y.

he lists as the "smile-darn-yousmile" type of comedian. You can recog-

RELIEVED....ITCHING STOPPED

them by their terrible habit of lookyou straight in the eye. As though
they were about to tell you some unpleasant truth and thought you couldn't take
it.
That hypnotic stare, says Mr. Cantor,

For quick

FREE

is

TO YOU

nize
ing

relief from itching of eczema, rashes, pimples, athlete's foot, scales and other skin eruptions,
apply Dr. Dennis' cooling, antiseptic, liquid D. D. D.
Prescription. Greaseless and stainless dries fast.

—

Stops the most intense itching instantly. A 35c trial
bottle, at drug stores, proves it
or money back.

—
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I once had ugly hair on my face and
chin a a a was unloved . . . discouraged. Tried depilatories, waxes, liquids

,,, even razors. Nothing was satisfactory. Then I discovered a simple, painless, inexpensive method. It
worked! Thousands have won beauty, love, happiness

My

FREE Book, "How to Overcome
with the secret.
Superfluous Hair," explains the method and proves
actual success. Mailed in plain envelope. Also trial offer.
No obligation. Write Mile. Annette Lanzette, P. O.
Box 4040, Merchandise Mart, Dept. 320 Chicago.
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APPLICATION DARKENS LASHES

4 TO 5

WEEKS

ENDS DAILY EYE
MAKE-UP BOTHER

with daily eyemake-up?
Why
Use "Dark-Eyes" instead
fuss

of or-

dinarymascara. One applicationlasts
4 to 5 weeks. Cry, perspire, swim
never runs, smarts, smudges or harms
lashes and brows. Indelible. Try it! $1
at good department and drug stores.

very bad.
'And, please," he moans, "can't anything be done about the one-story comedian?" You know him well. Old Uncle
Joe, for instance, who tells that one about
the time Mae West went to the White
House. Humor for him begins and ends
with that one story. No matter what
you've been talking about, he says, "That
reminds me," and goes to it.
"Life is too long," says Eddie, "to go
on telling the same old stories in the same
old way year after year. Take a tip from
the professional. Vary your stories. Weave
in local color. And above all, be ready to
accept a funny, impromptu line when you

bump

into one.

Life

is

full

of situations

unfunny on the face of it,
can get the biggests laughs.
remember
was playing in Boston in a
one time
Ziegfeld show. That morning, newspapers
had screamed headlines recounting Calvin Coolidge's refusal to become candi-

where a

line,

Don't just

for money.
Here's an
amazingly easy
,

date for president. In my last scene, another member of the cast made an exit,
calling for me to hurry up.
Take it easy,' I called after him. 'I
do not choose to run.' A day later would
have been too late for that line. As it was,
it
got more laughs than the stuff I'd
sweated over for weeks."
So up on your current events, you par-

Be

comedians!

DARKENER^

"Dark-Eyes". Dept. 31-B,
412 Orleans St., Chicago, 111.
I enclose 25c (coin or stamps) for generous
trial package of "Dark-Eyes" and directions.
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and see them flock to give you orders
Dresses and Best Values in America."
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for

YOUR OWN HOME

I show you how to make the same brilliant success enjoyed
by thousands of other women. Over 1.000,000 satisfied custoniers.
Vast line includes Chardonize fabric Lingerie endorsed and guaranteed as advertised in Good Housekeeping
Magazine.
Also children's wear, men's shirts, trousers,
underwear, hosiery, etc. Women can't resist values.
Your
opportunity to go into dress business of your own full or
spare time without penny of investment.
I supply every-

—
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thing—FREE.

SAMPLE DRESSES, Your

Size

CHARGE
my

FREE OF EXTRA

You'll be amazed and delighted with
plans for you. I
give you not only opportunity for steady cash income, but
chance to own complete wardrobe of beautiful dresses of
your selection and size
OF

PENNY

C.

ABSOLUTELY FREE

COST. No money needed, now

or ever.

Give your dress size and age.

today.
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Act now.
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HARFORD FROCKS, INC.
CINCINNATI, OHIO
Mail This For

FREE
SAMPLES

flexible!

Mr. C. E. Israel, Pres.,
Harford Frocks, Inc.,
Cincinnati, Ohio

Let me know at once how I can
obtain complete money-making

Sample

Equipment

etc.,

of
newest
and dresses

penny postal
card with this infor-

my own size ABSOLUTELY FREE
OF EXTRA COST, I am not

mation.

obligated.

or send

have presence of mind at the pay*» off. That's the advice of Rupert
Hughes, who can spin a lengthy anecdote
and make his audience hang on to every
word.

"Most Gorgeous

No House-to-House Canvassing

Harford Frocks,
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array

Minute

of
Last
Styles.

4 for $4.93
up to $22 in a week demonstrating
and taking orders for beautiful,
smart new Spring and Summer styles of famous Harford
Frocks also coats and suits. I send you ABSOLUTELY
FREE complete line over 125 styles of exquisite, lastminute models featuring the very newest fabrics and colors

Read your newspapers!

"Take Moe Bloom who

money you

women (and a
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every town to make
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want,
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Presentation
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puts you

in money making business.
Get stamped goods
direct from manufacturer
sell at 100% profit. Over
100 new items scarves, pillow cases, table clotha,
bridge sets, towels, aprons, etc., imported linens and
novelties. Complete instructions for embroidery free.
It's easy.
Just write:

A WEEK

IN

afford to lose this first battle. If it does,
it will be the signal for minority groups
on all sides to rise and attack freedom
of speech on the air. In time, the day

STAMPED GOODS
—

EARN

—

Make /Money Every Week Se//wg
New 24 page

Do You
Want To

I
I
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I

Name

dress

size

My

Address
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Sensational
Vi?''"

T/PBN*3
Yours

I

my

kicked

wife in the face'."

You must time your punch

~
p

for

a railroad company
after a train wreck," Hughes smiles. "A
very mild train wreck, it was; and an
envious friend asked Moe how he managed to collect such an enormous amount.
'Presence of mind, presence of mind,'
Moe said. 'When 1 felt the train lurchin'

mous damages from

lines,

pace

story, draw it out or cut it short
according to the mood of your audience.
And, added to Mr. Cantor's stern warnings, here's this one from Mr. Hughes.

your

"There

are three poisons which spell
death to a joke. First, you can
tell your audience that what they are to
hear is extremely funny. Second, you can
interrupt your joke with something serious,
like saying 'This really happened to a

No MoneuW^*vj^>

Jm&t&<

Down

Sent on
Money

lODAY/tfffTRIAr

~

Positively the greatest bargain

{

Back
Guarantee

*^W

5 at far
The outstanding value of
original price.
standard
Has up-to-date improvements including
all times.
2reverse,
automatic
ribbon
4-row keyboard, back spacer—
The perfect all purpose typewriter at
color ribbon, etc.
slashed price and easiest terms. Fully guaranteed.

KSe/fffn^
mfg *s
below

1/2

— ACT AT ONCE!
slashing literature

LIMITED OFFER

Special price
in colors sent on request.

Simply
send name and address at once
get full description also 10 day
Free Trial — no money down offer
without obligation. Limited supAvoid disAct at once.
ply.
ap p o intm ent
FREE—Complete 9-lesson HomeStudy Course in Touch Typewriting System included with each

PORTABLES
1937
Brand new
Featherweight model
at special low price
and easy terms— 10
day trial.

typewriter.

INTERNATIONAL TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE
231 W.

Monroe

Chicago,

Dept. 203

St.,

III.

Learn

Piano, Violin, Cornet,
Trumpet, Mandolin,
in, C
Guitar, r
Mr
Banjo, Organ,Accordi©rj,Saxophone, Clarinet
EASY HOME METHOD — new, fast way for beginners.
>

Makes yon accomplished

in

amazingly short time.

Low cost; easy

enthusiastic students.

guaranteed.

Free Catalog gives

terms.

300,000

Satisfaction

full details.

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF MUSIC
1525 East 53rd Street, Chicago

Dept. 769

face "BrokenOuf?*
Relieve the soreness and aid healing by washing daily with Resinol

OM^Soap and freely applying^

Resinol

Sample free. Resinol,Dept.4-A,Balto.Md.

SALARY
TO START

$90

)
)

)R.F.D. Carrier
) Special Agent
Customs Inspector

(
(

to

$175
MONTHLY

MEN..

Railway Mail Clerk
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(

(

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

>

(

)

(

)

(

)

(
{

)

(

)
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City Mail Carrier
P. 6. Clerk

Stock Clerk
Spec. Investigator
Typist

INSTRUCTION SERVICE,

POSTMASTER

Elevator Conductor
) Auditor
) Stenographer
) U. S. Border Patrol
) Telephone Opr.

(

(

)

(

)

Watchn
Meat Inspector
„

Secret Service Opr.
File Clerk

Dept.315-A, St.Lcuis Mo.

FREE.

A^e Ran|fe Name

,

Address..

^Wear^Suit!
Be My local Agent
I

52 $12.
How

would you

*X
like to

DAY
wear

this flne,

made-to-measure, all wool suit at my
expense? Pay no money. Just promise

to show it to friends, and follow my
_ simple plan. Do this easy thing and earn
r
up to $12 In a day, without canvassing!
Represent my big, old tailoring company.
Make biggest money of your life. I need
an ambitious man in every town.

EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARYACTUAL SAMPLES FREE

you absolutely, free gorgeous, valuable big demonstration equipment containing actual samples and
dozens of valuable surprises. Demonstrate these samples for me. Show World's Greatest Tailoring Values.
I send

Save money for friends. Make money yourself.
Write! Send No Money! Do it now. Get valuable demonstration
equipment ~
FORD FOR YOU
FREE and opportunity
Pay no money
to get your own suits
I want you to
and overcoats FREE.
have brand nevr
Write today.
Ford. "Free to
Produoers."
H.J.COLLIN.Dept. P-349
._
Progress Tailoring Co., 500 S. Throop Street, Chicago
!

_
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young girl in Oskaloosa.' And last, if you
want to kick a poor joke when it's down,
you can ask your audience if the joke
you've just told wasn't too funny for
words."

Hughes remembers working on an early
motion picture which illustrates all three
of these sins.
It
was called "Torture
Chamber," and for Hughes it lived up to
its title.

"It was years ago in the robust, silent
days, and I had been called in as a sort
of combination writer-director-producer.
The plot was simple. Billie Burke was
pretending to be ill. To frighten the doctor she was a bit of a prankster she was
to plunge the thermometer with which
he was reading her temperature into a
basin of boiling water. All this when the
doctor wasn't looking.

—

—

WE
of

its

shot the scene like that. Then the
cutting room did a little doctoring
own. Behold the situation when it

LIVER BILE...
Without Calomel— And You'll Jump
Out of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just decays
in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach. You get
constipated. Your whole system is poisoned and
you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.

A

Laxatives are only makeshifts.
mere bowel
doesn't get at the cause. It takes those
good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get these
two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you
feel "up and up". Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little
Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly refuse anything

movement

else. 25c.

CATARRH

and

Guaranteed Relief or

Pay.

SINUS
CHART—
FREE
No
—

LIGHTEN YOUR HAiR
WITHOUT PEROXIDE

"Billie and the nurse are flashed on the
screen, talking things over.
subtitle explains that they intend to play a very

A

We

ture are in serious conversation.
return
to Billie's bedside to find patient and nurse
in gales of laughter at the poor doctor's
fright on seeing the thermometer after it
has been plunged into hot water.
"That joke died a horrible death."

Probably the simplest formula ever
given for story telling comes from Ken

Murray.
"The cardinal

to

in

a perfectly straight manner,

up to

point of the punch.
Then give it
everything you've got."
So many parlor comedians, he complains, try to wisecrack on the descriptive
part of the joke. "For a few minor giggles, they sacrifice the psychological effect of the big payoff."
He advises the amateur to study the
construction of a joke in order to get the
most out of it. When conveying the picture, he must be very careful not to tip
off the point. And he must see that the
punch line comes on the last word of the
the

phrase, and never, never try to get more
laughter by prolonging the joke.
"Here's a joke that's pretty familiar,"
point.
Ken said. "It will illustrate
Somebody asks, 'How are you getting
along with your new eight-room house?'
furHis friend says. 'Oh, not badly!
nished one room by saving soap coupons.'
" 'Didn't you furnish your other seven

my

We

rooms?'

"'We

—they're

full of soap!'"
the teller had made the
last line, "They're full of soap and we
can't get any furniture in them." The re-

Now

sult,

a

can't

what

if

Ken pointed

mild

snigger.

would have been
The main point was

ANY

SAFELY

Shade you desire
in 5 to 15 minutes

Careful, fastidious women avoid the use of
peroxide because peroxide makes hair brittle.

Lechler's Instantaneous Hair Lightener
NO peroxide. Used aB a paste it ca

requires

Eliminates "straw" look. Beneficial to perm a- C
hair. Lightens blonde hairs" 1
grown dark. Thia is the only preparation that also lighten*
the Bcalp.
No more dark roots. Used over 20 years by famous

not atreak.

nent waves and bleached

beauties, stage and screen stars and children. HarmlesB
anteed
Mailed complete with brush for application

Guar

1

Art of Lightening H air
^ Page booklet "TheFree
with

&&FF
IS.mZ.IL
r
Without Peroxide"

your first order.
Inc.

LECHLER LABORATORIES,

560

Broadway

(Dept. A)

New York,

N. Y.

SORE, RHEUMATIC

principle of getting a
joke over successfully," he says, "is to tell
it

Stop hawking

CHENEY &

emerges:

funny joke on the doctor.
The doctor
arrives, produces the thermometer.
The
film flashes back to another scene where
the villain and the villainess of the pic-

—

nose bad breath Sinus irritation
stuffed-up
Send Post Card or letter
phlegm-filled throat.
for New Treatment Chart and Money-Back
Offer. 40,000 Druggists sell Hall's Catarrh Medicine.
Write today!
63rd year in business.
CO., DEPT 232, TOLEDO, O.
F. J.

MUSCLES

_

Send me FREE particulars "How to Qualify
for Government Positions" marked *'X".
Salaries, locations, opportunities, etc. ALL

WOMEN SENT

WAKE UP YOUR

certain

Say goodbye

to

messy liniments and

salves, that:

have to be smeared on every few hours to be
effective. The new treatment for sore, aching
muscles is Alleock's Porous Plaster, that stays
on until pain is all gone. One Alleock's Plaster
lasts days and days without further thought. The
blood is gently drawn to the painful rheumatic
area, and the muscles are massaged as you move.

No

rubbing. Nothing smelly or sticky. Alleock's
pleasant. Easy on, easy off when pain is gone.
5 million users testify that Alle ock's is marvelou3
for backaches, arthritis pains,
>li-S
fillT'l'l'llW'l
chest colds. 25$ at druggists.
is

JT.TJ

DRESS GOODS SAMPLES
n
a

MAKE % $24 WEEK

FREE

Lowest prices on finest quality DRESS GOODS can
bring you up to $24 in a week, quickly, easily. Send today for FREE SAMPLES beautiful, newest Percales,
No investment. No experiSilks, Prints, Rayons, etc.
Full or spare time. Not house to house.
ence needed.
Startling plans and surprise offers give you home supply
extra
of
Dress Goods
charge.

FREE

FREE SAMPLES

NEW

Stainproof

TABLE CLOTH
Complete

FREE

line

furnished. Gorgeous
patterns and colors.
Just wipe to clean.
Write! Free!

out,

HOME

Also

Ready- Made

DRESSES!

Also, dozens of thrilling, new-

ready-made DRESSES, finest
quality, charming styles, amaz-

est

ingly low-priced! Big bargains!
send you elaborate presentation Style-Book ABSOLUTELY FREE. Write today for all

We

Send
amazing complete lines!
no money.
Ohio
DECORATORS, Dept. 961, Cincinnati,

—
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2^f¥EHW

fogged by adding too many words after
the payoff.
If the story you're telling happens to
be one of those lengthy ones, with a complicated build-up, Ken points out an excellent way to hold the listener's interest.

ARZENA
NASAL
OIL

"I
have found it helpful, in getting
through a long story, to go through the
motions of the story action," he says. "For

r nf=Pl?

instance, if you're telling how the fellow
picked up a telephone and called his wife,
actually go through the motions of pick-

The Great New Head-Cold Fighter

Fights

ing up the phone and dialing it.
This
gives a sight picture and puts extra pepper and salt into the story."
It's very hard for George
Burns and
Grade Allen to get very serious on the
subject of humor which is a serious
enough topic if you earn your living by
it!
In fact, when I asked George how to
tell
a hilarious story, he threw up his

Head Colds
FREE ENTIRELY FREE

Makes Breathing Easy

n

s

A?i D rtg

fl

Jrts

—

Send No Money— Nothing to Buy— No Obligations
Here is a special advertising offer made solely for
the purpose of acquainting you with the remark-

new head-cold-fighter, a
which will be sent on receipt of the
coupon. Don't delay. Be sure to take advantage
of this sensational Free Special Offer at once. No
letter needed. Send only your name and address
on the coupon, and mail today.
able action of this great

hands.

test bottle of

"When you try to tell a joke with
Gracie mixed up in it, there's no right way
or wrong way," he said. "Grade's sense of
humor is thrown a little off balance by a
dizzy sense of logic, which is also thrown
off-balance by her dizzy little brain."
Gracie made a slight sputtering noise.
George winked at me, then turned to

SEND NO MONEY-ONLYYOUR NAME
For Free Sample write name L
and address plainly and send
to ARZEN, 544 S. Wells ,
!

b—Street,
!

Chicago,

Dept. 42.

Gracie.
"Just mention a word and
sentence using that word."

J

-

1

REDUCE STOCKING BUDGET!
A NEW PREPARATION, one
treatment
makes SILK and
STRONGER. MORE
ELASTIC. Prevents Shrinking,
Fading,
Runs, Rain 0C n

SToPre
Stocking Preserver
96-oth Avenue. N.Y.C.
Dept. RM-2

AGENTS WANTED

RAYON

24 pairs X3C

Treats

Spots.

of Hose or Underwear for postSend 10c for Trial Package, paid

NOT ALL BEAUTIFUL

VOICES ARE GOD-GIVEN!

the divinely inspired DETERMINATION to develop
gift that accounts for the rich beauty of a fine voice.
One
has done most to help earnest students is a master in this
His method of developing both speaking and singing voices
(without the use of scales or singing lessons) has been so successful that he
guarantees improvement Or there is no coat for his simple instructions. Scores have found his Perfect Voice System the stepping stone to
fame and fortune in opera, radio, concert stage and public speaking. His
120-page book, fully illustrated, will be sent free to anyone interested in
developing a beautiful and magnetic voice for singing or speaking. Just
send a postcard with your name and address to Prof. Eugene Feuchtinger,
64 East Lake Street, Studio 7912, Chicago, Illinois.

More

often

it is

and perfect the
of the

men who

inspiration.

—

YOUR BABY
HEALTHY

KEEP
"How
Will

How
one.

RM-2, 205

E.

42nd

St.,

CO.,

New

make

a

suggested Gracie without a
hesitation.
"I
have to wear suspenders," said
George, "or
pencil fall down."
Gracie gave one of her rippling laughs
and said she could do that too. George
suggested the word "razor."
"Razor," said Gracie. "Oh, that's too
easy, George.
Just listen to this.
girl

A

down. Who'll pick her up?"
George made
a
grimace.
"Gracie,
'Who'll razor?'— that's what you should
have said."
fell

"Oh, but Daddy pawned the razor so he
could buy a shaving brush."
George winced and looked at me sor-

Inc.

York City

he said,
be a right

some people
a wrong
way to tell a joke. But just remember
this— for anybody, the wrong way is to
tell

see."

may

"for

way and

a joke to Gracie."

And have you
home?

a

little

Box 2294-C, Scranton, Penna.
Without cost, please send me full particulars
the subject before which I have marked X:

Gracie

in

your
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D
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D
D
D
D
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Q
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D

D
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D
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Lettering Show Cards
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Civil Service
Mail Carrier
Railway Mail Clerk
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High School Subjects
College Preparatory
First

Year College Subjects

D Advanced

Dressmaking

Management, Catering

Name

The amazing action of Pedodyne is troly marvelous, and a
boon to those whose bunions canse constant foot trouble and

Address

a torturing bulge to the shoes. It stops pain almost instantly
and with the inflammation and swelling reduced so quickly
you will be able to wear smaller, neater shoes with ease and
comfort. Prove it by actual test on your own bunion. Just
write and say, "I Want To Try Pedodyne." No obligation.

City

Chicago,

Air Conditioning

D

Illustrating
Q Cartooning
DOMESTIC SCIENCE COURSES
D Professional Dressmaking
D Millinery
and Designing
Q Foods and Cookery
D Home Dressmaking
Q Tea Room and Cafeteria

BUNION Storture
B-Z12,

about

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
D Architect
D Sanitary Engineer
D Architectural Draftsman
D Steam Engineer
Building
Estimating
Marine Engineer
D
Contractor and Builder
D Bridge Engineer
Structural Draftsman
Bridge Foreman
Building Foreman
Q Structural Engineer
D Electrical Engineer
D Diesel Engines
Electric Lighting
Aviation Engines
D Telegraph Engineer
D Automobile Work
D Telephone Work D Radio Q Plumbing Q Steam Fitting
Management of Inventions D Heating
Q Ventilation

Salesmanship

Dept.

to get

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Secretarial

Pedodyne Co., 180 N.Wacker Dr.,

money

"Is there a prospect of my ever earning
enough money to marry?"
If the answer to both questions is "no,"
you are in a quandary!
yourself worth more money!
Many, many other bewildered men have
found the answer in more training. This
coupon was their very first step.

my

there

earning enough

I

married?"

MAKE

I'll

DENCIL."
r moment's

"You

By

yourself these frank questions

"Am

rowfully.

to Raise the Baby,"
Bernarr Macfadden.
set you on the right track!
to feed, clothe, bathe, and exercise your little
Send $2.00 for a copy to

MACFADDEN BOOK

Ask

Age

State

Present Position
// you reside in Canada, send this coupon to the
International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited,
Montreal^ Canada.

III

STOP Your Rupture

C6&C&

Worries!
Why worry and suffer

v£
COUGH

any longer?

Learn about our perfected invention for all forms of reducible rupture in men, women and children.
Support fitted with automatic air
cushion assists Nature in a natural
strengthening of the weakened
| muscles. Thousands made happy.
I Weighs but a few ounces, is inconspicuous and sanitary. No stiff
c E. Brook,, inventor sprigs orhard pads. No salves or

Sets

BROOKS COMPANY,

recovery. It soothes raw, irritated tissues; quickly
allays tickling, hacking. Spoonful makes for coughfree sleep. No stomach-upsetting drugs. Ideal for
children, too. Don'tletthatcoughduetoacold hangon!
For speedy relief'and speeded-up recovery insist upon—

Sent on

trial to prove it. Beware of imitations. Never
sold in
stores or by agents. Write today for full information
and
f ree Book on Rupture. All correspondence
confidential.

182 -J State St.. Marshall, Mich.

WORSE

Check it before others (maybe the children) catch it!
Check it with FOLEY'S HONEY & TAR, the doubleacting compound that gives quick relief and speeds

J

plasters. Durable, cheap.

that
before it

Eddie Cantor stirs a
ade before going on

glass of lemonhis

Texaco show.

imwm

HONEYS TAR

COMPOUND
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Magic

Put

From Housewife

in

Your Baking

Blondes?

(Continued from page 54)

To Hotel Hostess

4 tsp. baking

Helen Armitage, Hotel Hostess,
Secures Position, Though She

Knew Nothing About Hotel Work
d Had No Business Experience.
I
I

Then my situation
became such as to make the
or vocation.

a position imperative. One day I read an advertisement, 'Be a Hotel Hostess,'
and sent in the coupon. The
Lewis Schools' book. 'YOUR
BIG OPPORTUNITY.' convinced me I could make good
finding

of

in this fascinating profession,
enrolled.
I am Hostess of this lovely
hotel, earn a fine salary and have splendid
Lewis Leisureopfortunities.
All entirely due to

Now

and so I
Nebraska

my

Time, Home-Study Training."

Step Into a Weil-Paid Hotel Position
is but one of the many Lewis-Trained
holding well-paid hotel, club, restaurant
institutional positions.
Registration
of
extra cost in Lewis National Placement Service, which
covers country thru special arrangement with the more

Helen Armitage

men and women

FREE

and

than 23,000 Western Union offices. Write your name
and address in margin, and mail this ad TODAY for
Free Book, "Your Big Opportunity," which tells how to
qualify for a well-paid position at

home

Browns?

With One New

Sift

cuit

in a day. My line contains over 150 quality
woolens, all sensational values and guaranteed. Yon
don't need experience or money. I supply everything
required, FREE of extra cost. Write me today for FREE
details. W. Z. GIBSON, Dept. P649, Chicago, Illinois.

Swedish Shampoo
and Rinse No Dye
Nor Bleach

baking

mixture and a bottle of almond

fla-

Cherry Cobbler
can cherries
cup prepared biscuit flour
tbl. sugar
cup milk
Butter

1
1

Send

up to $12.00

powder.

salt

voring.

I

Will You Wear It and Show It to Friends?
I need a reliable man inyour town to wear a fine, madeto-measure, all-wool DEMONSTRATING SUIT—advertise my famona clothing—and take orders. Yon can make

and

butter and add milk gradually,

flour,
in

beating until smooth. Drop by teaspoon
into the stew, cover closely and steam for
twelve minutes. Be sure the dumplings
rest on the meat and cannot sink into the
liquid, as this causes them to be heavy.
When guests drop in unexpectedly
around dinner time does the problem of a
last
minute dessert trouble you?
It
needn't, if you will follow Ma Perkins'
advice.
Her answer to the problem is
cherry cobbler, which can be put together
as quickly as the traditional cherry pie.
Just be sure to keep on the supply shelf
a can of cherries, a box of prepared bis-

Washington, D. C.

I

Lighten 2-3-4 Shades

}i cup milk

in leisure time.

YOU
THIS FINE SUITIF

powder

Vi tsp. salt
2 tsp. butter

Work

LEWIS HOTEL TRAINING SCHOOLS
Sta. PB-8953

1

Almond

While the
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r/^CRAY HAIR
Remedy

Made

is

You can now make

at

home

at

Y

Icosting $300.00!

tell

one

To

prove it to you, we'll
Isend it on for 25c down.
I If
you do not think it
the most exquisite piece

jewelry you ever
of
if your friends
Ido not marvel at the
brilliance
of
(glorious
jthe magnificent facsimile diamond, return
'it and we will refund
I

lowned

;

Wear 10 days at our risk. Compare with
your money.
$50 rings; if delighted, continue payments of $1.50 monthRing shipped
ly till the total balance of $0.00 is paid.
Rush 25c
postage fully paid to your door by return mail.
in stamps or coin to

MAID COUPON NOW

Here's 25c.

Name
Address
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382,

RUSH My

NEWTON, MASS.
Ring Today.

spice cake as

^

SE

L

Ear Drams. He wore them day and night.

batteries.

~

Satisfaction
Artificial

THE WAY COMPANY

719 Hofmann Bldg.

Ear Drum

Detroit, Michigan

1

I

egg

Ends Drudgery ... Sells on Sight

NEW

AMAZING
WAIX CLEANER. Revolutionary invention. Banishes old-style housecleaning
mess and mass forever. No

rags—no sticky

gerous stepladders. Literally erases dirt like
magic from wallpaper and painted walls. Also
cleans window shades, upholstered furniture,
without work. SAVES kEDECORATTNG! Ap- i

,

roved by Good Housekeeping Institute!
Lasts for years. Housewives wild
about it-buy on sight. AGENTS WANTED.
Hustlers cleaning up big money.
PI F firrFR" Samples sent at onr risk

Eow priced.

CAM
OHIIirLC. urrui. to nrst person
locality

"""«

who

writes.

in

each

No obligation. Get details. Be first—send in your
CO.. 432 Bar St, Akron. 0.

T0DAY KRISTEE MFG.
-

MANY FOLKS NOW SAY THE

NEW PE-RU-NA
The Great New ColdFighter Often

Wins Fight
With a Cold

1

tsp.

dirty

"dough" — no red, swollen hands. No more dan-

Cake

cup cooked pumpkin
cup milk
2 cups cake flour
l
/z tsp. baking powder

Ya
Yi
Yz

NEW WAY!

CLEANS WALLS

delicious as

2 tsp. cinnamon
1
tsp. cloves

I

I

—a

cup butter
cup sugar

Yi tsp.

you to
W]TEthisDEFY
ring from

tidal

jTney stopped his head
noises. They are Invisible
and comfortable, no wires

1

1

\

off.

SH A M p
FoR

guaranteed or money back.
Write for TRUE STORY.
Also booklet on Deafness.

&

week

ON APPROVAL!

BRADLEY, DEPT.

month

Spice

remedy

Apply to the hair twice a
at very little cost.
until the desired shade is obtained.
Barbo imparts color to streaked, faded
or gray hair, makes it soft and glossy and
takes years off your looks.
It will not color scalp,
is not sticky or greasy

T^BLONMX

any that Grandmother used to devote an
entire day to preparing, but which is simplicity itself to make.

than you can buy, by following this simple recipe: To
half pint of water add one ounce bay rum, a small box
of Barbo Compound and one-fourth ounce of glycerine.
Any druggist can put this up or you can mix it yourself

and does not rub

is

Home

a better gray hair

^

stores.

all

or

(any size) and within a week you will receive
your beautiful enlargement, guaranteed fadeless. Pay postman 47c plus postage — or send 49c
with order and we pay postage. Big 16x20inch enlargement sent C. O. D. 78c plus poetage or send SOc and we pay postage. Take advantage of this amazing
offer now. Send your photos today. Specify size wanted.

Dept. 1547-B

Blondex,

_

cobbler

STANDARD ART STUDIOS

at

flavoring

baking, heat the cherry juice in
a double boiler, add one tablespoon of
butter and thicken with two teaspoons of
flour made into a paste with cold water.
Cook until the sauce reaches the desired
consistency. Just before serving stir in
half a teaspoon of almond flavoring.
We have saved the best for the last

S. Jefferson St,

New

—

Drain the juice from the cherries and
place cherries in a buttered baking dish.
Dot with butter, sprinkle lightly with
sugar and add a few drops of almond
flavoring.
Set baking dish in oven so

brown and cooked through.

for $1.00

With

hair.

'

or smaller if desired.
Same price for full length

3

popularity that go with*
naturally soft, golden-toned
the fascinating new
Swedish Shampoo-Rinse, a single shampoo, followed with
the New Blondex Special Rinse (supplied free), will
lighten your hair 2 to 4 shades
at a cost of but a few
cents.
Safely, too.
New Blondex brings out the full
lustrous natural color and the shimmering highlights that
your hair used to have, without dye or bleach. Gone is
the dull, drab, oil and dust-darkened color that makes
you look old. Get Blondex today. New combination package, shampoo with free rinse, now also in a 10c size
light

Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after
being deaf for twenty- 6 ve years, with his Artl-

Size 8 x lO

guaranteed.

Browns!
ChestRedheads!
Here's
good news! No longer need
you sacrifice the admiration,
alluring
the
appeal
and
Blondes!

nuts!

,

ENLARGED
ANY PHOTO
inches

47.

—

To Be Deaf
No. Joke
—Every deaf person knows that—

cherries will heat through. Mix the biscuit flour and sugar, stir in the milk gradually,
pour mixture over cherries and
bake in moderate oven until crust is

or bust form, groups, landscapes, pet animals, etc.,
or enlargements of any
part of group picture. Safe
return of original photo

TOO
DARK?

Dumplings
2 cups flour

"Imagine my predicament.
had never been in business—
knew nothing about any trade

HAIR

f By Helping to Build Up
^T^i
i Cold-Fighting Resistance druggists
—SEND
FOR
FREE
SAMPLE*
£
r
.

l
faj

nutmeg

.

salt

cup chopped nut meats.
cup raisins.
Cream the butter, and add sugar gradually. Beat in egg and pumpkin. Sift dry
ingredients together and add alternately
with milk. Fold in nuts and raisins. Bake
in buttered loaf pan in moderate oven,
about fifty minutes. Cool and cover with
orange walnut icing.

Foor

free

sample bottle of The

PEERUNA, address

—

^
^

i

^N^fc

NEW

PERUNA, 544

S. Wells St., Chicago,

OLD FACES

III.

"^

Dept. 162.

!
I

MADE

YOUNG!

Orange Walnut Icing
3 tbl. butter

2 cups powdered sugar
2 tbl. lemon juice
2 tbl. orange juice
1

tsp.

Chopped walnut meats
Cream the butter, and add sugar gradually.

juice and
as the cake is iced,

Add orange and lemon

orange rind.

As soon

can look lO to 15 Years Younger. S Minutes
a day Keeps Wrinkles Away. This new sensational
home method of Facial Rejuvenation Sent on Trial— You

YOU

grated orange rind

Risk Nothing. Helps to correct age lines, hollow cheeks,
and preserves youthful contour of face and neck. No cosmetics Women, men, all ages, write for thrilling Book and
Facial Analysis Chart.both sent FREE in plain wrapper.
.

PAULINE PALMER. 143SB Armour Blvd.,KansasCity,Mo,

RADIO MIRROR
sprinkle with the chopped walnut meats.
/ know
recipes

you

-will want the other magic
Perkins wrote down and gave
me, including those for drop doughnuts
and pineapple upside down cake. Also, if
you are not already familiar with the prepared flours which need only the addition
of milk or water to make delicious pie,
shortcakes and
cake,
cookies,
muffins,
meat pie I shall be glad to tell you about
them. Just send a stamped, self-addressed
envelope with your request to Mrs. Margaret Simpson, Radio Mirror, 122 East
42nd St., New York, N. Y.

Ma

Many Never
Suspect Cause
Of Backaches
This Old Treatment Often Brings

Many

sufferers relieve nagging

Happy

Age

(Continued from page 37)

backache quickly,

once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking the
excess acids and waste out of the blood. Most people
pass about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds of waste.
Frequent or scanty passages with smarting and
burning shows there may be something wrong with
your kidneys or bladder.
An excess of acids or poisons in your blood, when
due to functional kidney disorders, may be the cause
of nagging backache, rheumatic pains, lumbago, leg
pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up nights,
swelling, puffiness under the eyes, headaches and
dizziness.

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,
used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood.

Get Doan's

Don't Act Your

Relief

Pills.

THE IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME—

DESIR D' AMOUR

which have been worked into the Town
Hall broadcasts. Allen urged him to write
some sketches for himself on the Hour
of Smiles. "But if
tried to do that,"
Walter told me, "I think I'd be overstepping myself." His attitude toward the
press raves which Fred Allen is always
bringing him for his scrapbook is as typically modest.
"They don't mean I'm
good," he says, "they just mean my press
I

is earning his salary."
he pays any attention to his press
notices, it is to the rare ones that don't
laud him to the skies. He was perturbed
over a rather flippant description of him-

agent
If

recently and said. "I don't like that.
It will lead people to believe
think a lot
of myself, and that isn't true."
He doesn't have to think a lot of Walter Tetley. Others do it for him. Jack
Johnstone, author of the Buck Rogers
series and of Walter's new CBS program,
the Treasure Adventures of Jack Masters,
confessed that he hated kids and didn't
think there was another youngster in the
game besides Walter that he could have
worked with for three years and still like.
Helen Hayes' father wrote the star of
The New Penny last year that the show
wasn't worth listening to when Walter
wasn't in it. Walter was written back into
the script in a hurry.
can't help but think that much of
Walter's success is due to his mother's judicious policy of keeping in the background. There are so many meddling
mothers in the professional world that the
exception is a distinct asset to a child
prodigy. Mrs. Tetley has always accompanied Walter to the studio, but there
she becomes his business manager and
not his mother. She never goes into an
audition or rehearsal with him. He had
to learn early to stand on his own feet.
"They hire Walter, not me," she explains.
"In my generation, children were raised
to be seen and not heard.
But that
wouldn't be very good radio training for
a child. So I have brought Walter up on
the theory that parents should not be
seen or heard.
try never to put myself
forward. Some of the stars who are very
fond of Walter Leslie Howard and Helen
Hayes for instance wouldn't even recognize me if they saw me."
The supercilious attitude many gifted
children
acquire
in
the
limelight
is
strangely lacking in Walter off the air,
though he apes it to perfection in comedy
broadcasts.
I
sought an explanation of
this, and his mother told me that she has
taught him from infancy that he is a servant of the public, and that he must always consider the audience's wishes before
his own. Consequently, he looks up to his
public,
never feels superior to them.
When he played at the Palladium in London, the manager told him afterwards,
"What like about you is you play to the
gallery. And when you've got the gallery

Learn to Make
$30.$50,$75aWEEK
JMioom t/ou at
harm
Apam iiAWb

m

self

Do you want to make more money?
Broadcasting stations employ engineers, operators, station managers
and pay up to $5,000 a year.
Spare time Radio set servicing
pays as much as $200 to $500 a
year full time servicing jobs pay
as much as $30, $50, $75 a week.
Many Radio Experts own their own
full or part time Radio businesses.

I

Love's Desire
... an
of

enchanting: exotic perfume
charm clinging for

irresistible

hours as lovers loath to part. Just
a tiny drop is enough. Full
size bottle only 98c or $1.32
C.O.D.
One bottle FREE if

two are ordered.
French Roy, Box 131, Varick Sta.
Dept. 198
New York, N. Y.

GO
PLACES
AND DO THINGS

LET'S

MONEY BACK

IF

NOT SATISFIED

— Don't act
Young again —
pep and
ambition.
Men — Women

full of

"Step

ful

things."

Feel

old.

Take

out

youth

and do

ANGELA MATE.

Harmless, no injurious drugs or dope.
Delicious and stimulating. Praised by
thousands and approved by many
PhysicianB.
Six weeks
C. O. D. plus postage.

supply.

$1;

North American Male Co., Dept. 27A, 120 Green wich St., N.Y.C.

—

"When

completed

I

20 lessons,

my

obtained
Broadcast

I

Radio

Operator's license and

immediately

joined

WMPC, where
am now Chief Oper-

Station
I

ator."— H O LL I S F.
HAYES, 85 Madison
St.,

Lapeer, Mich.

*7"
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'

Month

%#—*.! SEND NO

SEND NAME AND ADDRESS
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GIVEN SSliVn ladies gffl„

b

i?e

green or pink colored Glass Dinner Set.
Or big cash commission— YOURS for Simply Giving Away
FREE big colored pictures with well known WHITE CLOVERINE SALVE used for burns, chaps, sores, etc., easily sold
to friends at 25c a box (with picture FREE) and remitting per
catalog.
SPECIAL— Choice of many other gifts. Our
42nd year. Be First. Write today for 12 boxes Salve.
Wilson Chem. Co., Inc., Dept. 65-W, Tyrone, Pa.

34-pc. cherry blossom

LIPSTICKS

rami
FREE
your chance to discover
new allure by finding the right
.

.

.

shade for your lips! Three full trial
sizes of the famous Rejuvia Lipstick
each in a new seductive
color
sent upon receipt of 10^
in stamps to cover mailing cost.
For beauty's sake, ACT NOW!
.

.

^itl out coupon

and mail TODAY

.

.

,

.

REJUVIA
LIPSTICK

REJUVIA BEAUTY LABS.. DEPT6>3, 395 B'WAY, N.Y.C.
Send me 3 trial size Rejuvia lipsticks; enclosed
find 10c (Stamps ot Coin) for mailing cost.

NAME
ADDRESS

—

I

—
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"I now have my own
Radio business, which

shows three hundred
dollars a month profit

—thanks

again to National Radio." FRANK
T. REESE, 39 N. Felton

St.,

Many Make
Week Extra

$5,
$10, $15
in Spare Time
While Learning
Practically
every neighborhood

a

needs a good spare time serviceThe day you enroll I start
sending you Extra Money Job
Sheets.
They show you how to do
Radio repair jobs that you can cash
Throughout your
in on quickly.
training I send plans and ideas
that have made good spare time
money for hundreds of fellows. I
send special equipment which gives
you practical experience shows
you how to conduct experiments
and build circuits which illustrate
important Radio principles.

man.

I

A

2

S300
a

future. Television promises many
good jobs soon. Men I trained have
good jobs in these branches of

Radio.

rmm

Own
Business
Pays

Radio manufacturers and jobbers
employ testers, inspectors, foremen, engineers, servicemen, paying up to $6,000 a year. Radio
operators on ships get good pay
Automobile,
and see the world.
police, aviation, commercial Radio,
and loud speaker systems offer
good opportunities now and for the

Philadelphia,

—

Penna.

Find

$50
First

Month
in

Spare

Time
nothing:
"I knew
about Radio.
After
four lessons

servicing

I

began

Radios,

Out What Radio Offers

You— Mail Coupon

Earned

Mail the coupon now for "Rich Rewards in Radio." It's free to any
fellow over 16 years old. It describes Radio's spare time and full
time opportunities, also those coming in Television; tells about my
Training in Radio and Television,

shows you actual letters from men
I have trained, telling what they
are doing and earning; tells about

my Money-Back
COUPON in an

Agreement.

MAIL

envelope, or paste

on a postcard —NOW!

earning $50 the first
month. Last winter I
made as high as $100
a month in spare
time."—G. F. WALTON, 808 West Olney
Road, Norfolk, Va.

J.

E.

SMITH, President
Dept. 7BT

National Radio Institute
Washington, D. C.

—

E. Smith, President,
Dept. 7BT,
National Radio Institute,
Washington, D.C.

J.

Dear Mr. Smith: Without obligating me, send "Rich Rewards in Radio," which
points out the spare time
and full time opportunities
in Radio and explains your
50-50 method of training men at
home in spare time to become Radio
(Please Write Plainly.)
experts.

NAME

AGE

CITY

STATE..

in=i

RADIO M IRROR

COUGHS

COME
.FROM

with you, you're all right."
Because he thinks he's darned lucky to
have that gallery to play to, Walter will
sign autographs till his arm aches, and
from his apparent enthusiasm for the task,
you'd never dream he's dying to get away
and play ping pong with the page boys.
He's been snatched from parties and holiday fun dozens of times for an unscheduled rehearsal or broadcast, and never
once complained.
His mother wishes that he had time to
sandwich in some dramatic training between his broadcasts. He has never had a
cent spent on him for theatrical lessons.
Walter disagrees with her as to the value
of such training. He says, "Experience
has been a better teacher for me than
dramatic schools could be. I've heard kids
practicing their recitations and it sounds
like a lot of nonsense to me.
They're
learning to talk like radio announcers.
When you interpret parts in a play for
the radio, you're supposed to talk like
people in the street. You learn that in
the street, not in dramatic schools."

There are ten do's and don'ts that Walter follows for his conduct in the studios,
found as I talked to him. He hasn't
I

TAKE THE SYRUP

T

HAT

—

ever listed them himself I'll do that for
him, in a minute but he obeys them just
the same. And every one of them is
something every other kid
know would
have a hard time learning. Here they

—

I

CLINGS TO THE

COUGH ZONE
The

right medicine for a cough (due to a
cold) is one that does its work where the
that is, in the cough zone.
cough is lodged
That's why Smith Brothers made their famous cough syrup thick, heavy, clinging. It
clings to the cough zone. There it does three
things: (1) soothes sore membranes, (2)
throws a protective film over the irritated
area, (3) helps to loosen phlegm. Get Smith
Brothers'— it's safe! 35$ and 60$.
. . .

are:

Never arrive at rehearsals or broadcasts late or at the last minute.
Don't do a disappearing act after you
get there and have the director tearing
his hair looking for you. Don't let him
find you in his hair, either.
Be thoroughly familiar with your part.
Don't lose your script before a broadcast
or your place during one.

Keep your mind on the show and not
on ice-cream sodas.
If

CONTAINS

VITAMIN A

It

This vitamin raises the resistance of the mucous
membranes of the nose and
throat to told and cough

to read lines, don't play

They pay someone

else

a thing the way you're told to, even
that differs from your own idea of the
way it should be done let the silly director think he knows more than you do.
Check your parents, dogs, and roller
skates outside the rehearsal hall. They're
apt to get under foot.
Don't ad lib except on programs where
you have definite instructions to do so.

Do

if

"IT

you are hired

Xylophone.
to do that.

the

—

throws off the carefully timed schedule.
Don't be snooty with your fans. Don't
frown while you're granting requests for
autographs.
Those people can turn a
little black knob an eighth of an inch and
It

whoosh

And

— there

goes your audience!
never act your age, but

last of all

remember

—

Don't call your elders by
names, even if you've known

it!

their first
them for years.
Walter diligently

observes

all

professional duties are over. He has played
such intense emotional scenes with Ethel
Barrymore and Helen Hayes that they
were still weeping in each other's arms
after the program went off the air. But
you'd have found him a few moments
later in the studio check room, helping
with the coats and hats. That's his favorite occupation between broadcasts.
He plays with his seven pet turtles, he's
an expert horseman, and can hardly be
torn away from his new 33-foot speedboat.
He goes wild with delight when he's at a
ball game and Babe Ruth gives him pointers on the game.
But his biggest thrills
are from his personal achievements seeing the S. R. O. sign hung out at a theatre
where he is making a personal appearance,
being made an honorary member of the
Chum Club of Glasgow, to which Sir
Harry Lauder belongs, being elected vicepresident of an adult dramatic club in
Edgewater, New Jersey, where he lives,
having the song he wrote selected as his
school class song and winning a five-dollar
gold piece for being the best speller in
Roosevelt School.
Speaking of Roosevelt and five dollars
calls to mind the fact that Walter gave
the first five dollars he ever made in radio
to the fund for President Roosevelt's
swimming pool. No one suggested that
use of the money to him. But Walter
had had a touch of infantile paralysis
when he was a baby, and his gratitude for
his narrow escape frequently manifests itself in sympathy for those whose health
Every year since he was five,
is impaired.
he has appeared in the annual show given
at the Crippled Children's Hospital in
New York City. On that day, you
couldn't buy a Tetley radio performance
for a bagpipe full of gold nuggets.
For then he's a child again just for a
night

—

—

infections.

SMITH BROS.
COUGH SYRUP
B9H
NOW
ON

RELIEF

SALE IN

CANADA

FROM

PSORIASIS
Make
THE ONE

with

,

!D€RmOIL

Dermoil has been used by thousands of men and women throughout the country to secure relief
from the effects of this ugly,
stubborn,
embarrassing scaly
Generous trial size skin disease often mistaken for
Apply it
externally.
25c stamps or coin eczema.
Nonstaining. Grateful users report the scales have gone, the red patches gradually disappeared and their skin became clear again after years
of suffering with scaly patches.
Dermoil is backed by a
positive agreement to give chronic sufferers definite benefit
in two weeks time or money is refunded.
Beautifully
illustrated book on psoriasis and Dermoil FREE.
Trial
bottle and amazing PROOF OF RESULTS 25c to those
druggist's
name and address. Prove it yourwho send in
self no matter how long you have suffered or what you have

TEST

LAKE
Box

S,

106

LABORATORIES

Northwestern Station

|>

Dept. M-tl, Detroit, Michigan

these

But that doesn't mean he isn't free
to act like a normal boy the minute his
rules.

Jean Harlow's supposed to have refused a New York radio offer
because she was afraid of autograph seekers. But here in California
she doesn't mind.

:

She Cot *4€<r-'
a Half

Dollar

Sfwill pay

CASH for\

for

OLD COINS, BiLLS and STAMPS]
Profits
FOR THOSE

jr~

WHO KNOW

Up

to

$80

for certain
copper cents

OLD MONEY!

,VN«

There are single pennies that sell for $100.00. There
dimes, quarters, half
are nickels worth many dollars
dollars and dollars on which big cash premiums are
Each year a fortune is offered by collectors for
paid.
rare coins and stamps for their collections. The prices
paid are amazing.

—

Sam

Mrs.

Dowty

of

Max
sold B.
one-half dollar
for $400.00.
Texas,

Mehl

Pays to Post Yourself on the Big
Values oE Old Coins and Stamps
Knowing about coins pays. Andrew Henry,
It

Up to $50
for this Nickel

of
Idaho, was paid $900.00 for a half-dollar, received
valuable old coin may come into your
in change.
possession or you may have one now and not know
Post yourself.
it.

A

I

Will Pay

Up To

For One
I

$6,500
Old Coin

PAID $200.00

MARTIN, OF VIRGINIA,
TO
FOR JUST ONE COPPER CENT
J. D.

"Please accept my thanks for your check for $200.00 in payment for the copper cent I sent you. I appreciate the interest
you have given this transaction. It's a pleasure to do business with a firm that handles matters as you do.
I wish to
assure you it will be a pleasure to me to tell all my friends of
Julian D. Martin, Va.
your wonderful offer for old coins."

Huge Premiums

is

$50

I

>

^yr/*A

Send the coupon below and 4 cents for
Illustrated Coin and Stamp
Folder and further particulars.
Write today for this eye-opening,

valuable wealth of information on
the profits that have been made
from old money. No

!

—

!

,

•"•Jfc'Jaii

•"/^sSte-:

.V/fiJ^^^'CSi

,^'

FILL

Bills

To

and Stamps Wanted

MAX MEHL

Please send me your Large
Coin and Stamp Folder and further
particulars, for which I enclose 4 cents.

Dear Mr. Mehl

Illustrated

Have Been Buying Old Money
For 36 Years

Any bank in Fort Worth or Dun & Bradstreets will testify*
my responsibility. My volume of business, built on fair
and prompt dealings for 36 years, is such that I own and
occupy my own building devoted to my coin business. You
will find every representation I make to be true and not
exaggerated. It will pay you to do business with me.

9

as to

M AX MEHL FORT
$u«& Xh<w*
L
WORTH, TEXAS.

326 Mehl Buildim

B.

OUT AND MAIL NOW!

326 Mehl Building, Fort Worth, Texas

$1.00 to $1,000 paid for certain old cents, nickels, dimes, quarters,
etc. Right now I will pay $50.00 for 1913 Liberty Head nickels
(not buffalo), $100.00 for 1894 dimes ("S" Mint), $8.00 for
1853 quarters (no arrows), $10.00 for 1866 quarters (no motto),
$200.00 each for 1884 and 1885 Silver Trade Dollars, etc., etc.

•

pay up

my Large

All Kinds of Old Coins, Medals,

B

to

Let Me Send You My Big Illustrated Coin
Folder! It Will Open Your Eyes !
Use the Coupon Below!

-

f

Will

but one of the

stantly receiving.

I

Old Stamps

recognize them.

many similar letters I am con- obligation on your
part.
You have nothPost yourself
It pays
I paid Mr.
ing to lose everyManning, New York, $2,500.00 for a single silver dollar. thing to gain. It may
Mrs. G. F. Adams, Ohio, received $740.00 for some old mean much profit to
vou
coins.
I paid W. F. Wilharm, of Pennsylvania, $13,500.00
for his rare coins.
I paid J. T. Neville, of North Dakota,
Largest Rare
Co. In the
$200.00 for a $10 bill he picked up in circulation.
Mr. Coin
U. S.
EstabMehl paid $1,000.00 to Mr. Brownlee, of Georgia, for one lished 36 years.
Mr. Brownlee, in his letter to Mr. Mehl, says
old- coin.
"Your letter received with the check for $1,000.00 enclosed. I like to deal with such men as you and hope yon (Copyright
1936)
continue buying coins for a long time." In the last thirtysix years I have paid hundreds of others handsome premiums for old bills and coins.
This

for

old stamps bring big premiums.
An old 10c
stamp, found in an old basket, was recently sold for
$10,000.00. There may be valuable stamps on some
of your old letters. It will pay you to know how to

Some

Q. „l

.
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GOES WITH A LIGHT SMOKE
"On

top of the world."

It's

the grand feeling that

goes with smoking Luckies ... a
treats
.

.

.

you

right

that delights

.

.

.

light

that's truly kind to

smoke

that

your throat

you with the savory flavor

of the

highest priced center leaves of rich tobaccos.
light

smoke — because only Lucky

Strike gives

A

you

such fine tobaccos plus the priceless throat protection of the "Toasting" Process. Only Lucky Strike.

(

£rf

£-~'*?

jWfc*

OF RICH, RIPE-BODIED TOBACCO- ITS TOASTED
Copyright, 193G, Thc.Am<>rieanTob3<

•£l

be

MAJOR BOWES DROPPING

$

HIS

AMATEURS?
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HO FL
MARCH

CLARK
GABLE

HOW
RADIO HAS PUT

MOVIE STARS

ON THE SPOT
Words and Music of Andre Kostelanetz' Theme Song
TRAGIC STORY of KATE SMITH'S SECRET ADOPr

J

gargle
a day
MJSTER1NE twice
"1

and have had

fewei-

sore throats

SuncMrom
Says Florence

%>

^^'

v fp**t£~

\

for
"It's slick

"|

relief
giving quick
throat"
for sore

cold
haven't had a
years
in the three
I've

been

using LISTERINE"
Herman

Pierce
Soys Ronald

Soys Albert

Listerine gargle

kills millions

of germs associated with
colds and sore throats
TF you
-'-

terine Antiseptic because

like

a finer

Cough Drop

by LISTERINE

you

the wonderful freshening
you've probably

effect,

Now

are a regular user of Lis-

made

this

happy discovery: that you have
fewer colds and sore throats — and
milder ones — than you used to.
Such results are not at all surprising. Remember, that when
Listerine Antiseptic
gargle,

it kills

is

used as a

on throat and mouth

surfaces, literally millions of the

bacteria associated with colds

Wisely Medicated

Even 4 hours
tests have shown

simple sore throat.
after

its

use,

and

germ reductions in mouth

rinsings

ranging up to 64%.

Get

in the habit of using Lister-

Antiseptic twice a day

ine

least during the winter

See

if

your health

is

— at

months.

not better.

At the same time note how much
cleaner and fresher your mouth is

— how much sweeter your breath.
Lambert Pharmacal
St. Louis,

Co.

Mo.

LISTERINE
The Trustworthy
Antiseptic

^ve/^ada.
(=

Dingy teeth and tender gums destroy her
She evades close-ups
charm... She ignored the warning of "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"
. . .

has
How oftentoa a passgirl

thrilled

ing glance— to an admiring look that
were someone to in-

pears

says, "If only there

For

troduce us now."
Lucky for her if she has a youthful
smile— a smile that reveals sparkling
white teeth and healthy gums. But how
pitiful the smile that shocks the expectant eye. How sad the smile that betrays
dull teeth and dingy gums— tragic evidence of unforgivable neglect.

nored,

NEVER NEGLECT "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"

That first warning tinge of "pink" on
your tooth brush—how harmless it ap-

and yet how

trivial, trifling
it

serious

as

it

it

can prove.

may seem—ig-

can exact a heavy penalty.

When you see it—see your dentist. You
may not be in for serious trouble, but
your dentist is the only competent judge.
Usually, however, he will tell you that
yours is simply a case of gums that have
grown soft and sensitive under our modern soft-food menus— gums that need

and work— and as so
many modern dentists advise— gums that

more
will

resistance

respond to the healthful stimulation
and massage.

of Ipana Tooth Paste

For Ipana

is

a modern

tooth paste — not only
designed to keep your teeth clean and
sparkling— but, with massage, to assist the
health of your gums. Rub a little extra
Ipana on your gums every time you brush

your teeth. Circulation increases. Lazy
tissues waken. Gums become firmer.
Play safe! Adopt this common-sense
dental health routine in your own home.
Change to Ipana and massage todayhelp safeguard yourself against gum trou-

have a better chance for
whiter, brighter teeth and sounder,
healthier gums— a better chance for a
smile of enchanting loveliness!
bles. You'll

^^fnThehomecore

i$

° nd 9on*
-"Til
your
teein

f
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NATURE

IS

SJINGY WITH TOOTH ENAMEL

This Beautiful Enamel,

Once Worn Away, Never Crows Back.. NEVER!

I

sate.
Protect precious

enamel

. .

win flashing new luster
and Be Safe ... change to
Pepsodent Tooth Paste
containing IRIUM!
?£•:

—

w»«--::;..rS2i
To

w tf ffSn
!

»«»

Nature is lavish in restoring skin, hair, nails.
But She's terribly stingy with tooth enamel.
Once you allow it to be injured, or you permit film to start its deadly decay, enamel can
never grow back
never.
That is why the discovery of irium has
caused such a sensation in the dentifrice world.
The flashing new luster it brings with safety
is causing new thousands every dav to change
to Pepsodent, the only tooth paste containing
irium.

»»*

Acts on
Instead of acting

new principle

on enamel with

scrub -hard

Pepsodent containing irium softens the
tough film that forms and glues itself on teeth
and gums. Then gently lifts and floats it away
polishes the enamel to a brilliant sparkle
you have never even seen before and imparts
a new, firm, refreshed feeling to the gums.
You get a new taste-thrill out of eating,
drinking, smoking! And bad breath
caused
by film on teeth which ordinary tooth pastes
fail to remove completely
is no longer a
worry to you! For the first time you know
what cleanliness of mouth, teeth and gums
friction,

—

BECAU56

«

—

—

really

Be

means
safe every

day of your

life!

Get

results

always hoped for but never experienced with
a dentifrice— and get them with safety! Change
to Pepsodent

e safe.
^X*^ 7^

PEPSODENT TOOTH PASTE
IT ALONE CONTAINS IRIUM

Tooth

Paste containing ijrium.

THE NSW HIGH POLISH

"-

Pg ftSQClgM
• All Pepsodent now on
sale contains

irium.

IN THE

REFLECTIONS

RADIO MIRROR
those interested in prosperity notes,

TO
it

has been an almost incredible though

joyful sight to see sponsors, hat in hand,

NBC

standing in line at

and

CBS

seeking

the chance to go on the air and being turned

down because

The

that they wanted.
this fall

any time

there wasn't

left

began to form

line

and now, far into winter,

It is

a sad fact that

Dave Freedman died

because there aren't enough good radio com-

edy writers

He worked him-

to go around.

death and died in his sleep, not yet

self to

forty,

from exhaustion.

years,

Freedman wrote

the past five

In

for practically every

comedian who has had

a radio program.

still

it

Often

were so much

his jokes

demand

in

stretches out endlessly.

Freedman worked twenty hours with-

that

they will look sharply and examine at

If

out pause.

may

close range they

His

office

a triplex apartment.
their

weighty problem

in the

two days'

took place,

much

only

his

typewriter,

and one or two

chairs.

was a skylight of heavy

The Mutual

30th.

Broadcasting

a full

coast network, linking

New

York, to the

fledged coast-to-

WOR,

Don Lee

with

offices in

chain spread out

over the State of California.

not fearing the competition of big programs

NBC

line, as usual,

and CBS, please

forms at the

top

probably never saw

The

note.

his,

though you

his picture

and very

name anywhere. You

his

human

every

work and your applause

ary and

made many

being.

best told

cash to his

me

comedian,

talking

Freedman's overwork,

know

it

said,

radio's

said,

when we go on

me

about

"Most of us

the air with

bad

But no matter how often

it

is

you

can't get

away from

the fact that

up jokes

who

faster than they

best

You know how hard

died in De-

middle of a lawsuit he had

we

try to avoid a

times

they're

purchaser of his jokes, to collect for a con-

come

as

tract he claimed

Freedmans."

against

to

liked

can be manufactured.

brought

his children.

others radio stars.

writer of comedy,
in the

The men who knew

that he left only $5000 in

widow and

a broadcast eats

cember

were the

raised his sal-

He was Dave Freedman,
known

salaries

when Dave died he had

practically no estate.

him

from

there isolated

Though fame and huge

material.
his

one, not

right.

were really fans of

seldom read

ceiling

No

glass.

Dave worked

floor.

One

i^OU

The

even his best friends, ever went up to that

fruits of his toil,

Advertisers wishing for time at night and

opposite on

small

System,

with the proper amount of fanfare, on those

two days became

a

December 29th and

on

listeners,

was a bare room

It

to the pleastable,

ure of

floor of

fes-

containing
tivities that

was the top

find the solution to

Eddie Cantor, a former

Cantor had broken.

by

often

bad program.

inevitable.
if

there

But at

They wouldn't
were more Dave

—

ABSORBED
BY THE SKIN -IN THIS FAMOUS HAND LOTION
NEW! VITAMIN D THAT

IS

The

First

1-Piece

DISPENSER

with every 50c size of Hinds
The new perfect one-piece lotion dispenser
on the Hinds 50c size. Ready to use. Nothing to
take apart or put together. Works instantly. Simply
turn bottle upside down press out comes Hinds, the
lotion with Vitamin D. Hinds puts back the softness
that drying housework takes away. Keeps your hands

At

last!

free

—

—

feeling good, looking grand! $1, 50c, 25c, 10c sizes.

DAILY RADIO TREAT: Ted Malone.
Copyright, 1S37. Lean

HIND S
HONEY AND ALMOND CREAM

& Fink

Products Corporation

..inviting

and to Beauty. Monday to Friday. 12:15

*• Quicks- Acfcc...
UAjC

you

to

Happiness

pm E.S.T..WABC-CBS.

leru
Hst Wok

WHAT'S

WALTER

O'KEEFE

created a new radio
when he walked out on the Saturday Night Party. ... It was the first time
a featured radio performer had ever up and left,
"first-time"

Ed Wynn threatened to, after the
broadcast of his present series, but didn't.
Alexander Woollcott is back on the air with as
inappropriate a sponsor as he had last time. Granger
Rough Cut tobacco is pay rolling him and can't
you just see those pipe-smoking he-men rolling on
just like that.

NEW?
By

TONY SEYMOUR

first

—

the

floor

in

delight

at

some of

polished whimsies?
That Professional Parade
day nights sponsored jointly

Buddy Rogers, at
leads the
band on the new
Friday show with

Helen

Broderick

and Victor Moore.

carefully

show on NBC Wednesby the WPA and NBC

really is helping out some old vaudeville actors who
haven't smelled grease-paint for years. We've seen
several of them turn up, later, playing small parts
in big commercial shows.
Rumors that Walter and Ireene Wicker were
separating for good seemed even more like the truth
when we discovered that Walter has left Chicago and
no one except perhaps Ireene knows where he is.
He used to be co-author of Today's Children, but
not any longer. The rumors started when Ireene
moved her Singing Lady program to New York.

—

—

right,

Alec's

Sid Silvers, Al Jolson's comedian on Al's new
program, can't help being funny. Fate itself
plays practical jokes on him.
He came to New
York for a brief vacation before the program
started, full of plans to have a gay old time among
went down with the flu and
the bright lights
when the vacation was over was still so weak he
had to be carried to the train. The only bright
light he saw was the one by his bed.

CBS

—

—

AFTER

next spring, when Lanny Ross has bethe father of a family, the change which
has been coming over him for the past year and a
He really is a different
half ought to be complete.
Lanny in fact, we wouldn't be surprised any day

come

—

to hear that he'd officially

dropped

his

nickname and

become Launcelot.

When

he

first

Lanny was just
and willing to take things
Then came his marriage to Olive

shot into radio fame

a boy, happy-go-lucky
as they came.

White, and a new sense of responsibility. He began to work harder. He wanted to make his voice
over from the light popular baritone his first listeners
loved, into a medium for more serious music— and
his Town Hall concert this winter was the outcome
of that ambition.
And now the decision of Lanny and Olive to have
a baby in the spring adds the last touch to Lanny's
new maturity. Believe me, everything will be ready
Lanny and Olive
for that baby when he arrives.
are the sort to

Make

Plans.
*

MA LOME'S

*

*

another big star who is expecting an addition to his family and there's a
story back of this bit of {Continued on page 70)

TED

—

A REPORTER WHO KNOWS
Joe Cook's last in
of new
stars on old programs on Saturday night's She

this trio

HIS

RADIO TELLS THE STORIES

—

Chateau on NBC.

IN

BACK OF THE HEADLINES

—

H
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The 6 Special Features of "Lysol"
1.

Non-caustic... "Lysol"

tion, is gentle in action. It

in the proper dilu-

contains no harm-

ful free caustic alkali.
2.

many

Neglect of

Feminine Daintiness had never

a

case of "incompatibility"

can be traced to this very fault.

Effectiveness... "Lysol"

is

active under

practical conditions... in the presence of
organic matter(such as dirt,mucus,serum,etc).

Penetration-. .."Lysol" solutions spread
because of low surface tension, and thus vir3.

tarnished their

Romance

If

you have been seeking

of feminine hygiene that

Other wives envied her life-long
honeymoon
bands, often,
It is

.

how

.

.

told their hus-

nice he

was to

her.

not easy to analyze the quali-

that make romance endure
through the years. Individuals are so
ties

But, in one respect at

different.

husbands are

all

alike.

fect personal cleanliness in a
is

man's

are so apt to

is

means
whole-

some and cleanly, to promote intimate daintiness, ask your doctor
about "Lysol" disinfectant. For more
than SO years this scientific preparation has been used for feminine

hygiene by thousands of women.
"Lysol" disinfectant
an effective germicide.

many good

is

known

Among

as

six essential qualities

woman

is

tually search out germs.
4.

Economy... "Lysol," because

in the

which "Lysol"

proper solution for feminine hygiene.

Odor... The cleanly odor of "Lysol" vanishes promptly after use.
6.

Stability. .."Lysol" keeps

no matter how long
often

it is

it is

its full

strength

kept, no matter

how

uncorked.

New!

Lysol Hygienic Soap for bath, hands,
and complexion. Cleansing and deodorant.

provides

dampen

FACTS ALL

WOMEN SHOULD KNOW

Lehn & Fink

many

not, herself,

Products Corp.,
Bloomfield, N. J., U.S.A. Dept. 3-R.M.
SoU Distributors of "Lysol" disinfectant.

cases,

Please send me the book called "LYSOL
GERMS." with facts about feminine
hygiene and other uses of "Lysol."

aware of

vs.

Name

She would be shocked to learn that
is guilty of not being thoroughly

she

if

concen-

5.

neglect of proper feminine hygiene.

dainty. Yet,

it is

trated, costs less than one cent an application

the

reasons for this are these

affection.

Strangely enough, in
a

woman

a fault they can never understand.

And few things
a

least,

Lack of per-

a

the truth were known,

Street_

FOR FEMININE HYGIENE

City.

_Stau_
Copyright 1937 by Lehn

&

Fink Products Corp.

More News

WENT ON!—Colin

SHOW
THE
veteran of

Campbell,

the stage and screen, put into practice the old Thespian precept that the show must
go on, except that it wasn't a show merely a rehearsal of the Lux program in which he had a part.
The genial little chap was about to leave his

—

apartment for the Lux Theater when a loud knock

came

ON

HOLLYWOOD FRONT
By RUTH GERI

at the door.

He was

startled

when

five

firemen

confronted him.

THE

"We want
a

to get in here," one

and we have to reach

fire

it

demanded. "There's
through your win-

dow."
"Oh, surely. Surely," Campbell agreed amiably.
"Only let me get my script first and then you may
make yourselves at home."
He pocketed his script and left hurriedly for the
rehearsal, quite unaware until he reached home afterward that the flames hadn't eaten all his be-

longings.

*

AIN'T LOVE
made

*

*

GRAND?—Speaking

of Lux, when
her guest appearance with Adolph
Menjou, she held the entire cast up for a half hour
during rehearsal when, at 8:30, she left the rehearsal
flat and went up into the control room, where the
J. Walter Thompson agency had obligingly had
Andre Kostelanetz's broadcast from New York piped
for her special delectation.
Lily Pons

IN THE FACE— Every time Eddie Canfrom the Wilshire-Ebell Theater, from
which he broadcasts in Hollywood, he looks smack

CRACK

tor emerges

into a huge sign erected across the street, which proclaims in letters two feet high that Joe Penner is "the
greatest comedian in the world!"
And here's the payoff! I was at Eddie's house for
tea the other week, and he served believe it or not!

—

—Cocomalt!

*

—

above,
started a rumor that Al Jolson
with comedian Sid Silvers would be too ill to
start his Rinso show on CBS. He confounded the
gossips by being peppier than ever. Tony Martin, below right with Burns and Allen, may star

Somebody

in

—

a new Campbell tomato

juice hour next April.

*

*

BAG—

IN THE
Conrad Thibault must have
laughed at the efforts of the hard working press
agents who ballyhooed his debut with the Packard
show. Their build-up was that if the boy made
good in his first appearance, he would receive a contract as a reward. And all the time Conrad had a
contract tucked safely away in his kick, with nothing whatever to worry about for thirteen weeks.

FOR LADIES ONLY— Men

can skip

this para-

Here's an eyefull of the "Lloyds of London"
Mary Livingston
preview at the Carthay Circle

graph.

.

.

.

gold print with a mink cape; Jack's doing all
Don Ameche, with Honore,
right, apparently
who wore blue taffeta embroidered in silver
Frances Langford in red broadcloth and silver foxes
None of the movie folk was more eye-filling than
the radio beauties.
in

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

PREMONITION—

It has never been printed that
shortly before her death her studio submitted to
Mme. Ernestine Schumann-Heink the script for a

upon her own life. She read it, and
but rejected it because of the ending. She
like that
because in it the great singer

picture based
liked

didn't

it,

—

dropped dead on the stage!

FLYING

PIGGIES— Bob

fifteen-acre ranches in the

Burns bought two
San Fernando Valley, one

HOW

on and the other on which to
However, he didn't
count on his native Arkansas' publicityminded Governor J. M. Futrell, who
sent a handsome (handsome for a pig,
anyhow) razorback porker. It arrived
via American Airlines.
to live
raise

oranges.

SEASON—The

OPEN

autograph
craze has spread to radio with a vengeance. Hollywood collectors have discovered that many air stars, not to
mention the movie guesters, enter the

CBS

theater

by

tke doctor chooses from

hundreds of laxatives

the stage entrance off

Hollywood Boulevard. So they gather
on rehearsal nights, and get into
the hair of actors and actresses who are
usually late for rehearsal anyway.
there

ON RECORD—

Bing Crosby's
IT'S
verbal battle with the producer of his
picture "Pennies from Heaven" is on
record and Bing will learn it for the
It's
first time when he reads it here.
Bing and the producer had
this way.

—

an argument which waxed fairly warm
concerning one of the numbers in the
picture on which Bing vainly demanded
a re-take. One of his brothers, thinking fast in an emergency, started up a
recording machine in the office and took
the whole thing down verbatim in wax.

WHAT, NO BILLING?— Mysterywhy

isn't

the

Jack

Don

Kenny Baker mentioned in
Benny show introduction?

Wilson's announcement runs like
with Mary Livingston, and

this: ".

.

.

MOST of us remember, with gratitude,
some

crisis in

and
beyond words.

doctor's vigilance
less

Phil Harris' orchestra."

(Continued on page 98)
is

tive,

Astaire's

proved price-

little

for example. It

to

you

ards which a laxative must meet before
he will approve it.

Check the eight
low.

How many

laxative

specifications listed be-

of

them

will

your own

meet?

THE DOCTOR'S TEST OF A LAXATIVE:]
should be dependable.
It should be mild and gentle.
It should be thorough.
Its merit should be proved by the test of
It

time.
It
It
It

It

should
should
should
should

many doctors
own homes, for their
own families. In fact, Ex-Lax has made
so many millions of friends, among all

it's

no surprise

not form a habit.
not over-act.
not cause stomach pains.
not nauseate, or upset digestion.

kinds of people, that it is the most widely
used laxative in the whole wide world.

A REAL PLEASURE TO TAKE
Convince yourself of the facts. Try ExLax the next time you need a laxative.
You'll find that Ex-Lax is mild
that it
is thorough. You'll discover that it does
not bring on stomach pains or nausea. On
the contrary, the easy comfortable action
of Ex-Lax will leave you with a pleasant
sense of freshness and well-being. Children, particularly, are benefited. For the
standards set up by the doctor are doubly
important to a child.
.

When Nature forgets- remember

EX- LAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

.

.

Another agreeable thing ... if you have
been taking bitter, nauseating cathartics,
Ex-Lax will be a pleasant surprise. For it
tastes just like delicious chocolate. All

drug stores have Ex-Lax in 10c and 25c
you prefer to try Ex-Lax at our
expense, mail the coupon below.

sizes. If

EX-LAX MEETS ALL THESE REQUIREMENTS

Ex-Lax checks on every single one of the
points listed above. Meets the doctor's demands of a laxative fairly and fully. So

to find that

use Ex-Lax in their

thing like a laxa-

may be news

that the doctor has a definite set of stand-

program with Francia White.
Edward Rehnquist

skill

But many of us forget that the doctor
equally on guard in minor matters of

health. Consider a

Show Boat fans who've been complaining because Conrad Thibault left the
cast can now hear him singing on Fred

our lives .when the

TRY EX-LAX AT OUR EXPENSE!
(Paste this on a

penny postcard)

p- 3'
Ex-Lax, Inc., P. O. Box 170
Times-Plaza Station, Brooklyn, N. Y.
I want to try Ex-Lax. Please send free sample.

Name
Address..

City
(If

you

....Age

live in

Canada, write Ex -Lax, Ltd., Montreal)

Hi
MUSIC

the

FACING

KEN ALDEN

By

THAT
second

seat

swing,

of

Street,

New

BE THE FIRST

Fifty-

York, the

place where swing originated,

continues to wear the crown.
It
has been christened Tin Jam Alley, jam, in case you don't know,
being a term meaning a session in
which musicians get together just
to cut loose. Among the recent
arrivals

called

on the Street

The Three

T's,

after

*

*

Durelle Alexander, formerly with Paul Whiteman, is now
Eileen O'Day and John
own all-girl band

leading her

.

.

.

Paul Jones are the vocalists with Bob Grayson's band
Helen Ward is back
is with Abe Lyman.
Harry Reser has signed up a new
with Benny Goodman
vocalist, Olga Vernon
Nancy Flake replaced Adele
Gerard with Dick Stabile's band.
.

Connie Boswell

.

.

.

.

.

.

Forty-eighth

any

aft-

ernoon, you can count more musicians than on any other street in
the world.
You can pick up a
band of any size here in five minutes and here is where most of the
audition
bands are recruited.
Speaking of musicians, Local 802
of New York has a membership
of 18,000, making it the largest
musicians' union in the world. It is this local which started
the drive to put musicians back into the movie theaters. If
you live in New York or Philadelphia you may have noticed the pickets in front of a number of theaters which have

no orchestras.
*

*

*

Warner Brothers came back on the air, their songs
have been among those on top
Ex-King Edward VIII
studied saxophone with Rudy Vallee and drums with Abe
Lyman
AI Bowlly, who came over with Ray Noble, has
left him ... So many major radio shows are now emanating from the Coast studios, that many musicians around
New York are getting worried
"Johnny Johnson" is the
name of a show and has nothing to do with the name of the
Dick Himber gave all his men a watch for
band leader
Christmas with this note, "If you don't use this and get
to rehearsal on time, you're fired"
Jack Denny gave his
wife a stunning diamond bracelet
Ozzie Nelson had quite
Since

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

*

York's

GOSSIP OF DANCE LAND

Charles and Jack Teagarden and Frank Trumbauer. These
boys got off to one of the greatest openings at the Hickory
House in years. Nearly every band leader of note was
there including Benny Goodman who went up on the stand
and jammed with the boys.
The Fifty-second Street spots only get going after the
hotels have closed for the night, along about one or two
o'clock.
Then they continue until dawn. In the Hickory
House, for instance, you gather around a huge circular bar
with the musicians' stand in the center, or along tables at
the side and forget your worries watching the antics of the
musicians. Needless to say, these spots have been doing a
landoffice business.

On New

Street, after three o'clock

THE LATEST ABOUT THE

band

a

is

named

TO KNOW

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

a party for his boys, refreshments including twenty quarts
To his drummer, whose hair is
of sparkling Burgundy.
getting thin, he gave a bottle of hair tonic; to his fiddle
player, who is of Jewish extraction, a New Testament. But
that's Ozzie.

Left,

ber's

Richard Himmagic duck
a

knows

card

trick

The maesproud of his pet

or two.
tro

is

wooden

10

magician.

Below, an action shot
of maestro Phil Spitalny, director of
that popular all-girl
orchestra heard over
the NBC Red network.

.

!

Mrs.

Guy Lombardo

recovered nicely

QUICKLY CORRECT THESE

from her operation
Ditto Loretta
Clemens
Barbara Blake left George
.

.

.

.

.

Wedding

Sterney for Braggiotti.
the spring

*T FIGURE FAULTS

.

.bells

and Dick Stabile
Gracie is a show girl

for Gracie Barrie
.

.

.

.

in
.

!

Pericystic not only

CONFINES

.

REMOVES

it

.

u 3 ly bulges!

.

George Sterney

is also marrying, but a
out of the profession.

girl

*

*

*

Joe Haymes, who formed two good
bands only to have his best men taken
by other leaders, has formed his third
Hal Kemp is playing much more
swing music lately
Lucky Strike
changed its Hit Parade from one to a
half hour because of pressure from the
music publishers who claimed that people were only buying those songs on the
weekly list and no others. By the way,
if you can think back twenty-five years,
here's the songs that were popular
then; Alexander's Rag Time Band, Call
Me Up Some Rainy Afternoon, Put On
Your Old Gray Bonnet, By the Light
.

.

.

.

.

.

of the Silvery Moon, Moving Day in
Jungle Town, All Aboard for Blanket
Bay, Meet Me Tonight in Dreamland.
And just one year ago the songs most
popular were; Little Bit Independent,
On Treasure Island, Red Sails in the
Sunset, Thanks a Million, Boots and
Saddle.
* * *

THAT ORGAN GRINDER
After a slow start, it's reached the
proportions of a minor "Music Goes
'Round and 'Round" except that most
of the people who go around whistling
or humming it because they can't get
it out of their heads, don't know that
it's called "The (Continued on page 93)

—

Abdominal Fat is
Most Common of All

if

"What's

It's
the shooting fur?"
Paul Whiteman (right) saying goodbye
to Frank Parker who has taken over
Paul's former Sunday night program.

all

3

you

Do Not

INCHES

in

£jf

DAYS

10
.

Dcni
ire
KLUUVX

.

.

it

with the

will cost

housands of women owe their

m r^
\Ls

slim, youthful figures to Perfolastic— the quick, safe way to reduce! Since so many Perfolastic wearers
reduce more than 3 inches in 10 days, we

YOU

we

are justified in making
this amazing offer. You risk nothing . . .
simply try it for 10 days at our expense.
believe

YOU APPEAR SMALLER AT ONCE!
Look

at yourself before you put on
your Perfolastic Girdle and Brassiere
and afterwards! The difference is amazing.

—

Bulges are smoothed out and you appear
inches smaller at once. You are so comfortable, yet every minute you wear these
Perfolastic garments you are actually
reducing . . . and at hips, thighs, waist
and diaphragm— the spots where surplus
fat first settles.

NO DIET

DRUGS ... OR EXERCISES
No strenuous exercises to wear you out
.

. .

. . no dangerous drugs to take .
. and no
and neck to wrinkled
flabbiness. You do nothing whatever
except watch the inches disappear!
.

.

diet to reduce face

THE SAFE, QUICK METHOD
move you make puts your
Perfolastic to work taking off unwanted
inches. The perforations and soft, silky
lining make these Perfolastic garments
Every

delightful to

wear next to the body.

Your Waist and Hips

PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE

you nothing
"Reduced my hips 9 inches", writes Miss
Healy; "Hips 12 inches smaller", says Miss
Richardson; "Lost 60 pounds with Perfolastic", writes Mrs. Derr; "Formerly wore

now I take an 18. 1 eat everything", writes Mrs. Faust, etc., etc.
don't you, too, test Perfolastic?
a size 42,

Why

SEND TODAY FOR 10-DAY FREE TRIAL
OFFER AND SAMPLE OF MATERIAL
ful

See for yourself the wonderquality of the material!

Read the astonishing experiences of prominent women

who have reduced many inches
in a few weeks! You risk
nothing
we want you to
.

.

.

make this test
expense

NOW!

.

.

.

yourself at our
Mail the coupon

PERFOLASTIC,
NEW

Inc.

Dept. 283, 41 E. 42nd ST.,
YORK, N. Y.
Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing
and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle and
Diaphragm Reducing Brassiere, also sample of
perforated material and particulars of your

10

DAY FREE TRIAL

OFFER!

Name.
Address.
_StateCity_
Use Coupon or Send Name and Address on Penny Post Card
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COAST-to-COAST

HIGHLIGHTS
RUSS KING

By

THE
ALONG
youngest

WAVES—One

of America's
a brother of
Ancient Mariners. It's done with miGene Shumate, Iowa network sports
sport announcers

*

The

is

crophones.
announcer, is only twenty and the brother of the
four Shumates who sing over St. Louis'

Mabel

Fields rates

WCKY's

most
important star. She
not only sings but
music director.
is
as

KMOX

The Ancient Mariners.

as

*

*

*

Babe Ruth wasn't the only big leaguer who didn't strike
out when he went from the diamond to the microphone.
Atlantic City's WPG has an ex-baseballer who is now
scoring with his Irish wit and ballads instead of the bat.
He is Charles "Reds" Dulin, former Phillies managercatcher, featured on WPG's Celebrity Broadcasts.
*

Mabel

*

*

WCKY's

blonde music director in
capacity but when the
occasion requires she fills in most capably as either pianist
or singer. Miss Fields is a graduate of a Cincinnati conservatory and spent several years doing concert and vaudeville
work as a vocalist before facing her first microphone. As
you can see by her picture, she won't need any
preparation to face her first television camera.
Fields,

Cincinnati, not only serves

in that

DIXIE DOIN'S
south in Charlotte, N. C,
comes word that Kate Smith was literally "The
Songbird of the South," recently.
Spending a
week-end in WBT's home town, the Bandwagon
star took her lowest bow when from the fifty
yard line at half-time she gave 35,000 football
spectators her famous "Hello, everybody." The
goal posts rang with applause and critics accorded

From way down

Joan Kay (left) and
Frances Carlon are
the stars of Kitty

Keene,

it

heard
a week.

Inc.,

five times

the

hand she ever got from a visible audience.
WBT'S President-manager William A. Schudt and
Charles Crutchfield, program director, headed Miss Smith's
biggest

of hosts for the week-end.
it was Kate's cheering visit that broke what
"Chock" Crutchfield had begun to think was a jinx. Along
with his program directing "Chock" also handles the microphone at sporting events, and with an important mike-date
upon his calendar he found himself down with laryngitis.
Three days of that and he emerged with a grin, but not for
long.
He had a toothache.
long

list

And

perhaps

While tending to that ache the dentist chipped
from a nearby molar and a balloon-sized
jaw resulted. But wait! The day the jaw was

Only twenty, Gene

throbbing

Shumate

a piece

to

make

worst, he stepped out of the elevator
a stab at returning to his labors and his
its

—

watch band broke sending his favorite
timepiece to the basement seven floors below. But
the watch was retrieved from a dark corner of the
elevator shaft and (we believed it up to this point,
too) was ticking away without having lost a
second. We expected it to have laryngitis.
* * *
wrist

BEAUTY
In Kitty
tective,

Keene

both

stars,

AND
Inc.,

the

stars

as

Iowa Broad-

casting System's
sports

announcer.

TALENT, INC.

the

program featuring a woman de-

Joan Kay and (Continued on page 99)

FOLLOW THESE PAGES FOR NEWS OF YOUR LOCAL STATION STARS
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00
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for True Stories

submitted

-fa rn/mth
CONTEST RULES

SCHEDULE OF PRIZES
Second

2 at $750
Third Prize. 3 at $500
Fourth Prize, 4 at $250
Prize,

Total of 10 Prizes

As soon as possible after receipt of
manuscript, an acknowledg-

All stories must be written in the
person based on facts that happened either in the lives of the

$1,000
1.500
1.500
1.000

Prize

First

each

first

ment

they reach us.
No
correspondence can be entered into
concerning manuscripts once they
have been submitted or after they
have been rejected.
scripts

Type manuscripts or write legibly
with pen.
Do not send us printed material or

$5,000

Look back over your
most

life

and

thrilling, exciting or deeply

select

the episode that

is

moving, no matter whether

it be a story filled with shadow or sunshine, success, failure,
Then write it simply and honestly
tragedy or happiness.
and send it in.

In setting

down your

story,

do not be afraid

to

speak

Our magazines

are devoted to the portrayal of life
most certainly you are justified in
describing fully and frankly any situation that has really
plainly.

as

it

is

actually lived, so

happened.
If your story contains the interest and human quality we
seek it will receive preference over tales of less merit, no
matter how clearly, beautifully, or skillfully written they

may

be.

$750 second prizes,

etc.

every story entered in this contest is
for purchase at our liberal regular rates, so, even
if your manuscript should fall slightly short of prize winning
quality, we will gladly consider it for purchase provided we
can use it.
in

addition,

FIRST CLASS POSTAGE

members

otherwise manuscripts
Enclose return first
same container with

If

At the top
number

Number

of first page record the
of words in your story.

Under no condition submit any

full

Submit your manuscript to us diDue to the intimate nature of
the stozies we prefer to have our contributors send in their material to us
direct and not through an interme-

name

rect.

legal address in your own handwriting at foot of the last page of

and

your manuscript.
You may submit more than one
manuscript but not more than one
prize will be awarded to an individual

diary.

With the exception of an explanatory letter, which we always welcome,
do not enclose photographs or other
extraneous matter except return

in this contest.

return

effort will

be made

unavailable manuscripts,

postage.

class postage or expressage is
enclosed in same container with

if first

manuscript, but

by the editors

story that has ever before been published in any form.

r

Every possible

selected

decision.

PRINT YOUR FULL NAME
AND ADDRESS ON UPPER
HAND CORNER OF
RIGHT
FIRST PAGE AND UPON ENand sign your

is

immediate puichase, it will be
paid for at our regular rate and this
will in no way affect the judges in
their decision.
If
your story is
awarded a prize, a check for whatever balance is due will be mailed.
The decisions of the judges will be
final, there being no appeal from their

the pages.

VELOPE

of their families.

a story

for

manuscript.
Send material flat. Do not roll.
Do not use thin tissue or onion
skin paper.
total

of

in

This contest is open to everyone
everywhere in the world, except employees and former employees of
Macfadden Publications, Inc., and

will be refused.
class postage in

to

Judging upon this basis, the person submitting the best
story will be awarded the $1000 first prize, the persons submitting the two next best stories will be awarded the two

And

not write in pencil.
not submit stories of less than
2,500 or more than 50,000 words.
Do not send us unfinished stories.
Stories must be written in English.
Write on one side of paper only.

Put on

and

stories.

Unavailable stories will be returned
as soon as rejected irrespective of
closing date of contest.

Do
Do

IN FULL,

disguise the names
places appearing

Always
your

Do'not send us carbon copies.

—

after

persons

poetry.

Macfadden Publications, Inc., will pay $5,000 for the ten
best true stories submitted during February, 1937, as per the
This is your big opportunity
prize schedule, shown above.
to cash in handsomely upon a happening in your life or the
Study the rules carefully send for the free
life of a friend.
booklet described in the coupon and proceed to write the story
that may make you richer by $1000.

No change or
can be made in manu-

will be mailed.

correction

writers of these stories, or to people
reasonable
their acquaintance,
of
evidence of truth to be furnished by
writers upon request.

contest ends at midnight,
Friday, February 26, 1937.
Address your manuscripts to
Macfadden Publications Manuscript
Contest, Dept. 29C, P. O. Box 490,
Grand Central Station, New York,
N. Y.
This

we do

not hold ourselves responsible for such return and
we advise contestants to retain a
copy of stories submitted. Do not
send to us stories which we have returned.

eligible

As soon as you have finished your manuscript send it in.
By mailing it as soon as possible you help to avoid a last
minute landslide, assure your manuscript of an early reading
and enable us to determine the winners at the earliest possible
moment. Another big true story contest next month.

MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS. INC. PAY ON ACCEPTANCE
OF MATERIAL BEFORE PUBLICATION. SEE RULES.

Macfadden
P.

Publications, Inc., Dept.

RM

29C

O. Box 490, Grand Central Station,

New

York, N. Y.

me my free copy of your booklet
Know Before Writing True Stories".

Please send

Should

entitled

"Facts You

Name.
Street.

Town

State
(Print

name

of state in full.)
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What do you want
NOTHING

is

more fascinating

to

say?

in

the vast field of radio entertainment than the voice of the listening audience, expressed here in these
pages. See what your neighbor thinks

Whether you

of programs and stars.

agree or not, you have a good chance
of winning one of the many prizes
offered for the best letters.
To win a prize or relieve yourself of
some pent up feeling, address your letter to the Editor, Radio Mirror, 122

East 42nd Street,
later than

New

February

York, N. Y., not

25.

The

prizes are

120.00 for the best letter, $10.00 for the
second best and $1.00 each for the next
five selected.

$20.00 PRIZE

A

PLEA FOR

GOOD

WILL COURT

The Good Will Court was not only
help to the individuals

before
vice

a

who appeared

on the air, insofar as legal adconcerned, but a real life lesson

it

is

to the listener.

The selfish children refusing to support aged or helpless parents; the brutal husband or father; the wayward
son; the cheat; the liar, the thief; how
better could an example of themselves
be shown to them? How many offenses
are committed wherein only the offender knows what he has done?
No one
else knows, so how can he be shamed,
Or shown where he is wrong?
How
about the offender in the home? Can
his family make him see that he is causing untold misery? He will not listen,
Then a similar case comes over the
radio and the firm but gentle voice of
Mr. Alexander and the inexorable
voice of the judge explain in a few
words what the reckoning is for someone in like circumstances.
Hit and run drivers are exposed publicly as soon as they are found out.
Here, the hit and run happiness destroyers were given the chance in the
quiet of their homes, in the privacy of
their own minds, to see their wrong and

TKe voice

Se

Ford

*^ Z>~*tffA
program.

*>*

* °'M

V»a

—

resolve to

make amends!
Bertha A. Chrishan,
Audubon, N.

and

TELEVISION!

$1.00 PRIZE

have repeatedly mentioned the
of costumes, make-up, and
the memorizing of the entire script.
like Jack Benny.
I
I like his looks,
his actions and his wit. When I hear a
horse galloping, or an auto going
around a curve, I don't imagine Jack
Benny in a cowboy costume or at a
I

see

—standing

pictures

him

as

I

see

him

before the mike,

mouth, one hand holding
the script, the other hand on his hip.
When television comes in that is the
way I want to see him.

ciga,

in

his

like a person you like him.
Jack Benny now, I'll like him
twice as much when I can see him.
If

If

I

HAIL TO PENNER'S RETURN

all

necessities

in
J.

Let television come! My favorite will
always be one of the biggest comedy
hits, whether on the screen, stage, radio
or television. Who else could he be but
that king of master of ceremonies Jack
14

Several radio stars have given
on-coming "terror"

steering-wheel.

$10.00 PRIZE

WHO'S AFRAID OF

Benny.

their opinion of the

you

like

Come

on, television!

Marjorie Davis,
San Francisco, Calif.

You asked the opinions of the Radio
Mirror readers about the stars returning to_ the air- after their vacations.
Well, here's mine:
I
read the article about Joe Penner
in the September issue and eagerly

awaited his return to the air.
Joe has always been a favorite of
mine and this year I think he is even
greater, or should I say crazier, than
ever.
Add a grand guest star to Joe's
swell show, as he has been doing lately,
and you have a combination that should

make Jack Benny

look to his laurels!
Sunday afternoon
about five and listen to radio's ace of
comedians. More power to him!
I

cancel everything

Miss Roberta Osborne,
Pomona, Kansas

-

Then

$1.00 PRIZE

AND COURTESY

VIA RADIO
Contrary to the opinion published a
few months ago (December issue), that
politeness and courtesy are foppishly
exhibited; we are constantly reminded
of the cleanliness of our radio waves by
this seemingly insignificant attribute.
We were raised under training where
"Please pass the beans," and "Thank
you, Bill," were obligatory and, after
growing up, raising a family of our own
with a great deal less care than Mother
and Dad used, we are frequently
amazed at the politeness of our own

POLITENESS

youngsters.

Last
Sunday morning,
Sundayschool-bound, our little six-year-old girl
asked us to tie her shoe and her sweet
little unaffected, spontaneous "Thank
you, Daddy," was certainly partially
due to radio influence.

No! No!

Let's

have

this

politeness

and courtesy coming unstintedly into
our homes so that our babies can imbibe it for, goodness knows, they get
little of it from us in our Twentieth
Century "rush."
Rev. J. E. Lodwick,

New

— —

pfft
just like that, it happened.
There came a pause and the rattling
of stiff paper, and
came back to reI

ality with a start.

The heroine had turned a page of her
Oh! if the pages had only been

rubber.

Maybe you

will

make

up

this

mishap.

tions to fix

for being disil-

44

spiring

talent that give the listener
pleasure and entertainment. Letters are
the only barometer by which the stu-

Baltimore, Maryland

take

dios

trying

to

ute chatter.

It

A

much

as

ters

follow
their mile-a-minrather miss one whole

We'd

Mrs. E. E. Peck,
Alameda, Calif.

"The Community Sing each Sunday
night reaches a new high in
tertainment.
Wendall Hall
able song leader, while Billy
Ernie Hare with their own

Jones and
particular

comic chatter and rendition of
songs enliven the program.
I
mention
Milton Berle last, because he packs the
big punch with his rapid fire comedy."
wick, N.

Newberg, New Bruns-

O.

J.

"Orchids

have special occasions for eating
apples, crossing streets safely and writing home to mother. Why not get your
family together around the table, throw

varied enproves an

line of

—William

$1.00 PRIZE
A LETTER-WRITING PARTY

we enjoyed writing

HONORABLE MENTION

listen to

—

as

Mrs. Bernice Jackson,
Ludlow, Kentucky

gives us the jitters

short, honest statement is like a cold
drink of water refreshing, after hearing so many "milk and honey" plugs.

MAKE

and by

pulse

them.

them race through
their whole program in high gear.
And please, Mr. Sponsor, please omit
flowers when speaking of your product.
item than

public's

We've had these special letter-writing
occasions in our family and hope our
radio favorites enjoyed getting the let-

Please let us hear more of Robert
Benchley.
Here is humor with a different twist, and a universal appeal.
Please apply a brake to your news

commentators.

the

which future programs are planned.

$1.00 PRIZE
OPEN LETTER TO THE SPONSORS

We

There was I, crouched before my
radio and lost in the power of drama.
was living the moment as the heroine.
1

formers
and less-known
programs,
of them possessing earnest, in-

many

a few sugges-

Naoma Koch,

$1.00 PRIZE
INVENTORS, ATTENTION!

Can you blame me

I
don't mean just the big stars and the
big programs, but also the obscure per-

script.

Boston, Ohio

lusioned?

a box of stationery in their midst, and
have a letter-writing party and send a
few words of appreciation and thanks
to your favorite stars and programs?

to

announcer

Charles

O'Connor for having the same identical
voice of Franklin Delano Roosevelt.
wonder how many radio fans have noticed this
(Continued on page\02)
I

GLARE-PROOF POWDER...
doesn't

show "powdery"

dazzling light

• • .

Out in that glittering snow
Look in your own mirror!

in

girls say

— look

at the faces

around you.

That "powdery" look in the white glare from the snow
one of the things girls hate most in a powder.
In a recent inquiry, they gave

showing up "powdery" in strong

first

is

place to Pond's for not

light.

Pond's colors are "glare-proof." Carefully blended to catch
light. They give a soft flattering look

only the softer rays of

your skin even in the hardest light. Try Pond's Powder
your winter sports, your brilliant evenings in town.
Special ingredients make Pond's soft and clinging
fresh
looking for hours. Low prices. Decorated screw-top jars, 35^,
to

for

—

7W. New big boxes, 1W, 2CU

FREE

!

5 "Glare-Proof Shades

PONDS, Dept.8RMPC, Clinton, Conn.

Please rush, free, 5

differ-

ent shades of Pond's "Glare-proof" Powder, enough of each for

a thorough 5-day

test.

(This offer expires

May

1,

1937)

Copyright. 1987. Pond's Extract

Company
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These shapely legs
belong to a worldfamous tap dancer.
Can you guess her

name?

THERE'S

Now

see if
guess to
whom the other legs
belong. See page 104
for the right answers.

you

BEAUTY

can

AFOOT
By

A

JOYCE ANDERSON

certainly said a mouthful
BYRON
that poem beginning "She walks

when he wrote

beauty!" For,
whether that's just what he meant or not, the way
a woman walks has so much to do with her beauty.
And the way she walks depends upon her feet. That's
why the lovely stars of radio and screen take such good
in

petite

star

rests

her limbs after a
swim in the pool.
She sings, is French
and has just finished
her second picture.

care of those famous feet pictured on this page.

know

They

woman

has ever been glamorous when
she looked as though her feet hurt! Yet, with all the
importance of healthy feet for beauty, they're the most
neglected part of our body; our faces get loving attention with creams and cosmetics, our hands are carefully
groomed and manicured, we wouldn't dream of cramming a really uncomfortable hat on our heads but
what do we do for our feet? No wonder it's been estimated that seven out of ten people have some form of
Sadly enough, most of those seven are
foot trouble.
that no

—

Right, here's

one for you.

a hard
You'd

women,

too.

—

never

recognize her
by her feet, but oh,
her voice, in those
Mother Juice rhymes!

So much depends upon our feet grace of movement;
the ability to wear becoming, stylish shoes; an unworried, unlined face.
So little is necessary to keep them
in the very best condition, for nearly everything you do
for foot health produces several beneficial results with
The regime's so simple, just a number

one operation.

little tricks to be employed while you're dressing,
bathing or resting, and things to watch when you're
buying your shoes and stockings (yes, stockings can be
every bit as important as shoes).
First of all, good fit is essential; a comfortably clad
foot really looks better, too.
The shoe itself should
have a fairly straight inner edge, not curved inward
at the joint of the big toe, and should leave enough
room so that the tips of your toes never touch the end.
Naturally, it should never be tight, either in rest or
in motion.
Your stockings should be long enough to
provide half an inch of material to spare when you
stand flat-footed on the floor.
Fortunately, extremely high-heeled shoes are going
out of style but be careful, don't change from high to
low heels too suddenly, for your leg muscles will not
be accustomed to the shift in weight and balance.
When you do buy shoes with high heels, be sure to get
well-made ones. They may cost a little more, but it's
really economical, since healthy feet actually save wear
and tear on your shoes. (Continued on page 66)

of

Left, these are the
legs of a very young

dramatic star who's
heard on a thrilling
aviation serial that
originates in Chicago.

—

These legs (right)
belong to an exotic
torch song singer.
She's been gueststarring
recently
on Hollywood shows.

HAVE YOU ACHING, TIRED FEET?

DO YOUR SHOES PINCH?

LEARN

THE WAY TO WONDERFUL COMFORT
16

DOES your

complexion show

even a hint of dryness, dullness, coarse-texture? Then watch
out, famous beauty experts warn.
For these are the symptoms of a
condition which adds years to even
a young girl's appearance
ugly,
heart-breaking "middle-age" skin!
.

.

.

Use Palmolive regularly, these
same beauty experts advise. For
Palmolive, made with Olive Oil,
does more than just cleanse! Its
gentle protective lather prevents
your skin from becoming dry, lifeless, old-looking . . . keeps your

CHOSEN EXCLUSIVELY
FOR THE DIONNE QUINS!

What a

beauty lesson there

is for you

Dr. Dafoe
chose Palmolive exclusively for the Dionne Quins! If this fine
beauty soap, made with Olive Oil, is safest and gentlest for
their tender skin, isn't it safest for your complexion, too?
in the fact that

MADE WITH
OLIVE OIL TO KEEP

COMPLEXIONS YOUNG

AND LOVELY

THE VARIED ACTI
MRS. LOUIS

MRS. LOUIS SWIFT,

JR., of Chiwell-known
throughout the Middle West and East for her
vivid and active life. She entertains frequentcago's

ly

prominent family,

is

with small, superbly appointed dinners.

"Camels," says Mrs. Swift, "contribute to
the success of

my

dinners. Their delicate

flavor suits the equally delicate flavors in

the food, and they also help digestion. I

always allow enough time between courses so
that every

one may smoke a Camel through."

AS A SPORTSWOMAN,
months

in India

Mrs. Swift

during the winter season when society

mm,

•

*sm

world famous. She spent dangerous

is

tigers, elephants.

In the States,

so engrossed with outdoor sports, Mrs.

Swift enjoys skiing. "It's fun," she says, "but requires healthy nerves. So Camels

MRS. SWIFT DINES
Room

is

and Africa hunting wild boars,

in the Casino

are the only cigarette

I

care to smoke.

They

set

me on my way

feeling right."

of Chicago's Congress Hotel. "Here,

too," says Joseph Spagat, Maitre de Cafe,

"Camels are the favorite

A few

Camel's aid

to digestion

.

.

.

on your busy days

cigarette."

of the distinguished

women who prefer
Camel's costlier tobaccos:
MRS. NICHOLAS BIDDLE, Philadelphia
MRS. ALEXANDER BLACK, Los Angeles
MRS. POWELL CABOT, Boston
MRS. THOMAS M. CARNEGIE, JR., New York
MRS. J. GARDNER COOLIDGE II, Boston
MRS. ANTHONY J. DREXEL 3rd, Philadelphia
MRS. CHISWELL DABNEY LANGHORNE, Virginia
MRS. NICHOLAS G. PENNIMAN III, Baltimore
MISS ANNE C. ROCKEFELLER, New York
MRS. BROOKFIELD VAN RENSSELAER, New York

FOR DIGESTIONS

SMOKE
CAMELS!

MOST modern women lead quite

the natural flow of fluids so neces-

active lives. Preparing meals,

sary for good digestion. Alkalinity

parent -teachers' activities, and social life are

enough

to tax nerves

and affect digestion. A pleasant way
to assist good digestion is to smoke
Camels during meals and afterward. Smoking Camels promotes

increases, Tension eases.

A

com-

forting "lift" follows. Equally imis Camel's mildness. They
never get on your nerves, or tire
your taste. Smoke Camels for digestion's sake— and better "busy days"!

portant

Copyright, 1937, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, North Carolina

JIMMY WALLINGTON

WHAT'S

WRONG

TELLS

WITH

NNOUNCERS
A FIGHTING PROTEST FROM A
STAR

WHO

HAS THE COURAGE

TO DEMAND PROMPT ACTION!
By LOUIS

UNDERWOOD

WALLINGTON, over
feet of him, paced up
JIMMY
and down
his hotel room. Three long
six

strides in

in

direction brought

him up against a

any

wall.

Jimmy had promised

to shoot straight from the shoulder.
declared that announcers were in a bad way, that
they were getting in deeper every day, and that somebody
had to do something about the situation!
The ace announcer of Eddie Cantor's program, Jimmy
Wallington, wanted to tell exactly what he thought was
wrong. He wanted to give reasons why he thought the busi-

He had

ness of announcing

was the weakest chain

in broadcasting.

He wanted to explode the popular myths about announcers.
And he wanted everyone listeners and stars who were in-

—

For fime of Jimmy's
Eddie Cantor show,
turn

to

page

54.

—

terested in radio to hear his message.
to be in. When a man attacks his
profession openly, deliberately, telling publicly what it
lacks, what it needs, what it must do in order to survive, he
It

was certainly a spot

own

needs more than a

So

I

he, like

little

courage.

room waiting for him to begin while
warming up, paced back and forth.

sat in his hotel

an athlete

"First,"

Jimmy

straightened out.

said,

There

get the question of salaries
nothing that is more overrated
in the public's mind than the
price announcers get for their
work.
And it is the actual
small pay they receive which
is one of the roots of the announcing evils of today.
"Get this," he said. "The
average salary of a network
announcer, paid to him by the
company he works for, is be-

"let's
is

tween thirty-five and

fifty dol-

week. That makes him
the lowest paid man on the
program he announces!
"Do you wonder that announcers, big and small alike,
spend most of their time comlars a

£>

plaining about this situation?
It

1

it,

sounds reasonable, doesn't
{Continued on page 11)

IS

MAJOR BOWES
DROPPINC

HIS

AMATEURS?

By

JOHN EDWARDS

MUST HE GIVE UP
EST

A

INTEREST IN

HIS GREAT-

LIFE

WHEN

FICKLE PUBLIC BEGINS

TO

CLAMOR FOR SOMETHING NEW?

Will audiences such as
the one at the right

continue

to

fill

the

new CBS playhouse

in

which Thursday night's
broadcasts are held?
Popularity polls which
once rated Bowes first
far ahead of any other
now list him as third.

20

radio's biggest craze

ISwith

it

the

same man

on
it

its way to oblivion, carrying
carried to the peak of public

acclaim?

Mah-jongg lasted a little more than a year. Jigsaw puzzles
had the whole country straining its collective eyes for about
the same length of time. Cross-word puzzles were a menace
to everyone's sanity for a little longer than that, before they

down to being the hobby of a few loyal souls. "The
Music Goes Round and Round" was with us for only a
few months.
Radio amateur hours have lasted longer than any of
But are they going the way of all fads now? There
these.
is ample evidence to prove that they are.
And if you grant
that, a more important question arises: what will this shift
in public fancy mean to the man who once was the most
famous and popular star in radio, Major Edward Bowes?
Will he attempt to ignore the change? Will he accept it
and change, himself, with the times? Or will he bow his
head to it in defeat?
Those are questions Major Bowes has not answered yet.
For any other man the answers wouldn't be so important.
Financially, the problem means little to the Major, for he
was a rich man before the amateur craze started and he is
a richer man now.
But in a more personal way, it means
settled

a great deal to him.

Since the death of Mrs. Bowes two years ago, the Major
has lived for his work. He has made it fill in his days to the
exclusion of everything else, desperately striving to close,

with it, the gap left when he lost the one he loved more
than anything else in the world.
That is why he must choose correctly now. There must
be no let-up in his life of activity and excitement. Without
his daily task of auditioning amateurs and building a program, or something equally interesting and successful, Major
Bowes would be lost.
believe 1 know how he should choose.
I
There are so
many signs unimportant when they're taken individually;
but add them up and they point unmistakably to a swing
away from amateur to professional entertainment. They're

—

and they show which way the wind is blowing.
This winter, the oldest amateur hour on the networks, the
Mutual Broadcasting System's National Amateur Night,
abandoned amateurs in all but name. This half-hour Sunday afternoon program, which used to draw its talent
almost exclusively from the amateurs, now brings you only
three on each show. Comedian Benny Rubin, its master of
ceremonies, is given more time to make you laugh; Arnold
Johnson leads his orchestra in an increased number of selections; and a famous guest star from the professional stage
is presented every week.
Fred Allen's Town Hall Tonight was not slow in following suit, with an announcement that the last half of its
program, instead of being devoted entirely to amateurs,
would be thrown open to professional talent as well. Amateurs aren't barred from Town Hall under the new arrangement, but neither are people who have appeared for money
on local stations, lesser known night club and vaudeville
acts, and new discoveries of talent agencies.
In other words, Major Bowes' program is now the only
hundred-percent amateur hour on the air. The National
Amateur Night is really a variety show now, and the three
amateurs who do appear are carefully selected from audition after audition, their performances judged by professional standards.
Town Hall's last half-hour retains Fred
Allen's wise-cracking ad lib comments, and you'll hear
people on it you've never heard before but it's safe to say
that almost none of them will be amateurs.
Both Fred Allen and Arnold Johnson, director of the
National Amateur Night, admitted to me that they believe
the amateur fad is waning.
Both had increasing difficulty
in obtaining as good amateurs as they wanted.
Whereas a
year ago both these programs had long waiting, lists, this
fall the lists were neither as long nor as promising. Quantity and quality had both fallen off.
There are signs even in Major {Continued on page 97)
straws,

—
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REVEALING THE TRAGIC STORY OF

KATE SMITH'S SECRET
To find fhe ffme of
Kate Smith's broadcast,

see page 55.

DENIED
22

WOMAN'S RIGHT

FRANK LOVETTE

BY HER P

SSION SHE

THOUGHT SHE HAD

are times when secrets ought
THEREknown.
When you have heard
to be

am going to tell you,
understand why. This story is
a secret 1 have known for three years,
but not until a few weeks ago could 1
break the spell of fear that has kept it
the secret

you

I

will

hidden.
It

is

a story that should have been

from the house-tops as a glorious
example of a woman's triumph over the
told

restrictions of her

life.

memory

of

a

It is, instead,,

story of tragedy and heartbreak.

The

joyous beginning has be-

its

come the scar of a broken dream

in

Kate Smith's heart, a secret hurt that
should have been a beautiful joy.
It began as a glorious inspiration and
even if Kate Smith had been able to
foresee the ending, full of grief and sacrifice, I imagine she would still have gone
through with it, for the few moments of
sheer happiness her adventure brought
her before disillusionment.
Just three and a half years ago, Kate
Smith woke up to another birthday, a
special birthday, for

it

was

a milestone

of rich reward and high promise.
found her vibrantly attuned to life.

It

Her

Ted Collins, had been
salvaged from despair, rescued from a
hemmed in theatrical rut where nightly
on the New York stage she bore the
brunt of an insulting comedian's vicious
jibes.
It was Ted, when she sought his
counsel, who advised her to quit and
try radio.
It was the beginning of a
partnership that had lifted her to a
high place in broadcasting. Her voice
Kate had sung for many homeless waifs like the ones above before
had been given to a world that said
the fateful day three years ago when she found four orphans
"Thank you" and called for more.
who were to bring her brief happiness before breaking her heart.
Thus, on this birthday, a host of
blessings lay in the hollow of her hand.
Money
nation-wide acclaim
horizons unbounded. ... A future packed full of promise.
quickly, "let's do it instead.
It was just a suggestion."
But Kate Smith, the radio star, had not forgotten that
"Oh no," Kate replied. "It's not that. I was just thinkother Kate Smith struggling for a break. Nor had money
Maybe today we could do something worthwhile. A
ing.
altogether quieted the deep spiritual yearning which, earlier
show's all right, but we can see a show any day. I thought
in life, almost cast her in the role of nurse. Throughout the
perhaps I'd like to sing somewhere."
years of her success, she had tried to share a portion of her
Ted nodded. He remembered that practically all the hosyes,
bounty with others. There was the mother she still worpital invitations had been taken care of, but suddenly
shipped and still obeyed, always with her, and it was good
that was it. He smiled. "I know a place," he said. "It's
that she could give that mother little surprises, to say nothnot a hospital. The kids who wanted you, remember? That
ing of all the comforts and some of the luxuries of life.
orphans' home?"
There were the soldiers
kids who had marched down
Kate's face lighted up. "Grand!" She exclaimed. "Let's
America's streets in 1917
starry eyed kids bound on the
Mother and I'll take
go. You telephone that we're coming.
great European adventure but now lying on beds of white
one of my birthday cakes and we'll stop on the way for
in rows, hopeless, broken-bodied men. Singing "My Buddy"
some ice cream."
had linked her with thousands of them. She knew they
There was nothing to warn Kate or Ted. Outside the
loved her. She was determined never to let them down.
sun was shining after a night of rain. On her desk in the
It was a birthday of silent glory
study lay the new contract that was going to give her such
She wanted to share
it with others.
But with whom? Where would it be possia big boost in salary.
It was her birthday and they were
ble to do the most good?
going to sing for orphans.
When Ted arrived that morning he found Kate with her
So they started out, carefree, eager to bring a little joy
mother trying to decide what they could do that day to
into the lonely hearts of poor children who had no homes.
properly celebrate the most important birthday of Kate's
Kate became increasingly gay as they left the apartment.
life.
They stepped downstairs to phone her accompanist and arTed suggested a show, but Kate was doubtful, hesitating
range for him to join them at the orphanage. Then Ted
a moment.
hailed a taxi.
It was a long ride to the orphanage, one
"If you've already thought of something else," Ted said
which carried them through a (Continued on page 80)
career, thanks to
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FOUND A SUBSTITUTE—ONLY TO HAVE

IT

CRUELLY TAKEN FROM HER
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sophisticated
THE
greeted
disastrous

giggles that

the

result

of Liddie Cantor's prize essay contest last spring burst out

anew

winter when he anoffer another $5,000 prize for another
essay, this time on safe driving.
"He's asking for it !" exclaimed
the cynical denizens of show
business.
And they laughed
the easy laughter that worldly
wisdom always has for the ideal-

THE MAGNIFICENT

this

nounced that he would

OBSESSION THAT

ist.

if they knew the whole
back of Eddie Cantor's
idealism, they might agree with
me that he is wiser than they.

But

CANTOR

story

Even, perhaps, more of a
than they.
.

Most

EDDIE

.

in Eddie Canwould remember last year's

people,

tor's place,

—how,

.

realist

fiasco all too vividly

when he

offered a $5,000 scholarship for an essay
on world peace, a well meaning but over-zealous youth sub-

mitted an essay written by a noted teacher, and won the
making Cantor the laughing stock of the whole country. And, remembering it, they'd rather die than risk being
taken for an unpleasant ride a second time.
Why did Eddie Cantor come back for more? Is he so
anxious for publicity that he is willing to court ridicule?
prize,

By

Will he spend $5,000 of his own money for the privilege of
head into another noose?
The answers to those questions are not simple, but they
are supremely important not only to Eddie Cantor, but

sticking his

—

you who read

Eddie Cantor

is in the grip of a
magnificent obsession, not unlike the "Magnificent Obsession" of the famous novel by Lloyd Douglas.
But Eddie
has carried the idea farther; made it, I think, even more important than Mr. Douglas' original philosophy.
Seven years ago, as perhaps
you know, Eddie lay broken in
health in a California desert re-

to

this.

DOROTHY BROOKS
By listening to his
program overflowing
with zest, you know
what life means to
htm.
time,

For the show's
see page 54.

He was fighting for his
The doctors told him he

sort.
life.

had an acute case of pleurisy,
but Eddie knew that more than
his body was sick.
His soul was
sick, too.

Of

course,

is sick,

too.

him

if

he

is

when a man's body
mentally depressed,

But the doctors had told
he went back to the stren-

uous life of show business he
would be dead in a year. He
had spent his life eating, sleeping, breathing show business
and he knew, when the doctors
told him their verdict, that he
would rather die than give up
his

work.

Eddie had never before had
time to take inventory of himself and his accomplishments.
Away back in the days when he
was a singing waiter he had
fixed his eyes on theatrical stardom, and there his eyes had
been fixed ever since. He'd had
no time for anything else. The
scramble for success had transcended everything else. Success
had come. And so what?
So he was a great Ziegfeld
star.
So he was rich, and famous. And he was well beloved

—

\
^^^^Kj^^W
^^

m^

in his own profession.
Yet if
he died in a year, all that would
die with him.
He had traded
his health for what he had now
and what did he really have?
Nothing. Nothing at least, that
anyone would give thought to a
few years hence.

—

—

—
—

Then Eddie Cantor that
Eddie Cantor died and the
new Cantor, the Cantor you

—

IS

HE IDEALIST OR PUB-

energy of a man whose doctors have told him he'll be
dead in a year if he doesn't

;

know today, was

The

born.

THE AN-

he sent two telegrams.
to the late Flo
Ziegfeld, accepting the lead
in
"Whoopee." The other

One was

SWER TELLS YOU THE TRUE
.

to the late Julius Rosen-

promising to attend
huge national

wald,

and

REASON FOR HIS CHARITIES

assist at a

Eddie's

greatest
his

theatrical

more

A

low estimate puts

at twenty-five million dol-

lars!

was

to lay the cornerstone for an

entirely new, finer,

it

ple's

participation in

the charitable convention

amount.

It has gone to old peohomes, to camps in the
five
where
Adirondacks
hundred underprivileged children go every summer, to
theatrical pension funds, for
European
of
resettlement

charitable
convention.
"Whoopee" was to become
success;

you were to total up the
sums that Eddie Cantor has
given and caused to be given
and otherwise raised for
charity since that fateful day
on the California desert, you
would have a staggering
If

And

was

up.

let

LICITY SEEKER?

Cantor who was sick in body
and soul willed to get well.

sat-

to

children,

orphan

isfactory structure of life for

refugee

Eddie Cantor.

asylums, for tubercular

want

"I

to be of

community

for

some use

to the world," he told

tional

wald haltingly.

relief

to

my

justify

give people

"I

Rosenhave to

existence

more than

—to

Eddie's

philanthropist,

from years of giving,
shook his head sadly.
"You
will
receive
no
thanks," he said, "and you
will suffer.
The world will
stone you, Eddie, and ninetynine out of every hundred
will accuse you of self-seeking.
Yet only the vain man
hides his philanthropies.

wise

—

And "
member

members of his own prothem money or
helped them find new jobs.
All this was his program,
the life he had mapped out
for himself when he left the
He
sanitarium.
California
did not know then that it was
going to do so much more
for him than give him the
fession, given

—

as

of

a

satisfaction

was helping

known

well

the

all

encourage others to do so,
too.
But on the other hand,
also

leaves

Bert Laivson

you open to

Whenever Eddie

charges of publicizing your-

town he's met by a
one in New York

arrives in

cheering throng like this
proof of what his obsession has accomplished.

self."

T

he expected of

come back
as

was an easy way
Cantor to do that.
Nothing
than
more
to

some charitable organi-

on the back for having done his
v/as an easy way to salve his ego;

zation, then pat himself

way

to hide his charities

who would not
take

It

believe in them.

cake

from the eyes of skeptics

Too

easy.

Eddie could not

it.

"Rockfeller can give checks five times as large as I can,"
Eddie explained to me. "Twenty times even, and never
miss the money. Lots of men, richer than I am and poorer
than I am too, can give money. But there's one thing Rockefeller can't give.
He can't give my time. Only 1 can give

On

So Eddie took the hard way. True, he gave generously
of his personal funds, but more important, he gave unstintingly of his time and of his energy
that precious

—

he

—not

me
as

big

just

moun-

cream !"

make

sense.
For I
knew, some of the bitter aspects of
Eddie's altruism. There was the prize essay contest I mentioned before, with its payoff which exposed Eddie to ridicule.
And often, on similar occasions, the public and press
have accused Eddie of being a publicity seeker. A man he
once helped along the road to fame, now securely set on
the pinnacle, has turned on him.
A friend to whom he
lent a large sum of money had a wife to whom Eddie offered
The wife tilted
a guest appearance on his radio program.

the surface, that didn't seem to

knew, or thought

her usual price

I

by $500.

are many and bitter. There is the case
of the Hollywood columnist who asked Eddie to appear on
a radio program. He replied tartly: "I do not make bene-

Enmities?

that."

to

—but

tains of ice

write a large check periodically to

Now

good deed

them think I'm a sucker. The
other half think I'm a softie.
But believe me, the bread I
have cast on the waters has

HERE

an easy

it.

he has done, has been of actual, material benefit to bint!
people
_know what
"I
think," he told me. "Half of

for

periodic good deed.

knowing he
That was

of

others.

believes that every

theatrical

world gives you a fine opportunity to help others and to

it

too,

luck

he shrugged
"reevery ninety-nine who stone you, perhaps one will be encouraged
to follow your example. You
must be prepared to martyr
yourself for that one.
Your

member

life,

the chance which made them
famous.
He has befriended
down-on-theiror
obscure

this: for

position

victims,

fire

private

has been studded with unselfish deeds. He has shared the
radio spotlight with proteges
who have thereby been given

laughs."

The great

emergency drives for
of flood, drought, and

earthquake and

just

relief,

chests, in na-

fit

They

appearances to promote Cantor. (Continued on page 103)
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Ray Lee Jackson

Cheerful and happy is the Rudy of today, now that he's well started on his eighth consecutive year of broadstars of the air.
in the same Thursday night spot—an enviable record and one equalled by few other
Hollywood.
You'll be seeing him as well as hearing him soon, in a new picture to be made during the spring in
casting

26

No one

has grown more beautiful with succeeding years of increasing popularity than Sracie Allen who is making
Paramount Studios hand over fist this winter. If, you haven't already, you will soon be seeing her
"College Holiday" and already she's hard at work making "Waikiki Wedding" which you will see early this spring.

pictures for
in

27

mm
HORACE HEIDT'S HARPIST— From the city of
San Francisco comes a girl with a lyric voice and
a gift for playing the most romantic of all instruments, the harp. Lysbeth was found by maestro
Heidt when he heard her playing chamber music
in a small orchestra.
Now he features her at New
York's Biltmore hotel and on his CBS programs.

MERRY MERI BELL— Brought
Meri

Bell

up
was pretty enough to

in

She recently

movie

pictures for the singing sequences of stars like

Kay Francis, Joan Blondell and Jean Harlow. Guy
Lombardo started her in radio. Now she sings
on CBS's Five Star Revue with tenor Morton Bowe.

•„

.cicv

a convent,

studios in her, but they always hired her to double

making people

I

in

interest

ft.

louot.

douoMer

«

or-

however, Sunloy

•
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JOE PENNER'S JOY—As pretty as her name,
Hodges has a striking resemblance to lovely

RAYE— Martha Raye,
featured on Al Jolson's Tuesday night program
on CBS, is sometimes described as a cross between the late Marie Dressier and Clara Bow.
She has more beaux than most Hollywood glamor
She
girls, but puts a career before marriage.
plays golf and tennis when she's not busy singing.
SINGER-COMEDIENNE

Crawford

in the sophisticated smartness
the keynote of her dress. Joy sings on
Penner's CBS program Sundays and is the
:alist for Jimmy Grier's popular band. She'll
>n be seen as well as heard, in the movies.

in

ich

is

VOU^HJCKO^TWW^g

NBCS
NBC serial

about

^TJ

Wisconsin, and
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FLYING TIME'S

ACE TURNER— Roscoe

and speed pilot, holder of the BenHarmon and Thompson trophies, is the guiding

Turner, stunt
dix,

genius of the day-time script show, Flying Time.
Turner, big, bronzed

and handsome, was an ambu-

lance driver during the World War and since then
among other things has even been a balloonist.

—

MOCKING

BOYD H<
Henry Boyd, the least known, probably, of all unknown radio personalities, those men whom you're
always hearing on the air and never reading anything about. Whenever CBS wants a bird mimic or
whistler, Henry's paged. You hear him on Sunday morning on the CBS program of Aunt Susan's.
RADIO'S

BJgCJI-faAJ^
MELODIES'
Mc
«*ftC
B.Hed « a
POETIC
Hon
D
AN
.

descendant

readings on
30
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FOR YOUR

WEBB—Jane with her glossy
and merry eyes has set her small feet
She had a promifirmly on the road to success.
nent part on NBC's broadcast of Tom Mix's Ralston
Straight Shooters and has also found time to keep
up her school work as well as enjoy her rollerskates, her paper dolls and now and then a movie.
STARLET JANE
brown

curls

HOUR OF

CHA^M^SgS
^^£0°
^° ^ „,„£

"as radio's most
CSarm heard Monday

'a«, NBC. And
fiM

^^^X^odiooroadoa,.

SONGSTRESS—

Muriel
BROTHERS'
Dickson is still better known in England than she
is here in America, although she's starring every
Sunday afternoon over NBC on the Smith Brothers
Melody Matinee. She gained success in the Savoy
Theater in London with D'Oyly Carte Opera Company, and last spring with the Metropolitan Opera.
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Dave,

Dave's

mo^er

^^^

™s

The comfortable house in Pittsburgh which their
son David gave to the father and mother, sharp
contrast to their basement home of Russian days.

The Untold

By

ANNEMARIE
EWING

For the time of the
program,
Chevrolet

starring

Robinoff.

p/ease see the Program Guide, page 54
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RUBINOFF

Sacrifices

Can Never Repay
YOU

know, when you hear Dave Rubinoff play his
Sunday nights on the radio, that there were
many long years of study and practice, of hard and
constant effort behind his success.
But what you do not know, for it has never before been
told, is that also behind Rubinoff's success are the unselfish
people of whom you have never
sacrifices of five people
heard. Without their help, Dave Rubinoff could never have
reached the pinnacle on which he now stands.
And another thing you do not know is just how Rubinoff
violin

—

is

repaying the

sacrifices those four

people

made

for

him

in the early days.

These people were
his first

violin;

his

mother,

his father,

often through miles of deep
his sister Rose,

lessons;

and

who
snow

who provided him with
carried

him on

his back,

drifts, to his first lessons;

who sewed

his brother

tirelessly to help pay for those
Herman, whose enterprise brought

Rubinoff to America, land of his great opportunity.
Thirty years ago, the Rubinoffs lived in the basement of
a dismal stone house in Grodno, Russia. There were seven
of them existing on the father's meager earnings in a tobacco
factory.
Small wonder that David's first violin playing
was done on an instrument owned by a little neighbor boy!
But he wanted a violin of his own. And where the Rubinoffs were going to get the money for a violin was more
than any of them knew.
That is, except his mother. It was she who saved and
scraped, making the borscht a little watery and slicing the

black bread a little thinner until she had three whole roubles
saved up out of the household money. Then she was able
to' place in her son's thin, eager hands a cheap violin, bright
with orange varnish! David's career was started!

That the

had more than usual talent was soon
For one day the great Max Gottfried passed
by the humble basement and heard David practicing. He
immediately rushed down the steps, and offered to teach
child

demonstrated.

the

young genius

for nothing.

would not let the Rubinoffs accept Gottgenerous offer.
To them it seemed charity. Nor
could they afford the two roubles for lessons. Yet David
must have his chance! All were agreed about that.
Rose saved the day.
"I'll sew for Madame Gottfried to help pay for the lessons," she said calmly.
So that part was taken care of.
But Gottfried lived three miles away, too far for the legs
of a thin, undernourished boy of five to walk.
David's father then stepped forward.
He would carry
the child those three long miles on his back!
And so every week, David's father took him carefully on
his back, fiddle case and all, often struggling through deep
Russian snow drifts that came up above his knees, and carBut

their pride

fried's

ried

him

to Gottfried's

home

for his lesson.

And

every night Rose sat up till three o'clock, sewing
for Madame Gottfried and her two small children, stitching
down gores and putting on flounces of fine silk and velvet.
After a few years, David's (Continued on page 68)
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THE CURIOUS CASE OF

RADIO'S HIDDEN
out— and
MURDER
romance between
will

so will censorship.

It

took

Wallis Simpson and
ex- King Edward VIII to do it, but at last we've all
been shown just how carefully the networks guard our ears
from hearing anything the broadcasting officials don't think
the

we ought

Mrs.

to hear.

Yes, there's censorship, though

you and

I

aren't

supposed

great broadcasting chains call it by the
polite names of "continuity acceptance" and "continuity
editing"
but it's censorship just the same. And in all the
nutty world of broadcasting, there's nothing nuttier than
to

know

it.

The

—

that

same censorship.

just trying to be nice!"

They

which I'm very willing to agree.
but they're trying too darn

—

hard.

Anybody who listened to the way radio pounced upon
the King Edward Mrs. Simpson business, once it had been
disclosed in the British newspapers, must have realized how
closely bottled-up the commentators had been up to that

—

Here was the greatest international human-interest
story of the age, right under their noses, and they couldn't

time.

have their say about it. American newspapers were publishing every possible scrap of information concerning the "affair Simpson," conjecturing, commenting, editorializing,

—

even wise-cracking and American radio was leaning over
backward in an attempt to keep its skirts clean of the whole
business.
It limited its notice of what was going on to a
few bald facts, chiefly conveyed by Press-Radio News.
As the Bobby on the beat outside Mrs. Simpson's own Cumberland Terrace house might have
Wide World
said, radio "wasn't having any." And it continued
to be not having any until the English newspapers
broke down and informed 43,000,000 people that
there was a Mrs. Simpson. Then, and not until
then, radio went to town
that is, it went to

involved, it's complicated, it's secret and it's awfully,
awfully inconsistent. And I'm quite prepared to see the networks, when they've read this, rise up on their hind legs
and yell, "No such thing! He's got us all wrong! We're
It's

In

are trying to be nice

—

town

news broadcasters and commentators were concerned.
For its comedians, Mrs.
Simpson was still nonexistent.
The reason Mrs. Simpson is nonexistent to
radio comedians is the same reason many more
things are nonexistent to them.
Radio will just
as far as

not allow
Radio's

its

itself to

hurt anyone's feelings.

always afraid of hurting someone's
feelings, and it is always busy warning its script
writers and comedians to keep quiet on this subject or that.
I say this even while I like radio.
want to see radio grow up. I hate to see it walking on tiptoe, even while I can see perfectly well
why it does so and I can sympathize with it.
I

Few

people outside of the business know that
and CBS maintain departments whose
duty it is to read and approve all commercial
scripts before they go on the air. NBC calls its
department "Continuity Acceptance;" CBS calls
it "Continuity Editing," but they amount to the
same thing. Their purpose is, according to an

both

NBC

NBC

pamphlet
have on my desk, to see that
programs live up to a standard of "quality, good
taste and integrity."
But in actual practic:, as
I see it, what they do is (Continued on page74)
I

Even Mrs. Simpsori,
who has be-

left,

come

the
best known

must
mentioned

still

comedian

world's

woman,
be
by any

not
in

radio.

these rules
weeks
several
barred mention of
Right,

for

the ex-King's
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ro-

see
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concerning

kings?

anything

CENSORSHIP

By

DAN
WHEELER
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REQUIREMENTS
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DAFOE'S Exclusive Rules
for YOUR BABY'S Health
Dr.

THE SAME PRACTICAL LAWS

THAT BROUGHT UP THE

FIVE

isn't a mother who can look at pictures of the
Dionne Quintuplets without a thrill. But perhaps, too,
She wishes her own children
as she looks she is wistful.
were as blooming, as sturdy, as overflowing with vitality
and as easy to manage. Or if she has a new baby she
thinks, "How can I bring up my own to be as well and

THERE

happy?"

DIONNE BABIES TO GLORIOUS
BEAUTY ARE GIVEN YOU HERE

FOR YOUR
36

OWN

PERSONAL USE

Since that cold spring day of May 28, 1934, when they
were born, the Quints' destinies seem to have been ruled
over by a radiant, kindly power.
Providence may have
had a hand in it. But providence had an ally, a country
doctor rich in skill and experience and richer in that deep,
earthy humanity and wisdom which he c'alls common sense.
From the historic hour of their birth Dr. Allan Roy
Dafoe has been bringing up the Quints by definite "common

—
By

sense" rules and routines. The little
Dionnes, themselves, are the best ar-

GLADYS OAKS

guments for his theories. In five
hundred years of medical records only thirty-three sets of
quintuplets have been born, and not one baby from any set
has lived more than a week. A quintuplet's chance for becoming more than an hour old is about one in a hundred billion.
Yet starting out with such a handicap and having been
born in a crowded, primitive cottage with few of the helps
of modern science at that those tiny, pitiful babies whose
aggregate weight was less than nine pounds have become
these sturdy little girls, lovely as any children on this earth.

—

—

ALLAN
DR.radio
talks

ROY DA FOE

is

now

giving a series of

wisdom which has blessed the
Quints to all the mothers of North America. The material
for this article, and the list of fundamental rules which you
will find later on, ready for clipping, is drawn from these
broadcasts. The editors of Radio Mirror felt they could perto bring the

so that he devils the children about

him, or discourage him to tears or
it is for you too, we have

idleness,

drawn up Dr. Dafoe's rules.
For Dr. Dafoe believes that a child is cooperative or
difficult
and more often than not healthy or unhealthy
because of good or bad habits. It was and is his job to instill good habits into the lives and characters of the Dionne

—

Quintuplets.

mother to

And

instill

he feels

them

it is

the job of a sane, intelligent

into the lives of her children.

The delicate Quints, who had so little chance to live, were
born into a crowded, inconvenient house without electricity,
gas or modern heating. Yet even here Dr. Dafoe managed
to establish an order-bringing schedule.
In the hospitalnursery which is now the Quints' home you can tell time
by the activities of the little girls.
"The first three months of a child's

life

are the most

pull loose a wagon from the cement wading pool, and after
a few unsuccessful efforts will smilingly ask Annette or Cecile

important ones," says the Doctor. "Habits are formed that
will stick to him all his life.
Such habits as absolute regularity in feeding, sleeping and elimination can actually begin when a child is only three days old."
Not a single one of the Quints has a sleeping problem.
You can picture these five, each so like the other, tucked
away in their cribs at the tick of seven and peacefully asleep
by seven-thirty. Dr. Dafoe is sure that if you never start
rocking or walking the baby to sleep, never hold his hand
or lie down with him or sleep by his side, he will never cry
to have you do it.
Also, coaxing a child to sleep or giving him a nipple or
anything to suck are bad habits "easy to acquire and hard
to break." Yet even if you have permitted your baby to
get into such harmful ways, there is still time to change
them if you will bear a few unpleasant hours of letting him
cry it out.
The Quints have done their share of crying for things
they wanted and shouldn't have. A normal baby will never
injure or rupture himself by crying.
As a matter of fact
he should do a certain amount of it. It's his first natural

to help her.

exercise.

form no greater service to readers who have children than
to summarize this material and give it to you in permanent,
easily usable form.

About a hundred thousand visitors make a pilgrimage
each month to see the Dionne Quintuplets. They stand on
a balcony of the glassed-in, heavily-screened gallery which
surrounds the Quints' playground on three sides.
One thing these visitors never tire of exclaiming over is
that these famous five, who have been photographed and
filmed, who get so large a share of the world's attention,
never show the slightest sign of being high strung or nervous.
Marie, in her small pink muslin dress and socks, will spend
long minutes in one corner of the playground, her sturdy
little fingers patiently trying to fix the handle of a tiny
wheelbarrow. And when she fails she will not set up a
howl, but only sigh a bit, then run over to the sand pit to
play with her sisters. Or maybe Yvonne will struggle to

If

your own child doesn't act so

—

if his

failures enrage

The Quints take

him

,._*

t

rules

their

naps out- (Continued on page 61)
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On a

March
Andre
Kostelanetz was in
night

back
the

in

1934,

in

midst

of audito get the
Chesterfield
broad-

tioning

casts.
He wanted a
theme song and collected all his ar-

rangers

in

his

of-

They worked
all
night 'without
success.
Then, at
breakfast, Charles
Henderson, head of
fice.

the staff, snapped
his fingers.
He'd
hit

on the begin-

ning

Ten

of

a

they were
the office
it.

melody.

minutes

It's

maestro's
theme

later,

T

back in
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been the

ever
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How REDUCING Can
naturally, wants a slender, healthy body.
EVERY woman,
better.
Her clothes seem smarter. Beauti-

She looks

cians tell her she will be more attractive to her husband, or that, if she hasn't a husband, her chances of getting
one will be enhanced.
All that goes without saying. What the average woman
doesn't think of, and what the beauticians don't tell her, because they don't realize it is that appearance, clothes, and
atractiveness are only incidental to the greatest benefit of

—

all.
I

fore

lost

twenty pounds because

my

making

first

moving

I

was ordered

picture.

I

to do so be-

didn't know, then,

how completely and marvelously was re-making my life.
am now literally a different person from what was be1

I

I

fore reducing

—not only physically, but mentally and

spirit-

ually as well!
It's

because

women

I

know from my own

realize the

immense

experience

how few

benefits a reduction of excess

weight can confer upon them, that I am glad to have this
chance of sharing with other women, with every reader of
this magazine the secret 1 have found.
For that, too the
desire to share my happiness is a part of my strange

—

.

—

rebirth.
I will go back to my Metropolitan Opera debut, at the
age of nineteen, because in order to understand what came
later, it is necessary first to have a clear picture of the background. At that time I was blessed with the jubilant selfconfidence and poise of happy adolescence.
Youth meets
life's hazards blithely.
I
was too immature then to grasp
the significance of the responsibilities a career such as the
one I had chosen carries. I was just like any other girl who
emerges gaily from school or college to cope with the stern

problems that confront her.
During the years of concert and opera work that followed,
I was developing into young womanhood, leaving care-free
girlhood behind. At nineteen the burden of fame was light,
even pleasant. With each succeeding year it grew heavier.

Don't misunderstand me. I didn't mind hard work.
InI
loved it. Every minute of it. But there is much
to a musical career besides singing. I had no time left over
in which to be merely a human being, to live the life that
every normal young woman should live.
I don't know which of the hundred and one wild stories
regarding my sudden retirement you read or heard but the
chances are it was wrong. There was nothing sudden about
deed,

—

Porter S. Cleveland.

Above,

compare

present day Marion
with this picture, taken
several years ago before she lost over
twenty pounds. Right
and opposite page,
the result a beautiful
and attractive woman.

—
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Work MIRACLES

For You

Raphael G. Wolff, Inc.

For broadcast time of Marion's program, see page 54.

my
ing.

determination to drop it all. It was a long time comIt was the result of an accumulation of mental and

physical fatigue.

My

work had become

distasteful.

So

I

chucked it. Why not?
Contrary to newspaper reports I did not retire to rusticate on my Kansas farm.
I went abroad with my mother
and studied music. I indulged in an orgy of relaxation, a
luxury I'd never before enjoyed.
I
married my singing
teacher.
I was free.
Free to get up when I pleased, work
when I pleased, play when I pleased. Free to go where I
liked when I liked.
Free!
You can't know, until you've
been denied it, what it means just to be free!
Like everything else you have too much of, though, even
freedom palls. After a while, when I had savored the delights of freedom to the full, and was perhaps a trifle surfeited, I began to have vague thoughts of returning to professional work. My family and my friends urged me to do

so.

I

knew

I

should.

But

I

hesitated

—because

I

was

afraid.

a long time. The public's memory is short.
Had I been forgotten? Was there still a place for me?
imagine a lot of people who retire retire from anyI
would much rather
thing, business, a career, a profession
content themselves with just thinking they can step back
again any time they choose rather than take a chance of

Four years

is

—

—

it and finding they can't.
That's a horrible suspicion.
Perhaps I should have been elated when my agent told
me he had signed a picture contract for me. But I wasn't.

trying

I

was

terrified.

couldn't sing.
pounds before

I was
Then

so upset
I

I

was told

couldn't sleep.
I

was

Certainly

I

to take off twenty

I
could start work. Joyful news! Joyful because it would delay the dread day when once more I would
return to work! But there was another reason and one I'm
a little more proud of why I welcomed the order.
Here was a tangible problem. (Continued on pagetiA)
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By
Singer Hildegrade, television veteran

MARY

W ATKINS REEVES

WHO

ARE THE

was when Radio City's
TIME
crossroads of the microphone

swank third floor lobby,
world, could be called a
dignified and quietly ritzy place.
But lately it's been
resembling the backstage tent of a freak show much more
than its usual conversative self.
horde of the strangestlooking people anybody has ever seen have set up their
permanent camp in Studio 3-H, are running wild all over
the place and causing a furor of excitement; and from every
indication these strange-looking people are merely the first
of many more to come.

A

They

really are the weirdest individuals this side of the

Ripley collection.

They have

mon

lips,

skin the rusty color of cinnablack eyes, black fingernails. They
wear dark sun-glasses in the building and go around talking
a peculiar language among themselves about "berthas" and
"flats" and "long-shots."
And despite the elegant air-conditioning which is Radio City's pride it's nothing any time
to see a bunch of them fanning themselves as vigorously as
if it were ninety in the shade in Death Valley.
But they're not freaks, nor have the studios been turned
into a nut-house.
It's simply that television is no longer
something we're going to have one of these days. Television
is here! And the strange-looking people to be seen around
NBC are the first stars of television all made up to appear
life-like in the lens of a thing called an "iconoscope camera."
If you were lucky enough to have one of the hundred television receiving sets now stationed throughout the New
York area you could tune in for an hour every night in the
week and enjoy talkies in your own living room. This has
been going on since last summer, although the broadcasts
are conducted for test purposes and the
sets are not yet for sale.
Every night, for an hour, a picked group
nightly parade of
of stars do their work in Studio 3-H, while
sixteen blocks away, atop the Empire
television pictures
State, building, is the transmitter which
reaches out 45 miles
changes the sounds and pictures of 3-H
from the top of the
into electrical impulses and sends them out
Empire State buildthrough the air.
'ng,
world's tallest.

A

Wide World

toast,

brown

*

jeon^ e

neV*^ Dramatic

stars

Grace and Eddie Albert
C-K\e*

° nnoU

n%"'

&eW

£\V»«v

$tea£$tmi o

FIRST

TELEVISION?
PIONEERS IN

SOON
Up

BE

A BRAND NEW GLAMOROUS

FAMOUS FAR BEYOND THEIR WILDEST DREAMS

moment the nightly television programs go
everything in 3-H is pandemonium.
The in-

until the

on the

air

terior of

the studio looks like a

Hollywood sound stage

only it's three times as jammed with properties and
apparatus.
Microphones are suspended from the ceiling,
the floor is matted with thick ropes of cables and wires, sets
depicting indoor and outdoor scenes clutter the walls and
corners, enormous iconoscope cameras are trained on the
people who are about to go on the air, and thirty thousand
watts of brilliant Kleig lights are rapidly wilting every collar and blinding every eye in the studio.
That's why the
television stars wear dark glasses during rehearsals.
In adjoining dressing-rooms the performers are adding
last minute repairs to their grotesque makeups, everybody
is rushing around moving screens and scenery, the place is a
violent bedlam of noise and action.
Only one person remains calm and blissfully undisturbed throughout everything that happens in

Minnie

is

3-H and

that's

Minnie the Bride.

a life-sized cardboard bride, painted in varying

shades of brown and black and white, who is often used
during rehearsals as a stand-in for the television stars.
Perhaps you've wondered why television has not selected
its

stars

from the famous ones already established

broadcasting.

in

sound

has hand-picked its first regular
performers from the ranks of comparative unknowns and
1

Instead

it

ART, THEY'LL

sustaining artists and elevated them to the enviable status
of being the original shining celebrities in a great new field
and these are undoubtedly the first people you'll see

—

when you get a

your own. Although many
names have made guest performances in

television set of

of radio's biggest

a select handful of youngsters appear
And they have been chosen
regularly before the camera.
for a number of special reasons.
Take glamorous Hildegarde, for instance, who was given

3-H already, only

the title of "Television Girl" because she's had

more exper-

than any other artist in the United States. Hildegarde is a twenty-three-year-old blonde from Milwaukee
who sings like Garbo looks. Four years ago, merely one
of the thousands of unknowns in show business, she was
touring the country with a Gus Edwards revue. She went
ience at

it

London to fill a two-week night club engagement at the
smart Cafe de Paris and made such a quick hit she was held
over for two years; and from London she stepped across
to Paris to become the darling of the French cabarets.
Last spring Hildegarde returned home to an NBC contract which spots her on the network twice weekly in her
own program. When the first television broadcasts were
about to be staged at Radio City and officials discovered
that she had been making regular television appearances in
Paris (France has had arm-chair (Continued on page89)
to
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The fashion expert of the LaSalle Fashion radio show on NBC picked Bernice Claire, beautiful star of Friday night's Waltz Time for
modeling his selection of dresses to wear on
cruises or even for more practical use when
the weather gets warmer. Left, you will wear

0*

this beautiful

black satin and white crepe en-

semble for your gala night aboard

*v

,f

ship.

m

K3T

i

/
This black crepe dress

with
printed
crepe
jacket was chosen by

Le Maire for afternoon engagements. It
is one of the newest
of the double duty
dresses, since

it's suit-

able for dining without the little jacket.

48

Note

the white waist length jacket with full threequarter-length sleeves, with a single button.
The jacket is removed for dancing. The white
crepe top is linked with rhinestone. Below, the
three-piece going-ashore costume with beige
wool cape to match the top which employs
the popular zipper. The cape is three-quarter length. The pert hat goes with the cape.

-

f£§

<yuus&
IF

YOU'RE GOING TO TAKE

A

TAKE A

TRIP,

ON

TIP

THE VERY NEWEST STYLES FROM CHARLES LE MAIRE

—

ashore for a sight-seeing trip! And an ideal
costume for it is this double-breasted, six button coat of beige Kasha cloth, worn over a black
tailored dress.
Bernice chose this coat for its

The first night aboard ship isn't formal but it
is a holiday occasion just the same, and
Bernice
wanted to dress up for it. So she selected this

All

practicality

and all-around

Light

usefulness.

frock of printed crepe, with
sign on a black background.

and

warm,

bright floral dehighly appropridinner, and in adits

It's

it will be perfect for those sudden spells
of cool weather which come up even in the best regulated tropical waters. The hat is a plain black
felt sport model with a smartly turned down brim.

sash

Photographs taken for Radio Mirror by Kenneth Ford

These Mary Lee frocks may be purchased in

ate

for

either

cocktails

or

dition, will

be valuable as a general purpose dress

when the

cruise

is

of the

is

over.

Its

carelessly

same material as the

all

knotted

dress

itself.

leading dress shops
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THE PERSONAL HISTORY OF
FLOYD GIBBONS,

ADVENTURER
By

NORTON RUSSELL

The Story So Far:
There was only one kind of life Floyd Gibbons ever
wanted one filled with adventure and excitement. It was
natural that he became a reporter. His first job was that
of cub on the Minneapolis News, and when his father had
him fired from there because he didn't want his son to be
a reporter, Floyd went to Milwaukee and got work on another newspaper. Before long be landed in Chicago in the
midst of a newspaper strike. When the strike was over he
joined the Chicago Tribune. Life in one city was too tame
for him, so he went to join the army of Pancho Villa, the
Mexican bandit, as special correspondent. His graphic wordpictures of Villa's fights soon made him the Tribune's number one foreign reporter and when the paper sent its own
man to France to cover the World War, it picked Floyd.
He could have sailed on the same ship which carried Von
Bernsdorff, the returning German ambassador, but that was
too safe for Floyd. He chose, instead, to go on the English

—

liner Laconia.

Part Three

Cunard
THE
waters of

Laconia plodded through the black
North Atlantic, two hundred miles west of
the Irish coast. It showed no lights. Rolling in the
trough of the waves, it might almost have been a part of the
liner

the

ocean

itself.

CONTINUING THE AMAZING

LIFE

^~~~^z*j?

Sahara trip..
j «« hts
*)*
^e- end
tne sun
{
Floyd at

.*

w

P^tte

The" beard
couldnt
but he

shaved anyway,

it had been seen.
A quarter of a mile away a Gersubmarine, lurking just below the troubled surface of
the sea, was making ready to send a message of death to
the Laconia 's heart.
In the Laconia s lounge, Lucien J. Jerome, of the British
Diplomatic Service, had just said to Floyd Gibbons and. a
companion, "Nonsense. The chances are two hundred and
fifty to one that we don't meet a sub."
And the torpedo struck the Laconia.
Almost at once the ship began to tilt. Floyd ran down
to his stateroom and put on a light (Continued on page 84)
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STORY OF A MODERN MARCO POLO
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DoesTtburNail Polish^tir Chip ?

OndUuvuf
Polidt
MAGNIFIED
18 TIMES
Bumpy and uneven — no
wonder it peels and chips
and has a low lustre on the
nail because of its rough
surface. Representative of
competitive brands at 50c.

e>iu

MAGNIFIED
18 TIMES
Smooth as glass— it wears

Make this test
yourself apply any other
brand of polish alongside
Cutex on a piece of glass
see the difference
a week.

—

A

misty lavender pink. Perfect with
and with delicate pastels.

blue, gray

A smoky pink with brown undertone —
wear with green, brown, beige, gray.

.oes nail polish have to chip off right

"2>:away?"
tainly not,"

we

women asked us. "CerAnd we proved it.

A brand-new purply wine shade. Enchanting with pastels, magnificent with

said.

black, white or wine,
smart with blue.

Exhaustive tests over a long period
prove absolutely that our New Cutex
Polish will not peel or chip in a week!
The reason is simple.

•Minded

The photographs showed an amazing
Look at them above — magni-

difference.

fied 18 times.

•OlddoA*
Big Saving ... It's easy to see how
much you can save in time and money if

you wear the
its

•

€

Cutex Polish

You can put on

Cutex and forget about

Notice the perfectly smooth, even finish of Cutex under the microscope Cutex
will stay unmarred on the nail for days.
Now look at the rough, bumpy, uneven
finish of the ordinary polish. The lines in
the picture show clearly that the polish
formula is imperfectly balanced. They
show the beginning of cracking and peeling 10 minutes after the polish dries!

.

.

.

And

its

it

the

New

for a week.

lustre will be higher, too,

because of

its

smoother, longer

!

—

with

—

soft,

tering

the

feminine dusky rose. Very

— and

flat-

especially irresistible with

new wine shades

1

wearing Cutex in all your favorite shades
today. 10 smart shades to choose from! Only
35^ a bottle, Creme or Clear.
Northam Warren, New York, Montreal, London, Paris

glass- like, wonderfully resistant

finish.
•

New

electrically

new, softer red that everyone can
wear. Goes with everything
very sophisticated with black and white.

A

We

took a picture of our New Cutex
Polish right after it had been applied to
a smooth surface. And we took pictures
of 8 other popular brands of nail polish,
also immediately after application.

A

and

wearing surface.

CUTEX INTRODUCTORY SET containing your 2 favorite
shades of Cutex Liquid Polish, Cutex Oily Polish Remover
and the new Cutex Oily Cuticle Remover for 1 6c.
Northam Warren Sales Co., Inc., Dept. 7-B-3
Hudson Street, New York, N. Y.
Canada, P. O. Box 2320, Montreal)

191
(In

enclose 16<t to cover cost of postage and packing for the Cutex
Introductory Set, including 2 shades of Cutex Liquid Polish, as
checked.
Robin Red
Mauve
Burgundy
Rust
I

Remember, too — the New Cutex Polish
is famous for its new smoky shades. And
it's usable to the last drop — never
thickens in the bottle.

Keep away from ordinary polish that
develops unsightly cracks and chips after
a day or two. Stock up on the new, longer

Q

Old Rose

Na
Address_
City

Q

Q

Q

^cM^o^ikt^
ofl"
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SPECIAL SUNSHINE TREATMENT.. SPECIAL FOODS...

EVEN A SPECIAL LAXATIVE...

NO WONDER CHILDREN

THRIVE BETTER TODAY!

WHY DO

fewer babies die today... than

20 years ago?

Why does your baby have twice as good
a chance to live as you had when a child?
Because today children get specialhaphazard— care. Twenty years ago
the idea of sun-bathing in winter sounded
preposterous. Today your child can have
a sun-bath every day in the year— rain or
shine. Today your child gets special medical and dental care— special dietetic su-

riot

pervision.

it logical that a child should have a
special laxative too? Doctors say, "Yes,

Isn't

For a child's system is still
growing... still too tender for the harsh
action of an "adult" laxative.
they should."

That's why so many doctors recommend Fletcher's Castoria. For, you know,
it's made especially and only for children.
It contains

narcotics

no harsh, "adult" drugs, no

— nothing

harm the

delicate

that could possibly
system of a child.

Nothing that could cause cramping pains.
Fletcher's Castoria works chiefly on
the lower bowel. It clears away all waste
by gently stimulating the natural muscular movement— in much the same manner as in normal evacuation. It is safe.
It is sure. It is thorough. A famous baby
specialist said he couldn't write a better
prescription than Fletcher's Castoria.

very important... Fletcher's Castoria
has a pleasant taste. Children take it
without forcing. And, as you know, forcing a child to take any bad-tasting medicine can upset his entire nervous system.

And

*&&&*,
The

laxative

made

CASTORIA

especially for babies

and growing children

More than
bottle

5,000,000 mothers keep a
Why not play safe

handy always.

bottle in your house? Every
drug store in America sells it. Ask for the
thrifty Family Size Bottle... and save
money. The signature Chas. H. Fletcher
appears on every carton.

and have a

J iKrttcuZi to Good ccyckinQ
—With Canned Vegetables

m ake

NOWADAYS
UP

cans
foods out ot

THEY'RE

MORE THAN A MEANS TO A HURRY-

MEAL—AND SHOW

BOAT'S AUNT MARIA TELLS

MARGARET SIMPSON

By MRS.

WHENEVER
way
me on

think of food," Irene Hubbard told
to a Show Boat rehearsal, "I think
of something out of a can. Perhaps my early theatrical training is responsible
days when I trouped from
coast-to-coast in some stage show or other when the only
home cooked meals I had were those I prepared over a tin
of sterno from something out of a can."
In case you're not up to date on the facts of Irene's career,
she was a stage star her favorite role was "Madame X"
and the gleam in her eye when she mentions it convinces me
that she still remembers every line and every bit of business
she used so successfully in it
before you met her as Show
Boat's gracious Aunt Maria.
Although the early attitude toward canned food was that
I

it

her

every town in the country that had a theater.
Magookus was the standby. It was
cheap, nourishing and easy to prepare. And

was good!
Aunt Maria

recipe

—

—

—

was something with which a quick, inexpensive meal could
be thrown together, under modern canning methods, the
flavor and nutritive values of canned foods have been so
perfected that today women whose kitchens are the last
word in up to date equipment and whose market lists include countless luxury items, rely on canned foods to give
added interest to their menus.
"I'll bet," Aunt Maria went on, "I've eaten Magookus in
it

WHY

and

I

still

make

didn't over

it lives

up

it."

sell

Magookus.

to every claim she

I

made

tried out her

for

it.

Magookus
1

cup

1

lb.

1

rice

ground round steak
can tomatoes

2 onions
1

clove garlic
Salt and pepper to taste

Cook

the rice until tender; drain, immerse in cold water,
drain again, then steam over boiling water until it is fluffy.
While the rice is steaming, slice the onions and garlic and
sautee them with the meat in butter. When onions and
meat begin to brown, add the tomatoes with the salt and
pepper and simmer until the meat is tender. Add the rice
and continue steaming for twenty minutes.
"Of course there was never time between shows on the
road to prepare fresh vegetables," Irene continued, "so
troupers depended upon canned {Continued on page 95)
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RADIO MIRROR RAPID
MONDAY

SUNDAY
All time is

10:00

Eastern Standard

All time

A.M.
CBS: Betty and Bob.
NBC-Blue: Press-Radio News.
NBC-Red: Mrs. Wiggs.

A.M.

10:00

CBS: Church of the Air.
NBC-Blue: Cloister Bells.
NBC-Red: Sabbath Reveries.

10:15

10:30

CBS: Romany

CBS: Modern Cinderella.
NBC-Blue: Five Star Jones.
NBC-Ked: John's Other Wife.

Trail.

11:00

NBC:

10:30

Press-radio News.

CBS: Betty Crocker.
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family.

11:05

NBC-Blue: Alice Remsen, contralto.
NBC-Ked: Ward and Muzzy, piano.

NBC-Red:
10:45

CBS: Hymns; News.
NBC-Blue: Neighbor Nell.
NBC-Ked: Today's Children.

11:30

CBS: Major Bowes Family.
NBC-Ked: The World Is Yours.
NBC-Blue: lodent Dress Rehearsal.

11:00

CBS: Heinz Magazine.
NBC-Blue: The O'Neills.
NBC-Red: David Harum.

12:00 Noon

NBC-Blue: Southernaires.
NBC-Ked: Moscow Sleigh

Bells.

12:30 P.M.
CBS: Salt Lake City Tabernacle.
MBS: Ted Weems Orchestra.
NBC-Blue: Music Hall of the Air
NBC-Bed: University of Chicago
Round Table Discussion.

:I5

II

CBS: Big Sister.
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade.
NBC-Red: How to Be Charming.
1

:45

CBS: Dr. Allan R. Dafoe.
NBC-Blue: Edward McHugh.
NBC-Red: Voice of Experience.

CBS: Church of the Air.
NBC-Red: Muriel Wilson.
CBS:

Russell

NBC
NBC

CBS: The Gumps.
NBC-Red: Girl Alone.

Dorr.

Our Neighbors.
Melody Matinee.

Blue:

Ked:

CBS: Music

MBS

Theatre

of the

RCA.

White.

NBC- Red:

Thatcher Colt mysteries.

CBS:

Cook's Tours.

Darling.

CBS:

N. Y. Philharmonic
Your English
Metropolitan Auditions.

CBS:

Five

NBC- Blue:
3:30

NBC- Red: Grand

CBS: Kathryn

Serenade.

NBC-Blue:

Fishface

Figgs-

and

NBC-Red:

Camera.

Musical

NBC-Red: Ma

NBC-Red:

Vic and Sade.
O'Neills.

NBC-Red: Hour

NBC-Red:

CBS: Guy Lombardo.
NBC-Blue: Stoopnagle and Budd.
NBC-Red: Smilin' Ed McConnell.

CBS: Junior Nurse Corps.
NBC-Blue: Let's Talk It Over.
5*15

'NBC-Red: Tom Mix.
CBS: Dorothy Gordon

NBC-Red:
Catholic Hour.

Six

CBS: Rubinoff, Jan Peerce.
NBC-Red: A Tale of Today.

to

Eleven

NBC-Red: Education

in

P.M.
the News.

6:15

CBS: Professor Quiz.
NBC-Red: Jack Benny.

CBS: News
6:30
Press
6:45

7:30
Nelson,

Bob Rip-

ley.

Fireside

P.M.

6:00

7:00

of

Youth.

Radio News.

CBS: Renfrew of the Mounted.
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas.
7:00

Recitals.

CBS: Poetic Melodies.
NBC-Red: Amos 'n' Andy.

7:45

NBC-Red: Sunset Dreams.
CBS: Nelson Eddy.
NBC-Blue: Musical Comedy Revue.
NBC-Red: Do You Want to be an

CBS: Popeye the
NBC-Red: Uncle

Sailor.

Ezra.

CBS: The Gumps.
NBC-Ked: Girl Alone.
12:15

NBC- Red: Mary

CBS: Ted Malone.
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin.

Marlin.

12:30

NBC- Blue:

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent.
NBC-Blue: National Farm Hour.

Helen Trent.
Farm Hour.

of

National

12:45

CBS:

Darling.

CBS:

Harding's Wife.

MBS

NBC- Red:

NBC-Blue: Vaughn de Leath.
2:00

CBS:

Dog Heroes.
Follow

Red:

Women's

MBS:

Continental
NBC-Blue:
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins.

Clubs.

NBC-Red: Vic and Sade.

Your Health.
Red: While the City Sleeps.

3*45

'NBC-Red: The

„
NBC-Red: Henry Busse Own.

NBC-Red:

MBS: The

Lone Ranger.

7:45

CBS: Boake

CBS: Eddie Cantor.
NBC-Blue: Dreams

of

Long Ago.

9:00

CBS: Ford Sunday Hour.
NBC-Blue: Walter Winchell.
NBC-Red: Manhattan Merry-GoRound.
9'I5

NBC-Blue: Rippling Rhythm Revue

Carter.

CBS:

NBC-Red: American Album

of

Familiar Music.
9:45

C.

CBS: Alemite Half Hour.
NBC-Blue: Helen Hayes.
NBC-Red: McGee and Molly.
CBS: Pick and Pat.
NBC-Blue: Melodiana.
NBC-Red: Voice of Firestone.
9:00

CBS: Gillette Community Sing.
NBC-Bed: General Motors Symphony.

Jury Trials.
Contented Program.

10:30

10:30

NBC-Blue: Romance

CBS: Wayne King.

MBS: Famous
NBC-Red:

of '76.

USE THIS

NBC-Blue: Singing Lady.

NBC-Red:

Crawford.

Red: Amos

'n'

CBS: Wilderness Road.
NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie.
Six

CBS: News

Champions.
Experience.

Woollcott.

NBC- Blue: Lum

and Abner.

CBS: Boake

NBC- Blue:
NBC- Red:

NBC-Blue: National Radio Forum.
NBC-Red: Krueger Musical Toast.

Eleven

to

P.M.

Youth.

NBC-Red: Amos

'n'

Andy.

7:15

CBS: Popeye the Sailor.
NBC-Blue: Unsung Champions.
NBC-Red: Uncle Ezra.

Carter.

Vivian della Chiesa.
Henrik W. Van Loon.

7:30

MBS: The

8:00

Ranger.

Lone

NBC-Blue: Lum and Abner.

Hall.

NBC- Blue: Log Cabin Dude Ranch.
NBC- Red: Leo Reisman's Orchestra.

7:45

CBS-

Boake Carter.

8:00

8:30

Al Jolson.

MBS: Listen to This.
NBC- Blue: Edgar A. Guest.
NBC- Red' Wayne King.
CBS: Al

Pearce.
MBS: Gabriel Heatter.
NBC- Blue: Ben Bernie.
NBC- Red: Sidewalk Interviews.
9:30
CBS: Jack Oakie.
True Detective Mystery.
:

MBS
NBC

of

6:30
Press- Radio News.
6:45
CBS: Renfrew of the Mounted.
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas.
7:00
CBS: Poetic Melodies.
NBC-Blue: Easy Aces.

Andy.

CBS: Alexander

P.M.

6:15

7:15

CBS: Ma and Pa.
NBC- Blue: Unsung
NBC- Red: Voice of

Jack Armstrong.

5 "45

9:00

Theater.
MBS: Gabriel Heatter.
NBC-Red: Warden Lawes.
9:30
NBC-Blue: Jack Pearl, Cliff Hall.
10:00

10:00

NBC

Corps.

5:30

P.M.

6:30
Press -Radio News.
6:45
CBS: Renfrew of the Mounted.
NBC- Blue: Lowell Thomas.
7:00
CBS: Poetic Melodies.
NBC- Blue: Easy Aces.

CBS:

8:30

NBC-Red: Studebaker Champions.

Hill.

Jesse

Nurse

'NBC-Red: Tom Mix.

6:15

Red

Junior

5*15

CBS: Hammerstein's Music

8:00

CBS: Lux Radio

9:30

Eleven

to

Follow the Moon.

5:00

Breen and de Rose.
Little Orphan Annie.

P.M.

._

4:30

Blue: Singing Lady.
Red: Jack Armstrong.

x

O'Neills.

4:00

Red: Tom Mix.

S

Varieties.

3:30

NBC- Blue:

NBC- Blue:
NBC- Red:

Movies.

Mollie of the

NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family.
3:15

5:00

NBC
5:15
NBC
5:30
NBC
NBC

Dickenson.

Jean

3:00

Moon.

the

2:30

CBS: Myrt and Marge.
NBC-Red: Personal Column.

Vic and Sade.

Red:

Cravens.

School of the Air.

2:45

Red: The O'Neills.
Blue:

CBS:

NBC-Blue:

Perkins.

3:30

NBC-Red:

Kathryn

2:15

Movies.

Pepper Young's Family.

NBC- Red: Ma

From Texas.

NBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wife.

Marge.
Column.

Personal

Mollie of the

:

Revue.

Star

Music

1:30

School of the Air.

Myrt and

Five

MBS:

2:15

CBS:

Man's Darling.

Rich

1:00

7:45

7:30

NBC-Blue: Lum and Abner.

Actor?
8:30

54

12:00 Noon

Alone.

Girl

7:30

7:15

8:00

NBC-Blue: Edwin

CBS: Dr. Allan R. Dafoe.
NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh.
NBC-Red: Voice of Experience.

Petticoat Philosophy.

12:30

NBC

6:30

NBC-Red:

Jack Armstrong.

CBS: Wilderness Road.
NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie.

Feenamint Program.

CBS: Phil Baker.
NBC-Blue: Ozzie

11:45

Howe.

Eleanor
:

5 :45

Joe Penner.

NBC-Red:

CBS:

CBS: Wilderness Road.

NBC-Blue: Singing Lady.

6:00

11:45

MBS

:30

CBS: Big Sister.
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade.
NBC-Red: How to Be Charming.

Vic and Sade.
Mystery Chef,

5:45

5:30

Six P.M. to Eleven P.M.

MBS:

Charm.

Follow the Moon.

5:00

5:30

CBS:

of

4:30

Talley.

NBC- Blue:
NBC- Red:

NBC
4:30
NBC
NBC
4:45
NBC

Perkins.

NBC-Red: The

CBS: Your Unseen Friend.
NBC-Blue: We, the People.

Sister.

3:45

3:15

4:00

NBC-Red: Marion

1 1

CBS: Big

:00

NBC-Blue: Personal Column.
NBC-Bed: Backstage Wife.

11:30

3:15

3:45

5:00

1

11:15

3:00

3:30

bottle.

10:35

CBS: Heinz Magazine.
NBC-Blue: The O'Neills.
NBC-Red: David Harum.

East and Dumke.
Personal Column.
Backstage Wife.

NBC- Red:

School of the Air.

NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family.

NBC-Blue: Sunday Vespers.

NBC-Ked: Penthouse

CBS: Betty Crocker.
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family.
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill.

1

NBC- Blue:
NBC- Red:

CBS:

CBS:

Mollie of the Movies
NBC-Blue: Rochester Civic Orch.

4:30

10:30

O'Neills.

2:45

Cravens.

2:15

MBS:

4:00

The

NBC- Red: Dan

2:00

3:00
Hotel.

Lee Taylor.

1:30

CBS: Myrt and Marge.
NBC-Red: Personal Column.

Captain Diamond.

David Harum.

CBS: Rich Man's

Revue.

Star

Music from Texas.

2:45

3:15

CBS: Modern Cinderella.
NBC-Blue: Five Star Jones.
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife.

NBC-Blue: Neighbor Nell.
NBC-Red: Today's Children.

12:45

NBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wife.

NBC- Blue:
NBC- Red:

NBC- Red:

moo
CBS: Mary
NBC -Blue:

CBS: Romance

12:45
1:00

1:30

3:00

Today's Children.

CBS: Ted Malone

MBS:

2:45

10:15

CBS: Hymns, News.

NBC- Red:

CBS:

Eastern Standard

is

A.M.

CBS: Betty and Bob.
NBC-Blue: Press Radio News.
NBC-Red: Mrs. Wiggs.

10:45

12:15 P ,M.

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent.
NBC-Blue: National Farm Hour.
CBS: Rich Man's

2:30

CBS: Hymns; News.
10:45

NBC- Red:

12:30

of

10:00

Betty and Bob.
NBC- Blue: Press-Radio News.
NBC- Red: Mrs. Wiggs.
10:15
CBS: Modern Cinderella.
NBC- Blue: Five Star Jones.
NBC Red: John's Other Wife.
10:30
CBS: Betty Crocker.
NBC- Blue: Pepper Young's Family.
NBC- Red: Just Plain Bill.
10:35

CBS: The Gumps.

CBS: Ted Malone.
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin.

The Lamplighter.

:

NBC- Blue: The Magic Key
NBC- Ked: Landt Trio and

All time

A .M.

CBS:

12:00 N oon

12:15

2:00

10:00

Eastern Standard

is

NBC- Blue: Edward MacHugh.
NBC- Red: Allen Prescott.

12:00 Noon

1:30

All time

11:15

NBC-Blue: Personal Column.
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife.
11:30

1

1:00

Just Plain Bill.

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

Eastern Standard

is

:

Blue: Husbands and Wives.
Fred Astaire.

NBC- Red:
10:00

NBC- Blue: Armco

Concert Band.

10:30

NBC- Red:

Jimmy

HANDY GUIDE TO LOCATE

Fidler.

THE

CBS: Cavalcade of America.
NBC-Blue: Revue de Paree.
NBC-Red: One Man's Family.
8:30

CBS: Burns and

MBS:

Tonic

Allen.

Time.

NBC-Blue: Ethel Barrymor*.
NBC-Red: Wayne King.
9:00

CBS: Nino

MBS:

Martini.
Gabriel Heatter.

NBC-Blue: Professional Parade
NBC-Red: Town Hall Tonight.
9:30

CBS: Beauty Box

Theatre.

10:00

CBS: Gang Busters. Phillips
NBC-Red: Your Hit Parade.

Lord.

PROGRAMS ON

:

PROGRAM DIRECTORY
THURSDAY

FRIDAY
All time

All time is Eastern Standard

S

A.M.
CBS: Betty and Bob.
NBC-Blue: Press-Radio News.

10:00

NBC-Red:

10:05

is

Eastern Standard

10:00

A.M.
CBS: Betty and Bob.
NBC-Blue: Press-Radio News.
NBC-Ked: Mrs. Wiggs

10:00

10:15

CBS: Modern Cinderella.
NBC-Blue: Five Star Jones.
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife.
CBS: Betty Crocker.
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family.

10:45

NBC-Red: Today's

CBS: Cincinnati Conservatory.
NBC-Blue: Madge Marley.
NBC-Red: Our American Schools.

NBC-Blue: Personal Column.
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife.

CBS: East and Dumke.
NBC-Blue: Personal Column.
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife.

11:15

11:30

CBS: Big Sister.
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade.
NBC-Red: How to Be Charming.

11:30

CBS: Big Sister.
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade.
NBC-Red: Betty Moore.

CBS: Dr. Allan R. Dafoe.
NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh.
NBC-Red: Voice of Experience.

CBS: Eleanor Howe.
NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh.
NBC-Red: Allen Prescott.

12:00 Noon

Sassafras.

CBS: Ted Malone.
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin.

12:45

CBS: Rich Man's

CBS:

Rich

Man's Darling.

Revue.
Music from Texas.
Five Star

CBS:

Wife.

CBS: Kathryn Cravens.
NBC-Blue and Red: Music Appreciation Hour.

2:15
School

the

of

2:15

Air.

CBS:

2:30

NBC-Blue: Women's

CBS: Myrt and Marge.
NBC-lted:

Personal

School of the Air.

3:15

NBC-Red: Ma

Movies.

Mollie of the

NBC-Red: Pepper Youngs

Family.

3:15

NBC-Red: Ma
3:30

NBC-Blue:
NBC-Red:

Perkins.

NBC-Red: The

NBC Light Opera
Vic and Sade.

Co.

NBC-Red: The

O'Neills.

4:00
Morrell's.

at

NBC-Red:

La Salle Fashion Show.

HBC-Bed:

Follow the Moon.

Nurse

Junior

NBC-Red: While

the

City

Sleeps.

5:15

NBC-Blue: Singing Lady.
Jack

5:30

NBC-Blue: Singing Lady.

CBS: Wilderness Road.
NBC-Blue: Breen and de Rose.
NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie.

Six

P.M.

Eleven

to

Eleven

to

P.M.

6:15

CBS: News

of

Youth.

NBC- Red:

Cabin

In

the Cotton.

6:30
Press -Radio News.
6:45

NBC-Blue: NBC
NBC-Red: Sonia

of the

7:00

Melodies.
NBC- Blue: Easy Aces.

CBS:

Poetic

NBC- Red: Amos

'n'

Andy.

7:15

CBS: Ma and

Pa.

NBC- Blue: Unsung Champions.
NBC- Red: Voice of Experience.
7:30

CBS: Alexander

NBC- Blue: Lum

Woolcott.

and Abner.

7:45

CBS: Boake

MBS

Carter.

Valley Frolics.
NBC- Blue: Jerry Cooper.
:

Pleasant

6:00
:

Bamberger Symphony.

NBC- Red: Rudy

Vallee.

6:00

CBS: Major Bowes Amateurs.

MBS

Gabriel Heatter.
NBC--Red: Show Boat.
9:30
Melody Treasure Hunt.
NBC -Blue: Town Meeting.

MBS

:

:

CBS: Floyd Gibbons
Kraft Music Hall.

NBC-Blue: Message of Israel.
NBC-Red: Jimmy Kemper.

Andy.

CBS: Popeye the Sailor.
NBC-Blue: The Stainless
NBC-Red: Uncle Ezra.

Show

MBS:

C.

Hill.

NBC-Red: Thornton
Carter.

CBS: Broadway Varieties.
NBC-Blue: Irene Rich.
NBC-Red: Cities Service

Concert.

CBS: March

of

Time

NBC

Jamboree.

WAPi

CBS: Columbia Concert Hall.
NBC-Blue: Ed Wynn.
NBC-Red: Saturday Night Party.
NBC-Blue: Meredith Willson.

8:30

CBS: Hal Kemp's Orch.
NBC-Blue: Death Valley Days.

9:00

CBS: Floyd Gibbons. Vincent

MBS:

9:00

CBS: Hollywood Hotel.
NBC-Blue: Universal Rhythm.
NBC-Red: V/altz Time.
9:30

NBC-Blue: Helen

Broderick.

Story Court.

10:00

Philadelphia Orchestra.
MBS: Witch's Tale.
NBC -Red: First Nighter.

Victor

KOH

KOIN

KOL
KOMA
KRLD
KRNT
KSCJ

KSL
KTRH
KTSA

KTUL
KVI
KVOR
KWKH
CFRB
CKAC

Smilin'

Ed

Lopez.

McConnell.

NBC-Blue: National Barn Dance.
NBC-Red: Snow Village Sketches.
9:30

CBS: Your Pet Program.
NBC-Red: Shell Chateau,

10:00

CBS: Your

NBC-Red:

Joe Cook.

Hit Parade and Sweep-

stakes.
10:30
Irvin

S.

Cobb.

Networks
NETWORK
WIRE
WTAG
WTAM
WJAR
WMAQ
WTIC

RED

WNAC
WRC

WOW
WSAI

WWJ
KSD

KSTP

KYW

NETWORK
WSYR
WGAR
WHAM
WTCN
WXYZ
WJZ
KDKA
WLS

BLUE

WMAL

WMT

WREN

KOIL
KSO

KWK

(These stations carry both Red and
Blue network programs.)

Fisher.

CBS: Columbia Workshop.

Sam.

KMBC
KMOX
KNOW

SUPLEMENTARY STATIONS

8:30

NBC-Blue: Singin

NBC-Red: True

WFIL

8:00

8:00

KHJ
KLRA
KLZ

Question

Bee.
7:45

7:45

CBS: Boake

Institute.

CBS: Carborundum Band.
NBC-Blue: Uncle Jim's

Ranger.
and Abner.

NBC-Blue: Lum
NBC-Red: Edwin

CBS: Ma and Pa.
NBC-Red: Hampton
7:30

7:30

The Lone

WGY
WHO

WABY
WBAL
WBZ
WBZA
WEBR
WENR

7:15

7:15

CBS:

10:30

NBC- Blue:

Gooch.
Mary Small.
'n'

WBEN
WCAE
WCSH
WDAF
WEAF
WFBR

7:00

Mortimer

Moore.

10:00

NBC--Red:

CBS: Saturday Night Swing.
NBC-Red: Religion in the News.

7:00

CBS:
NBC-Blue:
NBC-Red: Amos

Home Symphony.
Essin.

6:45

3:15

CBS: Kate Smith.

MBS

Press-Radio News.

CBS: Renfrew of the Mounted.
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas.

Mounted.
NBC- Blue: Lowell Thomas.

CBS: Renfrew

Tito Guizar.

6:35

6:45

KGB
KGKO
KGVO

on the National
Broadcasting Company

6:30

CBS:

WTOC

KFAB
KFBB
KFBK
KFH
KFPY
KFRC

Stations

CBS: Press-Radio News.
Club.

6:30

6:00

WWL

WHK

6:25

NBC-Blue: Animal News
P.M.

WHP

garten.

NBC-Blue: Nickelodeon.
NBC-Red: Blue Barron.

P.M.

WHIO

WSBT
WSFA
WSJS
WSPD

WHAS
WHEC

6:05

6:05

WREC

WGSI

Annie.

Armstrong.

WMBD
WMBG
WMBR
WMMN
WNAX
WNBF
WNOX
woe
WOKO
WORC
WOWO
WPG
WQAM

WGR

NBC-Blue: Bill Kountz Orch.
NBC-Red: Kaltenmeyer's Kinder-

Six P.M. to Eleven P.M.

5:45

Six

Melodies.

Armstrong.

CBS: Wilderness Road.
NBC-Red: Little Orphan

WKBN
WKBW
WKRC
WLAC
WLBZ
WMAS

WEAN
WEEI
WESG
WFBL
WFBM
WFEA
WGL

5:30

'NBC-Red: Tom Mix.

NBC-Red:

NBC-Red: Golden

WBNS
WBRC
WBT
WCAO
WCAU
WCCO
WCOA
WDAE
WDBJ
WDBO

WDNC
WDOD
WDRC

Tone.

5:45

NBC-Red: Tom Mix.
Jack

Barrie.

3:00

CBS: Eddie Duchin.
NBC-Red: Top Hatters.

Corps.

5:30

5:00

NBC-Red:

CBS:
5:15

4:30

Orch.

Mariani's

5:00

Follow the Moon.

5:00

4:00

Hugo

4:30

NBC-Red: Tea Time
NBC-Red:

O'Neills.

Buffalo.

CBS: Tours
NBC-Red: Week End Review.

4:30

3:45

CBS: Clyde

in

3:45

Perkins.

WBIG

Opera.

S:30

Vic and Sade.

WIBX
WICC
WISN
WJAS
WJR
WJSV

WBBM

Capers.

CBS- Dancepators.
NBC-Blue: Metropolitan
NBC-Red: Your Host is

CBS: Down by Herman's.
NBC-Red: Walter Logan.

3:30

NBC-Red:

NBC-Red: Campus

2:45

NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family.

Column.

Our Barn.

2:00

NBC-Red:

CBS: Myrt and Marge.
3:00

3:00

Network
WWVA
WIBW

VVABC

Presents.

Buffalo

7:00

on the Columbia
Broadcasting System

WACO
WADC
WALA

2:30

2:45

Clubs.

2:45

Orch.

Hall

:3C

NBC -Blue:

2:00

NBC-Blue: Words and Music.

CBS: George

I

NBC-Red: Dan Harding's

NBC-Blue: Vaughn de Leath.
NBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wife.

12:45

P. S. T.

Stations

1:05

1:30

2:00

8:00

9:00

NBC-Red: Whitney Ensemble.

MBS:

Darling.

1:30

E. S. T;

10:00
M. S. T.

C. S. T.

NBC-Blue: National Farm Hour.
NBC-Red: Rex Battle's Orch.

1:00

CBS:

11 P.M., Eastern Standard Time,
If
are included in the listing.
no program for a network appears
in
a
time division, it is either
because the program listed in the
preceding time division is still
being broadcast or because no
regular program is scheduled for
that time.
All time given is Eastern Standard Time. For Central Standard
Time subtract one hour: for
Mountain
Standard Time suband for Pacific Stantract two
dard Time subtract three.
;

12:30

12:45

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent.
NBC-Blue: National Farm Hour.

In order to
breviated to MBS.
learn what network your local
station is affiliated with find it in
one of the lists printed below.
proscheduled
regularly
All
grams, broadcast from 10 A.M. to

Thus

NBC-Blue: Call to Youth.
NBC-Red: Abram Chasins.

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent.
NBC-Blue: National Farm Hour.

Malone.
Marlin.

NBC-Red: Mary
12:30

Speech.
Chef.

of

NBC-Red: Home Town.

12:30

12:15

MBS:

NBC-Blue: Magic

NBC-Red: Mystery
11:45

12:15

CBS: The Gumps.
NBC-Blue: Honeyboy and
NBC-Red: Girl Alone.

Programs of the four major
networks are listed on these two
Columbia Broadcasting
pages
System (abbreviated to CBS), the
two National Broadcasting Company chains NBC-Blue and NBCRed and the Mutual System, ab-

12:00 Neon

CBS: The Gumps.
NBC-Red: Girl Alone.

12:00 Noon

CBS:

NBC-Blue: Melody of Romance.
NBC-Red: Doc Whipple.
11:30

11:45

:45

:00

II

II :I5

11:15

Pretend.
Manhatters.

NBC-Blue: Clark Dennis.

CBS: Heinz Magazine.
NBC-Blue: The O'Neills.
NBC-Red: David Harum.

CBS: Mary Lee Taylor.
NBC-Blue: The O'Neills.
NBC-Red: David Harum.

P.M.
CBS: Ted

CBS: Let's
NBC-Red:
10:45

11:00

Children.

11:00

1 1

10:30

CBS: Music: News.
NBC-Blue: Nellie Revell.
NBC-Red: Today's Children.

CBS: Hymns; News.

CBS: Richard Maxwell.
NBC-Blue: Raising Your Parents.
NBC-Red: The Vass Family.

CBS: Betty Crocker.
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Red: Just Plain Bill.
10:45

Bill

10:35

Rose.

10:15

10:30

10:30

NBC-lted: Just Plain

CBS: The Bluebirds.
NBC-Blue: Breen and De
NBC-Red: Charioteers.

CBS: Modern Cinderella.
NBC-Blue: Five Star Jones.
NBC-Red- John's Other Wife.

10:15

TO USE THIS

PROGRAM GUIDE

—

A.M.

Press-Radio News

Wiggs.

Mrs.

HOW

ATU R DAY

All time

Eastern Standard

is

WAVE
WBAP
WCFL
WCOL
WCSC
WDAY
WEBC
WFAA
WFBC
WFLA

WGBX
WGL
WIBA
WIOD
WIS

WJAX
WJDX

WKY
WLW

WOAI

WOOD

WPTF
WRVA
WSB

WSM
WSMB
WSOC
WSUM
WTAR
WTMJ
WWNC
KARK
KDYL
KECA
KEX
KFI

KFSD

KFYR
KGA

KGHF
KGHL
KGIR

KGO
KGU
KGW
KHQ
KJR
KLO
KOA
KOMO
KPO
KPRC
KTAR
KTBS
KTHS
KVOO
CFCF
CRCT

WIY1C

ALL FOUR NETWORKS FROM TEN A.M. TO ELEVEN

P.M.
55
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ACCENT ON YOUTH
BROUGHTANNEHIM FORTUNE
HIS

ELLISON

By

T'S a young man's world," decided Paul Sullivan. "We of
the younger generation have to carry on where our elders
left off
and we'd better start right now."
So he went ahead and became radio's youngest important
news commentator star reporter of the most powerful sta-

I

—

—

tion

WLW

world,
in Cincinnati.
And he's just
twenty-eight years and five months old.
There's a good deal to this philosophy of his.
A good
deal to deciding to forget the old idea that youth's place is
the

in

background. At any rate, it worked well enough for
Paul Sullivan to bring him in two years from an announcer's job to that of sponsored commentator.
Paul was born September 1, 1908, in St. Louis, Missouri,
and all the way through school and college his family
in the

seemed to have him earmarked to be a lawyer. He had
other ideas he wanted to be a radio operator on the high
seas, and to that end he built and operated Amateur Station
in St. Louis during his college days. Though this
taught him a good deal about the technical side of radio he
discovered that achieving his ambition might be a longer
task than he'd planned on.
In the meantime, he passed an
audition at KMOX, St. Louis, and became an announcer.

—

9BWD

He was nothing if not thorough, and he used to read
newspapers and magazines aloud at home, much to the annoyance of his family who still hoped he'd give up that
crazy radio business and take his bar examinations. Finally
they refused to listen to him, so he went out into the garage
when he wanted

to read.

KMOX

Paul divided his time between
and
WTAX, Springfield, Illinois, announcing programs, and
joined
in January, 1935.
It wasn't long before
had installed a news room under H. Lee MacEwen, veteran
newspaper man, and Paul was given a daily commentating
Until

1935

WLW

WLW

spot.

where the story of how commentators get that
Using his belief that just because you
were young was no reason to take a back seat, Paul developed his own style of news broadcast and became almost
This

way

is

really starts.

an overnight sensation.

An intriguing sign-off slogan helped. Paul borrowed a
phrase which all newspapermen and few laymen understand "It's thirty from the news room." "Thirty" is the
time-honored telegrapher's signal for the end of a dispatch.
Every night, when he concluded his broadcast, Paul would

—

say, cryptically, "It's thirty

Listeners were intrigued,
deniably interested! And

from the news room."

maybe

a little irritated, but un-

by the time they'd written in to
find out what the dickens the guy meant, they'd become
very much interested in the way Paul gave them their news.
Paul hadn't decided that it was a young man's world
because he wanted it to be a young man's world. He'd made
a careful study of the news and he knew what interested

He

has a passionate fondness for facts.
He viciously cuts out all superfluous adjectives, no matter how
colorful, from his broadcasts.
He makes a real attempt
never to take sides in a controversial subject, but he does
make every effort to give the fundamental facts involved.
people.

His copy isn't censored either by his station or by his sponLiberty Magazine.
He is one commentator who chose his own broadcast
time, even when he went under Liberty's sponsorship.
He
picked 11:00 to 11:15 P. M., eastern standard time, Mondays through Fridays, for the sponsored broadcasts, and five
minutes after midnight Saturdays and 1 1 :00 P. M. Sundays
sor,

two weekly sustaining periods.
Pretty late for a news broadcast, but Paul was hitting
for the young people and he believed they'd wait up for
him. They not only did, but got many of their elders to
do the same.
Paul's day begins about eight o'clock in the evening. From
then on you'll find him buried in reams of copy in the
news room. He reads and sorts his material, cutting here,
rewriting there, and when he's finished he has a complete
newscast, ready for the air which he's quite likely to toss
aside entirely if something "hot" comes in at the last minute.
He still reads newspapers aloud these days, to his bride
of a little more than a year, the former Margaret Flynn of
On the few occasions when Margaret says please
St. Louis.
will he stop reading for a while, he reads to his dog, Nick.
Paul's belief that this is a young man's world has made
him famous as a commentator but outside of his own field,
Not long ago he athe's content to take that back seat.
tended a business men's banquet at which he had been told
They called on him
he wouldn't have to make a speech.
anyway, after he got there business men's banquets are
like that.
Said Paul:
"Gentlemen, I don't mind admitting that I'm very much
of a onesided person. I enjoy listening to others speak, but
as for myself, there's just one thing I know and only one
It's thirty from Paul Sullivan."
I care about. That is news.
for his

WLW

—

—

—

—

INTRODUCING PAUL SULLIVAN, LIBERTY MAGAZINE'S COMMENTATOR
56
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To keep

skin

young looking

you'll see lines

— learn how lo invigorate
believe

— but those little

lines that look as if they'd

been

creased into your skin from the outside, actually

begin underneath!

Do

what makes your

The same way with

dull,

supple,

But

young

think!

— and rob your out-

daughter of Mrs. Henry Latrobe Roosevelt of Washington, D. C, says: W A treatment with Pond's Cold Cream
whisks away tired lines and tones my skin."

this

— supple.

Your

It looks years

skin

is

younger!

You

can

start those faulty oil glands func-

SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE
and 3

—

POND'S, Dept.
Rush

tioning busily again. That's

can invigorate

those failing under tissues!

and during the day, reis smooth for powder.
regularly. Soon tissues grow
skin

firm again. Lines fade out.

keep

looking.

— You

.

dry skin

side skin of the oil it needs to
it

.

Your

smooth

glands underneath that

function faultily

again.

Every morning,
peat.

outside skin fall into creases.

It's little oil

smoothing out, skin

young looking

night,

.

First, hundreds of little cells, fibres
and blood vessels underneath begin
to function poorly. Then, the under

tissues sag. That's

p„od'B Cold Cream.'

pat Pond's Cold Cream into
your skin. Its specially processed fine oils
go deep, loosen dirt and make-up. Wipe
it all off. Now the rousing treatment
more Pond's Cold Cream briskly patted
in. Feel the blood tingling! Your skin is
glowing
softer. Feels toned already!
You are waking up that underskin.
Every

UNDER SKIN

your

Hard to

getting supple,

••!.

why you

need not be discouraged when lines
and skin dryness begin.
Start to rouse your underskin with
Pond's "deep-skin" treatments. Soon

other Pond's Beauty Aids
8'

RM-CC,

Clinton, Conn.

special tube ot Pond's

Cold Cream, enough

for

9

treatments, with generous samples of 2 other Pond'f
Creams and 5 different shades of Pond's Face Powder.
I enclose 10*! to cover postage and packing.

Name.
Street_

City_

_State_
Copyright, 1937, Pond's Extract

Company
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The Reviewing Stand
Selector

By

ARMCO CONCERT BAND
NBC

Network:

M.

Rinso and Lifebuoy

With Al Jolson

Time:

10 P.

Day:

Tuesday
American Rolling Mill

Sponsor:

Sponsor:

Blue

The sponsors of this show have managed to cram an awful lot of both music
and talk into a brief half-hour.
I
don't know, myself, just how they did
it
maybe the ten minutes or so of talk
and dramatization only seems like
more.
The band, under the direction
of Frank Simon, is tuneful and pleas-

—

main

attrac-

MGM

The opening show even had Ruby
Keeler tap dance one number and exchange a line or two with hubby Al
There was so much going on
orchestra didn't have one

ant, and contributes three selections at
the start of the program and three at
the end. In between there's first a dra-

Jolson.

matic sketch, called "It Couldn't Be
Done," which deals with some seemingly impossible achievement in American

ing from the

and this sketch in
turn ties into a chat by Bennett ChapUnless you inpie, the "Ironmaster."
sist upon lots of band music you'll probably learn things you've never known
before about inventions and stuff.

you'll hear

industrial

as the

sponsor has crammed into a
fast-moving half-hour the music of Victor Young's orchestra, the comedy singing of Martha Raye, Paramount's new
sensational find, and the gags of Sid
Silvers, once Jack Benny's stooge and
now an
personality seen in
"Born to Dance."
tion, the

E.S.T.

history;

the
full

Young
number

to

itself.

first

The show, judg-

few broadcasts, should

soon land high in popularity ratings,

pushed up there by as fast a tempo as
anywhere on the networks.
Raye's comic voice, stemming from iron
lungs,

goes

nicely

with

more

Silver's

quiet and fastidious joke making. Jolson, as the man who holds the whole
half-hour together, couldn't be a better
bet.

DO YOU WANT TO

Most physicians agree

self?

that regular habits of elimi-

nation and proper diet are
best for health and beauty.
If

more than one day goes

by, give

Nature gentle aid by

taking Olive Tablets.

Originating as the formula

of a practicing physician,

it

has become one of America's
best

known

Keep

proprietaries.

a supply of Olive

Tablets always on the bath-

room

shelf as a reminder to

whole family not to let
more than one day go by.
Three sizes— 15**— 30^— 60^
the

—At

all

druggists.

UNSUNG CHAMPIONS
Network:

Day:

Sunday

Time:
Day:

Sponsor:

Chase & Sanborn

Sponsor:

8:00 P. M. E.S.T.

Time:

you keep tabs on your-

A)

ACTOR?
NBC Red

Network:

Do

BE

Hollywood's
contribution to what we thought was a
dying cycle of amateur hours became a
network program two days later when
the sponsors of Good Will Court suddenly decided to call it quits and drop
the A. L. Alexander broadcasts.
Do You Want to be an Actor, the
work of one Haven MacQuarrie, has
been going strong locally in Hollywood
for more than nine months, and MacQuarrie himself has used the same idea
Signed

on

a

Friday,

in vaudeville for fifteen years.

The

broadcast hit an unsuspecting public which had tuned in to hear
Good Will Court and which heard Alexander bid a sorrowful farewell. Then,
like a bolt out of the blue, the MacQuarrie program started in. It was full
of rough spots and had few highlights
of entertainment. Certainly it was far
from being adequate network fare. The
second broadcast, while smoother, still
seemed dull and slow to this reviewer.
Only by a lot of hard work and
change of pace can the sponsors hope
to win listeners away from the Nelson
Eddy and Eddie Cantor shows heard at
the same time over CBS.
first
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Blue
7:15 P. M. E.S.T.
Tues., Wed., Thurs.
Tastyeast

This quarter-hour program
ment's notice affair.
Like

Want

to

gap

from the

air

as

is
.

a

mo-

Do You

be an Actor,

into the

it was
tossed
by the sudden exit
of Jimmie Braddock, just

left

Do You Want
Good

in for

to be an Actor went
Will Court. Taking into

consideration its hurry-up character, it's
better entertainment than you'd expect.

Unsung Champions is a peculiar stirring-together of various ideas. There's
a master of ceremonies named "Uncle
Tastyeast" (you guess the sponsor);
and he introduces a pair of Unsung
Champions on each program. An Unsung Champion, in case you didn't
know, is someone who has lived a life
of obscure, unpraised sacrifice, or has

make the world a
Nice idea, and carried
out well.
The Champions sound like
real people, not actors hired for the ocdone

his small bit to

better

place.

casion.

Not so nice is the other part of the
show, which consists of snatches from
five popular songs, played on a piano.
You're supposed to guess the names of
the songs,

and

if

you guess them

right

you get

The

AL JOLSON

NBC

a bar of the sponsor's product.
first four pieces are easy, but then
in a hard one on you
Your reviewer doesn't

they ring

for the

Network:

CBS

fifth.

like

Time:

8:30 P. M. E.S.T.

be baffled that way.

Day:

Tuesday

(Continued on page 92)
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THE WHISPERING

was some sixty years ago that the

It

word began

to spread

"It's not true that

meant
be

to suffer

we women were

— that our lives must

paign has carried on. Today the

Compound

Compound

made

mans

is

known wherever hu-

dwell, because one

another

how

it

They were passing on

the news of

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-

her

own

marvelous

first for

family,
benefit.

the relief of

tells

tells

daughter, friend
friend in every

walk of

life

how

that

now

helps

thus

lessening

the

of
/.

is

laboratory composed

buildings.

The use

of

ments have multi-

Ordeals

Woman

Passing from girlhood into

plied

medicinal

its

value seven times. Its
value

is

evidenced by

the thousands of let-

ters of heartfelt
thanks that continuously pour

in.

womanhood.

exhaustion.
2.

to neighboring cities

discomforts*

which must be endured, especially
during

The Three

and

buy today

go "smil-

Vegetable

hood need no longer
spell suffering

to

woman

Compound. It
Nature tone up the system,

ham's

Neighbors had be-

had spread through the town,

modern

ing through" with Lydia E. Pink-

the ordeals of woman-

effec-

in a great

//

scientific developFor three generations one

had proved of

it

gun asking for it. Whispers of its
tiveness

of six

tells

has told another

through." Mother

pound. Brewed

woman

that you

helps

them go "smiling

with pain!"

filled

CAMPAIGN THAT NEVER STOPPED

The Lydia E. Pink-

Preparing for Motherhood.

J. Approaching "Middle Age."

Might

it

not help

you, also, to go "smil-

Afunctional disorders

For 6 1 years

this

whispering cam-

One woman

tells

ham's Vegetable

another

how

to

ing through"?

go "Smiling Through" with

e^Z^aaea (3. cXJnAAtvmls Vegetable

Compound
59

What do you want

know?

to

BEHIND THE SCENES

ALLEN probably the most
FRED
methodical actor on radio row. He
is

follows precisely the

same routine

on his Town Hall Tonight programs
over NBC every Wednesday night. At
exactly 9:11 he walks to the sound
effects table to put away the megaphone he uses for his news-reel voice.
At exactly 9:24 he walks across the
stage to get a drink of water. A little
while later he looks at his wrist watch.
It

invariably 9:36.

is

THE ORACLE SPEAKS
J.

D.,

Cumberland, Md.

Gray

—

Alexan-

not dead.
understand
a motion picture magazine published
this fact, but in a later issue retracted
the statement. Mr. Gray was heard on
the air the early part of last summer
but I do not know what he is doing

der

is

I

at present.

D. C. M., Kendall Green,
and all you Lee Bennett fans
At last we know what happened to

Miss
Mass.,

—

Lee Bennett, former singing star of Jan
Garber's orchestra. Lee has formed his
own orchestra and is touring the vaudeville circuit.
Watch for him in your
town.

"Nell,"
for

Springfield,

111—Thanks

Lee Bennett.

the clipping on

It

was mighty swell of you to take the
trouble. James Meighan is not coming
back on Just Plain Bill. He's too busy
playing in Bambi, David Harum and
Dot & Will.
Ida Q., Los Angeles, Calif. Radio
Mirror has had two feature stories on
One Man's Family. The first one appeared in the January, 1936 issue and

—

the second in the August, 1936 issue. If
copies of these issues, send

you want

your request to the Back Issue Department, 1926 Broadway, New York, N.
each copy.
fans, attention!

Y., enclosing 20c for

Lanny Ross
are

interested

in

joining

the

If

you

Lanny

Ross fan club, get in touch with its
president, Ginger
Barone, 231 Walworth Street, Brooklyn, New York.
Dorothy C, Lawrence, Staten
For photographs
Island, New York
of Ozzie Nelson, Bernice Claire and

—

Virginia Verrill, write to them in care
of the National Broadcasting Company,
Rockefeller Plaza, New York City.

Dorothy Lamour

busy making pictures at present out on the Coast.
James L., South Fork, Pa. Our
best advice to you, would be to try and
is

—

60

get

some experience announcing on a
station in your town, or some

York's

Miss

local

The

big networks require
this experience before even considering

nearby

city.

an applicant.

Good

—

Parker

in care of the

National Broad-

Company, Rockefeller
New York City, will reach him.

Plaza,

Don

not appearing steadily on
He's
the Breakfast Club these days.
busy making recordings. When he does

McNeill

is

appear, you can hear him over the New
York station of WJZ. You can also
hear him on Tea Time at Morrell's over

NBC.
Arthur
late

—

The
B., Tampa, Florida
Russ Columbo used to lead his own

orchestra.

The

records of these pro-

and sponsors, have been destroyed.
Russ was twenty-six when he

grams
died.

Mrs. F. R. G., Youngstown, Ohio
has a sustaining spot on

— Mary Small
the
still

NBC

network.
over

singing

Bradley Kincaid is
Schenectady, New

station.
111.

—Al-

willing to oblige a friend, June.

Johnnie Davis was born

in

diana, twenty-five years ago.

luck, Jim.

Ruth V., Richmond Hill, New
York A letter addressed to Frank
casting

ways

broadcasting

local

June C, Chicago,

to play the
nicipal

trumpet

band

professional

learned

in his father's

at the age of eleven,
at

twelve,

In-

Brazil,

He

muwent

tooting

the

trumpet in Jack O'Grady's band in
Terre Haute while doubling at school.
He was finally discovered by Fred War-

Red Nichols in
City hotel. Johnnie's midGus and he was one of the

ing while playing with
a

New York

dle
first

name

is

"scat" singers.

Miss Rita D. O., Trenton, N.

J.

—Here's some more about the Warings.

Brother Tom Waring was born in
Tyrone, Pa. He's thirty years old, blueeyed and black hair. He used to work
in a haberdashery store and play piano
and drums with Poley McCIintock for
parties around Tyrone ... is not married. The founder of the Pennsylvanians, Fred Waring, was also born in
Tyrone, Pa. Fred planned to become
an architect, {Continued on page 96)
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Dafoe's Exclusive Rules

Dr.

for

Your Baby's Health

(Continued from page 37)
Dr.
doors even in the coldest weather.
Dafoe tells how shocked people were to
see them lying on an open porch in weather 27 degrees below zero with the snow
falling.
Their carriages have waterproof
hoods which completely protect them.
The}' also play outdoors in arctics and
their bright hooded
freezing weather.

"Hudson Bay

suits" in

However, if you want to follow this bold
example, you need a few warnings. When
it's freezing, the Quints' faces are always
coated with ointment to prevent frostbites and if your children play outdoors
for long periods in winter, see that they
keep their mittens on. Let them come in
to warm up every half hour or so, just as
the Quints do in the little room with a
piping hot stove, which is adjacent to their
playground. Also, remember the climate
of Callander is very dry. Too much cold,
moist weather such as is experienced in
Chicago and our Lake States

is

bad for

And most New York

child specialists advise against allowing city children to play outdoors on windy days, because so much germ-laden dust is in deadly circulation.
Even more common than sleeping probchildren.

Does one of
no to
his vegetables, demand what isn't on the
table? And do you fuss and worry about
it and watch his thin little arms and legs
lems are eating problems.

your children pick

at his food, say

miserably?

1A/HY

do the Quints eat everything that
given to them? Perhaps this statement of Dr. Dafoe's explains it.
"If
Emilie, for instance," he says, "doesn't
want a dish that is put in front of her,
the nurse makes no great fuss about it.
She can have her dessert and all the milk
she wants. But she can have nothing else
until the next regular meal time.
She
soon learns that when she doesn't finish
her meal she gets hungry. Just a little determination on the mother's part and the
child can be taught not only to eat everything but to like everything."
The vegetable problem is often developed when the child first eats this type
of food.
Their nurses have taught the
Quints to like vegetables by that finest-ofall-methods in teaching babies suggestion.

**

is

—

They were about
nurse's face

months old.
above the crib would

The

six

smile.

—

She'd smack her lips and say, "bon bon,"
"good good" when she'd offer a bit of
finely-mashed spinach or carrots or string
beans to Yvonne or Cecile or one of the

—

others. And in a few days all five Quints
were smacking their lips with pleasure at

each bite.

Not a single one of the Quints has ever
been spanked in her life. Dr. Dafoe bethat physical punishments are almost never necessary. As you've probably realized by this time, most of the
Quints' moral lessons come under the head
of discipline rather than punishment. If
you don't eat, you go hungry. But there's
no nagging or anger about it. A method
which gives parent and child a lasting
mutual respect.
The only punishment the Quints have
lieves

known has been

inflicted

when they've

been guilty of conduct which in an older
girl we'd call "un-social."
Once not very long ago, for instance,
Emilie lost her temper. She had climbed
up on Dr. Dafoe's lap and she was lording it over the nursery. At mealtime the
nurse came and took her away. But she

COPR. 1937 FELS

ft

CO

BANISH "TATTLE-TALE GRAY"
WITH FELS-NAPTHA SOAP
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didn't

and

want to go. She kicked and squalled
most feminine manner scratched

in a

the nurse.

So they put her in the "punishment
room," a light cheerful room with nothing
in it.
There she stayed until she was
quiet for several minutes. When she was
released she began at once to play happily
After a bit she paused.
with her sisters.
She went over to the nurse she'd scratched
and hugged her. The nurse hugged back.
Now maybe you can't afford a special

punishment room.

But any mother can

confine a child who's had a tantrum in
Children can be trained
his own nursery.
to go into such a room without having a
locked door. The Quints remain in their
punishment room for varying lengths of
time, according to the degree of naughtiness.
Dr. Dafoe pleads with you never to
use for this purpose a room which is dark
or has anything frightening in it.
The Quints' friend and doctor is like a
good many of us in disliking the "smartaleck" show-off child. Think how_ easy it
would have been to let the Quints deThink of
velop into vain little ladies.
the care in shielding them from any
watching
eyes!
knowledge of the many
As a matter of fact, after they acted in
picture
called
"The
Country
the motion
Doctor" they did indulge in a little posing.
But when no one paid the slightest attention to their parlor tricks they soon got

over them.
their small poses had been applauded as "cute," if any tiny Dionne had
been given the experience of holding the
center of the stage well, as Dr. Dafoe
puts it, "The first thing we knew we'd
have had a spoiled baby on our hands!"
Ever since they were able to, the
Quints have been allowed to climb and
slide and have plenty of rough and tum-

IF

—

.

'

ble.

In their playground

a

is

gym tower

with a platform about five feet in the air.
At two and a half years old, the Quints
climb all over this apparatus. They also
ice skate and rarely cry when they take a
tumble. For Dr. Dafoe believes that unplanned exercise as well as the planned
kind increases a child's strength. And what
is equally important, his courage.
Another way Dr. Dafoe builds up security and self-confidence in the Quints is by
watching them keenly and checking little
situations which put one child at a disadvantage.
Marie was in an unfortunate situation
of this sort when she was about a year
If you
remember, Marie was the
smallest Quint.
She was still very weak,
just beginning to crawl, not nearly strong
enough to keep up with the others.
"She couldn't even get out of bed by
herself," says Dr. Dafoe, "and the nurses
thought they were favoring her when they
let her rest until the others were bathed.
"But poor Marie had different ideas
about being left until the last. She felt
she was being neglected. And, young as
she was, she began to develop a sort of
inferiority complex.

old.

Most

of the time they're at play the
let alone.
They work out their
own small conflicts and squabbles. But in
the late afternoon after their baths they
have an hour of "organized play," listening to the piano, singing soft little songs
or, best of all, story telling.

Quints are

THE

Quints have never been told any

' really

sensational

or frightening

tales.

But once in a while they used to hear a
rather emotional one. One twilight, for instance, a nurse read them aloud Old Mother
Hubbard and her poor dog, Tray. The
book had large, graphic pictures which the
Quints looked at mournfully as the story
unfolded.
Emilie, especially, was deeply
touched at the plight of the hungry dog,
who looked in the cupboard and found
nothing to eat. That night she lay awake
crying for hours.
At breakfast she got
down the book, got the picture of Tray
and tried to put her piece of bacon in his
mouth.
"And
can assure you," concludes Dr. Dafoe, "that was the last
highly imaginative tale they were ever
I

told."

Dafoe has devoted several broadtalks on "Habits for Parents."
a child's home is a happy and well-

Dr.
casts

to

thought
would have
"So one day
Marie bathed first. It was just what she
wanted. She was proud as she could be.
She was one of the gang again a full

balanced one, he will reflect that almost
as distinctly as a mirror will reflect the

member!"

marked with clashing temperaments, con-

Dr. Dafoe has also realized that a normal child Iovesto help. From this wish
he has fostered in the Quints "the habit of
disciplined responsibility."
Little Emilie,
Cecile, Yvonne, Marie and Annette each
has her own cupboard for toys and wardrobe for clothes.
The nurses praise the
children when they stow away playthings
and hang up garments neatly and the
Quints vie with each other to set and clear
away the table.

quarreling and unfortunate scenes,
all this is certain to mark him adversely.
The Quints have never been threatened, nagged, bossed or purposely frightened.
Not one knows what it feels like
to have an adult lose his temper.
They
have never heard of the boogey man. The
nurses who surround them are happy,

I

I

—

If

features

of

his

face.

If

home

the

is

stant

well,

normal,

finely

disciplined

women.

The Quints have been brought up
steady

in

a

atmosphere of consideration and

BUT GRACE
u
BOTHBE THERE
GRACE WAS*TOOTIRED*
TO ENJOV THE CROWD
KNOW- IT'S -JUST BEASTLY
TO LOSE YOUR PEt> /VCV
DOCTOR SAYS VNUEW YOU
FEEL RUN-DOWN LIKE THAT
YOUR BLOOD IS SENERALLY
UNDERFED. HE HAD MS
I

EAT FLEISCHMANN'S YEAST./
SAID IT FEEDS THE

W
MAV6E THAT'S

WHAT
I

I

THINK

NEEDI'LL

TRY

IT

BLOOD

VITAMINS A.B.ComdD
W&
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This is why they are not
love.
nervous or spoiled, why they have been
able to defeat their handicaps with such

when the weather
A cold, still day

flying colors.

weather at five months.
8
Outdoors or at night keep baby warm,
not hot.
If you
overclothe him or put on

wise

But, I wonder, if you're saying, it is
impossible for a mother who is poor and
overworked to keep up a regular routine
and always to be sweet-tempered.
Dr. Dafoe points out that a planned,
sensibly-thought-out routine will actually
save work and give more time for a
mother to rest while a good baby naps.
And it will surely give any mother new
purpose to realize that her child will
mirror her own courage and love, as well
as her mistakes and limitations.
And now for Dr. Dafoe's sane, common
sense rules, drawn up in a convenient
list which you can set up in the nursery
for reference at all times.
If some of
them seem hard, remember that every
thirty
one of the
you find here is applied
daily to the five most charming babies in
the world.

—As soon
— Don't

as you know you're going to have
a doctor.
2
drink when expecting or nursing,
although parties, dancing or smoking are all
I

a child,

visit

right

moderation.
nurse your

in

—Always

3

baby

if

physically

possible.

— Have

A

when

baby's

routine

firmly

established

months old. Begin your reguand feeding schedule on the

he's three

sleeping
third day after birth.
5
Feed the baby, wake him, bathe him,
put him to sleep at the same minute every
day. Change your routine gradually without
fuss as the child grows older.
Establish regularity in
babyhood, keep it up all during
childhood.
6
Baby should sleep 90% of every 24 hours
during his first three months.
7
Put him outdoors to sleep every day
lar

—

—
—

—

air

18
For about an hour before a meal organize a child's play so it will be quiet. The
Quints have songs, story telling, clay modelling and cut-outs at such times.
19
Proper diet prevents teething trouble.
The Quints, who get lots of leafy vegetables,
whole wheat bread, cereals, fruit juice AND
CANDY never suffer the least bit with

9

new

Quints

started

is

not too moist or windy.

is

for

fine

children.

outdoors

sleeping

in

The
zero

—

many

so

blankets that he perspires, the fresh

does him no good.
When older, give him an hour and a half
of outdoor play each morning and afternoon.
The Quints have these periods from 9:15 to
10:45 and from 2:30 to 4:00.

—

— BOIL diapers,
cow's
fact "everything but the baby."
— feeding baby at
wash nipples
before and after the
— Never touch baby
you've washed
your hands
hot water and soap.
— Keep windows open at night cold
10

bottles, nipples,

milk,

in
I

breast,

If

!

nursing.

12

until

in

13

in

weather as well as warm,
In

winter,

—

air out

but avoid drafts.
day.

nursery twice a

14
Don't let baby go to sleep in your arms;
don't walk him to sleep or lie down with
him. And NEVER wake him up to show him

off to

—

friends.

15
Baby should sleep alone, not with an
older child, NEVER with mother. He should
go to sleep every night IN THE DARK WITH

THE DOOR CLOSED.

—

a child doesn't eat enough at a regular meal,
don't feed him until next meal.
Teach him to like new dishes by not giving
him anything else. Hunger will teach him
to eat properly. Even a small baby can go
for 24 hours with nothing but water without
harmful results.
17
Begin orange juice when the baby is
two weeks old. First a teaspoonful, gradually increased to a tablespoonful.
Double
the amount with tomato juice.
Begin cod
liver oil at the same time.
The Quints get
this mixture of cod liver oil and orange or
tomato juice twice a day: 6:45 A.M. and
4:30 P.M.
16

If

—

—

NO

—

teeth.

20 Give a baby or young child at least
one bath a day. The Quints have two. At
7:30 and 5:30.

—

The baby should get his
when two weeks old. Before
21

first

this

tub bath
he should

be cleaned with a warm olive oil rub.
The temperature of the bath should be
100 degrees at first, then 95, then 90. For

—

22

older babies, 85.
23
Don't bathe baby within an hour before
or after a heavy meal. Give him a little
drink of boiled water before putting him
into the tub.

—

—
25 — DON'T
24

Don't give a child
pet or unwashable toy.

under three

a

live

USE a mechanical baby walker.
a play pen, toy, or bed coated with
paint that has lead or zinc in it.

Or

—

26 Send a report of baby's weight to his
doctor every week; visit him for a short
talk every month; have him examine baby
thoroughly every four months.
27 Let the baby climb, jump, take chances,
play hard. If you overprotect him you make
him dependent and cowardly.
28 Don't punish a child physically.
Or
threaten, frighten or bribe him.
Putting him
alone in a room which is NOT dark until
he has been quiet a while is the best punishment.
29
Don't make your child a show-off by
teaching him parlor tricks or applauding
"cute" poses.
30
Never lie or break promises to a child.

—
—

—

—

TOLD THEM WE'D
HI

THERE,
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NEP—

HE SAID
hap a eocx>

FEELING ANY

ABOUT TIME */OU
SHOWEO UP- Sfiftf
WHERE'S SRACEf

BETTER <3f?ACE
"50U MISSEP A ^.-e^ij
GOOt> TIME LAST/Sj^
NIGHT MED \Nl*S/y\
THE LIFE
THE PARTY

EVENING- I'M
AFRAlP HE WAS
QUITE PUT OUT
WITH ME FOR.
BACKING POWMBUT I'fASOTIREf*
LATELY, NOTHING^
ANfiT

FUN-

DON'T LET UNDERFED BLOOD MAKE

YOU FEEL 'DONE UP*
That

"all-in" feeling so

many

people have at this time of
year is often a sign of run-

down

condition.

Usually this tired feeling
conies when your blood is
underfed and does not carry
enough of the right kind of
nourishment to your muscles

and nerves.

1

Fleischmann's fresh Yeast
supplies your blood with vitamins and other needed food
elements. Your blood then
carries more and better food
to your nerves and muscles.

Eat 3 cakes of Fleischmann's Yeast daily, a cake
about l hour before meals,
plain or in water. Start now.

A

YOUR BLOOP THAT
FEEPS"YOUR BODY...

ITS
w

One of the important
functions of your
blood stream is to
carry nourishment
from your food to the
muscle and nerve tissues of your entire
body.

m

When you

find

you

get overtired at the
least extra effort, it
is usually a sign that
your blood is not sup-

plied with

enough

What you need
something to help
your blood get more

food.
is

FRESH yEAST CONTAINS 4 VITAMINS \H APPITION TO
HOQMONE-UKE SUBSTANCES, WHICM MELP THE POPV 6ET GREATER
VALUE FPOM THE FOOP YOU EAT, ANP 6BTYT FASTER
FLEISCHMANN'S

nourishment from
your food.

Jr*95&k
Copyright, 1936,

Standard Brands Incorporated
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How

Can Work

Reducing

Miracles for You
(Continued from page 45)

Twenty pounds is pretty tangible,
cially when you have to take it off.

espe-

But
was something to grapple with. Something to fight.
welcomed the battle.
For the first time in years since child-

it

I

—

—

adhered to a stern regiguess
men of regular and strenuous exercise.
confined myself to
watched my diet.
I
watched the scales.
one full meal daily.
went the little
Down, down, down
needle.
Well,
was winning this battle.
hood,

I

I

1

I

.

.

.

I

That thought comforted me.
But here was the astounding thing! As
discovered my coneach pound fell away
My fears and
fidence was increasing.
I

foreboding grew less and less. The desire
wanted to
I
to procrastinate had fled!
was eager, enthusiasI
get back to work!
tic.
It was partly physical, I know now,
and party psychological.
found myself evincing an interest in
I
clothes 1 had never felt before. Here was
looked
It was because I
a new thrill.
People were combetter in my clothes.

menting upon them. They'd never done
Nine out of every ten wothat before.
men who tell you that they aren't interested in clothes are fabricating a comforting illusion against an inferiority complex.

The world had become

a better place to

was physimarvelous.
This socally and mentally buoyant.
ever
"come-back" what had
called
found about that to be terrified of? You
know how you feel after you've overcome
some obstacle, no matter how small? You
know the elation that sweeps you, the
feeling you have that even a cage full

live

in.

I

felt

I

—

I

Well,
of tigers would have no terrors?
that's how I felt as the pounds slipped off,
won the battle.
as
I

HANDS need Special Moisture

my work

any wonder

Is it

know, when
YOU
used
schedules
I

improved?

look back now at the
to have as an opera
laugh. I used to think
day is just
today

I

and concert singer,
my
was busy. Why
about five times as crowded, yet I'm never
I

I

take five singing lessons a
I
as tired!
week, two diction lessons, spend hours
Each
with a coach and accompanist.
have to learn six new songs for
week
my radio program, and work over the orchestration with Mr. Koestner, my orchesWhile making a picture I'm
tra director.
on the set for ten hours a day and have
to study the film music besides. Then, of
course, there are such distractions as pic-

inside the skin cells

I

YOUR

hands chap and roughen

when the skin cells lose their
moisture. This moisture easily dries
out—from wind, cold or water. And
most women have their hands in
water up to sixteen times a day.

Sinks into the
skin more com-

But Jergens Lotion saves the
young beauty of your hands be-

moisture.

pletely than
other lotions
tested — soon

ture taking, fittings, interviews, the business management of my farm, and other
Honestly, I do morepersonal affairs.
accomplish more in a day now than I
ever did in a week during my operatic

gives back
youth-giving

—

work.

And here is something I've learned.
Overeating uses up energy, in burning up
food, that can be used to far greater profit

cause it restores the lost moisture.
It goes into the skin cells better
than any other lotion tested.

and enjoyment elsewhere!
Because my system is less

The two famous

ingredients in
Jergens are the same as skin specialists use to soften and whiten
skin. Yourfirst application smooths
roughnesses, soothes chapping.
Use Jergens faithfully and you'll

soon have charming hands your
man will love. Jergens leaves no
stickiness. Only 50^, 25^, 10^—
$1.00 for the big bottle— in any
drug, department or 10-cent store.
64

ens otion
I

JERGENS
FREE: PURSE-SIZE keep
hands

girl-

after having hands in water, to
ishly soft and smooth.

Use

O.
Co., 1727 Alfred St., Cincinnati,
Perth, Ontario)
free
Please send my purse-size bottle of Jergens

Andrew Jergens
(In

Canada

—

—

•

-State-

my

is

spoiled, too.

have received more advice regarding
what to do about the farm than the average young mother with her first-born. Like
most advice, it was highly conflicting, and,
But I
dare say, a lot of it was bad,
I

Name

sluggish,

I
proportionately more alert.
seem to be able to think a problem
straight through now instead of blunderFor example, during the
ing around it.
past four years my farm has been a source
of constant worry. Crops have been ruined
by drought and dust for three years, and
understand that this year's crop will be
I

mind

I

—
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Finally, during
didn't know what to do.
a trip back home for Thanksgiving, I
went into a huddle with the tenant farmer,
sat and talked the whole business
should have done that two years
out.
But now I seemed able to make deago.
decisions were
And whether
cisons.
right or wrong, I have the satisfaction of
knowing I have at last disposed of a

and we

MY

1

my

LOVES

troublesome problem once and for all.
ever did
Certainly I worry less than
believe most women worry bebefore.
1

He is, you
myself and my husband.
know, a highly successful voice teacher in
New York. Naturally he feels, as a man
must, that he cannot give up his work
because of mine. We have been separated
nearly all of our married life, by circumSomething must be done about
stance.
What? I do not knowit, of course.
But when the time comes to do
now.
something whatever it may be— shall

—

FRIENDS

LITTLE

it.

have complimented

—

me

quently in recent months but let me
you, the compliments, while they were
meant to be pleasant, were rude awakenFew of us, I suppose, ever pause to
ings.
consider the impressions we make on other
It

to

frigid,

I

I

MANAGER-

^*^'

certainly came as a distinct
to learn that when I first

Hollywood everyone thought me
unsociable—to put it bluntly, high
began
only learned that when
hat.
to receive compliments for having overcome it! Imagine being told you've overcome something you never knew existed!
was
never meant to be unsociable.
I
absorbed in my work and naturally reti-

came

)

AND SAVES MONEY/

me

shock to

J
<

SERVES GOOD FOOD

fre-

tell

people.

WE HAVE

SHES A GREAT

I

do

shall

I

SPAGHETTI

A

ONE OFTEN/

cause of a condition of physical weariness
rather than because they actually have
Naturally
something to worry about.
when you're not feeling up to par, things
Conversely; when your
look darkest.
body is healthy, your mind is clear, and
you see things in their proper perspective.
worry.
banishes
bouyancy
Physical
Even the gravest problems become just
things to be grappled with, and overcome.
In my case there is, for example, the matter of the three thousand miles between

And

A

MEAL.

I

know.

HUSBAND

I

Now

cent.

more

at

ease.

I

feel
It

more

comfortable,

much

so

isn't

A SATISFYING DELICIOUS MAIN DISH

the loss

of that twenty pounds that has worked
suppose, as it is the
the metamorphosis,
1

means

I

adopted by which to lose

it.

The

exercise, the sensible eating.

do not get about
simply haven't
because
the time. Most evenings it is nine o'clock
before I can call it a day, and then I'd
rather get myself a simple supper than
rush off somewhere. But between pictures
I
am enjoying my fling, a fling I couldn't
take before. I am learning how to play

Of

course, at present

much

I

socially,

I

and laugh.
has taken

me

a long while,

I
suppose,
did so want
women, all women, to understand. A
healthy body is is not alone the concern of a picture star, or even of a woman
who merely seeks to be attractive. Every
woman owes it to herself, to her family,
to her friends, to her associates, to keep
fit.
Her happiness depends upon it.
Every woman may be re-born into a
new world. I know.
have been and I
can sum it up in three simple words.
Health is happiness.

It

to get to

my

point

—but

I

I

JUST

try the

two menus suggested

the right and see

at

how

your family
will relish them. They might not get
excited over ordinary ready -cooked
spaghetti. But they will over Franco American. They'll rave about its tangy,
tempting cheese-and-tomato sauce
made with eleven different ingredients
seasoned to savory perfection.
.
.

home! Get FrancoAmerican from your grocer today. Try
prepare spaghetti at

these delicious spaghetti meals:

SERVES 3-COSTS 45 CENTS
Franco- American Spaghetti
Buttered Squash
Hearts of Lettuce Salad
Brown Betty with Lemon Sauce

Brussels Sprouts

Tea

SERVES 3-COSTS 55 CENTS

.

Franco- American has been called a
Yet a can holding
three to four portions is usually no more
"millionaire's dish."

than ten cents

— less

than

it

Spaghetti Meat Scallop
(Casserole dish combining Franco-American
with l l/i cups of any leftover meat, ground)
Buttered Beets
Coleslaw
Fruit

Cup

costs to

Sugar Cookies
Coffee

—

Now that you have read of the -miracle
reducing wrought for Marion
Talley,
wouldn't you like to know exactly how
she succeeded in losing twenty pounds?
What she ate and the exercises she took
that changed her into a beautiful star?
Next month, Marion reveals exclusively
for Radio Mirror readers her complete reducing secrets. Don't miss this feature if
you want new glamor in your own life.

Franco -American
SPAGHETTI
•7
THE

MADE

WITH TH

s*e,

,

GOOD

SAU C E
BY THE MAKERS OF CAMPBELL'S SOUPS

Kl N

C

i

E

Cs&C/ui
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There's Beauty Afoot
{Continued from page

Runover

16)

broken-down shanks, bulging uppers which lap over the soles, even
excessive perspiration, are all symptoms
of foot troubles and all shorten the life
of your footwear. Sometimes they can be
corrected by proper fittings, sometimes by
lifts under the heels or supports under
the arches, and often by simple daily
home care of the feet themselves.
Some people think that pedicures are an
heeis,

affectation, but we can all
a majority thought that
an affectation, too. From
point, pedicures are more
manicures, for proper care

remember when
manicures were
a health stand-

important than

of the toe-nails
cuticle will prevent much possible
grief later on, such as ingrown toe-nails.
From a beauty standpoint, they're just as
necessary as manicures today, what with

and

all

the open-toed sandals and lace-tipped

stockings.

HYGIENE

FEITI1NINE

There's nothing really frightening about
the idea of a home pedicure once a week;
the routine is the same as for a manicure
(and, of course, you should use the same
shades of polish), except that it's somewhat simpler. There's one thing to watch,
however, and that's the cutting of the
nail, which should never be too short; it
should
comfortably cover the quick,
should be cut straight across and lightly
filed for a smooth finish, and never, never
cut deep at the corners!
Don't cut the
cuticle on your toes any more than you
would on your fingers, for cutting eventually thickens the cuticle, makes it ragged
Cuticle reand encourages hangnails.
mover can be used too, for removing soft
corns, though for real corns there are
many reliable preparations for home use.
To prevent corns and calluses, however,
try soaking the hardened spots with cuticle remover for a few minutes and then
rub them with a well-shaped pumice stone,
such as you can buy at any drugstore.

TIRED

REASONS WHY WOMEN PREFER NORFORMS

5

Every day, more and more women are adopting
Norforms for Feminine Hygiene, because:
to use. They require no awkward
apparatus for application. They come in a small, convenient package of one dozen.

1

Norforms are so easy

2.

They contain Parahydrecin—a. powerful and positive
antiseptic developed by Norwich, makers of Unguentine. No danger of an overdose or "burn" with Nor-

3.

They leave no embarrassing antiseptic odor about
room or person. In fact, they are deodorizing, and
many women use them for this purpose alone.

4.

They remain

forms.

Nor forms Action
Explained
Norforms

are easy-to-use

antiseptic suppositories
that melt at internal body
temperature and spread a
protective, soothing film
over delicate internal
membranes— an antiseptic
film that remains in effective contact for many
hours. They are deodorizing as well as antiseptic

and soothing.

in effective, antiseptic contact for

hours.
5.

Norforms can be used
soothing and beneficial

as often as desired.

They are

as well as antiseptic.

MILLIONS USED EVERY YEAR
Send

for the

new Norforms

booklet, "Feminine Hygiene

Made

Easy." Or, buy a box of Norforms at your druggist's today. 12 in
a package, complete with leaflet of instructions. The Norwich
Pharmacal Co., Norwich, New York, makers of Vnguentine.

no po
p,

Known

66

many

to Physicians as

w

"Vagiformj"
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N. P. C, 1837

feet are so grateful for any soaking or bathing. Here's the most delightful and refreshing foot bath 1 know. Dissolve a cup of salt or bicarbonate of soda
(or a smaller amount of epsom salts) in
Soak your feet
a basin of warm water.
for five minutes. Cover a foot brush with
thick lather and use it to massage the
feet with a rotary movement, from toe
to ankle, first on one side of the foot, then
Brush each toe separately, as
the other.
this will help keep the cuticle down. Scrub
the soles of the feet faithfully, too, and
in a few days you'll be able to see that old,
dead skin flaking off. Rinse in the coldest
possible water and dry with a rough towel.
Then massage the feet gently but firmly
with the new creamed rubbing alcohol.
Rub firmly under the instep and finish
off by pulling the toes gently into place,
You'll feel so
stretching them a little.
good you'll want to dance all night long!
word of caution about hot and cold
water whenever your feet have got painfully cold, whether from cramped inactivity, exposure to zero weather, or a prolonged soaking in the rain, never bring
them into contact with real heat too
suddenly. Begin, instead, with a foot bath
of tepid water and give them a chance to
thaw out slowly. Feet should always be
dried carefully between the toes to prevent irritation and infection. Proper precautions of this sort will prevent all ordinary foot odors not caused by some
A little care of your
chronic disorder
It takes no time at
shoes will help, too.
all to insert shoetrees in the pair you've
just taken off, place them beside your
open window to air during the night, and
spray the insoles with a bit of deodorant

A

—

—
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powder before putting them on
morning.

It

in

helps, too, to alternate

the

your

pairs of shoes day by day, changing them
with your costume, and it's so comforting
to slip into another pair during the eveAll these things will promote comning.
fortable, odorless foot health.
And now for those annoying corns and
calluses which, incidentally, can be just as
A
serious as any other foot condition!
corn is not an infection, it has no root
it

is

simply made up of layers of dead

skin which cause a painful pressure on
It should never be cut,
sensitive nerves.

and home-made remedies and treatments
should be avoided, since all but the most
serious can be quickly and safely removed

A GIRL CAN'T

with the reliable preparations now available at any drugstore. As we've already
seen, ordinary calluses can be eliminated

BE

TOO CAREFUL

...AND THE LOVELIER WAY TO

by the daily use of cuticle remover and
pumice stone. Watch out for cuts and
bruises on your feet and take care of them

AVOID OFFENDING

A

IS

BATH WITH PERFUMED

immediately; they're dangerous because
our feet are kept so confined and in such
close contact with dyes and other irritants.
Guard against mild rubs and soreness with
a bit of sticking plaster on the tender
spot before donning your shoes; the plaster will stick even better if you've just
given your feet a comfortable massage
with the cream rubbing alcohol I've already mentioned.

CASHMERE BOUQUET SOAP!

OF

course, you know how good it feels
to slip your shoes off and wriggle your
That's because our toes need exertoes.
Relaxing and stretchcise, oh, so badly!
ing our feet, rotating them on the ankles,
good for restoring circulation and
is
strengthening the muscles. Try this, too:
Whenever you're dressing or undressing
whenever, indeed, you have your shoes off
—walk around on tiptoe; that does wonIf your arches need
ders for the arch.
strengthening (and most people's do, you
know), here are two excellent exercises
recommended by specialists. In the first,
you stand on a telephone book or large
catalogue with your toes hanging over;
curl your toes over the edge and swing
your weight up on the balls of your feet;
In the second, you
repeat several times.
stand pigeon-toed with your feet several
inches apart; standing in this position,
simply roll your weight to the outside
edges of your feet, then back again; don't
lift your heels from the floor and don't
let your ankles sag inward on the return
trip, repeat.
And there you are! Just follow these
simple instructions for the care of those
all-important feet and I'll guarantee you'll
soon be a member of the Beauty and

Health Brigade

— in

f%

lw
2.

to queer

good standing!

you

^
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DO YOU WANT TO REDUCE?
You can,
Talley's

if

real

you will read Marion
working rules which

helped her win her fight against
overweight. These secrets will be
published in full in next month's

^-

How much moteJh ° ffendln
0llur ng
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y° u '«
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S-'

te

Have you

ever given your feet a refreshing massage with a good "foot ice"?
Would you like to have a fascinating chart
showing all the latest shades of nail polish
in their true colors? Then send for my
March beauty leaflet it contains a great
deal of information about preparations for
home foot care which everyone should
know. Just address your query, accompanied by a large, stamped, self-addressed
envelope, to Joyce Anderson, Radio Mirror, III East 42nd Street, New York City.
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KEEPS COMPLEXIONS LOVELY, TOO!
Cashmere Bouquet's lather is so gentle
and caressing, yet it goes right down
and removes every bit
makes your
of dirt and cosmetics
skin radiantly clear, alluringly smooth.
No wonder fastidious women everywhere now use nothing but this pure,
creamy-white soap for both the face and
bath. Why don't you vise it too?

$&$Merp)
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into each pore
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drug,

department, and ten-cent stores
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ARISTOCRAT OF

ALL

FINE
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The Untold Sacrifices Rubinoff

SAVE */3
°"RUGS

(Continued from page 33)

There

enthusiastic teacher put him in the orchestra of the local army garrison. It was
Rose again who was called upon to make
the miniature uniform heavy gray wool,
with embroidered high-necked blouse, Russian style, and rows of bright brass buttons.
Rose had to make him three heavy
undershirts, too not for warmth, but so
that the eight-year-old musician should
look a little less puny and under-sized
among the soldiers, three and four times
his age, with whom he played.

—

Then came Herman Rubinoff with his
contribution to the success of his brother.
Alone and unassisted, he came to America
to provide an opportunity for David.
He
calls himself "the Columbus of the Rubinoff s."

But when the Immigration Society
picked him up at Ellis Island, with a dollar and a half in his pocket, he didn't feel
much like an explorer. He felt just like a
lonely, discouraged kid.

krb.
":.':

:

"-

..

I

He wanted

a job.

He had

to

have a

job to keep from starving. So he sat on
the steps outside the Immigration Society

watching for somebody to come
along who wanted to hire a boy. Finally
a couple did come along, looking for a
grocery boy and Herman persuaded them
to take him.
Four months he worked for them out
in
Brooklyn.
They paid him $27.00.
Twenty-four of that went back to Russia
to pay his brother Charley's steerage pas-

home,

bend

your

OLD

raiigiij

RUGS,

sage over.

Things were no easier after Charley
came.
The two boys got jobs in New
Haven, Charley working in a carriage factory for a dollar a week, and Herman
learning to be a pastry cook in the commissary at Yale for eight dollars a week.
They worked drudgingly hard, and it
wasn't much fun.
They tried to save
enough money to bring the rest of the
family over, but they just weren't making
enough. So Herman set out for more prosperous territory, and wound up in Pittsburgh. The World Series was on when he
got there it was the year the Pirates beat
Detroit and there were crowds of strangIt was easy for him to get
ers in town.
jobs for both Charley and himself in hoThen, by being just as careful as
tels.
they could, they managed to save enough
to send for their parents and Dave and
Rose and Phil.

CLOTHING
Write for America's Greatest

Money Saving Rug

Catalog;

66 pages of beautiful Olson
Rugs in model rooms, all in
actual colors. Describes
Patented Olson Process
of reclaiming the valuable
materials in old carpets,
rugs, wool clothing: how we
shred, sterilize, merge, picker, card, comb, bleach, spin,

—
—

dye and reweave into deep
textured, firmly woven, full
bodied, seamless,

REVERSIBLE RUGS

— that can be used on both
sides.
ble

Twicethe wear, Dou-

the luxury, at

Vz

the

cost.

Choice of 66 Early American, Oriental and Modern
designs, Plaids, solid colors,
tweedy mixtures, ovals.

day the family landed, both CharTHE
In the
ley and Herman lost their jobs.

ANY Site You Want
— to any room — sizes you

midst of their discouragement they listened to Dave play his violin, and saw a
It was the summer season,
ray of hope.

fit

can't get elsewhere.

and Herman figured that if there was any
place the child would get a chance to play,
it was in Atlantic City.
So they took Dave there. And Charley
and Herman both got jobs in hotels all

SO EASY— Just 'PHONE
the Railway Express to call at
your door for material, or ship
Freight at our expense.

IT'S

—

You

'

risk nothing. Satisfaction

but they couldn't afford to keep
They had to sneak him into their
rooms at the hotels at night Charley one

guaranteed. Our 62nd year.
[Beware agents. Order direct.]

right,

Dave.

—

night and

BOOK

COLOR

IN

Mail Coupon

NEW YORK

CO.

SAN FRANCISCO

Mail to 2800 N. Crawford Ave., Chicago, Dept. A-51

YES, send me

FREE and

saving book "Beautiful

postpaid, your moneyOld."

New Bugs from

Name

_

©
1937
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Then one night they put David in an
amateur contest at the old Savoy Theater,
and he won the first prize $5.00! That
was the beginning of Dave's career.
It was people like that who have made
possible

Dave

-

State

-

one

Rubinoff's success of today.

And

Rubinoff has not forgotten.
No man could have remembered more
keenly nor repaid more fully all those past
sacrifices that were made for him.
Today his parents can look back on
their cheerless

Address

Town

the next.

—

or 1c Postal

OLSON RUG

CHICAGO

Herman

basement quarters

in

Grod-

no from the beautiful living room of the
Dave has bought for them

fine new house
in Pittsburgh.

is

an Oriental rug in the living

room, a big divan and easy chairs of

—

"

Can Never Repay

rust-

colored velour.
The dining room furniture is of heavy oak, the chairs upholstered in ruby red velour. The kitchen is
equipped with the latest in electric refrigeration and enameled ranges.
All the household accounts are handled
in Rubinoff's New York office so that his
father and mother are spared the slightest
worry or fear.
Two years ago when both the old people
were sick, Dave and his younger brother
Phil flew to Pittsburgh, took their parents to the Mayo clinic in Rochester, Minnesota, and, after they were better, sent
them to Florida for the winter.
In Latrobe, Pennsylvania, one of the
smartest dress shops is called the "Rose
Style Shop." The "Rose" stands for Rose
Rubinoff Buchmann, and it was brother
Dave who bought the shop for her.
In Rose's home in Latrobe, she will
show you a beautiful grand piano, an elaborate radio, an electric ice box and tell
you proudly that they are all presents

—

:

from Dave.

UER
**

daughter Harriet wears a fur coat,
and rich and regal, that was a gift
from Uncle David. Her son Harold has
the violin which Dave brought with him
to America, a parting present from Gottfried.
He can play it, too; Uncle David
took care of his musical education.
Rose herself owes her life to Dave. It
was two years ago, and Rose lay in a
hospital in Philadelphia, injured almost
beyond recognition as the result of an automobile accident. She had just enough
energy left to request that they get in
touch with her brother David Rubinoff.
At first the doctors did not believe her.
They thought delirium was giving her the
illusion that she was the sister of the famous violinist.
But they were finally persuaded to
phone Rubinoff on the Coast where he
soft

was

playing

in

the

"Thanks

picture

a

Million."

Back over the wire came Dave's
"She is my only sister," he said.
don't care if it
must save her.
have. You must save
every cent
Today Rose is alive and well

voice.

"You
takes
her!"

I

I

again,

thanks to Dave.

And Herman? Herman has three children now. The younger boy is a violin
student and the girl a piano student. The
older boy is registered at the University
Who pays the bills? Herof Pittsburgh.
Herman, too, has
man's brother Dave.
his own bakery supply business, serene in
the knowledge that he can always count
on Dave's help.
Nor are the other members of the famforgotten.
Phil is now Dave's manager. He is also
an excellent violinist, for David sent him
to the Cincinnati Conservatory of Music
to study.
Charley is now a lawyer in Detroit. A
while ago he ran for a local judgeship.
And it was Dave who took care of his
campaign expenses.
Even Dave's old Russian teacher is not
Every month, from the Rubiforgotten.
noff office in New York, an envelope ad-

ily

dressed

.

to

Max

Gottfried

is

mailed

to

Grodno. In it is a substantial check.
But none of these things is in any respect just the acknowledgment of a recognized debt. They are the expression of a
feeling that goes as deep as family ties
are deep the feeling that made Dave's
family proud and happy to make those
early sacrifices for him. And that makes

—
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in his turn, proud and happy to
his gifts upon them.
You could not realize it more poignant-

him now,
pour

ly than by spending a Sunday evening
with them, listening to his radio program.
Perhaps it is true that every radio star's
family listens to his programs. But with
the Rubinoffs it is a regular ritual of list-

ening.

The family

the living room,
as many of them as live in or near Pittsburgh. Dave's mother and Rose, who has
driven in the forty miles from Latrobe, sit
on the big divan: Herman stands over by
the mantel: Dave's father is seated in a
big chair directly in front of the radio, a
big,

gathers

in

old-fashioned watch in his hand.

There is a
silence in the
York.

silence

as

Nobody

in

dares whisper while

New
Dave

though heads nod and feet tap out
the rhythm.
Everybody listens carefully,
plays,

critically.

For,

after

the

broadcast

is

over,

the

phone in the hall rings. It is Dave, calling home, as he does every Sunday night.
"How's Mom? How's Pop?" he says.
"How did you like the show?"
But David's father has already shown
what he thought of the show.

£k

S he put his big watch back in his
pocket, settled back in his chair, he
smiled and uttered one word.
under schonl" he said.
And the single foreign word needs no
translation. It is a paean of loving praise,
an expression of complete satisfaction
with the result of all those sacrifices which
have made Dave Rubinoffs success possi-

»•

"W

ble.

.

.

.

.

Violin.

3 WEEKS LATER

.

.

.

.

.

.

Dave

Rubinoff

Rubinoff

THANKS TO COLGATE'S

is

.

.

.

.

dividual times a week and they are all sponsored by Chevrolet
His $ 0,000 weekly
paycheck proves that music pays
His
precious violin, a real Stradivarius, is valued
at $100,000 ... It is 205. years old but looks
almost new
It's the apple of his eye and
he seldom leaves it out of his sight or grasp
When he retires, the Strad is placed on
.
a chair, conveniently near the maestro's bed
.
Rubinoff owns five other costly fiddles,
including a collapsible one, which he folds
sticks into his overcoat pocket
in half and
He uses this one for practice purposes
when traveling or on party weekends
.
His
hosts seldom realize their distinguished guest
has brought his hidden instrument until he
wakes them up in the morning with sprightly
tunes ... Is crazy about receiving letters,
personally answers all of them
That's how
he met 12-year-old Beatrice Blanche Fliess, a
brilliant violin prodigy ... . Beatrice and Dave
corresponded daily and just recently the conductor presented the girl with a violin
.
"She cheers me up," he told his manager
and stand-in, Harry Glanz
Glanz looks so
much like Rubinoff, that when the latter wants
to duck the autograph hounds, he lets Harry
ieave the studio first
While the crowds
hound Harry, Rubinoff dashes, unnoticed, into
Likes to be called the
a waiting taxi
"Mussolini of Music," and dictates plenty to
his orchestra of 32 men
Silent on the
publicity
purposes,
Rubinoff talks
air
for
.

.

.

1

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

PROGRAM DOTS AND DASHES:
and His

.

.

complete as the

Columbia Playhouse

heard every Sunday over CBS at 6:30 p.m.,
but probably more people hear him on the
397 electrical transcription broadcasts heard
on individual stations throughout the country
Each station carries the Rubinoff
recordings three times weekly
That, plus
the 94 stations on the Columbia hook-up, on
his "live" shows, makes the former Paramount
theater fiddler about the most widely heard
artist on the airwaves
Rubinoff, if you're
still interested in statistics,
is heard
1,300 in-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

verbosely at rehearsals
When Eddie
.
.
Cantor interviewed him recently on the air,
Rubinoff answered the queries on his violin.
Meticulous about his attire, he has everything custom made from hat to shoes
.
.
Has twenty walking canes. Harry Richman
gave him every one, but the maestro seldom
carries the sticks
The Hotel St. Moritz is
home to him while he still remains a bachelor
But when he wants to get away from it
all,
he hops off to Atlantic City and walks
the boardwalk day and night
His friends
.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

who

can't keep up with him, drop into nearby
rolling
chairs but Rubinoff keeps right on
going
Restless when he is away from his
work, he changes hotels every other day
when at the seashore ... Is eager to do
anything to aid unemployed musicians and
last year conducted
the Chicago Philharmonic Orchestra before 150,000 music lovers,
the largest attendance ever to hear an outdoor musicale
.
He donated his services
... He is planning a concert tour
This
was inspired when the New York Schools of
Music gave him a degree as a Doctor of
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Music
He's included in Who's Who in
America and Who's Who In Music
Better known as a conductor than composer,
his "Fiddlin' the Fiddle" which was composed
fifteen years ago in Minneapolis, is a standard number with trick violinists ... It was
Rudy Vallee who first sponsored his radio
debut
Rudy heard Rubinoff conduct an
orchestra when the crooner was attending
Yale
When Rudy scored a hit on the
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

sponsors soon asked his advice in selecting new orchestras. Vallee told them, "Get
my Russian friend, Rubinoff, who's fiddling at
Rubinoff rethe Paramount." They did .
paid Vallee when he pinch-hitted for the
Maine lad, the night the latter's mother died
.
Good friends, Rudy always appears on
.
Rubinoffs anniversary programs. Dave's programs on CBS have just been renewed.
air,

.

.

.

MOST BAD BREATH BEGINS WITH THE
Tests prove that 7 6% of all people over the age of 1 7 have bad
breath! Andthesametestsprove
that most bad breath comes
from improperly cleaned teeth.

Colgate Dental Cream, because
of its special penetrating foam,

removes the cause — the decay-

TEETH!

ing food deposits in hidden
crevices between teeth which
are the source of most bad
breath, dull, dingy teeth, and
much tooth decay. At the same
time, Colgate's soft, safe polish-

ing agent cleans and brightens

enamel — makes teeth sparkle!

COLGATE

RIBBON DENTAL CREAM

LARG£SIZE
|

Giant Size, over
twice as much.

j
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What's New?
{Continued from page

6)

warm your heart toward Ted's
sponsors, even though they don't know
about it themselves. The Malones have
one child already, a daughter named Bubbles, but Ted has always wanted another

news

that'll

—

can be arranged, but anyhow
another baby. His financial position as a
sustaining star on CBS, however, never
seemed to justify the expense of an addi-

No

a boy,

if

tional

member

Ted got

it

of

the family,

and

until

had
become more of a
than he was already. But now

his first

sponsor

last fall he

to stifle his desires to

family

—

well,

man

the time

is

late

next spring!

^Al E dropped around to see Edith Meis"" er the other day— she's recovering

—

from a serious stomach operation and
found her busy on a Welcome Valley
script for Edgar Guest.
She's not writing
Helen Hayes' Bambi scripts any more,
she said something we hadn't known. Got
to talking about those hardy perennials,
the Adventures of Sherlock Holmes. Edith
wrote them first for a sponsor on NBC

—

FOR HER!

four years ago; then another sponsor took
them for the Mutual network; and now
they're back on NBC again. Some of the
scripts have been performed as many as
six times.
Which all goes to show that a
good story's a good story no matter how
often you listen to it.

THERE

was a great scurrying and busbackground of the agency
which produces Phil Lord's We, the Peo' tling in the

ple program when renewal time came
around. It all ended up with a decision
to keep the show on the air another thirteen weeks, in spite of a feeling that it
should have done better in its first thirteen.
We could have told them what was
Five
at fault, and it wasn't the program.
to six, Eastern Standard Time, on a Sunday afternoon, is just too tough a break
for any program to buck
any program,
that is, except Guy Lombardo's band,
which people can enjoy without having to
give it their undivided attention. In fact,
we're thinking of starting a campaign to
close that hour to everything except sooth-

RCHIDS from the one and only man! The girl
who didn't thrill at the thought.

never lived

—

—

for men
But there's one girl who can never have this thrill
avoid her.
P* She is the girl who is careless about herself; who has allowed
the disagreeable odor of underarm perspiration to cut her off

from good friends and good times.

What a pity it is! Doubly so, since perspiration odor is so easy
to avoid. With Mum!
Quick to use; lasts all day. Just half a minute is all you need
to use this dainty deodorant cream. Then you're safe for the
whole day!
Harmless to clothing. Another thing you'll like
use
any time, even after you re dressed. For it's harmless to clothing.
Soothing to skin. It's soothing to the skin, too
so soothing
you can use it right after shaving your underarms.
Doesn't interfere with natural perspiration. Mum, you know,
doesn't prevent perspiration. But it does prevent every trace of
perspiration odor. And how important that is!

—
—

ing music.

RADIO'S

Mum

Don't let this personal fault come between you and the popuyou ought to have. Depend upon the daily Mum habit!
Bristol-Myers Co., 630 Fifth Ave., New York.
larity

MUM

on

HELPS

sanitary

is

nap-

Use it for this
and you'll never
have to worry about
kins.

cause of
pleasantness.

this

—

—

ANOTHER WAY

MUM

getting too small to hold some
of its children, and they're venturing
into that big bad world of Broadway
Parker Fennelly, the Hiram
theatricals.
of the Snow Village Sketches and one of
the air's most dependable down-easters, is
the author of a play called "Fulton of Oak
Falls," which George M. Cohan is co-producing. Eddie Albert, of the Honeymooners, is featured in a play called "Brother
And Frank Parker is the star of
Rat."
"Git Along Little Dogie," which opened
He plays
in New York early in January.
a radio singwell, what d'you suppose?
Louis Sorin, the Mr. McGillicuddy of
er.
the old Camel Caravan of blessed memory, is in the same play; and its producer
is Ted Hammerstein of the Hammerstein
Which makes an
Music Hall program.
audience feel as if it had wandered into
one of the radio play-houses by mistake.

un-

VAUGHN de

takes the odor out of perspiration
70

LEATH

gave a party this
herself started on
something she may not be able to finish.
It was a Mexican chili party, to which
were invited such well-known chili fanciers
winter

and

got

RADIO MI RROR
Ann, and Zeke Canova, Mr. and
Mrs. Alex Grey, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry BelThe chili (extra
cher, and Grace Albert.
hot) was such a success that Vaughn is
going to have to give one such party a
as Judy.

month

for the rest of the winter.

Speaking of the Canovas, layenderand-old-lace romance lies behind the
party which was given in Washington

on January 19 in honor of Florida's
Governor Fred Cone and Judy, Ann,
and Zeke. Mrs. Canova was Governor Cone's boyhood sweetheart, before
she met and married Pappy Canova.

to Helen Broderick make
her debut in a regular radio series with
Victor Moore and Buddy Rogers' band
the other Friday evening reminded us of
lot in Hollythe time we sat on the
wood last summer watching her play a
scene in "Swing Time" with Ginger Rog-

LSTENING

RKO

Her part, you'll remember, was that
of Ginger's older friend, who did the burlesque dance with Victor Moore.
The scene we watched took a long time
to film; they had to go over it again and
again and we don't want to spoil your illusions about Ginger, but the retakes
weren't ever Helen's fault.
Off-stage, Helen's the same cynical wiseA boy stood around
cracker she is on.
the set all afternoon, his arms full of fan
ers.

—

NEW GREYHOUND

Ginger was supposed to be photographed with. Sighed Helen about four
o'clock: "Tell me, son, are you holding
those letters or are they sprouting out of
vou?"
mail

*

MUCH
Radio

as

*

SUPER-COACH

*

we dislike bragging, it was a
Mirror author who was re-

sponsible for the biggest increase in the
standard popularity survey's rating the
Easy Aces ever received. Remember Coky,
Jane's adopted twenty-one-year-old son?
Well, he was the idea of Weldon Melick,
who used to be our Critic on the Hearth.
Weldon suggested that Jane adopt him
one day when the Aces were at a loss for
a new idea, and the listeners liked him so
much the Easy Aces, popularity rating
jumped up points in a couple of weeks.

'£CZ
Good

BOAT

crews come and Show
Boat crews go, but Lanny Ross, Molasses 'n' January, and one other stay
aboard through fair weather and foul. The
other is Aunt Maria, played by Irene
Hubbard. Not an awfully important part
is Aunt Maria's but she's beloved by the
listeners and though every time there's
a shake-up on the program she's rumored
to be on the list for disembarking, somehow or other she always stays.
The latest upheaval on Show Boat, as

comfort and convenience, compared with
any transportation
land, sea or air.

Literally millions

travels fast!
.

—

.

.

brought higher fares? To
lowest in
the contrary! Rates are down
history
one-third the cost of driving your
own auto far below other types of transportation. Prove this for yourself.

Has

— a streamlined symphony in blue-and-white
— the greatest step forward in recent travel
These millions have discovered
motor bus travel now takes the lead in

PRINCI PAL

GREYHOUND

Cleveland, O.
E. 9th & Superior
Broad St. Station
Philadelphia, Pa.
12th & Wabash
Chicago, Illinois .
.
New York City .... Nelson Tower
Boston, Mass. .
222 Boylston St.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Washington, D. C
1403
Detroit,

New

Michigan

York Ave.,

....

N.W.

Tuller Hotel

finer service

—

history!"
thar

SHOW

news

"Greyhound's
of Americans are saying
new Super-Coach is a revelation in riding ease

I

—

N FO R

MATION OFFICES

San Francisco, Cal., Pine& Battery Sts.
Ft. Worth, Tex.
905 Commerce St.
.

St.

Louis,

.

Mo
Broadway & Delmar

Blvd.

W. Va.
1100 Kanawha Valley Building
Cincinnati, O.
630 Walnut Street
Memphis, Tenn. . . 146 Union Ave.
Charleston,
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.
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New Orleans, La
400 N. Rampart Street
Minneapolis, Minn., 509 6th Ave., N.
801 N. Limestone
Lexington, Ky. .
412 East Broad St
Richmond, Va.
Toronto, Ont., 1601 Royal Bank Bldg
London, England
A. B. Reynoldson, 49 Leadenhall St
.

.

.

you know, came just after the first of the
year, when Ross Graham, Helen Jepson,
and Sam Hearn waved good-by.

We talked to an official of the agency
which handles Show Boat, a week or so
after Major Bowes had moved into the
CBS

spot opposite Show
Boat,
nine
o'clock Thursday evenings.
The agency
man said that as a general rule only fifty
per cent of all existing radio sets are
turned on at one time; but he hoped that
having these two big programs on at the
same time would have the effect of increasing the total audience, so that the
two shows wouldn't cut into each other
too much. Maybe it didn't work out that
way. Anyway, the explanation of Show
Boat's latest talent change would seem to
be a dwindling popularity rating.
But

PUUD0WN

BAGGAGE UNDERNEATH

SHADES

MOTOR

IN REAR

MAIL THIS FOR PICTORIAL FOLDER, TRIP INFORMATION
this coupon to nearest information office, listed above, for fascinating
pictorial booklet, "This Amazing America." If you want rates and route information on any trip, jot down place you wish to visit on margin below.

Send

Name.
Address.
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Show Boat

should

Hour

isn't

as

care?

popular as

Major Bowes'
used to be,

it

either!

Weak.Rundown.Pale

DADIO

lost one of its best-loved musical directors when William Daly died

**

from

a

Had he

heart attack early in
lived,

December.
you would have heard him

directing just the sort of program he liked
best, for he'd been signed as maestro of
the Gladys Swarthout-Frank Chapman

which makes

series

IN

its

bow

in

February.

quiet way, radio recreated history
the life of one of its players last
month. The script of Today's Children
'

TAKE THIS FAMOUS

a

in

had Fran Moran's baby being born on
Christmas Eve. You knew that, but you

know that Bess Johnson, who plays
Fran, had her own baby just eight years
ago, on Christmas Eve; and much of the
story of Today's Children before the baby
didn't

1

WEEK TEST

fTHAT HAS

was born was based upon Bess' own life
during the weeks before little Jane Orr
Perry, her real life daughter, opened her
eyes to the world. There must have been

SHOWN THOUSANDS

HOW TO BUILD UP HUSKY

heartache as well as pleasure for Bess as
she read the lines of Today's Children
for she and her husband, Dr. Paul Perry,
have been separated for some time now,
and just recently the suit for their divorce

NEW RED BLOODED STRENGTI
NEW ENERGY AND AT

was

filed.

*

LEAST 5 EXTRA LBS.
THERE'S

OR NO COST/

gency, but

—

—

eral concentrate derived from a huge 90-foot sea vegetable harvested
you can be assured of a rich, concentrated
off the Pacific Coast
Far richer in iodine
supply of this precious natural substance.
than oysters, Seedol Kelpamalt at last makes it possible for the body
minerals act to
12
other
food.
Its
of
out
to get the most good

—

stimulate and normalize the digestive
juices that enable you to digest fats
and starches, the weight and strength
3 Seedol
making elements in food.
Kelpamalt tablets contain more iron
or
spinach
of
and copper than 1 lb.
more io7'/2 lbs. of fresh tomatoes
lettuce.
lbs.
of
dine than 1,386

—

Try Seedol Kelpamalt

glands

lbs.

the

first

week.

—

troductory

size bottle of 65
the
tablets
to
address at the
right.

THIS

the

ten

miles

of

.

.

at

all

Banish ordinary stomach

gown which

Improve appetite.

2.

Add

3.

and exact report on Helen Hayes'

at least 3 to 5 lbs. of
good, solid flesh.

1.

is
her first-act costume in
"Queen Victoria," and over it she wears
a dress which looks as if it might be a
costume for the play, but isn't. She calls

distress.
4.

Improve

digestion

5.

Help you

to sleep sounder.

6.

Give you new strength,
energy and endurance

7.

Help you clear up your

self,

skin.
Potted by
professional

models.

—

SPECIAL FREE OFFER

Write today for fascinating instructive 50-page booklet on How to Build
Quickly.
Mineral Contents of Food and
Strength, Energy and Add Lbs.
New facts about NATURAL IODINE.
their Effects on the Human Body.
Standard weight and measurement charts. Daily Menus for weight buildobligation.
Kelpamalt
Co., Dept. 1112, 27
Absolutely free.
No
ing.

West 20th

St.,

New

York City.

her "zipper dress," she designed it herand it's fluffy and Victorian in style
to go with her old-fashioned coiffure.
On Monday nights Helen rehearses until five in the afternoon, has dinner, goes
to the theater where "Queen Victoria" is
a sell-out hit, puts on her make-up and
the costume described above, and is at
Radio City in plenty of time for the
After the broadcast it takes
broadcast.
her exactly four minutes to get to the
theater by taxi or her own car, going
along a route she has found by experimenAt the theater she
tation is the fastest.
zips off the dress, puts on a long wig over
her coiffure, and is ready for her entrance
ten minutes after the play has started.
For the rebroadcast at midnight she is
it

Manufacturer's Note:— Inferior products, sold as kelp and malt preparations—
Kelpamalt are being offered as substiin imitation of the genuine Seedol
tutes.
The Kelpamalt Company will reward for information covering any case
where an imitation product has been represented as the original Seedol Kelpamalt. Don't be fooled. Demand genuine Seedol Kelpamalt Tablets. They are
Results guaraneasily assimilated, do not upset stomach nor injure teeth.
teed or money back.
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made

between Helena's home and

the different descriptions of Helen Hayes'
costume during her Bambi broadcasts, we
sneaked in on one of them and checked
up for ourselves. Helen wears the night-

m

City

taxi

broadcasting costume: confused

KelpamaltZ^r

Street

streets

CINAL

Your Money Back If
Kelpamalt Does Not

SEEDOL

Name

city

the Wrigley Building in fourteen minutes.
And Helena spent all the time she
saved, and more, lying down in the lounge,
trying to recover.

If

—

That

RISK OFFER!

for one week.

cost but
the size of ordinary tablets
a few cents a day to use. Get Seedol
Seedol Kelpamalt
Kelpamalt today.
If
is sold at all good drug stores.
your dealer has not yet received
supply, send $1.00 for special

in

the

STARTLING NO

if,

you don't
It costs_ you noththe trial is free.
approve
will
doctor
own
Your
ing!
100 jumbo size Seedol
this way.
Kelpamalt Tablets four to five times

new

produce

—

life.

.

ACCEPT

like thousands of others, you
don't feel better, sleep better, eat
better, and add at least 3 to 5 husky

See

which

more than one kind of emerit's a word Helena Roy, Chi-

she called a taxi and told the driver to
hurry to the Wrigley Building, where the
CBS studios are located. "Is it an emergency, Miss?" asked the driver, wide eyes
on her uniform. "It certainly is," Helena
answered and started on the ride of her

the introduction of Seedol Kelpamalt, a min-

Now, however, with

*

cago radio actress, won't ever use lightly
again.
Every Friday the Junior Nurse
Corps series gives a public broadcast, with
all its cast in costume; and on a recent
Friday afternoon Helena left her home
wearing her white nurse's uniform, in her
character of Aunt Jane. She was late, so

As a result of tests covering thousands of cases of skinniness, weakmany leading authorities
ness, poor blood and a rundown condition
now agree that very frequently the trouble may be traced to iodine
starvation, particularly as applied to certain important glands. When
including the one important gland which largely conthese glands
lack natural plant iodine, even
trols the body's weight and strength
That's why
diets rich in starches and fats often fail to add weight.
skinny people, in many cases, have huge appetites, yet stay skinny.

—

*

in street clothes.

She can't ever be late because they can't
At a theater
hold the curtain for her.

RADIO MIRROR
next door "Idiot's Delight" is playing, and
toward the end of that play a war breaks
By
loose, with much shooting of cannon.
raising the curtain on "Queen Victoria" at
;

a certain time, the war breaks out during
one of the "Victoria" intermissions. If anything were going on on the stage the audience wouldn't be able to hear it over
the warlike racket next door.

say that absence from the airwaves has mellowed our favorite storyteller, but we haven't mustered up enough
When
nerve yet to put it to the test.
Alexander Woollcott was broadcasting last

THEY

year he didn't like to give interviews, and
said so. But an official of the CBS press
department thought he'd try to break
down the Town Crier's resistance, and
called him on the phone. "Mr. Woollcott,"
send a very capahe said sweetly, "can't
ble magazine writer up to interview you?"
"Oh," sighed the Town Crier in weary
tones, "people are always coming up to
interview me, and then they go away and
write the most awful drivel!"
pursued the publicity man.
"Well,"
1

I'll
"can't I come up myself and see you?
write a really good story about you
one you'll be proud to have published!" he

added modestly.
There was a long pause on the other
end of the wire, broken by a deep moan,
a nicely rounded curse, and the words:

"Oh

well

—

mind!"

/ don't

No. even though Alex is back on the
air. we haven't gone around asking for an
interview with him yet.

Switching face powders

you an injustice

— Make you

may do

look years older than you really are

How to find your most becoming

face

powder

HASH
Arnold Johnson wants to broadcast one
Amateur Night programs
from his 220-acre farm in
MBS
He has a music room twice
Connecticut.
of his National
direct
on

of the regular broadcast studio.
The bane of Arnold's life is having
to come to the city so often to rehearse
Gertrude
and stage his program.
Niesen went out to Hollywood full of
plans for living the simple life and getting
away from the night-clubs where she's
been singing for the past few years
So what happens? ... So they cast her in
a movie as a night-club singer, and she
spends six weeks on a set which is a careful replica of the smokiest of the breed.
For the first time in history a movie
.
company has bought the title of a radio
program. Pat Ballard sold the title of his
the size
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

must not assume

that because you are a blonde
or a brunette or a redhead that you must use a
certain shade. Any artist or make-up expert

By

\U^tOAj (ZdAM£A.

Do you try one face powder this month and another the next? Do you choose face powder
because this girl or that uses it? What may look
good on one girl may look bad on another.
Hit-or-miss methods of selecting your face
powder, or your shade of face powder, put you
at a great disadvantage. It means you have one
complexion one day and another the next. It
calls attention to your make-up all the time.
If the shade you happen to choose is the
wrong one, it makes you look years older than
you really are. What you want, first of all, is
the right kind of face powder. Secondly, the
right shade.

.

MBS

program,

to Universal.

Melody Treasure

They'll use

Hunt,

for_a series

it

"Melodv Treasure Hunt of

M. T.

193/,"

No.

1.

The Right Kind

Powder
A face powder must be soft. It must be smooth
of Face

— absolutely smooth.

Only a smooth powder
go on evenly and blend perfectly.
Only a smooth powder will act as a blotter

you that.
You may be a blonde and yet have a very dark
or olive skin; or a brunette and have a very
will tel 1

light skin; or vice versa.

NOT

What you want to do is
match your
skin, but improve your appearance. You want,
a matching shade, but a flattering shade.

NOT

Say "Try," not "Buy"
my five shades I provide the most becoming
I

In

one for you. What it is neither I, nor anyone
else, can tell you in advance. You must try on
shades.
don't ask you to go into a store and buy
all five shades of Lady Esther Face Powder. No,
indeed! I say: "Here, take all the five shades
of my face powder and try them all on Let
your own eyes tell you which is your most
all five

But

I

!

becoming shade."

H. of 1938, M. T. H. of 1939, and so on,
a la Warner Brothers' "Gold Diggers,"

will

M-G-M's "Broadway Melody" and Para-

on the skin. It is the blotter-like qualities of
Decide today to make this telling face powder
face powder that absorb excessive oil and pertest. Mail the coupon below and by return mail
spiration and prevent shine.
you'll receive all five shades of Lady Esther
Lady Esther Face Powder is soft extremely
Face Powder. Try on all five shades.
Notice that one shade will instantly declare itsoft and smooth. It contains no rough or sharp
self the one for you. Notice, too, how smooth my
particles whatever. This you can prove by my
face powder is, ho w long it stays on and ho w well
famous "bite test."
it prevents shine. One test will tell you volumes!
Because it is so smooth, Lady Esther Face
The coupon below waits your mailing
Powder goes on evenly and blends perfectly.
It also acts as a blotter on the skin.
It absorbs the excessive oil and
(You can paste this on a penny postcard.)

mount's "Big Broadcast."
Stoopnagle
and Budd always stand at the microphone
in Budd and Stoopnagle order,
reading
from left to right
nobody knows why
Filming on the movie version of One
Man's Family started half-way through
Floyd Gibbons, cornered durJanuary
ing a Speed Show rehearsal, muttered mysterious threats of a new weekly program in
the offing, but he and Vincent Lopez have
been renewed on the Speed Show.
Paul
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Whiteman's most prized possession
flat

is

a

Canovas added a be-diamonded "Mr.
P. W." to a collection which already includes outlines of the heads of Margaret
Livingston, Paul's wife, and Mae West.

the

—

!

(31)

perspiration that causes that hated

Lady Esther, 2034 Ridge Avenue, Evanston,

shine.

platinum cigarette case given him by

Ex- King Edward when the latter was
Prince of Wales.
It's
almost entirely
crusted with diamonds because
Pauls
friends like to outline their heads or initials on it in those jewels.
For Christmas

Today!

No.

2.

Please send me by return mail a liberal supply of all five
shades of Lady Esther Face Powder; also a purse-size tube of your

The Right Shade

Lady Esther Four-Purpose Face Cream.

—

the right powder
then the
right shade!
There is only one way to tell which
is your most becoming shade and that

•First,

is

to try

on

all five

basic shades.

FREE

Illinois

Name

You
City-

(If you live in Canada, write

_ State-

Lady

Esther, Lta\ y Toronto, Ont.)
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The Curious Case of Radio's

Hidden Censorship
(Continued from page 34)
to set standards of quality, good taste and
integrity which is a very different thing.
The rules under which the
Continuity Acceptance department works look
simple enough, and right enough too. In
fact, it's hard to see why a department
should be needed to administer them. No
use of the Deity's name except reverently
or as part of a standard classic work; no
statements offensive to religious views or

—

HIDES FACE AS R0MPIN6
HUSBAND SPILLS TOBACCO ALL
OVER HER. JUST-CLEANED RU6.

TELLS HUSBAND TO GET VACUUMBUT ON SECOND THOUGHT DECIDES TO
TRY HER NEW BlSSELL INSTEAD.

NBC

no false or questionable
no obscenity; statements of
price in commercial announcements to be
confined to specific facts; commercial announcements not to refer to competitors
by name.
That's about all. You'll find a facsimile
of them illustrating this article. But what
racial

traits;

statements;

a load of censorable material those rules
can be and are stretched to cover. The
broadcasters themselves admit that they're
pretty elastic rules.
In the
Continuity Acceptance department I was told
that rules couldn't be made to fit exactly
every case, and that the department
worked under a general rule which could
best be defined as "Do unto others as
you would be done by." Boiled down,
that comes to cutting out everything that

—

—

NBC

REACHES UNDER CHAIRS AND LOW
THANKFUL THAT BlSSELL'5 HI-LO BRUSH
CONTROL AUTOMATICALLY A0JL>STS IT5ELF FURNITURE EASILY. DELIGHTED THAT
AND CLEANS RU6S OF ANV MAP- LENGTH. STAY-ON BUMPERS PREVENT SCRATCHING.

Phones Friend:

see how far things are carried to adhere to the Golden Rule and the dictates
of good taste.
Here are some examples,
culled from recent programs:

you

"My Bissell is so light and
handy! Just the thing for
daily quick clean-ups

and

it

saves

my vacuum

cleaning. Bissell's

for heavy-duty

Hi-Lo brush

—

THE

gets the

from any rug it fully adjusts itself
to high or low nap." See the colorful new

dirt

Bissells at

your dealer's.

Models from $3.95

to

BlSSELL
The really better sweeper

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Nails While It Softens Cuticle

NEW IRONING

INVENTION
STREAMLINED —
SELF-HEATING
Irons in

Ms

Time for

Newest ironing

1

dis-

covery in 20 years!
Beautiful, streamlined,
all

This clever new preparation removes tough, dead cuticle
without scissors, and at the
same time keeps nails flexible
and easy to shape. It brings out
their natural beauty. It is a cuticle remover, a
cuticle oil and a stain remover, all in one.
You may not have time for long, expensive

manicures, but with Manicare you simply brush
your fingertips a minute a day, to keep nails
nice. No hangnails or brittleness. 3 5 fiat druggists.

mRnicRRE
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chromium-plated

iron has no cords
tubes, heats itself , burns

96% free air and only 4%
kerosene. Does whole
ironing for a penny or less!

AKRON LAMP & MFG.

—

—

on

month

BURNS

96% AIR
AGENTS

!

Selling

every-

where! Wynne made $16 In
one day, Jamison $15. Write
at once for sensational
profit plan.

CO., 375 IRON Bldg., Akron, Ohio

is also popularly supposed
script writers to want the annual

jokes around the
Well, I'll admit that
the income-tax comes under the head of
touchy business but on the other hand,
it might do us good to laugh at it a little.
Another political wise-crack which had
to be deleted was one comedian's remark,
made while President Roosevelt was on
his way to South America, that while he
was probably being seasick, the Supreme

ban

stovel Insulated handle. Cannot
rust or tarnish, lasts a lifetime.
Finger-touch heat control gives
right temperature for any kind
of ironing.
it for 30 days at our risk.
Satisfaction is guaranteed. Write
at once for full particulars and
how to get yours FREE, by helping to introduce it.

able to identify this program) had the
voice of conscience talking to a woman
who was lying on her bed, unable to sleep.
This had to be changed so the woman was
dressed and pacing up and down the floor
of her living room.
You can't have a
man's voice in a lady's bedroom.
All gags built upon the depression are
now taboo, even as innocent a little gag
as that of one comedian who wanted to
say, "It's getting so they pay our wages
in meat in this country
haven't we all
had chops in our salaries?" Script writers,
when they were told about this general taboo, were informed vaguely that "Washington doesn't like such jokes" the idea
being that the country is getting prosperous again and people shouldn't be reminded that there ever was a depression.
don't mean to imply that orders come
I
direct to radio from Washington.
The
broadcasters say they don't, and I believe them. It's just a case of excess zeal
on the part of radio; another case of
not wanting to hurt anyone's feelings
this time, the government's.

Washington

USE IT ANYWHERE

Try

corsets had to be altered to describe how
she came home and loosened her girdle. I

among

Can be used anywhere, indoors
or out. No more work over hot

30-DAY HOME TRIAL

which described how a tired
took off her

be dumb, but I know I'll never understand why the word "girdle" is in better taste than the word "corset."
Another script (and you ought to be

ONCE-A-WEEK. CLEANIN6. THEM

Smart New Cosmetic Beautifies

script

woman came home and
may

$7.50

DECIDES TO USE HER HANDY BlSSELL
EVERY DA^-AND SAVE HER VACUUM FOR

DONT CUT CUTICLES

might possibly offend anyone. There
was also a good deal of dignified talk
about "good taste."
It all sounds all right, but wait until

income-tax

of March.

—

RADIO MIRROR
Court
sick.

in Washington was being C. C. CNot very funny, not very good, said

the continuity editors.
All of Washington's alphabetical agencies are sacred to radio, as far as that
goes. One of Fred Allen's gags, which got
on the air because he ad-libbed it, was
about a boy who built a snow-man. While
he stood looking at it, a government paymaster came along and handed him a
If
that joke had been in the
check.
script, it would never have been passed.

One great literary figure, who is still on
the air in a different program, became
quite adept at leaving his pet double;
meaning lines out of the script and out of
rehearsals, and then saying them during
He learned how to do this
a broadcast.
early in his series when he tried to read
this line: "Today's Washington's birthday,
the birthday of the father of his country
or at least as much of his country as he
could cover on horseback." Shocked production men cut the line out at rehearsals,
but on the broadcast the author got it in
anyway. Afterwards he professed bland

because of the

3-way

protection of Kotex

—

innocence and extreme
used the trick again.

regret.

But he

The networks are always afraid they'll
offend some specific group of people. A
recent script satirizing some aspects of the
medical profession was thrown out almost
bodily; a crime story about a shyster lawyer who made a practice of chasing ambulances and talking injured persons into
filing damage suits, had to be worked on
endlessly before it was inoffensive enough
to the legal profession to be accepted. A
very famous mystery story which was
adapted for radio had its scene in Utah
and its plot depended largely upon the
fact that several of its characters were
members of the Morman church. The
story had to be changed around to eliminate all reference to that religion, even
though the original reference was not insulting.

AN
no

inane little joke about America be"No Hitlers,
ing like a baseball game
was blue-penciled by
runs, no terrors"

—

—

Likewise all
a shocked continuity editor.
facetious reference to the state of affairs
in Italy, Spain, Russia, New South Wales
Here again,
and intermediate points.
there's no evidence that the State Department at Washington or any of the foreign
powers' representatives in this country
have anvthing directly to do with these
Radio simply isn't taking any
bans.
chance of offending the German-American,
Italo-American, Spanish-American. Russian-American, or any other foreign group
in this country.

A comic reference to Adam and Eve
was thrown out, presumably because it
was sacrilegious; and even those time-honored

of all joke books, the old
maid and the mother-in-law, have, upon
occasion been judged unsuitable for a
staples

comedian's script.
You haven't been hearing very many
burlesques of popular moving pictures
latelv, have you?
Jack Benny, some say,
finished them when he burlesqued "Anthony Adverse" in two mammoth instalments. Comedians now have to get the
permission of the studio which produced
a picture before they can burlesque it.
because, so the story goes. Warner Brothers

didn't

like

Jack's

version

of

"An-

They disliked it so much they
now making it a matter of policy to

thony."

®

CAN'T CHAFE

The sides

of
special, soft,

Kotex are cushioned in a

downy cotton to prevent
chafing and irritation. Thus Wondersoft
Kotex provides lasting comfort and freedom. But sides only are cushioned — the
center surface is free to absorb.

®

CAN) FAIL

The filler of Kotex is actually 5 TIMES
more absorbent than cotton. A special
"Equalizer" center guides moisture evenly
the whole length of the pad. Gives "body"

but not bulk

—

prevents twisting and

roping.

©

can't snow

The rounded ends of Kotex are flattened
and tapered to provide absolute invisibility. Even the sheerest dress, the closestfitting gown, reveals no tell-tale lines or
wrinkles.

are
re-

quire every radio program desiring to
burlesque one of their pictures to check
with them first; and other Hollywood studios are growing correspondingly particu'

3 TYPES OF KOTEX
ALL AT THE SAME LOW PRICE
Regular, Junior, and Super — for
different women, different days.

lar.

But the payoff on all these taboos is
that they aren't applied consistently. Whether or not a script writer can get away

WONDERSOFT KOTEX

A

SANITARY NAPKIN

made from

Cellucotton (not cotton)
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with a doubtful gag depends upon (1) the
personal prejudices of the member of the

department who gets the script
importance of the comedian's
sponsor and (3) the importance of the
comedian himself.
At least, that's the
editing

K—STOlen
^loL

FROM THE SOUTH SEAS MAIDEN
THE SECRET OF HER STRANGE ENCHANTMENT.
TATTOO FOR LIPS, INSTEAD OF PASTY COATING
.

first

.

only logical explanation of some of the
things that happen.
A famous mystery story which has been
broadcast several times was banned only
recently because it dealt with vampires.
But it hadn't been banned before. Glaringly off-color lines have been left in
scripts and mild, inoffensive ones deleted.
I
can't tell you any of those that were
left in, because the U. S. Postal authorities
draw the line when it comes to them, but
I
can tell you a few which were taken
A speech calling a man a cad and
out.
a bounder was cut because "cad" and
"bounder" are vulgar. And a line about
"Chief Sitting Bull and his son Standing

TATTOO YOUR LIPS
The

New TATTOO

gives lips excit-

ing South Sea redness that's transparent, pasteless, highly indelible
.

.

.

yet

makes them

smooth,

soft.

.

moist, lustrous,
.endlessly yielding!'

Luscious South Sea-ish stain that replaces
pasty lipstick, arch-enemy of blissful adthat's the New Tattoo. Moist
venture
and shimmering, it appears on lips
but so clearly transever so tempting
parent its charm has a realness that doesn't suffer
when adoring eyes come closer. And how his
heart will pound at the touch of lips so smooth
... so caressingly soft! A magic ingredient contained in the New Tattoo actually makes lips
just that soft. Yes, it reallv does. Tattoo your lips!
.

Invitation" was also out; for some reason which completely eludes me.
It's all very confusing, as more than
one script writer has complained to me,
but it's also irritating, not only to script
writers but to people who have the good
of radio at heart.
Let's be fair.
It isn't entirely the fault
of the networks. They aren't being picky
just for the fun of it.
Radio's a non-selective medium of entertainment.
It's
heard by every member of the family and
every class of society, and when so many
different kinds of people are listening it's
pretty hard not to offend a few of them.
But the best of humor often isn't in
"good taste" and it nearly always offends

. .

.

.

.

(2) the

.

.

somebody, somewhere. Even Mark Twain
offended many people with what he wrote
before he was recognized as the great
genius we know him to be today.

THE

NEW

TATTOO
CORAL

EXOTIC • NATURAL
•
HAWAI IAN

•

PASTEL

UOW
ri

can anybody deny that a hearty
laugh at some injustice or stupidity is
the best way of wiping out that injustice or
stupidity? We need to laugh at ourselves,
to laugh at the changing scene; and radio
comedians, even better than writers for
newspapers and magazines, can help us
do it. Imagine the restrictions comedians
like Fred Allen or Jack Benny must face,
depending as they do upon its timeliness
for so much of their humor and imagine
how much funnier they could be, and how
good for us, if those restrictions were re-

—

moved.

And besides, there's good evidence to
prove that not as many feelings as the
networks think would be hurt if some of
the political and professional bans were
lifted.
On a few occasions when a comedian has written a sketch which
his
network didn't like and wanted to censor,
the comedian or his sponsor has gone to
bat for the sketch and agreed to take all
the blame for any complaints it might call
forth.
Every time this has happened a
few isolated kicks have drifted in three
or four out of an audience of millions
accompanied by dozens of letters approving the program.

PYREX
FREE^/eoM
cJhoJdf

—

i&ruS

Mothers, send for this
colorful chart today. Keep

a t/jj )>t4%' -wl
development from
birth to 4 years. Here's your opportunity
to have absolutely free, authentic figures
(adapted from U. S. Dept. of Labor statistics) on what your baby's growth should
be. Fill in the coupon below now.
a lasting record of your
child's

:

PYREX
BRAND

NURSING BOTTLES
Pyrex Nursing Bottles,
Dept. WI
10 S. LaSalle St., Chicago, III.
Please send me a free copy of the
"Pyrex Health and Weight Chart."
K

-^Lj^'

NAME

ADDRESS
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authoritative; useful

and

Maybe

the

great

American public

tougher than the networks think!

-FREE

with 3 Gerber labels (or send lOtf).
This interesting booklet written by a
Registered Nurse, gives valuable information on baby's care, feeding, playing,

There's a

training, clothing, bathing, exercising,
Accepted by the Council on Foods,
of the American Medical Association.
Of interest to every mother or mother

fore the public since

secret force

Berle's life that

etc.

:

he was

Dept. 113, Gerber Products

Company, Fremont, Michigan.
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Shaker-Cooked Strained Foods
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six

years old. Don't miss the amazing

to be.

Address

in
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about him
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RADIO MIRROR
Jimmy Wallington Tells
What's Wrong With Our
Announcers
(Continued from page

19)

that they should be bitter and want to do
something about it?
"And yet, in almost all cases of underpayment, it is the announcer's own fault.
He wants more money, sure. But the only
way he can make more is through a commercial program. These are hard to get
and the announcer, through his own mistakes, makes it even harder for himself.
Jimmy had sounded the opening gun
wondered then about the
in his attack.
reason for it. But as he went on, elaboratI

ing his points, bringing up new ones, driving them home, I realized what he hoped
It is an ambitious program,
to do.
hope it succeeds. For the sake of better
radio, it has to succeed.
"Before an announcer can get a commercial program," Jimmy went on, "he
must build up on his sustaining broadcast

a feeling of what I call 'good will' between
himself and the public. His next duty is
to sell the good will of the station he
works for, and then, through the faith
the public has in him he can sell his
sponsor's product.
"This may sound like a long build-up
what I'm yelling about," Jimmy
to
grinned, "but it is necessary to understand

how an announcer feels.
put yourself in his place.

I

want you

to

or Ted Husing,
IF Graham McNamee,
or myself make a thousand dollars a

week, it is sure to get in the newspapers.
This causes a complaint among others.
They immediately begin to ask what so
and so has done to deserve so much
money, and so on— ad infinitum just
grumble, grumble, grumble.
"Of course," Jimmy smiled cheerfully,
"the newspapers make no mention of the
fact that announcer X only makes this
thousand a week every year or two. That
the next five weeks after the thousand he
may get nothing!
"But here is the important factor. When
an announcer hears that another announcer makes a big haul he should be tickled
That announcer is paving the
to death!
way for a future big salary for him!"

—

"Not many announcers will see it that
Not knowing the facts, they become

way.

They spend
down instead

all their time trying
of building up. They
become so engrossed in trying to get
money that when it comes time to announce their station or read a small plug,
they do it carelessly. They think it doesn't
matter. Only money matters.
"Announcers lie awake nights thinking
up ways to get a big name when the opportunity is right under their noses.
"Worst of all," Jimmy declared, closing
the palms of his hands together firmly,
"announcers, of late, have taken to fighting it out among themselves.
"There is a little game going the rounds
which we announcers call 'throat cutting.'
"This is pulling the profession down.
Making it cheap. If announcers continue
with this they will soon become the laughing stock of radio!"
Jimmy sat up in his chair, leaned forward. "If announcers want to be respected,
they must first establish respect at home,
respect for themselves.
"Recently I was offered a job by a motion picture company to do the narrating
on three of their movie trailers. .1 agreed
to take the work at the rate of one hundred and twenty-five dollars a trailer. I

jealous.
to tear

—

Sanitary napkins need this deodorant
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this
an
adequate amount
later trie executive of this company called me and said that another announcer had offered to do the same job at
a hundred dollars less per trailer. Twentyfive a week!

considered

"A week

THRILLING OFFER BY MAVIS!

O
C^
JtaW'

AM
IV
UNLY

F0R THIS STUNNING NEW
SILVERY NON-TARNISHAE

"When
learned the name of the announcer, who, by the way, has a very big
name in radio,
almost choked into the
telephone.
"
he executive said he had promised me
the job and that if
would take it at a
lower rate he would be glad to see that
got it.
turned his offer down in a
hurry!
"That announcer has cheapened himself.
He has ruined the chances of other
announcers to earn a fair salary. All because he was eager to work for a pittance
in order to keep his voice in the public's
I

I

i

]&/taceXet

I

I

CLIP THESE DIRECTIONS

I

ears.

"You can see," Jimmy said sadly, "what
mean by throat cutting.
"I also know of a certain very prominent announcer who is working for a thea-

HOW TO GET ONE

I

Mavis Talcum Powder offers
you this lovely Sweetheart

IT'S NEW! IT'S SMART! IT'S THE "RAGE!"
... to wear miniatures of those you adore on
a Sweetheart Charm Bracelet. Be the first
in your set to own one! Miniatures are reproduced from your favorite photos or snaphand-colored by fine artists set in a
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can't sell

—

—
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—

Charm Bracelet with one
miniature to start your collection for only 26$! Stores

let itself is a series of gleaming disks etched
with a flying dove. Non-tarnishable. Will
not discolor the skin.
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—

Mavis the velvety, delicately scented talcum Frenchwomen use to safeguard their
daintiness. Make their charm secret your
own. After every bath, before you dress
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Bracelet today! Get your
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them

— exhibiting

himself in order to build
publicity exhibiting himself for a
hundred dollars a week.
Twenty eight
shows a week.
Four dollars a show!
That," Jimmy smiled, "is pretty dirt
cheap.
"These incidents show why it is hard
for announcers to demand any substantial sum of money.
"The first thought that probably comes
to your head is are announcers worth a
great deal of money? Is announcing such
a tough job?
"Many people have the idea that all an
announcer has to do is talk. Just say a
few words into a microphone, act interested, and then round the program off by
announcing his call letters with a nice
clipped diction.
ter

Morland, Food Editor,
205 East 42nd Street,

City.

you," Jimmy asked me, "ever
stood in front of an announcer's
panel? Have you ever stood next to him
during a program?"
had to admit that I had not.
I
"Most of the responsibility during a

program," Jimmy explained, "falls upon
the announcer. All those mysterious buttons on the panel mean something to him.
An announcer must have a mechanical
mind. He must know timing to a split
second.
He must always have presence
of mind.
He must not have nerves. He
must have stage poise, and last of all he
must be a good actor.
"There isn't a sound engineer in the
business who can pull a show out on time
Think of that
if the announcer slips up!
next time an announcer is telling you
Think of the many
about a product.
things that are going through his mind,
and then ask yourself if you could do his
job and still talk straight.

—
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am driying at is that the profession of announcing is one that depends
on a high amount of skill. That is why
there are so few good announcers.
"I say that an announcer who does his

"What
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I

City
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it.
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en-

on,

on

a sustaining program.
Most of them are apt to pass these programs off as unimportant. I've seen an"is

first

nouncers

program
I

_

"A young announcer," Jimmy went
put

sitting on their hands doing
just ten minutes before a
is to go on the air the person

when

to be featured hasn't shown up.
doesn't bother them a bit!
"It would scare me stiff!

who
And

is

it

"An ambitious announcer would have
up to 'dub in' in case

Name
I

ing

nothing,

for generous Trial Package.

l~Dr. Pierre Chemical Co., Dept. 12-C
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|
Please send me a Trial Package of
I
Boro-Pheno-Form and Enlightening Booklet.
|
close 10c to help cover cost.
I

job well, should be paid well. That is another reason why so few announcers are
They don't know their job.
paid well.
And they don't give a hoot about learn-

his musicians lined

the scheduled performer failed to arrive.
State

He would have an

ad-lib

program going

RADIO MIRROR
through his mind a mile a minute. That
Nowadays a young announduty.
cer is content to sit in a booth and dream
of a big commercial, lazily announce his
sustaining, and then go back to dreamis his

was always straightened out for me. I
never brought anything to John Royal
that did not get fair and square considerawas wrong, but when
Very often
tion.
so. I had the satisfaction of being told
it

I

ing.

why."

"The only time they come out of their
dream is when they are off the air. Then

shifting

they go into their favorite grumble.
"If an announcer has a kick coming.
and very often he does, the place to take
that complaint is to the highest man in
the company that is, the highest he can

—

get to.

"When
said with

started in at NBC," Jimmy
a slow smile, "they called me

I

I
always spoke
the 'announcing radical.'
my mind, and
didn't care to whom
was speaking.
believe that if the announcers today would take their comdid
plaints to the higher executives as
they would be doing a tremendous lot
towards elevating the position of the announcer.
"Time and time again, would run into
Vice President John Royal, and state my
complaint.
He would be working at his
desk when
came in, and without even
looking up he would say:
" 'Well,
Wallington, what do y o u
I

I

I

I

I

I

want?'

Jimmy paused
one long

for a minute, and then,
leg over the end of the

continued:
"I've outlined three things
taken announcers downhill:
chair,

knowing

that
First,

have
not

their jobs; second, the fact that

they are not paid enough because they
undercut themselves," third, not understanding to whom to take their problems
for remedy.
"The fourth problem that faces an announcer today comes under one word
self-importance.

An announcer must know

his ability leaves off, and where his
conceit begins.
It is easy to imagine you
are more important than you are."
suggested that perhaps the best were
those who had won the Diction Award.
Jimmy waved a hand scornfully. When
a man who has won the Diction Medal
twice waves his hand scornfully, there
must be a reason. Jimmy explained.
"When won the award I took it home
to my wife, and handed it to her.
She
looked at it, and then she said:
'That's
pretty
nice,
isn't
it,
Jim.
That's about as high as they go, isn't it?'
" 'Honey,'
told her. 'if you want to
keep on eating, if you really love your
husband, and want him to keep his job,
you had better drop that medal in the
"dirty clothes hamper.'
She did. There are two of them there

where

I

I

'

my

IT was

a case of stating
troubles,
and stating them in a hurry. If I stammered, or shifted one foot to the other, as
did at first, Royal would say:
I
" 'Get outside and make up your mind.
Find out what you want to say before
you get in here I'm busy.'
"I soon learned to come to the point
in a rush.
If I had a legitimate complaint

—

I

now, and
job.

Jimmy Wallington

still

has his

"That medal

mean

nice to win, but," and
fingers, "it doesn't

is

Jimmy snapped

his

a thing.

"There was an award winner a few years
ago a very good friend of mine then
who let it go to his head. He had a copy
of the medal engraved on every one of

—

He

his dinner plates!
a job.

is

now

looking for

"None of us can last if we think we are
more important than we are. Now, more
than any other time, we announcers should
realize that we have just started our battle
for respect and financial reward.
"I

would

like

Radio Mirror to bring
announcer on the

these things to every
air:

"Take your work
job you

seriously

—do the best

know how.

"Bring 'good will' to your public.
"Bring your complaints to the right person.

"Create respect for announcers by respecting yourself.
"Do not undercut a fellow announcer!"
Jimmy paused. "What I have said is
meant in a constructive sense. I would
like to see every announcer who deserves
a break get one.

"Such men as Graham McNamee, Ted
Von Zell stand behind
know they
me one hundred perecent.
will back me up to the last ditch!"
With these words, the tall, broad shouldered young man had spoken his piece.
As we walked towards the elevator
couldn't get over the fact that here was
Husing, and Harry

I

I

a radio personality

who

speak his mind.

was almost too much

—

It

wasn't afraid to

and I couldn't help but like
to believe
the guy for his courage.

Margaret Lindsay, Warner Bros. Star appearing opposite Errol Flynn and Anita Louise in Warner Bros.- Cosmopolitan Picture "Green Light"
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her with compassion.

that slum scene moved
her, it was nothing to what lay ahead. For,
presently, the taxi drew up at the orphans'
home. A matron opened the door, and
Kate was warmly received. She learned
that her accompanist had preceded her by
a few minutes.
"The children," said the matron, as she
smiled at the cake and ice cream, "are
quite excited.
We'll go right into the
.

one excellent way to escape needless exhaustion.

opportunities.
Prepare in
Splendid
Easy plan. No previous
spare time.
common echool
needed,
experience
Send for free
education sufficient.
booklet "Opportunities in Photography", particulars and requirements.
American School of Photography

It filled

However much

HOT STARCH
IN 30 SECONDS

We

it

of Kate Smith's Adoptions
colorful medley of the city's never ending
contrasts.
First the swanky hotel and exclusive
apartment house section;, next the area
of store buildings and skyscrapers; and
finally the slums.
This latter part of the
journey presented a moving spectacle.
Hundreds of pale little children swarmed
through the streets and up and down the
sidewalks.
Kate watched them, as they
romped after balls, played hop-scotch,
chased one another in the game of police,
and filled the grim canyon of dingy tenements with their shouts and laughter.
There was irony in the scene, pathos, and
brave contradiction. For Kate Smith knew
that the majority of those children had
never looked upon a country landscape.
Some had never seen a blade of grass.
They were unconscious of the threat of
those hideous deathtraps they had to call
home; yet to one who had attained Kate
Smith's level of life, there was pain in

Beautifully,

really

Revealing the Tragic Story

I^ATE

stood

.

and

I'll

them

have

by the piano, facing the

1* empty

chairs; while from outside came
They
the sound of children's footsteps.
entered in single file: bright faced babies
of two and a half, and three; little boys
and girls of primer grade age, and, at the
tail of the line, a thinning proportion of
older children, some in the high school
stage.
They filed to the chairs, row by
row, the babies in front. They waited for
the command, "Seats!" and then, sat
down. Kate smiled at them. The room

grew very still.
As the matron crisply introduced her,
Kate kept smiling. The children, AmeriRussians, Germans, and
cans,
Italians,
even a tiny colored boy, seemed afraid to
smile back. Their eyes, eager as they were,
held loneliness and wistful pleading.
Kate told
"I'm very happy today."
them. "It's my birthday, and I've .come
First, I'm
to spend it with you children.
going to sing a few songs for you.
and
hope you'll sing for me
Then,
we're going to have ice cream
then
and a birthday cake."
Their faces brightened, and not a few
looked incredulous. Then, she sang. She
gave them all she had. And on that day,
She warmed them
she had a great deal.
with comment. She sang songs they knew.
She saw new light come into their faces;
saw the sparkle her music had beguiled into
And then, she announced a
their eyes.
Their applause had been saved
final song.
.

I
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It rose spontaneously, as if
for the end.
their shut-in-child-spirits had for the first
Kate
time found joyous escape. And
Smith, who had stood before the footlights and acknowledged the cheers of
thousands, found the heat of emotion
She knew she was
stealing into her face.
She fought to hold back the
blushing.
mist that veiled her eyes.
The matron now raised her hand. She
announced a song, and replaced Kate's accompanist at the piano. At her chord and
the babies— the
signal, the children sang

—

RADIO .MIRROR
intermediates

— the

elders;

the foundlings

and abandoned: the waifs of every
creed and hue.

They

raised their eyes, as

if

racial

singing to

God. They poured out their hearts. It
was like a prayer of music. They were
singing what was meant to be a happy
song, but the irony of its words shouted
an overtone of heart-rending sorrow. Kate
was fighting against it. Ted was fighting
Yet, both knew it was
against it too.
too strong for them. The best the}' could
do was maintain the outward semblance
of self control. And neither dared look at
the other.

After Kate and Ted had applauded, the
ice cream and cake was brought in. Kate
sat down among the children.
She talked
to them; asked their names; poked fun
at and laughed with them.
Their fear
melted, and the shadow of their repres-

was dispelled.
Between times. Kate talked with the
matron.
She learned there were many
applications for admission to the orphansion

age; that it cost a fixed amount for each
And, although the instituchild taken.
tion was not overcrowded, its budget was
now taxed to the limit.

DART

of the time. Kate Smith heard her
own voice like an echo, for the sound of
that chorus of children lingered on.
At
times it filled the room again. And then,
she became conscious of a singular development.
Four of the baby children
their ages ranged between two and a half
and three kept edging closer to her. They
followed her when she moved.
One of
them crawled into her lap.

—

"What's your name?" Kate asked him.
''Tonio," he shyly
black, Italian eyes.

said,

lowering

his

Kate took all four of the children in
her arms Billy. Bessie, Jane and Tonio.

—

She gave them more cake and

ice

cream.

kissed her.
Tonio held her hand.
Jane and Bessie stared at her in adoration.
They were too young to talk much,
so Kate talked to them. Finally, she arose
to go.
The quartette of babies clung still
closer.
Emphatically, they wanted to go
Billy

too.

Emotions which had been tugging all
afternoon at Kate's heart were pulled
taut.
Standing in the doorway, looking
at the room full of children, at the four
who were clinging to the sleeves of her
coat, she knew she was going to cry.
Quickly she bent over these four whose
real names can never be revealed.
She
kissed each one.
She tried not to think
of them staying on after she had gone.
It was easy for her to step in. entertain,
talk to them. She could leave, go back
to her apartment, to her comforts when
she was through.
Something happened to Kate Smith in
that moment. She reached for the door.
Before she could touch it she had stepped
quickly back into the room.
Quietly
she called to the matron. She had made
up her mind. There was only one thing
to do.

Kate Smith was going to adopt the
four orphans Billy,
Bessie,
Jane and
Tonio.
It couldn't be the usual kind of
adoption nor an actual one.
Only too
well Kate knew the tragedy of stage parenthood.
Living the life she did. she
couldn't offer them a home. But she could
do something else.
She could pay for
their stay at this orphanage, watch over
them until they were old enough to leave.

—

Take

care of

them

start

out

life.

in

after that.
Help them
And best of all, this

would mean that the orphanage could take
in four more homeless waifs.
She spoke to the matron.
"If
pay for these four, does that mean
I

that you will take four more in, four who
couldn't get in otherwise?"
The matron nodded her head.
Kate drew a deep breath. "That's what
we'll do then," she said.
"We'll send the
first check to you tomorrow."
She called Ted Collins to her side, explaining what she had decided, almost
apologetically, afraid that Ted might dis-

approve.
But Ted put his hand around
her shoulder, and smiled.
"Swell. Kate," he said. "You're doing a

wonderful thing."

CHE

rode away from the orphanage in a
glow.
It was a quiet ride, in
which few words were spoken. Her
thoughts were unquiet confused. Yet it is
even doubtful if she fully realized all she
had done. Provided security for four newbabies by sponsoring four helping eight
in all
yes.
That she knew. But there
was a big transcendent thing a superb
thing which, perhaps, did not occur to her.
In that homeward taxi ride, it was happening, upon that happiest birthday of
all.
Putting it simply, she had linked her
own with all the world's gentle hearts.
The mystery of mercy, its blessedness,
rode with her.
It was no trifling sum, even to an affluent radio star, the amount Kate Smith
had set aside for the maintenance of
Tonio,
Billy,
Bessie and
The
Jane.
next day. Ted Collins mailed the first
check and arranged that future payments
be made at periodic intervals.
Months passed. Kate had never been
so happy.
When she had to leave New
York for a personal appearance tour, she
always left with the happy knowledge that
she had four tiny people anxiously waiting
for her return. She never failed to bring
back some new toys or clothes she had
found on her trip. Never before had she

^
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But something was happening back in
that Kate didn't know about.
For weeks Ted kept it from her, hoping

New York

he could straighten it out. Certain relatives of the four orphans, people in comfortable circumstances, had learned somehow that Kate Smith, famous radio star,
was taking care of Tonio, Billy, Bessie
and Jane. One by one they kept coming
to Ted's office, asking for money, insisting that this and that thing be done.

.

ASK YOUR

Dr. Schiffmann's ASTHMADOR... druggists
throughout the world have recommended and
sold it as a quick and dependable aid to relief.
You, too, should experience the same beneficial
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.

1

been so willing to cut her tours short and
get back.
Her career always before had
been everything to Kate. For it she had
denied herself the ordinary pleasures other
young women took for granted. Now all
that was over. Kate had her orphans.

M

When Ted finally began refusing them,
they grew threatening, made even more
demands. And worst still, the secret began to spread further.
The time came
when it seemed to Ted as if every friend
and relative of every child in the orphanage knew that Kate Smith was paying for the four babies.
These friends
came singly, in pairs, in family delegations, to see Ted, to try to play on his
sympathies.
And

finally,

Kate, had to

Ted knew, he must
her, though he knew

tell

tell

that

it would break her heart.
So one morning
he explained everything.
"I'm afraid," he said gently, "that
there's only one way out of it
Kate did not immediately reply. His
words were still sinking in still hurting.
She had come, in her life, to know something of inhumanity and cruelty; but this

—

—

new example
It

of it was well nigh incredible.
had stunned her.
Ted picked up a file of belligerent let-

"I'm afraid
repeated, his gaze

ters.

"I

know

them up.

A

it's

it's

the only way," he

upon her troubled eyes.
tough
hate to see you give

—

I

."
.

.

dead silence

"How

filled

?"
can
a strange voice.
I

the

—
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Ted, you're right

—

min

men and women have
cases,

guess,

sound, steady nerves. Lack of enough vitaB causes -polyneuritis the inflammation of many nerves. Yeast Foam Tablets, so
rich in the B factor, prevent and
correct nervous conditions caused
by vitamin B deficiency.
to

found that in such

"I

have believed it
Ted got up and reached for

VES

skin.

Countless

many
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"But if you have to
There was a longer silence, broken only
by the patter of rain and the lash of the
winter wind against the apartment's casement windows. Then, Kate said:

? Vitamin B, known as the
JSfEWt
anti-neuritic vitamin, is absolutely necessary

badly impaired. Constipation is likely to
ensue and this, in turn, often shows up in

pimply

finally,

?"

cannot cause gas or fermentation. They
are easy to swallow and most people
relish their clean, nut-like taste. They
keep, too. Start now. Try Yeast Foam
Tablets and give them the chance to give
you the same welcome relief they have

The

are not present in the

restore the intestinal
in those instances of

room

Kate asked,

Helen Broderick and Victor Moore
have a regular network show now
Twin Stars, Friday nights over NBC.
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"1*11 have to run along," he said.
"I'll try
and straighten it all out tomorrow
"Wait a minute,
Kate got up, too.
Ted," she said suddenly, this time in a
voice of full volume.
"You can take our
payment off Tonio, Billy, Bessie and Jane
our kids
But we
guess we have to.
can still pay it just the same pay it to
the general fund of the orphanage
"For another four, you mean?" Ted

—

—

—

I

——

never been back to the orphanage. Her
dreams of having four children grow up
under her care have vanished. She tries
not to think of them. Only on her birth-

.

more
come
"
know
Ted stood at

four

see

—you'll

still

in

.

.

.

.

.

The

.

.

.

out

kids will never

be taking care of

——

—
four

"I

"Yes
I'll still have four
I'll always
have four in the orphanage
"You're swell Kate
I'll
take care
of it. Goodnight."
She took a step forward. "One more
.

.

.

.

.

.

thing, Ted
We can't let those first
babies down not completely
?"
"What'll we do
She withdrew into the shadows out of
the light's range.
"Why on my birthday," she replied, "I'll send them cake and
ice cream ... I'll have to
I'll be thinking about them anyway
They don't
.

.

—

—

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

have to know where it's coming from
"Of course," Ted said understandingly.
"I
I'll help you see to it
I'll have to run.
Try and forget all about it
closed
the
door,
He
and turned toward
But as his hand fiercely
the elevators.

—

——

clenched the threatening letters in his
overcoat pocket, he knew she would never
entirely forget. ... He knew he had had
kill a hope.
to break a dream
Back in
her semi-darkened apartment, he could
her
Kate
Smith
paying
the
price
see
of stardom.
Kate is still paying the price. She has

—

.

.

.

.

.

Hefty,

.

lovable

star

Kate

and mis-

ceremonies of CBS' A & P Bandwagon has been receiving a salary of only
$200 a week for the past three years, paid
to her by Kated, Inc.
This corporation,
which manages all her financial affairs, was
organized in 1933 with capitalization of over
Kate's holdings in this unique
$400,000.
radio corporation are 50% of the 100 shares
of preferred stock, which were issued.
Burly Ted Collins, Kate's best friend and
manager, owns the other 50 shares and is
president and treasurer.
Kate's huge
radio, theatrical remunerations are invested
in Kated, which occupies an entire floor at
i8l9 Broadway, New York, and employs 55
people.
Fifteen of the employees are
used just to sort the heavy fan mail.
The remaining forty are clerks, secretaries,
and permanent members of the Kate Smith
air show.
Unlike other air programs,
The Bandwagon participants are paid not
by the advertising agency or sponsor, but
by Kated.
The Kate Smith Foundation
Award, a subsidiary of Kated, takes care
of the $700 weekly which Kate awards to
the three "heroes of the week," who are a
tress

of

.

He nodded,

the door.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

for five years, probably a record radio association between maestro and soloist. . . .
He was formerly her pianist and quite a

singer in his own right, until he heard Kate
Then he stopped.
warble. . .
This is
the first time Ted Collins is being paid to
announce. .
He used to do it as a favor
to Kate, who felt much better when Ted was
at her side during the broadcasts.

.

.

.

.

two nominees $100 a piece.
Kate also
pays for these prizes.
These heroes are
selected by a committee of five distinguished
judges Joseph V. Connolly, president of INS,
a news syndicate, novelist Faith Baldwin,
.

.

.

.

.

.

vacations. ... In the summer she is usually
found at Ted Collins' home in Belle Harbor,
Long Island. . .
!n the winter Kate hies to
Lake Placid, which she considers the most
beautiful place in the world. . .
Jack Miller,
Kate's orchestra leader, has been with her

.

feature of the Washington singer's programs
.
The winner gets $500, and the other
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Smith.
particular four— any four kids
NOContinuously
When four go

.

.

day, when the cake has come out of the
oven, and the candles put carefully in
place, does she dream again of what might
have been.
Once again her career is
everything.

PROGRAM DOTS AND DASHES:

asked her.

writer Damon Runyon, Dr. James A.
West, executive director of the Boy Scouts,
and war ace Eddie Rickenbacker.
The
heroes are "discovered" in the thousands of
newspaper stories printed in the U. S., and
their heroic deeds are dramatized on the
air.
Then the listeners vote their favorite
and the lucky winner is brought to New
York, feted, guest-starred on the program,
and sent home with $500.
Beside these
donations,
benevolent
Kate
also
spends
$6,500 annually on dolls which are distributed
to deserving kiddies from coast-to-coast.
Despite her girth, Kate is an ardent skiing
enthusiast, a golfer who can break 80 on the
course, and a powerful swimmer.
Shy,
when it comes to talking about her own exploits, it was revealed recently that Kate is
the possessor of two medals for bravery herself.
She saved two people from drowning
Ambition of Kated,
in the icy Potomac.
Inc., is to enlarge as a bigtime radio booking agency like the William Morris offices,
Rockwell-O'Keefe and Music Corporation of
America.
Jack Miller, the Ambassadors,
LeBrun Sisters are at present under Kated
management.
Out of her $200 weekly
salary, Kate maintains a modest apartment
on New York's east side, pays her maid,
food bills, beauty parlor treatments, and

sports

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

WHY DO OUR CHILDREN HAVE TO
CATCH EVERYTHING THAT'S GOING ?
DONT BE SO HARD ON OUR CHILDREN
they're JUST OUT OF SICK BEDS

!

!

OUR

KIDS USED TO BE SICK ALL THE
TIME, TOO, BEFORE MISS BLAKE,

THE SCHOOL NURSE,TOLD THEM
TO WASH THEIR HANDS WITH

MISS BLAKE ! SHE OUGHT
TO KNOW WITH ALL
THE KIDS UNDER HER
CARE. BUT WHY

LIFEBUOY?

BECAUSE IT REMOVES
GERMS AS WELL AS DIRT
FROM THE HANDS.
AND KIDS PICK UP ANY
NUMBER OF THEM..
.

LIFEBUOY

Wash-up
Write

Charts Free

today for a free school-size

cake of Lifebuoy and a Wash-up
Chart for each child— under 1 2 years of
age. Your children are bound to have/##
keepingtheirhandscleanwhen they keep
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helps protect

health, too— For Life-

buoy removes germs as

well as dirt. Lever
Bros.Co.,Dept. 913,
Cambridge, Mass.
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The Personal History of Floyd
Gibbons, Adventure r
(Continued from page 50)
non-sink garment like a vest, which he had
brought along in preparation for a submarine attack; then hurried back up to
his life-boat station on the deck.
So
completely had the passengers and crew
feared the coming of the torpedo that
there was almost no confusion. From his
post Floyd looked down at the black, hiss-

Htm

ing waters. The ship was listing to starboard, which was the other side from
Floyd, and his lifeboat hung down, not
over the water, but over the slanting side
of the ship.
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For a few minutes it was nightmare
bedlam in the frail little craft, as the crew
pulled on the oars frantically in their eagerness to put a safe distance between
themselves and the ship.
They were
afraid it would blow up, or if it did not
blow up, that the suction of its sinking
would sink them, too.
But it did not
blow up, and it took a long time to sink.
The party in the lifeboat heard a dull
thud as the German submarine sent another torpedo after the first.
Then it
tilted at the stern; its nose rose up against
the gray of the sky; it sank silently out
of sight.
night long the lifeboat drifted.
From across the darkness came the
sounds from other lifeboats, lost in the
immensity of the ocean. Now and then
they sent up flares, hoping to attract the
attention of a passing liner, and at last,
toward dawn, they did see a glow of light
coming from below the horizon. Slowly
it grew brighter; the red and green riding
lights of a ship appeared.
It was H. M. S. Laburnum, an English
ship.
Dawn was melting the darkness
when she finished picking up the survivors
of the Laconia.
But there were thirteen passengers and
members of the crew of the Laconia which
the Laburnum did not pick up. They had

'24-HOUR MIRACLE MAKE-UP SET"
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The Laburnum steamed into Queenstown harbor, and a few minutes later
Floyd Gibbons sat at a typewriter, composing a four thousand word story for his
newspaper, the Chicago Tribune. He still
believes it was the greatest piece of reporting he ever did, fresh as he was from
the horror of that night in an open boat,
still

Light
Rachel

It was probably also the most important
piece of reporting he ever did, for the
sinking of the Laconia was the first of a
series of "overt acts" on the part of Germany which brought America into the
war, and whether for good or
ill
Floyd's account of it helped to inflame
America's anger against Germany.
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The Word War has been
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don't want to
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described
describe it
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it meant to Floyd Gibbons. Not
that he spent the time from March to
June, 1917, in London; nor how he saw
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and the crew started to lower

stopped with a jerk in mid-air, stern
down and bow up at an angle of fortyfive degrees.
Someone hacked desperately with a hatchet at the lines; the ship
dropped, and brought up with a jerk that
almost threw some of the people overboard.
Then, at last, the boat was lowered with an even keel to the crest of a
rising wave.
The ropes were cut, and the
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American troops land on Engand then French soil, nor how he
was present when the first American shot
was fired. Not what he saw happen to
others, which was enough to fill several
volumes, but what happened to him, and
the effect it had upon him.
He started his eighteen months as a war
correspondent filled with the same idealism that was in the hearts of all Americans. He looked upon the war as a glorious
the

first

lish soil

adventure, too, but in back of this there
a war to end
wars, "to make the world safe for democracy." When the Armistice was signed he
no longer believed that war was a glorious adventure, but he did believe that
America's part in this particular shambles
had been justified. He thought the Armistice meant the end of autocracy and tyranny, and for that reason he was glad
the war had been fought. He knows now
that he was wrong.

was the hope that here was

Floyd was wounded on June

6,

1918, in

the Bois de Belleau, just north of Chateau-Thierry and only forty miles from
Paris.
Only that morning he'd left Paris
by motor for a quick look at the front.
Officially, he was a non-combatant, although he wore a uniform and was attached to the General Staff of the army
as an accredited correspondent.
He was

accompanied, this morning, by Lieutenant
Oscar Hartzell, a former correspondent;
and they had permission to go into the
front

j\
*»

lines.

BOUT

five o'clock in the afternoon
they came to the front line of attack
on the edge of the woods.
In front of
them was a clear space of about two hundred yards, across which was another
clump of trees, partly occupied by Germans.
The American troops were just
preparing to cross that field and storm

the nest of machine guns in the forest opand Floyd and Hartzell obtained
permission to follow them across.
The American troops took the wood,
posite,

but fighting was

still

going on, and sevposts were still

German machine-gun
working when Floyd and
eral

Hartzell started
the field, accompanied by Major
John Berry, the battalion commander. All
went well until the three men reached a
small v-shaped oat field at the bottom of
a slight slope.
As they started across
the field a perfect storm of machine-gun
fire broke out at their left, making the
tops of the oats wave and sway as if a
breeze were blowing.
across

Major Berry dropped,

seriously

wound-

ed in the arm.
Floyd, fifteen feet behind him, threw himself down on the
ground, calling to Hartzell to do the same.
"We've got to get out of here." called
the Major, "they'll start shelling this open
field in a few minutes."
"Wait until
can get up there and I'll
help you," Floyd called back, and he
started to edge along over the ground,
keeping as flat as possible.
But not flat
enough. Suddenly, as Floyd describes it,
a lighted cigarette touched him on his
upper arm.
A bullet had passed right
through the bicep muscle. A few minutes
later, as he continued to wiggle forward,
he was struck again, on his left shoulder.
And finally he was hit a third time. A
I

the ground
ricochetted

under his left
cheek
upward, and
went completely through the left eye and
out through his forehead, causing a combullet

struck
bone,

pound fracture of the
Floyd didn't

skull.

lose consciousness. Instead,

he proved once and for all that he's a
reporter before he's anything else.
He
lay there, dangerously wounded, and catalogued his sensations, satisfying himself at
last on a question he'd always wondered

how

about:

it

feels to

be shot.

For three hours, until it got dark, Floyd
and Hartzell lay in that field.
Floyd
couldn't move, and Hartzell wouldn't unless he could get Floyd out of there. Now
and then they called cautiously to each
other across the fifteen feet that separated
them. The field was still being raked and
cross-raked by machine-gun fire; and the
two men didn't want to call attention to
themselves by making too much noise.
Major Berry, they learned later, had managed to gain the shelter of the woods in
safety.

GERMAN

guns weren't their only danInformation was on the way to
the American artillery concerning the loger.

German machine gun nest,
and Floyd knew that if the information
arrived while he and Hartzell were still in
that field they would be wiped out by
shells from their own men's guns.
At last, after what seemed an eternity,
it grew dark,
and Hartzell was able to
crawl to Floyd's side and help him out of
the field.
Weak as he was from loss of
blood, Floyd nevertheless managed to
walk a mile to the nearest dressing station, where his wounds were given first-aid
treatment; then he was put in an ambulance and sent to an American hospital
cation of the

.

near Paris.

Thanks to the skill of the American
doctors and nurses, Floyd, who had come
in with one bullet through the arm, another through the shoulder, an eye shot
out, and a compound fracture of the skull,
was able to walk out of that hospital in
ten days.

Toward

the end of the

summer

of 1918,

after the Allies had broken the back of
Germany's offense at Chateau-Thierry,
Floyd returned to America on a lecture
tour.
The end of the war was in sight,

"*m#*r
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but it was Floyd's job to plead with the
American people not to be over confident.
As soon as the Armistice was signed he
returned to Paris, to establish and head a
European press service for his paper, the
Chicago Tribune, and also to be editor of
the Paris edition of the Tribune. Both of
these jobs he held until 1926.
Floyd listened and reported through all
the petty
international
bickering and
wrangling which went on after the war,
and as he listened he learned disillusion-

ment.

The world

hadn't been taught

its

Here were the Allies back at the
old game of grab, grab not only from
the defeated Germans but from each
other.
It
was the grab-grab business
which was responsible for the biggest
scoop the Paris office of the Tribune ever
accomplished publishing the contents of
the Versailles Treaty while France, England, and America were still trying to keep
lesson.

—

—

it
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Floyd and his men on the Tribune staff
had tried hard to be impartial to all sides
in the endless discussions about the parceling out of territory, and had made
many friends. Therefore, when one ally,
Japan, was given the Shantung peninsula,
which another ally, China, thought should
rightfully go to her, the Chinese walked
into the Tribune office with the treaty,
offering to give it up for publication.
It
was wrapped up, Floyd says, in an old
piece of red carpet; and Frazier Hunt
tucked it in his suitcase, boarded a ship,
and carried it across the Atlantic to the
United States.

BY
™

1920 Floyd was thoroughly disgusted
with the way American men were being
kept along the Rhine, being used as a tlub

against Germany by the Allies, and he
started the first of his crusades. Across
the front page of every issue of the Paris
Tribune he began running the banner,

"SEND THE BOYS
SWEET!" Endlessly, in
ment and anger

at the

way

his
in

disillusion-

which a war

end wars had degenerated into a tool in
the hands of self-seeking politicians, he
hammered at the injustice of keeping
American men on foreign soil, away from
their families and work.
It was a popular crusade with the 1,500,000 American men in Europe, and
Floyd surprised himself and the Tribune
home office by running the paper at a
The Tribune
$50,000 profit in one year.
hadn't ever expected to do more than
But Floyd
break even on that venture.
couldn't send the $50,000 out of the country, so he sneaked the Tribune instructions to draw on him for that amount
into the middle of a news dispatch, hoping
the censors wouldn't notice. The censors
didn't, a gratified Chicago office got the
money, and rewarded Floyd with a $5,000
However, the bonus was paid in
bonus.
francs and a few weeks later the franc
took such a tumble that the bonus shrank
Foreign corresto a tenth its real value.
pondents get used to little things like
to
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his headquarters in Paris, Floyd
the activities of correspondents
When a big
all over Europe and Asia.
story broke in some particular locality
he would close all his other bureaus and
rush every man to the center of excite-

directed

ment, smothering the story with reporters
and beating all the other press services
hollow.

He did this when the great Russian
famine broke out in the spring of 1921. He
had twenty-one men converging on Russia from all points of the compass, but in
this case even these tactics weren't much
correspondents
just
American
good.
weren't being let into Russia.
In Riga, Latvia, Maxim Litvinov, then

obliga-
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next extended trip out of Paris
a different matter entirely. Do you
remember "The Sheik" and the tremendous sensation it caused? Well, things were
fairly quiet in Europe at that time, and
the Tribune sent Floyd and a photographer across the Sahara to Timbuctoo with
instructions to see and photograph as
many sheiks as possible, just to find out if
they were the hot stuff the author of the

book claimed they were.
He set out from Algiers in February,
weighing 170 pounds, and arrived in Timbuctoo on July 4, weighing 135.
In between there had been enough excitement
to account for that loss of weight.
Eight
hundred miles out, in a region where there
is only one well in 500 square miles, the

I

rnind.

American correspondent.
He had successfully bluffed Litvinov,
and while he was in Russia he went ,on

ran out of water.
And they
couldn't find the oasis.
At last, Floyd spied a small dark speck
far off on the horizon. It was a well, but
it was almost dry.
Half a day's digging
yielded half-a-barrel of water.
At last
their camels were watered and their canteens filled, and they trudged on, crossing the desert in the blistering heat.
From the driest place in the world,
Timbuctoo, the Tribune sent Floyd to the
wettest place, the west coast of Africa.
His duty to stop at every port on the

caravan

another American?"
It ended up with Litvinov taking Floyd
his
night.

in

own

special train

to

Moscow

that

Floyd got to Moscow five days
and the Volga ten days before any other

before Litvinov sumFloyd put on his most
expression and
answered the

long

moned him.

to

successfully bluffing the rest of the Soviets.
Before he left Paris he had written
out a couple of telegrams to himself. One
of these arrived while he was in Moscow.
He knew that Soviet censors had read
it before they passed it on to him. It intimated in unmistakable language that the

with the rest of the correspondents."
"Well, if that's all
have to do," said
Floyd, "it won't be necessary for me to go

Senate committee which was even then
considering the question of recognizing
the Soviet Government, was sitting back
in Washington breathlessly awaiting Mr.
Gibbons' report. And it helped consider-

innocent

CLOYD'S

^was

"Even if you did get across the boryou would be taken prisoner when
you landed in Moscow."
"Would your people really do that,
Your Excellency?
understood that one
of the points in the agreement you're negotiating with America for relief is that
all American prisoners must be released.
At this time, would your people imprison

wasn't

visit.

der,

Floyd adopted different tactics. He arrived in an airplane he had chartered in
Danzig. He put the airplane in a hangar
and left instructions for its pilots to bring
it out every hour and tune it up, in readiThen he went to
ness for instant flight.
a hotel and sat there, waiting, while his
two associates went around town whispering of mysterious plans their boss had in

IT

ably in smoothing Mr. Gibbons' way to
whatever section of Russia he wanted to

all.
I
have two men here who've already applied for visas, and they can get
on the train to Moscow tonight."
It seemed, from the Commissar's words,
that things couldn't be accomplished quite
as fast as that. "I know you are planning
to fly into Russia," Litvinov continued.
"You surprise me," said Floyd.
Litvinov smiled and said, "I don't think
I
do, but I will now.
Anti-aircraft guns
will shoot you down if you try to fly
across the Russian border."
"But, your Excellency, that border is
thousand of miles long, and there aren't
enough anti-air guns in Europe to close
it
completely."

the Soviet vice-commissar of foreign afwas negotiating a treaty with the
American Relief Administration for its aid
in feeding the 30,000,000 starving Russian
peasants along the Volga; but until the
negotiations were concluded all newspaper
men were being kept out of Russia. The
Soviets were suspicious of capitalist newspapermen; on the other hand, the newspapermen and their readers back home in
America were suspicious of the Soviets
and half inclined to believe that all this
famine talk was merely a clever ruse to
get money out of Uncle Sam. The result
was a stalemate as far as getting the news
was concerned.
Two of Floyd's correspondents had already got as far as Riga when Floyd arrived there, but they couldn't get any
farther.
They had asked Litvinov for
visas into Russia, and had been put off.
fairs

summons.

"What

are you doing in Riga?" Litvinov asked.
Floyd replied that he was on his way

Moscow.
"You must make application for a visa
first," Litvinov said.
"Then you will go
in

I

yQUR BOSS

—

way

Cape Town and

see

if

American

goods were being admitted duty free into
certain territories according to the Versailles treaty.

Floyd got his story. In Walfisch Bay,
formerly German Togoland, he discovered an American car whose owner had
had to pay duty. Full of righteous indignation against Great Britain, he hurried to
Cape Town to lay his case before General
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Jan Smuts, the Colonial governor. General Smuts listened benignly, and then proceeded to spoil Floyd's story, on which he
had spent months and a lot of the Tribune's money.
"You're quite

right,"
Smuts agreed.
"That automobile should have been admitted duty free.
It must have been a
mistake.
I'll have the duty refunded."
From Cape Town Floyd hopped briefly
back into civilization, as represented by
London, New York, Chicago, and Paris,
and then was off to China. In Pekin, news
came of the war against Abdul Krim in
Morocco, and he traveled across Siberia
to Europe again, through Europe and to
Morocco.
While Floyd was on his way back to
Paris from Morocco, news reached him of
the death of his mother in the French
capital.
For all those years since he first
took over the Paris office she had been

living there

— not

months

a

...A 7 DAY

Ms/

SHAMPOO!

seeing him, perhaps, for
time, but always keeping a
home for him to return to. Now, with
her death, his last link with a spot he

could

at

call

THERE
How

embarrassing for others

—

hasn't seemed to be a fitting opportunity to tell you about a chapter in
Floyd's life upon which he himself looks
back with regret his marriage. As there
hasn't been room in this story for it, there
was never room in his life. The facts are
that he was married in Chicago, in 1914.
His wife remained in Chicago while he
went to Mexico, stayed behind when he
went to France. After America's entrance
into the war she went to France, too, and
was a nurse in the hospital where Floyd
recovered from his wound.
They were in love with each other, and
they tried to make a success of their marBut it was an impossible situation.
riage.
Floyd has never had a home, nor wanted
one.
The responsibilities of family life,
of household goods and possessions, chafe
At any moment he
and restrict him.
might be called away from Paris to
At last, in
Russia, Timbuctoo, China.
1921, they separated, and in 1924 they
were divorced.

— how
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mother was dead, Floyd
of the whole world,
And it was fortunate that
tied nowhere.
was the case for in a few more months
something happened which knocked the
life he had built up for himself right out
from under him.
He accompanied his mother's body back
to the United States for burial; and on
Christmas Day, 1925, he went on the air
citizen

Andy.
few weeks in Chicago, talking over
WGN, and Floyd was off once more to
Europe on a roving, indefinite assignment.
He'd been working for the Chicago Tribune almost fourteen years, and he supposed he'd go on working for it until he
died. But as he sat in a sidewalk cafe in
Bucharest, opening his mail, he found out
He held one letter a long
differently.
'n'
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suddenly freed of all responthe most romantic part of Floyd
Next month's
Gibbons' career begins.
chapter of his enthralling life story tells
you of his flirtations with death in China
and Ethiopia adventures Floyd has never
written or even talked about before. Don't
miss this final instalment.

With

Dull,

rombination package,

WGN,

Chicago. He
for the first time, over
didn't think his radio duties were particularly significant nor important then. Neither did two other performers in the same
studio, who for $75 a week supplied practically all of the music and comedy which
went out from that station. Their names

were Freeman Gosden and Charles Correll, and you know them today as Amos

f.
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Who

Are the

First

Real Stars of Television?

(Continued from page 47)
talkies longer

than we have) they imme-

stardom in 3-H.
Hildegarde, experts say, is even better
For
television than she is in radio.

diately selected her for
in

the radio listener misses her gesticulations
and facial expressions which are half the
attractiveness of her songs; she's one of
those rare personalities who are just as
charming to watch as they are to listen to.
Incidentally, the necessity of a star's
being as entertaining to watch as to listen
to is expected to cause a great upheaval
among radio's biggest names when television finally arrives on a commercial basis.
In television a star must have the looks
and mainly the personality to match his
voice and talent. Or else he's destined to
be a hopelessly one-sided flop.

A cameraman

pointed out to me, as an

incident illustrative of that, the case of a
young male singer who is now very successful on the air.
So virile and rich is
his voice that women fans have imagined
him to be tall, strong and romantic and
have made quite an idol of him. Their
illusions have never been shattered because no full-length pictures of the singer
in question are ever printed. Consequently
he is o. k. so far as sound broadcasting is

concerned.

RUT
"

should he ever be exposed to the
camera his feminine audience

television

would doubtlessly suffer a distinct letdown. Although his features are not unattractive he's so short and thin he's
practically
tiny which
ruins
him for

—

And

unfortunately he sings his
dashing romantic songs with what is called
in show business a completely "dead pan"
looks.

— which

ruins

him

ras clicking on and off, it's necessary to
learn in detail beforehand exactly when to
do what in the way of movement. That's
probably the most tedious rehearsal problem of all.

for personality.

however,

Hildegarde,

looks like she
sings and sings like she looks, which
makes her a perfect subject for the camera.
Her hair is a dusty blonde that
Everyone says
televises almost platinum.
she looks a lot like Ginger Rogers when
she is made up for and photographed by
television, although in real life she doesn't
resemble Ginger a bit.

Hildegarde likes everything about television but its discomforts, which is a
pretty common complaint from all the
youngster celebrities before the cameras.
In the first place there are a dozen hours
of tedious rehearsal for every hour of
In radio
actual performance on the air.
you can rehearse your music and get it
over with; but in television you must
stand or sit endlessly under the glaring
hot lights while innumerable pieces of apparatus are adjusted and changed and adjusted over again. Often Hildegarde goes
to the studio immaculately gowned and
flawlessly fingerwaved but by the time she
finally appears on the air her gown is
soaked with perspiration and her wave has
fizzled into a damp tangle.
Super-cooling
is now being installed in 3-H to combat
such conditions.
Her greatest problem is keeping herself
within the camera range.
Since one of
her favorite singing gestures is to throw
her arms wide she sometimes misses cues
at the wrong moment and has her arms
apparently chopped off at the elbow, which
is bad technique.
An artist can know before a movie camera whether the scene is
a long-shot or a close-up; but in television, with several differently ranged came-

ANOTHER

newcomer who

very brightly

she found a way to

"TKNOW

all

KOMO

studio.

To

her tireless ingenuity many of telediscoveries about proper clothes
and make-up can be attributed.

vision's

fm,

/Ci

the dates she wants!

what

it is to be skinny, pale and dull eyed.
J. The fellows never look at you and the whole world
is cold and blue. I tried everything but nothing did

any

good until I got Ironized Yeast tablets. Soon I felt a lot
peppier and stronger, my skin got smooth and in just
4 weeks I gained eleven pounds. Everybody says how
pretty I've gotten and I have all the dates I want and
have a grand time."
Ella Craig, Lancaster, S. C.

Thousands gain 10

to 25 lbs.
Skinny, friendless girls who never could gain an ounce,
have easily gained 10 to 25 pounds, normally rounded
curves, this new easy way— in just a few weeks What
is more, this new discovery has given them naturally
clear skin and normally lovely color, new pep and
charm, loads of new friends and popularity.
!

Scientists recently discovered that ^thousands of people
are thin and rundown for the single reason that they
do not get enough Vitamin B and iron in their food.
Without these elements you may lack appetite and not
get the most body-building good out of what you eat.

and

B

naturaUy developed "he-men" with new pep
and normal good looks, with these pleasant little Ironized Yeast tablets. They're
getting much more fun out of life and not
only

social

but

also

business

success.

If you, too, need these vital elements to aid in building
you up, get these new "7-power" Ironized Yeast tablets
from your druggist today. Note how Quickly they increase
your appetite and help you get more benefit from the bodybuilding foods that are so essential. Then, day after day,
watch flat chest develop and skinny limbs round out to

natural attractiveness. See better color and natural beauty
to your cheeks. Soon you feel like an entirely different
person, with new charm, new personality.

come

Money-back guarantee
may be from lack
Vitamin B and iron, try these new Ironized
Yeast tablets just a short time and note the change. See
if they don't aid in building you up in just a few weeks,
as they have helped thousands of others. If not delighted
with the benefits of the very first package, money back
of

matter how skinny and rundown you

sufficient

Special

skinny, tired, pepless men
getting sufficient Vitamin
iron, have changed in a few weeks to
of

who were not

tablets.

instantly.

THIN MEN! LISTEN!
Thousands

one of the richest known sources of Vitamin B is
cultured ale yeast. By a new process the finest imported
cultured ale yeast is now concentrated 7 times, making it
7 times more powerful. Then it is combined with 3 kinds
of iron, pasteurized whole yeast and other valuable ingredients in pleasant little tablets known as Ironized Yeast

Now

No

FREE offer!

To start thousands building up their health right away,
we make this absolutely FREE offer. Purchase a package
of Ironized Yeast tablets at once, cut out the seal on the
box and mail it to us with a clipping of this paragraph.
We will send you a fascinating new book on health. "New
Facts About Your Body." Remember, results with the very
first package
or money refunded. At all druggists. Ironized
Yeast Co., Inc., Dept. 223, Atlanta, Ga.
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shining
a chic

hattan she landed a job at Radio City
doing fashion publicity, going around to
the stores to assemble outfits in which the
stars could be photographed, and generally making her knack for clothes useful.
Several times she was allowed to
announce fashion shows on the network.
So the television experts, looking for
an announcer and mistress of ceremonies
for their programs, singled out Betty as
She had the time to
the ideal prospect.
give to rehearsals, the right kind of voice,
a charming appearance and personality
that perfectly matched her voice, and she
knew a lot about clothes and cosmetics
which would be valuable advice in the

everybody remarks about her better looks,

and she has

is

she'd be a television celebrity until the
experts, out of a blue sky, approached her
desk one day and invited her to the studio
for a test.
Betty began her career writing and announcing a woman's program over station
in Seattle. On a vacation in Man-

Now

Never had a date when she was thin.

is

probably never heard of Betty although
she's been sitting at a typewriter in NBC's
press department for several years writing
about the stars.
Little did she dream

v

ADD 11 POUNDS QUICK

television

young lady named Betty Goodwin. You've

THE FELLOWS NEVER LOOKED
...until

in

RADIO MIRROR
The whole basis of the weird make-up
required by the iconoscope camera is that
red televises white. Sometimes it doesn't
even televise white it just televises a
clear nothing!
Lips must be brown to
look natural, eyebrows must be black and
very well-defined, and plenty of dark eyeshadow has to be spread around the eyes
to show them up properly. Several shades
of greasepaint have been tried out, from
pure white to almost charcoal, but the
most natural color for the face and arms
seems to be a rusty yellowish cinnamon
something like the shade of an Indian's
skin.
Red fingernails will chop the fingers
off at the first knuckle, so for close-ups
of hands a black polish is used.
Platinum blondes are out of luck because their hair will fade into a colorless
haze.
A very amusing example of this
occurred during rehearsal one time when
a platinum blonde stood against a white
refrigerator on a kitchen set; the scene
reproduced on the screen made her look
as though she had shaved her head to
entire baldness!
Even darkish blonde
hair like Betty Goodwin's^ photographs
many shades lighter. Television so far is
kindest to brunettes and titians.
Eyelashes, to show up at all, must be

white or vivid rich color, except red and
certain greens, will reproduce nicely.
Big
plaids and large-patterned prints show
up particularly well. Hildegarde's most
flattering television gown is a dark crepe
with enormous bright splashes of varicolored flowers on it.

—
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they've been acting in skits of their own
writing with solos and duets thrown in.
They're not married nor are they even kin
as their names might imply. They're just
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Face
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if you
Mascara
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harmony.

the "Honeymooners" on their regular
morning broadcasts; for three years
as

°^oro}youreyesl
Marvelous

priced.- at J

y

doubtedly you've heard Grace and Eddie

selected for television bethe negro quarets at the ex-

all

ConunentalW

matches ..
"P sU

The

^ \Mk
^"pofldei,
X

h\ne;

that
rouge,

homes of the public.
czars of 3-H, looking about them
to select the one actor and actress best
suited for television stardom, combed the
list of thespians at Radio City and finally
settled on Grace and Eddie Albert. Untalkies arrive in the

They were
cause of

«**'

«*.

r "until

—

in their white tuxedos and black neckties
and reproduce flawlessly.

—***
%IL

^mediate

television programs. The
men behind the cameras predict they'll
make a terrific sensation when arm-chair

get a television set of your
you'll be seeing and hearing a negro
quartet called the Four Ink Spots. These
boys, who have made a hit already with
the listeners, have no making-up to do
at all.
They can step before the cameras

can't be any red clothes on a
television set, nor any pastels because
they turn a colorless gray on the screen
The men find it best to wear strictly
too.
black and white or maybe a dark navy
For women's clothes any black or
blue.

-.

more than seventy

When you

THERE

t*
,a what an
v wlieve

Before the Ink Spots rehearse the engineers draw a chalk-lined rectangle on the
carpet
inside
which they may move
around without going beyond the camera's
range. They're given about twelve square
feet of floor space in which to clown and
act and carry on their "business" while
they perform. And they're so successful
at getting a lot of movement into twelve
square feet they've appeared already on

own

dark
funny.

COLOR

_

_

—

New

Hylton who took them on a long tour of
England and the continent. When they returned to this country they were given
sustaining contracts at NBC and nabbed
by television. They wangle two guitars, a
cello and a tipple (a peculiar instrument
something like a mandolin) and sing
everything from hot to sweet to comedy.

Shiny and metallic dress materials aren't
so good for the iconoscope camera. Sequins are definitely out because they reflect a thousand glittering star-points of
light.
Lame and satin, however, reproduce quite sucessfully. Diamond or rhinestone jewelry can't be worn since it forms
a brilliant reflection, but pearls even the
cheapest imitation ones appear unusually
satiny and polished and beautiful.

Thick artificial lashes close toleave her nothing but two thin
slits for eyes that look extremely

sings.

WLW,

An all-black or all-any-color dress
doesn't televise as effectively as one that
has some color contrast; but the contrast
must be pre-arranged with care as to where
it's put.
Grace Albert thought it would
be a good idea one evening to wear a black
velvet gown with a pink taffeta sash, but
when she was seen on the screen in it it
caused a panic.
For all the world she
might have had a wide slice sawed right
out of the middle of her! She was moving
about, apparently, in two separate parts.
In the same way a man's white shirt collar,
unless it is punctuated by a dark necktie,
can sometimes painlessly but completely
decapitate him.

artificial and very, very thick.
Hildegarde
has to go eyelash-less because of her unconquerable habit of squinting when she

gether

perts' disposal they packed the most action into their singing. And television requires plenty of action or else it seems
too wooden to be really a moving picture
The Ink Spots hail from Cincinnati
where they formed a foursome while working together at a hotel. They sang for a
year over
came to
York to
crash the big-time, and shortly after their
arrival were spotted by maestro Jack
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RADIO MIRROR
team
love — but not quite to the

a
point.

good news for

in

altar

Grade and

Eddie, outside of their verand brunette good looks,
were chosen because they have the wellrounded personalities necessary for sight
talents

satile

as well as sound artists. In their work they
pretend to be nothing more than a couple
of youngsters fresh from the middle west
who are trying to get along in the world.
That's the way they look, the way they
sound and the way they act. Which is

HERE'S SPECIAL WORK
OFFERING YOU •••
UP

the perfect harmonious combination for a
television

TO.

performer.

At first the Honeymooners found the
iconoscope camera very hard to please.
Being veteran radio artists they suddenly
had to change
to

fit

a

new

N

all their habits and tricks
set-up and that was not easy.

and

stead of radio plays. And there's a great
difference between the two. In radio there
must never be a moment's silence to bore
the listener with "dead air;" consequently
they were accustomed to talking between
themselves every second of the time. But
in television, as in the movies or on the
'stage, pauses when the audience sees but
does not hear are absolutely necessary
else the dialogue becomes as monotonous as a cracked phonograph record. The
at first

v

r

J.T is now common
knowledge that the three foremost things
weight are food
.and red-blood-cells.

in restoring lost
tive juices.

.

.

.

.

diges-

Digestive juices of the stomach make use
red-blood-cells aid in
of the food you eat
turning the digested food into firm flesh.
S.S.S. Tonic is of great benefit in both.
.

.

.

S.S.S. Tonic whets the appetite. Foods
taste better. .natural digestive juices are
.

stimulated and finally the very food you
very imporeat is of more body value.
tant step back to health.

A

Forget about underweight worries if you
are deficient in stomach digestive juices
and red-blood-cells. .just take S.S.S. Tonic
immediately before each meal. Shortly you
will be delighted with the way you will
feel. .your friends will compliment you
on the way you will look.
.

.

S.S.S. Tonic is especially designed to build

sturdy health. .its remarkable value is
time tried and scientifically proven. .that's
why it makes you feel like yourself again.
.

.

stores in two convenient sizes. The
large size at a saving in price. There is no substitute for this time tested remedy. No ethical druggist will suggest something "just as good."
S.S.S. Co.

At

all

drug

I

From

)

NBC

—

—

save them real money.
You can
earn up to S23, and even more,
in a week for yourself, besides
you can get your own dresses
without a penny of cost, to wear
and demonstrate. Send no money.
Just mail coupon for amazing free
offer.

1

126 LOVELU

DRESSES
many as
low as t2?j
Fashion Frocks styles this new
Spring Season are more exThey are
quisite than ever.
last minute styles direct from
fashion headquarters in Paris
and Hollywood, and are worn and
approved by some of the best
Fashion
dressed
Movie Stars.
Frocks are nationally advertised
in all the big women's magazines
and are endorsed by leading Fashion Editors. They are never sold
in stores, but by authorized representatives only.

Ho House-to-House
Canvassing Necessary
Get details of our Special Plan that
enables you to get started easily and
quickly, without canvassing house-tohouse.
We will help you build up a
successful, permanent dress business
working full or spare time that pays
you a good regular income.

—

Send Free Coupon
Mail coupon at once for this
marvelous free opportunity. Get
the whole story how you can
make up to $23 or more in a
week and get your own
dresses free of any cost.
No obligation and no

since she's the baby of the duo
week difference in birthdays.

TELEVISION'S guest
1 already

stars

by a

penny cost

—

called old-timers.

were quick to grasp directions; because
they had titian hair which televised especially well; and also because they were
the youngest youngsters on NBC. But if
only one of them can be the Shirley Temple of television it will have to be Diana

own Dresses

cept this easy way to get it. You
just represent the world's leading
dressmaking plant Fashion Frocks,
and show the gorgeous new 1937
spring dresses
to
friends
and
neighbors. It is interesting, pleasant work because all women love
to look at the smart new dress
styles and will be glad to give you
their orders especially when you

peared on enough

programs now to be
Diana and Jeannie were
lucky because they could sing, act, and

of a

This offer is open to all womensingle or married
who need money
and are ambitious enough to ac-

was

the
Children's Hour program three-year-olds Diana Donnewirth
and Jeannie Elkins were selected to be
the first tots in television, and they've ap-

your

No Experience or
Investment Needed

\

-*y

learning to keep quiet part of the time
and fill the silence with pantomime. As
simple as it sounds, over-talking was a
hard old habit to break.

Too, they couldn't act with scripts, with
the next line and the next instruction
printed before them. They had to memorize everything and find things to do
with their hands that were accustomed
to holding a batch of typewritten pages.
With the mike hung high over their heads
instead of in front of their faces they
had to give up some of their pet microphone tricks, such as covering their
mouths with their fingers to get a certain
vocal effect, or whispering close into the
mike to make a whisper sound genuine.
In fact, Grace and Eddie had to learn
practically a whole new method of acting.
And very wisely, as a foundation for becoming big television stars in the future,
they have put themselves in the hands of
an expert dramatic coach.
And every
afternoon they can spare is spent making
experiments with the engineers and apparatus of 3-H. When television becomes
a widespread reality they'll have the jump
on every other actor in radio, which
should guarantee them a bright future before the camera.

all

FREE

—

Honeymooners' worst problem

WEEK

A

For one thing, in writing their scripts
they had to write them like stage plays in-

money

Rush

necessary.

coupon today.

FASHION FROCKS, INC
Depl RR-200,

Cincinnati,

Ohio

AMPLE
YOU
CAN WEAR
DRESSES

=DEE
If hi

OFANy
COST

end no- money

sixFashion Frocks, Inc.
Dept. RR-200, Cincinnati,

have included

some

of the outstanding performers on the air. Jessica Dragonette,
the Pickens sisters and Dorothy Page have
Irvin S. Cobb,
sung.
Honeyboy and
Sassafras, Ed Wynn and Graham McNamee have tried out their talents in 3-H.
Cole Porter has sat under the Kleig lights
at the piano and played some of his
smartest tunes for the dialers. And tap-

me how

COUPON

can represent
Fashion Frocks make up to
$23.00 in a week and get
sample dresses free to wear. I wear Size.

Tell

I

—

I
I

I

I
|

1

Address

City

I
State.

I
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RADIO MIRROR
Don't
neglect your

dancer

CHILD'S

COLD

much

angles" and refusing to be photographed from disadvantageous slants
customary thing in the cinema city but a
bit of a nuisance in 3-H at present.
All
was forgiven, however, when she turned in
an excellent performance.
The inconoscope camera is not so much concerned
these days with how beautiful its feminine
stars appear as it is in developing clearer,
era

Rub

Children's Musterole on
and chest at once. This milder
form of regular Musterole penetrates,
warms, and stimulates local circulation.
Floods the bronchial tubes with its soothing,
relieving vapors. Musterole brings relief
naturally because it's a "counter-irritant"
NOT just a salve. Recommended by many
doctors and nurses. Three kinds: Regular
child's throat

—

Strength, Children's (mild),
end Extra Strong, 4Gy each.

Robinson made an excellent

because

Dorothy Page went Hollywood on the
cameramen and explaining her best "cam-

D<"on't let chest colds or croupy coughs go
untreated.

Bill

he confines his tapping
to one spot on the set.
It
would be difficult for the television
camera, with its present limitations, to
follow a fast Astaire-Rogers routine that
covered a lot of space and danced up and
down steps and through doors the way
Astaire-Rogers routines are apt to do.
subject
pretty

/^^JF

—

more perfected

pictures.

Television

is

—

CHILDREN'S

The Reviewing Stand

free book "Patent Protection" iilutitratiriK
portant meohanioal principle? and xplaining patent procedure fully.
Promptness, low fees, deferred payments, 36 years' experience. Write immediately for free copy of our book.
VICTOR J. EVANS & CO., 218-C Victor Bldg., WASH., D. C.

and

i.

BAD NAILS
peeling
splitting, breaking
Avoids hard rafrged cuticle.
1

brittle,

as nothing else can.
nails.

Used

in

nails.

,

PROFESSIONAL PARADE
NBC Blue
Network:

Ends

25,000 Beauty Shops.

leading beauty experts.
Used by Physicians, Surgeons,
Nurses. Try "STENO"— have strong, smart, healthy nails.
PACKAGE and Advice on Beautifying the
»*- fc " TRIAL
Nails by leading beauty experts. Send 10c for
packing and mailing.
IMPERIAL BRANDS, 537 S. Dearborn St., Chicago

CDCri

r-MONEY-i

people blame on colds or strains are often caused by
tired kidneys
and may be relieved when treated
in the right way.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking excess acids and poisonous waste out of the blood. Most
people pass about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds
of waste.
If the 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters don't
work well, poisonous waste matter stays in the blood.
These poisons may start nagging backaches, rheumatic pains, lumbago, leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness under the

—

Get Doan's

Pills.

ON APPROVAL

9:00 P. M. E.S.T.

Time:
Day:

I

Sustaining.

Sponsor:

show on the air with a
worthier purpose than this one, and it's
pretty entertaining as well. NBC has donated an hour a week (not too good a
time, for Fred Allen's Town Hall Tonight
program) to be filled
is the opposition
with talent from the Works Progress Adisn't

We defy you to tell this ring
from one costing $300,001 To
Iprove it to you, we'll send it
Ion for 25 cents to cover cost of
Ishipping, packing, etc.
Pay
lonly $1.50 a month till the
Itotal balance of $6 is paid.
not
think
it
the
Ilf you do
most exquisite piece of jewelry
lyou ever owned; if your friends
Ido not marvel at the glorious
of the magnificent
I brilliance
full carat facsimile diamond,
Ireturn it and we will refund
'your money. Wear at our risk.
Ring shipped by return mail,
25 cents in stamps or coin to:
I

Wednesday.

There

ENDORSED
BY WELL KNOWN HOLLYWOOD MAKEUP ARTISTS and
hang

Caused by Tired Kidneys
Many of those gnawing, nagging, painful backaches

eyes, headaches and dizziness.
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,
used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from the blood.

(Continued from page 58)

YOUR

Backache

in

good enough to come to
your house and mine and when it does
come it will open a thrilling new vista of
enjoyment for all of us.
a hurry to get

Happy Relief
From Painful

a

Rush

postage prepaid.

BRADLEY, DEPT.

You'll
theatrical projects.
hear many an old favorite of vaudeville
days doing his stuff for the air people

ministration's

383A,

NEWTON, MASS.

—

Hollywood Blvd. We furnish complete outfit and instructions reasonably. References,
others' experiences and all details sent free.

both you and unfortunately the vaudeville
booking agents had forgotten.
Fred Niblo, one-time movie director,
handles the master of ceremonies assignment with ease. Many of the people he

at
is
You can now make at home a better gray hair remedy

HOLLYWOOD STUDIO

introduces

are personal friends of long
standing, and he presents them informally
and intimately.

To half pint of water add one ounce bay rum, a small
box of Barbo Compound and one-fourth ounce of
glycerine. Any druggist can put this up or you can

can be made at home with our plan, now
in

its

9th successful year.

HOOKED RUGS

Make HAND

for our store on

5657 Hollywood

Blvd.,

famous

STORES, Dept. 5
Hollywood, Calif.

PHOTO Enlargements

Clear enlargement, bust, fall
length or part group, pets or
other subjects made from any pho-

WATfcy

M

to, snapshot or tintype at low price
of 49c each; 3 for $1.00. Send aa
many photoB as yon desire. Re-<_
turn of original photos guaranteed.

SEND NO MONEY
photo

mail
with name and addreas. In a few days postman will "* fa iROQ
"
deliver beaatifnl enlargement that ** »
never fade. Pay only 49c pine postage or Bend
50c— 8 for 31. 00, and we will pay postage ourselveo.
-Jast

"

TAegeJlRAYHAIR
Home

Made

Remedy

than you can buy, by following this simple recipe:

mix it yourself at very little cost.
Apply to the hair twice a week until

When

the program's a little older, vauare to be made up of the
people who've been on the program, and
sent around the country, a la the Major
Bowes units. And thus radio, which did
its little bit to hand vaudeville a knockout
blow, is now making amends by helping
to revive the patient.
deville units

the desired shade is obtained.
Barbo imparts colorto streaked,
faded or gray hair, makes it
soft
off

and glossy and

takes years

It will not
color the scalp, is not sticky or
greasy and does not rub off.

your looks.

will

BEAUTIFULLY CpCCfToacq
CARVED FRAMEPff tEiwith „j
t
HIGH 11 x 14 inches
anality of our

work we

frame, until further notice, au pastel col.
©red enlargements FREE. Illustrations of beautifully carved frames
lor your choice will be Bent with your enlargement. Don't delay. Act
now. Mail your Photos today. Write NEW ERA PORTRAIT COMPANY

11

E.

will

HURON STREET

DEPT. 715

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

Network:
Time:
Day:
Sponsor:

hotel,

tutional

field.

NOW

club and
Salaries

for
instiup to

a
year,
living
to
$5,000
Previous experience
included.
proved unnecessary. Qualify at home,
National Placein leisure time.
ment Service FREE of extra charge.
Write name and address in margin
today
for FREE
and mail this ad
Check positions in which
Book.
you're interested.

$1,500
often

FASCINATING

WORK
LUXURIOUS
SURROUNDINGS

SPLENDID

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

Manager

(

)

Assistant Manager

(

)

ChieforFloorClerk
Auditor

(

)

(

)

Hostess
Housekeeper
Cashier

LEWIS HOTEL TRAINING SCHOOLS

.OPPORTUNITIES .Room PC-8913
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Steward

Washington, D. C.

7:00 P.

M.

CLEAR-LOOKING

SKIN/M?

E.S.T.

Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs
Wrigley

such an unpretentious little
program you're likely to miss it, and that
would be too bad, for it's a quiet and
pleasant quarter-hour's entertainment.

This

Train

POETIC MELODIES
CBS

EVERYONE!

is

.New Cream Hides Blemishes!
|

Jack

Fulton,

of the

high

tenor voice,
of

Jack

Billy

'

1

I

sings
the accompaniment
to
Mills' orchestra, and then while

1-

I

,

M Scar

can instantly conceal a Birthmark,

USED)
'Hinp it"(
jiiur-ii
j

,

m
/
ijf
Sg _

rests,

Franklin MacCormack, of the impressive
reads poetry against an orchesSome of the poetry, intral background.
cidentally, is love stuff, and surprisingly
passionate for radio. The verses are read
very finely and sensitively, and if you
enjoy hearing poetry read aloud, you'll
certainly enjoy this.

on S er need a conspicuous blemish
T'J
H- ' causeyouembarrassment!Nowyou

LUC K LV \

baritone,

En™. Bruise, Pimples, Freckles.
jjark Circles Under Eyes or any skin
discoloration with "Hide-it". Won't
rub off, peel or crack. Perspiration or
water won't affect it. Lasts all day
>

—

a_

"J^-.T
H—AIM?
BLEMISHES

m.\>

HIDES

untilremoved.il

atDept.andDrug
Stores. 10c size at
Stores.

Ten Cent

TRI/\£.CIark-MillnerCo.,666St.ClairSt.,Dept.l4-C, Chicago
I enclose 10c

Light

(Canada 15c) for "Hide-it" in snadechecked:
Sun Tan
Brunette
D Medium

Name

Town

Address

State

RADIO MIRROR
Facing the Music
(Continued from page

11)

Heavy date..

Organ Grinder's Swing."
Or did you?
Nobody, least of all its author or publisher, ever thought "The Organ Grinder's
Swing" would ever make the stir it has.

..but look at

it
didn't shoot into popularity
noxious predecessor, "The Music
Goes, etc"
It just sort of sneaked up.
It was published last June in an instrumental form, without words, and was met
with complete indifference on all sides.
Then Will Hudson, who wrote the music,
persuaded his Hudson-Delange orchestra

In

fact,

like

its

her Nose

1

make it into a phonograph record, and
things began to happen.
Radio maestros
and singers clamored for lyrics so loudly
that in September Irving Mills and Mitchell Parish wrote a set of words, and the
song was republished.
Andre Kostelanetz seems to be the most
enthusiastic rooter for the song among the
orchestra leaders.
He admits, himself,
that he likes it because he can try out all
sorts of fancy orchestration ideas with it.
You wouldn't believe what he does with
"Organ Grinder" and four violins unless
you saw it, and probably not then. Four
violinists detach their bows, pass the bowstrings over the strings of the violin and
the stick under the violin, screw the bow
up again, and fiddle away. Naturally the
bowstrings are stretched very tightly over
It
all
four strings of the instrument.
produces a sound best classified as "peculiar," but apparently just the thing for
the "Organ Grinder."
Hudson, incidentally, is the author of
"Mr. Ghost Goes to Town," a new numto

ber which the swing boys have grabbed

KLEENEX
HABIT

eagerly.

^

=fc

*

Have you been missing one
est

salutations

in

radio

of the old-

lately

— Vincent

Speaking"?
He recently
introduction to a few bars
followed by the announcer
playing."
His old greeting to the listening audience had been in
use since 1921, when Vince made his air
debut in the old Newark, New Jersey,
studios of WJZ.

"Lopez
changed his air
of piano music,
saying, "Lopez
Lopez'

*

An

Alka-Seltzer Tablet in a glass of water makes a
pleasant- tasting, alkalizing solution which contains
an analgesic (sodium acetyl salicylate). You drink it

and

does two important things.

it

First,

because of

the analgesic, it brings quick, welcome relief from your
discomfort
and then because it is also alkalizing in

—

its

nature Alka-Seltzer helps correct the cause of the

when associated with an excess acid condition.
AT ALL DRUG STORES 30c and 60c Packages
Slightly Higher in Canada

trouble

—

|

TASTE LIKE CANDY
The

Sensational

MCCOY'S
Tablets
Cod Liver
Oil

Check

Full of Vitamins

Put On
* MCSME
0_„_ v„

Starting "Today:
Take 2 McCoy's Cod
t
7 rounds Li Te r Oil Tablets after
each meaL 60c and
Quickly
$1 size— all Druggists
"—SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE—

31.
TO

'

—1

644
Wells
Chicago
Dept.23
fcf McCoy's,
Rush
Sample
McCoy's Cod
S.

St.,

Free
of
Liver Oil Tablets to

Name
Address

*

Oscar Bradley, who took over the bandleading job on Phil Baker's comedy show
early in January, used to be the conductor
on the late Will Rogers' programs for
He returns to radio
the same sponsor.
'after having spent two years in Hollywood as Shirley Temple's maestro. Britishborn, Brad became an American citizen
nine years ago, just after he had been
hired by Florenz Ziegfeld to handle the
musical end of "Rio Rita," "Whoopee,"
"Show Boat," and many more of the Great

• Nothing more

...

state-

tragic than a sore nose dur-

—

ing a cold nothing more soothing than the
Kleenex Habit! It saves noses, saves money
and reduces handkerchief washing. So put
aside your handkerchiefs and use Kleenex
Tissues the instant sniffles start. Because
Kleenex tends to retain germs it checks the
spread of colds through the family. You use
each tissue once — then destroy, germs and all.

Glorifier's successes.

*

*

Keep Kleenex

*

THEME SONG SECTION

Save Steps
.

.

.

. .

. . .

to wipe hands, windshield and
greasy spots.

No

waste! No mess!
Pull a tissue — the
next one pops up
ready for use!

theme-song collectors:

I

by himself.
Will Osborne: "The Gentleman Awaits."
Meredith Willson: Second movement
from "O. O. Mclntyre Suite," by himself.

Every Room.

. . .

cause some of the orchestras he mentioned
aren't broadcasting just now, but here are
enough to satisfy him and all you other

Charlie Barnet: "I've Lost Another
Sweetheart," by himself.
Bernie Cummins: "Dark Eyes."
Roy Shield: "You Are the One Love,"

in

— Time — Money

To remove face creams and cosmetics
To apply powder,
rouge
To dust and polish
For the baby
And in the car —

Here comes a
interest in theme songs.
letter from George Schwedler containing
a list of twenty theme songs he wants to
know about. I couldn't get them all. be-

Firm

City..

*

NEW MAESTRO

was just asking for
I
Serves me right.
trouble when I said a couple of months
ago that dance-band enthusiasts had lost

"A" and

Have remarkably helped many boys
end girls, men and women, to

|

PHIL'S

saves noses
during colds!

KLEENEX

A

disposable tissue

made

of Cellucotton (not cotton)
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Freddy Martin: "Bye-lo-bye Lullaby."
Archie Bleyer: "Kisses from My Violin
to You."
Clyde Lucas: Unpublished original by
himself.

Abe Lyman: "California, Here Come,"
and "Lights Out."
Horace Heidt: "I'll Love You in My
Dreams."
Leo Reisman: "On the Trail," from
Ferde Grofe's "Grand Canyon Suite."
from
"Summertime,"
Bob Crosby:
"Porgy and Bess."
and
Enric
"Melody"
Madriguera:
"Adios," both by himself.
Had enough?
I

*

to

PINAUD'S NEW, IMPROVED

CREAMY MASCARA
France

in

Silky, heavy eyelashes that look naturally
beautiful. Get them from this Improved

Never makes you look
creamy mascara
Permanent, runproof, smudge
made-up
proof ... in black, brown, blue, green.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Complete Eye Make-up requires

PINAUD'S SIX-TWELVE EVE SHADOW
PINAUD'S SIX-TWELVE EYEBROW PENCIL

HOUSE OF

PlNAUD

PHOTO

Some of you've been writing
know about Jack Denny.

in

wanting

*

*

ENLARGEMENTS

Well, Jack

The

liver should

Donahue,

RING!

Al—Netherland

else. 25c.

HOW
Are

SKIN BLEMISHES
Instantly Masked

Now

Birthmarks, Pimples, Liver Spots,
Freckles, Braises, Circles Under Eyes j
and other unsightly spots amazingly 1
masked with DERMALURE! Applied)
in a minute — lasts all day. Waterproof. Blends perfectly. Light, Medium, Brunetteand Son Tan. $1 at Department arid
Drag Stores. Parse size at all 10-cent stores.
SIZE Send 10 Cents, Mention Shade, to Dept.63.
i

'.

I

*

For

TRIAL

DERMALURE,

relief

.

.

.

.

.

1

Shaw,

AMERICAN GIRL PRODUCTS CO

I

Box

1342.

Sioux

Iowa

City.

CORNS AGE YOUR FACE

!

specialist can take out in a year.
Just rub on Mosco
suffer!
stainless, pleasant and easy to use.
Mosco removes corns, relieves bunions
No knife,
and ingrowing toenails.
plasters, cloths or soaking necessary.
At druggists. Jar 30c.

Don't

m

Write for Free
Co., Dept.

MnOPn
UOllU

Mo

TO START

$90

<,

(

(
(

to

$175
MONTHLY

(
(
'
i

Railway Mail Clerk
) P. O. Laborer
)R. F.D. Carrier
) Special Agent
) Customs Inspector
) City Mail Carrier
) P.O. Clerk

)

)

)

(

)

(

)

Stock Clerk
Spec. Investigator
Typist

t

\

i

)

t

)

)
i

t

i

i

)

convenience

)

Elevator Conductor
Auditor

Meat Inspector

LIGHTEN YOUR HAIR

NEW CREAM WAY

the

122 East 42nd Street,

New York

City.

Lechler's

INSTRUCTION SERVICE,

want

Orchestral

to

know more about:

Anatomy

'

FREE.

A?e Ran?e Name
Adciress..

94

—
Can't make

and scalp

c

-

the hair lifeLightens blonde h*ir crown dark. Canover-bleach.
Actually Beneficial to
stage
and screen beauties for over 20 years. HrTmless guaranMailed complete with application brush for only
teed.
With first order SB-page booklet
the ends

leas,

dry or

not

streak

brittle.

O

—

tPDhVP
r
K&& "THE NEW ART OF LIGHTENING HAIR"

LECHLER LABORATORIES,

560 Broadway, Dept.

A,

iH'Ai.fLrrdll-fU

three

new

cars:

Charles

Mills, Minn., earned $120.00 in one week
and received two new cars, as extra bonuses
own hoae given as bonus, send hoae

Rush name on penny card
outfit,

details

Address

for

Act now!

Box 3A8. Midway
Greenfield, Ohio

Name

Y.

Introducing Hose Guaranteed 4 to 8 Months
Earnings start at once! Brand new Ford given"
producers.
Everybody buys hose. Guaranteed to
wear from 4 to 8 months without holes, snags or
runs or replaced FREE.
Big repeat sales.
Grace
Wilber, Iowa, earned $37. 10 in 9 hours and

WILKNIT HOSIERY CO.

.

INC.

New York, N.

I

$I

or

bleached hair and permanents. Used by famous

received

Or

ALL

Lightener

Hair

Lightning

it

Section

Following the Leaders

Depi.3l5-A, St.Uuis.Mc.

Salaries, locations, opportunities, etc.

You

—

I

Send me FREE particulars "How to Qualify
marked "X' r
for Government Positions'

WOMEN SENT

as

ng product; an antiseptic.
to lighten the roots
of the hair like a liquid.

You can use

mple

MEN..

Much

Want— Safely— Quickly!
Not a Drug-Store Liquid!

RADIO MIRROR,

Watchman

Secret Service Opr.
File Clerk

)

—

Facing the Music,

Stenographer
U. S. Border Patrol
Telephone Opr.

)

—

Little or as

POSTMASTER

)

you can whittle, sing, or hum a tune—You have TALENT.
Let a popular Radio Pianlit trainyour hands to play Piano
by Ear. TEN LESSON METHOD sent postpaid for $1.00,
or pay U. S. Postman $1.00 plus postage. Nothing more
or your money refunded.
to buy. Satisfaction assured
Piano Accordion bass charts included Free. Order nowt
If

Ken Alden,

N. Y.

REMOVES CORKS
AND CALLOUSES

EAR

BY

NOTE READING- NO SCALE PLAYING

in

Sample

3-7, Rochester,

Dallas,

PLAY

MAJOR KORDgaf-JjgWM

Theme Song

SALARY

Hotel,

TO

PIANO

and ours— use
writing to ask questions.
We'll try to find all the answers.
For your
coupon

this

A painful corn puts more wrinkles in
your face in a week than a beauty

The Mosb

Art— Adolphus

freedom of

bring happiness,

LEARN

—

Tex.

will

Superfluous Hair Forever".
D.J.Mahler Co., Dept.58-C, Providence, R.I.

—

under sleekest frocks
quick to fasten
absolutely secure .
adjustable. The
... form-fitting
American Girl Personal Belt is made
of Lastex and may be laundered. At
send 25c
store
or
your Dept.
stamps or coin to

HAIRROOT

mind and greater success.
Backed by 35 years of successful use all
over the world. Sena 6c in Stamps TODAY
for Illustrated Booklet, "How to Remove

—

(^Invisible

Illinois

Plaza Hotel,

—

—

Winnetka.

Inc.,

Remove the hair permanently, safely, privately at nome, following simple directions.
The Mahler Method positively prevents the
hair from growing again. The delightful

Cincinnati
Duchin, Eddy— Hotel Plaza, N. Y.
Fio Rito, Ted On Coast
Hall, George— Hotel Taft, N. Y.
Goodman, Benny Hotel Pennsylvania,
N. Y.
Hallett, Mai— Commodore Hotel, N. Y.
Blackstone Hotel, Chicago
Ravelin, Al
Lombardo, Guy Roosevelt Hotel, N. Y.
Edgewater Beach,
Olsen, George
Chicago
Osborne, Will— Roosevelt Hotel, New
Orleans

60

A

Y.
Y.

Braggiotti,

tfcECI^.Mf *

liquid

Laxatives are only makeshifts.
mere bowel
doesn't get at the cause. It takes those
good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get these
two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you
feel "up and up". Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
in making bile 'flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little
Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly refuse anything

movement

KILL THE

FOLLOWING THE LEADERS
Mario— Hotel Pierre, N.
Coleman, Emil— St. Regis Hotel, N.
Casa Loma— Rainbow Room, N. Y.

pour out two pounds of

in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach. You get
constipated. Your whole system is poisoned and
you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.

^

She
paradoxes that make radio radio.
studied to be a concert pianist, but now
gives the customers nothing but the hi-

10'

7|

_

bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just decays

#

de-hottest of hi-de-ho vocalizing.
*
* *

Amazing

ITIIAA.AVED9AA
C LASS PINS jSr

LIVER BILE...
Without Calomel— And You'll Jump
Out of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go

Ruth Karelle, swing vocalist on a New
York station, is an illustration of those

NEW YORK

Offer!
Send 3 negatives (FILMS)
with this ad and 25c, coin (No Stamps); receive
postpaid 3 Beautiful Professional 5x7 inch Enlargements; 6 for 50c; 12 for SI; postpaid. 1 for
Neg. Ret. Canada too,
10c, pluB 5o postage.
M3 Unique Art Service. 18 E. 58th St. N. Y. C.

*

Later
used to be Norah Bayes' pianist.
he organized a band and for some time
played hotel engagements throughout the
country without attracting much attention.
He popped into the attention of the
radio moguls when he secured an engagement at the Mt. Royal Hotel in Montreal,
Canada, with a sustaining wire. As soon
as his Mt. Royal stint was finished he was
brought to New York and put to work in
That was about
the Waldorf-Astoria.
four years ago, and now Mr. and Mrs.
Denny have a lovely estate in Westchester.
At present Jack and his boys are on tour.

SIX-TWELVE
prepared

*

WAKE UP YOUR

I

I
I

RADIO M IRROR

PREVENT
BLACKHEADS

Short Cuts to Cooking
{Continued from page 53)
ones.

And

to

this

when planning

day

meals.

on them

rely

I

They

time

save

and trouble, and add interest to menus
by providing out of season products, and
with modern canning methods the flavor
and the valuable minerals which all vegetables contain, reach you unimpaired.
"I'm mad about potatoes and sweet potatoes but have always resented the time
it takes to peel and cook them, and how
grateful

Sensational Beautifier Refines Skin
over the country who formerly were
miserable over a skin beladen with blackheads,
whiteheads, large pores and other skin faults, are
now enthusiastic about a new beautifier.
This remarkable preparation, which contains
oxygen, penetrates into the mouths of the pores
and prevents the formation of fatty blackheads.

Women

all

When the oxygen frees the pores of disfiguring
dirt and grease, the skin resumes its natural,
clean appearance. It becomes soft and smooth to
the touch.

The name

new

of this

beautifier

is

Dioxogen

It is the only preparation in the world containing Dioxogen, and is approved by Good Housekeeping Bureau.

Cream.

Prove to yourself that you too can have a skin
from blackheads, open pores and other skin
Dioxogen Cream is not
drying and benefits any type of
skin to which it is applied. 50^
and $1 jars at dept. stores and
high class drug stores.
free

faults.

DIOXOGEN

#CREAM

I

am

to

man who

the

first

thought of putting them in cans! One of
my favorite combinations is pork chops
cooked with tomatoes and canned sweet
potato patties with marshmallows.
"Sprinkle

salt

and heat the

into a

heavy iron

skillet until

skillet

the salt begins

to brown.

Sear the chops on both sides,
pouring off the fat as it appears. When
the chops are brown, reduce the heat, add
the tomatoes, cover and simmer until the
chops are tender.
While the chops are
cooking, make cakes of the canned sweet
potatoes and brown them in a little of the
fat poured from the chops.
Just before
serving, top each sweet potato cake with
a marshmallow and set the pan under the
broiler flame until the marshmallows are
brown."
If you have never tried French fried
canned baby artichokes with steak, you
don't, according to Irene, know what
you've been missing.
Simply drain and
dry the tiny artichokes and cook them in
deep fat (390° F.) until the edges of the
leaves begin to brown.
Irene also recommends corn pudding,
asparagus loaf and spinach souffle. They
are grand, useful recipes, too equally delicious as the main course for luncheon or
supper, or served as a vegetable with meat

,o.

Oenmson-cto"
Right in your own home you can make colorful
boxes, baskets, book-ends— mats, lamp-shades,
flowers. Also attractive dress accessories —
bags, belts, hats. It's ever so easy with "Very
Best" Dennison Crepe, for this splendid craft
material is amazingly workable, durable, artistic. Costs little — at stationery, department, or
drug stores. Send 10c with coupon for fascinating 24-page book, "New Dennison-craft Ideas,"
containing pictures and directions for making 77 craft novelties. Why not include some
of the other practical books listed below?

DENNISON'S, Dept.C-145,Framingham, Mass.
send books checked below

Please
—
enclose
I

New

Name

S.

Wabash, Dept. 28, Chicago

ITCH
IN

1

cup milk

1

tbl. flour

City

State..

ONE MINUTE...

rashes, athlete's foot, eruptions, or other skin afflictions? For quick and happy relief, use cooling, antiseptic.liquid D.D.D. PRESCRIPTION. Its gentle oils soothe
the irritated skin. Clear, greaseless and stainless—dries
fast. Stops the most intense itching instantly.
35o
trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it or money back.

—

A

1

egg

1

can asparagus

1

Well as Women Can
Now Look Young.
as

famous French beauty specialist recently astonished New York society by demonstrating that
wrinkles, scrawny neck, "crow's feet", doubl e chin
and other marks of age are
easily banished by spending
only 5 minutes a day in
your own home by an easy
method of facial rejuvenation that any one can do.

"H.C. Lewis, Pros., COYNE

500 South

What made

_
I
^L
Wjm JB^
^^^^~-~

and pepper to taste
Heat the milk and beat the

A.

the

is

Wild.

"In

Pauline Palmer,1435C Armour Blvd., Kansas City.Mo,
Write before supply is exhausted.

3 tbl. butter
3 tbl. flour

City

American cheese
minced onion

Yz lb. grated
1

State

cup milk

3 eggs

Y-2.

Name

tsp.

Answer

writes Mr. H.
a short time

since."

Mary H.

egg,

and

Little also has luxuriant hair now after using
Kotalko. Yet for years her
head, as she describes it,
"was almost as bare as the
back of my hand."
Many other men and women attest that hair has
stopped falling excessively,
dandruff has been decreased,
new luxuriant hair growth
has been developed where
roots were alive, after using
Kotalko to stimulate scalp
action.

Are your hair roots alive but
dormant? If so, why not use
new
Kotalko?
Encourage
growth of hair to live on

Spinach Souffle

1

their

had a splendid head of hair,
which has been perfect ever

tered casserole and bake in moderate oven
for thirty minutes.

'

111.

I

blend all ingredients except the asparagus.
Let mixture stand so that crumbs may absorb some of the liquid, while you drain
and chop the asparagus. Combine asparagus with milk mixture, turn into but-

,

Chicago,

hair grow?

sustenance available in your
scalp. Kotalko is sold at drug
stores everywhere.

.

R

ELECTRICAL SCHOOL

Paulina Street, Dept. 37-64

on growing,"

1

1

"while learning. Free employment
service after graduation. Yon don't need ad-

education. SEND FOR BIG NEW FREE BOOK.
randmyvanced
"pay tuition after graduation" plan.

"New Hair came after I began using Kotalko, and kept

cup milk
cup cracker crumbs
tsp. minced onion
tbl. melted butter

1

.

Mtere

Asparagus Loaf

Salt

Old Faces Made Young!

cosmetics, no massage,
no beauty parlor aids.
The method is fully explained with photographs in
a thrilling book sent free upon request in plain wrapper.

(B/wpe>

Spend 1 2 weeks in Coyne Shops
'—Learn by doing—many earn

tbl.

Are you tormented with the itching tortures of eczema,

No

for All

'^ftiSV^.ctmt^yrv

melted butter
1
can corn
Salt and pepper to taste
Beat together the egg, milk and dry ingredients, and stir in the corn.
Add
melted butter and turn into buttered casserole.
Bake in moderate oven until the
pudding sets (about forty-five minutes.)
1

needs for dramatic clubs,
schools, lodges, etc., and for

A

Fun

_

2 tsp. sugar

l60Years%fHffS
We supply all entertainment

Men

Gay Decorations

Street {or R.F.D.)

plays

...STOPPED

cents for each.

Showers and Announcements

Gay Costumes
Flower Making

egg

I

every occasion.
Denison & Co., 623

10

Dennison-craft Ideas

Birthday Parties

meals.

Corn Pudding

T. S.

Home

77 C\ever

—

Denisons

you.

can spinach

FREE BOX
for

men's,

women's

Kotalko Co.,
Please send

To prove the
and children's

efficacy

hair.

of

Use

Kotalko,
coupon.

New York

B-53, General P. 0.,
me proof Box of KOTALKO.

Name
Full Address

Salt and pepper to taste
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I

Melt the butter in a double boiler, add
and pepper, and milk, and cook
until smooth and thick. Add cheese. When
cheese has melted, add spinach (it must be
drained thoroughly and run through a colander), minced onion and beaten egg

i^SATIOW

flour, salt

Amu/

Fold

yolks.

in

stiffly

beaten egg whites

Opens Up Stopped-Up Nose

and pour into battered casserole. Set casserole in shallow pan containing hot water
and bake in moderate oven for forty-five

C-H

AY HAIR

ARZE
NASAL O

minutes.

Aunt Maria gave me four other
which

recipes

The Great New Head-Cold Fighter

—

should like to pass on to you
sweet potato pie, tomato and pineapple
I

Fights

Head Colds
Makes Breathing Easy
FREE ENTIRELY FREE

beef casserole and ham casserole.
Just send a stamped, self-addressed envelope with your request to Mrs. Margaret Simpson, Radio Mirror, // East
42nd St., New York, N. Y.
salad,

n

A?, D®tggf*ts

Send No Money-Nothing to Buy-No Obligations
Here is a special advertising offer made solely for

What Do You Want

the purpose of acquainting you with the remarkable action of this great new head-cold-fighter, a
test bottle of which will be sent on receipt of the
coupon. Don't delay. Be sure to take advantage
of this sensational Free Special Offer at once. No
letter needed. Send only your name and address
on the coupon, and mail today.

to

Know?
•

SEND NO MONEY-0NLYY0UR NAME
For Free Sample write name
and address plainly and send
to ARZEN, 544 S. Wells

Safely, quickly

—

and at home you
can overcome the
handicap of gray,
faded or streaked
hair. With a small
brush and Brownatone, you can impart
a rich, naturalappearing shade of
blonde, brown or
black. Used and ap-

(Continued from page 60)
but was side-tracked by music. He and
Poley McClintock started an orchestra
during their college days. The band grew
leaps and bounds until it became the
successful outfit it is today. Fred's mar
ried and has two children, a boy and a
girl.
Poley is also married and is the
proud father of a son.
in

proved for over

Virginia

by

twenty-five years

American women

everywhere. Millions
of bottles sold is your
assurance of satisfac-

tion. Retain your
youthful charm

LOOK 10 YEARS YOUNGER
Brownatone

is

abso—guaranteedActive
for tinting gray

dependable

lutely harmless
hair.
coloring agent is purely 'vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Is economical and lasting
will not wash out. Brownatone imparts a rich,
beautiful shade with amazing speed. Simply
"touch-up" as new gray hair appears. Easy to
apply. Just brush or comb it in. Shades "Blonde
to Medium Brown" and "Dark Brown to Black"

cover every need.

and play

tennis.

He

Old Leg Trouble
Easy to use Viscose

many

Rockefeller

^
^jTV
S

j

and in-

shadewanted

Name
Address.
City

BROWNATONE
L_TINTS GRAY HAIR SAFELY.

Company,
geles,

7th &
California.

Bixel

Streets,

Dr.

R . G. Clason

Viscose Co.

140 N. Dearborn St.,

Chicago.

III.

GREEN MOUNTAIN

ASTHMATIC
COMPOUND

quick

Plaza,

Los An-

FREE

BOOK.

partment.

station,

Method. Heals

cause of your trouble and get a

has thousands of

—

this

Home

old leg sores caused by leg conges-

tion, varicose veins, swollen legs and injuries or no cost for trial if it fails to
show results in 10 days. Describe the

tropical fish.
Weighs 175 pounds, is five
feet-eleven inches tall, has brown hair and
hazel eyes.
Radio Mirror did run a picture of Richard Maxwell a short time ago
in the "For Your Radio Scrapbook" de-

of

Stop hawking

CHENEY &

Village

York, N. Y.
Elizabeth C. H., Mohall, N. Dakota—
For the information you want, and pictures of Kirsten Flagstad, address her in
care of the Metropolitan Opera Company,
40th Street and Broadway, New York,
New York. A letter addressed to Lily
Pons, in care of RKO Pictures, Hollywood, Calif., will reach her. Nino Martini's letters are always forwarded to him
when addressed to the Columbia Broadcasting Company, 485 Madison Avenue,
New York; Nelson Eddy when addressed
in care of the Columbia
Broadcasting

teresting booklet. Enclosed
is a 3c stamp to cover, partly, cost of packing, mailing.

State

—

stuffed-up
nose bad breath—Sinus irritation
phlegm-filled throat.
Send Post Card or letter
for New Treatment Chart and Money-Back
Offer. 40,000 Druggists sell Hall's Catarrh Medicine!
63rd year in business.
Write today!
F. J.
CO., DEPT; 233. TOLEDO, Qj

"Music Box Revue" and "Greenwich
Follies."
Dick likes to fish, golf

in

|

CHART—FREE

Guaranteed Relief or No Pay.

to

relief

had

New

The Kenton Ph. Co.

BROWNATONE.

— Richard

Maxwell was born in Mansfield, Ohio, the
son of a singer and artist.
He studied
voice for twenty years and made his radio
debut in 1923. His first professional job
was a choir boy at five cents a week; appeared as a chorus boy in "Lady in
Ermine" at the age of twenty-one; was

care

—

255 Brownatone Bldg.
Covington, Kentucky

Va.

^m
i

CATARRH^" SINUS

Andrew M., Schenectady, New York
Glen Gray has a sustaining program on
station WJZ.
You can address him in

Brownatone is only
50c at drug or toilet
counters every where
always on a moneyback guarantee or
send for test bottle.

Please send test bottle of

Richmond,

of

Dept. 43

Chicago,

Street,

i

^^

has brought
thousands who

suffered for years.

Asthmatic paroxysms are quickly soothed and
relieved by the pleasant smoke vapor of
Dr. Guild's Green Mountain Asthmatic Compound. Standard remedy at all druggists.
Powder, 25«i and $1. Cigarettes, 50* for 24. Write
for FREE package of cigarettes and powder.
The J. H. Guild Co., Dept. MW-2 Rupert, Vt.

How

Remove

to

Leg or Arm Hair
IN 3

MINUTES

Without Danger of Coarser
or Stubbier New Growth
Everywhere you go, everyone is talking
about or using De Miracle. Its vogue
seems to have started when it became
known that this marvelous discovery made
simple and easy to get rid of leg or arm
without danger of faster, coarser
new growth.
No Razor just dampen hair with
De Miracle and then rinse hair away
with water. It leaves the skin as smooth,
Leaves
soft and hair-free as a baby's.
no dark hair stubble and does not make
it

hair,

YOU CAN EARN
Cash

#

Demonstrating
Matthews Distinctive

/

Daily/

Frocks, Beautipit Lingerie, Men's Shirts, etc.
Dignified, pleasant work, full or spare time.
build permanent, satisfactory incomes,
representing nationally known Matthews Line,
which features the newest and smartest in styles
and fabrics at moderate prices. New Models

COMING NEXT MONTH!
Words and

Heidt's beautiful

Love

You

Women

—

every few weeks. Prompt service money-back
guarantee. Our customers must be satisfied.
Beautiful Sales Album Free. Big season just
starting write today.

—

MATTHEWS MFG.

96

CO., Inc., Dept. 0, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

music of Horace

third in
series

in

theme song,

My

Dreams,"

RADIO MIRROR's

of the songs you
hear.

or stubbier

hair
"I'll

the

grow

—

coarser,

faster,

Try

it

or

stubbier.

today.

Satisfaction Guaranteed or

Money Refunded

unique

love

to

Bejlliracfi
Special Now
$1 .00 Size

At

All

4£7*»
M \r

$2.00
wDepartment
Now

Drug and

Size
$1 .33
Stores

RADIO M IRROR
Major Bowes Dropping His

Is

DOES A WOMAN
CLOSE HER EYES

WHY

Amateurs?
(Continued from page 21)
Bowes' own program that amateurs aren't
the drawing card they used to be.
At one time, and not so very many

months ago, either, Major Bowes and his
Amateurs topped the leading radio popusurvey with a rating higher than
that attained by any other program before or since. Today, the same popularity
larity

Don't Sleep

on Left Side,
Crowds Heart
GAS PRESSURE MAY CAUSE DISCOMFORT.
RIGHT SIDE BEST.
If

you

Adlerika.

loss in
Just

bed and

ONE

can't sleep on right side, try
dose relieves stomach GAS press-

you sleep soundly.
Adlerika acts on BOTH upper and lower bowels and
brings out foul matter you would never believe was in your
system.
This old matter may have poisoned you lor
months and caused GAS, sour stomach, headache or
ing on heart so

nervousness.

Dr. H. L. Shoub, New York, reports: "In addition to intestinal cleansing, Adlerika greatly reduces bacteria and colon bacilli."
Mrs. Jas. Filler: "Gas on my stomach was so bad
could not eat or sleep. Even my heart seemed to hurt.
The first dose of Adlerika brought me relief. Now eat
wish, sleep fine and never felt better."
as
Give your bowels a REAL cleansing with Adlerika
and see how good you feel. Just ONE dose relieves
GAS and constipation. At all Leading Druggists.
I

I

I

pnpp
FHPP
" fcfc ADLERIKA,
Special

FREE

"

Trial

any

to

of Adlerika mailed
adult.
Write Dept. 157,
PAUL,
ST.

Size

MINN.

"In£ant Care"*-- 10c
U. S.

We

Handbook for Mothers
authorized by the proper Federal Bureau

Government
are

Official

your order. Send 10c in coin or stamps
to: Reader Service Bureau, Radio Mirror, 205 E.
42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

survey

lists

Benny

is first,

Bowes third. Jack
and Fred Allen second, with

Major

a numerical rating of not much more than
half his all-time high.
Last winter, there were fourteen Major
Bowes amateur vaudeville units on tour
throughout the country. Today, as you'll
discover when you listen to Major Bowes
telling about them over the air, there are

%^m^*-Q»

only eight.

The Major Bowes touring units, nowadays, aren't designated by number as they
used to be. They're all named for their
For instance, there is the
Swing Unit, composed of people who are
good at playing that most modern form
of music; the All-Girl Unit; the Sunshine
Unit, organized especially to please Southern audiences; the Anniversary Unit, built
up from acts which were on an anniversary radio program.
The important and significant thing
_

that each unit is now more than
just a traveling aggregation of amateurs.
Each is a smoothly running, unified stage
show.
The vaudeville units had to become professional in fact, if not in name,
to survive.

here

is

Hair
OFF

I once looked like this.

BSChin
Ugly hair

on face . . . unloved . . discouraged.
Nothing helped.
Depilatories,
even razors failed. Then I diswaxes, liquids .
covered a simple, painless, inexpensive method. It
worked Thousands have won beauty and love with
the secret. MyFREE Book, "How to Overcome Superfluous Hair," explains the method and proves actual
success. Mailed in plain envelope. Also trial offer.
No obligation. Write Mlle.AnnetteLanzette.P.O.Box
4040, Merchandise Mart, Dept. 321, Chicago.

Unloved

.

.

.

!

»

and

idealist
.

.

closes her

Many women

like to "shut

—

.

.

.

.

—
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Balm
Italian
THE ORIGINAL SKIN SOFTENER
,^flr^b*feb CAMPANA SALES CO.

teurs were
picture shorts.

F^lL^k^W 04 Lincoln Highway, Batavia,tried
have never
Gentlemen:
mm^^^B^^
^JBa ^^^ Italian Balm. Please send me Vanity
^^^^ bottle FREE and postpaid.
111.

>-'

I

:|

Name

larity of amateurs.
For a while there

was a story going the
rounds of Broadway that Major Bowes
was having difficulty finding enough amateurs to fill an hour every week.
Variety,

an

out" the everyday reality of
rough, red, coarse skin that housework and weather
inflicts upon them. And they could, by using the famous
skin softener— ITALIAN BALM.
Here is a genuinely inexpensive preparation. Composed
of 1 6 scientifically selected, scientifically pure ingredients.
For over 40 years, the preferred skin protector of the
women of Canada and the fastest-selling preparation of
its kind today in thousands of communities all over
Non-sticky. Quick-drying. Approved by
America.
.
Give Italian Balm a week's
Good Housekeeping.
.
trial
at no expense. Send for FREE bottle.

winter Major Bowes and the ama-

making a series of moving
Twelve short subjects were
made, in New York, and distributed
throughput the country. But this winter
no moving pictures are being made. Just
another indication of the dimming popu-

is

eyes to "shut out the world of realities.".

would also

to accept

(AST

COUPON BELOW)

(USE

• Psychologists say that she

specialties.

Address
j
'

City
In Canada.

State
Camoana, Ltd., MG1304 Caledonia Road, Toronto

the show-business' trade paper, printed a
story saying that he had offered vaudeville talent agencies commissions of from
five to ten dollars for each acceptable
amateur they sent him. The implication
was that if an amateur went so far as to
register with a vaudeville agent, he was

no amateur.
I

this

asked Major Bowes whether or not
was true, and he assured me that

there are still more applicants for places
on the program than he can possibly use.
As to the Variety story, he said, he had
told several agents, personal friends of his,
to send over some of those people who

haunt every agency office, people who
have never done any work on the stage,
but who have come to the agent hoping
he can do something to help them.
As a rule, agents cannot book these peo-

Major Bowes offered them their
chance, through the agents. The commission he gives the agents is no more than
small change to them, enough to reimburse them for their trouble and the telephone calls; and the people they send him,
he told me, are bona fide amateurs.
There are the signs, the reasons for believing that the amateur hour's day is almost over. So far, if Major Bowes has
seen them, he hasn't admitted it publicly.
Naturally, it would be fatal for him to admit the possibility of dropping the amateurs until he had definitely made up his
mind to do so; but after the changes in

ple.

ON APPROVAL

WE defy you
To prove

to tell this ring from one costing
it to you, we'll send it on for
$300.00!
25 cents to cover cost of packing, shipping, etc. Wear
at oar risk. Pay only $1.50 monthly till the total balance of $6
is paid. If yon do not think it the most exquisite piece of
jewelry you ever owned; if your friends do notmarvel at the
glorious brilliance of the magnificent full carat facsimile
diamond, return it and we will refund your money. King
Bhipped postage fully paid to your door by return mail.
Bush 25 cents in stamps or coin to

BRADLEY,

Dept. 383,

NEWTON,

Copyriebt 1937 Bradley

MASS.

MOTHER OF THREE
EARNS $32-$35 A WEEK
• "Thanks

to

Chicago School of Nurs-

ing, I have been able to support my three children and keep my home together," writes Mrs.
A. E., Waterbury, Conn. And Mrs. E. is only
one of thousands of men and women who have
found that C.S.N, training opens the way to a
well-paid dignified profession!
C.S.N.-trained practical nurses all over the
country are earning as much as $25 to $35 a
in private practice, in hospitals and
sanitariums. Others, like Miss C. H., own nursing-homes. This easy-to-understand course, successful for 3 8 years and endorsed by physicians
enables men and women 13 to 60 to prepare
themselves at home and in their spare time, for
any type of practical nursing. Best of all, it is
Mrs. I\ McE.
possible to earn while learning
took her first case before completing the 7th
lesson and earned $400 in three months!
High school not necessary. Complete nurse's
equipment included. Easy tuition payments.

week

—

—

Decide now to send for "Splendid Oppohtdnities in Nursing," which shows you how
you can win success as a nurse
I

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 183, 100 East Ohio Street, Chicago, III.
Please send booklet and 32 sample lesson pages.

Name_

City_
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FOR BABY!

National Amateur Night and Town Hall,
am sure he must have considered it.
I
His amateur hour has meant a great
deal to Major Bowes, much more than can
be measured in money or fame.
It has
meant engrossing work in a field where he
was the acknowledged master. It may be
that today he is wondering what he can
find to replace the amateurs if he should
be forced by lack of public interest to
drop them. A variety show? Too similar,
I
am sure he would say, to the halfdozen others on the air.
There's one program that could solve
Major Bowes' problem. An obscure sustaining program which has been running
on the NBC Blue network at the same
time one of the big evening shows was
occupying the Red chain.
Professional
Parade, it's called; and it presents all the
old-time stars of vaudeville who have been
out of work for the past few years. The
theatrical division of the Federal Works
Progress Administration and NBC cooperate to give these stars of an almostvanished profession their chances on the air.
Under Major Bowes' guidance, this
could
important program as
be
an
packed with human interest and emotional
appeal as the Amateur Hour, and perhaps
even morp entertaining.
Many of these
veteran troupers of vaudeville are old
friends of the Major's, and richly deserving of the help he has given hundreds of

Finds

Young Looking Skin
at 35!
SMART,

—

unbelievably durable. When you buy
*SOFTEX, you are buying real COMFORT
for your baby!

unknown

—
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You Can Regain Perfect Speech,

*

*

T.

M. Beg. U.

Send today

beautifully illustrated book entitled
which describes the Bogue
scientific correction of stamMethod successfully used at
Bogue Institute for 36 years since 1901. Endorsed
by physicians. Full information concerning correction of stammering sent free. No obligation. Benjamin
N. Bogue, Dept. f 152, Circle Tower, Indianapolis, lnd.

N. Y.

Home—Make Good
time

make $30,
trained at home in spare
Many make $5, $10, $15 a week
850, $75 a week.
Illustrated 64-page book
spare time while learning.
describes Radio's opportunities and how you can become a Eadio Expert through our practical home
training. Television training is included. Money Back
Agreement protects you. Book of facts FREE. Write
National Radio Institute, Dept. 7-CT. Washington, D. C.
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New

clean goods direct from us at a big
Latest assorted Colors. Newest
patterns for dresses. Our finest quality.

\ saving.
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(send NO MONEY
2

HOW CORNS COME

BUNDLES

j

delivery charge,

^EASTERN TEXTILE COMPANY
i

Dept. E-40,

bles the bait in
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move in.
On the market
tourteen
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fifteen years,
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I foreign countries. Get some today.
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BLUE-JAY
BAUER
S.

SCIENTIFIC
*

A

left

BLACK

CORN PLASTERS

plug of dead cells root-like in form and position. If
may serve as focal point for renewed development.

.

.

Langford and Alice Faye

.

.

.

.

CATOR ROACH
HIVES
FAST— QUICK
DIRECT ACTION OF

TURPO

.

The Wonderful New Cold-Chaser

.

Relieves
that Cold

Inciden-

although Frances spent a lot of time
during her- recent Florida visit with her
schooldays sweetheart, Jimmy Chase, the
Tearing a
romance is in cold storage
page from the book of Miss Leaping Lena
Levinsky, who piloted her prize fighting
brother, Kingfish Levinsky, of Chicago,
pretty Gertrude Neisen has become manager (or is it manageress?) of a heavytally,

.

.

4 your dealer has none. DeSoto
Chemical Co., Box 4, Arcadia, Fla.

h

Dorothy

.

Just rub Turpo freely on
throat, chest, forehead,
temples and outside of nose,
also a little Turpo in each

.

nostril before retiring at night.

AT ALL
DRUGGISTS

END FOR FREE SAMPIE
I Write
Writ name and address plainly!,
land send to Turpo, 544 S. Wei Is I.
.

I

-
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effective.

L

Paige-Armand Lusk heat wave has been
turned off because he got tired of waiting
for her "yes" and went back to Texas
So Dot consoles herself with a rich and
handsome New York stock broker
Tony Martin is using the eeney-meeneymo system and alternately squiring Frances

to

new colonies that

guaranteed

Ironically,
to come here after her death.
he'd have come had she lived!

are praising this new, scientific
Blue- Jay method that ends a corn. Blue-Jay, the tiny
medicated plaster, stops the pain instantly then
in 3 days the entire corn lifts out Root and All.
Blue- Jay is easy to use. Held snugly in place by
Wet- Pruf adhesive. 25|S for 6. Get Blue-Jay today.

die.

roaches lasts lor
weeks, thus killing

INSIDE STUFF!—An orchestra had
been hired for Rudy Vallee's visit to Hol-

ENDS—The

Gator

Roach Hives must
Bait delicious

lywood when Fay Webb's sad death caused
a change of plans. Vallee's coast trip was
postponed until spring because it was
feared it might look as though the star,
who remained outside California for so
long, was taking advantage of the tragedy

• Thousands

Greenfield. Mass.

Every roach that nib-

{Continued from page 9)

-unless removed

XTuTJti

20 yard bundle $1.29

>stage paid, money with order. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back.

More News

ODDS AND
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[Ginghams, Percales, Prints, Voiles,
Chambrays, Shirtings, Crepes, etc
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ROOF AND
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Lack of MIKE technique,
often Unnecessary DOWNFALL.
EVEI2V VOICE can broadcast under

—

man Major Bowes
answer all the questions
about his amateurs which
everyone is asking. In the next issue
Mirror,
Major Bowes
of Radio
writes his own reply. Read why he
cannot agree with the conclusions
drawn in the article you have just
read, and learn exactly what he has
planned for the future. Don't miss
this important feature in the April
Only

Be a Radio Expert
Money

Learn at

for

"DON'T STAMMER,"

Unit Method for the
mering and stuttering.

youngsters.

himself

SOFTEXNEWBABY
PANTS
YORK,

485 FIFTH AVE.,

you

—

Pat. Off.

S.

if

STAMMER
'

^.

—

—

revelation ! Ask for this creme Golden Peacock
Bleach Creme at all drug and department stores.

In them, perhaps he could find the answer to the question:
'After the amateurs what?"

*Softex is a SILK fabric, waterproofed
without the use of rubber.

modern wo-

men no longer submit
to the tragedy of "old
skin" just because they
are 30, 35, 40! A wonderful new creme, applied at night like cold
cream, acts a scientific
that veil of semi-visible
skin
of
way to free the
darkening particles which ordinary creams cannot remove after a certain age. So gentle and
quick often only 5 days is time enough to
bring out a glorious rose petal softness and
fineness and white, clear look of youth. And,
the way it eliminates common surface blemishes
ugly pimples, blackheads, freckles is a

—

Kleinert's *SOFTEX Baby Pants are made of
soft transparent SILK, fully waterproofed.
They weigh less than an ounce and are

Way To Have

Street,

Chicago,

Dept. 33

,
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Nervous?
Irritable?
Can your trouble be

Her

his

under Gertrude's auspices,

start

first

TORPOR

.

If you're not your usual self— tired, cross, irritable— in many cases the trouble is Intestinal
sluggish, torpid
Torpor. Intestinal Torpor
muscular activity in the intestinal tract, can
often be relieved pleasantly. Don't resort to

—

harsh, irritating cathartics. Use gentle-acting
Stuart's Compound for quick, effective relief.
Stuart's Laxative Compound contains nonnarcotic, non-habit forming ingredients, scientifically prepared to relieve distressing IntesStuart's Laxative Compound
tinal Torpor.
increases the muscular activity in the intestines. It helps you properly eliminate excess
body wastes ina natural, healthful way.
If you have that can't-work, headachy feeling due to Intestinal Torpor— try Stuart's
Laxative Compound today! For 40 years, this
dependable Compound has brought quick,
effective relief to millions of men and women.
Get a package from your druggist today. See
for yourself how much better you can feel.

STUART'S
LAXATIVE COMPOUND
STUART'S CALCIUM WAFERS

protege,

Nestle, in

kayoed Johnny Miller .... Incidentally,
although Miss Leaping Lena Levinsky can
holler louder than Miss Niesen, Miss Niesen can sing better than Miss Leaping
Lena Levinsky, which makes it a Mexican
standoff
That stain on Jimmy Grier's
coat is where Joy Hodges was weeping on
his shoulder over Larry Cotton, NBC singer, who is too, too far away in Chicago
Nelson Eddy moved into the Fred
Niblo estate, which he bought, just in
time to give one of his famous Sunday
.

INTESTINAL

Bob

weight boxer.

.

.

.

.

night supper parties for the cast of his
hitting the trail on his concert tour
When handsome Jim Harper, of Bob Taplinger's coast office, greets

show before

.

.

.

Ginger Rogers affectionately, it's because
he once played in vaudeville with her.
Francia White never misses a weekly
Philharmonic concert,
and is always
dressed up like Mrs. Astor's horse but
alone
Camel Caravan is slipping Jack
Oakie a mere $3,500 every pay day
Sid Silvers, who is one of M-G-M's highest paid writers, and a bright light of the
Jolson show, never went to school, showing what an education will do for you
even if you never get it!
The reason
Bob Ripley demanded to be taken around
.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

the cemeteries on his first Hollywas because they're always
gold mines for "Believe it or Nots"
Don Ameche entertained Archbishop
Howard, of Portland, and Elmer Layden,
Notre Dame football mentor under whom
he played in prep school days
Ben
to

all

wood

VOI

C E

.

NBC

1

itrith

9

.

,

and absolutely guarantee to improve any singing

voice at least 100% . . . Write for
*-^l or speaking
wonderful voice book— sent free. Learn
yon
Ipt,! can now have tbe voice yon want. No literature
MjM sent to anyone under 17 unless signed by parent*

HI
i

WHY

J PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE, Studio 7913
64 E. Lake St., Chicago

.

.

.

.

and Republic
star, set for spring water show sponsored
by Ralph and Frank Morgan
Al Jolson will tell you all about his hospital sojourn, and what the docs told him about
protege

.

100% Improvement Guaranteed
strengthen the vocal organs —
1 We band,singing
lessons— but by fundamentally
V^H not
^H Bound and scientifically correct silent exercises

.

.

his faulty pump
Don Wilson's series
of Paramount shorts is entitled "Eyes on
the Ball"
Igor Gorin smashed the concert record at San Diego held by Nelson
Eddy, but Clara E. Herbert takes a deep
bow for having managed both affairs.
.

.

.

.

.

.
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TION! Send any
snapshot or photo
and we'll reproduce it in this
onyx-
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ring.
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59c

FROM

STD€RmOIL
is being used by thousands of men and women
secure relief from the effects of this ugly skin disApply it externally.
ease often mistaken for eczema.
Does not stain. Grateful users, often after years of
suffering, report the scales have gone, the red patches
gradually disappeared and their skin became clear again.
Dermoil is backed by an agreement to give definite
Beautiful book
benefit in 2 weeks or money refunded.
on Psoriasis and Dermoil Free, or send 25c for generous
Give druggist's
trial bottle and amazing proof of results.
name and address. Your name not mentioned. Prove it
yourself no matter how long you have suffered or what
you have tried. Don't delay. Write Today. LAKE LABORATORIES, Box 6, Northwestern Station, Dept. M-19,
Detroit, Mich.

Dermoil
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FITS POCKET EASI LY- 7ate StwiOi you,,'

I

BEAUTIFUL CLEAR TONE
DIRECT FROM POCKET RADIO
All one nnit—jnst like the bis; sets, but weighs
©nly6oz. Carry itwith yon. Nothing to adjust.
No batteries, tabes, or electric socket con-.

necrJons required.

[

\

.

assembled, rigidly
lent performance.

tested, assures excel* I
Should last for years. I
Toning knob is the only moving part. Comes I
—
with easy instructions for use in camps, office, picnics, home,
bed, etc. Listen to music, sports, prize fights, radio entertainment, etc. Thousands of Cathedral1 Radios have been sold all
over the United States and foreign conntries.
shoald be delighted with the enjoyable
SFNIl Nfl muni. I I. Yoa
nujjo entertainment that you get out of
the .U.
Cathedral" — the radio that combines performance and economy. Get yours today. Pay postman on arrival only $2.99 and post.
Beor send $2.99 (we pay postage). Order now. Makes an ideal gift.
tie Giant Radio Co., 3959 Lincoln Ave. Dept. 105. Chicago
-
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Effective for

3 Reasons!

Pazo is soothing, which tends to relieve inflammation,
soreness and itching. Second, it is lubricating which tends
to soften hard parts and make passage easy. Third, it is
astringent, which tends to reduce swollen parts and check
First,

,

bleeding.

Pazo comes in tubes fitted with a special Pile Pipe for application high up in the rectum. It also now comes in suppository form. Those who prefer suppositories will find Pazo
Suppositories the most satisfactory. All drug stores sell
Pazo, but a trial tube (with Pile Pipe) will be sent on request.
Mail coupon and enclose 10c (coin or stamps) to help cover
cost of packing and postage.
1

GROVE LABORATORIES,
Dept. 75-MC,

St.

Louis,

MAIL!

INC.

Mo.

Gentlemen: Please send trial tube Pazo.
to help cover packing and mailing.

I

enclose

10c

Na

Slate

This offer is good only in U. S. and Canada. Canadian residents may write H. R. Madill & Co., 64

12)

Frances Carton, offer radio a double attraction since beauty plays no small part
in the popularity of these two talented

—

Goodbye

GRAY

actresses.

they both combine their screen and stage
experience to portray their fine characterizations in Kitty Keene, Inc.
Frances, who's the Kitty Keene, made
her first appearance in Indianapolis, Indiana, April 2, 1913, which makes the five
feet six and a half inches,
122-pound,
brown-eyed "Kitty" a twenty-three-yearold actress today. Since her first amateur
appearance in "Rebecca of Sunnybrook
Farm" in the Children's Theatre during
1931, she has crowded an enviable record
into her professional career.
Foremost were her appearances in "Uncle
Tom's Cabin" with DeWolf Hopper, and
the Fox film productions, "White Parade" and "Music in the Air."
She has
appeared before the microphone in many
radio programs prior to her present one.

Among

J

Costs Nothing to Operate! Guaranteed!
Brings in stations with fine tone quality. Tnnes^
broadcast baud
Accurately made, precisely I

2

1

Over WBBM, KMBC, KMOX, WCCO,
WJAX, WFLA. WLW, WHO, and KOIL,

SUFFERERS

»us' c sports

Piles cause! What they do to you, physically
and mentally! But pain is not the worst thing about Piles
they can develop into something very serious.
For the treatment of Piles, there is nothing better than to
try Pazo Ointment. Pazo is definitely effective. Almost instantly it relieves the distress due to Piles—the pain, soreness
and itching.

Wellington Street, West, Toronto, Ont.

(Continued from page

(Hand-tinted
25c extra)
Waterproof!
Enclose strip of paper for ring size. Pay postyou
send 59c
man plus a few cents postage. If
we will pay postage. PHOTO MOVETTE RING
CO., Dept. 2, 626 Vine Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Indestructible!

Me No Relief!"
What suffering

City

Coast-to-Coast Highlights
NEWEST SENSA-

Reclining Gave

visit

Alexander,

r

.

.

.

"
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Yet Standing or

the many possessions she prizes,
her favorite is an autographed picture of
Leslie Howard, received from him when
she was a child.
Joan is the five feet four inches, 104pound, blue-eyed Jill of the program. She
made her first appearance in Flint, Michigan, also twenty-three years ago.
Studying dancing as a child, she was
chosen from the school's many pupils to
play child parts with the Chicago Grand

HAIRS!
(FREE
TestA
shows way to I
end them /

No matter whether your hair is beginning

—

or is entirely gray, you can bring
youthful color to every faded strand. The
color will be natural looking. It will match
the original shade, whether black, brown,
auburn, blonde. Just comb a water-white
liquid through hair and gray goes. Leaves
to gray

hair soft

and

lustrous

—takes

<S~lX

Nothing to rub
This way SAFE.

curl or wave.

or wash

Test

off.

FREE

~ We send
complete Test Package. Apply to
single lock snipped from hair. See
results first. No risk. Just mail
coupon.
it

—MARY T.GOLDMAN
3366 Goldman

Bldg., St. Paul,

Minn.

Name
Street

City

.

State

Color of your hair ?
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Opera Company. Her first radio appearance was over Chicago's WEBH in 1924

LAST NIGHT-

when only twelve years

FELT SICK

old.

The

:

REAL LIFE STORY
^'^i-

studio

was

in the Edgewater Beach Hotel and
she was willing to broadcast only because
it meant
an opportunity to use the toboggan on the hotel's grounds after each
broadcast.
Joan has appeared on many radio programs, including
Perkins, Orphan Annie, Lum and Abner, as well as in Para-

TIRED ALL
THE TIME

Ma

mount
Her

only make a bad matter worse
force children to take harsh, griping, old-style laxatives. Give them FEEN-AMINT— the modern kind that's so gentle, so
different in every way. It looks different, tastes

• You may
when you

different, IS different.
like delicious chewing

Next day the whole world looks bright

constipation forgotten! No griping, no disturbance of sleep, no nausea — this modern
laxative works gently and surely in the lower
bowel, not in the stomach. Preferred by more
than 16 million grown-ups and children! Try
FEEN-A-MINT— you'll find it the laxative
you've been looking for. Write for free sample
FEEN-A-MINT, Newark, N. J.
to Dept. 0-2,

FEEN-A-MINT
THE CHEWING-GUM LAXATIVE
THE 3 MINUTES OF CHEWING MAKE THE DIFFERENCE

EASTER LILY
The Natural Beauty and Fragrance

SIBERIAN CORAL LILY

of this
12 to 20

with
Deep Scarlet Blooms from ONE Spike,
add a Spiritual Touch to each
Comes in Own POT
Easter occasion.
with Bulb Fibre. Keep DAMP and it
will bloom by Easter. Cellophane packed
in Box. Postpaid for 25c, three for 50c.
Order AT ONCE for the early Easter.
Regal Bulb Co., Dept. 60, Westport, Conn.
will

Many Happy Women Now Say

IPAO&O'dMpEN
(Pronounced PAR-I-O-JEN)

•

TABLETS*
MAKE

FEMININE HYGIENE
Simple
Quick
Easy
Dependable Pariogen requires no applicators or
other accessories. The easy-to-use tablet alone is
sufficient. Harmless, non-caustic, greaseless, odorless. Twelve tablets in glass container cost only
one dollar. Don't hesitate to ask your
druggist for Pariogen Tablets. If his
supply should be temporarily exhausted, write us for free sample.

Variogen
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100

Sixth

St.,

Minneapolis

IN

listening

Housh

to

you'll

credit.

THE NIGHT

have to give

Merle,

Minn.

Dept. 273

Remedy (NR Tablets) and he
found out what a surprising difference it made
to use a laxative of entirely vegetable origin.
He didn't mind taking NRs at all, they were
so gentle, and non-habit forming. They simply
try Nature's

made him feel like
a new man. Get a
25c box at any

TO-NIGHT
KD
I^VTOMORROW alright

drugstore today.

FREE

Beautiful Six-color 1937 Calendar-Thermometer. Also
samples of NR and Tunis. Send stamp for packing And
postage to A. H. Lewis Co. , Desk 88C-16, St. Louis. Mo.
1

WH

KNITTING YARNS

S A LE
gfcFc E s
1,000 samples FREE.

Direct from manufacturer.
Mail orders promptly filled.

PICKWICK YARNS

Merle

LET'S

considerable
pondering, finally
after

head scratching and
conceived the idea of fitting a cardboard
box over the microphone. Then, after a
trombone mute had been placed in each
end of the box, you were certain the voice
you heard came over a telephone. Certain,
that is, until now.
But not all the sound effects are so easy

RD CONN

STAI

SL°k 7o

PLACES
GO
AND DO THINGS

MONEY BACK

IF

his lines.

*

*

*

—

ANGELA

Take

thingB."

KWTO

transmitting

equipment and stepped

power up to

5,000 watts.

its

Longview, Texas:
KFRO has installed
$1,500 worth of new equipment and is
awaiting another $6,000 order of bigger
and better sending apparatus.
Chicago: WBBM's studio cat, Red, is
hobbling around with a broken leg but
in a cast, no less.

—

FANTASTIC
Except for a peek-a-boo dancer, no one
owes more to his fans than a radio celebBut even so a fan's reaction at times
rity.
must baffle the microphoners.
For instance, the trusting fan who wrote
announcer Paul Luther and asked
him to invest $4,000 anyway he saw fit.

WBBM

WBT's Esso Rewoman who shouts across
Allen,

—

Feel

MATE.

Harmless, no injurious drugs or dope.
Delicious and stimulating. Praised by
thousands and approved by many
Physicians.
Six weeks' supply, $1;
D. plus postage.

CO.

_

NorthAmerican Mate Co.,Dept.27B,120 Greenwich St.,N.Y.C.

NEW WAY!
Ends Drudgery . . • Sells on Sight
AMAZING NEW WALL CLEANER. Revolutionary invention. Banishes old-style housecleaning

mess and muss forever. No

dirty

rags—no sticky

red, swollen hands. No more dangerous stepladders. Literally erases dirt like
magic from wallpaper and painted walls. Also
cleans window shades, upholstered furniture,
without work. SAVES REDECORATING! Ap-

"dough"— no

roved by Good Housekeeping Institute!

Lasts for years. Housewiv es wild
about it-buy on sight. AGENTS WANTED.
Hustlers cleaning up big money.

E ow priced.

SAMPLE OFFER: ftgfBSffKB

who writes. No obligation. Get details. Be first—send in your
name <today. KR STEE MFG . CO., 434 Bar St., Akron.
0.
locality

|

Skin Itch Kills Romance
Why

PROSPERITY NOTES

knows a
the room, any room, at

act old.

pep and youth"Step out and do

full of

ambition.

Many shattered romances may be traced dir-

Springfield, Mo.:
Hoping to become
Missouri's strongest signal in its territory,
has installed $75,000 worth of new

porter,

NOT SATISFIED

Men— Women — Don't

Young again
ful

WBBM

Chicago's
producer,
to invent.
Phil Bowman, was stuck with the script,
Cadets of the Air, calling for the sound of
a soldier rushing up to the microphone
and gasping for his breath before speakNeither actors nor sound effects men
ing.
Finally
could produce the desired effect.
the producer ordered a cadet to sprint
five times around the studio and then deliver the lines into the mike.
That was
fine.
The boy did a perfect panting sound
but he was so winded he couldn't speak
and one of his fellow cadets had to read

And Reginald

AMERICAN DRUG
AND CHEMICAL CO.
S.

SOUNDS

pound's a pound the world around,
but it's not necessarily so of a sound. For
instance, when Don Winget, Jr., WLW's
chief sound technician in Cincinnati, was
faced with the problem of producing the
sound of a man being stabbed, he couldn't
stab a man and let it go at that. But that
was exactly how it sounded to the listeners
of WLW's True Detective Mysteries.
In
reality they heard Don plunging a knife
into a head of cabbage.
And how about those telephone voices
sounding so real coming from your loudspeaker?
Well, if it's Chicago's WLS
Saturday night Feed Store program you're

listener said she knew by his voice
that he was honest. How do I go about
getting an announcing job, Paul?

Pariogen Txillets

420

himself. Had too many restless
nights, too many tired days. Seemed to
lose his ambition. But his clever wife was too
smart to let this go on. She insisted that he

The

"Tablets

THANKS TO CLEVER WIFE..
*- -*

A

NOW

FEELS LIKE NEW!
TLTE wasn't

horse-back riding.

They simply chew it
what a dif-

FEELS FINE

•

pictures.

sports interest has continued since
her early weakness for tobogganing and
today she favors swimming, golf, and

gum— and

ference that chewing makes!

SHE TOLD HIM
WHAT TO DO

him whenever and

wherever he appears in a bar, hotel or
She just wants to hear
railroad station.

ectly to ugly skin blemishes.
tolerate
itchy pimples, eczema, angry red blotches
or other irritations resulting from external

causes when you can get quick relief from
soothing Peterson's Ointment. 35c at all
druggists. Money refunded if one application does not delight you. Wonderful, too,
for tired itchy feet and cracks between toes.
Write for FREE
to Peterson
Ointment Co., Dept. JF-5 Buffalo, N.Y.

SAMPLE
,

!

Think of it! At age 21 you can secure
over $1000.00 of Old Line Legal Reserve
Proportionately large
Life
Insurance.
amounts for other ages but the cost is
the same only $1.00 a month!
Postal has paid out over $43,000,000
in 31 successful years. It has millions
in assets and reserves. Just send coupon
today with your name, address and exact
date of birth and get full details and
rates for your age by return mail. Act
promptly. Insurance is vital!

—

;~I_~_- 1~"-~~~*

I

Postal Life Insurance Company
Fifth Ave., Dept. R. D. 220
New York, N. Y.
Please mail details of your $1.00 a

—

,511
I

'Exact date and year of birth
Occupation

Name
Address
*City

State

month

RADIO M1RROK
him speak, because she thinks he has the

No Matter What Your Age
No Need Now to Let

Gray Hair
Cheat You

Now Comb Away Gray This Easy Way

GRAY

screams: "You
To end gray hair
handicaps all you now have to do is
comb it once a day for several days with
a few drops of Kolor-Bak sprinkled on
your comb, and afterwards regularly only
once or twice a week to keep your hair
looking nice. Kolor-Bak is a solution for
artificially coloring gray hair that imparts color and charm and abolishes gray
hair worries. Grayness disappears within
a week or two and users report the change
is so gradual and so perfect that their
friends forget they ever had a gray hair
and no one knew they did a thing to it.
hair is risky.
are getting old!"

Make
you

"Will

It

This

test

Test

Trial

Kolor-Bak without

risk-

ing a single cent? Then, go to your drug
or department store today and get a
Test it under our
bottle of Kolor-Bak.

guarantee that it must make you look
10 years younger and far more attractive or we will pay back your money.
> Cppp Buy a bottle of KOLOR-BAK
ntC today and send top flap of car/
i ton to United Remedies, Dept. 443,
and re} 544 So. Wells St., Chicago
$ ceive FREE AND POSTPAID a 50c
I box of KUBAK Shampoo.

—

at home:

Learn to color photos and miniatures
No previons experience needed. Good
demand. Send for free booklet, "Make
Id oil.

"loveliest voice."
Allen is still dodging
another fan, a man who also thinks his
own voice is wonderful. To prove it, the
guy starts singing at the top of his
voice whenever Allen comes on the scene.
But a few Detroit fans had their hands
full recently, especially if they took their
autographs home with them. A Detroit
newspaper selected eleven of radio's headliners, including Eddie Cantor and Kate
Smith, to autograph radio sets sold at
auction, the proceeds to purchase sets for

For which, congratulations to
newspaper, stars, and fans.
This last bit of fan news may or may
not surprise you, depending upon what
kind of clothes you wear. Anyway,
designed its For Men Only program for
just what it says, and the bulk of the
hundreds of fan letters received are from
shut-ins.

WLW

women

only.
*

*

*

Philadelphia: A new broadcasting web,
the Quaker State Network, was recently
announced by Donald Withycomb, gen-

manager of WFIL. The key station
of the new chain is WFIL, Philadelphia.

eral

The

network are
located in all of the important cities of
Pennsylvania from Erie on the northwest
border to Philadelphia on the southeast
extremity.
The new network blankets

Sensational
Guaranteed
$

102 5-° Model

NOW

on Easy Terms
SMALL CARRY
ING CHARGE

10 Day Trial

No Money Down

and makes

an estimated
2,000,000 radio receivers in a population
of more than 9,000,000 people.
Negotiations are under way to add a New York

Fully

Positively the greatest barGUARANTEED
gain ever offered. A genuine
full sized $102.50 office model refinished Underwood No. 5 for only $44.90 (cash) or on easy
Has up-to-date improvements, including standard
terms.
4-row keyboard, backspacer, automatic ribbon reverse,
shiftlock key, 2-color ribbon, etc. The perfect all purpose

typewr iter. Complete rebu ilt and
Complete

(Home

FULLY GUARANTEED.

Money

Learn Touch Typewriting

Back

Guarantee

for 10-day trial
you decide to keep It pay

Send coupon

Study)

Course of the f amouB Van Sant
Speed Typewriting System

if

fully illustrated, easily learned,
given durine this offer.

stations comprising the

fifty-five of the state's sixty-seven counties

Only

$ 44?°- Cash

month
a
only
$3.00
$49.90 (term price) is
Limited

offer

—act

at

until
paid.
once.

INTERNATIONAL TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE
231 West Monroe St., Chicago, III., Dept. 303
for 10 days' trial.
not perfectly satisfied I can return it expresB collect. If I
will pay $3.00 a month until I have paid $49.90 (term price)

Send Underwood No. 5 (K.O.B. Chicago) at once

am

If I

keep

it I

in full.

Name

For quick shipment give references and occupation.
Age

Address

'

State

Town

itself accessible to

outlet when the chain's regular sustaining
service is established in the spring.

Money at Home" and requirements.
NATIONAL ART SCHOOL
3601 Michigan Ave. Dept. 1383 Chicago

IS.™.

JUNIOR GUITAR
your

Get this
handsome Instru
meat NOW. Here's
How. Just send your name
and address (SEND NO MONEY).
WE TRUST YOU with 24 packs of
Garden Seeds to sell at 10c a packet,
When sold send $2.40 collected and

WE

STATION TREE

Chicago Hospital Develops
New Treatment for Acid

Stomach Ulcers
Stomach

and Colitis

on the staff of
a well-known Chicago Hospital
have announced a revolutionary
new drugless treatment for ulcers
of the stomach and duodenum. Remarkable results have been secured
specialists

these conditions, as well as in
colitis and other similar acid con-

in

Treatment

pure vegetable matter, and inexpensive. Sufferers can now secure a full $1.00 treatment for
trial by clipping this ad and mailing it together with 25c
only to defray packing charges. Booklet of valuable information and reports from Doctors and Hospitals will be
sent free. Address Dept. 5. V. M. PRODUCTS. 500 N.
Dearborn St., Chicago.
ditions.

is

This Genuine 50*

W«.A.R0GERS

microphones ever feel humble, those
must rank with the
humblest when they realize the important
If

in

Chicago's

WBBM

ancestry they face each day.
On the Poetic Melodies program it's
tenor Jack Fulton, direct descendant of
the steamboat inventor, Robert Fulton.
Marie Nelson of the Bachelor's Children program springs from the line of
Pierre Cote, old French Royalist who followed Frontenac's army westward. Where
Detroit, Michigan's, City Hall now stands,
Marie's Great-grandpappy Cote once pastured his cows.
Olan Soule, also of
Bachelor's Children, traces his family tree
back to Captain Miles Standish. Olan's
thrice great-grandfather married the Captain's daughter, Sarah Standish.
Now, there is a station with a family
tree to be reckoned with.
.

.

.

.

.

.

WILL SEND this mahogany finand Five Minute Instruction
Book absolutely FREE. Write for seeds
NOW. A post card will do. Address

ish guitar

LANCASTER COUNTY SEED COMPANY

Paradise, Pennsylvania

Station 209,

PHOTO ENLARGED
ANY
8 x lO inches
Size

or smaller

if

desired.

Same price for full length
or bust form, groups, landscapes, pet animals, etc.,
or enlargements of any
part of group picture. Safe
return of original photo
guaranteed

47

3 for $1.00

SEND NO MONEY ^Tjpfh ^

(any size) and within a week you will receive
your beautiful enlargement, guaranteed fadeless. Pay postman 47c plus postage— or send 49c |
with order and we pay postage. Big 16x20inch enlargement sent C. O.I). 78c plus postage or send 80c and we pay postage. Take advantage of this amazing
offer now. Send your photos today. Specify size wanted.
'
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STANDARD ART STUDIOS

S. Jefferson St.

.

Dept. 1547-C

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

DON'TLET COUGHING

SEAFOOD

FORK

THOSE
WITH:

You

will

this 50c

be thrilled with the beauty of
Nu-art design fork. Made

GUARANTEED

and

by

THE FINEST LOBSTER
YOU EVER TASTED
Bailen's
licioua

Lobster
sea-food

is

on

1

the moBt
the mark„„

ALL PURE TENDER WHITE
MEAT. Exquisite in flavor, ric
in

'

Oneida

Ltd.
A-l pure silverplate
plua extra pure silver overlay where
greatest wear comes.
Offered
s
only 10c to acquaint you with

|

I

W4

I

iodine and health-giving roin
Perfect for Parties, Luncheons and

BUY

BAILENS

,

erals.

all

meals.

CANS FROM YOUR GROCER TODAY

2

Money refunded
labels to
ii:pe

you are not delighted. Then mail 2
Bailen'e, Chicago, and we will Bend fork and

booklet

if

—postpaid.

Offer limited,

act at once.

—

Your Grocer Cannot Supply You CI
^' i
Coupon Below with
FOR 2 FULL HALF-LB. CANS BAILEN'S
LOBSTER. FORK AND RECIPES FREE.
If

Mail

I

baTleh'sTisF MlfiiMiSiFm^HicAGoTiir
Enclosed find $1.00. Send me postpaid 2 full half lb. cans Bailen's Imported Lobster. The fork and recipe booklet are FREE.

Address
Grocer's

AGAIN

hearts, having snared fifteen in the organization in the past few months.
Hollywood: Radio audiences were invisible guests recently at KNX's first studio wedding when Doris Sena Miller and
Kenneth Merle Nelson said their "I do's"
there.
hope the bride and groom
didn't have a playful Gracie Allen to contend with as did a couple similarly wedded
in the "Big Broadcast of 1937."
Mr. Nelson sings regularly as a member of the
Haven of Rest's male quartet on Paul
Meyers' mythical craft Good Ship Grace.
In another Hollywood ceremony Jackannouncer on the reson Wheeler,
cent Goose Creek Parson CBS show, was
the Mr. while Edna Mae Jones, 20th

We

TEAR YOUR THROAT
MILLIONS USE PERTUSSIN
FOR QUICK RELIEF
It's the drying of tiny moisture glands in your
throat and bronchial tract that often causes
coughs. Sticky phlegm collects, irritates, and
you cough.

Pertussin stimulates these glands to again

pour out their natural moisture. Sticky mucus
loosened and easily expelled. Irritation goes
coughing is relieved. Try Pertussin at
our expense. Use coupon below.

is

—

away

PERTUSSIN

30?
Prescription

FREE

Seeck & Kade , nc Dept _ s _ 5
44 ° Washington Street, N. Y. C,
Please send me 2-oz. prescription of
Pertussin FREE ... by return mall.
,

KNX

Name

My

BELLS

Latest to join the
Des Moines, la.:
newlywed ranks from the Iowa Broadcasting System was Wayne A. Welch, secretary to IBS commercial manager, Craig
Lawrence.
Mr. Welch married Janet
Wright of Harbor Springs, Michigan.
Cupid seems to have the range of IBS

City

Name

is
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TIRED ACHING
FEET?
MAY BE

IT

FALLEN
ARCHES!
Tired, aching feet,
rheumatic-like foot
and leg pains, sore
\ heels, cramped toes,
s^weak ankles, bunions,

callouses

—

all

are

symptoms of weak
or fallen arches.

To

get immediate relief and remove the cause, wear Dr. Scholl's Foot-Eazers
in your shoes. They stop the muscular and ligamentous stiain which causes your pain; gently
but firmly support the arch. Worn in any
properly fitted shoe. Expertly fitted at leading

shoe and department stores. Sizes for men,
women and children. $3.50 pair. Other Dr.
Scholl Arch Supports $1.00 and up.

Century-Fox player, became the Mrs.

DAWN PARADE

THE
The

fate

Martha Dulin and Mar-

of

garet Siceloff, two of WBT's early morning broadcasters who frequent the airwaves at a time meant only for sleeping, is
proof that the person who likened all early
microphone birds to their gilded-caged
cousin was right. The bird in that cage,
as you'll recall, was "more to be pitied
than censored" and so it is with the
duo. After a 6:30 A.M. program of
breakfast-table setting and coffee selling
before the microphone the gals have to
go downtown to get their breakfast.
Another for dawn dialers is WOWO's
rustic friends, Sari and Elmer, from Fort
Wayne, Indiana. But these early birds
are lucky.
They don't have to face the
microphone until 6:45 A.M. Fred Henry,
hired hand and third member of this
Farm Hour program, really gets the break,
though. All Fred has to do at 6:45 A.M.
is play the organ.
What, no milking?

What Do You Want to Say?

FREE BOOKLET
(Continued from page

co-incidence."
Mrs.
Minnie
Harris, Charlotte, North Carolina.

amazing

"Comedy programs

FOOT COMFORT APPLIANCES
AND REMEDIES FOR

NEW SNAC

5ILK STOCKING

RESISTING
PAYS

ALL FOOT TROUBLES

frien

anteed against runs. Wear longer.
No House to House Canvassing.

No

invest-

ment or experience required. Your o
hose and samples FREE. Give size.
Write nawl SUPERWEAR HOSIERY CO.
Dept. H-5
St. Paul. Minn.

Actual

Free

WW* *
^
m p W AhIu
H

on

.Sal

Ifl**

standard

models. Also portables

Vz Price

egg

Easy Terms

a Dau
Day
Only 10c a
all

Samples

'

1

Save over

wish to thank the Texaco Town
program for bringing Eddie Cantor, an
ace comedian, with Mr. James Wallington
and Parkyakarkus to us. His jokes, words
of advertising, and moral stories are always cleverly given and highly entertaining.
The addition of Bobby Breen and
Deanna Durbin is superfluous especially
when Cantor and his two stooges are capable of doing the whole show." Miss

—

office

Yvonne Osterman, Northbrook,

at reduced prices.

SEND NO MONEY

AU

are the most enjoyable programs on the air. If some girl
is not feeling any too happy, she would
naturally want something to cheer her up.
The radio would be the thing and a comedy program at that. I know that is what
would want if I were feeling low."
1
Miss Svea Palm, Port Jervis, N. Y.

"We

I

you Bhow

mode.B completely refiniehed like
brand new. FULLY GUARANTEED.
Big free catalog ehowu actual machines
Loweut prices. Send at once.
id full colore.
Fre» course in typing included.
late

_
-«.•_.
Excn.
Typewriter

_

International

LEARN

"The comedian who wants
y

231 W. Monroe St.
Dept.A-303, Chicago

DANCE HOME

Easy as A-B-C. Each course complete In illustrated
booklet.

Your choice

BEGINNERS

or

"It

%

I

|

plus poftage.

*

t

C.

She Got MOO*
a Half

Dollar

Wtuill pay

CASH for

.010 COINS, BIUS "and STAMPS

POST YOURSELFI It pays!,
1 1 paid $400.00 to Mrs. DowtyJ
I of Texas.f orone Half Dollar:
,«J.D.MartinofVirginia$200.00,
for a Bingle Copper Cent. Mr.

-,j

FOR A DIME!

$100.00
I
1894 S. Mint ; $50.00 for 1913 Liberty Head Nickel (not Buffalo) (
and hundreds of other amazing priceB lor coins. Send 4c for'
Large Illustrated Coin Folder and further particulars. It may
mean much profit to you. Write today to

A

356 Mehl Bldg., FORT WORTH, TEXAS
(Largest Rare Coin Establishment in U. S.)

MAX MEHL,
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W. Young,
"I

am

on

True Story Court

the

Human

Relations,

sponsored

of

by

True Story Magazine, you are missing one of the most absorbingly
interesting broadcasts on the air.

Each Friday night the True Story
Court of

Human

Relations brings

drama filled
with thrills; drama, suspense.
Broadcast over the NBC Red Net-

work, a turn of the dial will bring
into your home this wealth of
wholesome, highly enjoyable entertainment. Tune in on Friday night
without

fail.

City

Station

Local Time

New York

WEAF
WNAC

PM EST
PM EST
9:30 PM EST
9:30 PM EST
9:30 PM EST
9:30 PM EST
9:30 PM EST
9 :30 PM EST
9:30 PM EST
9:30 PM EST
9:30 PM EST
9 :30 PM EST
9:30 PM EST
9:30 PM EST

Boston
Hartford
Providence
Worcester

WTIC

WJAR

Portland, Me.

WTAG
WCSH

Philadelphia

KYW
WFBR
WRC

Baltimore

Washington

WGY

that

Jeannette, Pa.

WBEN
WCAE

Buffalo

Pittsburgh

WTAM
WWJ
WMAQ

Cleveland
Detroit

Chicago
Louis

St.

KSD

Des Moines

WHO

Omaha

WOW

Kansas City
Denver

WDAF
KOA
KDYL

Lake City

Salt

San Francisco
Los Angeles
Portland, Ore.

right in the midst of a battle with

the three musketeers of misery, ill health
am
unemployment and poverty. But
am allowed
thankful for one thing, that
headquarters in a home where there is a
Petra Madsen, Sioux City, Iowa.
radio."
I

I

9:30

8:30PMCST
8:30PMCST
8:30PMCST
8:30PMCST
8:30PMCST
9:30PMMST
9:30PMMST

KPO

8.-30PMPST

KFI

8:30PMPST
8:30PMPST
8:30PMPST
8:30PMPST
6:30 PM EST
6:30PMCST

KGW

Spokane

KOMO
KHQ

* Cincinnati

WLW

**Minn.-St. Paul

KSTP

Seattle

9:30

Sunday

** Thursday
;

B

seems to

Unless you are already a listenerin

*

Manningof New York, $2,500.00 for k.-s
oneSilver Dollar. Mrs. G.F.Adams, Ohio, v^Sf
received $740.00forafewoldcoins. Iwill pay big prices «K\"j\
for all kinds of ok) coins, medals, bills and stamps.
\&l-t.J

WILL PAY

me

coaches and movie stars talk shop? The
only guest stars worthy to be on programs
are comedians and real songbirds." Mrs.

Trot;

(Includes Plain
Carioca; Continental, etc.)

for

Ham-

M$*SiSS?8&£'"

ADVANCED TAP

BILLY TRUEHABT

to play

Perhaps

1

.

BALLROOM COURSE §
Waltz; Fox
Tango;
ALL 3 COD.
COURSES $2
EA C H
mm ._ —"IZ with $2 order— your choice one pair
dancing taps or latest "Tod Hat**
FREE
—— - exhibition dance. Dept. V-l,
(la U.S.A.)

almost proverbial.

radio sponsors
never think their programs are complete
without a flock of guest stars, but will
some kind soul please take time to explain the value of these stars to said proWho wants to hear football
grams?

of:

or

Sent prepaid of

is

RELATIONS

Schenectady

111.

it's a
variation of that strange complex that's
gotten a hold on Fred Astaire." James A.
Wallace, San Francisco, Calif.

let

UM AN

H

to its listeners a radio

15)

HONORABLE MENTION

D-r Scholl's

COURT OF

—

WBT

For booklet on causes,
symptoms and treatment of Weak Arches and
other foot troubles, write
Dr. Scholl's, Inc., 203 West
Schiller Street, Chicago, I1L

TUNE INTRUE STORY

Owing

to the great volume of contribureceived by this department, we
regret that it is impossible for us to
Accordunaccepted material.
return
ingly we strongly recommend that all
retain
a
of
contributors
copy
any manuscript submitted to us.
tions

TAKE YOUR CHOICE
OF THESE STATIONS
Every

FRIDAY

Night

RADIO MIRROR
The Magnificent Obsession
That Rules Eddie Cantor
(Continued from page 25)

When you have some worthy

cause

to

promote,
You
will cooperate gladly."
have read the columnist's attacks on CanI

tor since the incident.
Was all this the bread

Here's
a Qjueer Way #
Music/
to Learn
—

NO

teacher no monotonous exercises or confusing details. Just a simple, easy, homestudy method.
Takes only a few minutes
averages only a few cents a day. No "grind"
or hard work. Every step is clear as crystal
simple as A-B-C throughout. You'll be surprised

—

at your

own

From

rapid progress.

the start you are learning real
tunes by note.
Quickly learn to
play "jazz" or classical selections
right at home in your spare time.

—

credit.

NOW.

Write

Saxophone
Organ
Mandolin

Cornet

Don't be a wallflower. Send for
Free Booklet and Free Demonstration Lesson.
These explain our
wonderful home study method fully
and show you how easily and
quickly you can learn to play at
little expense.
Mention your favorite
instrument.
Instruments
supplied when needed, cash or
U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
3063 Brunswick Bldg., New York City

Trombone

Ukulele
Harp

Clarinet
'Cello
Hawaiian Steel
Guitar

Piccolo
Flute

Trumpet

Piano Accordion
Italian

and

German Accordion

Voice and Speech
Culture
Harmony and
Composition
Drums and Traps

IDA BAILEY ALLEN'S
SERVICE COOK BOOK
Send

25c
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Morland,
Food
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RADIO
42nd Street,
New York City.
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N<lJoke
To Be Deaf
—Every deaf person knows that—
Mr. Way made himself bear his watch tick af tec
being deaf for twenty-five years with bis Arti,

ficial

Ear Drums. He wore them day and night.

his bead
'noises. They are invisible
and comfortable, do wires

iThey stopped
or

batteries.

Satisfaction

guaranteed or money back.
Write for TRUE STORY.
Also booklet on Deafness.

Detroit,
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Eddie

I

could

his face
fly,"

he

mortally afraid of airplanes.
He was exhausted from his days and
nights of work. How much easier it would
have been to write a substantial check.
But no. Anyone who was rich could give
money. And Eddie boarded a plane and
whisked through the skies to San Francisco, working over scripts on the way to
is

Dept. 163

!
I

The

weeks

later

theater was

he was

filled

Boston.
for every show.
in

Once they had to put three hundred chairs
on the stage. Trade papers carried headlines telling how much Cantor made in

They

Boston.

didn't tell, because they
that most of the money
went to his pet Boston charity and they
didn't know about the Chicago date,
didn't

are

on the

is a girl you want to marry!
But
you ever going to make this dream come true
money you're making? The wonder is not

—

new to you, is it? Quit wondering
start acting I
Thousands of men have acted by making themselves
worth more money by acquiring more training for
the job at hand and the job ahead. They have gotten
this training in spare time. Their very first step was
mailing this coupon to the International Correspondence Schools at Scranton. Why don't you do it?

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

know,

—

Eddie's Boston success brought a lucraengagement in Chicago. It

tive offer of an

would undoubtedly have been as profitable
as the Boston week.
Yet Eddie turned it
down. He was too busy with a Y. M. C.
A. benefit in New York, after which he
had two days earmarked for working out

In the story of those few crowded weeks
or less typical weeks out of
Eddie's life— there is the explanation of
his magnificent obsession
that all the
bread he casts on the waters returns to

him

as ice cream.
told me about it, his brow furrowed
with the effort to find simple words and

He

phrases that might
as

make

you might

his point clear.
speak to a little

trying to penetrate its mind with
the truth that no matter how it seems, the
world really is round.
"It's like this.
I'm all tired out. Dead
tired. Like
was when the telegram came
asking me to go to San Francisco.
I
could say
couldn't go— but instead I say
to myself, 'Well, I can't, but I'm going to,
just the same.'
You'd think dropping
everything and going up there to San
Francisco and appearing right in the middle of a dozen other things when you
child,

,rf know"

Certainly, there

how

Box 2295-C, Scranton, Penna.

FEW

iV

*»

He spoke

l
</is our «~* »*

WHO WANTS TO
MARRY A GIRL?

forget his fear.

—

AT ALL

Cold-Fighting Resistance DRUGGISTS
.-—SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE-—;
I For free sample bottle of The NEW
i ^i^S
PERUNA, address PERUNA, 544
St., Chicago,

Then

—more

With a Cold

Wells

as he read the wire.
cleared.
"Well, I suppose
said philosophically.

camp.

Wins Fight

S.

—

additional plans, while in the East, for the
expansion of the Adirondack children's

Cold'
Fighter Often

Up

for

"But how can I?" he muttered to him-

_

Michigan

^

to Build

New York

to

self

Artificial Ear Drum

MANY FOLKS NOW SAY THE

By Helping

came

weeks this winter he was working
Trojan preparing a radio script,
revamping the script of his next picture,
"Saratoga Chips," in his odd moments,
packing, making last-minute arrangements
for leaving.
In the midst of all the work
there came a telegram from San Francisco, asking him to appear in a community

either.

THE WAY COMPANY

I

719 Hofmann Bldg.

Just before he
a few
like a

as

chest appeal.
Pick Your Course
Piano
Guitar
Violin

Free Book and
Demonstration Lesson

coming back
mountains of ice cream?
No. That wasn't what Eddie meant.

Without cost, please send me full particulars
the subject before which I have marked X:

G
D
D
D
D

about

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
Architect
Architectural Draftsmi
Building Estimating
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D Mechanical Engineer
D Mechanical Draftsman
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D Reading Shop Blueprints
Heat
Treatment
of
MetaU
D
D Sheet Metal Worker
D Welding, Electric and Gas
D Civil Engineer Toolmaker
D Highway Engineer

D
D

Sanitary Engineer
Steam Engineer
Marine Engineer
Bridge Engineer
Bridge Foreman
Building Foreman
Diesel Engines
Aviation Engines

I

J

D
D
D
D Automobile Work
Steam
D Plumbing

Fitting

Heating

G

Ventilation
Air Conditioning
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Refrigeration
R. R. Locomotives
R. R. Section Foreman
R. R. Signalmen
Air Brakes
Coal Mining
Fruit Growing
Chemistry
Navigation
D Agriculture

D
D
D
D
Q Cotton Manufacturing
Q Woolen Manufacturing
Surveying and Mapping
D Poultry Farming
BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
Management
Managemeat
Management

Business Correspondence
Lettering Show Cards

Business

D

Industrial

D Stenography and Typing
Civil Service
Mail Carrier
Cost Accountant
D C. P. Accountancy
d Railway Mail Clerk
Signs
Bookkeeping
Grade School Subjects
French Q High School Subjects
D Secretarial Work
Spanish Q College Preparatory
Salesmanship
D Service Station Salesmanship D First Year College Subjects
Cartooning
D Advertising
D English Q Illustrating
DOMESTIC SCIENCE COURSES
Professional Dressmaking
Q Millinery
and Designing
Q Foods and Cookery
Q Tea Room and Cafeteria
D Home Dressmaking
Management, Catering
D Advanced Dressmaking
Traffic

Name

Age

„

Address
City

State

Present Position
J7 you reside in Canada, send this coupon to the
International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited*
Montreal, Canada.
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were

all played out would make you a
more played out, wouldn't you? That
would be natural, wouldn't it?

lot

S"WAV N.V.I

10k

and 20<

at leading
5 & 10* STORES

"But that's not the way it turns out.
You get a feeling inside. You know, like
when you come down fast in an elevator.
Exhilaration.
Well, then you come back
to work.
Now would you believe it,
you're not tired any more. You feel swell.
Wheel You tear into things to make up
for the time you've lost and by golly,

—

DISCOVER!

/

IT'S to treat both the irritated throat and
si
**
inflamed bronchial tubes at the same time! /
With double-acting FOLEY'S
/7/L,. /-

HONEY
& TAR.oneingredient-groupcoatsthe /
raw throat, quickly relieves tickling, /
hacking and coughing

while the
other actually enters blood, acts on
affected bronchial tubes, loosens
phlegm, helps break up cough,
speedsrecovery. Tocheckyour
cough before it gets worse, before others catch it for speedy
relief and speeded-up recov.

\A/&l4
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ery, insist

upon
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COMPOUND
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COUGHS

before you know it, you feel better than
you did before you left."
He paused thoughtfully. Then he
seemed to anticipate a puzzled question.
"Explain that? No,
can't explain it.
I
can't explain why rain and sun make
flowers grow but I know they do, just
the same."
That, then, is the magnificent obsession
that grips Eddie Cantor.
He firmly believes that if suddenly some dire genie
were to transform him back into the old
Cantor he would wither and die. Maybe
he would. But the glorious part of it all
is that nothing in the world can take away
the new happiness this obsession brings
him.
I

—

THOSE

were good doctors, those who
told him seven years ago he had but a
year of hard work left.
It's borrowed
time Eddie Cantor is living on now.
He's just got to keep the interest paid
up on that loan.

PROGRAM DOTS AND DASHES:

Eddie

Cantor,

The Mayor of Texaco Town is one of
the few star entertainers who has completely
mastered all mediums of entertainment:

and screen
His Sunday CBS
broadcasts are very popular ... He has just
signed a contract with 20th-Century-Fox to
make three pictures in two years
He is
easily re-making all the money he lost during
the 1929 crash
Few of his radio friends
radio, stage,

TAKE THE SYRUP THAT

.

.

.

.

CLINGS TO THE

COUGH ZONE
remember this common sense fact:— a cough medicine should do its work where the cough is
If

you have a cough (due

to a cold)

lodged , right in the throat. That's why
Smith Brothers Cough Syrup is a thick, heavy
syrup: It clings to- the cough zone. There it
does three things: (1) soothes sore membranes, (2) throws a protective film over the
irritated area, (3) helps to loosen phlegm.
Get Smith Brothers' 35$ and 60$.
.

.

.

.

with a few choice puns . . . Cantor usually
arrives at the studio, the day of the broadcast, about 9 a.m.
This works havoc on
members of his troupe, who have usually been
up late the night before, but is easy for Eddie
who hates night clubs, gambling, cigarettes,
and dances
.
He says he finds all his
recreation when working
"If
want the
atmosphere of a nightspot," he says, "I go
home, close all the windows, have my friends
blow smoke in my face and remind Ida to
step on my feet." .
.
Einstein, former Boston
advertising man, was discovered by Cantor,
when the former "wowed" an ad-club meeting
with his Greek dialect stories . . . The flash
of the Cantor check-book changed Einstein's
career overnight ... At present Cantor treats
Harry like a brother ... In a few months the
comic may treat him more like a son-in-law
The stooge is in love with Eddie's oldest
.
. .
daughter .
Each year Cantor produces a
First
.
.
new personality in his radio gang
Last year it was 8-year-old
Einstein.
it was
.

.

lost

shirt

his

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Edith Durbin, a
peg's rugged climate . .
well-known fencer, insisted her kid sister had
vocal talent, and urged her father, a broker,
.
to have Deanna take singing lessons
.

.

.

Soon after, Deanna sang on an amateur program. Cantor was in the audience applauding loudly .
with her, he
.

.

Before Eddie signed a contract

had throat

specialists

examine

The medicos found
vocal chords .
it fully developed, said maturity would bring
increased volume . . . After Texaco, critics
predict the Metropolitan Opera House for
Pudgy Jacques Renard, a
.
Miss Durbin
Bostonian musician, made his fame and fortune playing sweet accompaniment to Morton
Downey's choir-boy voice on the old Camel
Caravan . . . James Wellington is as inevitable with Cantor, as the latter's jokes
Wel.
.
about his quintette of offsprings
lington's present wife is Betty Jane Cooper,
noted tap-dancer.
the

.

girl's

.

.

.

to discuss important broadcast problems
the barber shop
While the barber
applies the razor, the bootblack shines away,
and the manicurist files his delicate hands,
Benny Holtzmann, his personal manager, and
.

I

.

.

likes

in

.

Today it is Canadian-born
Bobby Breen
Deanna Durbin. The Durbins moved to California when Deana was ten, not for Hollywood gold and glitter, but to escape Winni-

Wall Street plunge, bounced back with an
idea for a book entitled "Caught Short!"
which made light of his heavy losses
Simon & Schuster published it and
sold
800,000 copies at $1 a throw
Cantor
.

.

.

the

in

.

.

.

remember when Cantor

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

a batch of gag writers go over the pending
routines . . . Sometimes the barber chips in

!

Time Somebody Told You, Hollywood

It's

"IT

CONTAINS

VITAMIN A

(Continued from page 39)

//
ment.
happen.

This vitamin raises the re-

sistance of the mucous
membranes of the nose and
throat to cold and cough

that

costly and probably much fewer in number.
That would leave you, the movie stars,
out in the cold. But it doesn't necessarily
have to work out that way. There is no
reason why radio and the movies can't be
There is a place in radio for you
allied.
But in order to take it,
if you'll take it.
you must do two things:
You must accept reasonable prices for
your services, and when you go on the air

just what's going to

is

There is going to be a new trend in
broadcasting unless you do something
radical about improving your appearances
Sponsors who apparently
on the air.
don't care how much money they spend
for their broadcasts are going to begin
checking expenditures with income. When
they fully realize how little they've gained
by paying you, the movie stars, such huge
prices, they're going to turn away from
broadcasting.
This isn't just the opinion of those of
us who listen in. It is the opinion of the
_

infections.

SMITH BROS.
SYRUP
COUGH
IHHNOW ON
SALE IN

And

CANADAHBBH

performance as good if
your performances for
hope this warning means
the movies.
something. We like to have you on the

you must give
not

We can get along
air when you're good.
without you, but we'd rather have you
with us.
So why not bring the goose that laid the
golden egg back to life?

It

is

the radio departments of
York's biggest advertising agencies.
they who predict that by next fall,
_

radio programs will be smaller,

DID
CLEAR..MILKYWHITE..LUSTR0U5
reddened or prominently veined by late
EYES
hours or over-indulgence —thousands of girls now

clear them in seconds. With new scientific EYEGENE. And what a difference when whites are clear

Refreshes,
white! Money back
—sparkling
Get
tired eyes like magic. Stainless —
if it fails.

soothes

EYE-GENE

at any drug or department

EYE-GENE
104

safe.
store.

less

YOU RECOGNIZE

'EM BY THEIR FEET?

you didn't guess the famous tap dancer's name? She's
Eleanor Powell. And how about that petite French star? She's also a
famous, opera star Lily Pons. You certainly must know the "Mother
Juice" girl. Why it's Gracie Allen, of course. Then, that little star of
Betty Lou Gerson. And last, the
the aviation serial from Chicago
torch singer who has been guest-starring from Hollywood, is Gertrude
Don't

THOUSANDS CLEAR EYES. .In Seconds-New Easy Way

much

a

than
I

men who head

New

better

tell

us

—

—

Niesen.

YOU WILL
MORE

BE

BEAUTIFUL

WITH

hitumPM ROUGE
OUPPOSE YOU FOUND
than you could be

tiful

way

new

.

.

.

you were less beauand then discovered
wouldn't you act

loveliness
-and quickly? Of course! Well, ordinary rouge
certainly doesn't give you all the beauty you
could have. It gives that painted, artificial look.

a

Now

to

let's

.

.

.

see about Princess Pat rouge. You've a

good reason to change to Princess Pat
if
thrilling new beauty. And it does because
it's duo-tone ... an undertone and an
overtone make each shade. It isn't just
another rouge, but utterly different.

When you
it

it

can give you

natural color that no one can tell it is rouge. Do you want
that? Color that seems actually to come from within the
bringing
skin, like a natural blush. Only more thrilling
out hidden beauty you never knew you had. Somehow,

—

with such glamorous color, you radiate beauty, compel
admiration. Your mirror tells you such a tale of sparkle
and animation that confidence in your own loveliness bids
and then you are.
you be irresistible
.

But remember

.

this

.

only Princess Pat rouge has the
duo-tone secret. It

changes

—

apply Princess Pat rouge

changes on your

amazingly

it

skin! Mysteriously,
has become such gloriously

Princess Pat cosmetics

(ooodHou.MiKT.ing)
Bureau
.,»y
^£„

on

your

skin
matches your
individual type. Try
Princess Pat rouge.
Until you do you will
never know your own
beauty.

FREE

are non-allergicl

PRINCESS PAT,

Dept. 793
2709 South Wells Street, Chicago

Without cost or obligation please send me a
sample of Princess Pat rouge, as checked

free

English Tint

O

RINCESS PAT
JNE IN

—

"A

TALE OF TODAY"

with Joan Blaine.

NBC

Red Network— every Sunday

Squaw
Medium

One sample

D
D

Poppy
Vivid

Theatre

tree; additional

State
IN

CANADA, GORDON GORDON

LTD.,

Gold

Tan
Nite

samples 10c each.

6:30 P.M., E.S.T.

City

D
D

TORONTO
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w taste,
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me good wings
smoking can give you
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Copyright 1937, Liggett

& Myers Tobacco

Co.
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KARO SYRUP
as
is

a

splendid

is

world-

food for

also energizing for ac-

men and women.

As

a spread for bread, biscuits, pan-

cakes and waffles, stirred in milk, used
for candy -making and cooking, Karo
is

Dr. Allan Roy Dafoe says.
'Karo is the only syrup served to
the Dionne Quintuplets. Its maltose and dextrose are ideal carbohydrates for growing children.''

as delicious as

it is

nutritious.

Both Blue Label and Red Label

Karo Syrups are equally
trose

.

.

.

rich in Dex-

equally rich in food-energy.

Yvonne Dionni
one of 5 "bundles
of loveliness anc
adoration. These
is

healthy, fascinating
little

girls

are the

modern "5 wonders
of the world".

KARO

IS SOLD
BY GROCERS

**!

EVERYWHERE
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All Reproductions Copyrighted 1937,
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JEAN:

Last year she couldn't get a date

MARGE:

Somebody must have

*There's nothing like LISTERINE

to

check

I

women — who
in the social

every day
.

.

.

.

.

.

dozens

women — young

are simply forgotten

scheme of

things.

They are seldom invited out and
when men do call they rarely call
again.

When

a frantic cry goes out

for a fourth at bridge or

one

is

needed to

fill

when some-

in at a dinner

party, they are usually the last per-

son the hostess thinks about.
is

it?

Not because they

I've seen

many

a witty

Why

are dull;

woman who

much. Not beplain; some of the

didn't get around

cause they are
prettiest

young

popular.

Not because they

girls are the least

are fat

what her

or old; I've

halitosis (unpleasant breath), the unforgivable social fault

known women heavy

greatly sought after.

Nine times out of
girls are

What

then

is

ten, these for-

not fastidious about

—

and
one thing for which others

the condition of their breath
there's

drop a woman or a
tosis (bad breath).

man

it is hali-

How silly a woman is to permit
such a humiliating condition to exist

BEYOND SUSPICION

as

still

the reason?

gotten

KEEP YOUR BREATH
with LISTERINE

trucks and grey as beavers but

if

trouble* was.

KAY

by DORIS

of them

look at her!

Women

forgotten
SEE them

told her

— now

when

the fault can usually be

remedied so easily and so pleasantly
with an agreeable deodorant such
as Listerine Antiseptic used twice
daily as a

mouth wash.

Almost everyone has halitosis (bad breath)
at some time or other without realizing it.

And

it is the unforgivable social fault.
People simply don't want you around
when you offend this way. Why take a
chance? Why risk unpopularity when it is
so easy to correct this humiliating condition. Do not rely on harsh bargain mouth
washes, some of which are entirely devoid
of deodorant effect. Just trust to Listerine

Antiseptic, the
quick, pleasant
deodorant which
strikes at fermen-

the major
cause of odors, then
tation,

overcomes the
odors themselves.

the quick deodorant
Lambert Pharmacal Co.

•

St.

Louis,

Mo.
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is facing the biggest problem
ever offer him. Read next month
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problem

is

and how

affect his entire future.
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She thought

it

was'Another Woman

The 6 Special Features of
1.

Non-caustic

. .

tion, is gentle in action. It contains
.

.

.

her Doctor told her

till

ful free

2.

the Truth about

Lysol

."Lysol" in the proper dilu-

no harm-

caustic alkali.

Effectiveness... "Lysol"

is

active under

practical conditions... in the presence of
organic matter (such as dirt,mucus,serum,etc.).

Intimate Feminine Cleanliness

3.

Penetration... "Lysol" solutions spread

because of low surface tension, and thus

HUSBAND

"TV ITY

IVI

the doctor.
loves me."

or complexions.

CT

!S

"H e

no longer

But not of intimate

4.

things like feminine hygiene.

mistaken she was!

It

was

just

because he did love her, and couldn't be
cruel, that

How

they had been drifting apart.

could he

only "other

tell

her that she was the

woman"

Economy. .."Lysol," because

you have been seeking a method of
is wholesome and
cleansing, ask your doctor about "Lysol"
disinfectant. For more than 50 years this

in

the case

.

.

.

that

had changed, in one important way,
from the girl he had married?.

feminine hygiene that

scientific preparation

has been the choice

of many doctors, and millions of women.

in the

marriage there
be dainty and
der Jove
bruised

is

to realize that after

a special obligation to

fastidious.

The more

the more easily

is,

by

fail

proper solution for feminine hygiene.

Odor... The cleanly odor of "Lysol" vanishes promptly after use.
6.

Stability. ."Lysol" keeps
.

no matter how long
often

it

Among many

it is

it is

are these

six

essential

for this

qualities

which

New!

Soap for bath, hands,
and complexion. Cleansing and deodorant.

mate
talk

Corp.,

me the book called "LYSOL
GERMS," with facts about feminine
hygiene and other uses of "Lysol."
Please send

vs.

the wife's neglect of
all

WOMEN SHOULD KNOW

Bloomfield, N. J., U.S.A. Dept. 4-R.M.
Sole Distributors of "Lysol" disinfectant

— know that one of the enemies

cleanliness at

Lysol Hygienic

Lehn & Fink Products

Many family doctors — and many husis

how

uncorked.

FACTS ALL

be

"little" neglects, that are so

of happiness

strength

"Lysol" disinfectant provides

ten-

may

its full

kept, no matter

•
good reasons

hard to put into words.

bands, too

concen-

5.

she

Often wives

it is

trated, costs less than one cent an application

If

How

vir-

tually search out germs.

times.

about superficial things

Name_

inti-

Strect_

One can

like clothes,

FOR FEMININE HYGIENE

City_

_S.tate _

Cop>rWht 1S87 by Lehn & Fink Products Corp.

Above, a famous
team broke up as
Eddie Cantor re-

Left,

plans for a

celebration of the
200th birthday of

leased Parkyakarkas from his contract so he could

Baron Munchausen
are discussed by
Victor Arden, Jack

seek stardom with

Pearl and Cliff

own program.

Hall at luncheon.

his

WHAT'S NEW?
ON

January

31st,

Parkyakarkas

goal that has tempted

cast for

Eddie Cantor.

him up in
studio wants him
to set

his

He
own

set

his face

many. That was

toward a

broadleft because other sponsors want
program and because a movie
his last

Cantor held his contract
which included options on both his movie and radio work.
When the time came that the Greek language murderer
thought he should be free, Eddie tore up the contract and
now Parkyakarkas is off for that disillusioning thing called
stardom.
Rumors began last September that this would
eventually happen, when the Greek got his first offer. It
took him all this time to make up his mind whether he
should part

was engaged

for a picture.

company with Cantor. Wiseacres who
to

said he

one of Eddie's daughters are shaking their

INSIDE

heads.

He

makes the

is

now

situation

reported interested in another.
all the more tense.
*
*
*

It doesn't look from where we're sitting like the smartest
thing in the world for Parkyakarkas to do. So many personalities have been built up into household names by big
programs to the point where they quit for shows of their

own.

No

one even remembers their names now.

Paul

a procession of them come to him, stay until
fame, then leave and disappear into obscurity.

Whiteman saw
they had

It's like that dog in the fable who found a juicy bone and
then happened to see himself reflected in the water. The
other bone looked so much better he dropped the one he
had and got a mouthful of lily (Continued on page 82)

STORY ON THE CANTOR-PARKYAKARKAS SPLIT AND

ALL THE

Which

OTHER REAL NEWS BEHIND

RADIO'S HEADLINES

• How clean is your

skin

?

That's your most imwhen pores are

portant beauty problem. For only

is

the secret of radiant beauty!

thoroughly, deeply cleansed can one hope for a
radiant, exquisitely fine complexion.

Starting today,

—and

skin

all

you can be sure of a

the loveliness

it

truly clean

brings. Because

today Daggett & Ramsdell offers you the new
Golden Cleansing Cream a more efficient skin
cleanser could not be obtained

—

A New Kind

of Cleansing

Golden Cleansing Cream is entirely different
from other creams and lotions. It contains Colloidal Gold, a remarkable ingredient well

known

but new in the world
of beauty. This colloidal gold has an amazing
power to rid the skin pores of clogging dirt,
make-up, dead tissue and other impurities that
destroy complexion beauty. The action of colloidal gold is so effective that it continues to
cleanse your skin even after the cream has been
wiped away. What's more it tones and invigorates skin cells while it cleanses.
to the medical profession

Contains Colloidal Gold
Daggett

& Ramsdell

Golden Cleansing Cream

is

the only cream that brings, you the deep-pore

cleansing of colloidal gold.

You

can't see or feel

—

gold because it is not a metal any more
than the iron in spinach is a metal. In fact, many
of the health-giving minerals in fruits and vegetables exist in a colloidal form, similar to that
of the gold in Golden Cleansing Cream. What
you do see is a smooth, non-liquefying cream,
this

rose-pink in color, suitable for cleansing every
type of skin.

Costs

No More

&

Ramsdell's new Golden Cleansing
Cream is within the reach of every one of you.
You'll soon say you never made a more economical investment than the $1.00 which the cream
costs. It is obtainable at leading drug and department stores ask for it today

Daggett

—

Make This Simple Test!
V*

<Q

-

Daggett

Room

& Ramsdell

Dept.

MF-2

1980, 2 Park Avenue,
City

New York

Enclosed

find

IOtf

in

stamps

for

which please send me my trial size jar
of Golden Cleansing Cream.
(This offer is good in United States only.

Name.
'CtttUIKIHG

cotton*

• Apply your usual skin
cleanser. Wipe it off with
tissue. Your face seems
clean— but is it? Does
any dirt remain to clog
and blemish your skin?

•

Now, cleanse with Daggett

Street

&

Ramsdell Golden Cleansing Cream. Your tissue
shows' more dirt— brought
from pore depths by this

more

effective cleansing.

City

Dealer's

.State.

Name.

DAGGETT & RAMSDELL GOLDEN CLEANSING CREAM

Copr. 1937 by Daggett * Ramsdell

MORE NEWS
ON

THE

By

/

HOLLYWOOD FRONT
RUTH GERI

Above, four good
friends outside
the NBC studios:
Dorothy Page, Irvin S. Cobb, Marion Tal ey and
Barbara Luddy.
I

OF THE
SCOOP
MONTH — Haven

At

the left are stars playing

hookey from their work. Ruby
Keeler and Al Jolson are out
at the Santa Anita race track

MacQuarrie's Do
You Want To Be an Ac-

trying to pick

tor? will be sent on the
road by its sponsor to

some

winners.

cash in on the heavy local

key cities from
emanate each
been
never
It's

interest in

which

it

will

week.
printed that shortly before
the

show was

J.

Walter Thompson

signed, the

agency refused to pay $500
a week for MacQuarrie,
only to grab him, a few
weeks later, for $7,500 per
broadcast when an emer-

gency demanded something in a hurry to
Will Court.

fill

Good

by the suddenly defunct
you are an
might interest you to know that

the hole left

And

incidentally, in case

A. T. & T. stockholder, it
$2,000 was spent within twenty-four hours on long distance
tolls while the deal was being negotiated between Hollywood and New York.
*

*

Wide World

*

PROSPERITY NOTE—NBC West

Coast activities are so
studios will be added. When the
facilities are available, most of the shows now emanat-

profitable that four

new

new

ing from San Francisco will be brought to the movie mecca,
and for the first time, Hollywood will give birth to sus-

6

Two of radio's most popular singers sit
down to enjoy a sandwich between rehearsals. Conrad Thibault tells Kenny Baker
how he likes work on Fred Astaire's show.

RADIO MIRROR
Meredith

shows.

taining

Willson

is

slated for the post of musical director.
*
*
*

WHOO-OO!

ADMAN CANTOR— You will shortly

Feel that

wind whip your

your favorite magazine advertisements of Amos 'n' Andy's sponsor
boosting a mouth-wash. There will be
a strip of drawings illustrating the
constant need to be on the watch for
halitosis, with the slogan "Social Security." Here is the story behind it. En
route west from his recent eastern
jaunt, Eddie Cantor stopped in Chicago, and sold the slogan and the idea

mad March

and hands!
Fight the chapping that comes from
biting winds, soap, and ammonia
water, with Hinds Honey and Almond Cream. It soaks the tender
chapping with comfort. Its Vitamin

see in

-

f

D

face

by dry, water-puffed
some of the benefits of
sunshine. Every drop of Hinds works
better
softening, smoothing skin!
is

absorbed

skin... gives it

—

The proceeds from his
for the ads.
brain child will go toward the erection

home in which Cantor
and Joe Schenck are moving spirits.

of the old actors'

TH\S

*

*

*

WHAT PRICE GLORY? Life

is

s£*

tur-

Haven MacQuarrie and Jack

bulent for

Oakie since they took over their respective broadcasts. Oakie was literally
forced to duck from the Trocadero,
where he tried to entertain a party to
celebrate his signing with Camel Caravan. Not only were the autographiends
out in double force, but energetic job
seekers

—

in

self-protection.

Phil Regan, the singing

I've

on the program, and Oakie,

hands with the lotion that contains the "sunshine" vitamin.
This Vitamin D is actually absorbed gives dry skin some of
the benefits of sunshine. Use Hinds
for soft and charming hands!

once, didn't re-

him. MacQuarrie amassed more
than three thousand requests for loans
and assistance within twenty-four hours
of signing his contract.
call

*

*

—

PERKINS!

gals

who depended upon

and

coffee.

F R E JE

!

The

first

one-piece

dispenser, with every 50c size

Hinds, with "Sunshine"

/

Vitamin, makes skin
than ever!

feel softer

The famous Hinds Honey and
Almond Cream now contains

Just in case

Vitamin D. This vitamin is
by the skin. Seems to
smooth it Now, more than ever,
Hinds soothes and softens the

you and the boss forget it, two issues
ago I mentioned that Adele Astaire
would return to Hollywood to do a

absorbed

!

Fred thereupon de-

—but

truth will

dryness, stinging "skin cracks,"

tri-

chapping, and tenderness caused
by wind, cold, heat, hard water,
and housework. Every drop
with its Vitamin D does skin

umph! Anyway, Adele has signed an

RKO

contract,

and there

it is in

black

and white.
*

*

\

jobs for cakes

TAKE A BOW!

picture with Fred.
nied it vigorously

V

*

MADAM

Jack'
Benny, Burns and Allen, and Martha
Raye staged a successful, although unpublicized, strike during the filming of
"College
Holiday."
Paramount engaged a bevy of society girls as extras,
and the radio four, loyal to trouping
tradition, refused to go on until the
rich socialites had been replaced with

BABY,

"THEY LOOK GRAND since

been using Hinds!" Smooth your

the

all

who had met him but

PAGE

IHAP^

way from New

cop, telephoned
get

-„cn SKI*1

—

by

poor Oakie until

crtrtHS

by long distance
wire bombarded
he had to duck out for

person,

and

telephone

York to

o-no**

—

*

THE OLD VELVET GLOVE—Grace
Moore, returning to radio after her concert itinerary, holds no further fears for
directors. Known in the past to be inclined to indulge in a bit of plain and
fancy temperament when the whimsy
seized her, Miss Moore has been more
than tractable lately. The reason? She
flew off the handle at Columbia recently, whereupon husband Valentin
Parera
(Continued on page 100)

Copyright. 1937, Lerm

&

Fink Products Corporation

HINDS
HONEY AND ALMOND CREAM

more good!

$1, 50c, 25c, 10c.

DAILY RADIO TREAT: Ted Malone
inviting you to help yourself to
Happiness and to Beauty. Mon. to Fri.,
12:15 pmE.S.T., over WABC-CBS.
.

.

.

WHAT
DO YOU
WANT TO
SAY?

# Constipation got me down

so badly that I wat
to the very people I liked best. I just
couldn't help it. Certain laxatives were so repulsive that I hated to take them. I hadn't yet
learned how to avoid out-of-date "dosing." Then

mean

I

found out something

I'll

always remember.

A^Wonj^
Mirror,

East 42nd
York, N. Y.,
not later than March 27,
122

New

Street,

1937.

Here are

this

month's

winners

$20.00 PRIZE

NO MAKE

THERE'S

BELIEVE

MINUTE WAY!
Three minute*

resent Miss Koerner's

I

•

HERE

request that we throw the
Street Broadcast off the

In desperation I conof chewing
sulted my druggist. He
ke the
advised FEEN-A-MINT.
"It's different!" he said. I
tried it found it tasted just like delicious chewing gum. Thanks to FEEN-A-MINT, life became so different. All of me felt better at once.
Exit sickish feeling, headache, "blues." I sang
with joy to see the color in my cheeks. My
mirror whispered
"You're vourself again!"

My

air.

—

entire family en-

joys

this

there

is

program

and

no reason to

dis-

card a program because
one person doesn't enjoy
it. Recently I heard, quite

—

by

accident,

Street

from
of

the

Omaha,
Alexander Woollcotf at home,

Union Station in
Nebraska. Talk

about
human interest
There was a man from
California, one from New
York and people from

in

Hear the Town Crier
over CBS Tuesdays and Thursdays.
study.

his

one of the

Broadcasts coming
the waiting room

practically every part of

audience takes part in the show.
The first to lead the way were the Community Sings, and now we have Question Boxes, We the Peoples, and Spell-

the United States.
They
where they were going, where they
had been and why they were traveling,
and in that waiting room was a boy
that was in the Olympics this year. You
would hardly call that a tiresome interview. These programs are real, there
is no make believe here, and although
some of the questions seem foolish when
it comes right down to a fine point, a

ing Bees.

great

RADIO
ideas

continues to unearth new
for
your entertainment.
with the amateur craze

Now
• Now

life is so different for this girl, just

as

for over 16 million other FEEN-A-MINT
FEEN-A-MINT is thorough, satisfying.
The chewing is what helps make it so wonderfully dependable. Acts gently in the lower bowel,
not in the stomach. No griping, no nausea. Not
habit-forming. Economical. Delicious flavor and
dependability make it the favorite at all ages.
it is

users.

Sample free. Write Dept. 0-9, FEEN-A-MINT,
Newark, N. J

boiled

down

to

a

single

up a new trend,

there crops

favorite,
in

which

the

Do you

new shows? Get
anything out of them? Like the idea
like these

of programs

made up of

people just

a prize with your letter of criti-

You may be awarded the first
prize of $20.00, or the second prize of
cism.

$10.00.
Slightly higher in

Canada

And

many of them are educational.
Maybe Miss Koerner was caught un-

prepared
question.

continue

like yourself?

Win

told

then there are five addieach.
Address
to
the
Editor,
Radio

tional

prizes of $1.00

your

letter

and failed
Be that as
to

tune

in

answer

to

may,
on Mr.

it

I

the
shall

Street

Broadcaster.

Mrs. R. A. Collins, Wichita, Kan.
$10.00 PRIZE

TOO MUCH SONG PLUGGING
I've

been muttering in

my

beard for

my

a long time about
I think I'll put it

so

way movie-radio

the

pet radio peeve,

on paper.

It's this:

stars plug songs

Camay

from their pictures. While a radio star
is working on a picture, the songs on
his program are invariably "from my
picture."

latest

do

stars

this

The popular

The comedians,

Benny and
guilty.
Even the
as

Burns and Allen are
opera stars over-plug

their

SAYS THIS CAPTIVATING OHIO BRIDE

picture

songs. Naturally, we don't mind
singing songs from their pictures

them

now

But when they ceaselessly
din those songs into our ears week after
week, it gets mighty darned tiresome.
And I don't think I'm the only one of

and

my skin looking

J^tk ad a S)aaf

singing

to the nauseating point.

such

keeps

then.

this opinion!

T. Swan, San Francisco, Calif.

IS

I

^m

$1.00 PRIZE
INEFFICIENCY OR LAZINESS?

IT

There

is

a saying that "sometimes

when you ask for bread, you get a
This applies very nicely to
radio programs at present.
ourselves down to hear Eddie Can-

stone."

We

many
sit

Do we

hear Eddie
hear a couple
of kids. How we used to enjoy Irvin
Cobb! Now we must wade through an
entire program to hear one moth-eaten
joke by Cobb. Edwin C. Hill gets almost unintelligible in his haste to get
tor's
program.
Cantor? We do

to

his

guests.

not.

We

Even Amos

'n'

Andy,

whom we

thought invulnerable, have
succumbed. And now we hear a faint,
childish voice whom no one can understand, and which adds nothing to the
program but a case of chills.
Suppose we went to a movie to see
and hear Norma Shearer, and found
some radio guys getting off some antics,
instead.
Would we go again? We

would not. And neither are we listening any more to these programs which
do not produce what is called for. Are
they getting inefficient, or old and lazy?
I am speaking for the members of the
Question and Answer Club. We have
asked a question, will some one give an
answer?

Mrs. G.

F.

Rowland,

Oil City, Pa.

$1.00 PRIZE
RADIO AS A MEANS TO PEACE

Radio may now step in and accomwhat diplomats, conferences,
treaties and leagues have failed to do.
That is, pave the way to world peace.
The British people took full advanplish

tage of radio facilities in their recent
constitutional

crisis.

Consequently,

Americans now see their English cousins
in an entirely different light.
If we
have criticized them before, we now
praise and admire them. Why? Simply
because we understand them. Nothing
but the marvels of radio could accomplish this!

Due

to the {Continued on page 93)

«*>

CUVEIA^.

r,mav and

IlLireshasada^
jre
***
looking
skin

dancing-

^h*"*

Mrs-FredncHunt)
{

February

*7, i9i7

Then Camay's

FROM her dancing brown eyes to
her dancing feet, the new Mrs.
Hunt is such a vital, radiant young
beauty. Everything about her is
glowing and natural
even to her
exquisite Camay Complexion!
She keeps her skin lovely, as you
should yours, by simple care with
deep -cleansing Camay. Camay is
right for your skin
a beauty soap
that gives your face the gentle,
thorough, stimulating cleansing it
needs for brighter beauty.

—

—

CAMAY
TRADE-MARK REG.

U. S. PAT.

OFF.

and

so pleasant

— mild

delightfully fragrant. Mildness

in a beauty soap

very important.
after time
other leading soaps, is
is

And Camay, tested time
against all
definitely,

provably milder.

Buy Camay
small
Let

today.

The

— the rewards are

Camay

price

is

great.

bring your loveliness to

light.

COAST-TO-COAST

HIGHLIGHTS

-^

Above, at the organ,
is Eddie Dunstedter,
whose Swing Sessions
are making history
at

KMOX

in St. Louis.

The Briarhopper Band,
left,

are star

hillbillies

on WBAT, Charlotte,
N. C. Their versatility
brought them stardom.

ALONG THE WAVES

meant only for mere words. He is now dividing
mike chores with a four o'clock Saturday afternoon singing program of his own, announced as Soliloquy in Song.
voice wasn't
his

LOUIS:
ST.KMOX

Lynne Loray, young

staff

member

rectress of that station's Let's

woman's program.
feminine

interest,

Lynne

St.

Louis actress and

for three years,

is

Compare

the

new

Notes, daily

features subjects of particular

especially

in

fashions

and

Hollywood

chatter.

Josephine Halpin, directress of the Let's Compare Notes
years, has inaugurated a new
fifteen-minute program, One Woman's Opinion, heard daily
over KMOX.

program for the past two

*

Hollywood:
10 ,'

KNX

*

*

announcer Art Gilmore

*

di-

*

WLBF

at
Kansas City, Kan.: What used to be station
1420 kilocycles is now
at 1310, by permission of the
Federal Communications Commission.
*
*
*

KCKN

Des Moines, la.: Not only did Gene and Glenn spend
summer sponsored on The Cornbelt Network, as we
wrote some time ago in answer to their fans who showered
last

us with letters following the article, "Yesterdays Stars

Where Are They?," but they
is

proving his

*

the staff of

WHO

in

are in their second year on
{Continued on page 58)

Des Moines.
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A SECRET FORMULA MAKES
THIS TOOTH PASTE AN EXQUISITE
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going to flop."

—

Horace Heidt was talking not the handsome, meticulously groomed gentleman who leads the brilliant
Brigadiers on CBS and Mutual air waves, but a nervous,
ragged-looking fellow, on the eve of his band's debut at

New

York's Hotel Biltmore.

The Californian was

listening to a balance test

made

of

from
hotels, restaurants, and other programs that do not emanate
from the broadcast studios. The band usually plays from
a vacant room, soon to be rilled with white ties and orchids.

his

band. This

Now

it

is

Wide World

is

a routine test for radio broadcasts

just a cold, rehearsal hall.

The

leader sits in a

ALDEN
tiny control room at broadcast headquarters. By telephone
the leader shouts instructions to his concert master, who
directs the band in the leader's absence. In this case Art

Thorsen, Heidt's bass player, is the pinch-hitter.
Heidt had been absent from the big metropolis for four
years. Few of his musicians had ever seen New York. Now
he was back, scared stiff.
"Listen, Horace," I said, trying to cheer him up, "you'll
knock 'em dead!"
He did. Originally signed to play a limited engagement
of six weeks, word comes as we go to press that Heidt will
remain at the Biltmore indefinitely, possibly two years.

Hal Phyfe

RADIO MIRROR
But even
remove his

WW

success has failed to

this

inferiority complex.

He's

worrying.

still

*

*

*

CBS conductor,
record for continuous

George Hall, amiable

who

holds the

—

work in one hotel The Taft in New
York and the greatest number of remote broadcasts on a coast-to-coast

—

Seldom a hundred miles away from
Broadway, George's fan mail comes
mostly from California and states
south of the Mason and Dixon line.
*

to look for

in a laxative

land.

*

you

tell

network, plays few out-of-town engagements because he hates sleeping on pullmans. But this summer he is planning
an extensive tour through the South*

doctors

*

BACK OF THE BANDSTAND
Jack Little left his band in
Chicago to organize a new one in New
York. The boys in the Windy City are
running the outfit on cooperative basis
Ted Fio Rito will have a new NBC
commercial emanating from Los AnLittle

.

.

.

geles this spring

now

a

ing

New

manager

.

.

in his

.

Rudy Vallee is
own right, handl-

England's favorite baritone,

Ranny Weeks, and his old Yale friend,
Sleepy Hall. The latter is touring with
Joe Haymes, an able
a dance band
swing merchant and arranger, has
turned the band over to vocalist Barry
McKinley. Joe says he would rather
arrange he has made several stabs as
a maestro but is now convinced he
works better behind the scenes ... In
case you've been wondering what ever
happened to Angelo Ferdinando, he is
now known as Don Ferdi. His band is
currently heard over NBC from the
Cocoanut Grove nitery near Bridgeport, Conn.
.

.

.

—

*

*

*

SOMETIMES a simple little

question put
your doctor will reveal how thoroughly he guards your health — even in
minor matters.
to

Just take the question of laxatives, for
instance.

It

It

as

bees.

Though the names of Joseph V.
Smith, Emil Coleman, Al Donahue, and
Meyer Davis are not well known to
radio listeners, they are prime favorites
with the so-called "400."
Such orchestras seldom use brass;
feature plenty of piano melodies and
routine arrangements. Radio fans prefer swing, torrid trumpets, and brilliant
orchestrations.
Seldom sold commercially on the airwaves, these bands
through their society connections, make
as much money as Messrs.
Kemp, Kostelanetz and Kyser.
Just recently a gay young blade

almost

thought it would be a good idea to import Al Donahue's band en masse to
his

home

flock

their own strict specifications.
Read the following requirements. And

must meet

is

busy as

Bermuda. He chartered a
of first (Continued on page QQ)
in

to learn

this subject. So much so, in fact, that before
they will approve a laxative, that laxative

chestras listed as "society bands" are

is-

You may be surprised

that doctors are deeply concerned about

the "coming-out" season. Sobidding for good orchestras to
play at debutante affairs and all-night
parties. Just recently the Philadelphia
veddy veddy Wideners threw a $125,000
party, and the Meyer Davis orchestra
took a healthy cut of the melon. Or-

This

ciety

Ex-Lax has helped so many millions of
other people. ..people you know, probably
...that they have made it the most widelyused laxative in the whole world.

ask yourself, "Does
on every point?"

my

laxative qualify

THE DOCTOR'S TEST OF A LAXATIVE:
should
should
It should
Its merit

be dependable.
be mild and gentle.
be thorough.
should be proved by the test of

It

It

It

should
should
should
should

FEEL BETTER

intended to help, not interfere with Nature. That is why you'll find
is

Ex-Lax so mild, so free from violence. It
from constipation,
without strain, stomach pains or nausea.
affords thorough relief

The

easy, comfortable action of

not form a habit.
not over-act.
not cause stomach pains.
not nauseate, or upset digestion.

EX-LAX MEETS EVERY

DEMAND

Ex-Lax passes this test with colors flying Ex-Lax fulfills every requirement. In
fact, Ex-Lax meets these demands so

Ex-Lax

leaves you feeling better... looking better
...with a greater zest for enjoying life.
Children, of course, find such action especially beneficial. For the requirements
laid

down by the

doctor are doubly impor-

tant to a child.

One more advantage— Ex-Lax
pleasure to take. For

time.
It

TRY EX-LAX

Ex-Lax

licious chocolate.

it

is

a real

tastes just like de-

Once you

try

it,

you

will

be through with nasty, druggy-tasting
cathartics for good. All drug stores have
Ex-Lax in 10c and 25c sizes. Or if you prefer to try Ex-Lax at our expense, mail the
coupon below.

TRY EX-LAX AT OUR EXPENSE!-

!

many

fairly that

own homes,

doctors use

for their

own

it

in their

families.

And

When Nature forgets- remember

EX- LAX

(Paste this on a penny postcard)
F-4?

Ex-Lax, Inc., P. O. Box 170
Times-Plaza Station, Brooklyn, N. Y.

want

I

to try

Ex-Lax. Please send free sample.

Name

„

Address
City
(If

Age

you live in Canada, write Ex-Lax, Ltd., Montreal)

THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE
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'Reduced

do not

9

-IB

of attractive

All time given

hJBg!

Red network

women owe

.

because

.

we

3 inches in ten days

. . .

we

YOU

An average of a dozen guest
parade before the mike each hour
and perform under Joe's playful prodding.

We

we are

No

program does deserve a

Smaller

you step into your

Perfolastic

quickly, comfortably . . . without effort
it takes off the unwanted

"I reduced my waist 9 inches,
my hips 8 inches and have lost

60 pounds!"
Mrs. W. P. Derr, Omaha, Neb.

on your part ...

inches

at

hips,

accumulates.

"REDUCED

"A GIRDLE

waist,

thighs and diaphragm . .
the spots where fat first

FROM SIZE

48

SIZE 18"

TO

"I wore size 42 and now I wear
an 18! I eat everything."

6K

"6 INCHES FROM HIPS"
"I lost 6 inches from my hips,
4 inches from my waist and
20

lbs."

Mrs.

Mrs.

1.

C.

Thompson, Denver, Colo.

when

first fitted."

,

Miss Ouida Browne,
N. Y.

Briartliff Manor,

Thomas,

most
Pa.

SMALLER"

"HIPS 12 INCHES

My

"I just can't praise your girdle enough.
hips
are 12 inches smaller."
Miss Zella Richardson, Scottdale, Pa.

"SMALLER AT ONCE"

became 3
inches smaller in the hips

"I immediately

J. J.

New Castle,

INCHES"

"Lost 20 pounds, reduced hips
6 Y% inches and waist 5 inches."

LIKE"

I

"I never owned a girdle I liked
so much. I reduced 26 lbs."
Miss Esther Marshall, Vallejo.Calif.

Mrs. E. Faust, Minneapolis. Minn.

"REDUCED

Tune

in

Tues-

definite

personalities

Hollywood

has given radio, and his efforts hold all
these diverse elements together in a
bright, swiftly paced hour of entertainment. You ought to like it.

"LOST 49 POUNDS"
"Since wearing my Perfolastic I have lost 49
pounds. I wore a size 40 dress and now wear size
36."
Miss Mildred DuBois, Newark, N. J.

"REDUCED FROM 43 TO 34^ INCHES!"
"My hips measured 43 inches. I was advised to
wear Perfolastic after a serious operation and now
my hips are only 34J4 inches!"
Miss

Surely

you would

La

Billie Brian,

Cjrange, Ky.

like to test the

PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE and BRASSIERE

PALMOLIVE BEAUTY

BOX,

Dragonette, at 9:30
Wednesday on CBS, got off to a shaky
start when Miss Dragonette had to stay
starring

Jessica

Lanny Ross,
in bed with the flu.
rushed in as a last minute substitute,
did a very special job of pinch hitting.
Ruby Mercer in the feminine lead did
It's amazing how
program squeezes a whole

practically as well.

... for 10 days without cost)
You cannot afford to miss this chance to prove

easily this

yourself the quick reducing
Because we are so sure you will be thrilled with the
we want you to test it for 10 days at our
expense. Note how delightful
the soft, silky lining feels next
The excerpts from
unsolicited letters
to the body ... hear the adherewith are grenmiring comments of friends.
uine
and are
Let us send you a sample of
quoted with full
material and FREE illustrated
permission of the
booklet, giving description of
writers.
garments, details of our 10-

musical comedy into the brief space of
thirty minutes and still allows time for
take the
I'll
still
soap to be sold.
Beauty Box in a full hour, but I'm not
paying the bills. If you were a staunch
fan of the old Beauty Box, I think
you'll like this as the next best thing.

to
qualities of Perfolastic!

results,

day
ing

trial offer and
letters from

wearers.

many amazPerfolastic

Notary Public

WATCH THE FUN GO BY, with

Mail coupon today!

PERFOLASTI

Al

C,

INC.

New York City
Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing
Dept. 284, 41 E. 42nd St,

and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle
and Uplift Brassiere, also sample of perforated material and particulars of your
10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!

Name
City

Pearce and his gang, Tuesday on

CBS

at 9:00, is the first of the two
half-hour shows which take the place
of Fred Waring's orchestra. Al's a
veteran air comedian, and he has most
of his veteran gang with him Tizzie

—

Elmer Blurp, Lord
Bilgewater, and Eb and Zeb (Eb and
Elmer, in case you didn't know, being
Al himself). Not all of them on each
program, however. Sometimes the huLish, Arlene Harris,

. .

Address.

14

trial.

other of Hollywood's bright boys to
radio in his first sponsored series. Jack's
the president of a mythical college, and
if you've never thought of him in that
profession before, that's the reason it's
funny.
Add Benny Goodman's and
assorted
Georgie Stoll's orchestras,
Hollywood guest stars, and college glee
clubs from here, there, and everywhere,
and you have the show. Yes, it's another variety hour, but with a difference.
Mrs. Oakie's boy is one of the

"LOST 60 POUNDS"

and then

ever

day at 9:30 on CBS, introduces an-

At Once

inches smaller the minute

the

JACK OAKIE'S COLLEGE,

deny yourself the

Perfolastic Girdle.

Appear

is

at least once.

good things of life. You need take no
dangerous drugs or tiring exercises. You
are absolutely SAFE when you wear the

You appear

feature

ture the endless amount of talk necesIt gets
to introduce each act.
downright boring at times. But the

Diet, Drugs or Exercise

diet or

best

sary

by the experience

of not one but thousands of women. The
statements reproduced here are but a few
representative examples chosen at random from their astonishing letters.

You need not

The

changing performance, the worst fea-

amazing

this

combines the best

hour.

find that

believe

at 9:30,

stars

most Perfolastic wearers reduce more than
justified in making
offer.
are upheld

Eastern Standard

and worst features of a radio variety

"DECAUSE we receive enthusiastic let'*-'
ters from women all over the country
.

is

COOK'S SHELL SHOW,
JOE
broadcast Saturday over the NBC

lovely, slender figures to Periolastic!

in every mail

THE

Inches" so vs Miss Healy

DAYS

INCHES
3 lUCttES
llcofty^L
.it wi

Thousands

Hips

have been reduced 9 indies without the
slightest diet."— Miss Jean Healy, 299
Park Avenue. New York.

WAIST
,

My

.im so enthusiastic about thu wonderful resuics from my Perfolastic Girdle.
It seems almost impossible thai my hips
'I

i

.State..

REVIEWING STAND
—but don't we
a
— and perhaps Al would be a better

mor

falls

flat

little

B

all?

master of ceremonies if he weren't quite
so paternal. But Elmer, Arlene, Tizzie,
and Bilgie are joys forever.

UNIVERSAL RHYTHM,

with
Rex Chandler's orchestra, Fridays at
9:00 on NBC's Blue network, is the
Built
Waring replacement.
second
strictly

for those

who want

to popular music without too
terruptions,

fortable

it's

to listen

many

in-

unpretentious but com-

is

the

new

Friday

at

taking Andre Kostelanetz' place on the
sponsor's second half-hour of the week.
Hal, by enlarging his band and annexing Kay Thompson and her singers, has
produced a very musical, very danceable half-hour. It's a pleasant way to
start a weekend. You quickly get in
the mood of doing things. Tune in for
the latest contribution to good jazz.

BEATRICE LILLIE, Wednesday on
NBC Blue network at 8:00, has

taken the place of Fannie Brice as star
of what used to be called Revue de
Paree. Auntie Bea, to me, is almost
always a panic, but I refuse to recommend her humor. You have to be
slightly nutty to enjoy her when her
supply of comedy runs low. Script
writers seem to fail

frequently.

I

still

Miss

laugh.

Lillie

quite

You might

it a try if you aren't a dyed-inthe-wool fan of One Man's Family, on

give

same

time.

RIPPLING

RHYTHM

to leave a pleasant impression.. Fields'

Rippling Rhythm is much better when
taken in these small doses. Parker's
singing seems better than ever, and
Judy, with Annie and Zeke, is fairly
funny even when she digs up jokes that
should have been left buried in peace.
If Sunday symphonies are too much
for you, here's the answer.

A

STARS,

broadcast Friday at 9:30 on
the NBC Blue network, ought to be
called Triplet Stars, because it has
three
Helen Broderick, Victor Moore,
and Buddy Rogers. Aided by a topnotch script, Helen and Victor success-

—

move

fully

movie characteristics
and wise-crackconfused and unhappy.

their

into radio, Helen acid

Victor

ing,

Buddy

leads his orchestra to care for
the musical end of the proceedings.

FLOYD GIBBONS' TRUE AD-

REVUE,

Sunday over the NBC Blue network at
9:15, features Judy Canova and the
rest of her family, Frank Parker, and
Shep Fields. In a half-hour it manages

EDITION OF TWIN

1937

8:30 on

Chesterfield maestro,

and pleasant.

the

at the

HAL KEMP,
CBS,

VENTURES,

Thursday at 10:00 on
another of the currently popular tries at bringing the drama of real
life to the loudspeaker.
It's a successful try, too.
A couple of Floyd's

CBS,

is

thrills had the short
on the back of my neck.

dramatized
bristling

hairs

MA AND

PA, Tuesday, Thursday,
and Saturday on CBS at 7:15, picked
New England as the locale and Parker
Fennelly and Margaret Dee as the two
leads.

quick dab at your face as you leave the movie. Then

out into the bright lights

!

powder looks? Dreading

Are you wondering how your
showing up terribly?

its

In a recent inquiry, Pond's got twice the vote of the
next-liked

powder

for not

showing up in strong

light.

Pond's colors are "glare-proof." They catch only the
softer rays of light. Never look "powdery" even in the
hardest light.

—

stay fresh
Special ingredients make Pond's cling
looking for hours. Low prices. Decorated screw-top
jars, 35*, 70*. New big boxes, 10*, 20*.

jrg
t

IS

5 "Glare-Proof"
Shades

POND'S, Dept.8RM-PD.Clinton.Conn. Please
free, 5 different shades of Pond's
"Glare-proof" Powder, enough of each for
a thorough 5-day test.
(This offer expires June 1, 1937)

rush,

Name_
Address_
Copyright. 1937, Pond's Extract

Company

ARE REPORTS THAT THIS GREAT

SHOWMAN

&0K*

GOING TO DROP

AMATEURS REALLY TRUE?
IS

OWN

WRITES HIS

IS

HIS

FIRST

ANSWER

HIS

HERE

STATEMENT WRIT-

TEN FOR PUBLICATION.

WHAT

HIS

READ

ACTUAL PLANS ARE!

WJ
»
','

'

]

w

'.

•>

r&

^r-^
The Major at

his

desk where he prepared this letter
to the editor, in

v

answer to rumors
about his program.

*

^

|

{When the March issue of Radio Mirror went on sale
carrying the article "Is Major Bowes Dropping His Amateurs ?" the Major was asked to answer the questions tins

many

new kind

other programs patterned after it, on both local staand national networks.
These other programs were similar in the respect that all
used amateurs as talent. The fact that almost all of those
including all of the national amateur hours have since disappeared from the air, has no bearing on my own particular

wrote

Amateur Hour.

story raised and to reply to the author's conclusion that all
signs pointed to the necessity of Major Bowes turning to a
it

of program. Here is his reply, published as he
himself. It is thoroughly revealing.)

you for the
THANK
tive to amateur

advance copy of your article relahours appearing in the March. issue of
the Radio Mirror.
I
found it most friendly and in-

teresting although

I

believe the article erred in

many

of

its

conclusions.

Insofar as amateur hours on the radio are concerned,

can speak only for
this

16

my own

program.

form of radio amateur hour,

it

When

I

I

originated

was followed by a great

tions

What is important is that these amateur programs in
leaving the air have given as their reason, a dearth of amaThey have simply announced that no more amateurs
were available and one particular sponsor went as far as
to announce that every amateur of talent in the New York
area had already been given an opportunity. These statements were made all-embracing and the impression created
that my program, too, was confronted wtih this insoluble
problem.
(Continued on page 101)
teurs.

&

**
If you go south,
**Mimi" says, you
wear Rust on suntanned fingers with
all your sports
clothes. In town
it's perfect with
all the browns
and greens. A big
favorite with
blondes.

At last a deep red, so
dusky and soft that even

men
is

like

a find,

Robin Red
it.
"Mimi" claims,

because everyone can
wear it with everything
Smartest of all with
black for town.

RoMh Red

Miss Mimi Richardson

.hows

how

she wears the

BERMUDA.

Miss Mimi Richardson, smart New
Yorker, winters in a water-green bathing suit and

Cutex Rust

nails

on fingers and

toes.

WASHINGTON,

D. C. Miss Mimi Richardson,
in wine chiffon and Cutex Old Rose nails, dines
and dances with a well-known noble foreigner.

LONG ISLAND,

new "Smoky" Nail Shades

make

Then, go over your own wardrobe. You can
yourself look smarter and fresher

You can

— and twice as feminine — in clothes worn

gay drop.

than half as

with the right "smoky" shades of Cutex.
Polish

Miss Mimi Richardson
inspects a famous polo player's "string" in smart
black tweeds with Cutex Robin Red nails.
N. Y.

and

its

cracking.

the

new formula

She's tremendously impressed with the nattering new
Cutex "smoky" nail shades.
"Their smoky softness makes
ordinary polishes look terribly
crude," she says.

Cut out the figures above, if
you like, and get the effect of
"Mimi's" 3 favorite Cutex
"smoky" shades with the different color costumes.

as ordinary polishes.

right

3 beautiful shades

down

to the last

— at

only 35^ a large

smart shades to choose from.
At your favorite shop anywhere.
Northam Warren, New York, Montreal, London, Paris

resists

bottle. 11

all

for her.

it

"Mimi's."

POPULAR with half a dozen smart both fading in sunny climes and thickening in the bottle. It evaporates less
sets, pretty "Mimi" knows
about
clothes — and how to make them
other smart Cutex shades
do the most

much

Make your fingers as glamorous as
You can afford to buy at least

by Cutex is famous for its lustre
long wear without peeling or

And

use

8

BURGUNDY — New deep,
purply wine shade. Wear
with pastels, black, white,

CUTEX INTRODUCTORY SET containing your 2 favorite
shades of Cutex Liquid Polish, Cutex Oily Polish Remover
and the new Cutex Oily Cuticle Remover for 16c.

wine, blue.

RO S E— Lovely with pastels,
correct with difficult colors.

CORAL — Charming
beige,

with

gray, green, black,

Northam Warren Corporation, Dept. 7-B-4
191 Hudson Street, New York, N. Y.
(In Canada, P. O. Box 2320, Montreal)
16(! to cover cost of postage and packing
Cutex Introductory Set, including 2 shades
of Cutex Liquid Polish, as checked. Mauve
Old Rose
Robin Red
Rust
Burgundy

I

enclose

dark brown.
RUBY Goes with any color
a grand accent for black.
NATURAL Safe with the
most vivid shades, smart

for the

for active sports.

Address^

Also Mauve, Light Rust
and bright Cardinal.

City

—

—

—

Name

State

9

ROUND-THE- WORLD CALENDAR
OF A CALIFORNIA LADY

JLT

Dinner

parties in the

Pasadena house

Danta Barbara for tennis and horseback

Midnight snacks

at

Hollywood's "Troc"

JNew York

Bridge and Polo

at

Midwick

Winter jaunts

Sailing and aquaplaning at Montecito

Annual

A

for important

"opening nights"

to Mexico, the

West

few of the distinguished

who

Indies, or

women

prefer Camel's costlier tobaccos:

Mrs. Nicholas Biddle, Philadelphia

•

Camels are made from

Mrs. Powell Cabot, Boston

Mrs. Thomas M. Carnegie,

MORE EXPENSIVE

Mrs.

finer,

TOBACCOS -Turkish
and Domestic— than any
other popular brand.

•

J.

Mrs. Alexander Black, Los Angeles

Mrs. Anthony

Mrs. Nicholas G. Penniman
Jr.,

Jr.,

New

York

Gardner Coolidge 2nd, Boston
J.

Drexel 3rd, Philadelphia

Mrs. Chiswell Dabrtey Langhorne, Virginia

Mrs. Louis Swift,

Europe

her husband's estate in Kauai, Hawaii

visit to

III,

Chicago

Baltimore
•

•

•

Mrs. Jasper Morgan,

Miss Anne C. Rockefeller,

Mrs. Brookfield Van Rensselaer,

New York
New York
New York

OR DIGESTION'S SAKE — SMOKE CAMELS

THERE
people

is

little

hero-worship

who move through

among
the

the

region

of brick and stone and lights that is
City from Forty-second to

New York

Fiftieth Streets,

between Sixth and Eighth

Avenues.

That

little

parcel of ground

is

the Roar-

people live by, of, and
for the stage. And the years have left them
hard-bitten, tough, and cynical, without the
time or inclination to give anyone more
than his just due of praise or maybe a
ing Forties, and

its

—

than that.
But there's one man they worship, these
smooth-faced old veterans of the footlights.
They worship him in little groups under the
tawdry lights of Broadway, or in the paler
glow of a half-hundred hotel rooms
wherever one or two of them gather to ask,
"What's new?"
He is a lean caustic fellow, and his name
You and I may measure his
is Fred Allen.
brilliance by the things he says on Town
Hall Tonight each Wednesday over the
little less

ROARING
FORTIES
By

BILL

STUART

NBC

Red network, but the old troupremember him for the
remark he made to the manager of the
old Palace in Tuscaloosa or what he
ers of vaudeville

did to the famous moocher while playing the New England circuit ten years
ago.
To them, he is one of their own
kind who has become legendary a man

—

whose code is more fair than fairness itself, whose loyalty is unquestioned and
whose own past exploits add glamour
to
their
profession and therefore
though indirectly to them.
Several months ago, when Fred announced that he was opening the amateur portion of his hour-long program

—

professionals who thought there
might be some place for them in radio,
he received letters from old-timers who
had played every circuit in the country
to

with him. The general tenor of them
ran like this:
"Freddie, we've always known that
if there was one person in the world
who would remember the people who
have proven their ability over and over,
The amateurs have
it would be you.
had their fling and we've sat back, letting them have it. Now it is our turn
and, mister, we're going to deliver for
you."

—

The Roaring

THE SIDE SPLITTING STORY OF
THE TIMES WHEN FRED ALLEN

WAS ONLY SLIGHTLY COLOSSAL

cized section of

Forties, the

any

most publi-

city in America, are

with the writer of that letter to a man.
Why? Well, to find out, we talked to
some of the old timers who have already appeared during the latter half
of the program. We learned that Fred
Allen has done (Continued an page 84)
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AT LAST!

TRUTH ABOUT

HOLLYWOOD HOTEL
Warner Bros.

THE ROMANTIC AND

DRAMATIC STORY OF

A BOY WHO LOVED

A

GIRL

AND FOUND

THE COURAGE TO
RISK HIS

STARDOM

THE
copyright

this,

title

of

laws,

except

been "Boy Meets Girl."
as simple as that, actually.

—

£$

BL

Ik
.

'4&B&S&L?--

j0i

1

explain

was

Boy

—

what you deserve

—why you

to

know

have lost Dick Powell.
Dick left with as brief an announcement as though he had been
going for a week's vacation.
The story could never have been
kept hidden.
It is too sweet and

"•'

HP'
B

—

It

Meets Girl Dick Powell meets
Joan Blondell and Dick Powell
leaves Hollywood Hotel.
That is what really happened.
That is the one true story which
explains why one of radio's biggest programs has bade farewell to
its brightest star.
No one has attempted to give you the facts or

at-

dWW

for

have

might

Hyman Fink
Dick can really enjoy his night-clubbing now that he
Joan instead of having to be seen with his
newest leading lady only one of the important changes
in his life which were made possible by his marriage.
escorts

—

too dramatic, this story of a man lost in a wilderness of
Kleig lights and a woman who put her hand in his and led
him to a haven of peace and happiness.
The story begins a lot longer ago than anyone knows. Its
roots are buried deep down in Dick Powell's youth, in the
character that was forming even as he worked for the tele-

phone company in Little Rock, Arkansas. They were there,
for anyone to see, in the first evidence of the kind of young
man Dick was, when Dick quit the job that was paying
him 1 125 a month, to go to work for an orchestra that
would pay him $60 a week.

He

quit for the bigger income. Not because he felt the
of the artist or because of some inner urge, but because
was a straight business proposition.

call
it

You probably never guessed Dick was like that. But he
always has been. The next chapter in this story that tells
you how Hollywood Hotel happened to part company with
its favorite master of ceremonies was written when Dick
heard of a band that would pay a banjo player $125 a
week. Dick learned to play that banjo. And he got the job.

H

—

about learning the show business really learnstudied theater management, song writing, orchestral scoring, box office finance, the problem of the movie
exhibitor.
It was to be his life work and he was going to

Then he

ing

it.

set

He

know everything about it.
He did the job so well

in

Pittsburgh that Hollywood

heard about him. That is history, but there is an unwritten chapter in this history which supplies a very important link in the story of why Dick Powell quit Holly-

wood

Hotel.

Only a few months after Dick landed in Hollywood, he
was Movieland's unhappiest young man. Tickled to death
at first because he had signed a long term contract which
gave him his first financial security, two things happened, in
rapid succession, that killed his first thrill of working at an
undreamed of salary. First, as he explained to me, "I was
shoved into one picture after another regardless of its
merits. And then, even worse, I had to undergo what they
call a build-up campaign."
the {Continued on page 65)
It was this combination
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THOUSANDS WROTE
ITE

IN

ASKING FOR THEIR FAVOR-

RADIO SERIAL TO COME BACK, BUT ONLY A

MOTHER'S LOVE FOR HER SON MADE

IT

VAIL won't want
MYRTLE
son George
read
her

to

and for a long time
odds were a good
two to one that you would never
listen to them again.
There were
so many reasons why they might
not come back and there's only
one reason why they finally did.
There is only one reason why
Myrtle Vail isn't in Hollywood
now, writing scenarios. One realast

There are too many
she would rather not
have him know. But I hope he does
read it. If he's the boy I think he
is,

it

will

It's

it

make him very happy.

entirely

a

radio story.

It

By

DAN

—

WHE ELER

couldn't possibly have happened in

any other

profession.

rather odd, because
the oldest,

and

it's

Which
also

April,

after that, the

this

story.

things in

POSSIBLE

is

one of

son

the world. It's about a mother who
kept at what seemed to be a losing
fight, putting aside all her personal
hopes and dreams simply that she

son.

acted in five fifteen-minute radio

—

might give her son the chance he
needed if he was to preserve his happiness and self-respect.
Myrt and Marge are back on the air now. To their
thousands of fans it seemed only natural that they should
return. After all, in their five years of broadcasting for one
sponsor they had become one of radio's institutions.
It
was unthinkable that they might not return.
It wasn't unthinkable to the world of radio, however, nor
to Myrt herself.
When Myrt and Marge went off the air

—her

Myrt was tired, bitterly tired,
when the program went off the air.
No one who hasn't written and

sweetest, stories in

knows
upon mental and

scripts a week, every week,

what
physical resources.

For

a drain

five years,

it is

with only brief summer

she had been subjecting herself to that routine; and
now, suddenly, she was brought face to face with the quesrests,

tion,

had

it

been worth while?.

The sponsors of Myrt and Marge had suddenly bought
another program, and their contract hadn't been renewed
In addition, they were going off the air
two weeks before they had (Continued on page 71)
for the next year.

warn
THAT BROUGHT

MYRT and MARGE
BACK TO RADIO

For the broadcast time of Myrt
and Marge, sponsored by Super
Suds, please turn to page 52
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John Alfred Piver

Francia White, above, is the petite
brunette who has had two enviable network jobs in one season.
First she sang duets with
Nelson

Eddy; then, when he went on tour,
Fred Astaire's program.

she joined

and pert is
Manners who
took over Jessica
Dragonette's role
as prima donna of
The Cities Service
Concerts when JesBlonde,

Lucille

sica left to star
in a new CBS show.

Ray Lee Jackson

Maurice Seymour
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The answer to

I

every college boy's
dream in the line
of girl friends is
Hollywood Hotel's
Frances Langford

whose taste
corts,

runs

in

es-

so they say,
to

collegians!
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When

Kathleen Wilson, left, is
seen on the screen playing her
radio role of Claudia in Hollywood's version of One Man's
Family, our prediction is that
she'll find a permanent place
for herself

Brunette and
Shirley Lloyd

alluring
(right),

in

moving

pictures.

is

Oz-

Nelson's tiny singer
commercial and late
night dance program. She
sang with Chicago bands

zie

on

his

before she joined Ozzie's.
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Exotic

is

always the word

for Gertrude Niesen,

left.

Her radio

success led her
to the star part in "Top
of the Town," a new Universal picture. You hear

her as a guest on the

air.

w
*"uw
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A •

&&,
Photo by Ray Jones

Willie

Morris, right,
ing star of the Musical

sing-

Cam-

era series Sunday afternoon,
is exactly what you think of
when you say "typical American girl"
fresh, winsome,
and independent as can be!

—
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HOW

LUX THEATER

HOLLYWOOD'S

SOMETHING

happening to Hollywood the invulnertown of a thousand stars
who have never met each other and who, until recently, never even wanted to.
It's nothing you can stand around
and watch, but it is stirring Hollywood to its depths just as
much as though it were a first class, house-crumbling earthIt's the most far reaching event since this citadel
quake.
of films became wired for sound, and it's all because a radio
program suddenly moved in and set up shop.
Society barriers, those invisible and cruelly sharp fences
that in Hollywood keep all the stars in their own backyards,
are melting away, and the stars are getting out to play,
is

able, the impenetrable, the

THE STARS OF THE WORLD'S
SNOOTIEST

TOWN HAD

NEVER

DREAMED OF MEETING EACH
OTHER. UNTIL THIS SHOW28

they're getting around, making friends with people they'd
never dreamed of knowing six months ago.
Snootiness,

i

KNOCKED OFF
HIGH HAT

By
S. R.

MOOK

impersonality, and fear of rivals are being tossed into the
Pacific Ocean as fast as each week's broadcast comes and
goes.

That is what has happened since the Lux Radio Theater
came to town. It arrived unannounced and in less than a
year it has stalked off the victor by a wide margin. The
Lux Theater is smashing Hollywood's society barriers, and
everyone is having the best daro. time of his life.
It did it in a lot of different ways and now that most
of the shooting is over, it seems only natural that it should
have happened. But it didn't last June when the first of
the Hollywood broadcasts of the Lux Theater went out
over the air.
Last June the film city's society barriers were as impreg-

nable as the Rock of Gibraltar before airplanes had motors.
They picked the stars' friends for them and dictated the
kind of people they could marry and the kind of parties
they could give and could go to.
No one could recall the last time a star had married an
extra, it had been so long ago.
Everyone knew that if a
star had, it would have been a major social error and would
have earned him the entire town's cold shoulder. If you
were a star you might marry an unirnportant person in some
other profession if you loved the (Continued on page 94)

—
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came to town. It arrived unannounced and in less than a

nable as the Rock of Gibraltar before airplanes had motors.
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They picked
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has stalked off the victor by a wide margin.
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Lux Theater is smashing Hollywood's society barriers, and
everyone is having the best darn, time of his life.
't did it
in a lot of different ways and now that most
°f the shooting is over, it seems only natural that it should
have happened.
But it didn't last June when the first of
the Hollywood broadcasts of the Lux Theater went out
over the air.
Last June the film city's society barriers were as impreg-

the stars' friends for

them and dictated

the

kind of people they could marry and the kind of parties
they could give and could go to.
No one could recall the last time a star had married an
Everyone knew that if a
extra, it had been so long ago.
star had, it would have been a major social error and would
have earned him the entire town's cold shoulder. If you
were a star you might marry an unirnportant person in some
other profession if you loved the (Continued on page 94)
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MOST EXCITING
BROADCAST
COMPLETE
STORY FORM
IN

HERE

IS

THE STORY MOST OF YOU

HAVE REQUESTED TO

BE

BROADCAST

AGAIN. READY FOR YOU TO READ—
"THE PHANTOM OF THE COAL FIELDS

11

—nothing

Editor's Note On February 13th, the Gang Busters progrant finished its first year of broadcasting each Wednesday
night over the CBS network of stations. Fifty-two memorable broadcasts that have won an ever increasing number

cars,

of listeners. Radio Mirror is happy to be able to give
you the Gang Busters broadcast you have chosen by your

at the corner of Pitt and Allen Streets.
Bandits escaped in dark gray sedan with $15,000 payroll.
Leader believed to be the Phantom. That is all."
"Get your hat, Lieutenant!" McGinley shouted. "We're
going down there with a squad. This Phantom's getting in
our hair."
"Flash!
Payroll hold-up on trolley car at Thornton
Street.
Bandits shot guard, escaped with $25,000. Looks
like the Phantom's work.
No clues. That is all."
"Not again!" McGinley exploded. "Two hold-ups, miles
apart, at almost the same time.
He must have an organi-

:

letters as the most exciting program and the one you
wanted most to be put on the air again. Because of limitations imposed on the sponsors they are unable to repeat any
programs. But now you can read "The Phantom of the Coal

Fields" here in complete story form.

M
30

ARCH

Captain James McGinley of the
11, 1922.
Pittsburgh police took his ease in his office. Nothing was happening except routine stuff
two stolen

—

a

street

accident

to

get

excited

about.

The dictograph on his desk buzzed sharply, and he snapped the switch. The thin voice of the policeman on a downtown beat said:
"Flash! Hold-up

I

not bigger than the Pittsburgh police force!"
An automobile carrying the $28,000
payroll of the Beadling Mines turned off the highway onto
Cochrane Run Road near Pittsburgh. Ahead of it was a
motorcycle guard.
'Watch it, Masterson," said one of the men in the payroll
zation as big,

December

car.

if

23, 1922.

"You're too close to Dennis."

"He's

all right,

them swerved, tossing its driver into the road.
"Look out! Dennis has blown a tire!" Rice exclaimed.
The driver slammed on his brakes too late to prevent the
car from striking the guard's prostrate body.
"We hit him
told you we were too close to him," Rice
cried as they jumped from the car and ran back to Dennis.
They started to lift him, then Rice stopped, staring.
front of

!

Mr. Rice," said the

motorcycle guard we've ever had.

about big enough to make the Phantom want to talk to us."
There was a sharp explosion, and the motorcycle in

"He's the best
Just watch the way he
driver.

rides."

"He'd better be," Rice said grimly.

"This payroll

is

just

I

"That's a bullet hole in his chest!"
"Stick 'em up quick," came in (Continued on page 11)

—

The Phantom snarled,
"The more people ya
kill the
more ya got
coming of the dough."
He laughed, a chilling, maniacal laugh.
31
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not bigger than the Pittsburgh police force!"
An automobile carrying the $28,000
payroll of the Beadling Mines turned off the highway onto
Cochrane Run Road near Pittsburgh. Ahead of it was a
motorcycle guard.
"Watch it, Masterson," said one of the men in the payroll
"You're too close to Dennis."
car.
zation as big,

December

if

23, 1922.

"He's all right, Mr. Rice," said the driver. "He's the best
motorcycle guard we've ever had. Just watch the way he
rides."

"He'd better be," Rice said grimly.

"This payroll

is

just

about big enough to make the Phantom
want to talk to
There was a sharp explosion, and the

us."

motorcycle in

tront of

them swerved,

tossing

its

driver into the road.

"Look out! Dennis has blown a tire!" Rice exclaimed.
The driver slammed on his brakes too late to

prevent the
car Irom striking the guard's prostrate
body.
"We hit him! I told you we were too close to him," Rice
cried as they jumped from the car
and ran back to Denins.
They started to lift him, then Rice stopped, staring.
"That's a bullet hole in his chest!"
"Stick 'em up— quick," came in
(Continued on page 77)
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Note:

On

February IHb, the Gang Busters pro-

year of broadcasting each Wednesday
nigbi over the CBS network of stations. Fifty-two memorable broadcasts that have won an ever increasing number
of listeners. Radio Mirror is happy to be able to give
you the Gang Busters broadcast you have chosen by your
letters as the most exciting program and the one you
wanted most to be put on the air again. Because of limitations imposed on the sponsors they are unable to repeat any
programs. But now you can read "The Phantom of the Coal
Fields" here in complete story form.
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Captain James McGinley of the
11, 1922.
Pittsburgh police took his ease in his office. Nothing was happening except routine stuff— two stolen

cars,

a

street
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to

get

excited

about.

snapThe dictograph on his desk buzzed sharply, and he
downa
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ped the switch. The thin voice of the

town beat said:
"Flash! Hold-up

at the corner of Pitt

and Allen

Streets.

payro
Bandits escaped in dark gray sedan with $15,000
Leader believed to be the Phantom. That is all."
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"Get your hat, Lieutenant!" McGinley shouted,
going down there with a squad.
our hair."

getting
This Phantom's
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hold-up on trolley car at T"
Street.
Bandits shot guard, escaped with $25,000.
like the Phantom's work.
No clues. That is all"
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"Not again!" McGinley exploded. "Two hold-ups,
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an
have
apart, at almost the same time.
He must
"Flash!

Payroll
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The Phantom snarled,
"The more people ya
kill the more ya got
coming of the dough."
He laughed, a chilling, maniacal laugh.
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Above, one of the rare Saddhus Ripley finally found,
after his

dangerous

This is the cliff the famous
cartoonist scaled to see for
himself unbelievable hermits.

search.

RIPLEY'S

By
THERE'S
wistfully.

no adventure in traveling," Bob Ripley said
"When people tell me they travel to have

adventures

don't believe them.

Traveling isn't adsomewhere."
Coming from one of this century's most confirmed globetrotters, that statement ought to deserve consideration.
It

venturous.

32

It's

I

just going

doesn't.
his hat
tell

me

JACK JAMISON

or not, Bob Ripley was talking through
know, because he went on to
it.
I
about his latest trip, the one he took not long ago
Believe

it

when he made

to India;

happened to him on
to spend the
the peace and quiet of Broadway and

and enough

that journey to

make

rest of his life in

thrilling things

the average

man want

This is India's Bo tree, prized
Not far
as a religious symbol.
from here Ripley's search ended.

FOR INDIA'S WEIRDEST CULT
Up

a thousand foot

cliff

in

a basket, through the

slums of native Arabian quarters, he followed the
elusive

trail

into

the

land

Forty-Second Street and adjacent taxi-infested environs
The only explanation of Bob's curious attitude is that
he's become so used to adventure he doesn't recognize it
when it steps up and bites him.
Even the purposes of the trip was something I wouldn't
care to take on single-handed.
Bob wanted to find the

of

religious

fanatics

Saddhus, mysterious Hindu religious fanatics. He'd heard
weird and often horrible stories about them poor, misguided souls, living their lives under strange self-inflicted
tortures
and he wanted to see them.
- Bob never goes straight to a place, nor does he ever travel
by the main routes. He makes (Continued on page 80)

—
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found,

is fhe cliff fhe famous
cartoonist scaled to see for

search.

himself unbelievable hermits.

This

Above, one of the rare Saddhus

Ripley

offer his

finally

dangerous

The monkey
forty
right

man—a

Saddhu who vowed

years ago never to walk upagain.
He's proud he hasn't.
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Not far
as a religious symbol.
from here Ripley's search ended.

FOR INDIA'S WEIRDEST CULT
Up

a thousand foot

cliff

in

a basket, through the

slums of native Arabian quarters, he followed the

By
THERE'S
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adventures
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"When
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just
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in traveling,"

people

tell
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believe them.

Bob Ripley

said

they travel to have
Traveling isn't ad-

going somewhere."

of this century's most confirmed globetrotters, that statement ought to deserve consideration
It

tell

that

Believe

through

it

happened
journey to make the average man want to spend
of his life in the peace and quiet of Broadway

to India;
rest

elusive

or not, Bob Ripley was talking
hat when he made it. 1 know, because he went on
me about his latest trip, the one he took not long ag^
o
to him

doesn't.
his

JACK JAMISON

and enough

thrilling things

trail

the

into

adjacent taxi-infested environs!
The only explanation of Bob's curious attitude is that
he's become so used to adventure he doesn't recognize it
when it steps up and bites him.
Forty- Second

Street and

wouldrit
Even the purposes of the trip was something
care to take on single-handed.
Bob wanted to find the
I

a

land

of

religious

fanatics

Saddhus, mysterious Hindu religious fanatics. He'd heard
misweird and often horrible stories about them— poor,
guided souls, living their lives under strange self-inflicted
and he wanted to see them.
tortures
ever travel
- Bob never goes straight to a place, nor does he
page 80)
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(Continued
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NEW

KIND

MARRIAGE
WHEN MARY

PICK-

FORD BECAME EN-

GAGED TO BUDDY
ROGERS,

WAS

IT

NEWS— BUT

THERE

ARE BIGGER HEAD-

WAY

LINES IN THE

THEY'VE PLANNED

FOR THE FUTURE

Columbia Pictures

By

MARY WATKINS REEVES

Hollywood tradition, when a couple marry, it's
streamlined romance from ring to Reno. Love at first
sight
Plane dash to Yuma
Headlines
Honeymoon at some very swank resort
Home. At home, in the

give a

best Hollywood tradition, the last thing the bride would
ever think of doing would be burning a biscuit, turning
down a dinner date with an old beau or letting her husband
interfere with her career; and the last thing the groom
would ever think of doing would be encouraging burnt biscuits, forgetting his old flames or letting a wife interfere

Buddy Rogers and Mary Pickford are going
new kind of old-fashioned marriage.
Picture a queen who shuts the great doors of

INa

the best

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

with his personal liberty.
the gay new mode.
It's modern marriage.
But America's Boyfriend and America's Sweetheart don't
It's

34

fig

for

Hollywood

tradition.

For them

at first sight, they won't elope, they'll

and

settle

down

it

wasn't love

honeymoon

to live in direct contrast to

at

most of

home,
their

neighbors.
to have a

her castle

behind her forever and goes to seek her happiness in the
ordinary life of an ordinary woman. She is stepping out
of the spotlighted showplace that was the castle, into the
quiet unpretentiousness of a ranch house in the hills. Trading her formal hostess gowns for gay little aprons, her social
secretaries for a phone that won't ring too often. Tearing

FASHIONED
MARY AND BUDDY
Buddy came back to
radio

when

this
his

winter

band was

signed

for

night's

Twin Stars.

Friday

up an old life's roots that were
wrapped about costly furnishings
and glistening parquet floors,
visiting royalty and shimmering
chandeliers;

transplanting

those

modest surroundings and
a simple regime. She is exchangroots to

ing

pomp

for peace, circumstance

for contentment

The queen

and gladly.

little lady
with tired eyes and a heart eager
to be rid of its awful loneliness.
She is Mary Pickford on the day
is

a fair

become the
bride of Buddy Rogers.
Picture a tall and strikingly
she leaves Pickfair to

handsome man who has known
the rare thrill, the rewards, the
ego-satisfying success of being an

Adored of women the world
around, sought after by hostesses,
befriended by many of the most

idol.

beautiful stars in Hollywood, innumerable paths to romance constantly beckoning him. He is leaving all that, the free and
casual and exciting life of a popular young bachelor, to
To come
settle down with one woman and one romance.
home promptly to the usual dinners-for-two on a card table
before the fire. To take on the responsibilities, the ties and
inevitable routine of marriage and gladly.
The idol is a more quiet man than you'd expect, with
gently charming manners and eyes most noticeably lighted
by happiness and expectations. He is Buddy Rogers on
the day he becomes the husband of Mary Pickford.
This new life for these two will in almost every way be
a direct contrast to their pasts. Perhaps for that very reason it is so much the life they want. They have decided

upon

it, planned for it.
For Buddy and Mary are much
two weary travelers who, having met many times on
the highway, meet again in surprise one day to discover that
all along each had been blindly searching for the other.
"It was last July when I returned to Hollywood," Buddy
told me, "that we began to go together steadily for the first
time.
Up until then we seldom saw each other more than
once a year when our paths would accidentally cross in New
York or Chicago.
was traveling with my band, you

like

I

see

.

."
.

He

paused, fumbled his necktie, blushed to the line of
black hair. "Well, it's hard to say how or why
you fall in love with someone. I had (Continued on page 86)
his thick
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HERE

IS-- THE RQ-

IT

MANTIC THEME SONG

HORACE HEIDT WROTE
FOR HIS RADIO
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THE SONG'S STORY:
in
924, Horace Heidt was very much
love with a girl who didn't love him.
She didn't even want to go out with him.

Back

1

in

Every night, instead of dancing with the
he loved, Horace used to go to bed
and dream of her—and in his dreams she
girl

He wrote this song then,
Later,
around his real-life love drama.
Abel Baer and Benee Russell helped him
revise it, and he has used it ever since
loved him too!

for his theme
the song, he

.

.
But after he'd written
.
married a different girl!
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BOWE— Plainfield,

BUSY SINGER

N.

J.,

boasts that

Morton Bowe began his singing career there as a choir
boy. Later he was a linotype operator, and now he has
four network programs— Five Star Revue, Mid-day Matinee, Dress Rehearsal and Jack Pearl. He began his
radio career as a member of the Cavaliers Quartet.

MORTIMER'S BETTY

LOU— Louise

Betty Lou of the Mortimer

Gooch

Fitch,

the

cute

on CBS, is just
twenty-two and hails from Nebraska. After college she
decided radio was her natural career and landed a job
on the Betty Crocker programs. From there she went on
to a small part in Betty and Bob, which she still has.
series

FOR YOUR RADIO

—

AMOS' RUBY Amos'

beloved Ruby Taylor, when she
played by Elinor Harriot, beautiful Chicago radio actress. She also is one of the leads in
Bachelor's Children on CBS. Born in Duluth, Elinor has
traveled far professionally, and has been in stage proappears on the

air, is

ductions with actors Walter
38.

Hampden and Henry

Hull.

VIC

AND

RUSH—

SADE'S
Billy Idelson was born in
Forest Park, III., seventeen years ago. By the time he
was thirteen he'd participated in more than one thousand broadcasts and still managed to keep up on his
studies, look after his pet dogs, and fish. He thinks
radio work is fun, but he wants most to be on the stage.

I

AND MORTIMER HIMSELF— Bob

Bailey, who plays
the title role in CBS' weekly Mortimer Gooch sketches,
was born in Toledo, Ohio, on Friday the thirteenth of the
year before the war. He started a theatrical career
as a handbill distributor (salary, $5 a week) and progressed to a wild west show in the recent Chicago Fair.

RADIO
many

HANDYMAN CLAIRE— Malcolm

Claire plays

around Chicago radio studios, best-loved
of which was his Spare Ribs on the Sinclair Minstrels.
He also writes his own Uncle Mai program for the kids.
He is thirty-eight years old and still retains his pleasant
Alabama drawl after years* in vaudeville and radio.
roles

SCRAPBOOK

FORD SYMPHONY'S

CAMERON—A

former

re-

porter and for eighteen years a business associate of
Henry Ford, W. J. Cameron brings you interesting and
informative talks during intermission time on the Ford
Symphony hour, Sunday nights on CBS. He's modest,
does not like publicity, and writes all his talks himself.

PATTY IN TODAY'S CHILDREN— Frances Carlon
been lucky enough to

—the

has

find three outlets for her talents

Her screen work instage, movies, and radio.
cluded "White Parade" and "Music in the Air." Only
a year in radio, she has already gained the part of
Patty Moran in Today's Children, heard daily over NBC.
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GULF'S GOOD MAESTRO—Oscar Bradley's music is
remembered most for its association with Will Rogers.
Oscar is now the orchestra leader for the Phil Baker
program on OBS. His career has led him from conductor of the St. Louis Municipal Opera to screen maestro
of Shirley Temple pictures. His parents were British.

GOLD MEDAL DIRECTOR— Eric
in

Sweden some

Sagerquist was born
ago and got his first job
a nickelodeon, when he was twelve.

thirty years

playing fiddle in
He made his radio debut in Frank Westphal's orchestra
and now he has become musical director for the whole

Gold Medal Hour heard weekday mornings on CBS.
40

—

SERENADER

Freddy Martin is coming back stronger
than ever this winter. Heard on NBC Sundays as the
Penthouse Serenade conductor, his band broadcasts
Freddy
on many sustaining spots during the week.
is an orphan who learned to play the drums successfully enough to bring him fame, fortune, and love.

MIDNIGHT MYSTIC—One

of NBC's best bets for late

a man his audiences -have never even seen.
Shandor, whose music weaves a spell around thousands
of devoted fans, was born in Hungary forty years ago.
Ever since he was old enough to distinguish notes, he
has had a passion for gypsy music. He always plays it.
listeners

is

NEWEST FIND— Edgar Bergen did a thing no
one thought possible in radio by scoring a sensational hit with a ventriloquist act on Rudy Val lee's
Variety hour. Bergen graduated from Northwestern University and acquired his dummy, Charlie McCarthy, sixteen years ago. He may soon nave his own broadcasts.

VALLEE'S

HENNY—

Kate Smith is responsible for another
FUNNY
outstanding new comedian on the air. She discovered
Henry (Henny) Youngman in the Yacht Club in New
York and hustled him to her Thursday evening program.
He drew overnight attention. Henry began his career
of making people laugh heartily when he was only nine.

HOPEFULS' FRIEND— Haven MacQuarrie is the guiding genius behind the NBC program, Do You Want to Be
an Actor, which took Good Will Court's place. MacQuarrie has been an actor, writer, dramatic critic, auto
salesman, and for the past sixteen years a vaudeville
star with the same act that he has on the radio.

FAVORITE PIONEER— In

the days of silent pictures,
Fred Niblo was a famous producer and pioneer. Now
he's pioneering in a new field by putting on the
air every Wednesday night over NBC Professional
Parade, a full hour program for the sole benefit
of

singers

and

actors

who

can't

find

employment.
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cAfa?CROSS COUNTRY FLIGHT
NOT

so many years ago, a young Italian, Rudolph
Valentino, held the fluttering pulses of millions of

palm of his hand.
from Rudy, up there on the
silver screen, would cause any stately matron to feel weak
around the knees and light in the head.
feminine Americans

A

in the

long, intent, hypnotic look

It started the Latin-lover legend.
Or maybe it isn't a
legend
I'm not going to get mixed up in any international
argument.
Maybe Latin men, take them as a
class, are dashing, amorous, imperious, de-

—

manding,

passionate,

ruthlessly adorable,

of

cruelly
all

girl trouble!

Most of

the trouble

who have

tender,

the rest

I

bashful and given to blushing
and entirely too amiable for
his own good.
His name is
Nino Martini.

Nino

started

the

CRY AND

letters worry Nino, but
he writes back to each correspondent giving whatever
advice he thinks best. But

GIRLS

GIRLS

WHO

WHO

ARE

personal interviews, or instruction
never

LIE

—

There was Ruth (we can-

THE NAUGHTY

is

not

and he's a Latin. What else
is needed to prove that he's

but

Nino doesn't

he, not the legend,

is

LAINS OF THE SAD

She came back-stage one
day when Nino was singing

STORY NINO TELLS
realize

responsible

for a lot of the hot water he gets into. He's
just so darn gullible and kind hearted that he really

needs a bodyguard. He's had plenty of chances to learn his
lesson, but maybe experience isn't the swell teacher it's reputed to be. Anyway, Nino hasn't learned it. I'll bet you
right now that he'll fall for the next hard-luck story some
love-stricken girl pours into his receptive ears.
I'll never forget the night I watched Nino broadcast in
one of Columbia's Manhattan playhouses. He'd returned,
not long before, from making pictures in Hollywood, and
this, plus the fact that he was being starred on the Chesterfield program, packed the theater to the rafters.
Seventy per cent of the guests I'm not exaggerating
were girls and women. They got there early. The first
three rows looked like a cross section, or a convention,
from a dozen girls' schools.
After Nino's first song six of these delicious young women, in the first row, rose and waved what appeared to be
a dozen handkerchiefs at him.
They yelled at the top of
their voices, and carried on until an usher came down to
quiet them!
At the close of the program they took up the heaviest
barrage of handkerchief waving, and yelling, and whistling,
that I have ever seen or heard

—
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right

to forget Ruth in a hurry.
He's not ever going to forget her, if she can help it!

type?
Nothing, unfortunately for Nino.
On the other hand, let's be
it,

her

name). Nino's not going

Latin-lover

perfectly fair.

reveal

VIL-

has a glorious tenor voice;

perfect

girls

These

dark
haired and dark eyed; he

the

—but not finished—by

all

Nino.

Nino's life is one beeg
peck of girl trouble. They
bother him, they chase
him, they write him lies,
and they make his life
miserable.
It's all the Latin-lover
legend's fault.

is

consuming desire to become
opera singers. Or say they have, anyway.
Nino showed me hundreds of letters
from girls who wanted advice, introductions to opera producers, and
even personal instruction from

just know one who isn't.
know one who is shy and

it.
I

and

Nino took it all as casually as he could, but he blushed,
looked embarrassed, and more than slightly worried.
Just why he looked worried, I found out from Nino two
days later in his suite at the Essex House. It took three
hours of Nino's floor pacing, gesturing, and pleading, to
show me all the problems that have arisen out of Nino's

to

Nino

at an opera house in Canada,
and begged for a chance to sing
for him. She said that some day
she was going to be a famous
prima donna; and that Nino just had
tell her what he thought of her voice.

liked

the girl's apparent enthusiasm

and sincerity, and consented to hear her sing. She
sang, and not very well, but Nino didn't want to discourage
her, and told her to keep on trying.
Immediately, she considered herself his protegee!

And

was Nino flabbergasted Well, to put it mildly, yes. Ruth's
idea was for Nino to take her on the continuation of his
concert tour.
She insisted she would be anything. His
valet his secretary
anything but she just had to go
!

—

—

—

along!
Nino, naturally, put his foot down hard. He explained
why such a thing would be impossible. Ruth couldn't, or
wouldn't understand, and for a solid week Nino had to slip
out of strange exit doors to avoid her.
Nino continued on his tour.. Every single day he would

from Ruth telling how hard she was studyand how some day she would be great enough to sing

receive letters
ing,

with Martini.
Nino, out of the goodness of his heart, was foolish enough
to answer a few of these letters.
It was certainly an unwise
move, because two months after leaving Canada, while he
was singing in Detroit, Ruth suddenly put in an appearance back-stage!
Ruth claimed that she had spent (Continued on page 88)

FROM LOVE

By

JACK SHER
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Aboye, Floyd hur
ries from a dugout
Chifull of dead
nese soldiers in
Shanghai.

home

in

at
York.

Inset,

New

NORTON RUSSELL
PART
FLOYD

GIBBONS

never did learn exactly why he was
after having worked for
it for fourteen years.
No explanation was ever offered,
and he's never been able to figure one out to his own satisfaction.
It couldn't have been inefficiency, because the
Tribune had given him a large bonus only the year before.
fired

by the Chicago Tribune

Whatever the reason

for

it,

his dismissal left

THE FASCINATING

LIFE

WHO'S AS WELCOME
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IN

him

at loose

ends in the middle of Europe, and practically broke into
the bargain. One of the popular beliefs about reporters is
true they never have much money.
For a while he hung rather aimlessly around Europe

—

—

the Dardanelles, Bulgaria, the Balkan states interviewing
statesmen and kings, both ruling and deposed, and selling
special correspondence

now and (Continued on page

STORY OF A HEADLINE HUNTER
PALACES AS HE IS IN BARRACKS

60)

la

"y ye

STACKED THE

CARDS
MILTON BERLE KNEW JUST ONE

WAS

WHEN HE

SET

OUT AT SEVEN TO SUPPORT

HIS

THING

TRUE

FAMILY— HE HAD TO SUCCEED

HE

was seven years

old.

A

small, thin, undernourished

brown eyes too big for his face,
and shoulders too narrow and slight for the weight
of responsibility they had to carry.
The casting director in the Brooklyn movie studio didn't
know about the responsibility, though, or care either. All
he saw was an impudent, not over-clean kid, who grinned
at him and answered his questions with a salty, devil-maycare insolence in his voice and in the tilt of his snub nose.
The casting director hardly noticed the boy's mother, hovering in the background, and didn't think of her at all except to wonder why she didn't thrash the tar out of her
young imp of Satan. He was glad she never had, because
an imp of Satan was exactly what he wanted for an important part in the movie his studio was beginning.
So Milton Berle got the job the job he simply bad to
seven-year-old, with

—

have.

being the Satanic imp, he sauntered out of the office
and unconcernedly.
They turned the corner. Milton looked up at
and
winked and she winked back. Their system had worked
once more. Mom's information had said the studio wanted
an ill-mannered brat for that part, and so Milton had been
an ill-mannered brat when he applied for it. If Mom's advance tip-off had been that the studio wanted a little Lord
Fauntleroy, Milton would have been a little Lord Fauntleroy, without that young gentleman's fancy clothes.
And
he'd have got that job, too, because well, because he
Still

at his mother's side, whistling noisily

Mom

—

—

simply bad to have.it.
For twenty-two years, since he was six, Milton Berle has
been succeeding because he had to.
There was never time for him to play. There wasn't
even time for him to make the dollar or so a week otherboys earned and brought home (Continued on page 67)

By LOUIS

UNDERWOOD
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Reducing

Secrets

That Really Worked
OUT

here in Hollywood, where

keeping slender often means
keeping your job, rather than
being a mere matter of having an alluring feminine figure, there are more
panaceas to stave off the demon avoirdupois than one could hope to try in
Most of them are high
a life time.
priced: most of them stress the minimum of effort, physical and mental,
that they require.
There are diets,
plain,

fancy,

and

freak.

There are

baths and massages. There are pills
and powders. The woman faced with
the urgent problem of losing a considerable amount of excess weight is
quite naturally bewildered when she
asks herself the all-important question:

"How?"

my

I related in Radio Mirror
was faced with the immediate
My
necessity of shelving twenty pounds.
picture contract depended upon doing it
and doing it at once. There certainly was
no dearth of "experts" eager to take on the
task for me at sums ranging from a few
dollars to a few thousand.
But it seemed
to me that their methods were designed to
appeal to flabby minds as well as to flabby
bodies, for in almost every case they were
to take all the effort. That didn't sound like

In

last

case, as

month,

I

common sense to me, for in my professional
experience I had learned that it's pretty generally true nothing worth while ever is accomplished or gained without effort.
There was no reason, as far as I could
see, why sound common sense shouldn't be
as valuable a guide-post to reducing as to
anything else. Certainly I'd never found
any substitute for it. So I thrust aside all
the tempting whispers of the beautiful little
booklets advertising the merits of this easy
system and that one, and worked out a
program of my own.
It seemed to me that a simple course of
exercise and a (Continued on page 62)

Above, Marion illustrates the first step
toward a perfect figure. A glass of hot
water and the juice of one lemon as soon
as you get up in the morning. Next come
the setting up exercises, of which there
are seven, described in detail in the arFive of the most graphic are illustrated here.
At the right is number
two, for the hips, which reach the correct proportions after a little of this.

ticle.
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DON'T LET THOSE TWIN PROBLEMS OF

AND

HOW

FAMOUS

TO EXERCISE GET YOU

STAR'S STORY

WHAT TO

DOWN—READ

EAT
THIS

AND BEGIN TO LOSE WEIGHT
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x
V

!
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"m

!

i
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Above

is exercise three, which pulls up those tummy
muscles and strengthens the legs. The toe is the important thing in this it must be kept pointing down all
the time, in order to keep the leg muscles flexed and
tense.
Above, right, exercise five harder but very
satisfactory if you're looking for results. You alternate
the legs on this one, as you do on number three, kicking
as high and as far back as possible, keeping your head
up and forward, to trim the hips. Here's one warning
Jon't expect to be perfect on this stunt the first time.

—

—

Below,

left,

is

number

six,

is the same kind of
do only with an expen-

which

exercise you used to be able to

swimming machine. Here an ordinary chair takes
the place of the machine, and the results are just as
satisfactory, according to Marion. You must kick with
your left leg as you stroke with your right arm. The last

sive

exercise (below) calls for persistence. It's a tough one
to do, as you can see by looking at Marion's pose.
Don't fail to follow the complete diet which you'll
find

in

the article.

It

supplements the

exercises.

»:>
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GAY AS SPRING
Chosen by the director of NBC's La Salle
Fashion Show from the smart Saks Fifth
Avenue store in New York, the dresses
shown here seem to be the stuff that springtime dreams are made of. The yellow crinkle
crepe evening gown above is glamorous with
its wide belt and dramatically full skirt.
Its

twisted

neckline

is

softly

flattering,

and broad shoulder straps reach the
48

waist.
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SPRING AND EASTER

ARE

IN

THE AIR

LET LOVELY LILY

PONS SHOW YOU

WAYS TO CAST
OFF THAT WINTER DULLNESS

ANDDRABNESS

JOYCE ANDERSON
EASTER! How much those words can mean
HAPPY
to a feminine world weary of winter and indoor
life,

hungry for the beauty and gaiety and freedom of
spring (and simply dying for a chance to wear those spruce
new Easter outfits.) The joyous spirit moves housewives,
debutantes, office and factory workers and prima donnas
and movie stars, too, as I discovered when I hurried out to

—

Silvermine, Connecticut, to see

if

one of the most smartly

women of three continents (Europe and both North
and South America) and three professions (opera, screen
and radio) could be induced to tell us her fashion secrets for
dressed

spring.

found Lily Pons in the lovely walled garden of her
I
country home, a demure whitewashed brick building modeled after an old French farmhouse.
The petite star was
busily engaged in dragging a ragged (Continued on page 98)
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RADIO MIRROR RAPID
MONDAY

SUNDAY
All time

10:00

Eastern Standard

is

10:00

NBC-Red:
10:15

10:30

CBS:

Romany

NBC-Blue: Alice Remsen, contralto.
NBC-Red: Ward and Muzzy, piano.
11:30

CBS: Major Bowes Family.
NBC-Red: The World Is Yours.
NBC-Blue: lodent Dress Rehearsal.
12:00 Noon

NBC-Blue: Moscow Sleigh
NBC-Red: Southernaires.

Bells.

CBS:

Salt Lake City Tabernacle.
Orchestra.
Music Hall of the Air
NBC-Red: University of Chicago
Round Table Discussion.

MBS: Ted Weems

NBC-Blue:

NBC-Red:

CBS: Music

MBS:

NBC-Blue: The Magi; Key

NBC-Red: Landt

of

RCA.

Trio

NBC-Red: Thatcher

Colt

mysteries.

NBC-Blue: Personal Column.
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife.

CBS: Big Sister.
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade.
NBC-Bed: How to Be Charming.

CBS:

Dafoe.

MacHugh.
Experience.

CBS: N. V. Philharmonic
NBC-Blue: Captain Diamond.
NBC-Red: Metropolitan Auditions.
NBC-Blue: Lee
NBC-Red: Grand

NBC-Blue: Sunday Vespers.
NBC-Red: Penthouse Serenade.
NBC-Blue:

Figgs-

and

Fishface

bottle.

Helen Trent.
NBC-Blue: National Farm Hour.
of

CBS: Rich Man's

NBC-Red:

Camera.

Musical

NBC-Red: Marion

CBS: Aunt Jenny's Life Stories.
NBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wite.
CBS: Kathryn

Cravens.

Mollie

of

CBS:

Movies

the

NBC-Red:
of

Charm.

NBC -Red:

5:00

CBS:

NBC

7:00

CBS: Professor Quiz.
NBC-Blue: Helen Traubel.
NBC-Red: Jack Benny.

Six

CBS: Phil Baker.
NBC-Blue: Ozzie

Nelson,

CBS: News

Bob Rip-

NBC-Red:

Fireside

to

P.M.

Eleven

of

Youth.

6:30
Press Radio News.
6:45

Recitals.

7:00

7:45

CBS: Poetic Melodies.
NBC-Red: Amos 'n' Andy.

Sunset Dreams.

8:00

NBC-Blue: Bughouse Rhythm.
NBC-Red: Uncle Ezra.
Lone Ranger.
NBC-Blue: Lum and Abner.

8:30
of

Lcng Ago.

CBS: Boake
8:00

9:00

CBS: Ford Sunday Hour.
NBC-Blue: Walter Winchell.

NBC-Red: Manhattan Merry-GoRound.

CBS: Alemite Half Hour.
NBC-Blue: Helen Hayes.
NBC-Red: McGee and Molly.

NBC-Red

Voice Of

Firestone

Gabriel

MBS:

Theater.
Heatter.

C.

NBC-Blue: Jack

Hill.

10:00

NBC -Bed:

CBS: Gillette Community Sing.
NBC-Red: General Motors Symphony.

NBC-Blue: Ben

NBC-Blue: Romance

Cliff

Hall.

Studebaker Champions.

Famous

Jury Trials.
Contented Program.

10:30
of

'76.

USE THIS

NBC-Red:

Bernie.

CBS:

MBS:

Jack Oakie.

True

Detective

Mystery.

10:00

NBC-Blue: Armco Concert Band.
10:30

Krueger

Musical

Toast.

NBC-Red: Jimmie

Orch.

Follow the Moon.

Junior

Nurse

Light.

Corps.

NBC-Red: Tom Mix.
5:30

NBC-Blue: Singing Lady.
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong.
5 :45

CBS: Wilderness Road.
NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie.
Six

P.M.

Eleven

to

P.M.

6:15

CBS: News

of

Youth.

6:30

Press-Radio News.

CBS: Renfrew of the Mounted.
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas.
7:00

CBS: Poetic Melodies.
NBC-Blue: Easy Aces.
NBC-Red: Amos 'n' Andy.
7:15

NBC -Blue:

Tastyeast Jesters.
Ezra.

NBC-Red: Uncle
7:30

MBS: The Lone Ranger.
NBC-Blue: Lum and Abner.

7:45

CBS- Boake

Carter.

8:00

B:30

CBS: Burns and

MBS:

Tonic

Allen.

Time.

9:00

Johnson.

NBC-Blue: Husbands and Wives.
NBC-Red: Fred Astaire.

CBS: Wayne King.

XRC-Red:

10:30

Pearl,

NBC-Red:

NBC-Blue: Ethel Barrymors.
NBC-Red: Wayne King.

Al Pearce.
Gabriel Heatter.

9:30

10:00

MBS:

This.

NBC-Red: Vox Pop— Parks

NBC-Red: Warden Lawes.

9:45

NBC-Blue: Edwin

MBS:

9:30

NBC-Red: Henry Busse
4:30

CBS: Cavalcade of America.
NBC-Blue: Beatrice Li Hie.
NBC-Red: One Man's Family.

NBC-Blue: Edgar A. Guest.
NBC-Red: Wayne King.

CBS:

CBS: Lux Radio
of

Familiar Music.

7:45

9:00

9:00

NBC-Red: American Album

CBS: Alexander Woollcott.
NBC-Blue: Lum and Abner.

MBS:
Pick and Pat.

NBC-Blue: Sweetest Love Songs.

NBC-Blue: Rippling Rhythm Revue

CBS: Ma and Pa.
NBC-Blue: Tastyeast Jesters.
NBC-Red: Vocal Varieties.

Al Jolson.
Listen to

O'Neills.

4:00

6:45

3:30

8:30

CrtS

0:15

Andy.

7:15

CBS:

Vic and Sade.

5:15

Six P.M. to Eleven P.M.
6:30
Press- Radio News.
6:45
CBS: Renfrew of the Mounted.
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas.
7:00
CBS: Poetic Melodies.
NBC-Blue: Easy Aces.
'n'

NBC-Red:

CBS:

CBS: Hammerstein's Music Hall.
NBC-Blue: Log Cabin Dude Ranch.
NBC-Red: Johnny Presents

Carter.

Varieties.

3:45

NBC-Red: The Guiding

8:00

7:45

CBS: Eddie Cantor.
NBC-Blue: Dreams

Continental
Ma Perkins.

5:00

CBS: Boake Carter.
NBC-Blue: Vivian della Chiesa.
NBC-Red: Henrik W. Van Loon.

7:30

MBS: The

Actor?

Movies.

Mollie of the

4:45

NBC-Red: Tom Mix.

7:30

7:15

CBS: Nelson Eddy.
NBC-Blue: Musical Comedy Revue.
NBC-Red: Do You Want to be an

Light.

Health.
the City Sleeps.

5:30

NBC-Red: Amos

CBS: Renfrew of the Mounted.
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas.

ley.

NBC-Red:

P.M.

6:15

7:30

NBC-Blue: Your
NBC-Red: While

Red: Jack Armstrong.

CBS: Wilderness Road.
NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie.

CBS: Myrt and Marge.
NBC-Red: Personal Column.

NBC-Red: The

CBS: Wilderness Road.
NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie.

5 :45

Jan Peerce.
Tale of Today.

Rubinoff.

NBC -Red: A

Heroes.
Follow the Moon.

5:45

NBC-Blue: Singing Lady.

Dickenson.

2:45

NBC-Blue:
NBC-Red:

NBC-Blue: Singing Lady.
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong.

CBS: Dorothy Gordon

Cravens.

Jean

3:30

5:15

'NBC-Red: Tom Mix.

Kathryn

NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family.

5:00

The Guiding Light.

CBS:

NBC-Blue:

MBS:

4:45

Follow the Moon.

CBS: Aunt Jenny's Life Stories.
NBC-Red; Dan Harding's Wile

3:15

O'Neills.

NBC-Red: The Guiding

NBC-Red:

Rector.

3:00

Perkins.

Vic and Sade.

NBC-Blue: Dog

O'Neills.

5:30

6:30

Movies.

4:30

CBS: Junior Nurse Corps.
NBC-Blue: Let's Talk It Over.

Catholic Hour.

Mollie of the

NBC-Red: The

Revue.

Star

:45

2:30

3:45

Vic and Sade.

I

CBS: Myrt and Marge.
NBC-Red: Personal Column.

NBC-Red: Ma

Five

CBS: George

2:00

NBC-Red:

4:30

Feenamint Program.

NBC-Red:

CBS:
1:30

3:15

Perkins.

Helen Trent.

of

Man's Darling.

Rich

1:00

3:30

NBC-Red: Ma

NBC-Red: Hour

Joe Penner.

MBS:

CBS: Romance
12:45

School of the Air.

MBS:

3:15

NBC-Red: The

6:00

Darling.

Berch.

3:00

NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family.

5:15

12:30

CBS:

NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family.

MBS:

Six P.M. to Eleven P.M.

CBS: Ted Malone.
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin.

in.

2:45
School of the Air.

Voice of Experience.

12:15

Marl

CBS: Aunt Jenny's Life Stories.
NBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wile.
CBS:

3:00

4:45

NBC-Red:

CBS: The Gumps.
NBC-Red: Girl Alone.

2:15

2:00

CBS: Guy Lombardo.
NBC-Blue: Stoopnagle and Budd.
NBC-Red: Smilin' Ed McConnell.

CBS: Dr. Allan R. Dafoe.
NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh.
12:00 Noon

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent.
NBC-Blue: National Farm Hour.

CBS: Jack

Revue.

Star

4:00

5:30

11:45

1:45

NBC-Red:

Talley.

NBC-Blue: Personal Column.
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife.

1:00

Five

3 '45

CBS: Your Unseen Friend.
NBC-Blue: We. the People.

CBS: Eleanor Howe.
NBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh.
NBC-Red: Allen Prescott.

CBS: Rich Man's

Darling.

11:15

CBS: Big Sister.
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade.
NBC-Red: How to Be Charming.

12:45

3:30

5:00

CBS: Big Sister.
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade.
NBC-Red: Mystery Chef.

CBS: Ted Malone
NBC-Red: Mary

CBS: Myrt and Marge.
NBC-Red: Personal Column.

4:30

NBC-Red: David Harum.

11:30

12:15 P.M.

2:45

4:00

:30

12:30

CBS: Romance

CBS:

Sullivan.
Hotel.

1

CBS: The Gumps.
NBC-Red: Girl Alone.

2:15

3:30

CBS: Heinz Magazine.
NBC-Blue: The O'Neills.

12:00 Noon

1:45

3:00

NBC-Blue: Neighbor Nell.
NBC-Red: Today's Children.
11:00

11:45

12:30

CBS:

Cook's Tours.

1

Bill.

10:45

Children.

CBS: East and Dumke.
NBC-Blue: Personal Column.
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife.

11:30

Just Plain

CBS: News.

11:15

1:00

2:45

CBS: Betty Crocker; Hymns.
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family.

NBC-Red:

CBS: Mary Lee Taylor.
NBC-Blue: The O'Neills.
NBC-Red: David Harum.

12:45

2:30

10:30

10:35

NBC-Red: Today's

CBS: Ted Malone.
NBC-Red: Mary Marl in.

the

CBS: Modern Cinderella.
NBC-Blue: Ma Perkins.
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife.

11:00

CBS: Heinz Magazine.
NBC-Blue: The O'Neills.
NBC-Red: David Harum.

12:15

Theatre
The Lamplighter.
of

CBS: Betty and Bob.
NBC-Blue: Press Radio News.
NBC-Red: Mrs. Wiggs.

Bill.

10:45

11:00

CBS: The Gumps.
NBC-Red: Girl Alone.

2:00

Just Plain

CBS: News.

12:00 Noon

CBS: Eddie Dunstedter
NBC-Blue: Our Neignbors.
NBC-Red: Melody Matinee.

CBS: Betty Crocker; Hymns.
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family.
10:35

CBS: News.
NBC-Blue:
Neighbor Nell.
NBC-Red: Today's Children.

Eastern Standard

is

A.M.

10:15

NBC-Red:

10:45

All time

10:00

CBS: Modern Cinderella.
NBC-Blue: Ma Perkins.
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife.

Just Plain Bill.

CBS: Dr. Allan R.
NBC-Blue: Edward
NBC-Red: Voice of

Air
Dreslin

1:30

A.M.

10:30

11:45

1:00

Eastern Standard

CBS: Betty and Bob.
NBC-Blue: Press-Radio News.
NBC-Red: Mrs. Wiggs.

CBS: Betty Crocker; Hymns.
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family.

11:15

P.M.

is

10:15

10:30

Press-radio News.

11:05

CBS: Church of the
NBC-Red: Dorothy

10:00

CBS: Modern Cinderella.
NBC-Blue: Ma Perkins.
NBC-Red: John's Other Wife.

Trail.

11:00

NBC:

All time

Wiggs.

Mrs.

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

Eastern Standard

is

A.M.
CBS: Betty and Bob.
NBC-Blue: Press-Radio News.

A.M.

CBS: Church of the Air.
NBC-Blue: Cloister Bells.
NBC-Red: Sabbath Reveries.

12:30

All time

CBS: Nino Martini.
NBC-Blue: Professional Parade
NBC-Red: Town Hall Tonight.
9:30

CBS: Beauty Box

Theatre.

10:00

CBS: Gang Busters, Phillips
VRC-Red: Your Hit Parade.

Lord.

10:30
Fidler.

NBC-Red: Gladys

Swarthout.

HANDY GUIDE TO LOCATE THE PROGRAMS ON

PROGRAM DIRECTORY
THURSDAY
All time

is

All time

Eastern Standard
10:00

10:00

Betty and

10:00

Bob.

XTBC-Blue: Press-Radio News.
NBC-Red: Mrs. Wiggs.

XBC-Red

CBS: Betty Crocker: Hymns.
XBC-Blue: Pepper Young s Family.
XBC-Red: Just Plain Bill.
10:35

CBS: News.

CBS: News.
XBC-Red: Today's

CBS: Let's Pretend.
XBC-Red: Manhatters.

Children.

10:45

XBC-Blue: Clark Dennis.

CBS: Heinz Magazine.

Children.

NBC -Blue:

11:00

The O'Neills.

II :00

NBC-Red: David Harum.

Mary Lee Taylor.
NBC-Blue: The O'Neills.
XBC-Red: David Harum.
CliS:

CBS: Cincinnati Conservatory.
XBC-Blue: Madge Marley.
XBC-Red- Our American Schools.

II :I5

XBC-Blue: Personal Column.
XBC-Red: Backstage Wife.

:I5

CKS: East and Dumke.
XBC-Blue: Personal Column.
XBC-Red: Backstage Wife.
H:30
CBS: Big Sister.
XBC-Blue: Vie and Sade.
XBC-Red: Betty Moore.

11:30

CBS: Big Sister.
XBC-Blue: Vic and Sade.
XBC-Red: How to Be Charming.
CBS: Dr. Allan R. Dafoe.
XBC-Blue: Edward MacHugn.
XBC-Red: Voice of Experience.
12:00 Noon

CBS: Eleanor Howe.
XBC-Blue: Edward MacHugh.
XBC-Red: Allen Prescott.

NBC-Blue: Melody of Romance.
NBC-Red: Doc Whipple.
11:30

XBC-Red: Home Town.

CBS: Romance

Darling.

12:45

CBS: Rich Man's

CBS:

Five

XBC-Red: Whitney Ensemble.
CBS: Buffalo Presents.
XBC-Blue: Our Barn.
NBC-Red: Campus Capers.

1:30

CBS: George

Rector.

1:45

Darling.

CBS: Aunt Jenny's Life Stories.
NBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wife.

1:00

cr>S: Jack Berch.

2:00

1:30

CBS: George

CBS: Kathryn

Rector

Cravens.
Music Appreciation

NBC:

1:45

CBS: Aunt Jenny's Life Stories.
XBC-Red: Dan Harding's Wife.

Hour.

2:15
School of the Air.

CBS: Clyde

CBS: Myrt and Marge.

XBC-Blue: Words and Music.

CBS:

School

XBC-Red: Pepper Young's

Air.

of the

Family.

3:15

2:30

NBC-Blue: Women's

XBC-Red: Ma

Clubs.

Perkins.

XBC-Red:

CBS: Myrt and Marge.
XBC-Red: Personal Column.

MBS:

'XBC-Red: The

X'BC-Bed:

Pepper

Young's

Family.

XBC-Red: Tea Time

XBC-Red: Golden
Morrell's.

at

4:30

3:15

XBC-Red: Ma

XBC-Red:

Perkins.

Follow the Moon.

XBC-Red: Vic and

XBC-Red: The Guiding

Sade.

Light.

5:00

3:45

XBC-Blue: NBC Light Opera
Nliu-Kea.

The

Co.

CBS:

Nurse

Junior

Melodies.

5:00

XBC-Red: Top

Hatters.

5:30

CBS:Drama

4:45

3:30

CBS: Down by Herman's.
XBC-Red: Walter Logan.

4:30

O'Neills.

4:00

Movies.

Mollie of the

Barrie.

CBS: Dept. of Commerce Series.
NBC-Red: Week End Review.

Vic and Sade.

3*45

3:00

Orch.

3:30

3:30

2:45

Honti's

Josef

3:00

3:00

2:15

2:30
2:45

2:45

2:00

CBS: Dancepators.
NBC-Blue: Metropolitan Opera.
XBC-Red: Your Host is Buffalo.

of

Skies

the

NBC-Blue: Bill Kountz Orch.
XBC-Red: Kaltenmeyer's Kindergarten.

Corns.

5:15

O'Neills

XBC-Blue: Singing Lady.

4:30

Follow the Moon.

."BC-Red:

XBC-Red: Tom

Mix.

Six P.M. to Eleven P.M.

5:30

4:45

XBC-Red: The Guiding

Light.

XBC-Red:

Jack Armstrong.

6:05

5:45

5:00

XBC-Red: While

the

City

Sleeps.

5:15

CBS: Wilderness Road.
NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie.

XBC-Red: Tom Mix.
Six

XBC-Blue: Singing Lady.

P.M.

P.M.

Eleven

to

CBS: News

CBS: Renfrew

of

the

Mounted.

XBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas.

CBS: Poetic Melodies.
NBC-Blue: Easy Aces.
XBC-Red: Amos 'n' Andy.
7:15

CBS: Ma and Pa.
XBC-Blue: Tastyeast Jesters
XBC-Red: Vocal Varieties.

7:30

Woollcott.

NBC-Blue: Lum and Abner.
7:45

Carter.

AfBS: Pleasant Valley

Frolics.

Jerry Cooper.

CBS: Kate Smith.
NBC-Red: Rudy Vallee.

Show.

Lone

Ranger.

NBC-Blue: Lum and Abner.
XBC-Red: Edwin C. Hill.
7:45

CBS: Boake

Heatter.
Boat.

NBC-Red: Show
9:30

Melody Treasure Hunt.

XBC-Blue: Town Meeting.

CBS: Floyd Gibbons
XBC-Red: Kraft Music

Service

Cities

Concert.

of

Time.

Sam.

9:00

CBS: Hollywood Hotel.
NBC-Blue: Universal Rhythm.
XBC-Red: V/altz Time.
9:30

XBC-Blue: Broderick and Moore.
NBC-Red: True Story Court.

CBS: Ma and Pa.
XBC-Red: Hampton

Institute.

Question

Bee.
7:45

Orchestra.
Nighter.

Pontiac Varsity Show.

WBNS
VVBRC
WBT
WCAO
WCAU
WCCO
WCOA
WDAE
WDBJ
WDBO
WDNC

Fisher.

Party.

9:00

Floyd Gibbons, Vincent Lopez.
Smilin' Ed McConnell.

XBC-Blue: National Barn Dance.
XBC-Red: Snow Village Sketches.
9:30

CBS: Your Pet Program.
XBC-Bed: Shell Show, Joe
CBS- Your

Hit

WEEI

WESG
WFBL
WFBIYI
WFEA
WGL
WGR
WGST
WHAS
WHEC
WHIO
WHK
WHP

S.

KGKO
KGVO

KLRA
KLZ

KMBC
KMOX
KNOW
KNX
KOH
KOIN

KOL
KOIWA
KRLD
KRNT
KSCJ

KSFO
KSL
KTRH
KTSA

KTUL
KVI
KVOR
KWKH
CFRB
CKAC

on the National
Broadcasting Company

WBEN
WCAE
WCSH
WDAF
WEAF
WFBR

WGY
WHO

WABY
WBAL
WBZ
WBZA
WCKY
WEAN
WEBR
WENR

Networks
NETWORK
WTAG
WIRE
WTAIY1
WJAR
WTIC
WMAQ

RED

WNAC
WRC

WOW
WSAI

WWJ
KSD

KSTP

KYW

NETWORK
WSYR
WGAR
WHAM
WTCN
WXYZ
WICC
KDKA
WJZ
KOIL
WLS
KSO
WMAL
KVOD
WMT
KWK
WREN

BLUE

SUPLEMENTARY STATIONS

WAVE
WBAP
WCFL
WCOL
WCSC
WDAY
WEBC
WFAA
WFBC
WFLA
WGL
WIBA
WIOD

WJAX
WJDX

WKY
WLW

WMC

WOA1
Irvin

WPG

WPRO
WQAM
WREC
WSBT
WSFA
WSJS
WSPD

KFAB
KFBB
KFH
KFPY

Stations

WIS

Cook.

Parade and Sweep-

stakes.
10:30

NBC-Bed:

WMBD
WMBG
WIYIBR
WMMN
WNAX
WNBF
WNOX
WOC
WOKO
WORC
WOWO

WDOD
WDRC

WAPI

CBS: Johnny Presents.
NBC-Blue: Meredith Willson.

MBS:

WKBN
WKRC
WLAC
WLBZ
WMAS

WKBW

WWL
WWVA

(These stations carry both Red and
Blue network programs.)

CBS: Columbia Workshop.
XBC-Blue: Ed Wynn.
XBC-Red: Saturday Night

CBS:

WIBX
WISN
WJAS
WJNO
WJR
WJSV

WBIG

WFIL

CBS: Carborundum Band.
XBC-Blue: Uncle Jim's

10:00

VP.C-Red: First

XBC-Red:

XBC-Blue: Message of Israel.
XBC-Red: Jimmy Kemper.

8:30

B:I5

10:30

10:30

7:00

8:00

CBS: Broadway Varieties.
NBC-Blue: Irene Rich.

CBS: Philadelphia
Hall.

CBS: Saturday Night Swing.
XBC-Red: Religion in the News.

XBC-Red: Thornton

Carter.

8:00

10:00

:firi

Kitchell.

7:30

7:30

MBS: The

H-m f Symphony.

7:15

Andy.

Stainless
Ezra.

CBS: Hal Kemp's Orch.
XBC-Blue: Death Valley Days.

CBS: Major Bowes Amateurs.

CBS: March

NBC-Blue: The
XBC-Red: Uncle

B:30

9:00

MBS:

Gooch.
'n'

7:15

XBC-Blue: Singin

6:00

Gabriel

CBS: Mortimer
XBC-Red: Amos

News.

Press-Radio

6:45

Press-Radio News.

X'BC-Red:

Tito Guizar.

6:35

NBC-Blue: NBC
XBC-Bed: Alma

Youth.

CBS: Renfrew of the Mounted.
XBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas.

7:00

CBS: Alexander

of

6:30

7:00

Press-Radio News.

6:30

X'BC:
Club.

6:15

6:45

MBS:

P.M.

CBS-

630

NBC-Blue:

Eleven

XBC-Blue: Animal News

6:45

CBS: Boake

to

6:05

CBS: Wilderness Road.
NBC-Blue: Breen and de Rose.
NBC-Red: Little Orphan Annie.
Six

P.M.

Armstrong.

Jack

5:45

Network
WTOC
WIBW

WABC
WACO
WADCI
WALA

6:25

CBS: Press-Radio News.

5:30

XBC-Red:

XBC-Blue: Nickelodeon.
XBC-Red: Lee Gordon.

7:00

on the Columbia
Broadcasting System

WBBM

2:00

XBC-Red:
l!S:

<

:3C

1

Revue.

Star

P. S. T.

Stations

1:05

CBS: Rich Man's

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent.
XBC-Blue: National Farm Hour.

8:00

9:00

NBC-Red: Rex Battle's Orch.
CBS: George Hall Orch.

1:00

12:30

E. S. T.

10:00
M. S. T.

C. S. T.

XBC-Blue: National Farm Hour.

Helen Trent.

of

dard Time. For Central Standard
for
Time subtract one hour
subStandard Time
Mountain
and for Pacific Stantract two
dard Time subtract three.

Thus:

12:30

CBS: Ted Malone.
XBC-Red: Mary Marlin.
12:45

CBS: Ted Malone.
XBC-Red: Mary Marlin.

Mutual System, abMBS. In order to
learn what network your local
station is affiliated with find it in
one of the lists printed below.
proscheduled
All
regularly
grams, broadcast from 10 A.M. to
11 P.M.. Eastern Standard Time,
If
are included in the listing.
no program for a network appears
in a time division, it is either
because the program listed in the
preceding time division is still
being broadcast or because no
regular program Is scheduled for
that time.
All time given is Eastern Stan-

Red and the
breviated to

;

11:45

12:30

12:15 P.M.

Programs of the fonr major
networks are listed on these two
pages
Columbia Broadcasting
System (abbreviated to CBS), the
two National Broadcasting Company chains NBC-Blue and NBC-

:

NBC-Blue: Magic of Speech.
XBC-Red: Mystery Chef.

NBC-Blue: Call to Youth.
NBC-Red: Abram Chasins.

12:15
Sassafras.

TO USE THIS

PROGRAM GUIDE

12:00 Noon

CBS: The Gumps.
XBC-Red: Girl Alone.

12:00 Noon

CBS: The Gumps.
XBC-Blue: Honeyboy and
XBC-Red: Girl Alone.

11:15

11:45

11:45

10

CBS: Richard Maxwell.
XBC-Blue: Raising Your Parents.
NBC-Red: The Vass Family.
10:30

10:45

11:00

10:45

Rose.

10:15

CBS: Betty Crocker.
XBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family.
XBC-Red: Just Plain Bill.

HOW

—

CBS: The Bluebirds.
NBC-Blue: Breen and De
NBC-Red: Charioteers.

John's Other Wife.

10:30

10:30

Eastern Standard

Press-Radio News.

CBS: Modern Cinderella.
X"BC-Blue: Ma Perkins.

CBS: Modern Cinderella.
XBC-Blue: Ma Perkins.
XBC-Red: Johns Other Wife.

Is

A.M.

10:05

10:15

10:15

XBC-Red: Today's

All time

Eastern Standard

is

A.M.

CBS:

A.M.

CBS: Betty and Bob.
NBC-Blue: Press- Radio News.
NBC-Bed: Mrs. Wiggs

II

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

Cobb.

WOOD

WPTF
WRVA
WSB

WSM
WSMB
WSOC
WSUN
WTAR
WTMJ

WWNC
KARK
KDYL
KECA
KERN
KEX
KFBK
KFI

KFSD

KFYR
KGA
KEBX
KGHF

ALL FOUR NETWORKS FROM TEN A.M. TO ELEVEN

KGHL

KG'R
KGNC

KGO
KGU
KGW
KHQ

l

KJR
KLO
KMJ

KOA
KPO
KPRC
KTAR
KTBS
KTHS
KVOO

KOMO

KWG

CFCF

CRCT

P.M.
53

Meri
smart

Bell

in

her very

kitchen frock,
gives her announcerhusband, Dell Sharbutt,

some

cooking

hints.

By

MRS.

MARGARET

SIMPSON
Model kitchen by Macy's

WITH CANNED MILK
THEY
That

—

met in October they were married in March.
sounds like a romance record even in the 20th
Century, but not to Meri Bell and Dell Sharbutt, radio
veterans in their twenties and accustomed to a schedule
of rush and hurry to meet rehearsal and broadcast appointments. Meri Bell, you know, is the singing star of Five Star
Revue, on CBS Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays at one

o'clock;

and Dell

grams, including

is

the announcer of several popular pro
half-hour,

Guy Lombardo's Tea Time

and Pa, Broadway
Ever Sung.

Varieties,

"It sounds crazy, I suppose," Meri Bell explained in that
throaty contralto of hers, "but actually it was crazier than
that.
I'd returned to Chicago (Continued on page 75)

HINTS TO HOUSEWIVES—TRY THIS SURE

AND SIMPLE WAY

OF PREPARING YOUR PET RECIPES FOR NEW TASTE THRILLS
54

Ma

and the Sweetest Love Songs

A RAVISHING REVOLUTION
Startlingly

New!

Daringly Different! Screamingly Funny!

The Biggest Stars of Tomorrow

THE

SCREEN REVELRY!

in

in

the Picture of Today!

NEW UNIVERSALE

m

f

v-'

--

'<<

*A
6a

G o*

GfOUS

Busy With Entertainment
George Murphy • Doris Nolan
Hugh Herbert * Gregory Ratoff
Gertrude Niesen • Ella Logan
Henry Armetta • Ray Mayer
MischaAuer The Three Sailors
Peggy Ryan • Gerald Oliver
Smith • Jack Smart • Claude
•

Gillingwater

•

LOU BROCK

Ernest Cossart
RALPH MURPHY

'& Associate Producer

Director

Songs You'll Rave About!
"l

Feel That Foolish Feeling

Coming On"

cm

It"

"Blame It On The Rhumba"
"Fireman Save My Child"
"I've Got To Be Kissed"

"Top Of The Town"
"Where AreYou?" "Jamboree"

CHARLES

R.

ROGERS IZZl

%*
'r\:f

«r»

"There Are

No Two Ways About

'•'.V.

/

•

DO YOU WANT TO KNOW
WERE

you an "April Fool" baby?
is the only one we know of

Eddy Duchin

radio
born on April first. Then, there's Jerry Cooper; he
was born on the third. Walter Winchell was an April baby,
having made his appearance on the seventh day. Page Gilman of One Man's Family entered the world on the 18th,
and so did Betty Winkler, some years later. We find that
Joan Blaine celebrates her birthday on the 28th of April
and Frank Parker on the 29th.
The above picture shows the People's committee who
plan We, The People air show. Left to right: Evelyn MacDonald, high school girl; John Atterbury, businessman;
Phillips H. Lord, program producer; Mrs. Ellen Underhill,
housewife; and Laurence McGourty, mechanic.
On the
recommendations of this People's Committee, who read all
the letters sent in by listeners, average citizens from every

FOR
PLACE

INTIMATE
ELSE,

in

part of the country are brought to New York, all expenses
tell their unusual stories over the NBC-Blue net-

paid, to

work, Sundays at

5

o'clock.

Mae, Providence, Rhode Island

— Fred

Von Ammon

plays the part of Terry Moran in Today's Children, and
On
Jean McGregor takes the part of Dorothy Moran.
Girl Alone, Leo Warner is portrayed by Willard Waterman.

M.

—

Wrightstown, N. J. In case you haven't found
program since writing me, tune in the NBC
Red network Sunday at 4 p. m. It's called Penthouse Serenade.
P.,

the Maybelline

Kitty B.,

Bay Head, N.

J.

—An

apology to you, Kitty,

wrong information. Address Kate Smith in
Columbia Broadcasting (Continued on page 102)

for a bit of

care of the

INFORMATION YOU CANT GET ANY

ASK THE ORACLE,

WHO ANSWERS

HARDEST QUESTIONS ABOUT STARS
5(3

•

YOUR

AND SHOWS HERE

RADIO MIRROR

MsaisAk

YouCarftG

ForVi faminsYouN:
Plenty of Vitamin

D

An ample supply of Vitamin D

should
be had by mothers during pregnancy
and while nursing to assure her child
strong, straight bones and good teeth.
Mothers should eat Fleischmaxm's
fresh Yeast as it contains an abundant supply of this BONE VITAMIN.

Not Enough Vitamin D
The crooked boneabove shows what
can happen when there is an under-

supply of Vitamin D— THE BONE
VITAMIN. Note the deformity— the
enlarged joint, and the porous texture.

A shortage

of Vitamin

B

stomach,
flabby intestines, and

results in fallen

many

Yet a Shortage of Even

nervous disorders.

ONE

Vitamin

Your Diet Can Lead to Impaired

in

CONCENTRATED
Supply of These 4 Vitamins EVERYDAY

Health.

By Eating a

You Don 't Need
Vitamin

its

rj
A

dailv supply of

Worry About Getting

Enoush of Them
separate vitamin has
EACHown
special part to

Vitamin B — the
important

NERVE VITAMIN— is

and intestines strong and active and
assure steady nerves. Eat Fleischmann's Yeast regularly to make
sure you get enough Vitamin B.
It is one of the foods richest in
this essential vitamin.
to keep stomach, bowels

to

at

Mealtimes

Too Little Vitamin
imin G
Means Poor Growth
Growth

play in helping to keep you
healthy. No one vitamin can
take the place of any other.

Yet — our ordinary meals,

—

dietitians say, often fall short

one or more of these necessary food elements.

in

That's why today more and
more people are increasing
their supply of four of these
food essentials by eating

FLEISCHMANN'S

fresh

YEAST.

*9
.<&

Jfe

^pW

Ample in
Diet A
Vitamin

G

When children are
weak, thin and
poorly developed, it
is often a sign their
meals do not pro-

enough

vide

Vitamin G

GROWTH

of

— the

VITA-

MIN. A plentiful
supply of this essential vitamin is
especially important to assure proper development of
the body tissues.

Fleischmann's

This one food added to the
diet assures an extra supply of
4 essential vitamins, A, B, D
and G. No other single food
gives you such an abundant
supply of all 4- of these vita-

Yeast

is

very rich in

Vitamin G. Children from 5 to 12
years can be given
1 to 2

cakes daily.

INSUFFI -

CIENT VITA-

mins at once.

MIN A lowers
resistance to
infections of

—

Just eat 3 cakes daily
cake about Yi hour before
meals plain, or in a little water. You need the added daily
vitamins this tonic food provides. Start eating it regularly
today!

the nose and
thro a t con-

—

—

tributes to fre-

quent colds.
Eat Fleischmann's Yeast
and keep up
your supply of
this valuable

—

vitamin.

THE SUPERB PHYSICAL strength

and vigorous health of Herman Brix
Shot-Putter — prove he
gets an abundant supply of the 4
important health -building vitamins, A, B, D and G.

—Champion

The Richest Food Source

of these

combined Vitamins A,B, D and G
.Copyright, 1936, Standard Brands Incorporated
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Coast-to-Coast Highlights
{Continued from page

The boys

are broadcasting six half-hours
a week for Kellogg's cereal, and three
quarter-hours a week for the Ford Dealers of Iowa.
And besides, they are broadcasting through
in Minneapolis.
In other words, Gene and Glenn are
busy, but no busier than we've been, trying to keep from under the mail the article
started our way.

WCCO

*

*

*

SWINGING BACK HOME
St. Louis: It really isn't

news any more

when

Don't be a fade-out!
SAYS

a local boy makes good, but when
the boy returns and takes the old home
town by popular storm, that's news.
That's what happened when Eddie Dunstedter, nationally
known organist, returned to his native St. Louis and
with his Swing Session, sponsored by the

KMOX

Louis Ford dealers.
Introducing a new combination of instruments for the air, an electric organ,

St.

fiddle and guitar,
ensemble is giving
listeners a thrice weekly treat,
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 9:30

violin,

• Do you always seem to fade into the
background when some more glamourous
girl arrives? Don't let her get away with
it! A woman's most expressive feature is
always her eyes ... so play yours up! A
careful touch of Shadette on the outside
corners of your eyelids is absolutely imperceptible in daylight, but how it does bring
out the natural color of your eyes! Shadette
offers 12 subtle tints, with gold and silver for

bass

clarinet,

Eddie's

KMOX

new

M. CST.

swing

numbers are special arrangements by Dunstedter and each program features a number by the console
artist himself. Stuart Johnson is the vocal
P.

All

soloist.

Dunstedter,

who

just completed a long

engagement

at the Park-Plaza Hotel in
Louis, has headed his own orchestra
throughout the country, and along with
his present Swing Session is heard several
times weekly on the CBS network from
St.

evening. 75c.

•*33F

KMOX.

^

^

Way down South in Charlotte, N. C.
everybody agrees upon one thing. That
is an old saw which, when set with new
teeth,
goes like this: Versatility, thy
name is Briarhopper. And to prove it,
in case you seem skeptical or perplexed
at their assurance, they simply tell you to
tune in WBT at four o'clock any afternoon and judge for yourself.
And then is when you agree they are
right.
At five o'clock, we mean, after
you've spent an enjoyable hour listening
to WBT's Briarhopper Band.
Led by Dad Briarhopper, Johnny "Mac"

program

starts, because any Briarhopper
can play any instrument well, and does
before the program is over. And if that
isn't proof enough of their versatility, they

• Most important of all! Kurlash, to curl
eyelashes so that eyes look bigger, brighter,
more glamourous! Just slip your lashes into

Kurlash, a neat

little gadget that, in 30
seconds, has your lashes curled for ah day
without heat, cosmetics or practice. $1.

sing in the same gifted manner.
The
mature-voiced male members can step to
the microphone and do a pleasing job
whether the script calls for a twanging hill
billy rendition, a quartet part, solo, or
all

While the girls' voices are surefire in any type of song, in both solo and
combination singing.
opera.

Who are these talented Briarhoppers?
Well, there's Dad and Minnie and Billie
and Homer and
but why not take a
peek at the picture and really meet the
folks.
Fans, the Briarhoppers.
^
^ ^
.

MAIL THIS TODAY
To: Jane Heath, Dept. E-4
The Kurlash Company, Rochester, N. Y.
The Kurlash Company of Canada, at Toronto, 3
Please send me, free, your booklet on eye
beauty, and a personal coloring plan for my
complexion.

Eyes

Z7#/r___

Name
City

_State_

iPUase print plainly)
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you are

WGL

,

.

Address^.

a hobby hound, and who isn't,
enjoy Fort Wayne, Indiana's
Hobbies Program at 8:00 P. M.,
CST, each week day. At this hour
gives you a chance to bring your hobby
out for an airing, because you may be one
of the persons selected by the announcer
to explain the whys and wherefores of
your particular hobby.
If

WBBM

Gold Medal Feature Time programs,
whose hobby is wrestling.
No, Eric
wouldn't be grunting and groaning before
the mike, his hobby is only watching the
wrestlers do that.
He claims he inherits
it from his father who was a wrestler
.

And WBBM's announcer
goes

saving

for

in

sounds

.

.

Luther
dimes, which
Paul

1936

hobby we could

like a

WLW

use.

all

Over at
in Cincinnati having a
hobby even seems to be a hobby. Actor
Franklin Bingman enjoys one that, if it
were a holiday instead of a hobby, would
be known as
hobby is radio.

busman's.

a

Franklin's

Radio engineering, to be

exact.
And what's more, he can step into
a studio control room and handle a program expertly.
Betty Lee Arnold,
.

heard

.

.

WLW's True

in

Detective

Mys-

writes short stories.
Now if Betty
can make a hobby of selling them, she's
really got something.
Larry Lynn of
WLW's vocal duo, Larry and Sue, raises
teries,

.

.

chow dogs

.

home in Dayton, Ohio.
have been horses, Larry,
so we could have gotten in the one about

Why

at his

couldn't

it

hobby horses?
Hollywood would of course be

a

little

and there KNX's chief announTommy Freebairn-Smith leans toward

different
cer

inventing for his hobbying.

Just to give
interest in the
his latest is a desmoking in a tele-

phone booth without asphyxiation.

will

WGL

The

invention consists of a four foot rubber
tube, one end of which is slipped under
the door and the other end has a mouth
piece through which you exhale the smoke.
When rolled up the contraption fits in the
owner's pocket inconspicuously, which is
what we especially like about it.

Although

being

a

collector

may

not

come under

the classification of hobbies, it
has always rated as a second cousin in
our book, and that makes a couple of
the boys at
in Charlotte, N. C. eligible.
There, station artist Jack Phipps
is a stamp collector, but where Jack stops,

WBT

announcer Arthur Whiteside begins. Arthur collects anything that ever has been,
or ever will be collected by anybody, anywhere. Rocks, buttons, pins, books, Stopand-Go signs, horseshoes, anything, not
to mention hundreds of arrowheads he has
picked up here and there. There's a hobby
that should break a fellow of the habit of
paddling around the house bare-footed in
the dark.

And

that,

WGL,

concludes our small

offering to your Hobbies Program.
You
get them all to the microphone and we'll
promise to listen.
* * *

PROSPERITY NOTES

WPTF

.

HOBBY DAYS ARE HERE AGAIN
you

Complexion

.

WGL

if

well-being of mankind,
vice to insure all day

McAllister, these eight hill billies just
don't give a hoot which instrument they
happen to fish out of the pile before the

M°f

a

radio get-together that
could gather all of its
brothers and sisters of the microphone
from coast to coast, who are hobby enthusiasts.
Among them would be Chicago's
entrants:
Eric Sagerquist, musical director of

would be

you an idea of Tommy's

%

THE BRIARHOPPERS

• But be sure you let your lashes do their
part to put you in the foreground. Darken
them mysteriously with Lashtint compact
mascara. It comes in a purse-size little case
with a sponge compartment so you can
whisk it out ready to use at any moment.
And it insures even, natural applications.
Black, brown, blue or green to choose
from. $1.
/*5Sr

10)

And what

Raleigh, N. C:
broke all its
previous station fan mail records in 1936,
the postman delivering more than 65,000
cards and letters to their door during the
year.
It was also the most remunerative
year in WPTF's history, and 1937 started
out with commercials increasing hourly.
Los Angeles: That Ben Sweetland, Your
Friendly Counsellor over KHJ, is a radio
artist in prosperity's clothing cannot be
denied.
Ben's sponsor, the National Life

and

Accident

Insurance

number

Company,

in-

of their officers by two
(Continued on page 61)

creased the
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LISTEN,
Why waste

wont

that high-powered brushing? Your teeth

really

sparkle unless you use the right tooth paste , too!

Cfumas

to

PEPSODENT
TOOTH PASTE

IRIUM
Gently removes film ... wins
flashing

new

luster

.

.

.

makes

extra effective!

daily brushing

Are you one of the Disappointed ScrubHards who brush faithfully day after day
.
yet still have dingy, film-stained teeth?
Then here's news for you. Now proper
.

brushing gets

results

— in teeth that

.

sparkle

with natural brilliance!

con'-"

TOO 1 "

.
:

:>,:.

:

:.-:;.:

.;-.

:-:-;,,.';

New

•

disappointment

because
n„nc

ft

Pepsodent ingredient ends

irium

Ap.nl

— the remarkable new ingredient con— steps up cleans-

tained only in Pepsodent

ing efficiency and provides smooth washing
action instead of hard abrasion, irium makes

Pepsodent a wonderful tooth paste. One
penthat responds instantly to your brush
speedily loosens
etrates between teeth
dingy film and floats it away likejnagic.
It's an amazing advance in tooth hygiene!
You clean your teeth quicker, easier. Your

—

—

is useful. Your teeth quickly win
glowing luster that everyone notices.
If you would have beautiful teeth, remember that proper brushing is only half the
formula. The other half is Pepsodent Tooth
Paste containing irium. Try it. The days of
Scrub-Hard Disappointment will be over!

brushing
that

THt

3>

PEPSODENT TOOTH PASTE
IT ALONE CONTAINS IRIUM

N£W HIGH POLISH

PgT3S&dgJ\i
M8WSC

TWW PAS'*
All Pepsodent now on sale
contains irium.
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The Personal History of Floyd Gibbons, Adventurer
{Continued from page 44)

Germany's famed war ace.
The job took Floyd a year to complete,
and the story ran in Liberty under the
title of "The Red Knight of Germany."
No doubt you read it. Most of America

After the completion of "The Red Napoleon" Floyd went with Patterson and
his daughter on the world's first cruise of
an air yacht. The plane, a huge thing,
belonged to Patterson, and in it they went
from Miami on an almost entire circuit
of the Caribbean Sea
Havana, Santiago,
Haiti, Santo Domingo, Porto Rico, the
Virgin Islands, Jamaica, Cuba again, and
back to Florida.
Practically everything happened to the
party that could happen.
In Haiti their
pilot developed diphtheria and had to go
into the pest-house while they sent for another.
They landed at Havana in the
midst of a tropical storm.
The plane
caught fire while they were in Jamaica,
and sent one of their crew to the hospital;
and to cap the climax, an engine exploded
while they were in the air above San
If they hadn't been so near land
Juan.
they might never have been heard of

did.

again.

American newspapers. There
to
didn't seem to be much fun in going out
after the big stories any more, now that
he no longer owed loyalty to one paper.

then

He felt unwanted, lost, and wished he
were back in the United States. But, he
thought in the next breath, what would
he do if he were?
Joseph Medill Patterson, whom Floyd
describes as "a great soldier, a great statesman, a great author, a great publisher,
and a great man," came to his rescue, and
gave him an object for his Irish heart
Patterto tie its loyalty to once more.
son, founder and at that time publisher
of Liberty, gave him the assignment of
writing the history of von Richthofen,

order to get the information he had
to spend weeks digging into Germany's
official war records, visiting von Richthofen's mother, schoolmates, friends. Then
he had to go to France and England,
check over war records there, compare,
conjecture, piece together the unbelievable flying history of that daring, cruel,
In doing all this, he
relentless aviator.

—

IN

accomplished one thing which made him
very happy. He was able to tell dozens of
French and English mothers what had

become of
Allied

German

their sons.
aviators, shot

down behind

the

by von Richthofen, had
been entered by their own command simply as "lost in action." Now, by comparing records, Floyd knew who had shot
them down, and where and often, where
they were buried.
In 1927 Floyd came back to America,
his brain full of a scheme to make the
first airplane flight from the United States
Nobody knows, now. why
to Panama.
he thought this was such a colossal idea.
He doesn't know himself. However, nothing came of it. A plane which could have
made the flight would have cost, at that
time, $100,000, and Floyd couldn't find a
backer who was willing to spend that
much money.
lines

—

once more turned the Gibbons energies into more productive chan-

The Story So Far: As far back as his boyhood days in Washington and Minneapolis,
Floyd Gibbons always wanted to be in the
midst of all the excitement. This led naturally to being a reporter, although his family
opposed his choice of a career. His first big

was covering the bandit revolution in
Mexico led by Pancho Villa, and his graphic
eports to the Chicago Tribune soon made
him that paper's star roving reporter. The
Tribune sent him to Europe just before
America entered the World War, and he was
on the liner Laconia when it was torpedoed
and sunk by German submarines. His story
of that disaster had much to do with^arousing
public opinion in America toward declaring
war on Germany. Almost until the end of the
war, Floyd remained in France as the Tribune's correspondent
until he was wounded
and returned to America with a white patch
•where his left eye had been. After the war
he was head of the Tribune's Paris bureau
and editor of its Paris edition, as well as being ready at all times to pack his bags and
head for any spot in Europe where news was
in the making. Once he managed to get into
Russia, during the famine there, while all
other foreign correspondents were kept bottled up at Riga waiting for permission to enter from the Soviet government.
Later he
journeyed across the Sahara to Timbuctoo.
just to tell the world, which had been reading the novel, "The Sheik," exactly what real
sheiks were like. In 1925 his mother died in
Paris, and Floyd returned to the United States
with her body. Then he went back to Europe,
still working for the Tribune
until one day
job
t

—

in Bucharest,
tice that he'd

when he suddenly
been

received no-

fired.

Patterson

asking him to write a series of
on pacifism for Liberty. Floyd
balked at the idea. What, he demanded,
could you say in an article about pacifism,
He
except that peace was a good thing?
then offered Patterson a much better idea
He
better and harder to carry out.
offered to write an imaginative history of
the next world war.
nels by
articles

_

—

It was called "The Red Napoleon," as
no doubt you remember, and although it
was imaginative, and its time was the future, lots of facts went into the story.
Floyd had a European army invading the
United States by way of Canada, and before he wrote a line he went up to Canada
and followed his fictitious army's route

Floyd had broadcast, you'll remember,
over
in Chicago, while he was still
working for the Tribune, but it was in

WGN

1929 that his career as a radio star really
began. He went on the NBC network as
The Headline Hunter, a sustaining feaHis program was just newspaper
ture.
shop talk, made up of the sort of yarns
reporters love to swap when they get
together, but it caught on at once.
Floyd
had rather thought it would, for he remembered the eagerness with which his
mother had always listened when he told
her what he had done to get this news
story or that.

himself.

The movements of the troops,
in "The Red Napoleon,"

as deare all
based upon actual geographical facts, taking into consideration road conditions,
weather, terrain, and other natural facproves fairly conclusively
tors.
It
all
that the United States could be invaded
through Canada.
And some of the
things Floyd predicted in that book have
come true for instance, world economic
unrest, the election of President Hoover,
and his defeat after one term.

scribed

—

60

FROM

his sustaining program he progressed to a five-times-a-week series sponsored by the Literary Digest.
It was the
most fun he'd had since he'd worked for
In fifteen minutes he put
the Tribune.
on the air a whole daily newspaper headlines, features, editorials, comics, household hints, even ads when he read the
commercial announcement. That type of
news program isn't new now, of course,'
but it was then, for Floyd was its originator.
Most of today's news commenta-

—

tors

owe

their basic

formula to him.

The Digest program

started the charac-

Gibbons rapid-fire speech, too.
Normally, Floyd doesn't speak rapidly at
all.
On the air well, you know as well
as
do how fast he talks there. Here's the
reason: In 1929 and 1930 there were so
many interesting things happening in the
world that Floyd had to tell about them
all.
He just couldn't bear to leave any
of them out.
So he made his scripts
longer and longer, and read them faster
and faster, until finally he was delivering
between 4,000 and 5,000 words in a fifteen-minute period. Soon his style of delivery became his trademark, and he has
teristic

—

I

kept

ever since.

it

More sponsored

programs followed
General Electric's House of Magic, and
then the Libby Owens glass company program. In each of them Floyd conducted
a campaign, just as recently in his Nash
Speedshow he campaigned against allowing the United States to be dragged into
the Spanish rebellion.
On the House of Magic he campaigned
for more widespread understanding of the
value of science to our daily life, and
on the glass company show he hammered
at the necessity for safety glass in all automobiles.
Both projects tied up very
nicely with his sponsor's plans, of course,
but with the glass company he talked himself out of a job.

He kept pointing out how many deaths
were caused by ordinary glass in automobiles until women's clubs and other organizations throughout the country took
up the cry for shatterproof

glass.

At the

weeks the largest manufacturers of motor cars in the country, who had
always made their own non-safety glass,
end of

fifty

signed a contract with Floyd's sponsors
to supply them with all the safety glass
After that the sponsors
they needed.
didn't need a radio program any more

they were too busy making

glass.

THE

winter of 1931 came, and with it
Japan's invasion of Manchuria. It was
too much for Floyd, who had been living
too peacefully for too long, and he was
off to Vancouver to sail across the Pacific.
He crossed the ocean with Will Rogers,
and flew with him across Japan and Korea
before parting from him and striking up

through China to Mukden, which was occupied by the Japanese.
Never in his life had be been so cold.
The wind, sweeping across hundreds of
miles of frozen snow, cut through furs
There was no
and heavy quilted felt.
escaping

it.

Even the men

in the armies, used as
they were to hardships, suffered terribly
from the sub-zero weather. It was impossible for them to touch their rifles with
their bare hands without having the cold
bite deeply into the flesh. Floyd, marching with the Japanese army, was worse
off than the men. After days of cold, he
would retire to the barracks where the natives could, apparently be comfortable
but even in them he almost froze to death.
And there were three months of this
for him to look forward to!

Next month,

this life story of a

reporter draws to

how news

is

its

roving

exciting close

made, read how Floyd

—see
in

a

glorious burst of luck cracked the biggest,
world-wide front-page story of the year;
go with him from dangerous Shanghai to
the battlefields of Ethiopia and then back
home to his two radio programs. Don't
miss it, all in the May issue of Radio
,

Mirror.
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(Continued from page 58)
Southern California and added at

in

least

men

to their various office staffs during his past year of "friendly counselling."
*
*
*

fifty

GROOMS,

BRIDES,

ETC.

KHJ's production staff
member Wayne Griffin and Elinor WarAngeles:

Los

Huntsberger,

ren

concert

have

pianist,

December
since
When filling out a Social Se12th.
curity blank recently, KHJ's technician
Ted Bliss gave his station pals the first
intimation of the November wedding
which made Miss Frances Maher his wife.
Charlotte, N. C: Grady Cole, WBT's
.

.

.

Mrs.

and

Mr.

been

Comet Rice comic

philosopher, Ford news-

caster and Stewart-Warner commentator,
recently surprised the station staff by announcing his marriage to Miss Helen Sisson of Norwood, Ga.
Chicago: About the time the happy
.

WBBM

.

honeymooning.

were

above

couples

.

tenor Jack Brooks and his wife
(Helen Keppler of the CBS Chicago music
library) were enjoying their first wedding
anniversary.
*

*

*

OUR HELPING HAND
DEPARTMENT
McKay of WBBM's
News with
broadcasts,
like to know the name of
the unknown fan who sends her those
American Beauty roses before each proChicago:

Cheri

Sunday

noon
Music, would

gram.
Cincinnati: While announcing the Stum-

WLW,

Tom Slater beover
the fact, on the air, that he was
still single while Charlie Dameron, singer,
was the papa of a new baby son.
Since, Slater's mail has been loaded with
proposals daily, but the prize was from a
listener who wrote: "I'm not speaking for
She'd make
myself, but for my cousin.
pus

Club

moaned

you a

fine wife."

WLW

soprano,
Cincinnati: Vicki Chase,
likes nothing better than French onion
You're welcome, Vicki.
soup.

RADIOS AND AHS
Like the proverbial step

in the dark, a
radio voice is liable to land anywhere, and
do anything.
Take the case of the Nashville attorney

who sought

M

L

,

(name on

request, so help Jack Harris, who told us
the story) to inform her of an estate
awaiting her signature. Her signature had
to be on the dotted line by a certain date
or the estate forfeited.

With the deadline three days away, the
attorney, in desperation, bought an announcement over Nashville's WSM. The
announcement was made at 5:30 p. m. and
in less than two hours the attorney had
a telegram from Mississippi, signed by the
party he sought and dated exactly one
hour after the time of the broadcast. Jack
forgot to tell us the size of the estate, but
we did see the telegram.
Then there was the Ken-rad Unsolved
Mysteries program over
in Cincinnati.
In one script the continuity writer
had a suspect fictitiously named Roger
Anderson, and as fast as it could be done,
from Mitchell, S. D. came this letter:

WLW

"Your unsolved mystery drama of November 15th was very good, and though
tuned

too late to get all the details
to solve the mystery,
can
it by the process of elimination.
"I will now take the stand in my own
swear that Roger Anderson was
behalf.
not the murderer.
know for I am Roger
Anderson ...
am writing to clear my
good name of the stain of murder and to
tell
you 1 enjoy your programs very
I

in

to enable
help solve

me

I

I

I

1

much."

COPR. 1937 FELS & CO.

BANISH "TATTLE-TALE GRAY'
WITH FELS-NAPTHA SOAP!
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Reducing Secrets That

u

u

Really

Worked

{Continued from page 46)

CREATE A NE

rational diet ought to do the trick for any
normal person whose only fault in the

past has been neglect or perhaps carelessness, so 1 worked on that premise.
Its
success has been so notable that I am glad
to pass it along to other women, especially in view of the fact that it requires
no expenditure; only a little good oldfashioned discipline, and that the diet
needn't
interfere
with
regular family

menus.
First, a word of warning. There are two
factors: the diet and the exercise.
They
are of equal importance. You cannot, for
instance, exercise twice as much as I do,
and eat anything you happen to want.
Nor, on the other hand, can you eat half
as much as I eat, and take no exercise.
Exercise and diet go hand in hand, and
the rules you set down for yourself must
be adhered to faithfully. That is where
the discipline comes in. It is hard to be
one's own taskmaster. Indeed, I am quite
aware that for the average woman the job
is harder than that which faced me.
For
with me, it was a case of reduce or else.

meant

my

my

—

livelihood.
It is
so easy for the average woman to say,
"Oh, well.
I'll
start tomorrow."
It

career,

LET

us start at the very beginning, rising in the morning.
First, I slip into
a bathing suit, sneakers, and a robe.
I
squeeze and strain the juice of one lemon
into a glass of hot water and drink it.
This early morning tonic acts as a blood
cleanser and purifier, and tones up the
system generally.
I
go immediately to the roof of my
hotel for my exercises. Of course, I realize
that only those living in a delightful year'round climate such as we have in Hollywood can indulge in that luxury, but in
winter weather the exercises can be taken
just as well
and quite as beneficially indoors.
Be sure, though, to throw wide
open all the windows! Get all the fresh
air you can while you are exercising. Don't
be afraid of getting cold. You won't while
you exercise. Your blood will circulate
1

WITH A NEW POWDER SHADE!
a

A New Face Powder Shade May Give You
New Personality— a New Glamour— a New Charm!
By

wrong! You aren't a type. You're yourself.
And how lovely that self can be — how vivid,
alive and alight
you'll never know till you

rU^Ul^ Cj££jW.

You know what color in clothes can do for
you. One color puts you out like a light. Anmakes you look and feel your best.
But no color in clothes has half as much
effect on your personality as your face powder
shade. For this becomes a real flesh-andblood part of you.
Yet thousands of women and girls are actually wearing the wrong shade of face powder.
Every morning they commit beauty- suicide,
right in front of their own mirrors. They
quench their personality, destroy what ought
to be their glamour and charm
with a dull,
drab, dead shade of face powder
Far better, I say, to use no powder at all, than
to bury yourself alive under such a disguise!

—

of my basic shades in Lady
Esther Face Powder.
try

on

all five

other

—

Use the Magic of Color!
Yet for each of these
you, too

— there

girls

and women

— for

a right shade of face powder. It won't subtract from your beauty. Nor
will it leave you just as you were. No

glowing color. It will flatter
you, glorify you, create right before
your eyes a new "you" that you never

let

you prove

this to yourself, I will

line as well as color.

You

will see a

new

radi-

ance about your entire person.
Write today for all five shades of Lady Esther
Face Powder. Your mere request on the cou-

pon below brings them to you postpaid and
With the five shades of Lady Esther Face
Powder, I will also send you a purse-size tube
of Lady Esther Face Cream.The coupon brings
both the powder and cream.

(You can paste

this

on a penny postcard)

(32)

living,

dreamed you could be
The reason you haven't found

send

you all five shades of my Lady Esther Face
Powder free of cost.
When you have tried all five shades and have
discovered the one that was made just for you,
you will be instantly aware of many things.
You will see a new glow, a new warmth in your
skin. You will see a new beauty in your face, in

free.

is

This right shade will add the magic of

See for Yourself!
To

Lady Esther, 2034 Ridge Avenue, Evanston,
Please send

FREE

Illinois

me by return mail a liberal supply of all five shades

of Lady Esther Face Powder; also
Esther Four-Purpose Face Cream.

purse-size tube of your

Lady

—

and keep you warm and glowing
no matter what antics the thermometer is
performing.
But the important thing to
briskly,

remember is that physical exertion, to be
of benefit, requires its full quota of oxygen.
Standing erect, then, inhale deeply and
exhale slowly.
Be sure you are breathing
with the diaphragm. Place one hand on
If you are breathing
your diaphragm.
correctly, it should expand like a filling
balloon. Incorrect breathing is highly inInhale and exhale twelve times,
jurious.
standing head up, body erect, shoulders
back, stomach in. Now you are ready for
Exercise No. 1.
Incidentally,
neglected to mention
that for the exercises I worked out no
equipment or paraphernalia whatever is
necessary save an ordinary canvas chair,
such as is shown in the accompanying illustrations.
If you haven't a chair like
that shown, you surely have one sufficiently similar.
The chair is not used in
the first exercise.
I

Keeping legs and feet
Exercise No. 1
close together, clasp the hands high over
the head. Stretch to your utmost height,
keeping heels flat on the floor. Rising to

this

:

shade long ago is probably because you've been choosing according to your "type"
a blonde should
wear this, a brunette that. This is all
right

—

swing the clasped arms first right,
twisting the upper part of the
torso only.
The hips must not move.
tip-toe,

City

,

(If you live in

Slate.

Canada, write Lady Esther, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.)

then

With
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left,

practice

you

will find yourself able
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to twist the upper portion of
almost entirely about.

your body

Exercise No. 2: Now comes the chair.
Grasp the back of it firmly, as shown in
Then
the
accompanying illustration.
_

slowly lower the body to a squatting position, trunk erect and head back. Rise
slowly on tip-toe. Repeat six times, gradually increasing to twenty times as the exercises progress.

Exercise No. 3: Support the weight of
the body by grasping the arms of the
The feet must be just far
chair firmly.
enough from the chair so that a diagonal
line might be drawn from heels to head.
Rising on tip-toe, raise the right leg briskly, bending the knee as shown in the illustration, as high as possible, with the toe
Alternate with left
pointing downward.
leg.
Repeat six times, increasing gradually to

twenty times.

Exercise No. 4: Sit in the chair. Place
Kick vigthe arms over the chair arms.
orously up and out first with right, then
with left leg.

Exercise No.

5:

Rest arms on back of

at arms length away. Kick
back as high as possible first with" left
leg then with right leg. Keep head up and

chair.

Stand

forward.
hip, as

The

kick must come from the
the illustration, for this
designed to reduce and make

shown

in

exercise is
firm the hips.

Lie across the arms of the
Keeping the head well up, execute
the motions of swimming, as illustrated.
Kick with left leg when stroking with
right arm, and vice-versa.
Exercise 6:

chair.

EXERCISE

No. 7: Again we dispense
with the chair. Stretch arms horizontally
at shoulder level. Twisting the trunk, touch
the right great toe with the left arm, raisPering the left leg as the body bends.
haps at first you will not be able to touch
the toe, and you may have trouble in
maintaining your equilibrium. Do not be
discouraged, however, for that merely indicates you need the exercise especially.
And you will be delighted to see your hip
But wait. We're not through
line fade.
Stand erect once more.
with seven yet.
Repeat the exercise with the other hand
and foot. Try it four times to each side
for the first week, then increase gradually
to ten times each.

A

tasty
Discovered!
nourishing dish

Exercise No. 8: Sit in a low backed chair
and drop the head as far to the rear as
you are able. Then chew on a piece of
gum for about three minutes vigorously.

month of this exercise (which should be
taken at night as well as with your regu-

A.

lar setting-up in the

morning)

will eradi-

the most stubborn set of double,
found
triple, or what have you? chins.
invaluable as preparation for picture
it
work, where the camera is so cruel to the
slightest irregularity of line.
cate

I

So much for the exercises. The only
find time to inother form in which
walking.
is
regularly
Wherever
dulge
walk.
If time
and whenever possible,
permits, I choose stairs rather than an
elevator on my round of business appointWith a little thought you can
ments.

Ordinary "economy dishes"
make

—

crowd a surprising amount of exercise into
a busy day without disrupting your schedule, and after you've been at it for a while
you'll feel a lot less worn out at night, too.
Now for the diet. After my morning
exercises, of course, I take a shower,
is important in prevention of colds.

try

more than 10^

—

less

than 3^ a portion.

Tuna and Spaghetti Casserole
(Serves 3
costs just 30c)

—

can Franco-American Spaghetti
lj^ teaspoons minced onion
small can tuna fish
2 strips bacon
1

it is

1

Place a layer of Franco-American in a greased

Add some of the
tuna fish and onion.
Alternate layers of spaghetti,
fish and onion until all is used.
Arrange bacon strips, cut in
half, over top. Bake in hot
casserole.

Serve Franco - American today. See

how different

the tempting casserole dish below.

'

I

I

often

But not FrancoAmerican Spaghetti. It has flavor, food
value
everything! Y'et a can holding
three to four portions is usually no
dull eating.

from ordinary ready-

cooked spaghetti .Taste its savory cheeseand-tomato sauce containing eleven different ingredients. Delicious to heat and
eat just as it comes from the can. Or

flaked

(

oven (425°F.) until casserole
well heated and bacon crisp.

is

which

Then

Here is a week's menu. As
to breakfast.
said before, the whole idea of my own
I
plan was based upon common sense, and
You can substiyours should be too.
tute and vary to your taste or needs if
you merely keep that in mind. I am giving you my own, however, from which to

Franco-American

spaghetti

THE KIND WITH THE O&firfl

MADE

GOOD

SAU CE
BY THE MAKERS OF CAMPBELL'S SOUPS

work.
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Two
Two

Monday

Asparagus tips
French dressing

Breakfast

odern Style

Fruit juice cocktail (juice of an orange,
a lemon, a grapefruit)
Coffee (half hot coffee, half hot milk, no

with smart

slices crisp
slices dry,

Lemon

sherbet
Coffee (as before)

sugar)

Friday

Lunch

Breakfast

Mixed green salad (shredded lettuce, cabbage, raw spinach, endive and celery)
French Dressing (see note)
Three rye wafers

Skimmed milk

Tomato

Fruit juice cocktail
Coffee

Lunch

or buttermilk

Spring salad (lettuce, tomatoes, radishes,
cucumbers, celery, cress)
French dressing
Rye wafers
Skimmed milk or buttermilk

Dinner
juice cocktail

Celery curls
Steamed peas and carrots

One slice lean roast lamb
Whole wheat melba toast
One pat butter

Tomato

Sliced pineapple

Broiled

Dinner

fish)

Tuesday

-.:

Convenient
oothly..

No

.

.

.

.

.

(any lean fish but no shell
with parsley and lemon garnish

Saturday

Coffee (as before)

Fi*~

Breakfast

Needs

Lunch

Belt.. .Guar-

Whole

Vegetable soup
rye wafers

^f\leLne/it%

Two

grapefruit

Coffee

Lunch

Dinner

Consomme

Fresh fruit cup
Broiled steak
Spinach with lemon juice

• Figure-fitting as a dancer's

panty, smooth as your skin beneath tight-fitting skirts — yet
adequately equipped with a protective panel that will repay your
confidence with unfailing per-

formance.
The pinning tabs inside are correctly placed to be comfortable
and easy to adjust— no other belt
is

necessary.

Ask

specifically for Kleinert's

Sani-Scant — one dollar at any
good Notion Department.

Mashed

Fresh fruit

turnips

Dinner

Melon

Wednesday

Once

Breakfast

Whole grapefruit
Coffee (as before)

Sunday

Lunch
Fresh fruit salad on lettuce (any fruits ex-

Brunch

cept bananas and pears)

Rye wafers
Hot tea with lemon

(late breakfast

Orange juice
Choice of

Bouillon
slice

Whole wheat_

of lean roast beef

Two

velvet-textured

elastic

—

Kleinert's

efficient

fabric which clings without cutting or
pulling. 50c in Notion Departments
everywhere.

One medium

I

OFF

485 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.
LONDON, ENGLAND
TORONTO, CANADA
.
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.

.

boiled egg

Dinner

.

Clear chicken soup
Celery curls
Radishes

juice

olives

Broiled chicken

Cracked wheat cereal with milk

Asparagus
Baked squash
Avocado and grapefruit salad
Small Dortion ice cream
Demi Tasse
Note: By substituting mineral oil for
olive oil, French dressing and mayonnaise

Coffee (as before)

Lunch
Grated carrot and

Rye wafers
Skimmed milk

bacon

Bacon
Toasted bran muffin

figs

raisin

salad

or buttermilk

become non-fattening.
Baked apples can be glazed by using one

Dinner
REG. U.S. PAT.

waffles

slices crisp

or

Two
Tomato

and lunch combined)

Coffee (as before)

Dinner

Breakfast

*NUVO

whole wheat toast

Cauliflower
Tea with lemon

Thursday

ask for "Couture"— equally
worn high or low. Made of soft

slice

Grilled pineapple

Steamed

BELT

ball cocktail

Broiled lamb chops
Steamed kale

String beans
Steamed beets
Slice of dry whole wheat toast
Cabbage, celery and apple salad on lettuce
Non-fattening mayonnaise (see note)

YOU PREFER A SEPARATE

or vegetable soup

Rye wafers

Lettuce and tomato salad
Baked apple (see note)

Thin

IF

of

whipped cream)

Small glass tomato juice
One poached or soft boiled egg
One slice dry whole wheat toast
COI

juice
fish

Broiled tomatoes
Broccoli
Cottage cheese and chives salad
Prune whip (use egg whites instead

Breakfast

•

bacon
whole wheat toast
and romaine salad

Fruit cup

Vegetable plate (any vegetables
corn, potatoes and lima beans)
_

except

half tablet of saccharine instead of sugar.
If coffee and other foods are unpalatable without any_ sweetening, a small
quantity of saccharine may be used without danger of gaining.
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At

Last!

Truth

About

Dick Powell Quitting Hollywood Hotel

(Continued from page 21)
type of parts which he was assigned and
the publicity build up that soon had him
eating his heart out in sheer loneliness.
Dick missed, among other things the
invigorating, stimulating contact with a
He abhorred the zany
living audience.
type of singing hero he was called upon to
portray.
He felt that all his years of
study might as well have been tossed into
And to crown it all, the
the ash can.
studio publicity department took over his
private life. He was handed schedules for
his leisure hours.
He must go here for
lunch, dinner, dancing; he must be seen
with this one and that one. Before the
release of each new picture, he was carefully reported engaged or about to become engaged to the current leading wo-

—

man.

A

of course, that they regarded me as a sort
Naturally they judged
of amiable idiot.
me from my pictures and what they'd
read about me."
radio.
He went on
Hollywood Hotel program. The loneliest man in Hollywood had a back-log
now. He was more nearly happy than at
any time since he'd left Pittsburgh. He

Then Dick found

the

had something he could, figuratively, get
He grabbed on to that
his teeth into.
radio work like a drowning man clutching
Now he could do
the proverbial straw.
the things he wanted to do informally,
intimately.
The fifteen minutes he spent
as master of ceremonies before the broadcast began was an oasis in his week. And
there was the studio audience, too. It was
almost like his old master of ceremony
days!

was a recluse beside this
fellow who wanted no part of the glamor that had been thrust upon him. He
found himself with literally thousands of
acquaintances and not one friend! Here
is just one incident that will show you. He
wanted to go fishing; one of those sudden impulses. So he chartered a boat and
sat down to get up a party.
Inside of two
hours he called the whole thing off. He
couldn't think of even a half dozen men
friends close enough to be asked.
"Even when
did meet the kind of men
who
felt
would be congenial, they

"You know,

Goldfish

—

I

I

wouldn't be themselves with me.
Why,
once in New York on a vacation, a friend
of my brother's took me to his club. Say,
the men he introduced me to practically
talked baby talk to me!
felt like punching them in the nose. But then
realized,
I

I

believe I stayed on that
I
for a year after I really knew
to leave just for that fifteen

program
I

ought

minutes."

The program was a heavy drain on
There is no more exacting

Dick's time.

than Bill Bacher, which
Hotel has such perfect
timing and speedy tempo. But that means
arduous
Warner
long
and
rehearsal.
Brothers, although indulgent, didn't really
like it much the way Dick had to walk
off the set a couple of times a week at
They even offered to raise
one o'clock.
Dick's salary to cover the loss he would
sustain if he would give up radio. But
they could have offered twice that and
Dick would still have kept the radio spot.

producer
is

in radio

why Hollywood

—

It

was

Then

his

the

life-saver.

program began

to

undergo

The guest movie stars
and the movie previews crowded Dick inHis importance dwindled,
to a corner.
imperceptibly but surely. He saw it ebbing away. He was scared but he didn't
know exactly what to do about it. Dick
was always a mild sort of fellow. He'd
a gradual change.

—

never think of fighting.
And then again miraculously, desperation made way for overwhelming happiness. Dick proposed to and was accepted

—

—

by Joan Blondell. You know, of course,
about their marriage. Who doesn't? The
studio exploited their New York honeymoon to the point where Joan boiled over.
It wasn't a honeymoon; it was a nightmare. They were glad to return to their

suburban home.
unpretentious,
time in years Dick was happy.
The most natural thing in the world,
when he began to regain the even keel he
had lost while he foundered in discourageDick began to turn a
ment, did happen.
critical eye on his career.
Joan was his
simple,

For the

first

inspiration.
Between them, they clamped
firm feet down on the spectacular publicity.

Their

lives,

own

they contended, were

—

to live as they liked
and that
was that. No more circus stuff. No more
arranged days, planned out honeymoons.

their

THE
ind

day after I talked with Dick, he
Joan left for Yosemite Park for a
real wedding trip.
No publicity. No fanfare.
No ballyhoo. The new Dick Powell
was showing his claws. He told the publicity department where to head in
and
in no uncertain terms.
It could only follow, in Dick's emergence as a man who
knew what he wanted, that there soon

—

ing food deposits in hidden
crevices between teeth
are

the

which

source of most bad

breath, dull, dingy teeth,

and

much

tooth decay. At the same
time, Colgate's soft, safe polishing agent cleans and brightens

enamel — makes teeth sparkle!

.

COLGATE

RIBBON DENTAL

CREAM
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arose

a crisis in his broadcasting work.
Before his marriage in October, Dick
had promised to remain on the Hollywood
Hotel program.
The rest of the cast

new

signed

contracts,

But Dick's ran

until

January.
However, when in October he
agreed to remain, it was on certain conditions.
Warner Brothers were to receive
additional publicity on the program. The
number of hours of Dick's rehearsals, the
number of songs he was to sing, the handling of the guest star situation, and other
details were to be ironed out.
Dick told me that if a new contract had
come up for signature in October, he
would have attached his name without
hesitation.
At that time radio was still
too precious to take any chances with.
He'd have let himself be pushed around
a bit rather than risk losing it.
But between October and January, Dick's chest
began to stick out, the way a man's will
when he is newly married to the girl he
loves,

and wants above

all else

to shine in

her eyes.
In the radio studio, though they didn't
realize it at first, they had a new, different Dick Powell to deal with. The amiable, obliging fellow who never seemed to
care much what anyone did to him was
fading before an assertive, self-confident
man on whose toes no one could tread
and get away with it.
The time allotted to Dick on Hollywood

Hotel was being cut down more and more.
In proportion, he was getting less fun out
of the job. He didn't need the money.
But he did want to do radio work.
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if Boy hadn't met Girl.
Dick, with the pride of having Joan
Blondell as his bride, and his new found
courage, suddenly realized that unless he
made a critical decision he would never
have the chance to do the kind of radio

I
told me.
decided, once and for all, that I had
to quit, had to leave the program that
once had meant so much to me."
With a minimum of fuss and publicity
Dick went quietly about the job of leaving.
If you have read that he finally left

•£*"•"

"I

absorb.
free to

times

—
—

upon

work he wanted above all else.
made up my mind," Dick
"So

cUSfc

f&SK-

ND

so he saw what he should have
seen long ago, but would never have
seen or if he had, would never have acted

JJL
""

because Warner Brothers
low him to continue, you
wrong reason as you can
Dick quit! Walked out!

—

£
des

^ole

would not alhave read the
see by now.

Left the show!
the day after his last Hollywood
which
Hotel broadcast on
he explained to
Frances Langford and the others that he
much
movie
work
had too
to continue,
he and Joan left for that private honeyhave
already
mentioned.
moon
On the
same day, Warner Brothers assigned two
of their top flight song writers, M. K.
Jerome and Jack School, to prepare numbers for a new program to be known as
Dick Powell in Movieland.
Even as this is being written. Dick is
in Yosemite Park and the two song writers
are hard at their work. And on the desk
of Dick's agent, offers from other sponsors
are piling up. I saw three of them. They
were wonderful offers, and for the kind of
program Dick hopes to have. But should
he turn all these down, he will still have
Dick Powell in Movieland.
So Dick's radio future is assured.
He has Joan to thank. It is Joan who
has given him his new mental state, the
new feeling of being happy. And this
change has catapulted him into a new realization of his own strength.
With Joan, he'll become there's no
other way to put it bigger and better
than ever. Love, which has done so many
different things to so many Hollywood
stars, has shown Dick Powell the way to
his first real happiness.

And
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Life

Stacked the Cards

{Continued from page 45)
dollar a week—what
good would that do, when he needed
Always
forty—fifty— sixty— a hundred?
there has been that driving need, for

A

to their parents.

Lager for a Lovelier 3kiii
be devoted to these

You'll

money and more money. Always, even towhen after repeated failures he has

i

day,

found his place in radio as star
comedian on the Gillette Community Sing
program.
at "last

didn't wan t the money for himself.
until recently, indeed, has he ever

He
Not

—^Mm /^^

f<

spent upon himself any but the very
smallest part of what he made. .It has all
gone to sustain the responsibility he
shouldered when he was a child; and now

K^twmS

9

that radio is making it possible for him
to earn more than ever before, the surplus is going to make that responsibility
secure forever.
Moses Berlinger, Milton's father (it
wasn't until later that Milton shortened
the family name to Berle), fell ill when
Milton was less than six years old. It was
a painful and crippling illness rheumatism.
Day after day Moses was forced to
stay home from his little store on the East
Side of New York, and at last there was
nothing left to do but give the business
up entirely, since he could neither care
for it himself nor afford to hire someone
to run it for him.
The shop was sold at

—

a loss.

a while the proceeds of the sale
kept the family and paid for medical attention for Moses. Sarah Berlinger, Milton's mother, was working, as a detective
Now and then
in Wanamaker's store.
Moses was well enough to look for work
but no sooner would he find it than another crippling attack would force him to

FOR

—

home and lose his new-found job.
There were six mouths to feed— Milton,
his two older brothers, his baby sister,
Years of poverty, of
and the parents.
trying to decide whether this coin or that
would go for food, for rent, for medicine,
stretched away endlessly ahead of Sarah
stay

"H••' th

„„? You re

Berlinger.

home to
excitedly up and
down the sidewalk in front of their tenement building. He was wearing a pair
of his father's trousers, hitched up precariously under his arms with bits of
string; a pair of his father's shoes, and
an old derby hat, its black greenish with
Under his nose was a scrap of darkage.
recognized with a
brown fur which
gasp of horror as part of her fur muff.
True, that muff was so old it wasn't much
She halted the little
good to her, but
figure's gay, shuffling gait with a none too
gentle grasp of his shoulder.
A man who had been standing on the
curb laughing, stopped her.
"I've never seen as good an imitation
of Charlie Chaplin in my life," he said,
wiping his eyes. "There's a Charlie Chaplin contest up in Fordham this Saturday.
bet he'd
don't you send the kid?
Until

find

the night

Milton

she

t'

,on.gM
er tonight
p ier
-

•
•

•
.

.
•

returned

I'mosing
you
)0 |

parading

Mom

—

Why

h0

I

win the prize."
Mom was too angry at the moment to
pay much attention to him, but later on,

when

she'd cooled off. she yielded to MilHe
ton's pleas and agreed to let him go.

o0 're

looking hap"

W0,
Sh*yp^'
^9
thank
•''

.

me

,

t

wo

And blemishes, caused by surface
germs, need not appear to ruffle the satinsmoothness of your complexion. Woodbury's
Cold Cream is germ-free. It will not tolerate
blemish-germs, either in its own lovely tex-

obvious.

They Help Prevent Blemish . . .
Vitamin D in Woodbury's Cold Cream
Quickens Skin's Breathing

A

complexion that dryness will not sear

that blemishes will not mar.

A

.

.

skin that looks

young You have the finest scientific beauty aids to help you in your quest.
Woodbury's Creams foster a beautiful skin.

young

. . .

is

ture or on your skin.

One

further

way

diant skin youth
quickly. This

is

cold cream

your skin breathe

the task of Sunshine Vitamin

!

D, a

new

Cream

ingredient

is

made

in

Woodbury's Cold

... to help stimulate the rapid breath-

ing process of skin

The

to outwit the loss of ra-

is to let

cells.

of delicate oils that

lubricate the dry, thin skin to

make

lines less

Woodbury's Germ-free Facial Cream is the
companion to the famous Cold Cream. It
forms a smooth and flattering foundation for
your make-up. Each, only 50$, 25$, 10$ in
jars; 25$, 10$ in tubes.

went, and came back with first prize.
The prize itself was only a loving cup
(it was later pawned for $2.75), but what
it represented, and the idea it gave Mom,
were worth the difference between life and
If Milton
death for the whole family.

SEND

was good enough to win a prize, why
wasn't he good enough to earn some
money? Down on Fourteenth Street and
over in Brooklyn and New Jersey, she'd
heard, there were movie studios, and she'd

Perth, Ontario.

It

for

contains

10-PIECE Complexion Kit!

trial

tubes of Woodbury's Cold and Facial

Creams; guest-size
Woodbury's Facial
costs. Address John
Cincinnati, 0. (In

Name

Woodbury's Facial Soap; 7 shades
Powder. Send 10^ to cover mailing

H.Woodbury, Inc., 7476 Alfred St.,
Canada) John H.Woodbury, Ltd.,

.

.

Address—
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seen little boys in the movies not half as
clever as Milton.

On her next half-day off from Wanamaker's Mom took Milton on a tour

*Oh Mother/
IVE LOST

of these studios.
At first it seemed like
a hopeless task, until she got to know a
few of the people who worked there.

Then

she'd find out beforehand

what

sort

of a boy was needed, and when Milton
applied for the job, he'd be that sort of
boy— clean or dirty, angelic or devilish,
exactly what was wanted.
His first job carried a salary of thirty
dollars a week, almost twice what
made by walking around the store all day,
spotting shoplifters. He was a little more
than six years old.

Mom

MY

When Pa found out what was going on,
he objected bitterly. His baby son working because he couldn't!
In his humiliation he protested that soon he'd be able
to find work again, work that he could
do.
agreed.
It was only for a little while.
When he was better, Milton
could stop. And slyly, she played on his
pride in his son.
Wasn't it wonderful
that Milton was so smart? Just by acting
in front of a camera he could make more
money than his mother!
Do you remember that old masterpiece
of a serial, "The Perils of Pauline," or
dear old John Bunny and Flora Finch?

JOB/

Mom

you

do, you must have seen Milton
For almost five years he worked
in the movies, off and on but mostly on;
bringing home each week that all-important pay envelope.
If

Berle.

THEN

the movies began to drift vvestward, and soon there were no more jobs
in Brooklyn and Fort Lee
but Milton
couldn't stop working.
As long as his
father could be free of financial worries,
he was in fairly good health, but Milton
knew he could never hold down a job. The
responsibility for keeping the family going was Milton's it would always be his
he could never lay it down.
If there
were no movies, he'd have to find something as good or better.
He was eleven
when he began making the rounds of
Broadway theatrical producers' offices.
Almost at once, he found work, mostly
in musical shows.
At twelve he was part
of the children's sextet in a revival of
"Floradora," a sextet that was allowed
neither to sing nor dance. New York had
passed a law which said, for some reason
no one has ever been able to figure out,
that children on the stage must not sing
or dance.
The children's sextet had to
speak its lines instead of singing them,
and walk through its paces instead of
skipping to the music.

—

—

—

job
THE
worked

she needs so badly. The job she
so hard to get. And what makes it
even worse, the job which she is so well qualified to fill!

The
lost

it.

tragic part of

For employers

it is

will

that she doesn't know why she
never tell a girl the real reason

when it is a personal fault of hers.
Underarm perspiration odor is an annoyance men

will

not tolerate in a girl, either in business or in social life.
And why should they, when it is so easy to avoid
with Mum!
Quick and easy to use. Half a minute is all it takes to
use Mum. A quick fingertipful under each arm
and
you're safe for the whole busy day.
Harmless to clothing. You can use
any time, you

—
i

—

know

—

Mum

after dressing, just as well as before.

For

it's

per-

fectly harmless to clothing.

Soothing to skin. It's soothing to the skin, too. You can
shave your underarms and use
at once.
Doesn't prevent natural perspiration. And another important thing
doesn't interfere with the natural
perspiration itself. Its work is to prevent the ugly odor of

Mum

— Mum

perspiration.

Remember, a

fresh daintiness of person, free from the
slightest trace of odor, is something without which no girl
can hope to succeed. Make sure of it with Mum! BristolMyers Co., 630 Fifth Ave., New York.

MUM HELP YOU IN THIS, TOO. Use Mum
on sanitary napkins and enjoy relief from
worry about offending.
LET

MUM

TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION

"Floradora"
closed
When
Milton
changed his name, shortening it to Berle
and advanced his age a few years. It wav
the only way to take advantage of what
seemed to be a natural ability to sing anc?
There weren't
enough
plain
dance.
speaking parts in plays to go around, and
were didn't pay enough
there
those
money; but he knew he could always find
He was a cocky,
a good job in a musical.
self-confident
his age,

and

youngster,
in

rather large for

both appearance and man-

ner he could pass for sixteen.
Wearing long trousers, interviewing
producers, standing for hours on the
Broadway corners sacred to members of
the theatrical profession, Milton thought
he knew all the answers. He was sure of
it when he got a good part in a musical

comedy.
But there was one answer he had all
After his
It cost him his job.
wrong.
show had been running a few weeks, Milton came prancing off the stage after his
dance one night. A kind looking elderly
gentleman was standing in the wings.
"Weren't you in 'Floradora,' son?" he
asked.

RADIO MIRROR
"You bet!" Milton replied, still in that
happy daze which smothers actors' judgment when they hear applause.
the man said grimly.
Berlinger and you're twelve
years old and you'll have to give up your
part in this show."
There was nothing anyone could do.
Vainly
and Milton protested that
Milton was a good student at the Professional Children's School, that they had
to have the money because Milton's father
was an invalid. The law was the law.
Once more a way had to be found past
"I

thought

"Your name

so,"

is

Mom

an

insurmountable

apparently

difficulty.

when the movies failed him he had
turned to the Broadway stage, now when
the Broadway stage failed him, Milton
Just as

turned to vaudeville. Until he was seventeen he toured the country, first with a
girl partner, later in an act by himself. It

was expensive; Mom or some older person always had to go along, and he
couldn't devote as much of what he earned
to his family as he could in New York;
but there was nothing else to do.
there were the horrible years of
AND
adolescence, the years between fourteen

and sixteen that every child who makes
his living on the stage dreads. Awkward
and ungainly, his voice changing, he was
Booking agents
neither boy nor man.
would look at him doubtfully, shake their
heads.
He took what engagements he
could get, watching the lines of worry
She could hide
deepen on Mom's face.
them from Moses, but not from her
son.
His brothers, only a few years older
than he, had left school and gone to work,
but their combined salaries weren't as
much as he had made in his good days.
Time passed, and he was through that
dark period, once more making enough
money to assure ease and comfort for the
At last his big opsick man at home.
portunity came a chance to be master
of ceremonies at the Palace Theater in

—

New

If he succeeded there, he
York.
knew, he'd be in the big time for good.
well ... he couldn't fail.
If he failed
Something must have told him how not
An unknown youth, he was folto fail.
lowing such headliners as Jack Benny and
Eddie Cantor before the most critical
vaudeville audience in the world so he
capitalized on his obscurity.
In his opening speech he informed his audience that
they didn't know who he was, and that
the only reason the Palace had hired him
.

.

.

Moisture inside the skin cells

—

was that he'd watched all the big comedians, and knew all their jokes.
That
statement started the great joke-stealing
myth that still haunts Milton, but it
turned the trick with the Palace audiences.
Just once more Milton Berle has had
Radio at first
to succeed in a new field.
would have none of him. He guest-starred
on Rudy Vallee's program, then on Fred
Waring's, then as a pinch-hitter for Fannie Brice
always without success.
Stubbornly, Milton buckled down to
conquer the toughest job of them all. He
analyzed his comedy style, discovered just
what was wrong with it for the air too
fast, too sophisticated, too Broadwayish
and tried once more. And succeeded.
Thanks to radio, Milton is today happy
in the knowledge that nothing can ever
happen, while they live, to bring privation to the father and mother he loves
better than anything in the world. It is
the first time in his life he has had that
Radio has brought him
knowledge.
enough money so that he has been able to
put some aside, in annuities, against possible disaster. His brothers and sisters are

—

keeps Hands lovably soft
HAND

skin only too easily dries

wind
and water dry out moisture from the
skin cells. And most women find they
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cold,
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—

their own ways in the world, and
and Pa occupy a luxurious apartment in New York while he is out in
Hollywood.
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would

like to be able to tell you that
well with Moses Berlinger— that the
loving care Milton is now able to give
I

all

is

him has brought back
could tell you that.

his health,

i

wish

But the rheumatism has affected Moses' heart, and he
never leaves the bed in his sunny room
on the south side of the apartment buildI

ing.

Nor

can he even listen to Milton's
programs.
The excitement strains

radio

his heart too

much.

Mom, grown

gray-haired and handsome,
runs the apartment and Milton too, accompanying him to broadcasts and personal appearances. The only time Milton
doesn't like to be with her is when she
goes shopping in some big department
store.
She's too apt to spot a shoplifter
and warn one of the detectives to "watch
that woman."
"Like an old fire-horse when she hears
the engines," is Milton's affectionately disrespectful characterization of her.
And
has two fur coats now, to
make up for that old muff which Milton
cut up to start a career.

Mom

Where

to Buy This Month's

Fashions
Blue and

Samuel

White Dress by Paul Parnes

Spiegel—Roanoke, Virginia

Ann Allen— New Haven, Conn.
Robert Simpson
Greenfield's

—

—Toronto.

Montreal,
Louis

St.

Canada
Canada

Levy's. Ladies Toggery— Memphis, Tenn.
Harriet Woolworth Evanston, 111.
Joske Bros.
San Antonio, Texas
Milgrim Cleveland, Ohio
Milgrim— Miami, Florida
Leon Frohsin— Atlanta. Ga.
Fredley's Boylston Ave., Boston, Mass.
Ulian's Worcester, Mass.
Deeb Jabley Daytona Beach, Florida
Neustetter Denver. Colorado
Best & Co.— New York

—

Maybelline's world famous
Solid form Mascara, in the brilliant red and gold vanity
75c.

—

Black, brown or blue.

—

—

—
—
—
—
Violette — San Francisco,
Perkins Bros. — Corpus Christie,
Harvey
Calif.

Texas

Marshall— Buffalo, New York
Kerman Stores— Chicago, 111.
Germaine Monteil's Yellow Crinkle Crepe and White
Chiffon

—Denver, Colorado
—New York
and Chicago
Ransahoff's — San Francisco,
Gana Downs
Saks

Good morning, Sleepy Eyes! Freshen up with
in

your eyes

—with

cold water.

Wake up

scattered, scanty lashes into long, dark, curling, sweeping

eyes are ready to

the sleeping beauty

a few simple brush strokes of Maybelline. Transform sleepy,
fringe.

And

work wonders when you're dressed and ready

presto!

—

lovely

for the day's task,

shopping or pleasure.
-A-

Naturally, you'll want to avoid the risk of any hard, theatrical, "made-up"

—for the natural
Use Maybelline mascara — either

appearance which reveals your individual charm.

new

perfected

Cream form

all

mascaras

in

or the world-famous Solid form.

ic Not waxy, lumpy or gummy. Non-smarting, tear-proof, absolutely harmKeeps lashes soft and silky. There is no mascara more waterproof than Maybelline.
Only 75c at your favorite toilet goods counter.

less.

-k Have you tried the largest selling Eyebrow Pencil in the world? It's Maybelline.
Let its smooth-marking point form your brows into the expressive, graceful curve most
becoming to your individual beauty.

shades of the exquisite Maybelline Eye Shadow. You'll find them
thrillingly subtle in color and gloriously becoming. Softly blend a shadow on your
-k

lids.

See

Try

all

how much

it

Angeles,

Calif.

Dress and
Lindner Co.— Cleveland, Ohio
Saks Fifth Avenue New York

Street

Dinner

—

Neiman Marcus

Dress

—

Dallas, Texas
William Block, Indianapolis, Ind.
Harold's Minneapolis, Minn.
Bonwit Teller Phila., Pa.
Kline's— St. Louis, Mo.

—

look given by ordinary mascaras. Use only the finest of

the

Calif.

Bullocks-Wilshire—Los

Kay Morrison,

adds to the color and sparkle of your eyes.

ir 10,000,000 discriminating

women know

that there

is

nothing quite so satis-

Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids are
obtainable in the 10c stores. Try this new and more delightful way to daytime and

fying as Maybelline. Generous purse sizes of

all

eventime enchantment.

—
—Rochester, N. Y.
P. Allen — Atlanta. Ga.
Polsky— Akron, Ohio
Gana Downs — Denver, Colo.
Montaldo — Salem, North Carolina
B.

Forman

J.

Charlotte, N. C.
Columbus, Ohio
Bullocks-Wilshire Los Angeles, Calif.
The Smart Shop Houston. Texas
Gidding Co., Cincinnati, Ohio
Russeks Detroit
.Joseph Horne
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Garfinkle Washington, D. C.

—
—

—
—
—
—

Three Piece Monotone Suit
Saks Fifth Avenue
Saks Chicago

—
—

Nieman Marcus

— Dallas,

Texas

Garfinkle— Washington, D. C.
— Atlanta, Ga.
Wm. H. Block — Indianapolis, Ind.
Burger Philips — Birmingham, Ala.
Wm. Silvian — Du'luth, Minn.
Al Rosenthal — Oklahoma City, Okla.
Schermerhorn Company — Ft. Worth, Texas
Gana Downs — Denver, Colo.
Lawton Co. — Cincinnati, Ohio
Bullocks-Wilshire — Los Angeles,
Kaufman's — Pittsburgh, Pa.
Montaldo's — Bartlesville, Okla.
"
Julius

Rich's

Calif.

Maybelline

Eye Shadow.
Maybelline Cream Mascara in Black, Brown
or Blue .with brush
in

damtyzipper

bag, 75c.

jmr

jmr

^T

^©

Blue, Blue-Gray,
Brown, Green or
Violet,

Maybelline Eyebrow
Brown or

Pencilf Black,

Blue-

—Winston-Salem, South Carolina
Best Apparel— Seattle, Wash.
Los Angeles, Calif.
J. W. Robinson
R. H. Bjorkman Minneapolis, Minn.
Maison Mendesolle San Francisco
Ulian's Worcester, Mass.
B. Siegel Company, Detroit, Mich.
Mabel Donahy— Buffalo, N. Y.
Hixon's Milwaukee, Wise.
Jay's Boston, Mass.
Gillespie Shop Toledo, Ohio
Embry Company Lexington, Ky.
Sydenback's Tulsa, Okla.

—
—
—

—

—

—

—
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Secret

Drama That Brought

WINDOW SHADE

THIS

Myrt and Marge Back
to Radio
(Continued from page 22)

,/

expected
condense

and Myrt had to rewrite and
a
month's scripts into two

to,

15

weeks'.

IT\lNEN ?

The Myrt and Marge

radio family split
up for the summer, or until a new sponsor could be found.
Donna Damerel,
Myrt's daughter, who plays Marge, went
out to California. Vinton Haworth, who
played Jack Arnold, also went to California
and into the movies.
Ray Hedge, the

Clarence Tiffingtuffer, found work in Chicago radio studios as a sound effects man.
It was left to Myrtle, remaining in her
Chicago apartment, to sell the program to
a new sponsor if it was to be sold at all.
As the weeks passed, discouragement and
distaste for the task grew upon her
due
as much to her weariness as to the diffi-

—

—

culties she

was

facing.

To

begin with, legal title to Myrt and
Marge as a radio series was still held by
her former sponsor.
Red tape and delay
had to be gone through before her idea
and her characters were once more entirely her property.

THEN

she found out anew what she had
all along, and had refused to adthat the long association of Myrt
Marge with one sponsor was a lia-

known
mit

—

and

not an asset. Myrt and Marge had
become so closely identified in the public's
mind with one particular product that all
bility,

other sponsors were afraid to touch them.
It wasn't that they hadn't done a good
job in selling their sponsor's product.
They'd done altogether too good a job.
In time, she was sure, the program
could be sold.
In time, its identification
with its former sponsor would fade, and
at last it would take on new value for a
different product.
But was it worth the effort? She
thought once more of the never-ending
routine of keeping a program moving. Did
she want to stay in Chicago all summer,
working to find a sponsor only to work
harder still, once she had one? She thought
longingly of the life she could make for
herself in Hollywood.
Why not take her
savings before they were all gone, and try
to break into the writing end of the
movies? She had friends there who would
help her, and she knew, with five years of
radio scripts behind her, that she could
write good dialogue.
That is what Myrtle Vail would have
done, if it had hot been for her son,
George Damerel, Jr. the boy you hear
playing the part of Georgie Manning on

—

—

new Myrt and Marge
Few people knew, until

the

series.

the

new

series

began, that Myrtle Vail had a son.
He's
eighteen now, and most of his life has
been spent in school, or with his father,
who was separated from Myrtle several
years ago.

When Myrt and Marge

first

went on

the air. in 1930, George was put in an exclusive
military
school
near
Chicago.
Until then, Myrt had been in vaudeville
and George had been the typical vaudeville artist's son
without a home, without
roots anywhere, without a continuous education.
With the money she was earning
in radio, Myrt made a promise to herself,
she would give George the finest education she could possibly buy for him
and
that promise she has kept.
After a year at the school near Chicago,
George was sent to another military
school, an even more expensive and ex-

—
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elusive one, in Los Angeles.
The sons of
moving picture producers and stars were
his classmates, and he learned to live as

Why

they did.

not?

He had

a star, too?

all

Wasn't his mother
the pocket-money

he wanted, just as they did, and boylike,
he never stopped to think that money had
to be earned.

Vacations he spent partly with his fathwho was now living in Hollywood, and
partly with Myrt and his sister Donna.
Life, so far as he could see, was pretty
entertaining and not at all difficult.
He graduated from the military school
in
1935,
having acquired a good high
school education and expensive tastes, including a passionate love for the game of
polo.
In the fall of 1935 he enrolled in
the University of Southern California.
His friends there were still the sons of
Hollywood magnates. Dark, good looking, and well bred, he was popular. And as
a finishing touch to perfection, he had a
string of three polo ponies which his
mother had given him as a present.
Those polo ponies are responsible for
er,

,

a boy's heartbreak— and indirectly, they're
also responsible for the return of Myrt

and Marge

to the air. Certainly, if Myrt
hadn't given them to George, the life of
every actor in the Myrt and Marge series
would have been different.
Last spring George joined a polo team
which went on a tour of Southern California to play various local teams. The man
who got the team together was a wealthy
Hollywood producer, and George took it
for granted that the usual practice would
be followed, of having all the transportation and stabling costs for the horses paid
by the promoter.
The usual practicewell, at least he thought it was the usual
practice.

THE

and

tour was successfully completed,
George returned to the campus— to

himself faced with

find

all

the

bills

for

moving and stabling

The

his three horses.
too big.
He couldn't

were

bills

And rather than become a
"welsher," he turned in his three ponies
in place of cash.
pay them.
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*

Rich red blood, necessary to nourish and
build up every part of the body is especially promoted where more iron is needed.

O

Hearty, healthy appetite enabling you to
enjoy plenty of good body-building food
is
assured those who specifically need
Vitamin B.

O

Needed aid

in getting

good out of
where Vitamin B

ALL

the flesh-build-

"

ing

"

Nerves depleted by an inadequate supply
of Vitamin B, are strengthened by the
help of this special nerve-aiding vitamin.

"

Vitamin

A

C

your
is

food

is

supplied

deficient.

Unsightly

natural

skin eruptions resulting from
deficiency are corrected and
beauty restored in a short time.

B

g^" Body growth, development and

7 New

energy, strength and pep that lead
popularity are quickly given to thousands

who need both Vitamin B and
Potted by professional
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come to your cheeks.
different person, with

models

iron.

Soon you feel like an entirely
new charm, new personality.

Money-back guarantee
may be from lack of
B and iron, try these new Ironized Yeast tablets
a short time, and note the marvelous change. See if they
don't aid in building you up in a few weeks, as they have helped
thousands of others. If you are not delighted with the benefits
of the very first package, money back instantly.
No

matter how skinny and rundown you

enough Vitamin
just

increase in

weight are quickly promoted where they
have been retarded by Vitamin B shortage.

" to

of skinny people who never could
gain before have quickly put on pounds of solid,
naturally attractive flesh with these new "7-power"
Ironized Yeast tablets. Not only that, but they've
gained 'naturally lovely color, new pep, new friends
and popularity in almost no timet
Scientists recently discovered that hosts of people
are thin and rundown for the single reason that
they do not get enough Vitamin B and iron in their
daily food. Without these vital elements you may
lack appetite, and not get the most body-building
good out of what you eat.
Now one of the richest known sources of this
marvelous Vitamin B is cultured ale yeast. By a
new process the finest imported cultured ale yeast
is now concentrated 7 times, making it 7 times
more powerful. Then it is combined with 3 kinds
of iron, pasteurized whole yeast and other valuable
ingredients in pleasant little tablets.
If you, too, need these vital elements to aid in
building you up, get these new "7-power" Ironized
Yeast tablets from your druggist today. Note how
quickly they increase your appetite and help you
get more benefit from the body-building foods that
are so essential. Then day after day watch flat
chest develop and skinny limbs round out to natural
attractiveness. See better color and natural beauty

Special
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offer

start thousands building up their health right away, we make
this
offer. Purchase a package of Ironized Teast tablets at
once, cut out seal on box and mail it to us with a clipping
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will send you a fascinating new book
on health, "New Facts About Your Body." Remember, results
with very first package or money refunded. At all druggists,
Ironized Yeast Co., Inc., Dept. 224. Atlanta, Ga.
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FREE
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almost broke his heart. For the first
in his life he was experiencing the
tyranny of money— and fate had decreed
that lesson number one should be the sacIt

time

rifice of his
horses were
he was ever
front of his
Of course

most prized possessions. The
gone, and he didn't see how
going to hold up his head in
circle of friends again.

he wrote and told Myrt what
had happened. It was probably the hardest letter he'd ever had to write in his
life, or ever will have to write again; and
when the answer came he sat with it in
his hand for a long time before he got
up courage to read it.
Myrt didn't "bawl him out." But her
letter showed him very plainly how hurt
she was that he should have lost, through
his own foolishness, her gift to him.
It

made him

down and

think, take stock
time in his life,
he reached was that
two very important things had been left
out of his education the knowledge of
the value of money, and a sense of responsibility.
sit

of himself for the
and the conclusion

first

—

All this happened in the spring of last
Early in the summer George Damyear.
erel, Sr., George's father, died after several months of illness, and George went
to his mother in Chicago.
occurred to him that
It hadn't even

Myrt and Marge might not go back on
the

air,

or

that

his

mother's source of

income might be cut off. But he knew
what he wanted to do. College was no
good to him any more. Shocked by his
father's death, disillusioned by the loss of
his

ponies,

he couldn't face a return to

RADIO MIRROR
the carefree

he and his classmates had

life

led.

"I'm not going back to school," he told
Be in"I want to go to work.
dependent."
Looking at him, Myrt saw past the determined set of his jaw to the scared, confused, rudderless state of his mind. She
saw, too, the mistake she herself had made.
A good education. Yes, it had been that,
the best that money could buy and what
good had it done her boy?
He talked
about earning his own living, but what
was there that his education had fitted him
to do? Nothing.
It had not even taught
him to care for money which was given
him, much less earn that money for him-

Myrt.

LITTLE ''COAL MINES"
IN YOUR SKIN!

—

self.

"What kind
do,

of

work do you want

to

George?" she asked.

Stumblingly, he tried to hide from her
his lack of confidence.
He'd like to work

on a newspaper

—

he'd always liked journalism in school. Of course, he knew it was
pretty hard to get newspaper jobs without any experience.
But there was the
stage. He'd gone on a personal appearance
tour with Myrt and Marge the summer
before, so he had a little experience in
that profession, and perhaps, if he couldn't
get on a newspaper.
.

.

.

JulVRT
"

looked swiftly back, down the
years of her own experience on the
stage. She knew what the stage could be, and
usually was.
Why, thirteen days after
George was born she'd been rehearsing in
she'd had to, to get
a new vaudeville act
money to feed him and Donna. And when
George was twelve she'd pawned her wedding ring to buy a new dress for the audition which sold the Myrt and Marge

—

series to

THAT'S

WHAT BLACKHEADS REALLY ARE!

As

for newspapers
believe an eighteen-

the radio.
she didn't

frankly,
year-old boy without any experience could
find work on any of them.
Nor could she help
if she did what
she had been making up her mind to do
give up radio, go to Hollywood, and try
to write for the movies.
She could give
him a little money, the money she had
set aside for him to go to college on, but
what good would that do? George didn't
want money; he wanted, and needed, a

Here's How to Deal with

hm

job.
Something to tide him over a difficult period in his life, something to assure

him of his usefulness in the world.
There was only one way she could help
him, and yet not appear to be helping
him.

"How would you

go on the air
with me?" she asked him.
"I can write
in a

part in

as soon as

small salary

like to

Myrt and Marge for you, and
we sell it you'll be making a

—just

what

I'd

pay any other

actor."

George leaped at the idea, naturally;
and Myrt, with a small sigh, put aside her
dreams of a life in California, away from
the treadmill of writing, rehearsing, broadcasting, writing, rehearsing, broadcasting,
day after day, week after week. Now, if
she could only get a sponsor
Several times, that sumIt wasn't easy.
mer and fall, negotiations seemed to have
progressed with this sponsor or that, practically to the dotted-line point; but something always happened.
Out in Hollywood, Donna waited, her trunks all
packed, ready to come East at a day's
notice.

At

last,

themselves to their original, invisible smallness.

Those little black specks that keep showing
up in your skin
do you know what they

—

really are?

They're nothing more than little "coal
mines" in your skin
They're imbedded dirt
dirt that has found
its way deeply into your pores.
dirt
isn't
easily
This
removed, as you know,
or you wouldn't have blackheads.

—

Like Black Little

after eight

months

off

the

Candles

In

Your Skin

This dirt is stiff and waxy. It's a combination of
fatty waste from the body, dust, soot and dead
skin cells.
It forms little plugs or wedges in your pores

I'll

Pay for a

Test!

Let me prove to you the soundness of the Lady
Esther Face Cream method. Just mail me your
name and address and I'll send you a pursesize tube of Lady Esther Face Cream postpaid

and

free.

To hasten

results, use up the whole tube at
one time. Put on one application of the cream
after another. Leave on each application for 5
minutes before removing. The whole job will

only take 15 minutes.
Notice how soft your skin

is after this

cleans-

That shows you are softening the dirt
dirt that has probably been
within the pores
ing.

—

and

there for months or longer.
As you continue the daily use of Lady Esther

It's the blackened tops of these wedges that
you see as blackheads.
These waxy wedges must be dissolved to be
removed. That's the only correct and scientific

Face Cream, you make this waxy dirt softer
and softer and more and more of it comes out.
Finally, your pores are relieved of their long-

that stop

them up and make them

larger

larger.

way to

deal with them.

You

can't just moisten

You can't just loosen them. They must
actually be dissolved.
When dissolved, they can be removed with a
simple wiping of the face which is the right
way! When you try to squeeze them out orsteam them out, you do more harm than good.
You destroy delicate skin tissue and make tiny
scars in your skin. Not only that, you make the
pores still larger so they can collect still more dirt.
them.

Dissolves

Waxy

air,

It

Dirt

softens

it

Clean Pores Become Small
As you relieve the pores, they come down in
size. They become smaller and smaller each
day, until they have regained their original
smallness and you no longer can see them with
the naked eye.You can almost see the improvement taking place in your skin.

Act

this

waxy

Now!

proving this to yourself at my expense. Mail coupon today for your free pursesize tube of Lady Esther Face Cream.
start

way.

— dissolves

it.

It

makes

so soft that a very light wiping of
your skin takes it off.
There is no taxing of your skin, no
stretching of your pores.
When your pores are completely
cleansed of the plugging matter,
blackheads automatically disappear.
Also your pores automatically come
it

standing burden.

But

Lady Esther Face Cream deals with
dirt in the scientific

Myrt's confidence in the program was rewarded. Under the sponsorship of Super
Suds, Myrt and Marge took over the 2:45
spot on CBS every afternoon except Saturdays and Sundays.
was in the studio the afternoon George
I
made his air debut. He had a song to
sing, and a few lines to speak.
His singing voice is naturally sweet, but untrained.
As to his lines, Myrt had been firm in her

Them

down in size. Responding to Nature, they reduce

(You can paste

this

on a penny postcard)

FREE

(32)

Lady Esther, 2034 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois
Please send me by return mail a purse-size tube of Lady
Esther Four-Purpose Face Cream; also all five shades of your Face
Powder.

Name

City

(If you live in Canada, write

.

State

Lady Esther,

Ltd., Toronto, Ont.)
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Advice

determination to treat him like any other
radio actor.
She hadn't coached him at
all,
hadn't even given him any advice
about how to read them. Hands off, is
the strict policy between Myrtle Vail and
her son.
Between rehearsals, they told me about
George's living arrangements. When they
first came to New York from Chicago,
George lived by himself at a midtown
hotel. Afterwards, when Myrt had leased
a house in Forest Hills, he went there to
live, paying for his room and board. "He'd

in

allure
FROM THE GLAMOROUS

pay, too," Myrt threatened, "or
take it out of his salary!"
That salary isn't large, but it's larger
than a boy his age could earn in any
other profession, and out of it he is saving
enough to pay his way when he returns
better

SOUTH SEAS ENCHANTRESS
Lips are
color

is

most alluring when

exciting

no pasty look

smooth and

.

when

.

.

their

when they have

.

soft

I'll

.

.

they are

to college.
Dress rehearsal, when the whole script is
run through just as it goes on the air, was
called, and 1
stepped into the control
room to watch and listen. George hadn't
seemed nervous but he muffed his lines!
He read them too fast and too soon, in-

soft to touch!

—

terrupted his mother and Donna.
Myrt didn't scold him, but afterwards,
when I went downstairs with him for a
cup of coffee,
saw that his hands were
shaking.
"I'm lousy, and
know I'm lousy," he
admitted, over the coffee.
"I've got an
awful lot to learn about radio. Look at
the way
blurred my lines just now." (All
the same, he was proud of that bit of
radio slang, "blurred.")
I

I

I

THAT'S

The New Tattoo

gives lips a strangely intoxicating

redness; a sweetly tempting moistness and luster that
only South Sea colors have. You'll sense it yourself

the instant you see the five luscious shades.
cause the

New Tattoo

is

And

clearly transparent, lips

be-

do

not have a pasty look to spoil the allure of their enchanting color. But more! There's a magical ingredient
blended into the New Tattoo that gives lips a thrilling new kind of softness ... an endlessly yielding softness!
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Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after
being deaf for twenty-five years, with his Arti-
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No. Joke
—Every deaf person knows that—
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THE WAV COMPANY
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Michigan

all right,"
comforted him. "It
was just rehearsal. You'll be all right
when you're on the air."
"Golly, I hope so."
He glanced at the
clock, pushed back his chair.
"It's almost
time for the broadcast. Let's go back."
Once more in the control room, I
watched the broadcast. George's song came
first,
before he had any lines to speak.
Myrt and Marge were supposed to be listening to him, commenting about him in
low voices to each other. The song ended
on a high note, sweet and clear.
"Attaboy!" said Myrt.
"He finished
I

that off like a real trouper." She was reading from the script; it was the same line
she had spoken a dozen times during rehearsal; but there was something in it
now that hadn't been there before a note
of praise, of warm confidence, that was
for George alone.
He stepped closer to the microphone,

—

—

holding his script in his hands and they
weren't shaking.
He read his lines perfectly, neither too slow nor too fast, without a stumble.
The broadcast had ended, and we were
leaving the studio in the usual post-broadcast burst of chatter. Myrt patted her son
casually on the shoulder. Then she looked
over at me, and smiled. I wish you could
have seen that smile.
It explained why
their fans didn't lose Myrt and Marge.
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Your Meals With

Brighten

Canned

(Continued from page 54)

you ca«a>a

Lipstick^'

Gus Arnheim's orchestra
also did some movie
on the Coast, where

after singing with

co\ox»
covet *e

I

work, and had decided to try my luck in
New York. So on I came in a bus and
nearly broke my back with about seven
dollars to my name when 1 landed here.
I
got a couple of solo spots on the air
which paid my hotel bill, and had a few
auditions. After one audition my accompanist and
were going down in an elevator in Radio City and ran into Dell
he and my accompanist were old friends
but of course I didn't know him.

y

—

—

^^

Beat! Let
tff, out

Milk

ou.Jus'

sCnd

\

<

couP°"

l

ts

^~a

ortawps

„

Gloli 'yV

A

'

Mfy
f

cru%

tisement, before May 1st, stating preference: No. 147 or No. 151.
Dept. B-2)
Davol Rubber Company
Providence, Rhode Island

I

—

"Well, Dell seemed to decide that I was
nice young girl who didn't know her

a

way around

New York — and how

in

— so

— Dell

didn't

know

until

married that sometimes

from him

half a dollar

if

at

after

we were

won
Russian Bank
I

—

NAME —

5

WORKED WONDERS

hadn't

FOR HER SKIN

wouldn't have had breakfast the next
morning.
"Then
went back west none of the
auditions had resulted in a contract
wrote Dell a polite 'thank you' note, received one from him in return, and
thought that was that. It wasn't until
returned to New York for one day before
going on to Boston, and Dell took me to
dinner and put me on my train, that
said to myself 'Meri Bell, I think you're
I

—

I

AND 20*
AT LEADING
& 104 STORES

10*

AD CBESS

right

he took me under
his wing.
We had dinner together, and
went to movies when he had time off from
And we played
his radio assignments.
Russian Bank together almost every night

he was about that!

No. 147]

Doctors and nurses everywhere recommend these "Anti-Colic" brand nipples.
For FREE SAMPLE, mail this adver-

This advertisement is based
on an actual experience reported in an unsolicited
letter. Subscribed and sworn
to before me.

I

I

was, and so was Dell, and as
got back to New York after
finishing my New England contract in
March, we were married."
in

love.'

soon as

NOTARY

I

I

P

JBLIC

^ELL

the story. "The next step
to find a house, not a hotel apartment with kitchenette, and as soon as we
found one, Meri Bell turned into a housewife as well as being a singer."
"That was hard at first," Meri Bell said,
"but we both wanted a home with real
home-cooked meals.
Dell hates restaurants."

^ was took up

"I'll

say

I

RE

because of a pimply, blemished skin?

Then

for

ence, not
It

do." Dell broke in from be-

you!

us, a

their natural

who have regained
beauty with the aid of
pleasant-tasting Yeast Foam Tablets.
Let Yeast Foam Tablets help rid
your system, too, of the poisons which
are the real cause of so many unfrom grateful

—

is

tive organs

lb.

—
—

help to restore natural
elimination and thus cleanse the
system of beauty-destroying wastes.
You'll look better and feel better
when Yeast Foam Tablets help you
as they have helped thousands of

—

—

others.

King
Ask your druggist today for
Yeast Foam Tablets — and

3 tbl. butter

A
T

rich in precious natural elements

which often stimulate sluggish diges-

I

a la

girls

sightly skins. This pasteurized yeast

—

Mushrooms

simple letter writ-

—just one of thousands

beef and it's all out." He gave the waiter
a substitute order, then turned back to
Meri Bell. "What are we going to have
for dinner tonight?"
"Mushrooms a la king and peppermint
ice cream
how's that?"
"Swell.
We have the biggest refrigerator in captivity," he told me, "and Meri
Bell makes the best ice cream you've ever
tasted, not to mention the mushrooms."
"They're both simple, really," Meri Bell
said, "and the recipes are practically fool
proof they're made with canned milk
which is certainly a selling point for cooks
as inexperienced as
was when I started
out."

—

It's

an advertising claim.

came to

ten in pencil

ways

from real life is
an actual experi-

this true story

meant

his luncheon menu.
"They're allike this
I
ordered creamed chipped

hind

you missing good times

—suffering needless embarrassment—

mushrooms, halved

refuse substitutes.

3 tbl. flour

cup evaporated milk
cup water
tbl. cooking sherry
3 hard boiled eggs
cup diced cooked celery
J4 cup sliced stuffed olives
Ya cup grated American cheese
Melt the butter in a skillet, add the
mushrooms and cook until golden brown.

Mail Coupon

I

%*££.' NOW

1

for

Sample

1

NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO

1

Add

the flour and stir until well blended.
Combine milk and water, add it slowly,

I

|

1

1750 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.
Please send free trial sample of Yeast Foam Tablets. (Only one to a family. Canadian readers please
send 10c to cover postage and duty.)
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and cook over low

heat, stirring constantnot get lumpy, until
thickened.
Add other ingredients, heat
well and serve on buttered toast.
ly

so

mixture

will

Peppermint Ice Cream
Yz cup sweetened condensed milk

cup water
cup whipping cream
cup crushed peppermint

Yt.
1

1

Unlike other
Royledge

shelvings,

edges to become a catch-all for
dust. It goes up in a jiffy without
tacking— lies straight and neat —
stays fresh and clean for months.

half frozen,
scrape from

remove from refrigerator,
and bottom of pan,
add peppermint candy and beat until
smooth, but not melted. Return to freezing chamber until frozen for serving.

Why is Royledge so different—
its

candy

Blend sweetened condensed milk thoroughly with water. Chill. Whip cream to
custard-like consistency and fold into
chilled mixture.
Pour into freezing pan
of refrigerator. When mixture is about

doesn't curl at the

so practical,

stick

you ask? Because of

"

sides

wonderful patented edge,
"Del! certainly goes for desserts," Meri
went on. "Here are two more of his
pudding and but-

double thick and strong.
and you'll understand why this is the most service-

which

is

Bell

Just "feel it"

favorites— pompadour
terscotch pudding."

you can buy. It's
too— in a choice of colorful patterns and designs, for every
closet and cupboard in your house.
able shelving

Pompadour Pudding

beautiful,

1
1

2 eggs,

At all 54 and 10^', neighborhood
or dept. stores— 9 ft. for 54; 10<£
sizes, too.

Roylace, 99 Gold

l

X

St.,

1

l

4 tsp. cocoa

•
ROYLIES— beautiful table doylies,
make every dish a party dish...

Beat the egg yolks slightly and blend
with the milk in the top of a double
boiler.
Combine the salt and cornstarch
with half the quantity of sugar and add to
the milk.
Cook over hot, not boiling,
water, stirring constantly, until mixture
coats the spoon.
Remove from heat, and
stir in the lemon extract.
Combine the
remaining sugar with the cocoa and add
to the egg whites which have been beaten
almost stiff.
Beat this meringue until

and 100 packages!

ledqe
W§

R.E6. U.S.PAT. OFF.

HE

S
•

__. _

'

:.->

'

separated

A cup granulated sugar
A tsp. salt
tbl. cornstarch
A tsp. lemon extract

Brooklyn, N. Y.

50

cup evaporated milk
cup water

L

V

I

N G

Pour the cooked mixture into a
meringue and bake
in a slow oven (300° F.) for forty-five
minutes. Allow to cool, and chill in restiff.

"KEl THE EDGE"

.._..

casserole, top with the

frigerator before serving.

Butterscotch

aids to 4/&He •Hi/fiem
IN THIS
FREE BOOKLET
how to avoid and overcome
and embarrassments of unsanitary conditions and offensive odors in the
home. What to do about annoying and
Helpful hints on

the dangers

destructive insects.

Ways of using

Creolin

as a general antiseptic, personal deodorant,

and for

And many

other valuable
aids for the housewife. Just send your
request for free copy of "Home Hygiene,"
to

first aid.

Merck & Co. Inc., 0ept.RM4, Rahway, N.J.

CREOLIN
Bathroom Odors
76

2

tbl.

cornstarch

1

cup evaporated milk
cup water

1

tbl.

1

cup brown sugar

1

butter

tsp. salt
tsp. vanilla

V?,
1

Pudding

extract

Mix the milk and water, and blend onequarter of the mixture with the cornstarch.
Scald the remaining milk in top
of the double boiler.
In another saucepan melt the butter, then add the sugar
and cook, stirring constantly, until the
sugar melts.
Add slowly to the scalded
milk, stirring until well blended.
Add
the cornstarch mixture and the salt and
stir

until

thick.

Cover and cook twenty

minutes. Cool and beat in the vanilla.

Meri

Bell has

some other

recipes

—

which I know you'll enjoy blackeyed beans, (a famous southern
dish), peanut marshmallow fudge
which she and Dell agree is tops in
candy, her never failing magic chocolate

icing

and

three

other

fool

proof canned milk recipes. Send a
stamped
self-addressed
envelope
with your request to Mrs. Margaret
Simpson, Radio Mirror, 122 East
42nd St., New York, N. Y.
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Gang

Busters'

Most

Exciting

Broadcast

(Continued from page 31)

"And
a sharp voice from behind them.
don't turn around!"
There was the sound of footsteps, then
four evenly spaced reports as the bandits
shot out the tires on the car. "You won't
get far on them flats," said the same voice
as before.
Bushes rustled at the side of
the road, then silence.
Rice and Masterson rushed to the car,
secured the extra guns which were in the
back, and started in the direction the bandits had gone.
It was no use.
They had
disappeared completely, soundlessly.

/L GAIN and

again the

Phantom

The Coverdale Mines

struck

at last

CTRANGE,
^
had

that no one before Paul Jawarski*
ever thought of making a
hiding place out of the mile upon mile of
worked-out coal mines. Winding and tortuous,
twisting back upon themselves,
branching out in all directions, their
damp, gloomy caverns could have made a
perfect hideout for hundreds of men.
Yet Paul Jawarski thought of many
things no man had ever thought of before. Brutal, remorseless, completely without soul, there was still a touch of perverted genius in him.
In 1921 he had gathered together a
group of criminals under his leadership
and established his headquarters in the
tunnel of an old mine a few miles from
Pittsburgh.
His plans were all laid.

had some-

—

payroll, vigilant
the peep slits on

their shotguns at
sides of the machine.
the truck, as an added
a big seven-passenger

with
all

Fifty yards behind
precaution, came
car containing six more men.
Suddenly there was a terrific crash, and
the earth exploded beneath the wheels of
the truck and its convoy.
Truck, car,
men, flew up into the air a hundred feet.
As it fell, the truck burst open, spilling
the unconscious bodies.
The Phantom had successfully engineered the most daring robbery in the history of Pennsylvania.
He and his men,
disguised as laborers, had planted a quarter of a ton of dynamite underneath that
road under the pretense of repairing it.
Like vultures the Phantom's gang were
on the truck before the sound of the explosion had ceased to echo against the

Detroit.

Pittsburgh

it.

Once more the Phantom's knowledge of
the maze of deserted mine workings in
that part of Pennsylvania had enabled him
to get away from the scene of a robbery
two minutes after he had committed it.

believed would baffle all the
Phantom's plans an armored truck, with
thick steel plate and bullet-proof glass,
studded with built-in machine guns. On March 11, shortly after noon, the
armored truck turned off the state highway into a side road on its way to Coverdale.
Six men were inside, guarding the

—

the

hind

doing.

kept their faces covered. When they did
not and his victims disregarded his warnings not to look at him, he kept his word
and shot them down.
His method of escape— so sure, so fast,
was what baffled the police. He could
be standing beside a payroll car one minute with his men, and two minutes later
he would be gone, leaving no trace.
After three years of terrorizing the
Pittsburgh district, the Phantom widened
his area by invading the American State
Bank in Detroit and murdering the teller,
Charles Taggart. It was the first time he
had dared to attack a place where money
was being kept instead of waiting until
it was being moved, and his success emboldened him so that six months later,
in November. 1925, he and his men carried out another successful robbery in the
office of the Ainsworth-Meng Company in
to

again, over a low hill at the side of the
road, and into a deserted mine shaft be-

paymaster himself did not know in advance what route he was to follow, or
what time the delivery was to be made.
But the Phantom seemed always to hold
up the right delivery at the right time.
March, 1927, the Phantom's greatest
coup, and the one which began his un-

and not once, in all his exploits, did
anyone get a glimpse of his face and live
to describe him. Often, he and his men

Then back

they

dummy

thing they

*»

It had been split wide open, and
had no difficulty in reaching the
money. In a few seconds they were gone

hills.

they went, to continue their lawless career
there. Police redoubled their efforts. They
staged
deliveries to throw the
Phantom off the track. Sometimes the

district

ya

"If

do

all

what

just

tell

ya, we'll

—

The more ya

the

kill,

bigger

cut

ya'll

money. And don't never give
no warning ya going to shoot."
And now he had thought things out
so successfully that he and his men were
git of the

SHORTCUT TO BEAUTY

faft SAYS

I

have millions and millions," he instructed
his men.
"We'll go up out of the earth
get a payroll and be safe back down
here again before they know what's happened. If there are guards, we'll kill them.

««
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RADIO MIRROR
scuttling through the dark corridors under
the earth miles from the Coverdale holdup. He chuckled as he thought of the futile
efforts of the police to find him.
But there was one thing he had slipped
up on. Because he thought all the guards

"I'M STRIKING

FOR

the armored truck and its convoying
car had been killed, he and his men had

HOME GROWN

in

not covered their faces.

VEGETABLES!

guard, named Thome, was not
ONE
knocked unconscious by the explosion.

He had been thrown
hurt,

and

he

some bushes, unhad self-possession

into

had

enough to lie quiet while the Phantom
and his men went right past him. If they
had known he was alive they would undoubtedly have shot him.
Thorne got a good look at the Phantom and was able to describe him to the
police

—

slight,

forehead.
recognize

dark, with a low, receding

More, Thorne knew he would
the Phantom if he ever saw

him again.
For some time Captain McGinley, of
the Pittsburgh police, had felt sure, without any definite proof, that the Phantom
was using the coal mines as a means of
The discovery of
escape and a hideout.
a mine shaft just over the hill from the
scene of the explosion made him sure of
this.

The question was, how could the police
ever track their quarry down in such a
maze of tunnels? The Phantom must know
the mines far better than any other man
alive.
He could twist and turn, eluding

"Of course, you know it's unfair to
give me anything but the best... but
do you know, Mother, that it's unfair
for you to cook for me yourself? No
matter how you hand-pick my vegetables or how carefully you cook
them and sieve them, they won't be
as fresh or as nutritious as Gerber's

!
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for mineral and vitamin protection in high
degree. Each sealed can is mechanically
shaken for even cooking throughout.
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them

at every point.

However, now that it was possible to
identify him, there was new hope, and
McGinley was spurred on to evolve a

tom start to shoot.
the door and entered.
on the lower floor.
anybody

"If there's

They broke down
There was no one
in

this

house show

yourself!" Captain McGinley called. "If
you don't we'll shoot on sight."
Still no sound.
They went upstairs. And in one of the
bedrooms they found a man, apparently
asleep.
Yawning, he demanded; "What
yer mean, waking up a guy like this?"
"A lot of sleeping you've been doing
with all this noise going on!" snapped
McGinley.
He yanked the blankets off,

disclosing the

man

fully dressed.

The

prisoner stood up with a sneer on
his face, thinking himself secure because
no one had ever seen his face to identify
him. Then Thorne came into the room.
"That's him !" he exclaimed. "That's the
Phantom himself!"
Jawarski was one of the strangest prisoners the Pittsburgh police had ever cap-

He made no attempt to deny his
In fact, he boasted of the dozens
of perfect crimes he had committedboasted of his murders, and of how loot
was distributed to his gang according to
the amount of killing each man had done.
He was sentenced to the electric chair, and
tured.

guilt.

locked
row.

in

an escape-proof

cell

death

in

But he was not ready for death yet.
few days before he was to be executed, Jawarski was talking to a murderer
named Vasbinder in the next cell. Vasbinder was frightened. He was to be executed the next day and he admitted he
was scared.
"I ain't scared of nothing, and
ain't
gonna fry, neither," said Jawarski.

A

I

_

clever ruse to bring the criminals out into the open.
He called in the sister-in-law of one of
his detectives and asked her to spread gossip among her friends that the police were
planning to pour poison gas into a lot of
the deserted mine shafts and then close
the openings.
"We're not going to do that," he ex"It isn't practical; there
plained to her.
isn't enough poison gas in the world to

impregnate those old mines.

But your

brother-in-law is a detective, and if you
say we're going to do it, people will beI
want the news to leak to
lieve you.
the Phantom, so that if he and his gang
are hiding in some old shaft they'll get
scared, come out and try hiding in some
deserted house.
The detective's sister-in-law did her

work
in

well.

the

state

Within two days everyone
was whispering about the

police's crazy plan to poison-gas the mines.
13 Captain McGinley was working in his office when the phone rang.

On March

A

lieutenant answered

it.

"Is Captain McGinley there?" a man's

voice asked.
"Who's calling?"
Tell
"I don't want to give my name.
him it's a citizen who wants to help him."
McGinley took the call. "There's a gang
of fellows who came out here yesterday,"
his unknown informant told him, "and
they don't seem to belong here. They've
a little fellow with a
all left except one
flat head."

—

"Where's he?"

McGinley asked

excit-

edly.

"Staying in an old house on Walker
Road. You go by the Highland Falls Fork,
take the right-hand road, and it's the third
There are no other houses right
house.
near it." There was a click on the other
end of the wire as the man hung up.
In half an hour, Captain McGinley and
fifteen men had surrounded the white
It stood silent
house on Walker Road.
and apparently deserted in the bright sunNot a sound came from inside as
light.
they approached, zigzagging lest the Phan-

can't get out of here — they
YOU
double guards," Vasbinder said.

got

"Listen, I can get out of anything,"
Jawarski whispered. "I'm getting out
of here right now. Want to come along?'
A few minutes later a guard came with

news that
warski.

a

visitor

wanted

to

see

Ja-

want

to see him, too," Vasbinder
"He's a fellow that's trying to gel
another lawyer for me."
The convicts and their visitor were separated by two heavy doors of steel mesh
and guards were stationed on both sides
The man who had come to see Jawarski
talked for a minute to the prisoners, then
suddenly whipped out a revolver he had
concealed on his person and shot the
guard on his side of the mesh through
the heart. Another shot, and he had disposed of the guard with Jawarski and
Vasbinder.
While he fumbled for the
keys on the guard's dead body, Jawarski
and Vasbinder removed their guard's gun
Quickly the "visitor" unlocked the doors
between him and the prisoners. Two more
guards came plunging into the room. Jawarski whirled, pulled the trigger of his
gun twice, and they fell. Out through the
visitors' room the three men went, down
Vasbinder fumbled
a corridor to a gate.
with the bunch of keys taken from the
dead guard, trying to find the right one,
while Jawarski and his accomplice kept
Already the
watch down the corridor.
prison siren was shrieking.
At last Vasbinder found the key and
They ran across the
opened the gate.
space in front of the prison while machinegun bullets whipped the ground at their
A short distance away was their
feet.
They made it,
car, waiting for them.
drove away into the night.
"I

said.

seemed as if some malign providence
kept watch over Jawarski. If luck had
not favored him at every turn he could
never have carried out so daring and hazardous a plan of escape. Convinced of
his own power now, Jawarski began his

IT
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career over again,

but this time with a
reckless, took crazy

He became

difference.

chances, seeming to delight in letting
police catch him, then slipping through
their fingers. He robbed the Detroit Daily
News, getting a very small amount of loot,
and afterwards boasting that he'd done it
just so he could get his name in the
papers.
Vasbinder had become his closest associate,

and

it

was Vasbinder who was

with him one night in a speedboat on the
Detroit River.
From jawarski's story,
which he told later, we can reconstruct
what happened on that speedboat ride.
Vasbinder was puzzled and anxious. He
couldn't understand what the boss was
doing, taking a ride in a boat at two
And Jawarski
o'clock in the morning.
was acting so queer, so silent and mysterious.
When Jawarski suddenly shut off
the engine in midstream Vasbinder felt
fear at his heart.
"See that falling star?" Jawarski asked

"That means somebody's gonna

softly.

die soon.

.

.

.

You

or me, Vasbinder

.

it'll be?"
"Oh, cut out the philosophizing, boss,"
Vasbinder said uneasily.
"Life's funny, ain't it?
Look at me
smarter than anybody. I done everything
wanted.
robbed more'n a million
bucks, and when anybody got in my way
1
plugged 'em. And yet, where's it got

—

me?

I

I've spent all the

I'm wrong

— or

maybe

some fellows

I

know

eat

regular.

used to sing in the choir with
home that's a laugh, ain't it?

—

dough
Maybe
everybody else
made up my mind

it's

that's wrong.
But I've
what I'm gonna do now."
"What, boss?"
"There ain't nobody can catch me. I'm
too smart. So I'm gonna give myself up."
"But " Vasbinder stuttered.
"But
don't want to give myself up, boss.
don't want to get caught."

—

I

I

They

me back
And I'm

gonna sit there until one of them comes
in and sees me and tells the cops.
Then
I'm gonna wait until the cops come and
get me, but first I'm gonna kill as many
as

I

can."

"Gee, boss," Vasbinder babbled, "you're
outta your head.
You're nuts.
don't
I
want to get caught."
"Yeah, you're kind of dumb. Without

me to
sure."

you what to do they'll get you
There was a horrible sympathy in

tell

Jawarski's voice.
"I'll fix it."
"What you got that gun for?" screamed
Vasbinder, his eyes on Jawarski's hand.
"If
don't kill you the cops will," Jaw-

warski waited until they were outside, then
he dashed out of the building, shooting
as he went, and wounded three policemen.
He ran into an adjacent house,
where he stayed until smoked out with
tear gas bombs.
Still he would not surrender.
Half-blinded by the gas, he kept
pumping lead at the police from a revolver in each hand.
Suddenly he fell
with a bullet through his forehead.
police thought
THE
but miraculously

at first he was dead,
he recovered, and lived

to be taken to the electric chair at Rockview Penitentiary, Bellefonte, Pennsylvania, on January 21, 1929.
The executioner pulled the switch at one o'clock in
the morning, bringing to its end the career of the blood-thirsty egomaniac, the
Phantom of the Coal Fields.

I

arski said.

—

—

"No, they won't don't kill me, boss
Jawarski laughed. "The next time you

open your mouth, I'm gonna

.

Wonder which

I

You ain't gonna have
and he laughed. "Yeah,
I'm going back to Cleveland, and I'm going into a little restaurant there, where
"Don't worry.

to," said Jawarski,

into

it

.

.

Why

.

Vasbinder?

pump

lead

don't you say something,
to shoot you, Vas-

Want me

binder?"

Vasbinder was half choked with

"No

—"

fear.

he murmured.
Jawarski pulled the trigger.
He tossed
the body overboard, into the river.
Jawarski kept his word. He returned to
Cleveland and went to the restaurant,
where he ate with his boyhood chum.
Half-way through the meal his friend excused himself and went into a telephone
booth. What were Jawarski's thoughts as
he watched, and knew that his friend was
informing on him to the police? No one
can tell.
Those who watched him said
that he seemed almost happy.
Police

Larry DeVol was a killer. He
shot men down "just to see them
squirm." Not only that, but he
was so determined to continue
his criminal career that he even
dared to inflict terrible pain
upon himself to escape from
prison. Read his story
the story
of Gang Busters' proudest
achievement, and the second in
Radio Mirror's series of this program's most exciting broadcasts
in the

—

—
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surrounded the lunchroom, Ja-
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Ripley's Thrilling

Search for India's Weirdest Cult

{Continued from page 33)
detours and stopovers and he sticks to
the back country. That's how he finds his
"Believe-Its." So his first stop on the way
to India was Greece.
He'd never been to that strange community of monks who live atop a bald
stone mountain, north of Athens.
Their
only connection with the world below is
a basket hauled up the gaunt rock on a
thousand-foot rope.
Bob reached the monastery, to find
that it consisted not of one community,
but of several, scattered about on adjoining peaks.
There was only one way for
him to find out what one of them was
like inside; and Bob took it.
He climbed
into a rickety basket and signalled to the
watchers on the heights above to pull him

Bob admits he was a little scared, going up in that basket. It swung back and
forth and around and around, and he
knew that a home-made rope and a homemade windlass up at the top were the only
things that were holding him.
"But in a case like that the only thing
to do is to do your worrying before you
get there," he said. "I just closed my eyes
and said to myself, 'Well, here I am!'"

ON

the mountain top were a dozen
bearded, dark-gowned creatures, more

half-wild animals than men.
They
stared at this strange intruder from another world in fear and distrust, until at
like

last

During Colds adopt the

he convinced them

he meant them

no harm.

He stayed with them for several days,
sharing their lives or rather, their exist-

—
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Their days were all alike up at
dawn, work and pray until their bedtime
at dusk, eat meals of black bread, goat
cheese, and a bitter wine with resin in it.
The monotony and solitude had worked
on their minds until they were almost insane, in their eyes the far-off, vacant
gleam of fanaticism.
Leaving Greece, Bob went on to Cairo
in Egypt.
Nothing at all interesting happened to him in Cairo, except that students at the University of Cairo objected
to having him take pictures of them and
threw rocks at him, succeeding in breaking the lens of one of his finest cameras.
Really nothing at all exciting in Cairo.
To get to India from Egypt you have
to drop down far enough south to cut
around the bulging peninsula of Arabia.
On his way south, Bob stopped at Khartoum in the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan. When
the English captured Khartoum the nato show what it thought
tive population
of the English had moved out bodily
and built a new town across the river at
Omdurman. Because it is the largest
Arabian city in existence today, Bob
ences.

—
—

wanted to

see

risk.
He might be found dead in the
gutter in the morning, and if he were,
the English police would be unable even

to avenge his murder.

The native was almost on him now, his
huge bulk towering in the smoky air. Bob
could have turned and run he wanted to
turn and run but he knew it would be
fatal.
The only possible way out was to

—

—

And Bob

bluff.

bluffed.

;

Bob's arm shot out and grabbed the
black by the shoulder.
"Here, what do
you think you're doing?" he barked. "Do

you want me

to
didn't expect the

He

knock you down?"

man

to understand English,
but the tone of voice was what
counted, and he made it as authoritative
and angry as he could.
In an instant the man's face changed.
"I beg your pardon, sir," he said in perfect, Oxford-University English. Then he
bowed politely, turned, and barked a few

—

words

in Arabic
and everybody in the
place got down on his knees and made
the white stranger welcome.
After that,
everybody had a good time, Bob included.

Flying from Bengazi in Arabia to InBob rode in an Italian army transport plane. It was a hydroplane, designed
to fly over water, but the daredevil youngster piloting it decided to save an hour
by flying over land. The next thing they
knew, they ran into vertical air currents
which flung the plane up a thousand feet
dia,

at

one moment and down a thousand

at

the next.
They were soon flying below
the level of the surrounding mountain
peaks, and they couldn't seem to climb
high enough to get over them. The currents were so strong that twice the plane
was nearly flopped completely on its back
in the air.
Bob and another man were the only
passengers.
Thinking
quickly,
they
crawled down inside the two pontoons,
one in each, and lay at full length on
their stomachs, giving the plane a counter-balance.
If you can imagine lying in
a pitch-black little coffin, knowing that
you may bump into a jagged mountain
top at any instant, you know about how

you would have

And

felt in

—

Brjb's place.

then at last India.
Bob contacted the British authorities.
They had been notified of his arrival, and
they were polite.
"Is it true," he asked them, "that these
Saddhus spend their lives lying on beds of
spikes, and staring into the sun until they
go blind, and holding up their arms until
they wither away, and things like that?"

QUITE

true," he was told.
"They depend on the people who pass by for

their

food,

but they aren't beggars.

no one leaves them food they're quite

If

will-

ing to starve to death."

it.

Exploring late one night in a highly disreputable quarter of the town, he ventured into a native saloon. Feeble lamps
winked along the walls, casting black, evil
their
women
Natives
and
shadows.
squatted on the mud floor drinking Kaffir

—

Everyone was drunk and in a
beer.
fighting mood.
There was a sudden silence as Bob
stepped through the low arch of the door.
Every eye in the room was on him and
Then he heard a low,
his white suit.
A huge black giant, stark
sullen mutter.
naked, with trickles of sweat running
down his sooty skin and an ugly scowl
on his face, rose menacingly and moved
toward Bob.
White men
It was a bad spot to be in.
had no business in that section of town,
Bob knew. They went there at their own

"Where can

I

find

them?" Bob asked

eagerly.

"Where can you find the Saddhus? That
we can't tell you. Anywhere. Everywhere.
depends on where you run across them."
his search.
For a long time
he had no luck. He tried the leper colony
of Magar Pir, where men with the lion
faces that are one mark of the dread disease hobbled about on feet from which
In the Kaligthe toes had fallen away.
hat Temple he found the most horrible
a beggar
living being he has ever seen
It

He began

—

woman whose

— but

entire face

was eaten away

still no Saddhus.
Everyone he asked told him where to

when he got to the place
they were never there.
He tried the Vale of Kashmir. A romantic spot, Kashmir, as celebrated in

find them, but
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poetry and song.
Bob found it to be a
headache of the more dangerous kind.
Wherever he goes, Bob's camera goes
Every "Believe-It" he finds must be
too.
photographed, for two reasons first, to
serve as copy for his cartoon when he
gets back home; second, to silence possible doubters.
Necessary part of his

—

equipment though it is, his camera gets
him into all kinds of trouble.
His attempt to photograph the Gardens of the
Shalimar, in Kashmir, was totally misunderstood by the natives there, just as his
previous efforts at the University of Cairo

had been.

Bob looked up from focussing the camera to find an angry

mob

surging around

him, shouting and shaking their fists. At
first, he thought the natives were angry
because there is a mosque in the Gardens.

He
the

and

respects all religions
rules wherever he

is,

away from

tries to obey
so he turned
tried to take

the mosque and
pictures of another part of the Garden.
But the mob kept getting angrier and
uglier. One ragged, lowering native who
appeared to be stirring up most of the
trouble finally made Bob understand that
they didn't want pictures taken because
there were Mohammedan women in the
garden with their veils off.
Bob tried to point out that he'd be glad
to wait until the women put their veils
on, but being a prudent sort of person, he
began a dignified retreat as he talked. His
heckler went right along with him, shouting epithets at the top of his voice and
paying no attention to Bob's apologies.
You can push a Ripley just so far, and
then he loses his temper.
The native
jostled Bob once too often, and Bob
pushed him head over heels into a fountain they were passing.
Then came the biggest surprise of the
whole incident. Bob was all ready to run,

AFTER A DAY
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up
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open
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Pond's Vanishing
Cream makes it soft
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fearful that one of the heckler's friends
would plunge a knife into his back. Instead,

every

Mohammedan

in

the

place

howled with laughter, proving that human nature is human nature the world
over.
They hadn't liked the tough guy
any better than Bob had, and were tickled

him taken down a peg.
But there weren't any Saddhus in the
Vale of Kashmir, nor beside the Shalimar.
Bob located the famous Bo Tree
under which, according to the legend, Gautama sat and became the Living Buddha.
to death to see

There, in this holy place, if anywhere, he
But
should find these religious zealots.
no, there were none.
And then, as he walked away from the
Bo Tree, down the white, dusty road toward him he saw coming a queer, misshapen, unbelievable creature who used
his arms for a pair of fore-legs, like a
great ape!
A Saddhu!

The hair rising on the nape of his
Bob stopped the man and questioned

neck,

him through an interpreter. Was he a
cripple? No; he was not a cripple; he was
the Monkey Man of Buddh-Gaya, he answered proudly. As a boy he had taken
a solemn oath never to walk upright like
a human being, and he had never broken
Now, after forty-odd years, the palms
it.
of his hands were as calloused as the soles
of his bare feet, his arms had grown as
long as his scrawny brown legs, and his
back was permanently bent so he could
never straighten up again.

Once Bob had found his first Saddhu, it
seemed it was an easy matter to find still

more members of this unbelievable sect.
At Allahabad, on the banks of the sacred
Ganges he saw another, one, this time,
who turned his body into a living pin
cushion.
He was less spectacular because
there are plenty of side-show performers
in America who can do the same thing.

into supple smoothness.

Does

it

in just

repeatedly sticking pins through
cheeks and tongues the holes stay
open, so it doesn't hurt them.
In Calcutta he found another, the EverSitting Man, who for fifty years has sat
with his legs folded until they have withAnd not far
ered away to the bone.
away he came upon still another, named
Urdhabahu, who has done the same thing
to his arms, holding them straight up
over his head, night and day, until his
shoulder and elbow joints have become
as solid as rock and the arms themselves

After
their

mere skin on bones.
Poor, tortured, horrible, misguided crea-

as stiff as pokers,

tures

— fanatics

from

whom Buddha

him-

who

expressly forbade such things in
his religion, would turn his face away with
a shudder!
That was the trip. For anyone else it
would have been an experience worth telling and retelling for a lifetime, but to
Bob, after twenty years of ships and
trains, it's just another business jaunt.
"Nope," he insisted. "Most of the tall
tales you hear from travelers just don't
Those things that happened to
happen.
me are true, but then they're not really
remember a brave
adventures

self,

...

I

trophy-hunter
met this trip. It was at
Shepheard's Hotel in Egypt. He told me
about the giant tiger he had just killed
He stalked it for
in the African jungles.
weeks. At last he caught sight of it and
Streaming blood, its fangs bared,
fired.
It was fifty feet
the tiger charged him.
away twenty ten!
But he wasn't the
I

—

—

Nervous? Him? He
was as steady as a rock, and at the last
minute he shot again. The tiger fell dead
right in his tracks, so close to him that he
least

bit nervous.

could touch it.
"The only thing wrong with the whole
story is that there are no jungles in Africa
and no tigers, believe it or not."

one
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of the skin, causing the familiar dry and
'tight' feeling. A keratolytic cream (Vanishing Cream) melts off these dead cells
reveals the soft, young cells beneath. Then
skin feels soft and smooth instantly."

—

That

why Pond's Vanishing Cream is so
now with all active outdoor girls.

is

popular

—

For powder base A film of Pond's VanCream smooths flakiness away. Makeup goes on perfectly. Stays.
ishing

For overnight

Cream

— Apply

after cleansing.

Pond's Vanishing
greasy. It won't

Not

smear. In the morning your skin is soft, fresh.

—

For protection Before long hours out of
put on Pond's Vanishing Cream.
Your skin won't rough up

doors,
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POND'S, Dcpt. 8RM-VD, Clinton, Conn.
Rush 8-piece package containing
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special

tube

of
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What's New?

hel oves

(Continued from page 4)
pads in exchange. Time alone will tell
whether Parkyakarkas has made the right
move.

^/HAT

he hates

starts out to be one thing in
radio usually ends up being another.
The same agent who boasts he was the
first to say Good Will Court was dropping
from the air now says there is another

""

tremendous change due

&Mttck

in

your Sunday

night listening habits. Mr. X has it that
Dick Powell's new Warner Brothers program is on the verge of being sold to the
sponsors of Do You Want To Be an Actor? for next fall.
He figures that the
present Chase and Sanborn program will
continue through the summer at reduced
operating costs— salary cuts to 'you then
be succeeded by Mr. Powell.
-

—

.

SHOULD

crooning Dick Powell get the

Sunday evening hour, he will have what
used to be the most important sixty minutes in radio, a break for the man who
blithely walked off Hollywood Hotel. The
reason Eddie Cantor and Nelson Eddy
have leaped up and up in popularity surveys is Good Will Court's demise. When
it quit, it gave up a fat slice of its listeners to Cantor and Eddy who are on
the same time over a rival network. That

always happens. A sponsor
play and the other side
touchdown.

calls

has

one wrong
scored

a

WHO

said radio columnists buried the
axe only in the backs of their best
friends? When Frank Parker opened as
a stage star in "Howdy, Stranger" (meaning the people who paid cash the opening
night) drama critics shook their august
heads. After a single week word went
around that the show was closing signal
for every radio columnist in town to beBusiness
gin plugging the Parker opus.
picked up and the management, the last
we heard, was looking forward to a run
all spring long. At a profit.

—

Yes, he likes bright lips... they look expres-

and responsive.
But how his admiration chills, if lips are
dry and rough. Parched lips are old lips
Remember, then, your lipstick has two
duties. It must bestow thrilling color. It must
protect you from Lipstick Parching.
sive

Coty's

new

just that.

lipstick, the

Because of a

"Sub-Deb," does

new

softening in-

"Theobroma," it keeps your lips
smooth and soft, dewy as a fresh petal. Coty
"Sub-Deb" comes in 5 ardent and indelible
"Air Spun" Rouge is another thrilling Coty
make-up discovery! Cyclones blend colors
to new, life-like subtlety and smoothness. In
shades that match "Sub-Deb" Lipstick, 50$.

COTY
SUB-DEB LIPSTICK

50*

Precious protection!... Coty melts eight drops
of "Theobroma" into every "Su6-De6" Lipstick. This guards against lipstick parching.
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is

the girl with the

tough job. While Nelson Eddy charges
from city to city keeping up on his concert tour, Nadine tags along just to be on
hand for their half hour broadcast on
Sundays. The folks back home claim she
has become a real tiddly-wink player and
is fast mastering the tougher squeeze plays
in chess.
When she gets back she can
write

travel

a

ladies' clubs

book or

lecture

at

old

about where to spend winter

vacations.

SOME

time early in March Eddy and
Miss Conner arrive in New York City,
polishing off a jaunt that started from
Hollywood in January. Press agents are
already talking wistfully of having Nelson on hand at the Broadway opening of
his picture "May Time," knowing from
experience that pictures of women tearing
the clothes off their idols for souvenirs
always make the front page.

THOSE

old Broadway theaters which
rented and made over into fancy
radio playhouses so the faithful could see
their favorite broadcasts, are the objects
of much wheezy wrath.
Even radio stars
who bundle up to their ears in long underwear have been catching colds this
winter and they blame it all on the playhouses.
The same drafts which blew
through the scenery backstage in 1900 are
still whistling around in spite of the new
streamlined backdrops and sound proofed
ceilings.
It's getting to the point where
the stars are even complaining about the
draft from applause.

CBS

'

DHILLIPS LORD

is our idea of radio's
gentleman who really hasn't
time to be. He poses for pictures wherever you happen to catch him and they
come out just the way you hoped they
would.
He's always the same, whether

'

most

polite

he's just finished a rehearsal of
ters or of We, The People. He

Gang Busshould be

We, The People is this
winter's sensation.
Broadcast on Sunday
happy, though.

PICTURE

of a radio star making a joke:
Phil Spitalny who directs those thirty-

two bachelor girls on the Hour of Charm,
meets his brother, Hyman, for lunch in
the basement of the RCA Building. "Hello,

says

Pheel,"

Hyman,

a

without trying, "how do you

afternoon, the toughest time of the whole
listening audience, it is
forging its way to the top.
Even the
sponsor says it's mediocre.

week to get a big

dialectician
fill?"

BELlEVE-it-or-not, Ripley is going to
broadca
leave his Sunday night broadcasts
sooner than you can say Bond Bread. Another agency which handles many of the
General Foods accounts has Robert on an
option. They just can't decide which new

by the way, always likes to
the hard way. Give him a
man in New Jersey itching to appear on
his program and a woman in Texas with
two broken legs, one broken crutch and a
burning hatred for radio and Phil will
take the Texas woman. He gets her, too.
Nobody he has wanted has eluded his
grasp yet. No sponsor, either, if we re-

product should sponsor his program.

member

WHEN
wood

EVERYBODY

Phillips,

gredient,

shades, 50$.

NADINE CONNER

do things

Milton Berle went to HollyFebruary to make a
picture with Joe Penner on the RKO lot.
it looked to outsiders like a fat salary inMilton knew better. He had to
crease.
early in

rest of the Community Sing
gang's railroad fare out there, since he
was the only one who left to take a second job. The others just went for the
ride.
Milton also pays for the gang's
extra living expenses in the land of eternal
sunshine and frequent blizzards.
If you
want to make a gag out of that, you can
be sure Milton won't lift it.

pay for the

.

correctly.

knows that when you
reach twenty-one you're pretty apt to
stop growing.
Or everyone but Lanny
Ross.
Since he was fourteen Lanny had
been in the habit of buying his collars a
Gave him something
half size too large.
to grow into. Then he found he couldn't
For years his drawers
break the habit.
have been piling up with collars that didn't
It was only on his latest birthday
awhile back that he finally gave in and
threw them out. He wouldn't have done
it then if it hadn't been for the birthday
present his wife Olive gave him.
fit.

RADIO MIRROR
That birthday present, incidentally, is
going to be the cause of a lot of headaches in radio. Lanny has always wanted
a machine that would record his broadcasts, but Olive insisted it was sheer extravagance and bought him a bagatelle
board instead, leaving the job of recording the Show Boat programs to a
regular

music

company.

As

a

surprise

this year, Olive broke down and gave him
a swell device of his own. The first thing

he did was to invite eighteen people to
dinner, write a play for them, and make
them act it out after dinner. Later in
the evening, just as they were forgetting
the torture of being actors, he wheeled out
recording machine
the whole drama.
his

I

am tops again

-because I feel andlook,
more
old self once

my

like

"How did I do it?
"I just reasoned sensibly."
just can't be happy and enjoy
YOU
when
a run-down condition. Poor

and played back

TRAGEDY

struck twice in the radio
ranks in January. When Mrs. Howard
Berolzheimer died of pneumonia after a
brief illness, one of the air's most popular
trios ended.
She was Lu, of Clara, Lu and
A few blocks away, in another
'Em.
Evanston, Illinois, home, Mrs. John Mayo
Mitchell, the trio's 'Em, lay fighting to reShe has
cover from the same disease.
since improved rapidly.

» *

THIS FLAVO
IS

life

in

health and poor looks won't let you.

Fortunately, straight thinking tells us
that vitality and pep are produced by energy created from within... so is the skin
beautified

How

and made clear from within.

it is then to turn to the
force which makes all this possible. .those
precious red-blood-cells.

natural

.

Quite often these cells are reduced in
number or in strength. Even a common
cold kills these cells in great numbers.
Worry, overwork and undue strain take
their toll. Sickness literally burns them up.
Improper diet retards the development of

new

cells.

Science has solved this problem in S.S.S.
Tonic because it helps you regain your
blood strength within a short space of time.
Its action is cumulative and lasting.
S.S.S. Tonic whets the appetite. Foods
taste better. .natural digestive juices are
stimulated and finally the very food you
eat is of more body value.
very important step back to health.
.

A

You,

too, will want to take S.S.S. Tonic
deficient stomach digestive

because of

and red-blood-cells to restore

juices

lost

weight ... to regain energy ... to strengthen
nerves
and add glow to your skin.
.

Be

.

.

again with more vitality...
more pep ... a clear skin by taking the
S.S.S. Tonic treatment. Shortly you will be
delighted with the way you will feel...
your friends will compliment you on the
'tops'

way you

will look.

S.S.S. Tonic is especially designed to build

sturdy health ... its remarkable value is
time tried and scientifically proven
that's
why it makes you feel like yourself again.
At all drug stores in two convenient sizes. The
large size at a saving in price. There is no substi.

.

January
ONmorning
and

TOPS

0*

17th, at three-thirty in the
apparently only suffer-

ing from neuritis, Howard White suddenly
collapsed.
He was dead when a doctor
arrived.
Thus another radio team was
affected, for Howard was the arranger
whose brilliant work brought the Landt
Trio and White so far up the ladder of
networks.
success on the

NBC

AN

unsung, unwritten hero is a radio
dialogue writer going under the name
of Carroll Carroll. The agency he works
for keeps him under heavier wraps than
the surprise halfback before the year's big
But we flushed Carroll out and
game.
learned that he writes that delightful cross
talk Bing Crosby exchanges with Kraft
Music Hall guest stars. Also the bits of
whimsy Bing mutters when introducing a
swing artist like Grete Stueckgold. Carroll used to write funny bits for Judge
magazine which doesn't explain why he
can't

have any publicity.

Molasses of Molasses
PAT PADGETT—
you listen to Show Boat,

January if
Pat if you listen to the Dill's Best
program over CBS has a farm where he
This winter one of his
sits and meditates.
sows had a litter of baby pigs. Being an
Irishman, Pat thought it would be a good
joke to send one of the pigs to the home
of Maurice Levy of the O'Neills program.
It is still in the back yard, growing an
'n'

plain

—

Maurice's neighbors supply

inch a day.
the garbage.

You're right, daughter
I've

been

partial to Bee-

man's for years)
delicious

—

and

so

It's

fresh-tasting

—that clever air-tight pack-

age keeps it fresh as
day it was made. And
I

the
like

that bit of tang I Beeman's

.

tute for this time tested remedy. No ethical druggist will suggest something "just as good."

©S.S.S. Co.

ANEW

radio battle was bursting into
flame in January when the floods
roaring down the Ohio valley washed it
out.
It seems that when Floyd Gibbons
began his new program, press agents for
Kate Smith howled that he was trading

on her

Command

Performance

idea.

actually perks

me up — it's

a real help to digestion,
too,

you know

— makes

a

person feel mighty good!"

Floyd

countered

with the statement that his
program was based on his column of daily
thrills

years.

carried

in

Then came

dropped the

newspapers

for
the floods and

many

Kate
Performance. She
many heroic deeds

Command

that with so
being done on the Ohio it would be foolish
to try and select only two or three for
prizes.
So she turned the money over
directly to the Red Cross.
stated

B eeman's
AIDS DIGESTION...
83
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TiUVGEE

FOR

Idol of the

Roaring Forties

(Continued from page

much

for the profession as any group
of people.
"More than most," said
Hyde
when we talked to him.
Hyde is an old timer, and one of the
greatest dance instructors in America at
the present time. He appeared on Fred's
program, not because he wanted a chance
in radio, but because Fred once did something vaudeville will never forget.
Hyde is a rather small, dapper man in
as

Tommy

—

middle fifties now and making more
money than you can shake a stick at as
dance instructor for Ned Wayburn. Twenty years ago when Fred Allen first broke
his

1

into vaudeville, he was making scads of
money as one of the foremost minstrel
men, and was teaching George White to

Tangee's Color Change Principle
assures your most becoming shade

9
M

Orange in the stick, Tangee
changes on your lips to a natural
blush-rose. ..Paris bans a "painted

M

look". Tangee isn't paint! Use
Tangee Rouge on cheeks. Also has
magic Color Change Principle.

M

dance.

"Fred was a smart young man," he says,
"Audacious.
Afraid of nothing. When
he decided to get himself a job, he realized that a well-known name would be
an asset and blandly took that of Freddy
James, a great star, when he applied for
a job on the Australia circuit.
Why, it

. . .

—

would be

now

THE

W.

taking

like

to play

C. Fields'

name

Timbuctoo.

down on the Australia
what attracted the attention

thing he did

circuit

is

of the whole entertainment world to him.
Made him sort of a hero, right at the
start.
To understand it, you've got to
have the background.
"In those days, the Australians had a
great little gag they pulled on American

performers

Tangee Lipstick's special cream
base keeps lips soft all night
Always apply Tangee at bedtime
...39^ and $1.10. Or send coupon
.

below

.

M
it

for Tangee's special offer.

\t
•

BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES!

only one Tangee
you.

Be

— don't

sure to ask fc4

let

There

is

anyone switch

it

TANGEE NATURAL.

If you prefer more color for evening wear, ask
for Tangee Theatrical.
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w

Tangee

Painted

World's

Most Famous

Lipstick

ANGZZ

T|

ENDS THAT PAINTED LOOK

who

came

down

on

a

three month contract.
If they didn't like
the Americans, they couldn't get rid of
them, but they had a little trick that did
the job.
"We called their trick the Ozone Circuit, and there was no one who had ever
it.
If an act was not an immediate
was booked for a week on one side
of Australia, then a week in New Zealand,
then a week on the other side of Australia.
You'd get paid for your three weeks'
work, but not for the six weeks of sailing
between ports. On the Ozone Circuit, it
would take a year to earn three-months'

beaten

hit

it

salary.

"No matter how patient they were,
Americans always quit when they saw it
coming. Asked for their week's pay and
their return tickets and sailed home.
"But not Fred Allen! His first week was
bad and he knew it. At the conclusion
of his last performance, he went to the
booking office and got what he expected
notice that his next theater would be in
New Zealand, a mere matter of two weeks'
sailing.
Fred grunted. After looking at
the agent a minute, he said, 'I'll be back,'
and strode out. The booking agent apparently thought that this one was going
to give up more easily than the rest, because he proceeded to get Fred's contract
However, when
and return ticket out.

few minutes later, he
didn't have his baggage with him.
He
was wearing a sailor's uniform and he said
'Might as well
to the astounded agent.
give me the rest o' my sailing orders now,
Fred

returned

a

matey.'

"24-HOUR MIRACLE MAKE-UP SET"
The George W. Lult Co., 417 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.
Rush "24-Hour Miracle Make-Up Set" of miniature Tangee Lipstick, Rouge Compact, Creme
Rouge, Pace Powder. I enclose 100
coin). (150 in Canada.)
Check snaae
unecK
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of i-i *
pip-h
lesn r-i Rarhel
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"eni
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"The agent gave up and booked Fred for
three months solid, to get rid of him. It
was a great victory for the Americans."
Hyde chuckles when he tells
that story. Just as all of vaudeville does.
For Fred Allen, you see, is one of those
rare mortals who is funniest when he is
mad. When the average mortal can only
sputter in impotent rage or unleash a
right hook to the chin, Fred is, by some
magic, always able to deliver a sarcastic

Tommy

_

City
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19)

wisecrack that makes his victim first
squirm, then laugh in spite of himself, and

do what Fred wants him to do.
Hamlet had been Fred Allen, he

finally
If

wouldn't have wasted a lot of time fretting over the "slings and arrows of outrageous fortune." He'd have worked himself up into such a temper that "Hamlet"

would have become the funniest comedy
ever written,
tragedy.

instead

of

the

greatest

Jim Kelso, who has appeared on Town
Hall Tonight, and whose sneezing act you
may remember from 'way back, is another
of those who reveres Fred for his acid
method of setting things right.
Kelso is a little more than forty years
old, straight, blond, English in appearance.

"We who have been around," he says,
"think of Fred as the greatest man vaudeville ever turned out.
We remember
things like the time he showed up a tap
dancer who used to get applause by making an American flag burst into all its
glory at the end of his act.
It was wartime, and of course people would applaud
the flag, even if they hadn't liked the
dancer's act. It made all the other actors
sore to see this guy getting applause by
a trick, but Fred was the only one who
did anything about it.
First he bet the
dancer that he could get more and longer
applause than the dancer could. We all
hoped he'd win, but we didn't really think
he could.
"Fred did his usual act, but right at
the end he unfurled first a picture of
Abraham Lincoln, then a picture of
George Washington, then one of Woodrow Wilson, who was president at the
time and finally, a bigger flag than the
dancer's.
The audience started clapping
for Lincoln and kept clapping louder and
louder with each new picture.
Fred won
the bet, of course, and a thousand entertainers got a laugh.
"Once Fred pulled into a little Ohio
town that had two theaters. One of them
showed big stars, the other one little stars.
Fred, of course, wanted to book himself
into the big theater, but its manager had
never heard of him, didn't know whether
he was good or not, and didn't want to
take a chance on engaging him.

—

THAT

didn't bother Fred. He went over
to the small theater and got himself a
job there, on the understanding that if he
wasn't a success on his first performance
he wouldn't give a second.
"Fred was doing his ventriloquist act at
that time. It included a
that had
a tendency to fall apart every time it was
supposed to say something. The whole
completely nutty,
act was crazy comedy
without any sense to it at all.

dummy

—

"The

audience in the small theater
understand that kind of comedy.
They just sat and watched, and they
didn't laugh and they didn't applaud except for one man down in the front row
didn't

—

who was

practically rolling in the aisle, he

was laughing so hard.
"As Fred came off the stage the manager met him in the wings, shaking his
head sadly. 'Sorry, Allen,' he said. 'You

My

audience
aren't going over here.
doesn't like you.'
'"Oh, that's all right,' drawled Fred. 'I
act in for the manwas just breaking
ager of the other theater. That was him
doing all the laughing.'

my

Jim Kelso first met Fred Allen when
they were both playing the Keith Circuit
Fred was already
in the middle west.
famous then, among the members of his
profession, and that was fifteen years ago.

RADIO MIRROR
His

written without the use of
letter, were
considered
and anyone who got one had to
pass it around. Letters he wrote to someone in New York City were apt to have
their last reading in San Francisco.
Jim Harkins. who was one of the great
names of vaudeville when he appeared
with his wife, Marian, is another of those
who have worshipped at the Allen throne
for years.
The rest of vaudeville considers him a sort of minor idol because he
has been fortunate enough to be associated
with Fred on his Wednesday evening proletters, all

a single
priceless,

capital

grams.

THE

first time
met Fred, to talk to,
was about ten years ago. He was known
1

then as the greatest of the script doctors.
The boys would meet him and, after a
half-hour of chatter, say, 'By the way,
Fred,
need a little pep in the middle of
my turn. Give me a hand?' Fred would
always help until he could hardly see.
I

"I

New York

had come into

and was

themselves
essentially
what
they
thought they could be if they had applied
themselves when they were young.
They admit they attend his radio
broadcasts more often than they did his
stage appearances.
It's because they like
him, they say; but really it's because he
is

is

carrying their tradition into a

dium

—

new me-

them and
opening his program

letting them help by
to their talents.
Fred has brought some of his classic
humor into radio; and radio, being a
young thing, needs it. There are several
examples, but the old timers like best the
one concerning the words he directed at
a network official one day just after he
had finished his last dress rehearsal be-

for

fore going on the air.
As he looked into the control

room

to

said brightly,

"we've decided we can't allow you to put
on that second Town Hall News sketch

stopping at his hotel when
learned he
in town.
tried to get in touch
with him at once.
learned that, three
days before, a young man he had known
had told him he had just been given a

you have for tonight."
Allen put his hand to his forehead. "It
was all right this morning," he reminded
them gently.
"You let it go through

part in a new skit. The young man wanted
Fred to help him build up his part. Well,
though Fred had come to New York to
lay off a while and get some rest, he
worked four days solid with that kid.
Each time he'd finish, the guy would
want something else fixed. On the fifth
day, I caught Fred in the lobby with a
friend of his.
asked him how he had
managed to get rid of the kid and he
grunted, 'I rewrote the act so much there
"
wasn't any part left in it for him to play.'
You can see that Fred Allen has not
won regard from these men for nothing.
They respect and revere him because he

"But on reconsideration," began the
spokesman
Fred frowned at him for an instant.
"You know how my program goes," he

I

was

I

I

I

—

then."
.

.

.

said reflectively.

announcement.

"First, music.
Then an
Then crowds and music?"

"Certainly," they agreed.
"Well," Fred Allen drawled, "when the
noise of crowds and the music stops tonight, you'd better be at that microphone
and you'd better be funny because
won't be there."
With that, he stalked out of the studio.
He did not return until his skit was approved.

—

tells

five-a-day gentlemen

I

To

tell

that story

them, it proves that their
that their
idol is still topping them all
They feel
profession turns out the best.
anything Fred says is the best thing that
could be said; and for the final story that
proves it, they tell this:
It's
about an old vaudeville trouper
who had slipped pretty far with the passing years. Booze, they say.
He had happened to be in New York,
had needed money, and had thought of
Fred Allen. He found Fred talking to a
bunch of the boys in a barbershop and
he sidled up just long enough to make
his touch.
After he got it, he moved
relish.

away

—

again.

Fred

see if everything had sounded all right,
he became conscious of a delegation of
network censors standing beside him.

"Mr. Allen," one of them

The
with

left

the group a

little

later.

He

been gone more than a minute
when the old-timer returned. Fred's donation had worked wonders.
The old
gent's nose was a brighter red, his eyes
not quite so rheumy.
"Say," he demanded, "did Allen say
anything after
left?"
The boys looked at one another and
nodded.
"He said someone ought to invent a two-way gutter for you," they told
him.
The old-timer shook his head and
slapped his knee. "Marvelous," he chortled.
"Marvelous."
hadn't

I

In

the

May

Issue

More Fashions From The Stars
Selected by famous style experts, they'll point the way for
your new spring wardrobe.
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remember this: No man can

charm of perfect daintiness. The least fault against it
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spoils romance.
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—
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A New

Kind of Old Fashioned Marriage
(Continued from page 35)

always admired Mary for the fine and
wonderful person that she is, I'd always
treasured her sympathy and advice and
friendship.
She'd always meant a lot to
me.
looked forward to seeing her. But
ours wasn't a mutually expressed admira-

LVVritlieJ

I

tvit/iHiin-

tion until just five

months before we an-

nounced our engagement.
"Some writer once said that 'love occurs in one of two ways: either at first
sight or in the gradual fusion of two natures.'
It was the latter way with Mary
and me.
like to think that our happiness was intended all along and that it
worked itself out gradually."
And so, having found their happiness in
each other, they have joined forces to
plot a new highway for themselves, a
quiet and outmoded sort of road called
I

old fashioned marriage. And they are going to stay on that road together probably to the watchful amazement of most
of those who know them.
Buddy and Mary are to be married in
the spring.
They had planned it for the
New Year season but the recent death of
Lottie Pickford, whom you probably remember as a madcap in the old-time

—

postponed
their
arrangements.
Her sister's death was a great shock and
bereavement to Mary. It left her crushed
serials,

with the loneliness of finding herself the
last of the close-knit Pickford family.
of the details about our wedding
MOST
are up

Mary, of course," Buddy
told me. "But
do know that we won't
elope. The majority of our close friends
are in Hollywood and we see no reason
why we should hop on a plane and rush
off somewhere else to be married.
"We'd like to have a simple ceremony
at which our friends and my family could
to

I

I Couldn't Even
Tell

My Doctor the

Torture 1 Suffered!"

WHAT agony

I

What

they impose in
pain, in mental distress, in loss of perPiles

!

sonal efficiency
The sad part about this affliction is that, on
account of the delicacy of the subject, many
hesitate to seek relief. Yet there is nothing
more liable to serious outcome than a bad case

of Piles.

REAL TREATMENT

Real treatment for the relief of distress due to
Piles is to be had today in Pazo Ointment. Pazo
almost instantly stops the pain and itching. It
is effective because it is threefold in effect.
First, Pazo is soothing, which tends to relieve
sore and inflamed parts. Second, it is lubricating, which tends to soften hard parts and also
to make passage easy. Third, it is astringent,
which tends to reduce swollen parts.
Pazo is put up in Collapsible Tubes with spe-

which is perforated. The perforated Pile Pipe makes it easy for you to apply the
Ointment high up in the rectum where it can
reach and thoroughly cover the affected parts.
cial Pile Pipe,

REAL COMFORT
Pazo is now also put up in suppository form. Those
who prefer suppositories will find Pazo the most satisfactory. All drug stores sell Pazo-in-Tubes and Pazo
Suppositories, but a trial tube will be sent on request.
Just mail coupon and enclose 10c (coin ot stamps) to
help cover packing and postage.

Grove

Laboratories, Inc.

MAIL!

St. Louis, Mo.
Gentlemen: Please send me trial tube Pazo. I enclose 1 Oc to help cover packing and postage.

Dept. 28-MC,

ADDRESS
STATE.

This offer is good in U. S. and Canada.
residents may write H. R. Madill & Co.,
ton St., West, Toronto, Ont.
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Welling-

of importance in Hollywood have planned
nuptials like these. No secrecy. No elope-

ment.

A

ceremony with few

thrills,

a

great deal of dignity, and relatives gathered from across half a continent to sit
in the front rows and weep and kiss the
bride and groom.
A family affair. In
Hollywood such ceremonies went out of
style with Theda Bara's bangs, but that
doesn't matter to Mary and Buddy. Their
wedding will be their first step toward an
old fashioned marriage.
And what about the honeymoon? You
might expect Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Rogers
to engage a suite aboard the Normandie
or at least to run down to Palm Springs
In her honeymoon days
for a few weeks.
with Douglas Fairbanks Mary had a wedding trip more glamorous than any Hollywood bride has ever had, a long de luxe
journey around the world during which
she was presented to every important
ruler in every big country.
But this time
she's actually yearning for the luxury
of a quiet honeymoon at home!
Says Buddy, "There's a chance that
may have to go to England to make a
If that happens we
picture in the spring.
may be forced to honeymoon abroad. But
we're hoping we can stay here and rest.
Mary wants that and I well, I've lived
out of a suitcase for so long now my
idea of a real honeymoon is to get a vaI

NAME
CITY

be present. Especially my family because
it's been so long since I've been able to
go home and pay them a real visit. Six
or eight times a year
have a half-hour
plane stopover in Kansas City and they
drive to the airport to chat for a few
minutes.
But that's been the extent of
my seeing them. I'm expecting my mother
and dad and sister and brother to come
out for the wedding."
Recall, if you can, when any two people

.

J

—

cation from traveling.

Both of us have

been working hard during the past year;
we simply want to take off a few weeks
after our wedding and spend them leisurely alone together

on the ranch."
Alone together, not in the strange swank
some hotel or ocean liner with the
prying eyes of the world following them

of

constantly, but in the peaceful privacy
of their own new home. If Mr. and Mrs.
Rogers could have it their way they'd
keep their front-page romance to themselves and out of the papers altogether.
The house that will shelter the love of
Mary Pickford and Buddy Rogers won't
be the mansion you'd expect, either. No
fashionable decorator will be called in to
dictate a
to order
attic, to
precisely

formal Louis Quinze living room,
the pie-crust table ousted to the
insist

that the pictures be hung

and right here. When
Douglas Eairbanks married Mary he
bought the vast estate that is Pickfair
from a wealthy sportsman, remodeled it,
enlarged and landscaped it, made it into
the showplace of Hollywood and presented it to his bride.
It was staffed with
right here

a veritable battalion of the finest servants

representing
nine
nationalities.
Its
grounds, complete with pools and sunken
gardens and never a pebble out of place
on the heart-shaped driveway, were as meticulously, rigidly attended to as was the
routine of living inside the great house.

The whole

estate was equipped to facilitate heavy entertaining, to please and impress its inevitable stream of famous
guests.

Mary

is

selling Pickfair because, in her

own words,

"I want a different atmosphere
about me, the sort of place where you can
rough it by yourself.
shall keep only my
antiques and the things that belonged to
my mother. At our new home everything
I

will be less formal.
within myself."

/

want

to live

more

The home that Buddy Rogers will provide for his bride is a rambling one-story
ranch house on a piece of acreage in the
San Fernando Valley. The newlyweds will
decorate it themselves and not a stick of
back-breaking-but-beautiful period furniture will be allowed. There will be only
two extra bedrooms for guests. And if
the chickens get in the zinnia beds or
Buddy's collie puts muddy paws on the
chesterfield, neither will bring out a militia of servants.
The Rogers menage will
do with a minimum of domestics and a
maximum of homey atmosphere.
we're
OH,things,"

looking forward to a lot of
the prospective bridegroom
went on jubilantly. "We're going to have
horses and kennels and big old easy chairs
you can put your feet on and we'll probably eat off a card table before the fire
most of the evenings. I'd hate to sit down
to dinner at a big long vacant table with
Mary so far away at the opposite end I'd
have to squint over a dozen candelabras to
see her!"
His eyes were radiant as he talked, quietwith few gesticulations.
Watching
ly,
him, I couldn't help comparing the Buddy
Rogers of today with the carefree youth
who was once America's boy-friend. Remember the plastered-down hair, the bellbottom pants, the razzle-dazzle and widely
publicized romances with Mary Brian and
Claire

Windsor?

Buddy,

at thirty-three,

has grown out of that era about as gracehave ever seen. His
fully as anything
seventy _hard_ muscular
hundred and
pounds, his thick curly hair which is grayI

ing

him.

prematurely at the temples, become

He

still

has

the

most incredibly

RADIO MIRROR
white teeth and the longest eyelashes that
ever flashed on a screen. Beside his solid
six-foot-one
physique Mary Pickford's
fragile hundred-pound-weight looks positively diminutive.

However,

it's the change in Buddy inmost noticeable. There isn't
left about him a single hey-hey hangover
from the old days. He's a calmer, far
more reserved person. He has matured

side

that's

to a

man

of forceful personality, stability

and a great deal of charm.

"We want to live simply. No show,
Mary's a wonno lavish entertaining.
derful hostess and she loves to give parties

why

it is that people marry so they can
together and then spend their time
doing so many things that keep them
apart.
We want to settle down and stay
home. That's why I'm especially delighted
that I've got my radio spot on Twin
Stars.
If
can make good at radio I'll
be able to let all this banging around the
country go, keep the band in Hollywood
and still work on the air and in pictures
Probably you know I have signed a sevenyear contract with Columbia Pictures."
Buddy is aware, I think, that the kind
of life they're planning together will be
a great change for Mary, will require
much adjustment on her part. It is for
that reason, most likely, that he is leaving
all the arrangements for that life to her
decision from the date of the wedding
remodeling the
the blueprints
for
to
A quiet and simple marriage will
house.
be a great change for Buddy too, after his
long and carefree bachelorhood.

be

down such entertainining as we do to informal affairs.
Neither of us gives a hoot for night-clubing.
We'll keep our evenings free for the
we really enjoy concerts and
things
movies, reading aloud, our mutual friends,
listening to the radio. We're going to garden a lot and ride together early in the
mornings.
These things and our work
but we're going to scale

1

—

make up our life, and everything else
can go hang.
"That's our idea of really living!"
The days at Pickfair weren't that way.
For two decades Pickfair was the castle
from which Mary ruled undisputedly over
Hollywood society, carrying out as glittering and rigid a life as a queen. Many's
the time the residents of the castle practically moved out on the lawn to accommodate the entourages of famous guests.
will

JulARY and don't want what's called
" V1 a 'modern marriage,' " he continued.
"You know, I'm always bewildered at the
rules and devices people invent to try to
make their lives together work out things
like separate vacations and wives and husbands going out with other people. And
too sumptuous homes that through their
sheer vastness will prevent a couple from
experiencing the little everyday intimacies that are supposd to destroy romance
but which 1 think are half of a real companionship.
"We haven't got anything against the
way a lot of other people live. We just
like the old fashioned idea, that's all. The
idea of living for the person you're married to instead of living for yourself
after all, that's the fundamental difference
between the two kinds of marriage.
"We're going to live for each other.
That's the secret. You see, when two people discover that they need each other to
achieve their greatest happiness it seems
to me that there's only one condition
necessary to insure that happiness and
that is that neither one nould do anything
that could injure the other person. The
old give and take and always consider the
other fellow attitude.
A marriage like
that can
survive anything Hollywood
would wreck it with.
I

—

—

ALL

I

Few

—

of the guests were actually invited;
this
BUT
he said

they came with letters of introduction or
through the maneuvering of friends. A
"command" dinner party for the man who
is now George VI of England was nothing
out of the ordinary, nor were entertainments for Prince William of Sweden,
Prince and Princess Prajadhipok of Siam,
Einstein, Marconi, Lady Mendl.
There won't be any "command" dinner parties at the house in the valley.
Visitors will be invited and they'll be
quartered in the chintz-curtained guest
rooms and expected to take pot luck at
the dinner table and like it.
The life of
the Rogers is not to be constantly upset
will

play an important part

in

"Above everything else," Buddy told
me, "we're anxious to be together every

CAN SAY

minute.

IS

Sometimes

I

I've ever really
".

wonder

YOU'RE

MARRIED
OH,

I

wanted,"

.

I

"v

NOT THE SWEETHEART
I

.

I

their plans

possible

all

the one right woman and a home. I've had enough of socalled freedom. Freedom's not so wonderful, you know, when you realize that all the
time you're really searching for the right
person to imprison you!"
And who'll be the boss in an old fashioned marriage? Buddy's mother and
Mary are very dear friends. What chance
has a man got when the two women closest to him are so strongly in cahoots?
Buddy only laughed. "Well, I may be
letting myself in for it," he said jokingly,
"but I guess I'm big enough to take it!
Anyway, I'll be the luckiest fellow in the
have Mary."
world as long as
Then he was quickly serious instead of
laughing.
"Come around twenty years
from now," he added, "and you'll see that
still haven't changed my mind!"

just to please visiting celebrities.

Radio

is

to me,

)

/-^

!
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Nino Martini's Cross Country

UKE MO CHAMCIS

her

and sat down to worry!
He went on worrying, because Ruth remained adamant to persuasion.
He offered to pay her way home, but she sob-

bered the girl and her letter.
His kind
heart got the better of him once more and
he sent Jane two tickets for his concert.
After the performance, Jane turned up
back-stage, and told Nino how much she
had enjoyed hearing him sing. Suddenly,
she broke into tears, and begged him to
take her with him!
Nino, out of pity, explained nicely to the
girl how impossible it would be to take
her with him, but for the three nights he
sang in Tacoma he had to endure the
back-stage pleadings of Jane.
When he was packed and ready to leave
for Seattle, Jane declared that she would

bingly refused.
On the last day of his engagement in
Detroit, Nino and his manager put their
heads together, and decided to resort to
threats.

They called the girl into a dressing
room and talked Latin turkey. As Nino
put it, "We both said some mighty rough
things to this girl, Ruth, things
hope we

—

I

never have to say again, but she consented

home!"
Back in Canada, Ruth continued to
write Nino every day. He never answered
these letters, and after approximately six
months, they ceased to arrive. Nino
thought his troubles with Ruth were over
to return

ordinary tooth
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money to hear, and see, Nino sing
when he came to Tacoma.
When Nino got to Tacoma, he remem-

her last cent to get there, and this was
Nino had to take her with him. Nino
was at his wit's end. He gave her money
to live on,

you are now using an
IFpaste,
your teeth may

at

last.

Instead, they'd just started!
He received a letter from Ruth's sister, or someone who claimed to be her sister, saying
that Ruth had died.
Nino felt badly

about

this,

and wrote the

saying

sister

so.

THE sister replied

that since Ruth adored
wholeheartedly it might be
a noble gesture on his part, since Ruth
was a poor girl, to send money for funeral
*

Nino

so

expenses.

Nino complied. The sister wrote back,
thanked him for the money, and included
several touching descriptive paragraphs
about how beautiful the ceremony was.
And on the very day that Nino was telling me of this, Ruth, who was supposed
to be dead, was downstairs in the lobby!
The funeral money, just as she had planned, had been exactly enough to pay her
way to New York!
Knowing that Nino was on the Chesterfield program, she watched the newspaper
columns for a mention of where he was
living, and when she found it, she spent
her afternoons waiting for Nino to speak
And, as I write this, she's still
to her.
there in the lobby.

What

her, Nino doesn't
ignoring her has worked.
All the time that the episode with Ruth
was going on, Nino blundered into other
troubles of the same nature, problems that
were equally difficult to handle.
After leaving Detroit, he headed northwest to continue his tour.
On the day
he was to leave Butte, Montana, he received a letter from a girl in Tacoma,
Washington. The girl said that she had
read in the papers that Nino was to sing
in Tacoma, and that she wanted to hear
him sing, but was too poor to afford a

know.

to

So

do about

far,

ticket.

Nino showed me the
touching.

The

girl

letter.

(we'll

call

was very
her Jane)

It

how she was down to her last fifteen
when walking through an impoverished section of Tacoma she saw the
told

consent to nothing less than going with
him even if she had to ride on the floor
of the car.
Nino slipped furtively out of town.
When he arrived in Seattle Jane was waiting for him.
But it wasn't the povertystricken Jane of her letter. She was dressed
to kill. She had a complete new ensemble,
two hand bags, and a wardrobe trunk.
All this sudden prosperity made Nino
mad. You can hardly blame him. He issued orders to all the doormen that Jane
should not be admitted to the theater.
She then switched her attention to
Nino's manager, and kept him happy with
the information that she would follow
Nino to the ends of the earth.
She meant it, too. In Portland, Oregon,
Nino's last stop on the tour, she turned

—

up again. She told fantastic stories to the
doormen of the theater, saying that she
was Nino's fiancee, and that they were
quarreling.

1^1 NO'S manager came

to the rescue. He
told Jane that Nino, after completing
his tour, was going back to Italy to be
married. It was highly probable, the manager insisted, that Nino would never return.

^

The next four days were hard on Nino.
Jane's pleadings turned into screechings,
and she phoned him for confirmation of
his manager's story at all hours.
The
strategy worked, however, and when Nino
left Portland, a very sad Jane returned to

Tacoma.
Finding that she had been duped, Jane
letter-writing, and Nino can
still find a letter from her in his mailbox
almost every day. She wants him to return to_ Tacoma, but he, strange as it
sounds, isn't so interested in her requests!
The most embarrassing series of inci-

resumed her

dents that happened to the Chesterfield
singer occurred in Chicago.
Nino was sitting alone, quietly eating
his dinner at a table in the dining room
of the Congress Hotel. A young woman,
accompanied by the head waiter, silently,
and assuredly, came to his table and sat

down.

Nino looked up amazed.

cents,

title

to
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USE

of

Nino's

motion

picture,

"Here's

Romance."

On

•

From Love

(Continued from page 42)

final,

Give teeth the Double
Protectio n they need

Flight

the billboards were pictures of Nino
which stirred her so deeply that she spent
the last of her money to see the picture!
The letter had a ring of sincerity to it
that would not disturb the most suspicious
person.
She went on to say that the cheeriness
of Nino's face, and his magnificent voice,
helped her to see new things in life, and
gave her the courage to seek work.
She concluded with the information that
she had found employment doing maid's
work in a hotel, and that she was saving

The room was

empty, and here, sitting at his
was a girl he had never seen before

almost
table,
in

his life!

She immediately smiled at his amazement and embarrassment, and said:

"Why Nino
nize me.

Martini,

Remember

I

see you don't recogthe lovely times we

had together in New York last year?"
This was another ruse, and Nino recognized

it

as such.

How

to get rid of the

young lady was another problem in the
She
life of the now frantic young Latin.
was obviously quite a lady, and utterly
at ease!
If he remained pleasant, carried on a
conversation, and then politely left, she'd
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probably turn up next time he entered
the dining room.
This Nino emphatically did not want to happen.
As graciously as he could, he reminded
the young lady that they had never met.
He mentioned that he always liked to eat
his dinner alone.
The
It didn't work.
young lady ordered a dinner. She took
up a monologue, toying daintily with her
food meanwhile.
It was evident that she wanted the few
people present, and the head waiter, to
see her with Nino.
Nino, on the other
hand, had different ideas.
Thoughts of
Ruth and Jane had him jittery.
He called the head waiter, and asked to
have his visitor gently and tactfully removed.
"But Miss
says that she is an old

OH Parade

friend of yours." the waiter s.miled, thinking that Martini was joking.
"I never saw the girl in my life!" Nino
declared, getting angry.
"And I always
remember a face!"
The girl disagreed. The conversation
continued back and forth for almost a
half hour before the young lady coolly and
languorously arose. With a smile, and a
wink at Nino, she left!
That same night. Nino came home from
the opera dead tired.
He went into his
hotel
room, and began removing his
clothes,

when he suddenly discovered he

was not alone

The girl who had annoyed him at the
dinner table was seated in the far corner
of the room.
Her coat was on the piano,
and she seemed to be even more at ease
than she had been in the dining room.
refused to
SHE
native was

leave. Nino's only alterto call the manager, and
have her forcefully removed. It was discovered later that she had obtained the
key from the desk under the pretense that
she was Nino's sister.
That very night, Nino and his manager
sat up discussing the series of situations.
Something had to be done! There must
be some way, they both thought, of
keeping Nino healthy, happy, and un-

bothered.
"If we could only change places,"
sighed, at three o'clock.

Nino

"That's it!" Nino's manager exclaimed.
"We'll exchange places!"
Since that disturbing night in Chicago,

almost a year ago, Nino and his manager
have stuck to their system. It is a tricky
Nino registers in one hotel room,
one.
his manager in another, and they swap
keys.

So far the manager has been bothered
seven or eight times!
This exchanging hotel rooms has further complications.
Nino's close friends
can't figure out

why

manager when they

A plot-packed story of a
college love that dared
to tangle

with tradition!

Human

they always get his
for Nino. And

call

Nino's
manager's friends
are
equally
when they continually hear
puzzled
Nino's voice on the other end of the wire.
keeps both of them calling from
It
room to room, but it has saved any furHe can undress in
ther embarrassment.
peace.

Relations motion
produced by- Ben E.
Blake for Columbia Pictures Corporation and based on stories from

One of the more recent and amusing
cases of Latin fever concerns a nineteenyear-old girl with a literary complex. This

TRUE STORY

She wants
since he arrived in New York.
to do what she calls "the story of his life."
Nino does not, as yet. consider himself
important enough to have his life story
written.
But a young girl with a yen to
create is hard to stop.

Court of

pictures are

MAGAZINE
Truth

is

Stranger than Fiction

young

girl

has been bothering Nino ever

She writes long sample chapters about
her reactions to Nino's singing. He finds
these masterpieces in his mailbox every
Saturday morning. A few hours later she
calls on the telephone, with the important
message that she must see Nino at once.
Lately, Nino sighed, she has been stand89
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ing at the stage door annoying the ushers
with further messages.
"How can Nino
expect me to write his life story if I can't
even see him?" she tells the ushers.

FOR

'

fACTOM-TO'YOO

They

don't seem to know, either, and
Nino becomes quite disturbed when they
ask him.
It is all very funny to Nino's
friends, but he can't seem to see it that

CHEST

SAV£S50%

way.

COLDS

He

right.

is

There might be the notion

the young lady's head
write herself into Nino's
has been tried before!
in

Di

distressing cold in chest or throat should
never be neglected. It generally eases up
quickly when soothing, warming Musterole
is applied.
Better than a mustard plaster, Musterole
just a salve.
gets action because it's
It's a "counter-irritant"— stimulating,
penetrating, and helpful in drawing out local
congestion and pain.
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NOT

,

that

she

can

story.

life

It

Other young ladies send Nino pictures
of themselves with the instructions that
Nino write something personal, and endearing, below.
requires an arduous
It
letter to each one, explaining in ambiguous terms, just why Nino cannot comply.
Nino might, be more explicit, and reveal that writing his name under the picture of a strange girl, in a moment of
pity, almost caused him a court suit.
The girl, according to the letter which
accompanied the photo, was an invalid in
a Philadelphia hospital.
The picture was
supposed to mean life or death to her.
The request came from a person posing
as her mother.
The girl was healthy enough to threaten
to give the picture to a Philadelphia
newspaper, along with a cooked-up story
about her romance with Nino!
Unless,
mind you, Nino bought the picture back
at a pretty sum
If Nino were all that people of his race
are reputed to be passionate, and amorous, and on to the ways of the world— he
would undoubtedly avoid these difficul-

—

wm
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in
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ties.

DUT
™

that

is

shy, lovable

in

time

each

just

it.

He

isn't.

He

is

a

young man who

gets taken
because his heart gets the

better of his head.

What

caused

really

me

to

wonder

whether Nino's "girl troubles" were over
was when saw him three nights after this
I

interview.
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corn (or callus) loosens and comes out with ease.
Absolutely safe. Contains six ingredients including camphor, iodine, castor oil. 35$ bottle saves
untold misery. Druggists pv^-r-'
refund money if it fails. |gjj

NOXACORN

smile a mile wide!
Somewhere in that crowd there might
be another Jane or a Ruth!
Latins are either forgiving or forgetful!

Facing the Music

CRAY HAW?
16

{Continued from page

Page Book and Personality

Chart Tells

How

to

Properly Color

FREE

FREE

FREE

tionally

known hair

specialist.

16 page book telling the Kap—Her
coloring gray faded
I-Dol secret
of

hair.

—Her
personality chart bringing you personal
your particular hair coloring problem.

2

advice on

Both Absolutely Free! Don't wait. Write Now! A penny postcard is small investment for beautiful hair advice! Rap-I-Dol
is applied at all good Beauty Shops. Write today.
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West 46th

on the Monarch of Bermuda,
engaged hotel rooms at a swank Bermuda
hotel, and paid Al a big price. The orchestra worked but two nights.
And Emil Coleman tells of the night
he played a gala debutante affair on Long
Emil and the
Island, for a fabulous price.
boys played continuously from 8 p. m. to
4 a. m., without an intermission.
"We didn't even have time for a cigaclass cabins

1

RAP-I-DOL, Dept. w,

St., N. Y.

C.

rette,"

moaned Emil.

SALARY

Clerk a
D P. O. Laborer
° Elevator Conductor
D Auditor
R. F. D. Carrier
D Stenographer
° special Agent
a Customs Inspector D U. S. Border Patrol
o City Mail Carrier ° Telephone Opr.
D Watchman
"P.O. Clerk
D Meat Inspector
a Stock Clerk
° Spec. Investigator D Secret Service Opr.
D File Clerk
° Typist

TO START P

$90

to

$175
MONTHLY

MEN..
I

WOMEN

INSTRUCTION SERVICE, Dept.JISA.St. Louis, Mo.
Send me FREE particulars about Social Security
"How to Qualify for Government Positions"
marked"X". Salaries, locations, opportunities.etc.
ALL SENT FREE.

jobs,

A?e Ran?e Name

.

Address

90

.

MIDWEST RADIO CORPORATION
I

DEPT.

I

Send

I

Name

Dark-eyed, dark-haired Shirley Lloyd
She has picof the Ozzie Nelson crew.
Freddy Martin's orture possibilities
chestra from the Aragon Ballroom in Chicago, because the band has been enlarged
to nineteen pieces, and now includes a
Larry Lee's
'cello for the waltz groups
orchestra from Los Angeles. It is coming
Skinny Ennis, Hal
East shortly
.

.

me

.

your new

FREE

40-page catalog.

I

Address

I

Town

]

User-Agents Make Easy Extra Money. Check Here

—

State

G for

details.

EXPERT COOKING

ADVICE

FROM

IDA BAILEY ALLEN
Through

special

arrangement with

Ida Bailey Allen's publishers,

my

.

1,

as

readers her best-selling

196-page Service Cook Book for
25c.

Send stamps or coins

to

Mrs. Margaret Simpson,

.

Radio Mirror,

.

singing-drummer
who might
branch out as an independent leader, but

205

E.

42nd

St.,

I

OHIO

.

.

.

CINCINNATI,

ftl-51

food editor of Radio Mirror, can

WATCH OUT FOR

Kemp's

.

.

offer

SECURITY JOBS
MANY SOCIAL
a Railway Mail
POSTMASTER
I

13)

It!

•
•
Astounding Free Double Otter by na-

Send for FREE 40-Page Catalog!
Take advantage of Midwest's sensational lactory-to-you values. A year
terms as low aa 10c a day. You also eecurc: Foreisrn Reception.
to pay
One-Year Warranty and Money-Bade Guarantees.
. .

was after the Chesterfield program,
and Nino was standing in the stage door.
He was surrounded by what looked like a
hundred pushing, excited girls. Nino was
signing their autograph books, he was
blushing slightly, but on his face was a
It

REMOVED
WITH
PREPARATION CONTAINING
CASTOR OIL

10-tube set, when you c
tube MidweBt for the
Brilliant world-wide performance ia made possible by 50 advanced features,
including Dial-A-Matic Tuning* and Electrik-Saver* (*optional).

New

York C/ty

I
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-THAT'S
I

JUSt SEEM?

ito DISAPPEAR

JUST

II

under Hal's management.

KE

ALKA-5EU7ER,

OF THE
MAESTROS

ECCENTRICITIES

After a radio rehearsal, Ben Bernie sits
his staff, not to go over musical numbers, but to pick the nags
._

down with

.

.

Abe Lyman smokes tremendous

cigars in

and barks orders
control
room,
Hal Kemp
through the kick-back mike
works best without coat or vest
Henry King is active and serious during
a rehearsal, constantly popping up from
But once
the piano to handle the baton.
he's on the air, debonair Henry seldom

the

.

mzmm
(ALKA-$£i.TZ£R/
DOWN IT GOES /

.

.

.

EX IT AFTERDINNER wors/

.

.

Mark Warnow
leaves the keyboard
usually tells a joke to the musicians just
before broadcast time "to get the boys in
the proper frame of mind."
.

.

.

Without
SCOOP

Cost

Shep Fields who turned an

cream

ice

soda straw into a f 1,000,000 instrument
adding
(it makes "rippling rhythm")
is
two trombones to his orchestra, to aug-

ment the band's

For

— Test,
Week,

1

This New
Sea-Plant
Iodine!

orchestrations. Shep firmkeep at the top of the

ly believes that to

heap leaders must keep on developing new
musical tricks.

Thousands of Thin,
Sickly, Tired-out
Folks Report Kelpamalt, New Mineral

Don

Bestor is a little annoyed. Just recently he purchased a beautiful home in
Forest Hills, Long Island, near by the residences of Hal Kemp and Red Nichols, so
he could spend more time with his wife

Concentrate, Adds
Extra Lbs., New
Strength and Energy
the First Week!
you are weak, skinny
and rundown if you go
If

—

around always

tired,

But what happens to the beHis
conductor?
spectacled,
bespatted
manager books him for a lengthy tour of
the hinterlands, and poor Don has yet to
spend one night in his new home.

nervous,

easily

Al Bowlly, Ray Noble's veteran vocalist,
has returned to Merrie Old England for
good. Homesick, Al decided to quit these
shores and organize his own orchestra for

right

and family.

town.

You can now hear
orchestra over

NBC

bow Room
Ray Noble

New

famed Casa Loma
from the lofty Rain-

the

York. They replaced
there for the winter and spring
in

season.

Blondesland

your

and

watery

ably

lacks

'Browns^too!

NEW 7-DAY

SHAMPOO

Gives

greatsinging stars,
made such a sensation as a guest on Joe
Penner's program that not only was he
signed for the duration of the radio show,
but Joe is now hoping to have him in the
next Penner picture for RKO.

of

phonograph-record

are
pale
probnourish-

thin,

and
the

ment necessary to build
up your strength, endurance and the solid pounds
you need to feel right.
has at last got

down

quently

to

what

the real

is fre-

trouble

with these conditions and
explains a new quick way
which has brought relief
to thousands.

The average person

us-

ually eats enough of the
right kind of food to sustain the body. Frequently the real trouble is assimilation
the
body's
process of converting digested
food
into
firm
flesh,
pep and energy.
Tiny hidden glands control this body building process
glands which require a regular ration of iodine (not the ordinary, chemical iodine, which
may prove toxic, but the iodine
that is found in tiny quantities
in spinach, lettuce, etc.).
One
of the simplest and quickest
ways to get an adequate supply of this precious needed substance is Kelpamalt the astonishing new mineral concentrate from the sea. In addition to iodine, Kelpamalt con-

—

—

tributes to the supply of other vital
minerals necessary to aid digestion,
sound
building
of
tissue,
good
blood and proper elimination.
By
thus aiding digestion and assimilation you are able to get more good
out of the food you eat.

SATISFACTORY
NO COST!

RESULTS OR

Try Seedol Kelpamalt

Your Hair New
Brilliance,

is

—

Gene Austin, who was one of the

est

chances

the
blood

upset,

Science

engagements in London.
Another unhappy lad is Merwyn Bogue,
Kay Kyser's comic singer, known to radio
fans as "Ish Kabibble." The Kyser troupe
have been on a tour of one-night stands
and Kay thought it would be a good idea
to have "Ish" lug the band's own public
address system equipment from town to

irritable,

for one week.
like thousands of others, you
feel better, sleep better, eat
better, and add at least 3 to 5
husky new lbs. the first week. If you
don't, the trifcl is free. It costs you

See

Lustre,

if,

don't

Loveliness — FOR
A WHOLE WEEK!

THEME SONG SECTION
You

Ends That Dull, Dingy
Between-Shampoo Look!

tried

hard to stump

me

this

month.

poo instantly removes the
dull, dingy, oil and dustladen film that leaves hair lifeless, mouse -colored and
"old" looking, and enables you to keep that "JUST
SHAMPOOED" look all week. Done in a few minutes
and at a cost of but a few pennies. New Blondex gives
your hair that glorious, natural, shimmering radiance that
usually comes only in childhood. Blondes, browns and
chestnuts invariably find New Blondex leaves their hair 2
to 4 shades lighter
soft, not hard or brittle.
Start New
Blondex today. Contains no harsh bleaches or dyes. New
combination package, SHAMPOO WITH FREE RINSE,
now also in a 10c size at all stores.

a matter of fact, you even did stump
me, on several themes. The reason was
that the orchestras you asked about aren't
on the air just now, and an orchestra that
isn't on the air doesn't have an air signaHowever, here's a
ture.
That's logic.
husky handful of those elusive melodies.
Ted Weems— "Out of the Night." Ted
uses this both for his late-at-night sustaining show and his Sunday morning
commercial on the Mutual system.

^BLONDEX "f^litSSi

Russ Morgan "Does My Heart Beat
For You?" by another famous orchestra

As

A

single wash with this
amazing new type sham-

—

1

—

nothing! Your own Doctor will approve this way. Get Seedol Kelpamalt today. It costs but a few cents
a day to use and is sold at all good

drug

stores.

Posed by
professional model

SEEDOL

KelpamaltJ^s:
SPECIAL FREE OFFER
Write today for fascinating:, instructive 50-page book
How to Build Weight, Strength and Energy Quickly.
Mineral Contents of Food and their effects on the Human Body. New facts about Iodine. Weight and MeasAbsolutely free.
urement charts, daily menus, etc.
No obligation. Seedol Kelpamalt Co., Dept. 1134, 2733 West 20th St., New York City.
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A

natural look of luxuriant,
silky beauty for your lashes

Arnold Johnson.
Eddie Duchin Chopin's Nocturne in E
Flat and we aren't going to print this
item again, no matter how much you ask
leader,

—

—

for

it.

Benny Goodman
opening

— "Let's

signature

Dance"

MOTHERS!
Did you know that the U. S. Government had produced for you a 138-

as an

page, generously illustrated,
printed book on baby health?

appropriately,

and,

"Good-Bye" to close.
Morton Gould in his Music for Today
program an untitled original by himself.
George Hamilton "The Volanda" by

—

himself.

Richard

—
—
Himber "Falling

in

SIX-TWELVE CREAMY MASCARA
PREPARED

FRANCE

IN

last...

by America's five outbaby specialists, this authoritative book was also edited by

Just a

house or

PIMAUD

NEW YORK

publication
available to every mother, the Government has set the price at 10c, far
below the actual cost of printing and
sending the book to you.
ninepage index makes the volume easy to
use as a daily instruction book and in

Dream Come

A

True," by himself.
Carl Ravell— "Haunting
published original.

Me,"

an

un-

emergencies.

Radio Mirror has been authorized

ORCHESTRAL ANATOMY

accept

make no

Bill Depew (sax and clariArthur Rollini (flute); guitar, Allan
Reuss; drums, Gene Krupa.
Benny, of

clarinet),

SCHOOL ENDORSED BY AMERICAN TRAINED
PRACTICAL NURSES' ASSOCIATION.
PIERCE SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL NURSING
702 West 17th St. Secretary C-18, Los Angeles, Calit

course, plays the clarinet as well as leading the band. The trio which plays with
the orchestra is made up of Teddy Wilson,

vibraphone;
Lionel
Hampton,
Krupa on the drums; and sometimes
Benny on the clarinet (in which case it's

piano;

a quartet instead of a trio.)

H %at

once, mild, reliable <n

Sample free. Resinol/ Dept.1-P/ Balto. Md.
IF

YOU HAVE

GRAY
HAIR
DON'T
LIKE a
MESSY MIXTURE....

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Same

Price

Full

for

FREE TRIAL BOTTLE
As a

Mark Warnow's
tra,
heard
"Frenchy"

regularly on CBS:
Herrschaft,
Felix

orchesViolins,
Orlwitz,

Johnny Augustine, Morris Goffin, Dave
Mancowitz; cello, Emil Stark; harp, Sepp
Morscher; piano, Walter Gross; bass viol,
Frank Worrel; guitar, Ward Lay; drums,
Howard Gould; saxophones, Artie Manners, Virgie Merrill, Harold Sturr; trumpets, Nat Natalie. Lloyd Williams; trombones, Jim Rosselli, Joe Vargas.

PARIS PHOIO »ERYICU

121

West 42nd

St.,

BUILD YOUR HOME
THE READI-CUT WAY
$

FASHION FROCKS

—

Direct

—

and ours use
writing to ask questions.
We'll try to find all the answers.
For your
coupon

convenience

We

home

No Money.

122 East 42nd

FASHION FROCKS,

want

Street,
City.

to

Orchestral

— the World's
lowest
home — and

-%»-

ALADDIN CO.
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Section

Leam by doing in Coyne Shops in
90 days on actual equipment. Get
Details of My Easy Payment Tuition Plan — my New
Low Cost Room and Board Plan
Part-time Employ.

.

ment Service .
Lifetime employment service after
graduation. You don't need advanced schooling or previous experience. ALL details in my New Free Book.
Send the coupon TODAY.
J
|

:
I

J

.

COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL

I

Address

i

MANY $3A.$4 AlCA A WEEK
EARN
«tUDU & MORE
.

Name

ss

S?& n n at?°g

^ELECTRICITY

Anatomy

.

Or

Inc

AMAZINGLY EASY WAY
to Get Sta

know more about:

Theme Song

priced quality

save $200 to $800. Buy direct
from the big Aladdin Mills.
Save 18% material waste.
Save 30% labor, or build it yourself with our easy to follow plans.
Our prices include all lumber Readi-Cut, aluminum protected siding,
mill work, windows, doors t interior woodwork, flooring
roofing,
hardware, nails-paints, stains, varnish and we pay fr eight!
SUMMER COTTAGES $230 up. Write for catalog No. 268. Mail a
postcard today. Address office nearest you.

No Investment Ever Required
send you an elaborate Style Presentation

in full colors and rich fabrics. Write fully for
details of this marvelous opportunity.
Send

RADIO MIRROR,

I

/

/

No Hcuse-to-House Canvassing Necessary
kind of work for ambitious women dem-

Facing the Music,

495

room modern

from ~¥a.ctori/

onstrating gorgeous Paris-styled dresses at
direct factory prices. You can make up to $22
in a week, full or spare time, and get all your
own dresses free of any cost to wear and
show. Fashion Frocks are nationally advertised and are known to women everywhere.

Ken Alden,

New York

City

New

in

this

QUALITY HOME
UP°
Nowyou can own afine,
4 to 10

New York

Showing Latest

FOR 30% LESS!
WORLD'S LOWEST PRICED

Dept. RIVT-4

Vk&m*?i&

I

G

1

size)

GOOD

my

MOUNT

mail Photo or Negative (any
and within a week you will receive your Beautiful Life like 5x7
Enlargement Framed to a 7x11 inch
Book Mount. Send 25e in coin, stamps, or money order,
plus 3c stamp; or if you prefer, we will send pictures
C.O.D.
Take advantage of this amazing offer NOW.
Just

Velvet

Blue

Hair Color Specialist with forty years' European
am proud of my Color Imparter

American experience,

for Grayness. Use it like a hair tonic. Wonderfully
for the scalp and dandruff; it can't leave
stains. As you use it, the gray hair becomes a darker,
more youthful color. I want to convince you by sending
free trial bottle and book telling All About
ray Hair.
ARTHUR RHODES, Hair Color Expert, Dept.24, LOWELL, MASS.

ONLY

Subjects, from any
Photo, Snap shot or

and

(hen write today for my

York, N. Y.

Lengths or Bust Form
Group, Pets or other

FREE BOOK

Scratches, etc.

gr«
Resinol

New

Negative.
Safe Return
of Original Guaranteed.

Burns, Blisters,
To relieve sorenesshasten healing — help
prevent infection — apply

its

profit,

Reader Service Bureau,
Radio Mirror,
205 E. 42nd Street.

net),

BM:MIM:«HU;ffl
—

We

readers' orders.
and retain no part of
the purchase price.
Send 10c in coin
or stamps to
to

Benny Goodman's orchestra: Piano, Jess
Stacy; bass, Harry Goodman; Trumpets,
Viggie
Elman, Harry James, Gordon
Griffin; trombones, Murray McEachern,
Red Ballard; woodwinds, Hymie Shertzer
(sax and clarinet), Vido Musso (sax, flute,
and

Study at home train the "Pierce Way." Home Study
Course and 6-months Practical HOSPITAL Course
for resident students. Write for free book. PIERCE

Bureau ex-

Children's
make the

To

perts.

/^&

For that extra touch of loveliness
PINAUD'S SIX-TWELVE EYE SHADOW
PINAUD'S SIX-TWELVE EYEBROW PENCIL

Federal

the

—
—

sham Jones— "It's

and

standing

just "Rippling Rhythm," and you
should have guessed that one for yourself.
Roger Pryor "The Whistler and His
Dog."
Jay Freeman "The Bug," by himself.
I

everything you want in a mascara!
Extra creaminess to make lashes look silky,
heavy and long . . . and natural-looking, not
"made-up". Permanent! Runproof, smudgeproof. Apply with or without
water. Black, brown, blue, green. ^'jKasfc

At

"Infant

Written

—"Rippling Rhythm." That's

Shep Fields

—

famous

This

for mothers is the
Care" that your
experienced friends

recommend.

Love," by

Young to open the program with;
"It Isn't Fair," by himself, to close.
all

Handbook

doctor, nurse,

Victor

PINAUD'S IMPROVED

Official

finely

H. C. LEWIS, President,
500 S. Paulina Street, Dept. 47-64, Chicago, 111.
Send Big FREE Book on how I can get Practical
Training in Electricity and pay tuition later.

Name
Address

',

J

Age
,

RADIO MIRROR
IS SHORT, BUT FOOD IS TASTY
YOU EAT A LOT AND EAT IT HASTY
IN CASE A CASE OF HEARTBURN COMES,
WE HOPE YOU'VE GOT YOUR ROLL OF TUMS!

TIME

.

.

.

.

.

What Do You Want To Say?

MILLIONS SUFFER

.

{Continued from page 9)
broadcasts from the Inter-American Peace
Conference, the peoples of South America
have been brought a little closer and revealed in a different light. To understand
a country's problems is the first step in
an amicable settlement of differences.
Truly, the golden age of radio may yet be
the answer to world peace!
Mrs. R. W. Ballard, Charlotte, N. C.

FROMFEAR
Through unnecessary ignorance
CONSULT DOCTOR

IF IN

DOUBT

$1.00 PRIZE

TUMS
Cms, RELIEF
FROM

FOR QUICK

ACID INDIGESTION, HEARTBURN, GAS

CO many

causes for acid indigestion! Hasty
. smoking
. beverages
rich
.
foods ... no wonder we have sudden, unexpected attacks of heartburn, sour stomach or
gas But millions have learned the smart thing
to do is carry Turns! These tasty mints give
scientific, thorough relief so quickly! Contain
no harsh alkali
cannot over-alkalize your
stomach. Release just enough antacid com-

^ eating

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

pound to correct stomach

acidity
remainder
passes wn-released from your system. And
they're so pleasant
just like candy. So
.
handy to carry in pocket or purse. 10c a roll at
any drugstore or 3 'rolls for 25c in the
.

.

.

.

But icing piled on very thickly
This
makes that same cake sickening.
pertains to amateur shows on the air.
When the amateur shows started they
were interesting, and occasionally the talent was outstanding. After a while every
other program got to be an amateur show,

.

of one kind or another. Talent got scarce
and more and more got on the air until
felt as though
ought to be able to do
something on the air; maybe pound a
typewriter in time to "Alexander's Rag
I

1

Time Band."

Now

like

1

FREE

I

sings.

For

Beaotifal Six-color 1937 Calendar-Thermometer. Also
samples of Turns and NR. Send stamp for packing: and

postage to A. H. Lewis Co.,Dept.23D 74, St. Lonis.Mo.

and

Guaranteed Relief or

Pay.

SINUS
CHART—
FREE
No
—

Stop hawking

nose bad breath—Sinus irritation—
stufied-up
Send Post Card or letter
phlegm-filled throat.
for New Treatment Chart and Money-Back
Offer. 40.000 Druggist? sell Hall's Catarrh Medicine
63rd year in business. Write today!
CO.. DEPT. 234, TOLEDO, O.
F. J.

CHENEY &

Hair
OFFli

really tops. Unaccustomed as I
letter writing,
I'm so thrilled

My

'&mm

BEAUTIFUL CLEAR TONE
DIRECT FROM POCKET RADIO

AH one unit

just
like the biff __
but weighs only 6 oz.
Fits
pocket easily.
Take it with you.
Nothing- to adjust. No
batteries, tubes, or electric socket connections
required. Tuning knob is the only moving' part.

1

Costs Nothing to Operate!

recommend

I

Guaranteed!

Brings in stations with fine tone quality. Tunes
broadcast band. Accurately made, precisely
assembled, rigidly tested, assures excellent
performance. Should last for years. Comes
complete with built-in phone, with easy instructions for use in camps, office, picnics,
borne, bed, etc. Listen to music, sports, radio
entertainment, etc. The "Little Giant" is
guaranteed— all ready to connect and tune in.

Thousands

in use.

An

ideal gift.

SEND NO MONEY! iS^gisK? sffi

Excerpts

From

Satisfied Users
received radio

and
.

.

it
.

works

Am

fine.

well

omy.

arrival only $2.99

the convenience and safety of Zonitors. For Zonitors

Giant to any
prospective purchaser whowishes

.

to fan
with this

novel Saturday
night
feature that
couldn't resist the temptation of telling
you how very much I enjoy it.
During each broadcast, our parents, my
brother, and I compete for holding of the

it

tried

it

and

works splendid.

Received Midget
Radio and I am
pleased.
Kindly
.

.

.

—

Booklet containing latest medical inr Kill Jli
formation. Write to Zonite Products Corp... 449 New

Brunswick, N.

J.

IN 12

INDIVIDUAL
CLASS VIALS

we solemnly call it. While little
watches jealously over the scorepad, we four see how many of the questions presented we can answer before
Uncle Jim or the radio competitor does.
It's a weekly ritual with us now, and we
are all very envious of the winner of the
much honored "title." (I won the precious
"title," as

sister

title this

week.)

Mary Louise

Sesler, Uniontown, Pa.

RADIO'S FLO ZIEGFELD
These are not the words of one who is
afflicted with the ever common malady
known as "Hero Worship." On the contrary,
would call this a tribute from one
HE'S

I

of the members of the unseen radio audiHis name is H. P. Vallee, better
ence.
as Rudy. This man has discovered
of our stars and is constantly looking for new material for the benefit of the
radio audience.
He has been known to
go out of his way to help budding stars
and always encourages worthy musical
talent.
He is a credit to radio and I believe he has earned the title of "Radio's
Flo Ziegfeld" and should be awarded a
congressional medal.

known

many

COUGHS..
Get After That Cough
Today with PERTUSSIN
coughs that over ONE
were filled in a
is based on a Prescription Ingredient Survey issued by the
American Pharmaceutical Association.
It relieves coughs quickly by stimulating the
tiny moisture glands in your throat and bronchial tract to pour out their natural moisture,

Pertussin

is

so

good

for

MILLION PRESCRIPTIONS

single year. This estimate

so that sticky, irritating phlegm is easily raised.
Coughing is relieved your throat is soothed.
Save money by buying the big economical-sized

—

bottle

— enough

Pertussin
for

FREE

first

for

your whole family. Or, try
Use coupon below

at our expense.

trial bottle.

Stanley Mazzotta, Lawrence, Mass.

Little

Have

tissues.

safe and easy to use... greaseless,
snow white suppositories, each in a sanitary glass vial
... no clumsy apparatus
deodorizing.
. completely
Easy to remove with plain water. Instructions in
package. All U. S. and Canadian druggists.

am

the

Combines performance and econmail two more
.
.Get yours today. Pay postman on
and postage or send $2.99
(Letters on File).
(we pay postage). Order now.
Little Giant Radio Co., 39S9 Lincoln Ave.. Dept* ioe, Chica&o

delight yout

2. Fear and ignorance are unnecessary. Medical research now bring you dainty, snow white suppositories for Feminine Hygiene. Smart women appreciate

pleased with it in
every respect. I

just such a little
radio for personal
use. It costs nothing to operate . . .

. .

3. Zonitors are

$1.00 PRIZE

I once had ugly hair on my face and
fj.nn'i/ af chin . . . waa unloved . . . discourntsp§jy
ageri. Tried depilatories, waxes, liquids
Then I dis. . . even razors. Nothing wassatisfactory.
covered a simple, painless, inexpensive method. It
happiness
love,
worked ! Thousands have won beauty,
FREE Book, "How to Overcome
with the secret.
proves
and
method
Superfluous Hair," explains the
actual success. Mailed in plain envelope. Also trialoffer.
Lanzette,
P. O.
Annette
Write
Mile.
No obligation.
Box 4040, Merchandise Mart, Dept. 322, Chicago.

.Prevents that agonizing
worry which upsets so many marriages... Fortunate
in being free from dangerous germs!

"burn danger" to delicate

$1.00 PRIZE

I

CATARRH

.

when she lives without fear

the famous ZONITE ANTISEPTIC PRINCIPLE. They kill dangerous germs, yet are free from

enjoys. Here's to the continuance of Uncle
Jim's Question Box, a program that's

.

1. Happy and fortunate is the married woman who
answer to this grave problem. .Happy

finds the right

embody

DIFFERENT
I'm actually brimming with praise for a
new radio treat which our whole family

NOT A LAXATIVE
1

community

ORCHIDS TO A PROGRAM THAT'S

.

TUMS ARE
ANTACID

the

goodness sake, don't overdo them, too.
Louise B. Renzulli, Providence, R. I.

ECONOMY PACK.

FORTHETU/AMY,

HYCIENE
EXPLAINED

taste.

—

TUMS

FEMININE
its

.

!

.

TOO MUCH OF A GOOD THING
A little icing on a good cake adds to

Owing
tions

volume of contribuby this department, we

to the great

received
that it

impossible for us to
unaccepted material.
Accordingly we strongly recommend that all
contributors retain a copy of any manuscript submitted to us.
regret
return

is

30?
Prescription
'

„_

fcRSifc/

PERTUSSIN
Seeck
440

&

Kade,

Washington

Inc., Dept. S-6
Street. N. Y. C.

Please send me 2-oz. prescription
of Pertussin FREE, by return mall.

Name.
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How Lux Theatre Knocked off
Hollywood's High Hat
(Continued from page 29)
lowest paid writer in Hollywood, or director, or doctor, or even dentist
it was
all right
but never, if you valued your
contract renewal, an extra.
People had even reached the point
where they were classifying the stars them-

—

—

and drawing a boundary line between them. They were listing them as
Class A and Class B stars— Class A for
those whose names were put above the
titles of their pictures and Class B for
those whose names were listed below the
selves

titles.
The idea was that Class A couldn't
mix with B. No running around together,
no parties together, not even any friendliness towards each other.
There's no
telling where this would have ended, if
the Lux program hadn't stepped in.
But most important of all, the Lux

Think! Has more than one day gone
by without adequate elimination?
If so, take Olive Tablets before you
turn out the bathroom light tonight.
Prescribed for years by an Ohio
physician, Olive Tablets are now one

broadcasts have taught stars a lesson
they'd almost forgotten.
It has taught
them to forget themselves and have a
Radio recognizes no social
good time.
strata, it posts no uniformed guards every
few feet outside the theater where the
broadcasts are held, it doesn't bother to
put up steel fences with electrified barbed
And you
wire strung across their tops.
don't need a pass countersigned by every
big name in the movie industry to get in
and watch.
It doesn't have first nights, at which
every performer must be present in brand
new evening clothes or have it whispered
about him that he is slipping; its directors
don't give boring parties which are com-

of America's best known proprietafamous because they are so mild

ries

—

and

gentle.

Keep a supply always on hand.
Remind the whole family to think of
them on the second day. Three sizes:
60f*— at

15s*, 30(i,

all

druggists.

performances, making it mandatory
that you go, even if you know beforehand
you're in for a terribly dull time; and it

mand

doesn't

m LEARN

YOUR HOME
Practical

by

1

trical

^P
r

Equipment to train you by practicalshop methright in your home. Write for

ods doing actual jobs
Free Book
and
E

full details.

ELECTRII INSTITUTE,
ELECTRIC

Inc., Dept.

its

Denies Vou

37D,

Hinsdale,

III.

Pol lam

EXPENSE, and you will be amazed by the rapid imUsed successfully for thirty years to relieve surface pimples of acne and minor irritations
of the skin.
IT
BE
to have stood this
test,
Poslam is a concehtrated ointment that penetrates the outer layers of the skin and soothes irritation, thereby aiding nature to bring back your skin's
loveliness.
Don't delay, get Poslam from your druggist today.
Only 50c or let us prove to you free wha!
provement.

SMOOTH

Poslam

ROSE PETAL
trating,
antiseptic external
yeast,
treatment. Laxatives
and internal treatments, are
frequently ineffective alone.

—

Make
tion.

So far it hasn't even been
door.
necessary to hire ex-G Men to drive the
stars to and from the broadcasts.
It is in this informal, friendly atmosnewest and,
Hollywood's
that
phere
not long ago, impossible friendships have
blossomed forth. The program breeds
them by the simple cultivation method of
getting the stars to take their shoes off
during rehearsal and letting in a sight-seeing crowd of hundreds to sit a few feet
away while the actual broadcast is per-

It often takes NAC, VolaSulphur Cream you rub
on at bedtime and NAC Prescription Powder that you use
during the day, to get the
skin cleared up quickly.

—

"NAC Has the Knack of
Quickly Clearing the Skin."
Don't delay. Get your NAO
is

Guar-

anteed or Money Back.

NAC Cream 35c-$1.00
NAC Prescrip tion Powder

NAC

>
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SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE

For a free sample of NAC Prescription
Powder (DRachelle QNatural) write

NAC,

Dept. 14

—

formed.
Imagine Taylor or Garbo or Gable making a picture before hundreds of their
fans watching open mouthed almost within touching distance of their idols!
Even uninvited guests have been known
to arrive in time for a broadcast. Recent-

55C-11.00

At All Drug and Dept. Stores
Puree Sizes We at We Store3

Wlnnotka,

III.

before the program went on the
two kids climbed the fire escape and
opened a door to the balcony. Before the
ly

«H«

for

your skin.

PROOF SAMPLE

this amazing
Send today

No

Free.

test.

for

generous

Sample Desk 2-P

Poslam

Co.,

cost.

trial

Simply mail your name and address

v ^^Mosco

size

No

obliga-

of

Poslam.

to:

254 W. 54th Street,

New

York, N. Y.

air,

just

—

the stainless corn salve
No
is easy and pleasant to use.
knife, plasters, cloths or soaking necessary. Removes corns relieves bunionsand Ingrowinfttoenails. Atdruggists. Jar 30c.

does none of these, but it does
do just the opposite. It puts stars, featured players, bit players and assistantassistant production men together, whirls

stage

tized

Satisfaction

do

FREE

RADIO

rects without fear of having the star break
his seven-year contract, and doesn't bother
to post burly, eagle eyed men to spot
every suspicious character lurking at the

Pimples are usually caused
by germs in the skin and
consequently require a pene-

today.

will

juveniles to stick to-

gram director when any difficulties arise.
The Lux program steps on toes, cor-

as a

GOOD

MUST

gether in one large group, to prove to
Hollywood and the rest of the world that
they are just as young as the roles they
play on the screen.

ness in the world than a radio rehearsal.
Usually the bit player knows more about
broadcasting than does the star, and it
is usually this extra, scorned and ignored
on movie lots, who confers with the pro-

CLEAR
FRESH

JQeal Help

(jive*

Disagreeable surface pimples and ugly blotches
caused by irritation are so embarrassing just when
you want to look your best.
Stop worrying about
your complexion!
Use Poslam a short time AT OUR

r

—

Write for Free Sample.

THE MOSS

them joyfully about and slaps them into
There is no more
a full hour broadcast.
closely confined, no more intimate busi-

as

moments

life's Thrilling

Shop Training!

NEW EASY WAY TO BETTER JOBS—
LlllGOOD PA
Y We furnish
fur
dozens of items of Elec-

,

require

UgIu Complexion

CO., Dept.

'CORNS

Mc

4-7. Rochester, N. Y.

COME OFF!

What made
hair grow?
Bere

is

the answer

"New Hair came
gan

their

after I be-

Kotalko, and kept
on growing," writes Mr. H.
A. Wild.
"In a short time
I had a splendid head of hair,
which has been perfect ever
using:

ry *~s "S£
\\
(y

since."

Mary H.

Little also has luxuriant hair now after using
Kotalko. Yet for years her
head, as she describes it,
"was almost as bare as the
back of my hand."
Many other men and women attest that hair has
stopped falling excessively,
dandruff has been decreased,

new

luxuriant

has

been

hair

developed

growth
where

roots were alive, after using
Kotalko to stimulate scalp
action.

Are your hair roots alive but
dormant? If so, why not use
Encourage new
Kotalko?
growth of hair to live on

FREE BOX.
women's

for

men's,

Kotalko Co.,

sustenance available in your
scalp. Kotalko is sold at drug
stores everywhere.
To prove the efficacy of Kotalko,
and

children's

hair.

Use

Name
Full Address

coupon.

New York

C-53, General P. 0.,
Please send me proof Box of KOTALKO.
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attendants could yell "Hey" every seat in
the house was filled, with no way of separating those who had entered with tickets
and those who had crashed the gates.

When

(fyewwit-cf-

ua "Alkali" Hair
have "Alkali" Hair— and

SURE you may

that
find it mighty hard to handle
dry, brittle condition brought about by
soap
as
outdoor life, and use of ordinary
a shampoo, but these annoying conditions
. .

.

can be quickly corrected by the use of

Jluckif}i%e't
Beauty Oil Shampoo
Oil Shampoo replenYES, this miracle
loss
natural oils, increases
ishes the
of
the hair's tensile strength and stops the
ends breaking off— and it does this in two
to four treatments wonderful pre-condi-

—

tionerfor"permanents" — rinses
quickly, taking with it free

or Druggist,

BASICALLY OLIVE OIL AND OTHER FINE OILS

ANY
PHOTO ENLARGED
8 10 inches
x

or smaller if desired.
Same price for full length
or bast form, groups, landscapes, pet animals, etc.,
or enlargements of any
part of group picture. Safe
return of original photo

guaranteed.
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$ 1 .09
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STANDARD ART STUDIOS

S. Jefferson St.

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

Dept. 1547-D

Send No

Given

Money

SEND NAME AND ADDRESS!
I AniEC'9 riDI C'
LAUlC.3 &VIKL9 Latest Shape HIGH GRADE
7 Jewel Movement WRIST WATCH with metal bracelet and

beautifully designed chrome plated case. Or big cash commission. YOURS for SIMPLY GIVING
FREE big
colored pictures with well knownWHITECLOVERINESALVE
used for burns, chaps, sores, etc., easily sold to friends at 25c
a box (with picture FREE) and remitting per catalog. SPE-

AWAY

CIAL— Choice

of 40 gifts for returning only S3. Our 42nd
Be First. Write today for White Cloverine Salve.
Wilson Chem. Co., Inc., Pept. 65-H. Tyrone, Pa.

year.

Look Young!
No

Cosmetics,

No

Massage,

FREE Book
Tells

No

Women!

Beauty exMen!
pert tells in thrilling book sent
free how you can easily erase
wrinkles, "crow's feet", hollow
cheeks, double chin and other
marks of age.

5 min it tes a day in your

own home by an easy method of

.

'
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Facial Exercise that any one can "^
w£
do.
The method is fully explained -^_:
with photographs in a new sensational
book sent free upon request in plain

wrapper.

PAULINE PALMER,

1435D Armour Blvd., Kansas City, Ho.
Write before supply is exhausted.
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know about the number," Bob
"but you're certainly getting my

so

much
in

bosses decided to
picture together.
It is
scheduled to be "The Man in Possession"
and when you see it, just remember that
radio made it possible.
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Claudette Colbert and Norman Foster
working together in peace and harmony?
The movies hadn't been able to bring this
ex-husband and ex-wife together since their
know myself that one night
break-up.
when they were at the same club dancing,
one of them left immediately on hearing
that the other was there, just to avoid
the embarrassment of a meeting.
Society rules told them they must.
Yet here at the Lux Theater, they were
on the same program, working together
during long, grilling hours of rehearsal.
And because they are refined, civilized peo-

Powder

of

W. Lu "^y orkCity
THE GEORGE
Avenue. New »

—

them

to a lovelier, youthful skin.

< ~~Z ? Weeks'
wvy
-2 we«!> Supply
Sampler
r
New 9-Shade
L 0"«u«
(««
COMPANY

i
I

pened before in movies and it may never
happen again though perhaps producers
will learn a lesson and actors who have
let themselves be bound too closely by
conventions will break the traces.
Jean and Bob. who had never even met,
worked so well together and enjoyed each
cast

.

have gotten

goat."
A studio stage is an enormous affair.
Stars and principals could stand in different corners and not be within shouting
distance of each other.
At a radio rehearsal, they are all grouped on one tiny
stage.
It makes for such intimacy that
before the first day had passed. Bob was
buying Kleenex for his cold and Jean's,
he had dug a cinder out of her eye and
discovered they smoked the same brand
of cigarettes.
Here's the pay off to this whole nearly
unbelievable incident.
It has never hap-

other

.

youthful color. Blended scientifically,
Tangee clings for hours, yet never cakes
or blotches. Because you use /ess, it is
economical. Try Tangee. In two sizes,
55^ and $1.10. Or, tear out the coupon

don't

I

__

jBh

How

Straps

if

See how Tangee Powder smooths your skin,
dulls without coating,
gives a youthful glow.

Tangee Face Powder contains same famous color change principle as Tangee
Lipstick .. .Watch its magic bring youthful
beauty to y our skin. ..Powder with new
Tangee and see a soft underglow appear
works like Tangee Lipstick to
match your own natural skin tones.
Watch shine go. Then comes clear,

indeed." Jean persisted, "Like a
NO,million
other girls. I'd have phoned

you before now
your number."

UNDERGLOW APPEAR

pores, accentuate lines.

break."

girl gets

TANGEE POWDER

Ordinary powders often
coat skin with a "powdery look", coarsen

"Trying to kid me?" Bob grinned.
"Why Mr.
Jean lowered her lashes.
Taylor!" she exclaimed. "Don't you know
I'm just like all the other girls dying to
get a close look at you, and maybe even
your autograph."
"Baloney," was all Bob could mutter.

replied,,

(any size) and within a week you will receive
your beautiful enlargement, guaranteed fadeless. Pay postman 47c plus postage
or send 49c
with order and we pay postage. Big 16x20inch enlargement sent C. 0. D. 78c plus postage or send 80c and we pay postage. Take advantage of this anaaziaff
offer now. Send your photos today. Specify size wanted.
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SOFT

—

at your

Beauty Shop

Size

SEE

after week a few yards away, knew each
other and were friends.
But they don't,
or at least didn't, under the caste system.
Jean Harlow and Robert Taylor, for
instance, two of M-G-M's biggest box
office attractions,
had never had more
than a fleeting glimpse of each other until the day the}' arrived at the Lux Theater for the first rehearsal of "Madame
Sans Gene." And when they did meet, it
wasn't just a formal introduction and
formal chit chat ending quickly with not
another meeting in the next two years.
Instead, Jean stood at the mike, glanced
up at Bob and murmured under her

"Local

\

little

USE

NEW

breath,

dandruff, crusts and scales
not dissolved by ordinary
soap. Money-back guarantee.
Costs

Jean Harlow and Robert Taylor

broadcast,
hundred people who
three
hadn't arrived in time burst through the
doors anyway, because it was raining outside and they were getting soaked.
Attendants managed to drive them back outside in a roar of excitement, but the interruption meant nothing to radio. The
noise of chasing the extra hundreds away
only mixed with the sound effects on the
stage and gave just the added realism
that was needed.
The chances are you felt sure that stars
in the big money class who worked for
the same studio, making pictures week

SKIN LOOK YOUNG?

WASHING
Use Babypads inside
cloth diaper, remove
and flush away when
soiled. Soft, safe,
itary, Babypads

K

san-

end

unpleasant diaper
care for mother protect baby's tender
skin from the risk of
painful diaper rash.
250 for $1 or 50 for 25c
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;

at

%

"

Department and

Drugstores. For FREE
day's supply, write

full

DENNISON'S

^^

Dept BD-145
Framinjrham, Mass.
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BABYPADS
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Get Back Your

and because radio had broken the ice,
they had a good time.
Claudette heard
pie

Young Looking Hair

FARR'S FOR

about Norman's new baby and Norheard about Claudette's husband. A
real friendship will probably come about
from this to take the place of a love

Many Happy Women Now Say

all

man

PAO*°0°®-GEN

that has died.

On

GRAY HAIR

this

(Pronounced PAR-IO-JEN)

same

broadcast,

•TABLETS*

incidentally,

was Walter Huston. Though they had all
worked together in the stage play "The
Barker" in New York, they had seen little
of each other since their Hollywood success. And were they happy about it! Most
of the time they should have been rehearsing they were off in a corner reminiscing.
It was at another rehearsal,
that of
"The Gold Diggers," that Joan Blondell
and Dick Powell met Ted Atmore for the
first time.
Ted is a veteran gold miner
whom Lux had imported from the moun-

MAKE

FEMININE HYGIENE
Simple
Quick
Easy
Dependable Pariogen requires no applicators or
other accessories. The easy-to-use tablet alone is

tains to tell the listeners about his work.
At a studio, even though they had been
in the same picture, Joan and Dick, swell

Harmless, non-caustic, greaseless, odorTwelve tablets in glass container cost only
Don't hesitate to ask your
druggist for Pariogen Tablets. If his
supply should be temporarily exhausted, write us for free sample.
sufficient.
less.

one

people though they are, would probably
never have paid any attention to Ted—
and it wouldn't have been snobbishness
that kept them apart, either.
But in the
intimacy of the theater, they got to talking to him, became so interested in his
stories and his personality they have invited him to their home for dinner sev-

Used with perfect confidence leaves your
hair

soft,

lovely,

youthful in appearance. Easy as a manicure in hygienic privacy of home; odorless,
greaseless; will not rub off nor interfere
with curling. $1.35.
Sold everywhere.

FREE SAMPLE

i
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BROOKLINE CHEMICAL

CO.
79 Sudbury Street, Boston, Mass.
Send

in plain

M.F. 8

wrapping.

420

IT

known player in the lead opposite a star,
but the Lux people did it when they set
Barbara Luddy opposite Paul Muni in
"The Story of Louis Pasteur." What is
more, Muni spoke very highly of her work
after the broadcast— and Mr. Muni is not

is

City

State

,

!—£ li.E.i'^i GJ_NAL_HAJ R_ CO LOR_

working takes on the solemnity of a

graveyard.

Loretta Young is another star who
found herself cast opposite a comparative
unknown when she and Gavin Gordon
played in "Polly of the Circus." Gavin is
well known around Hollywood because,
in
more or less minor parts, he has given
some grand performances. But his opportunities have not been as frequent as
his friends have wished.
Loretta remem-

him for his work with Garbo in
"Romance" and got a real thrill out of
bered

HOW WANTED

TO WEAR SHEER
HOSE and SHORT SLEEVES but
I

couldn't BECAUSE

OF

•

•

PSORIASIS

(*Quotation from our case record file)
^^
you, too, been unable to dress as you wanted to
because of psoriasis? Then learn about Siroil a preparation for removing: the scales and crusts caused by
this disease. A booklet containing; the story of Siroil,
together with complete case records, will be mailed
you free on request. Quotation above i s from a psoriasis
sufferer who, after using Siroil for only a short time,
was able to wear sheer hose and short sleeves for the
first time since childhood This is only one of many actual
cases. Get the facts on Siroil. Sold on a satisfaction or
money back guarantee.

^r

Have

—

.

Siroil Laboratories, Inc. Dept. g-ai
1214 Griswold Street Detroit, Michigan
Please send me your booklet on Psoriasis
and Siroil— Sixth Edition.

—
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ADDRESS.
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%

Minneapolis,

St.,

Minn.

Dept. 274
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money

or

back.

Ask

for

D. D. D. PRESCRIPTION.

NEW KIND

OF,

iron/
Burns
Mi^y

epeed,

nurse

with

him

in

"Men

In

White" he was as excited over meeting her
as any kid would be over a new toy.
He
had just seen her in "Come and Get It"
and had been wondering how he was going to manage a meeting since they work

One of the most
Lux has fostered was

interesting meetings
that of Frank Mor-

gan and Akim Tamiroff on the "Captain
Applejack" show. They had not met before and, as both are accomplished comedians and scene-stealers, the executives
were not anticipating a pleasant time of
it.
But Morgan and Tamiroff struck up
a friendship that has lasted far beyond
the broadcast. Each watched the other intently during rehearsals, but it was for
the purpose of learning something of the
other's technique rather than the fear of

having something put over on him. They
played their scenes together beautifully,
each got his laughs and neither stepped on
the other's lines.

•» and which has resulted in a friendship,
was that of Lily Pons and Adolphe Menjou in "Conversation Piece."
Miss Pons'

MinuU

tic, liquid D. D. D. PRESCRIPTION.
Its gentle oils
soothe the irritated skin. Clear, greaseless and stainless
dries fast. Stops the most intense itching instantly. A 35c trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it—

play

the

In Ont

JMren the most stubborn itching of eczema, blotches,
pimples, athlete's foot, rashes and other skin eruptions, quickly yields to Dr. Dennis' cooling,
antisep-

Super-Speed Amazes
Housewives— Pays Agents

A NOTH ER meeting that Lux engineered

.STATE.

Sixth

meeting him.
Spencer Tracy is a push-over for anyone he considers a good actor or actress
When he was told Frances Farmer would

at different studios.
•

S.

even rarer than a day in June that
a studio has the nerve to cast an unis

a gent given to indiscriminate praise. He
is one of the most intense
people I have
ever encountered and any place where he

Name.

.
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the new Diamond
c__ — t\_ _,
Self-Heatinglron.
Better than gas
or electricity — at
the cost. No wires, no hose, no attachment*
to bother with. Quick, regulated, uniform heat. Cuts ironing
time in half. Irona bis washing- for only lc. Burns 96% air—only
4% common kerosene (^coal oil]. Handsome, rustproof, CHROMIUM finish insures lifelong service. No wonder agents like
Morris and Wynne have made up to $15 and $25 in one day.
Write today for full particulars, 30-day trial
TRIfll
l
nm1, offer,
and proof of big money opportunity.
AKRON LAMP MFG. CO., 376 Iron St., Akron, Ohio
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Would You

Like to be
Happily fllarried
Thackeray said "Men are helpless in the hands of women

who really know how to handle
them." Any woman or girl of
ordinary intelligence, beautiful or plain, has the charm within her to attract and fascinate
men. You can learn how to develop and use those natural
charms from "Fascinating
Womanhood", an unusual book which shows how
women attract men by using the simple laws of men's
pyschology. Married or single, this knowledge will
help you. Don't let love and romance pass you by.
will send you the booklet
entitled "Secrets of Fascinating Womanhood", an
interesting synopsis of the revelations in "Fascinating Womanhood". Sent in plain wrapper.
PSYCHOLOGY PRESS. DeDt. 325D, St. Louis. Mo.

Send us only 10c and we
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WATCHo* DIAMOND?
Thousands have found it easy to own
America's finest diamond rings,
watches, silverware or jewelry by the
Santa Fe Plan. Bulova, Hamilton, or
Elgin watches -brilliant blue- white
silverware from worlddiamonds
famous companies, and the great
Santa Fe Specials offered to you at startling
cash prices on confidential liberal credit terms.
i

—

—

—
A FEW CENTS A DAY IS THE
SANTA FE WAY
diamond you've always wanted,
That watch
you needn't wait any longer
longed
—
you wear
you —
The Santa Fe
or

for it.

for

will trust

let

the watch or diamond you want while
you pay only a few cents a day.

Turn
Pin
Into

Money

Diamonds

DON'T PAY EXTRA
FOR CREDIT
person should pay extra
someone trust him. The
Santa Fe trusts you the way you
want to be trusted straight from
the shoulder without any extra

No honest
to have

—

You

charges, extra fees, or taxes.

vi-

pay only the low advertised cash
price in small monthly payments.
Send for 1937 Catalog Now!

;

rorC
XVXX.

to Adults— Send for this beautiful book
to
today. Sent
adults. Send your name and address, and the
beautiful catalog will come to you by return mail.
Do it now while you think of it.

ABSOLUTELY FREE

SANTA FE WATCH COMPANY
Topeko. Kansos

497 Thomos Bldg.

English is still a source of great concern
to her.
She didn't want to rehearse in
front of the rest of the cast and the orchestra until she was sure of her diction.
So she asked Frank Woodruff (who stages
the plays) to bring Menjou to her home
for the first couple of rehearsals. Her delight knew no bounds when she discovered
Menjou spoke French.
For about ten
minutes, while his two stars jabbered at

each other in her native tongue, Frank
might as well have been in Timbuctoo for
all the attention that was paid him.
The extent to which Lux is breaking
down the social barriers of Hollywood
may be gauged by the fact that Jack
Oakie and Cecil DeMille share a dressing
room in the theater. DeMille is a master
of ceremonies on the Lux program and
Jack acts in the same capacity on the
Camel Caravan Hour. At the studio Mr.
DeMille occupies, not a dressing room or
an office, but an entire bungalow. Yet here
in the radio theater, he shares a small
room, with Jack. Shares it and likes it!
If you're in Hollywood and want to see

—

—

the stars see them at their best try to
If
get a ticket to the Lux broadcast.
you're not in Hollywood, tune in on your
radio and listen. You'll not only hear the
best plays put on in the best possible
manner (and with casts that could never
be assembled anywhere else) but you

know when you'll be listening in on
development of some new romance.
Lux is literally making Hollywood one big
never

the

PROGRAM

AND

DOTS
.

.

.

DASHES:

Heard on CBS, Mon-

days at 9 p.m., EST, from Hollywood
Budget for time, usually talent exceeds $22,Despite rumors to contrary,
000 weekly
ace director Cecil B. DeMille actually directs
Play shortage and the 1936
the programs.
trend in radio toward the California celluloid industry, pushed Lux to Hollywood on
The old Music Box theater on
last June
Hollywood Boulevard, formerly the home of
the flesh-and-blood drama, was rented by
CBS, called "Lux Radio Theater" on Monday
Other evenings, numerous ace CBS
nights
coast-to-coast coasters take over playho'se
Seating about 1000, replete with dressing
rooms for the stars, front rows are usually
roped off for the gilded celebrities. Rehearsals
begin on Thursdays, run through to Monday
Actors usually have no trouble apnight
pearing, as arrangements have been made with
After
picture studios to give stars time off
broadcast the actors are usually invited to din.

Get Rid of Pimples, /tone,
Blackheads, Oily Skin, etc.
Write at once for Great News about Sensational Home
Treatment for clearing skin of unsightly Pimples, Acne,
Blackheads, Enlarged Pores, Oily Skin and other blemishes.
Discovery of Famous Skin Specialist used privately for years
with marvelous success. Sent on Trial. You Risk Nothing.
At Once. Don't suffer
FD/T/r Send for Free Booklet
embarrassment any longer. WRITE TODAY.
SEBOLINE CO., Dept. 21, Box 2408, Kansas City. Mo.
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Cold-Fighting Resistance druggists
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For
free
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REMOVES

Eyes that say "come
you'd leve to know better"
these are eyes that have been made lovely
.
.
by WINX eye beautifiers.

men adore!

Eyes that

hither,

I'm

a

3

i

rl

.

It is so easy to use WINX Mascara, and it
makes your lashes long, dark and luxuriant in a
charming natural way. WINX comes in solid,
creamy or liquid form
it
is
harmless, nonsmarting and tearproof.

—

the

WINX

other

gently applied
color

of your

.

.

the

intensifies

them

a

new and

glamorous sparkle.

make your eyes more fascinatYou will find WINX eye beautifiers in
drug, department and 5 and 10 cent stores.
Start today to

ing!

Lustrous Color for

FADED
HAIR

.

Test Bottle

(

.

always wanted to do "Men in White." When
studio assigned Clark Gable to the part on
Camel Caravan, he was heart-broken. He
finally appeared in the Kingsley drama on
Lux
Two play-readers are kept busy in
.

.

W. Thompson ad agency

New

package

wounded,

NADINOLA TAtcMc&uam

eyelids,

giving

.

.

in

.

Dept. 144, Paris, Tenn.

the

to

eyes,

.

.

Whether you have a few freckles or many, fade them out
quickly and gently while you
sleep. Get a jar of Nadinola
Freckle Cream today and apply at bedtime. Day by
day skin becomes clearer, fresher. Usually freckles
disappear in 5 to 10 days. So do other blemishes.
Nadinola Freckle Cream is guaranteed by a famous
laboratory with 36 years' experience in this type of
skin treatment. Only 60c at drug and toilet counters
10c size at Ten Cent Stores. • Or send a dime for trial

WHILE YOU SLEEP

too!

Eyebrow Pencil instantly beautifies thin
or uneven eyebrows; makes them graceful and
expressive. A touch of WINX Eye Shadow,

.

York,
finding new, old plays for filmland's topnotchers ... In Hollywood, two talent men
are constantly signing up bigger and better
names, seldom dicker over price .
Lux has
had oniy one casualty. Occurred during rehearsal of Gary Cooper in "The Virginian."
One scene called for sound man to shoot
off a lot of blank cartridges
.
.
Suddenly
a voice near Cooper shouted, "Good God
I'm
shot."
The movie star glanced hur
riedly at his script, found no such line. He
turned around to find the sound effects man

FRECKLES

wonder-workers

WINX

.

ner at star-of-night's residence
.
Since it's
.
only 6 p.m. in Hollywood, actors are found
acting in slacks, sweaters, sportswear
Lou Silvers, musical director of Lux, and
former Al Jolson accompanist-arranger, is
one of Hollywood's hardest workers. He is
also musical director of 20th-century Fox
.
.
Actors like to appear in Lux theater, because it often gives them an opportunity
to play their favorite roles. Spencer Tracy

J.

NADINOLA,

WINX
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By Helping
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.

With a Cold
jr

.

.

Wins Fight

;

.

.

.

MANY FOLKS NOW SAY THE

.

.

.

M

K5

Try

Lux

fl

'£y

happy family.
Radio Theater.

FACIAL BLEMISHES

\

.

Have ever-youthful looking hair this
SAFE way. Clear liquid is combed through
hair.

hand bleeding
One of the
cartridges had backfired
He was rushed
to the hospital where he soon recovered.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Gray goes

— streaks disappear. Color

wanted comes: black, brown, auburn,
blonde. Nothing to wash or rub off on
clothing. Hair stays fluffy
takes wave or
curl. Get full-sized bottle from druggist on
money-back guarantee. Or mail coupon for
Free Test.

—

FREE TEST ~We send
Package

complete Test

Free. Snip off a lock of hair. Test it first
this safe way. No risk. No expense. 3,000,000
women have received this test. Mail coupon.

1---

MARY T.GOLDMAN—
Minn.

3322 Goldman Bldg.,

.

his

\

FREEJ

!

j

I

St. Paul,

Name.
Street.

City...

.State.

Color of your hair?
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Walk

in

Beauty

{Continued from page 51)
skye terrier out of her precious lily
beds. The dog was Panouche, whose name
means "Dirty Rag" in the argot of Miss
Pons' native province, and the lily beds
were just beginning to bloom from the
bulbs she herself had planted.
'Though this is hardly the costume in
which to discuss Easter fashions," she
laughed, indicating the trim slacks and
comfortable brogues she always wears in
the country, as we sank into the wicker
chairs on the paved terrace, "this is one
style which goes all year 'round out here.
"But there is a fashion secret even in
that.
The Frenchwoman has found that
the simplest way of achieving chic is to
find one model which is becoming to her
and then have it copied in various colors
little

_

and materials.
find one dress which is
becoming to me and then need waste no
more time. So stick to one model which
I

POMPEIAM
cAliik c/tlaMaqe Chernn
Today your skin can have the benefits of
milk in a new way
with Pompeian Milk
Massage Cream which is actually 70% milk.
Don't give up your favorite cosmetics.
. . .

But, once each week, give your face a comchange of diet from fatty creams to

plete

Pompeian.

oil-free

It

removes

cosmetics thoroughly, frees
choked pores, stimulates circulation, leaves your skin radiantly lovely. Try it!

AT ALL DRUG,

Inc.

WAN TED NEW W RITE RSI
:

newspapers,

U.

etc.!
S.

Write

Dept. W-l,

magazines,

for

books,

FREE literature! No obligation!
SCHOOL OF WRITING.
20

West 60th

N. Y. C.

St.,

This Beautiful Lifelike

Uil'H'liWH
SEND

NEWEST SENSATION!

Send

any

snapshot or photo

and we'll reproduce it in this
beautiful
like ring.

NO MONE
MONEY!

48c

(Hand-tinted
Indestructible!
25c extra)
Waterproof!
Enclose strip of paper for ring size. Pay postman
plus a few cents postage.
If you send 48c
— - will
pay postage. PHOTO MOVETTE RING
CO., Dept. 3, 626 Vine Street. Cincinnati, Ohio.

PHOTO ^*FB2HS
Clear enlargement, bast, full
length or part group, pets <
other eub jecte made from any phi.
to,

viy x'—

onapohotor tintypeatlowprice

of 49c each; 3 for $1.00. Send as
many photos as yon desire. Retorn of original photos guaranteed

SEND NO MONEY
Just mail photo with

Dame and

ad-

dress. In a few days postman will
deliver beautiful enlargement that
never fade. Pay only 49c plus postage or
50c— 8 for % 1 00 and we will pay postage ourselves

will

.

the

HIGH

.

„

">cnes

work we will frame, until further notice, all pastel colored enlargements FREE. Illustrations of beautifully carved frames
for your choice wilt be sent with your enlargement. Don'tdelay. Act
now. Mailyour Photos today. Write
ERA PORTRAIT COMPANY
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS
11 E. HURON STREET
DEPT. 718
quality of oar

NEW

AND LOOK 10 YEARS YOUNGER
• At home quickly and safely

—

tint those streaks of

graytolustrousshadesof blonde,
brown or black. A small brush
and
does it. Guaranteed harmless.
Active coloring agent is purely vegetable. Cannot
affect waving of hair. Economical and lasting
will
not wash out. Imparts rich, beautiful color with amazing speed. Easy to prove by tinting a lock of your
own hair. BROWNATONE is only 50c—at all drug or
toilet counters
always on a money-back guarantee.
|

BROWNATONE

—

—
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BLACK

CORN PLASTERS

plug of dead cells root-like in form and position. If
may serve as focal point for renewed development.

difference between a really smart ensemble and a costume which makes little impression indeed."
One accessory for evening of which Miss
Pons is particularly fond is fresh flowers
for the hair. At the opening of the Metropolitan Opera this past season, she was
in the audience with dark red carnations
in her coiffure, worn with a black velvet
princess gown and a hip-length silver fox
cape.
A huge antique Florentine brooch
fastened the high neck above two daring

diamond-shaped openings (one of which
exposed her throat and upper bosom, and
one just below the bust) and wide diamond bracelets covered her left arm from
wrist to elbow.
This is the same dress
which she has had copied for spring in
beige and black. The print, incidentally, is
a lily-of-the-valley design which was specially created in her honor, and with it

n|1/f|J-LAD!ES! 34
**
"

pc.

COLORED GLASS DINNER SET

WE ARE
AND
SEND NO MONEY — We
WILSON CHEM. CO., Inc.
Dept. 6S-A

Tyrone, Pa. I

ON APPROVAL!!
To introduce our ladies and
gentlemen's solid gold effect,
richly
designed rings
set
with full carat brilliant bluewhite facsimile diamond,
we will send one to you ON
APPROVAL. Simply send
25 cents to cover cost of
packing, shipping,

etc.

Wear

at our risk. Pay two monthly
$2.25 payments (total $4.50).
Nothing more to pay. .Ring
shipped in rich Gift Case,

postage fully paid to your door, by
Rush 25 cents in stamps or coin to

BRADLEY.

Dept.

384.

RETURN MAIL.

Newton.

Mass.

she wears a spray of these favorite flowers in her hair. Also carrying out this new
spring color scheme, she has purchased two
tailored suits, one beige with a black
blouse and the other black with a beige
blouse. You can see how easily the accessory problem can be solved this way,
achieving quite different effects.

DECENTLY,
»

for her first New York rethree years, at Carnegie Hall,
she wore a medieval gown of silver lame
with a tight bodice (a feature of most of
her costumes, since it sets off her tiny
waist), very full skirt with a train, and infinitesimal puffed sleeves. Sable edged the
square neckline, and she carried a sable
muff. This same style was then copied in
pink taffeta for her Washington, D. C, engagement and will probably be made up in
still lighter materials for spring and early
summer. All her clothes are made right
here in America, most of them being designed by Valentine, though she still buys
her handmade lingerie in Europe and her
shoes in Buenos Aires, where she has
found a perfect last for her size \y2 feet.
In selecting footwear, too, she finds one
model she likes and buys it in different
colors and materials.
This season she has
chosen an open-toed, strapless design for

I

fc
or big cash commission. Send name and address. Beautifnl Cherry Blossom design. CHOICE of green or pink glass: 61
plates, 6 tumblers, 6 caps, 6 saucers, 6 nappies, 1 each, sngar. I
cream, vegetable and platter. This Is only one of nearly a hundred I
articles featured in onr catalog, which we GIVE for selling our fa- I
moos WHITE CLOVERINE SALVE for cats, barns, sores, chaps, I
etc. to friends at 26c a box with a beautifully colored Art Picture I
FRE E and remitting as per new premium plan book. 42nd year. I
FAIR
SQUARE. Start now by sending for one I
trust you. BE FIRST. I
dozen boxes.

,

CARVED FRAMEf"lf fct.with

you can

—

BLUE-JAY
SCIENTIFIC

items which point up a costume, which
a certain spring gaiety and make the

AND 10< STORES

Earn while learning!

is

• Don't take chances by paring corns at home.
Corns come back bigger, uglier, more painful than
ever, unless removed Root and All. End that corn for
good with this new, double-action Blue-Jay method.
Pain stops instantly, by removing the pressure. Then
the corn lifts out, Root and All in 3 short days. (Exceptionally stubborn cases may require a second
application.) Blue-Jay is a tiny, modern, scientific
corn plaster, held snugly in place by Wet-Pruf adhesive. Try this Blue-Jay method now.

add

DEP'T.

The Pompeian Company,
Bloomfield, N. J.

I

know

suited to a little person like
myself.
This spring, for instance, I can
have a winter evening dress copied in a
fresh, lively print."
"Stick to a few colors, also, that you
have learned by experience are becoming.
For example, 1 am going to wear much,
much black and beige this Easter and
spring.
This principle makes it so much
easier, of course, to plan a smart matching wardrobe of accessories and every
woman knows that accessories are the tiny
I

Corns Come Back Bigger, Uglier

- unless removed Root* and All

cital in

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE...
Without Calomel— And You'll Jump
Out of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The

liver should

pour out two pounds of liquid

bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just decays

Gas bloats up your stomach. You get
constipated. Your whole system is poisoned and
you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.
Laxatives are only makeshifts.
mere bowel
movement doesn't get at the cause. It takes those
good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get these
two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you
feel "up and up". Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little
Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly refuse anything
in the bowels.

A

else. 25c.

RADIO MIRROR
^*</»,

Relieves

fashions you prefer for spring, are you going to wear them well? Or are you, like
so many of us, going to ruin the charming

TEETHING
PAINS

MINUTE

WHEN your baby

suffers

from teeth-

ing pains, just rub a few drops of Dr.
Hand's Teething Lotion on the sore,
tender, little gums and the pain will
be relieved in one minute.

Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is the
prescription of a famous baby specialist, contains no narcotics and has

been used by mothers for over

one

so many girls for commercial
photography, motion pictures, the stage,
fashion shows, society debuts in fact, anyone who must meet a critical public!
"American girls," she advises, "should
remember that their ideal type is the outdoor girl, which doesn't necessarily mean
one active in all sports, but one who has

trained

—

w

fifty

One

bottle is usually enough for
baby for the entire teething period.

years.

FOR BABY!

you've planned with your posture
and carriage? You can guard against this,
if you'll only follow these simple instructions from Mariana Smille, head of the
Empire Mannequin School, who has
effect

iVtthiti \
1

both daytime and evening wear.
When you have assembled your Easter
costume and decided upon the colors and

JUST RUB IT ON THE GUMS

DR.HANDS
Teething

fine

figure

and

carriage

associated

That means broad
tummy and narrow hips.

shoulders, flat
If one doesn't

already have these, they
can still be acquired by exercise and emphasized by one's carriage. That latter is
so important. True beauty depends upon
it,
and carriage itself depends upon the
way you hold your chest which, in turn,
depends upon your breathing. This should
be done from the diaphragm, the upper
stomach and not lower, for the main object is to carry the chest high, not out. At

—

same time, this brings the derriere in
where it belongs."
Mariana Smille exIn addition,
as
the

Lotion

Buy Dr.Hand's from your druggist today

OgrAetMMef
MAKE Up To $65 WEEKLY

new kind of wholesale business.
Place famous line 6c-10c merchandise
in

with stores Merchants grab our FREE
.

GOODS Deals. 200 fast-selling proAMAZING NEW ducts
— allUp onto 140%
salesmaking Counter
profit for yon and
BUSINESS Displays.
merchant. No experience or investment
start. Get biff catalog FREE.
World's Products Co.,Deipl,4897,Spencer,lnd.

needed to

Sell to Stores

the

with athletic ability.

plained it to me, the back of the neck
should be straight, the head high and the
chin up.
The shoulders should be well
back, with your shoulder blades flat, and
should not swing or sway as you walk.
To get your shoulders erect and straight,
raise your arms to shoulder level on either
side, swing them back as far and as high
as possible, until your hands touch; do
this several times and you'll find your
shoulders are in just the right position,
from which they should not vary. On the
other hand, you should be relaxed from
the waist down, so that you swing along
naturally and easily.

Kleinert's *SOFTEX Baby Pants are made of
soft transparent SILK, fully waterproofed.
They weigh less than an ounce and are

—

unbelievably durable. When you buy
*SOFTEX, you are buying real COMFORT
for your baby!

*Softex is a SILK fabric, waterproofed
without the use of rubber.

(

f(lelaetit%
^.
*T. M. Beg. U.

*

S. Pat. Off.

BABY
SOFTEX
PANTS
NEW YORK,
FIFTH

485

AVE.,

N. Y.

PHOTO ENLARGEMENTS

Amazing

Offer!

Send

3 negatives

(FILMS)

with thia ad and 25c coin (No Stamps); receive postpaid 3 Beautiful 5x7-inch Enlargements; 12 for $1; postpaid. I for 10c, plus

Neg. Ret. Canada, too. M4.
Unique Art Service, 260 E. 138 St., N. Y. C.

5c postage.

LIGHTEN YOUR HAIR

NEW CREAM WAY

the

As Little or as Much as You
Want—Safely— Quickly!
Not a Drug-Store Liquid!
Lightning

Lechler's

Hair Lightener

is an amazing product; an antiseptic, white,
It has many advantages over liquid preparations.
You can uBe it to lighten the roots and scalp only. Cannot run to
the ends of the hair like a liquid. Can't make the hair life- -,
Lightens blonde hair grown dark. Can
lesB, dry or brittle.
Actually Beneficial to
not streak or over-bleach.

creamy

paste.

\
v

bleached hair and permanents. Used by famous stage

and screen beauties for over 20 years. Harmless
Mailed complete with application brush
teed.

FIT
M\.EjEj

J? T>

r

With

first

order

—$6-page

—guaranonly
for

booklet

new art of lightening HAIR"
LECHLER LABORATORIES, INC.
-the

560 Broadway, Dept.

A,

New York,

_
I

I

I

I

m

the awkward swaying and wobTOlingavoid
of the hips which are such common

mannequins are trained first to
walk with their hands on their hips. This
gives a sense of proper balance and makes
it possible to tell if the hips are moving
out of line. Keep your knees straight (but
not rigid, of course) and take fairly good
sized steps.
Never walk with bent knees.
faults,

That's what's responsible for the heel-first
gait

N. Y.

TASTE LIKE CANDY
V"

The

Sensational

MCCOY'S
Oil Tablets

Cod Liver
Check

fall

of Vitamins

"A" and "0

Have remarkably helped many boys
and girle. men and women, to

Put On
* IwwO
i e.„.j.

Starting Today
Take 2 McCoy's Cod
/ rounds Liver Oil Tablets after
each meal. 60c and
Quickly
*
$1 size—all Druggists
|"—SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE-™ 1*
**l McCoy's, 644 S. Wells St., Chicago I "^

3*~
TO

'

I

!
I

|

Dept. 24
Rush Free Sample of McCoy's Cod
Liver OH Tablets to

|

Name

|

I •»*

one's

by

wardrobe which were given
Travis Bant on, the famous

mount

to

me

Para-

Just send a large stamped,
self -addressed envelope with your query to
stylist.

Joyce Anderson, Radio Mirror, III East

Address
City

—

habit just try walking on the balls
of your bare feet, with your heels just
about as far from the ground as they are
when you have on your high heels. And,
finally,
to cultivate a steady, well-balanced stride, try walking along the cracks
in the sidewalk whenever you're out-ofdoors.
Relax and don't look at your feet.
Put these simple rules all together and
they spell good posture, a better figure
and thus better-fitting clothes. So face
the springtime confidently, wear your newbib-and-tucker with assurance and
est
walk in beauty in the Easter parade!
Lily Pons has two precious beauty
secrets which I'd like to tell you about.
One is her recipe for a home cucumber
mask, with the simplest possible ingredients and instructions for use. Also, I
have six "do's" and " don't' s" for selecting
first

j

State-

42nd
all

Street,

New York

yours for the asking!

City,

and

they're

HAIR ™""w
FRENCH

COLOR YOUR

Shampooandcoioryourhalratthe sametlme.l
any shade. SHAMPO-KOLOR won t rub off.l

WAY

Colors roots;leaveshair soft, natural; permitsi^™—^—

perm.wave.

Free Book.UallijnyProd.Inc, Dept.

Iff Only
9
^^

Save over

J-£

on

Easy Terms

i

Day

J

10c a

all

standard

models. Also portables

1

8-A.254 W.31 SI..N.V.

office

at reduced prices.

SEND NO MONEY

AH

models completely refumhed like
brand new. FULLY GUARANTEED.
Big free catalog Bhowe actual machines
Lowest prices. Send at o
id full colors.
Free course in typing included.
late

International Typewriter Exch.,

e

n

lilt,

S

A-403 ch ica e o
.

CICCTRIC

ARC WClDCff
*&A
Works

Off

Any

Storage Battery or
Ordinary Light Socket

new electric arc welder is
possible by the invention of a
voltage carbon.
Auto batteries
be used without removing from
car. Uses about same current as four
headlight bulbs.
Broken parts are
simply melted together by the white
hot electric arc, in just a few seconds.
Produces about
7000 degrees heat.

—

Firm

ft*

down the heels of one's shoes. Here's
good way to break yourself of that heel-

runs
a

m

which makes one walk jerkily and

Iff

This

made

low

may

^W'* Melts
1

Hottest Flame

Known

iron and steel instantly. Welds
fenders, radiators, holes in bodies,
milk cans, tanks, brazes broken cast-

ings.
Works on anything iron, steel,
brass, copper, tin or galvanized metal.
Permanent repairs made for al-

most nothing. Used by factories
f< in
many operations. Positive

money back guarantee by a

AGENTS

Men wltn cars
to sell mechanics,

repairmen,

farmers,

radio

battery
Five minute
and

shops, factories.

demonstratl on

Up
to lBO^o
profit. Write
today.

re-

sponsible firm.

TRINDL PRODUCTS

2229-

EU

CALUMET

CHICAGO,

AVE.,
ILL.
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PREVENT
BLACKHEADS

More News!

Did Gray Hair

{Continued from page 7)
squelched her so thoroughly that
to look permanent.

MOTHER KNOWS

it

Rob Them of $95 a Week?

begins

BEST. Helen Bro-

derick is sitting up nights trying to figure
how she can heal the breach between her
son, Broderick

Crawford, and Peg LaCenradio singer.
Broderick

New York

tra,

Now Comb Away Gray ThisEasy Way

has been rushing Lucille Ball, Paramount
cutie,

since

hair is risky. It screams :"You
GRAY
are getting: old!" To end

engagement to Peg was

his

gray hair

broken.

Sensational Beautifier Refines Skin

Women

over the country who formerly were
miserable over a skin heladen with blackheads,
whiteheads, large pores and other skin faults, are
now enthusiastic about a new beautifier.
all

This remarkable preparation, which contains
oxygen, penetrates into the mouths of the pores
and prevents the formation of fatty blackheads.

When

the oxygen frees the pores of disfiguring
dirt and grease, the skin resumes its natural,
clean appearance. It becomes soft and smooth to
the touch.

The name of
Cream.

It is

this

new

beautifier

is

Dioxogen

the only preparation in the world con-

taining Dioxogen, and
keeping Bureau.

is

approved by Good House-

Prove to yourself that you too can have a skin
free from blackheads, open pores and other skin
faults. Dioxogen Cream is not
drying and benefits any type of
skin to which it is applied. 50^
and $1 jars at dept. stores and
high class drug stores.

handicaps all you now have to do Is
comb it once a day for several days with
a few drops of Kolor-Bak sprinkled on

There are secFourth Estate which
should very appropriately be run out of
town.
For instance, there is the trade
paper which sent an advertising solicitor
to drum up some business before the open-

SCREAM

ing of the current Al Jolson series.

m

Marvelous new secretprocess!
Any photo or picture repi
duced, permanently on «

Kolor-Bak is a solution for argray hair that imparts

tificially coloring-

and no one knew they did a thing
This Trial Test
"Will you test Kolor-Bak without

He

riska single cent? Then, go to your drug
or department store today and get a
bottle of Kolor-Bak.
Test it under our

ing

ing solicitor doubled in dramatic criticism,
so to speak, and one of his jobs was to review the Jolson premiere.
He did and
how! He panned everyone on the show

guarantee that it must make you look
10 years younger and far more attractive or we will pay back your money.
Buy a b °ttle of KOLOR-BAK
i FREE
'
"" today and send top flap of car- II
ton to United Remedies, Dept. 444. |
I 644
So. Wells Street, Chicago— and I
I receive TREE AND POSTPAID
a 60c
' box of KUBAK ShamDoo.

—

—

except Victor Young who previously had
taken an ad. You wouldn't think that advertising executives would be disturbed by
such a thing, yet they were.

I

LEARH
ers,

to. it.

Make

Buddy Rog-

TO

PLAY

PIANO

who

returns to his Twin Stars show
finishes his British film commitwill
meet Mary Pickford, his

when he

BY EAR*

ment,
mother, and Mary's niece on the Conti-

and make the return voyage home
Mary and Buddy insist the
newspapers were responsible for the in-

nent,

NO NOTE RCAD1N6-N0 SCALE PLAYING

with them.

H you can

whiitle. ling, or num a tune— You have TALENT.
Let a popular Radio Pianljt train- your hand* to play Piano

METHOD

by Ear. TEN LESSON
«nt postpaid for $1.00.
or pay U. S. Postman $1.00 plus postage. Nothing more
to buy.
Satisfaction assured
or your money refunded.
Piano Accordion bass charts included Free. Order now!

ception of their romance.
I
asked Mary
when they'd be married. She looked at
Buddy and sighed. "I don't know," she
admitted, "but
guess it will have to be
when the newspapers tell us to."

PICTURE RING

—

MAJOR KORDgg-^VxAs

I

1

gem - like ring,
quisite
priceless keepsake! Guaran-j
teed! Sample ring' from any'
photo you send only

ing nice.

color and charm and abolishes gray hair
worries. Grayness disappears within a
week or two and users report the change
is so gradual and so perfect that their
friends forget they ever had a gray hair

was asked to come back later, because
everyone was too busy to talk with him.
However, it turned out that the advertis-

ROMANCE TO ORDER.

DIOXOGEN

your comb, and afterwards regularly once
or twice a week to keep your hair look-

OUGHT TO BE A LAW.

tions of Hollywood's

SEND NO MONEY-Everyonc

PICTURE RING. Show ring— take orders
make money! Just send photo with strip of paper
wants

MEET THE

trimmed so ends meet around finger for size. Pay postman only 48c, plus few cents postage. Photo returned
with ring. Money back if not dejjgnted. Order NOW!
PICTURE RING CO.. Dept. X-69, Cincinnati, O.

BIG NOISE. At Al Jolson's party a woman insisted upon being
presented to Joe Penner. "Are you really

Sensational

Joe Penner?" she asked when her request
was granted. Joe bridled. "Yes," he admitted, "I'm Joe Penner."
He waited for
her to ask for his autograph, but she mere-

urn

ing into something
Gertrude Niesen,
house shopping, is hunting one to which
a nursery might be attached if and when
necessary
Ben Bernie, all by himself,
and looking very glum, at Santa Anita
races
Al Jolson and Ruby Keeler at
the track four days each week
Jan
Garber in a coat you could play checkers
on picking one winner after another but
not betting on it
Note to radio editors: Check up on the beautiful wife of
.

.

.

Trial

.

.

.

.

Fully

Positively the greatest barGUARANTEED
gain ever offered.
genuine
full sized $102.50 office model refinished Underwood No. 5 for only $44.90 (cash) or on easy
terms. Has up-to-date Improvements, including standard
4-row keyboard, backspacer, automatic ribbon reverse,
sluftlock key, 2-color ribbon, etc. The perfect all purpose
typewriter. Complete rebui lt and
GUARANTEED.

A

.

FULLY
Money Back

for 10-day trial
you decide to keep it pay
only
$3.00
a
month until
$49.90 (term price) is paid
if

Limited
I
.

offer

—

act

at

once.

INTERNATIONAL TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE
231 West Monroe St., Chicago, III., Dept. 403
Send Underwood No.

I

If I

!

keep

am

For quick shipment give references and occupation.

I

in full.

I

Address

I

Town

Name
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5 (F.O.B. Chicago) at once for 10 days' trial.
not perfectly satisfied I can return it express collect.
If I
pay $3.00 a month until I have paid $4!).!)0 (term price)

it I will

"

Age
State

.

.

.

famous Hollywood star who recently
spent ten days in Manhattan talking with
sponsors
Three of Hollywood's leading seeresses have predicted death for a
noted mistress of ceremonies
Edward
Everett Horton feverishly calling the hospital where Kate Cantry, his press agent,
is gravely injured as a result of an auto
accident
Fred Astaire busy denying
rumors that Mrs. Astaire was more seriously hurt than was generally supposed
when her car crashed with that of Miriam
a

.

Guarantee

Send coupon

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

for

you're
(
(

»
)

(

)

(

)

to

Check positions
interested.

Manager

(

Assistant Manaqer (
Chief or FloorClerk(
Auditor
(

)
)

in

which

steward
Hostess

)

Housekeeper

)

Cashier

.OPPORTUNITIES

.

.

No Money Down

—

SURROUNDINGS

QUICKIES. Martha Raye and that Paramount musical director seem to be rush-

SMALL CARRYING CHARGE

learned, given d urine this offer.

Book.

LUXURIOUS
SPLENDID

on Easy Terms

Learn Touch Typewriting
Complete
(Home
Study)
Course of the famous Van
Sant Speed Typewriting System fully illustrated, easily

WORK

my

NOW Only
$
44?2 Cash
10-Day

FASCINATING

ly stared.
"I just wanted to take a look
at the man who teaches
son to make
such horrible noises," she devastated.

Guaranteed
5
$
102 -° Model

NOW

Train

hotel,
club and instifield.
Salaries up to
$5,000
a
year,
living
often included.
Previous experience
proved unnecessary. Qualify at home
in
leisure time.
National Placement Service FREE of extra charge.
Write name and address in margin
and mail this ad today for FREE

tutional

$1,500

.

.

Kidneys Must
Clean Out Acids
Dr. T. J. Rastelli, well-known
physician and surgeon of London, England, says: "The chief
way your body cleans out acids
and poisonous wastes in your blood
is
thru 9 million tiny, delicate
Kidney tubes cr filters, but beware
of cheap, drastic, irritating drugs."
functional Kidney or Bladder
disorders make you suffer from

If

Up Nights, Nervousness,
Circles Under Eyes, Dizziness, Rheumatic
Pains, Acidity, Burning, Smarting
or Itching,
don't take chances
Get the Doctor's guaranteed prescription called Cystex. $10,000.00
deposited with Bank of America,
Los Angeles, California, guaranGetting

Leg Pains, Backache,

Dr. T. J.

RASTELLI

London Physician

tees Cystex must bring new vitality in 48 hours and make
you feel years younger in one week or money back on
Telephone your druggist for
return of empty package.
guaranteed Cystes (Siss-tex) today.

RADIO MI RROR
Hopkins
the Bing Crosbys and the
Jack Oakies are looking over the babyand the Valentin Parcoach market
eras (Grace Moore) are expecting the
stork via the adoption route
Joan
Blondell gave Dick Powell a white piano
Charlie Butterworth taking a train
daily to the hospital where his dachshund
is confined with a broken leg ... A medal
for Don Ameche, who put out a brush fire
that threatened the hillside home of director Tay Garnett ... Of all the Hollywoodites whose light is hidden behind two
or three bushels, incidentally, the handsome Irish lace cuspidor goes to Bill
Woodruff, Lux director who gets little
.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

Many Never
Suspect Cause
Of Backaches

.

.

credit for his swell job
When Rudy
Vallee's show finally arrives on the Coast
it will become a permanent western feature, according to agency plans
CBS
is hunting a theater large enough to house
.

.

dizziness.

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,
used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood.
Get Doan's Pills.

r

YOUR HOME

IN

Practical

by

Shop Training!

"new east way to better jobsgood PAY We furnish dozens of items of ElecI

REMEDY IS MADE AT HOME
VOU can now make at home a betgray hair remedy than you can
buy, by following this simple recipe:
To half pint of water add one ounce
bay rum, a small box of Barbo Compound and one-fourth ounce of glycerine. Any druggist can put this up
or you can mix it yourself at very
little cost.
Apply to the hair twice
a week until the desired shade is obtained.
Barbo imparts color to
streaked, faded or gray hair, makes
it soft and glossy and takes years off
your looks. It will not color the scalp, is not
sticky or greasy and does not rub off. Do not be
handicapped by gray hair now when it is so economical and easy to get rid of it in your own home.

.

.

.

Ironing
FREE
OFFER

dR

.

.

the California

.

decision

quickly to
8 gleaming perfection
message may bring for you the

now to turn, to change to this modern

powdered starching and ironing compound.
Irons never stick, they don't brown things and
you get no spots or rings as with solid starches.
We, The Hubinger Co., number 348, Keokuk,
Iowa will send our little proof packet. Simply
write for "That Wonderful Way To Hot Starch".

soothes for hours longer than other powders. Free from zinc in any form, Z.B.T. is
approved by leading hospitals, by Good

Housekeeping and your baby. Large

25tf

and

5(W sizes.

For

FREE SAMPLE

send postcard to Z.B.T., Dept. F-l.
80 Varick Street, New York City.

.

Hour

.

.

Warren

.

Hull, ex-.

—

.

.

.

.

.

prospects.

Major Bowes Writes His

"tin

at home:

Learn to color photos and miniatures

in oil.

No previous experienceneeded. Good

Make
iemand. Send for free booklet.
at Home" and requirements.
NATIONAL ART SCHOOL „_.
1 Michigan Ave. Dept. 1384- Chicago
Money

Own

Answer
{Continued from page

16)

Nothing is further from the truth.
have never found the dearth of amateurs
that other radio programs have complained about.
As a matter of fact, we
have more applications now than we have
ever had and more acceptable amateurs in
reserve than ever before.
What has happened is that the desire
to be on my program has grown steadily,
and it is quite evident that this is not the
I

Married and Earns
$

My

case with others.
program has passed
that first stage of development where
many were attracted to try out for it
simply as a "lark," or for idle curiosity.

now

second and more substanphase, that of a recognized and earnin its

though no less entertaining, clearing
house for untried talent.

'.

irritation, in Z. B. T. Olive Oil Baby Powder.
to the olive oil, Z.B.T. forms a protective moisture-resistant coating that clings and

Due

.

est,

"Learn to press things

We hope this

.

announcer who became a Warner
Brothers actor, has realized a life's ambition
to sing on the radio.
He's on Warners' California network
The "mystery
admirer" still sends Barbara Luddy those
lovely flowers
Fred Waring hit Hollywood Boulevard before going on his
road tour to look over movie and radio

tial

HOT STARCH
30 SECONDS

there's extra comfort for your
baby, greater freedom from chafing and

NBC

It is

IN

Mokeslroning Easy

.

.

MOTHER,

.

ter

No More Dead-Arm"

.

.

.

7M«r/GRAY HAIR

.

Milton Berle-Community Sing show
Joe Koestner's eleven-year-old son is
doing very nicely, thank you, with NBC
dramatic roles
"One Perfect Night,"
sung by Marion Talley on a recent program, was written for her birthday by
modest Joe Alvin, of the NBC press department
The Conrad Thibaults have
taken a Beverly Hills home
Gertrude
Niesen's mother, bedridden for two years,
nevertheless does all Gertrude's song arrangements
Connie Boswell, in case
you've been wondering, is doing okay on
.

POWDER"

.

the
.

OLIVE OIL

.

.

This Old Treatment Often Brings Happy Relief
Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,
once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking the
excess acids and waste out of the blood. Most people
pass about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds of waste.
Frequent or scanty passages with smarting and
burning shows there may be something wrong with
your kidneys or bladder.
An excess of acids or poisons in your blood, when
due to functional kidney disorders, may be the cause
of nagging backache, rheumatic pains, lumbago, leg
pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up nights,
swelling, puffiness under the eyes, headaches and

WANT MY

I

.

Prominent teachers, schools and institutions of voice, music, dramatics, dancing
and stage, are active in their support. The
music departments of leading universities
as well as band schools, singing societies
and other such organizations are co-operAll have expressed thorough apating.
proval of the handling received by persons on this program and consider an ap-

my

amateur

pearance

on

beneficial

to their pupils.

They

consider

it

a

hour

highly

a Week

need extra money? Is your husband
out of work? Or are you forced to face the
world alone, with children to support?
Thousands of graduates and students of
the Chicago School of Nursing are numbered
among those approaching or past the 40
mark. Many also are married, with home
duties. They have learned at home and in
their spare time the dignified, well-paid profession of Nursing. Many earned a considerable sum every week while studying.
Course endorsed by physicians. Est. 38
years. One graduate has charge of a 10-bed
hospital. Another saved $400 while learning.

Do YOU

Equipment included. Men and women 18 to
High school not required. Easy tuition

60.

payments. Write us now and learn how you
can prepare yourself to earn $25 to $35 a
week as a C. S. N. -trained practical nurse.

valuable experience

and a dignified and effective
manner in which to provide them with
encouragement, self-assurance, as well as
stage and radio technique.
The head of
one of New York's best-known music
schools recently told me that she would
like to make it compulsory for every pupil
to appear on my program at least once
for students

25

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING

Dept. 184, 100 East Ohio Street, Chicago, 111.
Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson
pages.

Name_

.Age-

City
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FINER

during their course as part of the study
of concert technique.
Only recently a national

&LSON

music tradepaper said editorially: "The influence of
Major Bowes' hour continues to make itself felt in stimulating musical ambition

BUGS
(Jend

Old Rugs
Carpets, Clothing

SAVE V3
Mail Coupon or lc Postal for
FREE BOOK of Rugs
and Model Rooms in Colors.
Shows how we merge, shred,
sterilize and reclaim wool
in all kinds of old rugs,
big

clothing

the youth of the country.
Several
teachers have told us that applicants
come to study, frankly stating that they
wish to prepare themselves to try for the
amateur hour."
This new and higher type of serious
amateur added to the steady stream of
self-taught and unprivileged amateur, has
given the program improved balance. It
is my considered opinion that the program
has continuously gathered strength and is
now stronger than ever.
Important also, is the amount of actual
good which my program continues to do.
Amateurs have come to accept it as the
most effective stepping stone to fame now
available in America.
The list of amateurs who had their start on my program
in

— bleach,

respin,

redye and weave luxurious,
seamless, two-sided Rugs.

ANY

SIZE YOU WANT
CHOICE of 66 Early American, Oriental and modern desolid colors, blends,

and have since made impressive headway
in the various branches of show business
is a long one, and one in which I can take
pride.

signs,

ovals.

Orders

Filled in

Express
your door

for material, or ship Freight
our expense. Satisfaction
Guaranteed. Our 63d year.
(Beware of agents.)

-*

FREE BOOK
CO.

j

CHICAGO
YORK
SAN FRANCISCO
Mail to 2800 N. Crawford Av. Chicago, Dept. A-80
Yes, mail FREE, your 66 page, money-saving
Book in colors, Beautiful New Rugs from Old.

'.

:

:
;

Name

©

Address

„

1937
—
orc
HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE

$1

—

The reasons
J. B. B., Baltimore, Md.
for Phillips Lord giving up Seth Parker
may be many. In the first place, the
program wasn't sponsored. Then, his second idea won him a sponsor. This was
Busters.

Package for Only 25c

CONCENTRATED GARLIC TABLETS— Pure vegetable
No taste. No odor. No drugs. Tests by eminent
Medical Scientists prove that regular use of these tablets
in many cases helps to lower High Blood Pressure and
and dizziness.
relieve headaches
Mail this ad with
25c and we will send regular $1.00 box, fully prepaid.
Address Dept. 208,
OEARBORN PRODUCTS, 510 N. Dearborn St.. Chicago

also

sponsored.
People.

one

is

We,

is

the

Mrs.

Fred W., Olympia, Washington
forwarded to the Landt Trio in
care of the National Broadcasting Com-

—A

letter

—

BOOK AND DEMONSTRATION LESSON

LEARN TO PLAY
BY NOTE
Piano Guitar

Saxophone

Organ Mandolin
Tenor Banjo
Hawaiian Guitar
Piano Accordion

Or Any Other
Instrument

You, too, should be able to learn
music at home this easy, fascinating way. Send for Free Book
and Free Demonstration Lesson
l\o cost, no obligation.
Write
today, mentioning the instrument
you'd like to play. Instruments
credit.

when needed,
Address:

U.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

supplied

S.

cash

3064 Brunswick Building

_.

New

York, N. Y.

my

maintain

and improve

my

standard

of

Let me assure you again, that
Major Bowes' Original Amateur Hour is
in no danger of disappearing from the air.
quality.

or

to

Know?

Fan Club, headed by Josephine W. Lowry,
2200 Harrison Street, Wilmington, Delaware.
The dues are fifty cents a year.
Each member receives on

joining, a

mem-

bership card, picture of Miss Moore, and
later a

membership

list.

A

Forbes is Doc Sharpe, and-Gene Morgan
Daniel B. Burke.
Lucienne Boyer is
not a regular radio star.
Miss Boyer,
however, has often guest-starred on the
air.
A letter addressed to her in care of
the Versailles Club in New York, might
reach her. Why not try?
is

Marie B., Bronx, New York— Bobby
Benson was played by young Billy Halop.
Billy is fourteen years old and has been
playing all sorts of parts in radio since
he was six years old. He's an American.

Mary Lee

memmember to

year's

bership in the club entitles a
issues of the News, which comes out
every two months.

J.,

Waterbury, Conn.— Lanny

Ross

favorite color is blue, as you'd expect from his fair hair and blue eyes.
I
believe if you write a letter to Lanny's
brother, Winston Ross, and address it in
care of the Theater Guild, New York City,

N.

Y.,

they will forward

it

to him.

Gene M., Wilmington, Delaware— Wal-

will

Grace Moore fans, attention: You are
cordially invited to join the Grace Moore

are astonished when they hear me play
the piano, for only a short time ago I didn't know
one
note from another. Yet here I am, playing the popular song
hits at sight, having the time of my life, with more
dates
and invitations to parties than ever before. All because
I answered an advertisement that told about
an amazingly
easy way to learn music at home— and offered a free
demonstration lesson to prove anyone could do it.
Over 700,000 people had enrolled for this remarkable
method, so I decided I'd try it, too. And am I glad I
did! The lessons were a revelation
they made music as
simple as A-B-C. It was really fun to learn and now I
ge„ more satisfaction out of playing the piano than from
anything else I have ever done.

typical.

New York

—

Jk€ Y FKIEIvDS

is

Plaza,

Beatrice M., Springfield, Mass.
Forhan's are not advertising via the airwaves
at present, nor are their mystery series
scheduled to return at this writing.

Took only spare
time at home
easy as A-B-C

This story

Rockefeller

reach them. The Oracle deeply regrets to
inform you that their partner and pianist
passed away recently. His name was
Howard White.

HERE'S HOW I LEARNED
TO PLAY THE PIANO
WITHOUT A TEACHER

102

This

his third idea

Mrs. F. M. B., Hubbard, Ohio— You
must be wrong on this one. Records don't
show Don Ameche as Bob on the Betty
& Bob program. Elizabeth Reller plays
Betty and Lester Tremaine is Bob.

pany,

Violin

And now

State

matter.

FREE

for this opportunity to exviews.
I
wanted you to know
this so-called shortage of amateurs
had in no way affected my program and
why, on the contrary, I have been able to
press

why

(Continued from page 56)
System, 485 Madison Avenue, New York,
instead of the address given you in trie
February issue of Radio Mirror.

Gang

Town

Thank you

What Do You Want

—

OLSON RUG
NEW

most gratifying.

is

Week.

Railway
g^sJI PHONE
Agency to
call at

Several of our amateurs are now under
contract in Hollywood, one young lady
has just signed a contract with the Metropolitan Opera Company, others are being
featured in musical comedy revues appearing with well-known bands, starring
in night club shows and holding important
spots on national radio networks.
Then, too, my own traveling units
absorb a large number of amateurs, providing them with work and valuable
trouping experience.
The response from listeners, by letters
which flow in from everywhere, by the
telephone voting in New York and in the
honor cities, and by the reports of my
sponsors the Chrysler Corporation, all indicate an appreciation of my efforts that

ter Cassel was last heard on the Saturday
Night Party over the NBC network. Walter came from Omaha, Nebraska, made
good, and then sent for his wife and chil-

dren.

Mrs. A. D., Rochester, New York—
You're right. The part of Dr. Douglas in
Helen Hayes' show of last year, "The New
Penny," was played by. Wilmer Walters,
the same one who plays David Harum.
Marion Barney, who plays the part of
Pepper Young's mother, is married in real
life and is in her early forties.

—

Grace L., New Haven, Conn. No,
Margaret Santry is not the Martha Deane
of

WOR.

six

C,

—

Marysville, Washington
Really
couldn't list every single person
who has played in Mary Marlin. The
principle characters, however, are Mary
Marlin, played by the popular radio actress, Joan Blaine. Robert E. Griffin plays
the role of Joe Marlin, Mary's husband
Carleton
Brickert
plays
David Post
Judith Lowry is Annie, Mary's maid
I.

now,

R.

I

June Meredith is Eve Cabot Underwood
Isabel Randolph is Margaret Adams; Elinor Harriot is Sally Gibbons; Murray

Fifi D'Orsay,
fans, attention! Get in
touch with Mary Helen Quel.ley, 1748 East
52nd Street, Brooklyn, New York, if you
want to join the Fifi D'Orsay Club.

Eleanor
attention!

Holm and Arthur

Jarrett fans,
is also

The above young lady

president of the Eleanor Holm-Arthur
Jarrett Club.
Get in touch with her for
further information.

M. K. P., Carnegie, Pa.— Ted Malone's
birthday falls on May 18. He was born
in the year of 1908.

OFFICIAL
U.S.

GOVERNMENT BOOK

the best book for
mothers that the U. S.
Government, with its limitless resources and the cooperation of America's greatest child specialists, can
produce for you.

"INFANT CARE'

'"

INFANT CARE'

is

was written by

Doiis

five of

the outstanding American medical authorities on child health, in consultation with the experts of the Federal Children's
Bureau.

"IKIPAKIT
f*ADF"
viAlXL
IINr/Xi^

is

SUBJECTS COVERED
How to Register Birth
How Baby Should Grow

easy to use as a daily

I
is
instruction book;
invaluable in emergencies, a nine-page index affords
Generinstant, easy reference for your problem.
ously illustrated with pictures, charts, and diagrams.

ONLY

Day

Baby

Care of Teeth, Nose, Eyes
Breaking Bad Habits
Meals for Baby
Nursing Instructions
Control of Breast Milk

Twelve Months

at

Training of Baby
Forming Life Habits

Weaning

Baby
About Crying
Sunbaths and Play
Exercising

10c

Send your order for "Infant Care" at once. Use the
coupon below. Radio Mirror retains no part of the
payment, makes no profit; your order and payment
are forwarded to the proper authorities in Wash-

Feeding of Solid Foods
Early Signs of Illness
Care of Sick Baby

Protection Against Disease
Clothing Needed

Traveling With Baby

Bathing Baby

Selected Parents' Books

ington.
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SPECIAL EDITIO

IDA BAILEY ALLEN'S NEW

COOK BOOK

Mrs. Margaret Simpson, food editor of RADIO MIRROR,
has arranged a special Radio Mirror edition of this best
selling cook book by America's foremost authority.

Not Just Another Recipe Book
Though more than 1500 recipes are given in this super
cook book, it is far more than a mere collection of dishes.
Here's just some of the
volume contains:

real

kitchen art instruction the

Thumbnail Index
Especially indexed to allow turning to any desired
recipe or table without time-wasting hunting for page
numbers, or searching of the table of contents.

Only 20c Post Paid
You'll get your money back a thousand fold as you
follow Ida Bailey Allen's tips on how, when, and
what to buy at the grocer's, butcher's, and baker's.

HOW TO MEASURE

CORRECT TEMPERATURE FOR:

Oven

Cookery,

Deep Fat Frying, Baking, Roasting

CORRECT SERVING FOR ALL COURSES
DIET HINTS

MEAL PLANNING
COOKING TERMS AND EXPRESSIONS

Reader Service Bureau,
Radio Mirror,
205

E.

42nd

St.,

New

York City.

Check below the book you

If

desire.

you want

both books, enclose total of 30 cents.

Bound in a stiff, board cover, printed on better quality
paper, with large, open spaced type, the book is easy to
read at a glance.

10c enclosed herewith for "Infant Care"

20c enclosed herewith for Ida
Service Cook Book.

Bailey

Allen's

Send stamps or currency, carefully wrapped.

Name
Address
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need

this throat protection too I
That only a light smoke offers

. • .

The stars of the radio have
their throats

mind

that

— naturally. But keep in

your throat

portant to you
light

to protect

...

is

just as im-

be sure you have a

smoke. You can be sure Luckies

are a light

smoke because the exclusive

process, "It's Toasted", expels certain

natural impurities harsh to the delicate
tissues of

your throat. So follow the

stars to a clear throat !

Choose Luckies.

OF RICH, RIPE-BODIED
TOBACCO-"IT'S TOASTED"
Copyright 1337, Thr American Tobaccr. Compi
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